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FOREWORD

The research abstracts contained in this issue have been collected during
recent months and cover the period between January 1992 - February 1994
(through July 1994 for abstracts from the United States). The abstracts reflect
research currently in progress in the field of radioactive waste management. For
abstracts of completed research and other published information, the readers is
advised to consult the IAEA's International Nuclear Information System (INIS) or
the INIS Atomindex available on hardcopy or CD-ROM.

Though the information contained in this publication covers a wide range
of programmes in many countries, the WMRA should not be interpreted as
providing a complete survey of on-going research and IAEA Member States.

To create a more readily accessible means to record and access research
in progress data, the abstracts received during this biennial period were entered
into a Research-in-Progress database - similar in format to INIS. Also for the
first time, the abstracts published are only in the English language. It is our aim
to eventually create a database of research in progress that could be accessible
through many different media such as on-line queries and CD-ROM.

In addition, the abstracts received for this issue have been assigned INIS
subject category codes and thesaurus terms to facilitate searches and also to
fully utilise established sets of technical categories and terms.

Enquiries for further information concerning a particular research data
sheet should be addressed to the author(s) at his/her institute.

Waste Management Research Abstracts is sent free of charge, on
request, to governmental and private organizations and to researchers. Please
use the Order Request Form provided or address your request to the:

Waste Management Research Abstracts
Waste Management Section
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and

Waste Management
International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O. Box 100
A-1400, Vienna, Austria

NEXT PAQE(S)
left BLANK



INTRODUCTION TO WMRA 22

It is with pleasure that the International Atomic Energy Agency presents
the twenty second issue of Waste Management Research Abstracts (WMRA).
This issue contains almost 1000 abstracts that describe research in progress in
the field of radioactive waste management. These abstracts present ongoing
work in 24 countries and international organizations. Although the abstracts are
indexed by country, many programmes are actually the result of co-operation
among several countries. Indeed, a primary reason for providing this annual
compilation of programmes, institutions, and scientists engaged in radioactive
waste management is to increase international co-operation.

WMRA 22 differs from previous publications in that the data provided by
researchers were entered into a Research-in-Progress (RIP) database similar in
format to the Agency's International Nuclear Information System (INIS). The RIP
database will be updated biennially to correspond with publication of the data.

The print format of WMRA 22 has also changed from previous versions.
This change is a result of the automation project which will improve data
storage and retrieval. However, the abstracts are still listed by country (full
name) in alphabetical order. In this printed version, the abstracts, and the
research title/topic, author, and keyword/descriptor indexes are printed in a
format similar to the INIS Atomindex. A list of descriptors has been provided in
the Descriptor Index. All of the descriptors can also be found in the INIS
Thesaurus.

In addition to WMRA, there is an other Agency publication of research in
progress: the Radiation Safety Research Abstracts which covers research in the
health physics and radiation protection fields. Like WMRA, this publication can
be obtained, free of charge, by writing to the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

Publication of WMRA is made possible by the continued participation of
researchers who are willing to invest the time and effort necessary to complete
abstract forms. The work of the Resident Missions to the IAEA in Vienna and
other governmental organizations in Member States who co-ordinated the
submission of these abstracts is greatly appreciated. In addition, I thank Ms. J.
Amenta, Director, Division of Scientific and Technical Information, who
supported the Research in Progress (RIP) database project, and Messrs. A.
Sorokin, C. Buerk, A. Tolstenkov, and Ms. L. Roberson of the INIS Section. Also
special thanks to Ms. Roberson who provided efforts beyond the call-of-duty in
inputting abstracts and programming support.

Candace Y. Chan
Scientific Secretary and Editor of WMRA 22
Waste Management Section

VII
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USE OF INDEXES

As in the last seven issues of WMRA, and following the usual needs of
literature searches, WMRA 22 contains indexes that may be useful for the
reader. In WMRA 22, four additional indexes have been included - totalling
seven: the Principle Investigator, the Abstract Title, the Primary Performing
Organizations, the Descriptor, the INIS subject categories, the WMRA Topic
Codes and the Country Codes indexes.

First, all abstracts are listed by a Reference Number which begins with
the ISO (International Standards Organisation) country code and followed by the
year of biennial update (94 = 1993/94) and a sequential number. For example,
AR940002 indicates the second abstract for Argentina. The country code index
can provide a quick reference to locating abstracts.

The alphabetical Principal Investigator Index includes all primary authors/
researchers provided with each abstract. Use of this index should present no
difficulties. It is hoped that by identifying people along with their research a
greater degree of international co-operation can be fostered.

The Abstract Title index list the titles (English only) in alphabetical order
to facilitate searches. Shown after each title is the Reference Number of that
particular abstract.

Similar to the Principal Investigator Index, the Primary Performing
Organizations Index lists all of the organisations performing the research. Titles
of research and their location follow each organisation.

The INIS subject categories index and the list of WMRA Topic Codes
included in this issue begin on page I-80 and I-99 respectively. The user may
wish to consult these lists and note subjects and topics of interest and find titles
of relevant abstracts. Shown after each category and code are the title and
location of the abstract(s).

In the Descriptor Index, beginning on page I-42, the descriptors are listed
alphabetically. All of the descriptors are taken from the INIS Thesaurus keyword
catalogue with a few exceptions. The title and Reference Number of the
abstract(s) follow each descriptor.

Finally, please refer to Figure 1 for a list all of the elements of an abstract.

IX



FIGURE 1 Elements of an Abstracts

1) CA9400025 Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel _ _ _ 2)
Waste Disposal Concept.

3) Topic codes: 222.
Principal Investigator: Stroes-Gascoyne, S. — ^ )

5)—• Other Investigators: Vandergraaf, C; Jain, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato- _ _ _ 6 )

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0). ~ ~
7 ) Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners 8)

Group.
9 ) Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro (800 Kipling Avenue,

Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5S4).
Program Duration: - -10)

From 1992
To 1997

11) Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from 12)
this laboratory:
Brown D.A., C.J. Hamon: A preliminary investigation of
microorganisms presents in groundwaters sampled at AECL's
underground research laboratory, Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited Technical Record, TR-608, (COG-93-171); Stroes-
Gascoyne S., M. Gascoyne, C.J. Hamon, D. Jain, P. Vilks:
the influence of borehole flushing on the concentration of
microbes in granitic groundwater, Scientific Basis for Nuclear
Waste Management XVII (MRS Symposium series) 1993, in

-|Q\ PreSS

±3/ INIS categories: E52.00

A program was initiated in 1992, in which the impact of - l 4 )
microbial activity on all aspects of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Waste Disposal Concept will be assessed. Field studies are
carried out at the Underground Research Laboratory to investi-
gate naturally present and introduced microbial population in a
granitic environment. Laboratory studies in progress involve
microbial methane production from the reference backfill clay
material, microbial survival in buffer materials in a radiation field
and in compacted buffer at elevated temperatures and the effects
of microbes on radionuclide migration. The Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by AECL and
Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

15) backfilling; buffers; clays; granites; microorganisms; radioactive
waste disposal; radionuclide migration

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: microorganisms



FIGURE 1 continued

1. Reference number (RN) A unique identifier for each entry, in bold face,
starting with the ISO code for the country followed by
the year of update (1994 = 94) and by a six-digit
number assigned in ascending numerical order.

2. Title(s)

3. Topic code(s)

4. Principle
Investigator

5. Other
Investigators

6. Performing
Organization

7. Organization
Type

8. Sponsoring
Organization

9. Associated
Organization(s)

10. Program
Duration

11. Status of
Advancement

12. References

13. INIS subject

English title of document. The title in original
language, if one exists, may followed the English title.

Radioactive waste management subject category
codes. A list of these codes can be found beginning
on page vii.

The name of the primary researcher or authors
contributing to the document. Corporate/organization
authors are also cited where applicable.

Names of other researchers/collaborators.

Name and location of organization of the primary
author/investigator.

The type of organization where the research is being
performed: an Institution of higher education, a
Foundation or laboratory, a Private industry, or Other.

The organization providing the funding for research.

Organization also performing the research

The duration of research noted in month and year.

State of advancement of the research: Research
Planned, In Progress, or Preliminary Report Available.

References of recent publications in the same field
issued from the laboratory/organization.

INIS subject category. Please refer to INIS
Thesaurus/Atomindex.

XI



14. Abstract Printed in English. Some entries for short
communications do not have abstracts. Instead, a list
of descriptors is included.

1 5. Descriptors The descriptors are taken from the INIS Thesaurus and
identify the subject content of the item of literature.
Descriptors are assigned by indexers and arranged
alphabetically.

16. Subject headings The subject headings are the main descriptors under
which the entry is indexed in the Subject Index.

XII



WASTE MANAGEMENT TOPIC CODES

10. RADIOACTIVE WASTE

100. RADIOACTIVE WASTE - GENERAL
101. General policies
102. Programme Strategy, Planning and Management
103. Effluents and Discharges
104. Database & Information Systems, including Technology Transfer Systems,

Technical Assistance and Costs
105. Waste Minimization
106. Quality Assurance Aspects
107. Training
108. Waste Management System Analysis
109. Waste Characterization (Radionuclide Inventory Determination, including

Computer Codes and Measuring Methods and Techniques)

110. LOW AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL WASTE FROM NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
(NFC) FACILITIES

111. Gaseous Waste Treatment
112. Liquid Waste Treatment
113. Solid Waste Treatment
114. Waste Immobilization (Bituminization, Cementation, Including Tests of

Properties, Leaching Studies)
115. Waste Packaging
116. Waste Storage
117. Waste Disposal
118. Waste Transportation (Methods, Containers, Transportation Means)

120. RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM NON-NFC SOURCES
121. Gaseous Waste Treatment
122. Liquid Waste Treatment
123. Solid Waste Treatment
124. Waste Immobilization
125. Waste Packaging
126. Waste Storage
127. Waste Disposal

130. HIGH LEVEL WASTE
131. Gaseous Waste Treatment
132. Liquid Waste Treatment
133. Solid Waste Treatment
134. Waste Immobilization/Vitrification (Including Heat Transfer, Leaching and Other

Studies)
135. Waste Packaging (Container/Canister Types, Materials, Corrosion Studies)
136. Waste Storage

XIII



137. Waste Disposal (Including Direct Disposal of Spent Fuel)
138. Waste Transportation (Methods, Containers, Casks, etc.)

140. SPENT FUEL
144. Spent Fuel Immobilization/Conditioning
145. Spent Fuel Packaging (Canisters, Materials, etc.)
146. Spent Fuel Storage
148. Spent Fuel Transportation (Methods, Casks, etc)

150. ALPHA BEARING/TRU WASTE
151. Gaseous Waste Treatment
152. Liquid Waste Treatment
153. Solid Waste Treatment
154. Waste Immobilization
155. Waste Packaging
156. Waste Storage
157. Waste Disposal
158. Waste Transportation (Methods, Containers, etc.)
159. Recovery of Radionuclides from the Waste

160. HAZARDOUS/MIXED WASTE
161. Biodegradation/Biotreatment
162. Liquid Waste Treatment
163. Solid Waste Treatment
164. Waste Immobilization
165. Waste Packaging
166. Waste Storage
167. Waste Disposal
168. Waste Transportation (Methods, Containers, etc.)
169. Removal/Recycling of Organics

170. U AND TH MINING AND MILL TAILINGS MANAGEMENT
171. Technologies and Methodologies
172. Monitoring and Surveillance
173. Decommissioning and Closeout
174. Rehabilitation of Mill Tailings

180. WASTE CHARACTERIZATION
181. Methodologies, Analytical Methods, Measurements Instrumentation
182. Waste from Form Characterization
183. Waste Packages Characterization
184. Mixed Waste Characterization
185. Radionuclide Characterization in Storage Tanks
186. Radionuclide Characterization in Drums
187. Radionuclide Characterization In Situ
188. Radionuclide Scanning

XIV



190. REMOTE HANDING (ROHE) - ROBOTICS
191. ROHE in Waste Management Facilities
192. ROHE in Laboratories
193. ROHE in Site Characterization
194. ROHE in D&D
195. ROHE in Drums Characterization and Retrieval
196. ROHE in Characterization and Retrieval of Buried Waste
197. ROHE in Characterization and Retrieval of Liquid Waste Stored in Underground

Tanks

20. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT/ASSESSMENT STUDIES

200. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT/ASSESSMENT
201. Dispersion and Migration of Radionuclides
202. Dispersion and Migration Models
203. Gas Diffusion Studies
204. Impacts from Landfill Sites

210. BIOLOGICAL UPTAKE AND TRANSFER
211. Biological Uptake Mechanisms and Models

220. ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSFER
221. Environmental Transfer Models
222. Microbial Effects
223. Effects of Gaseous Releases

230. RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
231. Radiological Assessment Models
232. Environmental Risk Assessment
233. Long Term Environmental Impact

240. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
241. Monitoring Programmes
242. Monitoring Techniques

30. FACILITY AND/OR SITE SPECIFIC STUDIES

300. FACILITY/SITE - GENERAL
301. General Planning and Management
302. Site Survey and Characterization
303. Earth Science Models and Studies
304. Safety Assessment and Performance Studies
305. Design, Construction, Commissioning
306. Barrier Studies and Tests
307. Preclosure Phase

XV



310. STUDIES FOR NEAR--SURFACE DISPOSAL FACILITIES
311. General Planning and Management
312. Site Survey and Characterization
313. Earth Science Studies and Models
314. Safety Assessment and Performance Studies
315. Design, Construction, Commissioning
316. Barrier Studies/Tests/Impacts
317. Preclosure Phase
318. Closure. D&D

320. STUDIES FOR GEOLOGICAL REPOSITORIES
321. General Planning and Management
322. Site Survey and Characterization
323. Earth Science Studies and Models
324. Safety Assessment and Performance Studies
325. Design, Construction, Commissioning
326. Barrier Studies/Tests/Impacts including Near Field Effects
327. Waste Emplacement
328. Natural Analogue Studies

330. STUDIES FOR LANDFILL SITES
331. General Planning, Regulatory Concern, Limits
332. Site Characterization, Disposal Technologies
333. Landfill site remedial actions

40. DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING (D&D)

400. D&D - GENERAL
401. D&D Programme Strategy, Planning and Management
402. Nuclear Power Reactor Decommissioning
403. Research Reactor Decommissioning
404. Non-Reactor Facility Decommissioning

410. DECONTAMINATION TECHNOLOGIES
411. Mechanical Decontamination Methods
412. Chemical Decontamination Methods
413. Electrochemical Decontamination Methods
414. Ultrasonic/Microwave Decontamination Methods
415. Decontamination by Melting
416. Other Methods and Techniques

420. DECOMMISSIONING TECHNOLOGIES
421. Dismantling Techniques
422. Use of Explosives
423. Robotics, Remote Operations

430. MANAGEMENT OF DECOMMISSIONING WASTE

XVI



50. ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

500. ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PLANS AND STRATEGIES
501. Project Planning and Management
502. Feasibility Studies
503. Environmental Risk Evaluation including models
504. Economic Studies
505. Criteria

510. SITE SURVEY/CHARACTERIZATION
511. Site Characterization
312. Analytical Methods

520. TECHNOLOGY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION
521. Decontamination of Soils
522. Decontamination of Ground water
523. Waste Retrieval, Emplacement of Barriers
524. Management of Restoration Waste

60. LEGAL, REGULATORY AND GOVERNMENTAL ISSUES

600. LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
601. Criteria for Exempt Levels
602. Facility/Site Licensing Process

610. GOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES/INTERACTIONS
611. Laws and Regulations (e.g. Waste Policy Acts)

70. PUBLIC INFORMATION/INTERACTION

700. STUDIES OF PUBLIC ATTITUDES
701. Public Information Programmes, Public Participation
702. Information Centers
703. Education and Training
704. Socioeconomic Aspects

80. ACTINIDE & TRANSMUTATION

800. Actinide & Transmutation Studies

XVII



Argentina

AR9400001 Quality assurance on radioactive waste man-
agement.

Garantia de calidad aplicada en la gestion de
residuos radioactivos.

organic ion exchanger particularly effective for Cs 137. The ad-
dition of Na(OH) in a concentration 1.5 Molar produced no
substantial improvement of the solidified product.

cements; resins; scanning electron microscopy; slags; x-ray
diffraction; zeolites.

CEMENTS; RESINS.

Topic codes: 106.
Principal Investigator: Pahissa, J. Luis Saenz Pena 141 4 B

(1110) Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Telephone: x-54-1-4800184.
Facsimile: x-54-1-4800059.
Other Investigators: Pahissa, M. de ; Ramallo, T.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av. Libertador 8250 (1429), Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1992.03
To 1993.10

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E50.00, F24.00

A quality assurance program on low and intermediate level
wastes management has been developed to guarantee that the
waste acceptance requirements are accomplished. It involves the
following aspects: -Quality Policy: the general aims of the Waste
Management Program (WMP) created in 1986, are framed into
the general policy of the National Atomic Energy Commission. -
Responsibilities: the WMP (the manager and his/her staff) have
the whole responsibility to ensure performance objectives are
met. -Quality System: this system describes the organizational
structure, procedures, instructions, tests, inspections and control
activities; rules and specifications of materials, parts and com-
ponents; the process control; the documentation and records;
approval of special procedures and the audits. -Documentation:
a quality manual has been designed and it is addressed to
describe the quality system and to make it use of permanent
reference during the implementation and application of the sys-
tem. The methodology applied to the different waste streams is
described.

intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wastes;
quality assurance; quality control; radioactive waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: quality assurance.

AR9400003 Ammonium phospho molybdate microspheres
by sol-gel method.

Obtencion de microesferes de fosfomolibdato
de amonio mediante metodos de gelacion.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Prieto, I. Luis Saenz Pena 141 4 B (1110)

Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Telephone: x-54-1-4800184.
Facsimile: x-54-1-4800059.
Other Investigators: Cristallini, O.; Gomez Constenla, A.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av.Libertador 8250 (1429), Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1994.01
To 1994.10

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B16.20, E51.00

Ammonium phospho molybdate is one of the best cesium
retention compounds, however it presents the drawback of having
poor permeability in column operation (due to its microcrystalline
form). Classical methods require a solid support material as ion
exchange resins, silica gel or asbestos. Our goal is to obtain
phospho molybdate in solid microspheres, showing standard
characteristics in products obtained by sol-gel methods, that is,
high specific surface and good mechanical strength. We are now
evaluating the feasibility of getting external gelation from a sat-
urated solution of AMP in nitric acid to be solidified in an
organic-nitric saturated bath.

ammonium phosphates; inorganic ion exchangers; microspheres;
molybdophosphoric add; radioactive waste processing; sol-gel
process.

INORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS: sol-gel process.

AR9400002 Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing
spent ion exchange resins by SEM and X ray
diffraction.

Evaluacion de matrices cementicias conteniendo
resinas de intercambio ionico agotadas por
SEM y difraccion de rayos X.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Pahissa, M de. Luis Saenz Pena 141 4

B (1110) Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Telephone: x-54-1-4800184.
Facsimile: x-54-1 -4800059.
Other Investigators: Vertanessian, A.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av. Libertador 8250 (1429), Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1992.06
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B16.20, E51.00

This study is related with spent ion exchange resins
beads (irradiated and non irradiated) embedded in cement ma-
trices. Matrices containing sulphate resistant cement, blast fur-
nace slag, zeolite and irradiated and non irradiated resin beads
have been studied using SEM and X ray diffraction techniques.
Hydration has been developed at room temperature and has
been interrupted with isopropyl alcohol at 3,7,14 and 28 days.
From the results observed in these samples it is inferred that
matrices containing blast furnace slag and zeolite present a
better performance related to: removal of the calcium hydroxide
from the matrix avoiding its deleterious effect on the solidified
product; diminution of the blast furnace slag content, which
means that it is acting as a sacrifice material so protecting the
zeolite; stability of the zeolite, allowing it to function as an in-

AR9400004 Uranium mining and milling tailings manage-
ment.

Gestion de colas del procesamiento de uranio.

Topic codes: 171.
Principal Investigator: Clein, D.A. Luis Saenz Pena 141 4 B

(1110) Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Telephone: x-54-1-4800184.
Facsimile: x-54-1-4800059.
Other Investigators: Haluska, O.P.; Avila Cadena, G.; Achen,

E.N.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av. Libertador 8250 (1429), Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1992.03
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B31.40, C52.12

In order to acquire the necessary technical knowledge to
define the M.M.U.T.M. technology, a general methodology of
analysis has been developed. The final object of its application
is to establish and to implement the policies and procedures
which will allow to manage in a proper way this type of wastes
within the limits imposed by the Radiological and Non
Radiological Regulatory Authorities. The work plan includes the
geological and hydrogeological characterization of the surrounding
area of each facility as well as the flora and fauna associated.
It analyzes quantitatively the radiological hazards to the members
of the public and it is integrated with the safety assessment of
non radiological hazards. For each Facility the unacceptable risks
for the man and the environment will be assessed and studied
a feasible, safe and economically reasonable waste management
technology. To validate the suitability of the proposed method-
ology in order to be applied in all of the existing and future



Belarus

facilities, one of them, the MALARGUE FACILITY, has been
selected to conduct the first experimental test.

environmental impacts; health hazards; mill tailings; mining; ra-
dioactive waste management; uranium.

MILL TAILINGS: radioactive waste management; MINING: radio-
active waste management; URANIUM: mining.

AR94OO005 Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste
container materials.

Estudio de corrosion de los materiales del
contenedor de residuos radiactivos de baja
actividad.

Topic codes: 115.
Principal Investigator: Haddad, R. Luis Saenz Pena 141 4 B

(1110) Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Telephone: x-54-1 -4800184.
Facsimile: x-54-1-4800059.
Other Investigators: Gomez Constenla, A.;Keitelman, A.;

Cassibba, R.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av. Libertador 8250 (1429), Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1992.06
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
M S categories: 822.50, E17.00, E15.20, E52.00

Corrosion studies consisting of polarization curves and
SEM observations were made to understand the container ma-
terials behaviour, in order to evaluate engineered barrier effi-
ciency. Uniform and localized corrosion (pitting, crevice and
galvanic effect) of carbon steel specimens with and without
epoxidic coating was studied. External corrosion evaluation with
underground and environmental waters in aerated and deaerated
conditions at 50 C was made.

carbon steels; coatings; containers; corrosion; low-level radioac-
tive wastes.

CONTAINERS: corrosion.

AR9400006 Models for the safety analysis of final disposal
of radioactive wastes in shallow land disposal.

Modelos para analisis de seguridad de la
disposicion definitiva de residuos de baja
actividad en sistemas superficial.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator: Siraky, G. Centro Atomico Ezeiza

(CNEA-GSRyN), C.C. 40 -Aerop. Int. Ezeiza-1840 Pcia.
Buenos Aires-Argentina.

Telephone: x-0054-1-480-0786.
Facsimile: x-0054-1-480-0160.
Other Investigators: Rives, D.; Telleria, D.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av. del Libertador 8250-1429, Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: IAEA.
Program Duration:

From 1991
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Siraky G., Telleria D., Rives D., Bruno H., Boutet L, Spano
F. et al.: Evaluaciones de seguridad de sistemas de
eliminacion de residuos radiactivos en superficie, Informe de
Progreso INFO-CNEA-0074-93, Buenos Aires, 1994, (42 pag).

INIS categories: E52.00

Models for the radiological consequence analysis of
near-surface radioactive waste disposal facilities are under de-
velopment. They are: TEFURRNS Model (for the calculation of
the source term in earth), CONCALT Model (for the rapid cal-
culation of radionuclides concentration in groundwater),
MEDASUB Model (for the computation of the radionuclide
transport in groundwater by the discrete emissions method),

DRAF Model (for the computation of the radionuclide transport
in groundwater by numeric simulation in finite differences, 3D),
DOSECALC e INTRUSIO Models (for the calculation of the
doses associated to the normal release scenario and intrusion
scenarios). The system of models have been called
MACRERRSS (Modelos para el Analisis de Consecuencias
Radiologicas de la Eliminacion de Residuos Radioactivos en
Sistemas Superficiales). These models are taking part in the
IAEA's co-ordinated research programme, for the intercomparison
of computer codes developed for these calculations.

computer codes; coordinated research programs; ground disposal;
ground release; ground water; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; safety analysis; source terms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: ground disposal, safety
analysis.

AR9400007 Mathematical model for the dispersion of
radionuclides in unconfined aquifers.

Modelo de dispersion de radionucleidos en
acuiferos freaticos (DRAF).

Topic codes: 303.
Principal Investigator: Rives, D. Centro Atomico Ezeiza

(CNEA-GSRyN), C.C. 40 -Aerop. Int. Ezeiza-1840 Pcia.
Buenos Aires-Argentina.

Telephone: x-0054-1-480-0786.
Facsimile: x-0054-1-480-0160.
Performing Organization: Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica

(Av. del Libertador 8250-1429, Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1992
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Siraky G., Telleria D., Rives D., Bruno H., Boutet L, Spano
F. et al.: Evaluaciones de seguridad de sistemas de
eliminacion de residuos radiactivos en superficie, Informe de
Progreso INFO-CNEA-0074-93, Buenos Aires, 1994, (42 pag).

M S categories: B31.10, E52.00

The aim of this project is to develop a versatile tool to
simulate the transport of nuclides released from the radioactive
wastes in the context of models for the radiological conse-
quences analysis (MACRERRSS) of near-surface radioactive
wastes disposal facilities. The DRAF model, now under devel-
opment, solves the three dimension solute transport equation in
porous media using the finite differences method. The math-
ematical model takes into account advection, diffusion, soil re-
tention and radioactive decay. The code works with uniform or
variable velocity fields, the diffusion coefficients are computed
from the diffusivities and velocities. The source term and the
boundary conditions are in separated routines and could be
easily changed. A linear relationship between the solid and liquid
concentrations was assumed. Verification tests were done, by
comparisons of the model results against analytical solutions,
and with the results of another code.

aquifers; d codes; ground disposal; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; safety analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: ground disposal, radionuclide
migration.

Belarus

BY9400001 The extraction of radionuclides from low-level
aqueous solutions.

Izvlechenie radionuklidov
vodnyh rastvorov.

iz nizkoaktivnyh

Topic codes: 112; 122.
Principal Investigator: Dmitrijev. D.M. 220109, Minsk-Sosny,

Belarus.



Belgium

Telephone: x-467-223.
Facsimile: x-0172-467-615.
Other Investigators: Gapanovich, S.P.; Salnikov, L.I.
Performing Organization: Academy of Sciences of Belarus. Insti-

tute of Radiation Physical-Chemical Problems.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E51.00

the Doel nuclear power station. End 1993, SCK/CEN decided
to build and install a pilot installation at Doel. An alternative
application is the treatment of present evaporator concentrates.

boric acid; evaporation; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; materials recovery; minimization; radioactive effluents;
recycling; separation processes.

BORIC ACID: separation processes; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: separation processes.

The experimental study of the chemical treatment of
low-level wastes containing cesium, strontium and radionuclides
of heavy metals were carried out. As result of these studies
chemical compositions allowing to realize the extraction of
radionuclides from contaminated aqueous solutions were devel-
oped. The extraction process is based on a coprecipitation of
radionuclides with the iron compounds. The introduction of the
specific quantities of the complex former into a composition al-
lows to conduct the.

aqueous solutions; cesium; coprecipitation; iron compounds;
low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste processing;
strontium.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

Belgium

BE9400O02 Recovery of fissile material.

Recuperatie van splijtbaar materiaal.

Topic codes: 159.
Principal Investigator: Bruggeman, A. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-332249.
Facsimile: x-32-14-320313.
Other Investigators: Huys, D.; De Regge, P.
Performing Organization: Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre

d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN, ( Boeretang 200,
B-2400 Mol, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Belgonucleaire.
Program Duration:

From 1984.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

BE9400001 Separation of boric acid during the evaporation
of LWR low-level liquid waste.

Afscheiding van boorzuur tijdens net uitdampen
van laag-actieve vloeibare afval van LWR's.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Bruggeman, A. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-332249.
Facsimile: x-32-14-320313.
Other Investigators: Braet, J.; De Regge, P.
Performing Organization: Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre

d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN, ( Boeretang 200,
B-2400 Mol, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Commision of the European Communi-
ties.

Associated Organization: Laborelec AEA Technology.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Werkwijze voor het afscheiden van boorzuur, Belgian patent,
applied for on 16 June 1993, No. 9300608.

INIS categories: E51.00

At most light water reactors, evaporation of the low-level
liquid waste (LLLW) guarantees high decontamination factors and
thus low releases of activity. But the boron concentration of
these effluents limits the volume reduction factor, because of
crystallization problems. The aim of this project is to investigate,
demonstrate and evaluate possible processes for the removal
of boron from PWR LLLW. The key goal is to achieve higher
waste volume reduction factors , while maintaining low activity
discharge limits. An additional goal is to obtain purified boric acid
for recycling. In 1993 SCK/CEN has applied for a Belgian patent
on the removal of boron by volatilization of boric acid during
evaporation at elevated temperature and pressure. Application
of this process results in a decontaminated effluent for discharge,
a concentrated boric acid solution for recycling and a very low
volume of concentrated waste. The feasibility of the process has
been demonstrated durina bench toD experiments on LLLW from

This project aims at recovering fissile material from waste
streams, in order to minimize waste and to maximize recycling
of nuclear material, treatment of the analytical waste originating
from the control on mixed oxide fuel fabrication allows to recycle
Plutonium.

fissile materials; high-level radioactive wastes; materials recovery;
minimization; plutonium; radioactive waste processing; recycling.

FISSILE MATERIALS: materials recovery; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING: materials recovery.

BE9400O03 Investigations related to the operation of the
Underground Research Facility.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Buyens, M. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-37-88.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Bonne, A.; De Bruyn, D.; Neerdael, B.;

Bernier, F.; Wemaere, I.; Beaufays, R.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: ANDRA (Fontenay-aux-Roses, France);

CEC; DPWB/SPPS; NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Associated Organization: Gloetzl GmbH (Rheinstetten, Germany);

G3S (Palaiseau, France); Identity (Mol, Belgium); KULeuven
(Leuven, Belgium); Photonetics (Marly-le-Roi, France); VUB
(Brussels, Belgium).

Program Duration:
From 1984.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
De Bruyn D., Noynaert L.: Nuclear waste disposal in a clay
formation. Field experiments and numerical modelling, Nu-
merical analysis and modelling of soil structure interaction,
editor J.W. Bull, Elsvier Publ., 1993, p. 37-81; Bonne A.,
Borgermans P.: QA and date management in the integrated
R&D DT&E programs on final disposal of radioactive waste
at SCK/CEN (Mol, Belgium), The fourt international environ-
mental and waste management conference, Managing tech-
nology for environmental excellence, abstract, Knoxville,
Tennessee, April 18-21, 1993



Belgium

INIS categories: B31.40

An underground research facility requires many actions to
ensure its daily and medium-term operation under safe condi-
tions. One of them is to perform measurements for assessing
the long term behaviour of the clay and the underground struc-
tures. Several experiments (ARCHIMEDE, ATLAS, BACCHUS II,
PHEBUS, CACTUS, CERBERUS, MEGAS,..) are monitored.
Optical prototype sensors for measuring the temperature and the
pore water pressure are tested in the framework of the DEMOS
project. The supercomputing project (DPWB/SPPS) opens possi-
bilities for vectorization and parallelization computing for large,
time-consuming geotechnical applications and models.

clays; data processing; monitoring; pore pressure; site charac-
terization; underground facilities.

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES: site characterization.

BE9400OO4 Near-field studies related to the geological dis-
posal in clay.

Topic codes: 231; 326.
Principal Investigator: Volckaert, G. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-22-29.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Put, M.; Noynaert, L; De Bruyn, D.;

Meynendonckx, P.; Verstricht, J.; Beaufays, R. et al.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: ANDRA (Fontenay-aux-Roses, France);

CEC (Brussels, Belgium); Enresa (Madrid, Spain);
ONDRAF/NIRAS (Brussels, Belgium).

Associated Organization: Ciemat (Madrid, Spain); CEA
(Fontenay-aux-Roses, France); Geotechnical Consulting Group
(London, United Kingdom); Universitat Politechnica de
Catalunya (Barcelona, Spain); University of Wales (Cardiff,
United Kingdom); WS ATKINS (Epsom, United Kingdom).

Program Duration:
From 1991.06
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Dardaine M., Luis Martin-Martin P., Volckaert G.: Materiau
de colmatage, Procede de fabrication de ce materiau de
colmatage et procede de mise en place de ce materiau sur
une site de stockage de conteneurs, Demande de brevet
europeene N. 93401062 du 23 avril 1993, Au nom du
Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.O0

This research project focuses on the selection of clay-
based backfill materials and their performance in geological dis-
posal conditions. Three in-situ experiments are performed and
models for the validation of field data were developed. The
BACCHUS 2 in-situ test is developed for studying the behaviour
of clay-based backfill materials in unsaturated conditions. In co-
operation with European partners, computer codes for the
hydro-mechanical and thermo-mechanical behaviour of unsatu-
rated clay-based backfill materials were written and applied to
the BACCHUS 2 experiment. The ATLAS in-situ test was in-
stalled in 1992 and simulates the thermal output of a waste
canister that is emplaced along the axis of a gallery in a clay
formation. The ATLAS-experiment is now running with a thermal
output of 900 W. The recorded field data (temperature and
pressure) will be used for the validation of different models. The
CERBERUS experiment is designed to simulate the near-field
effects of a HLW canister in an argillaceous environment. The
hydraulic conductivity, the redox potential, the pH and the
radiolytic production of hydrogen are monitored. Future research
will concentrate on the follow-up of the in-situ tests in order to
obtain information on the long term behaviour in general and
on the cooling phase of the ATLAS test in particular.

backfilling; clays; computer codes; containers; heat transfer;
high-level radioactive ivasfes; radioactive waste disposal; rock
mechanics; site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site characterization.

BE9400005 Performance studies for the shallow land burial
of low-level waste.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator: Marivoet, J. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-32-42.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Volckaert, G.; Wemaere, I.; Zeevaert, T.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: KULeuven (Leuven, Belgium).
Associated Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Program Duration:

From 1984.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Zeevaert T., Volckaert G., Vandecasteele C: Site specify of
biosphere parameter values in performance assessment of
near-surface repositories, Asia Congress on Radiation (IRPA
Regional Congress), Bejing, China, p. 18-22, October 1993.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The possibility of shallow land burial of low-level radio-
active waste is considered by the agencies for radioactive waste
management in Belgium and other European countries. The ob-
jectives of this research project are: -to develop a methodology
for the assessment of shallow land burial facilities, -to develop
computer codes to assess the performance of the components
of the disposal system, to assess the performance of integrated
shallow land burial facilities, -to build up databases of parameter
values, applicable in performance assessments of near-surface
disposal, -to validate the methodology and the computer codes
used for the performance assessments. SCK/CEN has carried
out a performance assessment of potential sites for shallow land
burial in Belgium. A detailed aquifer modelling is developed. In
the first phase of the study, the site characterisation aspects
are emphasized, the database of parameter values, needed for
the modelling of a shallow land repository, were extended and
updated. Computer codes for the simulation of the water flow
and the transport of radionuclides at shallow disposal sites were
made operational. Our participation to the IAEA 'The safety as-
sessment of near surface radioactive waste disposal facilities'
(NSARS) exercise and to the performance assessment studies
for NIRAS/ONDRAF is continued. Site restoration programmes
are an interesting extension of shallow land burial studies.

computer codes; data acquisition; ground disposal; low-level ra-
dioactive wasfes; radionuclide migration; safety analysis; site
characterization; site selection.

GROUND DISPOSAL: site characterization, site selection.

BE9400006 Long-term performance studies for geological
disposal.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Marivoet, J. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-32-42.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Volckaert, G.; Wemaere, I.; Wibin, J.;

Zeevaert, T.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Associated Organization: Vub (Brussels, Belgium); ECN (Petten,

Netherlands); IPSN (Fontenay-aux-Roses, France); ANDRA
(Fontenay-aux-Roses, France); GRS (Koeln, Germany).

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Marivoet J., Bonne A., Volckaert G., Zeevaert T.: Performance
assessment of the geological disposal of radioactive wastes



Belgium

in a clay layer: status of the Mol site, Proc. 1993 International
Conference on Nuclear Waste Management, Prague, 05-11
September 1993, Ed. by D. Alexandre, The American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, v. 1, p. 733-736.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The objective of this research project is to assess the
performance of a geological disposal repository for high-level and
long-lived radioactive wastes. Possible scenarios, leading to the
exposure of man to radionuclides are identified, the impact of
the most relevant scenarios is analysed, and the estimated
consequences are compared with appropriate criteria. A cata-
logue of features, events and processes (FEP's) that are po-
tentially relevant to the disposal of radioactive waste in the Boom
clay at the Mol site was established. The non-radiological con-
sequences of the disposal of radioactive waste were evaluated
in a preliminary study. Deterministic sensitivity studies to identify
the most influential components of the repository system are
performed for the clay model (EVEREST project). Computer
codes to assess the performance of the main components of the
repository system are developed and the codes AT123D, AQUA
and WATERFLO were applied to simulate the transport of
radionuclides in over- and underlying aquifers. The feasibility and
acceptability of direct disposal of spent fuel in clay layers is
investigated and a simplified near field model was derived.

aquifers; clays; computer codes; high-level radioactive wastes;
radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; risk assess-
ment; safety analysis; sensitivity analysis; site characterization;
spent fuels.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment, site char-
acterization.

BE9400007 In situ tests on waste package components.

Topic codes: 136; 326.
Principal Investigator: Van Iseghem, P. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-37-35.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Kursten, B.; Comelis, B.; Buyens, M.; Labat,

S.; Smeyers, G.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Associated Organization: SRC (Aiken, USA); CEA Valrho

(Bagnols-sur-Ceze, France); CUT (Goeteborg, Sweden).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Van Iseghem P., Labat s., Cornelis B.: In-situ tests on waste
package materials - concept and performance, In-situ testing
of radioactive waste forms and engineered barriers, EUR
pre-print, (1993); Van Isheghem P., Chen H.: In-situ inter-
action between waste glas and Boom clay - results after five
years testing, In-situ testing of radioactive waste forms and
engineered barriers, EUR pre-print, (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.20

The objective of this research project is to assess the
performance of various candidate waste package components in
the Boom clay formation at a depth of 220 m (Mol site, Belgium)
by performing in-situ tests, data are collected for waste glasses
and metallic container materials of interest to Belgium (e.g.
DWK/Pamela and Cogema/R7T7 glasses). In view to this pur-
pose, samples are loaded on experimental tubes, which were
placed in the Boom clay formation. Three types of experimental
tubes (type I, II and III) provide an interaction of the sample
with respectively clay, clay-derived atmosphere, and clay-derived
atmosphere that equilibrated with concrete. After a defined ex-
posure time, the samples and the surrounding clay are analyzed.
Each tube contains 30 to 90 samples. In 1993, one type II and
one type III corrosion tube were taken into operation. The type
III tube contains samples of a.o. C-steel, HLW glass, cemented
and bituminized waste. One type I corrosion tube, which has
been in contact with clay at 90 C during more than seven years,
was retrieved by overcoring. Analyses of the waste form samples
and the surrounding clay are in progress, migration profiles in

the clay close to waste glass sample, containing small amounts
of 239pu, 238U, i34Cs and sosr will be measured.

bitumens; carbon steels; cements; clays; containers; corrosion;
glass; high-level radioactive wastes; materials testing; radioactive
waste disposal; radionuclide migration.

CONTAINERS: materials testing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE DIS-
POSAL: materials testing.

BE9400008 Characterisation of conditioned waste forms.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Van Iseghem, P. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-37-35.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Bruggeman, M.; Daniels, A.; Hoskens, E.;

Mandoki, R.; Sannen, L; Smeyers, G. et al.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium);

FBFC (Dessel, Belgium); Belgoprocess (Dessel, Belgium).
Associated Organization: KFA (Juelich, Germany); CEA

(Cadarache, France).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Deconinck J.M., van Isegem P., Boden R., Daniels A., De
Regge P., Hurtgen C. et al: Investigation on the determination
of disposal critical nuclides in waste from PWR power plants,
EUR 14364, (1993); De Goeyse A., De D., Demonie M., Van
Iseghem P.: Qualification and characterization in view of dis-
posal of glass product resulting from a vitrification campaign
in the Pamela installation of the Belgoprocess site,
STI/PUB/907, p. 189-200, (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this research project is to measure or
verify various physical and chemical characteristics of the radio-
active waste forms, relevant to the Belgium waste management
programme. In particular, the research efforts are concentrated
on the characterization of inactive and active Cogema R7T7 and
DKW/Pamela glass, the evaluation of the physical and chemical
properties of bitumen (Belgoprocess/Eurobitum, Cogema STE3
bitumen) and on diffusion and leaching experiments on cemented
radioactive waste, the microbiological degradation of bitumen
forms also part of this research project. Additionally, the per-
formance of the non-destructive analysis (NDA) systems is
evaluated and optimised. A low level waste assay system with
high gamma detection efficiency (Q2) was installed and has been
taken into operation.

bitumens; cements; diffusion; gamma detection; glass; leaching;
nondestructive analysis; radioactive wastes; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste forms.

BE9400009 Compatibility studies on conditioned radioactive
waste.

Topic codes: 114; 134.
Principal Investigator: Van Iseghem, P. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-37-35.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Lemmens, K.; Put, M.; Sneyers, A.
Organization Tvoe: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Associated Organization: ANSTO, (Lucas Heights, Australia); CEA

(Cadarache, France).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To (Not provided)



Belgium

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Van Iseghem P., Lemmens K.: The interaction between HLW
glass and Boom clay host rock, STI/PUB/907, p.209-223,
(1993); Lemmens K., Van Iseghem P., Wang L: The leaching
of Pu, Am, Np and Tc from high-level waste glass in clay
media, Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Managament XVI,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proa, v. 294, p. 147-154, (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this research project is to assess the
long-term performance of vitrified high-level waste and
bituminized medium-level waste with regard to geological disposal
in clay. Additionally, particular points of interest are studied such
as the performance of SYNROC and different types of bitumen
as well as the artificial acceleration of corrosion processes. In
1993, a device for sampling a waste drum, containing active
bitumen (Eurobitum), was developed. Leach tests on different
bituminates were prepared. CEA Cadarache prepared bitumen
samples, simulating the STE3 bitumen with a soft Mexphalt
80/100 bitumen matrix. The active STE3 bituminates were doped
with 23apu, 2*1 Am, soSr, '37Cs. A second series of samples was
prepared with the harder Mexphalt R90/40. Leach tests will also
be performed on inactive and active Eurobitum samples. The
interaction between high-level waste glass and the surrounding
material is investigated in the framework of 1991-1995
programme. About 1000 experiments were started under different
experimental conditions of temperature (40, 90, 150 C), duration
(days to years), media (different combinations of clay water,
Boom clay, container corrosion products, backfill, gamma
irradiation) and surface to volume ratios (SA/V 500, 2500, 10000
m-1). The interpretation of the experimental results is in progress.
Future work will involve a.o. the modelling of the interaction
between HLW glasses and near field clay materials.

bitumens; clays; corrosion; doped materials; glass; high-level ra-
dioactive wastes; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; leaching;
materials testing; temperature dependence; time dependence;
waste forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste forms;
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste forms;
WASTE FORMS: materials testing.

BE9400010 Hydrogeochemical studies of the Boom clay
and surrounding water bearing formations.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Put, M. Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie

Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN Boeretang
200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-32-21.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Wemaere, I.; De Canniere, P.; Volckaert,

G.; Beaufays, R.; Bernier, F.; Labat, S. et al.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: CEC (Brussels, Belgium); ANDRA

(Fontenay-aux-Roses, France); NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels,
Belgium).

Associated Organization: BGS (Nottingham, United Kingdom);
BRGM (Orleans, France); ANSTO, (Lucas Heights, Australia);
CEA (Fontenay-aux-Roses et Cadarache, France); CIG (Paris,
France); CNRS (Marseille et Villefranche-sur-Mer, France);
ERM (Poitiers, France); Eurogeomat Consulting (Orleans,
France); GRAM (Paris, France); Simecsol (Paris, France);
VUB (Brussels, Belgium).

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: B31.40

In this research project, the characteristics of the Boom
clay formation are studied as a potential site for the geological
disposal of high-level radioactive waste. The
ARCHIMEDE-ARGILE project studies the mechanisms that gov-
ern the water chemistry in the clay formation. In addition,
geochemical models, describing the behaviour of radionuclides
in clay are tested and validated on the basis of the field data.
Ceramic porous filters are used to perform dialysis experiments

on interstitial clay water without contact with metallic elements.
An additional microbial study demonstrated that biological activity
is restricted to the first meter of clay surrounding the gallery.
The water transfer between a clay formation and ventilated
underground structures is investigated in the PHEBUS project.
Three series of piezometer nets for the measurement of total
and interstitial pressures were installed. A collimated neutron
probe can be introduced in order to measure the water content
of the clay. SCK/CEN has updated the regional hydrogeological
model for the Mol site. This new model will be used to perform
several simulations.

days; ground water; high-level radioactive wastes;
microorganisms; radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide mi-
gration; site characterization; water chemistry; water influx.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site characterization.

BE9400011 PRACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW dis-
posal in clay.

Topic codes: 323; 326.
Principal Investigator: Neerdael, B. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-37-70.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Bonne, A.; Bernier, F.; Buyens, M.; De

Bruyn, D.; Labat, S.; Meynendonckx, P. et al.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress, Preliminary reports available.

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this research project is to simulate and
to investigate the thermohydromechanical behaviour of a back-
filled HLW disposal gallery and the surrounding clay. In addition,
construction and emplacement techniques will be demonstrated
on semi-industrial scale. The thermal impact is calculated for a
HLW disposal facility in which the HLW is emplaced along the
axis of a gallery after a 50-year interim cooling time. Moreover,
the waste should be installed centrally inside a steel support
tube and should be surrounded by a bentonite-based backfill
material. Since the PRACLAY project involves an extension of
the underground facility, the Mining Authorities require the con-
struction of a second shaft for emergency and ventilation pur-
poses. In 1993, the main activities were restricted to studies on
instrumentation and heating elements (design, review, selection,
calibration). Special attention has been paid to the retrievability
of the heating elements and to the calibration and installation
procedures for the geotechnical instrumentation. The construction
of the emergency shaft was postponed until 1994.

backfilling; clays; demonstration programs; field tests; high-level
radioactive wastes; mechanical shafts; mine shafts; radioactive
waste disposal; underground disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: demonstration programs, field
tests.

BE9400012 Migration of radionuclides and gases in Boom
clay.

Topic codes: 201; 203.
Principal Investigator: Put, M. Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie

Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN Boeretang
200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-32-21.
Facsimile: x-014-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: De Canniere, P.; Volckaert, G.; Ortiz, L.;

Moors, H.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: CEC (Brussels, Belgium);

NIRAS/ONDRAF (Brussels, Belgium).
Associated Organization: British Geological Survey (Nottingham,

United Kingdom); INTERA (Nottingham, United Kingdom);
ISMES (Bergamo, Italy); KULeuven (Leuven, Belgium);
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Rijksuniversiteit Gent (Ghent, Belgium); Power Reactor and
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (Tokyo, Japan).

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
De Preter P., Put M., De Canniere P.: In-situ and laboratory
migration experiments through Boom clay at Mol, Proc. of a
progress meeting on: Migration of radionuclides in the
geosphere, Brussels, 9-10 april 1992, Ed. CEC, EUR 14690,
p. 93-104, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.10

The objective of this research project is to determine the
fundamental parameters that govern the migration of
radionuclides and the permeation of gases (hydrogen) in the
Boom clay. A mathematical model for the migration of
radionuclides is developed and validated by performing large
scale in-situ migration experiments and experiments on clay
cores. The experimental part of the research project consists in
large scale in-situ injection experiments with tritiated water, dif-
fusion experiments with a mixture of ">C labelled bicarbonate
and '311-, and a large scale in-situ experiment using the '25|-
tracer. migration tests are carried out at the surface laboratory
to study the diffusion of actinides, fission products and non-
sorbed species and the mobility of the dissolved organic material
(humic acid) in the interstitial clay water. Through-diffusion ex-
periments with hydrogen and gas breakthrough experiments on
clay plugs under controlled vertical stress were started in the
framework of the MEGAS project. The validity of the gas mi-
gration model is tested by performing large scale in-situ gas
(helium) injection experiments. The gas injection, which is
scheduled for early 1994, will serve as a validation for the
TOPAZ computer code that was developed by INTERA.

clays; diffusion; field tests; hydrogen; mathematical models;
radionuclide migration.

RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION: field tests.

detriment, have been considered in detail and a methodology for
their evaluation has been developed. The quantification of some
parameters in this methodology has still to be carried out. ele-
ments for the appreciation of other important attributes are to
be collected in the future, an international CEC symposium on
'Remediation and Restoration of radioactive-contaminated sites
in Europe' has been organized in Antwerp in October 1993.
Relevant information has been presented and a review report
based on these data will be drafted.

abandoned sites; environmental impacts; radiation doses; reme-
dial action; risk assessment.

ABANDONED SITES: remedial action.

BE9400014 Investigation on the determination of disposal
critical nuclides in waste from PWR power
plants.

Topic codes: 314.
Principal Investigator: De Regge, P. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-33-32-00.
Facsimile: x-32-14-32-03-13.
Other Investigators: Vanderlinden, F.; Hurtgen, C; Boden, R.;

Verrezen, F.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF; CEC.
Associated Organization: NIRAS/ONDRAF (Madouplein 1, bu

24/25, B-1030 Brussel, Belgium).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
SCK/CEN reports R-2954, R-2972.

INIS categories: B11.00, E51.00

BE9400013 Nuclear site restoration Introduction of the
principles of radiological optimisation.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Zeevaert, T. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-014-33-28-68.
Facsimile: x-014-32-10-56.
Other Investigators: Govaerts, P.; Van De Walle, B.; Marivoet,

J.; Volckaert, G.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: CEC DGXI; CEC DGXII.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress, Preliminary reports available,.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Zeevaert T., Govaerts P.: Development of a general guideline
for the radiological optimisation of the restoration of former
nuclear sites, Report XI-0024/93, CEC, (1993); Govaerts P.,
Zeevaert T.: Integration of the ALARA-principle in decommis-
sioning activities, presented: Fourth European Seminar on
Radiation Protection Optimisation, 20-22 April 1993,
Luxembourg.

INIS categories: B31.40

In this programme the principles of the radiological
optimisation to be applied to nuclear site restoration are based
on the consideration of this restoration as an intervention. Pos-
sible alternatives to be envisaged are constituted by combination
of restoration procedures and land uses of the site. The per-
formances of the alternatives are to be assessed in terms of
relevant factors (attributes) including health detriment, economical
costs and social factors. The use of a multi-attribute analysis for
the comparison of the alternatives has been discussed and an
example of an hierarchy of attributes is shown. Collective and
individual doses, being major factors determining the health

Safety studies related to the disposal of low and inter-
mediate level wastes indicate the importance for the long term
risk of a series of isotopes which are not currently measurable
in the waste packages because of their low content, their low
specific activity or the particular characteristics of their radiation.
Those isotopes are produced by activation reactions in the re-
actor materials (3H., i*C, s9Ni, 63Ni, 9*Nb) or by fission and
transmutation reactions in the nuclear fuel (9<>Sr, "Tc , '29|,
135CS, 234U, 235U, 236LI, 238LI, 239Pu, 240PU, 241Am, 242Cm,
244Cm). A first objective is the measurement of the inventory
of those isotopes in the different PWR waste streams and the
identification of possible correlations between those isotopes and
key radionuclides, which are easily measured and representative
for the occurrence of activation products (60Co) and nuclear fuel
components ('37Cs) in the waste streams. A second objective
is to investigate whether those correlations are valid in a general
way or specific to a particular reactor and a particular waste
stream. A third objective is to estimate the uncertainty associated
with the calculated inventories for critical nuclides on the basis
of measurements of key radionuclides. Samples from represen-
tative batches of primary water, evaporator concentrates, ion
exchange resins and filter cartridges are collected at different
PWR power plants operated in Belgium.

fission products; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; inventories;
low-level radioactive wastes; radioactivation; radioactive waste
disposal; risk assessment.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: fission pro-
ducts, radioactivation; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: fis-
sion products, radioactivation.

BE9400015 Monitoring using optical fibers.

Topic codes: 242.
Principal Investigator: Decreton, M. Studiecentrum voor

Kemenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-33-26-55.
Facsimile: x-32-14-31-19-93.
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Other Investigators: Berghmans, F.; Deparis, O.
Performing Organization: Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre

d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN, (Boeretang 200,
B-2400 Mol, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-
nity.

Associated Organization: University of Brussels (VUB); University
of Mons (FPMs).

Program Duration:
From 1993.03
To 1997.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
M. Decreton, S. Coenen: Use of optical fibers in nuclear
environment, Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Intelligent Instrumentation for Remote and On-Site Measure-
ments, Brussels, May 12-13, 1993, pp. 371-375; S. Coenen,
M. Decreton: Feasibility of optical sensing for nuclear robotics
in highly radioactive environments, IEE Trans. Nuclear Sci-
ences, NS-40, No. 4, August 1993, pp. 851-856.

INIS categories: E52.00

The project analyses the potential advantages of optical
fibers for monitoring purposes in nuclear environment, as e.g.
dismantling works.or waste storage plants. Applications consid-
ered are fiber sensors for temperature, pressure, strain, chemical
composition and radiological dose. The advantages of fiber sys-
tems are immunity to electromagnetic perturbation, reduction of
cabling (distributed sensing), minimal mass. The application of
optical fiber communication links is also considered. The work
involves technological feasibility experiments, study on radiation
induced degradation and will include in-situ testing.

feasibility studies: monitoring; optical fibers; radiation effects; ra-
dioactive waste storage; remote sensing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: monitoring, optical fibers.

BE9400016 Radiation tolerance of instrumentation.

Topic codes: 242.
Principal Investigator: Decreton, M. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-33-26-55.
Facsimile: x-32-14-31-19-93.
Other Investigators: Coenen, S.
Performing Organization: Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre

d'Etude de PEnergie Nucleaire SCK/CEN, (Boeretang 200,
B-2400 Mol, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-
nity.

Associated Organization: Siemens; Risoe; AEA Technology; KfK.
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1996.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available,.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
M. Decreton et al: Influence of the testing environment in
bipolar transistors radiation resistance results-A Benchmark
exercise, International Journal on Microelectronics and Reli-
ability, Vo. 33, No. 14, pp. 2107-2117, (1993); M. Decreton:
State of the art in position sensing for highly radioactive en-
vironment, Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Intelligent Instrumentation for Remote and On-Site Measure-
ments, Brussels, May 12-13, 1993, pp. 364-369; N. Noppe,
M. Decreton: Straingages in a nuclear environment, Materials
and Design, Vol. 14, No. 6, 1993.

INIS categories: E43.00

Instrumentation placed in radioactive environment suffers
from an accelerated ageing process, leading eventually to early
total failure. This includes reactor instrumentation, waste storage
monitoring, sensors used in dismantling tasks, etc. The phe-
nomenon is more critical for advanced systems containing em-
barked signal processing. The project analyses the degradation
process of transducers, cabling, processing electronics by the-

oretical analysis and experimental tests. A data base is presently
set up with the obtained results, covering position sensors, force
sensors, strain gages, discrete electronics, integrated circuits,
optoelectronic lenses, optical fibers, etc. KfK.

aging; cables; electronic equipment; measuring instruments;
monitoring; radiation effects; transducers.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT: radiation effects.

BE9400017 Computer aided teleoperation for nuclear appli-
cations.

Topic codes: 242; 191.
Principal Investigator: Decreton, M. Studiecentrum voor

Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN
Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-33-26-55.
Facsimile: x-32-14-31-19-93.
Other Investigators: De Geeter, J.; Deforche, K.
Performing Organization: Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre

d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN, (Boeretang 200,
B-2400 Mol, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-
nity.

Associated Organization: BNFL; University of Newcastle; Univer-
sity of Hannover; AEA Technology;.

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1995.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
M. Decreton: Nuclear teleoperation- particular challenges in
decommissioning applications, JRC Ispra Eurocourse on
Teleoperation, Nov. 18-22, 1991, published in : Teleoperation,
Numerical Simulation and Experimental Validation, Ed. M.
Becquet, Kluwer, Dordrecht, pp. 109-138, (19910; J.De
Geeter, K. Deforche, M. Decreton, J.De Schutter: Enhancing
Performance and safety of nuclear teleoperation through au-
tomation, IMACS International Symposium on Signal Proc-
essing, robotics and Neural Networks, Lille, April 25-27, 1994.

M S categories: E15.30

Maintenance, repair, dismantling operations in nuclear fa-
cilities, as well as waste handling and contaminated site resto-
ration, have to be performed remotely to avoid contamination
risks and minimise occupational doses on the operators. Com-
puter aided teleoperation enhances safety, reliability and per-
formance by freeing the operator's attention from cumbersome
repetitive tasks with impeded visual and tactile perception, the
project aims at evaluating the potentials of such a telerobotic
approach in nuclear environment. It focuses its attention on the
reliability of mixed control mode, where both computer and hu-
man operator share their responsibilities. It looks to the devel-
opment of position and force sensing strategies helping the
operator in difficult localisation tasks and cumbersome utilisation
of force feedback system.

computerized control systems; contamination; remote handling;
remote handling equipment; robots; safety.

REMOTE HANDLING: computerized control systems.

BE940001B Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces
from dismantling operations.

Topic codes: 412.
Principal Investigator: Klein, M. Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie

Centre d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN Boeretang
200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-14-33-26-25.
Facsimile: x-32-14-31-19-93.
Other Investigators: Mandoki, R.
Performing Organization: Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre

d'Etude de I'Energie Nucleaire SCK/CEN, (Boeretang 200,
B-2400 Mol, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-
nity.

Program Duration:
From 1992.01
To 1995.01

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
M. Klein et al: Decontamination for dismantling: full system
decontamination and thorough decontamination of dismantled
pices, Decontamination & Decommissioning Symposium, April
24-29, 1994, Knoxville, Tennessee.

INIS categories: C54.00, E32.00

In a global decommissioning strategy of a PWR reactor,
the step immediately following the decontamination of the primary
circuit would be its dismantling. The dismantling of a PWR re-
actor such as BR3 reactor will lead to the generation of a great
amount of metallic contaminated waste. The contaminated parts
could be decontaminated so that most of them could be evac-
uated as non radioactive waste. An R and D programme on the
development of thorough decontamination techniques started in
92 on the development of thorough decontamination techniques.
Laboratory tests and semi pilot tests were done in 92 and 93
on active representative samples. The processes tested were first
soft processes such as the CORD or CONAP processes based
on successive oxidation-reduction cycles. Aggressive processes
such as the C&* process and the HF/HNO3 process are also
tested.

decontamination; pwr type reactors; radioactive wastes; reactor
dismantling.

REACTOR DISMANTLING: decontamination.

BE9400O19 Study of a communication strategy aimed at
achieving a possible better understanding of
the consequence of radioactive waste manage-
ment in a well defined group of public.

Etude d'une strategic de communication en vue
d'assurer la meilleure comprehension possible
des consequences de la gestion des dechets
radioactifs sur un certain nombre de publics
cibles.

Topic codes: 701.
Principal Investigator: Vanhove, V. ONDRAF/NIRAS, Place

Madou 1, B.25, B-1030 Brussels, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-2-212-10-11.
Facsimile: x-32-2-218-51-65.
Performing Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS (Place Madou 1, B.25,

B-1030 Brussels, Belgium).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: CEC (cost sharing contract as part of

the CEC program on radioactive waste management).
Program Duration:

From 1991.03.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress,.
INIS categories: F14.00, E50.00

Starting from the hypothesis that the information of the
public on radioactive waste is confronted with prejudice and ig-
norance, the study tries to establish whether it is possible by
working out and disseminating an argumentation that is well
adjusted to a specific target group, to reduce obstacles to in-
formation and to induce this public to understand and accept the
approach of ONDRAF/NIRAS. The study consists of two phases:
1. Identify the target and determine its knowledge on the subject
concerned; work out documentation and arguments by following
the general argumentation of ONDRAF/NIRAS and by adapting
it to the target group; 2. Apply this argumentation to the target
group and register the modifications of public opinion induced
by this action. The study is based on an opinion poll taking
stock of the expectations and attitudes of the target group in
matters of nuclear waste. The study is a pilot project which could
be used to define the approach strategies towards other target
groups.

public information; radioactive waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: public information.

BE9400020 Study concerning the evaluation of toxic ele-
ments present in nuclear wastes.

Etude d'evaluation des elements toxiques pre-
sents dans les dechets nucleaires.

Tooic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: De Goeyse, A. ONDRAF/NIRAS, Place

Madou 1, B.25, B-1030 Brussels, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-2-212-10-11.
Facsimile: x-32-2-218-51-65.
Other Investigators: Ska, B.
Performing Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS (Place Madou 1, B.25,

B-1030 Brussels, Belgium).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-

nities.
Program Duration:

From 1991.04.01
To 1993.09.30

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
B. Ska, A. De Goeyse: Heavy metals inradioactive waste from
belgian nuclear installation: identification-production-prevention,
Proc. 1993 Int. Conf. on nuclear Waste Management and
Environmental Remediation, ASME. Prague 1993, 6 a13, pp.
413-422.

INIS categories: E52.00

This study contributes to the physico-chemical character-
ization of radioactive waste. The subject of the study is the
heavy metal content of this waste. The choice of metals to be
inventoried results from the compilation of official texts on ra-
dioactive waste drafted on various levels (regional, national,
European), and of safety criteria applied in radioactive waste
management. A qualitative study identifies the metals present in
the raw waste, the packages and the conditioning matrix. The
latter two sources are quantified on the basis of general esti-
mates made within the scope of the Belgian nuclear programme,
whereas the first source was the subject of a selective enquire
among several radioactive waste producers. The results of these
activities have revealed the great variety of metals present, often
in considerable quantities, in radioactive waste. A comparison
between the surface disposal systems for radioactive waste and
non-radioactive industrial waste shows the difference regarding
design, management and survey of the constructions. Examples
show that it is possible to reduce the presence of certain metals
in radioactive waste by preventive actions. The physico-chemical
acceptance criteria for radioactive waste in Belgium are also
reviewed, as well as the preliminary results of the impact study
of zinc on a surface disposal facility for radioactive waste.

ground disposal; inventories; radioactive waste disposal; radio-
active wastes; toxic materials.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: toxic materials.

BE9400021 Proposal for activity limits for disposal to
controlled landfills in France and Belgium.

Propositions de niveaoux d'activite pour
I'enfouissement de dechets en decharges
controlees en France et en Belgique.

Tooic codes: 331.
Principal Investigator: Asselineau, J.M. 60/68 avenue General

Leclercq, F-92265, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France.
Telephone: x-33-1-46-54-76.
Facsimile: x-33-1-46-54-71-35.
Other Investigators: Guetat, P.; Renaud, P.; Baekelandt, L; Ska,

B.
Performing Organization: CEA (60/68 avenue General Leclercq,

F-92265, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-
nities.

Associated Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS (Place Madou 1, B.25,
B-1030 Brussels, Belgium).

Program Duration:
From 1991.04.01
To 1993.04.30

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
L. Baekelandt, B. Ska, J.M. Asselineau, Ph. Guetat: Assess-
ment and proposal of activity for release of very low level
radioactive waste to landfills, Proc. Specialists Meeting on
Experience in the Application on Exemption Principles, IAEA,
Nov. 1993, Vienna.

INIS categories: E5200

Waste disposal at regulated landfill sites is the process
most commonly resorted to, as the infrastructures required are
minimal and the overall cost accordingly low. Landfill is indeed
the final destination for the end-products of all waste disposal
procedures, including incineration, and can also accommodate
non-combustible waste. Nevertheless, the environmental impact
of landfills is viewed unfavorably and calls for careful control.
Regulations applying to landfills are consequently quite elaborate
in order to reduce the harmful effects for which they may be
responsible. Despite reclamation efforts after the closure of the
sites, it is increasingly difficult to obtain authorization to open a
landfill, even though such installations are essential elements in
waste management in France as well as in Belgium. This report
deals with radioactive waste products from the nuclear industry
suitable for landfill disposal and that contain trace amounts of
radionuclides. For such low-level radioactive wastes, screening
criteria must be defined in terms of activity level along the same
lines as those adopted for other forms of toxic substances. The
purpose of this document is to furnish technical elements en-
tering into the choice of acceptable criteria applicable to the
disposal of waste with very low levels of radioactivity in regulated
landfills. It likewise reviews the regulations governing waste dis-
posal in France and in Belgium and describes the computer
codes CERISE, GEOLE and ABRICOT used to assess the
radiological impact on individuals involved in waste disposal
practices.

environmental impacts: ground disposal: low-level radioactive
wastes; maximum permissible activity; radioactive waste disposal;
sanitary landfills.

SANITARY LANDFILLS: maximum permissible activity.

BE9400022 Reconnaissance boreholes.

Sondages de reconnaissance.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Manfroy, P. ONDRAF/NIRAS, Place

Madou 1, B.25, B-1030 Brussels, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-2-212-10-11.
Facsimile: x-32-2-218-51-65.
Other Investigators: Lalieux, P.
Performing Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS (Place Madou 1, B 25,

B-1030 Brussels, Belgium).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01.01
To 1995.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

Extensively logged reconnaissance boreholes, both de-
structive and core sampled aimed at characterizing tertiary layers
underneath Mol/Dessel (north-east Belgium) region and focusing
on the Boom clay formation as host for deep radioactive waste
repository.

boreholes; radioactive waste disposal; site characterization;
underground disposal

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: site characterization.

BE9400023 Natural analogs studies.

Etudes sur les analogons naturels.

Topic codes: 328.
Principal Investigator: De Putter, T. Faculte Polytechnique de

Mons (FPMs), Rue de Houdain 9, B-7000 Mons, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-65-37-46-07.
Facsimile: x-32-65-37-46-10.
Other Investigators: Lalieux, P.; Manfroy, P.
Performing Organization: Faculte Polytechnique de Mons (FPMs),

(Rue de Houdain 9, B-7000 Mons, Belgium).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01.01
To 1994.01.30

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: B31.40

Use of natural analogs in geology and archaeology to
understand phenomena pertaining to the migration-concentration
of radionuclides and to the preservation/alteration of artificial
structures in geological media support of safety approach in long
term performance evaluations.

archaeology; geology; natural analogue; radioecological concen-
tration; radionuclide migration; safety.

RADIOECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION: natural analogue;
RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: natural analogue.

BE9400024 Geology of the Kempen.

Geologie van de Kempen.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Wouters, L. TGO, Tervuursesteenweg 200,

B-3060 Bertem, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-16-48-92-83.
Facsimile: x-32-16-48-14-19.
Other Investigators: Vandenberghe, N.; Manfroy, P.; Lalieux, P.
Performing Organization: TGO (Tervuursesteenweg 200, B-3060

Bertem, Belgium); KUL (Redingenstraat 16, B-3000 Leuven,
Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS.
Associated Organization: KUL (Redingenstraat 16, B-3000

Leuven, Belgium).
Program Duration:

From 1992.01.01
To 1994.06.30

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: B31.40

Synthesis of knowledge in earth sciences pertaining to the
Kempen (north-east Belgium) region (geography, geology,
hydrology, geotechnics, geoprospective).

belgium; geology; hydrology; site characterization; site selection.

BELGIUM: geology.

BE9400025 Seismic reflexion reconnaissance of Mol-Dessel.

Reconnaissance en sismique reflexion dans la
region de Mol-Dessel (Belgique).

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Manfroy, P. ONDRAF/NIRAS, Place

Madou 1, B.25, B-1030 Brussels, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-2-212-10-11.
Facsimile: x-32-2-218-51-65.
Other Investigators: Lalieux, P.
Performing Organization: ONDRAF/NIRAS (Place Madou 1, B.25,

B-1030 Brussels, Belgium).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.01.01
To 1995.06.30
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Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: B31.40

High resolution, 2D, seismic reflexions campaign aimed
at characterizing of the tertiary formations underlying the Mol-
Dessel region. Especially the Boom clay formation - search for
potential faults or flexure affecting these formations.

be/g/um; clays; geologic faults: geologic formations; seismic sur-
veys.

BELGIUM: seismic surveys.

BE9400026 The influence of temperature on the mechanical
characteristics of Boom clay.

L'influence de la temperature sur les
caracteristiques mecaniques de I'argile de
Boom.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: De Bruyn, D. CEN/SCK. Research Unit

Waste and Disposal, Boeretang 200, 2400 Mol, Belgium.
Telephone: x-32-14-33-37-89.
Facsimile: x-32-14-32-12-79.
Other Investigators: Thimus, J.F.
Performing Organization: Universite Chatolique de Louvain. Unite

Genie Civil (Place du levant 1, 1348 Louvain la Neuve,
Belgique.

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Program Duration:

From 1992.01.01
To 1996.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
D. De Bruyn, J.F. Thimus: The influence of temperature on
mechanical characteristics of Boom clay: the results of a first
laboratory programme, International ' Workshop on
'Thermomechanic of clays and clay barriers', Bergamo (Italy),
20-22 October 1993, to be published in a special issue of
'Engineering Geology'.

INIS categories: B31.40, B24.30, E52.00

The study aims at quantifying the influence of temperature
on the mechanical properties of Boom clay in representative
conditions of high level waste disposal. These conditions take
into account the clay location, but also the temperature range
(up to 120 C) and the confining pressure range (up to 4 MPa).
This study has been accepted by CEN/SCK in 1991 as an ex-
ploratory research programme and by the UCL in 1992 as a
PhD research programme. This study will extend the knowledge
of clay behaviour that both institutions have got at room and low
temperatures. An existing triaxial cell has been modified to allow
for the temperature and confining pressure ranges mentioned
above. A preliminary laboratory test programme has been
launched, aiming at determining shear strength evolution with
temperature. The first results are promising and have been
published (see references). By heating samples to respectively
50 and 80 C, shear strength decreases of 20 and 35 percent.

clays; high-level radioactive wastes; mechanical properties; ra-
dioactive waste disposal; temperature dependence.

CLAYS: mechanical properties.

BE9400027 Modelling of the high frequency climatic vari-
ations over the next 20000 years.

Modelisation des variations climatiques a haute
frequence au cours des 20000 prochaines
annees.

Topic codes: 233.
Principal Investigator: Berger, A. UCL. Institut d'Astronomie et

de Geophysique G. Lemaitre, 2 Chemin du Cyclotron, B-1348
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium.

Telephone: x-010-473297.
Facsimile: x-010-474722.
Other Investigators: Dutrieux, A.; Hovine, S.; Loutre, M.F.

Performing Organization: UCL. Institut d'Astronomie et de
Geophysique G. Lemaitre (2 Chemin du Cyclotron, B-1348
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique
(France).

Program Duration:
From 1992.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Gallee H., Van Ypersele J.P., Fichefet Th., Tricot C., Berger
A.: Simulation of the last glacial cycle by a coupled
sectorially, averaged climate-ice-sheet model: I. The climate
model, J. Geophys. Res., 96, pp. 13,139-13,161, (1991);
Gallee H., Van Ypersele J.P., Fichefet Th., Marsiat I., Tricot
C , Berger A.: Simulation of the last glacial cycle by a cou-
pled sectorially, averaged climate-ice-sheet model: II. Re-
sponse to isolation and CC^variation, J. Geophys. Res., 97,
pp. 15,713-15,740, (1992); Berger A., Tricot C, Gallee H.,
Loutre M.F.: Water vapour, CO2 and insolation over the last
glacial-interglacial cycles, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. London, B, 341,
pp. 253-261, (1993).

INIS categories: B33.40

A 2-D (latitude-altitude) sectorially averaged climate model
of the Northern Hemisphere linking the different components of
the climate system (atmosphere, lithosphere, cryosphere, ocean)
and asynchronously coupled to a model of the dynamics of the
ice sheets has been able to simulate the long term response
of the climate system to the astronomical forcing. An important
point was thus the accurate computation of the insolation for
all the latitudes and times in the year, in the past as well as
in the future. Sensitivity tests of the model to the CO2 atmo-
spheric concentration were performed. For example, over the last
200 ka and with a constant CO2 concentration of 290 ppmv,
only small ice sheets are simulated by the model. Moreover such
a concentration induces the total melting of the Northern Hemi-
sphere modeled ice sheet in the next 30 ka. This clearly
stresses the possible human impact on the climate. Different
improvements to this climate model are under progress. The
Northern Hemisphere climate model is being extended to the two
hemispheres. First result of the present-day climate simulated
by this global model are showing a relatively good agreement
with the observations. On the other hand a 2-D model of the
3 oceanic basins has been built to study the oceanic circulation.
Experiments with such a model showed that changes in the
boundary conditions, such as salinity of the upper layer of the
ocean, can induce perturbations large enough to change the
oceanic circulation from the conveyor belt mode to the southern
sinking mode.

carbon dioxide; climates; earth atmosphere; forecasting; meteor-
ology; northern hemisphere; salinity; seas; simulation.

CLIMATES: forecasting, simulation.

Bulgaria

BG9400001 Study of natural sorbents as barriers against
migration of radionuclides.

Izuchavane na prirodnite sorbenti kato barieri
sreshchu migratsiyata na radionuklidi.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Stefanova, I. Institute for Nuclear Re-

search and Nuclear Energy, blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72,
Sofia 1784, Bulgaria.

Telephone: x-750058.
Facsimile: x-75501.
Other Investigators: Milusheva, A.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear Research and Nu-

clear Energy (blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia 1784,
Bulgaria).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1994.06
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Stefanova I., Milusheva A.: Natural zeolites as barriers against
radionuclide migration from radioactive waste repositories,
SAFEWASTE'93, Avignon, 1993, France.

INIS categories: B31.40, B31.10, E52.00

The sorption properties of natural sorbents-zeolites
(clinoptilolite, mordenite) and clays (vermiculite, bentonite) from
deposits in Bulgaria are compared in order to determine the
suitable sorbents which could prevent the migration of
radionuclides from repository for radioactive wastes.

clays: radioactive waste disposal: radionuclide migration: sorption:
zeolites.

CLAYS: radionuclide migration; ZEOLITES: radionuclide migration.

BG940O002 Development of technology and pilot plant for
treatment of small volumes liquid radioactive
wastes.

Telephone: x-750058.
Facsimile: x-75501.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear Research and Nu-

clear Energy (blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia 1784,
Bulgaria).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.06
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E50.00, E32.00

As a part of the development of a concept for the ra-
dioactive waste disposal the types and quantities of radioactive
wastes generated in the nuclear power plant Kozloduy are esti-
mated. The final volume of the radioactive wastes which would
be disposed of is determined.

radioactive waste disposal; radioactive wastes; waste forms; wwer
type reactors.

WWER TYPE REACTORS: radioactive wastes.

Razrabotvane na tehnologiya i pilotna
instalatsiya za prerabotvane na malki obemi
techni radioaktivni otpadtsi.

Topic codes: 122.
Principal Investigator: Gradev, G. Institute for Nuclear Research

and Nuclear Energy, blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia
1784, Bulgaria.

Telephone: x-750058.
Facsimile: x-75501.
Other Investigators: Stefanova, I.; Airanov, M.; Milusheva, A.;

Teofarov, N.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear Research and Nu-

clear Energy (blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia 1784,
Bulgaria).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: IAEA.
Program Duration:

From 1992.09
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Gradev G., Stefanova I., Airanov M.: Development of tech-
nology and pilot plant for treatment of small volumes liquid
radioactive wastes, 1st Meeting of Participants of Co-ordinated
Research Programme Treatment Technologies for Low and
Intermediate Level Wastes Generated from Nuclear Applica-
tions, Bangkok, 1993.

MS categories: E51.00

As apart of IAEA Coordinated Research Programme
'Treatment Technologies for Low and Intermediate Level Wastes
Generated from Nuclear Applications' we develop a technology
and pilot plant for decontamination of liquid radioactive wastes
from the nuclear applications. The technology is based on
chemical precipitation and sorption of radionuclides on natural
inorganic sorbents. The resulting sludge and loaded sorbents
will be modified by cementation.

cements; decontamination; intermediate-level radioactive wastes;
liquid wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; pilot plants; precipi-
tation; radioactive waste processing; solidification; sorption.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive
waste processing; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste processing.

BG9400003 Types and quantities of radioactive wastes from
nuclear power plants.

Otsenka na tipovete I kolichestvata radioaktivni
otpadtsi, poluchavashchi v AETs.

7"op;c codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Stefanova, I. Institute for Nuclear Re-

search and Nuclear Energy, blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72,
Sofia 1784, Bulgaria.

BG9400004 Development of a concept for radioactive waste
disposal.

Razrabotvane na kontseptsiya za izgrajdane na
natsionalno hranilishche za radioaktivni
otpadtsi.

Topic codes: 102; 301.
Principal Investigator: Milanov, M. Institute for Nuclear Research

and Nuclear Energy, blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia
1784, Bulgaria.

Telephone: x-750058.
Facsimile: x-75501.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear Research and Nu-

clear Energy (blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia 1784,
Bulgaria).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.06
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E52.00

The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences has been assigned
by the Government to develop a concept for disposal of radio-
active wastes. A preliminary site screening is performed and the
different disposal methods are estimated in relationship with the
types of the radioactive wastes generated in Bulgaria an the type
of the geologic host media.

bulgaria; geologic structures; planning; radioactive waste disposal;
site selection; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: planning.

BG9400005 Development of Methodology for safety as-
sessments of repositories for radioactive
wastes.

Razrabotvane na metodika za otsenka na
bezopasnostta na hranilishcha za radioaktivni
otpadtsi.

Topic codes: 314; 324.
Principal Investigator: Mateeva, M. Institute for Nuclear Research

and Nuclear Energy, blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia
1784, Bulgaria.

Telephone: x-750058.
Facsimile: x-755019.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear Research and Nu-

clear Energy (blvd. Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia 1784,
Bulgaria).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1994.06
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Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E52.00

Development of methodology for assessment of the safety
and reliability of near-surface repository for low and intermediate
level wastes and deep geological repository for high level
wastes. The methodology includes the estimation of the dose
burden for critical group of the population.

ground disposal; high-level radioactive wastes; icrp critical group;
intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wastes;
radiation doses; radioactive waste disposal; risk assessment;
safety analysis; underground disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment.

Canada

CA9400001 Solidification and stabilization of mixed organic
waste in cold extrusion process.

Topic codes: 164.
Principal Investigator: Sen Gupta, S.K. AECL Research, Station

57, Waste Management Systems, Chalk River, Ontario,
Canada, KOJ 1J0.

Tetephone: x-613-584-3311.
Facsimile: x-613-584-1852.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Chalk River, Ontario,

Canada, KOJ 1J0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

AECL Research has developed an alternative treatment
to incineration which produces a waste form that is suitable for
disposal as a non-hazardous material. The waste form generated
from the use of a cold pilot-scale extrusion process for combining
a mixed liquid organic waste with the solidification binders is
currently being evaluated for leach resistance to radioactive and
(chemically) hazardous contaminants. Present research continues
an ongoing investigation of the use of various types and com-
binations of immobilization materials(incl.smectite clay, organic
resin beads, and cement binders with appropriate additives) for
immobilization of the waste.The highly tritiated organic liquid
waste is comprised of trichloroethylene and methylene chloride,
non-chlorinated organics ranging from acetic acid to xylene,
suspended solids, and aqueous chemicals from various decon-
taminations procedures generated at various nuclear generating
stations in Ontario, laboratory results obtained to date demon-
strate that the leachate from the waste form produced with the
organic resin/clay mixture passes both USNRC acceptance cri-
teria for radioactivity, and the USEPA guidelines for non-reactive
hazardous substances. There are no chemical reactions or heat
generation from this immobilization. The organic resin has an
affinity for organic molecules, and will retain radioactivity which
has isotopically exchanged with the organic compounds.

additives; clays; decontamination; extrusion; leaching; liquid
wastes; organic wastes; radioactive waste processing; resins;
solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

CA9400002 Advanced oxidation methods for trace organic
destruction in mixed aqueous wastes.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Sen Gupta, S.K. AECL Research, Station

57, Waste Management Systems, Chalk River, Ontario,
Canada, KOJ 1J0.

Telephone: x-613-584-3311.
Facsimile: x-613-584-1852.
Other Investioators: Peori, R.; Wickware, S.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Chalk River, Ontario,

Canada, KOJ 1J0).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1991.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The application of oil coalescence and photo-chemical
oxidation technologies are currently being evaluated as polishing
steps to reduce the organic contaminations in effluent discharges
from both the CANDU stations and AECL Research operations.
The effects of different oxidants, concentrations of oxidant, pH
ranges, and the application of a titanium-based catalyst will be
explored. Use of an oil coalescer will be made to remove sus-
pended oil and grease from effluent discharges. It has been
demonstrated that an oil coalescer can reduce the oil and grease
concentration from 400 mg/L to less than 15 mg/L. It has been
demonstrated that hydrogen peroxide is an effective liquid
oxidant for destruction of the trace organics over a pillared
TiO2 catalyst. An advanced technology for destruction of organics
of up to a concentration of 2000 mg/L (dissolved organic
carbon)is currently being sought. The application of
photochemical oxidation for destruction of priority organic
pollutants as pretreatment for the microfiltration/reverse osmosis
plant is currently being assessed, to minimize the impact of or-
ganic fouling in that system.

aqueous solutions; greases; oils; organic compounds; oxidation;
performance testing; radioactive effluents; radioactive waste
processing.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: oxidation; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING: organic compounds.

CA9400003 Continuous crossflow microfiltration for treat-
ment and volume reduction of radioactive waste
liquids.

Topic codes: 112; 122.
Principal Investigator: Sen Gupta, S.K.
Other Investioators: Slade, J.A.
Organization 7Voe: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1988.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Vickers J., Franciamone D., Beamer N., Slade J., Sen Gupta
S.K.: Treatment of low-level radioactive waste streams using
continous microfiltration, EPRI International Low-Level Waste
Conf., Nov 10-12, 1993.

INIS categories: E51.00

AECL Research has successfully applied continuous
crossflow microfiltration (CMF) technology (4 years of operation)
for volume reduction and treatment of low to intermediate level
liquid radioactive waste. The purpose of CMF in this application
of radioactive liquid waste treatment is for the removal of sus-
pended particles greater than a nominal 0.2 microns in diameter.
In the period since commissioning the microfiltration system,
there has been no indication of any membrane degradation as-
sociated with exposure to radiation, although contact fields of
up to 20 R/h have been measured. Turbidities approximating
1000 NTU have been reduced to less than 0.5 NTU across the
polypropylene membranes. CMF can effectively remove all of the
radioactivity which is absorbed to the surfaces of the solid par-
ticles. Present research is examining the potential of employing
CMF for the removal of dissolved radionuclides and heavy metals
by precipitation, coagulation, and flocculation methods. Lime,
alum and caustic soda are some of the additives which have
been tested for optimization of the treatment process, and for
conditioning the liquid for downstream processing by reverse
osmosis. Seeded microfiltration for the removal of dissolved
constituents is also being investigated.

additives; flocculation; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; liquid
wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; membranes; optimization;
precipitation; radioactive waste processing; turbidity; ultrafiltration.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: ultrafiltration.
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CA9400004 Immobilization and volume reduction of
aqueous mixed radwastes with emulsified
bitumen in thin film evaporator.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Sen Gupta, S.K. AECL Research, Station

57, Waste Management Systems, Chalk River, Ontario,
Canada, KOJ 1J0.

Telephone: x-613-584-3311.
Facsimile: x-613-584-1852.
Other Investigators: Tulk, W.; Caron, F.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration: '

From 1991.03
To 1998.03

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same Held issued from

this laboratory:
Sen Gupta S.K.: Integrated plant for volume reduction,
immobilization and disposal of aqueous mixed radwaste, EPRI
Conference '93 Proceedings, Nov. 10-12, 1993.

INIS categories: E51.00

Radioactive waste concentrate from a triple-membrane
plant is volume reduced and immobilized (with hot emulsified
bitumen) in two thin-film evaporators at AECL Research. The
purpose of this work is to investigate the use of emulsified
bitumen for immobilization of radioactive contaminants in the
mixed aqueous waste. Research experience from over four years
of service suggests that a solids loading in the drum of up to
50 weight percent can be achieved. A 200L product drum has
an on-contact radiation field of between 500mR/h and 5R/h, and
encapsulates 5 curies of beta/gamma activity, including Cs-137,
Cs-134, Co-60 and Sr-90, with an absorbed dose of 1E7 Rads.
The decontamination factor of the thin film evaporator is about
10000 for the cerium isotopes (Ce-141 and Ce-144), 5000 for
Co-60, and about 1000 for Cs-137 and Cs-134. Present research
is endeavoring to investigate the leach resistance of the bitumen
matrix for radioactivity and non-radioactive hazardous constitu-
ents, such as phosphates, carbonates and nitrates. The
bituminized wasteform will be carefully characterized for homo-
geneity, mechanical strength and chemical specification. The ef-
fects of operating parameters (such as product temperature, rotor
rpm, feed flowrate, bitumen flowrate) on the concentration factor,
salt inventory, and product drum radiation field for CANDU-type
liquid wastes is also being investigated.

aqueous solutions: bitumens; carbonates; evaporators; leaching;
liquid wastes; minimization; nitrates; phosphates; radioactive
waste processing; solidification; thin films.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

onstrate the ability of reverse osmosis technology to treat and
volume reduce low-level radioactive aqueous waste for CANDU
nuclear power stations. Treatment with Spiral Wound reverse
Osmosis (SWRO) polyamide membranes removed 97.3±4.3% of
alpha contaminants, and 99.3±1.2% of the gross beta/gamma
radionuclides. The SWRO retentate was further volume reduced
with tubular reverse osmosis (TRO) membrane technology. Sys-
tem reliability can be ensured for a system recovery of 85%
(VRF=6.5) on each of the SWRO and TRO units. Secondary
wastes from cleaning(before subsequent volume reduction
throughout the plant) account for 1% of the fresh feed to the
reverse osmosis systems. Present research is examining which
organics contribute to membrane fouling in both RO systems.
The role of inorganic (carbonate and phosphate) a fouling on
the two systems is also being investigated. The application of
crossflow micro filtration in conjunction with precipitation and
flocculation methods is simultaneously being studied.

aqueous solutions; flocculation; liquid wastes; low-level radioac-
tive wastes; membranes; minimization; organic compounds;
osmosis; precipitation; purification; radioactive waste processing;
ultrafiltration.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: minimization, osmosis.

CA9400006 Detection of sub-surface bedrock fracturing and
groundwater discharge using helium in soil
gases.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Gascoyne, M.
Other Investigators: Sheppard, M.I.; Hawton, J.J.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0, Phone:
204-753-2311) Fax: 204-753-2455).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: The CANDU Owners Group.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Gascoyne M., Sheppard M.I.: Evidence of terrestrial dicharge
of deep groundwater on the Canadian Shield from helium in
soil gases, Environmental Science and Technology, 27, (12),
2420-2426; Gascoyne M., Wuschke D.M., Durrance EM.:
Fracture detection and groundwater flow characterization using
He and Rn in soil gases, Manitoba, Canada, Applied
Geochemistry, 8, pp. 223-233.

INIS categories: B31.40

CA9400005 Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive
waste liquids in 2-stage RO plant.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Sen Gupta, S.K. AECL Research, Station

57, Waste Management Systems, Chalk River, Ontario,
Canada, KOJ 1J0.

Telephone: x-613-584-3311.
Facsimile: x-613-584-1852.
Other Investigators: Slade, J.A.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Chalk River, Ontario,

Canada, KOJ 1J0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1991.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Sen Gupta S.K., Slade J.: Membrane treatment of radioactive
waste liquids, Ultrapure Water J. 10(8), 12-22, Nov. 1993.

INIS categories: E51.00

Traditional treatment process applied to the purification
of radioactive aqueous waste streams from nuclear reactors have
not included membrane separation systems. A Waste Treatment
Centre has been built at the Chalk River Laboratories to dem-

The He content of soil gases has been used to identify
the locations of deep groundwater discharges and presumed
sub-surfaces fractures in bedrock in several areas near the
Underground Research Laboratory, Manitoba, Canada, tn one
area, a strong He anomaly has been detected in a 10x10 m
area of wetland that is heavily used to deer. He concentrations
in soil gases were up to 40 ppm (Eight times atmospheric levels)
and many times the size of the largest He anomaly previously
found in the area. Elevated concentrations of Cl in groundwaters
at this site and its use as an animal 'salt-lick' further indicate
that deep saline He-rich groundwater is discharging at this site.
He flux measurements from this location have been used to
estimate groundwater discharge rate. Other sites are being
identified by soil gases surveys of lowland areas and new
sampling techniques are being tested.

chlorine; geologic fractures; ground water; helium; site charac-
terization; soils.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: geologic fractures, ground water.

CA9400007 Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the
Canadian Shield.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Gascoyne, M.
Other Investigators: Ross, J.D.; Watson, R.L.; Hawton, J.J.
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Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-
ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: The CANDU Owners Group.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Gascoyne M., Kamineni D.C.: The hydrogeochemistry of
fractured plutonic rocks in the Canadian Shield, Proc. of the
14th Congress of the Int. Assoc. of Hydrogeologists on
Hydrogeology of Hard Rocks, Oslo, Norway, 1993, June 28
-July 2, 440-449; Gascoyne M., Chan T.: Comparison of nu-
merically modelled groundwater resistance time with isotopic
age data, Paleohydrological Methods and Their Applications,
Proc of an NEA Workshop, Nov. 9-10, 1992, Paris, 199-206.

INIS categories: B31.40

The chemistry of groundwaters in plutonic rocks in the
Canadian Shield continues to be investigated as part of the
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Management Program. Monitoring long-
term and anthropogenic changes in groundwater composition,
together with continued measurements of variations of salinity
with depth and rock type are the main aspects of this search,
salinities of up to 40g/L have been observed in groundwater from
1 km depth in the Eye-Dashwa Lakes granite, Atikokan, and up
to 50g/L in the Lac du Bonnet batholith, Manitoba. Most saline
waters are Na-Ca-CI or Ca-Na-CI types and Br/CI ratios and
S-34 data from the Lac du Bonnet granite suggest some mixing
with adjacent Paleozoic rock brines may have occurred.
Boreholes . filled with deionized water show a steady increase
in salinity with time indicating that the rock matrix could be a
significant source of dissolved salts. Other isotopic data
(87Sr/86Sr, 36CI, 1291) support this interpretation. Stable isotopic
data show a meteoric origin for all waters and the presence of
Pleistocene recharge is indicated by 2H- and '8O- depleted
groundwaters at the depths between 250 and 500 m. Current
studies include geochemical modelling, and a comprehensive
stable and radioisotopic analysis of the groundwaters.

boreholes; Canada; geochemistry; ground water; isotope ratio;
plutonic rocks; salinity.

GROUND WATER: geochemistry, salinity.

CA9400008 A system assessment tool for evaluating long-
term environmental impacts.

Topic codes: 233.
Principal Investigator: Goodwin, B.W.
Other Investigators: Andres, T.H.; LeNeveu, DM.; Melnyk, J.G.;

Szekely, J.G.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0, Phone:
204-753-2311 ext. 2658, Fax: 204-753-2455, Internet:
andrest@sl.aecl.ca).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1979
To 1994

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Goodwin B.W. et al.: Postclosure environmental assessment
for the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program,
Rad. Waste Mgmt. and the Nuclear Fuel Cycle, 1987, Vol.
8 (2-3), pp. 241-272; Dormuth K.W. et al.: Long-term safety
analyses of the disposal of nuclear fuel waste, Proceedings
of the International Nuclear Congress, Toronto, October 3-6,
1993.

INIS categories: C52.12, E52.00

The third generation of the computer code, SYVAC,
SYstems Variability Analysis Code, has been developed for
long-term environmental assessments. SYVAC provides a frame-
work for incorporating models and data from multidisciplinary field
and laboratory research into an integrated system assessment,
and a Monte Carlo method for random sampling from probability

distribution functions to deal with uncertainty in the data. Its
modular structure allows for development and integration of a
wide range of process models. A package of adaptive times
series routines simplifies modelling of transport problems, espe-
cially where Green's function methods can be used. For the
assessment of the Canadian concept for nuclear fuel waste
disposal, models for the vault, geosphere (GEONET) and
biosphere (BIOTRAC) have been developed and tested. Scientific
support for these models and associated data is strongly tied
to the active R and D program. Formal review of the concept
is now in progress. These studies will be documented in an
Environmental Impact Statement, supported by three separate
primary references for the vault, geosphere and biosphere mod-
els, and a fourth describing a postclosure assessment case
study. Future work is focussed on the long-term performance
assessment of an alternative vault design and location within a
well characterized research area of the Canadian Shield.

biosphere; environmental effects; environmental impact state-
ments; environmental impacts; radioactive waste disposal; s
codes; salt vault project.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: environmental impacts.

CA9400009 Screening sensitivity analysis of computer
models with many parameters using iterated
fractional factorial design.

7bp/c codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Andres, T.H.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0, Phone:
204-753-2311 ext. 2658, Fax: 204-753-2455, Internet:
andrest@sl.aecl.ca).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; Ontario Hydro.
Associated Organization: Commission of European Communities

Joint Research Centre Ispar.
Program Duration:

From 1987
To 1994

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Andres T.H., Hajas W.C.: Using iterated fractional factorial
design to screen parameters in sensitivity analysis of a
probabilistic risk assessment model, presented at the Joint
International Conference on Mathematical Methods and
Supercomputing in Nuclear Applications, 19-23 April 1993,
Karlsruhe; Saltelli A., Andres T.H., Homma T.: Sensitivity
analysis of model output-an investigation of new techniques,
Computational Statistics and Data Analysis, 15, pp. 211-238,
North Holland.

INIS categories: E52.00

Mathematical models of waste disposal systems can have
hundreds or thousands of parameters that affect the simulated
performance of such systems, possibly in nonlinear ways. Sen-
sitivity analysis of such models is difficult and expensive, re-
quiring large numbers of simulations to distinguish the effects
of different parameters. The Iterated Fractional Factorial Design
(IFFD) technique has been developed to conduct sensitivity
analysis of SYVAC3-CC3, an environmental assessment model
for probabilistic risk assessment of a high-level waste repository.
This method has successfully identified a small numbers of pa-
rameters out of more than 3000 that are more influential than
the rest, using only 256 simulations. It should be useful in
screening parameters for importance in models with much larger
numbers of parameters.

high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal; risk
assessment; sensitivity analysis; simulation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment, sensitivity
analysis.

CA9400010 Mathematical modelling of the release of
radionuclides from a disposal vault to the
geosphere.
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Topic codes: 202.
Principal Investigator: LeNeveu, D.M.
Other Investigators: Johnson, L.H.; Kolar, M.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1979
To 1994

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
LeNeveu D.M.: Vault submodel for the second interim as-
sessment of the Canadian Concept for nuclear fuel waste
disposal: post-closure phase, Atomic Energy of Canada Report
AECL-8383, 1987; LeNeveu D.M.: Response function of the
convection dispersion equations describing radionuclide mi-
gration in a finite medium, Annals of Nuclear Energy, Vol.
14, No. 2, p. 77-82, 1987; F. King, D.M. LeNeveu, S. Ryan,
C. Litke: Predicting the long-term corrosion behaviour of
copper nuclear fuel waste containers, in Life Predictions of
Corrodible Stuctures, Cambridge, September 1991, NACE,
Houston.

INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

The aim of this project is to developed a simplified
computer model to predict the release of radionuclides from an
underground disposal vault into the geosphere. The model is to
be used in a Monte Carlo simulation of the disposal system that
is based on a SYstems Variability Analysis Code, SYVAC. The
model must contain the essential features controlling radionuclide
release yet must be efficient in the use of computer time since
it is executed thousands of times for a typical assessment. The
model includes radionuclide source terms, a container failure
function, mass transport through buffer and backfill materials, and
precipitation of sparingly soluble elements. The vault model has
been integrated with geosphere and biosphere models for the
probabilistic assessment of a deep geological system. Efforts are
underway to include a mass transport model applicable to
pinhole defects in containers.

backfilling: buffers: containers: monte carlo method: precipitation:
radioactive waste disposal: radionuclide migration; risk assess-
ment; s codes; source terms; underground disposal.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: s codes; UNDERGROUND DIS-
POSAL: radionuclide migration.

CA9400011 Modelling the transport of radionuclides
through the geosphere.

TOPIC codes: 202.
Principal Investigator: Melnyk, T.W.
Other Investigators: Chan, T.; Stanchell, F.W.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1979
To 1992

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
J.A.K. Reid, T.W. Melnyk, T. Chan: Effects of a domestic
well on assessment performance of a nuclear fuel waste
disposal system, Proc. of OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
Workshop on Assessment and Risks Associated with Human
Intrusion at Radioactive Waste Disposal Sites, Paris, 5-7
June, 1989; T.T. vandergraaf, K.V. Ticknor, T.W. Melnyk:
Generation of a sorption data base for the Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste management Program, Migration '91 Conference,
Madrid, 1991, October; T. Chan, Yee-chung Jin, C.I. Kitson,
T.W. Melnyk, PA O'Connor: Comparison of a 2D finite ele-
ment solute transport model with a 1D network solute trans-
port model, Joint International Waste Management
Conference, ASME, Seoul, Korea, October, 1991.

INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

The aim of this project is the development of a computer
models, called GEONET, for the calculation of the transport of

radionuclides from an underground disposal vault through the
geosphere to the biosphere. The groundwater flow field is
modelled by a network of one-dimensional flow pathways, which
can converge or diverge. Each pathway is composed of a
number of segments.each segment has characteristic transport
properties. The conceptual model also includes groundwater flow
pathways leading to a well used as a source of domestic water.
The mathematical model is based on a successive numerical
convolutions using an analytical solution to the convection-
dispersion transport equation for n-member radioactive decay
chains. The model is designed to be simple enough to be ex-
ecuted thousands of times in a Monte Carlo simulation of the
complete disposal system using the third generation of the
Canadian SYstems Variability Analysis Code, SYVAC. The
geosphere model has been integrated with vault and biosphere
models for the probabilistic assessment of a deep geological
disposal system. The model has been used to generate results
and to do sensitivity analysis for an environmental impact
statement for submission to a Canadian Environmental Review
Panel assessing the concept of deep geological disposal of nu-
clear wastes in the Canadian Shield. Formal documentation of
the model specifications and users manual are being developed
and will be published.

g codes; ground water; monte carlo method; radioactive waste
disposal; radionuclide migration; sensitivity analysis; underground
disposal.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: g codes; UNDERGROUND DIS-
POSAL: radionuclide migration.

CA9400012 Assessment of the long-term risks of meteorite
impact on a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Wuschke, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1993.11
To 1994.02

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C52.42

An assessment has been completed of the long-term risks
of a meteorite scenario for a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault
in deep plutonic rock. A meteorite scenario is defined as a ra-
diation exposure initiated by a meteorite that disrupts the integrity
of the disposal system. Although the annual probability of such
a meteorite is extremely low (of the order of 10-' i), we must
also consider the possibility that a member of the critical group
could be dispersed to the dispersed waste at any time after the
impact. An assessment of the radiological consequence of the
event ant the associated risks shows that the risks are several
orders of magnitude below the Atomic Energy Control Board's
regulatory criterion for acceptability of the disposal vault, for all
times. Documentation of this work is in progress.

meteorites; plutonic rocks; radioactive wasfe disposal; risk as-
sessment; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: meteorites, risk assessment.

CA9400013 Corrosion experiments on copper under simu-
lated disposal conditions.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: King, F.
Other Investigators: Ryan, S.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1984
To 1995
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
King F., C D . litke, S.R. Ryan: A mechanistic study of the
uniform corrosion of copper in compacted Na-
montmorillonite/sand mixtures, Corrosion Science 33,
1979-1995, (1992); Utke CD., S.R. Ryan, F. King: A
mechanistic study of the uniform corrosion of copper in
compacted clay-sand soil, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Report, AECL-10397, 1992.

INIS categories: B22.50, E15.20, E52.00

Corrosion experiments are related studies under simulated
Canadian disposal conditions are being carried out to assess the
viability of using oxygen-free copper as a container material.The
emphasis of the experiments is on studying mechanisms and
determining parameters so that mathematical models can be
developed to predict container lifetimes. The corrosion behaviour
of copper is influenced by the presence of compacted sodium
bentonite clay/silica sand, known as buffer material, around the
containers. The buffer material restricts the rate of mass trans-
port of oxygen to, and of dissolved copper away from, the
corroding surface. Corrosion experiments are performed under
various redox conditions and the diffusion profiles of copper
away from the corroding surface are determined at the end of
the tests by sectioning the buffer material and analysing for
copper. Diffusion coefficients of copper are determined in sepa-
rate experiments. Adsorption isotherms of Cu(ll) on sodium
bentonite are being determined over a wide concentration range
with both loose and compacted clay. A long-term (up to 20 a)
corrosion test under simulated disposal conditions is being
planned to obtain a longer-term database ant to assess the
likelihood of localized corrosion cooper. The Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by AECL and
Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the Candu Owners Group.

bentonite: buffers; clays; containers; copper; corrosion; diffusion;
sand; simulation.

COPPER: corrosion.

CA9400014 Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion
using electrochemical techniques.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: King, F.
Other Investigators: Tang, Y.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1984
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
King F., CD. Litke: The electrochemical behaviour of copper
in aerated 1 mol x dm-i NaCI at room temperature, Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited Reports, AECL-9571, AECL-9572,
AECL-9573, 1989; King f., CD. Litke, S.R. Ryan: General
corrosion of copper nuclear waste containers, Corrosion '92,
Paper 119, NACE International (Houston, TX), 1992.

INIS categories: B22.50, E15.20, E52.00

Various electrochemical studies are being performed to
provide background information to help in predicting the lifetimes
of copper containers in a Canadian disposal vault. The purpose
of the experiments is not to provide corrosion rate data but to
identify the mechanisms of the various reactions on which pre-
dictive mathematical models can be based. Electrochemical
measurements are made under well-defined mass transport
conditions using rotating electrodes, for which the rate of trans-
port of species to and from the electrode can be accurately
calculated. The mechanisms of copper dissolution in chloride
solution and of oxygen reduction on copper have been deter-
mined. An electrode incorporating a pH-sensitive bismuth ring
has been developed so that pH changes occurring at the copper
surface during the corrosion reaction can be determined in situ.
The speciation of dissolved copper in CI-/SO42 - mixtures is
being studied using a rotating split-ring disc electrode, where the
two split rings are used to measure the fluxes of Cu(l) and of

Cu(ll) from the copper disc electrode. A copper/clay electrode
is used to assess the effect of restrictive mass-transport condi-
tions on the electrochemical behaviour of copper. The Canadian
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by
AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU
Owners Group.

chemical state; clays; containers; copper; corrosion;
electrochemistry; radioactive waste disposal.

COPPER: corrosion.

CA940O015 Mathematical modelling of copper container
lifetimes.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: King, F.
Other Investigators: LeNeveu, D.; Jobe, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1991
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
King F., DM. LeNeveu: Prediction of the lifetimes of copper
nuclear waste containers, Nuclear Waste Packaging, FOCUS
'91, American Nuclear Society (La Grange Park, IL), 1992,
pp. 253-261; King F., DM. LeNeveu, S.R. Ryan, CD. Litke:
Predicting the long-term corrosion behaviour of copper nuclear
fuel waste containers, In Lifetime Predictions of Corrodible
Structures, R.N. Parkins (ed.), NACE International (Houston,
TX), in press; King F., D.M. LeNeveu, D. Jobe: Modelling the
effect of evolving redox conditions on the corrosion of copper
containers, Sci. Basis for Nucl. W. M. XVII, A. Barkatt and
R.A. Van Konynenburg (eds.), Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proa,
Materials Res. Soc. (Pittsburgh, PA), in press.

INIS categories: E15.20, B22.50, E52.00

The overall assessment of the Canadian disposal concept
includes a mathematical model to predict the rate of container
failure, known as the container failure function. A copper con-
tainer failure model is being developed to predict the effect of
evolving redox conditions expected within the sealed disposal
vault on the lifetimes of copper containers. As the conditions
within a Canadian disposal vault evolve from warm and anoxic
in the long term, the predominant copper speciation is expected
to change from Cu(ll) to Cu(l). This change in copper speciation
will result in a decrease in the rate of uniform corrosion. In
addition, localized corrosion (pitting is only form of localized
corrosion included in the model), will be limited to the early
oxidizing period and should not contribute to container failure in
the long term. A copper container failure model has previously
been developed in which the conservative assumption was made
that the redox conditions remained indefinitely aerated. Minimum
container lifetimes (25-mm-thick containers) of 30000 a were
predicted. Attempts are now being made to include the effects
of evolving redox conditions on container lifetime. It is expected
that minimum container lifetimes of 10*6 a will result from this
more realistic assessment. The Canadian Fuel Waste Manage-
ment program is jointly funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro
under the auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

chemical state; containers; copper; corrosion; failures; redox re-
actions; service life; simulation.

CONTAINERS: service life.

CA9400016 Characterization and inventory determination in
CANDU used fuel.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Tait, J.
Other Investigators: Stroes-Gascoyne, S.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners
Group.

Program Duration:
From 1990.09
To 1992.03

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: B16.20, E52.00

A program to analytically determine selected radionuclide
inventories in a used CANDU fuel has been initiated. Since
radionuclide inventories used in the Safety Assessment for the
Canadian Disposal Concept have been generated using the
ORIGEN-S radionuclide generation/depletion code, it is necessary
to verify that measured inventories are correctly predicted by the
code. A well-characterized Pickering reactor fuel has been dis-
solved in HNO3 and the resulting solution is being analyzed for
about 25 radioisotope of particular concern from a long-term
waste management perspective (e.g. ' 0 , 129I, 99Tc, Pu, Am,
Np). The ORIGEN-S code may also need to be checked if there
are significant discrepancies between predicted and measured
inventories. The Canadian nuclear Fuel Waste Management
program is jointly funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the
auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

candu type reactors: carbon 14; chemical analysis; fission pro-
ducts; inventories; o codes; radioactive waste management; spent
fuels.

SPENT FUELS: fission products, inventories.

CA9400017 Determination of radionuclide release and re-
lease kinetics from used CANDU fuel.

TOPIC codes; 233; 146.
Principal Investigator: Stroes-Gascoyne, S.
Other Investigators: Tait, J.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1990
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Stroes-Gascoyne S., J.C. Tait, N.C. Garisto, R.J. Porth,
J.P.M. Ross, G. Glowa et al.: Materials Research Society
Conference, Strasbourg, Nov. 4-8, 1991, (1992); Stroes-
Gascoyne S., J.C. Tait, R.J. Porth, J.L. McConnell, T.R.
Barnsdale, S. Watson: Measurements of grain-boundary in-
ventories of i37Cs, soSr and 99Tc in used CANDU fuel, Mat.
Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 294, 1993.

M S categories: B16.20, E52.00

The safety assessment of the Canadian used nuclear fuel
disposal concept requires information about the gap and grain-
boundary inventories of radionuclides such as 1 2 9 I , issCs, 99Tc,
90Sr and '4C. For 1291 and 'ssCs, the instant release estimates
are based on a comprehensive set of experimental data, and
correlation with fission gas release codes, such as ELESIM, but
for the other radionuclides, the estimated instant release fraction
are based on limited data and conservative assumption. Leaching
experiments are in progress to determine the 'instant-release'
fraction for ">C, 99Tc and soSr from a variety of used CANDU
fuels. Work on the determination of grain-boundary inventories
involves the use of of mechanically pulverized and size-
fractionated fuels in flow-through experiments. Volatile gas in-
ventories (Kr, Xe) at grain boundaries will be determined to verify
ELESIM predictions of fission gas release to grain -boundaries
in fuels. The release kinetics of radionuclides and the dissolution
kinetics of the UO2 matrix will also be determined from flow-
through experiments. The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Man-
agement program is jointly funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro
under the auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

candu type reactors; e codes; fission product release; grain
boundaries; leaching; spent fuels; uranium dioxide.

SPENT FUELS: fission product release.

CA9400018 Radiation effects on the dissolution of used
CANDU fuel.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Stroes-Gascoyne, S.
Other Investigators: Tait, J.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1990
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Stroes-gascoyne S., J.C. Tait, R.J. Porth, J.L. McConnell,
A.M. Duclos: Comparison of the dissolution behaviour of
various UO2 samples in saline solution at 100 C under re-
ducing conditions, MRS Symposium Proc. (Scientific Basis for
Nuclear Waste Management XVII, in press), 1993.

INIS categories: B14.00, B23.50

Experiments are being performed in which the leaching
behaviour of a number of UO2 samples (UO2, Simfuel
(unirradiated UO2 doped with simulated fission products),
0.5%Pu-doped fuel and used CANDU fuels) are being compared
in order to establish the role of alpha and gamma radiolysis on
the dissolution process. The effects of radiation will be investi-
gated by comparing uranium solution concentration of
unirradiated UO2, Pu-doped UO2 (alpha effects), used fuel (alpha
and gamma effects), and Simfuel (effect of fission products on
leaching). A comparison with dissolution rates measured by
electrochemical techniques using UO2 electrodes exposed to an
alpha-radiation field will be performed. The Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by AECL and
Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

alpha particles; chemical radiation effects; gamma radiation;
leaching; physical radiation effects; plutonium; radiolysis; spent
fuels; uranium dioxide.

URANIUM DIOXIDE: chemical radiation effects, physical radiation
effects.

CA9400019 Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under
simulated repository conditions.

Topic codes: 137.
Principal Investigator: Tait, J.
Other Investigators: Stroes-Gascoyne, S.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1989.08
To 1998.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Tait J.C., S. Stroes-Gascoyne, W.H. Hocking, A.M. Duclos,
R.J. Porth, D.L. Wilkin: Materials Research Society Sympo-
sium Proc. Vol. 212, (T. Abrajano Jr. and L.H. Johnson eds.).

INIS categories: B23.50, E52.00

A long-term (10 years) leaching experiment on several
used CANDU fuels with various burnups is in progress. This
study is intended to corroborate the radionuclides release
behaviour and uranium matrix dissolution behaviour predicted
from short-term (1-2 years) experiments. REducing conditions
(magnetite/hematite) have been imposed on the leachant solution
and granitic groundwaters of various ionic strengths are being
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investigated. A series of vessels will be terminated each year
over the test duration, the solutions analyzed and the solids
submitted for surface characterization (SEM, XPS, XRD). The
results will be used to corroborate the used fuel dissolution
model used in the safety assessment for the Canadian disposal
concept. The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management pro-
gram is jointly funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the
auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

candu type reactors; fission product release; granites; ground
water; leaching; materials testing; radioactive waste disposal;
spent fuels.

SPENT FUELS: leaching.

CA9400020 Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks
and ground water.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Griffault, L.
Other Investigators: Shewchuk, T.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1994

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Griffault L.Y., M. Gascoyne, D.C. Kamineni, T.T. Vandergraaf,
R. Kerrich: Actinides and REE characteristics of deep fracture
zones in the Lac du Bonnet granitic batholith, MB, Canada,
Geoch. Cosmochim. Acta, Vol. 57, 1181-1202, 1991; Griffault
L.Y., T.A. Shewchuk: Permeability effects on radionuclide mi-
gration in a highly fractured zone in the Lac du Bonnet
batholith, Canada, Submitted to Radiochimica Acta.

INIS categories: B31.10

The mobility of radionuclides is being studied in plutonic
rocks and groundwaters as part of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management Program. Uranium series disequilibha are
being measured in waters and adjacent rock in permeable frac-
tures located in the upper 1000 m of the Lac du Bonnet granite
batholith, Manitoba, to determine evidence of recent migration
and sorption on radionuclides. Pronounced disequilibria have
been found in altered (weather or low temperature hydrothermally
altered) fracture systems indicating recent and active mobilization
of radionuclides in the upper 400 m of the rock and also in a
fracture zone located at a depth of 1 km. The migration of the
238U series isotopes is being investigated in a highly water-
bearing fracture media characterized by various permeability
zones in the area of the Underground Research Laboratory.
Fracture infilling minerals, and adjacent rock from boreholes
crosscutting this highly fractured zone are being analyzed
for234U/238U and 226Ra/230Th activity ratios. Studies also include
petrographic and chemical examination to obtain a broader
understanding of the water/rock interaction process and to iden-
tify geochemical controls on radionuclide migrations. Rock and
water disequilibria data collected in this specific area will be
combined to developed a transport model describing
quantitatively the actinide mobility. The Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management program is jointly funded by AECL and
Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

data acquisition; granites; ground water; permeability; plutonic
rocks; radionuclide migration; radium 226; sorption; thorium 230;
uranium 234.

RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION: ground water, plutonic rocks.

CA9400021 Determination of sorption coefficients of multi-
valent radionuclides under anoxic conditions.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Vandergraaf, T.
Other Investigators: Ticknor, K.; Juhnke, D.

Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-
ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners
Group.

Program Duration:
From 1992.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B13.20, E52.00

There is a considerable amount of controversy about the
redox conditions that can be achieved under laboratory condi-
tions. The use of anaerobic chambers, in which the oxygen
concentration in the atmosphere can be reduced to values below
1 ppm, may not provide conditions that are truly representative
of those found at depth in crystalline formations. Column mi-
gration experiments are underway using groundwater that has
been equilibrated with materials that are expected to control the
redox couples in granitic rock at depth. Experiments are in
progress with multi valent radionuclides (Np, Pu, U, Tc). The
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program is jointly
funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the
CANDU Owners Group.

anaerobic conditions; bench-scale experiments; granites; ground
water; radionuclide migration; redox reactions; sorption.

RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION: sorption.

CA9400022 Laboratory radionuclide migration experiments
in quarried rock over a distance of 1 m.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Vandergraaf, T.
Other Investigators: Drew, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group; U.S. Doe.
Associated Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory;

KAERI/NEMAC.
Program Duration:

From 1987
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Vandergraaf T.T., D.J. Drew: Laboratory studies of
radionuclide transport in fractured crystalline rock, Proc. of the
Third International Symposium on Advanced Energy Research
'Global Environment and Nuclear Energy', Mito, Japan, 1991
March 13-15, pp. 385-393.

INIS categories: B31.10

Radionuclide migration experiments are being performed
in induced and in natural fractures in granitic rock to validate
contaminant transport models. The blocks are quarried from a
surface quarry on the Lac du Bonnet batholith, a granitic intru-
sive rock formation at the edge of the Canadian Shield. The
block is instrumented with a strain gauges, to measure the stress
applied orthogonally to the fracture, and linear variable dis-
placement transducers, to monitor any increase in the fracture
aperture as a result of the migration experiments. Boreholes are
drilled into the block, orthogonally to the fracture and are
equipped with mechanical packers. The distribution of the hy-
draulic conductivity in the fracture is determined by borehole-to-
borehole pump tests. Dispersion is studied with conservatives
tracers (uranium). Migration experiments have been performed
with a number of a radionuclides, including sssr, 95Tc, w c s ,
and i**Ce. At the termination of the migration experiments the
fracture is opened and the surfaces of the fracture scanned with
a 2-D gamma spectrometer. Migration experiments have been
in singles fractures with a simple cross section(rectangular,
wedge-shaped, and grooved) are in progress. The Canadian
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by
AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU
Owners Group.

bench-scale experiments; boreholes; cerium 144; cesium 137;
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gamma spectroscopy; geologic fractures; granites; radionuclide
migration; strontium 85; technetium 95; tracer techniques.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: bench-scale experiments.

CA9400023 Determination of sorption coefficients on frac-
ture infilling minerals in granitic rock.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator Ticknor, K.
Other Investigators: Vandergraaf, T.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1978
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Vandergraaf T.T., K.V. Ticknor, T.W. Melnyk: The selection
and use of a sorption database for the geosphere model in
the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program, J.
Cont. Hydr. 13, pp. 327-345, 1993.

INIS categories: B31 10

Radionuclide sorption studies are being performed to add
to the existing sorption database for radionuclides on minerals
of interest to granitic rock formations. During 1993, sorption of
nickel was studied as a function of [Ca], [Mg], pH and [total
carbonate]. The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
program is jointly funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the
auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

granites; minerals; ph value; radioisotopes; sorption.

RADIOISOTOPES: sorption.

CA9400024 Laboratory colloid migration experiments in a
large granite block.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Vilks, P.
Other Investigators: Bachinski, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Vilks P., Degueldre C: Sorption behaviour of assr, 1311, and
i37Cs on colloids and suspended particles from the Grinsel
Test Site, Switzerland, Applied Geochemistry, 6, 553-563,
1991; Vilks P., Miller H.G., Doern D.C.: Natural colloids and
suspended particles in the Whiteshell research area,
Manitoba, Canada, and their potential effect on radiocolloid
formation, Applied Geochemistry, 6, 564-574, 1991; Vilks P.,
Bachinski D.B., Vandergraaf T.T.: The role of particulates in
radionuclide transport, Proc. 3rd International Symposium on
Advanced Nuclear Energy Research, Mito City, Japan,
394-401, 1991.

INIS categories: B31.10

Studies of groundwaters from sandstone and fractured
granite have identified the presence of natural colloids (10-450
nm) and suspended particles (>450nm) which can sorb
radionuclides. The impact of these particles on radionuclide
transport depends upon particle migration properties in
groundwater systems. Particle migration experiments are been
carried out in a horizontal fracture in a granite block
(1 mx1 mxO.6m) in order to assess basic principles of particle
transport in a fracture and to develop or apply a transport model

to fracture granite. A set of nine piezometers was used to obtain
a detailed hydraulic characterization of the horizontal fracture,
which was essential for designing particle migration experiments.
This experimental study will make it possible to track particle
migration with a detail not possible in field experiments. Initial
experiments are being carried out with silica colloids, glass
sphere and latex spheres to evaluate the physical effects of
particle size, flow velocity, and flow path geometry. The effects
of particle chemistry will be tested with colloidal silica, clay and
Fe hydroxide. Flushing experiments with groundwater showed
that suspended particles as large as 40 Mm could be mobilized
from the fracture surface. The mobility of suspended particles
was significantly less than that of colloids. However, within the
size range of colloids used in these studies (0.022 to 0.090
Mm), colloid size did not affect colloid migration. Although in
general, colloids eluted ahead of the conservative tracer, colloid
mobility was significantly reduced when the average groundwater
velocity dropped below 250m/a. Colloid transport was found to
be very sensitive to flow path and flow direction. The Canadian
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by
AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU
Owners Group.

bench-scale experiments; clays; colloids; geologic fractures; glass;
granites; ground water; iron hydroxides; latex; radionuclide mi-
gration.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: bench-scale experiments, colloids.

CA9400025 Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Waste Disposal Concept.

Topic codes: 222.
Principal Investigator: Stroes-Gascoyne, S.
Other Investigators: Vandergraaf, C; Jain, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro (800 Kipling Avenue,

Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5S4).
Program Duration:

From 1992
To 1997

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Brown D.A., C.J. Hamon: A preliminary investigation of
microorganisms presents in groundwaters sampled at AECL's
underground research laboratory, Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited Technical Record, TR-608, (COG-93-171); Stroes-
Gascoyne S., M. Gascoyne, C.J. Hamon, D. Jain, P. Vilks:
the influence of borehole flushing on the concentration of
microbes in granitic groundwater, Scientific Basis for Nuclear
Waste Management XVII (MRS Symposium series) 1993, in
press.

INIS categories: E52.0O

A program was initiated in 1992, in which the impact of
microbial activity on all aspects of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Waste Disposal Concept will be assessed. Field studies are
carried out at the Underground Research Laboratory to investi-
gate naturally present and introduced microbial population in a
granitic environment. Laboratory studies in progress involve
microbial methane production from the reference backfill clay
material, microbial survival in buffer materials in a radiation field
and in compacted buffer at elevated temperatures and the effects
of microbes on radionuclide migration. The Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste Management program is jointly funded by AECL and
Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the CANDU Owners Group.

backfilling; buffers; clays; granites; microorganisms; radioactive
waste disposal; radionuclide migration.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: microorganisms.

CA9400026 Long-term leaching tests on used CANDU fuel
under oxidizing conditions at 25 C.
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Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Stroes-Gascoyne, S.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1977
To 1997

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Stroes-Gascoyne S., LH. Johnson,. P.A. Beeley, D.M.
Sellinger: Dissolution of used CANDU fuel at various tem-
peratures and redox conditions, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.
50, Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management IX, L.O.
Werme, editor, 1985; Vandergraaf T.T.: Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited Record, TR-100, 1980.

INIS categories: B23.50

A long-term leaching experiment on used CANDU fuel
was initiated in 1977 and is continuing. Used CANDU fuel seg-
ments are being leached in distilled deionized water under
oxidizing conditions at room temperature. The leaching solutions
are replaced on a bi annual basis, and leach waters are ana-
lyzed for radionuclides. Continuous data have been collected for
17 years. Results of the experiment were evaluated in 1985.
Currently, a detailed examination of the integrity of the fuel
segments, with emphasis on grain-boundary attack, is being
performed as well as an evaluation of all leaching data collected
to date. The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program
is jointly funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices
of the CANDU Owners Group.

grain boundaries; leaching; spent fuels.

SPENT FUELS: leaching.

CA9400027 Flow-through leaching studies on UO2 and used
CANDU fuel.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Tait, J.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Program Duration:

From 1992
To 1997

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: B23.50

Experiments are being conducted to investigate the
kinetics of radionuclide release from used fuel and the dissolution
of UO2 matrix under flowing leachant conditions. The dissolutions
properties of unirradiated UO2 and used CANDU fuel are being
studied under both oxidizing and deoxygenated conditions. These
experiments are intended to provide data for comparison with
dissolution data derived from electrochemical studies on UO2
under highly oxidizing or reducing conditions and will support the
development of an oxidative dissolution model for used fuel. The
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program is jointly
funded by AECL Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the
CANDU Owners Group.

fission product release; fluid flow; leaching; spent fuels; uranium
dioxide.

SPENT FUELS: leaching; URANIUM DIOXIDE: leaching.

CA9400028 Determination of the effect of naturally occur-
ring organics in groundwater on the sorption
of selected radionuclides.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Vandergraaf, T.
Other Investigators: Ticknor, K.; Vilks, P.; Bachinski, D.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From 1993
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

The effect of naturally occurring organic material in
groundwater taken from a granitic formation on sorption of se-
lected radionuclides is being studied. The organic materials are
concentrated from these groundwaters and analyzed for func-
tional groups. Their effects on the sorption of a limited number
of radioelements, including americium, strontium, and cesium on
granite and fracture infilling minerals is being studied. The
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste management program is jointly
funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the
CANDU Owners Group.

americium; cesium; geologic fractures; granites; ground water;
minerals; organic matter; radionuclide migration; sorption;
strontium.

RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION: sorption.

CA940O029 Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the
ability of the geosphere to retard radionuclide
migration.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: McMurry, J.
Performing Organization: AECL Research (Whiteshell Laborato-

ries, Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada, ROE 1L0).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: AECL Research; CANDU Owners

Group.
Associated Organization: Ontario Hydro.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program
is assessing the viability of deep underground disposal of high-
level radioactive waste. In addition to containing used fuel in
corrosion-resistant containers, the proposed 2 km x 2 km vault
would be filled with 10 million Mg of crushed rock, bentonite,
other clays, quartz sand, and cement. A geochemical modelling
study is in progress to assess the impact of the vault itself on
the surrounding geosphere. The objective of this study is to
provide scoping calculations to evaluate the current assumption
in the long-term assessment model that the geosphere is unaf-
fected by the presence of the vault. The equilibrium mass
transfer code PHREEQE has been used to estimate the magni-
tude of mass transfer reactions within the groundwater-saturated
vault for temperatures up to 90 C. A second stage of modelling
examined the interaction between vault-equilibrated water and
minerals, amorphous fracture coatings, and groundwater of the
surrounding geosphere. A third stage of modelling will consider
the impact of predicted changes in the vault and in the
geosphere on the subsequent migration of radionuclides. The
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management program is jointly
funded by AECL and Ontario Hydro under the auspices of the
CANDU Owners Group.

environmental impacts; ground water; high-level radioactive
wastes; mass transfer; p codes; radionuclide migration; under-
ground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: environmental impacts, radionuclide
migration.
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Chile

CL9400001 Neutralization of liquid effluents arising from
uranium hydrometallurgy.

Unidad gestion de desechos radiactivos
Neutralizacion de efluentes liquidos

provenientes de la hidrometalurgia del uranio'.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator Hidalgo Jorquera, O. Casilla 188-D,

Santiago de Chile.
Telephone: x-52-2-6953121.
Facsimile: x-52-2-6721703.
Other Investigators: Sanhueza Mir, A.
Performing Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear

(Amunategui 95, Santiago de Chile).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear.
Program Duration:

From 1993.03
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

Neutralization of liquid radioactive wastes arising from
uranium hydrometallurgy has been studied, neutralization was
carried out by using lime solution 25% w/w, getting a supernate
with a concentration of 3.5% from initial concentration in the
liquid wastes. Sludge obtained, containing the uranium, has been
immobilized with cement for compression resistance test. Values
of 60 Kg/cm for compression resistance, has been registered
at 28 days aged.

cements; hydrometallurgy; liming; liquid wastes; radioactive
effluents; radioactive waste processing; sludges; solidification;
uranium.

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: radioactive waste processing; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: liming.

CL9400002 Conditioning of radioactive wastes in Chile.

Unidad gestion de desechos radiactivos
Acondicionamiento de desechos radiactivos en

Chile'.

Topic codes: 124; 125.
Principal Investigator: Sanhueza Mir, A. Casilla 188-D, Santiago

de Chile.
Telephone: x-52-2-6953121.
Facsimile: x-52-2-6721703.
Other Investigators: Diaz Rivera, J.; Hidalgo Jorquera, O.
Performing Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear

(Amunategui 95, Santiago de Chile).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear.
Program Duration:

From 1992.12
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00

Radioactive wastes produced in Chile arise from nuclear
techniques users in Hospitals, Industries, and Nuclear Research
in 2 Nuclear Research Centres. Wastes generated belong to low
and intermediate level wastes classification. Infrastructure
achieved in radioactive wastes management considers the waste
producers participation segregating and collecting their wastes.
Afterwards.wastes are taken off user installations by personnel
of Radioactive Wastes Management Unity of CCHEN, which has
the responsibility of wastes management. A Radioactive Wastes
Treatment Plant has recently started in operation, processes
developed are compaction in a Ram-Flat compactor; and,
immobilization of spent sealed sources, ion exchange resins and
sludges. These lasts are immobilized in a In-Drum mixer, getting
the waste conditioned in a 200 liters drum. Processes are based

in using high resistance Chilean cements. Compression resistance
in the range 150 Kg/cm2 to 250 kg/cm2 has been registered,
depending on the matrix; that assure a good quality product.

cemenfs; compacting; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; ion
exchange materials; low-level radioactive wastes; radiation
sources; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste processing;
resins; sludges.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive
waste processing; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste processing.

CL9400003 Tritium determination in radioactive wastes
arising Irom hospitals.

Unidad gestion de desechos radiactivos
'Determinacion de tritio en desechos radiactivos
hospitalarios'.

Topic codes: 122.
Principal Investigator: Diaz Rivera, J. Casilla 188-D, Santiago

de Chile.
Telephone: x-52-2-6953121.
Facsimile: x-52-2-6721703.
Other Investigators: Sanhueza Mir, A.
Performing Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear

(Amunategui 95, Santiago de Chile).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear.
Program Duration:

From 1993.06
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Liquid wastes arising from nuclear techniques in Chilean
hospitals has been quantified at Radioactive Wastes manage-
ment Unity laboratories, UGDR, by taking representatives sam-
ples of contaminated wastes with Tritium presents in organic and
aqueous medium. The aim is to determine the activities of this
radioisotope for waste management. In this way, aliquots are
drawn from the wastes; standards ad-hoc are prepared,
'INSTAGEL' is added as scintillation liquid. A Liquid Scintillation
Counter (LS 5000 BECKMAN TD) equipment is used to measure
the counts per minute (cpm) in the determination. Concentrations
from 62.6 Bq/ml to 3.06 x 106 Bq/ml have been quantified for
aqueous hospital wastes while in organic wastes concentration
is approximately of 49.5 Bq/ml, being lower than that of aqueous
wastes. Quantification is the necessary step for further radioac-
tive wastes management conditions as well in hospitals as in
UGDR (users and wastes managers).

agueous solutions; liquid scintillators; liquid wastes; radioactive
waste processing; radioactive wastes,' tritium.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: tritium.

CL9400004 Activity level in ion exchange resins, wastes
from reactor experimental Chileno 1, Rech-1.

Unidad gestion de desechos radiactivos 'Niveles
de actividad en resina de intercambio ionico,
desecho del Rech-1'.

Topic codes: 122.
Principal Investigator: Sanhueza Mir, A. Casilla 188-D, Santiago

de Chile.
Telephone: x-52-2-6953121.
Facsimile: x-52-2-6721703.
Performing Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear

(Amunategui 95, Santiago de Chile).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear.
Program Duration:

From 1992.05
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00

Methodology to determine the activity of interesting
radioisotopes with regard to waste management has been de-
veloped. Waste used is ion exchange resin arising from water
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purification of primary circuit of Reactor Experimental Chileno 1,
RECH-1. This work is done in order to get spent resin features
for wastes management. Gamma spectrometry is applied directly
in the resin to find gamma emitters. For beta emitters, it has
been necessary to get the resin in liquid form. After
radiochemical separation beta emitters are quantified. Activities
of 2 MBq/Kg of Cs-137; 0.2 MBq/Kg of Co-60, and 0.2 MBq/Kg
of Sr-90 has been registered in representative samples of resin
waiting treatment. So, quantified resins go into treatment to be
immobilized and conditioned in the Radioactive Wastes Treat-
ment Plant.

activity levels; gamma spectroscopy; ion exchange materials; la
reina rech-1 reactor; primary coolant circuits; purification; radio-
active waste processing; radioactive wastes; resins.

ION EXCHANGE MATERIALS: activity levels.

CL9400005 Decontamination of liquid effluents wastes by
treatment with chitin and its derived compounds
obtained from Anthartic krill.

Unidad gestion de desechos radiactivos
'Decontaminacion de efluentes liquidos por
tratamiento con quitina y sus derivados
obtenidos a partir de krill Antartico'.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Rubllar Jimenez, O. Av. Bernardo

O'Higgins 3363, Santago de Chile.
Telephone: x-52-2-6811381.
Other Investigators: Romo Romo, C; Sanhueza Mir, A.; Hidalgo

Jorquera, O.
Performing Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear

(Amunategui 95, Santiago de Chile).
Organization Tvoe: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USACH -CCHEN.
Associated Organization: Centro de Ciencia y Tecnologia de los

Alimentos (CECTA) de la Universidad de Santiago de Chile
(USACH).

Program Duration:
From 1993.05
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00

The chelating capacity of three biopolymers arising from
Anthartic Krill (Euphasia Superba) has been employed with
hydrometallurgical effluents containing Uranium-238. Different
variables, such as temperature, residence time, acidity and con-
centration of chelants has been studied experimentally, in order
to get the best condition to retain significantly the Uranium in
solution. Results give to chitosan as the best chelating agent for
uranium wastes treatment. A 79.5% retention is achieved from
the first hour of contact at ambient temperature and pH equal
to 1.6, remaining constant this percentage during other longer
periods of contact.

chelates; decontamination; hydrometallurgy; liguid wastes;
polymers; radioactive effluents; radioactive waste processing;
uranium 238.

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: decontamination; RADIOACTIVE
WASTE PROCESSING: chelates.

CL9400006 Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents
by using ion exchange resins.

Unidad gestion de desechos radiactivos
Reduccion de volumen de efluentes liquidos
radiactivos, usando resinas de intercambio
ionico'.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Hidalgo Jorquera, O. Casilla 188-D,

Santiago de Chile.
Telephone: x-52-2-6953121.
Facsimile: x-52-2-6721703.
Other Investigators: Sanhueza Mir, A.
Performing Organization: Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear

(Amunategui 95, Santiago de Chile).

Program Duration:
From 1993.03
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

Decontamination with ion exchange resins has been ex-
perimentally studied. Liquid effluents waste arising from uranium
hydrometallurgy has been used for laboratory research. Liquid
effluents contain, about 70 ppm of U-238, in sulphuric solution
pH 1.5, accompanied by other contaminants such as copper,
iron, silica, etc. in higher concentration than uranium, these lasts
reach the gr/lt concentration. Decontamination of solution has
been achieved by using, DOWEX (R)-11, and IONAC A-641,
selective polymers for uranium. The solution is decontaminated
in 90% by these ion resins, resulting in a volume reduction of
contaminated wastes. A bench scale experimental test is pro-
posed to find the volume reduction factor.

bench-scale experiments; decontamination; hydrometallurgy; ion
exchange materials; liquid wastes; minimization; radioactive
effluents; radioactive waste processing; resins; uranium.

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: decontamination; RADIOACTIVE
WASTE PROCESSING: minimization.

Commission of the European Communities
(CEC)

XE94000O1 Fourth R and D programme of the European
Community (1990-1994) on management and
storage of radioactive waste (shared-cost
action).

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Cadelli, N. Commission of the European

Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels,
Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-295-43-95.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Other Investigators: Haijtink, B.; Hugon, M.; Maravic, H.von.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: Numerous research organizations in the

Member Countries of the European Community.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01.01
To 1994.12.31

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Community's R and D Programme on radioactive waste
management and storage (shared-cost action) 1990-1994;
Annual progress report 1991 EUR 14418; Annual progress
report 1992 EUR 15132.

INIS categories: E50.00

The 4th successive 5-year R and D programme of the
European Atomic Energy Community in the field is conducted-as
the previous one-through contracts with numerous research
organisations in the Member States of the European Communi-
ties. Part A of the programme is devoted to R and D work and
covers the following tasks: -Studies of management systems
-treatment of radioactive waste -Characterisation and qualification
of waste forms and waste packages -Disposal of radioactive
waste: research to back-up the development of underground re-
positories -Methods of evaluating the safety of disposal systems.
Part B is concerned with the construction and/or operation of
underground demonstration (pilot) facilities for waste disposal in
various geological media: the Asse salt mine (FRG), the HADES
project in Mol (B) in clay and the hard fractured rock at
Sellafield(UK).

containers; coordinated research programs; demonstration pro-
grams; european union; pilot plants; radioactive waste disposal;
radioactive wasfe processing; risk assessment; underground dis-
posal; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: coordinated research pro-
grams; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: coordinated re-
search programs.
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XE9400002 Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to
back-up the development of underground re-
positories.

Topic codes: 321; 322.
Principal Investigator: Maravic, H.von. Commission of the

European Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200,
B-1049 Brussels, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-296-72-53.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Other Investigators: Haijtink, B.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: Various research institutes/universities

in the Member States of the European Community.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The CEC Interclay project, Report on Stage 1, EUR 15285;
CHEMVAL 2 project, EUR 15161.

INIS categories: E52.00

The subject concerns Task 4 of Part A of the CEC R
and D programme on 'Management and storage of radioactive
waste' and some items are listed here; 1. Sites and their
characterisation: development of site characterisation techniques
rock mechanics and rheology of clay (INTERCLAY II) forecasting
studies to predict impact of future climate changes 2. Backfilling
and sealing 3. Production of gas and possible release from
waste repositories (PEGASUS) 4. Radionuclide migration in the
geosphere (project MIRAGE) 5. Modelling in the presence of
uncertainties and management of data in non-homogeneous
systems: methodologies of the treatment of uncertainty with ref-
erence to modelling studies(Fuzzy sets, expert judgement, belief
functions) treatment of uncertainties in radionuclide transport
modelling.

backfilling; clays: coordinated research programs; environmental
impacts; european union; gas flow; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; rheology; rock mechanics; simulation; site
characterization; underground disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: coordinated research pro-
grams; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: coordinated research pro-
grams.

XE9400003 Construction and/or operation of underground
facilities for radioactive waste disposal.

Topic codes: 325.
Principal Investigator: Haijtink, B. Commission of the European

Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels,
Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-295-36-95.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: Numerous organizations in Germany,

Belgium, France, The Netherlands, Spain and the UK.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
B. Haijtink (ed.): Pilot tests on radioactive waste disposal in
underground facilities, Workshop in Braunschweig, June 1991,
EUR 13985, (1992); The HAW project: EUR 13399 (1991),
EUR 14531 (1993), EUR 14845 (1993); The HADES project:
EUR 13851 (1992); The PRACLAY project: EUR 15390
(1994).

INIS categories: E52.00

Part B of the CEC programme on management and
storage of radioactive waste concerns construction and/or oper-
ation of pilot facilities, which are open to joint activities by
organisations from Member States of the European Community.

Two facilities are currently operational: -The Asse salt mine in
F. R. Germany where the CEC participates in three research
projects, namely,: HAW project, test storage of thirty radioactive
sources DAM/LTS project, in-situ test on tightness of long-term
seal component of a multicomponent dam construction AHE
project, active handling experiment with neutron sources -The
HADES facility at Mol, involving: PRACLAY, a preliminary dem-
onstration of emplacement of high-level waste in horizontal tun-
nels CERBERUS, a combined heating/radiation test in Boom clay
CACTUS, a thermal-hydraulic test in Boom clay BACCHUS,
Backfill demonstration experiment PHEBUS, Test on hydrological
behaviour ARCHIMEDE, Analysis of water chemistry in Boom
clay Moreover, site characterisation work is being carried out at
Sellafield(UK).

asse salt mine; construction; coordinated research programs;
european union; operation; radioactive waste disposal; site
characterization; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: coordinated research programs.

XE9400004 Project on migration of radionuclides in the
geosphere (MIRAGE).

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Maravic, H.von. Commission of the

European Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200,
B-1049 Brussels, Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-296-52-73.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: About 50 laboratories in the Member

States of the European Community and in other countries.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
H. von Maravic (ed.): Migration of radionuclides in the
geosphere, MIRAGE project, Progress report working period
1991, EUR 14690, (1993); H. von Maravic (ed.): Oklo Working
Group Meeting, Brussels, 6-7 April 1992, EUR 14877, (1993);
H. von Maravic (ed.): 5th Natural Analogue Working Group
Meeting, Toledo, 5-9 October 1992, EUR 15176.

INIS categories: B31.10

In the framework of the 4th CEC programme on 'Man-
agement and storage of radioactive waste', a multinational co-
ordinated project on 'Migration of radionuclides in the geosphere'
(MIRAGE) puts together large integrated multinational sub-
projects, like: Studies on colloids and complexes (CoCo activ-
ities), focusing on the characterisation and role of the organic
substances (humic and fulvic compounds) and colloid migration
in natural aquifer systems, as well as modelling of colloid
transport; Migration experiments (in-situ and laboratory) in clay
(Mol, B) and crystalline fractured granitic rocks (El Berrocal, E);
Natural Analogue studies, including Oklo project (Gabon, West
Africa), El Berrocal (E) and the Dunarobba Forest (I), to inves-
tigate the natural radionuclide migration process under real
conditions, in the broader scope of the CEC Natural Analogue
Working Group (NAWG); CHEMVAL, a coordinated research ini-
tiative to maintain an expert forum for modelling the chemistry
of radionuclide migration in a number of topic areas to use the
chemical codes in radiological risk assessment.

bench-scale experiments; days; colloids; coordinated research
programs; european union; granites; natural analogue;
radionuclide migration; risk assessment.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: coordinated research programs.

XE940O0O5 Project on the effects of gas in underground
storage facilities for radioactive waste
(PEGASUS).

Topic codes: 223.
Principal Investigator: Haijtink, B. Commission of the European

Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels,
Belgium.
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Telephone: x-32-2-295-36-95.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Other Investigators: McMenamin, T.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: About 20 laboratories from the Member

States.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
B. Haijtink, T. McMenamin: Project on the effects of gas in
underground storage facilities for radioactive waste, PEGASUS
project, Progress meeting, Brussels, June 1992, EUR 14816,
(1993).

MS categories: E52.00

In the framework of the 4th CEC programme on Man-
agement and Storage of Radioactive Waste, a multinational co-
ordinated 'Project on the effects of gas in underground storage
facilities' (PEGASUS) has been launched. It puts together ex-
perimental as well as theoretical studies on: -Gas production and
release from waste packages and near-field host rock -Gas flow
through geological formations: clay (MEGAS, Mol, B), salt
(MDPA, F) etc. -Design of engineered barriers (Asse mine, FRG)
-EVEGAS, European verification exercise on gas flow.

clays; coordinated research programs; european union; gas flow;
gases; radioactive waste disposal; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: gas flow.

XE9400006 Transmutation studies.

Topic codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Hugon, M. Commission of the European

Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels,
Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-296-57-19.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: Various research organizations in the

Member States of the European Community.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
M. Hugon: Strategy study on partitioning and transmutation
of nuclear waste, IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on
Safety and Environmental Aspects of Partitioning and
Transmutation of Actinides and Fission Products,
29.11-02.12.1993, Vienna, Austria.

INIS categories: E51.00

A strategy study of Partitioning and Transmutation of
long-lived radionuclides has been launched in the framework of
the 4th EC programme on 'Management and Storage of Radio-
active Waste' to assess the benefits of this option for the safety.
Different aspects are covered: -technological requirements, po-
tential radiotoxicity and cost assessment of the fuel cycle for
transmutation of actinides in pressurized water reactors or in fast
reactors -safety behaviour of different cores of fast reactors for
transmutation of minor actinides of fission products -preparation
of a nuclear data base for transmutation computations -impact
on fuel refabrication -arising of secondary waste.

actinides; cost estimation; data acquisition; fast reactors; fission
products; pwr type reactors; radioactive waste processing; safety
analysis; transmutation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: transmutation.

XE9400007 Treatment of radioactive waste.

Topic codes: 112; 113.
Principal Investigator: Hugon, M. Commission of the European

Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels,
Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-296-57-19.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Other Investigators: Riesgo, J.
Organization Tvoe: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: Various research institutes and compa-

nies in the Member States of the CE.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
L Cecille, J.F. Dozol, M. Hugon, M. Lecomte, R. Piccinato:
Decatorisation of alpha waste in terms of disposal route-main
achievements and prospects, Proceedings of Safewaste '93,
13-18.06.1993, Avignon, France, Vol. 2, p. 335.

INIS categories: E51.00

The subject constitutes a sub-division (Task 2) of the 4th
Community R and D programme in the field of radioactive waste
management. This programme is implemented through shared-
cost research contracts with laboratories of the Member States.
Six main research items are currently being investigated within
this Task, namely: destruction by oxidation with oxygen under
pressure or hydrogen peroxide of organic-containing wastes
(mainly spent-ion exchange resins), volume reduction by melting
of alpha bearing solid wastes (incinerator ashes and zircaloy
hulls), reduction of the discharges of liquid effluents arising from
reprocessing operations (through improvement of the decontam-
ination performances of conventional chemical precipitation proc-
esses), waste decategorisation in terms of disposal route
(exhaustive decontamination of liquid and solid alpha bearing
wastes by means of new macrocyclic extractants and leaching
respectively), volume reduction of low and medium level liquid
waste arising during LWR operation, and finally actinide parti-
tioning for transmutation purposes.

alpha-bearing wastes; compacting; coordinated research pro-
grams; decontamination; european union; intermediate-level ra-
dioactive wastes; leaching; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; melting; oxidation; precipitation; radioactive effluents; ra-
dioactive waste processing; resins; solid wasfes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: coordinated research
programs.

XE9400008 Characterization and qualification of waste
forms, packages and their environment.

Topic codes: 183.
Principal Investigator: Hugon, M. Commission of the European

Communities. DG XII/F/5 Rue de la Loi 200, B-1049 Brussels,
Belgium.

Telephone: x-32-2-295-43-95.
Facsimile: x-32-2-295-49-91.
Other Investigators: McMenamin, T.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: European Atomic Energy Community

(EURATOM).
Associated Organization: Various research organizations in the

Member States of the European Community.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory;
M. Hugon, T. McMenamin: Characterization of nuclear waste
packages and their environment, Proceedings of Safewaste
'93, 13-18.06.1993, Avignon, France, Vol. 3, p. 222.

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The subject concerns Task 3 of Part A of the 1990-1994
shared-cost research programme on management of radioactive
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waste of the European Commission. This field of investigation
is aiming at developing the confinement properties of the first
barriers of a repository to improve its safety. It includes two
broad topics: -The long-term behaviour of waste packages (waste
matrix and container material) in the presence of the near-field
is studied to determine the source term in an underground re-
pository. The waste matrices under investigation are glass, ce-
ment and bitumen and the container material studied is metal.
-The definition of the acceptance criteria of the waste packages
in the repository leads to the development of quality control
procedures for the packages. Coordinated research actions are
being mainly devoted to the development of non-destructive
assay methods and to the standardization of measurement
techniques and procedures for quality control in Europe.

bitumens; cements; containers; coordinated research programs;
european union; glass; nondestructive testing; packaging; quality
control; standardization; underground disposal; waste forms.

WASTE FORMS: coordinated research programs.

Germany

DE9400001 Non-nuclear nondestructive testing methods to
determine free water, gas pressure and matrix
level in waste drums.

Zerstoerungsfreie Feststellung von Fuellstand,
freien Fluessigkeiten und Gasen in
Abfallgebinden mit nicht-nuklearen
Pruefmethoden.

Topic codes: 186.
Principal Investigator: Eisenblaetter, J. GMuG mbH Dieselstrasse

6a, D-61239 Ober-Moerlen, Germany.
Telephone: x-49-6002-7971.
Facsimile: x-49-6002-7972.
Other Investigators: Schaefer, P.; Weiss, R.
Performing Organization: Battelle-lnstitut e.V.(Am Roemerhof 35,

D-60486 Frankfurt am Main, Germany).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT, Bonn, Germany; CEC, Brussels,

Belgium.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10.01
To 1993.09.30

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
J. Eisenblaetter, P. Schaefer, R. Weiss: Experimental study
on the detection of free fluids and gases in waste packages
by acoustic methods. CEC Report EUR 13868 EN (1992),
74 pp.

INIS categories: E17.00

The objective of the project is the further development
of various nondestructive testing (NDT) methods to check com-
plete packages filled with radioactive waste for the following
proprieties: -free water on the matrix surface, -the matrix level,
and -the internal gas pressure. The NTD methods applied were
found to be suitable in a previous screening study (see item
200 below). These methods are: acoustic impedance measure-
ment (AIM), Lamb wave attenuation measurement, a pressure
compensation method, and the analysis of cover resonances.
Main objects of investigation are 200-litre drums of 1.5 mm wall
thickness (rolling-hoop and rolling-channel drums) filled with
concrete to different levels. The four NDT methods are to be
integrated in one unit. This unit consists of a mechanical device
which executes the various handling operations stepwise, and a
PC based measuring system. The unit was designed and built.
The accuracies obtainable by the NDT methods are: 5 up to
10 mm for both free water and matrix level determination, and
0.1 bar (0.01 MPa) for internal gas pressure measurement.

containers; nondestructive testing; radioactive waste storage.

CONTAINERS: nondestructive testing.

DE9400002 Destructive assay of long-lived alpha- and
beta-emitting nuclides in radioactive wastes
with negligible heat generation.

Entwiklung und Erprobung radiochemischer
verfahren fuer die Bestimmung reiner Alpha-
und Beta-Strahler im radionuklidinventar
radioaktiver Abfaelle.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Aumann, D.C. Institut fuer Physikalische

Chemie, Abteilung Nuklearchemie Universitaet Bonn,
Wegelerstrasse 12, 53115 Bonn, Germany.

Telephone: x-0228-735692.
Facsimile: x-0228-732551.
Other Investigators: Bohnstedt, A.; Langer-Lueer, M.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und

Technologie.
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1996.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B11.00, E52.00

On the basis of waste acceptance requirements quality
control of radioactive waste has to be performed prior to final
disposal. One of the most important criteria is the activity of the
radioactive waste product. Alpha-and beta-emitting radionuclides
which do not emit gamma-radiation can only be determined by
destructive chemical procedures. Radiochemical methods for the
assay of long-lived alpha- and beta-emitting radionuclides in low-
and intermediate-level radioactive wastes have to be selected
and an efficient analytic program has to be established.

alpha decay radioisotopes; beta decay radioisotopes; destructive
testing; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; radiometric analysis.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiometric
analysis; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiometric
analysis.

DE9400003 Development, modification and qualification of
under water fasten techniques for the decom-
missioning of nuclear facilities.

Entwicklung, Modifizierung und Qualifizierung
von Unterwasser-Befestigungstechniken fuer die
Komponentenzerlegung bei der Stillegung
kemtechnischer Anlagen.

Topic codes: 421.
Principal Investigator: Haferkamp, E.h.H. Institut fuer

Werkstoffkunde, Universitaet Hannover, Appelstrasse 11 A,
D-30167 Hannover.

Telephone: x-511-7624316.
Facsimile: x-511-7625245.
Other Investigators: Bach, Fr.W.
Performing Organization: Forschungs- und Ausbildungsstelle

Unterwassertechnik Hansestadt Greifswald (UTEG) des Insti-
tutes fuer Werkstoffkunde (auf dem Gelaende der EWN
GmbH, D-1750n Lubmin).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Haferkamp H., Bach Fr.-W., Schreck G.: Development of a

handling system for the remote controlled dismantling of the
steamdryer hausing of KRB/A Gundremmingen-Odin 1, De-
commissioning and Demolition, Procceedings third international
conference, March 25-26, 1992, p. 67-72; Haferkamp H., Bach
Fr.-W., Schreck G.: Remotely controlled inspection and han-
dling system for decommissioning tasks in nuclear facilities,
Remote Technics for nuclear plant, Proceedings of the con-
ference organized by the British Nuclear Energy Society,
Stratford-upon-Avon, 10-13 May 1993, p. 336-343; Haferkamp
H., Bach Fr.-W., Kah S., Steiner H.: Zerlegung geometrisch
komplizierter metallischer Nuklear-Komponenten mittels
Unterwasserplasmaschmelzschneiden, Jahrestagung
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Kerntechnik 1990, p. 531-534; Haferkamp H., Bach Fr.-W.,
Niemeyer F. et al: Entwicklung kombinierter Zerlegeverfahren
fuer spezielle dickwandige KKW-Komponenten, BMFT 02 S
7340 3, (1993) Haferkamp H., Bach Fr.-W„ Hahn M., Rose
N.: Unterwasserhandhabungssystem fuer Mess- und
Schneidarbeiten bei der Demontage stillgelegter
kerntechnischer Anlagen, BMFT 02 S 7329 5, (1992).

INIS categories: E15.30

The aim of this project is the development of specific
fastening techniques for remote controlled underwater-fixing of
segments in nuclear facilities, before the cutting operations starts.
Thereby, cut pieces can be handled in a safe way. Therefore,
the following specific methods with force-locking and form-locking
operating characteristics are modified and qualified for this ap-
plication: 1. drawn arc stud welding-force-locking 2. mechanical
boring-form-locking in combination with mechanical clamp by
fastening elements 3. contact arc metal cutting Furthermore,
these fastening elements have to be designed with regard to real
applications, depending on the main characteristics of these el-
ements specific recommendations for later real applications shall
be given. All these techniques will be qualified down to simulated
water depths of 20 m. At 5 m depth, mock-up tests shall be
performed by adapting the most suitable technique to an existing
central mast manipulator.

arc welding; cutting; decommissioning; fasteners; remote handl-
ing; remote handling equipment; underwater operations.

REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT: underwater operations.

DE9400004 Elaboration of a management-concept for spe-
cial radioactive waste at the former Central
Institut of Nuclear Research Rossendorf.

Erarbeitung einer Entsorgungskonzeption fuer
spezielle radioaktive Abfallbestaende des
ehemaligen Zentralinstitutes füer Kernforschung
Rossendorf.

J. Maulbeerenstrasse 5,
Topic codes: 102; 126.
Principal Investigator: Bochmann,

D-01169 Dresden,Germany.
Telephone: x-0351-4769162.
Facsimile: x-0351-4769159.
Other Investigators: Michel, B.; Heinrich, HJ.
Performing Organization: NUKEM Dresden

159,Landstrasse Haus 107,
GmbH

D-01109(Koenigsbruecker
Dresden).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und

Technologie.
Associated Organization: Verein fuer Kernverfahrenstechnik und

Analytik Rossendorf e.V.
Program Duration:

From 1992.03.01
To 1994.03.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Otto J.,Benndorf A. a.o.: Further development of rotary thin-
film evaporator technology; Kanitz L, HenschelK. a.o.: Waste
volume minimizing at decommissioning; Hochstrate K.,
Heinrich H.J. a.o.: Basis for decommmissioning of nuclear
power plants Greifswald and Rheinsberg.

INIS categories: E51.00

At the area of the former Central Institut of Nuclear Re-
search Rossendorf special kinds of radioactive wastes are stored,
which arose from the production of radioactive isotopes and
sources and from the operation of the research reactor. In this
work concepts are developed for taking out, conditioning and
packing of the following kinds of radioactive wastes: -intermediate
level fission solution with the principal ingredients aluminium
nitrate and nitric acid from the Mo-99-production -intermediate-
and high-level solid waste with the dominant nuclides Co-60,
Cs-137 and Sr-90. For conditioning the liquid waste a pelletizing
process is tested, furthermore external conditioning including the
problems of transport are investigated. In consideration of the
specific storage-conditions a separate complex is needed for

managing the solid waste. The concept is mainly influenced by
the remote-controlled taking out and packing of special solid
waste.

high-level radioactive wastes; intermediate-level radioactive
wastes; liquid wastes; pelletizing; radioactive waste processing;
solid wastes; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste processing.

DE9400005 Development and implementation of strategies
for qualification of computer codes in long term
safety assessments for licensing of nuclear
waste repositories.

Entwicklung und Umsetzung von
Qualifizierungsstrategien fuer
Langzeitsicherheitsanalysen in
Genehmigungsverfahren von Endlagern
radioaktiver Abfaelle.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Bogorinski, P. Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen-

und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Schwertnergasse 1, 50661
Koeln, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-221 -2068-521.
Facsimile: x-49-221-2068-442.
Other Investigators: Roehling, K.J.; Poltl, B.; Yuracko, K.L.
Performing Organization: Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen- und

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Schwertnergasse 1, 50661
Koeln, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und

Technologie.
Program Duration:

From 1992.02.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
P. Bogorinski, K.J. Roehling: Qualifizierung von
Rechenprogrammen zum Nachweis der Langzeitsicherheit von
Endlagern, 17. GRS-Fachgespraech, 7.10.1993, Koeln.

INIS categories: E52.00

Long-term safety assessments for nuclear waste reposito-
ries have to demonstrate that even after closure of the facility
consequences of potential releases of radionuclides from the
repository comply with regulatory limits. These assessments in-
volve the simulation of the relevant processes with regard to
radionuclide transport from the repository via the geosphere to
the biosphere over very long time periods due to the long half
lives of some of the radionuclides disposed of. To ensure ac-
ceptance of the results of such simulations by the decision
makers and the public confidence building measurements are
required. These involve the proof that the computer codes used
are of good quality, that the models implemented are appropriate
for the intended purpose and that they are used properly. The
goal of the research project the development of requirements for
quality assurance procedures for software used in licensing nu-
clear waste repositories including appropriate documentation and
of validation strategies for the models implemented. Furthermore
selected codes will be tested against these requirements.

computer codes; licensing; quality assurance; radioactive waste
disposal; radioactive waste facilities; safety analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: safety analysis; SAFETY
ANALYSIS: quality assurance.

DE9400006 Large scale melting of H3-contaminated steel
from nuclear installations.

Grosstechnisches Schmelzen von tritium-
haltigen stahl aus kerntechnischen Anlagen.

Topic codes: 415.
Principal Investigator: Sappok, M. Siempelkamp Giesserei GmbH

and Company, Siempelkampstrasse 45, 47803 Krefeld,
Germany.
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Telephone; x-2151-894205.
Facsimile: x-2151-894455.
Other Investigators: Westermann, H.; Bosse, H.; Holland, D.;

Seidler, M.; Schwald, P.
Performing Organization: Siempelkamp Giesserei GmbH and

Company, Siempelkampstrasse 45, 47803 Krefeld, Germany.
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und

Technologie; EU.
Associated Organization: NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH,

Donaustrasse 23, 63452 Hanau, Germany.
Program Duration:

From 1991.07
To 1993.11

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Seidler M., Schwald P., Sappok M., Westermann H.: Pro-
ceedings of the Technical CEC Seminar on 'Melting and
Recycling of Metallic Waste Materials from Decommissioning
of Nuclear Instalations' in Krefeld, October 1993.

INIS categories: E51.00

During decommissioning of nuclear installations important
quantities of steel components occur, which cannot be released
from radiological surveillance because of their tritium contam-
ination. For this type of steel scrap a recycling process by
melting including a real time method for measuring the tritium
content had to be developed. During the melting process the
tritium passes over in the exhausted gases where it can be
quantified in a bypass measuring section. Basically it was pos-
sible to show that steel contaminated with tritium activity can
be successfully decontaminated by means of melting down. The
laboratory and large scale tests in CARLA plant have shown that
the activity can be detected up to 96% if a sufficient air
throughput is used. The predominant part of the tritium, more
than 95%, releases in form of HTO or T2O in the course of
melting. Furthermore the tests have shown that the basic release
already occurs at temperature up to 500 C and that the residual
activity of the castings and slag is negligible. To retain the tritium
bonded to the air humidity a drying of the intake air is neces-
sary. R.

melting; radioactive waste processing; recycling; scrap; steels;
tritium.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: melting; STEELS: radio-
active waste processing.

DE9400007 Investigation and evaluation of the scientific
basis for long-term safety assessments of a
waste repository in rock salt in the post-
operational phase.

Erarbeitung und Bewertung der
wissenschaftlichen Grundlagen zur
Sicherheitsanalyse eines Endlagers in der
Nachbetriebsphase.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Brewitz, W. GSF-Forschungszentrum fuer

Umwelt und Gesundheit GmbH. Institut fuer Tieflagerung,
Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, D-38122 Braunschweig, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-531-8012239.
Facsimile: x-49-531-8012200.
Other Investigators: Fein, E.; Hirsekorn, R.P.; Heemann, U.;

Kuehle, T.; Noseck, U.; Storck,.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und

Technologie.
Program Duration:

From 1992.07
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Brewitz W.,Storck R.: Endlagersicherheit in der
Nachbetirebsphase (Rahmenplan fuer notwendige FE-Arbeiten,
GSF-Bericht 6/90); Kuehle T., Zude F., Brewitz W., Hild W.:
Notwendige Arbeiten zur Verwendung der Ergebnisse von
geochemischen Experimenten in Transportrechnungen fuer
endlagerbezogene Langzeitsicherheitsanalysen (GSF-Bericht

38/90); Fein E.: Entwicklung eines schnellen
Grundwasserprogramms zur Modelierung von
Grundwasserstroemungen mit variabler Dichte
(GSF-Abteilungsbericht IfT 3/93).

INIS categories: E52.00

Referring to this project relevant work concerning long-
term safety assessments of repositories for heat generating ra-
dioactive wastes in salt domes is in progress. Main goal is the
planning of research projects which are still necessary for
broadening the scientific basis and for the optimization of the
disposal concept. Accordingly, the results from R and D-projects
are reviewed and interpreted with regard to long-term safety
assessment. R and D-projects, which are still in progress, are
technically attended and those planned for the future are sur-
veyed. Additionally, results from international work are observed
and evaluated. The following topics are specially treated: -com-
parison of different convergence models (EVEREST) -determi-
nation of a porosity-permeability relation for crushed and
compacted salt on the basis of laboratory experiments and in
situ measurements -investigation of the chemical environment in
the near field of a repository by geochemical modelling and
determination of solubilities and sorption parameters for
radionuclides on backfill and corrosion products -classification and
evaluation of sorption experiments and derivation of appropriate
parameters for modelling the sorption of radionuclides in the
geosphere -development of a computer program for modelling
the effects of variable density due to salinity in groundwater flow
systems.

computer codes; permeability; porosity; radioactive waste dis-
posal; radioactive waste facilities; safety analysis; salt deposits;
site characterization; solubility; sorption.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: safety analysis.

DE9400008 Investigations into the relevance of criteria for
tests on nonmetallic coatings on radioactive
waste management facilities and containers.

Untersuchungen zur Aussagefaehigkeit von
Pruefkriterien an nichtmetallischen
Besichtungen fuer Anlagen und Behaelter zur
Entsorgung radioaktiver Stoffe.

Topic codes: 115; 135.
Principal Investigator: Dittrich, V. NOELL Freiberg Halsbruecker

Strasse 34, D-09596 Freiberg, Germany.
Telephone: x-03731-365518.
Facsimile: x-03731-365305.
Other Investigators: Pietsch, S.; Friehmelt, V.; Kunze, S.
Performing Organization: NOELL-LGA Gastechnik GmbH,

Niederlassung Freiberg, Halsbruecker Strasse 34, D-09596
Freiberg, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Program Duration:

From 1992.04.01
To 1995.09.30

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E15.20

The relevance of existing test procedures as well as of
procedures involving higher stresses with respect to nonmetallic
coatings for nuclear waste management containers is investi-
gated. The examined stresses are radiation exposure, mechanical
load, thermal stress and long-duration attack by corrosive media.
The investigations include tests on coating samples and are
expected to provide the means for an evaluation of the relevance
of test procedures that can be applied for the quality assurance
of nonmetallic coatings over the whole field of employment of
coated facilities and containers.

coatings; containers; materials testing; quality assurance; radio-
active waste facilities.

CONTAINERS: coatings, materials testing.

DE9400009 Influence of microbial activity on the mobility
of redoxsensitive radionuclides in sediments.
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Einfluss von mikrobiologischer Aktivitaet auf
die Ausbreitung redoxsensitiver Radionuklide im
Sediment.

Topic codes: 222; 201.
Principal Investigator: Stroetmann, I. Technische Universitaet

Berlin. Fachbereich Umwelttechnik.Fachgebiet Hygiene
Amrumerstrasse 32, 13353 Berlin, Germany.

Telephone: x-31427530.
Facsimile: x-31427575.
Other Investigators: Schuele, J.; Sokotenejat, Ft.; Kaempfer, P.;

Winkler, A.; Pekdeger, A.; Dott, W.
Performing Organization: FU Berlin, Institut fuer

Radiohydrogeologie (Malteserstrasse 74-100, 12249 Berlin,
germany).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer forschung und

Technologie.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01
To 1995.09

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: B31.10

The influence of microorganisms on the mobility of
technetium (Tc) and selenium (Se) in soils under aerobic con-
ditions was examined in order to gain insight on the possible
mechanisms of radionuclide sorption in soils. Sterile and non
sterile recirculation column experiments were carried out to in-
vestigate the microbial influence on the retardation of these
radionuclides in soil. The development of the microbial commu-
nities in the columns was studied by determining the cell number
on four nutrient media at different times. Most organisms cultured
on R2A-agar were identified by a physiological test system. This
enables us to get information about the importance of different
bacteria species on the retardation of radionuclides. Batch ex-
periments with different types of soil were also done to compare
recirculation to batch experiments under sterile and non sterile
conditions. In sterile recirculation it was shown that technetium
as pertechnetate was mobile and did not adsorb to the used
sandy soils with low organic carbon contents. In non sterile re-
circulation columns about 70% of the initial activity of technetium
was retarded after a short period of time. However, even in the
reference columns without soil 70% of technetium was retarded.
Large amounts of microorganisms have been found in non sterile
soil and reference columns. In conclusion the results indicate that
microorganisms are-one of the main factors which influence the
mobility of radionuclides in soil even in soil with low organic
carbon contents. In recent experiments the influence of
autochthonous microorganisms from soils of a depth of nearly
100 meters on the migration of radionuclides will be investigated.

microorganisms; radionuclide migration; sediments; selenium;
soils; technetium.

RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION: microorganisms.

DE9400010 Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR
fuel Handling experiments for drift
emplacement.

Oirekte Endlagerung ausgedienter
Brenneelemente Handhabungsversuche zur
Streckenlagerung, Phase III.

Topic codes: 137; 325.
Principal Investigator: Engelmann, H.-J. Deutsche Gesellschaft

zum Bau und Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH
(DBE), Woltorfer Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Telephone: x-0-51-71/91-77-10.
Facsimile: x-0-51-71/91-77-40.
Other Investigators: Filbert, W.; Biurrun, E.
Performing Organization: Deutsche Gesellschaft zum Bau und

Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH (DBE), Woltorfer
Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Kernforschungszentrum (Projekttraeger

des BMFT fuer Entsorgung (PTE), 76050 Karlsruhe).
Program Duration:

From 1986.07
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30, E15.20

Licensibility of direct disposal of spent fuel in heavy casks
is contingent upon safe handling in the repository. Equipment for
both emplacement and transport to the emplacement drift has
to be developed. The transport and disposal of an (inactive)
package of original size and related handling steps have to be
demonstrated. Optimization of drift geometry and of emplacement
operations will be carried out. After successful demonstration
above-ground, underground testing will be performed if deemed
necessary.

casks; demonstration programs; materials handling; radioactive
waste disposal; spent fuels; underground disposal; waste trans-
portation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: demonstration programs.

DE9400011 Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR
fuel Active handling experiments with neutron
sources.

Direkte Endlagerung ausgedienter
Brenneelemente Aktives
Handhabungsexperiment mit Neutronenquellen.

Topic codes: 325; 137.
Principal Investigator: Engelmann, H.-J. Deutsche Gesellschaft

zum Bau und Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH
(DBE), Woltorfer Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Telephone: x-0-51-71/91-77-10.
Facsimile: x-0-51-71/91-77-40.
Other Investigators: Khamis, M.; Niehues, N.
Performing Organization: Deutsche Gesellschaft zum Bau und

Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH (DBE), Woltorfer
Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Kernforschungszentrum (Projekttraeger

des BMFT fuer Entsorgung (PTE), 76050 Karlsruhe).
Associated Organization: KfK; ANDRA.
Program Duration:

From 1986.07
To 1995.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E15.00, E52.00

The objective of the AHE experiment is to investigate
radiological aspects of handling high level waste (either spent
fuel or vitrified high level waste) in an underground repository.
Neutron dose rates are measured resulting from direct radiation
and from neutrons scattered by the surrounding host rock (rock
salt). Computer codes and model calculations are to be verified
by these experiments. Thus, an experimentally validated tool will
be available for future detailed repository planning with emphasis
on minimizing the radiation exposure of the operating personnel.
POLLUX casks will be used for drift emplacement, and transfer
casks will be used for handling canisters with chopped spent fuel
pins or with vitrified reprocessing waste in a repository with the
aim of emplacing the waste canisters into boreholes. The AHE
project is planned to compare the calculated dose-rates of a
POLLUX cask and a transfer cask with and without salt envi-
ronment with the measured dose-rates of a smaller experimental
shielding cask with Cf-252 neutron sources.

casks; computer codes; demonstration programs; high-level ra-
dioactive wastes; materials handling; neutron sources; packaging;
radiation doses; salt deposits; spent fuels; underground disposal.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiation doses, under-
ground disposal.

DE9400012 Investigations on the irretrievability of emplaced
fuel elements.

Untersuchung der Nichtrueckholbarkeit von
eingelagerten Kernmaterial.

Topic codes: 137.
Principal Investigator: Engelmann, H.-J. Deutsche Gesellschaft

zum Bau und Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH
(DBE), Woltorfer Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.
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Telephone: x-0-51-71/91-77-10.
Facsimile: x-0-51-71/91-77-40.
Other Investigators: Biurrun, E.; Lommerzheim, A.; Poehler, M.
Performing Organization: Deutsche Gesellschaft zum Bau und

Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH (DBE), Woltorfer
Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Kernforschungszentrum (Projekttraeger

des BMFT fuer Entsorgung (PTE), 76050 Karlsruhe).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

An analysis has shown that indirect diversion by exca-
vation of a new mine is the only convenient pathway for the
diversion of POLLUX casks after repository decommissioning.
The boundary conditions for retrieval were defined by thermal
and thermomechanical calculations. The present state of mining
technique is analysed to look for the required equipment. At
present the maximum rock temperature which can be handled
by special ventilation, air conditioning systems, drift walling and
machines with air conditioned cabins or remote controlled ma-
chines is 100-110 C. Already 10 years after closure of the re-
pository a significant amount of POLLUX casks is below 100
C. Therefore retrieval is possible, but it would require a signif-
icant technical and economical effort. The equipment needed for
retrieval can be easily detected by surface surveillance.

casks: mining; radioactive waste facilities; remote handling; waste
retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: waste retrieval.

DE940O013 Systems analysis repository concepts.

Direkte Endlagerung ausgedienter
Brenneelemente Systemanalyse
Endlagerkonzepte.

Topic codes: 137; 324.
Principal Investigator: Engelmann, H.-J. Deutsche Gesellschaft

zum Bau und Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH
(DBE), Woltorfer Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Telephone: x-0-51-71/91-77-10.
Facsimile: x-0-51 -71/91 -77-40.
Other Investigators: Hanetzog.G.; Lommerzheim, A.; Mueller-

Hoeppe, N.; Raitz, V.; Frenz, R.; Schrimpf, C. et al.
Performing Organization: Deutsche Gesellschaft zum Bau und

Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH (DBE), Woltorfer
Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Kernforschungszentrum (Projekttraeger

des BMFT fuer Entsorgung (PTE), 76050 Karlsruhe).
Associated Organization: BGR; GSF; KfK-INE.
Program Duration:

From 1989.06
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Papp R. et al: Results of the System Analysis Dual-Purpose
Repository, Waste Management '90, Tucson, Vol II (1990)
685.

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.42

Based on the results of the system analysis dual-purpose
repository in which the advantages or disadvantages of various
disposal concepts in salt have been identified, the following
topics are being investigated: -multi-level drift emplacement
-emplacement-techniques for low level waste -variation of the
near-field design temperature -emplacement of mixed-oxide and
high burn-up fuel -model salt dome Gorleben Thermomechanical
calculations for the near- and the far-field are carried out as
well as long-term safety analyses for two underlying accident
scenarios (unlimited intrusion of external brine, brine from brine
pockets).

accidents; gorleben salt dome; radioactive waste disposal; ra-
dioactive waste facilities; safety analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: safety analysis.

DE9400014 Demonstration experiments for disposal of
spent fuel Simulation of shaft transport.

Direkte Endlagerung ausgedienter
Brenneelemente Simulation des
Schachttransportes, Phase III.

Topic codes: 325; 137.
Principal Investigator: Engelmann, H.-J. Deutsche Gesellschaft

zum Bau und Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH
(DBE), Woltorfer Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Telephone: x-0-51-71/91-77-10.
Facsímile: x-0-51-71/91-77-40.
Offter Investigators: Filbert, W.; Schrimpf, C.
Performing Organization: Deutsche Gesellschaft zum Bau und

Betrieb von Endlagern fuer Abfallstoffe mbH (DBE), Woltorfer
Strasse 74, D-31224 Peine, Germany.

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Kernforschungszentrum (Projekttraeger

des BMFT fuer Entsorgung (PTE), 76050 Karlsruhe).
Program Duration:

From 1986.07
To 1993.09

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

According to the reference concept for direct disposal of
spent nuclear fuel, self shielded casks containing consolidated
fuel rods from 8 PWR fuel assemblies will be placed on the floor
of drifts in a mined repository, licensing of this disposal concept
requires demonstration of safe handling and transport of heavy
components in the hoist system. Since loading of the hoist cage
with loads of up to 85 Mg has not been realized in existing
facilities, loading and unloading of the hoist cage has to be
tested in a full scale demonstration experiment. The experiment
was carried out above ground by use of a hoist cage mock-up.
The results of this experiment will be used as a baiis for the
design of the entire hoist.

casks; cranes; demonstration programs; mockup; radioactive
waste management; testing.

CRANES: mockup, testing.

DE9400015 Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour
of anhydrite and salt-clay: First results of
petrophysical laboratory and in situ investi-
gations.

Das gebirgsmechanische und geoelektrische
Verhalten von Anhydrit und Salzton: Erste
Ergebnisse der petrophysikalischen Labor- und
In-situ-Untersuchungen.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Flach, D. GSF-Institut fuer Tieflagerung,

Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, 38122 Braunschweig, Germany.
Telephone: x-0531 -8012280.
Facsimile: x-0531-8012200.
Offter Investigators: Yaramanci, U.; Zimmer, U.
Performing Organization: GSF-Forschungszentrum fuer Umwelt

und Gesundheit GmbH (Ingolstaedter Landstrasse 1, 85764
Oberschleissheim).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992.04
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Yaramanci U. and Flach D.: Resistivity of rock-salt in Asse
(Germany) and petrophysical aspects, Geophysical Prospecting
40 (1992), 85-100; Kulenkampff J.M. and Yaramanci U.:
Frequency-dependent complex resistivity of rock-salt samples
and related petrophysical parameters, Geophysical Prospecting
41 (1993), 995-1008.

IN/S categories: B31.40, E52.00

The elastic rock parameters are to be provided for
prognostic rock mechanical modelling proving the safety of
underground deposits in rock-salt. Geoelectrical parameters can
be used for estimating the water content, because it is possible
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to relate resistivity to water content and pore saturation. The
un sufficient data base of anhydrite and salt-clay will be im-
proved. The investigations are in progress in two salt mines in
germany at depths of 1000 m and 500 m respectively. The
following results are related to a part of measurements and
laboratory investigations. The connection from elasticity theory
between densities and seismic velocities yields dynamic Young's
moduli and Poisson's ratios, which are 82.9 ± 1.7 GPa and 0.29
± 0.01 for anhydrite and 30.3 ± 1.7 GPa and 0.23 ± 0.05 for
salt-clay. Using an Archie-type relationship with an exponent of
2 the water content can be estimated from resistivity. The
anhydrite resistivity varies between 103Om and 10" fim. The
porosity of 1% and initial pore saturation of 105 result in a water
content of 0.1%. It appeared that salt-clay is completely water
saturated. The porosity of 12% reveals high water content, cor-
respondingly, the resistivity is between 10 Om and 10* Om.

anhydrite; clays; moisture; porosity; rock mechanics; salt deposits;
salts; site characterization.

ANHYDRITE: rock mechanics; CLAYS: rock mechanics; SALTS:
rock mechanics.

DE9400016 Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and perme-
ation in natural rock salt and compacted gran-
ular rock salt.

Bestimmung des Diffusions- und
Permeabilitaetsverhaltens von Wasserstoff in
Steinsalz und kompaktiertem Salzgrus.

Topic codes: 203.
Principal Investigator: Foerster, S. TU Bergakademie Freiberg.

Institut fuer Bohrtechnik und Fluidbergbau Agricolastrasse 22,
09596 Freiberg.

Telephone: x-03731-512501.
Facsimile: x-03731-512502.
Other Investigators: Wagner, S.; Drees, W.
Performing Organization: TU Bergakademie Freiberg

(Akademiestrasse 6, 09596 Freiberg, Germany).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und

Technologie.
Associated Organization: Battele Institut Frankfurt.
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1995.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

Gases, i. e. hydrogen, can be formed due to corrosion
of steel repositories during the underground disposal of radio-
active waste in salt mines. The hydrogen penetrates the salt-
backfill and the surrounding natural rock salt by convection and
diffusion. The transport model is determined by decreasing of
permeability of the granular rock salt (backfill) by convergence
of the backfilled rooms due to rock pressure and on the other
hand by decreasing of porosity and permeability of the sur-
rounding disturbed and undisturbed natural rock salt. Laboratory
experiments are carried out to determine the permeability of
compacted granular rock salt vs. compaction density, simulated
confining pressure, different temperatures and moisture. Further
natural rock salt is investigated in view of permeability behaviour.
Finally diffusion experiments are carried out with compacted and
natural rock salt cores by gas chromatography. The mathematical
model takes into consideration the molecular and KNUDSEN
diffusion of gas flow by hydrogen and nitrogen.

gaseous diffusion; granular materials; hydrogen; moisture;
permeability; salts; underground disposal.

SALTS: gaseous diffusion, permeability.

DE9400017 Demonstration of explosive dismantling tech-
nique at the biological shield of the
Niederaichbach nuclear power plant.

Demonstration der sprengtechnischen
Zerlegetechnik am biologischen Schild im
Kernkraftwerk Niederaichbach.

Topic codes: 422.
Principal Investigator: Freund, H.-U. Battelle Ingenieurtechnik

GmbH Duesseldorferstrasse 9, D-65760 Eschborn, Germany.
Telephone: x-49-6196-936-419.
Facsimile: x-49-6196-936-499.
Other Investigators: Obst, J.; Baechler, M.; Krutzik, N.; Zinn, R.
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: CEC; NOELL; BMFT.
Associated Organization: NOELL; SIEMENS-KWU;

STANGENBERG.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01.01
To 1994.06.30

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Freund H.-U., Schumann St., Wegener H., Mueller K.: HDR
concrete dismantling experiments with explosive charges, Nu-
clear Engineering and Design, vol. 135 (1992, pp. 395-402.

INIS categories: E34.00

This project aims at demonstrating explosive dismantling
techniques on the biological shield of the nuclear power plant
Niederaichbach (KKN), which was operated from 1972 to 1974
and is foreseen to be completely removed. The radioactive in-
ventory of the shield is estimated in the order of 3.7x109 Bq (0.1
Ci). The level of activation is estimated to be in the order of
10 Bq/g, and the associated dose rates in the order of 10 micro
Sv/h. Within this contract, blast peeling of the activated concrete
from a 30 degree sector of the biological shield will be per-
formed. This technique will be applied as one of two main
techniques (hydraulic hammer besides blast peeling) for the
dismantling of the whole biological shield of KKN; for this, the
licensing authorities have already given their agreement. This
demonstration project will be conducted according to the guide-
lines of the ongoing total dismantling of KKN. In particular, the
generation of specific technical and safety related data is con-
sidered as an important objective of this project. This will facili-
tate the application of this technology and acceptance from the
safety point of view in future large-scale decommissioning oper-
ations.

biological shields; concretes; demolition; demonstration programs;
explosions; niederaichbach reactor.

BIOLOGICAL SHIELDS: demolition.

DE9400018 Follow-up investigations on the model shield
and central column at the HDR facility.

Nachuntersuchungen am Modellschild und der
zentralen Saeule am HDR.

Topic codes: 422.
Principal Investigator: Freund, H.-U. Battelle Ingenieurtechnik

GmbH Duesseldorferstrasse 9, D-65760 Eschborn, Germany.
Telephone: x-49-6196-936-419.
Facsimile: x-49-6196-936-499.
Other Investigators: Krutzik, N.
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT; SIEMENS-KWU.
Associated Organization: SIEMENS-KWU.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01.01
To 1993.10.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Freund H.-U., Krutzik N.J., Tropp R.: Analyses of shothole
detonation for the dismantling of cocrete structures, Pro-
ceedings of SMIRT 12 (1993), Vol. JH, p. 327 ff., Elsevier
Science Publishers B.V.

INIS categories: E36.00, E31.00, B24.30

Tests to demonstrate the explosive dismantling of a bi-
ological shield had been performed at the HDR facility. It is the
aim of this project to evaluate the existing experimental data
with respect to the local response of the concrete material in
order to obtain improved material models for the transient load
response of concrete, for quantitative material description finite-
element calculations are performed. The results are expected to
be useful for safety calculations for reactor structures subjected
to impact and explosive loading.
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biological shields; concretes; demolition; dynamic loads; explo-
sions; finite element method; hdr reactor.

CONCRETES: dynamic loads.

DE9400019 Investigation about the coefficients of diffusion
and permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and
compacted granular salt.

Bestimmung des Diffusions- und
Permeabilitaetsverhaltens von Wasserstoff in
Steinsalz und kompaktiertem Salzgrus.

Topic codes: 203.
Principal Investigator: Froehlich, H. Battelle Ingenieurtechnik

GmbH Duesseldorferstrasse 9, D-65760 Eschborn, Germany.
Telephone: x-49-6196-936-418.
Facsimile: x-49-6196-936-499.
Other Investigators: Hohenthanner, C.-R.
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Associated Organization: TH-Darmstadt.
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1995.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Froehlich Hk., Ahrens G., Friehmelt V., Gidarakos E., Langer
G., Schmitt RE.: Untersuchungen zum Gefaehrdungspotential
von Wasserstoff in einem Endlager fuer radioaktive Abfaelle
waehrend der Betriebsphase, BF-R 67, 575 (Battelle-lnstitut
e.V., Frankfurt, Febr. 1992).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

Hydrogen may be generated and released in final repos-
itories for radioactive waste. This hydrogen can penetrate the
rock salt and the salt-backfill by convection and diffusion. The
objective of this investigation is to clarify the mechanism of dif-
fusion and permeation of hydrogen in salt formations. Test de-
vices for compacting granular rock salt and devices for
measuring diffusion and permeability were designed and tested,
laboratory experiments are in progress. Theoretical models for
describing nonsteady-state diffusion were developed. The inves-
tigations are performed in order to obtain reliable data on the
behaviour of hydrogen in rock salt. The project is a joint task
of Battelle, Bergakademie Freiberg and TH-Darmstadt.

gaseous diffusion; granular materials; hydrogen; permeability;
salts.

SALTS: gaseous diffusion, permeability.

DE9400020 Localisation and monitoring of spent nuclear
fuel c asks using radar echo sounding.

Ortung und Ueberwachung von
Brennelementbehaeltern mit
elektromagnetischen Reflexionsmessungen
(EMR).

7op/c codes: 327.
Principal Investigator: Greinwald, S. Dr. Siegfried Greinwald.
Telephone: x-0511-643-3212.
Facsimile: x-0511 -643-2304.
Other Investigators: Thierbach, R.;.
Performing Organization: Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenscharten

und Rihstoffe (Stillweg 2, D-30631 Hannover, Germany).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer forschung und

Technologie.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Eisenburger D., Sender F., Thierbach R.: Borehole radar- an
efficient geophysical tool to aid in the planning of salt caverns
and mines, 7-th Symp. on Salt, Vol. I, pp. 279-284, Elsevier
Scince Publ. B.V., Amsterdam (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00

The project is concerned with investigating the feasibility
of using radar echo soundings (high-frequency electromagnetic
reflexion (EMR) method) for monitoring Pollux casks in a re-
pository in a salt dome. It is necessary to determine whether
and with what accuracy, the casks, which are embedded in salt,
can be located from adjacent drifts or boreholes. The extreme
contrast between the electrical conductivities of dry salt and steel
causes EM waves to be totally reflected at the surface of a
cask. However, owing to the curved shape of the cylindrical
cask, the incident energy is strongly scattered from the surface.
In the TSDE (Thermal simulation of drift emplacement) test field
of the ASSE mine, observation drifts are available for carrying
out tests on localizing casks.

casks; monitoring; radar; salt deposits; spent fuels.

CASKS: monitoring.

DE9400021 Investigation of borehole plugs and plugging
materials with documentation of hitherto exist-
ing sorption results, I Sorption barriers, II
Borehole plugs, III Clay as sealing material.

Untersuchung von Bohrlochverschluessen und
Verschlussmaterialien mit Dokumentation
bisheriger Sorptionsergebnisse.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Haefner, F. TU Bergakademie Freiberg.

Institut fuer Bohrtechnik und Fluidbergbau Agricolastrasse 22,
09596 Freiberg, Germany.

Telephone: x-03731-512501.
Facsimile: x-03731-512502.
Other Investigators: Strauss, H.; Wagner, J.; Behrend, J.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: Federal Ministry of Research.
Associated Organization: Noell Umwelttechnik Freiberg.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10.01
To 1993.12.31

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E52.00

1. Under the subtitle 'sorption barriers' there were ana-
lysed R and D works from the former GDR which dealt with this
problem. Natural and technical materials were investigated for its
retaining properties (adsorption, ion exchange, precipitation)
against the solluted pollutants Srs+, Cs+, Co2* and Ba?*. As
solutions distilled water, NaCI-brine and Q-lye were used. The
retaining processes are described by a mathematical model,
which is based of a computer program (IDSORP) for the iden-
tification of process parameters. This program allows the com-
bined calculation of equilibrium, non-equilibrium and
interaction-parameters. 2. The subtitle 'borehole plugs' includes
a documentation of knowledge in the field of pluggings technic
and materials, especially from the area of the former GDR. Other
objects were laboratory tests of swelling cements with quick lime
as a swelling agent and parameter studies for the dimensioning
of a static abutment for borehole pluggings. 3. This part includes
a summary of general properties and application field of clay.
Testing methods and programs were established. Several clay
materials were selected as potential sealing materials. After the
contacts with several brines there were made some soil physical
tests. Brine infiltrated clays can guarantee the necessary low
hydraulic permeability for waste dump sealing.

barium ions; boreholes; brines; cements; cesium ions; clays;
cobalt ions; computer codes; ion exchange materials; materials
testing; plugging; radioactive waste disposal; soils; sorption;
strontium ions.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: materials testing.

DE9400022 Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion
of steel, tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine
brines.

Elektrochemische Untersuchungen der
Korrosion von Werkstotfen in Heissen
Salzaugen.
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Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Heusler, K.E. Technische Universitaet

Clausthal. Abteilung Korrosion und Korrosionsschutz
Agricolastrasse 2, D-38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany.

Telephone: x-05323-72-2438.
Facsimile: x-05323-72-3587.
Other Investigators: Kusian, B.; Nagies, F.J.
Performing Organization: Technische Universitaet Clausthal.

Abteilung Korrosion und Korrosionsschutz Agricolastrasse 2,
D-38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany (x-05323-72-2438)
<x-05323-72-3587>.

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer forschung und

Technologie.
Associated Organization: Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

GmbH.
Program Duration:

From 1990.07
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:

K.E. Heusler, B. Kusian, D. McPhail: 11-th ICC, Vol. 5,
311-18, Florence 1990; K.E. Heusler, B. Kusian, D. McPhail:
Ber. Busenges. physik. Chem. 94 (1990), 1443-49; R.
Gassen, K.E. Heusler: Werkstoffe Korr. 38 (1987), 12-19; K.E.
Heusler: NAGRA NTB 85-22 (1985).

INIS categories: B22.50, E52.00

The corrosion kinetics of steel, tantalum and titanium with
0.2% of weight palladium were investigated as a function of time,
corrosion potential, temperature and composition of simulated salt
mine brines and their pH-value. From this data a mechanism
will be developed in order to make a long term prognosis of the
corrosion rate. Measurements of the permeation of hydrogen
through steel under the same conditions showed that within the
accuracy of the experiment there was no influence of temper-
ature or composition of the brines on the permeation current.
The equilibrium pressure of the hydrogen over iron in equilibrium
with magnetite was determined to be above 1 kbar. Measure-
ments to determine the solubility of iron salts under these con-
ditions are carried on.

brines: corrosion; hydrogen; permeability; ph value; steels;
tantalum; titanium alloys.

STEELS: corrosion; TANTALUM: corrosion; TITANIUM ALLOYS:
corrosion.

DE9400023 Development of the program system ANSALT
II.

Entwicklung des Programmsystems ANSALT II.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Honecker, A. Sportallee 47, 22335

Hamburg, Germany.
Telephone: x-040-51307-282.
Facsimile: x-040-51307-111.
Performing Organization: Control Data GmbH (Postfach 700265,

60552 Frankfurt).
Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1995.05

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

ANSALT II is developed for simulation of the coupled
thermal and stress behavior of complex 3D underground struc-
tures, used as nuclear waste repositories in salt formations. The
program is based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) using
an explicit time integration procedure (dynamic relaxation). The
thermal and structural behavior can be considered during the
analysis simultaneously. An explicit integration scheme is used
to make the simulation of large models (several 100000 3D el-
ements) in combination with highly nonlinear effects such as
geometrical and physical nonlinearities (material, contact, radi-
ation) possible. The element formulations (8-node brick, 4-node
shell etc.) are based on linear shape functions. The material
models are focusing on the viscoplastic behavior of salt de-
scribing transient creep and plasticity.

a codes; computerized simulation; creep; finite element method;
plasticity; salt deposits; stresses; underground disposal.

SALT DEPOSITS: creep, plasticity, stresses.

DE9400024 Thermomechanical behaviour of salt rock.

thermomechanisches
Salzgesteinen.

Verhalten von

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Hunsche, A. Federal Institute for

Geosciences and Natural Resources, P.O. Box 51 01 53,
D-30631 Hannover, Germany.

Telephone: x-0511-643-2416.
Facsimile: x-0511-643-2304.
Other Investigators: Hampel, A.; Plischke, I.; Schulze, O.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Federal Ministry of Science and Tech-

nology.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Hunsche U., Mingerzahn G., Schulze O.: The influence of
textural parameters mineralogical composition on the creep
behavior of rock salt; Hunsche U., Schulze O.: Effect of hu-
midity and confining pressure on creep of rock salt; Cristescu
N.D., Hunsche U.: A comprehensive constitutive equation for
rock salt: determination and application-all in: the mechanical
behavior of salt III, Proc. 3rd Conf., Palaiseau (France) 1993,
Trans. Tech. Publications, Clausthal (in press).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

One concept for the disposal of radioactive and toxic
wastes is their permanent storage in underground cavities in salt
domes or bedded salt. For the design and safety analysis of
such repositories the influences of different loading conditions,
temperature, humidity, texture and mineralogical composition on
the creep and failure of salt rock (mainly rock salt) are investi-
gated both experimentally and theoretically. Numerous uni- and
triaxial compression tests in the laboratory show that specimens
from different locations exhibit different deformation behaviour.
Therefore, one task of this work is the definition and character-
ization of regions with similar mechanical properties, the
'homogenous parts' in a salt deposit. The laboratory results have
been confirmed by an in-situ experiment on two large salt pillars
in the Asse mine (Northern Germany). For the long-term safety
analysis of a repository the extrapolation of the creep behaviour
for thousands of years is necessary. Therefore, constitutive
equations for stationary and transient creep based on the
physical deformation mechanisms are developed in cooperation
with Prof. Blum, Erlangen. For the influence of humidity on the
creep an empirical function has been established. For dilatancy,
creep rupture, and failure an elasto-viscoplastic constitutive
equation has been developed in cooperation with Prof. Cristescu,
Bucharest.

chemical properties; creep; deformation; physical properties;
safety analysis; salt deposits; salts.

SALTS: chemical properties, physical properties.

DE940O025 Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to
determine the mechanical behaviour of main
anhydrite A3 and grey salt pelite T3.

Geotechnische Untersuchungen im Salinar zur
Ermittlung des gebirgsmechanischen Verhaltens
von Anhydrit und Salzton unter besonderer
Beruecksichtigung der Betriebsphase eines
Endlagers.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Kamlot, P.
Telephone: x-0341-33600214.
Facsimile: x-0341-33600308.
Other Investigators: Menzel.W.; Schwandt, A.; Langbein, R.
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Performing Organization: Institut fuer Gebirgsmechanik GmbH
(Friederikenstrasse 60, 04279 Leipzig).

Organization Type: Private industry
Associated Organization: Institut fuer Tieflagerung der GSF,

Braunschweig.
Program Duration:

From 1992.01.01
To 1994.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The 'Hauptanhydrit' (main anhydrite A3) and the 'Grauer
Salzton' (grey salt pelite T3) are two widespread structural layers
in the Leine-series (Z3) of the North-German Zechstein salt for-
mation. As comparatively stiff bodies in the normally plastic salt
they exhibit a brittle reaction under tectonic stress, so that hy-
draulically conducting fissures may possibly occur. In the past
this occasionally led to brine inflow, providing that these layers
contacted the salt table. In the course of safety analyse to be
performed for a repository for hazardous wastes an inflow of
brines via the 'Hauptanhydrit' can, therefore, not be ruled out
with absolute certainty. For the scenarios to be modelled in a
later safety analysis, investigation on hydraulic behaviour of A3
and T3 are therefore required. Under this aspect the
Bundesforschungsminister (BMFT) commissioned the Institut fuer
Gebirgsmechanik (IfG) in Leipzig and the GSF-lnstitut fuer
Tieflagerung in Brauschweig to investigate several
'Hauptanhydrit's in ~. 500 m and 1000 m depth. For this pur-
pose similar investigation chambers are being developed at the
Bernburg mine of Kali und Salz GmbH and the Poethen mine
of Kali Suedharz AG (KSAG).

anhydrite: embrittlement; geologic fractures: radioactive waste
disposal: safety analysis: salt deposits: salts.

SALT DEPOSITS: geologic fractures, safety analysis.

DE9400026 Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on
dissolved humic and fulvic acids.

Grundwasserdatierung mittels
C-14-Bestimmungen an geloesten Humin- und
Fulvinaaeuren.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Kim, J.I. TU Muenchen. Institut fuer

Radiochemie, 85747 Garching, FRG.
Telephone: x-49-89-3209-2256.
Facsimile: x-49-89-326-1115.
Other Investigators: Buckau, G.; Artinger, R.; Kaiser, C ; Geyer,

S.; Wolf, M.; Haider, H.
Performing Organization: TU Muenchen. Institut fuer Radiochemie

(85747 Garching, FRG); GSF. Institut fuer Hydrologie (85758
Oberschleissheim, FRG).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Program Duration:

From 1991.11
To 1994.10

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: B31.10, B11.10, E52.00

Age determination of groundwaters in aquifers around a
nuclear waste repository gives important information on possible
flow-paths and time scales for RN-migration. Comparison of re-
sults from different approaches gives an insight in possibilities
and draw-backs of different methods. The most suitable natural
radioactive isotope for relevant time scales is C-14. Age deter-
mination of groundwater by C-14-analysis of dissolved inorganic
carbon (DIC) is frequently applied. However, numerous
geochemical processes can influence the C-14 content of DIC
and therefore misinterpretations can easily occur by this method.
As an alternative method C-14 determination of dissolved humic
acid (HA) and fulvic acid (FA) is investigated and compared with
H-2, H-3, C-13, C-14, N-15, O-18 and S-34. FA is shown to
behave like an ideal tracer and remains stable over more than
30.000 years. In aquifers with high organic content of sediments,
dissolution of C-14-free FA interferes. Therefore, in selected
aquifers, C-14 measurements of dissolved FA can be directly
used for groundwater dating whereas in other aquifers reliable
data demand a combination of isotope studies. P.

aquifers: carbon 14; fulvic acids: ground water; humic acids;
isotope dating.

GROUND WATER: isotope dating.

DE9400027 Transferability of experimental data (solubility
and sorption) obtained in the laboratory to na-
tural aquatic systems studied on the Gorleben
site.

Untersuchungen der Uebertragbarkeit von
Labordaten (Loeslichkeiten und
Sorptionskoerfizienten) auf natuerliche
Verhaeltnisse am Beispiel von Gorleben
-Aquifer-Systemen.

Topic codes: 323; 201.
Principal Investigator: Kim, J.I. TU Muenchen. Institut fuer

Radiochemie, Walther-Meissner-Strasse 3, D-85747 Garching,
Germany.

Telephone: x-089-3209-2211.
Facsimile: x-089-326-1115.
Other Investigators: Klenze, R.; Knopp, R.; Panak, P.; Pashalidis,

I.; Scherbaum, F.J.; Zeh,.
Performing Organization: TU Muenchen. Institut fuer Radiochemie

Walther-Meissner-Strasse 3, D-85747 Garching, Germany.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Program Duration:

From 1993.06.01
To 1996.05.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

With regard to Gorleben aquifer systems this research
project is engaged in the description of the migration of
radionuclides in terrestrial aquifer systems. The central item
herein is the transferability of experimental data to predict the
behaviour of radionuclides in natural systems. Experimental
thermodynamic and kinetic data of geochemically relevant re-
actions of actinides and technetium (hydrolysis, sorption,
complexation and redox reactions) are to be determined where
reliable published data are missing. These data will be used to
develop a numerical method for modelling solubility and sorption
of these radionuclides. Validation of the model will be done by
direct speciation (chemical state) of radionuclides in Gorleben
aquifer systems under natural conditions and comparing the re-
sults with predictions based on the calculation model.

actinides; aquifers; gorleben salt dome; radionuclide migration;
solubility; sorption; technetium.

AQUIFERS: radionuclide migration.

DE9400028 Thermophysical and electrical properties inves-
tigations on rock salt.

Untersuchungen thermophysikalischer und
elektrischer Eigenschaften von Salzgesteinen.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Kopietz, J. Stillweg 2, D-30655 Hannover,

Germany.
Telephone: x-0511-6432878.
Facsimile: x-0511 -6432304.
Other Investigators: Greinwald, S ; Mors, K.
Performing Organization: Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften

und Rohstoffe, (Stillweg 2, D-30655 Hannover, Germany).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Kopietz J.: Geothermische Untersuchungen bei der
Salzstockerkundung fuer die Endlagerung radioaktiver Abfaelle,
2. Angew. Geol., 38, 1, 26-33, 1992.

INIS categories: B31.40, B24.42, E52.00
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The exploration of the Gorleben salt dome for its suit-
ability for radioactive waste disposal includes the investigation
of thermophysical and electrical properties of representative rock
units. This date are required in particular in thermal and
thermomechanical model calculations with regard to repository
design and long-term safety analysis. This investigation program
comprises measurements of -thermal conductivity -specific heat
-thermal expansion -electric conductivity -dielectric constant on
drill cores and samples from the Gorleben salt dome and other
locations. The main emphasis is put on the investigation how
these properties are influenced by relevant parameters such as
temperature, pressure and humidity and chemical composition
of the rock, and how they vary with stratigraphic position. In
particular, carnallitic rocks are investigated with regard to the
release of hydration water under elevated temperatures, which
may interfere with rock stability considerably.

electric conductivity; gorleben salt dome; humidity; permittivity;
pressure dependence; salts; specific heat; temperature depend-
ence; thermal conductivity; thermal expansion.

SALTS: electric conductivity, specific heat, thermal conductivity,
thermal expansion.

DE9400029 Determination of physical processes and pa-
rameters of an evaporation zone in the near
field of an underground repository Physical
aspects of two phase flow in low permeable
hard rock.

Untersuchung physikalischer Prozesse und Pa-
rameter zum Fluid- und Gastransport im
Nahbereich von Endlagern.

Topic codes: 323; 326.
Principal Investigator: Kull, H. GSF. Institut fuer Tieflagerung

Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, Postfach 1623, 38011
Braunschweig, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-531-8012-241.
Facsimile: x-49-531-8012-200.
Other Investigators: Miehe, R.; Frieg, B.
Performing Organization: GSF-Forschungszentrum fuer Umwelt

und Gesundheit. Institut fuer Tieflagerung (Theodor-Heuss-
Strasse 4, Postfach 2163, 38011 Braunschweig).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und
Technologic.

Associated Organization: Nagra (National Cooperative for the
Disposal of Radioactive Waste, Wettingen, Switzerland).

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1994.05

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Kull H., Brewitz W., Klarr K.: Ventilationstest-in-Situ-Verfahren
zur Permeabilitaetsbestimmung im Kristallin, Nagra
Technischer Bericht, NTB-91-02, Wettigen (Scweiz), (1993);
Vomvoris S., Frieg B.: Owerview of Nagra field and modeling
activities in the ventolation drift, Nagra Technical Report,
NTB-91-34, Wettigen (Schweiz), (1992).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

In cooperation with NAGRA the GSF has been carrying
out investigations in the rock laboratory Grimsel Test Site/GTS
to determine the development of an evaporation zone and its
influence on water influx in the near field of a drift. In-situ tests
and laboratory investigations are performed to determine the
relevant physical parameters of two phase flow in the matrix
dominating area. Structural parameters, e.g. pathways in the
undisturbed granite matrix , were examined by special micro-
scopic techniques. In modified HASSLER-cells the relative
permeability of water and nitrogen and the capillary pressure
curve of the low permeable granite were investigated. Within the
situ ventilation tests (GSF/Nagra) and saturation measurements
(Nagra) the water influx into a drift and the distribution of the
wetting zone under varying climatic conditions were determined.
Numerical studies done with the more phase simulator
ECLipse/INTERA underline the dependence of water flux on the
physical properties of the rock matrix. First studies considering
the molecular diffusion of water vapor are underway to interpret
the in-situ tests.

granites; testing; two-phase flow; water influx.

GRANITES: water influx.

DE9400030 Experiments for the direct disposal of LWR
fuel- Part I: Thermal simulation of drift
emplacement (TSDE).

Geotechnische und grossnumerische
Untersuchungen zur direkten Endlagerung von
Brennelementen-TP I: Thermische Simulation
der Streckenlagerung (TSS).

Topic codes: 137; 326.
Principal Investigator: Heusermann, S. Federal Institute for

Geosciences and Natural Resources P.O. Box 51 01 53,
D-30631 Hannover, Germany.

Telephone: x-0511-6432429.
Facsimile: x-0511 -6432304.
Other Investigators: Liedtke, L; Soennke, J.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Associated Organization: KfK/PTE; GSF; DBE.
Program Duration:

From 1986.07
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Heusermann S., Schneefuss J.: Thermische Simulation der
Streckenlagerung-Ergebnisse geotechnischer Untersuchungen,
4. Statusbericht 'Direkte Endlagerung', Bericht AE Nr. 27,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, (1993); Heusermann S.,
Schneefuss J.: Thermal and thermomechanical response of
rock salt to the direct disposal of spent fuel, Safety and
Environmental Issues in Rock Engineering, Vol. 1, p. 309-315,
Balkema, Rotterdam, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

To simulate repository conditions for spent LWR-fuel a
large-scale field test called Thermal Simulation of Drift
Emplacement (TSDE)' is being carried out in a salt mine. Drift
emplacement is one of the two reference concepts developed
in Germany for the final disposal of heat generating radioactive
wastes. The R and D project carried out by the BGR includes
the following geological and geotechnical in-situ investigations:
-measurement of rock stress, stress change, and rock
deformability, -measurement of permeability of host rock and
crushed salt used for backfilling of the test drifts, -engineering-
geological mapping of the test site and test boreholes. The re-
search program includes the development and testing of
measurement methods, the determination of initial rock stress in
the test field, the observation of the stress change induced by
excavating the test drifts and by heating of the rock mass, the
determination of the load-deformation behaviour of the rock, the
determination of the rock loosening zone around the test drifts,
the determination of the backfill density and compaction with
time, and the engineering-geological characterization of the test
site to enable the interpretation of measurements and model
calculations.

deformation; measuring methods; permeability; rock mechanics;
salt deposits; site characterization; stresses; testing.

SALT DEPOSITS: site characterization.

DE940O031 Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site).

Borlochkranzversuch (Felslabor Grimsel).

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Liedtke, L. Bundesanstalt fuer

Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe Stillweg 2, 30655 Hannover,
Germany.

Telephone: x-0511-643-2418.
Facsimile: x-0511-643-2304.
Other Investigators: Goetschenberg, A.; Jobmann, M.
Performing Organization: Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften

und Rohstoffe, (Stillweg 2, 30655 Hannover, Germany).
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Organization Tvoe: Other
Program Duration:

From 1984.01
To 1994.06

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Pahl A., Liedtke L, Naujoks A., Braeuer V.: Felslabor Grimsel.
Bohrlochkranzversuch. Durchstoemung von gelueftetem Fes,
Nagra Technical Report NTB 91-01, Wettingen (Switzerland),
(1992).

M S categories: B31.40, B31.10, E52.00

The Grinsel Test Site has been operating since 1984 to
perform specific experiments to verify and further develop recent
concepts on the transport of radionuclides in granite rock. Em-
phasis within the Fracture System Flow Test was on improving
characterisation techniques and understanding of flow and
nonreactive transport in complex fracture networks. This included
the development of equipment and methodologies for estimating
hydraulic and transport parameters as well as numerical com-
puter codes for simulation of fracture flow. Numerous boreholes
were drilled to investigate the highly permeable fracture zone in
the vicinity of the site. The fractures were mapped and cores
were analysed to obtain a detailed description of the structures.
Hydro tests and systematic tracer experiments were also con-
ducted to obtain a comprehensive description of the hydraulic
condition at the site.

computerized simulation: fractures: granites: permeability:
radionuclide migration: testing: tracer techniques.

GRANITES: fractures.

DE940O032 Shutdown and disassembly: development and
construction of a mobile transfer unit for the
management of fuel assemblies from research
reactors.

Stillegung und Rueckbau: Entwicklung und Bau
einer mobilen Umladestation zur Entsorgung
von Brennelementen aus Forschungsreaktoren.

Topic codes: 403.
Principal Investigator: Loescher, B. NOELL Freiberg

Halsbruecker Strasse 34, D-09596 Freiberg, Germany.
Telephone: x-03731-365-518.
Facsimile: x-03731-365-305.
Other Investigators: Quaas, H.
Performing Organization: NOELL-LGA Gastechnik GmbH,

(Halsbruecker Strasse 34, D-09596 Freiberg).
Organization Tvoe: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Program Duration:

From 1993.10.01
To 1995.12.31

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E15.30, E15.10

Development and construction of equipment for the con-
ditioning of fuel assemblies from research reactors for their
long-term interim storage, involving the following tasks: 1. De-
velopment and construction, respectively, of technology and
equipment (transfer cask) for the conditioning of fuel assemblies
in the storage pool 2. Development and construction of a mobile
transfer unit for the transfer of the fuel assemblies from the
transfer cask in CASTOR MTR2 interim storage casks 3. De-
velopment and construction of an air-cushion system for the
transport of the transfer unit as well as the CASTOR casks at
reactor sites without sufficient hoisting facilities for the handling
of the equipment in the reactor buildings 4. Adaption of both
technology and equipment to the specific requirements of the
TRIGA reactors at Mainz, Heidelberg and Hannover 5. Devel-
opment of a management scheme for the reactors at the Polish
Nuclear Research Centre, utilizing the equipment developed for
the German research reactors.

casks: fuel assemblies: materials handling equipment: research
reactors: transport; waste storage.

FUEL ASSEMBLIES: waste storage.

DE9400033 Development of methods to examine dynamical
rock properties in the vicinity of underground
openings.

Entwicklung von Methoden zur Erkundung der
dynamischen Gebirgseigenschaften in der
Umgebung von untertaegigen Hohlraeumen.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Luedeling, R. Bundesanstalt fuer

Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe Stillweg 2, 30655 Hannover,
Germany.

Telephone: x-49-511-643-2864.
Facsimile: x-49-511-643-2304.
Other Investigators: Hinze, K.-G.; Alheid, H.-J.
Performing Organization: Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften

und Rohstoffe, (Stillweg 2, 30655 Hannover, Germany).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT; KfK.
Associated Organization: Agence Nationale pour la gestion des

dechetss radioactives.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1995.06.30

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The importance of excavation induced damage zones
(EDZ) for the dynamic stability of underground openings is
studied. In-situ, rock dynamic, laboratory and numeric modeling
techniques are developed and tested. The project gives the basis
for deciding which methods will be used to determine the dy-
namic rock parameters in a exploratory min. Special emphasis
is given to small scale EDZ.

excavation; mines; rock mechanics; simulation; testing; under-
ground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: rock mechanics.

DE9400034 Investigation of the immobilization of multiva-
lent cations by hydroxylapatite with respect to
its application as an additive to the backfill
material of waste repositories located in salt
diapirs.

Untersuchungen der Verstaerkung der
Rueckhaltewirkung des Nahbereichs eines
Endlagers in einem Salzdom gegenueber
mehrwertigen Kationen durch Hydroxylapatft.

Topic codes: 326; 201.
Principal Investigator: Gauglitz, R. Freie Universitaet Berlin.

Institut fuer anorganiche und analitische Chemie. FG
Radiochemie, Fabeckstrasse 34-36, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem,
Germany.

Telephone: x-30-838-2431.
Facsimile: x-30-838-2424.
Other Investigators: Holterdorf, M.; Franke, W.; Marx, G.
Performing Organization: Freie Universitaet Berlin. Institut fuer

anorganiche und analitische Chemie. FG
Radiochemie,(Fabeckstrasse 34-36, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem,
Germany).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.02

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Gauglitz R., Holterdorf M., Franke W., Marx G.: Immobilization
of heavy metals by hydroxylapatite, Radiochemica Acta 58/59,
253-257, (1992); Gauglitz R., Holterdorf M., Franke W., Marx
G.: Immobilization of actinides by hydroxylapatite, Mat. Res.
Soc., Vol. 257, 567-573, (1992).

INIS categories: B31.40, B13.20, E52.00

Within the frame of a pilot project hydroxylapatite
CasOH(P04>3 had to be investigated with respect to its appli-
cation as an additive to the backfill material of waste repositories
located in salt diapers. The aim of these investigations was to
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prove that hydroxylapatite can act as an additional barrier to-
wards radionuclides being mobilized. The investigations were
focused on experiments with the actinides U, Th, Np and Pu,
the main point being batch experiments referring to two topics.
The first one were studies on phosphates of heavy metals
formed by hydroxylapatite. The second one referred to investi-
gations of the enrichment rate of these elements from solutions,
the Ca5OH(PO4)3 content of which was tenfold. All the exper-
iments were carried out in saturated salt solutions of practical
importance. In case of U and Th the structure of hydroxylapatite
was totally changed resulting in forming phosphate phases with
very low solubilities. Uranium mostly formed mica. The compound
formed with thorium could not be characterized yet. In solutions
with an initial uranium and thorium concentration of 0.01 mol/l
these concentrations decreased very rapidly and the precipitation
was nearly quantitatively. In general we can say that an addi-
tional safety barrier is formed by adding hydroxylapatite to the
backfill material of a waste repository.

backfilling; brines; cations; diffusion barriers; neptunium;
phosphates; plutonium; radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide
migration; salt deposits; solubility; thorium; uranium.

NEPTUNIUM: radionuclide migration; PLUTONIUM: radionuclide
migration; RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: diffusion barriers;
THORIUM: radionuclide migration; URANIUM: radionuclide mi-
gration.

DE9400035 The corrosion behaviour oi UO2 in a German
direct repository located at the Gorleben salt
diapir.

Elektrochemische Korrosionsuntersuchungen an
unbestrahltem Urandioxid und an simuliertem
spent fuel in endlagerrelevanten
Laugensystemen.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Marx, G. Freie Universitaet Berlin. Institut

fuer anorganiche und analitische Chemie. FG Radiochemie,
Fabeckstrasse 34-36, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany.

Telephone: x-30-838-3628.
Facsimile: x-30-838-2424.
Other /nvest/oators: Heppner, P.-M.; Feldmaier, F.
Performing Organization: Freie Universitaet Berlin. Institut fuer

anorganiche und analitische Chemie. FG
Radiochemie,(Fabeckstrasse 34-36, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem,
Germany).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Associated Organization: Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

GmbH.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10.01
To 1994.09.30

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
P.-M. Heppner, D. Wegen, G. Marx: GSF Report zum
Workshop 'Chemische Effekte im Grubengebaeude, Hrsg. GSF
Braunschweig, Radiochemica Acta, Vol. 58/59, p. 21-25,
(1992); D. Wegen, P.-M. Heppner, C. Nehm, G. Marx:
Dechema Monographien 128 (1993), p. 511-531; G. Marx,
P.-M. Heppner, Ch. Keiling: Abschlussbericht, BMFT FKZ 02
U 5998 3, Berlin (1991), Hrsg. FU Berlin.

INIS categories: B23.50, E52.00

Due to the decision of the German government for a di-
rect deposition of spent fuel in salt diapers, electrochemical and
radiochemical investigations into the corrosion of UO2electrodes
have been carried out in saturated salt solutions reflecting brine
intrusions into a German waste repository. The experiments were
started with non irradiated UO2, representing 96% of the spent
fuel before focussing the interest on irradiated material. The
corrosion of UO2 is definitely influenced by the composition of
the brines present, moreover by the potential applied and par-
tially by p'H and temperature. Systems containing sulfate and
carbonate significantly increase the corrosion of UO2.
Hydroxylapatite as an additive decreases the corrosion rates of
UO2, being not affected by the addition of corrosion products
of the steel containments. Within the cathodic range hydrogen
production dominates the flowing current whereas in the anodic
range at potentials within 1000-1500 mV (SHE) corrosion plays
the leading part to be followed by oxygen production at higher

potentials. At steady state experiments below 900 mV the
radiochemical measured corrosion rates are comparatively low.
They drastically increase at 1000 mV and pass a maximum at
1500 mV. Comparing the results with those obtained from
electrochemistry, no maximum was to be seen.

brines; corrosion; electrochemistry; electrodes; gorleben salt
dome; salt deposits; spent fuels; uranium dioxide.

URANIUM DIOXIDE: corrosion.

DE9400036 Investigations into the corrosion on titanium
and its alloys used for containers in brines of
practical importance with radioisotopes.

Radiochemische Korrosionsuntersuchungen an
Titan und Titanlegierungen als
Containerwerkstoffe in praxisrelevanten
Salzlaugen.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Marx, G. Freie Universitaet Berlin. Institut

fuer anorganiche und analitische Chemie. FG Radiochemie,
Fabeckstrasse 34-36, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany.

Telephone: x-30-838-3628.
Facsimile: x-30-838-2424.
Other Investigators: Nehm, C ; Laske, M.
Performing Organization: Freie Universitaet Berlin. Institut fuer

anorganiche und analitische Chemie. FG
Radiochemie,(Fabeckstrasse 34-36, 14195 Berlin-Dahlem,
Germany).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Associated Organization: Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

GmbH.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10.01
To 1995.02.28

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
D. Wegen, P.-M. Heppner, C. Nehm, G. Marx : Dechema
Monographien 128 (1993), p. 511-531.

INIS categories: B22.50, E15.20

Within the frame of this project experiments were per-
formed on the corrosion of titanium and its alloys TiGrade7 and
TiCode12 in brines of practical importance by use of the
radioisotope method RIM the main interest being focused on
welds. RIM is a combination of classical electrochemical methods
with modern ones as impedance and photocurrent measurements
and activation analysis with improved Gamma spectroscopy. RIM
enables the corrosion behaviour and the relevant oxide layers
to be studied in detail. The results obtained from these exper-
iments in brines show that the corrosion behaviour definitely
depends on the temperature and the potential applied. Within
the passive range (0-2 V) the corrosion rates are 10 Mm/a at
the most. The relevant oxide layers are homogeneous and have
a very small conductivity. At lower potentials the corrosion rates
are definitely higher and also the conductivity. The rest corrosion
potentials are within the passive range which low corrosion rates
result from. The (SCujz- content hinders the corrosion. Titanium
and its relevant alloys are very resistant towards corrosion in
brines.

activation analysis; brines; containers; corrosion; electrochemistry;
gamma spectroscopy; titanium; titanium alloys.

TITANIUM ALLOYS: corrosion; TITANIUM: corrosion.

DE940O037 Gas formation and transport in a repository in
salt in case of an assumed brine inflow.

Gasbildung und Gastransport in einem
salinaren Endlager bei unterstelltem
Laugeneinbruch.

Topic codes: 203.
Principal Investigator: Mueller, W. Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen- und

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Schwertnergasse 1, 50667
Koeln, Germany.
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Telephone: x-0221-2068-0.
Facsimile: x-0221-2068-442.
Performing Organization: Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen- und

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, (Schwertnergasse 1, 50667
Koeln, Germany).

Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1991.05
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
W. Mueller: Gas production and transport in a saline
environment-what is different to other host formations?, Proc.
'Waste Management'92', Tucson, p. 1075-1079; W. Mueller
et al: Gas formation in low level waste, Proc. NEA Workshop
'Gas formation and release1, Aix-en-Provence, 1991, p.
167-174; G. Morlock et al: Calculation of hydrogen distrib-
utions and pressures in open and waste filled boreholes for
ILW and HTR fuel elements, Proc. IAEA Symp. 'Geologic
disposal of spent fuel, HLW and a-bearing waste', Antwerp,
1992.

INIS categories: 831.40, E52.00

The project is split into two separate sub projects: a)
development of a code for the calculation of time dependent gas
formation in a repository in salt including the conditions under
assumed brine inflow; all types of wastes (LLW, MLW, HLW,
spent fuel) are considered; gas formation is calculated for proc-
esses like corrosion, radiolysis and microbial activity, b) provision
of a code for the description of a two-phase flow through porous
media in a repository after brine inflow.

brines: computer codes: corrosion; gases: microorganisms; porous
materials; radioactive waste disposal; radiolysis; salt deposits;
two-phase flow.

SALT DEPOSITS: gases.

DE9400038 Estimation of computer codes and methods for
safety prove during WER-fuel transport and
storage.

Einschaetzung von Rechenprogrammen und
methoden zum Nachweis der nuklearen
Sicherheit bei Transport und Lagerung von
WWER-Kernbrennstoffen.

Topic codes: 146; 148.
Principal Investigator: Nagel, R. DSR GmbH, Beilsteiner Strasse

120, 12681 Berlin, Germany.
Telephone: x-030-54787306.
Facsimile: x-030-54787310.
Other Investigators: Lein, M.
Performing Organization: DSR GmbH, (Beilsteiner Strasse 120,

12681 Berlin, Germany).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Federal Ministry of Research and

Technology, Germany.
Program Duration:

From 1993.04
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Nitsche F., Rudolf C : Model investigation of the temperature
behaviour of a dry-stored spent fuel assembly in vertical and
horizontal positions, IAEA Research Agreement No. 4677/CF,
2. Meeting Ispoo/Finland, 29.08-02.09.89; Fischer et al: New
storage technology at Greifswald, Nuclear Engineering Inter-
national, March 1991, p. 40-41.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.10

To assure nuclear safety during transport and storage of
WER-type fuel in the former GDR special computer codes had
been developed for criticality calculation, nuclide concentration
calculation and decay heat calculation. In general these codes
were validated by application to standard problems and com-
parison with other 'eastern' data. In consequence of the un-
planned shut-down of the reactors at NPP Rheinsberg special
problems are to be solved (e.g. transport and storage of non-
standard-bum-up fuel assemblies). To continue the code vali-
dation a comparison is planed with experimental data (especially
for criticality calculation) and with codes used for 'western'

PWR-fuel (e.g. OREST, ORIGEN2). The results of the research
shall be a set of well prepared WER-fuel criticality data, usable
for calculations with other codes, and an estimation of the effects
of calculated nuclide concentration differences on transport and
storage safety analyses.

computer codes; criticality; radioactive waste storage; safety
analysis; spent fuels; transport.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: safety analysis; SPENT FU-
ELS: radioactive waste storage, transport.

DE940O039 Reliability of thermomechanical model compu-
tations in rock salt.

Aussagegenauigkeit thermomechanischer
Modellberechnungen in Salzgestein.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Nipp, H. Federal Institute for Geosciences

and Natural Resources P.O. Box 510153, D-30631 Hannover,
Germany.

Telephone: x-0511-643-2422.
Facsimile: x-0511-643-2304.
Other Investigators: Dong, Z.; Eickemeier, R.; Wallner, W.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT.
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Dong Z., Eickemeyer R., Wallner M.: Probabilistic structural
analysis of thermomechanical response in rock salt, The Me-
chanical Behavoir of Salt III, Proc. 3rd Conf., Palaiseau
(France) 1993, Trans. Tech. Publications, Clausthal (in press).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The purpose of this R and D-work is to develop reliable
mathematical models to study the safe disposal of radioactive
waste in a salt formation. Long-term structural safety of a re-
pository can only be assessed on the basis of predicted results,
which will be received through model computations. For the
solution of large three dimensional problems, a new FE-code
ANSALT II is under development. With respect to reliability, the
study of uncertainties originating from the accuracy of
geotechnical input parameters is of fundamental importance. Any
reliable probabilistic structural analysis, presumes the application
of a validated model and a verified computer code to run the
simulation. The work carried out, summarizes the recent under-
standing of model validation and presents an approach to a
probabilistic structural response analysis, considering statistical
uncertainty of the parameters describing the mechanical behavior
of rock salt. The method developed for this purpose, allows the
determination of the sensitivity of the rock response to the dis-
tinct input parameters. Moreover, a confidence domain as well
as the probability density distribution of characteristic response
related to the individual probability density distribution of the in-
put parameter can be evaluated.

a codes; computerized simulation; nonradioactive waste disposal;
probabilistic estimation; rocks; safety analysis; salt deposits;
sensitivity analysis.

NONRADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: safety analysis; SALT
DEPOSITS: nonradioactive waste disposal.

DE9400040 Assessment and decontamination procedures
for WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize
generation of waste.

Anpassung und Modifikation von
Dekontverfahren im Rahmen der Stillegung von
WWER-Anlagen.

Topic codes: 412; 413.
Principal Investigator: Wille, H. Siemens AG/KWU NR-D, P.O.

Box 3220, D-91050 Erlangen, Germany.
Telephone: x-49-9131-18-3339.
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Facsimile: x-49-9131-18-2821.
Other Investigators: Klein, M.; Oertel, K.
Performing Organization: Siemens AG/KWU, (P.O. Box 3220,

D-91050 Erlangen, Germany); EWN GmbH KKW Rheinsberg,
(D-16831 Rheinsberg, Am Nehmitzsee, Germany); SCK/CEN
BR3, (B-2400 Mol, Boerentang 200).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: CEC, BMFT (D).
Associated Organization: SCK/CEN Mol (B); EWN GmbH

Greifswald (D).
Program Duration:

From 1991.02
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: C54.00, E32.00

The objective of this project is to verify the efficiency of
the chemical, electrochemical and physical decontamination
process for the decommissioning of WWER-type pressurized
water reactors. The testing of chemical processes has priority,
as only these could be applied in the most important technical
task of the programme, the decontamination of a coolant loop
of a WWER. The concept places special emphasis on minimizing
the amount of waste, the principle being that only material which
has been removed should have to be stored in a repository.
The investigations will be carried out on components which were
previously removed from the reactor coolant system of
Rheinsberg Nuclear Power Plant on which the specific contam-
ination is about 104 Bq/cm2. selected components of the BR-3
are also to be treated. These parts, among others, are to be
decontaminated in accordance with the requirements to levels
permitting unrestricted release or reaching at least remelting
conditions. The most promising processes shall be applied for
the decontamination of one of the reactor coolant loops at
Rheinsberg Nuclear Power Plant. This treatment will aim at re-
ducing contamination to a release (melting) level without dis-
mantling the loop components. On the basis of the investigation
results, a concept is to be established for the decontamination
of WWER-type PWR reactor, illustrated with reference to
Rheinsberg Nuclear Power Plant.

coolant loops; decontamination; rheinsberg akw1 reactor.

COOLANT LOOPS: decontamination.

DE9400041 Summarizing and evaluating the data available
from geochemical experiments and its arrange-
ment in a database for using it in geochemical
modelling.

Bestandsaufnahme und bewertung des
datenmaterials von geochemischen
Experimenten in Form einer Datenbank zur
verwendung in der geochemischen
Madellierung.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Petschel, M. Pimaer Strasse 12, D-01847

Lohmen, Germany.
Telephone: x-049-03501-588176.
Other Investigators: Lang, G.; Schamweber, B.
Performing Organization: IfE Leipzig GmbH. Ingenieur- und

Servicegesellschaft fuer Energie und Umwelt, (Niederlassung
Dresden, PF 2623, D-01315 Dresden, Germany).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT, Germany.
Program Duration:

From 1993.06.01
To 1995.02.28

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, F31.00, E52.00

Experimental geochemical data shall be summarized and
evaluated with the aim to use locally and regionally relevant
sorption data for a qualified safety analysis on final deposition
sites. The database shall be made available to develop ex-
change models on a thermodynamic basis. Scrutinizing the ap-
propriate publications, the data shall be rated and collected in
the database by using the FOXPRO data system (compatible
with dBase IV). Program operations shall be carried out to test
the quality of input data, to improve the edition procedure and
to demonstrate optional interpretations.

data base management; data compilation; data processing;
geochemistry; safety analysis; site characterization; sorption.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: data compilation.

DE9400042 Model studies on groundwater movement as a
function of salinity-dependent water density-
Case studies and model validation with respect
to the long-term safety of permanent reposito-
ries for radioactive wastes.

Modelluntersuchungen zur bewegung des
Grundwassers bei von Salzgehalt abhaengiger
Wasserdichte-Fallstudien und Modellvalidierung
im Hinblick auf die Langzeitsicherheit von
Endlagern fuer radioaktive Abfaelle.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Schelkes, K. Bundesanstalt fuer

Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe Postfach 510153, D-30631
Hannover, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-511-643-2820.
Facsimile: x-49-511-643-2304.
Other Investigators: Kroechn, K.-P.; Vogel, P.
Performing Organization: Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften

und Rohstoffe, (Postfach 510153, D-30631 Hannover,
Germany).

Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT (D).
Program Duration:

From 1991.07
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Schelkes K. et al: Modelling of variable density grounwater
flow with respect to planned radioactive disposal sites in West
Germany-Validation activities and first results, Proc.
GEOVAL-1990, p. 328-335, OECD, Paris, (1991); Vogel P.,
Schelkes K., Giesel W.: Modelling of variable density flow in
an aquifer crossing a salt dome-first results, Study and
Modelling of Saltwater Intrusion into Aquifers, Proc. 12th
SWIM, p. 359-369, CIMNE, Barcelona, (1993); Schelkes K.,
Vogel P.:Paleohydrogeological information as an important tool
for grounwater modelling of the Gorleben site,
Paleohydrogeological Methods and their Applications, Proc.
NEA-Workshop, p. 237-250, OECD, Paris, (1993).

INIS categories: B32.40, E52.00

The influence of salinity-dependent water density on
groundwater flow has to be taken into consideration in realistic
models of groundwater movement around permanent repositories
for radioactive wastes. The model studies will contribute to a
validated groundwater model for a quantitative description of
density-influenced groundwater movement. The model calcu-
lations, some of which are being done within an international
cooperation project (INTRAVAL), are based on the results of
in-situ studies and laboratory experiments selected to simulate
geohydraulic situations around the planned waste disposal sites.
The objective is to test the validity, transferability, and sensitivity
of the model used. If a model simulates the dynamic behavior
of the groundwater system in agreement with empirical data
within the acceptable limits for a model, the statements relevant
to the long-term safety of a waste disposal site can be drawn
from the model results.

computerized simulation; flow models; ground water;
hydrodynamics; radioactive waste disposal; safety analysis;
salinity.

GROUND WATER: flow models.

DE9400043 R and D-programme on the direct disposal of
spent fuel Thermal simulations of drift
emplacement.

Arbeiten zur direkten Endlagerung von
Brennelementen Thermische Simulation der
Streckenlagerung.

Topic codes: 137; 326.
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Principal Investigator: Schneefuss, J. GSF. Institut fuer
Tieflagerung, Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, D-38122
Braunschweig, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-531-8012-249.
Facsimile: x-49-531-8012-249.
Other Investigators: Droste, J.; Gommlich, G.; Jockwer, N.
Performing Organization: Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, (D-38122

Braunschweig, Germany).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT (D).
Associated Organization: BGR; DBE; KfK.
Program Duration:

From 1987.01
To 2000.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Heusermann S., Schneefuss J.: Thermal and
thermomechanical response of rock salt to the direct disposal
of spent fuel, Proc. EUROCK'93, Safety and Environmental
Issues in Rock Engineering, Vol. 1, p. 309-315, Balkema,
Rotterdam, (1993), (Eds.: L Ribeiro e Sousa & N.F.
Grossmann).

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

In the Asse Salt Mine the large scale test Thermal
Simulation of Drift Emplacement1 is carried out to improve the
feasibility of direct disposal of spent fuel elements in the back-
filled drifts of a deep repository in rock salt. Main objectives are
the investigation on the thermomechanical behaviour of backfill
and host rock over long time periods and the validation of the
numerical modeling for the prediction of temperature, stress and
deformation in the backfill of the drifts and the surrounding rock.
The test field at the 800 m level includes two parallel test drifts
with a length of 70 m each containing three electrical heated
casks. The instruments for the measurement of the temperature
induced effects are installed in about 200 m boreholes with a
total length of 2300 m. Since September 1990 the casks are
heated with a constant power of 6.4 kW each. The temperature
at the surface of the casks reached 210 C. Now it is decreasing
due to the increasing thermal conductivity of the backfill. The
rates of drift closure and backfill pressure were accelerated
considerably by the increasing temperature. In the near field of
the heaters the rock stresses reached their maximum within a
few month. Further away, the stresses are still increasing up to
values more than 21 MPa. Most of the thermal induced reactions
have not reached a steady state until now.

asse salt mine: backfilling; boreholes; casks; deformation; heat
transfer; radioactive waste disposal; rock mechanics; spent fuels;
stresses; testing; underground disposal.

ASSE SALT MINE: rock mechanics; SPENT FUELS: underground
disposal.

DE9400044 Modelling of scenarios for the direct final dis-
posal of heat producing waste in rock salt.

Untersuchungen zur Szenarienmodelllerung im
Nahfeld eines waermebeeinflussten
Endlagerbereichs im Salzgestein.

Topic codes: 137; 326.
Principal Investigator: Scneider, L. Stoller Ingenieurtechnik

GmbH, Schueterstrasse 38, 01277 Dresden, Germany.
Telephone: x-49-351-3476-313.
Facsimile: x-49-351-3476-322.
Other Investigators: Bertram, W.; Herzog, C; Krause, H.; Richter,

K.-J.; Simm, V.
Performing Organization: Stoller Ingenieurtechnik GmbH,

(Schueterstrasse 38, 01277 Dresden, Germany).
Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1993.01.01
To 1995.02.28

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The scope of work encompasses modeling scenarios for
the direct final disposal of heat generating highly active waste
(HAW) and investigation and discussion of the chemical and
physical processes in the immediate area of the HAW in an

underground rock salt disposal. It is assumed that brines flowing
into the disposal area will result in chemical and physical proc-
esses (such as dissolution, evaporation and precipitation) occur-
ring within the thermally affected area. The physical and
chemical characteristics of backfill materials in the immediate
area may have a significant influence on the corrosion and
leaching of the cask and the waste matrix. The chemical and
physical processes occurring in the immediate area will be in-
vestigated by laboratory-scale experiments. The processes of
thermally induced dissolution of salt, changes in brine chemistry,
precipitation of salts, and changes in the brine-filled cavity will
be explored in these experiments. Computer models will be
constructed with data from the literature and from these exper-
iments to simulate processes in the immediate area of the HAW
disposal facility.

backfilling; brines; casks; computerized simulation; corrosion;
high-level radioactive wastes; leaching; precipitation; salt deposits;
site characterization; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: computerized simulation, site
characterization.

DE9400045 Elaboration and development of a new sub-
module of the EMOS code for the one-
dimensional radionuclide transport and
generalization of the repository release module
REPOS of the EMOS code.

Entwicklung eines eindimensionalen
Nuklidausbreitungsprogramms und
Weiterentwicklung des Freisetzungsprogramms
REPOS.

Topic codes: 202.
Principal Investigator: Storck, R. GSF-Forschungszentrum fuer

Umwelt und Gesundheit GmbH. Institut fuer Tieflagerung,
Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, D-38122 Braunschweig, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-531-8012-205.
Facsimile: x-49-531-8012-200.
Other Investigators: Hirsekorn, R.P.; Kuehle, T.; Luehrmann, L
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT (D).
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

Performance assessment of the release of radionuclides
from an underground repository, the radionuclide transport
through the overburden and the radiation exposure to the pop-
ulation are calculated with the EMOS computer code. The code
is used to deterministic as well as for probabilistic assessments.
To accelerate the calculation speed and to be able to take into
account more sophisticated sorption models a new submodule
of EMOS is developed, which models a one-dimensional
radionuclide transport, the code uses a more efficient algorithm
for the numerical solution. In its first version, a linear sorption
model is implemented. The near-field module REPOS of EMOS
has been modified with respect to the calculation of brine inflow
into different parts of the repository. In this context, the program
will be generalized to handle arbitrarily connected drifts and
disposal locations in repositories.

brines; e codes; probabilistic estimation; r codes; radionuclide
migration; sorption; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration.

DE9400046 Local corrosion of metallic construction mate-
rials and the effect of v-radiation in passive
layers under waste disposal conditions.

Lokale Korrosion metallischer Werkstoffe und
Gammastrahlenwirkung in Passivschichten unter
Endlagerbedingungen.

Topic codes: 135.
Principal Investigator: Schultze, J.W. Heinrich-Heine-Universitaet

Duesseldorf. Institut fuer Physik, Chemie und Elektrochemie,
Universitaetsstrasse 1, 40225 Duesseldorf, Germany.
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Telephone: x-0211-311-4862.
Facsimile: x-0211-311-2803.
Other Investigators: Thies, A.; Michaelis, A.; Kudelka, S.; Simson,

S.
Performing Organization: Heinrich-Heine-Universitaet Duesseldorf.

Institut fuer Physik, Chemie und Elektrochemie,
(Universitaetsstrasse 1, 40225 Duesseldorf, Germany).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: BMFT (D).
Associated Organization: Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

Germany.
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1994.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
A. Michaelis, J.W. Schulze: Optical in situ methods of high
local resolution for the investigation of corrosion processes,
Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem. 97 (1993), 431-435; A.
Michaelis, J.W. Schulze: Simulation of y-ray effects on pas-
sive films by laser irradiation, J. Thin Solid Films, Proc. ICSE,
1993, (in press) A. Michaelis, J.W. Schulze: Effect on
anisotropy applying on microellipsometry on the Ti/TiC>2 sys-
tem, J. Thin Solid Films, Proc. ICSE, 1993, (in press) A.
Thies, S. Simson, J.W. Schulze: Corrosion and passivity of
Hastelloy C4, in prep. J.W. Schulze, A. Michaelis, O.
Karstens, Ch. Buchal: Modification of oxide films by ion-
implantation and its influence on the corrosion behaviour,
European Symposium on Modification of Passive Films No.
12, 240-245, (1993).

INIS categories: B22.50, E52.00

In the German concept of the deposition of high level
nuclear fuel waste in rock salt formations (e.g. Gorleben)
TiPdo.2, Hastelloy C4 and fine grain steel are chosen as can-
didates for the construction of containers. In this study the re-
sistance of these materials against local corrosion under the
'worst case conditions' is investigated. This means that temper-
ature may rise up to 150 to 200 C and the container gets into
contact with a concentrated chloride-brine. TiPdo.2 and Hastelloy
C4 are representatives for the corrosion-resistant, steel for the
corrosion-allowance materials. In order to predict models for the
long time stability of these materials a database is required,
which considers properties of passive layers and surfaces in the
pm-range so that grain-depending corrosion, the influence of
grain boundaries can be evaluated. In order to simulate the
disposal-conditions in our laboratory and for the preparation of
samples a high pressure/high temperature vessel was estab-
lished. A number of locally resolved methods are applied for the
investigation, for example microellipsometry, scanning-
electrochemical-microscope, kelvi-probe, laser-profilometry,
microreflectometry and the scanning-laser-method reveal infor-
mation on local properties. In the case of Titanium and Hastelloy
C4 results are given in the quoted references.

brines; containers; corrosion resistance; materials testing;
passivation; steels; titanium alloys; underground disposal.

STEELS: corrosion resistance; TITANIUM ALLOYS: corrosion
resistance; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: materials testing.

DE9400047 Investigations on crushed salt as backfill ma-
terial for repositories in salt formations.

Untersuchungen von Salzgrus als
Versatzmaterial fuer End lager berg werke in
Salzformationen.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Stuehrenberg, D. Bundesanstalt fuer

Gewissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR), Stillweg 2, 30655
Hannover, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-511-643-2877.
Facsimile: x-49-511-643-2304.
Other Investigators: Zhang, C.L
Performing Organization: Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

(76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Federal Ministry of Research and

Technology, Germany.

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

In order to predict the long-term compaction and
permeability of crushed salt backfill in repositories in salt, labo-
ratory tests are being carried out on dry crushed salt, taking the
in-situ conditions into account. Compaction tests are performed
by means of a 300 mm diameter oedometer under the following
conditions: (1) different temperatures up to 200 C, and (2)
compaction rates between 10-7 and 10-'o s-', and creep at
constant loadings. The tests are designed to determine relation-
ships between compaction, stress, loading rate and temperature.
So far, two different grain sizes of dry crushed salt from ASSE
salt mine have been used. Compaction tests in a triaxial cell
on pre compacted samples under deviatoric stress states are
planned. In order to study permeability behaviour in relation to
porosity, permeabilities on crushed salt will be determined in a
newly developed axial permeameter, which allows samples to
be compacted to very low porosities (2-5%) at room temperature.
In addition, permeability tests will be performed using a triaxial
permeameter at temperatures up to 100 C and different
deviatoric stress conditions.

backfilling; compacting; materials testing; permeability; porosity;
salt deposits; salts; stresses; temperature dependence; under-
ground disposal.

SALTS: permeability; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: materials
testing.

DE9400048 Interim storage of spent fuel from research re-
actors in transport and storage casks.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Weiss, M.
Telephone: x-0201-7220-242.
Facsimile: x-0201-7220-181.
Performing Organization: GNB Gesellschaft fuer Nuklear-

Behaelter mbH, (Zweigertstrasse 28-30, 45130 Essen,
Germany).

Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1991
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Weiss M., Mehling O.: Studies in the direct disposal of spent
nuclear fuel from research reactors, J. Atomwirtschaft-
Atomtechnik, Vol. 1, 1993.

INIS categories: E15.20, E15.10

The long-term interim storage of spent fuel elements from
research reactors is based in germany on existing and approved
interim storage technology for spent fuel of power reactors and
also on the application of a special transport and storage cask.
A cask currently being developed by the GNB company
(Gesellschaft fuer Nuklear- Behaelter) in Essen, is adapted to
the special operating conditions at research reactors. This cask,
known as CASTOR MTR2, fulfills the requirement of German
and international transport regulations on transport packaging of
the B(U) type, and also the requirements of German Atomic
Energy Act on a cask for interim fuel element storage.

casks; radioactive waste storage; research reactors; spent fuels;
transport.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: casks; SPENT FUELS: ra-
dioactive waste storage, transport.

India

IN9400001 Siting programme for locating a deep repository
in granites.

Topic codes: 321.
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Principal Investigator: Mathur, R.K. Repository Projects Section,
WIP Building, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay,
Bombay 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Narayan, P.K.; Rakesh, R.R.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1991.08
To 1999.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

Screening of the granitic regions falling in tectonically
stable areas based on general criteria developed, has been
done. For narrowing down the choice a system of attributes and
score points was considered. Detailed geological and hydrological
surveys are in progress in a few selected zones for selecting
an appropriate area for the candidate sites.

geologic surveys: granites: radioactive waste disposal: site se-
lection.

SITE SELECTION: geologic surveys.

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E15.10

India is setting up its second interim storage facility for
vitrified high level wastes at Kalpakkam. The facility will be
based on stack assisted natural convective air cooling system.
In order to optimise design variables, a simulated analysis
programme is undertaken. The parameters being studied are
optimisation of the storage canister/overpack dimensions, vault
dimensions, array stacking/loading sequences, inlet/exhaust ple-
nums, stack dimensions and their effects on induced air flow
ant thermal studies.

air flow: computerized simulation; cooling; heat transfer; high-level
radioactive wastes; optimization; solid wastes; ventilation; waste
storage.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste storage; WASTE
STORAGE: cooling.

IN9400004 Pre-treatment of spent resins and conditioning
in polymer matrices.

IN9400002 Migrational modelling study of radionuclides
from near surface repositories in India.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Rakesh, R.R. Repository Projects Section,

WIP Building, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay,
Bombay 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Narayanan, P.K.; Mathur, R.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.06
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Rakesh R.R., Narayanan P.K., Mathur R.K.: Study on mi-
gration of radionuclides from shallow land disposal site, KAPP,
National Symposium on Radioactive and Toxic Wastes, Indira
Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, March 17-19,
1993.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The relevant data for modelling studies for near surface
repositories such as Kakrapar, Kaiga etc. are being collected.
The modelling consists mainly of two parts: a) Study of release
from disposal modules such as Earth Trench, RCC Vault etc.
due to diffusion and dissolution of waste matrix, b) Transport
through the shallow aquifer due to groundwater flow. Computer
code for each has been developed and results are being eval-
uated.

computer codes; diffusion; ground disposal; ground water;
radionuclide migration.

GROUND DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration; RADIONUCLIDE
MIGRATION: computer codes.

IN9400003 Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage
of vitrified high level waste.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Rajani, G. Waste Management Projects

Division, WIP Building, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Ozarde, P.D.; Gandhi, P.M.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Gandhi, P.M. Waste Management Projects

Division, WIP Building, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Shekhar, P.; Bodke, SB.; Banerjee, K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

A demonstration plant for pre-treatment and polymer fixa-
tions of resins has been put up and trials conducted. Stages
incorporate spent resin transfer, slurry drainage into disposable
drum, vacuum dewatering and fixation of pre-treated resins in
polymer matrix. Operational data have been collected and
solidified product tested. Further work with respect to improve-
ment and adoption of process in plants is underway.

pilot plants; polymers; radioactive waste processing; resins;
slurries; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: pilot plants; RESINS:
radioactive waste processing.

IN9400005 Development of process for vitrification of high
level liquid waste.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator Gandhi, P.M. Waste Management Projects

Division, WIP Building, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Ozarde, P.D.; Rajani, G.; Nibulkar, P.K.;

Mirsa, S.D.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

On the basis of design and operational experience of the
vitrification plants, a new process flow sheet is being developed
for the treatment and conditioning of high level waste (HLW).
The important additional features of this flow sheet are: 1.No
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intermediate level waste (ILW) will be generated. 2.Recovery of
nitric acid from the HLW. 3. Low level liquid effluents and NOX

discharge to atmosphere will be bare minimum.

flowsheets; high-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; minimization; nitric acid; nitrogen oxides; radioactive
effluents; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

analysed on ICP-AES spectrometer. The leach rate and cumu-
lative fraction lost are calculated. The leached layers of glass
are studied using SEM and EDX.

corrosion products; glass; granites; ground water; high-level ra-
dioactive wastes; leaching; radioactive waste storage; simulation;
solid wastes; vitrification.

GLASS: leaching; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste storage.

IN9400006 Heat treatment of vitrified waste product (VWP)
and analysis of crystal phases and chemical
durability of heat treated VWP.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Yeotikar, R.G. Waste Management Facili-

ties. Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India.

Other Investigators: Sonavane, M.S.; Shah, J.G.
Performing Organization: Waste Management Facilities. Waste

Management Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992.12
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Heat treatment of vitrified waste product induces
nucleation and subsequent crystallisation. The extend of formed
crystalline phases depends on temperature and time of heat
treatment. The detailed characterization of crystal phase has
been carried out and these have been identified as pyrophanite
and rhodonite which appear only at temperature of 700 C on
extend heat treatment (>24 hours). To evaluate the effect of
devitrification on the leaching behaviour, detailed studied has
been planned with respect to heat treatment of selected VWP
ant its subsequent leaching.

crystal-phase transformations; glass; heat treatments; leaching;
nucleation; radioactive wastes; temperature dependence;
vitrification; waste forms.

WASTE FORMS: heat treatments.

IN9400007 Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste
product during storage under repository condi-
tion.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Raj, K. Waste Management Facilities.

Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India.

Other Investigators: Yeotikar, R.G.; Sonavane, M.S.; Shah, J.G.
Performing Organization: Waste Management Facilities. Waste

Management Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990.01
To 1996.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Samuel N.T., Rana D.S., Raj K., Yeotikar R.G.: The disposal
of vitrified high-level waste, Performamnce of high level waste
forms and engineered barriers under repository condition,
IAEA-TECDOC-582, IAEA, Vienna, (1991), p. 115-136.

INIS categories: B23.50, E52.00

Study of leaching behavior of developed vitrified waste
product under simulated repository condition is being continued.
The leachant media used are distilled water and ground water.
The leaching of VWP is continued in presence of environmental
parameters like granite and corrosion product of canister.
Leaching runs as per ISO and MCC methods using above en-
vironmental parameters are continued. The leachate samples are

IN9400008 Synthesis, characterization and testing of a
phenolic chelating resin for simultaneous re-
moval of cesium and strontium from alkaline IL
waste.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Gabriel, J. Waste Management Facilities.

Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India.

Other Investigators: Yeotikar, R.G.; Rath, L.K.; Kaushik, C.P.;
Raj, K.

Performing Organization: Waste Management Facilities. Waste
Management Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992.06
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
M S categories: E51.00, B12.10

A phenolic chelating resin has been synthesized by in-
corporating chelating functionals groups into a phenol
formaldehyde matrix prepared be base-catalysed condensation
polymerization. The product shows selectivity for both cesium
and strontium in alkaline salt loaded solutions. The distributions
coefficients, capacities, kinetics of uptake, chemical stabilities,
etc., were evaluated. A pilot plant facility was commissioned for
large scale preparation of the resin. Laboratory and pilot scale
column studies have been carried out with actual alkaline IL
waste generated from a spent fuel reprocessing plant.

cesium; chelating agents; intermediate-level radioactive wastes;
reprocessing; resins; separation processes; spent fuels; strontium;
synthesis; testing.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: synthesis;
RESINS: separation processes.

IN940O009 Characterization of bituminized waste product.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Kaushik, C.P. Waste Management Facili-

ties. Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India.

Other Investigators: Yeotikar, R.G.; Raj, K.
Performing Organization: Waste Management Facilities. Waste

Management Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.05
To 1992.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Yeotikar R.G., Kaushik C.P., Raj, K.: Radiation effects on
bituminized radioactive waste product, 9th National Sympo-
sium on Radiation Physics (NSRP-9), Osmania University,
Hyderabad, India, Nov. 22-29, 1991.

INIS categories: E51.00, B24.42, B14.00

Bituminization process has been adopted for
immobilisation of intermediate level liquid waste having high salt
content. Various parameters are measured for the bituminized
waste product including penetration, salt and activity content,
thermal stability, chemical durability, radiation stability etc. A
spectrophotometric method has been developed and standardised
for determination of Asphaltene and Maltene, the two chemical
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constituents in bitumen. Bituminized waste products of different
NaNOa salt content have been irradiated using a Co-60 gamma
source. The radiolytic gases generated were analysed on gas
chromatograph. Longer duration irradiation with higher salt con-
tent bituminized waste product has also been carried out. Vari-
ous other properties of this irradiated product have also been
determined.

bitumens; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes;
radiation effects; radiolysis; solidification.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: solidification.

IN9400010 Replacement of Mn in a selected glass compo-
sition for immobilization of high level liquid
waste.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Yeotikar, R.G. Waste Management Facili-

ties. Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India.

Other Investigators: Shah, J.G.; Sonavane, M.S.; Raj, K.
Performing Organization: Waste Management Facilities. Waste

Management Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.02
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B12.10

In the Vitrification Facility of WIP, Tarapur, the glass
composition selected for immobilisation of present high level liq-
uid waste (HLW) is coded as IR-111. This composition contains
MnO as 10 mole percent. The heat treatment during thermal
stability study on this glass composition at 600 and 700 C in-
duced small percentage of pyrophanite and rhodonite crystal
phases. These phases are found to be stable containing Mn.
However, for elimination of event this small phase separation,
suitable proportion of Ca, Mg and Al are used for replacement
of Mn. In this study, few glass composition have been
characterised.

aluminium; calcium; chemical composition; glass; high-level ra-
dioactive wastes; liquid wastes; magnesium; manganese;
vitrification.

GLASS: chemical composition; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: vitrification.

IN9400011 Development of glass matrix for different com-
positions of high level liquid waste.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Yeotikar, R.G. Waste Management Facili-

ties. Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India.

Other Investigators: Sonavane, M.S.; Shah, J.G.; Raj, K.
Performing Organization: Waste Management Facilities. Waste

Management Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Tarapur Complex, Ghivali 401 502, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990.05
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B12.10

Sodium borosilicate glass matrix has been adopted for
immobilisation of predicted definite high level waste (HLW). The
matrix has been characterised and studied in detail with respect
to its long term stability. However, to adjust the variation in the
composition of presently available HLW, the adopted glass matrix
has been suitably modified. Secondly, for immobilisation of sec-
ondary HLW generated during vitrification process, development
of glass matrix was carried out. Various parameters like chemical
durability, impact strength, thermal characterisation, homogeneity
etc. are being evaluated.

borophosphate glass; chemical properties; high-level radioactive
wastes; liquid wastes; physical properties; stability; vitrification.

BOROPHOSPHATE GLASS: chemical properties, physical prop-
erties; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

IN9400012 Assessment of multiple barrier systems compo-
nents for waste isolation in near surface dis-
posal facilities.

7oo/c codes: 314.
Principal Investigator: Bansal, N.K. Waste Management Facilities.

Waste Management Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Wattal, P.K.; Brat, S.; Gabriel, J.;

Surendranath, M.V.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1995.10

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Progress Report (Nov. '91- Oct. '92) under IAEA Research
Contract No. 6776/RB.

INIS categories: E52.00

Engineered barriers have been used in India to ensure
isolation and enhance the safety for the management of L and
IL solid waste in the near surface disposal facilities. The main
component of any multiple barrier system consists of waste form
engineered structures, back-fill material and geohydrological fea-
tures. The waste form studied under this programme is mainly
cement based matrix. The backfill materials such as vermiculite,
bentonite and clay from different sites are studied for their
complete characterisation. The experiments with backfill materials
in different proportion are planned to engineer the optimum
proportion for the use in shallow ground disposal system. Engi-
neered structures like earthen or brick lined trenches, concrete
trenches and vaults, steel lined concrete tile holes and containers
are in use in India for disposal of waste in shallow ground. The
sealing/closure procedures adopted for prevention of water
ingress in the Engineered Structures are also under study.

backfilling; bentonite; cements; engineering geology; ground dis-
posal; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; safety; vermiculite; waste forms.

GROUND DISPOSAL: engineering geology.

IN9400013 Backfill material for the management of alpha-
bearing waste.

Topic codes: 157.
Principal Investigator: Khan, 2.A. Process Engineering and Sys-

tems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Teyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.11
To 1994.11

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

Studies are being carried out to find out a suitable na-
turally occurring backfill material of Indian origin for immobilizing
alpha-bearing wastes. Physico-chemical characteristics of
bentonite, vermiculite, attapulgite, shale, coastal clayey and
laterite soils were evaluated and their mineral constituents iden-
tified. Uptake, leaching and retention of alpha and beta activities
as well as individual radionuclides Ce-144, Cs-137, Sb-125,
Ru-106,Zr-95 and Nb-95 present in this waste were determined
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and their distribution coefficients calculated. Retardation factors
are being evaluated. It appears that a combination of coastal
clayey soil, attapulgite and vermiculite may work as a good
backfill material for the alpha-bearing wastes.

alpha-bearing wastes; antimony 125; attapulgite; backfilling;
cerium 144; cesium 137; leaching; niobium 95; ruthenium 106;
vermiculite; zirconium 95.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: backfilling.

IN9400014 Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste
effluents by copper hexacyanoferrate loaded re-
sins.

7"op/c codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Singh, I.J. Process Engineering and Sys-

tems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.10

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

IMS categories: E51.00, B13.30

Copper hexacyanoferrate can be successfully loaded in
the matrix of macroreticular anion exchange resins of indian or-
igin Viz. lndion-810. Laboratory studies showed that these loaded
resins are highly selective for cesium from various salt and acid
solutions in the pH range of 4-10. They also possess satisfactory
column characteristic and therefore can be employed in large
scale operations for the removal of cesium from low level waste
solutions. They were tested successfully at pilot scale to remove
radio cesium from few thousands of litres Of mixed low level
waste steams from reactors, fuel reprocessing plants and nuclear
laboratories. The studies were extended to the possible use of
this material for polishing of spent fuel storage pool water by
putting up a bench scale column using 6.5 litres of this resin.
More than 1.80000 litres of pond water was successfully de-
contaminated with regards to cesium by this column reducing the
cesium activity from 10-4 mCi/L to 10-7mCi/L consistently. These
results show the suitability of this material for the treatment of
low level waste from different sources.

cesium; decontamination; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; organic ion exchangers; radioactive effluents; radioactive
waste processing; resins; separation processes.

CESIUM: separation processes; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: radioactive waste processing.

IN9400015 Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex
solutions by sorption on granulated AMP.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Singh, I.J. Process Engineering and Sys-

tems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.05
To 1994.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

nitric acid solutions of 0.1 to 3 M concentrations. Sorption im-
proved with decrease in particle size of the exchanger. The
batch capacity of the granulated material was determined to be
0.46 meq/g for particle size of 40-60 mesh. Radiation stability
of the material was tested up to one mega rad of dose and is
found to be stable. The hydraulic properties of the granules show
pressure drops comparable to synthetic organic resins. Complete
elution of the cesium with 15 bed volumes using 1 M NaOH
solution is possible. The application of this type of composite
exchanger has advantages like easy method of preparation and
high flow rates.

cesium; epoxides; granular materials; ion exchange; nitric acid;
radioactive waste processing; radioactive wastes; resins; sepa-
ration processes; sorption.

CESIUM: separation processes; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROC-
ESSING: separation processes.

IN940O016 Chemical precipitation method for the removal
of Ru-106 from IL waste solution.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Samanta, S.K. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

Chemical precipitation methods are being tried to study
their effectiveness for removal of Ru-106 from radioactive wastes.
Of the various chemicals tried, either singly or in combination,
the addition of Fe2+ (600 mg.l-i) in the presence of a reducing
agent (NagSOs) gave promising results. The waste is initially
adjusted to a pH of 2.0, the chemicals are added and then the
pH raised to about 9 by addition of alkali. The precipitate ob-
tained is separated by filtration. A DF of 8 to 10 could be ob-
tained in this process.

filtration; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; iron ions; liquid
wastes; ph value; precipitation; radioactive waste processing;
ruthenium 106; sodium sulfates.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING:
RUTHENIUM 106: precipitation.

precipitation;

Ammonium phospho molybdate (AMP) was prepared in
column usable form by granulating it with poly vinyl butyryl
crosslinking it with epoxy resins. The exchanger prepared in this
manner behaves similar to mother exchanger with additional
advantages that it can be prepared in any shape and size. The
granulated product shows excellent sorption of radio cesium from

IN9400017 Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of
radiocesium from acidic evaporator condensates.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Samanta, S.K. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

Condensates from evaporation operations in high level
waste vitrification plants end up as acidic low level effluents
containing radiocesium as the major activity. Synthetic zeolites
are being investigated for the effective decontamination of such
acidic effluents. Initial screening tests with 0.1 N nitric acid sol-
ution containing traces of radiocesium showed that zeolite AR1,
a locally available synthetic mordenite, was a promising sorbent
for the uptake of radiocesium. The zeolites 4A, 13X and
chabazite were found ineffective. Batch equilibration studies were
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carried out with the zeolite AR1 over a range of nitric acid
concentrations. While no difference was found between K4 values
measured for the as-received form and Na-conditioned form,
significant improvement was observed on preconditioning to H-
mordenite by acid treatment. Column experiments are being
performed to test the usefulness of this H-mordenite for
radiocesium removal from simulated acidic evaporator
condensates.

cesium; decontamination; evaporation; high-level radioactive
wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive effluents; sepa-
ration processes; vitrification; zeolites.

CESIUM: separation processes; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: separation processes.

any binder. Tests with this inorganic sorbent prepared in the
laboratory have shown that it is suitable for the selective removal
of radiocesium from simulated alkaline IL waste solutions. Very
high DFs were obtained for several thousands bed volumes.
Batch tests with real waste also showed high k^ values. Column
tests are being done with real wastes. Efforts are also being
made for the bulk preparation of this sorbent which can be used
in the once-through mode and provide very high decontamination
as well as volume reduction factors.

cesium; inorganic ion exchangers; intermediate-level radioactive
wastes; liquid wasfes; separation processes; solutions.

CESIUM: separation processes; INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTES: separation processes.

IN9400018 Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste solution using
fixed-bed sorption on a zinc-carbon bed.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Samanta, S.K. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91 -22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Samanta S.K.: Studies on the removal of ruthenium from ra-
dioactive wastes, Nuclear and Radiochemistry Symposium,
Andhra University, Visakhapatnam, Dec. 21-24 (1992).

INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

Traces of Ru-106 are found in the alkaline IL waste sol-
utions generated at spent fuel reprocessing plants. Due to the
intractable nature of various nitrosyl complexes of radio
ruthenium in such solutions, no sorbent or ion exchanger was
found suitable for effective application. The only method found
somewhat promising was sorption on a bed prepared by intimate
mixing of zinc metal and activated carbon. The waste pH has
to be adjusted to 2.0 for this method performed in the laboratory
using real waste solutions. A cumulative DF of 30 could be
obtained for a throughput of 160 bed volumes in recent tests.
Pilot scale experiments are planned.

activated carbon; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; liquid
wastes; ph value; ruthenium 106; separation processes; sorption;
zinc.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation
processes; RUTHENIUM 106: separation processes.

IN9400019 Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll)
hexacyanoferrate(ll) for radiocesium removal
from alkaline IL waste.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Samanta, S.K. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1994.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

The inorganic sorbent Cobalt(ll) Hexacyanoferrate(ll) is
known to be highly selective for cesium and can be prepared
in granular column-usable form without using resin support or

IN9400020 Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL
waste using synthetic chelating resins.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Samanta, S.K. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India,

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1994.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Samanta S.K., Ramaswmy M., Misra B.M.: Synthesis and
characterization of some phenolic resins for the selective re-
moval of radiostrontium, Radiochimica Acta, 57, 201, (1992).

INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

Various chelating resins were studied for the selective
removal of radiostrontium from simulated alkaline IL waste sol-
utions. They include phenolic resins synthesized in the laboratory
using catechol, 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid and gallic acid, as well
as commercial resins containing iminodiacetate and
aminophosphonate functional groups on a styrene-DVB polymer
resin matrix. A commercial macroporous chelating resin contain-
ing iminodiacetate groups was found to be superior to the others.
Using a simulated waste solution ([Na*J-4.0 M, [OH-J=0.1 M,
TDS=28.3%, [Sr2+)«3 mg/L), k<j values in the range of 4 x 103
mlg-i were measured. In column test, cumulative DF of 135 was
obtained after passing 250 bed volumes of the feed solution.
This resin can be used in the loading-elution-regeneration mode
and the concentrated radiostrontium activity immobilised in a
vitreous matrix for disposal.

chelating agents; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; re-
sins; separation processes; solutions; strontium; synthesis;
vitrification.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes;
STRONTIUM: separation processes.

IN9400021 Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and
TBP solvent.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Ramaswamy, M. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Theyyuni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Process Engineering and Systems De-

velopment Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.06
To 1994.12
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The hazardous and troublesome waste generated in the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle are spent ion exchange resins and TBP
solvent, a low temperature silver catalysed electro-oxidative de-
struction process is under investigation for the treatment of
above wastes. Preliminary experiments with anion exchange resin
showed that the oxidation (mg dry nitrate form/hr) increased with
increase in temperature. Although the rate increased also with
current density, the current efficiency came down, the value
being 188 mg/amp hr to 126 mg/amp hr for a variation in current
density from 17 to 34 mA/crri2. In regard to the effect of
AgNO3 concentration (0.01 to 0.1 M AgNO3 in 4.0 M HNO3) a
monotonous increase in rate was observed. Some increase in
the rate was also observed with increasing initial charges of the
resin in the cell. However at high loading, the residual anolyte
solution was coloured indicating incomplete oxidation. Cation
exchange resin also exhibited almost similar behaviour with re-
gard to the effects of temperature and current density. It is
planned to extend these studies to the destruction of 30% TBP
dodecane solvent.

electrochemistry; organic ion exchangers: organic solvents:
oxidation; radioactive waste processing: resins; silver; tbp; tem-
perature dependence.

RESINS: oxidation; TBP: oxidation.

IN9400O22 Wet oxidative destruction of tributyl phosphate
in purex spent solvent.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Srinivas, C. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91 -22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Ramaswamy, M.; Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre •

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.08
To 1994.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Oxidative decomposition of 30%(V/V) TBP in n-dodecane
diluent using 35%(w/v) hydrogen peroxide was investigated at
100 C and atmospheric pressure in the solvent could be com-
pletely oxidised. The diluent n-dodecane formed a separate layer
at the end of the reaction. Nearly twice the stoichiometrically
required amount of hydrogen peroxide was found necessary for
complete oxidation of TBP. Studies conducted using actual spent
solvent indicated that about 90% of the total activity originally
present in the spent solvent was present in the aqueous layer
at the end of the reaction. Optimisation studies of process var-
iables are in progress.

hydrogen peroxide; organic solvents; oxidation; purex process;
radioactive wastes; tbp.

TBP: oxidation.

IN9400023 Wet oxidative destruction of spent ion exchange
resins using hydrogen peroxide.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Srinivas, C. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Ramaswamy, M.; Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1994.02

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Srinivas C, Ramaswamy M., Theyyunni T.K.: Wet oxidation
studies on organic ion exange resins, National Symposium
on Management of Radioactive and Toxic Wastes
(SMART-93), Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research,
Kalpakkam, March 17-19, (1993).

INIS categories: E51.00

A catalytic low temperature wet oxidation process for the
destruction of spent ion-exchange resins is under investigation.
Results of the preliminary studies indicate that both cation and
anion exchange resins can be fully oxidised at a temperature
of about 100 C using Hydrogen peroxide in the presence of
Cu(ll) or Fe(lll) ion as catalyst. Hydrogen peroxide in excess
of 50 to 75 % stoichiometric requirement is required for complete
oxidation. The organic carbon present in the resin is fully con-
verted into carbon dioxide gas. The other constituents of the
resin including the radionuclides remain in the aqueous reaction
product. The aqueous stream can be treated for removal of
radionuclides using synthetic zeolites. Scale up studies are in
progress.

copper ions; hydrogen peroxide; iron ions; organic ion
exchangers; oxidation; radioactive wastes; resins; separation
processes; zeolites.

RESINS: oxidation.

IN9400024 Alkaline hydrolysis treatment of spent purex
solvents.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Srinivas, C. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91 -22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Venkatesh, K.A.; Wattal, P.K.; Theyyunni,

T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.04
To 1994.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The alkaline hydrolysis process for spent Purex solvent
was investigated. The concentration of sodium hydroxide solution
used was 50% (W/V) with a mole ratio for alkali: TBP of 3:2.
Reaction was carried out at a temperature around 130 C under
constant stirring and total reflux conditions.Almost complete
conversion (>99.9%) of TBP was achieved in 7 hours. The re-
action products formed were NaDBP, Na2MBP and butanol. On
completion of reaction, there distinct layers of the reaction pro-
ducts were obtained. Further mixing with water and the bottom
aqueous layer consisting of the products of hydrolysis and
unreacted(excess)alkali. Experiments conducted with 2 litres of
actual spent solvent (beta activity: 3.7 MBq/L; alpha activity: 1.2
MBq/L) resulted in complete separation of the diluent with beta
activity of 10 KBq/L and alpha activity of 2 KBq/L. The aqueous
layer retained almost all the activity and was found compatible
with cement for immobilisation. The diluent recovered could be
recycled for reuse after purification step using a silica gel col-
umn.

hydrolysis; organic solvents; purex process; radioactive waste
processing; sodium hydroxides; tbp.

ORGANIC SOLVENTS: hydrolysis.

IN9400025 Actinide partitioning of high level waste using
CMPO-TBP: Counter current extraction studies.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Chitnis, R.R. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.
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Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Deshmgkar, D.S.; Wattal, P.K.; Theyyunni,

T.K.; Ramanujam, A.; Mathur, J.N.
Performing Organization: Process Engineering and Systems De-

velopment Division (Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Deshingkar D.S. et al.: BARC Report, BARC/E/1993/028;
Chitnis R.R. et al.: Actinide partitioning from high level wastes
using tn-butyl phosphate, Nuclear and Radiochemistry Sym-
posium, Andhra University, Visakhapatnam, Dec. 21-24, 1992.

INIS categories: E51.00

Studies were undertaken on actinide partitioning from high
level waste. A mixture of CMPO and TBP was employed as
extractant. Counter-current extraction using mixer-settlers showed
complete removal of plutonium and americium from simulated
high level waste solution. In addition to the extraction studies,
stripping studies were also carried out on loaded CMPO-TBP
mixture. It was found that nitric acid and oxalic acid could strip
practically all of americium and plutonium. Residual actinides
were removed with sodium carbonate wash. As an alternative
to CMPO, feasibility of using TBP alone as an extractant was
also tried. Extraction with TBP was carried out in presence of
suitable salting out agents. Counter-current studies in which
americium was substitute by europium, showed an extraction of
99.8% for europium. Stripping of loaded TBP with nitric acid
could remove 99.5% of loaded europium. Vitrification studies on
partitioned high level waste solution containing salting out agents
have also been taken up.

americium: cmpo: europium: high-level radioactive wastes;
mixer-settlers; nitric acid; oxalic acid; plutonium; radioactive waste
processing; sodium carbonates; solvent extraction; tbp;
vitrification.

AMERICIUM: solvent extraction; PLUTONIUM: solvent extraction;
RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solvent extraction.

IN9400026 Slag based cements for immobilization of
aqueous alkaline intermediate level waste.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Varghese, C. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Govindan, A.K.; Wattal, P.K.; Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1990.05
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Varghese C, Govindan A.K., Wattal P.K., Theyyunni T.K.:
Development of matrices for intermediate level wastes, Na-
tional Symposium on Management of Radioactive and Toxic
Wastes (SMART-93), Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Re-
search, Kalpakkam, March 17-19, (1993).

INIS categories: E51.00

Slag-based cement formulations with specific sorptive
fillers have been developed for immobilisation of aqueous
alkaline intermediate level wastes (IL wastes) having beta activity
levels in the range of 1.0-1.5 GBq/L. These wastes have high
salt loadings up to 320 gms per litre comprising mostly nitrates
and nitrites. Slag-based cement formulations with waste/cement
ratio up to 0.6 offer improved workability, low porosity and sig-
nificantly higher leach resistance. Compared to the Ordinary
Portland Cement (OPC), these slag-based cements have in-

creased fluidity and very low porosity. Long-term leaching over
a period of 655 days with actual IL wastes gave a cumulative
fractional release of beta activity of only 0.0015. The core drilled
samples from a full scale block of 200 litre size revealed
homogenous distribution of the waste salts and uniform density
with practically no voids.

aqueous solutions; cements; intermediate-level radioactive wastes;
leaching; slags; solidification.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: solidification.

IN9400027 Vitrification of sulphate bearing high level waste
in lead borosilicate system.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Jahagirdar, P.B. Process Engineering and

Systems Development Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India.

Facsimile: x-91-22-5560750.
Other Investigators: Wattal, P.K.; Theyyunni, T.K.
Performing Organization: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(Trombay, Bombay, 400 085, India).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989.01
To 1993.08

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Jahagirdar P.B., Wattal P.K., Theyyunni T.K.: Fixation of
Trombay high level waste in glass, National Symposium on
Management of Radioactive and Toxic Wastes (SMART-93),
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, March
17-19, (1993).

INIS categories: E51.00

Development of lead borosilicate composition for
vitrification of high level waste containing sulphates up to 3.0
gms/litre was taken up. Sodium borosilicate formulations revealed
incompatibility with sulphate bearing waste due to formation of
highly soluble sodium sulphate. Incorporation of these wastes
was tried in lead-borosilicate system with Fe2O3 as an external
additive. Of the various formulations developed,one melt formu-
lation with pour temperature of 950 C was found to be promis-
ing. This formulation could accommodate sulphates in the wastes
up to 3.0 gm/litre in the presence of 30 grams/litre of uranium
and with waste oxide loading up to 25%. Leaching carried out
on -15 +25 mesh size grains in boiling distilled water for 70 days
gave a leach rate of 6.8x10-6 gms/sq. cm/day. Homogeneity of
the matrix was found to be good with no detectable crystallinity.
Further characterisation of these vitreous waste forms are in
progress.

borosilicate glass; high-level radioactive wastes; leaching; lead;
sulfates; uranium; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

Ireland

IE9400001 A facility for the collection, conditioning and
storage of radioactive waste produced in Ireland.

Topic codes: 122; 123.
Principal Investigator: Hone, C. Radiological Protection Institute

of Ireland, 3 Clonskeagh Square, Clonskeagh Road, Dublin
14, Ireland.

Telephone: x-353-1-2697766.
Facsimile: x-353-1-2697437.
Other Investigators: Dollani, K.
Performing Organization: Radiological Protection Institute of

Ireland (3 Clonskeagh Square, Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 14,
Ireland).

Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1993.09
To 1994.03
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
O'Donovan N., Hone C, Turvey F.: A survey of radioactive
waste disposal in Ireland, Nuclear Energy Board Report 1988;
Fenton D., Hone C, Turvey F.: An inventory of disused
sealed radioactive sources in Ireland, Radiological Protection
Institute of Ireland, (in preparation).

INIS categories: E15.10

Although Ireland has no nuclear reactors, radioactive
waste is, as in other developed countries, produced as a result
of the use of radioactive materials in industry, medicine and
research. There is currently no radioactive waste management
facility in Ireland and this situation obliges users of radioactive
materials to store all radioactive waste arising on their premises.
While this method of storage may be acceptable in the
shortterm, there is a need for a centralized facility in which all
radioactive wastes requiring longterm storage can be placed to
ensure their longterm surveillance and integrity. Detailed reports
on the quantities and types of radioactive waste currently in
storage here has already been prepared (NEB 1988 and RPII
1993) and the aim of this project is to design a facility for the
collection, conditioning and storage of this waste.

Ireland: planning: radioactive waste facilities: radioactive waste
processing: radioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes; waste
forms.

IRELAND: radioactive waste processing, radioactive waste stor-
age.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Luce, A. c/o EUREX. CRE-Saluggia ENEA,

Saluggia (VC), Italy.
Telephone: x-39-161 -483342.
Facsimile: x-39-161 -483580.
Performing Organization: c/o EUREX. CRE-Saluggia ENEA

(Saluggia (VC), Italy).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989.01
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00

A method is being developed for treatment of 28 m2 spent
stored at Eurex reprocessing plant, based on the use of Hy-
drogen Peroxide for oxidation of the organic phase. A distillation
step to separate the organic solvent from diluent is carried out.
The final aqueous phase will be cemented.

distillation; hydrogen peroxide; oxidation; radioactive waste proc-
essing; solvents.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: oxidation.

Japan

Italy
JP9400O01 Influence of humic acid on migration of 6°Co,

and '37Cs in coastal sandy soil.

IT9400001 Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-precipitation
process.

Trattamento di rifiuti liquidi ad alta attivita
mediante coprecipitazione.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Calle, C. c/o EUREX. CRE-Saluggia

ENEA, Saluggia (VC), Italy.
Telephone: x-39-161-483333.
Facsimile: x-39-161-483580.
Other Investigators: Luce, A.; Gili, M.
Performing Organization: c/o EUREX. CRE-Saluggia ENEA

(Saluggia (VC), Italy).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1988
To 1993.06

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Conference Proceedings Spectrum '90, Boise (ID), USA, Au-
gust 1990.

INIS categories: E51.00

At Eurex plant some 110 m2 of aged HLW are stored,
produced from reprocessing of MTR and CANDU. A chemical
process has been developed allowing to concentrate most of the
activity in a small volume of slurry, by coprecipitation using pH
adjustment and tetraphenylborate. The achieved D. F. allows to
condition the decontaminated supernatant by a cementation
process. The slurry will be vitrified.

coprecipitation; high-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes; ra-
dioactive waste processing; slurries; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: coprecipitation.

IT9400002 Treatment of radioactive solvent waste by cata-
lytic oxidation.

Trattamento di solvente organico radioattivo
mediante ossidazione catalitica.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Tanaka, T. Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Research,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5085.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-5934.
Other Investigators: Nl, S.
Performing Organization; Natural Barrier Laboratory.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
T. Tanaka, N.I. Shiwei: Influence of humic acid on migration
of soco, 85Sr and '3?Cs i n coastal sandy soil, JAERI-M
93-185, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.10

Sorption and migration experiments were performed by
both batch and column methods, to study influence of humic
acid complexing on the mobility of soCo, 85Sr and w c s in a
coastal sandy soil. The study focuses on a correlation between
molecular-weight of dissolved humic acid and ability of the
complexing with the radionuctides in liquid phase. Dissolved
humic acid was complexed with soco and 85Sr. The interaction
ability of e°Co was independent of molecular-weight of humic
acid, while that of 85Sr depended on. The mobility of 6"Co in-
creased under the condition of coexistence of humic acid as
well as its sorption ratio decreased. The distribution profile of
molecular-weight of eoco was kept at a constant in the solution
before and after the sorption experiment, due to completing the
sorption and complexation equilibrium. The mobility of B5Sr in-
creased under the condition of coexistence of humic acid, in
spite of the sorption ratio of 85Sr was not affected by the co-
existence. Such contradiction was caused by different kinetics
between the batch and column methods. The sorption ability and
mobility of 13?Cs were not affected by the coexistence of the
humic acid.

cesium 137; cobalt 60; humic acids; mobility; radionuclide mi-
gration; sand; soils; sorption; strontium 85.

CESIUM 137: radionuclide migration; COBALT 60: radionuclide
migration; RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: humic acids;
STRONTIUM 85: radionuclide migration.
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JP9400002 Radionuclide migration behavior at the low
adsorption region on the aerated soil testing.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Takebe, S. Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Research,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5543.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-5934.
Other Investigators: Mukai, M.; Komiya, T.; Kamiyama, H.
Performing Organization: Natural Barrier Laboratory.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1990
To 1992

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
S. Takebe, M. Mukai, T. Koniya, H. Kamiyama: Radionuclide
migration behavior at the low adsorption region on the aerated
soil testing, JAERI-M 92-205, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.40

Migration test of desorbed radionuclides from a soil layer,
contaminated witheoCo, 85Sr and 137Cs were carried out by using
large columns for four kinds of soil samples taken out in the
undisturbed state. A flat low sorption area for soCo was found
in a wide range below the strong adsorption region at the upper
part of the column. 60Co was detected at very low concentration
in the effluent and a characteristic time change in its concen-
tration was observed. Those migration behaviors of soCo in the
low sorption area were considered to be related to its non-
cationic species of low sorption property, and then analyzed by
using a non-equilibrium sorption migration model, taking into
consideration of sorption and desorption rates. This model was
able to explain consistently the test results.

adsorption: cesium 137; cobalt 60; radionuclide migration: soils:
strontium 85.

CESIUM 137: radionuclide migration: COBALT 60: radionuclide
migration: STRONTIUM 85: radionuclide migration.

JP9400003 Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption
region on the aerated soil testing Effect of in-
flow volume and migration analysis.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Takebe, S. Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Research,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5543.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-5934.
Other Investigators: Mukai, M.; Komiya, T ; Kamiyama, H.
Performing Organization: Natural Barrier Laboratory.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1991
To 1993

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
S. Takebe, M. Mukai, T. Koniya, H. Kamiyama: Radionuclide
migration behavior at the low adsorption region on the aerated
soil testing - Effect of inflow volume and migration analysis
, JAERI-M 92-034, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.10

Migration test of desorbed radionuclides from a soil layer,
contaminated withsoco, 85Sr and i37Cs, by using large column
soil samples taken out in the undisturbed state, was continued.
Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
were investigated of reduced inflow volume of the ground water
just before of the breakthrough of tritiated water, integrated
analysis was made for all testing results of migration concen-
tration profile in the soil layer, and effluent concentration profile
on elapsed time. assr and '3?Cs were not observed in the
deeper soil layer of the column at such a low inflow volume.
soCo showed a low concentration migration profile with a con-
centration peak in the deeper soil layer. The migration behavior

of soCo at the low adsorption region was analysed by using a
non-equilibrium migration model taking in consideration of
sorption and desorption rates and a maximum sorption capacity.
This model was able to explain consistently all the test results
in account of the migration of the solvable non-cationic form of
soCo. Initial fraction of the solvable form in the contaminated
soil layer was estimated to be around 0.1%.

adsorption: cesium 137: cobalt 60; ground water; radionuclide
migration; soils; strontium 85; water influx.

CESIUM 137: radionuclide migration; COBALT 60: radionuclide
migration; RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: water influx;
STRONTIUM 85: radionuclide migration.

JP9400004 The effect of humic substance on the sorption
of neptunium(V) onto soil.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Sakamoto, Y. Japan Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Re-
search, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5085.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-5934.
Other Investigators: Ohashi, H.; Sato, S.
Performing Organization: Natural Barrier Laboratory.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Associated Organization: Hokkaido University.
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1995.03

Sfafus of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

A sorption of neptunium(V) on soil has been performed
as a function of pH to make clear an effect of organic materials
on the sorption behavior of transuranium elements. The
complexation constant of neptunium(V) with humic acid was ob-
tained from pH 5 to pH 9 with using UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy
to get an information of the speciation of neptunium(V) in the
presence of humic acid. The sorption of neptunium(V) in the
presence and absence of humic acid was carried out by a batch
method. A fractional sorption of neptunium(V) in the presence
of humic acid was found to be decreased about 20% from pH
7 to pH 8, comparing with one in the absence of humic acid.
The sorption model was applied to analyze the sorption behavior
with the complexation constant of neptunium(V) with humic acid.
The calculated result was agreed with the observed one to show
the decreasing of the fractional sorption of neptunium(V) because
of the complexation of neptunium(V) with humic acid.

humic acids; neptunium; ph value; soils; sorption.

NEPTUNIUM: sorption.

JP9400005 Migration behavior of " C in underground layer.

7~op/c codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Nagao, S.
Telephone: x-82-292-82-5085.
Facsimile: x-82-292-82-5934.
Other Investigators: Ogawa, H.; Senoo, M.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1990.04
To 1996.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

Migration of i"C(Hi4CO3-,i"CO32 and CH3iiCOO-) in soil
layer was studied by batch and column experiments. The
sorption of carbonate -1*C exhibited pH dependent for a
tuffaceous sandy soil sample and maximum at pH 5 to 7. The
distribution coefficient was about 100 ml/g. Migration experiment
was carried out by using a simple closed column system which
radioactivity of 14C(H'«CO3-, i«CO32- and CH314COO-) and pH
in reservoir solutions were almost constant with time during the
column experiment. The chemical form of 14C was delayed to
tritiated water, and exhibited retardation by the tutfaceous sandy
soil sample.
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carbon 14; ph value; radionuclide migration; sand; soils; sorption.

CARBON 14: radionuclide migration.

JP9400006 Study on the prediction of long-term corrosion
of nuclear waste glasses.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Banba, T. Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Research,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5872.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-6169.
Other Investigators: Murakami, T.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989.04
To 1998.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
T. Banba, T. Murakami, H. Isobe: in Scientific Basis for Nu-
clear Waste Management XIII, edited by V.M. Oversby and
P.W. Brown, (Materials Research Society, Pittsburgh, 1990),
p. 363.

IMS categories: B24.50, E52.00

The long-term corrosion of nuclear waste glasses is a key
factor for the safety assessment of nuclear waste disposal.
Therefore, the geochemical models for the prediction of long-term
corrosion will be validated by various methods such as leaching
experiments of actinide-doped waste glass, simulated and/or ac-
tual waste glass, natural analogues, and so on.

actinides; corrosion; doped materials; glass; leaching; radioactive
wastes.

GLASS: corrosion.

JP94000O7 Alpha-decay damage effects in curium-doped
titanate ceramic containing sodium-free high-
level nuclear waste.

1.7% after a dose of 12.4 X 10'7 alpha decays.g-'. Leach tests
on samples that had incurred doses of 2.0 X 1 0 " and 4.5 X
1017 alpha decays.g-' showed that the rates of dissolution of
cesium and barium were similar to analogous leach rates from
the equivalent cold ceramic, while strontium and calcium leach
rates were 2-15 times higher.

alpha decay radioisotopes; ceramics; curium 244; doped materi-
als; high-level radioactive wastes; leaching; physical radiation
effects; swelling.

CERAMICS: physical radiation effects.

JP940O008 The study of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and
YSZ-alumina compound ceramics waste forms.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Kuramoto, K. Japan Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Re-
search, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-81-292-82-6676.
Facsimile: x-81-292-82-6678.
Other Investigators: Makino, Y.; Muraoka, S.; Yanagi, T.
Program Duration:

From 1989
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

IMS categories: B23.50, E52.00

Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and YSZ-alumina compound
ceramics are investigated for the application as nuclear waste
forms selectively containing TRU elements. The waste forms
requires to possess quite low leachability which almost TRU el-
ements were immobilized in the forms until they have decayed
into non-radioactive elements. Non-radioactive Ce and Nd were
selected for substitution of TRU elements. Leach rates of Ce
and Nd in deionized water at 150 C were 5 X 10E-13 and 2
X 10E-12 g/cm2 X day for YSZ forms containing about 10 mol%
of Ce and Nd simultaneously. For the compound ceramics con-
taining 3 mol% of Ce or 6 mol% of Nd, leach rates of Ce or
Nd in the same conditions were 2 X 10E-11 or 2 X 10E-11
g/cm2 X day, respectively. 99.9% of Np-237 will have decayed
in 1 X 1 X 1 m3 YSZ form containing 10 mol% of Np-237.

aluminium oxides; ceramics; cerium; leaching; neodymium; ra-
dioactive wastes; yttrium compounds; zirconium compounds.

CERAMICS: leaching.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Mitamura, H. Japan Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Re-
search, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5872.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-6169.
Other Investigators: Matsumoto, S.; Tsuboi, T.; Togashi, Y.
Performing Organization: Japan Atomic Energy Research Insti-

tute. Department of Environmental Safety Research, Tokai-
mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Associated Organization: Australian Nuclear Science & Technol-
ogy Organization.

Program Duration:
From 1985.09
To 1995.08

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
H. Mitamura, S. Matsumoto, K.P. Hart, T. Miyazaki, E.R.
Vance, Y. Tamura et al: Aging effects on curium-doped
titanate ceramic containing sodium-bearing high-level nuclear
waste, J. Am. Ceram. Soc, 75 [2] 392-400, (1992).

IMS categories: B23.60, E52.00

A poly phase titanate ceramic incorporating sodium-free
simulated high-level nuclear waste was doped with 0.91 wt% of
244Cm to accelerate the effects of long-term self-irradiation aris-
ing from alpha decays. The ceramic included three main con-
stituent minerals: hollandite, perovskite and zirconolite, with some
minor phases. Volume swelling due to damage ingrowth caused
an exponential (almost linear) decrease in density, which reached

JP9400009 Time-dependence of volatilization of w C s and
io6Ru over high-level waste glass in a canister.

Topic codes: 131; 134.
Principal Investigator: Kamizono, H. Japan Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Re-
search, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5843.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-6169.
Other Investigators: Muraoka, S.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1983
To 1992

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
H. Kmizono, S. Muraoka: Time-dependence of volatilization
od cesium and ruthenium from HLW glass in a canister, Proc.
of the 15th International Conference on Scienific basis for
nuclear Waste management, Strasbourg, France, pp. 191-197,
(November 5-8, 1991).

IMS categories: B13.20, B23.42, E52.00

Volatility of i37Cs and '06Ru at 600 C over high-level
waste glass in a canister is numerically analyzed. The time-
dependence of normalized concentrations of each radionuclide
is traced by a differential equation based of a simple model
consisting of competitive forward and backward steps. It is as-
sumed that, as time proceeds, a surface layer forms on the
glass and serves as a protective barrier against volatilization. It
is found that the forward rate of volatilization for '37Cs is about
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140 times greater than that of 'oeRu at 600 C. The effects of
the glass surface area and plenum volume on the concentration
excursion inside the canister are closely estimated by the dif-
ferential equation.

cesium 137; differential equations; evaporation; glass; high-level
radioactive wastes; ruthenium 106.

GLASS: evaporation.

JP940O010 Durability of a La2Zr207 waste form containing
various amounts of simulated HLW elements.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Kamizono, H. Japan Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Re-
search, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5843.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-6169.
Other Investigators: Hayakawa, I
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989
To 1999

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
I. Hayakawa, H. Kamizono: Durability of an LajZ^Oz waste
form containing various amounts of simulated HLW elements,
J. Nucl. Mater., 202 [1&2J, 163-168, (1993).

INIS categories: B23.50, B12.10

Durability of an La2Zr2O? waste form containing various
amounts of simulated HLW elements was examined at 90 C in
three kinds of solutions. In HCI solution of pH-1, the leach rates
of La, Nd and Ce from the La2Zr2O7 waste form decreased with
increasing concentration of Nd and Ce which were solved in
La2Zr2O7yielding solid solutions. This phenomenon was discussed
based on the metal-oxygen bond energy in the solid solutions.
In deionized water of pH=5.6 and NaOH solution of a pH-10,
however, such a compositional effect on leach rates was not
observed because of the formation of hydroxides or carbonates
on the surface of the solid.

gamma radiation; glass; ground water; high-level radioactive
wastes; leaching; radiolysis.

GLASS: gamma radiation, leaching.

JP9400012 Development of the krypton removal from the
reprocessing off-gas.

Topic codes: 131.
Principal Investigator: Hayashi, S.
Other Investigators: Nakanishi, Y.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (4-33 Muramatsu,
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B16.20

PNC has been developing the recovery and storage
technology for radioactive krypton to reduce the radioactive
effluents released from the reprocessing plant. Krypton Recovery
Technology Development Facility (KRF), the pilot plant adopting
the cryogenic distillation process, has been in hot operation with
the head-end off-gas from Tokai Reprocessing Plant since 1988.
Ten hot operations of KRF were carried out. About 7.7 X 1015
Bq of radioactive krypton were recovered and stored during the
operations. The immobilization technology, using ion-implantation
process, has been developing for the long-term storage of the
recovered krypton. About 300 Nl of non-radioactive krypton-gas
was immobilized in the Ni-Y alloy with the special vessel con-
tinuously during 1000 hours. PNC is planning to evaluate the
immobilization technology using the recovered krypton in KRF in
the near future.

distillation; fuel reprocessing plants; gaseous wastes; ion im-
plantation; krypton; radioactive effluents; radioactive waste stor-
age; reprocessing.

REPROCESSING: gaseous wastes, krypton.

ceramics; cerium; high-level radioactive wastes; lanthanum;
lanthanum compounds; leaching; neptunium; ph value; solutions;
zirconates.

CERAMICS: leaching.

JP9400011 Durability of high-level waste glass in flowing
groundwater under gamma irradiation.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Kamizono, H. Japan Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute. Department of Environmental Safety Re-
search, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-5843.
Facsimile: x-0292-82-6169.
Other Investigators: Matsumoto, S.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1985
To 1993

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
(This is presented at the MRS 94' Meeting at Kyoto, Japan').

INIS categories: B23.60, B14.00

Durability of simulated high-level waste glass in
continuously-flowing J-13 tuff groundwater has been examined
at 90 C in the presence of gamma-irradiation. The results ob-
tained are compared with those without gamma-irradiation. The
effects of groundwater radiolysis on the glass durability are dis-
cussed based on the Eh-pH excursion obtained in the present
system. It is found that the groundwater tends to be reduced
under gamma-irradiation, and this may influence the solubility
of multi valent cations leached from the glass.

JP9400013 Development of non-destructive assay for TRU
waste.

Topic codes: 109.
Principal Investigator: Andou, Y. Power Reactor and Nuclear

Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), 1-9-13 Akasaka
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Telephone: x-3-586-3905.
Facsimile: x-3-586-2786.
Other Investigators: Usui, K.; Ohuchi, M.; Irinouchi, S.;

Yokoyama, K.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The TRU assay system using the active neutron technique
has been installed and demonstrating the sensitivity and oper-
ability of the system for actual at the PWTF (Pu-confaminated
Waste Treatment Facility). The following topics are being inves-
tigated: 1. Detection limits of cellulose matrix is 1
mg-239Pu/2001-drum 2. Matrix effect upon measurement sensi-
tivity and accuracy is different with absorber and moderator
content 3. Fissile material distribution effect depend on thermal
neutron flux distribution and moderation of prompt neutron.

cellulose; contamination; nondestructive analysis; plutonium;
prompt neutrons; radioactive wastes; sensitivity.

PLUTONIUM: nondestructive analysis; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
plutonium.
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JP9400014 Demonstration of the TRU wastes processing
technologies at Pu-contaminated waste treat-
ment facility.

Topic codes: 152; 153.
Principal Investigator: Andou, Y. Power Reactor and Nuclear

Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), 1-9-13 Akasaka
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Telephone: x-3-586-3905.
Facsimile: x-3-586-2786.
Other Investigators: Ohuchi, M.; Satoh, T.; Irinouchi, S.;

Yokoyama, K.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1987.11
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
T. Tsuboya, T. Akiyama, S. Torata, T. Mano (PNC japan):
Recent major RD and D activities on TRU waste manage-
ment, Waste Management'92.

INIS categories: E51.00

Various kinds of TRU-bearing process wastes have been
generated from MOX fuel fabrication and fuel reprocessing fa-
cilities at PNC. The non treated (raw) waste from MOX fuel
fabrication facilities has been successfully treated in Plutonium-
contaminated Waste Treatment Facility (PWTF) since 1987.
Combustible wastes and chlorinated organic wastes have been
incinerated to be ash and then has been melted to be
ceramic-like blocks. Metal wastes have been melted by electro-
slag remelting. Approximately 125 tons (6,700 drums) of the raw
Plutonium-contaminated Waste (PCW) have been reduced those
volumes and weights to be 15 tons (69 drums) of ceramic blocks
or metal ingots. The total volume reduction ratio is reached to
approximately 1/100 at PWTF. Leaching rate of ceramic block
is 1 X 10 6 g/cm2 X day (MCC-1 method). These operational
result shows that the volume reduction and immobilization tech-
nologies for thr raw PCW have been successfully demonstrated.

ceramics; contamination; contraction; leaching; melting; plutonium;
radioactive waste processing; reprocessing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: contraction.

JP9400015 Radionuclide separation from spent solvent.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Kobayashi, I.
Other Investigators: Miyata, K.; Miyamoto, Y.; Nakanishi, Y.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1988.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B16.20

PNC has been developing the advanced technologies for
spent solvent to get higher volume reduction and to separate
radionuclides. Radionuclides separation technology for the spent
solvent after oxidative decomposition by hydrogen peroxide has
been developed to reduce the radioactivity below the sea dis-
charged level. TRU nuclides such as Pu and Am are separated
with coagulant (La?*) at pH 4-8. Pu concentration in supernatant
was possible to be reduced below the sea discharged level: 3.7
X 10->Bq/cm3 (DF>104) by coprecipitation and filtration.

americium; contraction; coprecipitation; filtration; plutonium; sepa-
ration processes; solvents; spent fuels.

AMERICIUM: separation processes; PLUTONIUM: separation
processes.

JP9400016 Radionuclide separation from low level liquid
wastes arising from the reprocessing plant.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Kobayashi, I.
Other Investigators: Miyata, K.; Miyamoto, Y.; Nakanishi, Y.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1987.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B16.20

PNC has been developing the advanced radionuclide
separation technology to attain higher volume reduction for low
level liquid waste (LLW) with high sodium nitrate concentration
arising from the reprocessing plant. This process mainly consists
of precipitation, coprecipitation/ultrafiltration and ion-exchange
units. Iodine is precipitated with coagulant as silver iodine by
adding silver nitrate. Radionuclides such as Pu, U, Ru and Zr
are separated with coagulant as hydroxides by adding ferric
hydroxide at pH 10 in the coprecipitation/ultrafiltration unit. Sr
and Cs are adsorbed with the titanic acid and ferro-potassium
cyanide resin.

cesium; coprecipitation; ion exchange; low-level radioactive
wastes; plutonium; reprocessing; ruthenium; separation processes;
strontium; ultrafiltration; uranium; zirconium.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes.

JP9400017 Study on retardation mechanism of 3H.
i37Cs, 237Np and 24iAm in compacted sodium
bentonite.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Sato, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Ashida, T.; Kohara, Y.; Yui, M.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1987.03
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B16.20

The apparent diffusion coefficients were measured at room
temperature (about 23 C) under atmospheric condition by the
one-dimensional non-steady state diffusion method for 3H, 99TC,
i37Cs, 23?Np and 241 Am in compacted sodium-bentonite saturated
with water. Sodium-bentonite, which is commercially available as
Kunigel V1R, was used in this study. Experiments were carried
out in the density range of 0.4-2.0 ( X 103 Kg/m3). Bentonite
in the cell was prepared to be saturate with distilled water. The
measured apparent diffusion coefficient decreases with increasing
dry density of bentonite. That the apparent diffusion coefficient
of 3H decreased as a function of dry density of bentonite ap-
pears to be the effect of the change of porous structure with
dry density of bentonite. 99Tc may be retarded by anion-
exclusion because dominant diffusion specie of 99Tc is
pertechnetate ion under atmospheric condition. Retardation for
i37Cs may be caused by ion-exchange on bentonite. The
sorption, anion-exclusion and molecular filtration are considered
as a retardation mechanism for 237Np and 2*iAm because those
dominant species are negatively charged and of large ionic size.

americium 241; bentonite; cesium 137; diffusion; neptunium 237;
porosity; sorption; technetium 99; tritium.

AMERICIUM 241: diffusion; CESIUM 137: diffusion; NEPTUNIUM
237: diffusion; TECHNETIUM 99: diffusion; TRITIUM: diffusion.
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JP9400018 Experimental investigation of active range of
sulphate-reducing bacteria for geological iso-
lation.

Topic codes: 222.
Principal Investigator: Yoshikawa, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Yui, M.; Mihara, M.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

The experimental investigation of the active range for
Sulphate-Reducing Bacteria (SRB) was performed through the
observation of sulphide-forming activity or SRB under different
environmental conditions of pH (7 to 10) and Eh (-300 mV to
) mV), because the pH may become alkaline due to the
bentonite of a buffer material and the Eh may be high in early
stage of closed repository and decrease over time. Then ap-
propriateness of the method to estimate the tolerance of
microorganisms in repository was considered.

bacteria: bentonite: biological availability: environmental impacts:
ph value: radioactive waste disposal: redox potential; sulfides.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: bacteria.

JP9400019 Development of an observation system and data
acquisition for hydrogeological study.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator: Sugihara, K. Chubu works Power Reactor

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), 959-31,
Sonodo, Joriji, Izumi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu, 509-51, Japan.

Telephone: x-0572-54-1271.
Facsimile: x-0572-55-0180.
Other Investigators: Yanagizawa, K.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1986.05
To 1996.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

PNC has excavated a shaft in a Tertiary sedimentary
formation and is studying the influence induced by the shaft
excavation to establish site evaluation technique. In order to
study a hydrogeological aspect of the influence, we have de-
veloped a hydrogeological observation system which consists of
surface hydrogeological observation, observation of water pres-
sure and measurement of groundwater outflow, based on the
data obtained by this system, rate of groundwater recharge, in-
fluenced area of water pressure and rate of groundwater outflow
have been successfully determined.

ground water; monitoring; shaft excavations; site characterization;
water influx.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: monitoring, shaft excavations.

JP9400020 Uranium-series disequilibrium study.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Yoshida, H. Chubu works Power Reactor

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), 959-31,
Sonodo, Joriji, Izumi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu, 509-51, Japan.

Telephone: x-0572-54-1271.
Facsimile: x-0572-55-0180.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1986.05
To 1996.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.30, B31.10

In order to estimate the behaviour of uranium-series
nuclides in natural sedimentary rocks, rock specimens were col-
lected from boreholes and gallery in the Toro sandstone-type
uranium deposit and chemical .analyses and alpha and gamma
spectrometry was carried out. Activity ratios of
uranium-234/uranium-238, thorium-230/uranium-234 and
radium-226/thorium-230 were discussed on the basis of chemical
properties and decay constants of the nuclides. The following
conclusions were obtained: 1) The magnitude of the uranium
through the matrix is smaller than that of the radium migration
in the reduced Toro deposit. 2) The uranium could be redis-
tributed in severely mineralized sedimentary rocks by fracture
flow of groundwater.

alpha spectroscopy; gamma spectroscopy; ground water;
radionuclide migration; radium 226; sedimentary rocks; thorium
230; uranium deposits; uranium 234; uranium 238.

URANIUM DEPOSITS: radionuclide migration.

JP9400021 Development of hydrogeological model in Tono
research field.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator: Yanagizawa, K. Chubu works Power Re-

actor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC),
959-31, Sonodo, Joriji, Izumi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu, 509-51,
Japan.

Telephone: x-0572-54-1271.
Facsimile: x-0572-55-0180.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989.06
To 1996.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

The shaft excavation effect (SEE) experiment has been
carried out by Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC), corresponding to this experiment, an evalu-
ation system of the excavation effect on groundwater flow has
been developed. PNC has been performing a comprehensive
hydrogeological study programme in Toro research field. The
system has comprehensive hydrogeological investigation subsys-
tems and some pre-excavation data. Prediction of hydraulic be-
havior is carried out. In the prediction, the remarkable affected
area, profile of outflow into the shaft and piezo metric head
transition in four monitoring boreholes were estimated.

boreholes; ground water; hydrodynamics; monitoring; shaft exca-
vations; site characterization.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: shaft excavations.

JP9400022 A study of influence factor on uranium fixation.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Yoshida, H. Chubu works Power Reactor

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), 959-31,
Sonodo, Joriji, Izumi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu, 509-51, Japan.

Telephone: x-0572-54-1271.
Facsimile: x-0572-55-0180.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989.04
To 1996.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.30, B31.10

The Toro uranium deposit is the largest uranium
mineralization situated in central Japan. The source of the
mineralization is uranium which has been leached from the
basement granite and transported by groundwater. It was then
adsorbed and/or precipitated under reducing conditions estab-
lished by the lignite rich sedimentary rock. Macroscopic and
microscopic studies have revealed that the uranium is concen-
trated in or around the pore spaces partly as coffinite or
pitchblende closely related to pyrite, altered biotite and coaly
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plant tissues. It has become evident from hydrogeological and
geochemical investigations that the zone in which uranium
mineralization occurs has extremely low hydraulic conductivity
and reducing condition. The results of U-233 batch sorption ex-
periments under controlled atmosphere and macro/microscopic
observations can be useful for assessing the migration behaviour
of nuclides in sedimentary rock.

mineralization; radionuclide migration; sedimentary rocks; sorption;
uranium deposits; uranium 233.

URANIUM DEPOSITS: radionuclide migration.

JP9400023 Field measurement and its numerical interpre-
tation of disturbed zone around drift.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator: Sugihara, K. Chubu works Power Reactor

and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), 959-31,
Sonodo, Joriji, Izumi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu, 509-51, Japan.

Telephone: x-0572-54-1271.
Facsimile: x-0572-55-0180.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1987.04
To 1996.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

Among many R and D categories for the construction of
new facilities, it is very important to develop the techniques to
evaluate the disturbed zone due to excavation. Since this issue
is closely related to the reliability of the facilities. Based on this
recognition, the author carries out in-situ measurement and nu-
merical analysis aiming to investigate the change of mechanical
and hydraulic properties of disturbed zone around the drift ex-
cavated in the sedimentary rocks. The existing technique for
excavation, measuring and effectiveness are employed and those
accuracy, reliability and effectiveness are evaluated.

construction; excavation; hydraulics; mechanical properties; nu-
clear facilities; sedimentary rocks; site characterization.

EXCAVATION: site characterization.

JP9400024 Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in
a Joule-heated melter.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Igarashi, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Ayame, Y.; Ohuchi, J.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Igarashi H. et al: A three dimensional model for an electric
glass melter used to vitrify nuclear high-level liquid waste,
Glass Technology 32, No. 6, 206, (1991); Igarashi H. et al:
Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a Joule-heated
melter, High Level Radioactive Waste Management, Las
Vegas, Nevada, U.S.A., Vol. 2, pp. 1741-1747, April 26-30,
(1993),.

INIS categories: B23.42, E51.00

Physical modelling using glycerin and three-dimensional
mathematical modelling were executed to study temperature and
flow profiles of molten glass in the melter for vitrification of
high-level liquid waste. The apparatus for the physical modelling
was fabricated and tested, which was the transparent model of
one third scale of the plant scale melter. The numerical simu-
lation was done for the physical modelling based on its exper-

imental conditions. The profile of the temperature and flow were
discussed, and the good agreements were obtained between
both models.

fluid flow; glass; high-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes;
mathematical models; temperature distribution; vitrification.

GLASS: vitrification.

JP940O025 Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization
of ruthenium in batch calcination of simulated
high-level liquid waste.

Topic codes: 131; 134.
Principal Investigator: Igarashi, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Kato, K.; Takahashi, T.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992.04
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Radiochemica Acta 60, 143-148, (1993).

INIS categories: E51.00, B12.10

The effect of calcining temperature on ruthenium
volatilization in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid
waste (HLLW) was studied together with the effects of nitric acid
concentration and glass additives. More than 80% of the total
ruthenium volatilized between room temperature and 500 C was
volatilized between 200 and 300 C. A small amount of ruthenium
volatilized above 300 C and below 135 C. The low volatility
above 300 C was attributed to the thermal decomposition of the
volatile ruthenium species into solid oxides such as RuO2. The
overall volatilization increased with the nitric acid concentration
of the simulated HLLW, but the presence of glass additives
suppressed this effect of nitric acid. The volatile ruthenium in the
off-gas from the calcination was identified to be nitrosylruthenium
complex.

calcination; evaporation; glass; high-level radioactive wastes; nitric
acid; ruthenium; temperature dependence.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: ruthenium; RUTHENIUM:
evaporation.

JP9400026 Process development to reduce quantity of
HLW.

Topic codes: 133; 134.
Principal Investigator: Kawamura, K. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Hanamoto, Y.; Ohuchi, J.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Proc. of the Meeting of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan,
(1992 Spring C42; 1993 Spring H40; 1993 Fall L49; 1994
Spring A24, A27).

INIS categories: E51.00

Typical waste glasses contain 20 to 30 wt% waste oxide.
Higher waste loading enables to reduce quantity of HLW and
management cost. The limitations in high waste loading are
phase separation and heat generation. Developing process is
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as follows: a) Separation of sediment: Sediment in waste sol-
utions contains molybdenum which causes phase separation on
glass melting. Sediment separation will be adopted to adjust
molybdenum content in waste solution, b) Separation of heat
generating elements: Alkali and alkaline earth metals are sepa-
rated from waste solution by pH adjustment and zeolite
adsorption. Recovered heat generating elements will be utilized
as heat and radiation sources, c) Separation of platinum group
elements: Ruthenium etc. are recovered from waste solution by
electrolysis. They will be used as resource, d) Solidification:
Characterization of high waste loading glass is carried out.
Chemical durability of the 45 wt% waste glass is comparable
with that of the typical waste glass. Usual melter process is
possible to use in this process.

alkali metals; alkaline earth metals; electrolysis; glass; high-level
radioactive wastes; molybdenum; ruthenium; sediments; sepa-
ration processes; solidification; volume.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes,
volume.

JP9400027 The development of advanced meter.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Masaki, T. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Yamanaka, K.; Kobayashi, H.; Igarashi, H.;

Ohuchi, J.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory;
Igarashi et al: Development of Joule-heated cylindrical
electrode melter (JCEM), annual Meeting of Atomic Energy
Society of Japan, A37 (1994); Noguchi K. et al: Application
of cold-crucible to melting of waste glass, annual Meeting of
Atomic Energy Society of Japan, H34 (1993); Kobayashi H.
et al: Application of cold-crucible to melting of metallic wastes,
fall Meeting of Atomic Energy Society of Japan, L51 (1993).

INIS categories: E51.00

An electric melter has been developed to vitrify the high
level liquid waste from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.
The development of Joule-heated Cylindrical Electrode Melter
(JCEM) is now being carried out aiming at increasing vitrification
capacity and reducing generation of secondary waste from the
spent melter. The small-scale test of JCEM was carried out and
it was confirmed that vitrification capacity was higher than that
of conventional Ceramic Melter (LFCM). Besides, it was con-
firmed that JCEM was able to stably vitrify the liquid waste in-
cluding noble metals. The cold-crucible induction melting has
been developed to study its feasibility of conditioning various
radioactive waste. The small-scale test of melting for SUS,
zircaloy and glass were carried out.

electric furnaces; high-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes;
performance testing; vitrification.

ELECTRIC FURNACES: vitrification; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: vitrification.

Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-
clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1987.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Leach testings of MCC-1 and MCC-3 types using fully
radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in Tokai Reproc-
essing Plant were carried out. The samples of monolithic glass
in the MCC-1 testings were leached in distilled water at 25 C
up to one year, while the samples of crushed glass in the
MCC-3 testings were leached in distilled water 25 C up to 1,140
days. Concentrations of actinides and fission products in the
leachates with and without ultrafiltration were measured. The
saturation concentrations of Pu and Am in the leachates of
MCC-3 were obtained. Actinide precipitates are likely to exist in
the surface layer of the leached glass of MCC-1 and in the
leachates of MCC-1 and MCC-3. We discussed time-dependent
leaching behaviors for Pu and Am including the prediction of
those by the first-order reaction rate equation.

americium; fission products; glass; high-level radioactive wastes;
leaching; plutonium; ultrafiltration.

GLASS: leaching; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: glass.

JP9400029 Hot vitrification tests with high level liquid
waste of Tokai reprocessing plant.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Yamada, K. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Kuroha, M.; Kitano, M.; Odakura, M.;

Seimiya, H.; Mano, T.; Ishikawa, H.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1992
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Laboratory-scale hot vitrification tests started in 1982 in
the Chemical Processing Facility (CPF) of PNC. Twenty-six runs
had been completed by March 1994 and produced fully radio-
active borosilicate glasses. The characterization of fully radioac-
tive waste glasses has been performed with several apparatus,
such as gamma scanning apparatus, density meter, EPMA, in
hot cells. These results are reflected to the operation of Tokai
Vitrification Plant in PNC.

borosilicate glass; high-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes;
performance testing; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

JP9400030 Study on migration behavior of Pu released
from Pu-doped glass in the compacted
bentonite.

JP9400028 Leaching behavior of actinides and fission pro-
ducts from fully radioactive waste glass of
HLLW generated in Tokai reprocessing plant.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Ashida,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Yamada, K.;

Kohara, Y.; Mano, T.

T. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

Kuroha, M.; Shibutani, T.;

Topic codes: 134
Principal Investigator: Ashida, T. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Kuroha, M.; Shibutani, T.; Kohara, Y.;

Yamada, K.; Mano, T
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

In order to investigate the migration behavior of Pu re-
lease from the Pu-doped glass and transport in the bentonite,
the migration experiment of Pu was carried out at room tem-
perature in aerobic condition. Leaching experiment of Pu-doped
glass was carried out by MCC-1 method with doubly distilled
water. Pu-doped glass was prepared with 1 wt% of PuO2. the
duration period was up to 426 days. Diffusion experiment of Pu
was carried out by in-diffusion method. The bentonite, which was
Kunipia F (99 wt*V5 montmorillonite), was pressed into stainless
steel cell and saturated with distilled water. Pu solution was
spiked on the surface of bentonite. After the experimental period
of 330 days, the concentration of Pu at the distance from the
surface of bentonite was measured. Apparent diffusion coefficient
was calculated from the slope of concentration profile. The
sorption experiment was carried out using the batch method.
Distribution coefficient was calculated from the ratio of the tracer
element concentration in the solid and solution. The sorption
experiment was carried out for 30 days. The coupled exper-
imental procedure was almost same as the diffusion experiment.
The only and important difference was that the Pu-doped glass
was sandwiched in the water saturated bentonite, which was
Kunipia F, instead of spiked Pu solution for diffusion experiment.
The coupled experiment was carried out for 313 and 706 days.

bentonite: diffusion; glass; leaching; plutonium; radionuclide mi-
gration; sorption.

GLASS: leaching; PLUTONIUM: radionuclide migration.

JP9400031 Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-
alteration rate and the environmental conditions
of volcanic glass included in argillaceous rock
during several million years.

Topic codes: 328.
Principal Investigator: Mitsui, S. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Kamei, G.; Mano, T.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Associated Organization: Dia Consultants Co. Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Proceedings of 1991 fall meeting of the Atomic Energy So-
ciety of Japan, J43, 591 p., (in Japanese).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The authors have studied volcanic glasses, constituting
scoriae, included in marine based argillaceous rock as analogues
of waste glass in compacted bentonite. Three couples of sam-
ples, volcanic glasses and the including argillaceous rocks, were
obtained on the surface (at Kamogawa, Chiba prefecture in
Japan). These deposition ages were represented: samples A, 2
X 106; B, 3 X 106; C, 6 X 106 years. Chemical composition of
each glass sample was determined using electron probe micro
analyser. The silica content are as follows: A, 60; B, 61; C, 56
wt°/o. These values are fairly similar to that of waste glass (ap-
proximate 46 wt%). Combining burial history of the collection
point of each sample with geothermal gradient of this area
provides the thermal history for each volcanic glass. Maximum
temperatures were estimated: A, 30; B, 45; C, 70 C. Water
chemistry of pore fluids of these argillaceous rocks was esti-
mated from (1) chemical compositions of water extracted directly
from these rocks, (2) chemical compositions of present mineral
springs water in this area, and (3) computer simulation (using
'PHREEQE' geochemical software). Ionic concentration of these
pore fluids was considered to be similar to that of seawater over
most of the period after the deposition of each volcanic glass.
Mineral compositions and hydraulic conductivities of these

argillaceous rocks were very similar to those of compacted
bentonite. Therefore, these argillaceous rocks can be regarded
as analogues of compacted bentonite. Alteration layers of these
volcanic glasses range from 0 (samples A, B) to 10 |im (sample
C) in thickness. Accordingly, the alteration rates were estimated
from 0 to a few nm/1000 years. Waste glass could therefore
survive during several million years if buried under the environ-
mental conditions described above.

bentonite; chemical composition; glass; igneous rocks; water
chemistry.

IGNEOUS ROCKS: bentonite.

JP9400032 Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-
comparison of simulated waste glass and syn-
thetic volcanic glass leaching behavior under
repository conditions.

Topic codes: 328.
Principal Investigator: Sasamoto, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Kamei, G.; Ishikawa, H.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Proceedings of 1992 Fall Meeting of Atomic Energy Society
of Japan, F27, 335p., (in Japanese).

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The authors studied experimental alteration of simulated
waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass under simulated re-
pository conditions. The silica content of synthetic volcanic glass
is 56 wt%. this value is fairly similar to that of waste glass (46
wt°/o). static leaching tests (MCC-1) were performed with
surface/volume ratio - 10 m-< in deionized water, sodium
bicarbonate solution and artificial seawater at 40, 70 and 90 C
during periods of 7 to 364 days under atmospheric conditions.
The same tests under anaerobic condition were performed with
surface/volume ratio - 10 rrH in deionized water 40 and 90 C
during periods of 7 to 182 days. The increase in weight loss
of glasses in the solutions were observed in order of artificial
seawater < deionized water < sodium bicarbonate solution. In
any solution the weight loss of waste glasses were much than
that of volcanic glasses. It can be explained by difference in
thermodynamic hydration energy. The dependence of the at-
mosphere was not observed.

glass; igneous rocks; leaching; solutions; testing.

GLASS: leaching; IGNEOUS ROCKS: leaching.

JP9400033 A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for
geological isolation of high-level radioactive
waste.

Topic codes: 135.
Principal Investigator: Honda, A. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Taniguchi, N.; Kusudo, I.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1982.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
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INIS categories: B22.50, E52.00

In current concepts for the geological isolation of high-
level radioactive waste in Japan, overpacks are required to re-
main intact for several hundred years in order to provide
containment of radioactive nuclides. The main factor limiting the
performance of the overpacks on these timescales is considered
to be corrosion. Therefore the corrosion behavior of candidate
materials for overpacks has been studied. In order to study the
corrosion behavior of candidate materials for overpacks (carbon
steel, titanium and copper), immersion tests and electrochemical
measurements have been conducted. The corrosion allowance
of carbon steel overpack for survive life of 1000 years was es-
timated based on the experimental data and analysis. Math-
ematical modelling of corrosion process of carbon steel overpack
have been carried out. As for titanium, the critical conditions of
crevice corrosion occurrence have been investigated . The study
on corrosion for copper overpack was started.

carbon steels; containers; copper; corrosion; high-level radioactive
wastes; materials testing; packaging; titanium.

CARBON STEELS: corrosion; COPPER: corrosion; TITANIUM:
corrosion.

JP9400034 Natural analogue study of the long-term dura-
bility of bentonite time-temperature condition
and water chemistry on illitization at the
Murakami deposit, Japan.

Topic codes: 328.
Principal Investigator: Mitsui, S. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Kamei, G.; Mano, T.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Associated Organization: Oia Consultants Co. Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1988.04
To (Not provided^

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Kamei G., Yusa Y., Sasaki N.: Natural analogue study on the
long-term durability of bentonite - Time-temperature condition
and water chemistry on illitization at the Murakami deposit,
Japan-, Mat. Res. Soc. Sym. Proa, (in press).

INIS categories: B31.40

Time-temperature condition and water chemistry on
illitization at the Murakami deposit in central Japan were deter-
mined. The extent of the illitization and time-temperature condi-
tion estimated were as follows: the duration for conversion from
0 to 80% illite layers was approximately 3.5 Ma under the
temperature range from 340 to 100 C. Conversion from 0 to
40% requires for approximate 3.0 Ma under the temperature
range from 240 to 100 C. Although the duration was approximate
2.0 Ma under the temperature range from 160 to 100 C, illite
layers were observed scarcely. Water chemistry is estimated from
two approaches, namely laboratory experiment and numerical
analysis. The former is an interactive experiment between
seawater and the tuff of the deposit. The latter is a calculation
based on the difference of bulk composition between illitized and
non-illitized tuff. The extent of each ionic concentration is inferred
to be as follows: K\ 560 to 6400; Mg2\ 800 to 1700; Ca?*,
360 to 2900; Ma\ 9400 to 15000 (mg/l).

bentonite; illite; seawater; site characterization; temperature de-
pendence; tuff; water chemistry.

BENTONITE: water chemistry.

JP9400035 Conceptual design study of geological isolation
system of high-level waste.

Principal Investigator: Fujita, T. Tokai-mura. Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,
Japan.

Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Ishikawa, H.; Ishiguro, K.; Takeuchi, S.;

Sugita, Y.; Mano, T.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
T. fujita, T. Moro, K. Hara, K. Amemiya: Full-scale test on
coupled thermo-hydromechanical process in engineered barrier
system, Joint CSCE-ASCE National Conference Environmental
Engineering, Montreal, Canada, July, 1993.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

Conceptual design study of geological isolation system for
HLW has been conducted taking into account of geological en-
vironment in Japan, in order to provide disposal concepts for
integrated safety assessment and to demonstrate the technical
feasibility of the concepts. Various evaluations have been con-
ducted, such as mechanical stability of tunnel and shaft, thermal
effects of heat released from waste glass on multi-barrier system,
groundwater flow in and around a repository, and mechanical
stability of engineered barrier system.

design; feasibility studies; ground water; high-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste disposal; safety; site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site characterization.

JP9400036 Modelling and experimental studies on the
chemical and mineralogical properties of
bentonite buffer.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Yui, M. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Yoshikawa, H.; Shibata, M.; Sasaki, Y.; Oda,

C.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1987.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

In order to evaluate the pore water chemistry of bentonite,
series of experiments on the bentonite-water interaction were
carried out. Results show that the water chemistry of the inter-
acted solution is determined by the ion-exchange of smectite
and dissolution of the accessory minerals, the proportion of the
Ca ion in the interlayer was increased through the bentonite
water interaction. Calcite dissolution was determined as the
source of Ca and as the reason of pH increase. Geochemical
modelling was based on the experimental results described
above, using PHREEQE code. From the point of the evaluation
of the long-term durability of smectite, the alteration of the
charge location in smectite layers was investigated. From the
experimental results, it can be concluded that the proportion of
the tetrahedrally-charged-layer increased before the smectite to
illite conversion. For the purpose of improvement of absorbability
of the buffer, the surface characteristics that are necessary for
the surface complexation modelling were measured. The mech-
anism of nuclide adsorption was investigated.

adsorption; bentonite; buffers; ion exchange; ph value; smectite;
water chemistry.

Topic codes: 321. BENTONITE: water chemistry; BUFFERS: water chemistry.
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JP9400037 Modelling and experimental studies on near-field
geochemistry of HLW disposal system in Japan.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Yui, M. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11,

Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Ashida, T.; Yoshikawa, H.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1987.03
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

This study presents an overview of geochemical modelling
on deep groundwater evolution in near-field through interaction
with compacted bentonite and corrosion products of carbon steel.
Dissolution behavior of HLW borosilicate glass up to the satu-
ration state, solubilities of actinides in bentonite buffered solution
and their migration in compacted bentonite were also modeled
in the sequence of groundwater evolution. Geochemical modelling
was based on both chemical thermodynamics and kinetic
reaction-path by using PHREEQE and EQ3/6 codes with their
latest database. Comparison of the model prediction with the
experimental results shows that the modelling assumptions are
appropriates and the geochemical processes affecting near-field
condition is identified.

bentonite; borosilicate glass: carbon steels; corrosion; glass;
ground water; high-level radioactive wastes; radionuclide mi-
gration; simulation; site characterization.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: ground water.

JP9400038 Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier effect in
Tokai system performance for groundwater
scenario.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Hatanaka, K. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Umeki, H.; Ishiguro, K.; Yoshida, H.; Naito,

M.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

Performance of two-types of natural barriers are being
studied and the transport models were adopted to these barriers
respectively for groundwater scenario. One of these models is
expressed by one-dimensional advection/dispersion through
porous media and another is expressed by one-dimensional
advection/dispersion with matrix diffusion through fractured media.
Property of these media, such as porosity, fracture aperture,
fracture interval, etc were referred to observation data which
were measured in Japan whereas hydraulic gradient was set
from the result of far-field groundwater flow calculation. Nuclide
property such as distribution coefficient, diffusion coefficient were
referred to SDB (Sorption Data Base) and other reports. The
study indicates that there are realistic combinations of those
parameter values which could provide a sufficient degree of re-
tardation effect only within a range of tens of meters outside the
EBS.

advection; diffusion; ground water; porous materials; radionuclide
migration; sensitivity analysis; simulation; site characterization.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: ground water, radionuclide mi-
gration.

JP9400039 Scenario development for HLW repository per-
formance assessment.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Makino, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Ishiguro, K.; Hatanaka, K.; Mano, T.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1988.09
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

According to systematic approach to scenario development
for HLW repository performance assessment, the compilation of
a list of phenomena that are referred as Features, Events and
Processes (FEPs) was carried out. We have identified and
classified the possible relevant FEPs which could directly or in-
directly influence the release and transport of radionuclides from
the repository by taking into account of variety of geological,
hydrological and geochemical conditions in Japan and flexibility
of repository design. Based on FEP list, an influence diagram
was developed to describe relationships among the phenomena
and to form the scenarios, and a study of quantitative assess-
ment methods of extremely low frequency events has been
conducted to form the scenarios.

ground release; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste
disposal; radionuclide migration; risk assessment; site character-
ization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment.

JP9400040 Integration study for performance assessment
system of geological disposal.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Makino, H. Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,

319-11, Japan.
Telephone: x-0292-82-1111.
Facsimile: x-0292-87-1539.
Other Investigators: Hatanaka, K.; Ishiguro, K.; Mano, T.
Performing Organization: Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nu-

clear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura,
Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

In order to develop systematically a reliable and integrated
performance assessment system for HLW repository, important
processes and their interrelation in the near field were summa-
rized and a computational process linkage/analysis system has
been developed. A framework for verification and validation of
codes corresponding to the processes was designed and an
application was carried out. A procedure to make better use of
the knowledge generated through the V/V and other technical
information was designed.

computer codes; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste
disposal; risk assessment; site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment.

JP9400041 Development of decontamination techniques for
decommissioning of nuclear facilities.

Topic codes: 411; 413.
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Principal Investigator: Terunuma, S. Power Reactor and Nuclear
Fuel Development Corporation Sankaido bldg. 1-9-13.
Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 107.

Telephone: x-03-3586-3311.
Facsimile: x-03-3586-2786.
Other Investigators: Tanimoto, K.; Hara, M.
Performing Organization: O-arai Engineering Center PNC, (0-

arai-machi, Higashi-ibaraki-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan, 311-13).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C54.00

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) has been developing decontamination techniques for de-
commissioning of nuclear fuel facilities in Waste Dismantling
Facilities (WDF) located in O-arai Engineering Center. As a
mean of Through decontamination technique', electropolishing
process and dry-ice blasting process have been developed. As
for the decontamination performance of dry-ice blast, DF of about
102 was obtained, on account of raise the blast pressure from
past average 4 kgf/cm2 to the maximum 17.6 kgf/cm? and blast
volume of dry-ice particles from 1 kg/min to 5 kg/min. To im-
prove measurement and evaluation method for decommissioning,
PNC has been developing three types RID. One of three types,
cell port type is made sure of the distribution of contamination
before or after the decontamination, by putting in at the ceiling
port of cell. This type RID was completed in April 1992.

decommissioning; decontamination: electropolishing: fuel cycle
centers.

FUEL CYCLE CENTERS: decontamination.

Korea, Republic of

KR9400001 The development of a safety assessment code
for the radwaste disposal.

Korea Atomic Energy Re-
Yusong, Taejon 305-606,

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Kang, C.-H.

search Institute, P.O.Box 105,
Korea.

Telephone: x-42-868-2853.
Facsimile: x-42-861-4824.
Other Investigators: Lee, Y.-M.; Hahn, P.-S.
Performing Organization: Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

(P.O.Box 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-606, Korea).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Kang C.H., Y.M. Lee, PS. Hahn: A study on the safety as-
sessment for the radwaste disposed-The development of a
safety assessment code for the radwaste disposal,
KAERI-NEMAC/RR-73/93, KAERI, (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00

A study for developing the integrated assessment code
has been carried out since 1992. As an ongoing study performed
in 1992 which comprises a nuclide transport model through en-
gineered barrier, improved dose model considering atmospheric
dispersion, gas effect on accelerated nuclide migration, and
scenario study for nuclide release. In this report an imaginary
but rather specific site has been assumed. Based on assumed
site, site specific scenarios for both near-field and far-field have
been analyzed, selected, and evaluated. When specific candidate
repository is selected, the same procedures and methodologies
that are developed in this study could be easily facilitated without
any difficulties. Also according to current trend that deterministic
model has being improved by stochastic/probabilistic model ap-
proach, a stochastic model using continuous time Markov proc-
ess for the nuclide transport in the far-field of the repository has
been proposed.

computer codes; markov process; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; risk assessment; safety analysis; site se-
lection.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment, safety
analysis.

KR9400002 A study on the retardation of radionuclide re-
lease in the engineered barriers.

7"oo/c codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Cho, W.-J. Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute, P.O.Box 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-606, Korea.
Telephone: x-42-868-2852.
Facsimile: x-42-861-4824.
Other Investigators: Lee, J.-O.; Keum, D.-K.
Performing Organization: Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

(P.O.Box 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-606, Korea).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Sfarus of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute: A study on the re-
tardation of radionuclide release in the engineered barriers,
Annual Report, KAERI/NEMAC/RR-70/93, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.40, B31.10

This study intended to analyze the radionuclide release
rates from the engineered barrier in a repository, and to measure
the radionuclide diffusion coefficients and the hydraulic
conductivities in a clay-based backfill material. Also the
radionuclide diffusion properties in concrete were investigated.
These can provide the important information for the design of
engineered barrier and the safety assessment of waste disposal.
The radionuclide release rates from the engineered barrier
composed of concrete structure and clay-based backfill in a
low-and and intermediate-level waste repository were assessed.
The effect of uncertainties of input parameter values on the
assessment of radionuclide release rates was quantified. The
diffusion coefficients of iodide in the domestic compacted clay
dry density on the diffusion coefficients of strontium and iodide
were evaluated. The diffusion characteristics of radionuclide in
concrete and the hydraulic conductivity in clay/crushed rock
mixture were investigated.

backfilling; clays; concretes; diffusion; hydraulic conductivity;
intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wasfes;
radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; safety analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration.

KR9400003 A study on the migration of radionuclides in
the subsurface environment.

7"op/'c codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Park, S.-W. Korea Atomic Energy Re-

search Institute, P.O.Box 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-606,
Korea.

Telephone: x-42-868-2851.
Facsimile: x-42-861-4824.
Other Investigators: Cho, Y.-H.; Keum, D.-K.
Performing Organization: Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

(P.O.Box 105, Yusong, Taejon 305-606, Korea).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
A study on the migration of radionuclides in the subsurface
environment, KAERI/NEMAC/RR-89/93, KAERI, (1993).

INIS categories: B31.10

This report consists of three parts, radionuclide sorption,
sorption modeling and migration through rock fracture. This study
examines the extent of the radionuclides (Cs, Sr) onto the two
types of rocks and one clay with the empirical and the SCM
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model approach. Both approaches were adopted more specifically
to characterize the effect of ionic strength on the adsorption of
nuclides onto the geomedia. As for the fracture migration, ex-
periments have been carried out to understand and to analyzed
the radionuclide migration system and to establish validation of
model through the artificial singlefracture experiment on labora-
tory scale.

bench-scale experiments; cesium; clays; geologic fractures;
radionuclide migration; simulation; sorption; strontium.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: geologic fractures, simulation,
sorption.

KR9400004 Development of restoration technology for the
preparedness of a nuclear accident.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Oh, W.-Z. Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute. Decontamination and Decommission Research De-
partment, P.O.Box 105, Yu seong gu, Taejon, Korea.

Telephone: x-42-868-2331.
Facsimile: x-42-861-4824.
Other Investigators: Won, H.-J.; Ahn, B.-G.
Performing Organization: Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute.

Decontamination and Decommission Research Department
(P.O.Box 105, Yu seong gu, Taejon, Korea).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Ministry of Science and Technology,
Republic of Korea.

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Decontamination and restoration technology of contaminated
areas as a result of Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident
(I), KAERI-NEMAC/TR-08/93.

INIS categories: C54.00, B31.40

The aim of this study is to develop the technology and
methodology applicable to clean up contaminated areas as a
result of a nuclear accident. This project has been implemented
jointly with the three institutes in the former USSR, CHECIR,
IGPM and AUSRIIM. The followings were studied: -Dust sup-
pression technology -Decontamination of urban surface by clay
-Review of Russian literatures related to Chernobyl accident.

accidents; decontamination; dusts; emergency plans; international
cooperation; surface contamination.

ACCIDENTS: decontamination.

KR9400005 Regenerative LOMI decontamination technology
development.

Topic codes: 412.
Principal Investigator: Oh, W.Z. Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute. Decontamination and Decommission Research De-
partment, P.O.Box 105, Yu seong gu, Taejon, Korea.

Telephone: x-42-868-2347.
Facsimile: x-42-861-4824.
Other Investigators: Park, S.-Y.; Moon, J.-K.; Shim, J.-B.; Choi,

W.-K.; Jung, C.-H.
Performing Organization: Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute.

Decontamination and Decommission Research Department
(P.O.Box 105, Yu seong gu, Taejon, Korea).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Ministry of Science and Technology,
Republic of Korea.

Program Duration:
From 1992.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Won Zin Oh et al.: Decontamination and restoration technol-
ogy development, KAERI/NEMAC/RR-66/92.

INIS categories: C54.00

The purpose of the study is to develop the regeneration
LOMI decontamination performance in comparison with the con-
ventional ones. In this study, the followings were studied:
-Electrochemical preparation of LOMI decontamination -Optimiza-
tion of the composition of decontamination solution and the de-
contamination process -Regeneration and electro-deposition of
spent LOMI decontamination solution -Electrochemical decom-
position of chemical decontamination waste -Purification of de-
contamination liquid waste by active carbon fibre.

decontamination; electrochemistry; liguid wastes; purification; re-
agents.

DECONTAMINATION: reagents.

Myanmar

MM9400001 Program management for disposal of radioac-
tive wastes generated through the uses of
radionuclides in medical diagnosis and ther-
apy.

Topic codes: 102; 127.
Principal Investigator: Win Mar. Department of Nuclear Medicine,

Yangon General Hospital, Yangon, Myanmar.
Telephone: x-81722-282.
Other Investigators: Win Maung.
Performing Organization: Department of Nuclear Medicine

(Yangon General Hospital, Yangon, Myanmar).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Ministry of Health, Myanmar.
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00

Myanmar belongs to Group of Member state of the IAEA.
The Department can be classified as Category 2 Service in-
volving organ uptake studies, organ imaging, RIA procedures and
radioiodine therapy. The type of radioactive liquid wastes arising
from the uses of 1-125, 1-131 and Fe-99m may be regarded as
Category I low level waste. The total activity of liquid wastes
produced by diagnostic tests and released into two sewage
system may reach 37 MBq a year. Direct release to the toilets
of urine from the patients undergoing radioiodine therapy, after
flushing with plenty of water, is utilised. Decay storage of ten
half-lifes is routinely applied to segregated low level wastes
which include tissues, swabs, paper, plastics, gloves, protective
clothes, glassware and sealed sources, before disposal to mu-
nicipal refuge dump. Monitoring of radiation dose on the surface
of solid wastes is normally-carried out at the end of decay
storage period. No further treatment and conditioning of the
wastes are employed since their activity levels indicate much
below the exemption limits.

iodine 125; iodine 131; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; nuclear medicine; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive
waste processing; solid wastes; technetium 99.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal, radioactive waste processing.

MM9400002 Environmental radiation monitoring and per-
sonnel radiation monitoring.

Topic codes: 241.
Principal Investigator. Kyi, T.M. Central Research Organization.

Atomic Energy Department, Yankin P.O., Yangon, Myanmar.
Telephone: x-01-64546.
Other Investigators: Wai Zin Oo; War War Myo Aung; Khin

Maung Latt.
Performing Organization: Central Research Organization. Atomic

Energy Department (Yankin P.O., Yangon, Myanmar).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Central Research Organization.
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Associated Organization: Atomic Energy Department.
Program Duration:

From 1984.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Ms. War War Myo Aung: Measurement of radiation fallout in
rain water, 29 July 1993; Ms. War War Myo Aung: Meas-
urement of radiation fallout in air, 29 July 1993; Tin Maung
kyi, Khin Aung, Wai Zin Oo: Measurement of radionuclides
in Myanmar's rices by high resolution gamma ray
spectrometry, 10 may 1993.

INIS categories: C55.00

Monitoring of radioactive fallout in air and rain water,
examination of radioactivity levels in imported and exported
foodstuffs, measurement of radioactive and non radioactive
pollutant in air and various water such as rainwater, drinking
water, tube well water etc. have been carried out. Personnel
radiation monitoring on radiation workers for various departments
by Thermoluminescence Dosimetry have been performed.

activity levels: air: fallout: food: radiation monitoring: rain water:
thermoluminescent dosimetry.

FALLOUT: radiation monitoring.

Portugal

PT9400001 Studies in the field of treatment of uranium
tailing liquid waste.

Topic codes: 171.
Principal Investigator: Severo, A. Direccaeo Geral do Ambiente.

Departamento de Proteccaeo e Seguranca Radiologica, EN.
10, 2685 Sacavem, Portugal.

Telephone: x-1-9550021.
Facsimile: x-1-9550117.
Other Investigators: Paiva, M.I.
Performing Organization: Direccaeo Geral do Ambiente.

Departamento de Proteccaeo e Seguranca Radiologica (E.N.
10, 2685 Sacavem, Portugal).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: CEC.
Associated Organization: AEA-Harwell; Laborolec-Linkobbek.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1994.07

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this studies is to evaluate RO and Elx
for the removal of Ra and other heavy metals from uranium
tailing wastes in comparison with flocculation.

flocculation: liquid wastes: mill tailings; radioactive waste proc-
essing; radioactive wastes; radium.

MILL TAILINGS: radioactive waste processing.

Romania

RO9400001 Tritium in air samples, method and apparatus.

Metoda si aparat pentru recoltarea probelor de
tritiu din aer.

Topic codes: 121.
Principal Investigator: Popescu, V.I. Institute for Nuclear research

P.O.B. 78, Pitesti, Romania.
Other Investigators: Bobaru, C.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear research (P.O.B.

78. Pitesti, Romania).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: B33.10

Tritium in air samples as well as method and apparatus
meets the requirements of ASTM-D-3442-75 except the stage
of organic components conversion in water. The apparatus takes
air samples containing tritium as of moisture which is retained
on molecular sieve and free hydrogen after catalytic oxidation
at ambient temperature is retained on a second molecular sieve.
Tritium samples are measured with a liquid scintillator. Method
limit of detection is 0.17 Bq/m3 air.

air; liquid scintillators; moisture; molecular sieves; monitoring;
tritium.

TRITIUM: monitoring.

RO9400002 Conditioning of decontamination liquid wastes
and radioactive oil wastes.

Conditionarea deseurilor lichide de la
decontaminare si a deseurilor uleioase radio-
active.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Popa, A. Institute for Nuclear research

P.O.B. 78, Pitesti, Romania.
Other Investigators: Deneanu, N.; Dumitru, E.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear research (P.O.B.

78, Pitesti, Romania).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

Solidification of simulated CANDU-PHW decontamination
wastes and immobilization of Radioactive oil wastes with Portland
cement has been investigated. The procedure consists of ade-
quately mixing of the decontamination liquid wastes and oil
wastes, cement and sand in a typical 220 I container.
Compressive strengths of the waste block range from 9 to 18
MPa after 28 days cure depending on composition. Usually the
higher the waste oil loading the lower the compressive strength.
After 100 days, leach rate of '37 Cs and soco in deionized water
was found 10-3 g/cm? X d, respectively 10-5 g/cm2 X d.

leaching; liquid wastes; oils; portland cement; radioactive waste
processing; radioactive wastes; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

RO9400003 Treatment and conditioning technology of used
ion exchangers in the INR-TRIGA reactor.

Tehnologia de tratare-conditionare a
schimbatorilor de ioni uzati de la reactorul
TRIGA.

7"op/c codes: 124.
Principal Investigator: Balasoiu, M. Institute for Nuclear research

P.O.B. 78, Pitesti, Romania.
Other Investigators: Antonescu, M.
Performing Organization: Institute for Nuclear research (P.O.B.

78, Pitesti, Romania).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

The object of the work is the study of performances of
various types of bitumen, made in Romania, to be used in
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conditioning of used ion exchangers in the INR-TRIGA research
reactor. Tests have been performed on the bitumen exchangers
(heat distortion point, kindling temperature, thermal stability,
leaching resistance) in order to select bitumen types and to
determine the confinement ratio. A pilot plant with a capacity
of 30 l/hr has been built and tested in order to determine the
process parameters. The plant consists of a horizontal mixer
provided with an external electric heating system. The produced
gas is condensed and decontaminated. The waste bitumen block
is confined in a 220 I, barrel in view of final disposal. The final
product presents 2 confinement barriers: the bitumen matrix and
the concrete layer, thus ensuring environment protection condi-
tions.

bitumens; concretes; ion exchange materials; pilot plants; radio-
active waste processing; testing.

ION EXCHANGE MATERIALS: radioactive waste processing.

I. Garlea et al.: Main problems regarding the decommissioning
of WR-S research reactors, IAEA-SR-183, Budapest, Nov.
1993.

IMS categories: E36.00

The first step of the program intends to elaborate the
decommissioning plan, including: -radioactive inventory -technical
and safety analysis -evaluation of the waste management needs
-radioprotection principles -cost estimates -rules, procedures and
documents -radioactive decontamination -disposal and storage
plan for radioactive wastes resulted in decommissioning.

cost estimation; decontamination; inventories; planning; radiation
protection; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive wasfe storage;
radioactive wastes; reactor decommissioning; regulations; safety
analysis; superselection rules; wwr-s-bucharest reactor.

WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR: reactor decommissioning.

RO9400004 Improvement of low level radioactive wastes
treatment, based on chemical precipitation and
sorption processes.

Imbunatatirea tratarii deseurilor radioactive slab
active prin tehnologii bazate pe precipitare si
sorbtie.

Topic codes: 124.
Principal Investigator: Turcanu, C. Institute for Nuclear Physics

and Engineering. Radioactive Waste Treatment Department,
R-76900 Bucharest, POB MG-6, Magurele, Romania.

Telephone: x-40-1 -7807040-1849.
Facsimile: x-40-1-3122245.
Other Investigators: Vasilescu, A.; Dogaru, D.
Performing Organization: Institute of Atomic Physics (R-76900

Bucharest, POB MG-6, Magurele, Romania).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The study will follow: -influence of the reagents concen-
tration and order 6f addition on the decontamination factors;
-investigation of the precipitate pre-conditioning treatments; -in-
vestigation of new nonspecific precipitates; -development of
specific sorbents for Co-60, Cs-134 and U.

cesium 134; cobalt 60; low-level radioactive wastes; precipitation;
radioactive waste processing; sorption; uranium.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: precipitation,
sorption.

RO9400006 Moessbauer characterization of the radioactive
waste treatment and conditioning products.

Caracterizarea Moessbauer a produsilor rezultati
la tratarea si conditionarea deseurilor radioac-
tive.

Topic codes: 122; 124.
Principal Investigator: Spanu, V. Institute tor Nuclear Physics

and Technology of Materials R-76900 Bucharest, POB MG-7,
Magurele, Romania.

Telephone: x-40-1-7807040-2353.
Facsimile: x-40-1 -3122245.
Other Investigators: Turcanu, C; Filoti, G.
Performing Organization: Institute of Atomic Physics (R-76900

Bucharest, POB MG-6, Magurele, Romania).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1996.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories; E51.00

The study is directed to: a)Evaluation of Moessbauer
spectroscopy performances and limits in the characterization of
the iron species from LLAW treatment products by chemical
precipitation. b)Characterization of chemical behaviour of iron
species during the conditioning of waste treatment products by
cementation and during the storage.

cements; low-level radioactive wastes; moessbauer effect; pre-
cipitation; radioactive waste processing; radioactive waste stor-
age.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: moessbauer effect.

RO9400005 Decommissioning of WR-S Bucharest research
reactor.

Dezafectarea reactorului de cercetare WR-S
Bucuresti.

Topic codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Garlea, I. Institute for Nuclear Physics and

Engineering. Nuclear Reactor Department, R-76900 Bucharest,
POB MG-6, Magurele, Romania.

Telephone: x-40-1-7804490.
Facsimile: x-40-1-3122247.
Other Investigators: Turcanu, C ; Mocioiu, D.; Garlea, C.
Performing Organization: Institute of Atomic Physics (R-76900

Bucharest, POB MG-6, Magurele, Romania).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Associated Organization: Institute for Nuclear Power Studies and

Design -ON.
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:

RO9400007 Minimization of the chemical decontamination
wastes.

Noi tehnici de decontaminare radioactiva.

7bp/c codes: 105; 412.
Principal Investigator: Turcanu, C. Institute for Nuclear Physics

and Engineering. Radioactive Waste Treatment Department,
R-76900 Bucharest, POB MG-6, Magurele, Romania.

Telephone: x-40-1-7807040-1849.
Facsimile: x-40-1-3122247.
Other Investigators: Mihaila-Tarabasanu, D.; Diamandescu, L;

Dogaru, D.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The objectives of the research programme are to minimize
the volume and reagents concentration in the secondary wastes
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generated by chemical decontamination, following: a)improvement
of the knowledge about chemical attack of decontamination re-
agents on the natural and synthetic corrosion products;
bjapplication of decontamination reagents as foam, paint, gel,
paste.

corrosion products; decontamination; minimization; radioactive
wastes; reagents.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: minimization.

Russian Federation

magnesium oxide was chosen as a binding agent. In-tank
solidification was performed in the following sequence : (a)
pouring of orthophosphoric acid, which is more dense than the
slurry, to stir up the sediment; (b) ageing and analyzing the
acidity and consistency of the slurry; (c) adding caustic
magnesite; and (d) ageing of the mass for 60-80 days to form
magnesium phosphate cement. The final product exhibits a
leaching rate for cesium-137 equal to 6.3-6.5x10 g/cm day.

cements; cesium 137; in-situ processing; intermediate-level ra-
dioactive wastes; leaching; magnesium phosphates; slurries;
solidification.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL
essing, solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: in-situ proc-

RU9400001 Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combi-
nation with other processes for selective ex-
traction of strontium from natural waters and
waste solutions.

Issledovanie neorganicheskih sorbentov v
sochetanij s drugimi protsessami dlya
selektivnogo izvlecheniya radionuklidov.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Martynov, B.V. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-59-72.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1994
To 1996

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, B13.30

Inorganic sorbents are increasingly used in liquid radio-
active waste treatment. For selective extraction of cesium various
sorbents based on aluminosilicates modified with ferrocyanides
have been developed and are successfullt used in some coun-
tries (Chekhia, Finland, Russia). However, extraction of strontium
from solutions containing large concentrations of calcium and
magnesium presents certain difficulties. Besides, the discharge
limits for strontium are hundred times lower than those for
cesium. For this reason, development and use of sorbents se-
lective for strontium will allow to solve the problem of contam-
inated natural water treatment and increase the efficiency of
liquid radioactive waste treatment including that of atomic navy.

decontamination; liquid wastes; radioactive waste processing;
separation processes; sorbent recovery systems; strontium 90.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: separation processes;
STRONTIUM 90: sorbent recovery systems.

RU940OOO2 Experience of intermediate level waste in-situ
solidification in Russia.

Pyt otverjdeniya sredneaktivnyh
neposredstvenno na meste v Rossij.

othodov

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Borisov, G. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-59-72.
Other Investioators: Egorov, N.; Polyakov, A.; Revenko, Yu.;

Sorokin, Yu.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: E51.00

Based on investigations cunducted with both simulated
and real ferrocyanide sluriies, the orthophosphoric acid +

RU9400003 Application of the electromembrane technology
in LLW treatment.

Primenenie elektromembrannoi tehnologij k
zadacham ochistki jidkih radioaktivnyh othodov
nizkogo urovnya.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Martynov, B.V. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-59-72.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1994
To 1996

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Currently the ion-exchange is a traditional method of
low-level liquid radwaste purification. The necessity of sorbent
regeneration is a considerable disadvantage of ion-exchange. It
results in large amounts of secondary wastes and the content
of their salts is several times greater than the amount of salts
being removed from liquid radwaste. Electromembrane technolo-
gies are practically without-reagent technologies and compared
with ion-exchange, they will allow to avoid secondary regener-
ation waste when purifying low-level liquid radwaste. A slight
amount of secondary of the electromembrane technology itself
meets the requirements for their disposal. Moreover, use of
electromembrane methods will allow to remove salts of hardness
and polyvalent metals from low-level liquid radwaste before ion-
exchange that unloads ion-exchange filters and reduces the
amount of regeneration solutions. Combination of
electromembrane technology for low-level liquid radwaste purifi-
cation with final additional purification on ion-exchange will allow
to obtain purified water fit to discharge into open reservoirs.

ion exchange; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; mem-
branes; purification.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: purification.

RU9400004 Behaviour of impregnated charcoals by
irradiation.

blocksnie impregnirovannyh ugleji pri
obluchenij.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Rastunov, L. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-59-72.
Other Investigators: Kulikov, I.; Smirnova, N.; Loshakov, G.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11 -Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1993.12
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B14.00

The experimental studies of gamma-irradiation action on
tri-ethylene-diamine (TEDA), hexa-methylene-tetra amine (HMTA)
and impregnated charcoals have been carried out up to radiation
doses 0.1-1 MGr. It was found that: The main radiolysis products
are hydrogen and methane. If elemental iodine is present, methyl
iodide is formed in very small amounts (G-0.03-0.05 mol/100
eV). When impregnated charcoals are irradiated the radiolysis
products released are about three times lower. The testing of
such charcoals have shown that the sorbents maintain their ef-
ficiency to trap methyl iodide at a level 99-99.9%. Charcoals
with complex impregnations adsorb methyl iodide better than
ones containing only TEDA or HMTA.

charcoal; gamma radiation; impregnation; iodine; radiolysis.

CHARCOAL gamma radiation.

RU9400005 Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and
americium behavior in glass compositions,
used for HLLW vitrification.

Povedenie redkozemeljnyh elementov, urana,
plutogiya i americhiya v steklah, ispoljzuemyh
dlya osteklovyvanie VAO.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Martyunin, Yu. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Demin, A.; Fedorova, M.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11 -Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1990.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
A.S. Nikiforov, AS. Polyakov, Y.I. Matyunin, A.V. Demin, M.I.
Fedorova: Behaviour of plutonium, rare-earth elements and
elements of the platinum group in vitreous phosphata com-
posites during high-level waste vitrification, Proc. of the 1991
Joint Int. Waste Management Conf. (ASME), 21-23 October,
1991, Seoul, Korea, v. 2, p. 133-136; A.V. Demin, Y.I.
Matyunin, A.S. Polyakov, M.I. Fedorova: Study of high-level
liquid waste component behaviour during solidification to
produce phosphate and borosilicate vitreous materials, Proc.
of the 1993 Int. conf. on Nucl. Waste Manag. and environ-
mental Remediation, Prague, Czech Republic, 5-11 Septem-
ber, 1993, (ASME), v. 1, 435-441.

INIS categories: E51.00

Behaviour of some components of liquid wastes of high-
level activity (uranium, plutonium, americium, lanthanum, cerium,
neodymium and samarium) in the various types of glass matrices
(phosphate and borosilicate compositions) are investigated. The
conducted investigations of this nuclides are shown, that uranium
participated in formation of glass matrix structural skeletons but
Pu, Am, La, Ce, Nd, and Sm distributions in volume of solidified
materials are defined by composition of used HLLW and chosen
matrices, as well as conditions of technological process of
vitrification execution. Solubility levels, distribution of this nuclides
on volume of glass blocks, compositions of heterogeneous
phases forming in melts on the basis of HLLW components and
valence conditions of some nuclides are determined by
a-radiography, yspectrometry, X-ray phase and other analysis
method. The results of conducted research indicate the limited
solubility of studied radionuclides in phosphate and borosilicate
glasses.

americium; borosilicate glass; high-level radioactive wastes; liquid
wastes; phosphate glass; plutonium; rare earths; solubility; ura-
nium; vitrification.

BOROSILICATE GLASS: solubility; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: vitrification; PHOSPHATE GLASS: solubility.

RU9400006 The optimization of radioactive waste pulp
treatment. Immobilization of insoluble pulp res-
idues into concrete blocks.

Optimizatsiya tehnologij obezvrejivaniya
puljpoovraznyh RAO. Fiksatsiya nerastvorimyh
ostatkov pererabotki puljp v tsementnyh blokah.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Ageenkov, A. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Sorokin,

Kryuchok, D.
Performing Organization: A.A

Yu.; Kostin, E.; Burdina, O.;

Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific
Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Development of a two-stage process apparatus for
solidification of solid residues after extration of U, Pu and fission
products was carried out and leachibility of various nuclides from
cement samples determined. The leachibility tests were con-
ducted with samples being in contact with water for 1 to 554
days. The radionuclide leaching rate from the cement matrices
attained for p-emitting nuclides was 10-6-10-8 g * cm-2 * day1,
for cesium-137 10-5-10-?, antimony-125 10-3-10-5, plutonium
10-5-10-8 g • cm-2 * day-1.

antimony 125; cements; cesium 137; leaching; plutonium; radio-
active waste processing; slurries; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: leaching, vitrification.

RU9400007 Development of equipment for decontamination
and compacting of dismantled fuel element
cladding hulls by induction slag melting in cold
crucible (ISMW-CC).

Issledovanie tehnologij i razrabotka
oborudovanlya dlya dezaktivatsij i
kompaktirovaniya narublennyh obolochek
tvelovmetodom induktsionno-shlakovoj
pereplavki v holodnom tigle.

7bp/c codes: 133.
Principal Investigator: Pastushkov, V. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Kushnikov, V.; Sererjakov, V.; Eliseev, N.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of the study is to develop a process of
induction- slag melting in cold crucible for high level waste
arising from dismantling of spent fuel rods. It is expected that
this process will allow to reduce the volume of metallic waste
by a factor of 5-6, to reduce the area which is subject to cor-
rosion by a factor of 200, and to decontaminate the metals from
alpha, beta and gamma contaminants by a factor of more than
500, thereby minimizing the volumes of secondary wastes. The
laboratory installation was completed and prepared for
electrotechnical and technological tests.
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decontamination; high-level radioactive wastes; melting; minimi-
zation; radioactive waste processing; spent fuel elements; stain-
less steels.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS: radioactive waste processing.

RU9400008 Development of a vitrification process for liquid
radioactive waste from NPP operation.

Razrabotka protsessa osteklovyvaniya jidkih
radioaktivnyh othodov atomnyh elektrostantsij
metodom osteklovyvaniya.

Topic codes: 112; 114.
Principal Investigator: Musatov, N. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Krylova, N.; Kushnikov, V.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1980.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Zacharenko V.N., Kulichenko V.V., Krylova N.V., Musatov N.D.
et al.: On feasibility and condition of vitrification on
intremediate activity wastes, 5th Symp. MAC on research in
areas of spent fuel processing and decontamination of RAW,
ChSSR, 1981; Beltiukov V.A., Musatov N.D. et al.: On fea-
sibility and condition of vitrification on intremediate activity
wastes, Nuclear Energy, 1983, v. 54, N. 6, p. 411-413;
Sobolev I.A., Musatov N.D. et al.: some regulaties in stable
liquation during vitrification of sulphate and chloride containing
radioactive wastes, Melts, 1989, v. 3, N. 5, p. 11-16; Sobolev
I.A., lifanov FA., Stefanovsky S.V., Musatov N.D., Krylova
N.V. et al.: Vitrification of sulphate- and chloride-containing
radioactive wastes in electric furnace, Glass and Ceramics,
1990, N. 7, p. 5.

INIS categories: E51.00

The extensive complex of research work is under way
aimed at development of an industrial vitrification technology for
for liquid radioactive waste (LRW) arising at NPPs. The scope
comprises all aspects relevant to LRW vitrification, from devel-
opment and testing prototype units and auxiliary equipment to
selection of appropriate composition of vitreous matrices, studies
of their physico-chemical properties and conditioning of secondary
wastes arising during the vitrification. Up to date the main
physico-chemical properties of borosilicate matrices, determining
conditions of their preparations and storage have been investi-
gated, a version of equipment-technological outline of NPP LRW
vitrification on the basis of 2-stage process using to prepare
glass in induction melter with cold crucible is offered, the tech-
nological tests of main and auxiliary equipment for vitrification
installation of the output up to 20 kg/h molten mass (not less
60 n/h have been conducted at the salt content of liquid wastes
200 g/l) and the design documentation for manufacturing of
pilot-demonstration installation is under development.

borosilicate glass; liquid wastes; pilot plants; radioactive waste
processing; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: vitrification.

RU9400009 Development of a quality assurance programme
in management of radioactive waste.

Razrabotka programmy obespechenlya
kachestva pri obrashchenij s radioaktivnymi
othodami.

TOPIC codes: 106.
Principal Investigator: Krylova, N. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.

Other Investigators: Zacharova, K.; Kushnikov, V.; Mamaev, L;
Masanov, O,

Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific
Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Mamaev LA., Kushnikov V.V., Masanov O.L, Krylova N.V.,
Zaharova K.P.: Requirement on properties of vitrified RAW
as one of the components of disposal system, Collection of
abstracts of reports presented to XV Mendeleev meeting on
general and applied chemistry, Obninsk Symposium, v. 2, pp.
82-84, 1993;.

INIS categories: E50.00

Quality assurance in operations with radioactive wastes is
especially important for safe use of nuclear energy. It is impor-
tant, that the appropriate methods of radioactive wastes man-
agement, requirements to organizational structure, contents and
order of work implementation, safety at all stages of work and
control of those activities. The new guidelines and standards are
developed as well as acting standards are revised for the as-
surance of completion of program. The criteria of quality of
solidified radioactive wastes (vitreous, cement and bitumen) are
designed. There is a list of documents, needed to realize the
future program of quality assurance.

quality assurance; radioactive waste management; recommenda-
tions; safety standards; solid wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: quality assurance.

RU9400010 Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW)
influencing their behaviour during the interim
storage and disposal in geological formations.

Svojstva vysokoaktivnyh otverjdennyh othodov,
opredelyanshchie ih povedenie pri vremennom
hranenij i zahoronenij v geologicheskie
formatsij.

Topic codes: 134; 323.
Principal Investigator: Krylova, N. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Jusvikova, M.; Smelova, T.; Musatov, N.;

Kushnikov, V.; Akselrod, G.; Poluektov, P.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Kushnikov V.V., Krylova N.V., Smelova T.V., Yusvikova M.A.,
Maltsev M.Y., Zacharov B. Y.: The synthetis of mineral-like
materials for HLLW incorporation and studies of their proper-
ties, Collection of abstracts of reports presented to XV
Mendeleev meeting on general and applied chemistry,
Obninsk Symposium, v. 2, pp. 82-84, 1993; Krylova N.V.,
Musatov N.D., Smelova TV., Efankin V.G.: Assessment of
conditions of safe storage and disposals of vitrified HLW,
Report on conference of nuclear company St.-Petersburg
1992.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.10

The behaviour of various solidified radioactive wastes
(based on phosphate, borosilicate, aluminosilicate, ferrosilicate,
titanosilicate matrices) was studied under interim storage and
disposal conditions. The following properties were investigated :
chemical, thermal and radiation resistances, mechanical strength,
quantity of incorporated fission products, and composition of the
final product. The influence of the groundwater chemistry was
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studied under various groundwater velocities. Considered were
various natural processes occurring in geological formations and
determining the releases of radionuclides from vitrified materials.
The development of mathematical models describing the corro-
sion of vitrified HLW and leachibilities of radionuclides is ongoing.

chemical properties; corrosion; ground water; high-level radioac-
tive wastes; leaching; physical properties; radioactive waste dis-
posal; radioactive waste storage; simulation; solid wastes; waste
forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste forms; WASTE
FORMS: chemical properties, physical properties.

RU9400011 Influence of formation regimes of vitrified ma-
terials on their physico-chemical properties.

Vliyanie rejimov polucheniya otverjdennyh
vysokoaktivnyh othodov na ih fiziko-himicheskie
svojstva.

Tooic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator Krylova, N. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Akserod, G.; Musatov, N.; Matyunin, J.;

Smelova, T.; Salamatina, R.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1991.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Krylova N.V., Kulichenko V.V., Salamatina R.N.: The influence
of thermal history on properties of vitrified wastes, Nuclear
Energy, 1990, v. 69, ed. 4, pp. 244-246; Kushnikov V.V.,
Matyunin Y.I., Krylova N.V.: Behaviour of nuclides during
vitrification HALW, Nuclear Energy, 1991, v. 70, ed. 4, pp.
239-243.

INIS categories: E51.00

The influence of formation regimes of vitrified HLW (based
on phosphate, borosilicate or mineral-like matrices) on their
properties was investigated; it was shown that the properties of
vitreous materials having specified composition are influenced
by a whole complex of technological factors. One of them is
'thermal history' (sum of factors determining those features of a
material which occur at elevated temperatures and disappear
after cooling). The thermal history comprises the temperature and
duration of the melting process. For phosphate glasses it can
be seen that the increase of melting time leads to structural
ordering and hence, to gradual increase of molten mass
viscosity. As a result, the thermal stability of vitrified materials
increases. Various cooling rates can result in partial crystallization
and, accordingly, in improvement of their chemical stability. It
was shown that prolonged melting times result in Pu (>3%)
separation from the molten mass and enrichment in the bottom
layer. The vitrified products storage temperature also relates to
the 'thermal history' and may result in changes of their structures
and properties.

borosi/fcate glass; crystallization; high-level radioactive wastes;
melting; phosphate glass; radioactive waste processing; radioac-
tive waste storage; temperature dependence; time dependence;
vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: vitrification.

RU9400012 Development of equipment for incorporation of
' HLW into glasses and mineral-like matrices by

means of a two-stage process based on in-
duction metter with cold crucible (IMCC).

Issledovanie tehnologij i razrabotka
oborudovaniya dlya vklicheniya vysokoaktibnyh
othodov v steklo- i mineralopodobnye
matrichnye kompozitsij 2-h stadijnym metodom

s ispoljzovaniem induktsionnogo plavitelya s
holodnym tiglem.

7op/c codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Smelova, T. 123060, Russia.
Telephone: x-095-190-62-26.
Facsimile: x-095-925-28-96.
Other Investigators: Kushnikov, V.; Komarov, E.; Malcev, M.;

Krivjakov, O.; Lebedev, S.; Lopuch, D.
Performing Organization: A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific

Research Institute of Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov
St., 5, Moscow, 123060, Russia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1996.12

Status of Advancement; Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The two-stage HLW vitrification process is based on direct
evaporation or spray calcination of liquid HLW in the first stage
and subsequent induction melting with cold crucible in the sec-
ond stage. The research work is aimed at the following tasks ;
selection of a primary product (powder calcinate or evaporate)
with improved physico- mechanical properties, the conditions of
synthesis of various matrix compositions, and behaviour of vol-
atile radionuclides, as well as improvements of the technological
apparatus (pilot scale). The incorporation of the primary products
into various vitreous matrices (production rate 25-35 kg/h) under
remote handling condition was successfully tested.

calcination; ceramic melters; crucibles; evaporation; glass; high-
level radioactive wastes; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

RU9400013 Automatic line for processing radioactively
contaminated gas-centrifugal equipment.

Avtomatizirovannaya liniya pererabotki
radioaktivno zagryaznennogo
gazotsentrobejnogo oborudovaniya.

Topic codes: 421.
Principal Investigator: Popov, G. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-275-325.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Gunbrih, V.
Periorminq Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00, C54.00

The line is intended for complex decontamination and
processing the decommissioned separating devices in the pro-
duction of enriched uranium. The line is in operation since 1982.
The line equipment is nuclear safe. Decontamination and proc-
essing of gas centrifuges in the line is carried out as unit ar-
rangements by liquid and thermal methods. The process is
characterised by small number of operating stages and low vol-
ume of wastes. Detrimental effect of the line operation on the
environment is practically eliminated. At full loading the line
provides annually for the return of up to 8 t of enriched uranium
from corrosion deposits of the gas centrifuges into the process
cycle and transfers 10 tones of ferrous and non-ferrous metals
to national economy for unrestricted use and up to 0.3 t of silver
at minimum labour and material costs.

automation; decontamination; gas centrifuges; materials recovery;
radioactive waste processing; uranium.

GAS CENTRIFUGES: decontamination, radioactive waste proc-
essing.

RU9400014 A facility for processing radioactively contam-
inated equipment and metallic waste arising
from NPPs decommissioning.
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Kompleks pererabotki radioaktivno
zagryaznennogo oborudovaniya ¡
matalloothodov pri snyatij s ekspluatatsij
blokov AES.

Topic codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Popov, G. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-275-325.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Shamarin, B.; Kirichenko, V.; Kudimov, A.;

Saraev, O.; Morozov, V.; Mahov, V.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51 00, C54.00

The design of a facility for decontamination and process-
ing of the equipment and metallic waste from the decommis-
sioning of the Beloyarskaya NPP was carried out. The complex
is intended for maximum return (up to 93%) of secondary metals
into national economy. For this aim realisation and taking into
consideration the wide nomenclature, different composition and
type of radioactive contamination of metal wastes the use of
simultaneously three different decontamination methods is envis-
aged in the complex: liquid, thermal and pyrometallurgical and
the corresponding equipment for it. Technical decisions involved
in the project, are tested under experimental and industrial
conditions at certain enterprises of nuclear fuel cycle of Russia.
The complex output is 2 thousands tones per year. The devel-
opment of the complex with the output of 5 thousand tones per
year is planned for Novovoronezh NPS for 1994-95. The devel-
opment of a complex of 10 thousand tones per years in capacity
is also being planned.

RU9400016 A ceramic electric furnace for HLW vitrification
capable of remote disassembly.

Keramicheskaya distantsionno razbornaya
elektropechj osteklovyvaniya vysokoaktivnyh
othodov.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Zelenkin, M. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-276-114.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Davydov, V.; Burdinskij, V.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.02
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

Tests of units and development of remotely operated
equipment for easy repair, maintenance and disassembly of a
vitrification facility have been conducted. The modular principle
of arrangement and the application of special fastening bolts are
lied into the construction basis. The melter case consists of
metal panels being cooled with built-in heat insulation and ce-
ramic coating. The panels are connected with each other by
means of spring clamps, for maintenance of which remote
pneumatic unclamps are envisaged. The size of each panel
provides for its transporting in a standard transport container.

ceramic melters; containers: liquid wastes: radioactive waste
processing: remote handling equipment: vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: remote handling equip-
ment, vitrification.

decontamination: nuclear power plants: radioactive waste proc-
essing: reactor decommissioning.

REACTOR DECOMMISSIONING: decontamination, radioactive
waste processing.

RU9400015 Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste
with an induction melter.

Ustanovka dlya osteklovyvaniya jidkih
radioaktivnyh othodov s induktsionnym
plavitelem.

Topic codes: 134; 191.
Principal Investigator Zelenkin, M. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-276-114.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Davydov, V.; Kukiev, D.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.02
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

The objectives of the study are to develop a remote
handling equipment for easy repair, maintenance and disassem-
bly of a two-stage vitrification facility, and to test various oper-
ation conditions during the melting process. At the second stage
of the vitrification process, an induction melter with a cold cricible
is used, inside which a second 'hot' cricible is emplaced. Its
presence allows a relatively slower feeding of the primary product
into the melter.

ceramic melters: crucibles: liquid wastes; radioactive waste
processing; remote handling equipment; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: vitrification.

RU9400017 Local transportation of high activity fuel as-
sembly end pieces.

Transport dlya lokal izo vannoj perevozki
hvostovikov otrabotannyh teplovydelyayushchih
sborok vysokoj aktivnosti.

Topic codes: 138.
Principal Investigator: Zamaraev, V,. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-450.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Markov, V.; Ivanov, Yu.; Doljnev, A.;

Vargasov, D.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1998.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E15.10

Based on the experience of commercial operation, a
modified system for transporting high activity fuel assembly end
pieces was developed. The pieces are emplaced in a tight box
moving by means of tractive force and transferred through the
wall by a system of linear asynchronous engine. The control
system is located outside and provides for the regulated truck
velocity and high accuracy by stopping. According to the
programme, the end pieces may be transported up to 1500 m;
loading capacity of the truck is 1000 kg, the tractive force 500
N and velocity from 0.5 to 5 m/s.

fuel assemblies; high-level radioactive wastes; road transport;
vehicles.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: road transport.

RU9400018 Treatment of solid and liquid combustible ra-
dioactive waste by incineration.
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Obrabotka tverdyh i jidkih goryuchih
radioaktivnyh othodov metodom sjiganiya.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Kostin, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-275-272.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Ardashev, M.; Kolotushchenko, A.; Nosyrev,

O.; Ronjin, N.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.02
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent pubfcations in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Kostin V.M., Nosyrev O.A., Ronjin N.A., Kolotushchenko A.V.,
Ardashev M.A.: Ustanovki cjiganiya radioaktivnyh othodov,
Trudy Cverdlovskogo nauchno-issledovateljskogo instituta
himicheskogo mashinostroeniya, Moskva, 1993, s. 132-140.

INIS categories: E51.00

The objectives of the project are incineration of solid and
liquid combustible radioactive wastes, including waste containing
chlorine, cleaning of gaseous effluents and incorporation of the
resulting ash into a solid matrix. A plant with an output of 200
kg/h is under development.

cleaning; flue gas; incinerators; liquid wastes; radioactive waste
processing; solid wastes; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: incinerators.

RU9400019 Retrieval of pulps and precipitates from liquid
radioactive waste storage tanks.

Osvobojdenie hranilishch jidkih radioaktibnyh
othodov ot puljp i osadkov.

TOPIC codes: 116.
Principal Investigator: Meljnikov, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-323.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of the project is to develop a method and
equipment for retrieval of pulps and caked precipitates from liquid
radioactive waste storage tanks. The equipment is designed,
manufactured and installed.

equipment; liquid wastes; precipitation; radioactive waste storage;
slurries; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: equipment.

RU9400020 Installation for incorporation of liquid radioac-
tive waste into cement blocks.

Ustanovki dlya otverjdeniya JRO c polucheniem
tsementnyh blokov.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Davydov, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-275-723.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Kostin, V.; Kulikov, V.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

Program Duration:
From 1993.02
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

Conditioning of liquid radioactive wastes including those
containing sodium nitrate and boric acid into cement blocks was
carried out. Units for cementation of liquid radioactive waste are
developed in both, stationary and modular, versions. In the
cementation process agitation of cement with the liquid waste
in a small volume is used, as well as mixing directly in a con-
tainer by means of a non returnable mixer.

boric acid; cements; liquid wastes; radioactive waste processing;
sodium nitrates; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

RU9400021 An installation for treatment of radioactive
wastes with the production of ceramic granules.

Ustanovka dlya pererabotki radioaktivnyh
othodov s polucheniem keramicheskih granul.

Topic codes: 114; 134.
Principal Investigator Davydov, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-275-723.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Kukiev, D.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration;

From 1994.02
To 1996.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: E51.00

Stand tests of the equipment and development of the
installations for radionuclides incorporation into a ceramic matrix
are planned. The installation is intended for treatment both
high-level radioactive wastes from fuel reprocessing plants and
wastes from nuclear power stations.

ceramics; equipment; granular materials; high-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste processing; solidification; testing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

RU9400022 A system of elements remote connection and
disconnection of process equipment compo-
nents for vitrification of liquid radioactive
wastes.

Sistema elementov distantsionnogo skrepleniya
i osvobojdeniya chastej tehnologicheskogo
oborudovaniya dlya osteklovyvaniya jidkih
radioaktivnyh othodov.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Zelenkin, M. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-276-114.
Facsimile: X-3432-275-505.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.02
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Works on the development of an element system intended
for remote connection of flanges, pipelines and components of
process equipment for vitrification of liquid radioactive wastes to
the frames, as well as for their remote disconnection are carried
out. The system comprises spring clamps and pneumatic un-
clamps. Clamp mass amounts to 1 kg, clamp force is
12000-15000 N.
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liquid wastes; radioactive waste processing; remote handling
equipment; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: remote handling equip-
ment.

RU9400023 Development of engineering means for empty-
ing the filled sections of storages.

Razrabotka tehnicheskih sredstv oporojneniya
zapolnyaemyh otsekov hranilishch.

Topic codes: 116.
Principal Investigator: Davydov, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-275-723.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Simonov, V.; Dobrygin, P.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.02
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E51.00

Stand tests of the bituminization process of liquid radio-
active waste imitators in apparatus of different types are carried
out. Process investigations and development of engineering
means for storage sections emptying with subsequent packing
of bitumen-salt mixture into standard containers are initiated.
Sections with the dimensions of 3.4 x 2.65 x 8.2 m are filled
with bitumen-salt mixture during several years.

bitumens; containers; liquid wastes; materials handling equipment;
packaging; radioactive waste processing; radioactive waste stor-
age; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: materials handling equip-
ment.

RU9400024 Electric melter for high-level radioactive waste
vitrification.

Elektropechj dlya
vysokoaktivnyh othodov.

osteklovyvaniya

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Filippov, S. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-276-114.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Burdinskij, V.; Kondin, A.; Zyryanov, G.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.02
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

In the framework of electric melter improvement stand
tests of separate units are conducted and an experimental
electric melter for vitrification of high-level radioactive wastes,
containing elements of the platinum group and components,
causing corrosion of molybdenum electrodes, are developed. The
melter construction envisages the outlet of platinum-group ele-
ments through the bottom drain and electrode protection from
the contact with aggressive melt by baffles made of corrosion
resistant conducting material, e. g. tin dioxide.

ceramic melters; corrosion protection; high-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste processing; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: ceramic melters.

Topic codes: 115; 135.
Principal Investigator: Meljnikov, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-323.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Ignatov, G.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Quickened tests of a cement-based waste packages for
corrosion resistance, static and dynamic loads are carried out.
The tests are conducted with respect to flooding, as well as the
package stacking and trasporting.

cements; corrosion resistance; dynamic loads; materials testing;
radioactive waste processing; static loads; transport.

CEMENTS: materials testing.

RU9400026 An installation for incorporation of insoluble
sediments from liquid radioactive waste storage
facilities into cement matrix.

Ustanovka dlya zaklyucheniya v tsementnuyu
matritsu nerastvorimogo osadka hranilishch
jidkih radioaktivnyh othodov.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Meljnikov, V. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-323.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
INIS categories: E51.00

A method and installation for cementation of insoluble
sediments from liquid radioactive waste storage facilities are
developed. The method is based on mixing the insoluble
sediment with cement without agitation. Packaging of the final
product and a waste package container are developed.

cements; containers; liquid wastes; packaging; radioactive waste
processing; radioactive waste storage; sediments.

SEDIMENTS: radioactive waste processing.

RU9400027 Solid radioactive waste segregation facility.

Ustanovka sortirovki tverdyh radioaktivnyh
othodov.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Gurvich, I. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-612.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Glinberg, S.; Burdin, S.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.06
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

RU9400025 Tests of cementitious waste packages.

Ispytaniya upakovki tsementnogo kompaunda.

The facility is designed for segregation of solid radioactive
wastes according to activity (low and intermediate levels) and
type waste (combustible, non-combustible). The faciliuty Consists
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of a receiving hopper, box for waste segregation according to
activity level with manipulators, guillotine shears for cutting
oversized waste, and a box for sorting low activity wastes ac-
cording to the method of further treatment. The facility may be
equipped with a press for waste compaction in 200 L drums.

compacting; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste proc-
essing; remote handling equipment; solid wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: remote handling equip-
ment.

RU9400028 Complex for supercompaction of solid radioac-
tive wastes.

Kompleks superpressovaniya tverdyh
radioaktivnyh othodov.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Gurvich, I. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-612.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Glinberg, S.; Blik, P.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1992.05
To 1994.05

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
IMS categories: E51.00

This complex is designed for compacting solid radioactive
wastes, which are not subjected to other methods of utilization.
The process is two-staged and the briquettes produced are
packed into container for long-term storage. The complex con-
tains a plant for sorting and cutting oversized wastes, first stage
press for loading and compacting solid radioactive wastes in the
intermediate crate, second stage press (superpress) for com-
pacting the filled intermediate crate into briquettes and its loading
into container for a long-term storage.

compacting; containers; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive
waste processing; radioactive waste storage; solid wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: compacting.

Peredvijnaya ustanovka dlya superpressovaniya
tverdyh radioaktivnyh othodov.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Gurvich, I. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-612.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Glinberg, S.; Burdin, S.; Blik, P.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.05
To 1995.07

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The plant is designed for supercompacting solid radioac-
tive wastes precompacted at the source of their origin. The plant
may be transported by roads with covering. It consists of the
car-trailer with superpress, means for feeding the initial packages
into compacting area, means for packing briquettes into container
for a long-term storage.

compacting; containers; packaging; radioactive waste processing;
road transport; solid wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: compacting.

RU9400031 Development of a shipping cask for nuclear
waste.

Razrabotka transportnyh kontejnerov dlya
radioaktivnyh othodov.

Topic codes: 138; 148.
Principal Investigator: Morozov, V.V. VO'VNIPIET', 197228, St.

Petersburg, Dibunovskaya, 55.
Other Investigators: Kondratyev, AN. ; Tokarenko, A.I.; Tikhonov,

N.S.; Tarasov, V.A.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Minatom RF.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

INIS categories: E15.20

RU9400029 Compaction facility for solid radioactive wastes.

Ustanovka pressovaniya tverdyh radioaktivnyh
othodov.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Gurvich, I. 620010, Russia.
Telephone: x-274-612.
Facsimile: x-3432-275-505.
Other Investigators: Glinberg, S.; Burdin, S.; Gusev, A.
Performing Organization: SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul.

Griboedova, 32.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.06
To 1994.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The facility is designed for compacting solid radioactive
wastes in metal barrels of V - 200 dm3. The plant comprises
means for classification and loading wastes, a press, barrel of
V-200 dm3, means to secure covers on the barrel, transport
systems.

compacting; pressing; radioactive waste processing; solid wastes;
transport.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: compacting.

RU9400030 Mobile plant for supercompacting solid radio-
active wastes.

In accordance with the Russian concept of nuclear waste
management and a programme of the Russian Federation on
nuclear waste, development of a returnable shipping cask started
recently. The cask is intended for shipping nuclear waste from
nuclear ice-breakers and NPP operation and decommissioning,
to long term storage (disposal). The cask design meets all
modern safety requirements, in accordance with national regu-
lations and the IAEA Safety Standards in this area.

casks; design; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste
management; safety; transport.

CASKS: design.

RU9400032 Design of transport packaging for low-level
wastes shipment.

Razrabotka transportnogo upakovochnogo
komplekta dlya perevozkl nizkoaktivnyh
othodov.

Topic codes: 118.
Principal Investigator: Morozov, V.V. VO'VNIPIET', 197228, St.

Petersburg, a/ 53.
Other Investigators: Tokarenko, A.I.; Ivanov, N.I.; Tarasov, V.A.;

Solovjev, L.I.; Blinov, A.I.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Leningradian spetscombinat 'Radon'.
Associated Organization: AO'lzhorsky Zavod'.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

INIS categories: E15.20
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In accordance with the Russian regulations the transport
packaging UKT 1A-3 is being developed with intention to ensure
safe transportation of LLW and in accordance with requirements
of the national regulations for type A packages, transport cate-
gory III.

design; low-level radioactive wastes; packaging; safety; transport.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: packaging.

RU9400033 Defuelling of a training center reactor (Paldisky,
Estonian Republic) and spent fuel management.

Obrashchenie i vyvoz otrabotavshego topliva
reaktorov uchebnogo tsentra (g. Paldiski,
Estonskaya respublika).

Topic codes: 148.
Principal Investigator: Morozov, V.V. VO'VNIPIET, 197228, St.

Petersburg, Dibunovskaya, 55.
Other Investigators: Kosarev, U.A.; Tikhonov, N.S.; Vasilenko,

B.M.; Tokarenko , A.I ; Kolobaev, A.A.
Sponsoring Organization: Ministry of Defence, RF.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

INIS categories: E36.00, E15.10

In connection with the necessity of a training center re-
actor decommissioning, preparation for spent fuel removal and
subsequent shipment to Russia has started. It is intended to use
the cask TK-18 which meets all requirements specified in na-
tional regulations. Under development are methods for cask
management and loading with spent fuel.

casks; reactor decommissioning; spent fuels; training reactors;
transport.

SPENT FUELS: transport.

RU9400034 Development of scientific and technical princi-
ples for disposal of solidified and solid radio-
active wastes into geological formations.

Razrabotka nauchno-tehnicheskih osnov metoda
zahoroneniya otverjdennyh i tverdyh
radioaktivnyh othodov v geologicheskie
formatsij.

Topic codes: 301.
Principal Investigator: Kedrovsky , O.L. VNIPIPromtechnologii

Russia, 115409, Moscow, Kashieskoje shosse, 33.
Telephone: x-095-324-80-85.
Facsimile: x-095-324-86-08.
Other Investigators: Leonov, E.A.; Shishchits, I.Yu.; Gupalo, T.A.
Performing Organization: A11-Russian Research and Designing

Institute of Production Engineering.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1989
To 1993

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

M S categories: E52.00, 831.40

The objective of the work is to formulate a concept for
reliable and safe disposal of radioactive waste. This concept is
based on the results of near-field thermal stress investigations,
radionuclide transfer by groundwater, and cooling of waste with
significant heat output.The concept encounters installation of an
underground laboratory and outlines its research programme and
necessary tests. Geological conditions in different regions of
Russia are described. The project involves a list of technical
requirements and site selection activities for repository con-
struction.

ground water; heat transfer; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; site characterization; site selection; solid
wastes; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: site characterization.

RU9400035 Water stability of glass composite materials:
break testing.

Vodoustojchivostj steklokompozitov pri ih
razrushenij.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Karlina, O.K. SIA 'Radon', 7-th Rostovsky

Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121, Russia.
Telephone: x-007-095-2481911.
Facsimile: x-007-095-2481941.
Other Investigators: Ojovan, M.I.; Sobolev, I.A.
Performing Organization: SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14,

Moscow 119121, Russia).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Moscow Government.
Program Duration:

From 1989.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Ojovan M.I., Karlina O.K.: Production and properties of glass
composite materials for radioactive waste immobilization,
Radiochimia, 1992, N. 2, pp. 77-100; Ojovan M.I., Karlina
O.K., Batyuchnova O.G., Deviatkova L.I.: Glass composite
materials structure for radioactive waste immobilization, Re-
ports for AN USSR, 1992, vol. 325, No. 1, pp. 70-72.

INIS categories: B24.30, E52.00

Glass-composite materials (GCM) for radioactive waste
immobilization are matrix glasses of high chemical durability in
which waste components are dispersed in the form of small
particles (radiophase). The GCM-vitrification technology allows to
encapsulate wastes containing incompatible or partially compat-
ible components (sulphates, chlorides, molybdates etc.) in refer-
ence to borosilicate glass. GCM have an inhomogeneous
structure, beside of the whole blocks durability account must be
taken occasional GCM break (local break resistance). During the
leaching experiments for is^Cs in distilled water samples of GCM
and homogeneous glass were intentional destroyed after 140
days test in order to compare their properties. It was found that
high water resistance of GCM being at a disadvantage in relation
to homogeneous glass matrices of the same contents limits a
maximum size of radiophase Rmax inclusion. Rmax-(k-1)/(k X
H), where k is the nuclei distribution coefficient between disperse
phase and matrix, H^m1) is the constant which characterise the
chemical properties of the matrix and which can be founded
experimentally by processing the leaching curves. H and k for
each glass can be experiment determined. They will allow to
evaluate optimum sizes of dispersion phase species in GCM.

cesium 137; composite materials; glass; leaching; materials
testing; radioactive waste processing; vitrification.

GLASS: leaching.

RU9400036 Autoradiographic investigation of clay soil
contacting with waste.

Issledovaniya sistemy
avtoradiograficheskim metodom.

barjerov

Topic codes: 201: 316.
Principal Investigator: Sobolev, I.A. SIA 'Radon', 7-th Rostovsky

Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121, Russia.
Telephone: x-007-095-2481911.
Facsimile: x-007-095-2481941.
Other Investigators: Ojovan, M.I.; Ojovan, N.V.; Golubtsov, I.V.;

Korobkov, V.I.
Performing Organization: SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14,

Moscow 119121, Russia).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Moscow Government.
Associated Organization: Moscow State University. Faculty of

Chemistry.
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1994.12
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Golubtsov I.V., Korobkov V.I., Karlina O.K. et al.: Distribution
of Cs-137 between phases in sulphate containing
glasscomposites, Herald of Moscow State University (Vestnik
Moskovskogo Universiteta), ser. 2, Chemistry, 1993, v. 34,
No. 4, pp. 401-404.

INIS categories: B31.40, B31.10

Properties of natural and technical barriers are investi-
gated in frame of long programme of solidified waste tests.
Solidified intermediate level waste is located in clay soil on ex-
perimental area. Direction of migration and real distributions of
radionuclides '3?Cs, 134Cs, soSr and eoco are investigated by
means of autoradiography. This method is used also for analysis
of suspended clay particles in ground water contacting with ra-
dioactive waste. Particles of 100 nCi/g specific radioactivity were
detected.

autoradiography; cesium 134; cesium 137; clays; cobalt 60;
ground water; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
ivasfe disposal; radionuclide migration; solidification; strontium 90.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration.

RU9400037 Spent radiation sources disposal using
polymeric composite matrices.

Polimerkompozitsionnye matritsy dlya
zahoroneniya istochnikov ioniziruyushchego
izlucheniya.

Topic codes: 124.
Principal Investigator: Sobolev, I.A. SIA 'Radon', 7-th Rostovsky

Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121, Russia.
Telephone: x-007-095-2481911.
Facsimile: x-007-095-2481941.
Other Investigators: Ojovan, M.I.; Barinov, A.S.; Timofeev, E.M.;

Minigaliev, R.M.; Kachalov, M.B.
Performing Organization: SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14,

Moscow 119121, Russia).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Moscow Government.
Associated Organization: Russian Research Institute of Inorganic

Materials.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Sobolev I.A. et al.: Spent radiation sources disposal by using
polymeric composite matrices, Atomic Energy (Russia), 1994,
No. 1.

INIS categories: E51.00

Conditioning of spent radiation sources (SRS) by using
polymeric composite matrices was investigated theoretically and
experimentally. Polymeric composite matrices (PCM) consists of
epoxy resin and inorganic filling. These ones were cement or
bentonite. Radiation stability of PCM was investigated exper-
imentally. Composition of radiolysis gases and their radiation-
chemical yields were determined. Optimal composition of matrices
was found out. The restrictions on SRS radioactivity and their
density in matrix were determined. Conditioning of old SRS with
226Ra was considered also. The PCM were used for SRS burial
and conditioning on semi-industrial scale. SRS conditioning was
made by PCM feeding directly in the underground repository.

bentonite; cements; composite materials; epoxides; inorganic
compounds; polymers; radiation sources; radioactive waste proc-
essing; radiolysis; resins; underground disposal.

RADIATION SOURCES: radioactive waste processing.

RU9400038 Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste.

Potentsialjnaya opasnostj otverjdyennyh
othodov.

Topic codes: 304.
Principal Investigator: Sobolev, I.A. SIA Radon', 7-th Rostovsky

Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121, Russia.
Telephone: x-007-095-2481911.
Facsimile: x-007-095-2481941.
Other Investigators: Ojovan, M.I.; Barinov, A.S.; Ojovan, N.V.;

Manyukova, N.N.
Performing Organization: SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14,

Moscow 119121, Russia).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Moscow Government.
Associated Organization: Russian Research Institute of Inorganic

Materials.
Program Duration:

From 1990
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Barinov A., Batuchnova O., Manukova N., Ojovan M., Ojovan
N., Titov V.: Long term tests of vitrified radioactive waste from
atomic power plant on open square, Proc. Mat. 4th Ann. Sci.
Techn. Conf. Nucl. Soc., 28.06-02.07.1993, V. 2, p. 955-957,
Nizhni Novgorod, Russia.

INIS categories: E52.00

For solidified radioactive wastes, even in the case of their
disposal in the environment, dissolution of radionuclides is much
slower than for untreated waste. The volume of polluted water
is considerable reduced, if waste is solidified. Toxicity index of
solidified waste can be estimated from formula l-£((Cj X
exp(-A., X t) X 4>j(t))/Ai), where C, is the concentration of
radionuclide, A, is allowed concentration of this radionuclide in
drinking water, t is time. Function O,(t) has the form *i(t)-(4 X
L, X t/n)05 x S/V, where U is leaching factor, S and V is surface
and volume of solidified waste. From this formula it is possible
to estimate potential danger of solidified waste for any matrix
material.

leaching; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive ivasfes; risk as-
sessment; solid wastes; toxicity.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: risk assessment; RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: toxicity.

RU9400039 Immobilization of radioactive waste containing
sulphates.

Problema immobilizatsij suljfatsoderjashchih
radioaktlvnyh othodov v borosilikatnoe steklo.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Karlina, O.K. SIA 'Radon', 7-th Rostovsky

Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121, Russia.
Telephone: x-007-095-2481911.
Facsimile: x-007-095-2481941.
Other Investigators: Ovchinnikov, A.V.; Ojovan, M.I.; Sobolev, I.A.
Performing Organization: SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14,

Moscow 119121, Russia).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Moscow Government.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Lifanov F.A., Kobelev A.P., Dmitriev S.A., Ojovan M.I., Savkin
A.E., Sobolev I.A.: Vitrification of intermediate level liquid ra-
dioactive waste, Proc. 1993 Int. Conf. on Nuclear Waste
Manag. and Environmental Remediation, Prague, Vol. 3, pp.
242-246.

INIS categories: E51.00

Vitrification of radioactive waste containing sulphates was
examined by adding fluoride and the degree of sulphate ion
inclusion was determined for varying concentrations of fluoride
ions as well as for different compositions of the sulphate phase.
For borosilicate glasses, the limit of the sulphate content was
established. The obtained glass had an amorphous structure.
Durability tests exhibited sufficient properties of the glass product
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for safe immobilization. Obviously fluoride additives can be used
for vitrification of radioactive waste otherwise incompatible with
glass matrices.

borosilicate glass; fluorine additions; radioactive waste processing;
sulfates; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: fluorine additions,
vitrification.

RU9400040 Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass com-
posite for radioactive waste with sulphates.

Koeffitsient raspredeleniya Cs-137 v
steklokompozitah dlya suljfatsoderjashchih
radioaktivnyh othodov.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Golubtsov, I.V. SIA 'Radon', 7-th

Rostovsky Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121, Russia.
Telephone: x-007-095-2481911.
Facsimile: x-007-095-2481941.
Other Investigators: Kachalov, M.B.; Korobkov, V.I.; Karlina, O.K.;

Ovchinnikov, A.V.; Ojovan, M.I.
Performing Organization: SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14.

Moscow 119121, Russia).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: Moscow Government.
Associated Organization: Moscow State University.
Program Duration:

From 1990
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Golubtsov I.V., Korobkov V.I., Karlina O.K. et al.: Distribution
of Cs-137 between phases in sulphate containing
glasscomposites, Herald of Moscow State University (Vestnik
Moskovskogo Universiteta), ser. 2, Chemistry, 1993, v. 34,
No. 4, pp. 401-404.

INIS categories: E51.00, B24.42

Radionuclides leaching rate from heterogeneous materials
is defined by effective diffusion coefficient DerD/(1+KF), where
F-disperse phase volume loading and K-radionuclide distribution
coefficient. Cs-137 distribution coefficients in glass composite for
radioactive waste with sulphates were measured. Glass compo-
sition (mass. %): BS -47 SiO2, 14 B2O3, 21 Na2O, 15 CaO, 2
AI2O3, HS -55 SiO2, 12 B2O3l 18 Na2O, 13 CaO, 2 AI2O3, TBS
-50 SiO2, 13 B2O3, 15 Na2O, 12 CaO, 2 AI2O3, 8 TiO2 Cs-137
distribution coefficient: for matrix BS and filler CaSO* is
3.9±0.8 for matrix BS and filler Na2SO4 is 3.5±1.1 for matrix
HS and filler Na2SO4 is 2.1 ±0.5 for matrix TBS and filler
Na2SO4 is 1.8±0.2.

cesium 137; composite materials; diffusion; glass; leaching; ra-
dioactive wastes; sulfates.

CESIUM 137: diffusion; GLASS: leaching.

RU9400041 Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for ra-
dioactive wastes.

Razrabotka nevozvratnyh zashchitnyh
kontejnerov dlya RAO.

Topic codes: 115; 135.
Principal Investigator: Morozov, V.V.
Other Investigators: Sorokin, V.T.; Kulikov, A.V.; Panarin, S.N.;

Krasnopistseva, E.N.; Petrishchev, O.V.
Performing Organization: VO'VNIPIET' (S. Petersburg,

Dibunovskaya, 55).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: MINATOM RF.
Associated Organization: CPB. ZNIPI.
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research planned.

INIS categories: E15.20

According to the radioactive waste management concept
in Russian Federation, the fabrication of nonreturnable containers
from nonmetallic materials based on concrete (glass- and fiber
concrete, ash-stone, etc) is studied. The fabrication of these
containers is calculated for long term disposal, transport (if
necessary with metallic returnable transport containers) and
storage. The following safety-related properties of materials used
for construction of non-returnable containers are studied: diffusion
permeability, chemical, biological and radiation stability, mechan-
ical resistance and others.

concretes; containers; design; materials testing; radioactive waste
disposal; radioactive waste storage; transport.

CONTAINERS: design.

RU9400042 Design and evaluation of technical-engineering
solutions for a regional radioactive waste dis-
posal centre in Leningrad region.

Razrabotka i otsenka injenerno-tehnicheskih
reshenij po sozdaniyu regionaljnoi ploshchadki
zahoroneniya radioaktivnyh othodov v
Leningradskoj oblasti.

7"oo/c codes: 301.
Principal Investigator: Sorokin, V.T.
Other Investigators: Zaruchevskaya, G.P.; Kulagin, N.I.; Shchukin,

S.P.; Muhin, N.A.
Performing Organization: VO'VNIPIET1 (S. Petersburg,

Dibunovskaya, 55).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: MINATOM RF.
Associated Organization: Lenmetrogiprotrans; Nevskgeologiya;

NPO Rl im. Hlopina V.G.
Program Duration:

From 1992
To 2000

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

INIS categories: E52.00

Technical-engineering solutions have been elaborated and
an economic evaluation was done for a regional centre for the
management of radioactive wastes produced in St. Petersburg
and in Leningrad region. The final goal of this concept is the
underground disposal of conditioned radioactive wastes in
Cambrian clays of the region. A sorting classification procedure
has been proposed. A spiral shaft has been designed taking into
account the specificity of the construction, the waste forms and
their properties, the transport and disposal procedure.

clays; radioactive waste disposal; site selection; transport; tun-
nels; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: site selection.

RU9400043 Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment of
solid radioactive waste disposal in near surface
repositories.

Otsenka bezopasnosti zahoroneniya tverdyh
radioaktivnyh othodov vpripoverhnostnye
hranilisha na osnove analiza neopredelennostej.

Topic codes: 314.
Principal Investigator: Fominenko, E.V.
Other Investigators: Fedorov, A.L.; Sorokin, V.T.
Performing Organization: VO'VNIPIET' (S. Petersburg,

Dibunovskaya, 55).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: MINATOM RF.
Program Duration:

From 1994
To 1998

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

A probabilistic safety assessment procedure is elaborated
for the near surface disposal of radioactive wastes. The proce-
dure is based on uncertainty analysis of the system using the
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first order moments method. As factors affecting the future re-
pository behavior are considered: the behavior of the constructive
elements of the repository, the wastes them self, the
hydrogeological characteristics of the site, the external actions
(including human action). The assessment method is based on
the linearization of equations describing the contamination of the
environment by radionuclides. The safety criteria chosen are the
radiation doses for the population.

ground disposal; probabilistic estimation; radiation doses;
radionuclide migration; risk assessment; safety analysis; solid
wastes.

GROUND DISPOSAL: risk assessment, safety analysis.

third step further ares were excluded regarding the preference
criteria: population density, surface waters, agriculture, industry...
In the third step five candidate sites were selected after the
consideration of the criteria as economic feasibility, technical
feasibility, distances, road quality. In the fourth-final step the
detailed site investigations and confirmation of one or two most
suitable locations is expected.

ground disposal; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level
radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal; site characteriza-
tion; site selection; slovenia.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: ground disposal, site se-
lection.

Slovenia

SI9400001 Acceptance criteria for disposal of radioactive
wastes.

Kriteriji sprejemljivosti radioaktivnih odradkov.

Topic codes: 301.
Principal Investigator: Mele, I. Agency for Radwaste Management

RAO Hajdrihova 2, 61111 Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Telephone: x-61 -1256-216.
Facsimile: x-61-1257-271.
Other Investigators: Fink, K.; Fajt, B.; Pignar, I.
Performing Organization: Elektrogospodarstvo Slovenije (Vetrinjska

2, Maribor, SI).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: government.
Program Duration:

From 1993
To 1994.02.10

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E52.00

Public safety and environmental protection is of the com-
mon interest of the radioactive waste producers, radwaste man-
agers as well as regulatory bodies and public. The rough
estimation of the requirements for the waste packages in order
to be acceptable for interim storage or final disposal is given.
In this study only intermediate and low level wastes are treated.

intermediate-level radioactive wastes; /ow-/eve/ radioactive wastes;
packaging rules; public opinion; radioactive waste disposal; ra-
dioactive waste storage; safety.

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: packaging
rules; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: packaging rules.

SI9400003 Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste
management in Republic of Slovenia.

Podlage za strategijo ravnanja z
visokoradioaktivnimi odpadki v Sloveniji.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Mele, I. Agency for Radwaste Management

RAO Hajdrihova 2, 61111 Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Telephone: x-61-1256-216.
Facsimile: x-61-1257-271.
Other Investigators: Jeran, M.; Duhovnik, B.; Kromar, M.; Ravnik,

M.
Performing Organization: Elektroprojekt Ljubljana (Hajdrihova 4,

Ljubljana, SI); J. Stefan Institute (Jamova 39, Ljubljana, SI).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: government.
Program Duration:

From 1992
To 1993.11

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

General review of the international practice in HLW
management and technical aspects of high level waste treatment
are presented. NPP Krsko is the main HLW producer in
Slovenia. This preliminary study covers the following aspects of
HLW management: -the reduction of waste quantities, -the stor-
age and disposal of spent nuclear fuel.

high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal; radio-
active waste processing; radioactive waste storage; spent fuels.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal, radioactive waste processing, radioactive waste storage.

Spain

SI9400002 Low and intermediate level waste repository site
selection in Republic of Slovenia • 3rd step.

Izbor lokacije odlagalisca NSRAO v republiki
Sloveniji - 3. stopnja.

Topic codes: 312.
Principal Investigator: Mele, I. Agency for Radwaste Management

RAO Hajdrihova 2, 61111 Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Telephone: x-61-1256-216.
Facsimile: x-61 -1257-271.
Other Investigators: Jeran, M.; Premru, U.; Kastelic, T.; Piry, I.;

Marusic, J.
Performing Organization: Elektroprojekt Ljubljana (Hajdrihova 4,

Ljubljana, SI).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: government.
Program Duration:

From 1990
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40

The scope of this project, divided in four steps, is to find
the most suitable location for the surface/near surface repository
of I/LLW in Republic Slovenia. So far the third step is concluded.
In the first step unacceptable areas were excluded by consider-
ation of the rough exclusion criteria as: national parks, urban
zones, ground water presence, drinking water resources. In the

ES9400001 Characterization of organic compounds in the
gas emissions of the liquid scintillation wastes
incineration.

Caracterizacion de compuestos organicos en
las emisiones gasesosas de la incineracion de
liquidos de centelleo.

Topic codes: 121.
Principal Investigator: Fabrellas, B. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-64-70.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Gonzales de la Huebra, A.
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: ENRESA.
Associated Organization: ENRESA.
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The main objective of the research work is to characterize
the organic compounds and by-products that are made during
the incineration of the liquid scintillation wastes (LSW), and that
are released into the gas emissions. The influence of some
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parameters like furnace temperature, oxygen concentration and
residence time are included in the experimental work to study
their relation with the formation of products of incomplete com-
bustion. LSWs usually contain molecules of complicated
deslocalizated double bond systems whose thermal destruction
products are not well known. The sampled gas, pumping air
through tubes filled with Tenax, is analyzed in a coupling system
of thermal desorption-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
detection, that allows the characterization of the organic com-
pounds. So, with this information will be possible to define work
conditions that minimize the risk (radioactive and toxic) that in-
volves the incineration of these wastes.

gas chromatography; incinerators; liquid scintillators;
wastes, organic compounds; radioactive wastes.

liquid

LIQUID SCINTILLATORS: incinerators; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
incinerators.

INIS categories: B13.20, E52.00

The aim of this study is to determine leaching parameters
of Sr-90 and Ni-63 from ion exchange resins embedded in ce-
ments. It is tried to find leaching behaviour from data of main
non-radioactive cations that are among the constituents of these
waste form. Also it is intended to know the influence in leaching
behaviour of waste lorm composition, leaching temperature and
the presence of complexing agents in leachants. To carry out
this study, experimental work have been divided in three leaching
stages: reference leaching tests at 25, 40 and 50 C, tests with
complexing agents and leaching tests with samples of real resins
from systems of PWRs and BWRs.

cements; leaching; nickel 63; organic ion exchangers; radioactive
wastes; resins; strontium 90.

CEMENTS: leaching; ORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS: leaching.

ES9400002 Non-destructive characterization of radioactive
lighting rods.

Caracterizacion no destructive de pararrayos
radiactivos.

Topic codes: 109.
Principal Investigator: Suarez, J.A. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-61-29.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Pina, G.; Gascon, J.L
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: ENRESA.
Associated Organization: ENRESA.
Program Duration:

From 1993.09
To 1994.10

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available,.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Non-destructive analysis of radionuclides in packages con-
taining LLW-MLW, 14th Annual ESARDA Meeting, Salamanca,
Sapin, 5-8 May 1992.

INIS categories: C55.00

The aim of this study is the development of a method
for the radiological characterization of Am-241 in radioactive
lighting rods. The scope of this work is the dismantling of this
kind of lighting rods, which is taking place in Spain nowadays,
and it is necessary to realize a in-situ characterization of the
radioactive sources. The method is based in the obtention of the
correlation between doses rate and activity of Am-241 (pSv/h:
mCi) getting an accuracy in the range of 20%.

amehcium 241; demolition; dose rates; nondestructive analysis;
radiation sources; radioactive wastes; solid wastes.

RADIATION SOURCES: nondestructive analysis.

ES9400004 Radiological characterization of very low activity
heterogeneous waste.

Caracterizacion radiologica de
heterogeneos de muy baja actividad.

residuos

Topic codes: 109.
Principal Investigator: Suarez, J.A. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-61-29.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Pina, G.; Perz, C; Alcala, R.M.
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: ENRESA.
Associated Organization: ENRESA.
Program Duration:

From 1994.01
To 1995.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory;
Development and application of a gamma scanning system
for LLW and MLW packages, International Conference on
Nuclear Waste Management and Environmental Remediation,
Praga, Republica Checa, September 1993.

INIS categories: E51.00

The aim of this study is the development of a non-
destructive methodology to characterize radioactive solid heter-
ogeneous wastes whose activity is very low. In this way it will
be obtained the necessary information to classify the waste re-
specting to the exemption limits in order to treat these wastes
as regular wastes. The tasks of this research program can be
summarized as following: Requirements and design of the
shielding chamber and a and 3 detectors, construction and
tuning-up of the system, calibration tests and LLD determination
tests.

alpha detection; beta detection; calibration; low-level radioactive
wasfes; nondestructive testing; radiation doses.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiation doses.

ES9400003 Leaching of long live pure beta emitters.

Lixiviacion de emisores beta puros de larga
vida.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Gonzales de la Huebra, A. CIEMAT,

Avenuda Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-64-76.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Murillo, R.; Almodovar, A.
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: CCE; ENRESA.
Associated Organization: CEA (Cadarache).
Program Duration:

From 1991.06
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.

ES9400005 Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and
alpha emitters.

Correlacion isotopica entre radionucleidos
emisores gamma, beta puros y alfa.

Topic codes: 188.
Principal Investigator: Suarez, J.A. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-61-29.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Alcala, R.M.; Gascon, J.L.; Espartero, G.A.
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: ENRESA; CCE.
Associated Organization: ENRESA.
Program Duration:

From 1991.06
To 1994.12
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Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Radiochemical methods for the determination of plutonium,
americium and curium in typical waste streams, ACTINIDE-93
International Conference, Santa Fe, NM, USA, September
19-24, 1993.

INIS categories: E41.20, D15.00

The aim is to obtain correlation factors between easily
measurable nuclides by non-destructive methods 'key nuclides'
and other nuclides which are very difficult to measure 'critical
nuclides' (alpha and pure beta emitters). These nuclides have
to be determined by destructive methods. The radioactive char-
acterization is carried out in the typical waste streams arising
from the operation of Spanish Nuclear Power Plants: ion ex-
change resins and evaporator concentrates. The procedures to
analyze gamma emitters (Cs-137, Co-60, Cs-134, Mn-54, etc.),
alpha emitters (Am-241, Cm-242, Pu-238 and Pu-239+240) and
pure beta emitters (Sr-9O, Fe-55, Ni-59, Ni-63, H-3, C-14,
Nb-93m, Tc-99, 1-129 and Pu-241) have been developed and the
values obtained are being correlated according to the planned
research.

alpha detection; beta detection; gamma detection; organic ion
exchangers; radioactive effluents; resins.

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: alpha detection, beta detection,
gamma detection.

ES9400006 Standard source of gamma spectrometry to
analyze solid and liquid samples.

Patron de espectrometria gamma para analisis
de muestras solidas y liquidas.

7bp/c codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Suarez, J.A. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-61-29.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Espartero, G.A.; Perez, C.
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: ENRESA.
Associated Organization: ENRESA.
Program Duration:

From 1994.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Optimizacion de tecnicas de medida por espectrometria
gamma, XIX Reunion Anual de la Sociedad Nuclear Espanola,
6-8 Octubre, 1993, Caceres.

INIS categories: D15.00, E41.20

It is being studied the influence of the density over
semiconductor detector efficiency, when solid and liquid materials
are analyzed through direct measurements by gamma
spectrometry. Marinelli beakers of 1 liter and 0.5 liter are used
as measuring geometries, the contaminated materials can be
liquids (oil, water, etc.) and solids (soils, cements, etc.), which
densities are between 0.8 and 1.8 g/cm3. because of this, it is
necessary to have just one standard source for efficiency cali-
bration, to obtain the experimental attenuation factors to adjust
the detector efficiency accordingly and to convert, through a
computer program, the gamma spectrum of different samples into
another one fully compatible with the calibration curve.

calibration standards; efficiency; gamma sources; gamma spectra;
gamma spectroscopy; liquid tvasfes; radioactive wastes; solid
wastes.

GAMMA SOURCES: calibration standards.

ES9400007 Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent
fuel leaching studies.

Investigacion en residuos de radioactividad
elevada Estudios sobre disolucion de
combustible gastado.

Topic codes: 134; 144.
Principal Investigator: Esteban, J.A. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-62-33.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-62-69.
Other Investigators: Diaz-Arocas, P.P.; Mendez, F.J.; Quinones,

J.; Serrano, J.A.
Performing Organization: CIEMAT.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: ENRESA.
Associated Organization: Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

GmbH. Institut fuer Nukleare Entsorgungstechnik (INE),
(D-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany).

Program Duration:
From 1992.01
To 1991.12

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress, Preliminary reports available.

INIS categories: E52.00, B13.20

The main objective of this project is to study the influence
of different variables such as: pH, PE, ionic strength, on the fuel
disposed in granitic or salt repository. The topics considered are:
-Leaching of UO2 and SIMFUEL -Precipitation/solubility of sec-
ondary phases Solid phases characterization is performed,
among others, by the following techniques: SEM-EDS, XPS, XPD
and TG/DSC.

granites; high-level radioactive wastes; leaching; precipitation; salt
deposits; solubility; spent fuels; uranium dioxide.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: leaching; SPENT FUELS:
leaching.

ES9400O08 Decommissioning of the JEN-1 experimental
reactor.

Proyecto de I+D para la Clausura del reactor
JEN-1.

7"oo/c codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Manas-Diaz, L. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Complutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-346-62-42.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-60-05.
Other Investigators: Cerisola, F.; Villoria, A.; Sama, J.; Garcia,

J.L
Performing Organization: Centra de Investigaciones Energeticas,

Medioambientale y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: CEC.
Associated Organization: ENRESA; ENSA; LAINSA; Hannover

University (IW).
Program Duration:

From 1990.07
To 1994.07

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E36.00, E32.00

The main aim of this project is the study and development
of decontamination, cutting and melting techniques on contam-
inated or neutron-activated aluminium components of JEN-1.
JEN-1 is an experimental reactor of the swimming-pool type,
moderated and cooled by light water, with a power of 3 MWt.
It was operated from 1958 till 1984 a total generated energy
of 2700 MWd. Underwater segmenting of aluminium components
still represents some problems to be solved, which consist es-
pecially in the limited visibility of the cutting environment, due
to an important amount of very small suspended articles (10%
compared to steel 1%) and in the difficult filtration of these
particles. An important aspect relevant to safety is the high H2
generation rate due to a rather long lasting reaction of molten
aluminium particles with the surrounding water. Industrial-scale
melting of aluminium components still needs development work
for appropriate foundry techniques, especially concerning crucible
material and slag formation. Results obtained will be useful in
the future for the dismantling of numerous research reactors with
aluminium components.
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aluminium; cutting; decontamination; jen-1 reactor; melting; reac-
tor decommissioning; reactor dismantling; underwater operations.

JEN-1 REACTOR: reactor dismantling.

ES9400009 Treatment and conditioning of radioactive
graphite from nuclear installations.

Tratamiento y acondicionamiento de grafito
procedente de instalaciones nucleares.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Esteban-Ouque, A. CIEMAT, Avenuda

Compiutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1 -346-62-42.
Facsimile: x-34-1-346-60-05.
Other Investigators: Rodriguez-Reinoso, F.; Molina, M.; Molina,

F.; Romero, N.; Fabrellas, B.; Gonzalez, A.
Performing Organization: Centra de Investigaciones Energeticas,

Medioambientale y Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), ( Avenuda
Compiutense 22, 28040-Madrid, Spain).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: CEE.
Associated Organization: Universidad de Alicante (Alicante,

Spain).
Program Duration:

From 1990.07
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Treatment and conditioning of radioactive graphite from nu-
clear installation, Spectrum'92, Boise, USA; characterization
and conditioning of radioactive graphite, 1993 ICONWM-ER
ASME, Prague, Republica Checa.

INIS categories: E51.00

The project is included in the CEE's Decommissioning of
Nuclear Installations RTD Program. The main aim is the devel-
opment, to laboratory scale, of chemical processes for the
treatment, for its safe storage, of radioactive graphite from
Spanish reactors JEN-1 and Vandellos I. It consists of three
parts: -Characterization of inactive graphite and study of
radionuclides removal. -Development of a metallic coating by
ionic deposition (electroless), to avoid or decrease the
radionuclides leaching during the graphite storage. -Study of the
leaching of the radionuclides on the covered and uncovered
graphite using different leaching liquids. The characterization of
radioactive graphite shows the presence mainly of H-3, C-14,
Co-60 and others radionuclides in small amounts. Metallization
of graphite surface using several methods has been studied
showing the highest efficiency about leaching a mixed nickel-
cooper coating.

carbon 14; coatings; cobalt 60; graphite; leaching; radioactive
waste processing; tritium.

GRAPHITE: radioactive waste processing.

ES9400010 Paleoclimatological revision of climate evolution
and environment in Western Mediterranean re-
gions.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Bajos, C. ENRESA, Emilio Vargas 7,

28043-Madrid, Spain.
Telephone: x-34-1-519-52-55.
Facsimile: x-34-1-519-57-95.
Other Investigators: Peaudecerf, P.; Barettino, D.
Performing Organization: ENRESA (Emilio Vargas 7,

28043-Madrid, Spain).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Associated Organization: BRGM; ITGE.
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B33.40

To evaluate the security of high level waste repository,
it is necessary to determine how future climate changes will

affect the safety of the repository. The magnitude and likelihood
of these changes can be inferred from the study of past climate
changes. However, up to date, little date is available about past
climate evolution in Spain and other Western Mediterranean
countries. This project is concerned with the study of
climatological changes occurred during the last 2 million years
in the Western Mediterranean regions, which will be of impor-
tance for developing scenarios for the safety analysis of nigh
level repository in Spain. Even though the techniques to be used
in the study will provide information with different time scales,
special emphasis will be placed on climate changes during the
last 1000 years. The project is being carried out by ENRESA
as the main contractor and BRGM as an associated contractor.
Work about climate evolution in Spain has been subcontracted
to the Instituto Tecnologico y Miniero de Espana (ITGE). BRGM
is responsible for the review of past climate data from Southern
France, Italy and North of Morocco and for the development of
scenarios. S.

climates; climatic change; high-level radioactive wastes;
mediterranean sea; paleoclimatology; radioactive waste disposal;
site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site characterization; SITE
CHARACTERIZATION: paleoclimatology.

Sweden

SE9400001 Methods for estimating the content of transu-
ranium and other difficult to measure nuclides
in produced radioactive waste from BWR's.

Metoder foer uppskattning av transuraner och
andra svarbestaembara nuklider.

Topic codes: 188.
Principal Investigator: Ingemansson, T. Nuclear Systems Divi-

sion. Asea Brow Boweri Atom AB, S-72163 Vaesteras,
Sweden.

Telephone: x-46-0-21-347-343.
Facsimile: x-46-0-21-139-138.
Performing Organization: Asea Brow Boweri Atom AB (S-72163

Vaesteras, Sweden).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

(SSI).
Program Duration:

From 1993.06
To 1993.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: E51.00, E31.00

During operation of nuclear power reactors a large number
of radionuclides are produced. Some of them are difficult to
measure. These are alpha or beta emitting radionuclides with
weak or no gamma transition (s). A number of them, for instance
some of the transuranium isotopes, may have significant
radiological impact. It is of interest to be able to estimate the
activity levels of these nuclides in the reactor systems. It is also
of significant importance to estimate their content in produced
waste packages and their radiological impact. In the report
sources and source strengths for uranium and transuranium
isotopes as well as for selected activated corrosion products are
provided. Models for estimating the activity levels of these
nuclides in the reactor systems and ion different waste types
are suggested.

activity levels; alpha decay radioisotopes; beta decay
radioisotopes: bwr type reactors; corrosion products;
radioactivation; radioactive wastes; source terms; transuranium
elements; uranium.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: transuranium elements.

SE9400002 Radionuclides difficult to verify in waste
packages-Phase 2.

Svamaetbara radionuklider i reaktoravfall-fas 2.
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Topic codes: 188.
Principal Investigator: Brenk, H.D. Brenk Systemplanung

Ingenierbuero fuer wissenschaftlich technischen Umweltschutz,
Heinrichsallee 38, D-5100 Aachen, Germany.

Telephone: x-49-241-513321.
Facsimile: x-49-241-506136.
Other Investigators: Thierfeldt, S.
Organization Type: Private industry
Associated Organization: Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

(SSI); Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI); Swedish
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management (SKB).

Program Duration:
From 1993.08
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
S. Thierfeldt, R. Goetz; Project Management H.D. Brenk:
Radionuclides difficult to measure in waste packages-phase
1, BS9010-1, (final report).

INIS categories: E51.00

For all radioactive waste packages to be disposed of in
Sweden there shall be an inventory of the radionuclides present.
For some radionuclides, especially those emitting pure beta or
alpha radiation, it is normally impossible to measure the inven-
tory of the radionuclides in a non-destructive way. In order to
verify those radionuclides other indirect methods must be used
such as, measurements on the wastes prior to solidification and
a QA-programme making it possible to control the results, cor-
relation with other radlonuclides which are easily detectable or
other special measurements. Brenk Systemplanung has in a
pre-study analysed the problem generically and prepared a
summary of known facts about the determination of Nickel-63 in
waste packages to act as an illustration on how information can
be gathered and reported to act as a reference material for
authorities and other interested parties who have to make deci-
sions on what verifications to be done and how. This study is
the fulfillment of the preliminary study to be extended to all those
radionuclides of interest. The choice of radionuclides to be in-
cluded is done in co-operation with both the Swedish authorities
and the SKB, who on behalf of the reactor owner has the re-
sponsibility to dispose of the radioactive wastes generated within
the Swedish nuclear programme.

inventories; nickel 63; nondestructive analysis; quality assurance;
radioactive wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive analysis.

SE9400003 Environmental impact assessment of a reposi-
tory concept for high-level radioactive waste.

Topic codes: 232; 321.
Principal Investigator: ?. Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

SSI, S-17116 Stockholm, Sweden.
Telephone: x-46-8-729-7100.
Facsimile: x-46-8-729-7108.
Performing Organization: SwRI, CNWRA (6220 Culebra Road,

San Antonio, Texas 78238-5166, USA).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: SSI.
Program Duration:

From 1993.03
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C52.12. E52.00

The radiation protection ordinance gives the Swedish
Protection Institute (SSI) the power to issue directives on the
content of an environmental impact assessment for radiological
and nuclear activities. One area for which an EIA will be re-
quired is for the licensing of facilities for the handling, storage
and disposal of radioactive waste. According to the Swedish
nuclear industry's plans, the authorities might have to scrutinize
within a few years an application from the industry (The Swedish
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co., SKB) for building an
encapsulation plant. At this stage it is important that an EIA
covers all important aspects for the operational phase of the
whole concept in which the encapsulation plant is one compo-
nent of as well as the post operational phase of the activity.
To be prepared to meet this task and to give directive to in-
dustry, SSI has started a project called MKB-95. The main ob-
jectives are: - Within the own organisation create necessary

review competence. This is to facilitate the critical review of the
industry's applications regarding facilities for the treatment, stor-
age and disposal of high level radioactive waste and spent nu-
clear fuel. The ambition is that the review should be focused
on the waste management system as a whole, including the
operational as well as the post operational phase for the facili-
ties. -Form a basis for planned SSI directives on the content
of an EIA. The project will be finished in 1995.

environmental impacts; licensing; radiation protection; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive wastes; spent fuels.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: environmental impacts, ra-
diation protection.

SE9400004 BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric MOdel Validation
Study-Phase II).

Topic codes: 231.
Principal Investigator: ?. Intera Information Technologies, Chiltern

Hause, 45 Station Road, Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire RG9
1AT, UK.

Telephone: x-44-491 -41 -04-74.
Facsimile: x-44-491-57-69-16.
Performing Organization: Swedish Radiation Protection Institute

SSI (S-17116 Stockholm, Sweden).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: AECB; AECL; CIEMAT; ENRESA; SSI.
Associated Organization: AECB: AECL; BEAK; ANDRA; BMGSK;

CEN/SCK; NRIRR; JAERI; IPSN; NAGRA; RIVM; NRPB;
SENES; VTT.

Program Duration:
From 1991.10
To 1996.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C52.00

BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric MOdel Validation Study-Phase
II) is an international co-operative effort to test models designed
to quantify the transfer and bioaccumulation of radio nuclides
and other trace substances in the environment. BIOMOVS II was
initiated to follow on from the first phase of BIOMOVS which
was officially launched at a meeting in Paris, in 1986 and fin-
ished in Stockholm, 1990. The primary objectives of BIOMOVS
II are threefold, and are given in the official BIOMOVS II pro-
posal: 1. To test the accuracy of the predictions of environmental
assessment models for selected contaminants and exposure
scenarios, 2. to explain differences in model predictions due to
difference in model structure, modelling assumptions and/or dif-
ferences in selected input data, 3. to recommend priorities for
future research to improve the accuracy of model predictions.

coord/nated research programs; environmenta/ exposure pathway;
radioecological concentration; radionuclide migration; simulation;
testing.

RADIOECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION: coordinated research
programs; RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: coordinated research
programs.

SE9400005 Site-94: A performance assessment exercise of
a hypothetical repository for spent fuel.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Andersson, J. Swedish Nuclear Power

Inspectorate, Box 27106, S-10252 Stockholm, Sweden.
Organization Type: Other
Program Duration:

From 1992.06
To 1995.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, SKI, has to
prepare for the licensing of a repository for spent nuclear fuel,
by building up the necessary knowledge, experience and review
capacity. SKI's main strategy for meeting this demand is to de-
velop an independent performance assessment capability. In
1992 SKI initiated a new performance assessment project,
SITE-94. The project will be concluded in mid 1995. SITE-94 is
a performance assessment of a hypothetical repository at a real
site. The main objective is to determine how site specific data
can be assimilated into the performance assessment process.
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and to evaluate how uncertainties inherent in site characterization
will influence the results. This is addressed by exploring multiple
interpretations, conceptual models, and sets of parameters con-
sistent with the site data. The site evaluation strives for con-
sistency between geological, hydrological, rock mechanical and
geochemical descriptions. Other important elements of SITE-94
are: development of a practical and defensible methodology for
defining, constructing and analysis of scenarios, development of
methods for handling of uncertainties, evaluation of canister in-
tegrity, and the development of an appropriate Quality Assurance
plan for performance assessments.

geochemistry; geology; hydrology; quality assurance; radioactive
waste disposal; rock mechanics; site characterization; spent fuels.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site characterization.

SE9400006 Chemical durability of copper canisters in a
crystalline bedrock repository environment.

Topic codes: 145.
Principal Investigator: Hermansson, H.-P. Studsvik Material AB,

S-61182, Nykoeping, Sweden.
Other Investigators: Beverskog, B.; Amcoff, Oe.
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate

(SKI).
Program Duration:

From 1992.07
To 1995.06

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

The purpose of the project is to estimate the long term
durability of copper canisters containing spent nuclear fuel in a
crystalline bedrock environment. The repository is assumed to
be of the KBS-3 type. The canisters are either made entirely
of copper or with an outer copper canister surrounding an inner
canister of carbon steel. The following aspects are considered:
Description of dissolved species and solid phases formed at and
in the vicinity of the copper surface for different groundwater
compositions. Calculations of general corrosion using a modifi-
cation of the near-field migration code CALIBRE. Development
of models for localized corrosion under reducing as well as
oxidizing together with calculations of canister lifetimes using
such models.

carbon steels; casks; copper; corrosion; ground water; materials
testing; radioactive waste disposal; service life; spent fuels.

CASKS: materials testing.

Ukraine

UA9400001 Peculiarities of dose forming due to the internal
irradiation of public living in the areas along
the Dnieper river.

Osobennosti formirovaniya doz vnutrennego
oblucheniya jitelej raionov bassejna r. Dnepr.

Topic codes: 241.
Principal Investigator: Karachev, I.I. 253660 Ukraine.
Telephone: x-044-559-56-54.
Facsimile: x-044-559-50-44.
Other Investigators: Tkachenko, N.V.; Berezhnaya, T.I.;

Sorokobatkina, V.D.
Performing Organization: Ukrainian Scientific Hygienic Centre

(Popudrenko Str 50, Kiev-94).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1994
To 1994

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Tkachenko N., Markelova L: Hygenic evaluation of radiation
consequences after the Chernobyl accident in highly populated
areas of Ukraine, Proc. of Int. Conf. on Nuclear Waste
Management and Env. Remediation, Prague, Sept. 1993, V.
2, p. 239-247, (1993).

INIS categories: C55.00

At present 15 Nuclear power plant units, including 8 units
located in the Dnieper area, are operating in Ukraine besides,
it should be emphasised here, that 3 units are also planned to
be installed here. The radiation situation is aggravated by the
fact, that up to the present days the Dnieper water contaminated
due to the Chernobyl accident is considered to be a source of
radiological burden to human beings (particularly, in the southern
regions where the Dnieper water is used for melioration actions).
About 70 percent of the population depends on the Dnieper for
water supplies. Due to this fact the radiological doses of the
great segments of population are associated with the levels of
concentration of the Dniper water pollution The present actions,
provide for diminishing the dose burdens to the population ob-
tained as the result of the Chernobyl radionuclide migration
hydrobiologic foodstuff chain, are not very effective, to our mind,
the imposition of strict regional standards for setting waste levels
will be the most rational and effective way for decreasing the
dose.

SE9400007 DECOVALEX.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: ?. Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate,

Box 27106, S-10252 Stockholm, Sweden.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: AECL; ANDRA; CEA/IPSN; CEC;

NIREX; PNC; SKB; SKI; STUK; NRC.
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00

DECOVALEX is an international cooperation project for the
development of coupled thermohydromechanical (THM) models
and their validation against experiments in nuclear waste iso-
lation. The main purpose of the project is to improve the basic
understanding of THM processes and their importance for the
performance assessment of repositories in jointed hard rock. It
will also give the opportunity to peer review for model develop-
ers. The capabilities of codes can be compared and the codes
can be verified through benchmarking and analytical solutions.
The project also provides for exchange of laboratory and field
data for validation purposes.

bench-scale experiments; computer codes; coordinated research
programs; field tests; radioactive waste disposal; rock mechanics;
thermal analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: thermal analysis.

contamination; dnieper river; food chains; human populations;
radiation doses; radionuclide migration; regional analysis.

DNIEPER RIVER: contamination; HUMAN POPULATIONS: radi-
ation doses.

UA9400002 Study of the immobilization of nuclear fission
products using non ion-exchange polymeric and
inorganic materials.

Topic codes: 112; 114.
Principal Investigator: Manorik. P.A. Bulvar Lychatchova 4, N.

74. 252133, Kiev-133, Ukraine.
Telephone: x-044-2962765.
Facsimile: x-044-2656212.
Other Investigators: Yatsimirsky, KB.; Musishenko, V.I.;

Talanova, G.G.; Boiko, A.N.
Performing Organization: L.V. Pysarzhevsky's Institute of Physical

Chemistry of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Prospekt
Nayki, 31 252028 Kiev-28, Ukraine).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: IAEA; Ukrainian Academy of Sciences;
State Commity of Sciences and Technology.

Program Duration:
From 1993.01
To 1995 12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
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Manorik P.A., Musichenko V.I., Boyko A.N., Yatsimirsky K.B.:
New tetraazapolymeric materials for 3d, 4d, 5d-radionuclides
selective immobilization, Dokladi Akademii nayk of Ukrain,
1993, (in press); Manorik P.A., Musichenko V.I., Boyko A.N.:
The Ru and other platinoids chemosorption on the new
tetraazamacrocycles modificated polystyrene materials,
Ukrainian Chemical Journal, 1993, (in press).

INIS categories: E51.00

There were synthesized new tetraazamacrocycle and
crown-ethers polystyrene and divinylbenzenepolystyrene deriva-
tives (P-TAM and P-CE respectively) and studies as
chemosorbents for Cs, Sr (P-CE) and Ru, Co(P-TAM)
radioisotopes immobilisation. It was established that
tetraazamakrocycle 'modificator concentration in such material is
near 5 X 10-* M/g material. Model solutions, containing Ru and
other plathinoids salts, and also Co salts were used in exper-
imental procedure in concentrations 5 X 10-3-5 X 10-6M/dm3. It
was shown, that P-TAM quantitatively immobilize Ru and other
plathinoides from the water solution under pH-0-1 during 1-2
days and practically all modifying groups participate in
immobilisation process. It was established that in alkaline sol-
utions this sorbent also immobilizes Co, Cr and other 3d-metal
ions. P-TAM also demonstrates very high plathinoids
immobilization selectivity (close to 100%) during the
immobilization process from solutions containing, for example,
plathinoids and greate 3d-metal ions excess. The i37Cs
immobilization by some types of P-CE from Ringer-Locka waste
mode! solution was also studied and established that K'd(Bk/g)
strongly depends not only on crown-ether ring size but on the
form, in which crown-ethers exists on the surface, for example
when modificator was in the form of the complex such as
P-Ce-L(-L'K3Fe(CN)6 or L'K4Fe(CN)6) there were received the
better values of K'd(Bk/g) and Kd(Bk/mole of CE).

cesium 137; chemisorption; chromium; cobalt; fission products;
polymers; radioactive waste processing; ruthenium; strontium.

FISSION PRODUCTS: radioactive waste processing.

United Kingdom

GB9400001 Modelling of gas migration from the
copper/steel canister.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Agg, P.J. AEA Technology, 424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433740.
Facsimile: x-44-235-433169.
Other Investigators: Wikramaratna, R.S.; Goodfield, M.; Rodwell,

W.R.; Nash, P.J.; Horseman,.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: SKB (Sweden).
Associated Organization: British Geological Survey (UK).
Program Duration:

From 1993
To (Not provided)

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Wikramaratna R.S., Goodfield M., Rodwell W.R., Nash P.J.,
Agg P.J.: A preliminary assessment of gas migration from the
copper/steel canister, Report AEA-D and W-0672, AEA
Technology, (1993).

INIS categories: E15.20, E52.00

The Copper/Steel canister is a new concept for the
encapsulation of spent nuclear fuel for geological disposal that
is being considered by SKB, Sweden. In the event of water
ingress into a canister, hydrogen gas will be generated as a
result of anaerobic corrosion of the carbon steel inner container
of the canister. A preliminary study has been carried out to
determine the mechanisms by which gas could migrate from a
canister, and to determine the likely fate of the gas. The analysis
of the relationship between the pressure drop across the near-
field bentonite barrier and the gas-phase flow rate was limited
by the scarcity of data relating to the mechanisms controlling
gas-phase flow through bentonite.A further programme of work
is planned to identify the data that would be required to permit

the development, calibration and validation of improved theore-
tical models for gas-phase flow through bentonite, to obtain data
by means of experiments on gas-phase flow trough bentonite,
and to make use of this data to improve the understanding of
the effects of the bentonite barrier on the build-up of pressure
and the escape of gas from the Copper/Steel canister.

bentonite; carbon steels; casks; copper; corrosion; gas flow; hy-
drogen; radioactive waste disposal; simulation; water influx.

CASKS: gas flow; GAS FLOW: simulation.

GB9400002 Development of MARQUISS and its verification
and validation.

Topic codes: 201; 323.
Principal Investigator: Chambers, A.V. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-432028.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.; AEA Technology.
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Chambers A.V.; Use of the quasi-stationary state approxi-
mation to determine the migration of mineral alteration zones
at a natural analogue for the disturbed zone of a cementitous
radioactive waste repository, Scientific Basis for Nuclear
Waste Management XVII, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proa, to be
published; Chambers A.V., Smith A.C.: The modification and
application of the geochemical modelling code CHEQMATE
to simulate transport and chemical processes within fractured
media, Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management XVII,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proa, to be published.

INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

Calculation of the movement of chemical fronts over long
time scales could be important in underpinning performance as-
sessments for radioactive waste disposal. A quasi-stationary state
model, MARQUISS (Mineral Alteration Reactions using the QUasI
Stationary State approximation), has been developed to achieve
this objective by avoiding many of the problems encountered
using more conventional approaches to coupled chemistry and
transport calculations. MARQUISS simulates advective, dispersive
and diffusive transport through a one-dimensional porous medium
coupled with the chemical kinetics of mineral precipitation and
dissolution. A description of its development and verification of
simple systems has been produced, together with its application
in a study of the migration of mineral alteration zones at a na-
tural analogue for a cementitious radioactive waste repository
located at Maqarin in northern Jordan.

advection; chemical reaction kinetics; diffusion; geochemistry; m
codes; minerals; porous materials; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: chemical reaction kinetics,
radionuclide migration.

GB940O003 Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation.

Topic codes: 202; 323.
Principal Investigator: Chambers, A.V. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-432028.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Smith, AC.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1995.03
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Chambers A.V.; Use of the quasi-stationary state approxi-
mation to determine the migration of mineral alteration zones
at a natural analogue for the disturbed zone of a cementitous
radioactive waste repository, Scientific Basis for Nuclear
Waste Management XVII, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proa, to be
published; Chambers A.V., Smith A.C.: The modification and
application of the geochemical modelling code CHEQMATE
to simulate transport and chemical processes within fractured
media, Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management XVII,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proa, to be published.

INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00

The UK current plants for a repository for the disposal
of intermediate-level radioactive waste involve the use of a
cementitious backfill within the repository vaults. Radionuclide
transport could be concentrated within cracks that may form in
the cement, or in fractures within the rock surrounding the re-
pository. A version of CHEQMATE (Chemical EQuilibrium and
Migration And Transport Equations) that includes a representation
of transport through fractured media has been developed. Mod-
ifications of the code, to allow simulation of transport through
either a single fracture, or, by adopting a continuum approach
to represent fracture distribution, through multiple fractures, have
been made. Successful verification of the modified program
against analytical solutions for transport through fractured rock
and cracked cementitious media has been demonstrated, as has
an application of the modified program to study the evolution
of an aqueous chemistry within a cementitious repository vault
containing a single fracture.

backfilling: c codes: cements: fractures: intermediate-level radio-
active wastes: radioactive waste disposal: radionuclide migration:
underground disposal.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: c codes: UNDERGROUND DIS-
POSAL: radionuclide migration.

GB9400004 Experimental and modelling studies on corro-
sion of LLW and ILW waste containers.

Topic codes: 115.
Principal Investigator: Naish, C. AEA Technology, 424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-432839.
Facsimile: x-44-235-432620.
Other Investigators: Blackwood, D.; Hoch, A.; Porter, F.;

Sharland, S.; Taylor, K.; Thomas, M.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1982
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
A.R. Hoch, C.C. Naish, S.M. Sharland, A.C. Smith, K.J.
Taylor: Experiments and modelling studies concerning
localised corrosion of carbon and stainless steel containers
for intermediate and low level radioactive waste, presented
at MRS Conference on Scientific Basis of Nuclear Waste
Management, Boston, December, 1992.

INIS categories: E52.00, B22.50, E15.20

Research into corrosion process affecting containers for
LLW and ILW in the UK is in progress. Materials under con-
sideration are stainless steel and carbon steel. This research
provides information for an assessment of container performance
in the repository. The research aims to identify both the likely
models of corrosion and the rate at which corrosion occurs. This
involves developing and understanding of the evolution of the
physical and chemical environment of the metal, and how such
changes affect corrosion processes. Both uniform and localised
corrosion are considered in the programme. The methodology for
long-term prediction of corrosion behaviour involves experimental
and theoretical studies. Modeling is used to help predict the way
in which the canister environment changes with time. Long-term
corrosion rates are in some cases based on experimental

measurements underpinned by interpretative mathematical mod-
els, and in others they are based on the results of predictive
models, which are validated by short-term experiments. Further
experiments provide basic input data for all the models.

carbon steels: containers; corrosion; intermediate-level radioactive
wasfes; low-level radioactive wastes; simulation; stainless steels.

CONTAINERS: corrosion.

GB9400005 Improvements in the methodology for deriving
equilibrium constants.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Tweed, C.J. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-432028.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Thompson, A.M.; Chambers, A.V.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424 4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: AEA Technology.
Program Duration:

From 1994.01
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

A program (HARFIT) has been developed from the
HARPFIRQ code and a 'fitting' subroutine. The program reads
in a set of experimental data and obtains the best fit to them
by 'floating' equilibrium constants, elemental concentrations and
where appropriate, site concentrations. Preliminary testing of the
program has been carried out by comparing results with those
from fitting work carried out with FITEQL.Initial results are en-
couraging.

h codes; Ite; simulation; site characterization; thermodynamics.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: thermodynamics.

GB9400006 Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan
Natural Analogue Project.

Topic codes: 328.
Principal Investigator: Tweed, C.J. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-432028.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Chambers, A.V.; Haworth, A.; Linklater, CM.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd. (modelling work); Nagra;

Nirex; SKB (overall project).
Associated Organization: British Geological Survey (mineralogical

data).
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1995.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Alexander W.R., Dayal R., Eagleson K., Eikenberg J.,
Hamilton E., Linklater CM. et al.: A natural analogue of high
pH cement pore waters from the Maqarin area of Northern
Jordan II: Results of predictive geochemical calculations,
Journal of Geochemical Exploration, 46, 133-146, (1994);
Tweed C.J., Milodowski A.E.: An overview of the Maqarin
Natural Analogue Project - A natural analogue study of an
hyperalkaline cement grounwater system, presented at the 5th
CEC Natural Analogue Working Group Meeting, Toledo,
Spain, to be published in EUR Series.

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The Maqarin site in northern Jordan provides a unique
field scale analogue to a cementitious radioactive waste reposi-
tory, comprising a high pH groundwater system in near equilib-
rium with naturally occurring cement minerals (portlandide,
afwillite. tobermorite, CSH gels etc.). The overall aim of the
project is to study the interaction between hyperalkaline waters
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and the unaltered host rock. This represents an analogue for the
interaction between the alkaline plume and the 'disturbed zone'
and far field environment. The main aim of this project is to test
geochemical modelling programmes such as
HARPHRQ.CHEQMATE and MARQUISS in modelling systems
which have evolved over geological timescales, and to gain
confidence in the applicability of such models in supporting a
repository performance assessment.

c codes; geochemistry; ground water; h codes; m codes; natural
analogue; radioactive waste disposal; rock-fluid interactions;
waste-rock interactions.

WASTE-ROCK INTERACTIONS: natural analogue.

GB9400007 Colloid transport in fractured rock: Laboratory
and field studies.

7oo/c codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Gardiner, M.P. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-434981.
Facsimile: x-44-235-434942.
Other Investigators: Gilling, D.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

A laboratory and field based study of colloid migration
through fractured hard rock is described. The purpose of study
was to investigate , under carefully-controlled conditions, the
process involved in attenuating colloid migration. The
laboratory-based experimental programme considered the mi-
gration of colloidal silica through a (well-characterised) single
fracture in a large slate block as a function of colloid size,
volumetric flow rate and aqueous phase ionic strength. The ob-
jective of the programme was to obtain detailed experimental
data with which to elucidate the process involved in colloid mi-
gration and retardation. Three colloids were investigated, Syton
X30 (30nm) Syton W30 (65nm) and a specially prepared 800nm
silica particle. Colloid transmission was studied as a function of
flow rate (in the range 0.2 to 4 ml/min) and aqueous phase ionic
strength (in the range 0.1 to 0.001 M NaCI). Colloid transmission
was compared to that of a conservative tracer (tritiated water)
and was expressed as per cent recovery, Syton X30 (30nm)
was the most transmissive of the three colloid, recoveries range
from 4% (0.2ml/min, 1 x 10-'M ionic strength). The results of
the laboratory-based study were used to predict the outcome
of a field experiment. On the assumption that the similar proc-
esses act in the field to those processes that the laboratory, it
was predicted that the two Syton colloids would be transmitted
through the field fracture network with Syton X30 being more
mobile than Syton W30. The experimental variable which was
not studied in the laboratory-based experiments was that of
length-scale. Some processes controlling colloid migration may
operate over relatively long time scales and so many not have
been apparent in the relatively short laboratory-based exper-
iments. A series of field migration experiments were performed
at the Reskajeage Quarry field site, Cornwall, UK in a fractured
hard rock aquifer. Length-scales in the quarry could be varied
between 5m and 15.4m by the use of appropriate pairs of
boreholes. Additionally, the fracture network system, although
characterised, is much more complex then the single fracture
laboratory system. The extended length scale available in the
field was expected to demonstrate the action of slower process
controlling colloid migration. Colloid recoveries normalised to the
dye recovery varied between 84 and 107% for Syton X30 and
79 to 119% for Syton W30. The recovery appears to be de-
pendent upon the height of the water table in the quarry, which
in turns controls the flow paths connecting the borehole pairs.
Predictions based on the laboratory experiments were in the
main confirmed in the field. Current work in the Quarry is con-
centrating on the transmission of colloids through the tighter
fracture network found at depth where flow rates are lower.

aquifers; bench-scale experiments; colloids; environmental trans-
port; field tests; geologic fractures; radionuclide migration.

COLLOIDS: radionuclide migration.

GB9400008 The degradation of cellulose in the near field
of a radioactive waste repository.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Williams, S.J. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-435826.
Facsimile: x-44-235-434942.
Other Investigators: Greenfield, B.F.; llurdus, M.H.; Pilkington,

N.J.; Spindler, M.W.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration;

From 1985
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory;
Greenfield B.F., Moreton A.D., Spindler M.W., Williams S.J.,
Woodwark DR.: The effects of the degradation of organic
materials in the near field of a radioactive waste repository,
Mat. Resz. Soc. Symp. Proa, 257, 299-306, (1992);
Greenfield B.F., Harrison W.N., Robertson G.P., Somers P.J.,
Spindler M.W.: Mechanistic studies of the alkaline degradation
of cellulose in cement, UK Nirex Ltd, Report NSS/R272,
(1993); Moreton A.D.: Thermodynamic modelling of the effects
of hydroxycarboxylic acids on the solubility of plutonium at
high pH, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc, 794, 753-758, (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00, B12.10, B13.20

UK Nirex is seeking to developed a deep underground
repository for the disposal of solid low-and intermediate -level
radioactive wastes in the UK. The Nirex Safety Assessment
Research Programme (NSARP) comprise scientific research to
support the postclosure performance assessment of the reposi-
tory. One of the investigation carried out by the AEA Technology
under the NSARP is the investigation of the formation of
water-soluble complexants from the degradation of the solid or-
ganic polymer and cellulosic materials present in such wastes.
The influence of these complexants on the solubility and sorption
of a number of radionuclides is also being investigated by a
combination of experimental measurements and thermodynamic
modelling. Under the alkaline anaerobic conditions representative
of the near field of the repository, cellulose has previously been
shown to degrade to yield soluble products which enhance the
solubilities and reduces the sorption of several radionuclides. As
part of this investigation, cellulose was chemically degraded un-
der conditions similar to those expected in the near field and
the leachate analysed. Separation of the products by HPLC gave
direct identification of 2-C-(hydroxymethyl)-3-deoxy-D-erythro-
pentonic (isosaccharinic) acid as one of the degradation products.
More tentative assignments were made for glycolic, formicjactic
and acetic acids. A comparison was made with the degradation
products suggested in the literature. The possible mechanisms
and extend of cellulose degradation are considered, as well as
the factors affecting its degradation in the near field. The
sorption of plutonium on the cement from a leachate produced
under alkaline, anaerobic conditions has been measured.

anaerobic conditions; cellulose; decomposition; intermediate-level
radioactive wastes; leaching; low-level radioactive wastes;
plutonium; solid wastes; solubility; sorption; underground disposal.

CELLULOSE: decomposition.

GB9400009 The effects of organic degradation products on
actinide disposal.

7"oo/c codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Williams, S.J. AEA Technology,

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-435862.
Facsimile: x-44-235-434942.

424.4
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Other Investigators: Greenfield, B.F.; Linklater, CM.; Moreton,
A.D.; Spindler, M.W.

Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell.
Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).

Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1985
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Greenfield B.F., Moreton A.D., Spindler M.W., Williams S.J.,
Woodwark DR.: The effects of the degradation of organic
materials in the near field of a radioactive waste repository,
Mat. Resz. Soc. Symp. Proc, 257, 299-306, (1992); Moreton
A.D.; Thermodynamic modelling of the effects of
hydroxycarboxylic acids on the solubility of plutonium at high
pH, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc., 794, 753-758, (1993);
Baston G.M.N., Berry J.A., Bond K.A., Brownsword M.,
Linklater CM.: Effects of organic degradation products on the
sorption of actinides, Radiochemica Acta 58/59, 349-356,
(1992).

IMS categories: E52.00, B13.20

UK Nirex Ltd proposes to develop a deep repository in
the UK for the disposal of low-level and intermediate-level ra-
dioactive wastes (LLW/ILW). It is currently planned to place
conditioned ILW in vaults and to backfill with a cementitious
ground. Some ILW will contain significant actinide inventories
and/or polymeric organic materials (e g. PVC, cellulose). The
possible degradation of these materials under alkaline conditions
is therefore of interest. Work is carried out by AEA Technology
under the Nirex Safety Assessment Research Programme to in-
vestigate the effects of organic degradation on actinide behaviour
in solution.

actinides: backfilling: cements: decomposition: grouting:
intermediate-level radioactive wastes: low-level radioactive wastes:
organic polymers: solutions; underground disposal.

ACTINIDES: organic polymers; ORGANIC POLYMERS: decom-
position.

International Conference on Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing and
Waste Management, Sendai, Japan, 988, (1991); Baston
G.M.N., Berry J.A., Bond K.A., Brownsword M., Linklater CM.:
Studies of the effects of organic materials on the sorption
of uranium(IV) and thorium(IV), UK Nirex Ltd Report
NSS/R258, (1992); Baston G.M.N., Berry J.A., Bond K.A.,
Brownsword M., Green A., Linklater CM.: Effects of organic
degradation products on the sorption of actinides,
Radiochemica Acta 58/59, 349, (1992); Berry J.A., Bond K.A.:
Studies of the extent of surface diffusion in the migration of
radionuclides through geological materials, Radiochemica Acta
58/59, 329, (1992); Baston G.M.N., Berry J.A., Littleboy A.K.,
Pilkington N.J.: Sorption of activation products on London clay
and Dungeness Gravel, Radiochemica Acta 58/59, 225,
(1992).

INIS categories: E52.00, B13.20

Sorption studies carried out by AEA Technology at
Harwell, in connection with radioactive waste repositories planned
in the UK and Overseas, are relevant to a number of aspects
of assessing repository performance. There are large exper-
imental programmes underway that form part of safety assess-
ment research programmes, which are designed to investigate
the sorption behaviour of important radioelements on both engi-
neered barrier materials such as cements, and geological mate-
rials. These studies address sorption parameters under 'normal'
conditions and also investigate the effect on sorption of param-
eters such as groundwater ionic strength, temperature and redox
potential,and also potentially significant perturbations, such as the
presence of organic materials (mainly organic degradation pro-
ducts) and the exposure of the host geological media to high
pH pore waters emanating from a cementitious repository. These
studies provide data for post-closure performance assessment
of the planned repositories. In addition to this work, AEA at
Harwell also undertake sorption studies of a generic nature,
using ion beam surface analytical techniques in particular in or-
der to understand better the process that control sorption. All
experimental work is run in close collaboration with associated
thermodynamic chemical modelling studies.

ground water; organic matter; radioactive waste disposal; redox
potential; sorption; temperature dependence.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: sorption.

GB9400010 Experimental sorption studies undertaken at
AEA Technology, Harwell.

Topic codes: 323; 326.
Principal Investigator: Berry, J.A. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-435801.
Facsimile: x-44-235-434835.
Other Investigators: Baston, G.M.N.; Baker, S.; Bond, K.A.; Boult,

K.A.; Brownsword, M.; Cowper, MM. et al.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: Various customers in the UK, Europe

and the Far East.
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Baston G.M.N., Berry J.A., Linklater CM.: Factors influencing
the sorption of radium onto geological materials, Analytical
Proceedings, 30, 194, (1993); Berry J.A., Bishop B.E., Cowper
M.M., Pozard PR., McMillan J.W., Mountfort S.A.: The
measurement of the sorption of actinides on minerals using
microanalytical techniques, Analyst, 118, 1241, (1993): Baston
G.M.N., Berry J.A., Bond K.A., Boult K.A, M., Brownsword
M., Linklater CM.: Effects of cellulosic degradation products
on uranium sorption in the geosphere, J. Alloys and Com-
pounds, in the press; Berry J.A., Baston G.M.N., Boult K.A.,
Linklater CM., Pilkington N.J.: Studies of the effects of de-
gradation products on the sorption of tin and radium, Mat.
Res. Soc. Symp. Proc., 212, 557, (1991); Berry J.A., Bond
K A., Brownsword M., Linklater CM.: Surface diffusion of
sorbed radionuclides, UKAEA Report AEA-D&R-0055, (1991);
Berry J.A., Cowper M.M., Green A., Jefferies N.L., Linklater
CM.: Sorption of radionuclides on mineral surfaces, Proc. 3rd

GB9400011 Factors affecting the accumulation and
metabolism of radionuclides in aquatic biota.

Topic codes: 211.
Principal Investigator: Knowles, J.F. Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. Fisheries Laboratory, Pakefield Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244.
Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Smith, D.L.; Winpenny, K.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Swift D.J., Smith D.L., Allington D.J., Winpenny K.: A labo-
ratory and field study of 210P0 depuration by edible winkles
(Littorina littorea L.) from the Cumbrian coast (north eastern
Irish Sea), (1994), J. Environ. Radioactivity, in press.

INIS categories: B32.10

Bioaccumulation and metabolism of radionuclides may be
affected by interaction with many biological and environmental
factors. Information on such effects is generally lacking both for
natural (e.g. polonium) and anthropogenic (e.g. plutonium)
radionuclides. An understanding of such interactions is essential
for any impact assessment. A possible example of such an
interaction, where winkles subject to increased cadmium con-
centrations had increased retention of radioactive polonium, has
recently been examined (see ref.). Biological studies are now in
progress to examine the mechanisms whereby heavy metal
contaminants may affect radionuclide metabolism and retention.

aquatic ecosystems; cadmium; polonium; radioecological concen-
tration; radionuclide kinetics.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS: radionuclide kinetics.
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GB9400012 The assessment of radiation effects in aquatic
ecosystems.

Topic codes: 211.
Principal Investigator: Knowles, J.F. Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. Fisheries Laboratory, Pakefield Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244.
Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Greenwood, L; Woodhead, D.S.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Knowles J.F.: The effect of chronic radiation on the humoral
immune response of rainbow trout, Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 62,
239-248, (1992).

INIS categories: C52.20, E52.00

The disposal of either liquid or solid radioactive waste into
fresh or marine waters can result in increased radiation exposure
of indigenous populations of aquatic organisms. Models to pro-
vide a basis for estimating the potential exposure or populations
of wild organisms in contaminated natural environments are un-
der continuous development. The results provide a means of
assessing the possible consequences of the increased radiation
exposure and this is one factor which must be considered when
judging the acceptability of a waste disposal practice. Efforts are
being directed towards developing criteria for the protection of
aquatic fauna from radiation exposure arising from radioactive
waste disposal. The effects of long-term, long-level irradiation
on the immune system continue to be investigated. A report on
experiments with rainbow trot has been published and one on
those with eelpout Zoarces viviparus is near completion. Effects
on reproductive organs in dab Limanda limanda will be examined
in planned experiments. A report on the effects of continuous
irradiation over several generations on reproductive parameters
in the small marine worm Ophryotrocha diadema has been ac-
cepted for publication. Experiments examining how different ra-
diation qualities affect parameters are about to commence.

aguatic ecosystems: biological radiation effects; immune system
diseases; radioactive waste disposal; reproductive disorders.

AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS: biological radiation effects.

GB9400013 The accumulation of radioactive phosphorus
(32P) in fishes.

Topic codes: 211.
Principal Investigator: Knowles, J.F. Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. Fisheries Laboratory, Pakefield Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244.
Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Smith, D.L; Winpenny, K.; Swift, D.J.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Swift D.J.: The accumulation of plutonium by the European
lobster (Homarus gammams L), J. Environ. Radioactivity, 16,
1-24, (1992).

INIS categories: C21.20

While 32P is discharge under authorization into fresh ma-
rine waters, very little information is available on the dynamics
of its uptake and retention in fish or on factors affecting these.
Such data are necessary to model accurately and hence predict
the fate of radio-phosphorus in the aquatic environment. This
study is designed to examine the accumulation of 32p in selected
fish species.

fishes; marine disposal; phosphorus 32; radioactive waste dis-
posal; radioecological concentration; uptake.

FISHES: phosphorus 32; PHOSPHORUS 32: radioecological
concentration.

GB9400014 The relative significance of historic and current
discharge from Sellafield as sources of present
human radiation exposure.

Topic codes: 103; 221.
Principal Investigator: Leonard, K. Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. Fisheries Laboratory, Pakefield Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244.
Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Kershaw, P.; Woodhead, D.; McCubbin, D.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.04
To 1998.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Gurbutt P.A., Kershaw P.J., Durance A.: Modelling the dis-
tribution of soluble and particle adsorbed radionuclides in the
Irish Sea, Radionuclides: A tool for Oceanography, pp.
395-406, Elsevier, London and New York, (1988); Hunt G.J.,
Kershaw P.J.: Remobilization of artificial radionuclides from
the sediment of the Irish Sea, J. Radiol Prot 10 (2), 147-151,
(1990).

INIS categories: B32.10, C52.20

This project will involve work to predict future concen-
trations in water and on sediment particles of long lived
radionuclides (e.g. plutonium and americium) from both current
and historical discharges in the Irish Sea. The capabilities and
shortcomings of existing predictive tools and models (including
MIRMAID) will be evaluated in the context of modelling both
current and historical scenarios. As required, existing models will
be developed by the inclusion and quantification of additional
environmental processes and predictions will be validated with
radionuclides distributions.

americium; Irish sea; marine disposal; plutonium; radioactive
waste disposal; radioactivity; sediments; sellafield reprocessing
plant.

MARINE DISPOSAL: radioactivity.

GB9400015 Artificial radionuclides in the shelf seas of
northwest Europe from UK and other sources.

Topic codes: 103; 221.
Principal Investigator: Leonard, K. Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. Fisheries Laboratory, Pakefield Road,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244.
Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Woodhead, D.; Kershaw, P.; McCubbin, D.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.04
To 1998.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Kershaw P.J., Baxter A.J.: Sellafield as a source of radio-
activity to the barents Sea, Proc. Conf. Radioactivity and
Environmental Security in the Oceans, Woods Hole, June '93;
Leonard K.S. et al.: Assessment of an ultrafiltration technique
for the fractionation of radionuclides associated with humic
material, (submitted to Radioanul. Nucl. Chem. Articles).

INIS categories: B32.10, C52.20

This project continue detailed studies to investigate the
behaviour of radionuclides discharges from UK nuclear sites
(primarily Sellafield) into UK coastal waters, and their wider
dispersion into the waters of the northwest European Shelf. More
specifically work will be carried out to determine the physico-
chemical forms of radionuclides (simple ions, colloids and
particulates, complexes with other components of the effluent in
seawater), and how these factors influence their behaviour in the
environment. These data will provide an improved basis for the
quantification of radionuclide transport processes in space and
time, and provide more detailed information for the prediction
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of future radionuclide distributions and assessment of their overall
fate. It is important that inputs of radionuclides from UK sources
to the waters of the northwest European Shelf are accurately
defined so that they can be differentiated from those of other
well-documented land-based sources (e.g. Cap de la Hague) and
from more problematic inputs such as lost submarines (e.g.
Komsomolets) and past dumping by the former Soviet Union in
the Barents and Kara Seas.

chemical state; coastal waters; continental shelf; marine disposal;
radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; sellafield re-
processing plant.

MARINE DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration.

Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Allington, D.J.; Denoon, D.C.; Kershaw, P.J.;

Young, A.K.; Emerson, H.S.
Performing Organization: Directorate of Fisheries Research

(Pakefield Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United
Kingdom).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food (MAFF).

Program Duration:
From 1993.04
To 1997.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B32.10, C52.20

GB9400016 The fate of Irish Sea sediments.

7"op/c codes: 103; 221.
Principal Investigator: Kershaw, P.J. Directorate of Fisheries

Research, Pakefield Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT,
United Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244.
Facsimile: x-0502-513865.
Other Investigators: Poole, A.J.; Malcolm, S.J.; Leonard, K.S.
Performing Organization: Directorate of Fisheries Research

(Pakefield Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United
Kingdom).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food (MAFF).

Program Duration:
From 1993.04
To 1999.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Kershaw P.J. et al.: A review of radioactivity in the Irish Sea,
Aquatic Environ. Monit. Rept., MAFF Direct. Fish. Res.,
Lowestoft, UK, 32, pp. 65, (1992); Kershaw P.: Radioactive
contamination af the Solway and Cumbrian coastal zone, The
Solway Firth Proc. ECSA Symposium, April 1993,
ECSA/JNCC, (in press); McCartney M. et al.; Artificial
radionuclides in the surface sediments of the Irish Sea,
1968-1988, Science Total Environ., (in press).

INIS categories: B32.10, C52.20

The seabed sediments of the Irish Sea represent a sig-
nificant temporary 'sink' for a large fraction of the longer-lived
radionuclides discharges from Sellafield since operations began
in the early 1950's. This particularly true for the area of muddy
sediments lying close to the Cumbrian coast. It has previously
been estimated that 65% of the discharged plutonium resides in
subtidal sediments, with further substantial quantities occurring
in the intertidal and estuarine zones. In addition we have es-
tablished that, contrary to initial assumptions, little of this in-
ventory can be considered to have been buried or otherwise
removed from the biosphere. A number of physical, biological
and chemical processes have been described whose combined
effects lead to continuing remobiiization and transfer of particle-
associated radionuclides. The intertidal regions are, in places,
experiencing an increase in radionuclide inventories. It is not yet
possible to predict with any confidence what the medium-and
long-term fate of the contaminated sediment will be nor extent
of any consequent radiological impact. This project aims at ad-
dressing these two areas of uncertainty.

estuaries; irish sea; particle resuspension; plutonium; radioactive
effluents; radionuclide migration; sediments.

IRISH SEA: radioactive effluents.

GB9400017 Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally
occurring radionuclides in the aquatic environ-
ment.

Topic codes: 103; 221.
Principal Investigator: Poole, A.J. Directorate of Fisheries Re-

search, Pakefield Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 OHT, United
Kingdom.

Telephone: x-0502-562244

This programme is investigating the environmental
behaviour, distribution and impact of enhanced concentrations
of naturally-occurring radionuclides discharged from both nuclear
and non-nuclear sources into the Irish Sea. This is being
achieved through the measurement of 238U and 232Th natural
series radionuclides in effluent, water samples and sediment. The
relationship between, and the behaviour and concentration of,
natural series radionuclides and other contaminants, e g nutri-
ents, discharged from the same source, e g Albright and
Wilson's Marchon phosphoric acid production plant, will also be
considered, as will the extent and the rate of cleansing of the
area following cessation of large volume discharges. These data
will enable improved predictions to be made concerning similar
situations elsewhere and will provide valuable information related
to the transport of sediment and contaminants along the
Cumbrian coast. An appropriate programme of work has also
been developed to reveal contaminant sinks and fluxes in and
out of the Ribble Estuary, fluxes across the sediment-water
interface and the effect that the various environments, e g
saltmarsh, estuarine and shallow marine, have on the distrib-
utions of activity. These data will be utilised to aid the
radiological assessments and authorization reviews related to the
liquid discharges from BNFL Springfields.

chemical effluents; daughter products; environmental impacts;
irish sea; natural radioactivity; radioactive effluents; radionuclide
migration; sediment-water interfaces; sediments; thorium 232;
uranium 238.

IRISH SEA: chemical effluents, natural radioactivity, radioactive
effluents; NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY: environmental impacts;
RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: environmental impacts.

GB9400018 Modelling density effects in groundwater flow
with variable salinity.

Topic codes: 313; 323.
Principal Investigator: Jackson, C.P. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 0RA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433005.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Watson, S.P.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 0RA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

The aim of this research is to ensure that UK Nirex Ltd
have a capability to carry out transient calculations of coupled
groundwater flow and transport of salinity at high salinity. The
groundwater at depth at Sellafield has been found to be highly
saline, with densities several times that of seawater in places.
Modelling of coupled groundwater flow and transport of salinity
is widely recognised to be a difficult problem when the salinities
(and the corresponding density variations) are large. This re-
search is investigating the performance of existing finite-element
methods for solving this problem. The highly nonlinear nature
of the equation has been studied using sophisticated techniques
from nonlinear numerical analysis. A promising new finite-
element, method is also being evaluated.
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density; finite element method; flow models; ground water; non-
linear problems; salinity; simulation.

GROUND WATER: flow models.

GB9400019 Groundwater flow and transport model devel-
opment.

Topic codes: 201; 323.
Principal Investigator: Jackson, C.P. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433005.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Broor, D.J.; Cliffe, K.A.; Hartley, L.J.; Morris,

ST.; Watson, S.P.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1987.04
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Jackson C.P., Lever D.A., Sumner P.J.: Validation of transport
models for use in repository performance assessments: A
view illustrated from INTRAVAL test case 16, Advances in
Water resources 16, 33-46, (1992); Cliffe K.A., Gilling D.,
Jeff erics N.L., Lineham T.R.: An experimental study of flow
and transport in fractured state, Journal of Contaminant
Hydrology 13, 73-90, (1993); Cliffe K.A., Jackson C.P.:
Stochastic modelling of groundwater flow at the WIPP site,
Proc. of the Fourth Annual International High Level Radioac-
tive Waste Management Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
1993, ed. B.M. Cole, American Nuclear Society, 1993.

INIS categories: B31.10

This research programme aims to ensure that Uk Nirex
Ltd have adequate groundwater flow and transport models
available for use in performance assessment of a radioactive
waste repository. Work is carried out on three specific issues,
i) Validation. Methods for validating groundwater flow and trans-
port models are studied through participation in the INTRAVAL
project, ii) Spatial variability. Appropriate geostatistical techniques
have been applied to the INTRAVAL WIPP2 test case, iii)
Modelling support for experiments. Theoretical and mathematical
modelling support is provided for experiments on mass transfer
properties in geological materials. These experiments are carried
out as part of the Nirex Safety Assessment Research
Programme.

computerized simulation; flow models; ground water; radioactive
waste disposal; radionuclide migration.

GROUND WATER: flow models, radionuclide migration.

GB9400020 Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute
transport modelling.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Porter, J.D. AEA Technology, B22

Windscale, Seascale, Cumbria, CA20 1PF, UK.
Telephone: x-44-9467-72332.
Facsimile: x-44-9467-27927.
Other Investigators: Hartley, LJ .
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (B22 Windscale,

Seascale, Cumbria, CA20 1PF, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.; CEC.
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Porte J.D.: Application of indicator geostatistics to the
Goreleben Data Set, Proc. of the Fourth Annual International
High Level Radioactive Waste Management Conference, Las
Vegas, Nevada, 1993, ed. B.M. Cole, American Nuclear So-
ciety, 1993.

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.40

This project includes two research areas, i) Indicator
geostatistical methods are being applied to borehole data from
the Gorleben site. The aim is to assess the usefulness of the
method and to scope the potential uncertainty in the distribution
of the clay at the site. The material type at a given location
was treated as a random (indicator) variable. An indicator
variogram, which carries information about the connectivity of the
clay, was then calculated. Indicator Kriging to generate an esti-
mated clay distribution was performed. A realistic model of the
site geology was only obtain if careful use was made of
stratigraphic information, ii) Adjoint sensitivity methods for un-
certainty estimation have been implemented in the AEA Tech-
nology code NAMMU for the case of steady-state groundwater
flow and solute transport. The approach allows the uncertainty
in quantities of interest in a performance assessment (travel
times, fluxes, concentrations) to be estimated at much lower
computational cost than the alternative method of explicit pa-
rameter variation. The implementation for both flow and transport
has been verified by comparison with analytical solutions and the
results of explicit sensitivity calculations. Applications to realistic
cases has indicated the potential value of the joint approach in
assessment calculations.

clays; computerized simulation; flow models; gorleben salt dome;
ground water; radionuclide migration; sensitivity analysis; site
characterization; solutes.

GORLEBEN SALT DOME: site characterization; GROUND WA-
TER: flow models, radionuclide migration, solutes.

GB9400021 Development of the stochastic fracture network
modelling package NAPSAC, for flow and
transport modelling.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Herbert, A.W. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433357.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Wilcock, P.M.; Lanyon, G.W.; Holton, D.;

Hoch, A.R.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1986
To 2010

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: B31.10

Flow through deep geological media is often restricted to
the connected network of discrete fractures in the rock. The
effect of the geometry of the fracture network flow system can
influence our interpretation of field experiments and also the ef-
fective properties of the flow system on large scales, particularly
when considering radionuclides transport. We have developed a
stochastic fracture-network flow and transport modelling package
that is capable of simulating flow and transport through networks
of many thousands of discrete fractures. Using very efficient al-
gorithms it is possible to calculate an accurate mesh converged
solution to the flow field on each fracture in the network. Recent
developments to the code include the development of a very
efficient transient flow modelling module that can accurately
represent borehole experiments and measurements, or represent
flow to tunnels in large scale models. We have also developed
a very efficient tracer transport module based on representing
the dispersion of a large swarm of (millions of) particles through
the flow field. Such transport simulations predict the dispersive
effect of the fracture network flow geometry. Future develop-
ments now underway are the integration of NAPSAC with a
continuum based, porous-media code to provide a consistent
interface to aquifer or far-field boundaries; and an assessment
of the feasibility of incorporating more complex physics of
groundwater flow in the package. Of particular interest is
variable-density-driven flow due to dissolved halite, and the in-
fluence of rock-matrix diffusion on radionuclide transport.

computerized simulation; flow models; geologic fractures; ground
water; n codes; radionuclide migration; stochastic processes.

GEOLOGIC FRACTURES: flow models.
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GB9400022 Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for
performance assessment of a possible inter-
mediate level radioactive waste repository.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Jackson, C.P. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433005.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Other Investigators: Herbert, A.W.; Hartley, L.J.; Hoch, A.R.;

Poole, M.J.; Watson, S.P.; Cox, I.C.S. et al.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1986
To 2010

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
IMS categories: B31.10, B31.40, E52.00

As part of their on going investigation of the Sellafield
site as a possible location for an intermediate level waste re-
pository, UK Nirex Ltd have sponsored a comprehensive mod-
elling study of the groundwater flow through the site. Models
have also been used to investigate the possible radionuclide
transport though the geosphere. The modelling includes both
two-and three dimensional representations of the conceptual
model of the site on a range of scales. The models include
regional models of the overall flow system, as well as detailed
representations of particular subregions or processes. Particular
attention has been paid to the influence of variable-density-driven
flow due to dissolved salts (arising from dissolution of halite
evaporates in the sedimentary sequence) and to the effect of
fractured rocks. Stochastic fracture-network modelling has been
used to complement effective-porous-media models, both by
predicting effective properties for flow and transport, and by di-
rectly predicting pathways through the basement rocks. The
performance of the geosphere has been assessed using a
Probabilistic Safety Assessment approach that requires the
groundwater modelling to have taken full account of the present
uncertainties regarding the site characterisation.

flow models: geologic fractures; ground water; intermediate-level
radioactive wastes; probabilistic estimation; radioactive waste
disposal; radionuclide migration; safety analysis; salinity; sellafield
reprocessing plant; site characterization.

GROUND WATER: flow models; SITE CHARACTERIZATION:
ground water.

UDECBB incorporating the Barton-Bandis model of fracture
behaviour; and second the NAPSAC fracture network flow model
incorporating a simplified 'one-way' coupling that did not account
for the change in the stress field due to changing pore pres-
sures. The fully coupled models such as UDEC-BB are not yet
able to represent three-dimensional or large fracture networks
on the scale of the representative network volume, and so they
adopt simplified coupling, NAPSAC can model realistic fracture
network geometries in both two and three dimensions. Progress
is being made in identifying the importance of the respective
simplifications of the problem and the circumstances in which it
is appropriate to use each of the modelling tools.

computerized simulation; geologic fractures; n codes; rock me-
chanics; shear; site characterization; stresses; three-dimensional
calculations; two-dimensional calculations; u codes; underground
disposal.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: computerized simulation, geologic
fractures.

GB9400024 Modelling of gas migration from radioactive
waste repositories.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Agg, P.J. AEA Technology, 424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433740.
Facsimile: x-44-235-433169.
Other Investigators: Rodwell, W.R.; Nash, P.J.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1986
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress, Preliminary reports available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Rodwell W.R., Nash P.J.: Mechanisms and modelling of gas
migration from deep radioactive waste repositories, Report
NSS/R250, UK Nirex Ltd., (1992); Agg P.J., Moreton A.D.,
Rees J.H., Rodwell W.R., Sumner P.J.: NSARP Reference
Document: Gas Generation and Migration: January 1992,
Report NSS/G120, UK Nirex Ltd., (1993).

IMS categories: B31.10, B31.40, E52.00

GB9400023 Participation in the international DECOVALEX
project to study coupled hydraulic and me-
chanical processes.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Herbert, A.W. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433357.
Facsimile: x-44-235-436579.
Ofrier Investigators: Wilcock, P.M.; Makurat, A.; Hansteen, H.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Associated Organization: Norwegian Geotechnical Institute.
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1994.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
IMS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The DECOVALEX project aims to develop and begin the
process of validation of models of coupled processes. This re-
search project covers our involvement in DECOVALEX, and the
development of an approach to modelling the hydro mechanical
coupling that might influence field measurements used to
characterise a deep repository or underground research labora-
tory. Of particular concern has been the understanding of the
basic empirical relations that are used to parameterize the
behaviour of fractures under varying normal and shear stresses,
and the behaviour of fracture network systems comprising many
such fractures. Two modelling approaches have been used to
study benchmark and test cases: first a direct coupled model

UK Nirex Ltd is planning the development of a deep re-
pository for the disposal of a solid low- and intermediate-level
radioactive wastes. Gas will be generated within the repository,
and in order to understand the effect and fate of such gas,
consideration must be given to gas migration through the near-
and far-field repository environments. Within the Nirex Safety
Assessment Research Programme methods have been developed
to model the migration of gas from the repository. The aim of
the modelling studies has been to demonstrate that gas can
disperse from the repository without either causing pressure rises
sufficient to disturb the repository or rock structures, or inducing
accelerated water-borne radionuclide transport. Three main ap-
proaches have been adopted in the modelling studies: a) appli-
cation of Darey's law to estimate the possible volume gas flux
to the surface for a given effective rock permeability; b) esti-
mation of the ease of the gas migration through host rocks by
consideration of the pathways through the rock as consisting of
parallel capillaries with their radii given by some distribution; c)
numerical simulation of two-phase (gas/water) flow through
porous media using the PORES oil and reservoir simulation
program.

computerized simulation; gas flow; intermediate-level radioactive
wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; permeability; porous mate-
rials; radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; solid
wastes; two-phase flow; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL gas flow.

GB940002S Field measurements of gas transport through
fractured rock.
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Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Lineham, T.R. AEA Technology, 424.4

Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-435805.
Facsimile: x-44-235-434942.
Other Investigators: Bolt, J.E.; Grainger, P.; Heath, M.; Kellas,

P.; Merefield, J.; Watkins, V.M.B.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nlrex Ltd.
Associated Organization: Eicon Western Ltd., Research Services

(Redruth, Cornwall, UK); Earth Resources Centre (University
of Exter, Exter, UK).

Program Duration:
From 1986
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Lineham T.R. et al.: Gas migration in fractured rock: Results
and modelling of a helium gas injection experiment at the
Reskajeage Farm test site, SW England, UK, Proc. Migration
'93 Conference, Charleston, USA, 1993.

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.40, E52.00

UK Nirex Ltd is planning the development of a deep re-
pository for the disposal of solid low- and intermediate-level ra-
dioactive wastes. Gas will be generated within the repository,
and it is likely that gas will migrate predominantly through frac-
tures in the hard low-permeability rock surrounding the proposed
repository. In order to understand the effect and fate of gas
generated within the repository, it is important to understand how
gas migrates through fracture rock, and work has been carried
out within the Nirex Safety Assessment Research Programme
(NSARP) to measure the gas transport properties of such rock.
In addition, this experiments have been undertaken to provide
data for the validation of models used within the NSARP to
address gas migration through porous media. The field work has
been undertaken at the Reskajeage Farm Quarry site in
Cornwall, where the experimental programme has consisted of
four main activities: a) hydraulic testing as a precursor to gas
experiments; b) helium gas injection experiments carried out in
shallow inclined boreholes, followed by soil gas surveying; c)
various geological, hydrogeological and geophysical investigations
linked to the helium gas injection experiments; d) compressed
air injection tests and inter-borehole tests.

field tests; fractures: gas flow; gases; helium; intermediate-level
radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; porous materials;
radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; solid wastes;
underground disposal.

FRACTURES: gas flow.

GB9400026 Modelling of gas generation in radioactive
waste repositories.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Agg, P.J. AEA Technology, 424.4 Harwell,

Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK.
Telephone: x-44-235-433740.
Facsimile: x-44-235-433169.
Other Investigators: Sumner, P.J.;
Performing Organization: AEA

Oxfordshire, OX11 ORA, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Nires Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1985
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research planned, Research in
progress, Preliminary reports available.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from

Gunn, Y.; Purdom, G.
Technology (424.4 Harwell,

this laboratory:
Agg P.J., Sumner P.J.: Modelling of gas generation in radio-
active waste repositories, Proc. of 1st NEA Workshop on Gas
Generation and Migration from Radioactive Waste Reposito-
ries, Aix-en-Provence, 23-27 September, 1991, (1992); Agg
P.J.: Modelling gas generation in radioactive waste reposito-
ries, Nuclear Energy 32 (2), 81-87, (1988); Agg P.J., Moreton
A.D., Rees J.H., Rodwell W.R., Sumner P.J.: NSARP Refer-

ence Document: Gas Generation and Migration: January 1992,
Report NSS/G120, UK Nirex Ltd., (1993).

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

Uk Nirex Ltd is planning the development of a deep re-
pository for the disposal of solid low- and intermediate-level ra-
dioactive wastes. Preliminary estimates made at an early stage
in the Nirex Safety Assessment Research Programme (NSARP)
indicated that in such a repository gas would be produced in
reactions involving certain components of the waste forms and
their containers. It was conclude that there were two main
sources of gas: corrosion of metals under anaerobic conditions
(generating hydrogen), and degradation of cellulosic materials
(principally generating carbon dioxide and methane). Radiolysis
was found to generate only negligible quantities of gas by
comparison. Within the NSARP a mathematical model and as-
sociated computer program, GAMMON, have been developed to
model gas generation by the coupled processes of metal corro-
sion and microbial degradation of cellulosic wastes. The model
incorporates a set of chemical reactions that are representative
of the likely reactions under the wide range of physical and
chemical conditions that may exist within the repository, and that
cover the dominate gas-generating mechanisms. GAMMON has
been used to estimate generation rates of bulk and radioactive
gases within the proposed repository over the timescale of in-
terest in post-closure safety assessments.

anaerobic conditions; carbon dioxide; cellulose; computerized
simulation; containers; corrosion; decomposition; g codes; gases;
hydrogen; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; low-level radio-
active wastes; methane; microorganisms; radioactive waste dis-
posal; radiolysis; solid wasfes; underground disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: gases.

GB940O027 Radioactive wastes from PWR designs which
may be constructed in the UK.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Dutton, L.M.C. Booths Hall, Chelford

Road, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8QZ, UK.
Telephone: x-44-565-633800.
Facsimile: x-44-565-633659.
Other Investigators: Smedley, C ; Currie, I.D.
Performing Organization: NNC Ltd. (Booths Hall, Chelford Road,

Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8QZ, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Department of the Environment.
Program Duration:

From 1993.09.01
To 1994.02.25

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Dutton L.M.C., Smedley C: Radioactive emissions from
pressurised water reactors and the ALARP principle, (to be
presented at I. Mech. E. Conference on Power Generation
and the Environment, London 15-16 June 1994).

INIS categories: E32.00, E50.00

Some aspects of the Sizewell 'B' PWR design are unique
and consideration is being given by some utilities in the UK to
basing a future plant on a design that is established abroad.
The present study reviews the potential radio-active waste
arisings resulting from the operation and decommissioning of four
such PWR designs and compares them with the likely arisings
from Sizewell 'B'. The four designs are N4, Konvoi, System 80+
and the Mitsubishi/Westinghouse APWR. It is concluded that,
although there are wide variations in the reported estimates of
the volumes of operational wastes for the designs considered,
these are mainly associated with the assumed active arisings
and the assumed treatment of liquid waste rather than due to
differences in the design. A crucial aspect is the control of the
corrosion product activity of the primary coolant and all the de-
signs are capable of incorporating the best practice in this re-
spect. The activity of operational wastes is affected significantly
by the extend to which the liquid waste streams are treated and
it is concluded that the optimum treatment is filtration and
hold-up for radioactive decay. If further treatment were required,
demineralization or the use of a centrifuge results in lower vol-
umes of active waste than using a waste evaporator. Other
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beneficial design features are the use of incinerators, super-
compaction and the use of regenerable resins for the
condensates polishing plant. There are no major differences in
the decommissioning wastes.

corrosion; design; liquid wastes; primary coolant circuits; pwr type
reactors; radioactive waste processing; radioactive wasfes; reactor
decommissioning; reactor operation.

PWR TYPE REACTORS: radioactive wastes.

GB9400028 Radioactive waste management system (RWMS).

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Parkinson, J.R. Nuclear Electric, Barnett

Way, Barnwood, Glowester GL4 7RS, UK.
Telephone: x-0452-652603.
Facsimile: x-0452-652829.
Other Investigators: Edwards, J.P.N.; Hudd, W.H.R.
Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1994.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E50.00

Nuclear Electric is developing a relational database re-
ferred so as the 'Radioactive waste Management System' to hold
an its data on radioactive wastes. The data will be arranged in
near archive fashion and will include the full physical, chemical
and radiological characteristics for code waste stream. A variety
of data manipulation and others tools will be provide, as well
as a suite of radioactive decay equation to allow the radionuclide
activities of stocks to be decayed to any future data.

data base management; information systems; radioactive waste
management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: data base management.

GB9400029 Seeded ultrafiltration.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Hebditch, D.J. Nuclear Electric, Barnett

Way, Barnwood, Glowester GL4 7RS, UK.
Telephone: x-0452-653870.
Facsimile: x-0452-652829.
Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1995.04

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory;
P. Kavanagh, D.J. Hebditch: Development of seeded
ultrafiltration for liquid waste treatment, Proc. of 1994 ICHENE
research event (London, UK, 5-6 January 1994), pp. 335-337

INIS categories: E51.00

Following the successful completion of a programme of
work to identify and characterise mixtures of seeds for the re-
moval of several radionuclides concurrently, a programme of
work has been initiated to investigate scale-up of the seeded
ultrafiltration process. Among the specific points to be investi-
gated are the permeation rate as a function of operating pa-
rameters, seed composition and pH, rate of fouling clearing of
the ultrafilter membranes by bank-washing and/or chemical
treatment.

liquid wastes; membranes; permeability; radioactive waste proc-
essing; ultrafiltration.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: ultrafiltration.

GB9400030 Tritium removal from spent desiccant.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Duckworth, J. Nuclear Electric, Barnett

Way, Barnwood, Glowester GL4 7RS, UK.
Telephone: x-0452-654091.

Facsimile: x-0452-652829.
Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1993.04
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00, E33.00

The silica desiccant used for drying the carbon dioxide
coolant in Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors becomes contaminated
with tritium during use. This programme will seek to identify
leachants for removing the tritium such that the desiccant can
be disposed as LLW. Initially small scale trials will be carried
out to characterise various leachants, and determine the tritium
removal kinetics. The results will be used to design a mobile
plant for carrying out this duty on power station sites.

agr type reactors; carbon dioxide; contamination; desiccants;
leaching; radioactive waste processing; tritium.

DESICCANTS: tritium; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING:
leaching.

GB9400031 Low level waste assay system.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Wollam, P. Nuclear Electric, Barnett Way,

Barnwood, Glowester GL4 7RS, UK.
Telephone: x-0452-652688.
Facsimile: x-0452-652829.
Other Investigators: Cameron, H.
Organization Type: Private industry
Program Duration:

From 1992.04
To 1995.03

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Low level waste management at nuclear power stations,
International Conference on Nuclear Waste Management and
Environmental Remediation, Prague, Czech Republic, 1993.

INIS categories: E50.00

In order to demonstrate compliance with IAEA Transport
Regulation and disposal acceptance condition Nuclear Electric is
developing a LLW array system. The system will be based on
high reduction gamma spectrometry, and will allow for self
shielding effects from the waste from matrix using the differential
attenuation of multi-peaked isotopes.

gamma spectroscopy; low-level radioactive wastes; self-shielding;
waste forms.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: gamma spectroscopy.

GB9400032 Methodology for assessing the radiological
consequences of routine releases of
radionuclides to the environment.

Topic codes: 201; 231.
Principal Investigator: Simmonds, J. Environmental Assessments

Dept.. National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton, Didcot,
Oxon, OX11 0RQ, UK.

Telephone: x-44-0-235-831600.
Facsimile: x-44-0-235-833891.
Other Investigators: Mayall, A.; Cabianca, T.; Fayers, C ;

Attwood, C; Robinson, C.
Performing Organization: Environmental Assessments Dept.. Na-

tional Radiological Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon,
OX11 0RQ, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: Commission of the European Commu-
nities.

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1996.09

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C52.20, C55.00

Assessing the radiological consequences of radioactive
releases to the environment involves estimating radiation expo-
sures to both individuals and to population groups.A compre-
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hensive methodology, CREAM (Consequences of Releases to the
Environment: Assessment Methodology), has been developed for
evaluating the radiological consequences of discharges of radio-
active effluents during normal operations. The methodology con-
sists of a series of interlinked models which describe the transfer
of radionuclides through the various sectors of the environment,
the pathways by which people may be exposed to radiation and
the resulting health detriment. A package for personal computers
is being developed to enable the methodology to be used for
a wide range of applications.

computer codes; environmental exposure pathway; radiation
hazards; radioactive effluents; radionuclide migration.

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: radiation hazards, radionuclide mi-
gration.

INIS categories: B31.40

Contamination of land by natural radionuclides has oc-
curred as a result of various types of mineral and chemical
processing. Contamination of land by artificial radionuclides will
be an important consideration in the decommissioning of nuclear
facilities. The aim of this work is to develop criteria for the re-
mediation and restoration of such contaminated sites. This will
involve considerations of the radiation exposure of current and
future site occupants and the variability of the exposure of the
population to radiation from natural radionuclides.

contamination; decommissioning; land use; natural radioactivity;
nuclear facilities; radiation doses; remedial action.

DECOMMISSIOMNG: land use; LAND USE: remedial action.

GB9400033 Application of decision aiding techniques to
decommissioning.

7oo/c codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Barraclough, I. Environmental Assess-

ments Dept.. National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton,
Didcot, Oxon, 0X11 ORQ, UK.

Telephone: x-44-0-235-831600.
Facsimile: x-44-0-235-833891.
Other Investigators: Titley, J.; Mobbs, S.
Performing Organization: Environmental Assessments Dept.. Na-

tional Radiological Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon,
0X11 ORQ, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: CEC.
Associated Organization: AEA Technology.
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.03

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
Barraclough I.M., Morrey M., Mobbs S.F.: Demonstration of
the application of weighting factors for cost and radiological
impact to waste management decisions, EUR 13282, (1991).

INIS categories: C52.21, E33.00

The aim of 'this work is to develop a decision aiding
methodology to evaluate the risks associated with decommis-
sioning nuclear power plants. The appropriate attributes of indi-
vidual and societal risk have ben reviewed and of incorporating
uncertainties in the management options, attributes and weights
have been developed. The methodology is demonstrated by ap-
plying it to the graphite waste stream from the Windscale AGR.

graphite; radioactive waste management; radioactive wastes; re-
actor decommissioning; risk assessment; wagr reactor.

REACTOR DECOMMISSIONING: risk assessment; WAGR RE-
ACTOR: reactor decommissioning.

GB9400034 Criteria for release of contaminated land.

Topic codes: 505.
Principal Investigator: Barraclough, I. Environmental Assess-

ments Dept.. National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton,
Didcot, Oxon, 0X11 ORQ, UK.

Telephone: x-44-0-235-831600.
Facsimile: x-44-0-235-833891.
Other Investigators: McDonnell, C ; Mobbs, S.
Performing Organization: Environmental Assessments Dept.. Na-

tional Radiological Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon,
0X11 ORQ, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.08
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
McDonnell C, Barraclough I.: Remediation of land contam-
inated by radioactive substances, Proc. CEC Symp. Remedi-
ation of contamined sites, Antwerp, 11-15 Oct. 1993.

GB940003S Implications of the new exempt levels.

Topic codes: 601.
Principal Investigator: Robb, J. Environmental Assessments

Dept.. National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton, Didcot,
Oxon, 0X11 ORQ, UK.

Telephone: x-44-0-235-831600.
Facsimile: x-44-0-235-833891.
Other Investigators: Harvey, M.; Mobbs, S.
Performing Organization: Environmental Assessments Dept.. Na-

tional Radiological Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon,
0X11 ORQ, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1994.01
To 1995.01

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
M. Harvey, S. Mobbs, J, Cooper, A.M. Chapuis, A. Sugier,
T. Scneider et al.: Principles and methods for establishing
concentrations and quantities (exemption values) below which
reporting is not required in the European Directive, Radiation
Protection 65, CEC, pp. 94, (1993).

INIS categories: C54.00, C53.00, E50.00

The CEC and IAEA have recently published a new set
of exempt levels, based on the results of a collaborative project
by NRPB, IPSN and CEPN. The implications of these new ex-
empt levels on users of small quantities of radioactive material
will be investigated and radiation protection options will be pro-
posed.

maximum permissible activity; optimization; radiation protection;
radioactive waste management; recommendations.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: maximum permissible
activity.

GB9400036 Radiological impact of disposal of waste in
landfill sites.

Topic codes: 204.
Principal Investigator: Barraclough, I. Environmental Assess-

ments Dept.. National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton,
Didcot, Oxon, 0X11 ORQ, UK.

Telephone: x-44-0-235-831600.
Facsimile: x-44-0-235-833891.
Other Investigators: Titley, J.; Mobbs, S.
Performing Organization: Environmental Assessments Dept.. Na-

tional Radiological Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon,
0X11 ORQ, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1995.04

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C52.20, E52.00

The aim of this work is to calculate the radiological impact
of unit quantities of a selection of radionuclides in landfill sites.
The results, in terms of doses and risks from migration and in-
trusion scenarios will be in a form that can be easily used by
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users of small quantities of radioactive material. Radiation pro-
tection criteria for the disposal of wastes in a landfill site will
also be developed.

environmental impacts; radiation doses; radiation protection; ra-
dioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; risk assessment;
sanitary landfills.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: environmental impacts.

GB9400037 Development of improved global circulation
models for C-14 and 1-129.

Topic codes: 221.
Principal Investigator: Titley, J. Environmental Assessments

Dept.. National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton, Didcot,
Oxon, 0X11 ORQ, UK.

Telephone: x-44-0-235-831600.
Facsimile: x-44-0-235-833891.
Other Investigators: Cabianca, T.; Mobbs, S.; Simmonds, J.
Performing Organization: Environmental Assessments Dept.. Na-

tional Radiological Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon,
0X11 ORQ, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: CEC.
Program Duration:

From 1990.01
To 1992.12

Status of Advancement: Preliminary reports available.
INIS categories: C57.00

The aim of this work is to review existing global models
for these radionuclides, review the processes that are important
in the global dispersion of these radionuclides, and to use this
information to develop improved models. Collective doses from
unit disposal in various environmental media will be presented.

carbon 14; global aspects; iodine 129; radiation doses;
radionuclide migration; simulation.

CARBON 14: radionuclide migration; IODINE 129: radionuclide
migration; RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: global aspects.

Telephone: x-0847-802121.
Facsimile: x-0847-802850.
Other Investigators: Graham, D.; Lee, D.J.; Howard, C.G.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology (Winfrith, Dorset, En-

gland, UK).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Dept. Trade and Industry.
Program Duration:

From 1985
To 1994

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

Development of a suitable cement formulation for the
immobilisation of Materials Test Reactor reprocessing 1st cycle
raffinate to meet the package specification for disposal to the
proposed UK National ILW repository. Large and small scale
development has been performed using inactive simulants, with
small scale confirmation using fully active raffinate.

cements; intermediate-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes; ra-
dioactive waste processing; reprocessing; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

GB9400040 Environmental and ecological risk assessment.

Topic codes: 232.
Principal Investigator: Smith-Briggs, J. AEA Technology. De-

commissioning and Waste Management, 424.4 Harwell,
Didcot, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.

Telephone: x-0235-433275.
Facsimile: x-0235-433169.
Other Investigators: Edwards, P.; Crookshanks, C ; Wisbey, S.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology. Decommissioning and

Waste Management (424.4 Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11
ORA, UK).

Organization Type; Other
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: C52.20, B31.40, E52.00

GB9400038 Low and intermediate liquid effluent treatment
in the Dounreay Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Boler, S.A. AEA Technology, Dounreay,

Thurso, Caithness, KW14 7TZ, Scotland, UK.
Telephone: x-0847-802121.
Facsimile: x-0847-802850.
Other Investigators: Campbell, J.D.; Sneddon, A.W.
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: UK Dept. Trade and Industry.
Program Duration:

From 1989
To 1995

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
INIS categories: E51.00

The Dounreay Ultrafiltration pilot plant is a fully engi-
neered, fully active remotely operated test facility for aqueous
effluent treatment by seeded ultrafiltration. Through 1-5m3/day.
Activity inventory to 500-100 GBq 0 Y- Studying engineering re-
liability and fitness for purpose of design features, plus
throughput and nuclide decontamination performance with various
membrane types.

intermediate-level radioactive wastes; liquid wastes: low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; membranes; pilot plants; radioactive effluents;
radioactive waste processing; ultrafiltration.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: pilot plants, ultrafiltration.

GB9400039 Immobilization of MTR raffinate in cement.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Boler, S.A. AEA Technology, Dounreay,

Thurso, Caithness, KW14 7TZ, Scotland, UK.

A methodology is being developed to assess the envi-
ronmental impact, and health risks, from the presence of envi-
ronmental hazards (including roth radioactive and non-radioactive)
materials in the environment. The research is aimed at providing
guidance and strategies for the management of surface disposal
and/or storage sites and land contaminated by intrusial activities
including the development of 'clean-up' criteria for contaminated
sites.

contamination; environmental impacts; ground disposal; health
hazards; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste storage;
remedial action; risk assessment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: environmental impacts, risk
assessment; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: environmental
impacts, risk assessment.

GB9400041 Performance assessments for the UK deep
geological repository.

Topic codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Billington, D. AEA Technology. Decom-

missioning and Waste Management, 424.4 Harwell, Didcot,
Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK.

Telephone: x-0235-432681.
Facsimile: x-0235-433160.
Other Investigators: Egon, M.; Jackson, C; Lever, D.; Rodwell,

W.; Sinclair, J.; Wisbey, S.
Performing Organization: AEA Technology. Decommissioning and

Waste Management (424.4 Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire, 0X11
ORA, UK).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsor/no Organization: UK Nirex Ltd.
Program Duration:

From 1986
To 2010
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Status of Advancement: Research in progress, Preliminary reports
available,.

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Billington D.E., Lever D.A., Wisbey S.J.: Radiological
assesment of deep geological disposal, Work for UK Nirex
Ltd., OECD Paris, pp 271-282, 1989.

IMS categories: B31.40, E52.00

Assessments have been performed on behalf of UK Nirex
Ltd as part of the site selection programme for a deep geological
repository in the UK for low-and intermediate-level radioactive
waste. Subsequently, these assessments have concentrated on
the assessment of the proposed Sellafield Site. The programme
of assessments draws on data from a substantial research
programme and the UK Nirex Ltd Geological Investigation
Programme. Calculation are performed to address the radiological
consequences of transport of radionuclides in groundwater, the
evolution and transport of radioactive gases from the repository,
future human intrusion into the repository or plume and effects
of natural disruption. These consequence calculations are sup-
ported by detailed multi-dimensional groundwater flow modelling
using effective porous medium and fracture-network approaches,
source term modelling, of biosphere processes and detailed
barrier performance analysis. The programme requires a sys-
tematic treatment of uncertainty. A programme of scenario de-
velopment address uncertainties in the future evolution of the
site. Formal data elicitation techniques are used to determine
probability density functions for uncertain parameters. Probabilistic
Safety Assessment techniques are used in calculations of un-
certainty in order to quantify the uncertainty in relevant per-
formance measures.

environmental impacts: ground water: intermediate-level radioac-
tive wastes: low-level radioactive wastes; probabilistic estimation;
radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; risk assess-
ment; site characterization; site selection; underground disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration, risk as-
sessment.

United States

US9400001 Complex Terrain Studies.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Gudiksen, P.H. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, Atmospheric and
Geophysical Sciences Division, University of California,
Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1992.11

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Gudiksen, PH., et al, "Air Quality Modeling for Emergency
Response Applications," in Proc. of Indian Science Annual
Symposium on Recent Advances in the Development of Nu-
merical Models for the Dispersion of Atmospheric Pollutants,
New Delhi, India, 4-6 Jan 1986, in press (no data); (2)
Gudiksen, P.H., et al, "The Use of Field Experimental Studies
to Evaluate Emergency Response Models," in Proc. of the
Workshop on Real-Time Computing of the Environmental
Consequences of an Accidental Release to Atmosphere from
a Nuclear Installation, Luxembourg, 17-20 Sep 1985, in press
(no date); (3) Porch, W.M., L Rosen and W. Neff, Compar-
isons of Meteorological and Structure Parameters in Complex
Terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report,
UCRL-93771, 1985; (4) Porch, W.M., W. Neff and C. King,
Studies of Complex Terrain Wind Flows Using Acoustic
Sounder and Optical Cross-Wind Remote Sensors,
UCID-20519, 1985.

INIS categories: B33.50, B33.10, C52.22

This project supports Lawrence Livermore National Labo-
ratory's (LLNL's) participation in the DOE-sponsored Atmospheric

Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program through field ex-
periments, data analysis, and model application and develop-
ment. The ASCOT program is designed to evaluate pollutant
dispersion processes associated with terrain-dominated flows. It
is an integrated program that includes field experiments and
model development activities performed by various DOE and
National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration laboratories. The
program's initial technical focus was on pollutant dispersion as-
sociated with nocturnal valley flows, because this scenario seri-
ously affected energy developments in the mountainous areas
of the western United States. The program also is applying its
resources to support DOE's interest in improving the emergency
response capabilities at the DOE nuclear facilities by developing
models capable of predicting the impact of accidental releases
of hazardous materials. The objective of this project is to support
this mission by (1) participating in the ASCOT field experiments
at the Rocky Flats area office and the subsequent data analysis,
(2) analyzing data acquired from previous field experiments in
western Colorado, (3) operating a network of meteorological
towers in the Rocky Flats area office, and (4) applying the LLNL
models to the ASCOT field study for improving the understanding
of terrain-dominated flows. (RPIS 3989).

chemical effluents; Colorado; complex terrain; daily variations;
dispersions; hazardous materials; meteorology; radioactive
effluents; rocky flats plant.

CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS: dispersions; RADIOACTIVE
EFFLUENTS: dispersions.

US9400002 Remote Detection of Environmental Contam-
inants using Fiber Optic Spectroscopy.

Topic codes: 181; 193.
Principal Investigator: Angel, S.M. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, Environmental Sciences
Division, University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B11.20, C52.22, B31.50

The purpose of this research is to develop new
spectroscopic methods of chemical analysis for environmental
and biomedical applications. Emphasis is placed on remote
analysis techniques using fiber optics. These methods will
eventually fulfill needs ranging from the initial characterization
of the contaminants at a site to the in situ, multipoint monitoring
of their movement. The research will focus on optical analytical
methods, using the technique of remote fiber spectroscopy
(RFS). RFS employs optical fibers to transmit light between a
spectroscopic instrument and a remote location in which a
measurement is to be made. Spectroscopic analysis is applicable
to many types of measurement problems. One technique under
exploration is Raman spectroscopy. The use of diode lasers
makes it possible to develop small, inexpensive instruments for
many applications. Researchers are investigating environmental
applications of fluorescence, absorption, Raman, and surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy using fiber optics. (RPIS 3906).

design; fiber optics; monitors; portable equipment; raman
spectroscopy; remote sensing; spectrophotometers.

MONITORS: design; SPECTROPHOTOMETERS: remote sensing.

US9400003 Fundamental Research in the Geosciences:
Chemical Transport in Natural Systems.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Carnahan, C.L. Lawrence Berkeley Labo-

ratory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1980.10
To 1992.11

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Carnahan, C.L, "Thermal Osmosis near a Buried Heat
Source," Intl. Commun. Heat Mass Transfer 13:
659-664(1986); (2) Carnahan, C.L., and J.S. Remer, "Non-
Equilibrium and Equilibrium Sorption with a Linear Sorption
Isotherm During Mass Transport Through an Infinite, Porous
Medium: Some Analytical Solutions," J. Hydrol. 73:
227-258(1984); (3) Carnahan, C.L., C.W. Miller and J.S.
Remer, Verification and Improvement of Predictive Algorithms
for Radionuclide Migration, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Report, LBL-17133, 1984; (4) Carnahan, C.L.,
"Thermodynamically Coupled Mass Transport Processes in a
Saturated Clay," in Materials Research Society Symposia
Proceedings, 1985.

INIS categories: C52.22, E52.00

Fundamental aspects of transport phenomena in subsur-
face flow systems are being studied. Current investigations focus
on systems with thermodynamic coupling between transport
processes, using an approach based on the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes. Numerical simulations show that
thermodynamically coupled processes (chemical osmosis, thermal
osmosis, ultrafiltration, thermal diffusion) can produce total mass
fluxes comparable to the fluxes that would be predicted from
direct processes (Darcy's law, Fick's law) in saturated semiper-
meable media, such as clays, clay-sand mixtures, and shales.
Mass flows in these media are important in applications such
as hydrothermal ore deposition, disposal of nuclear and toxic
chemical wastes, and formation of petroleum reservoirs. Progress
has been made in developing models to simulate temporal and
spatial evolution of systems supporting coupled processes and
development will continue.

chemical effluents: chemical reaction kinetics: chemical reactions:
environmental transport: geochemistry: ground water:
hydrodynamics: irreversible processes: mass transfer: osmosis:
porosity: radioactive effluents: radioactive waste disposal:
radionuclide migration: thermal diffusion: thermodynamics:
ultrafiltration.

CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS: environmental transport: GROUND
WATER: radionuclide migration.

US9400004 Analytical and Numerical Methods.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Carlson, B.C. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Other Investigators: Corones, J.P.; Evans, J.; Gautesen, A;
Imani, N.

Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Gautesen, A.K., "Scattering of an Obliquely Incident
Rayleigh Wave by an Elastic Quarterspace," Wave Motion
8: 27-41(1986); (2) Gautesen, A.K., "Surface Waves Guided
by the Exterior of a Rectangular Elastic Solid," J. Appl. Mech.
53: 379-381(1986); (3) Kristensson, G., and R.J. Krueger,
"Direct and Inverse Scattering in the Time Domain for a
Dissipative Wave Equation. Part I: Scattering Operators," J.
Math. Phys. 27: 1667-1682(1986); (4) Kristensson, G., and
R.J. Krueger, "Direct and Inverse Scattering in the Time
Domain for a Dissipative Wave Equation. Part II: Simultane-
ous Reconstruction of Dissipation and Phase Velocity Pro-
files," J. Math. Phys. 27: 1693(1986); (5) Kristensson, G., and
C.R. Vogel, "Inverse Problems for Acoustic Waves Using
Peralized Likelihood Method," Inverse Problems 2:
461-479(1986).

INIS categories: E17.00

This project focuses on basic and applied problems of
wave propagation. Particular attention is given to direct and in-
verse scattering theories and their applications. The purpose of
this work is to develop mathematical procedures and tools that
can be used to characterize and/or image nonuniformities in
materials (e.g., density variations, stress fields, cracks, potential
variations).

cracks: defects: density: detection: materials: materials testing:
scattering: stresses: variations: wave propagation.

MATERIALS TESTING: wave propagation.

US9400005 INEL Environmental Research Park.

7"op/c codes: 201; 324.
Principal Investigator: Markham. O.D. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1976.07
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Anderson, J.E., and M.L. Shumar, "Impacts of Black-Tailed
Jack Rabbits at Peak Population Densities on Sagebrush-
Steppe Vegetation," J. Range Management, in press (no
date); (2) Watason, J.W., "Temporal Fluctuations of Rough-
Legged Hawks During Carrion Abundance," Raptor Research,
in press (no date); (3) Guyer, C, and AD. Under, "Growth
and Population Structure of the Short-Horned Lizard
(Thrynosoma douglasi) and the Sagebrush Lizard
(Scaloparous graciosus) in Southeastern Idaho," Northwest
Science, in press (no date); (4) Johnson, J.B., and M.P.
Stafford, "Adult Noctvidae Feeding on Aphid Honeydew, and
a Discussion of Honeydew Feeding by Adult Lepidoptera,"
J. Lepidoptera Society America, in press (no date); (5)
Browers, H.W., and L.D. Flake, "Breakup and Dispersal of
Two Sage Grouse Broods," Prairie Naturalist, in press (no
date).

INIS categories: 831.40, B31.10, C57 00

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) National
Environmental Research Park cooperates with other research
parks, particularly those in the west, to provide data for intersite
comparisons and interpretation of ecological issues of regional
and global importance. The Research Park participates in DOE
Research Park Network (ParkNet) workshops and contributes to
the products (i.e., publications and presentations) resulting from
them. The Research Park hosts a workshop for cross-site syn-
thesis of long-term small mammal or breeding bird data sets.
Reviews of the ecology and radioecology of INEL are integrated,
synthesized, and published. Data on the biotic and abiotic factors
associated with the storage of low-level wastes at INEL is con-
solidated in one volume. One document consolidates the infor-
mation on all threatened, endangered, candidate, and proposed
for listing species at INEL. Efforts continue to computerize his-
torical databases in a uniform ParkNet format for intersite ana-
lyses. Publication of long-term data sets on small mammal
population fluctuations is supported. (RPIS 0983).

environmental impacts: global aspects: land use: low-level ra-
dioactive wastes: radioecology: radionuclide migration: research
programs: risk assessment; technology impacts.

RADIOECOLOGY: research programs; RADIONUCLIDE MI-
GRATION: risk assessment.

US9400006 Hydrothermal System Evolution.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Sturchio, N.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Boggs, S., Jr., D.G. Livermore and M.G. Seitz, "Humic
Macromolecules in Natural Waters,"Rev. Macromolec. Chem.
Phys., C25(4): 599-657 (1985); (2) Hudson-Baruth, B.A., and
M.G. Seitz, "Adsorption of Selected Phenol Derivatives by
Dolomite," Environ. Pollut., in press (1985); (3) Sturchio, N.C.,
C.H. Lewis III and M.G. Seitz, "Uranium Series Disequilibrium
in Y-7 Drill Core: Implications for U Mobility and the Age of
Thermal Activity in Biscuit Basin, Yellowstone National Park,
Wyoming," EOS, Trans., Am. Geophys. Union 66(18):
420(1985); (4) Sturchio, N.C., et al, "The Longevity of Ther-
mal Areas at Yellowstone: 238U-Series Ages of Hydrothermal
Precipitates from Drill Cores and Sinters," EOS, Trans., Am.
Geophys. Union 66(46): 1082(1985).

INIS categories: B31.40

The project objective is to understand the geochemical
processes involved in fluid-rock interactions that occur in the
earth's crust. Focus is on detailed chemical, isotopic, and
mineralogical analysis of the naturally occurring solid, liquid, and
gaseous materials that compose active hydrothermal systems.
Samples of these materials are obtained from drill holes, surface
outcrops, thermal springs, and fumaroles. The resulting data are
interpreted by (1) the sources of hydrothermal fluids and their
dissolved components, (2) the mechanisms by which dissolved
components are enriched or depleted in these fluids, (3) the
effects of these fluids on the enveloping rocks, (4) the rates of
hydrothermal processes, (5) the longevity of hydrothermal sys-
tems, and (6) the relation of hydrothermal systems to large-scale
tectonomagmatic processes. The research has important appli-
cations in the areas of energy and mineral resource exploration
and development and environmental restoration and waste man-
agement.

boreholes; earth crust; fumaroles; geochemistry; hydrothermal
systems; mineral resources; mineralogy; rock-fluid interactions;
thermal springs.

EARTH CRUST: geochemistry.

US9400007 Actinide Separations for Advanced Processing
of Nuclear Waste.

7bp/c codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Smith, B.F. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
R. B. Miller and B. F. Smith, "Synthesis of alpha-Methylene
Carbonyl Compounds: An Unexpected Product from the
Mannich Reaction on 2-Caromethoxycyclohexanone", Synthetic
Communications, 1973, 3(2), 129. R. B. Miller and B. F.
Smith, "A General Synthesis of alpha-Substituted Acrylic
Esters", Synthetic Communications, 1973, 3(5), 359. R. B.
Miller and B. F. Smith, " A General Synthesis of alpha-
Methylene Ketones", Tetrahedron Letters, 1973, 5037. R. B.
Miller and B. F. Smith, "A General Synthesis of alpha-
Substituted Cyanoacrylates", Synthetic Communications, 1973,
3(6), 413. C. G. Venier, T. G. Squires, Y-Y. Chen, J. C. Shei,
R. M. Metzler and B. F. Smith, "The Fate of Sulfur Functions
on Oxidation with Peroxytrifluoroacetic Acid" ACS Fuel Divi-
sion Preprints, 1981, 26(1). 20. B. F. Smith, C. G. Venier,
J. C. Shei, and J. D. Hunt, "Supercritical Carbon Dioxide
Extraction of Retained Pyridine from Pyridine Extracts of
Coal", ACS Fuel Division Preprints, 1982, 27(2), 84. T. G.
Squires, C. G. Venier, J. D. Hunt, J. C. Shei and B. F. Smith,

"Peroxytrifluoroacetic Acid: A Convenient Reagent for the
Preparation of Sulfoxides and Sulfones", Journal of Organic
Chemistry, 1982, 47, 3773. T. G. Squires, B. F. Smith, R.
E. Winans, R. G. Scott and R. Hayatsu, "Structure and Re-
activity of Coal Model Polymers", Proceedings of the 1983
International Conference on Coal Science", 1983, 292. T. G.
Squires, T. Aida, Y-Y. Chen and B. F. Smith, "The Role of
Thermal Chemical Processes in Supercritical Gas Extraction
of Coal", ACS Fuel Division Preprints, 1983, 28(4), 228. E.
S. Yeung, A. Rougvie, D. R. Bobbitt, C. G. Venier, T. G.
Squires and B. S. Smith, "Characterization of Coals and Coal
Liquids by Liquid Chromatography and Optical Activity De-
tection", Proceedings of the 1983 International Conference
on Coal Science, 1983, 635. B. F. Smith, C. G. Venier and
T. G. Squires, "Arylation of Coal Model Systems", ACS Fuel
Division Preprints, 1984, 29(5), 15. G. D. Jarvinen, R. R.
Ryan, B. F. Smith and J. M. Ritchey, "Preparation and Crystal
and Molecular Structures of Uranyl Complexes of
4-Benzoyl-2,4-dihydro-5-methyl-2-phenyl- 3H-pyrazol-3-thione
and the Pyrazol-3-one Analogue," Inorganic Chemica Acta,
1987, 129, 139-148. D. D. Ensor, G. D. Jarvinen, B. F. Smith,
and R. R. Ryan, "The Use of Soft Donor Ligands, 4-Benzoyl-
2,3-dihydro-5-methyl-2-phenyl-3H- pyrazol-3-thione and
4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthrolene, for Improved Separation of
Trivalent Americium and Europium," Solvent Extraction and
Ion Exchange, 1988, 6(3), 439-445. B. F. Smith, G. D.
Jarvinen, G. Miller, R. R. Ryan and E. J. Peterson,
"Synergistic Extraction of Am(lll) and Eu(lll) Perchlorates with
4-Benzoyl-2,3-dihydro-5-methyl-2-phenyl-
3H-pyrazol-3-thione(BMPPT) and Tri-n-octylphosphine Oxide
(TOPO) in Benzene," Solvent Extraction and Ion Exchange,
1987, 5, 895-908.

INIS categories: E51.00, B12.20

The goal of this project is to develop actinide separations
capabilities that could be used in an advanced-processing
flowsheet, such as the "Clean (TWRS)[ or the Aqueous-Based
Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW). It includes several
subtasks: (1) to investigate the use of selective inorganic pre-
cipitation for metals (Mo, Tc, Ru, Pd, Cd, Am, Cm) to replace
processes that require the use of organic solvents; (2) to in-
vestigate the use of liquid ion exchangers as alternatives to
Aliquot 336 for rapid actinide processing; (3) to investigate the
use of diamides as alternatives to CMPO for removal of
transuranics (TRUs) from aqueous wastes; (4) to develop "soft"
donor extractants for trivalent actinide-lanthanide separations; (5)
to investigate the use of recyclable water-soluble chelating
polymers for actinide partitioning and waste stream polishing; and
(6) to investigate the use of microporous hollow-fiber membranes
for dispersion-free liquid-liquid extraction.

actinides; americium; cadmium; curium; extraction; ion exchange
materials; molybdenum; palladium; radioactive waste processing;
rare earths; removal; ruthenium; separation processes;
technetium; transuranium elements.

ACTINIDES: separation processes; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING: separation processes.

US9400008 Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and
Seismic Studies of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones
at Yucca Mountain.

Topic codes: 322; 323.
Principal Investigator: Bodvarsson, G.S. Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720,
USA.

Other Investigators: Majer, E.L; Karasaki, K.; Wang, J.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1983.10
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B31.40, C52.22, E52.00

In cooperation with the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) in Denver, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) will
conduct various hydrological, thermal, and seismic studies of the
subsurface conditions at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. These studies
include seismic field work and analysis, development of con-
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ceptual models for the saturated and unsaturated zones and the
development of analytical and numerical models. The work per-
formed will aid USGS efforts for the DOE Yucca Mountain
project in the characterization of subsurface conditions and fluid
flow and in the design and interpretation of various prototype
and exploratory shaft tests. The tasks to be carried out by LBL
include (1) performance of seismic tomography/vertical seismic
profiling, (2) development of fracture network model, (3) devel-
opment of conceptual and numerical models of flow in unsatu-
rated fractured rocks, and (4) selection, development, and testing
of hydrologic modeling computer codes.

computer codes; fluid flow; fractures; hydrology; radioactive waste
storage; radioactive wastes; rock mechanics; rock-fluid inter-
actions; rocks; seismic effects; site characterization; underground
storage; yucca mountain.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage; YUCCA MOUN-
TAIN: site characterization.

US9400009 Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance As-
sessment.

7"op/c codes: 324.
Principal Investigator: Pigford, T.H. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1979.10
To 1992.11

IMS categories: E52.00, C52.22

The objective of this task is to develop analytical tech-
niques (models) for predicting the long-term performance of
geologic repositories for high-level radioactive waste. The project
specializes in developing mathematical models to predict the
transport of heat, fluids, and radionuclides through geologic me-
dia. The work includes overall systems analysis, far-field transport
in transport of liquid and gases in porous fractured media, and
near-field mass transfer from buried waste solids. The work of
the group is now focused toward performance assessment of a
g repository in partially saturated tuff. The role of the project is
primarily to attach new technical issues fundamental to the per-
formance of a geologic repository for high-level and defense
waste. This will aid the resolution of performance-assessment
issued for the Yucca Mountain Project. Current work to be
continued includes (1) release and transport of gaseous C-14 in
unsaturated tuff, (2) transport of radioactive colloids, (3) transport
of gases and radionuclides through partly failed waste containers,
(4) release of radionuclides from waste packages in a tuff re-
pository, and (5) accelerated transport of radionuclides by heat-
pipe effects. DOE will use sensitivity analysis to evaluate
Potentially Adverse Conditions (10 CFR 60.122) for Yucca
Mountain to provide an early determination of site suitability. The
potentially adverse conditions include volcanic activity, faulting,
induced hydrologic changes, and geochemical changes. Analytical
techniques are particularly effective for sensitivity analysis.. A
critical need is to unify the approach to waste-package per-
formance assessment taken by various DOE contractors. The
simplistic model of release rate limited by water flow rate and
solubility contrasts with the more mechanistic analyses of release
by diffusion and convection Both models incorporate simplifying
and unrealistic assumptions about the partly failed container and
are necessarily conservative. The work under way, together with
new container failure predictions from the University of
Minnesota, promises more realistic and more defensible predic-
tions of waste package performance at Yucca Mountain.

carbon 14; environmental transport; fluid flow; geologic fractures;
geology; high-level radioactive wastes; radionuclide migration; tuff;
underground disposal; yucca mountain.

CARBON 14: environmental transport; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: radionuclide migration, underground disposal.

US9400010 Economics and Systems Analysis.

TOPIC codes: 138; 148.

Principal Investigator: Rawl, R.R. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.

Other Investigators: Pope, R.B., Wankerl, M.W.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1979.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 authorized DOE
to establish a system for disposing of spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste. A primary element of this system is the de-
velopment of a transportation system to move the material from
waste generator sites to a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facility or a repository. The Transportation Operations Project
Office (TOPO) has been assigned the responsibilities for (1) in-
stitutional activities; (2) economic and systems analysis activites;
(3) supporting DOE-CH in program management activites; and
(4) operations and support systems activities leading to the de-
velopment of facilities, equipment (except casks, trailers, railcars,
and associated cask system ancillary equipment); and services
for the transportation system and for the ultimate operation of
the transportation system. The purpose of this task is to identify,
analyze, and evaluate transportation system issues and acquire,
develop, and apply any analytical tools and databases as needed
to carry out analyses of transportation issues. The task supports
the integration role of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM) Transportation Program, the preparation
of the transportation portion of the MRS Environmental
Assessment/Environmental Impact Statement (EA/EIS), and the
transportation analyses in support of the MRS siting, and
MRS/repository logistics and interfaces.

economics; high-level radioactive wastes; operation; program
management; regulations; spent fuels; storage facilities; systems
analysis; us doe; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation;
SPENT FUELS: waste transportation.

US9400011 Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion
Studies.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investioator: Walker, D. Columbia University, Lamont-

Doherty Geological Observatory, Route 9W, Palisades, NY,
10964, USA.

Performing Organization: Columbia University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.09
To 1996.01

INIS categories: B31.40

This project will constrain the thermodynamic and transport
properties of a variety of geological melts by a novel exper-
imental approach, thermal diffusion studies. The diffusion, sol-
ution, and element partition coefficients arising from this study
of silicate, sulfide, carbonate, and aqueous sulfate fluids will form
a database for understanding magmatic crystallization behavior
and evaluation of geothermal, ore deposit, and nuclear waste
isolation potential.

carbonates; geologic surveys; geology; geothermal industry; ores;
radioactive waste disposal; silicates; sulfides; thermal diffusion;
thermodynamics.

ORES: geologic surveys; RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL:
geologic surveys.

US9400012 Integrated Database Program.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Klein, J.A. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
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Other Investigators: Storch, S.N.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.10
To 1996.03

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Klein, J.A., and T.H. Row, Field Task
Proposal/Agreements, Integrated Data Base, Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory Report, ORNL/CF-85/104, 1985; (2)
Forsberg, C.W., W.L Carter and A.H. Kibbey, Flowsheets and
Source Terms for Radioactive Waste Projections,
ORNL/TM-8462, 1985; (3) Forsberg, C.W., Data Handling in
the IDB Program: I-Data Files for the 1984 Annual Inventory
Report, ORNL/CF-85/83, 1985; (4) Roddy, J.W., et al, Phys-
ical and Decay Characteristics of Commercial LWR Spent
Fuel, ORNL/TM-9591/V1, 1985; (5) Notz, K.J., and J.A. Klein,
Integrated Data Base Program: A Status Report,
ORNL/TM-9139, Jun 1984.

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.10

This project provides critical management information
support to DOE Headquarters, field offices, and contractors by
providing integrated data and technical information on spent fuels
and all forms of radioactive and mixed waste in terms of in-
ventories, projections, characteristics, and source terms. All do-
mestic sources are covered including the commercial fuel cycle,
DOE and defense activities, institutional and industrial sources,
and remedial action programs. Because of the broad scope of
this project, covering both commercial and defense activities,
funding is provided jointly by the Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management and the Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management. Although the technical work is fully
integrated, this work plan describes the Office of Civilian Ra-
dioactive Waste Management portion of the total program.

data base management; information; mixtures; radioactive waste
management; radioactive wastes; source terms; spent fuels.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste management; SPENT
FUELS: radioactive waste management.

US9400013 Transportation Systems Development Program:
Technology Development, Technical Data, and
Test Support.

Topic codes: 138; 148.
Principal Investigator: Luna, R.E. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1983.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.20

The project objective is to provide the independent source
of technology development, technical data, and test support
needed by the DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Man-
agement and its lead field office for Cask Systems Development,
DOE/ldaho. These activities will complement and support cask
development actions by private industry. The technology devel-
opment, technical data, and test support activities are divided
into the following areas: (1) program management, (2) cask ac-
quisition support, (3) applied technology, (4) technical issue re-
solution, (5) system concepts, (6) standards development, (7)
testing, and (8) technical support.

casks; radioactive wastes; waste transportation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: casks.

US9400014 HLW Environmental Technical Assistance.

Topic codes: 322; 324.
Principal Investigator: Smith, E.D. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Reed, R.M.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.11
To 1996.03

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
(1) Rothschild, E.R., E.D. Smith and D.D. Huff, Hydrology of
the Oak Ridge Reservation, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Report, ORNL-6026, 1984; (2) Kocher, D.C., et al, "A Per-
spective on Demonstrating Compliance with Standards for
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste," Radioact. Waste
Manage. Nucl. Fuel Cycle 6(1): 1-18(1985); (3) Smith, E.D.,
D.C. Kocher and J.P. Witherspoon, Evaluation of Health and
Safety Impacts of Defense High-Level Waste in Geologic
Repositories, ORNL/TM-9268, 1985; (4) Smith, E.D., and N.D.
Vaughan, "Aquifer Test Analysis in Nonradial Flow Regimes:
A Case Study," Ground Water 23(2): 167-175(1985); (5)
Boegly, W.J., Jr., et al, Characterization Plan for Solid Waste
Storage Area 6, ORNL/TM-9877, 1985.

INIS categories: C52.22, E52.00

The Environmental Sciences Division of Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory (ORNL) will continue providing technical as-
sistance to the Office of National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) Oversight in environmental oversight of the high-level
radioactive waste management program conducted by the Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM). This
support will involve the following: (1) evaluating the environmental
aspects of site characterization planning documents and other
documents related to the Yucca Mountain repository site; (2)
evaluating environmental assessments for any repository or
monitored retrievable storage (MRS) sites nominated by states
or Indian tribes; (3) assisting EH-25 in reviewing draft NEPA
documents for the MRS facility; (4) providing technical support
related to developing the repository environmental impact state-
ment; and (5) providing support in other areas normally provided
by other contractors when necessary to avoid conflicts of interest
or to accommodate heavy workloads or short time frames. Ex-
pertise to provide this technical support will be drawn primarily
from an interdisciplinary team of environmental scientists in
ORNL's Environmental Sciences, Energy, Health and Safety
Research, and Chemical Technology divisions. These activities
will assist NEPA in meeting its responsibilities to OCRWM with
respect to environmental matters.

environmental impact statements; environmental impacts; evalu-
ation; high-level radioactive wastes; monitored retrievable storage;
ornl; radioactive waste disposal; site characterization; yucca
mountain.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: environmental im-
pacts, site characterization.

US9400015 Characterization of the Vandose Zone to the
California Low-Level Radioactive Waste Dis-
posal Site.

Topic codes: 312.
Principal Investigator: Stevens, P.R. U.S. Geological Survey, 410

National Center, 12001 Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston, VA,
22092, USA.

Performing Organization: U.S. Geological Survey (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.08
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00
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The project objective is to provide assistance to the State
of California in characterization of the Vadose Zone to the
California Low-Level Waste disposal site. United States
Geological Survey (USGS) scientists with special expertise in
vadose zone hydrology will review and comment on the work
plan for the performance of the vadose zone study, field instal-
lation procedures, instrument calibration instruction, and field in-
stallation advice.

California; hydrology; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities; site characterization.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: site characterization.

US9400016 Nuclear Waste Fund: Geoscience Technical
Support and Topical Studies for Nuclear Waste
Geologic Repositories.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Tsang, C.-F. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.
Other Investigators: Cook, N.G.W.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) Earth Sciences Divi-
sion will (1) review the progress of the geologic repository pro-
gram and advise the Office of Geologic Disposal concerning
significant technical issues facing the project; (2) analyze
geotechnical data, reports, tests, surveys, and plans for collecting
information; (3) review and comment on major technical reports
and other program documents, such as site characterization
plans and study plans; (4) provide scientific and technical input
at meetings; and (5) investigate specific topics related to site
characterization, repository design, and performance assessment.
Focus will be on the mechanical, hydraulic, geochemical, and
geophysical properties of variably saturated fractures in porous
media. Preclosure monitoring methods and performance confir-
mation procedures are also being investigated.

fracture mechanics; geochemistry; geophysical surveys; hydrology;
radioactive waste disposal; rocks; site characterization; site se-
lection; underground disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: underground disposal.

US9400017 Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for High-
way Shipments of High-Level Radioactive
Waste.

Topic codes: 138.
Principal Investigator: Curtis, G.E. Commercial Vehicle Safety

Alliance, Suite 1000, 1620 Eye St., N.W., Washington, DC,
20006, USA.

Performing Organization: Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance
(United States).

Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.09
To 1994.06

INIS categories: E15.10

Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA), in cooperation
with DOE, and with the assistance of cooperating states, will
design and conduct a pilot study of the commercial vehicle
safety alliance highway vehicle inspection procedures for radio-
active materials. A research design for the study will be devel-
oped and reviewed internally by the project participants and
subjected to external peer review. The principal products of this
study will be: (1) recommendations for refinement of the CVSA
procedures (if necessary); (2) curricula for training vehicle in-
spectors and vehicle inspector trainers; (3) guidelines for certi-

fying vehicle inspectors and trainers; (4) a database containing
data from the inspection of radioactive materials shipments
conducted in the pilot study; and (5) a series of quarterly
management, quarterly research, and special reports.

design; high-level radioactive wastes; inspection; land transport;
recommendations; safety; training; vehicles; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: land transport, waste
transportation; WASTE TRANSPORTATION: safety.

US9400018 Nuclear Materials Transportation.

Topic codes: 138.
Principal Investigator: Martinez, J.M. Southern States Energy

Board, Suite 400, 3091 Governors Lakes Drive, Norcross,
GA, 30071, USA.

Performing Organization: Southern States Energy Board (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.02
To 1992.01

INIS categories: E15.10

The project objective is to investigate high-level radioactive
waste transportation issues, particularly as they affect the South.
The topics to be covered include, but are not limited to, emer-
gency response, routing, and public information. The Southern
States Energy Board (SSEB) approach is to contact state offi-
cials, where appropriate, and/or perform in-library/legal research.
Reports of findings will be issued and mailed to DOE, members
of the SSEB advisory committee on radioactive materials trans-
portation, and other interested parties. The expected result is a
better understanding of the problems, concerns, and issues, es-
pecially in the southern region, associated with high-level radio-
active waste transportation. SSEB convenes a technical
committee on radioactive materials transportation twice a year.

emergency plans; high-level radioactive wastes; legal aspects;
waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation.

US9400019 Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Re-
search Project.

Topic codes: 136; 323.
Principal Investigator: Long, J.C.S. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.12
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

This project includes work Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(LBL) would pursue under National Cooperative for the Storage
of Radioactive Waste in Switzerland-Department of Energy
(NAGRA-DOE) joint project agreement for research on flow and
transport in fractured media. This proposal elaborates on the
project agreement of 1990 between DOE and NAGRA. The re-
search proposed here takes advantage of NAGRA's extensive
experimental and data collection efforts to augment and extend
the research LBL has been doing for DOE's nuclear waste
storage program. All the areas of proposed research are or will
be problems faced by DOE in pursuit of a respository in frac-
tured rock. USA.

fluid flow; geology; ground water; lawrence berkeley laboratory;
radioactive waste storage; radionuclide migration; Switzerland.

FLUID FLOW: ground water; SWITZERLAND: radioactive waste
storage.
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US9400020 Chernobyl Database.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator Mahaffey, J.A. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Life Sciences Center, Richland, WA, 99352,.
Other Investigators: Kennedy, R.A.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: C52.21, E31.00

The purpose of this project is to create and maintain an
information system to provide usable data for research studies
relating to the Chernobyl nuclear accident. The system is the
official U.S. repository for information about the Chernobyl acci-
dent and its consequences. It includes a library of documents,
a computerized bibliography, and computerized diverse
radiological measurements with supporting information. Data have
been obtained from domestic and foreign organizations and are
continuing to be obtained and loaded. The structure and types
of these data are analyzed to produce functional requirements
for the information system. Structured systems analysis tech-
niques are then used to analyze, design, implement, and docu-
ment the system. Where possible, the data received are entered
into the computerized databases. Presentations and other efforts
to inform potential users about the availability of this information
resource are being made. Researchers may retrieve data by
obtaining a portable microcomputer database application or may
request information from project staff on magnetic or printed
media. Use of information contained in the system presents an
opportunity for researchers to evaluate historical risk, transport,
and deposition models previously developed based on data from
laboratory experiments, theoretical calculations, computer simu-
lations, and limited real data. (RPIS 4845).

chernobylsk-4 reactor; data compilation; information centers; ra-
diation effects; reactor accidents.

REACTOR ACCIDENTS: information centers.

US9400021 WVU Cooperative Agreement: Fluidized Bed
Combustion.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Holmgren, J.D. West Virginia University,

Energy and Water Reseach Center, 617 N. Spruce St.,
Morgantown, WV, 26506, USA.

Performing Organization: West Virginia University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy; USDOE Envi-

ronmental Restoration and Waste Management (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.09
To 1993.06

INIS categories: E51.00

West Virginia University (WVU) will develop a fluidized
bed combustion (FBC) conceptual design that can reduce the
volume of Rocky Flats mixed and hazardous waste acceptable
for land disposal in an environmentally sound manner. Two
conceptual designs to be investigated in detail are (1) a fast
fluidization system and (2) a hybrid bubbling-fast fluidization
system. These designs will allow for the consideration of different
FBC modes of operation and identify those that will be most
compatible with the gas cleanup and disposal systems identified
for use at Rocky Flats. Also, examination and evaluation of the
existing FBC system at Rocky Flats will be performed. In addi-
tion, the proposed conceptual designs and the resulting recom-
mendations will consider the requirements that are unique to the
onsite combustion of hazardous and radioactive wastes. WVU
will use an industrial consultant to verify commercial viability of
their conceptual FBC system.

fluidized-bed combustion; hazardous materials; rocky flats plant;
wastes.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: fluidized-bed combustion.

US9400022 Environmental and Economic Analysis Project.

Topic codes: 138; 611.
Principal Investigator: Luna, R.E. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Vannoni, M.G.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F24.00

In keeping with the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act, the Department of Energy (DOE) will be completing National
Environmental Protection Agency Act (NEPA) documentation on
the repository as well as on interim facilities such as the MRS
or FIS. One component of these analyses will be the evaluation
of risks resulting from transporting wastes to and/or from the
facilities. Evaluation of these risks will entail use of state-of-
the-art codes for risk assessment, routing, and system analysis
as well as special analyses of risk to maximally exposed indi-
viduals. This project includes six major activities: (1) risk as-
sessment methodology support; (2) route-specific impact
assessment methodology; (3) environmental impact statement
support; (4) maximum credible accident and normal exposure
analyses; (5) technical resource support; and (6) emergency re-
sponse concepts.

documentation; emergency plans; environmental impacts; nuclear
waste policy acts; radioactive waste facilities; risk assessment;
systems analysis; us doe; us national environmental policy act.

US DOE: nuclear waste policy acts, radioactive waste facilities.

US9400023 Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration.

Tooic codes: 163.
Principal Investigator: Krause, T.R. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1987.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Chlorinated hydrocarbons, in particular, the degreasing
solvents trichloroethane and trichloroethylene (TCEs), constitute
a major hazardous waste problem at all Department of Energy-
Defense Program sites. Thermal combustion, the presently re-
commended method for degrading chlorinated hydrocarbons, can
produce significant quantities of chlorinated aromatic
hydrocarbons (e.g., PCBs) as a by-product because of nonuni-
form temperature profiles in the oxygen-enriched environment of
an incinerator. Microwave-induced plasma incineration is a
promising alternative to thermal combustion processes.
Microwave-induced plasma incineration can provide a more uni-
form and controllable temperature profile and can generate re-
active species that initiate the degradation reaction at a much
lower temperature than thermal combustion processes.
Microwave-induced plasma incineration is particularly suited for
treating low-level TCE concentrations in vapor streams. The ob-
jective of this work is to investigate the technical feasibility of
detoxification of chlorinated hydrocarbons by microwave-induced
plasma incineration.

chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons; combustion; hazardous mate-
rials; incinerators; microwave equipment; plasma furnaces; tem-
perature distribution.

CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS: combustion;
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: combustion.
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US9400024 QA Program for HLW Acceptance.

Topic codes: 106; 134.
Principal Investigator: Cunnane, J.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Walton, R.D., Jr.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1987.07
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

By participation on the Working Group on Waste Accept-
ance (WGWA), assistance will be provided to the Chief of
Vitrification Projects Branch, Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management (EM/VP) in quality assurance (QA) and
technical activities associated with the Waste Acceptance Proc-
ess (WAP) for high-level wastes. This work will include (1) re-
views and evaluations of QA programs tor the several waste
producer organizations and (2) assistance in identifying and re-
solving technical issues associated with the Waste Acceptance
Process that are important for startup of vitrification facilities. In
particular, this will include technical issues raised by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) which will require a coordinated
EM/VP and Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) response.

high-level radioactive wastes: program management; quality as-
surance: radioactive waste management; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste man-
agement, vitrification.

US9400025 Surveillance of Site A and Plot M.

Topic codes: 232; 312.
Principal Investigator: Golchert, N.W. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1976.02
To 1993.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Ik; op.

INIS categories: B31.10. E52.00, B32.10

The surveillance and maintenance project is for the former
site of the Metallurgical and Argonne National Laboratories in the
Palos Park Forest Preserve southwest of Chicago, Illinois. The
site consisted of two parts: Site A, a 20-acre area that contained
several reactors and laboratory buildings; and Plot M, a one-acre
radioactive-waste burial ground. Continued radiological surveil-
lance constitutes the present remedial action program for this
site, as determined from a radiological and geohydrological sur-
vey and an environmental analysis report based on that survey.
Other remedial actions may be taken in the future and may
require modifications in the current surveillance program. The
project is designed to monitor the elevated hydrogen-3 (as
tritiated water) content in some of the picnic wells in the Forest
Preserve, to determine the migration pathway of water from the
burial ground to the wells, to establish if other buried
radionuclides or hazardous substances have migrated, and to
characterize the radiological and pollutant environment of the
area. Work consists of (1) analyses of water from all wells and
surface streams in the area; (2) monitoring of water levels and
pollutant concentrations in the dolomite aquifer and glacial till
overburden; and (3) a study of the geohydrology of the area.

abandoned sites; decontamination; environmental effects; envi-
ronmental exposure pathway; forests; hydrology; mitigation; public

policy; radiation hazards; radiation protection; radioactive waste
disposal; radionuclide migration; site characterization; water
quality.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: radiation hazards, site char-
acterization.

US9400026 Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR)
Facility Decommissioning.

Topic codes: 402.
Principal Investigator: Boing, L.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E31.00

The project objective is to decontaminate and decommis-
sion (D & D) the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR)
located in Building 331 at Argonne National Laboratory-Illinois
Site (ANL-IL) by removing the radioactive inventory including the
vessel so that the containment shell will be essentially empty
and suitable for reuse. EBWR was the first boiling-water reactor
built solely for demonstrating the feasibility of commercial gen-
eration of electricity by nuclear fission. It was shut down in 1967,
defueled, and placed in dry layup. In the early 1980s, planning
work for the D & D was initiated. The actual D & D will occur
in four phases: Phase I-Preparation for D & D; Phase
II-EBWR disassembly (external of RV Complex); Phase
Ill-EBWR disassembly (RV Complex); Phase IV-Miscellaneous
decontamination, cleanup, and closeout. All components within
the shell will be dismantled and (if radioactive) will be shipped
to a DOE radioactive waste site. The nonradioactive portions
will be reused, sold for scrap, or disposed of in the ANL landfill.
The surveillance and maintenance of the Juggernaut Reactor is
also included in this project.

decontamination; ebwr reactor; pressure vessels; radioactive
waste disposal; reactor decommissioning; reactor shutdown.

EBWR REACTOR: reactor decommissioning.

US940O027 Materials Integration Office.

Topic codes: 135; 137.
Principal Investigator: Vogler, S. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1980.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B24.00

The Materials Characterization Organization (MCO) was
established to assure that appropriate qualified data that are
relevant to the waste package in a repository environment are
available, and suitable for use in assuring compliance with NRC
and EPA waste package performance criteria. The Materials In-
tegration Office (MIO) was established to set priorities, coordi-
nate, and integrate the needs of the waste management
programs into the schedules of the Materials Characterization
Center (MCC) and the Materials Review Board (MRB). In FY
88, the Materials Steering Committee (MSC) decided to replace
the MRB with a Technical Review Group (TRG) to review waste
package documentation essential for the acceptance of high-level
nuclear waste into a Federal repository. The TRG reports directly
to Headquarters. The MIO charter does authorize it to maintain
a panel of experts available for review of waste management
activities. The MIO is responsible for the development and review
of MCC program plans, budgets, and schedules, and effects
changes as necessary. The MIO is also responsible for the ap-
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pointment of the Executive Secretary for the TRG subject to
Headquarters approval. The technical support provided to the
MIO includes maintaining an awareness of waste management
activities, and preparing monthly reports summarizing the activ-
ities of the MCC. Such support may also include holding, or
supporting workshops on topics of interest to the high-level waste
management community.

high-level radioactive wastes; materials; packaging; performance;
radioactive waste management; underground disposal; waste
forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground disposal;
WASTE FORMS: packaging.

US9400O28 Environmental Technical Assistance to the High
Level Waste Repository Program.

Topic codes: 137; 321.
Principal Investigator: Krummel, J.R. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: LaGory, K.E.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22, F24.00

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will provide technical
assistance to the DOE/Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM) for environmental activities related to the
siting, development, and licensing of the national high-level ra-
dioactive waste repository. The assistance will consist of techni-
cal support for compliance with existing federal environmental
regulations. ANL support will consist of four tasks: (1) preparing
and updating reclamation policy documents; (2) providing tech-
nical assistance for revision and review of the Environmental
Monitoring and Mitigation Plan (EMMP) and progress reports
prepared by the POs; (3) providing reviews of technical docu-
ments on specific environmental policy issues; and (4) providing
support concerning, compliance of OCRWM activities with re-
quirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

compliance; environmental impacts; environmental policy; high-
level radioactive wastes; licensing; radioactive waste manage-
ment; radioactive waste storage; regulations; us national
environmental policy act.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste stor-
age.

US9400029 Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to
High-Level Radioactive Waste Management.

Topic codes: 611.
Principal Investigator: Metz, W.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1964.08
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E50.00

The Office of Strategic Planning and International Pro-
grams, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management requires
the technical and analytical support to assist in reviewing and
assessing high-level radioactive waste management issues
stemming from implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 and the Amendments of 1987. It is also concerned with
those issues that are of interest to international, state and local
governments, private organizations, and the public.

cooperation; high-level radioactive wastes; implementation; legis-

lation; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste management;
regulations; technology assessment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: regulations; RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT: regulations.

US9400030 Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical
Assistance.

Topic codes: 135; 138.
Principal Investigator: Popper, G.F. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.10, F24.00

This project provides direct technical support to DOE-HQ
for the purpose of reviewing Safety Analysis Reports for Pack-
aging (SARPs) of nuclear waste shipping packages for compli-
ance with DOE Orders and DOT and NRC federal regulations.
A SARP Review Group has been established and is comprised
of staff that includes the disciplines necessary to review the
general information, structural, thermal, containment, shielding,
criticality, operational procedures, acceptance tests and mainte-
nance procedures, quality assurance, and materials information
provided in the SARP. DOE benefits through a technically strong
review process thus assuring the health and safety of the public
during the transportation of highly radioactive materials. In addi-
tion, the SARP Review Group presents selected workshops, in
such areas as quality assurance and gas generation and pro-
vides independent confirmatory analyses of packagings.

compliance; containers; packaging; radioactive wastes; regu-
lations; waste transportation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: packaging, waste transportation.

US9400031 Surveillance and Maintenance.

Topic codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Boing, L.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1977.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E13.00, E51.00

The objective of this project is to complete the decon-
tamination and decommissioning of the former New Brunswick
Laboratory (NBL), New Brunswick, New Jersey, in a manner that
will allow the site to be released for unrestricted use in ac-
cordance with DOE guidelines and criteria. The work will be
accomplished in three phases. Phase I involves preliminary de-
contamination of site facilities, including removal of all radioactive
laboratory equipment, exposed drain lines, ventilation ductwork,
and exhaust fans, and those portions of exposed walls, floors,
and ceilings that were found to be radioactively contaminated.
Phase II, decontamination and dismantlement of all site facilities,
involves locating and recovering all radioactive contamination
associated with the buildings followed by demolition of the
structures, removal of floor slabs, foundations, and sewer lines,
and the cleanup of any soil that was contaminated during site
operations. Phase III, removal of pitchblende, will locate, exca-
vate, and package for disposal the pitchblende-contaminated soil
which, in 1960, was used to backfill a railroad siding on the
property. It is estimated that the volume of soil to be recovered
ranges from 3000 to 7000 cubic yards. Cost estimates are based
on 4500 yds3 of soil. All material designated radioactive will be
sent to the Nevada Test Site burial grounds. After excavation
and certification that the site meets soil cleanup criteria, the
open areas will be backfilled with clean material and the entire
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area graded. This project is now in a surveillance and mainte-
nance mode, awaiting authorization to initiate Phase III of the
decommissioning.

contamination; decommissioning; decontamination; laboratories;
laboratory equipment; nevada test site; new jersey; pitchblende;
radioactive waste disposal; remedial action; us doe; ventilation
systems.

LABORATORIES: decommissioning, decontamination; NEW
JERSEY: laboratories.

US9400032 Waste Management Systems Assessment.

Topic codes: 112; 117.
Principal Investigator: Meshkov, N.K. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this project was to develop an efficient
and practicable method for comparing costs, benefits, and
trade-offs for the generation, treatment, and disposal of low-level
radioactive waste at DOE-controlled sites. The objective is to
provide methods and procedures that will enable managers to
review an entire waste management system (from generation to
disposal) in order to assess its performance and provide an
adequate margin of public, occupational, and environmental
safety in a cost-effective manner for both the short and long
term. Activities included: (1) identification of waste management
system goals and formulation of basic methodology for ranking
alternative waste management systems; (2) description of four
steps in the performance assessment of a waste management
system: identification of alternatives, evaluation of detriments,
evaluation of costs, assessment, and comparison; (3) review of
the REGINALT analysis system to assess its usefulness as a
tool for DOE waste management system performance assess-
ment and recommendations for its modifications; and (4) re-
commendations for a revision of the REGINALT system guide.
Other work consisted of further development of the methodology
for performance assessment of a waste management system,
identification of the tools and data needed for performance as-
sessment (such as existing databases and risk assessment and
economic models), and recommendation for the development of
tools and databases currently unavailable but necessary to con-
duct the assessments.

cost benefit analysis; environment; low-level radioactive wastes,
public health; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste
management; radioactive waste processing; risk assessment;
safety.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal, radioactive waste management.

US9400033 Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers
and Materials.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Meshkov, N.K. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.20

Engineered barriers associated with waste form, waste
container, and containing structure were analyzed with respect
to their effectiveness in preventing groundwater contamination,
and thus protecting the public from the hazards associated with

radioactive waste. In FY 87 a conceptual framework for pre-
dicting the long-term performance of engineered barriers was
established. An analysis was conducted to identify a limited
number of key critical factors that were applicable to any design
or material. These factors were identified to be the rate of flow
of water through the barriers and waste, and the radionuclide
concentrations in the effluent leachate. A literature survey was
taken of modeling and field studies and data on waste forms,
containers, and engineered structures that can be used as bar-
riers. In FY 88, emphasis was on quantifying the analysis per-
formed in FY 87. The literature review will be completed in order
to identify all available data and models for obtaining quantitative
estimates of barrier factors. Materials and structures for which
there is sufficient information to calculate barrier factors, as well
as those materials and structures for which engineering and field
studies would be worthwhile, will be identified. The project ob-
jective was to execute a credible quantitative comparative anal-
ysis of the contribution of different engineered barriers to the
performance of a disposal facility at a specific site.

containers; engineered safety systems; fluid flow; ground water;
low-level radioactive wasfes; mathematical models; performance;
radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide migration; waste forms.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: containers, radioactive
waste disposal.

US9400034 Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton
Rail/Barge Cask Development Program.

Topic codes: 148.
Principal Investigator: Houston, J.V. Nuclear Assurance Corpo-

ration, 6251 Crooked Creek Road, Norcross, GA, 30092,
USA.

Performing Organization: Nuclear Assurance Corporation (United
States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.04
To 1994.12

INIS categories: E15.20, E52.00

The fundamental objective for this project is to develop,
fabricate, test, and obtain Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
certification for a prototype, 100-ton intermodal (rail/barge) cask
system of advanced design, capable of transporting spent nuclear
fuel from light water reactors to federal facilities for storage or
disposal in the time frame established by the DOE Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM). Two proto-
type cask systems are to be delivered by 1994. Objectives are
to design an NRC-certified cask that maximizes capacity, mini-
mizes life cycle costs, simplifies handling, reduces workers' ex-
posure, and meets all safety-related requirements. The schedule
called for completion of its preliminary design by April 1, 1989.

certification; design; fabrication; performance testing; radioactive
waste disposal; radioactive waste management; spent fuel casks;
us nrc; waste transportation.

SPENT FUEL CASKS: performance testing.

US9400035 Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM
Transportation Programs.

Topic codes: 118; 138.
Principal Investigator: Friel, L.E. Western Interstate Energy

Board, Suite 6500, 3333 Quebec Street, Denver, CO, 80207,
USA.

Performing Organization: Western Interstate Energy Board (United
States).

Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.04
To 1992.06

INIS categories: E15.10

The project objective is to facilitate communications be-
tween western states and Department of Energy (DOE) on
high-level waste transportation issues and develop information
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of mutual interest to DOE and the western states. The approach
will include reviewing western states' radioactive materials
transportation training courses; reviewing DOE's preliminary out-
line and draft report on Section 180(c) strategy; continuing work
on the Rail Primer started under the last cooperative agreement
and work on issues identified as needing further analysis; re-
viewing DOE's cask designs; reviewing DOE's transportation and
monitored retrieval storage (MRS) strategy documents and
Mission Plan amendment; analyzing scope of infrastructure im-
provements; reporting on western states National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) requirements; and maintaining awareness of
cask, highway inspection, routing, and MRS issues. Results so
far include two committee meetings with DOE; a general man-
agement plan; an updated Rail Primer (and additional rail deliv-
erables as appropriate); comments on DOE's outline and draft
report on Section 180(c) strategy, MRS strategy document,
transportation strategy document, Mission Plan Amendment, and
cask designs; and, a report on state emergency response train-
ing curricula.

casks; emergency plans; high-level radioactive wastes; training;
us doe; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation.

US9400036 Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project: Sodium
Processing for CRBR.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Abrams, C.S. Argonne National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2528, Idaho Falls, ID, 83401, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This project provides for the management, design, pro-
curement, construction, and operations associated with the
processing of the radioactive sodium from Detroit Edison's Fermi
I plant. The project includes (1) receiving and storing approxi-
mately 60,000 gallons of sodium, (2) building a processing fa-
cility, and (3) processing the sodium to sodium hydroxide. The
hydroxide will be shipped to Rockwell Hanford for use in neu-
tralizing high-level radioactive acid waste tanks.

construction; design; management; nuclear power plants; radio-
active waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; sodium;
transport.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: construction; SODIUM: ra-
dioactive waste processing.

US9400037 Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guid-
ance Development.

Topic codes: 502.
Principal Investigator: Gasper, J.R. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.06
To 1993.09

INIS categories: C52.00, F22.00

The project objective of the Environmental Guidance Di-
vision (EGD) of the Office of Environment, Safety and Health in
the U.S. Department of Energy is to develop and issue guidance
to DOE field offices to meet environmental regulations and goals.
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will support the EGD efforts
to develop guidance necessary for implementation of the Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Com-
prehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability

Act (CERCLA). The support in data analysis, prioritization of
objectives, preparation of draft guidance, and training will allow
EGD to issue guidance needed to implement RCRA and
CERCLA at DOE facilities. ANL will assist in developing guid-
ance for CERCLA such as national contingency plan implemen-
tation and remedial investigation/feasibility studies, and for RCRA
such as subtitle D implementation, land disposal restrictions, and
mixed wastes. ANL staff will analyze the impacts of potential
changes in RCRA and CERCLA legislation and regulation on
DOE facilities to allow EGD to play a proactive role in potential
changes.

environmental impacts; legal aspects; radioactive wastes; reactor
licensing; regulations.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: regulations.

US9400038 Hazardous Waste Technical Support.

Topic codes: 162; 167.
Principal Investigator: Gablin, K.A. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.03
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F24.00

This project will provide planning assistance to
DOE/Defense Program (DOE/DP) and Department of Defense
(DOD) in the areas of hazardous chemical waste and mixed
radioactive-chemical waste. The goal is to keep DOE/DP and
DOD informed about regulations regarding the treatment and
disposal of hazardous wastes and about developing technology
for hazardous waste treatment disposal and contaminated site
cleanup/detoxification.

chemical wastes; decontamination; hazardous materials; planning;
radioactive wastes; regulations; waste disposal; waste manage-
ment; wasfe processing.

CHEMICAL WASTES: waste management; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: waste management.

US9400039 Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology.

Topic codes: 321; 602.
Principal Investigator: Youngblood, R.W. Brookhaven National

Laboratory, Upton, L I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.10
To 1992.12

INIS categories: E52.00, F24.00

This project assisted in the development of a design of
the Yucca Mountain repository which meets the applicable li-
censing and safety standards for the preclosure phase of re-
pository operation. During FY 89 Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) worked in close collaboration with the Preclosure Safety
Working Group (PSWG) including representatives of other Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management contractors (Sandia
National Laboratory, Pacific Northwest Laboratories) working in
preclosure safety, as well as Department of Energy staff and
Weston staff. Detailed FY 89 activities of all participants were
planned and scheduled at meetings of the PSWG. Tasks con-
ducted by BNL in FY 89 were the (1) reviewing methods for
treating uncertainty, (2) exploratory adaptating of the Basalt
Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) Entity-Relationship Model to
Yucca Mountain, (3) supporting Sandia National Laboratory in
assessing methods for hazard identification, (4) revising the
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology Procedures Guide, (5)
reviewing the Bechtel work on dose assessment, (6) revisiting
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the question of gap inventories, and (7) reviewing new literature
on response of spent fuel to elevated temperatures.

licensing; radioactive wasfe disposal; radioactive waste facilities;
radioactive waste storage; risk assessment; safety; spent fuels;
yucca mountain.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: licensing, safety; YUCCA
MOUNTAIN: radioactive waste facilities.

US9400040 Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-
Effectiveness of Mill-Tailings Cleanup.

Topic^ codes: 503; 504.
Principal Investigator: Hamilton, L.D. Brookhaven National Lab-

oratory, Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.12

INIS categories: E51.00, C52.22

This project continues the evaluation of cost-effectiveness
of uranium mill-tailings cleanup. Four actual sites (Canonsburg,
PA; Shiprock, NM; Durango, CO; Lakeview, OR) were selected
thus far for evaluation to determine funds expended in cleanup
and the change in expected adverse human health effects in
terms of population cancer risk. Actual before and after data
from Canonsburg have been evaluated to determine health
benefits from the reduction of indoor radon-222 levels and indoor
gamma-ray exposure. The health effects related to reductions
of outdoor radon-222 levels will be completed soon. Work com-
pleted so far indicates that standard risk-assessment methods
do not adequately describe actual health benefits to be derived
from remediation. This project will also support the U.S. De-
partment of Energy (DOE) responses to the scientific basis of
proposed mill-tailings cleanup regulations. This project also con-
tinues a study of the potential hazards to human health from
the ingestion of groundwater contaminated by inactive uranium
mill-tailing sites. In previous work, four sites (Gunnison, CO;
Riverton, WY; Monument Valley, AZ; Lakeview, OR) were
screened using a conservative approach. Site and chemical
combinations identified in the screening step as potentially of
concern will be investigated in more detail. Conservatisms in
dose-response data and methods and in exposure estimates
will be replaced by more realistic approaches. Additional UMTRA
sites will be assessed using this approach. This project will
support DOE in determining the level of groundwater cleanup
required at Uranium Mill-Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) sites
and will also provide the basis for a realistic risk-assessment
and cost-effectiveness analysis at the sites studied.

contamination; decontamination; environmental effects; gamma
radiation; ground water; health hazards; mill tailings; radioactive
waste disposal; radon 222; uranium.

MILL TAILINGS: environmental effects, health hazards.

The project objective is to develop a relationship between
the physical and chemical stability of ZrSiO4 (with varying
amount of uranium incorporated into the mineral) to hydrothermal
fluids. Physical properties of zircons (ZrSiO4> have been meas-
ured, and include new determinations of elastic moduli and
density. Preliminary mathematical models have been constructed
to relate volume expansion, metamictization, and stress-induced
microfractures. A network of microfractures can make a radio-
active waste containment barrier both porous and permeable.
Current research is focused on the chemical stability of zircons
at pressures (1000 psi) and temperatures (less than 250 degree
C) that approximate repository conditions. A new flow-through
hydrothermal reactor is being used to generate concentration vs
time data for studying solubility of zircons in various fluid com-
positions.

containment systems; fluids; mathematical models; solubility;
stability; stresses; zirconium silicates.

ZIRCONIUM SILICATES: solubility.

US9400042 Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution.

Topic codes: 156; 157.
Principal Investigator: Krichinsky, A.M. Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, Chemical Technology Division, P.O. Box 2008,
Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.

Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United
States)

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.10, E15.30

The project objective is to operate the safeguarded 233U
National Repository, located within the Radiochemical Develop-
ment Facility (RDF) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Work
includes (1) storing and dispensing materials containing 233U; (2)
maintaining 233U processing systems, liquid storage tankage,
glove boxes, remotely operated cells, and their support systems
in long-term, safe standby condition; (3) developing and imple-
menting improved surveillance measures to satisfy more stringent
technical safety standards; and (4) continuing to upgrade systems
not meeting current functional criteria (e.g., doubly contained
LLW lines) and to permanently correct stabilized, abandoned
systems for reduced maintenance during safe standby status.
Plans also include continuing with conceptualization of material
repackaging equipment and operations for rendering selected
stored materials (of poor isotopic purity) acceptable for transport
to and storage at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) as part
of an RH-TRU wastes demonstration.

demonstration programs; gloveboxes; hot cells; materials handl-
ing; ornl; packaging; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste
management; radioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes;
radiochemistry; remote handling; safeguards; safety; uranium 233;
wipp.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: uranium 233; URANIUM 233: materials
handling; WIPP: demonstration programs.

US9400041 Hydrothermal Stability of Synthetic and Natural
Zircons: Its Application to Predict the Long-
Term Response of Zirconium Silicate Buffered
Containment Facilities.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator Sinha, A.K. Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University, Department of Geological Sciences,
4044 Derring Hall, Blacksburg, VA, 24061, USA.

Performing Organization: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University (United States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.07
To 1994.07

INIS categories: B12.10

US9400043 Transportation Support Systems.

TOPIC codes: 138; 148.
Principal Investigator: Rawl, R.R. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Pope, R.B.; Wankerl, M.W.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.01
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 authorized DOE
to establish a national system for the disposal of spent fuel and
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high-level radioactive waste and established the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) to fulfill this require-
ment. A primary element of OCRWM's program is the develop-
ment of a transportation system to move the material from waste
generator sites to a monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility
or a repository. The Transportation Operations Project Office
(TOPO) has been assigned the responsibilities for (1) institutional
activities; (2) economic and systems analysis activities; (3) sup-
porting DOE-CH in program management activities; and (4) op-
erations and support systems activities leading to the
development of facilities, equipment (except casks, trailers,
railcars, and associated cask system ancillary equipment), and
services for the transportation system and for the ultimate op-
eration of the transportation system. The purpose of this project
is to provide project integration services to develop, design, and
acquire the facilities, equipment, and services necessary to pro-
vide integrated operation of the transportation support systems.
Work includes evaluation of alternatives and selection of the
preferred approach for support systems elements.

economics; high-level radioactive wastes; spent fuels; waste dis-
posal; waste storage; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation;
SPENT FUELS: waste transportation.

US9400044 Program Management.

Topic codes: 138; 148.
Principal Investigator: Rawl, R.R. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Pope, R.B.; Wankerl, M.W.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 authorized DOE
to establish a system for disposing of spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste. A primary element of this system is the de-
velopment of a transportation system to move the material from
waste generator sites to a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facility or a repository. The Transportation Operations Project
Office (TOPO) has been assigned the responsibilities for (1) in-
stitutional activities; (2) economic and systems analysis activities;
(3) supporting DOE-CH in program management activities; and
(4) operations and support systems activities leading to the de-
velopment of facilities, equipment (except casks, trailers, railcars,
and associated cask system ancillary equipment), and services
for the transportation system and for the ultimate operation of
the transportation system. The purpose of this task is to provide
overall Transportation Program management and support activ-
ities, including but not limited to finance, project planning and
control, procurement, and day-to-day contractor management.

economics; high-level radioactive wastes; procurement; program
management; spent fuels; waste storage; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation;
SPENT FUELS: waste transportation.

US9400045 Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation
Study.

7op/c codes. 102.
Principal Investigator: Jardin, S. Princeton University, Plasma

Physics Laboratory, P.O. Box 451, Princeton, NJ, 08543,
USA.

Other Investioators: Chance, M.
Performing Organization: Princeton University (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.09

INIS categories: G52.00, E50.00

The advanced reactor innovation and evaluation study
(ARIES) reactor study is a 3-year, multi-institutional program to
evaluate the potential of recent tokamak physics and technology
innovations with regard to (1) engineering feasibility of central-
station electricity generation from tokamak reactors; (2) reductions
in estimated busbar cost of electricity (COE) from such reactors;
(3) reductions in the unit size (MWe) and capital investment; (4)
demonstrable, passive safe operation of tokamak reactors; and
(5) reductions in both high-level and low-level radioactive waste
generation. The project objective is to develop point designs of
3 to 4 visions of tokamak reactor designs that incorporate one
or more promising innovations. These point designs are intended
to be sufficiently detailed to address all of the important engi-
neering and physics constraints (e.g., heat removal, tritium
breeding, magnet structural support, current drive, disruption tol-
erance, plasma startup, and plasma exhaust), but not as detailed
as the earlier STARFIRE study. Each point design will be sub-
jected to a parametric system study to quantify the trade-off
among several key design parameters such as size, magnetic
field strength at the magnet, and heat flux at the first wall. The
institutional participants in the ARIES program (currently UCLA,
ANL, INEL, FEDC, GAT, LANL, MIT, RPI, and PPPL) bring to-
gether a large body of experience with regard to conceptual
design and engineering analysis of fusion reactors. The role of
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), which for the first
time is participating as a full member rather than in an advisory
role in such studies, is primarily to assess physics models and
to develop innovative approaches to utilizing and optimizing
second-stability, H-mode, bootstrap current, and so forth. One
of the tokamak visions being championed by PPPL within the
ARIES study is advanced-fuel tokamaks (D-D and D-He3), for
which the work done here with regard to increased reactivity
using polarized-spin fuels is particularly relevant.

cosf; design; feasibility studies; power generation; radioactive
waste management; safety; tokamak type reactors.

TOKAMAK TYPE REACTORS: power generation.

US9400046 Review of Coupled
Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems for
Applicability to the Proposed Geologic Reposi-
tory at Yucca Mountain.

Topic codes: 323; 201.
Principal Investigator: Alterman, I.B. National Research Council,

Board on Radioactive Waste Management, 2101 Constitution
Ave., NW, Washington, DC, 20418, USA.

Performing Organization: National Research Council (United
States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1987.12
To 1992.12

M S categories: B31.40

The project objectives are (1) to evaluate the validity of
a conceptual model of interactive processes involving the
hydrologic, tectonic, and hydrothermal systems in the Yucca
Mountain region; (2) to assess the plausibility of proposed ef-
fects; (3) to identify areas of uncertainty; (4) to provide a prob-
abilistic assessment of possible risk, and (5) to recommend ways
of testing the model. The approach will be to assemble a
multidisciplinary panel of experts in relevant specialties to ex-
amine and evaluate the data and the references, interview ex-
perts in the field, visit field sites for examination of relevant
geologic and hydrologic occurrences, and call upon the states
of knowledge in the various disciplines to make the determi-
nations of plausibility, and so forth. An interim report and a final
report will be prepared to document the project, its conclusions
and recommendations. The project is meant to evaluate if the
proposed model, as alleged, is likely to be a fatal flaw, to cause
the Yucca Mountain geological repository to be inundated and
thus fail to keep radionuclides from the accessible environment.

geology; hydrology; radioactive waste management; radionuclide
migration; risk assessment; volcanic regions; yucca mountain.

YUCCA MOUNTAIN: radioactive waste management, radionuclide
migration.
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US9400047 Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and
Renewable Energy Technologies R & D Sup-
port.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Golden, B. Advanced Sciences, Inc., Di-

vision of Waste Management, 6739 Academy Rd., NE,
Albuquerque, NM, 87109, USA.

Performing Organization: Advanced Sciences, Inc. (United
States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.09
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.10

The project objective is to provide R & D support (1) to
nuclear fission and fusion programs; (2) to nuclear waste man-
agement, transportation, and packaging programs; (3) to nuclear
safeguards and security programs; (4) to environmental research
and hazardous waste management programs; (5) to basic energy
science research and development programs; (6) to conservation
and renewable energy programs; (7) to fossil energy programs;
(8) to energy technology related pollution projects and activities;
(9) to defense programs; and (10) to national security activities
related to the above.

nuclear industry; packaging; renewable energy sources; research
programs; waste management; waste transportation.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: research programs.

US9400048 Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste
Transportation Project.

Topic codes: 138.
Principal Investigator: McCabe, M.H. Council of State Govern-

ments, Midwestern Office, Suite 401, 641 East Butterfield Rd.,
Lombard, IL, 60148, USA.

Performing Organization: Council of State Governments (United
States).

Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.02
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E15.10

The project objective is to assist the U.S. Department of
Energy in identifying and analyzing regional issues pertaining to
the transportation of high-level radioactive waste, and to educate
Midwestern state officials with respect to the technical issues
and regulatory concerns related to waste transportation. The
Midwestern Office will work to achieve these goals and to im-
prove the flow of communication between the DOE and key state
officials in the Midwest by facilitating the efforts of the Mid-
western High-Level Radioactive Waste Committee. The Mid-
western office will also undertake the publication of a regional
primer on the transportation of high-level radioactive waste, and
the preparation of special reports addressing emergency re-
sponse training, highway routing, and other issues of importance
to the Midwest.

emergency plans; high-level radioactive wastes; regional analysis;
regulations; roads; state government; technology assessment; us
doe; waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation;
WASTE TRANSPORTATION: emergency plans, regulations.

US9400049 Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory
Testing.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Gnirk, P.F. RE/SPEC, Inc., P.O. Box 725,

3824 Jet Drive, Rapid City, SD, 57709, USA.
Performing Organization: RE/SPEC, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1992.02

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.10, B31.40

RE/SPEC will (1) participate as a member of the PA
Technical Integration Group (TIG); (2) provide technical per-
formance assessment support to design, testing and licensing
program elements, as directed by the Regulatory Compliance
Branch; (3) participate in meetings of the Joint Technical Com-
mittee, the Technical Subgroups, and various task forces; (4)
provide support on an as needed basis in the review of study
plans related to site characterization activities at Yucca Mountain;
and (5) assist in activities to include review, evaluation, technical
support, and acting as technical experts providing direction to
the investigation activities in the interest of the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) program.

radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste management; rock
mechanics; site characterization; testing; yucca mountain.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: site characterization.

US9400050 Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Man-
agement.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Parker, F.L. Vanderbilt University, Division

of Sponsored Research, 512 Kirkland Hall, Nashville, TN,
37240, USA.

Performing Organization: Vanderbilt University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy; USDOE En-

vironmental Restoration and Waste Management (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.08
To 1994.05

INIS categories: E50.00, B13.20

There is a critical shortage of young trained technical
personnel entering the fields of environmental restoration and
radioactive waste management. To remedy this shortage, an
internship program in these areas has been developed. Out-
standing engineering students, primarily environmental and
chemical engineers, are enrolled in the program where they take,
in addition to their specialties, courses in modern physics,
instrumentation for detection and measurement of ionizing radi-
ation, and health physics and radioactive waste environmental
transport and disposal. At the end of the first two years, they
are assigned to a DOE-owned contractor-operated facility or to
a DOE prime contractor to get first-hand experience in the field.
They are required to present the results of their summer's work
to the Project's Advisory Board, which consists of high-ranking
personnel from DOE and the contractor-operated laboratories.
Upon graduation, most of the students have chosen to work in
the areas for which they have been trained. Each year, one or
two of the students present the results of their work at national
meetings.

chemical engineering; education; environmental engineering; ra-
dioactive waste management; scientific personnel; training.

SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL: training.

US9400051 Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor.

Topic codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Courtney, J.C. Louisiana State University,

Nuclear Science Center, Baton Rouge, LA, 70803-5820, USA.
Performing Organization: Louisiana State University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.09
To 1994.08

INIS categories: B13.10, E51.00
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The goal of this project is to determine the consumption
of 237Np,24opu, 24iAm, and 243Am in the Integral Fast Reactor
(IFR) Fuel Cycle. Irradiations in the Experimental Breeder Re-
actor II (EBR-II) at Argonne National Laboratory's site near Idaho
Falls, Idaho, will be conducted to determine fission and
transmutation rates for the four nuclides. This reactor is
prototypical of the IFR. To support the experimental effort, the
target package must be designed and built and theoretical esti-
mates made of nuclide consumption in the EBR-II Spectrum. The
four actinides set the long-term waste management criteria for
spent nuclear fuel. If it can be demonstrated that they can be
efficiently consumed in the IFR, then requirements for nuclear
waste repositories can be much less demanding.

americium 241; americium 243; fuel cycle; neptunium 237;
plutonlum 240; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste
processing; spent fuel storage; transmutation.

AMERICIUM 241: transmutation; AMERICIUM 243: transmutation;
NEPTUNIUM 237: transmutation; PLUTONIUM 240:
transmutation.

US9400052 Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in
Groundwater Environments.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Gaffney, J.S. Argonne National Laboratory,

Environmental Research Division, 9700 S. Cass Avenue,
Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.

Other Investigators: Orlandini, K.A.; Marley, N.A.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B32.50, B31.50, B12.10

Site-directed subsurface studies on groundwater transport
of contaminants, performed at Argonne National Laboratory and
other laboratories involved in the DOE OHER Subsurface Sci-
ence Program, show that the transport of pollutants over large
distances can be correlated with the presence of colloidal ma-
terials. The mechanisms of this transport, however, are not un-
derstood. The goal of this research program, which is part of
the Geochemical Transport Processes-Colloids Subprogram, is
to determine the mechanisms of colloidal sorption and transport
of hydrophobic and hydrophilic contaminants in groundwater. The
formation and physical and chemical transformations of colloidal
materials in solution during interactions with mixed wastes in
groundwater systems must be characterized to accomplish this
task. Colloidal materials are collected at natural and contam-
inated subsurface sites in analytical amounts through use of
hollow-fiber ultrafiltration with minimal sample perturbation. Par-
ticular attention is paid to natural organic colloids and organically
coated inorganic colloidal materials. Chemical characterization of
these materials is accomplished by the use of carbon-13 nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, pyrolysis gas chromatography,
and elemental analyses (for trace metals and radionuclides).
Colloids are size-fractionated by ultrafiltration after particles
greater than 0.45-Mm d. are removed. Sorption studies evaluate
the effects on colloid transport properties of changing the sub-
surface geochemical environment. Of particular interest are
colloidal binding of radionuclides and of toxic metals and inter-
actions with hydrophobic contaminants. These studies, performed
along with other site-directed subsurface projects that evaluate
colloidal transport questions, determine the importance of colloids
in groundwater transport of toxic waste. The information gathered
is important for potential application of colloids to clean up
contaminated sites. (RPIS 5041).

carbon 13; colloids; contamination; correlations; gas
chromatography; geochemistry; ground water; long-range trans-
port; nuclear magnetic resonance; pollutants; remedial action;
sorption; structural chemical analysis; toxic materials;
ultrafiltration; uses; wastes.

COLLOIDS: structural chemical analysis, uses; GROUND WA-
TER: contamination; POLLUTANTS: long-range transport.

US94000S3 Investigations of Organic/Inorganic
Complexation Processes in Subsurface Envi-
ronments.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Marley, N.A. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Gaffney, J.S.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B32.50, B32.10, B31.40

Because of the widespread nature of subsurface contam-
ination and the need for fundamental information on its transport
and transformation, DOE OHER established a new research ef-
fort, the Subsurface Science Program. Little is known about the
transport mechanisms or the chemical speciation of
organic-inorganic complexes in subsurface environments and in
associated pore and groundwaters. Developing and implementing
satisfactory control and containment strategies requires an
understanding of the mechanisms of subsurface mobilization of
organics, inorganics, and organometallics. Within the Subsurface
Science Program, the CoContaminant Chemistry Subprogram
addresses this need. As part of the CoContaminant Chemistry
Subprogram, this particular project studies organic-inorganic
complexation for naturally occurring humic acids and a number
of chelating agents known to be used in mixed-waste cleanup
(e.g., ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, tributyl phosphate, and
citrate), along with known microbiological degradation products
(e.g., oxalate and acetate). Laboratory studies evaluate the
competitive formation of aqueous chemical interactions because
water interferes minimally. When the chemical interactions are
qualitatively identified, quantitative speciation occurs through the
use of a variety of spectroscopic, analytic, and radiochemical
methods. (RPIS 5174).

aqueous solutions; chelating agents; chemical reactions; citrates;
complexes; contamination; edta; environmental transport;
geochemistry; ground water; humic acids; inorganic compounds;
mixtures; organic compounds; organometallic compounds; tbp;
underground.

CHELATING AGENTS: geochemistry.

US9400054 High-Level Waste Technology.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Bates, J.K. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

An experimental program is ongoing with the objective of
providing DOE with input that will assist in qualifying glass per-
formance under conditions that may exist at the proposed un-
saturated high-level waste repository site. Task I is a critical
review of parameters that affect glass reaction under unsaturated
conditions. Task II is the long-term testing of fully radioactive
glasses similar to those that will be produced by the Defense
Waste Processing Facility. Task III addresses the effect of radi-
ation on glass reaction, and will demonstrate whether the small
volumes of water expected for the unsaturated site will be det-
rimental for glass leaching. Task IV investigates the effect of
surface area of glass to volume of liquid (SA/V) under the range
of conditions expected for the storage site and as used in the
PCT and MCC-1 test. Task V is the mechanistic validation of
waste glass reaction processes by comparison with natural glass
reactivity. Other tasks include (1) the use of analytical electron
microscopy to identify glass reaction processes and provide input
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to prediction of glass performance; (2) the experimental support
for the development and application of a glass reaction model
to predict glass performance; and (3) the evaluation and assim-
ilation of data to be used in performance assessment of repos-
itory performance.

glass; high-level radioactive wastes; leaching; performance; ra-
dioactive waste storage; reaction kinetics.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste stor-
age; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: glass.

US9400055 PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems:
H2O-CO2-NaCI.

Topic codes: 326.
Principal Investigator: Bodnar, R.J. Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University, Department of Geological Sciences,
4044 Derring Hall, Blacksburg, VA, 24061, USA.

Performing Organization: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University (United States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.09
To 1994.10

INIS categories: B31.40, B24.30

Volumetric properties of H2O-CC>2-NaCI fluids are being
determined experimentally over the range of temperatures, pres-
sures, and compositions encountered in crustal hydrothermal
systems. Fluids of known composition are trapped as synthetic
fluid inclusion in quartz at elevated temperatures and pressures,
and the resulting fluid inclusions are studied using conventional
microthermometric techniques. These studies provide information
on the solubilities of the various components and the densities
of the homogeneous fluids. Information obtained in this study is
crucial to understanding mass and energy transfer and fluid-rock
interaction in sedimentary basins associated with hydrocarbon
occurrences, in terrestrial geothermal systems being exploited for
energy, in hydrothermal mineral deposits, and in radioactive
waste repository environments. SA.

carbon dioxide; density; fluids; mass transfer; mining; radioactive
waste disposal; rock-fluid interactions; sodium chlorides; solubility;
water.

ROCK-FLUID INTERACTIONS.

US9400056 Assessment and Development of an Industrial
Wet Oxidation System for Burning Waste and
Low-Grade Fuels: Phase IIIB.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Modell, M. Modell Development Corpo-

ration, 39 Loring Drive, Framingham, MA, 01701, U.
Performing Organization: Modell Development Corporation (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.01

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of Phase Ill-B is to evaluate the viability
of the Model Development Corp. (MODEC) supercritical water
oxidation (SCWO) technology, and SCWO technology in general,
for oxidizing the organic components of mixed nuclear wastes.
Prior work under this Phase included tests of surrogate wastes
in MODEC's 30-gal/day bench-scale unit. Following successful
completion of those tests, MODEC will design a 500-gal/day pilot
plant for destruction of DOE wastes. This activity will be followed
by construction of and testing on the pilot plant.

combustion; pilot plants; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes; testing; wet oxidation processes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: wet oxidation processes.

US9400057 An Interdisciplinary Approach to Spatial Char-
acterization of Contaminant Transport.

Topic codes: 221.
Principal Investigator: Majer, E.L. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory;

University of California, Earth Sciences Division, University of
California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.

Other Investigators: Long, J.C.S.; Benson, S.M.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22

Characterization of the in situ properties controlling fluid
flow is vital to the prediction of contaminant migration in natural
systems. This research involves a joint geophysical-hydrologic
approach to characterizing and identifying the fundamental
properties necessary to map contaminant transport in media at
shallow toxic waste sites. The goal of the project is to use
geophysical methods to develop an overall understanding of how
heterogeneities affect fluid flow in porous media. The approach
uses controlled small-scale field sites and laboratory information
to characterize the properties affecting contaminant flow, which
can be imaged with seismic methods. The result will be an
understanding of scale effects and how scaling up affects the
physical properties controlling contaminant transport. Initial efforts
are being made in defining the hierarchy of physical character-
istics that control fluid flow and seismic properties by means of
in situ application of high-resolution seismic imaging in dispersive
and fast path environments. Data collection from dispersive en-
vironments has been completed and emphasis is now on fast
path media and mixed media. Data from controlled
intermediate-scale lab experiments are being used to determine
the dominant physical characteristics of these environments. The
ultimate goal of this project is to determine the optimum seismic
and hydrological information necessary to successfully predict
contaminant transfer in hydrophysical systems. (RPIS 5256).

environmental transport; hydrology; mathematical models;
pollutants; seismic effects; soils; spatial distribution; toxic materi-
als; water pollution.

POLLUTANTS: environmental transport.

US9400058 Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic
Properties of Chemical Species Present in
Mixed Organic-Radionuclide Wastes.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Nitsche, H. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory;

University of California, Earth Sciences Division, University of
California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-
sity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B12.10, B32.10, E52.00

Laboratory research is being performed with the objective
of providing fundamental knowledge about the basic chemical
processes that occur between radionuclides and synthetic organic
chemicals present in mixed organic-radionuclide wastes at DOE
sites. This knowledge allows researchers to make more accurate
predictions of the processes that control contaminant mobilization
and transport in the subsurface environment. The project exper-
imentally determines the thermodynamic and kinetic-solution
phenomena (such as complexation constants, speciation, and
solubility of complexes) and the nature of compounds that can
form between the actinide elements neptunium, plutonium, and
americium and selected hydrophilic and hydrophobic organic
constituents of mixed organic-radionuclide wastes. The data are
necessary for researchers to predict and model the interaction
and stability of cocontaminants and their maximum release con-
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centrations in the subsurface. Existing databases used as input
for transport modeling are either incomplete or lack data for
complexation, speciation, and solubility of most hydrophilic mixed
organic-actinide waste complexes and compounds. Results from
this experimental program can be used to help fill in these gaps.
The results of this task can be used to support the
Cocontaminant Chemistry Subprogram of DOE's Subsurface
Science Program. Analysis of the project's results will provide
possible pathways for manipulating the geochemistry to achieve
remediation by either stabilizing or mobilizing contaminants in the
subsurface. A major part of the effort for this program is focused
on collaborative research with other participants of the
cocontaminant chemistry subprogram. The collaborations will
provide an increased understanding of intermediate- and macro-
scale transport of- plutonium, cobalt, and chromium with the
complexing agents NTA, EDTA, citric acid, and oxalic acid with
and without the presence of microbes and surfaces that can
adsorb metal ions. The collaborative research team will produce
knowledge of the very complex behavior of organic-radionuclide
mixtures in the subsurface much faster and far more compre-
hensively than any single-investigator effort. (RPIS 5176).

americium; chromium; cobalt; mathematical models; neptunium;
organic compounds; plutonium; radioactive wastes; radionuclide
kinetics; radionuclide migration; synergism; thermodynamic prop-
erties.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radionuclide kinetics, thermodynamic
properties.

US9400059 Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of
Cocontaminants.

Topic codes: 221.
Principal Investigator: Streile, G.P. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Szecosdy, J.E.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B31.00, C52.22, B32.10

Multidimensional solute transport experiments in layered
porous media are being performed using multicontaminant sol-
utions subject to chemical sorption and abiotic-microbiologic
transformation. Ancillary column experiments are also being per-
formed. These studies are needed to improve predictions of
contaminant behavior in subsurface environments contaminated
by complex mixtures that exhibit spatial heterogeneity in porous
media. This work addresses research goals of the Coupled
Processes Subprogram by conducting intermediate-scale exper-
iments to quantify (1) the interaction of sorption and
biodegradation during transport and (2) the unique phenomena
that may occur at media interfaces. Specific objectives of this
research include determining (1) the effect on reactive transport
of porous media layering, (2) variation in sorption mechanisms
within a suite of contaminants, and (3) microbial population
heterogeneity. Studies begin in well-characterized media with
representative compounds and progress to natural materials with
DOE site-specific contaminant mixtures (e.g., organic
solutes-solvents, organics-radionuclides). This work explicitly ac-
counts for interaction between sorption and degradation proc-
esses. Multidimensional flow cells containing layered (stratified)
media, with horizontal saturated water flow, are instrumented to
measure water movement as well as contaminant and electron
acceptor concentrations at in situ locations.
Mathematical-numerical transport models are used to premodel
experiments for optimizing design parameters and for
analysis-simulation of experimental data. The experiments are
being done in the Subsurface Environmental Research Facility
(SERF) at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). This project is
also managing SERF and collaborating with other DOE projects
helping them design intermediate-scale experiments to be con-
ducted at SERF. (RPIS 5045).

biodegradation: environmental transport; mathematical models;

microorganisms; organic compounds; pollutants; population dy-
namics; radioactive wastes; so// mechanics.

POLLUTANTS: environmental transport; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
environmental transport.

US9400060 Mixed-Waste Biodegradation.

Topic codes: 161.
Principal Investigator: Palumbo, A.V, Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Lee, S.Y.; Herbes, S.E.; Toran, L.E.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: C52.12. B31.10

The goal of this research is to maximize the rate and
extent of biodegradation of mixed organics in cocontaminated
waste without increasing the mobility of radionuclides. The spe-
cific target, ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) complexed
to soco, is found at a number of DOE sites including Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) and is very difficult to degrade. The
objective is to degrade EDTA to reduce the mobility of eoCo at
the site. Growth substrates and conditions for EDTA degradation
by bacteria, obtained by isolation or in collaboration with other
investigators, are being determined. Subsurface materials are
being recovered from a representative DOE waste storage area
at ORNL and used in laboratory columns and batch experiments
to determine degradation rates and contaminant fates during
mixed-waste biodegradation. Tests are initially being conducted
using 14-C labeled EDTA along with co-metabolites identified
(e.g., glucose), electron acceptors (e.g., oxygen), and nutrients
(e.g., phosphate, ammonia, and trace minerals). Varied mixtures
of organic contaminants found at the site (e.g., xylene, toluene,
naphthalene, and trichloro-ethylene) are being added. Effects of
these different treatments on degradation rates and the mobility
of the 60Co are being measured. The results of this study should
provide the basis for determining if bioremediation of a mixed-
waste site contaminated with EDTA is feasible or even desirable.
(RPIS 5183).

ammonia; biodegradation; cobalt 60; edta; mathematical models;
naphthalene; organic compounds; phosphates; radioactive wastes;
radionuclide migration; xylenes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: biodegradation, radionuclide migration.

US9400061 Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Inter-
faces.

7oofc codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Eller, P.G. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry
Division, Los Alamos, NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Morris, D.E.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.04
To 1992.09

INIS categories: 616.20. E51.00

This project consists of an experimental study of funda-
mental processes underlying the partitioning and chemical alter-
ation of specific organic-radionuclide cocontaminants having
direct environmental relevance at nuclear reprocessing and waste
storage-disposal facilities. The radionuclides of interest are
actinides (e.g., U, Np, Pu) and fission products (e.g., Cs, Sr,
Tc, Ru, and I); the principal organic cocontaminants are neutral
donor as methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)| and process
hydrocarbons (e.g., kerosene, CCI4). The predominant environ-
mental matrices are common clays (e.g., smectites and
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kaolinites). The influence of feed solution composition on uptake,
release, and chemical alteration of the radionuclide, organic, and
solid substrate components is being studied by scintillometry,
gamma spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and mass spectrometry.
Emphasis is being given to determining the speciation of the
surface and interlayer cocontaminant complexes using advanced
spectroscopic probes including X-ray absorption and photothermal
spectroscopies. Initial work on small scale static and dynamic
contact experiments evolves to large scale column experiments
with applicability to field conditions. The ultimate goal of this
project is to develop data useful for developing remediation
strategies and establishing predictive capabilities for mixed
radionuclide-organic cocontaminant problems at DOE sites in-
volved with plutonium-uranium extraction process and related
actinide processing activities. (RPIS 5178).

actmides; cesium; extraction; mathematical models; neptunium;
organic compounds; phosphates; plutonium; radioactive wastes;
radionuclide migration; reprocessing; ruthenium; strontium;
technetium; uranium.

ACTINIDES: extraction; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: reprocessing.

US9400062 Application of the Best Available Science to the
Regulatory Process: the Case of Environmental
Regulations.

7"oo/c codes: 611; 701.
Principal Investigator: Moghissi, A.A. University of Maryland,

Department of Environmental Health and Safety, 737 W.
Lombard St., Baltimore, MD, 21201, USA.

Performing Organization: University of Maryland (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.02
To 1993.03

INIS categories: F21.00

The project objective is to develop and apply methods
that can be used by the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches of government to assess the acceptability of science
upon which laws, regulations, and judicial decisions are based.
This project identifies four categories of scientific information: (1)
personal opinions should not be relied upon unless they are
entirely based on peer reviewed or consensus scientific infor-
mation, (2) gray literature (unreferenced written information) can
be a starting point for discussion, (3) peer review and peer ac-
ceptance should be the minimum requirements for application
of scientific information, and (4) consensus process should be
used to resolve conflicts whenever peer review cannot avoid the
appearance of contradictory scientific information. The project
applies this approach to the topic of toxic waste and toxic ma-
terials. In order to assure a consensus on contested scientific
areas, the project relies heavily upon professional societies.
Subjects such as radioactive waste, hazardous waste, mixed
waste, and emission of radionuclides from stationary sources are
examples of topics that can be evaluated by relevant profes-
sional societies. The study attempts to show that public accept-
ance of contested areas of science can be increased by
participation of an uninvolved scholarly society.

environmental policy; government policies; hazardous materials;
legal aspects; planning; radioactive materials; regulations; scien-
tific personnel; toxic materials.

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS: environmental policy.

US9400063 Physical Processes in the Earth.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Dugan, V.L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195. USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

This research includes: (1) acoustic emissions and dam-
age surfaces, for developing acoustic emissions techniques for
detecting, measuring, and studying damage in geomaterials; (2)
determination of in situ stress in geologic structures, for exam-
ining the deformation mechanisms involved in the anelastic strain
recovery (ASR) of oriented core from complex geologic environ-
ments; (3) crustal strain, for understanding the basic physical
processes that cause active, large-scale deformation, straining,
and stress release in the crust of the earth; (4) advanced con-
cepts in geoscience research, for encouraging the development
and testing of new, novel, and innovative concepts in geophysics
and geochemistry; and (5) fundamental studies of the transport
properties of fractures, for studying the fundamental relationships
between the hydraulic and electrical conductivities of fractures
in rock and the scaling properties of fractures. This research
addresses several fundamental problems relevant in the long-
term to the DOE activities in fossil fuel recovery, nuclear and
hazardous waste management, geothermal energy, and drilling
technology.

geochemistry; geologic fractures; geologic structures; geophysics;
geothermal energy; hydraulic conductivity; radioactive waste dis-
posal; us doe.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: geologic structures.

US9400064 Geochemical Transport Processes.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Dugan, V.L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40, C56.23

The research addresses several fundamental problems
relevant in the long-term to the DOE activities in fossil fuels,
nuclear and hazardous waste management, and geothermal en-
ergy. The program is currently comprised of: (1) organic and
inorganic diagenetic processes in sedimentary basins, an exper-
imental, field, and computational investigation of the mechanisms
and rates of diagenetic processes in sedimentary environments
and (2) magmatic volatiles, consisting of field, and experimental
investigations to better understand the role of volatiles and
degassing processes in shallow magmas of volcanic
enivronments. The following will begin in FY 91: (1) calcite dis-
solution at a fracture surface, an experimental and computer
modeling study of the control of both chemical kinetics and the
dynamics of flow on mineral dissolution and precipitation in sol-
utions migrating through fractured and porous rocks and (2)
cation diffusion rates in selected silicate minerals, an exper-
imental investigation of cation diffusion processes in selected
silicate minerals.

fluid flow; geochemistry; geothermal energy; hazardous materials;
radioactive waste management; radioactive wastes; sedimentary
basins; us doe.

US DOE: radioactive waste management.

US9400065 Biodegradation of Selected Organic Compounds
and Complexing Agents of Radionuclides and
Metals.

TOPIC codes: 161.
Principal Investigator: Francis, A.J. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Department of Applied Science, Bldg. 815, Upton, LI.,
NY, 11973, USA.

Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.12

INIS categories: B31.50, E52.00

The goal of this research is to examine the microbial
degradation of organic-complexing agents that mobilize
radionuclides and toxic metals at contaminated sites. The study
is investigating the rate and extent of biodegradation of (1) a
multidentate chelating agent, diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid;
(2) microbially produced complexing agents (citrate,
polysaccharides); and (3) selected organic compounds commonly
used in radionuclide and metal extractions and separations (e.g.,
tributyl phosphate and tetraphenyl boron). Biodegradation under
aerobic and anaerobic conditions in culture media and in subsoils
with differing physical and chemical properties is being studied.
The degradation of these compounds is tested using pure or
mixed cultures of microorganisms isolated from mixed wastes
and leachates from disposal sites and using cometabolic proc-
esses in the presence of the other carbon sources. The degra-
dation products are analyzed to determine whether primary,
secondary, or ultimate degradation of the complexing agents has
occurred. Successful organisms are to be tested to determine
their ability to degrade complexes of uranium and lead, and the
fate of released U and Pb is to be determined. The effect of
environmental variables, including Eh, pH, temperature, moisture,
nutrients, oxygen, and alternate electron acceptors, on the rate
and extent of degradation is to be elucidated. (RPIS 5042).

biodegradation: cell cultures: chelating agents: citrates: lead
complexes: microorganisms: organic boron compounds: ph value:
polysaccharides: soils; uranium complexes.

CHELATING AGENTS: biodegradation; URANIUM COMPLEXES:
biodegradation.

US9400066 Repository Technology Program Support.

Topic codes: 136; 137.
Principal Investigator: Bates, J.K. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Reed, D.T.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.03
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F50.00, E15.10

The evaluation of models that have been developed to
assess the performance of the waste package in a high-level
nuclear waste repository by (1) laboratory analog and (2) gas
phase radiolysis model/validation will be supported. Emphasis is
on developing and implementing a coordinated modeling/testing
plan that will lead to a meaningful test of the existing waste
package model. In the laboratory analog activity, Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory (ANL) will participate in the development of a
strategy to experimentally validate existing waste package per-
formance models, review relevant literature, interact with other
experimenters involved in near-field testing, and interact with
groups that are currently modeling waste package performance.
Analytical methodology will be developed to evaluate the feasi-
bility of proposed experimental approaches. The gas phase
radiolysis modeling/validation activity will be conducted in col-
laboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
A detailed strategy that incorporates both validation and site-
specific data needs will be developed and submitted. Scoping
experiments to define experimental ranges and develop suitable
procedures for validation testing and site-relevant testing will be
conducted.

computer codes; high-level radioactive wastes; performance;
performance testing; radioactive waste storage; radiolysis.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste stor-
age, radiolysis; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: computer
codes.

US9400067 Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic Institu-
tional Issues Affecting Repository Projects.

Topic codes: 704.
Principal Investigator: Metz, W.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Hemphill, R.C.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.08
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F12.00

The Program Relations Division, Office of External Re-
lations and Policy, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Man-
agement (OCRWM) requires technical advice, review, and
long-range analysis and assessment in the areas of
socioeconomic assessment, socioeconomic monitoring and miti-
gation, planning, sociocultural impact assistance, perceived risk,
risk communication, institutional interaction, requirements as-
sessment, siting, and technology transfer related to the nuclear
waste repository program.

mitigation; public information; radioactive waste management;
radioactive waste storage; risk assessment; socio-economic fac-
tors; technology transfer.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: radioactive waste stor-
age; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: socio-economic factors.

US9400068 Analysis and Assessment Support.

Topic codes: 704.
Principal Investigator: Metz, W.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1987.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F12.00

The Program Relations Division, Office of External Re-
lations, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) requires technical advice, review, and long-range
analysis and assessment in matters related to benefits, miti-
gation, incentives, assistance, grants, and compensation options
and activities of the nuclear radioactive waste repository program.

cosf benefit analysis; financial incentives; financing; mitigation;
radioactive waste management; radioactive waste storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: financing.

US9400069 Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans.

Topic codes: 241; 704.
Principal Investigator: Metz, W.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Krummel, J.R.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.08
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00
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The Socioeconomic and Institutional Planning Division,
Office of External Relations and Policy, Office of Civilian Ra-
dioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) requires technical ad-
vice, review, and long-range analysis and assessment in matters
related to environmental activities of the nuclear radioactive
waste repository program.

mitigation; monitoring; planning; public policy; radioactive waste
management; radioactive waste storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: monitoring, planning.

US9400070 Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain
Project Office.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Edgar, D.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.02
To 1993.09

M S categories: E52.00, F24.00. B31.40

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will assist the De-
partment of Energy's (DOE's) Yucca Mountain Project Office
(YMPO) within the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Man-
agement (OCRWM) in conducting independent technical evalu-
ations of study plans and other specified documents supporting
the site characterization process for the first geologic repository
to be constructed to isolate high-level nuclear waste. ANL will
also provide the expertise necessary to independently evaluate
the data, analyses, and interpretations resulting from the site
characterization process. Expert technical reviewers in relevant
disciplinary areas will be used for reviews. Reviews will judge
the technical adequacy of the documents and, where applicable,
their conformance to pertinent regulatory requirements and
programmatic guidelines. Such reviews will support the YMPO's
efforts to ensure that the documents are technically sound and
credible. In addition to providing technical and programmatic
support for this and related tasks, Argonne will coordinate all
activities and serve as the focal point for all interactions between
YMPO and individual technical experts.

high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal; radio-
active waste management; regulations; site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site characterization.

US9400071 Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Jacobson, R.L. University of Nevada at

Reno, Desert Research Institute, P.O. Box 60220, Reno, NV,
89506, USA.

Performing Organization: University of Nevada at Reno (United
States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.05
To 1993.04

INIS categories: E52.00

This project will investigate the presence, abundance, di-
versity, and spatial distribution of microorganisms in the deep
subsurface at Rainier Mesa, Nevada Test Site. Rainier Mesa
contains an extensive tunnel complex which allows access to
multiple sampling points with a minimum of mining and coring.
The microbiological data will be correlated to hydrogeologic and
geochemical parameters measured from the same sample.
Three-dimensional spatial variability of microbes on a small and
large scale and the significance of starvation survival will be
determined. The assumption will be tested that a single micro-
biological sample from a single stratum represents a large ex-
panse of similar rock. Novel culture profiles that entail a
minimum of time and resources will be developed, and the ef-

fects of microorganisms on groundwater geochemistry will be
investigated. In conjunction with other investigators, the ability
of selected isolates to withstand dehydration and the electrical
kinetic properties of selected isolates will be determined. A single
site in G tunnel will be investigated the first year to obtain initial
samples, determine small-scale spatial variability, and perfect
methodologies. The second year will be used to investigate two
additional subsurface sites and focus on pathways through which
water and microorgansims can infiltrate the rock matrix. The
groundwater flow system, of which Rainier Mesa is one part,
will be sampled near a recharge and discharge point to deter-
mine if variations in the microflora exist. Soil samples and near
surface rocks will be sampled as well for similar parameters.
The second and third years will be used to statistically analyze
the resultant biological, geochemical, and hydrogeologic param-
eters to determine if correlations exist between these compo-
nents of the subsurface system.

baseline ecology; geochemistry; ground water; microorganisms;
nevada test site; radioactive waste disposal; site characterization;
spatial distribution; species diversity; tunneling; tunnels.

MICROORGANISMS: baseline ecology, spatial distribution; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: baseline ecology, site charac-
terization.

US9400072 System Analysis Capability Development.

Topic codes: 108.
Principal Investigator: McClain, W.C. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Nehls, J.W.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00, F50.00

This task provides for the additional development and
enhancement of computer codes used to support the Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) system
studies. The codes included in this task are (1) the Waste
Stream Analysis Model (WSA) and (2) an Operation and Logis-
tics Model. The WSA model has been developed to provide
quantities, physical characteristics, and nuclear characteristics for
the waste forms identified in the System Reference Document.
The model has the capability to support various types of studies,
such as facility designs, cask and waste package designs, and
system analysis. Version 2 of the WSA model will be docu-
mented and verified consistent with applicable Quality Assurance
(QA) procedures. The Operations model will simulate in detail
the movement and processing of individual waste packages in
the Federal Waste Management System. It will be used to
support system studies using a simplified discrete event repre-
sentation of the various process flows.

o codes; operation; process control; guality assurance; simulation;
systems analysis; transport; w codes; waste forms; waste man-
agement.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: o codes, w codes.

US9400073 Office of Systems and Compliance, Quality As-
surance.

Topic codes: 106.
Principal Investigator: McClain, W.C. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1996.03
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INIS categories: E50.00

The purpose of this work is to develop, implement, and
maintain a Quality Assurance (QA) program for those Waste
Research & Development (WR & D) Programs tasks that support
the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM),
Office of Systems and Compliance, projects. QA is a function
that helps management assure that the products delivered to
OCRWM by each task are fit for their intended use through the
assignment of QA requirements appropriate to each task, and
verification that those requirements were met. The work is fo-
cused on maintaining the QA program through update of the
QA Manual, as required; review and update of existing QA Plans
as task scope and guidance changes; evaluating new tasks for
QA requirements and writing QA Plans, as needed; training of
staff in QA requirements and responsibilities; maintenance of a
Quality Information System which tracks QA actions; and verifi-
cation of compliance with QA controls through surveillance and
audit.

compliance; quality assurance; radioactive waste management;
specifications.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: quality assurance.

US9400074 Facility Interface Capability Assessment.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: McClain. W.C. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.00, E50.00

This project involves the characterization and analysis of
the interface between power reactors and Federal Waste Man-
agement System (FWMS). This includes detailed characterization
of each power reactor's capabilities to manage and ship spent
fuel, pool limits (crane limits, cask capabilities, and so forth),
and what would be required to upgrade these capabilities if they
limit FWMS operations. The data and information obtained in this
task will provide the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Man-
agement (OCRWM) with some of the basic technical data
needed for design and construction of FWMS hardware and fa-
cilities and for policy decisions such as OCRWM support of
desirable waste generator site modifications.

information needs; radioactive waste management; reactors;
spent fuels.

SPENT FUELS: radioactive waste management.

US9400075 Cooperative Research in Nevada Waste Dis-
posal Siting.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Unrue, J.C. University of Nevada at Las

Vegas, 4504 Maryland Parkway, U s Vegas, NV, 89154, USA.
Performing Organization: University of Nevada at Las Vegas

(United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.06
To 1995.06

INIS categories: E52.00

This project will consist of cooperative research at the
nuclear waste disposal siting in Nevada.

coordinated research programs; nevada; radioactive waste dis-
posal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: coordinated research pro-
grams.

US9400076 Cold-Cap Grout for Hanford Vaults.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Wakeley, L.D. U.S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station, Concrete Technology Division,
3909 Halls Ferry Road, Vicksburg, MS, 39180, USA.

Performing Organization: U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Exper-
iment Station (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.06
To 1994.06

INIS categories: E52.00, E13.00

Following development and verification of cold-cap grout
for the Hanford Demonstration Vault and candidate grout for
double-shell tank (DST) waste vaults, the Waterways Experiment
Station (WES) will perform close out activities as necessary to
complete an orderly shutdown of research. This includes com-
pletion of tests of chemical interaction between candidate closure
grout and simulated DST waste, documentation of performance
of the grout in physical models, and completion of physical tests
of grout properties. Samples of the candidate grout will be ar-
chived at the WES. The physical models will be decommis-
sioned, dismantled, and subject to disposal.

decommissioning; grouting; hanford reservation; radioactive waste
disposal; sealing materials; tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: tanks.

US9400077 An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique
for Free Liquid in Cement Solidified Drums of
Nuclear Waste.

Topic codes: 186.
Principal Investigator: Bernardi, R.T. Bio-Imaging Research, Inc.,

425 Barclay Boulevard, Lincolnshire, IL, 60069, USA.
Performing Organization: Bio-Imaging Research, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.07
To 1993.02

INIS categories: E41.40, E52.00

Phase II will provide further evidence that digital
radiography (DR) and computed tomography (CT) are X-ray im-
aging modalities that can nondestructively characterize low-level
nuclear waste and certify that waste is free of liquids. It will also
provide a detailed optimum system design with operational
specifications for the use of DR and CT as a waste character-
ization technique.

cements; computerized tomography; containers; images; liquids;
low-level radioactive wastes; nondestructive analysis; solidification;
specifications; x-ray radiography.

LIQUIDS: images; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: com-
puterized tomography, nondestructive analysis, x-ray radiography.

US9400078 Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels.

Topic codes: 145.
Principal Investigator: Stevens, W.C. Advanced Technology Ma-

terials, Inc., 520-B Danbury Road, New Milford, CT, 06776,
USA.

Performing Organization: Advanced Technology Materials, Inc.
(United States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.08
To 1993.08
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INIS categories: E35.00, E23.00, B23.10

The safety and fuel efficiencies of breeder reactors place
these systems high on the list of viable energy sources for the
country's future needs. However, as in all processes using
fissible materials, waste minimization is vitally important to reduce
costs and improve safety. To reduce processing generated
wastes, a Phase I program proposed and demonstrated an in-
novative method, using chemical vapor deposition, to coat molds
for casting nuclear fuels. Thin nonreactive ceramic films were
proposed as a means of eliminating nuclear contamination and
to enable reuse of the molds. All technical objectives were
successfully met and feasibility of the concept was demonstrated.
The Phase II program outlines a materials and process devel-
opment plan that includes scale-up experiments, QC/QA protocol
identification, and demonstration of low-cost, automated proc-
essing. In addition, improvements in the coating process will be
developed and made available for casting experiments at DOE
facilities. This Phase II program is expected to result in the
equipment and an automated process capable of producing
hundreds of coated tubes per week. This novel coating tech-
nology is also expected to be applicable to molds used for
casting superalloys and other reactive metals.

casting molds; ceramics; chemical vapor deposition; coatings;
Imfbr type reactors; nuclear fuels; radioactive wastes; reactor
safety; thin films.

LMFBR TYPE REACTORS: nuclear fuels; NUCLEAR FUELS:
casting molds, coatings.

US9400079 Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Ura-
nium Mobility in Natural Radioactive Mineral
Deposits.

Topic codes: 222.
Principal Investigator: Francis, A.J. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1992.12

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.50

The objective of this study is to elucidate the mechanisms
by which aerobic and anaerobic microbes, in particular,
heterotrophs, regulate the mobilization or stabilization
(immobilization) of uranium, thorium, and rare earth elements in
radioactive mineral deposits. Natural radioactive mineral samples
from the United States and from ongoing multidisciplinary inter-
national projects such as the Pocos de Caldas natural analogue
project in Brazil, the Alligator River s analogue project in
Australia, and the Cigar Lake uranium deposit natural analogue
project in Canada are being investigated. In the initial phase of
this study, aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms are being
isolated from oxidizing and reducing fronts of natural radioactive
minerals obtained from the Pocos de Caldas natural analogue
project. The basic mechanisms of aerobic microbial dissolution
of radionuclides from mineral deposits in the oxidizing front and
immobilization by anaerobic microbes in the reducing front are
being elucidated. Such natural microbial processes can be ex-
ploited in regulating the mobility of radionuclides and toxic metals
in wastes, and in contaminated soils and sediments. In addition,
microbial cultures isolated from deep sediment samples at
Hanford, Idaho, and Nevada test sites are being tested for their
ability to solubilize or stabilize radionuclides and toxic metals.
Several of the microbes are being selected and tested for use
in the biorestoration of radioactively contaminated soils and
sediments and in the biotreatment of radioactive wastes by se-
lective extraction or immobilization of radionuclides and toxic
metals. (RPIS 5552).

aerobic conditions; anaerobic conditions; contamination; hanford
reservation; idaho; microorganisms; nevada test site; rare earths;
remedial action; sediments; soils; stability; thorium; toxic materi-
als; uranium.

MICROORGANISMS: soils; THORIUM: soils, stability; URANIUM:
soils, stability.

US9400080 Effects of Geochemical Alteration on
Geophysical Properties.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Blacic, J. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Janecky, DR.; Shankland, T.; Rogers, P.;
Charles, R.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1992.09

INIS categories: B31.40

The objective of this project is to improve the interpreta-
tion of seismic remote sensing data used for underground im-
aging by developing the phenomenology associated with the
change in acoustic signal propagation due to combined
geochemical and geophysical rock alteration. The approach will
be to perform long duration creep deformation experiments at
elevated temperature and pressure on arkosic and other rocks
containing organic components. Fluid chemistry changes will be
tracked along with permeability and acoustic velocity changes.
Researchers will characterize resulting rock microstructure and
develop models of the coupled
chemical-mechanical-hydrological phenomena observed. An ex-
pected benefit of this research is an improved understanding of
how geochemical alteration affects the evolution of geophysical
properties of rock. This will (1) aid both the understanding of
the origin, and the discovery of hydrocarbon reservoirs; (2) im-
prove assessment of environmental damage due to organic fluid
spills; and (3) aid the understanding of the complex coupled
processes operating in the geologic environment of a high-level
nuclear waste repository.

geochemical surveys; geochemistry; geophysical surveys; high-
level radioactive wasfes; hydrocarbons; image processing;
microstructure; permeability; physical properties; remote sensing;
rocks; seismic surveys; underground disposal.

ROCKS: microstructure; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: remote
sensing.

US9400081 High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Dugan, V.L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The Office of Basic Energy Sciences (OBES) High-
Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging program at Sandia
National Laboratories is directed toward the development of
technologies relevant to DOE activities in fossil fuel recovery,
nuclear and hazardous waste management, and geothermal en-
ergy The initial project in the program is High-Resolution Res-
ervoir Characterization as Applied to a Reef-Type Reservoir. This
project is developing data collection and interpretation techniques
for cross-borehole reservoir characterization with both
compressional and shear waves. Theoretical and field studies
are being pursued in parallel. The theoretical studies concentrate
on source radiation patterns, tomographic schemes for large
borehole separations, and effects on various wave types of
variations in porosity and pore fluids. Field work uses existing
and new downhole source technology to survey an actual
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producing reef-type reservoir. Combining the information and
codes developed by the theoretical studies with the data col-
lected in the field work will provide a more complete and detailed
image of the reservoir characteristics than previously possible.

boreholes; data; data analysis; fluid flow; fossil fuels; geothermal
energy; images; porosity; reservoir rock; seismic s waves; seismic
waves; tomography; underground; waste management.

RESERVOIR ROCK: seismic waves.

US9400082 HEPA Filter Characterization.

Topic codes: 111.
Principal Investigator: Novick, V.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: C52.21

The purpose of this work is to answer some of the
questions posed by the general problem of predicting and pre-
venting the release of radioactive isotopes from the Savannah
River reactors to the environment. It is generally recognized that
a significant fraction of the release from most accident scenarios
will be in the form of aerosols. There are a number of factors
that affect the potential risk to the environment. One of the major
factors is the operational capabilities of the activity confinement
system. The amount of aerosol material removed and collected
by the demister and HEPA filters that comprise the confinement
system at the Savannah River Plant, will be determined by the
efficiency and mass loading characteristics of the filters. The
efficiency of the HEPA material has been measured in previous
work. The purpose of this incremental work is to measure the
efficiency and mass loading characteristics of new, clean HEPA
filter material. This material is used in the second stage of the
activitiy confinement system, between the first stage demister
filter and the final activated carbon bed filters. The pressure drop
across the filters will be measured as a function of aerosol mass
loading for nine different particle distributions in the range of
0.5pm to 5|jm. These measurements will allow accurate esti-
mates of the total mass loading of the Savannah River HEPA
filters as a function of particle diameter.

aerosols; containment systems; contamination; environment; fil-
ters; particulates; performance; plumes; radioactive effluents;
savannah river plant.

FILTERS: performance; SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: containment
systems.

US9400083 Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for Licensing of
NUHOMS reg-sign Canister for Off-Site Trans-
portation.

7"oc/c codes: 146; 148.
Principal Investigator: Taylor, M., Jr. Pacific Nuclear Fuel Ser-

vices, Inc., 145 Martinvale Lane, San Jose, CA, 95119, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

(United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management; USDOE Nuclear Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.09
To 1993.08

INIS categories: E15.10

The objective of this project is to perform the engineering
analysis to qualify the NUHOMS reg-sign dry shielded spent fuel
storage canister (DSC) for off-site transportation in accordance
with the requirements of 10CFR71 and to submit a topical report
licensing document to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
approval. The canister qualification for transportation would be
based on the existing NUHOMS reg-sign-24P Topical Report
safety analysis already approved under 10CFR72 for on-site

storage and a conceptual design for a future transportation cask.
The cask conceptual design would be limited to defining the
required cask interface parameters to support the canister qual-
ification and evaluation of the operational aspects of the
cask/canister transportation package. This project is a first step
in promoting the compatibility between existing spent fuel storage
systems and the future Department of Energy (DOE) transpor-
tation system. Approval of the NUHOMs reg-sign canister for
transportation would be an important generic precedent for
shipment of canisterized fuel and would provide DOE with ad-
ditional flexibility for the development of a transportation system
that is readily compatible with the spent fuel storage systems
currently being implemented by the utilities.

licensing; radioactive waste storage; regulations; safety; shielding;
spent fuel casks; spent fuels; us nrc; waste transportation.

SPENT FUEL CASKS: licensing; WASTE TRANSPORTATION:
regulations, spent fuel casks.

US9400084 Waste Management: Facilities.

Topic codes: 102; 167; 168.
Principal Investigator: Till, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F24.00

This project includes activities related to Resource Con-
servation and Recovery Act (RCRA) storage permits, permit ap-
plications, and operation of the Radioactive Storage and Waste
Facility, the Radioactive Liquid Waste Facility and the Sodium
Process Facility. Also included in this project are activities that
include proper disposal of radioactive wastes and the routine
shipment of radioactive wastes fron the Argonne National
Laboratory-West (ANL-W) site. Specific details relating to these
activities are included in the Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management Five Year Plan for ANL-W.

anl; planning; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste fa-
cilities; radioactive waste management; resource conservation;
resource recovery acts; waste transportation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: planning, resource re-
covery acts.

US9400085 Corrective Actions.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator Till, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Tvoe: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project includes activities related to cleanup of an
existing PCB spill, cathodic protection of underground storage
tanks and upgrades and RCRA permit for the Radioactive Stor-
age and Waste Facility.

chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons; corrosion protection; hazard-
ous materials spills; licenses; radioactive waste facilities; remedial
action; tanks; underground storage.

CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS: tanks; HAZ-
ARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS: remedial action; TANKS: corro-
sion protection.
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US9400086 Yucca Mountain Project.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Kalia, H.N. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Canepa, J.A.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

US9400088 Pyrochemical Technology Support to Savannah
River Laboratory.

Topic codes: 159.
Principal Investigator: Battles, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Pierce, R.D.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B16.20

The Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) at Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory (LANL) is a task in the YMP Work Package
assembled and managed by the Nevada Operations Office
(NVO). Laboratory and field tests and experiments will be con-
ducted to characterize the mineralogy and geochemistry of the
candidate repository site and its environs. These tasks are
augmented by analytical and modeling tasks to provide a pre-
dictive capability regarding these aspects of the site. These ef-
forts feed a knowledge base whose purpose is to enable a
decision regarding the site's suitability as a repository and to
facilitate the licensing of a repository if suitability is proven and
the site is selected for that purpose. Techniques developed to
support weapons testing at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and
new, state-of-the-art, methods will be applied to this purpose.

bench-scale experiments: field tests: geochemistry: high-level ra-
dioactive wasfes; mineralogy: nevada test site: site characteriza-
tion: underground disposal: yucca mountain.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground disposal:
YUCCA MOUNTAIN: site characterization.

US9400087 Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals.

Topic codes: 164; 167.
Principal Investigator: Helt, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The objective of this effort is to demonstrate an integrated
process for converting reactive metal waste into a glass suitable
for land disposal. The one-step process developed at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) includes a powder delivery system (for
the glass-forming ingredients) and a sodium delivery/injection
system integrated with a spray burn cyclonic reactor. An appro-
priate product glass handling system and an exhaust gas
clean-up system complete the process. This process for reactive
metal disposal will be demonstrated at a rate of 50 to 100 kg/h.
The problems of energy input, ingredient blending and feeding,
nozzle plugging, thermal management, product glass handling,
and off-gas air quality will be addressed. This activity directly
addresses the need for better mixed waste treatment to meet
Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) Standards. The
process being demonstrated in this activity also has potential for
other waste streams in the Department of Energy (DOE) com-
munity. In addition to the actual demonstration of the process
for reactive metals, a subtask of this activity will identify other
DOE wastes for potential treatment. Preliminary lab tests will be
performed using these wastes to explore reduction in volume
and toxicity to meet RCRA treatment standards.

chemical reactors: glass: ground disposal; hot gas cleanup; me-
tallic glasses; metals; standards; waste processing.

METALLIC GLASSES: ground disposal; METALS: waste proc-
essing.

The first area of work for this project is plutonium re-
covery from residues and slags. Scoping experiments will be
performed with both aluminum-calcium and zinc-calcium re-
duction systems to recover plutonium from reduction slags that
will be provided by Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). Only the
aluminum-calcium system will be used in two experiments to
recover plutonium from ash heel that will be provided by Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL). (Experiments sponsored at ANL by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory with the zinc-calcium
system and ash will complement these tests.) The final exper-
iments, which will be agreed upon by ANL and SRL, are to be
based on results of the above recovery experiments. The tests
will be done on a laboratory scale (~55-mm dia crucibles) and
require one to five grams of plutonium in a typical slag or ash
for each experiment. The second area of study is transfer line
development. A transfer line will be developed with a config-
uration compatible with the equipment planned for the SRL
gloveboxes. This design will be developed in consultation with
SRL engineers. Design drawings will be supplied to SRL. The
third area of study is chemical consulting. As requested by SRL,
ANL will provide up to 100 hours of chemical consulting during
this fiscal year. The project will review proposed pyrochemical
and halide volatility flowsheets, assist in the development of
flowsheets, and provide tutoring on the thermodynamics of
liquid-metal and fused-salt systems.

calcium alloys; liquid metals; materials recovery; molten salts;
plutonium; pyrochemical reprocessing; residues; slags;
thermodynamics.

PLUTONIUM: materials recovery, pyrochemical reprocessing;
SLAGS: plutonium, thermodynamics.

US9400089 Sandla Support to YMP.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Blejwas, T.E. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This task is one part of the Yucca Mountain Project
(YMP), an effort involving Sandia National Laboratories (SNL),
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), and the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) to determine the feasibility of siting a repository
for commercial high-level nuclear wastes in the tuffs of Yucca
Mountain on and adjacent to the Nevada Test Site (NTS).
Project goals are (1) to develop the conceptual design for the
repository, recognizing the topographic and geologic requirements
of the site to assist in executing the Title I and Title II designs,
and assist in the Exploratory Shaft Facility design; (2) to develop
the thermal, mechanical, and hydrothermal data upon which the
designs are based involving laboratory, field, and ultimately in
situ testing; and (3) to conduct performance assessments and
systems analyses to ensure that the repository and site will meet
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applicable Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and National
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations. Development of the
thermal, mechanical, and hydrothermal database will be devel-
oped, as well as the Project's Reference Information Base.
Significant effort has been devoted to developing the methods
for conducting performance assessment. These methods have
been applied to an environmental assessment supporting the
nomination of the Yucca Mountain for site characterization. Re-
sults of the program to this point and plans for the future have
been incorporated into the site-characterization plan, required by
law, and into the Site Characterization Plan Conceptual Design
Report.

data base management; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive waste storage; regulations; site char-
acterization; yucca mountain.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste stor-
age, site characterization; YUCCA MOUNTAIN: high-level radio-
active wastes.

US9400090 Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technol-
ogy-

Topic codes: 146; 148.
Principal Investigator: Stiegler, J.E. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Sanders, T.L
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.03
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.10

A modular Monitored Retrieval Storage (MRS) facility will
be developed that will have the capability to receive spent fuel
from utilities by 1998. During the first phase of MRS operation
(1998-2000) it is envisioned that spent fuel will be received at
the site and transferred to a temporary Limited Waste Accept-
ance Facility (LWAF). This facility will be based on transportable
packaging components. The LWAF will be incorporated into the
total MRS concept following completion of construction in 2000,
at which time design waste acceptance will begin. The MRS
preliminary design will occur over the period 1990-1993; final
design 1993-1996; siting, 1990-1994; EIS development,
1993-1996; licensing review, 1996-1998; and, the construction
phase will start in 1996 with the completion of the LWAF in
1998 followed by MRS completion in 2000. The development
of the MRS/LWAF concept requires technical baseline information
about interfacing transportable packagings that is of sufficient
detail to support needed system design decisions during each
phase of system development and implementation. The work
described here will develop the technical data and analysis ca-
pabilities needed to support the design process. This information
will be cast in the form of bounding System Interface and
Physical Performance Specifications (SIPPS). An
event/decision/consequence analysis tool will be used to compare
system alternatives, develop system recommendations, resolve
technical issues, and update SIPPS data as more definitive de-
tails about system constraints and critical path issues become
available. The primary objective of this task is to develop de-
finitive performance requirements for the LWAF/MRS concept,
concentrating on issues that affect the transportable components
that will interface with the facility and the reactor sites shipping
spent fuel to that facility. The work will be conducted in several
phases. The first phase will develop the technical data needed
to support preliminary system design, concentrating on identifying
bounding and existing system constraints that must be accom-
modated. The following phases will support resolution of technical
issues where appropriate, environmental impact and licensing
initiatives, and final design activities.

construction; licensing; monitored retrievable storage; radioactive
waste facilities; spent fuels; waste transportation.

SPENT FUELS: monitored retrievable storage, waste transporta-
tion.

US9400091 WIPP Panel.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Ravasz, M.M. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F14.00

The Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in New Mexico
is an important, high-visibility Department of Energy (DOE)
project. In order to become operational, WIPP needs to pass the
scrutiny of DOE's internal reviews, other Federal agencies, the
States, and the public. Argonne is providing support for this effort
as directed by DOE headquarters. The major on-going task is
contracting an advisory panel. This panel has been designated
by the Secretary of DOE to obtain individual views on the fol-
lowing Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) issues: (1) review
and consent on the independent validation of the certification
of Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) waste at both Rocky Flats and at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for shipment
to WIPP; (2) validation of the WIPP concept and the timing for
the WIPP Operations Demonstration Test Plan; and (3) relative
benefits of the Geotechnical Test Plan for and the Operations
Demonstration Test Plan, including suggestions and evaluations
for resolving National Academy of Science comments on the
plans' potential interference and conflict with performance as-
sessment criteria of the Geotechnical Plan. The panel consists
of five members. The Governors of Colorado, Idaho, and New
Mexico each nominated one member. The Secretary appointed
two Federal employees. The panel will not form a consensus
view or provide one consolidated report. Each member will pro-
vide a report to the coordinator. He will compile the reports for
use as vital input to the decision process concerning WIPP.

certification; radioactive wastes; us doe; wipp.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: wipp.

US9400092 Prioritization Methodology for Waste Operations.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Wolsko, T.D. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.12
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Argonne will assist the Department of Energy in the de-
velopment of a prioritization methodology for waste management
operations. All aspects of waste management operations will be
prioritized using this methodology (preparation, treatment, stor-
age, transport, construction of facilities, and demonstration
projects). This methodology will be developed incrementally. The
first increment will be to refine the four tiered prioritization cat-
egories that are currently defined in the "Environmental Resto-
ration and Waste Management-Five-Year Plan." The current
categories briefly describe qualifications that would determine the
priority for waste management projects. Improvements to this
categorical system include a more detailed description of the
qualifications for categorization as well as a checklist of nomi-
nating criteria that could be used in the field to identify the
appropriate priority for an activity.

budgets; construction; planning; radioactive waste facilities; ra-
dioactive waste management; radioactive waste processing;
waste transportation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: planning.
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US9400093 Technology Development for Concentrating
Process Streams.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Vandegrift, G.F., III. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Chamberlain, D.B.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E51.00, E15.30

The purpose of this program is to develop evaporator
technology for concentrating process radioactive waste and
product streams, such as those generated by the TRUEX proc-
ess. Minimizing waste generation requires that equipment for
concentrating both radioactive waste streams and recycling the
decontaminated condensates be installed. One technology that
shows a great deal of potential for this application, the
FRIDGEVAP distiller-concentrator, is being developed by LICON.
Early work will evaluate this technology for concentrating specific
process streams in terms of (1) economic and institutional ben-
efits and/or detriments of concentrating specific process streams;
(2) effectiveness of this technology in terms of concentrating
radioactive product and waste streams and decontamination
factors for radionuclides in the overheads; and (3) effects of
concentration on plant operations (e.g., grout preparation, points
of evaporate and concentrate recycle). LICON and Argonne will
work together (1) to design an evaporator specifically for remote
operation and (2) to test the remote operability and maintenance
of this evaporator and other equipment in glovebox, shielded-cell,
or canyon facilities in a hot facility at Argonne. In the later
stages of this program this equipment will be installed in a DOE
processing/production plant for an actual in-plant demonstration.

anl: environmental impacts: planning: remedial action: waste
management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action.

US9400095 HFEF Waste Certification.

7"op/c codes: 155; 156.
Principal Investigator: Bacca, J.P., Jr. Argonne National Labo-

ratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E15.10, F24.00

This project covers the initial engineering design and de-
velopment of systems at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility-North
(HFEF/N) for accomplishing retrieval, certification, canisterization,
and cask-loading of HFEF, Remote-Handled Transuranic
(RH-TRU) waste cans. The waste cans are currently in interim
storage at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC). Completion
of this work is a necessary requisite for cask shipment of this
RH-TRU waste, via the Waste Isolation Pilot plant (WIPP)
RH-TRU waste cask, from the INEL (ANL-W) to the WIPP facility
located near Carlsbad, New Mexico.

alpha-bearing wastes: anl: casks: containers; idaho national en-
gineering laboratory: radioactive waste facilities: remote handling;
wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: containers, radioactive waste facili-
ties.

condensates; decontamination; evaporators; maintenance; radio-
active waste processing; radioactive wastes; recycling; remote
handling.

CONDENSATES: radioactive waste processing; EVAPORATORS:
remote handling.

US9400094 Decision-Analytic-Based Prioritization Process.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Wolsko, T.D. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.07
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E50.00, C52.00

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will assist the U.S.
Department of Energy in the prioritization of environmental res-
toration and waste management projects. This will include the
development of a decision-analytic-based prioritization process
that will be used to develop funding priorities. The prioritization
process will be broad enough to include all types of environ-
mental restoration and waste management projects (waste
cleanup, waste minimization, R & D corrective compliance
actions, and safety upgrades). It will also incorporate the pref-
erences of selected stakeholders for the achievement of envi-
ronmental restoration and waste management projects. The
development of this process will be performed in cooperation
with DOE Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
Program staff and other contributing DOE staff. Argonne will be
developing parts of the process to meet short-term needs of the
current prioritization activities.

US9400096 Independent Review of CDRs.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator Carlson, R.D. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.08
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E15.00, E50.00

This project will primarily provide direct technical support
for performing independent reviews of Conceptual Design Reports
(CDRs) and Safety Analysis Reports (SARs) as required for
waste treatment, handling/packaging, and other DOE facilities.
The CDRs/SARs will be evaluated for compliance with DOE
Orders and to determine whether the required functional re-
quirements are incorporated. An independent technical review
process to support DOE-HQ managers in their evaluation of
waste management facilities is established. As a result of these
reviews, written questions will be developed concerning undefined
or ambiguous areas of the plant and process design. Alternative
approaches will be suggested to be evaluated by the designer
when appropriate. These reviews will be completely independent
of the project offices and their contractors.

anl; compliance; design; energy facilities; packaging; safety; us
doe; waste management; waste processing.

ANL: waste management.

US9400097 Request for Proposal.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Beskid, N.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
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Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory tor research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The mission of DOE's Office of Technology Development
(OTD) is to manage and direct programs and activities to es-
tablish and maintain an agressive national program for applied
research and development to resolve major technical issues and
rapidly advance beyond current technologies for environmental
restoration and waste management activities. This activity ad-
dresses in detail the acquisition of a second round of private-
sector research and development capabilities in FY 92. This
acquisition has been developed as a follow on activity to the
initial acquisition completed in FY 90. This acquisition continues
the DOE/OTD commitment to conduct research, development,
demonstration, testing, and evaluation (RDDT & E) activities with
the goal of reducing cost, reducing risk, and to develop new
and/or improve existing technologies to meet its cleanup objec-
tives. This acquisition addresses a broader scope than the initial
solicitation and focuses on (1) private sector involvement, (2)
relatively near-term technology development, and (3) maximizing
rapid increases in scope and depth of private sector support for
high-priority research needs of the department. DOE/OTD, the
Chicago Operations Office (DOE-CH), and Argonne National
Laboratory have worked to develop and implement a streamlined
procurement process that has been demonstrated to cut lead
time. This streamlined process ensures that the involvement of
the private sector can be rapid, focused, competitive, and pro-
ductive. The proposed acquisition will provide for multiple awards
in selected technology areas as there remains a need to pursue
multiple potential solutions to ensure adequate backup and to
select those solutions that are most cost-effective. This activity
will be supported by tasks that include but are not limited to:
RFP preparation, technical evaluation team selection and finan-
cial support, logistical and clerical/office support, presolicitation
and related documentation development support, and source
selection process support.

environment; environmental effects; program management; re-
search programs; technology transfer; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: environmental effects, research pro-
grams.

US9400098 Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste
Characterization Program.

Topic codes: 103; 181.
Principal Investigator: Gosztola, G.K. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.09
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B11.20, E50.00

The Analytical Chemistry Laboratory (ACL) is providing
support as the backup laboratory in the Waste Isolation Pilot
Project (WIPP) Waste Characterization Program. This laboratory
will analyze waste drum headspace samples for volatile organic
and inorganic gases. The composition and concentration of these
gases will be reported to the WIPP Program in contribution to
the overall goal of waste characterization. The samples will be
analyzed for these gases by gas chromatography with flame
ionization and mass selective detectors and by gas mass
spectrometry. The methods used will be based on existing En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) analytical methods with
modifications made to address the unique nature of the waste
and sampling techniques involved. The ACL will also serve as
a Central Canister Cleaning Laboratory, which will receive, clean,

certify, and ship all used sample canisters for the participating
laboratories. This activity includes gas standard purchases for
FY 91 only.

anl; calibration standards; containers; gas analysis; gas
chromatography; high-level radioactive wastes; mass
spectroscopy; radioactive effluents; underground disposal; us epa;
volatile matter; waste forms; wipp.

VOLATILE MATTER: gas analysis; WASTE FORMS: calibration
standards, radioactive effluents, volatile matter.

US9400O99 Waste Operations: Technical Support.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Stajdohar, R.E. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: McCutchen, R.S.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.06
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.00

This project modifies support to the Office of Waste Op-
erations (EM-30) begun in FY 90. The technical content requires
knowledge of (1) nuclear reactor and nonreactor facilities gen-
erated wastes; (2) radioactive, hazardous, and mixed waste
characteristics, treatment, storage, disposal technology, and en-
vironmental effects; (3) the technical safety appraisal function;
(4) environmental regulatory compliance; and (5) compliance with
procedures of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA). The ANL Special Projects Office (ANL/SPO) will provide
technical and associated administrative support in, but not limited
to, the following areas: (1) assuring waste management oper-
ations' compliance with NEPA procedures and relevant DOE di-
rectives; (2) assuring waste operations' compliance with Federal,
State, and local governments' environmental regulatory require-
ments and relevant DOE directives; (3) conducting technical re-
views of all phases of waste operations; (4) developing
databases for recording, tracking, and evaluating regulatory ac-
tivities, safety functions, and waste operations and management
functions; and (5) developing program planning documents as
may be necessary.

compliance; data base management; environmental policy; haz-
ardous materials; planning; pollution abatement; pollution control;
program management; radioactive wastes; resource recovery
acts; reviews; safety analysis; safety reports; spent fuels; us doe;
waste management.

POLLUTION CONTROL: planning; US DOE: waste management.

US9400100 AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal.

TOPIC codes: 105; 153.
Principal Investigator: Neimark, L.A. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.00, E51.00

This project covers three activities: (1) refurbishment of
the Alpha-Gamma Hot Cell Facility's (AGHCF) shielding windows
to increase their lifetime and margin of safety; (2) development
of an AGHCF transuranic (TRU) waste consolidation system; and
(3) development of a TRU waste detection system to downgrade
wastes to less than TRU. Approximately six of the cell's
zinc-bromide-filled windows will be refurbished over a two-year
period. New window tanks will be procured and the existing
zinc-bromide solution rehabilitated, both operations being done
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with already conceived or proven methods. The refurbishment
will assure continued viewing capabilities and add to the safety
margin to window failure.The waste compactor will be designed
to be compatible with current in-cell systems and structure.
Waste consolidation will significantly reduce the volume of TRU
waste shipped annually to storage sites. The detection system
will be state of the art, off-the-shelf if possible, and will allow
the separation of TRU from non-TRU wastes. The latter can then
be shipped at less cost under less stringent restrictions.

alpha-bearing wastes; anl; compacting; hot cells; minimization;
radiation protection; radioactive wastes; repair; separation equip-
ment; separation processes; shielding; waste transportation; win-
dows.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: minimization, separation equipment.

US9400101 Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Lineberry, M.J. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E50.00

This Field Work Proposal proposes funding to support
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste Characterization Pro-
gram activities. The proposed activities include: (1) startup and
production mode operation of a glovebox facility within Hot Fuel
Examination Facility (HFEF) where waste characterization and
repackaging of waste from drums to bins; (2) design, procure-
ment, installation, testing, and operation of new analytical labo-
ratory equipment for interim Resource Conservation Recovery
Act (RCRA) analyses on mixed hazardous contact-handled
transuranic (CH-TRU) waste; (3) development of capability to
utilize the TRUPACT-II cask at Argonne National Laboratory-West
(ANL-W) to make shipments directly to WIPP; and (4) develop-
ment of the quality .assurance and data management programs
to support these activities. The bases for these proposed activ-
ities are the interpreted requirements being imposed by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of New
Mexico to conduct the WIPP Experimental Test Program, and
the prerequisite to WIPP opening as a permanent waste repos-
itory.

casks; gloveboxes; laboratory equipment; packaging; quality as-
surance; radioactive waste storage; regulations; resource recovery
acts; transport; waste forms; wipp.

WIPP: laboratory equipment.

US9400102 West Valley Transfer Cart Control System.

Topic codes: 134; 138.
Principal Investigator: Bradley, E.C. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.08
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is providing engi-
neering assistance to West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.
(WVNS) on the control system for the Vitrification Facility
Transfer Cart Project. Specifically, ORNL's effort is limited to the
controls, signal transmission, and electrical equipment related to
the Transfer Cart. ORNL has previously developed similar tech-
nology for (1) radiation-hardened, wireless signal transmission in
metal-lined facilities and (2) remotely-controlled, battery-operated

vehicles in remote environments. The engineering activities pro-
posed to be performed by ORNL for WVNS are broken into
three phases: Title I Design, Title II Design, and Title III Engi-
neering Support. ORNL has recently completed Title I Design,
or conceptual design. Title II Design, or detailed design, has just
begun. This work benefits WVNS by applying technology devel-
oped at ORNL to provide operating equipment for a necessary
function within the Vitrification Facility. This work also benefits
related development activities at ORNL by providing interaction
with an operating facility, and an opportunity to demonstrate the
practicality of prototype equipment in an operating environment.

control systems; design; electric batteries; radiation hardening;
radioactive waste processing; radioactive wastes; remote control;
remote handling equipment; testing; vehicles; vitrification; waste
transportation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification; REMOTE HANDLING
EQUIPMENT: control systems; VEHICLES: design.

US9400103 Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance
Evaluation Program.

Topic codes: 241; 106.
Principal Investigator: Lindahl, P.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Streets, W.E.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.02
To 1993.09

IMS categories: F30.00, E50.00

This program has been established to improve the quality
of data from field sampling and analytical laboratories providing
analysis data to Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage-
ment (ERWM) programs at DOE sites. In collaboration with the
Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL),
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will develop a comprehensive
interlaboratory performance evaluation program (IPEP) for the
DOE DQ-OTD, EM-53 Laboratory Management Branch. The
program will be designed to provide information on the quality
of radiological and nonradiological data. ANL will assist RESL
in developing program requirements and strategy for implemen-
tation, especially on the nonradiological portion of the program.
ANL will also develop a strategy for compiling and analyzing
PE results and for assuring that needed corrective action is
taken. ANL funding will also be used to support the bimonthly
meeting costs of ANL's representative to Future Analytical Sup-
port Team (FAST) and to host a FAST meeting at ANL.

anl; data; environment; laboratories; management; monitoring;
quality assurance; radioactive wastes; sampling.

ENVIRONMENT: monitoring; LABORATORIES: quality assurance.

US9400104 Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium.

Topic codes: 152; 157.
Principal Investigator: Vandegrift, G.F., III. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Chamberlain, D.B.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.03
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E51.00, E52.00

Analytical residue solutions from plutonium analysis have
been accumulating over the past two years at the New
Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) and Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) (approximately 300 L of solution containing about 200 g
of plutonium). The residues contain varying concentrations of
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nitric, sulfuric, phosphoric, and hydrochloric acids, as well as
uranium, plutonium, neptunium, and americium. Originally des-
tined for Idaho and eventual disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, these wastes now appear to have no place that will ac-
cept them. In this project, the TRUEX process will be used to
convert the bulk of this waste into a nontransuranic (i.e., low-
level) waste by removing the transuranic elements to levels of
less than 100 nCi/g (the goal is <10 nCi/g). The now low-level
waste can then be disposed of under existing regulations. The
recovered plutonium will be converted into plutonium metal for
recycle in the DOE complex. This demonstration will show the
applicability of this process to the much larger volumes of similar
wastes being generated at Rocky Flats, Los Alamos, and
Hanford, and will act as a basis for looking at the TRUEX
process as a future waste treatment process at ANL/NBL.

alpha-bearing wastes; americium; anl; demonstration programs;
high-level radioactive wastes; hydrochloric acid; low-level radio-
active wasfes; neptunium; nitric acid; nuclear materials manage-
ment; phosphoric acid; plutonium; radioactive waste disposal;
radioactive waste management; recycling; regulations; residues;
sulfuric acid; transuranium elements; truex process; uranium;
waste processing; wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste disposal;
PLUTONIUM: radioactive waste management, truex process;
RECYCLING: demonstration programs.

US940010S Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC).

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Roussin, R.W. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Trubey, D.K.; Kirk, B.L
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: F30.00

This project is directed in support of environment, safety,
and health for applications to a wide variety of radiation effects,
radiation transport, criticality safety, shielding, and neutronics
problems. It provides information and technology which contrib-
utes to the solution of problems occurring in the Department of
Energy (DOE) programs for the resolution of environment, safety,
and health problems. Radiation Shielding Information Center
(RSIC) is a technical institute, serving DOE programs by col-
lecting, organizing, processing, evaluating, packaging, and dis-
seminating radiation transport information. The scope includes the
physics of interaction of radiation with matter, radiation production
and radiation transport, criticality safety, radiation detectors and
measurements, environmental impact, safety and health, radiation
effects, computer codes useful in research and design, and nu-
merical data compilations. In addition, RSIC participates in Cross
Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) activities and
processes cross sections for its sponsors, gives leadership to
shielding computing standards activities (ANS-6 and -10) and
organizes seminar workshops as needed. RSIC is partially sup-
ported by DOE's Defense Program Military Applications, Nuclear
Energy Program, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Manage-
ment, and the Office of Fusion Energy, by the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission (NRC), and by Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA).
By integrating developments in the various programs, (fission and
fusion reactors, nuclear weapons), the latest technology is made
available to all scientists and engineers doing radiation transport
calculations. As of August 1990, 109 individuals from 51 sepa-
rate organizations doing work for DOE-EH programs have reg-
istered to use the services of RSIC.

computer codes; criticality; environmental impacts; information
dissemination; libraries; nuclear data collections; nuclear weap-
ons; ornl; radiation detectors; radiation protection; radiation
transport; reactor physics; reactor safety; reactors; research pro-
grams; shielding; technology assessment; us doe.

RADIATION PROTECTION: information dissemination, nuclear
data collections; RADIATION TRANSPORT: nuclear data col-
lections.

US9400106 Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Pro-
gram.

Topic codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Croff, A.G. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Forsberg, C.W.; Michaels, G.E.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E35.00, E50.00, B16.20

This task is to support the Office of Advanced Reactor
Programs in the assessment of an advanced fuel cycle concept.
The concept involves the use of Liquid Metal Reactor (LMR)
systems to burn the long-lived actinide component of civilian
nuclear wastes. At this stage, the planned activity will focus on
these tasks: (1) development of a methodology and baseline
scenarios for assessing the incentives and risks of waste parti-
tioning and actinide burning in an LWR-LMR-based fuel cycle
employing waste partitioning and actinide burning; (2) providing
technical input and support to on-going assessments of the po-
tential impact of actinide burning scenarios on the civilian ra-
dioactive waste repository; and (3) provide general support, as
needed, to the DOE-Headquarters program staff on technical,
economic, regulatory, and institutional issues.

actinide burner reactors; actinides; economics; feasibility studies;
fuel cycle; Imfbr type reactors; planning; radioactive waste dis-
posal; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive wastes; risk as-
sessment; transmutation.

ACTINIDES: transmutation; LMFBR TYPE REACTORS: fuel cy-
cle, radioactive waste disposal.

US9400107 Support for the National Research Councils
Committee on Fracture Characterization and
Fluid Flow under the Geotechnical Board.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Smeallie, P.H. National Research Council,

Geotechnical Board, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DC, 20418, USA.

Performing Organization: National Research Council (United
States).

Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1993.10

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The Geotechnical Board's Committee on Fracture Char-
acterization and Fluid Flow will provide a statement of current
research and guidance for field applications. It will cover re-
search in fracture origin, morphology, geophysical imaging, and
flow and transport analysis and modeling. This study will address
applications such as toxic and nuclear waste transport in frac-
tured rocks; fractured petroleum gas, geothermal, and water
reservoirs; and construction of dams and tunnels (particularly the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC)) in fractured rocks. The
activity will be accomplished by a committee of about 12 experts
who will volunteer their time and expertise under the procedures
of the National Research Council (NRC). This study will be
completed within 15 months and will result in a report.

fluid flow; fracture mechanics; fractured reservoirs; geology;
geothermal fluids; petroleum; radioactive wasfes; rock mechanics;
superconducting super collider; tunnels; water.

FRACTURED RESERVOIRS: fracture mechanics.

US9400108 Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of
Nuclear Fuel Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania.
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Topic codes: 404.
Principal Investigator: Carlson, R.V. Babcock & Wilcox Company,

Nuclear Environmental Services, P.O. Box 11165, Mt. Athos
Road, Lynchburg, VA, 24506, USA.

Performing Organization: Babcock & Wilcox Company (United
States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1994.06

INIS categories: B31.40, C52.22, E50.00

The purpose of this project is to characterize and reme-
diate contamination at the Apollo, Pennsylvania nuclear fuel fa-
cility to levels approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
for unrestricted use. Testing will be done for radioactive and
hazardous wastes that may be present. The building and sur-
rounding soils will be cleaned up to acceptable levels. The
contaminated soil and building rubble will be disposed of at a
facility licensed to receive such waste and other materials will
be disposed of in accordance with state and federal laws at
appropriate facilities or returned to the site as approved by state
authorities. The site will be regraded and restored with basic
vegetation. This project should provide a positive effect on the
environment of Apollo, Pennsylvania.

decommissioning; decontamination; fuel fabrication plants; haz-
ardous materials; Pennsylvania; radioactive waste management;
radioactive wastes; regulations; remedial action; soils.

FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS: decommissioning, decontam-
ination.

Other Investigators: Pope, R.B.; Wankerl, M.W.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.10

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 authorized DOE
to establish a system for disposing of spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste. A primary element of this system is the de-
velopment of a transportation system to move the material from
waste generator sites to a monitored retrievable storage (MRS)
facility or a repository. The Transportation Operations Project
Office (TOPO) has been assigned the responsibilities for (1) in-
stitutional activities; (2) economic and systems analysis activities;
(3) supporting DOE-CH in program management activities; and
(4) operations and support systems activities leading to the de-
velopment of facilities, equipment (except casks, trailers, railcars,
and associated cask system ancillary equipment), and services
for the transportation system and for the ultimate operation of
the transportation system. The purpose of this task is to provide
communication and outreach, State and Tribal relations, policy
and regulatory analyses, and MRS/repository support activities
for the institutional aspects of the Transportation Program.

high-level radioactive wastes; monitored retrievable storage; ra-
dioactive waste disposal; spent fuels; transport.

SPENT FUELS: radioactive waste disposal, transport.

US9400109 Review of EPA Source Term Models.

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator: Sullivan, T.M. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Upton, L I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1992.12

INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00

The recently proposed, draft Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) standard for low-level waste (LLW) management
and disposal, 40 CFR 193, would require disposal sites per-
formance to satisfy very stringent dose limits criteria. The EPA
believes that these limits can be achieved by relying extensively
on waste solidification before disposal. The EPA justifies the
achievability of the proposed criteria based on performance as-
sessment (PA) analyses in the general context of trench burial
of the LLW and on a future study of the economical impacts
of alternative management and disposal options. The core
models implemented in the PA analyses are codified in the
EPA's PRESTO family of codes. Because a key model for pre-
dicting potential releases is the leach-and-transport model from
the disposal trench, this will be reviewed independently, in order
to advise the Department of Energy (DOE) of potential difficulties
in its applicability to trench disposal methods. A comparison of
the attributes and potential limitations of various solidification
media will also be performed.

low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal;
solidification; source terms; us epa.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal.

US9400110 Disposal of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radio-
active Waste.

Topic codes: 137.
Principal Investigator: Rawl, R.R. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.

US9400111 Waste Acceptance Criteria.

Topic codes: 137; 148.
Principal Investigator: McClain, W.C. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1988.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.10, E50.00

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 requires DOE to
accept spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste from civilian re-
actor plants and independent storage facilities and to manage
it in a manner leading to its eventual disposal in a geological
repository. The possibilities that the spent fuel and high-level
waste may be handied, treated, and/or packaged to different
degrees by various waste generators require the development
of waste acceptance criteria that will result in the optimization
of the Federal Waste Management System performance. The
objective of this task is to define minimum criteria under which
the federal government will accept various wastes for which it
has disposal responsibilities.

containers; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste dis-
posal; specifications; spent fuels; transport.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; SPENT FUELS: containers, transport.

US9400112 Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Character-
istics.

Topic codes: 182; 182.
Principal Investigator: Notz, K.J. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: McClain, W.C.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1985.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.10

The major objective of this task is to complete the re-
vision and updating of the entire Characteristics Database (CDB),
both the hard-copy report (all volumes) and the six PC data-
bases. Last FY, three major sections were issued in draft form
(1) light water reactor (LWR) spent fuel, except for non-fuel
assembly (NFA) hardware; (2) high-level waste; and (3) an ap-
pendix on ORIGEN2. These sections will undergo formal peer
review and then be issued, using controlled distribution within
the official Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) family of users. In direct support to this effort, a
number of technical reports will be completed and issued, re-
lating primarily to documentation of data processing and related
studies. This fiscal year, the remaining sections of the CDB will
be updated, issued in draft form, peer reviewed, and then is-
sued, also with a controlled distribution. These sections are (1)
NFA hardware; (2) non-LWR spent fuel; and (3) miscellaneous
wastes, which includes Greater-Than-Class-C (GTCC) low-level
waste, decommissioning waste, and various other sources not
covered elsewhere.

data base management; high-level radioactive wastes: informa-
tion: spent fuels.

SPENT FUELS: information.

US9400113 ORIGEN2 Upgrade.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Notz, K.J. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: McClain, W.C.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00

The user survey will be formally compiled and evaluated.
Based on these results, a workshop will be held to develop a
user consensus on the most important, useful, or beneficial im-
provements to be made to the ORIGEN2 code. This might also
include the incorporation of certain features from ORIGEN-S. A
multi-year work plan will be developed, and those improvements
that can be made relatively quickly and inexpensively will be
initiated.

o codes; radioactive waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: o codes.

US9400114 Peer Review of Characteristics Database.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Notz, K.J. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: McClain, W.C.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B16.20

Having received direction from the Office of Civilian Ra-
dioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) to conduct the peer
review. The first action is to prepare a Peer Review Plan that
will guide the actual peer review, the plan must cover the duties

and qualifications of reviewers, review criteria and methodology,
comments and response, comment resolution, and the peer re-
view report. The Peer Review Plan must have OCRWM/HQ
approval prior to starting the peer review process. The peer re-
view will be conducted in two phases. Phase I will review those
sections of the Characteristics Database (CDB) revised and is-
sued in draft form last fiscal year. This includes light-water re-
actor (LWR) spent fuel (except for Nonfuel Assembly (NFA)
Hardware), high-level waste, and the appendix on ORIGEN2.
Phase II will review those sections of the CDB to be revised
this fiscal year. This includes NFA Hardware, non-light-water
reactor spent fuels, and miscellaneous wastes.

high-level radioactive wastes; o codes; planning; radioactive
waste management; reviews; spent fuels; water cooled reactors.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: reviews; WATER
COOLED REACTORS: spent fuels.

US9400115 Underground Research Facility (URF).

Topic codes: 321.
Principal Investigator: Witherspoon, P.A. Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory; University of California, 1 Cyclotron Road,
Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-
sity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1991.10
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00, E13.00, B31.40

Support is requested in FY 92 to convene a working
group, composed primarily of national laboratory people, to de-
velop the concept of setting up an Underground Research Fa-
cility (URF) to investigate large-scale problems in earth sciences
that cannot be solved by currently available methods. The earth
sciences community needs a means of investigating rock masses
in situ to solve fundamental problems in rock behavior on a
scale that presently is not possible. Most investigations have
been carried out on cores in the laboratory subject to spatial
constraints that prohibit the development of an understanding of
the large-scale behavior of a rock mass. One of the major
problems is the behavior of a rock mass subject to mechanical,
thermal, hydrological, and geochemical perturbations. A few in
situ facilities, primarily in granitic rocks, are currently being used
but the focus of this work is restricted to radioactive waste
isolation. An underground facility is needed where specialists in
geology, geophysics, geomechanics, and geohydrology can study
fundamental problems such as the role of heterogeneities in
controlling rock behavior on different scales. The proposed URF
will take advantage of existing underground openings to conduct
experiments pertinent to a broad range of energy related issues,
in several different rock types, ranging from the relatively
isotropic settings of crystalline rocks to strongly foliated
metamorphic and bedded sedimentary rocks. A preliminary
search has identified candidate mines in several such settings.
To meet the DOE timetable for a construction start in FY 93,
support is needed to convene a working group in FY 92 to
develop the conceptual scope of selected experiments, determine
the preliminary site requirements, and develop the required cost
estimates. The outgrowth of this effort will include a workshop,
open to the scientific and industrial communities, to generate
broadscale interest, identify potential users, and insure that the
research program is pertinent to the nation's energy require-
ments.

disturbances; experiment planning; feasibility studies; geology;
hydrology; radioactive waste storage; research programs; rocks;
test facilities.

TEST FACILITIES: feasibility studies.

US9400116 Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in
Silicate Minerals.

Topic codes: 322.
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Principal Investigator: Smyth, J.R. University of Colorado, De-
partment of Geological Sciences, Campus Box 250, Boulder,
CO, 80309, USA.

Performing Organization: University of Colorado (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.01
To 1994.12

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

This is a proposal to investigate the crystal chemistry of
OH and H2O substitution in silicate minerals by use of X-ray
and neutron diffraction methods combined with infrared (IR)
spectroscopy. Electrostatic site potentials will be computed from
new and existing crystallographic data and will be related to
O-H stretching absorptions in IR spectra and possibly to D-H
fractionation. These studies have potential application to mineral
geothermometry, an important mineral and energy exploration
tool. The crystal chemistry of hydrated cation exchange in
clinoptilolite, which is an abundant zeolite mineral at the pro-
posed Yucca Mountain waste isolation site will be characterized.
These studies should lead to improved models of radionuclide
migration.

cations: clinoptilolite; crystallography; crystals; geothermal explo-
ration; hydroxides; ion exchange; neutron diffraction; radioactive
waste disposal; silicate minerals; water; x-ray diffraction; yucca
mountain.

CLINOPTILOLITE: crystallography; SILICATE MINERALS:
crystallography.

US9400117 Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test
Methods Test and Field Tracer Test Methods.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Karasaki, K. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.40

Testing and analytical capabilities will be developed for
multiple-well hydraulic and tracer tests in complexly fractured and
faulted groundwater reservoirs as part of the bilateral agreement
between DOE/Yucca Mountain Project and Atomic Energy of
Canada, Limited. Cross hole seismic imaging and multiple-well
hydraulic and tracer tests will be conducted at a dedicated U.S.
site and the data will be analyzed using a fracture transport
model.

geologic fractures; ground water; high-level radioactive wastes;
hydraulic fractures; hydrology; mathematical models; seismic
surveys; tracer techniques; underground disposal; yucca moun-
tain.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground disposal;
HYDROLOGY: tracer techniques.

US9400118 Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Long, J.C.S. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory; University of California, Berkeley, CA, 94720, USA.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1987.10
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.40

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) contribution to
the Stripa Project includes the development of codes for fracture
flow modeling. These same codes are also being used in the
USGS/LBL project for the study of the saturated zone to analyze
flow and transport in the vicinity of the C-holes. A methodology
is being developed for constructing equivalent discontinuum
models for fracture hydrology. Such models are planned for ap-
plication at the C-holes. Thus the Stripa project will provide an
opportunity to develop codes and modeling approaches that will
be applied in the Yucca Mtn. Project. In order to build a
hydrologic mode, the geophysical and geologic data will be in-
tegrated into the model. The approach used to do this at Stripa
will also be applied in the United States Geological Survey
(USGS)/LBL saturated zones hydrology project and could further
be applied in the unsaturated zone. So the Stripa effort provides
an opportunity to test and refine the method. The hydrology of
fractured rock may be largely controlled by the geomechanical
history and state of the rock. In order to use this information
a body of theory must be developed to describe how the me-
chanical history relates to the hydrology. This work could then
be applied at any rock site considered for a repository. A large
part of the Stripa project is concerned with validating models
used to credit flow and transport in fractured rock. This validation
process is poorly understood, but is a matter of great concern
in licensing a repository. The experience of trying to validate a
model at Stripa is directly applicable to designing a validation
elsewhere. This experience is expensive and hard to come by.
Finally, a large part of the intellectual and information exchange
of the Stripa Project has been taking place within the format
of the Fracture Flow Task Force. These meetings provide a
detailed technical peer review that lends credibility to the product.

fluid flow; geologic fractures; high-level radioactive wastes; hy-
draulics; hydrology; lawrence berkeley laboratory; underground
disposal; yucca mountain.

GEOLOGIC FRACTURES: fluid flow; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: underground disposal.

US9400119 Applications of High-Transition-Temperature
Superconductors at the Savannah River Site.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Payne, J.E. South Carolina State College,

Department of Natural Sciences, 300 College Ave., N.E.,
Orangeburg, SC, 29117, USA.

Other Investigators: Payne, L.L.
Performing Organization: South Carolina State College (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.06
To 1995.05

INIS categories: G64.12, E50.00

The research will involve a determination of the applica-
tions for superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs)
in the development of new or improved sensor technology at the
Savannah River Site, including development of SQUID or other
device structures from the high-transition-temperature supercon-
ducting materials. The devices developed should result in im-
provement of the waste management and nondestructive testing
programs.

high-tc superconductors; nondestructive testing; savannah river
plant; squid devices; uses; waste management.

SQUID DEVICES: uses.

US9400120 Hydrogeochemical and Production Controls on
NORM in Oil- and Gas-Field Operations.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Fisher, R.S. University of Texas at Austin,

Bureau of Economic Geology, 10100 Burnet Rd., Austin, TX,
78758, USA.

Performing Organization: University of Texas at Austin (United
States).
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Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.05
To 1994.11

IMS categories: B31.40, E50.00

This project will provide operators a method for identifying
whether reservoirs' characteristics and production techniques at
their fields and wells do or do not favor the formation of na-
turally occurring radioactive materials (NORM) precipitates. The
objective will be accomplished by extensive field sampling of
NORM-containing wastes and of brines from all major reservoir
types in Texas by integration of field data with known reservoir
parameters and production characteristics. Geochemical modeling
and statistics will be used to determine those factors that control
the presence of NORM in oil- and gas-field wastes. Results of
this study will help to determine where NORM wastes are likely
or unlikely to exist, both basinwide and on a well-by-well basis.
This information will significantly reduce the number of wells that
need to be tested, providing appreciable economic relief to small
operators.

brines; economics; natural gas wells; natural radioactivity; oil
wells; personnel; radioactive waste management; radioactive
wastes; sampling.

NATURAL GAS WELLS: natural radioactivity; OIL WELLS: na-
tural radioactivity, radioactive wastes.

US9400121 Performance Assessment.

Topic codes: 323.
Principal Investigator: Hastings, C.K. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Earth Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide performance assess-
ment and technical support to the Office of Geologic Repositories
(OGR).

performance; radioactive waste facilities; underground disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: performance.

US9400122 Materials Characterization Center Support to
West Valley.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Marschman, S.C. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

No abstract provided.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste management.

US9400123 Buried Waste ISV Project.

Topic codes: 154.

Principal Investigator: Thompson, L.E. Pacific Northwest Labo-
ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E23.00, B31.10

The project objective is to evaluate the process charac-
teristics of in situ vitrification (ISV) through parametric, engi-
neering, and pilot-scale tests under conditions representative of
transuranic buried waste.

alpha-bearing wastes; in-situ processing; remedial action; soils;
vitrification.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: vitrification; SOILS: remedial action.

US9400124 Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies.

Topic codes: 328.
Principal Investigator: Chatters, J.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Earth Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E23.00, E52.00

The project objective is to prepare a task plan for low-
level barrier analogs in support of performance assessment
modeling.

containment systems; design; ground disposal; low-level radioac-
tive wastes.

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS: design; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: ground disposal.

US940012S Defense HLW Technology Program.

7"op/c codes: 102; 133.
Principal Investigator: Chapman, C.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to provide base high-level waste
(HLW) technology to Defense Program (DP) projects.

high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste management.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste man-
agement.

US9400126 Underground Tank Vitrification.

Topic codes: 134; 136.
Principal Investigator: Koegler, S.S. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to develop and test in situ
vitrification (ISV) of underground radioactive tanks at government
sites.

measuring methods: radioactive wastes; testing; underground
storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage.

US9400127 SST Ferrocyanide Studies.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Hallen, R.T. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Chemical Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to investigate energetics of
CS2NIFECN6 with potential oxidants found in Hanford single-
shell tanks (SST) for current operations use.

chemical reactions; ferrocyanides; hanford reservation; oxidizers;
radioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes; tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: tanks.

INIS categories: E50.00, E23.00

The project objective is to define the baseline activities
that must be conducted prior to DOE's decision regarding de-
velopment, application, and implementation of standards and
criteria to the environmental restoration, waste management, and
decommissioning activities.

decommissioning; environment; planning; remedial action; waste
management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT.

US9400130 Characterization Technology.

Topic codes: 312; 322.
Principal Investigator: Schalla, R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Earth Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E23.00, E52.00

The project objectives are to develop, demonstrate, eval-
uate, and adapt safer, and less costly technologies for charac-
terizing waste sites.

occupational safety; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste
facilities; site characterization; technology assessment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: site characterization.

US9400131 Waste Minimization Innovative Concepts Iden-
tification.

US9400128 Tank Farm Surveillance System.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Spanner, J.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to evaluate and recommend
methods for measuring the liquid level and supernatant level in
waste storage tanks.

liquid wastes; measuring methods; radioactive wastes; tanks;
underground storage.

LIQUID WASTES: measuring methods; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
underground storage.

US9400129 Risk-Based Standards.

Topic codes: 503.
Principal Investigator: Bilyard, G.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland. WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

Topic codes: 105.
Principal Investigator: Watts, R.L. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to identify and provide seed
money for waste minimization innovation concepts identification
in the areas of radioactive and hazardous waste.

battelle pacific northwest laboratories; minimization; radioactive
wastes; waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: minimization.

US9400132 Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Cunningham, M.E. Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10
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The project objective is to complete spent fuel oxidation
examinations, analysis, and reporting.

inspection; oxidation; spent fuel storage; spent fuels.

SPENT FUELS: spent fuel storage.

US9400133 Dry Storage Licensing Support Project.

Topic codes: 602.
Principal Investigator: Berting, F.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to incorporate reviewers comments
and publish two reports.

documentation; licensing; radioactive waste storage; reviews;
storage facilities.

STORAGE FACILITIES: licensing.

US9400134 System Analysis Capability Development.

Topic codes: 108.
Principal Investigator: Kreiter, M.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F50.00

The project objective is to develop costs in those models
that, when combined with models being developed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), will provide capability to model the
entire civilian waste management system.

computer codes; cost; ornl; radioactive waste management; sys-
tems analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: computer codes, sys-
tems analysis.

US9400135 System Engineering Study.

Topic codes: 108.
Principal Investigator: Kreiter, M.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F50.00

Studies undertaken in this project will utilize systems en-
gineering analysis capabilities such as waste stream analysis,
operations/logistics analysis, and cost analysis.

cost; operation; program management; radioactive waste man-
agement; systems analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: systems analysis.

US9400136 Retrieval Technology for Underground Storage
Tanks.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Bennett, D.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E15.10

The project objective is to perform computer modeling of
robot arm in support of developing technology for underground
tank waste retrieval.

robots; underground storage; waste retrieval; wastes.

WASTES: underground storage.

US9400137 SRP In Situ Chemical Science.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Evans, J.C., Jr. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to evaluate applicability of in situ
chemical sensors at SRP integrated technology demonstration.

measuring instruments; savannah river plant; tanks; waste man-
agement.

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: waste management.

US9400138 Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-
Than-Class C Low-Level Waste (LLW).

Topic codes: 112; 117.
Principal Investigator: Peters, R.D. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E50.00

This program supports the national greater-than-class C
program, managed at EG & G Idaho, in the areas of disposal
evaluation, treatment technology, fee methodology, and trans-
portation analysis.

battelle pacific northwest laboratories; radioactive waste man-
agement; transport.

BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORIES: radioactive
wasfe management.

US9400139 End of Life Options for RL Lights.

Topic codes: 123; 127.
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Principal Investigator: Jensen, G.A. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The project objective is to assess the recovery of
radioluminescent (RL) lights, recycle of the tritium, and the dis-
posal of the resulting waste.

materials recovery; radioluminescence; recycling; tritium; waste
disposal.

RADIOLUMINESCENCE: materials recovery; TRITIUM: recycling.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B11.00, B31.50, B31.10

The project objective is to provide chemical analysis of
samples 1706 KE lab, 100 area, Westinghouse Hanford Corpo-
ration (WHC).

chemical analysis; hanford reservation; radioactive waste man-
agement; remedial action; sampling.

HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial action.

US9400143 KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Sta-
tion.

US9400140 international Program Support Office-RW.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Van Luik, A.E. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The International Program Support Office-RW maintains
the center for collecting, organizing, and evaluating information
on foreign and U.S. fuel cycle and waste management activities
and technologies.

fuel cycle; program management; radioactive waste management.

FUEL CYCLE: radioactive waste management.

US9400141 Buried Waste (Research, Development, Demon-
stration, Testing and Evaluation (RDDT & E)
Robotics).

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator Bennett, D.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.30

The project objective is to demonstrate advanced sub-
surface mapping equipment at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL).

idaho national engineering laboratory; mapping; radioactive waste
disposal; robots.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: radioactive
waste disposal.

US9400142 Sample Analysis of 1706 KE.

Topic codes: 511.
Principal Investigator: Latkovich, J.M. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Topic codes: 145.
Principal Investigator: Rasmussen, D.E. Pacific Northwest Lab-

oratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

The project objective is to design, fabricate, test, and in-
stall a fuel canister cleaning and crushing station for use in the
KE basin.

cleaning; crushing; design; fabrication; installation; radioactive
waste processing; remote handling equipment; spent fuel casks;
testing.

SPENT FUEL CASKS: cleaning, crushing, radioactive waste
processing.

US9400144 Solid Waste Technology Support.

Topic codes: 133.
Principal Investigator: Holter, G.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to provide support to
Westinghouse Hanford Corporation (WHC) in which the identifi-
cation, development, demonstration, and utilization of technolo-
gies for the management of solid waste at or from the Hanford
site.

hanford reservation; solid wastes; waste management.

SOLID WASTES: waste management.

US9400145 Defense Waste Tank Analysis.

Topic codes: 126.
Principal Investigator: Mishima, J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Atmospheric Sciences Department, Richland, WA, 99352,
USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to perform defense waste tank
survey analysis.

safety analysis; tanks; waste management; waste storage.

TANKS: safety analysis.

US9400146 HWVP Project Support.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide work related in support
of the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) project.

hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400147 Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility
(WESF) Test.

Topic codes: 116; 136.
Principal Investigator: Tomich, S.D. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Atmospheric Sciences Department, Richland, WA, 99352,
USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E15.20

The project objective is to provide a corrosion monitoring
system for neutralized current acid waste (NCAW) environment.

casks; containment systems; corrosion; monitoring; ph value; ra-
dioactive waste storage; waste management; waste storage.

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS: corrosion; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
STORAGE: containment systems.

US9400148 Task E Container Corrosion.

Topic codes: 116; 136.
Principal Investigator: Holter, G.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to obtain needed container data
to provide a defensible basis for decisions for recovery of buried
solid waste containers.

containers; corrosion; solid wastes; waste disposal.

CONTAINERS: corrosion.

US9400149 Task A Project Management.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Holter, G.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to manage and coordinate all solid
waste technical support activies at the Pacific Northwest Labo-
ratory (PNL).

hanford reservation; solid wastes; waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: waste management.

US9400150 Task C Solid Waste Projection and Analysis.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Holter, G.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to develop and apply capabilities
to provide accurate projection of future solid waste amounts and
characterization at Hanford to support system planning and de-
sign activities.

hanford reservation; planning; solid wastes; waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: waste management.

US9400151 Murphy-Cheboygen MF.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Murphy, M.T. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.12
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10, C52.23

The project objective is to prepare an environmental
evaluation of an underground waste oil tank and subsequent
interim removal.

environment; evaluation; liquid wastes; o//s; tanks; underground
storage; waste management.

LIQUID WASTES: underground storage

US9400152 Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Re-
medial Action (NRC-UMTRA) Support.

Topic codes: 174.
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Principal Investigator: Murphy, M.T. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B16.10, B31.40, B31.10

The project objective is to provide technical services for
client's uranium recovery licensing, design, construction, opera-
tion, and performance review of low-level waste facilities, and
decommissioning reviews and guidelines.

decommissioning; feed materials plants; low-level radioactive
wastes; materials recovery; mill tailings; radioactive waste facili-
ties; remedial action; safety; uranium.

MILL TAILINGS: remedial action; URANIUM: mill tailings.

US9400153 Waste Management.

TOPIC codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Bjorklund, W.J. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.13

This project will examine waste management and envi-
ronmental compliance associated with Pacific Northwest Labora-
tory's (PNL's) multiprogram R & D work.

environment; environmental effects; hanford reservation; us na-
tional environmental policy act; waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: environment, waste management.

US9400154 MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civil-
ian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM).

Topic codes: 602.
Principal Investigator: Kreiter, M.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

The project objective is to provide a level of effort li-
censing support to the Office of Storage and Transportation,
Program Management Branch of the Monitored Retrievable
Storage (MRS) Division, for the MRS program.

monitoring; radioactive waste management; radioactive waste
storage; radioactive wastes; transport.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: monitoring, transport.

US9400155 Transfer CML to SFMP.

Topic codes: 138.
Principal Investigator: Van Tuyl, H.H. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10

The project objective is (1) to remove waste from 209E
and (2) to determine additional work required for transfer to
Surplus Facilities Management Program (SFMP).

transport; waste management; wastes.

WASTES: transport.

US9400156 Tank Farm Program Management Support.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Wegeng, R.S. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide program management
support in tank farm remediation systems.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste management; radioactive
waste storage; remedial action; tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste management.

US9400157 Provide Technical Support for HWVP Risk As-
sessment.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Holton, L.K., Jr. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is (1) to provide technical support
for Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) risk assessment
and (2) to assist Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) in
completion of risk assessment to identify the uncertainties as-
sociated with the HWVP.

hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; risk assessment;
safety; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400158 Tank Waste Safety Task Force.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, B.M., Jr. Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide technical support to the
Department of Energy/Headquarters (DOE/HQ) in the area of
high level radioactive waste tank safety.

hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes: radioactive
waste storage.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste stor-
age.

US9400159 ER Conference '91.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator. Slate, S.C. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The project objective is to organize and conduct a na-
tional conference at Hanford on environmental restoration (ER)
activities.

environment: hanford reservation; meetings; radioactive waste
disposal; radioactive waste management; remedial action; safety.

ENVIRONMENT: remedial action.

US9400160 Mixed Waste Characteristics Verification.

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Guenther, R.J. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Tvoe: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to perform scoping studies to
determine whether spent fuel and high level waste glass are
Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous material.

borosilicate glass; hazardous materials; high-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste processing; resource conservation;
spent fuels; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400161 Cs-137 Management Support.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Tingey, G.L. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide management support
for the Cs-137 program.

cesium 137; hanford reservation; program management; radioac-
tive waste management; remedial action.

CESIUM 137: radioactive waste management; HANFORD RES-
ERVATION: radioactive waste management.

US9400162 Cs-137 Design Review.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Tingey, G.L. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Tvoe: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to provide design review support
for the Cs-137 program.

cesium 137; design; hanford reservation; nuclear facilities; radio-
active waste management; remedial action.

CESIUM 137: radioactive waste management; HANFORD RES-
ERVATION: radioactive waste management.

US9400163 Organic Tank Safety Project.

Topic codes: 166.
Principal Investigator: Mellinger, G.B. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Chemical Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide support to the
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) on safety of hazardous
waste tanks containing organic compounds.

hanford reservation; hazardous materials; organic compounds;
safety; tanks; waste management.

TANKS: safety.

US9400164 WHC Work Packages/OCWP.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Kreiter, M.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to provide the Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC) with a variety of activities in the area
of civilian waste.

hanford reservation; waste management; work.

HANFORD RESERVATION: waste management.
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US9400165 Task F SIV Evaluation.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Hotter, G.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to conduct an analysis of the
adaptability of in situ vitrification (ISV) to buried solid waste at
Hanford.

hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste processing; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400166 Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compli-
ance Activities.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Dauble, D.D. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Earth Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.12
To 1997.09

INIS categories: F24.00, F40.00, E50.00

The project objective is to provide technical services re-
lated to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compli-
ance for the Yakima Production Project.

emulsions; fluidized-bed combustion; fuels; kilns; solid wastes;
waste product utilization; waste water.

SOLID WASTES: waste product utilization.

US9400167 TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility (CMF).

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Paul, B.K. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.12
To 1997.09

INIS categories: F60.00, E50.00

The project objective is to provide technical services to
the Toelle Army Depot (TEAD) in the areas of technology
planning, iconic structured analysis, and prototype design, de-
velopment, and implementation.

design; maintenance; national defense; planning; program man-
agement; warfare; waste management.

WARFARE: waste management.

US9400168 100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Mate-
rial Removal Equipment.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Dodson, M.G. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

The project objectives are to design, fabricate, and deliver
sludge removal equipment for the 100 KE basin.

design; eguipment; fabrication; removal; sludges.

SLUDGES: removal.

US9400169 Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, B.M., Jr. Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide technical assistance to
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) on the ferrocyanide
project.

ferrocyanides; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes;
safety.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: ferrocyanides, safety.

US9400170 Decontamination of Z-9 Crib Soil by CEPOD II.

Topic codes: 521.
Principal Investigator: Wheelwright, E.J. Pacific Northwest Lab-

oratory, Chemical Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The project objective is to demonstrate the decontam-
ination of a drum of Z-9 crib soil to non-transuranic (TRU) waste
level using the Catalyzed Electrolytic Plutonium Oxide Dissolution
(CEPOD) II dissolver system.

alpha-bearing wastes; catalysts; decontamination; dissolution;
dissolvers; radioactive waste disposal; soils.

SOILS: decontamination.

US9400171 Cesium Encapsulation Program.

7oo/c codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Seay, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09
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INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to complete the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) project management plan (PMP) by providing
input and review support for the revised Westinghouse Hanford
Company (WHC) PMP.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste
storage; spent fuels.

SPENT FUELS: radioactive waste disposal, radioactive waste
storage.

cesium; encapsulation; hanford reservation; program manage-
ment; radioactive waste management.

CESIUM: encapsulation.

US9400172 Emissivity Evaluations for IR Imaging SST.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Peters, T.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E41.00

The project objective is to conduct bench top analysis to
evaluate emissivity variations on the IR temperature measure-
ments in single-shell tanks (SST).

emissivity; images; infrared radiation; radioactive waste storage;
radioactive wastes; tanks; temperature measurement.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: temperature measurement.

US9400173 Support to Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) ATW Review Team.

7"op/c codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Little, W.W., Jr. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to participate on the review team
for the accelerator transmutation waste (ATW) project.

radioactive wastes; transmutation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: transmutation.

US9400174 Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel.

Topic codes: 137; 146.
Principal Investigator: Cunningham, M.E. Pacific Northwest

Laboratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.11
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide storage-disposal of the
High Burnup Effects Program (HBEP) spent fuel from the Gen-
eral Electric Company (GE) Vallecitos facility at Hanford.

US9400175 Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic
(CH-TRU) Waste Under WIPP Conditions.

Topic codes: 157.
Principal Investigator: Bryan, G.H. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Chemical Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.12
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to prepare the initial draft for the
leachability-solubility testing of actual TRU waste under condi-
tions relevant to the disposal of such wastes in the waste iso-
lation pilot project (WIPP).

alpha-bearing wastes; leaching; underground disposal; waste
forms; wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: underground disposal; WASTE
FORMS: leaching.

US9400176 Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 08 Industrial
Waste Treatment Plant (IWTP).

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Kowall, S.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objectives are (1) to prepare an overall pro-
gram plan, (2) to prepare remedial designs, and (3) to conduct
environmental restoration activities at several radioactive waste
disposal sites and other environmentally impacted sites.

environment; planning; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; remedial action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action.

US9400177 Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 05 Groundwater
Assessment.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Kowall, S.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objectives are (1) to prepare an overall pro-
gram plan, (2) to prepare remedial designs, and (3) to conduct
environmental restoration activities at several radioactive waste
disposal sites and other environmentally impacted sites.
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environment; planning; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; remedial action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action.

design; glass; hanford reservation; radioactive wastes; specifica-
tions; vitrification; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification; WASTE FORMS: specifi-
cations.

US9400178 Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility.

Topic codes: 162; 163.
Principal Investigator: Turner, P.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Pertorming Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to prepare documentation in
support of construction of the Hazardous Waste Treatment Fa-
cility.

construction; hazardous materials; waste processing; waste
processing plants.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste processing; WASTE PROC-
ESSING PLANTS: construction.

US9400179 Environmental Corrective Actions.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Olson, M.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B33.10

The project objective is to conduct an engineering study
and conceptual design for liquid effluent monitors and radiological
exhaust air sampling systems.

air pollution; air samplers; emission; engineering; liguid wastes;
monitoring; radioactive effluents; sampling.

US9400181 Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline.

Topic codes: 134; 109.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide technical support to the
Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) applied technology for
preparation of an annotated outline for the Waste Characteriza-
tion Program (WCP) and to provide input to the plan.

battelle pacific northwest laboratories; hanford reservation; radio-
active waste facilities; radioactive wastes; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400182 WFQ Program Plan.

Topic codes: 134; 109.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide technical assistance to
the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) applied technology
for preparation of a Waste Form Qualification (WFQ) program
plan.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive
wastes; specifications; vitrification; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification; WASTE FORMS: specifi-
cations.

LIQUID WASTES: monitoring; RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS:
emission, sampling.

US9400180 HWVP Technology Support.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide technical support to the
Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) applied technology for
review of process systems and equipment design, relative to the
Waste Form Qualification (WFQ) Plan compliance strategies and
design requirements.

US9400183 Feed Composition Ranges.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide technical support to the
Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) applied technology for
evaluation of the impacts of specific feed composition ranges
on plant system and process flow sheets.

chemical composition; glass; hanford reservation; radioactive
wastes; vitrification; waste forms.

GLASS: chemical composition; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
vitrification.
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US9400184 Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility.

Topic codes: 162; 163.
Principal Investigator: Olson, M.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide a new treatment facility
in which regulated, nonradioactive chemical wastes can be
detoxified or converted to a less hazardous form.

chemical wastes: detoxification: hazardous materials: waste
processing: waste processing plants.

CHEMICAL WASTES: waste processing.

US9400185 Tinker WBS Landfill SIX.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Kowall, S.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objectives are (1) to prepare an overall pro-
gram plan and remedial designs and (2) to conduct environ-
mental restoration activities at several radioactive waste disposal
sites and other environmentally impacted sites.

radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities: remedial
action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action.

US9400186 Tinker WBS 0402 Summary of Hydro-Geo In-
vestigation.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Kowall, S.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objectives are (1) to prepare an overall pro-
gram plan and remedial designs and (2) to conduct environ-
mental restoration activities at several radioactive waste disposal
sites and other environmentally impacted sites.

radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities; remedial
action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action.

US9400187 Advanced Chemical Separations.

Topic codes: 112; 132.
Principal Investigator: Jones, E.O. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Chemical Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to define the performance re-
quirements in advanced separations processes applicable to
wastes within the DOE complex.

nonradioactive wastes; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes; separation processes; us doe.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes.

US9400188 Review of Hanford Environmental Studies.

Topic codes: 103.
Principal Investigator: Gray, R.H. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: F31.00, F24.00, E52.00

The project objective is to provide historical information
to lawyers involved in the downwinds lawsuit.

hanford reservation; historical aspects; information dissemination;
lawsuits; radioactive effluents.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive effluents.

US9400189 Mixed Waste Stream Characterization.

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Ross, W.A. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objectives are to update and supplement
mixed waste inventory and projections on major DOE sites.

forecasting; inventories; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: inventories.

US9400190 Comprehensive Integrated Planning.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Quinn, R.D. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09
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INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to meet needs for development
of new and more efficient technologies for accomplishing Envi-
ronmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) and Waste
Operations (WO) goals.

efficiency; remedial action; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: efficiency.

US9400191 Vitrified Glass Samples.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator Phillips, S.L. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to provide vitrified glass samples.

glass; radioactive wastes; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

computer-aided design; hanford reservation; radioactive waste
disposal; radioactive waste facilities.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: computer-aided design.

US9400194 Systems Engineering.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide assistance to Hanford
Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) systems engineering in identi-
fying, analyzing, and preparing technical information required to
support HWVP design.

design; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; radio-
active waste facilities; vitrification.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification; RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTE FACILITIES: design.

US9400195 Melter Overview.

US9400192 Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond.

Topic codes: 303.
Principal Investigator: Chamness, M.A. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Earth Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The project objective is to perform a hydrogeological study
for locating a percolation pond for the disposal of treated effluent
from the plutonium finishing plant (PFP) low-level waste treat-
ment facility.

Tooic codes: 113; 133.
Principal Investigator: Creer, J.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to participate in melter over-the-
shoulder reviews and technology exchanges at the Savannah
River Site.

melting; radioactive waste management; savannah river plant.

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: radioactive waste management.

geology; ground disposal; hydrology; low-level radioactive wastes;
radioactive waste facilities.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: ground disposal; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: hydrology.

US9400193 Task G CAD Modeling in Support of TRU Re-
trieval.

Topic codes: 305.
Principal Investigator: Holter, G.M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide Westinghouse Hanford
Commpany (WHC) support in CAD modeling by procuring and
prototyping selected 200W area burial grounds.

US9400196 Final Waste Form-Package Development.

7op/c codes: 112; 132; 152.
Principal Investigator: Fletcher, J.F. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to develop technologies for pro-
duction of tank waste including high-level waste (HLW),
transuranic (TRU), and low-level waste (LLW), and EH waste.

high-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; ra-
dioactive waste management; radioactive wasfe processing;
tanks; transuranium elements; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING.
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US9400197 Activity Data-Sheet Review.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Kane, D.A. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to conduct a scope and cost re-
view of selected Hanford activity data sheets.

cost; hanford production reactors; hanford reservation; radioactive
waste management; radioactive waste processing.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste management; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: cost.

Principal Investigator: Napier, B.A. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Bartelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Periorming Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to develop guidance to improve
low-level waste (LLW) disposal-site radiological performance as-
sessments.

hanford reservation; low-level radioactive wastes; performance;
radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: performance.

US9400198 Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage-
ment (EM) Manpower Assessment.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Holmes, C.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Bartelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to assist DOE OID in developing
a comprehensive manpower planning process to gather data and
evaluate EM's progress toward insuring adequate human re-
sources for environmental restoration (ER) and Waste Manage-
ment (WM) activity.

environmental policy; personnel; planning; radiation protection;
radioactive waste management; remedial action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action.

US9400199 Technical Assistance to the DOE, Richland
Tank Waste Safety Program.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Tominey, K.M. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Bartelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to advise in the development of
a strategy and implementation plan to improve the safety en-
velope for the tank farm operation.

hanford reservation; operation; radioactive waste storage; safety;
tanks.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: safety.

US9400200 Performance Assessment Task Team.

Topic codes: 313.

US9400201 Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste
Transmutation in Small Fusion Reactors.

Topic codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Cheng, E.T. TSI Research, Inc., Suite 110,

225 Stevens Avenue, Solana Beach, CA, 92075, USA.
Performing Organization: TSI Research, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.07
To 1995.05

INIS categories: F12.20, D10.00, E51.00

Nuclear waste transmutation can be categorized into three
scenarios: (1) fission products only, (2) minor actinides (Np, Am,
and Cm isotopes) only, and (3) all transuranium isotopes. In
Phase I nuclear performance characteristics for the fusion blan-
kets constructed with ferritic steel dedicated for the above
transmutation scenarios were identified. For each scenario, the
desirable fusion power output of the fusion transmutation reactors
(FTRs) was estimated. The total thermal power output of each
scenario matches the 3000 MW(th) rating of a typical fission
power plant (FPP), and the electric power produced is: Scenario
1, about 3000 MW; Scenario 2, about 300 MW; and Scenario
3, about 30 MW. These are determined based on the blanket
energy multiplication. The fusion power and plasma amplification
(Q) are likely to be important factors that will influence the
economic aspect of the FTRs. Scenarios 2 and 3 FTRs deserve
further investigation because they require relatively lower fusion
power and plasma Q. Scenario 3 (All trans-uranium elements
(TRU) and fission products (FP) wastes) FTRs are the most
attractive option, if (a) the FPPs are to maintain the present
U235 once-through cycle; and (b) only low fusion power and low
Q fusion reactors can be developed in the foreseeable near
future. Scenario 2 (minor actinides and possibly long-lived FPs)
FTRs are the best if (a) the FPPs can take the Pu isotopes;
and (b) modest fusion power output (about 300 MW) and plasma
Q (more than 1) are among the developmental goals for near-
term experimental fusion reactors. uC,60Co, 63|\li, and 204TI can
be attractively produced in an experimental fusion reactor. These
radioisotopes are produced through threshold reactions such as
(n,p) and (n,a). 60Co and 63Ni products from fusion can have
significantly higher specific activity than conventionally produced
in fission reactors because the parent nuclide, 63Cu, is from a
different element. Because of the significance of nuclear waste
transmutation as a solution to the long-term use of fission en-
ergy, Phase II will focus on the tasks relevant to the develop-
ment of fusion transmutation reactors. Phase II will develop
viable transmutation blankets (particularly Scenario 2 and 3 type)
for the FTRs. It will specify the performance of tokamak FTRs
facilitated with these blankets, identify cost-effective, near-term
technology based small tokamak fusion reactors for achieving this
performance, and examine the economic merits of these FTRs.
Anticipated Results/Potential Commercial Applications as de-
scribed by the awardee: The economic aspect of the nuclear
energy system with the planned FTR will depend strongly on the
available fusion driver. A fusion driver with 50 to 300 MW fusion
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power, and break-even or better plasma Q, will be the most
desirable for the development of FTRs to destroy all TRU and
FP wastes. If successfully developed, the FTR will help to
solveroy all TRU.

actinides; isotope production; thermonuclear reactors; trans-
mission; uses.

ACTINIDES: transmission; THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS:
uses.

US9400202 Laser Scanning Imager.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Strope, L.A. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E41.40

The project objectives are to develop and demonstrate a
laser scanning imager as an end effector to client's remote tank
inspection (RTI) robotic scope.

inspection; lasers; remote sensing; robots; tanks.

TANKS: inspection

US9400203 Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank
(UST) Program.

7~op/c codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Kowall, S.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, 831.40

The project objectives are (1) to prepare an overall pro-
gram plan and remedial designs and (2) to conduct environ-
mental restoration activities at several radioactive waste disposal
sites and other environmentally impacted sites.

radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities; remedial
action; tanks.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action.

US9400204 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) D & D
Support.

Topic codes: 401; 402.
Principal Investigator: Murphy, M.T. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Batteile Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.03
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, E20.00

The project objective is to provide technical services for
client's division of low-level waste management (LLWM) and
decommissioning activities for decommissioning plans for nuclear
power reactors.

low-level radioactive wastes; nuclear power plants; program
management; radioactive waste management; reactor decommis-
sioning; us nrc.

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS: reactor decommissioning; US NRC:
radioactive waste management.

US9400205 Implementation of a Three-Dimensional
Mapping/Inspection System for Inside-Tank or
Containment Areas.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Jacobus, C.J. Cybernet Systems Corpo-

ration, Suite B-101, 1919 Green Road, Ann Arbor, Ml, 48105,
USA.

Performing Organization: Cybernet Systems Corporation (United
States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.07
To 1995.09

INIS categories: E41.40, E52.00, E15.00

The Department of Energy (DOE) and commercial manu-
facturing firms have entered into numerous agreements with the
Environmental Protection Agency and State natural resources
departments to meet or exceed current environmental standards
for storage of nuclear wastes. Virtually all current legislation
mandates frequent visual inspection of waste storage facilities
and tankage, which augments routine leakage
detection/monitoring, to assure that hazardous materials are not
being released into the environment. Most new tankage for nu-
clear wastes provides for double containment. However, the inner
containment barriers must receive routine 100% visual inspection
to verify that no leaks or corrosion problems are developing. At
present, no commercial sensors or systems provide the means
to perform these inspections. The system to be developed and
tested in this project will solve several near term inspection
needs. Phase I demonstrated a technology which improves the
current process for inspection ot tank and containment areas. It
makes possible the acquisition of three dimensional and color
imagery from a sensor which is easily radiation hardened, can
be configured to fit through a small diameter opening (4 inches
in diameter or larger in the initial version), and includes an in-
tegral robotic positioning subsystem so that the sensor can
achieve the full area coverage currently required. In Phase II,
a radiation hardened version of the Phase I prototype and its
robotic positioner will be developed. Telerobotic control of the
sensor/positioning system will be implemented. The controller and
sensor/positioner will be tested by using it to perform inspections
of tankage at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at other DOE
facilities. Various automated defect and corrosion algorithms will
be investigated. Anticipated Results/Potential Commercial Appli-
cations as described by the awardee: Cleanup and inspection
must be done inside nuclear containment chambers and within
large chemical, petroleum, and waste disposal/holding tanks. This
operational environment precludes safe human presence, de-
manding autonomous means for sensing, mapping, and navigat-
ing of robotics mechanisms for cleanup and inspection. Current
environmental protection agreements require periodically per-
formed 100% inspection of all containment chambers and
tankage, to assure that no leakage into the ground water system
is occurring. Analysis indicates that a reusable tank inspection
and characterization system will easily pay for itself in 3 to 6
months, if routine inspection requirements are put into full force.
Routine inspection of these hazardous sites will improve the
environment.

inspection; radiation monitoring; radioactive wastes; robots; stor-
age facilities.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: inspection, storage facilities.

US9400206 Department of Water Resources (DWR) Strategy
Revision Decision Report.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Triplett, M.B. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
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Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to support the formulation by DOE
and Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) of a revised strat-
egy for the treatment of double-shell tank (DST) waste.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste management; radioactive
waste processing; radioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes;
tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste processing.

US9400207 Exploratory CC Waste Process Study.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Morrey, J.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Chemical Sciences Department, P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization; USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to perform a process study, a
test, and an evaluation of appropriate chemical separations
methods for critical steps in processing complexant concentrate
(CC) waste.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes; separation processes.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste processing.

US9400208 Support to the Rebaselining of the Department
of Water Resources (DWR) Program.

7"op/c codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Holton, L.K., Jr. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The project objective is to investigate alternative technol-
ogies for the pretreatment of selected double-shell tank (DST)
and single-shell tank (SST) wastes.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste management; radioactive
waste processing; radioactive wastes; tanks; water resources;
water treatment.

TANKS: radioactive waste processing, water treatment.

US9400209 Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Evans, M.S. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to provide engineering support
relating to project W-139, Tank C-106 stabilization.

hanford reservation; radioactive waste storage; radioactive
wastes; stability; tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: tanks; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
stability.

US9400210 Shipping Amcellary Equipment.

Topic codes: 118; 411.
Principal Investigator: Oeschane, D.J. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E50.00

The project objective is to receive, decontaminate, and
prepare for shipping the amcellary equipment.

decontamination; equipment; hanford reservation; packaging; ra-
dioactive waste management; transport.

EQUIPMENT: decontamination, transport.

US9400211 Technical Consultation at Savannah River.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Doctor, S.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To 1997.09

INIS categories: C52.21. E36.00

The project objective is to provide technical consultations
regarding the nondestructive evaluation (NDE) inspection system
for primary process water at the K-reactor.

coolants; inspection; nondestructive testing; production reactors;
radioactive effluents; reactor cooling systems; savannah river
plant.

PRODUCTION REACTORS: radioactive effluents.

US9400212 Technical Support.

Topic codes: 501; 524.
Principal Investigator: Hartley, J.N. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.08
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40, C52.22

The project objective is to provide technical support ser-
vices for the client's Environmental Restoration and Waste
Mangement program.
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environment; environmental impacts; radiation monitoring;
radionuclide migration; remedial action; waste management.

RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION: environmental impacts; WASTE
MANAGEMENT.

US9400213 Vindication of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and
Low-Level Waste (LLW).

Topic codes: 114; 154.
Principal Investigator: Chapman, C.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to support Idaho's buried waste
integrated demo in the field of ex situ ceramic melters.

alpha-bearing wastes; idaho national engineering laboratory;
low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures; vitrification.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: vitrification; LOW-LEVEL RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400214 LLRW Characterization.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Robertson, D.E. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.08
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The project objective is to conduct low-level radioactive
waste (LLRW) classification characterization and assessment.

hanford reservation; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste management.

US9400215 Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated
Demonstration.

Topic codes: 127.
Principal Investigator: Wheelis, W.T. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This Integrated Demonstration (ID) addresses the end-to-
end process of the disposal of weapon-dismantlement waste.
This process includes waste identification, minimization, treat-
ment, transportation, and ultimate disposal. This ID will focus
on Sandia-designed weapon components, balancing available
technologies for waste characterization, treatment, and disposal.
In addition, this ID will explore the acceptability of these tech-
nologies, as well as security declassification technologies, in the
context of current and expected regulations for hazardous and

radioactive waste disposal. In performing this ID, waste treatment
technologies will be assessed and tested for their applicability
to dismantlement wastes. As the third dimension of the ID, it is
envisioned that many of the technologies investigated for dis-
posing of the hazardous materials found in Sandia-designed
components can be applied to the similar critical disposal prob-
lem now faced by the U.S. and foreign electronics manufactur-
ers. This ID will be conducted in close collaboration with the
Department of Energy (DOE)/Defense Programs (DP) and will
draw upon the expertise found within the DOE complex (both
design and production agencies) and private industry. Nuclear
weapons encompass many advanced technologies involving so-
phisticated combinations of materials and components in precise
proportions, the details of which are classified. These same
technologies, however, present a unique set of problems from
the standpoint of safeguards and environmentally conscious
waste management. Weapon components routinely contain ra-
dioactive, explosive, and toxic materials that are not easily sep-
arated or characterized. Thousands of components within nuclear
weapons contain materials that are known to exhibit hazardous
properties, and laws and regulations strictly control the methods
by which these materials may be stored and disposed. Tradi-
tionally, Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) has served as DOE's
design agent and system integrator for those portions of nuclear
weapons that arm, fuze, and fire the nuclear warheads designed
by either Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) or Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). However, unlike the LLNL
and LANL physics packages, that are well characterized from the
standpoint of their physical and chemical makeup, Sandia-
designed systems have been built to meet functionality specifi-
cations. As a result, many of the details regarding the types and
amounts of explosive, radioactive, and hazardous materials found
in Sandia-designed components have never been specified or
documented. There are considerable problems with adequately
characterizing (i.e., from a practical and legal standpoint) the
types and amounts of radioactive, hazardous, and explosive
materials found in Sandia-designed weapon components. The
treatment and disposal of hazardous waste from weapon com-
ponents, unlike radioactive waste, are being handled on a
case-by-case bapon components, unl.

demonstration programs; hazardous materials; nuclear weapons;
radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste management; ra-
dioactive waste processing; sandia laboratories.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: radioactive waste management; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: demonstration programs.

US9400216 Vitrification Treatment of Heterogeneous Weap-
ons Components.

Topic codes: 124.
Principal Investigator: Cooper, M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This activity is a collaborative, coordinated effort with
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL). Generally, SNL provides
guidance and representative weapon components while Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) processes the components, develops
the glass formulation, and completes the engineering process
and equipment design for use by the production facility. Weap-
ons components contain hazardous constituents that are difficult
to segregate and independently treat. The objective of this work
is to define the process and equipment requirements for the
vitrification/thermal treatment of essentially the entire weapon
component packages and transform them into a low-volume,
homogeneous, leach resistant vitreous form that can be safely
disposed. Several components will be processed through high-
temperature melting systems to assess the feasibility of proc-
essing, the chemical additions needed for creating a waste form
suitable for disposal and for processing. The end product will
be a process and equipment design for vitrification treatment of
weapon components for the operating contractor.
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nuclear weapons; radioactive waste processing; sandia laborato-
ries; task scheduling; vitrification; waste forms.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: radioactive waste processing.

US9400217 Demilitarization and Immobilization of Weapon
Electronics.

Topic codes: 124.
Principal Investigator: Bickford, D.F. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This task will investigate the demilitarization and
immobilization of nuclear weapon electronics through the
vitrification process. Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) coordi-
nates this integrated demonstration for weapons dismantlement
(C8). Vitrification is the reference process for disposal of high-
level waste at the Savannah River Site (SRS), Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC), West Valley Demonstration Project
(WVDP), and the Japanese Reprocessing Plant. It is being
evaluated for the disposal of transuranic (TRU) and low-level
mixed wastes (LLMW) at Rocky Flats, Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), Fernald, and Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL). The processing methods have broad applica-
tion to hazardous and radioactive wastes regardless of the
specific composition of the melt. This project will apply the glass
formulation expertise developed for the high-level waste
vitrification programs to the development and qualification of
generic waste forms for demilitarization of weapons electronics,
and will investigate the processes available for recovery of pre-
cious metals while making the units nonfunctional, and eliminat-
ing the chance of back engineering the designs from the
residues. The final waste product will be acceptable for direct
disposal under Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) and
low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) guidelines, with established
control limits.

electronic equipment; high-level radioactive wastes; low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; nuclear weapons; radioactive waste processing;
vitrification; waste forms.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: radioactive waste processing, vitrification.

US9400218 Acid Digestion Demonstration.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Crippen, M.D. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this task is to demonstrate the value of
acid digestion as a technology to deactivate, size reduce, and
process certain electronic components to arrive at a final waste
form suitable for disposal under current Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulations. The acid digestion process is a
chemical oxidation reaction that takes place in a liquid medium
at relatively low temperatures (below 250 degree C). Organic
waste materials are carbonized and oxidized to carbon gas and
water by the addition of sulfuric and nitric acid. The resultant
residue is an inert material, primarily sulfates and oxides. This
task will provide equipment to demonstrate the disposal of kilo-
gram quantities of typical potted electronics and related parts.

A demonstration phase will be conducted to determine volume
and weight reduction efficiencies as well as operating parameters
such as temperature, times, chemical consumption, and so forth.
Selected specimen will be analyzed to determine the fate of
problem elements (such as lead, chrome, and so forth). Further
fixation techniques will be demonstrated as appropriate for final
disposal of these forms.

chemical reactions; demonstration programs; electronic equip-
ment; minimization; nitric acid; organic wastes; potting materials;
reduction; sulfuric add; waste processing.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT: waste processing.

US9400219 DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Coding.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator Berrett, S. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F30.00

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) will in-
vestigate new two-dimensional (2D) bar coding symbologies with
the intent of developing a proof-of-concept application focused
primarily in the area of waste management. A selected 2D
symbology recently developed and identified as Portable Data
File (PDF-417) will be evaluated by creating a test environment
in parallel with an existing one-dimensional (1D) bar coding ap-
plication and performing detailed examinations of the capabilities
and limitations of the 2D symbology. Funding will be provided
through EM-50 and EM-30. It is anticipated that additional funds
will be obtained through joint application development programs
involving Waste Management organizations and the United States
Army. It is the intent of the project to make a final recommen-
dation for use of a standard 2D technology for use in the De-
partment of Defense (DOD) and Department of Energy (DOE)
applications. Several potential waste management applications for
the PDF-417 symbology have been identified at the INEL These
applications employ current 1D bar codes primarily for cradle-
to-grave tracking of waste containers. A single current application
has been identified that incorporates a majority of typical
symbology requirements and presents a significant opportunity
for enhancement through the use of PDF-417 codes. This ap-
plication currently employs bar code labels in a variety of
physical environments and incorporates a complex system for
printing, applying, scanning and decoding the labels. A parallel
PDF-417 systems will be created with the intent of increasing
system accuracy, data reliability, label content, data density,
internal redundancy, scanning capabilities, and other performance
criterion.

budgets; containers; cost; idaho national engineering laboratory;
radioactive waste management; records management; task
scheduling; us doe.

CONTAINERS: records management; IDAHO NATIONAL ENGI-
NEERING LABORATORY: radioactive waste management.

US9400220 Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process.

7"op/c codes: 154; 159.
Principal Investigator: Lograsso, T.A. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12
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INIS categories: E51.00, B22.10

Electroslag remelting (ESR) and electron-beam remelting
will be evaluated as a means of metallurgically upgrading scrap
uranium and uranium alloys. The advantage of ESR processing
of uranium scrap is the direct incorporation of impurities into an
inert water-soluble dense slag while recovering greater than 98%
of the metal content. Selection of a suitable slag can result in
incorporation and immobilization of impurities such as uranium
oxides, eliminating the need for cleaning of scrap before re-
melting. Depending on the degree of purification in the ESR, the
ingots produced could be further upgraded by electron-beam
melting. Electron-beam remelting is conducted under high vac-
uum conditions where evaporation of volatile components results
in purification. A collaborative relationship has been established
with the Y-12 Plant to address the waste minimization problems
in the production of a U-6 wt % Nb alloy. Current operations
at Y-12 are limited to a 30% recycle stream of massive scrap.
The work will consist of two phases to be conducted over a
three year period. Phase I will focus on selection of a slag with
suitable partitioning characteristics for separation of impurities
and establishing the process conditions for electroslag remelting.
Electroslag remelting of uranium scrap with selected slags will
be carried on a small scale (hundreds of grams) in a mini-ESR
melter. The partitioning characteristics (up to 200 samples) will
be determined by analytical methods including laser ion mass
spectroscopy (LIMS), inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS), vacuum fusion, and total combustion
using in-house facilities. In addition, electron-beam remelting as
a secondary means of upgrading uranium scrap will be evalu-
ated. Upon completion of Phase I, Phase II will develop ESR
processing using uranium scrap on a kilogram scale. The direct
benefits of recycling uranium scrap are a reduction in waste
volume, thereby reducing storage requirements, and minimization
on the quantity of virgin uranium needed. Elimination of the
storage of large quantities of uranium scrap along with the re-
duction in demand for virgin uranium would result in a cost
savings of several hundred million dollars over the next ten
years, representing a 100-fold return on R & D investment.

impurities; materials recovery; melting; scrap; slags; uranium;
uranium base alloys.

SCRAP: melting; URANIUM: materials recovery.

materials that will benefit Sandia as a whole, and other DOE
and private research facilities as they implement waste minimi-
zation programs at their sites.

minimization; us doe; waste management

US DOE: waste management.

US9400222 Spray Casting.

Topic codes: 105; 416.
Principal Investigator: Glovan, R.J. MSE, Inc., Butte, MT, 59701,

USA.
Performing Organization: MSE, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B22.10

The spray casting technology is being jointly developed
by the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Technology De-
velopment (OTD) and the U.S. Air Force (USAF). The process
uses a controlled aspiration process (CAP) to spray liquid metal
on a substrate as a coating or onto a mold for near net shape
forming applications. The USAF effort is directed at replacement
of chromium electroplating as a repair/refurbishment technique
on aviation parts. Chromium plating will be replaced by a
thermally sprayed coating of equal or superior mechanical and
physical properties. The coating portion of this project will be
demonstrated at Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas.
The USAF Engineering and Services Laboratory at Tyndall Air
Force Base is the USAF sponsor of the project.

chromium; coordinated research programs; deposition; machine
parts; minimization; pollution abatement; radioactive wastes; spray
coating; us dod; us doe.

CHROMIUM: deposition; MACHINE PARTS: spray coating; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTES: minimization.

US9400221 Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment.

Topic codes: 105.
Principal Investigator: Reilly, H. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The Department of Energy places a high priority on re-
ducing the wastes generated at its sites. To accelerate this goal,
the Department intends to participate in the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency's (EPA) Waste Reduction Evaluations at a Fed-
eral Sites (WREAFS) program. The program, operated through
EPA's Office of Research and Development, conducts a waste
assessment on a process to identify specific opportunities for
reducing wastes generated by the process. Through an intera-
gency agreement, DOE/EM has provided EPA with funding to
participate with DOE in an assessment at a DOE site. This TTP
will allow Sandia to host the assessment and, by inviting par-
ticipation by other DOE sites, accelerate application of waste
minimization methods in the DOE complex. K. Hain is the
DOE/EM point of contact for this effort. This task will be con-
ducted as a joint effort among Sandia, other DOE participants,
and EPA and its contractors. Through WREAFS program, the
EPA is demonstrating its waste minimization methodology at a
wide range of federal facilities. This task will demonstrate the
methodology at a DOE facility. Using the EPA's methods, this
task will develop and analyze a list of possible methods for
minimizing wastes produced by one or more processes at
Sandia. The task is expected to result in reports and training

US9400223 Microwave Concrete Decontamination System.

Topic codes: 414.
Principal Investioator: Grubb, R.G. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E13.00, B24.60, E51.00

This task will demonstrate the ability to decontaminate
concrete surfaces using microwave technology and develop
equipment for this work. Phase I was the proof-of-concept phase
and was completed during FY 91. The Phase II device will be
a natural evolution of Phase I, wherein a microwave unit will
be mounted on a mobile carrier tethered to a stationary power
supply. All necessary drive mechanisms, carriages, wheel con-
figurations, housings, and switches will be installed on this unit,
but this unit will have no remote capabilities. Manual steering
will be available. This is the mobilization phase of this program.
Phase III of the program is the remote operation phase. This
will be a natural evolution of the mobilization phase. It will in-
volve refined mobility, remote video control, vacuum waste col-
lection, and remote steering capabilities. Developments to
produce a device that is remotely operated and self propelled
will be made. Phase IV will be the technology transfer part of
the project. During this phase robotic arms and flexible wave
guides will be designed and added to allow spallation of vertical
surfaces. Coordination with potential vendors to commercially
develop this technology will be a part of this phase.

concretes; decontamination; microwave radiation; physical radi-
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ation effects; planning; power supplies; radioactive waste proc-
essing; remedial action.

CONCRETES: decontamination.

US9400224 Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Dif-
fusion.

Topic codes: 404; 412.
Principal Investigator: Fellows, R.L. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E13.00, B31.10, D11.00

This phased D & D project is essential to the selection
and definition of the liquid-phase chemical decontamination (LCD)
process(es) which will be needed to decon the variety of dif-
fusion plant equipment, LCD is considered the base case proc-
ess unless or until other newly-proposed processes are qualified.
In this project, decontamination processes will be developed for
nickel, aluminum, steel, stainless steel, copper, and copper al-
loys. The LCD project is envisioned to proceed in four subtasks.
Subtask 1 is the investigation of the nature and distribution of
contamination deposits on diffusion process equipment. Subtask
2 is the investigation of LCD technologies which might be ap-
plicable to diffusion process equipment. Subtask 3 is the evalu-
ation of reuse and recycle requirements and waste treatment
of decontamination solutions. Subtask 4 is the evaluation of
disposal of secondary wastes from decontamination, perhaps ion
exchange resin, for example.

aluminium; copper; copper alloys; decommissioning; decontam-
ination; equipment; gaseous diffusion plants; nickel; physical ra-
diation effects; radioactive waste processing; remedial action;
stainless steels.

GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS: decommissioning, decontam-
ination.

US9400225 Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals.

Topic codes: 416.
Principal Investigator: Edelson, M.C. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00, B31.10

The use of lasers to decontaminate metals in a manner
that requires no solvents, avoids exposure of expensive instru-
mentation to radionuclides, and is remotely performed for maxi-
mum worker protection will be investigated. Metals contaminated
by minute quantities of radioactive materials constitute a signif-
icant waste problem. Traditional methods of decontamination (i.e.,
surface washing with high-pressure water/solvents surface re-
moval through "sand-blasting" techniques, or large-scale melting
to segregate radionuclides into slags that can be removed
through density segregation) often create new radioactive wastes
of greater volume than the treated waste, consume large quan-
tities of solvents, create radioactively contaminated machinery,
or are difficult to implement without exposing workers to radio-
activity. The alternatives to decontamination (e.g., underground
disposal or in situ entombment) are resisted by environmental
groups who fear the loss of waste fill space and the migration
of hazardous materials into the environment. This task includes
laser surface decontamination, which is effected by rastering a
powerful laser across a metal to remove contaminants within

0.0001 in. of the surface, and bulk decontamination, which em-
ploys selective laser ionization to remove impurity atoms from
metal samples. These technologies have potential applicability in
the Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration and the
Decontamination & Decommissioning Integrated Demonstration
currently in the planning stage. The costs of waste disposal are
continually increasing and this new laser technology, by mini-
mizing waste volumes and recycling materials, could result in
reductions in these cost.

decontamination; environmental impacts; laser radiation; metals;
pollution abatement; radioactive materials; radioactive waste
processing; remedial action; surfaces; tanks; trace amounts;
underground storage; uses.

METALS: decontamination; RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS: under-
ground storage.

US9400226 Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use.

Topic codes: 412.
Principal Investigator: Hosking, F.M. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Conventional electronic soldering requires the use of
chemical fluxes to promote wetting. These fluxes generally con-
tain reactive, hazardous constituents and must be handled
carefully. The resulting flux residues are corrosive and can de-
grade subsequent joint performance over the life of the stored
component. The residues are typically removed with
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) or halogenated solvents. The environ-
mental impact of hazardous solvents on ozone depletion, how-
ever, will eventually limit and prevent their use. Solvent
substitution or alternative technologies are being developed to
meet these legislated goals. Sandia National Laboratories (SNL),
Albuquerque has developed a variety of alternative Fluxless
Soldering Technologies that can reduce the volume of solvent
use and mixed-solvent-flux waste generated during electronic
soldering. This task will be an integral part of the Environ-
mentally Conscious Manufacturing Integrated Demonstration
(ECMID). Fluxless soldering will be applied to the chosen dem-
onstration hardware at Allied-Signal-Kansas City Division
(AS-KCD). The technological emphasis will be placed on con-
trolled atmosphere soldering (e.g., reactive gases or acid vapors),
ultrasonic soldering, and laser processing. The selected technol-
ogies will be compared against other cleaning or processing
methods considered for the ECMID. Cost benefit analyses will
be covered by the ECMID TTP (AL-JJ81-62). The work proposed
in TTP AS-MS12-60 (Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces) is cur-
rently independent of the activities listed in this TTP, but will
eventually be part of the Fluxless Soldering task as the cleaning
technology is integrated into WR manufacturing. A revised TTP
will be submitted to reflect the change.

chlorofluorocarbons; evaluation; metallurgical flux; nuclear facili-
ties; nuclear weapons; soldering; surface cleaning; waste man-
agement.

NUCLEAR FACILITIES: waste management; SOLDERING: eval-
uation.

US9400227 Solvent Substitution Study.

Topic codes: 412.
Principal Investigator: Oborny, M. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Chlorofluorocarbon and chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents
are used throughout the DOE weapons complex for cleaning
processes. However, because of a variety of environmental,
safety, and health concerns, increasing numbers of regulations
are being issued by federal, state, and local regulatory agencies
controlling the production, use, and disposal of these materials.
Regulatory compliance will require the elimination of these ma-
terials from weapon's production activities. The objectives of the
Solvent Substitution Program are to identify substitute solvents
or alternative cleaning processes, and to demonstrate that these
solvents/processes may be used in waste research (WR) nuclear
weapons production. An additional objective of the program is
the transfer and implementation of the technology developed in
this program, not only to the DOE production complex, but also
to DOE subcontractors. This technical task plan (TTP) is an
essential part of the Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing
Integrated Demonstration (ECMID) at Allied Signal-Kansas City
Division (AS-KCD). Solvent substitution technologies will be
evaluated and applied to the fabrication of selected demon-
stration components at AS-KCD. These solvent substitution
technologies will also be evaluated against other technologies
being developed under ECMID. Cost benefit analyses will also
be conducted as a part of the ECMID TTP.

chlorofluorocarbons; cost benefit analysis; evaluation; regulations;
solvents; surface cleaning; waste management.

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS: solvents: SOLVENTS: evaluation.

US9400228 On-Llne Monitoring of Volatile Organlcs for
Waste Minimization.

Topic codes: 121.
Principal Investigator: Frye, G. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

It is the directive of DOE that DOE nuclear weapons
complex minimize and eventually eliminate the use of many
volatile organics in their processing. In addition, future weapons
processing will require waste minimization, process waste as-
sessments, reporting of waste stream data to DOE, EPA, and
other government agencies, and verification that waste minimi-
zation has been achieved. All of these goals can be achieved
using real-time, online monitoring for characterizing process, re-
cycle, and waste streams. Sandia National Laboratories program
for online monitoring of volatile organics for waste minimization
will involve development, demonstration, and fielding of portable
acoustic wave sensor (PAWS) systems based on a unique
Sandia technique (patent pending) for obtaining chemical dis-
crimination using a single sensor by monitoring both the wave
velocity and the wave attenuation. Program activities will include
identification of high priority needs for chemical monitoring; de-
velopment of selective and sensitive acoustic wave sensors for
these applications; and integration of these sensors into systems
containing automated analysis techniques, data acquisition and
analysis methods, and real-time reporting of chemical concen-
trations. These capabilities will be applied to monitor process
lines, exhaust systems, and work-place environments. The
chemical information provided by these systems will be used to
inform an operator that a production unit should be shut down,
to notify waste treatment or recycling operators of changes in
effluent discharge, to document emissions to the environment
and prevent discharging above the EPA limits, and to modify
engineering parameters to improve process efficiency and mini-
mize waste. The project will be an integral part of the Environ-
mentally Conscious Manufacturing Integrated Demonstration

(ECMID). These online process characterization systems will be
demonstrated and implemented on production lines producing
demonstration components at Allied-Signal-Kansas City Division.
Evaluation will be made of the need for this real-time analysis
as part of the other technologies being developed under the
ECMID, and cost-benefit analyses will be performed.

hazardous materials; monitoring; on-line systems; organic com-
pounds; volatile matter; waste management.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: monitoring; VOLATILE MATTER:
waste management.

US9400229 Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces.

Topic codes: 412.
Principal Investigator: Peebles, H. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B22.10

The objective of this task is the development and dem-
onstration of dry process cleaning technologies as an alternative
to solvent-based cleaning techniques. Dry process cleaning
technologies rely on gas-phase etching or vaporization processes
to remove contaminants from surfaces. These processes gener-
ate very little waste as a result of cleaning operations. Conse-
quently, replacement of solvent-based cleaning procedures with
these dry process cleaning technologies will contribute directly
to DOE waste minimization goals. This task was initially focused
on the development of laser ablation and plasma etching as
integral cleaning steps in manufacturing processes. The devel-
opment and demonstration of laser ablation as a processing step
in fluxless soldering will be continued for FY 92 and subsequent
years. All other work involving plasma etching and laser ablative
cleaning directed toward the development of other environ-
mentally conscious manufacturing processes for DOE production
activities will be terminated at the end of FY 91. Laser ablative
cleaning involves the use of very short pulses of high-peak-power
laser radiation to rapidly heat and vaporize microscopically thin
layers of material surfaces. The waste generated by this process
is limited to the volume of material vaporized from the surface.
No reactive chemical reagents of any kind are required. Waste
generation rates range from 50 milligrams per square meter of
surface cleaned for an air-formed oxide on a metal surface up
to approximately 20 grams per square meter for a 10-um-thick
organic contaminant film. All waste is generated in the form of
solid airborne participates that can easily be removed from the
waste gas steam by filtration. The filter canister provides the final
containment vessel for the paniculate waste. The solid waste in
this form is suitable for landfill disposal. However, metal
particulates could be reprocessed to recover the constituent el-
ements. USA.

ablation; evaluation; laser radiation; nuclear facilities; organic
compounds; soldering; solvents; surface cleaning; waste man-
agement.

NUCLEAR FACILITIES: waste management; SURFACE CLEAN-
ING: evaluation.

US9400230 Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing at
KCP.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Smith, D.D. Allied-Signal Aerospace Co.,

Kansas City Division, Kansas City, MO, 66106,.
Performing Organization: Allied-Signal Aerospace Co. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1995.03
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INIS categories: E50.00

The overall goal of the program is to aid in the reduction
and elimination of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), chlorinated
hydrocarbons (CHCs), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
at the Kansas City Plant (KCP). This project will contribute to
KCP becoming an environmentally conscious manufacturing fa-
cility. To achieve this goal, KCP in conjunction with Sandia
National Laboratories, Albuquerque, will establish pilot facilities
by (1) purchasing and installing state-of-the-art cleaning proc-
essing equipment with suitable instrumentation to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the cleaning process on actual parts, (2)
procuring and installing state-of-the-art cleanliness-measuring
laboratory equiment, (3) developing alternate nonhalogenated
solvents and cleaning processes, and (4) developing project
plants and identifying resources for establishing an Environ-
mentally Conscious Manufacturing Integrated Demonstration
(ECMID) for electronics manufacturing. The pilot facilities will be
available for all existing and new products prior to the intro-
duction of production changes to the factory floor. The project
will aid in the goal of eliminating the usage of CFCs and CHCs
at KCP. In addition, the group will investigate new coating for-
mulations meeting product quality requirements as well as EPA
regulations for VOCs. Regulations requiring tighter controls of
VOCs are expected.

chlorofluorocarbons; kansas city plant; organic compounds; sur-
face cleaning; volatile matter; waste management.

KANSAS CITY PLANT: waste management.

US9400231 TO External Review Support.

7"oo/c codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: ?. No Information Provided, USA.
Performing Organization: No Information Provided (United States).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: C56.00, E50.00

Research and development of technologies capable of
resolving environmental restoration and waste management
problems will be solicited through a Program Research and
Development Announcement (PRDA) issued by the Morgantown
Energy Technology Center (METC). Included will be technologies
in the general areas of (1) waste minimization, (2) instrumenta-
tion and characterization, (3) immobilization and storage, (4)
decontamination and cleanup of sites, (5) robotic operations, and
(5) decommissioning of facilities.

decommissioning; decontamination; minimization; procurement;
radioactive waste management; remedial action; research pro-
grams; robots.

REMEDIAL ACTION: research programs.

US9400232 Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and
Decommissioning.

Topic codes: 194.
Principal Investigator: Osborne, J. Carnegie-Mellon University,

5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213, USA.
Performing Organization: Carnegie-Mellon University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.09
To 1995.01

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

The project objective is to develop a high-performance
remotely operated mobile worksystem capable of performing a
wide range of decontamination and decommissioning (D & D)
tasks in nuclear environments.

decommissioning; decontamination; design; radioactive materials;
remote handling; remote handling equipment.

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS: remote handling; REMOTE HAN-
DLING EQUIPMENT: design.

US9400233 Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site
Demonstration Using Supported Liquid Mem-
branes.

Topic codes: 521; 522.
Principal Investigator: Hodgson, K.M. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B32.50, B31.40

Throughout over 40 years of processing fissionable
isotopes for production of weapons, liquids containing small
amounts of radionuclides and other hazardous chemical com-
pounds have been discharged into the soil. At some of the
production sites (i.e., Hanford, Rocky Flats, and Fernald) this
waste disposal practice has resulted in contamination of some
of the groundwaters with uranium, chromium, technetium, and
nitrate at levels sufficiently high to pose a health risk. At these
sites, groundwater remediation must be undertaken to remove
toxic pollutants from the aquifer. A number of established or
emerging technologies are potentially applicable to the task of
removing toxic pollutants from groundwater. In evaluating these
technologies, three criteria must be compared: (1) the ability of
the technology to remove the toxic components down to an
acceptably low level, (2) the amount and nature of the secondary
waste generated, and (3) the toal cost associated with treatment
of the groundwater. The second criteria, the volume of the as-
sociated secondary waste, is particularly important as the high
cost of disposal of mixed radioactive waste, currently estimated
to be about $40 per gallon, will typically dominate the cost of
cleanup. Coupled transport (CT), an emerging membrane process
that utilizes a supported-liquid membrane (SLM), is particularly
attractive when compared to other technologies, including reverse
osmosis (RO), ion exchange, or evaporation, that are capable
of removing toxic ionic components down to acceptable levels.
The principle advantage of the CT process is that, unlike the
other technologies, it can remove the toxic components selec-
tively, leaving the nonhazardous components behind. The other
technologies remove all of the dissolved ions. Since the con-
centration of all the toxic metals in contaminated groundwater
typically total well below 10 ppm, the amount of solid secondary
waste generated by a CT system followed by precipitation is
only about .002 that generated by the competing nonselective
technologies. A comparison of the volume of liquid wastes yields
similar results. Concentration factors for ion exchange and re-
verse osmosis are typically 10 to 20. On the other hand, con-
centration factors for coupled transport are typically as high as
10,000 resulting in a 500-fold reduction in the volume of sec-
ondary waste.

chromium; decontamination; demonstration programs; ground
water; membranes; nitrates; remedial action; removal; soils;
technetium; uranium.

GROUND WATER: decontamination, remedial action; SOILS:
decontamination, remedial action.

US9400234 Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy Metals.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Erdal, B.R. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The task objective is to develop an implementation plan
for application of U.S. heavy-metal cleanup technologies to se-
lected foreign sites and for the Department of Defense (DoD).
The plan will be developed through TIEED and will recommend
a coalition of organizations from industry, universities, and DOE
national laboratories to conduct cleanup operations at sites in
Australia and Kuwait. Considerations of equipment, operational
scale, logistics, and schedule will be commensurate with the
magnitude of remediation needed at each site, Options for waste
handling, treatment, storage, and permanent disposal will be
provided. Coordination and involvement of DoD organizations and
current activities will be a key element of this project.

australia; budgets: decontamination: industry; kuwait; metals; re-
medial action; schedules; us dod; us doe; waste management

AUSTRALIA: waste management; KUWAIT: waste management.

US9400235 International Visitors' Center to Support EM
Education Initiatives.

Topic codes: 702.
Principal Investigator: Garber, R. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Angelo, J.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This task will explore and document the feasibility of es-
tablishing an International EM Education and Visitors' Center that
would support DOE EM's mission to (1) disseminate, to the
public, information on waste management (WM), environmental
restoration (ER), and environmental monitoring (EM) technologies
through sophisticated exhibits, demonstrations, electronic media
devices, etc.; (2) support its public education and outreach initi-
atives by identifying and selecting affordable education and out-
reach activities; (3) examine the content of international WM/ER
programs and develop improved education tools to ensure the
existence of a future workforce knowledgeable and skilled in
WM needs; and (4) provide enough information for the devel-
opment of a strategic plan for introducing and implementing
potential educational initiatives in the WM/WR area.

education; educational tools; information dissemination; interna-
tional cooperation; planning; public information; remedial action;
waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: information dissemination, public infor-
mation, remedial action.

US9400236 Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
Principal Investigator: Edgar, D.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Hunter, T.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The purpose of this Task 1 is to provide the manager
of DOE's International Technology Exchange Program (ITEP) with
timely assistance in the process of identifying, evaluating, and
documenting technical issues and decisions supporting DOE's
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs.
This task will be performed by Argonne National Laboratory, in
cooperation with Sandia National Laboratories. This support ac-
tivity will use an independent peer review and technical support
approach utilizing recognized technical experts from the United
States and appropriate foreign countries with the necessary
credentials and experience to provide thorough, unbiased, and
timely evaluations of, among other technical issues, candidate
technologies and the probable effectiveness of those technologies
given particular site and contamination conditions at selected
DOE facilities. The results and recommendations of the peer
panel and technical support group evaluations will provide the
ITEP manager with useful, defensible, and credible assessments
of alternatives that can be used to formulate future program
guidance, to assist in the process of allocating available re-
sources, and to validate important decisions regarding the inter-
national exchange of technologies. In Task 2 a strategic planning
group (SPG) will be assembled and chaired by the SNL coor-
dination and integration contractor and will include represen-
tatives of U.S. private industry, universities, nongovernmental
organizations, public interest groups, and government agencies.
The group will (1) evaluate options for the export and import
of environmental technologies; (2) provide guidance on foreign
markets, technologies, and trade barriers; (3) help establish an
aggresive international 5-yr plan for technology transfer; and (4)
round out international expertise necessary to address and
evaluate technical, political, social, economic, and institutional
issues relevant to the technology exchange program.

contamination; evaluation; international cooperation; planning; re-
medial action; technology assessment; technology transfer; us
doe; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, technology transfer.

US9400237 Administration of Student and Scientist Ex-
change Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Edgar, D.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Hunter, T.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

Argonne National Laboratory, in cooperation with Sandia
National Laboratories and the U.S. National Academy of Sci-
ences, will administer student and scientific exchanges in the
areas of environmental restoration and waste management. This
project will be performed for DOE's International Technology
Exchange Program. The exchanges will be eccomplished through
a combination of short-term workshops as well as residence
appointments for individual scientists. It is expected that the
scientific collaboration between participating countries will result
in significant technology transfer and exchange opportunities.
Project topics will be constrained to environmental restoration
and waste management issues.

anl; international cooperation; management; remedial action;
sandia laboratories; scientific personnel; technology transfer; us
national academy of science; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, technology transfer.

US9400238 Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Or-
ganizational Approaches to Technology Trans-
fer.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
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Principal Investigator: Tsang, F.Y. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho
Falls, ID, 83415, USA.

Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This program will evaluate foreign countries' environmental
remediation and restoration technologies, and identify mech-
anisms for international transfer of complex technologies. Ap-
proaches used by organizations in Japan; the United Kingdom,
and Germany will be evaluated and compared. Specific ap-
proaches and attributes for achieving competitive market advan-
tage will be highlighted for possible incorporation into the overall
U.S. strategy for infusion and diffusion (exporting and importing)
environmental restoration and waste management technologies.
As a result, the United States can maintain and strengthen its
competitive position and learn to more effectively translate those
technologies into commercial products. There are several objec-
tives that this task hopes to achieve through evaluations to
support EM-53: (1) establish mechanisms to accurately assess
and import foreign technologies that can meet EM program re-
quirements; (2) accelerate and compare foreign and domestic
technology through bilateral or multilateral cooperation; and (3)
establish mechanisms for transferring technologies developed by
DOE National Laboratories, private industries, and universities to
foreign markets.

evaluation: federal republic of germany; japan: planning: program
management: remedial action: technology assessment: technology
transfer: united kingdom: waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, technology assessment,
technology transfer.

US9400239 International Technology Exchange for MWLID.

Topic codes: 331.
Principal Investigator: Tyler, L.D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This task is to investigate, plan, and implement the
transfer of foreign technologies for demonstration at the Mixed-
Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID). The MWLID
mission is to assess, demonstrate, and transfer technologies and
systems that lead to quicker, safer, and more efficient restoration
of chemical and mixed-waste landfills in arid environments
throughout the DOE complex. The focus of MWLID is in situ
technologies for characterizing and remediating heavy metals and
their complex mixtures with organic, inorganic, and radioactive
wastes.

chemical wastes; demonstration programs; hazardous materials;
radioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste management; ra-
dioactive wastes; remedial action; technology transfer.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: demonstration programs,
remedial action.

US9400240 U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration
Workshop.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: DuCharme, A. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Kosinski, F.E.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

Since 1989 the DOE Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management, and USSR Ministry for Atomic Power
and Industry have had discussions to create a technology ex-
change program. The program goals are to seek the best
technology from each country and speed the correction of na-
tional environmental problems. Six fact-finding meetings have
been held to lay the program groundwork. In FY 92, technical
exchanges are scheduled for Environmental Restoration
Workshop(s) scheduled in the United States as part of the
International Technology Exchange Program (ITEP). The ITEP
will organize and manage the U.S.-hosted meetings with the
USSR in 1992 through 1994. The Environmental Restoration
workshop will complement and be integrated with other ITEP
meetings and will be planned to stimulate technical and admin-
istrative planning on technologies for remediation of contaminated
areas. Joint U.S. and USSR plans for technology and demon-
stration site tests in each country will be discussed. Four experts
from each country will be expected to participate in the work-
shops to be held in the United States. Data from the meetings
will also aid the United States on the evaluation of U.S. and
USSR technologies that would help speed up the cleanup of
DOE sites. FY 92 is the second year of what is planned to be
a continuing U.S. and USSR ER effort for the rapid cleanup of
the two nuclear weapons complexes. After FY 92 the number
of exchanges may increase because of the increased level of
activity on joint projects.

decontamination; information dissemination; international cooper-
ation; meetings; nuclear weapons; planning; radioactive waste
management; remedial action; technology assessment; usa; ussr.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: information dissem-
ination, remedial action.

US9400241 Identification of Foreign Technology.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
Principal Investigator: Rea, J. Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: DuCharme, A.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

Sandia National Laboratories, and its supporting contrac-
tors, will identify and coordinate the evaluation and transfer of
environmental restoration and waste management (ER-WM)
international technologies that have a high potential for ad-
dressing U.S. and DOE needs. These efforts will be focused in
a group of selected countries, which shall not include Central
and Eastern Europe and the republics of the former Soviet Un-
ion. In addition, in this project site remediation, efforts in other
countries that may be candidates for the application of U.S.
technologies will also be identified.

environment; evaluation; remedial action; sandia laboratories;
technology transfer; us doe; waste management.

ENVIRONMENT: remedial action; WASTE MANAGEMENT: tech-
nology transfer.

US9400242 EnviroTRADE Information System.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
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Principal Investigator: Harlan, C.P. Sandia National Laboratories,
New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.

Other Investigators; Harrington, M.W.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40, F30.00

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will continue technical
development, implementation, and maintenance of the
EnviroTRADE Information System. SNL will prepare a project
management plan based on milestones, schedule, and funding
for FY 93.

environment: information systems: maintenance: program man-
agement: remedial action: sandia laboratories: schedules: waste
management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: information systems: WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: remedial action.

US9400243 Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE.

Topic codes: 504.
Principal Investigator: DuCharme. A. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Roberds, W.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40, F30.00

Under this task, Golder Associates, Inc. will support
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) in their separate task regarding
development of EnviroTRADE. EnviroTRADE is a software
package (i.e., a relational database) which can be used to pri-
oritize available technologies (including foreign-based) for appli-
cation to specific U.S. sites (especially DOE EM sites) and to
target foreign markets for application of technologies that have
been transferred to the United States. Specifically, Golder will
assist in the development of a relatively simple methodology for
evaluating and deciding among available technologies with re-
spect to specific site restoration needs; this methodology will
then be incorporated in EnviroTRADE. This evaluation and de-
cision methodology will necessarily be separate from, but con-
sistent with, the methodology for evaluating and deciding among
potential candidate foreign technologies to invest in each FY,
as developed by Golder under other tasks as part of system
analysis for project management.

data base management: information systems: program manage-
ment: remedial action: sandia laboratories: technology transfer:
waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: data base management, remedial
action.

US9400244 European Communities Information Link.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Harlan, C.P. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Harrington, M.W.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40, F30.00

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque will
provide an evaluation of a European communities information
link. This link would be created so that DOE can work with other
international organizations to expedite the transfer of environ-
mental restoration and waste management technologies to and
from Europe. The management of this project will be based on
the fiscal year and it's level of funding. During FY 92 the task
will be to evaluate existing communication links and the feasibility
of using one of the existing links. The evaluation will consider
the feasibility of communication links with centers at Karlsruhe
and Ispra, through the American Chemical Society's STN. This
evaluation of potential data communication links will consider the
issues of security and access in addition to application of
EnviroTRADE. This evaluation will also consider the need for
collaboration between DOE and the Information Resource Groups
at the regional environmental research centers. The result of this
evaluation will be a report on the feasibility of using existing data
communication links between U.S. and European (U.S./EURO)
communities. The following fiscal year of the project scope will
expand. The task during FY 93 will be to pilot test communi-
cation links with European research centers via the EnviroTRADE
information system. The task for FY 94 will be to establish and
maintain a U.S./EURO communication network on which
EnviroTRADE operates.

communications; european union; evaluation; information systems;
remedial action; sandia laboratories; usa; waste management.

COMMUNICATIONS: evaluation; EUROPEAN UNION: information
systems, waste management.

US9400245 Program Integration for International Technol-
ogy Exchange.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
Principal Investigator: Cannon, T.C. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Garber, R.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will provide broad
coordination and integration of selected DOE Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EM) international projects
and activities. SNL's efforts will be directed at the three major
tasks. The first task is to provide overall coordination of the EM
International Technology Exchange Program (ITEP). This task
will include coordinating ITEP's programmatic meetings, interfac-
ing with the Environmental Technology Export Council for EM,
and representing ITEP at international meetings. This task will
also include the overall integration of the various elements of
ITEP including the technology identification, foreign technology
matching with EM's programs, the mitigation of import-export
barriers, technology transfer mechanisms, and integration into
EM's programs. The second task is to provide coordination of
EM's activities with the former Soviet Union (FSU). This task
will include coordination of technical exchanges, preparation of
issue papers, and analysis of FSU capabilities. Because of the
sensitivity of this task, it cannot be subcontracted. The third task
is to coordinate and publish, on a quarterly basis, a report on
EM's international activities. SNL will review the information from
all elements of ITEP and Headquarters and the field office and
consolidate them into four quarterly reports.

international cooperation; remedial action; russian federation;
sandia laboratories; technology transfer; us doe; waste manage-
ment.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, technology transfer.
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US9400246 United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan
Technologies.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
Principal Investigator: DuCharme, A. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Angelo, J.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: C52.13. B31.40, E50.00

The overall objective of this program is to explore, in-
vestigate, and identify appropriate waste management (WM),
environmental restoration (ER), and environmental management
(EM) technologies that have been or are now being developed
in the Soviet Union (USSR), Japan, and other countries (e.g.,
the United Kingdom (UK)) and to assess the suitability of such
WM/ER technologies for transfer to, and application at, U.S. sites
and facilities. Assessment of a technology's suitability for transfer
will include a first-order cost/benefit estimate, as well as a pre-
liminary strategic plan for the overall introduction of the candidate
foreign technology to potential U.S. WM/ER sites. Foreign tech-
nology programs currently under development in the USSR, UK,
or Japan that appear suitable for collaborative programs with the
United States will also be identified and taken advantage of
under existing Bilateral Exchange Programs wherever possible.
The principal investigator will assemble an interactive team of
experts skilled in all aspects of foreign technology evaluation and
transfer. This team will include Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) specialists (e.g., SAIC's Foreign Systems
Research Center), selected regional experts who are associated
with ongoing foreign WM/ER technology programs, and key uni-
versity faculty members (e.g., University of Arizona, University
of Notre Dame) who have established WM/ER interactions within
the USSR, Japan, or UK. A variety of highly effective techniques
(including: informal workshops and seminars, technology update
minireports, and more detailed entries in the interim and final
reports) will be used to identify and assess opportunities to
transfer appropriate foreign WM/ER technologies. Selected con-
tamination problems in the USSR, UK, and Japan will be as-
sessed, resulting in the establishment of a database that includes
facilities, waste sites, types of environmental restoration and
waste management problems, as well as remediation approaches
and the relative usefulness of such approaches to remediate
U.S. sites. Subsequent activities (i.e., beyond FY 92) will involve
the creation of efficient strategic pathways and mechanisms for
foregin WM/ER technologies to flow to appropriate U.S. sites
from the USSR, Japan, and the UK once such technologies have
been identified and demonstrated as potentially useful in satis-
fying U.S. WM/ER program needs. Data on foreign WM/ER
technologies collected and reported monthly under this task will
also be formatted for incorporation into EnviroTRADE. Specific
efforts under this task will be closely integrated with other
complementary WM/ER technology transfer activities involving
these countries.

data base management; international cooperation; japan; remedial
action; technology assessment; technology transfer; united
kingdom; ussr; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, technology assessment.

US9400247 Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in
Containment Systems of Hazardous Waste Ma-
terials.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: DuCharme, A. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Pentz, D.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The objective of this task is to evaluate the effectiveness
of the hydraulic cage concept as an engineered systems to
passively control geohydrologic gradients over the long term
around either a controlled placement of hazardous materials or
a mass of naturally occurring materials that have been contam-
inated above acceptable levels. The hydraulic cage concept of-
fers several significant benefits for many of the DOE facilities
in that it not only minimizes contaminant transport but also re-
duces the uncertainty in such transport. In addition, the hydraulic
cage can provide a containment system for subsurface contam-
ination that is either too extensive or too deep to be considered
as remediable by more conventional methods. These concepts
are currently being developed by several groups and government
agencies in Germany for waste containment and disposal. A
primary component of this project will be the transfer of tech-
nologies developed and tested in Germany for use on DOE
sites. The cost benefit to DOE is that these techniques can be
carried out in Germany without the permitting and regulatory
requirements that prevail in the United States, and where the
need for the evaluation of this remediation system is already
understood in Germany. The concept of deep geological con-
tainment of mixed and hazardous waste is recognized in
Germany as a potentially viable system provided that the engi-
neered barriers and geological setting can be predicted over long
periods of time.

budgets; containment; contamination; federal republic of germany;
hazardous materials; remedial action; technology transfer; us doe;
waste management.

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY: waste management;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: technology transfer.

US9400248 Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated
Sites from Horizontal Boreholes.

Topic codes: 323; 501.
Principal Investigator: DuCharme, A. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Voss, C.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

Leakage of solvents from storage tanks and underground
disposal sites is contaminating the soils and groundwater in
numerous sites across the United States. Such contamination is
one of the most pervasive environmental challenges facing the
Department of Energy (DOE) at many of their defense oper-
ations. In order to meet their schedule for cleanup of contam-
inated facilities, DOE has initiated several integrated
demonstration projects to develop and demonstrate faster,
cheaper, better, and safer cleanup technologies. The objective
of this project is to assess the feasibility of using horizontal
boreholes for characterizing and sealing contaminated sites hav-
ing certain characteristics or features. These concepts are cur-
rently being developed by laboratories, universities, private
industries, and government agencies in Germany for remediation
of contaminated sites there. A primary component of this project
will be the transfer of the technologies developed in Germany
for use at the DOE sites. Remediation techniques consisting of
horizontal boreholes in conjunction with other supporting tech-
nologies are being considered for use in DOE sites at Savannah
River, Hanford, Idaho, and Sandia facilities. For example, the
integrated demonstration at Savannah River is testing a concept
where air is injected through a horizontal well located below the
water table and within contaminated soil to remove volatile or-
ganic compounds from the groundwater and soils. A second
horizontal well, located directly above the first well and the water
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table, acts as a vapor extraction well. The recovered gases are
processed at the surface. The horizontal wells are well-suited for
sites having thin, laterally extensive water-bearing formations.
Scientists and engineers in Germany are considering additional
applications for horizontal wells. These include the use of wells
for characterizing contaminated sites and injecting
polymers/grouts into a formation to stabilize the downward mi-
gration of a contaminant plume. These applications are partic-
ularly well-suited for sites contaminated with dense
nonaqueous-phase liquids (DNAPL) especially where fast vertical
pathways (e.g., fractures and joints) are present. In principle, a
system of horizontal wells will be used for several purposes
through the remediation process. During site chacterization, in-
struments are installed in segmented portions of the boreholes
to determine the lateral extent of the contamination and the
distribution of contaminant source locations. Once this has been
established, the upper horizontal boreholes are used to inject
polymers into the formation to prevent the vertical migration of
the contaminant plume. Lower boreholes are used to monitor the
performance of the seal and to collect any contamination that
penetrates it. The principal objectives of this project are to
identify technical advances in Germany in the areas of horizontal
doject are to identify technical advances in Germany in the areas
of.

boreholes; contamination; decontamination; drilling; federal re-
public of germany; ground water; remedial action; seals; soils;
storage facilities; technology assessment; underground disposal;
us doe; waste disposal; waste management.

BOREHOLES: seals; REMEDIAL ACTION: technology assess-
ment; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: boreholes.

of VOCs in the proposed program. Four tasks have been iden-
tified: (1) Pulse Combustor Fabrication/Laboratory Modification,
(2) VOC Screening Experiments, (3) VOC Destruction Chemistry,
and (4) Prototype System Demonstration. These tasks will be
performed over a 3.5-yr time period.

combustion; demonstration programs; federal republic ot germany;
hanford reservation; organic compounds; pulse combustors;
sandia laboratories; savannah river plant; volatile matter; waste
disposal; waste management; waste processing.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: waste disposal;
COMBUSTORS: demonstration programs.

PULSE

US9400250 International WM/ER Program Integration and
Publication Program.

Topic codes: 102; 104.
Principal Investigator: Garber, R. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Angelo, J.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

M S categories: E50.00, F30.00

US9400249 Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of
VOCs Using Pulse Combustion.

Topic codes: 167.
Principal Investigator: Bramlette, T.T. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

This project is directed toward the development and
demonstration of a novel technique for the destruction of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs). The proposed technique relies upon
unique characteristics of pulse combustors to effect a two-stage
(thermal and catalytic) destruction process. The concept will ex-
ploit both the high combustion intensity in the pulse combustor
combustion chamber and the acoustic resonances in the pulse
combustor tail pipe. High combustion intensity results from rapid
fluid dynamic mixing, and will lead to compact, transportable
designs; acoustic resonances will result in significantly increased
mass transport to the catalyst material, leading to high de-
struction efficiencies. Laboratory-scale experiments and computa-
tional analysis will be combined to design a prototype
demonstration system and to establish the destruction chemistry.
The proposed work is directly relevant to the destruction of
benzne at Savannah River and of chlorinated organic compounds
at both Savannah River and Hanford. Contact has been estab-
lished with Savannah River and a proposal has been submitted
to provide a small-scale system that will interface with the
Savannah River Site VOCs in saturated soils integrated tech-
nology demonstration. There is also a widespread industrial
market. The project will be a collaboration between Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories and the University of Stuttgart. Sandia's
Combustion Research Facility has world-renowned expertise in
combustion science and technology. Capabilities include unique
laser-based optical diagnostics and computational modeling. In
addition, research programs in pulse combustion are well es-
tablished. Historically, the group at Stuttgart has focused on
gas-phase chemistry, but their recent research is related to
heterogeneous reactions on surfaces. Collaborations for many
years have concentrated on the area of flame chemistry, and
have recently begun to examine the basic chemistry of catalytic
combustion. These efforts will be extended to the destruction

Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) will
assemble a team of technical experts (including SAIC personnel,
consultants, and subcontractors) to explore the international lit-
erature and key meetings for those potentially "breakthrough"
technologies that might significantly impact ongoing DOE activ-
ities in the waste management (WM), environmental restoration
(ER), and environmental (EM) areas. To help harvest such
breakthrough discoveries as may be found in the international
literature, SAIC will use well-demonstrated Delphi methodologies
and other expert opinion solicitation methods to assist in identi-
fying and assessing candidate international technology develop-
ments and how such international developments might impact
U.S. WM/ER/EM activities. In FY 92, SAIC will place special
emphasis on determining how best to communicate these inter-
national WM/ER/EM technology developments within the DOE
and U.S. WM/ER/EM community. Specifically, the potential roles
of the following will be explored: (1) rapid monthly[ technology
update reports, (2) specialized information-transfer year-end re-
port that highlights appropriate breakthrough international
WM/ER/EM technologies as well as major progress in the
DOE/EM international program. Technology update reports rep-
resent timely, capsule reviews of international WM/ER literature
and complementary international literature (e.g., aerospace,
robotics, environmental monitoring, etc.) for those breakthrough
technologies and activities that could significantly impact ongoing
DOE/EM activities. Hard-copy, electronic mail, and telefax com-
munication will be used to efficiently distribute these technology
update reports. A WM/ER ITEP Journal represents a quarterly
house publication for DOE/EM ITEP activities and successes that
need discussion and dissemination before publication of special
task reports or the annual ITEP report. Wherever appropriate
ITEP Journal input data will also be made compatible for inclu-
sion in EnviroTRADE. In FY 93 and FY 94 SAIC will, based
on the FY 92 study, publish a monthly technology update report,
a quarterly WM/ER ITEP Journal, and a yearly DOE/EM ITEP
Report. To support this need for rapid and reliable dissemination
of breakthrough international WM/ER/EM data, SAIC will as-
semble a dedicated team of experts skilled in WM/ER/EM tech-
nologies and technical communication. This team will work
closely with personnel at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) to
ensure that top-quality camera-ready hard-copy or suitable
electronic-format data are available to transfer key international
WM/ER/EM information to DOE and appropriate members of the
WM/ER/EM community.

communications; information dissemination; international cooper-
ation; remedial action; technology assessment; technology trans-
fer; us doe; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: information dissemination, remedial
action, technology assessment.
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US9400251 Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Auton-
omous Monitoring and Inspection.

Topic codes: 195.
Principal Investigator: Byler, E. Martin Marietta Corporation, P.O.

Box 179, Denver, CO, 80201, USA.
Performing Organization: Martin Marietta Corporation (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.09
To 1995.04

INIS categories: E15.30, E52.00

The project objective is to develop a robotic device for
routine inspection of stored waste drums, radiological surveys
of controlled areas, and initial entry surveys of facilities for de-
commissioning.

design: inspection: radiation monitoring; radioactive wastes; ro-
bots.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiation monitoring, robots.

US9400252 An Intelligent Inspection and Survey Robot.

Topic codes: 195.
Principal Investigator: Bostock, J. South Carolina Universities

Research, Clemson, SC, 29634, USA.
Performing Organization: South Carolina Universities Research

(United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.09
To 1995.09

INIS categories: E41.40

The project objective is to develop a semi-autonomous
vehicle capable of inspecting a low-radiation-level contaminated
storage area of stacked drums or other containers aligned in
aisles. A teleoperated mode of camera vision will be used to
assist in inspection of the drums and other containers.

design; inspection; low-level radioactive wastes; radiation moni-
toring; remote viewing equipment.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiation monitoring, re-
mote viewing equipment.

US9400253 Studies of and Recomendations on
Radionuclide Contamination, Radioactive, Mixed
Waste, and Basic Radiation Protection Criteria.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Meinhold, C.B. National Council on Radi-

ation Protection and Measurements, Suite 800, 7910
Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD, 30814, USA.

Performing Organization: National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurements (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1992.08
To 1995.08

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

Part 1 of this project will (1) examine sources of con-
tamination, removal methods, and decision levels to be employed
in decontamination efforts; (2) examine feasibility and potential
risks of the release of radioactive materials to the environment;
and (3) consider de minimis and below regulatory concern
(BRC). Committees of technical experts are being formed and
a consensus of experts from around the world will be sought.
These efforts should result in a sound scientific basis for re-
mediation efforts and the protection of the population from the
effects of radiation exposure. Part 2 will examine the problems
of disposal of mixed waste that also contain radioactive waste.

The National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP) will study
the sequence from waste generation, through treatment, storage,
packaging, and transportation, to disposal. Classification of
wastes and current disposal practices will be examined. Con-
sideration will be given to a risk-based approach. The importance
of communicating technical issues to the public will be ad-
dressed. The methods are the same as in Part 1. The resulting
report is expected to serve the nation's needs in this trouble-
some area by providing guidance of specific usefulness to those
with responsibility for waste management and control. Funda-
mental to the control of radiation exposure is the promulgation
and definition of basic radiation protection criteria. This will be
addressed in Part 3. The same methods are used as in Part
1. These efforts serve the public interest in the broadest sense
in that any utilization or management of sources that involve
irradiation requires defined criteria for exposure control.

contamination; environmental effects; radiation effects; radiation
protection; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste man-
agement; radioactive wastes; remedial action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: radiation protection.

US9400254 U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator DuCharme, A. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Kosinski, F.E.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

Since 1989 the U.S. DOE Office of Environmental Res-
toration and Waste Management and the USSR Ministry for
Atomic Power and Industry have had discussions for a technol-
ogy exchange program. The program goals are to seek the best
technology from each country and speed the correction of na-
tional environmental problems. Six fact-finding meetings have
been held to lay the program groundwork. For FY 92, technical
exchanges are scheduled for environmental restoration and waste
management discussions. This task addresses the Environmental
Restoration Workshop(s) scheduled in the United States in 1992
under the International Technology Exchange Program (ITEP).
ITEP will organize and manage the U.S.-hosted meetings with
the USSR in 1992 through 1994. The 1992 meeting will com-
plement other meetings and will be planned to stimulate technical
and administrative planning on waste management technology
(e.g., high-level-waste separations (partitioning)). Joint plans for
technology and site tests will be discussed. Four experts from
each country will be expected to participate in the workshop(s)
to be held in the United States. Data from the meeting(s) can
also aid the United States through the joint evaluation of U.S.
and USSR technology for handling waste from DOE sites.
Combinations of technology that provide a return on investment
through cost reduction and shortened implementation schedules
will be identified. FY 92 is the second year of what is a con-
tinuing U.S. and USSR WM effort for the rapid cleanup of the
two nuclear weapons complexes. After FY 92 the waste man-
agement issues will be expanded to include more than high-level
waste (e.g., hazardous chemical and heavy-metal waste from
weapons production sites). Decontamination and decommissioning
waste management studies will likely be shared along with the
waste management of surface impoundments. The number of
exchanges may increase because of the number of topics and
the scale of the ER/WM undertaking.

decontamination; hazardous materials; information dissemination;
international cooperation; meetings; planning; radioactive waste
management; remedial action; us doe; ussr.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: information dissem-
ination; USSR: radioactive waste management.
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US9400255 Mechanisms for International Technology Ex-
change, Privatization, and Transfer.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Mayfield, T.L. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00

The objectives of this effort are (1) to establish an inter-
national technology exchange transfer system that identifies for-
eign technological options for meeting technology needs in
support of EM programs and the EM-53's International Technol-
ogy Exchange (ITE) program and (2) to establish a mechanism
for transferring technologies developed by the DOE National
Laboratories, private industry, and universities to foreign markets.
The program will be divided into three tasks designed to es-
tablish interaction between private industry and DOE in interna-
tional environmental activities. The program will (1) design
mechanisms for transferring technologies to U.S. sites, (2) design
mechanisms to transfer U.S. technologies to foreign sites, and
(3) initiate international transfer demonstration projects.

demonstration programs: industry; information dissemination;
international cooperation; technology transfer; us doe; waste
management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: technology transfer.

US9400256 Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Faison, B.D. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00, B31.40

This task will develop biosorption technology for the re-
moval of uranium and other metals from uranium mill tailings
wastewater. This work will lead to a demonstration of biosorption
technology for the restoration of sites in eastern Germany with
substantial ground and surface water contamination. The work
builds on previous research by Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) team members that resulted in the identification of
biosorbents for uranium as well as for strontium, cesium, lead,
silver, iron, cadmium, and copper. (These latter metals are also
relevant to the German site). That research led to the develop-
ment of processes for treatment of effluents contaminated with
dissolved radionuclides. These processes, which utilized
biosorbents immobilized within flow-through bioreactor systems
operated in continuous mode, were successfully demonstrated
at the bench and pilot scales. Efforts in FY 92 will concentrate
on the parallel development of superior biosorbents suited for
use at the German site and improved reactor designs. Efforts
proposed in subsequent years will focus on bench and pilot scale
demonstrations of biosorption technology developed in FY 92.
They may include comparison of this technology to similar metal
biosorbent technologies developed at the University of
Birmingham in the United Kingdom and those developed in
Japan to extend the use of irradiated chelated membranes cur-
rently being applied to extraction of uranium from seawater. The
final process will be designed to be implemented on-site in a
pump-and-treat mode with continuous or semicontinuous opera-
tion. This activity addresses the need for improved technologies
for restoration of uranium-contaminated sites. The proposed
process will primarily be applied in the large-scale, long-term
remediation or uranium-laden surface water or groundwater
impoundments, but it may be equally useful as an "end-of-pipe"

treatment of waste streams. Successful operation of this process
will achieve immobilization of the targeted waste and accompa-
nying volume reduction. The technology demonstrated in the
current work will be readily transferable to the private sector and
will be sufficiently generic for use in other applications desig-
nated by DOE.

cadmium; cesium; contamination; copper; demonstration pro-
grams; federal republic of germany; iron; lead; mill tailings; ra-
dioactive effluents; radioactive waste management; remedial
action; removal; silver; sorption; strontium; uranium; waste water.

REMEDIAL ACTION: demonstration programs; URANIUM: re-
moval.

US9400257 In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic
Compounds—An America and German Collab-
oration.

Topic codes: 169; 104.
Principal Investigator: Siegrist, R.L. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00, B31.40

The purpose of this task is to demonstrate enhanced
methods and technologies for the in situ remediation of sites
contaminated by volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (e.g.,
trichloroethylene). This will be accomplished by technology ex-
change and collaborative research under the direction of scien-
tists and engineers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
and the University of Karlsruhe in Germany. The scope of the
overall project ranges from science and technology information
exchange to collaborative technology demonstrations and evalu-
ations at one or more contaminated sites in the United States
(i.e., DOE sites) and Germany. This international collaboration
builds on extensive research and demonstration activities at
ORNL, the DOE complex, and the University of Karlsruhe. Initial
efforts of this project will focus on bilateral science and tech-
nology information exchange. This will provide the basis for a
detailed project description and technical workplan that will define
demonstration, testing, and evaluation activities. Initial efforts will
focus on the implementation of one or more German technolo-
gies at one or more DOE sites where subsurface contamination
by VOCs predominates. At this time, two unique technologies
developed in Karlsruhe and of value to DOE include (1) a
groundwater well system used to manipulate and treat contam-
inated soil and groundwater and (2) an in situ biotechnology
treatment system and an associated field test facility. Other ap-
proaches and technologies may exist as well. Candidate sites
where these technologies could be demonstrated and tested in-
clude the existing DOE demonstration sites at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant, the Savannah River Site, and the
Hanford Site. These sites have expressed great interest in this
project and a willingness to facilitate demonstration activities at
their respective sites. Later in the project, DOE technologies
may be demonstrated at contaminated sites in the Karlsruhe
area. Those of potential value to Germany include enhanced
bioremediation techniques and process monitoring and control,
advanced oxidation processes, and subsurface directional drilling
and mixing technologies. The project is anticipated to be a 3-yr
effort. The principal activities to be accomplished during FY 92
include (1) project planning and organization, (2) bilateral science
and technology exchange, and (3) initiation of collaborative re-
search and demonstration tests at DOE sites.

contamination; demonstration programs; federal republic of
germany;, ground water; in-situ processing; information dissem-
ination; organic compounds; remedial action; soils; volatile matter;
waste management.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: in-situ processing; VOLATILE MAT-
TER: waste management.
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US9400258 International Environmental Assessment.

Topic codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Bradley, D.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: C52.22, E50.00

The objective of this task is to develop an assessment
of the geohydrology, contamination, and contaminant migration
at international waste management complexes. This will provide
a baseline for evaluating data and advanced preparation for
cooperative efforts in the future.

contamination; environment; environmental exposure; environ-
mental quality; evaluation; geology; hydrology; international co-
operation; radioactive waste facilities; radionuclide migration;
waste management.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: evaluation; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
FACILITIES: evaluation.

US9400259 LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization,
and Liner Design.

Topic codes: 315.
Principal Investigator: Phillips, S.J. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Nyhan, J.W.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

Current landfill closure technologies may be inadequate
to assure confinement of contaminants over extended time in-
tervals. The objective of this task activity is to demonstrate
pilot-scale landfill cover, in situ stabilization/isolation, and liner
systems capable of confinement of radioactive and hazardous
waste materials buried in landfills. Current design alternatives
developed by German scientists and engineers will be expanded
and integrated to develop and test landfill cover and liner tech-
nologies on actual material disposal areas at the Department
of Energy (DOE) complex sites. Demonstration plots at the
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Geotechnical Develop-
ment and Testing Facility and the Los Alamos National Labora-
tory (LANL) Experimental Engineered Test Facility will be used
as an adjunct to experimental plots and landfill test areas in
Germany and the United Kingdom. In situ treatment systems
developed by U.K. engineers and scientists will be evaluated for
treatment of highly corrosive waste materials. Landfill cover
demonstration activities are currently under way in Germany as
well as in the United States. Specific technologies for replace-
ment of failed landfill liners have been developed in Germany.
In situ barrier technologies are currently being developed in the
United Kingdom. These will be evaluated for potential application
at DOE complex sites. This is a joint activity between WHC and
LANL involving collaboration with European university and private
sector research and technology entities. A major objective of this
task is to promote a cooperative government contractor/U.S.
private business/foreign government or foreign business site re-
mediation activity. WHC has the initiative to conduct technology
transfer related to geotechnical engineering of landfills, and LANL
has the initiative for technology transfer relative to landfill cover
and liner systems.

federal republic of germany; hazardous materials; international
cooperation; lanl; liners; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive

waste facilities; sanitary landfills; task scheduling; technology
transfer; underground disposal; united kingdom; us doe.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: liners; SANITARY LAND-
FILLS: underground disposal.

US9400260 Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals,
and Actinides.

Topic codes: 242.
Principal Investigator: Silva, R. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Russo, R.; Hoppes, W.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
programs needs methods for the rapid, remote, in situ, or other
on-site detection and characterization of toxic chemical species,
including heavy metals, actinides, and organics at regulatory
concentration levels. In addition, the identification and charac-
terization of colloids in subsurface waters is needed to under-
stand the role of colloids in mobilization or stabilization of
contaminants and, thus, in cost-effective remediation. Research-
ers at the Institute for Radiochemistry, Karlsruhe Nuclear Re-
search Center, Germany have developed expertise and
instruments for the remote detection and quantification of toxic
chemical species by both conventional absorption spectroscopy
and laser-based photothermal absorption spectroscopy through
the use of optical fibers. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) has expertise in the application of these spectroscopies
to the monitoring of actinides in aqueous samples using sample
optical fibers and proposes to conduct a collaborative effort with
the Karlsruhe group to evaluate and affect a transfer of their
technology and instrumentation for application to DOE problems.
The development of field instruments for testing at specific in-
tegrated tests and ER sites is the goal. Collaborations with re-
searchers at the Institute for Radiochemistry, Technical University
of Munchen, Germany will be conducted to evaluate and transfer
their technology on the use of laser-induced photoacoustic
spectroscopy to characterize colloids in groundwaters. This
technique has been used to determine the size and concen-
tration of colloids in Gorleben (Germany) groundwater. There is
also the potential to identify the nature of colloid (inorganic or
organic origin) as well. An evaluation of the German technology
will be made and applicable technologies transferred for dem-
onstration at Integrated Tests and/or Environmental Restoration
sites. Successful technology development and implementation
will result in instruments for real-time measurements of
transuranics, toxic metals, and organic pollutants in situ or on
site with a resultant reduction in cost, time, and personnel ex-
posure. The private sector will be included as soon as possible
in order to benefit from new technology on foreign markets.

actinides; colloids; detection; federal republic of germany; ground
water; optical fibers; organic matter; radiation monitoring; reme-
dial action; remote sensing; spectroscopy; technology assess-
ment; technology transfer; toxic materials; waste management.

REMOTE SENSING: technology assessment; TOXIC MATERI-
ALS: remote sensing.

US9400261 International School on Innovative Technology
for Cleaning the Environment: Short Course.

Topic codes: 242; 703.
Principal Investigator: Ragaini, R.C. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence LJvermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

IMS categories: B33.40, B31.40, B32.40

The International School of Innovative Technology for
Cleaning the Environment, which has been established at the
Ettore Majorana Centre for Scientific Culture in Erice, Sicily, will
focus on using state-of-the-art technologies to clean the envi-
ronment, prevent pollution, minimize waste, and to identify
strategies to choose environmentally resilient sites and processes
for new industrial installations. The second course, to be held
April 22-29, 1992 will be callled "Innovative Technologies for
Cleaning the Environment: Air, Water, and Soil". The tentative
program consists of invited speakers who will address the fol-
lowing topics: (1) soils and ground water contamination, (2)
surface water pollution, (3) atmospheric pollution, and (4) pol-
lution prevention and strategies for cleanup. The purpose of the
course is to explore the possibilities for future international
technological advancements in pollution prevention and cleanup.

air pollution: decontamination: education: educational facilities:
international cooperation: land pollution: pollution abatement: re-
medial action: soils: surface waters: waste management: water
pollution.

AIR POLLUTION: pollution abatement: LAND POLLUTION: pol-
lution abatement: WATER POLLUTION: pollution abatement.

US9400262 International Program—Melter Sensors
Vitrification of TRU and LLMW.

for

Topic codes: 114; 154.
Principal Investigator: Bickford, D.F. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this task is to transfer to the United
States existing Germany technology for melter in-process stream
characterization of glass chemistry, to adapt that technology to
the needs of DOE waste glass producers, to demonstrate it to
U.S. commercial glass producers, and to qualify the adapted
technology for DOE waste production. Partial joint funding by the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the industrial members
of the NSF Center for Glass Research is in place for the transfer
of this technology from Germany to the United States for use
in commercial glass making. This effort will supplement that work
and extend it to meet DOE needs while standardizing it as a
control method. This project will support disposal of existing and
future DOE wastes through the vitrification process. Vitrification
is the reference process for high-level waste at the Savannah
River Site, Hanford, and the West Valley Demonstration Project.
It is being evaluated for the disposal of transuranic (TRU) and
low-level mixed wastes (LLMW) at Rocky Flats, Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL), Fernald, and Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL). U.S. commercial waste management
companies are evaluating vitrification for immobilization of toxic
and low-level radioactive wastes. The melter methods to be in-
vestigated have broad application to waste glasses and glass
ceramics regardless of the composition of the melt. The project
will be coordinated with the Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated
Demonstration (MWLID) at Sandia National Laboratories to de-
termine the applicability of the technology to mixed waste. Active
interaction will also be sought with DOE high-level-waste glass
producers and DOE custodians of LLMW and TRU wastes to
determine applicability of the technology to mixed wastes. Inte-
grated demonstrations and integrated programs that have been
identified as potential users include (1) A3, Uranium in soils; (2)
A6, toxic chemicals in soils; (3) A9, mixed-waste landfill; (4) B1,
buried waste; (5) B2, underground storage tanks; (6) B5, RCRA
wastes; (7) B6, combustile waste; (8) C8, dismantlement; (9)
IP-4, mixed- and hazardous-waste processing; (10) IP-6, in situ

vitrification; (11) IP-A, analytical laboratory; and (12) INTL,
international programs. A manufacturer of waste-glass melters
(Glasstech, Toledo, OH) has requested information on how this
technology could be included in its products. This request will
be addressed, and similar technology transfer will be sought with
other U.S. melter manufacturers.

alpha-bearing wastes: ceramic melters: demonstration programs:
federal republic of germany: glass: hazardous materials; high-
level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; production;
radioactive waste disposal; technology transfer; usa; vitrification.

CERAMIC MELTERS: technology transfer; HAZARDOUS MATE-
RIALS: vitrification.

US9400263 LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization,
and Linear Design.

Topic codes: 315.
Principal Investigator: Nyhan, J.W. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Current landfill closure technologies may be inadequate
to assure confinement of contaminants over extended time in-
tervals. The objective of this task activity is to demonstrate
pilot-scale landfll cover, in situ stabilization/isolation, and liner
systems capable of confinement of radioactive and hazardous
waste materials buried in landfills. Current design alternatives
developed by German scientists and engineers will be expanded
and integrated to develop and test landfill cover and liner tech-
nologies on actual material disposal areas at the Department
of Energy (DOE) complex sites. Demonstration plots at the
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Geotechnical Develop-
ment and Testing Facility and the Los Alamos National Labora-
tory (LANL) Experimental Engineered Test Facility will be used
as an adjunct to experimental plots and landfill test areas in
Germany and the United Kingdom (U.K.). In situ treatment sys-
tems developed by U.K. engineers and scientists will be evalu-
ated for treatment of highly corrosive waste materials. Landfill
cover demonstation activities are currently under way in Germany
as well as in the United States. Specific technologies for re-
placement of failed landfill liners have been developed in
Germany. In situ barrier technologies are currently being devel-
oped in the United Kingdom. These will be evaluated for po-
tential application at DOE complex sites.

coordinated research programs; design; federal republic of
germany; hazardous materials; lanl; liners; radioactive waste fa-
cilities; radioactive wastes; sandia laboratories; underground dis-
posal; united kingdom.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: underground disposal; LINERS: de-
sign; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground disposal.

US9400264 Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Envi-
ronmental Problems at All DOE Facilities.

Topic codes: 232.
Principal Investigator: Layton, D. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Anspaugh, L.
Periorming Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1992.11
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IMS categories: C52.30, C52.00

A pilot study to demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness
of developing realistic risk assessments for environmental prob-
lems at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) facilities was recently
completed. In a joint study with Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL), realistic risk assessments were performed for important
environmental problems at the Savannah River Site (SRS), the
Fernald Environmental Management Project (FEMT), and the
Nevada Test Site (NTS). This task will review the assessments
performed in the pilot study, along with literature sources, to
identify the major gaps in methods and data in risk assessment
as applied to DOE facilities. This task will allow prioritization of
research needs and will support the development of a general-
ized approach to realistic risk assessment at DOE facilities.

environmental quality; health hazards; nevada test site; nuclear
facilities; radioactive waste facilities; risk assessment; savannah
river plant; us doe.

NUCLEAR FACILITIES: environmental quality, risk assessment;
US DOE: nuclear facilities.

US9400265 Technology Development Files.

Topic codes: 521; 522.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, R.W. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

IMS categories: B31.50, B31.40, F31.00

The Department of Energy (DOE) is undertaking a 30-year
process of cleaning up 40 years of waste -from defense pro-
duction that has polluted cubic miles of soil and ground water
with radioactive and hazardous materials. This effort, which will
include considerable research into cheaper, faster, safer, and
more permanent processes, will generate large quantities of
technical data, reports, and studies. The extensive amount of
information produced must be incorporated into an efficient
storage, retrieval, and communication system. This technical task
plan will provide a Technology Development File (TDF)-based
system in support of the volatile organic compounds (VOC) in
Saturated Soils Integrated Demonstration (ID). A TDF consists
of a uniform cover sheet that summarizes the purpose and re-
sults of a task. Behind the cover sheet the supporting information
(calculations, drawings, and so forth) is attached. Once complete,
this document provides a reference for scientists and engineers
to share the information produced. Included in this effort will be
establishment of system requirements and guidance documents
for those participating in Office of Technology Development
(OTD) work in the advantages and use of the system and a
feasibility study of installing an automated system for all OTD
work.

demonstration programs; ground water; hazardous materials; or-
ganic wastes; radioactive wastes; remedial action; removal; soils;
volatile matter.

GROUND WATER: remedial action; ORGANIC WASTES: re-
moval; SOILS: remedial action.

US940O266 Development of High Capacity, Selective Fixed
Sequestering Agents: A Collaborative Effort with
Industry and University Participants to Develop
Extractants for Treating Nuclear Wastes.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Morrey, J.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this work is to develop high-capacity,
selective solid extractants for cesium, strontium, chromium, silver,
and noble metals from nuclear wastes. A collaborative effort with
industry and university participants is intended. A solicitation of
interest and capabilities will be issued through Commerce Busi-
ness Daily (CBD) to identify candidate advanced-separations
materials and processes to be investigated and candidate
industry/university teams to collaborate with Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) in the proposed studies. A Request for Pro-
posals (RFP) will be issued to qualified respondents from the
CBD notice from which one or more contracts will be awarded,
subject to funding availability. The scope of the project(s) will
be to test the capacity, selectivity, and stability of selected
sequestering agents and substrates in representative physical,
chemical, and radiation environments. Emphasis will be placed
on developing and demonstrating extractants with potential ap-
plications in nuclear waste management that would result in
major cost reductions and environmental benefits. Although con-
tributions from this task should be useful in addressing a variety
of problems in the DOE complex, specific applications at Hanford
will initially be targeted. A candidate advanced-separations proc-
ess has tentatively been identified for initial study, which is
based on incorporation of sequestering agents in or on suitable
substrates to facilitate the desired separations processes. A
conceptual plan for this project is outlined in the enclosed
milestone/budget summary. Should the solicitation identify a
preferred alternative or if multiple awards are made, appropriate
milestone/budget modifications will be necessary.

cesium; chromium; decontamination; evaluation; extraction; plan-
ning; radioactive wastes; separation processes; silver; strontium;
waste processing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: decontamination, separation processes.

US9400267 Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conver-
sion (Chemical Separations and Transmutations
Technologies for ATW).

Topic codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Arthur, E. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This effort is aimed at conceptualization, assessment, and
initial R & D for the Accelerator Transmutation of Nuclear Waste
Concept (ATW). The system appears to have several advantages
that may impact defense high-level waste management strategies
based upon chemical separations followed by destruction through
transmutation. The ATW system .is the only radionuclide waste
destruction concept that can effectively destroy all long-lived
radionuclides (both actinides and fission products). FY 92 funding
will support development and assessment efforts in four areas:
(1) completion of the initial investigation of the overall material
balance of the ATW system, (2) continued development of
chemical separation flowsheets for fission products and actinides,
(3) initial proof-of-principle chemistry experiments, (4) candidate
materials identification, and (5) continued development of an in-
tegrated system model for ATW. This effort represents a minimal
level needed to develop an initial system "point design" as well
as use that design in an overall determination of the system's
"material balance". Material balance includes determination of the
system's performance in terms of amounts of long-lived
radionuclides destroyed, long-lived radionuclides produced during
operation, secondary chemical waste streams created (makeup,
volume, and so forth), and preliminary assessment of disposal
options. A material balance determination is key to the assess-
ment of the impact of a chemical separations/transmutation
system on high-level nuclear waste management. Very few ma-
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terial balance determinations have been performed in a complete
manner by other similar national or international efforts. The
importance of such a materials balance determination cannot be
understated. FY 92 efforts are focused on this determination. If
results are positive, then the ATW effort would expand into a
true technology development and assessment stage aimed at
creation of a robust concept design backed by experiments and
component tests. FY 93 through FY 96 would focus on R & D
development and technical feasibility efforts associated with all
subcomponents of ATW (chemistry, materials needs,
target/blanket, and accelerator). Each subcomponent area would
include an engineering design effort, identification of key issues,
benchmark tests, and process experiments aimed at demon-
stration of individual component performance factors. At the end
of this phase, enough information would be available to make
a decision in late FY 96 of whether to proceed to an integrated
technology demonstration of the concept at a scientific scale.
FY 91 efforts were aimed at continued definition of a system,
and its subcomponents, capable of meeting defense waste de-
struction needs at a site such as Hanford. The basis of the
system has been built around its unique features that derive from
an accelerator-driven intense thermal neutron source (100 times
higher than thermal reelerator-driven intense thermal neut.

actinides; fission products; high-level radioactive wastes; radio-
active waste management; transmutation.

ACTINIDES: transmutation; FISSION PRODUCTS: transmutation.

US9400268 Sequestering Agents for Removal
Transuranics from Radioactive Waste.

of

7"oo/c codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Jarvinen, G.D. Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Jorgensen, B.S.; Midkiff, W.S.; Smith, B.F.;
Smith, PH.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Alternative technologies are urgently needed for the
treatment of wastewaters to reduce the concentration of con-
taminating metal ions to ultralow levels to meet increasingly
stringent regulatory limits and to decrease waste disposal costs.
A series of polymer-supported, ion-specific extraction systems for
removing actinides and other hazardous metal ions from
wastewater streams will be developed. Work will be initially fo-
cused on metal contaminants (especially Pu and Am) in waste
streams at the Waste Treatment Facility (WTF) at Los Alamos
(LANL) and at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). The first phase will
involve selection and testing of ligands to identify the compounds
having the required selectivity and binding constants to remove
the target metal from the waste streams. In the next phase, the
selected ligands will be incorporated into polymeric structures
that will allow ready separation of the target metal ions from the
wastewater stream. The separation properties of the polymer-
supported ligands will then be evaluated to allow a complete
engineering assessment of these polymer systems in combination
with complementary technologies and for comparison with com-
peting technologies. These new polymer materials can provide
cost-effective replacement for sludge-intensive precipitation treat-
ments and yield effluents that meet more stringent discharge
requirements. A reasonable scenario for the reduction of Pu and
Am sludge waste at the RFP results in estimated savings of
$10 million per year in waste disposal costs. At LANL a 95%
reduction of low-level sludge volume and a 50% reduction in
transuranic (TRU) sludge volume is anticipated. Applications for
these systems at Hanford and other DOE facilities are also ap-
parent. The exploratory work done by the R & D team has
demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach to clean up
wastewaters.

americium; extraction; plutonium; transuranium elements; wasfe
processing; waste water.

TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS: extraction; WASTE WATER:
wasfe processing.

US9400269 Combined TRUEX-SREX Extraction/Recovery
Process.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Horwitz, E.P. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this task is to further develop and test
a new solvent extraction/recovery process that is designed to
extract and selectively partition U, transuranic (TRUs) (Np, Pu,
Am), 9OSr and 99Tc from dissolved sludge waste obtained from
Hanford storage tanks. The objectives of the process are to
minimize the amount of waste that must be vitrified and to re-
duce the cost of chemical pretreatment. The new process is a
combination of TRUEX and the recently developed strontium
extraction (SREX) process. The major areas of the process that
require further development involve optimization of the process
solvent formulation, delineation of the solvent loading limits,
measurement of dispersion numbers and batch tests to further
evaluate the influence of a number of inert constituents that may
be present in large concentrations in the dissolved sludge waste
(e.g., Bi). Based on these studies, a flowsheet will be designed
and tested in a continuous countercurrent mode using centrifugal
contractors. The criteria for success will be the level of reduction
of Am, Sr, and Tc from the feed solution, and the selectivity
and efficiency in backextracting TRUs and Sr from U and Tc.
There are two major benefits of the combined TRUEX-SREX
process. First, a significant reduction in the amount of waste
requiring vitrification should be achieved because the raffinate
from the process can be converted to grout, although it may
still require removal of i37Cs before conversion to grout. The
second benefit is the combined process should reduce the cost
of chemical pretreatment because it requires less space and
equipment than TRUEX and SREX operated in tandem. A single
process is also easier to control because it requires the handling
of only one process stream.

americium; hanford reservation; neptunium; plutonium; solvent
extraction; strontium 90; tanks; technetium 99; transuranium ele-
ments; uranium.

STRONTIUM 90: solvent extraction; TECHNETIUM 99: solvent
extraction; TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS: solvent extraction.

US9400270 Technical and Regulatory Review of the Rover
Nuclear Fuel Process for Use on Fort St. Vrain
Fuel.

Topic codes: 144.
Principal Investigator: Schutte, W. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Soonsorinq Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B16.20

This project consists of a regulatory analysis and technical
review to determine the feasibility of applying the Rover nuclear
fuel process technologies for use on the Fort St. Vrain graphite
matrix fuel. A thorough evaluation of the Rover process and
status must be made and compared to the requirements identi-
fied for Fort St. Vrain fuel processing in order to make an in-
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formed decision for future program direction. No operational
reprocessing or treatment technology currently exists for the Fort
St. Vrain spent fuel; therefore, the present management method
is temporary storage at the Fort St. Vrain nuclear facility in
Colorado and at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP)
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Indefinite
storage of this material is not a viable alternative, therefore
reprocessing/treatment to change fuel characteristics to meet
high-level waste (HLW) repository waste acceptance criteria is
necessary and drives the need for DOE action. Benefits that can
be realized from this study are (1) a technical basis for deter-
mining if Fort St. Vrain fuel can be reprocessed using the
ROVER technology and (2) a technical basis for DOE to es-
tablish future program direction if the Rover process is not a
feasible alternative. The principal task objectives will be (1) to
perform a thorough evaluation of the Rover process and facility
status to determine the potential for restarting Rover equipment
or using Rover technology in a new facility to process Fort St.
Vrain fuel, (2) to determine baseline technical requirements for
the successful processing of Fort St. Vrain fuel, (3) to review
relevant current and soon-to-be promulgated environmental reg-
ulations that would be required to operate a Rover or Rover-type
facility, (4) to identify alternative process technologies for proc-
essing graphite-matrix nuclear fuels, and (5) to prepare a written
report summarizing the reviews and analyses performed in the
four previous tasks and provide recommendations for future
program direction.

radioactive wastes; reprocessing; spent fuels; vrain reactor.

SPENT FUELS: reprocessing.

US9400271 HLW Technical Development and Process Ver-
ification.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Knecht, D.A. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The Idaho High-Level Waste (HLW) Technical Develop-
ment and Process Verification program (in place to develop and
implement a technology for the treatment, immobilization, and
disposal of Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) HLW, about
10,500 m3 presently stored on-site) has been in place to reduce
HLW volume, meet waste acceptance requirements, enviromental
compliance, and all applicable standards and regulations. This
program has a high priority because, if curtailed, site operations
could be jeopardized by noncompliance with land disposal re-
strictions (LDR) that will take effect in 1992, and a case-by-case
extension or other form of regulatory action to be in compliance
with LDR may not be achieved. R & D activities in this program
will develop candidate disposal strategies for ICPP HLW and
provide preliminary process flow diagrams and mass/energy bal-
ances related to the pyrochemical treatment of ICPP calcine.
Waste form options for the pyrochemical treatment process in-
clude glass, glass-ceramic, and as yet to be defined new
options. At the FY 92 funding level of $915K as shown in this
TTP, a report on actinide removal technology as applied to ICPP
HLW will be issued. In addition, preliminary pilot-scale mock-up
and laboratory tests will be completed on calcine processing
steps that are common to the pyrochemical option, such as
calcine blending, grinding, and delivery systems and suitable
waste forms. Technical support will also be provided to the is-
suance of a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) by DOE
Office of Waste Operations (OWO). Carry-over capital equipment
funding has all been committed in FY 91 and will be used to
complete equipment purchases.

high-level radioactive wastes; idaho chemical processing plant;
radioactive waste processing; regulations; standards; waste forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

US9400272 Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine.

Topic codes: 133.
Principal Investigator: Knecht, D.A. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This work plan describes a two-phase research and de-
velopment program proposed to establish the feasibility of a
pyrochemical treatment process for Idaho Chemical Process Plant
(ICPP) high-level waste (HLW) calcine. Pyrochemical treatment
consists of high-temperature selective slagging removal of inert
materials and electrolytic separation of actinides and fission
products in a molten metal/salt environment. This conceptual
treatment process has the potential to significantly reduce the
amount of HLW that would require disposal in a federal reposi-
tory by up to 30-fold. The objectives of Phase I are to establish
the research and development needs associated with demon-
strating the feasibility of a pyrochemical treatment process and
to outline the research and engineering programs that will result
in supplying these needs. The goal of Phase II is to exper-
imentally demonstrate technical feasibility and provide scientific
and engineering data needed for an integrated small-scale
demonstration of the pyrochemical treatment process. At the end
of each phase, a decision to proceed will be made based on
the understanding of the feasibility of the process. The initial
research and development would be completed with Phase II
and a Technology Status Report issued for Office of Technology
Development (OTD) review and concurrence. An integrated
process demonstration will be proposed and a development, test,
and evaluation (DT & E) test plan developed for implementation
starting FY 95 if the process is shown to be feasible.

actinides; calcined wastes; extraction; fission products; high-level
radioactive wastes; idaho chemical processing plant; radioactive
waste processing.

ACTINIDES: extraction; CALCINED WASTES: radioactive waste
processing; FISSION PRODUCTS: extraction.

US9400273 Planning for Pilot-Plant Demonstration of
TRUEX.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Bell, J.T. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

The minimization of future vitrified waste at Hanford will
greatly depend on good removal of the transuranic (TRU) com-
ponents from the waste tank sludges. The TRUEX solvent ex-
traction process is favored technology to remove TRU elements
from dissolved sludge, but this technology is not developed
through the conventional chemical engineering scheme of pilot-
plant demonstration. A TRUEX pilot-plant demonstration (PPD)
must be done before this technology can be selected for the
final pretreatment process. The PPD must be done with an en-
vironment that closely matches the Hanford wastes and the
proposed pretreatment facility. It can be done at any location
that meets the following requirements: (1) the technical sepa-
rations skills and expertise to perform and evaluate the pilot-plant
operations and results, (2) a shielded and remote-operations fa-
cility that can be dedicated and operated within three years, (3)
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an on-site waste that is radioactive and closely simulates the
Hanford sludges, and (4) the proper management of wastes from
this pilot plant. This proposal will allow an investigation into
potential sites to be performed and limited experimental and
flowsheet development efforts to be conducted. This proposal is
short-term to allow timely reporting to EM-54 in order to use the
information in program development.

demonstration programs; high-level radioactive wastes; pilot
plants; sludges; solvent extraction; transuranium elements; truex
process.

TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS: solvent extraction; TRUEX
PROCESS: demonstration programs.

US9400274 Innovative Chemical Separation: Development
and Testing of New Chemical Separations and
Treatment Methods for Nuclear Waste Disposal.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Wester, D. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The overall scope of this work is to identify, develop, and
test new solid-based chemical separations and treatment options
that could result in major cost reductions and environmental
benefits in the treatment of radioactive and hazardous wastes
across the DOE complex. To this end, efforts will be directed
at identifying, developing, and testing new options that have not
yet been considered in baseline plans and to fill voids not sat-
isfied by existing technologies. Although contributions from this
task will undoubtedly be useful in addressing a variety of prob-
lems in the DOE complex, specific problems at Hanford will be
targeted The related task, Development of High-Capacity Se-
lective Fixed Sequestering Agents (RL321701), is being managed
in this task and technical activities will be closely integrated with
this task in so far as Phase II of RL321701 will be performed
under the auspices of this task. Close ties will also be main-
tained with other tasks as they are funded as a means of de-
signing efficient system-compatible processes. Efforts will be
guided by the strategy developed for the Office of Technology
Development (OTD) Efficient Separations and Processing Inte-
grated Program (ESPIP). Applicable research efforts currently
being supported by Basic Energy Sciences and other institutions
will be monitored and evaluated for applicability to waste man-
agement problems. To the maximum extent possible, strong ties
and interchange will be fostered between other DOE laboratories,
industry, and universities. In addition, whenever essential data
needed for process development are not available, appropriate
research will be defined and undertaken. Initial efforts will be
directed at recovery and concentration of Cs, Sr, and
transuranics (TRUs). New options to separate Cs, Sr, and TRUs
from basic and acidified high-level wastes (HLW) will be identi-
fied, developed, and tested. This project will act as a test bed
and integrator for DOE and industrial work on solid-based and
other advanced sequestering agents.

cesium; hanford reservation; hazardous materials; high-level ra-
dioactive wastes; materials recovery; radioactive waste process-
ing; separation processes; strontium; technology assessment;
transuranium elements; us doe.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: materials recovery, ra-
dioactive waste processing.

US9400275 Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of
Performance of Unit Operations and Systems
of Such Operations Proposed to Effect Ad-
vanced Chemical Separations of Hanford Waste
Streams.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Kuhn, W.L. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this task is to develop computer sub-
models of chemical separation processes that are integrated into
a total waste treatment system from retrieval to the final dispo-
sition. The submodels will include all inputs, emissions, dis-
charges, and products and will focus on a detailed representation
of waste pretreatment and separation processes. The submodels
will be integrated into a total system model developed by
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), which will assess how
variations in the waste separation or pretreatment portion of the
system effect costs and mass balances. The total system model
will also consider facility construction costs and decommissioning
costs. The first application will be to wastes from the Hanford
single-shell tanks TRUEX system. An initial set of unit processes
will be based on the systems engineering studies of waste
management being conducted for the tanks. The second phase
of this effort (FY 93 et seq) will assess additional technologies
identified through interaction with various activities including the
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (ID) pro-
gram, other integrated programs, and pretreatment in support
of waste management operations.

computer codes; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive
wastes; separation processes; tanks.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes;
SEPARATION PROCESSES: computer codes.

US9400276 Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Under-
ground Storage Tank Sludge Pretreatment Per-
formance.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Silva, L.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Felmy, A.R.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Underground storage tanks at Hanford and other DOE
sites contain a complex mixture of inorganic and organic com-
pounds. Pretreatment processes to be used prior to disposal
must be developed for a wide variety of waste types. The ob-
jective of this task is to develop the necessary data and models
to predict the performance of proposed treatment processes. This
predictive capability is expected to significantly reduce the cost
and time required for pretreatment process development and
improve effectiveness of pretreatment operations. This predictive
model will be based on rigorous chemical equilibrium calculations
to predict the chemical behavior of sludges and concentrated
solutions and the changes in chemistry that will occur in these
solutions in response to different processes. These equilibrium
calculations will be combined with engineering flowsheet calcu-
lations to determine the overall effect of the process chemistry
on equipment design and operation as well as waste minimiza-
tion. A commercially available software package (ASPEN PLUS)
will be used to integrate these equilibrium and flowsheet calcu-
lations. ASPEN PLUS contains equations to rigorously and ac-
curately model highly concentrated solutions (high-ionic strength)
and reactions with solids such as sludges. Since most of the
data required to accurately simulate sludge and slurry systems
are currently lacking in the ASPEN PLUS databanks, analysis
of existing literature data and experimentation are important parts
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of this project. Results from other TTP supported activities would
also be incorporated into the model. This task is expected to
take about 5 years. Initial work will focus on washing and acid
dissolution of single-shell tank (SST) sludges from U-110 and
B-110 tanks. These tanks contain very different sludge-type
wastes, and the elemental concentrations of these wastes con-
veniently bracket the mean concentrations of SST sludge wastes.
FY 92 work will include an analysis of existing literature data,
experimentation to obtain parameters for the silica species in the
tank wastes, and building and evaluating the predictive model.
FY 93 work will include experiments to obtain parameters for
other major waste constituents. Minor constituents will be added
in successive years as needed. Further work would also extend
this predictive capability to other waste types.

education; mathematical models; radioactive wasfe processing;
sludges; tanks.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: sludges; TANKS:
sludges.

US9400277 Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of
a Total Waste Treatment System.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Holmes, J.J. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this task is to develop a computer model
to simulate a total waste treatment system from retrieval to the
final disposition. The model will include all inputs, emissions,
discharges, and products and will focus on a detailed represen-
tation of waste pretreatment and separation processes. It will
also contain sufficient features of the total system to assess how
variations in the waste separation or pretreatment portion of the
system affect costs and mass balances. The model will also
consider facility construction costs and decommissioning costs.
The first application of this model will be wastes from the
Hanford single-shell tanks (SST) TRUEX system. An initial set
of unit processes will be based on the systems engineering
studies of waste management being conducted for the tanks.
The second phase of this effort (FY 93 et seq) will assess ad-
ditional technologies identified through interaction with various
activities including the Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (ID) program, other integrated programs, and
pretreatment in support of waste management operations.

cost; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; math-
ematical models; separation processes; tanks.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes;
SEPARATION PROCESSES: mathematical models.

US9400278 Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I:
Program Plan for Assessing and Integrating
Space, Airborne, and Surface Methods.

Topic codes: 302.
Principal Investigator: Van Eeckhout, E. Los Alamos National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los
Alamos, NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: B31.40, B33.40

At least 3700 sites within the DOE complex require
characterization to determine what wastes are present, how the
wastes are spreading, and what the best means are of remedi-
ating this contamination. Site characterization is estimated by
some to cost 50% of the total cleanup cost. The most recent
DOE five-year plan reports that the cleanup costs could top $40
billion between 1993 and 1997. Thus characterization costs might
be around $20 billion. A particularly pressing need is for
noninvasive methods to provide preliminary site characterization,
so that borehole penetrations for detailed characterization can
be optimally located and their number minimized. Under this
TTP, which is Phase I of an anticipated larger site character-
ization program, DOE will be provided with input to the CMST-IP
Program Strategy so that the best technologies of federal
agencies (including classified capabilities), industry, and univer-
sities can be adapted for DOE use.

boreholes; contamination; cost; energy facilities; monitoring; nu-
clear facilities; radioactive wastes; site characterization; us doe.

NUCLEAR FACILITIES: site characterization; US DOE: energy
facilities, nuclear facilities.

US9400279 VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Character-
ization Technology.

Topic codes: 169; 302.
Principal Investigator: Haas, W.J., Jr. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Other Investigators: Junk, G.
Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: B31.40, E50.00

Ames Laboratory will generate a list of characterization
technologies applicable to Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCS)
in the vadose zone and groundwater at an arid Integrated
Demonstration (ID) site. The identified technologies will be eval-
uated and prioritized for selection of two or three to be sup-
ported and included in the ID at the Hanford site. The listing,
evaluation, and prioritization of the technologies will be coordi-
nated with the ID's Characterization and Monitoring Technical
Support Groups (TSGs) and with the Integrated Program for
Characterization, Monitoring, and Sensor Technologies (IP-
CMST).

budgets; demonstration programs; ground water; hanford reser-
vation; monitoring; organic wastes; site characterization; task
scheduling; volatile matter; waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: site characterization; ORGANIC
WASTES: waste management.

US9400280 In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Eval-
uation of a Transportable Ion Trap SIMS In-
strument for the Direct Analysis of Low Volatile
Organic Compounds.

Topic codes: 187.
Principal Investigator: Delmore, J.E. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization; EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E41.20, B31.40, E50.00

This program will develop a laboratory-based, transport-
able instrument that combines new secondary ion mass
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spectrometry (SIMS) technology developed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) with an ion trap mass
spectrometer. This new type of instrument will have the capability
to analyze low- or nonvolatile organic materials such as chelating
agents, complexing agents, and their metal complexes. It is an-
ticipated that this instrument will be able to function on site,
require no sample preparation, produce no laboratory waste, and
be cost effective based on rapid analysis time and moderate
instrument cost. Organic chelating and complexing agents are
not currently targeted by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
analyses because they are not particularly hazardous in and of
themselves. However, these compounds bind to radionuclides
and toxic metals; the complexed metals and radionuclides are
very mobile in the environment and exacerbate the risk posed
to humans and to the environment. Information on the speciation
of the radionuclides and toxic metals loose in the environment
at DOE sites is scant, but is needed to assess environmental
risk and to guide remediation efforts. Of perhaps even greater
concern is the suspicion that complexing agents and chelating
agents contaminated with uranium and plutonium were dumped
at DOE burial sites. Uranium and plutonium are difficult to detect
because they have low alpha activity and their only photon
emission is weak X rays; hence, analyses are time-consuming
and expensive. The detection of complexing and chelating agents
may be a useful indication of the possible presence of uranium
and plutonium, with substantially reduced cost and effort com-
pared to the detection of plutonium itself. Certain materials en-
countered in characterization or remediation activities are not
amenable to analysis using conventional means because they
are difficult to extract. Frequently these materials adsorb
radionuclides, toxic metals, and low-volatile organic compounds,
but at this time there is no facile method for analyzing this type
of sample in a manner that is fast, specific, sensitive, and
field-transportable. Newly developed SIMS technology has been
shown to be effective for the analysis of organophosphorus
compounds adsorbed onto a variety of surfaces. The approach
for the In Situ SIMS program is to combine this technology with
an ion trap mass analyzer for the analysis of materials such as
low volatile organics and metal complexes that have been de-
posited onto the surfaces of samples such as soil, rocks, con-
crete, asphalt, plastic, and wood. The program will require
analytical scoping studies, and ion optical modeling of a SIMS
source with an ion trap. If the results of these studies are
promising, then an ion trap SIMS will be constructed and tested
in the laboratory. If these tests are positive, a transportable ion
trap SIMS will be constructed If these te.

chemical analysis; mass spectrometers; mass spectroscopy; ra-
dioactive waste management; technology assessment.

MASS SPECTROMETERS: technology assessment.

US9400281 INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies.

7"op/c codes: 302.
Principal Investigator: Merrill, S.K. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.40, E50.00

This technical task plan (TTP) will provide for a multidis-
ciplinary approach to high-resolution site characterization and be
complimentary to other past and proposed Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC) characterization activities. The
successful integration of data sets procured through this TTP
will lead to a better understanding of how geophysical methods
can be applied to the characterization of buried waste sites.
Nonintrusive aerial characterization testing was performed on the
Identification of Buried Structure (IBS) or Aerial Surveillance
project in October-November 1991. The objective of the project
was to demonstrate airborne methods for locating and identifying
ordnance and buried waste at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL). EG & G Idaho awarded a contract to two
subcontractors. Martin Marietta Missile systems was contracted
to demonstrate their thermal IR imaging system and EBASCO
Environmental was contracted for a demonstration of their air-
borne magnetic and electromagnetic surveying system. The INEL

Nonintrusive Characterization Studies TTP in part is to provide
follow-up studies to test characterization strategies delineated as
a result of these surveys. Specific studies and demonstrations
will include (1) further investigation of the existing EBASCO
magnetic and electromagnetic data; (2) data inversion; (3) high-
resolution geophysical data acquisition; (4) cataloging of existing
remote sensing work; (5) determination of the factors affecting
ground-probing radar performance at RWMC, INEL; and (6) in-
vestigation of further IR technology development. Selected char-
acterization activities may extend into FY 93 based on the
specific demonstration requirements, access to demonstration
sites at INEL, National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) re-
quirements, and hazards analysis determination approvals.

electromagnetic surveys; geophysical surveys; Idaho national en-
gineering laboratory; radar; radioactive waste management; re-
mote sensing; site characterization; underground disposal.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: site charac-
terization.

US9400282 Analysis of Plume: Characterization of the
Anomaly Located in the NODA at INEL.

Topic codes: 302.
Principal Investigator: Sisson, J.B. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.40, C52.22, E50.00

The purpose of the Analysis of Plume project is to char-
acterize and verify the physical, chemical, and biological prop-
erties responsible for the IR anomaly at the Naval Ordinance
Disposal Area (NODA) at the Idaho National Engineering Labo-
ratory (INEL) discovered during the Martin Marietta Airborne Im-
aging Survey October 10, 1991. The anomaly results from the
differential radiation of IR energy in the 8-12 (im range over a
trapezoidal area with maximum dimensions of 58 by 90 ft. Re-
sults of this investigation will provide the Department of Energy
(DOE) with information on the IR anomaly observed at NODA.
Characterization of the anomaly and adjacent area (to establish
a baseline) will entail (1) chemical analysis of organic and inor-
ganic compounds; (2) biological characterization such as type
and density of biota and or obvious stresses on plant growth;
(3) physical analysis such as optical petrography; (4) broadband
IR spectral characterization of the site and samples; and (5)
geophysical site characterization with ground penetrating radar,
spontaneous potential, and so forth. This information will be used
to identify the chemical, physical, and/or biological phenomena
that produced the temperature difference anomaly observed with
the aerial surveillance technology.

chemical analysis; environmental effects; geophysical surveys;
Idaho national engineering laboratory; plant growth; site charac-
terization.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: geophysical
surveys, site characterization.

US9400283 Remote Sensing Systems Development and
Applications.

Topic codes: 187; 193.
Principal Investigator: Balick, L. EG & G Energy Measurements,

Inc., Las Vegas Area Operations, Las Vegas, NV, 89114,
USA.

Performing Organization: EG & G Energy Measurements, Inc.
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.12
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INIS categories: E41.40, E50.00, E15.00

The focus of this program is the coordinated development
and evaluation of existing sensor systems and new remote
sensing technologies for environmental restoration and waste
management applications. Emphasis will be placed on airborne
remote sensing systems useful for surface and subsurface
characterization studies. Airborne studies permit rapid, high-
resolution, nonintrusive thorough coverage of large areas. Po-
tential applications exist at all DOE sites. Existing remote sensing
systems (both nuclear and nonnuclear) and their associated
processing techniques will be evaluated and optimized to address
site characterization and monitoring needs. Integration of remote
sensing data with geographic information systems will also be
developed. Comprehensive technology reviews will be undertaken
to identify new sensors for characterizing both radioactive and
nonradioactive contaminants as well as their environmental ef-
fects. Promising approaches will be pursued and developed.
Remote sensing system commonalities, such as locational
equipment (e.g., Global Positioning System) and data-recording
devices and formats, will be examined. Extensive teaming will
be used to further identify user needs, develop new systems,
and transfer useful technology to DOE.

contamination; environmental effects; monitoring; radioactive
waste management; remote sensing; site characterization; tech-
nology assessment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: environmental effects;
REMOTE SENSING: technology assessment.

US9400284 Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters.

Topic^ codes: 201.
Principal Investigator: Seme, R.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B31.40, B31.10, E52.00

Activities in this project support validation of source-term
release and contaminant transport modules within perfomance
assessment (PA) codes required to perfom defensible evaluations
of DOE site burial ground PA analyses. A technically defensible
suite of PA codes and long-term performance analyses of man-
made waste forms/materials will also prove useful for differen-
tiating the merits of various remediation techniques and
quantifying the benefits of any remediation versus the no action
alternative (base case). Finally, PA codes are the tools used to
quantify risk and allow decisions on disposal site selection, re-
medial actions, and final site closures to be made objectively.
The goals of the project are (1) to finish laboratory analyses
on lysimeter drainage waters; (2) to finish tabulation of the
chemical, hydrologic, and meteorologic data into convenient
computer files; (3) to begin data analyses by using various
source term release conceptual models; and (4) to document the
validation attempt selected. Nine years ago ten waste forms
containing solidified radioactive liquid wastes and spent ion ex-
change resins were buried in shallow sediments. Solidification
agents included cement, bitumen, and polyester styrene.
Meteorologic, hydrologic, and chemical data on the leaching of
radioactive (3H, '37Cs, 60Co, and soSr) and chemical (B, Na,
SO4, and so forth) wastes from the solids are collected at least
quarterly each year. The data set represents the most compre-
hensive collection of meteorologic, hydrologic, and chemical data
for a specific shallow land burial site at a DOE complex (or
perhaps in the world) and, thus, it should be valuable in per-
formance assessment code validation especially for waste form
release submodules. Plans call for exhumation and detailed an-
alyses of the wastes and contaminated soils in half the
lysimeters in FY 93 to add to the existing database to further
facilitate the validation effort. The remaining five lysimeters (du-
plicates of the five to be exhumed) would continue to be mon-
itored for 2-5 more years to allow comparison to predictions
based on models and codes generated/benchmarked using the
existing monitoring and future exhumation data set. Besides
bolstering the technical defensibility of DOE evaluations of each

site's PA submittals for active burial grounds, the validated codes
and analyses will be useful for differentiating the merits of vari-
ous remediation techniques for cleanup of solid waste and con-
taminated soil sites at DOE facilities and risk analysis of burial
and remediation activities.

cesium 137; cobalt 60; contamination; hydrology; leaching; me-
teorology; performance; radioactive waste disposal; radionuclide
migration; remedial action; soils; source terms; strontium 90;
underground disposal.

SOILS: contamination; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: radionuclide
migration.

US9400285 Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound Plant.

Topic codes: 521.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, D.O. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Heinrich, R.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B31.40, B11.30

Argonne National Laboratory is evaluating the Bradtec
ACT-DE-CON solvent proprietary process to dissolve and extract
Plutonium (Pu-238) from contaminated soil from the Mound fa-
cility. The project consists of four tasks: (1) sample receipt,
preparation, and analysis; (2) ACT-DE-CON dissolution studies;
(3) sample analysis; and (4) report preparation.

decontamination; extraction; mound laboratory; plutonium 238;
radioactive effluents; radioecological concentration; remedial
action; sampling; soils.

PLUTONIUM 238: extraction; SOILS: decontamination.

US9400286 Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping
Technology for MMLID.

Topic codes: 167; 333.
Principal Investigator: Hakonson, T.E. Los Alamos National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los
Alamos, NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

As an interim step in designing an onsite capping closure
demonstration at the Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demon-
stration (MWLID), monitoring will be continued of an existing
landfill capping field demonstration (funded by the US Air Force
(USAF) through FY 91) at Hill Air Force Base (AFB) in Utah.
The continued monitoring of the Hill AFB demo over the next
two years will leverage the $700K already invested by the USAF
to provide a credible time record (about 4 years total) on the
performance of four different capping alternatives, including the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) cap, that are likely candidates for the
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) MWLID. In addition to reducing
startup costs and time to usefu results, the data from Hill AFB
will be used to optimize cap designs for the MWLID onsite demo
proposed for FY 94. The demo is instrumented to permit a full
hydrologic evaluation of the four cap designs. SNL and Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will also assemble a Tech-
nical Advisory Group to plan and conduct a review to summarize
the technical status and future needs for capping closures. This
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summary will be used, along with the results of the Hill AFB
demonstration, to design the capping demonstration for the
MWLID.

chemical wastes; design; hydrology; radioactive waste disposal;
radioactive waste facilities; radioactive wasfes; remedial action;
sandia laboratories; sanitary landfills; site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste disposal; SANITARY
LANDFILLS: remedial action.

US9400287 Waste Treatment Integrated Demonstration.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: ?. Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM, 87545,
USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this task is to implement a Waste
Treatment Integrated Demonstration (WTID) program that estab-
lishes a mixed waste treatment testbed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL). Treatment technologies will be demonstrated
on the range of waste streams at LANL to establish a per-
formance baseline for application throughout the DOE complex.
Technology development wil be directly tied to EM-30 mixed-
waste management problems (represented at LANL), which in-
clude test data on treatment of actual waste, design parameters,
and engineering assessments of technology applicability to other
DOE waste streams. The WTID will critically evaluate technolo-
gies for the entire scope of mixed- waste problems including
characterization, handling, treatment, and final disposal. Evalu-
ation will occur at several different levels including technical
performance, chemical and process engineering, cost-
effectiveness (vis-grave a vis alternative technologies), regulatory
compliance, operational safety and risk, quality assurance, and
technology transfer. LANL will establish a cooperative relationship
with regulatory agencies at the state and federal level in devel-
oping a streamlined permitting process that will be required for
new technology research, development, and demonstration. Se-
veral subtasks will be accomplished and include waste stream
identification and technology matching, establishing a Waste
Treatment User Facility Program, obtaining necessary state and
federal permits, conducting waste treatment technology demon-
stration project in FY 92, designing and implementing a tech-
nology evaluation program and creatin program, interactions with
interested participants from all constituencies.

chemical wastes; demonstration programs; radioactive waste
processing; radioactive wasfes; technology assessment; waste
processing.

WASTE PROCESSING: demonstration programs.

US9400288 Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter.

Topic codes: 151.
Principal Investigator: Bergman, W. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00, B33.10

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and Y-12
Plant, in partnership with industry, will develop a cleanable steel
high efficiency paniculate air (HEPA) filter to reduce the costs

associated with HEPA filters used in many DOE/DoD programs.
The steel filters, by virtue of their material properties, also have
increased reliability because of their high strength, water, and
temperature resistance. Since most of the waste management
costs of the current glass-paper HEPA filters result from the
disposal of loaded, radioactively contaminated filters, a key ele-
ment of the project will be to develop filter cleaning techniques.
Technology will also be developed to improve the performance
of these filters by reducing the size of the steel fibers from
present diameters to those consistent with current glass-paper
technology. Experimentally verified analysis of filter efficiency,
filter clogging, and filter cleaning will provide guidance for the
R & D effort. With these improvements, the steel HEPA filter
will cost about $5,000, will be applicable in most DOE applica-
tions, and will save DOE $98 million each year in filtration and
waste management costs. The initial effort (started in FY 91) is
a feasibility demonstration of a cleanable steel HEPA filter in a
uranium grit blaster at the Y-12 Plant. A report will be prepared
that will review the demonstration results in July 1992, and the
research data regarding current costs of glass-paper HEPA filters
will be summarized in a report to be prepared by June 1992.
During FY 92, significant efforts will begin in fiber reduction re-
search, filter media development, and filtration fundamentals.
Beginning in FY 93 and continuing through FY 95, work will be
conducted in the areas of filter fabrication and production, and
filter-cleaning research. Completion of these major subtasks will
ultimately lead to steel filters with performance characteristics
equal to or better than current glass-paper technology, optimized
filter production techniques that will drastically reduce the cost
of a cleanable steel HEPA filter, and cleaning techniques appli-
cable to a variety of sites and applications. Efforts to improve
filter certification and test methods for particle loading and
cleaning will also begin. Current regulatory requirements are
based on an incorrect standard, and revised test procedures will
be developed to be submitted to DOE for approval. This subtask
will begin in FY 93 and end in FY 95. The use of alternative
materials in HEPA filters will be investigated. LLNL will explore
mixtures of ceramic and metal fibers to make cermet filters in
FY 94; Y-12 will explore a variety of other materials in a sep-
arately funded program in FY 94 and FY 95.

air cleaning; air filters; efficiency; feasibility studies; particulates;
radioactive materials; steels; uranium; y-12 plant.

AIR FILTERS: feasibility studies; URANIUM: air cleaning.

US9400289 DOE Waste Management Bar Coding System.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Berrett, S. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F31.00

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) will
update and consolidate two existing Department of Energy (DOE)
Waste Management Tracking databases into a single standard-
ized skeleton system utilizing bar codes to support the DOE
system. INEL will make the system available to several selected
DOE sites and provide installation, training, and assistance to
them as requested. Advanced bar coding technologies including
new two-dimensional bar codes will be considered in the tracking
system to facilitate ease of future upgrades. Several DOE sites
have been identified as potential sites for initial implementation
of the system. These sites include the Grand Junction Project
Office and the Sandia National Laboratories. To complete the
consolidation phase of this project, the skeleton Waste Man-
agement Tracking System will also be made available for dis-
tribution to companies in the private sector through technology
transfer. INEL will also initiate an effort to investigate the uses
of bar coding technology in a highly radioactive hot-cell envi-
ronment. The effort will include gaining an understanding of two
aspects. (1) The radiation effects on bar code labels and other
equipment that may be placed within the hot cell for an extended
period of time. This may include laser scanners, video cameras
as demonstrated in an integrated demonstration at Richland, and
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radio-frequency signal devices. (2) The ability of present scanning
technology to accurately read bar codes through oil-filled, thick
plate glass found in hot-cell operations. The angle and distance
of reading using laser and video camera technology will also
be investigated.

idaho national engineering laboratory; information systems; radi-
ation hazards; remote sensing; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT; information systems.

US9400290 Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) Incinerators for Destruction of Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) High Explosives (HE).

Topic codes: 163.
Principal Investigator: Shapiro, C. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The Department of Energy (DOE) has commenced an
extensive nuclear weapons dismantling program. This will result
in substantial quantities of surplus high explosives (HE), which
must be disposed of in the near future. Open burning (the
method previously used for HE destruction) is being prohibited
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which has iden-
tified incineration as the "Best Demonstrated Available Technol-
ogy" for such disposal. However, design and construction of new
facilities for incineration (or for any other new method to destroy
HE) would require considerable time and expense. This submittal
proposes evaluating the feasibility and desirability of adapting
either of two existing DOE incinerators at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) (the PREPP and the WERF
incinerators) for HE incineration, because if such action is prac-
tical, it could prove considerably more timely and less expensive
than an alternative. Recent information from the Department of
Defense (DoD) and from the commercial HE sector suggests that
adapting an existing incinerator may be practical either to destroy
the HE by dealing with it as a feed material or by using it as
a fuel supplement.

combustion; decommissioning; feasibility studies; idaho national
engineering laboratory; incinerators; nuclear explosives; nuclear
weapons; radioactive waste disposal; uses.

INCINERATORS: uses; NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES: combustion.

US9400291 Hexone Tank Waste Treatment.

7"op/c codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Rasmussen, O.R. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Heine, W.F.
Periorming Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00, E23.00

The hexone waste remediation demonstration was initially
funded by the Hazardous Waste Remedial Action Program
(HAZWRAP) in FY 87 to show remediation of 34,000 gallons
of a radioactively contaminated hazardous waste organic mixture.
This waste was stored in two underground storage tanks (USTs)
that were single-encased and did not meet Resource Conserva-
tion and Recovery Act (RCRA) containment requirements. Con-
tinued storage of the waste in these tanks was not acceptable
because of the age of the tanks and the potential for leaking
to the surrounding soil. This remediation is a benefit to the en-

vironment and a precursor to the closure of these tanks which
is a Tri-Party Agreement milestone. The technology selected for
the remediation demonstration was distillation followed by final
disposal. The distillation process included two stages of
distillation, which removed more than 99.9% of the radioactive
contamination from the organics and water stored in the hexone
tanks. The only remaining contaminant of concern is a trace
amount of tritium that has replaced hydrogen atoms in the
hexone molecule and that cannot be removed by distillation or
chemical treatment. The distillate is currently being stored in
Department of Transportation (DOT) approved railcars pending
shipment to a commercial incinerator that is licensed by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). A contract for commercial
incineration was issued in September 1991. The solvents will
be burned in a cogeneration facility that produces steam for
electrical power production.

decontamination; demonstration programs; distillation; hazardous
materials; liquid wastes; organic wastes; radioactive waste proc-
essing; radioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes; remedial
action; tanks; underground storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: distillation.

US9400292 HEPA Test.

Topic codes: 151.
Principal Investigator: Simon, K.F. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E13.00, B33.10

The goal of this task is to demonstrate the effectiveness
of a stainless steel filter developed by Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory (LLNL) as a replacement for the current High
Efficiency Paniculate Air (HEPA) filter. The task addresses the
needs of existing projects to meet uranium environmental con-
tamination regulations, industrial hygiene concerns, efforts to
improve productivity, and efforts to minimize waste. Subtask 1
concerns the actions necessary to address any health, safety,
and environmental issues and/or concerns for the grit blaster test
site. Subtask 2 concerns the installation of the completed filter
demonstration unit at the grit blaster site. Subtask 3 concerns
the evaluation of the demonstration filter unit and the collection
of test data and transfer of that data to LLNL. Subtask 4 con-
cerns the relocation of the filter demonstration unit at a new test
site. Subtask 5 concerns the evaluation of the filter demon-
stration unit at other test sites. Subtask 6 concerns the efforts
related to cost reduction and filter materials.

air filters; demonstration programs; radioactive effluents; removal;
safety; specifications; stainless steels; uranium.

AIR FILTERS: demonstration programs; RADIOACTIVE
EFFLUENTS: removal.

US9400293 Peer Review for Technology Development (TD)
Technical Task Plans (TTPs).

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Snipes, R.L. Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion

Plant, P.O. Box P, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00, F60.00

This task is to facilitate, coordinate, and manage peer
review panels for reviewing and assessing various aspects of the
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Office of Technology Development (OTD) program. All reviews
will be at the direction of DOE Headquarters. Current plans in-
volve eight panels in the following areas of expertise: biological
technology; chemical technology; thermal technology; physical
technology; characterization, monitoring, and sensors; decontam-
ination, decommissioning, and recycle; solidification/stabilization
technology; and robotics. The task has several subtasks. The
first subtask is to establish the national, nonparochial, technical
peer review panels and put contacting mechanisms in place.
Panel chairmen were selected, and they attended the OTD
midyear review to gain an overall knowledge of the programs
being conducted. The panels will be convened to review selected
FY 92 OTD TTPs for technical merit and applicability. Plans are
for the panels to review plans, FY 93 technical activity data
sheets (TADs), and sub-TADs for specific program areas to
provide technical review and guidance for the FY 93 program
as requested.

biology; chemistry; decommissioning; decontamination; planning;
program management; radiation monitoring; radioactive waste
management; recycling; robots; us doe.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: planning.

US9400294 D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration
(ID).

Topic codes: 169; 403.
Principal Investigator: Bundy, R.D. Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion

Plant, P.O. Box P, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Kennerly, J.M.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

IMS categories: E52.00, E20.00

This task will coordinate an integrated approach to re-
search, development, demonstration, testing, and evaluation
(RDDT & E) needed to support high-priority DOE-wide Decon-
tamination and Decommissioning (D & D) obligations and mate-
rial recycle initiatives. In FY 91 technology deficiencies were
identified from an analysis of situations where currently available
technologies were inadequate to accomplish D & D cost and
compliance goals, including recycle of materials generated during
D & D. This analysis was based on a focused exchange of D
& D information across the DOE system conducted in the DOE
Environmental Management D & D Workshop. A D & D Inte-
grated Demonstration (ID) Strategy was drafted during the
workshop. In FY 92 this task will begin to establish the organ-
izational structure needed for ID to function. This organization
was defined in the D & D ID Strategy, which was created under
a related TTP, D & D ID Planning, during FY 91 and FY 92.
The ID structure will be headed by an Integrated Demonstration
Coordinator (IDC) who will be supported by the Core Planning
Group (CPG). CPG is composed primarily of the leaders of the
six Technical Task Groups (TTGs) in the six major D & D work
areas: characterization; decontamination; dismantlement; robotics
and automation; material disposition, including recycle, and reg-
ulatory compliance. An overall D & D and Recycle Projects
Management Plan will be drafted in FY 92 and completed in
FY 93. This plan will define the activities of the organization
described above. A 5-yr D & D and recycle plan will be com-
pleted later in FY 93. A major goal will be implementation of
the new technology at the Fernald Environmental Management
Project (FEMP), where opportunities exist for recycling material.
Another goal will be coordination of OTD activities with projects
such as the D & D Pilot project to be staged by Environmental
Restoration (ER) at the K-25 Site during FY 92 through FY 94.
Participation in the study of D & D and recycle technology needs
for the cleanup of FEMP will be a near-term activity. This task
will also actively interface with the private sector to obtain their
participation in the demonstration, testing, and evaluation of in-
novative technology needed to support future D & D activities.
Recycle and reuse of D & D materials will be emphasized, es-
pecially for uses within the DOE system. D & D and recycle
project needs in the fields of robotics and characterization and
sensor development will be coordinated with the appropriate in-
tegrated program and demonstration. The benefits of this inte-

grated approach will include cost saving through avoiding
duplication of effort, and development of technology applicable
to as many needs as possible. This approach will provide a
mechanism to focus attention on areas hs possible. This ap-
proach will provide a mechanism to focus attention on areas hs
possible. This approach will provide a mechanism to focus at-
tention on areas hs possible. This approach will provide a
mecha.

cosf recovery; decommissioning; decontamination; demonstration
programs; feed materials production center; hazardous materials;
orgdp; recycling; remedial action; robots; waste disposal.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: recycling; RECYCLING: demon-
stration programs.

US9400295 Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Gimpel, R.F. Westinghouse Environmental

Management Co. of Ohio, Fernald Environmental Management
Project, Cincinnati, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Environmental Manage-
ment Co. of Ohio (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.05

INIS categories: E52.00

Low-level radioactive and mixed waste remediation is a
major concern at DOE sites across the country. Waste sludges,
soils, flyash, and other materials must be treated so they do
not pose a threat to human health and the environment. These
wastes tend to be primarily inorganic in nature and are present
in large volumes. Solidification (or cementation), soil washing,
and other technologies have been applied to these wastes with
varying degrees of success. Vitrification has not significantly been
used in the DOE complex largely because of the stigma that
vitrification lends itself to treating mainly low-volume, high-level
radioactive wastes because of excessive electrical power cost
and technology concerns. Vitrification or melting of wastes into
a molten glass or a crystalline mineral matrix has been reserved
and designated as the best demonstrated applied technology
(BDAT) for small volume, high-level radioactive wastes. This
Technical Task Plan (TTP) proposes a plan to evaluate and al-
leviate these concerns and demonstrate that correct treatment
and blending of multiple waste streams can be done with mini-
mum or no additives such as sodium fluxes and silicon dioxide
(sand). These add cost from their procurement and their volume
increase to the treated waste. Blending contaminated streams
can result in substantial reductions in disposal volumes and
costs. For example, the reduction of sodium fluxes in the Federal
Energy Management Program's (FEMP's) Operable Unit (OU)-1
wastes alone can result in a savings of $14 million per percent
reduced. The chemical nature of individual waste streams will
be exploited. By blending them in the optimum proportions,
overall volume reduction of the final waste form can be maxi-
mized, and the requirements for additives that would otherwise
be necessary for the vitrification process can be minimized. The
program relies on the integration of soil washing, water treat-
ment, and vitrfication technologies, all of which individually impart
substantial volume reductions. These volume reductions are fur-
ther enhanced by the synergistic use of their waste products in
combination with other waste streams. The end result is an in-
tegrated process centered on stabilization by vitrification, that
maximizes volume reduction and minimizes the overall cost of
treatment and disposal of multiple waste streams through a
minimum additive process. (FEMP's contaminated soils and wa-
ters are contained under Operable Unit 5.) Electrical vitrifiers
(glass melters/furnaces) have commercially produced glass (for
bottles, for example) since the 1920s. These glass furnaces can
produce over 200 tons of glass per day. This large-volume glass
technology can be adapted to treat low-level radioactive and
mixed wastes with similar production rates. Continued research
into waste glass formulation and improved melter designs now
make this a viable treatment option. Soil washing is a method
used to separate contaminated soils into clean and on. Soil w
SA.
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additives; chemical wastes; radioactive wastes; remedial action;
stability; vitrification; volume; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400296 Supercritical Water Oxidation.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Modell, M. Modell Development Corpo-

ration, 39 Loring Drive, Framingham, MA, 01701, U.
Performing Organization: Modell Development Corporation (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This technical task plan (TTP) will provide for evaluation
of the viability of the Modell Development Corporation (MODEC)
supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) technology (and SCWO
technology in general) for removing the organic component of
mixed nuclear waste. This effort will include surveying candidate
Department of Energy (DOE) waste streams and executing a
carefully planned test matrix with surrogate waste in the existing
MODEC 30 gal/day unit in Farmington, Massachusetts to deter-
mine applicability, performance data, safety data, and other
testing data necessary for DOE to successfully procure an ap-
propriately sized mixed nuclear waste unit. The initial target for
application of this technology to mixed waste will be plutonium
contaminated cutting oils at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). This
project is a continuation of a multiphase effort initiated by DOE
CE. Phase I, Feasibility Study and Phase II, Proof-of-Concept
have been completed. This TTP will initiate Phase III, Pilot Scale
Construction and Testing with MODEC. This project will be lim-
ited to testing of nonnuclear materials and extend to the nuclear
waste through planning only. Specifically, this TTP pertains to
continuing Phase III work toward a better knowledge of appli-
cable DOE wastes, collection of SCWO pilot unit performance
data regarding surrogates of candidate DOE waste streams, re-
quirements definition including permitting, NQA-1, and so forth.
Given successful scientific and engineering achievements that
point toward the continued promise for the application of the
technology to certain DOE mixed waste streams, this work will
supply test data regarding performance, applicability of technol-
ogy to certain wastes, safety, and so forth that will support
competitive procurement of a 300-500 gal/day (nominal) nuclear
SCWO unit by DOE.

evaluation; feasibility studies; mixtures; organic wastes; oxidation;
plutonium; radioactive wastes; removal; supercritical state; water.

ORGANIC WASTES: oxidation, removal.

US9400297 Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Contam-
inated Lead Waste.

Topic codes: 115.
Principal Investigator: Brown, S.N. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this program is to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of encapsulating radioactively contaminated lead
material with polymeric organic surface coating material. The
package resulting from encapsulation is expected to meet the
requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as
a MACRO for radioactively contaminated lead where the term
MACRO is defined as "MACRO encapsulation with surface
coating materials such as polymeric organics or with a jacket
of inert organic materials to substantially reduce surface exposure
to potential leaching media." A contract will be established with

Arrow Construction Inc. to provide the methodology for
encapsulating the radioactively contaminated lead in plastic pipes.
The encapsulated material resulting from this process will be
compared with the Department of Transportation (DOT) require-
ments to see if the encapsulated device can be used to trans-
port the waste on interstate highways. The encapsulated material
must be impervious to the natural environment to the extent that
it can be stored at the Mixed Waste Storage Facility or in the
open at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) year
round, with little risk of discharge to the environment. The
encapsulating materials must be capable of surviving in these
environments without release of the contents to the environment
for a period of at least 30 years.

contamination; encapsulation; lead; polymers; radioactive wastes.

LEAD: encapsulation; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: contamination.

US9400298 Bioremediation of PCB Contamination.

Topic codes: 161.
Principal Investigator: Donaldson, T.L. Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

Although polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were recently
considered to be refractory, it is now known that some PCBs
can be biodegraded by specialized cultures. This demonstration
project will be conducted in Oak Ridge, Tennessee in collab-
oration with the General Electric Company under the auspices
of a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA). Cultures obtained from local contaminated sites will
be evaluated in laboratory studies for enhanced capability for
anaerobic dechlorination of PCBs (FY 92). Active cultures will
be tested further in laboratory bioreactors to identify optimal
process conditions (FY 92). Feasibility of both composting for
remediation of PCB-contaminated sawdust and genetic tracking
of PCB-degrading bacteria will be investigated under the CRADA
(FY 92 and FY 93). Experiments will be performed to determine
potential interfering effects of radioactive/toxic metal components
(FY 93). Tests on contaminated soils in pilot-scale bioreactors
will be conducted to verify process conditions (FY 93). In FY
94, a field demonstration will be conducted in either Oak Ridge
or a similar DOE site.

biodegradation; bioreactors; chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons;
demonstration programs; mixtures; radioactive wastes; remedial
action.

CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS: biodegradation.

US9400299 Behavior of Aqueous Electrolytes in SCWO
Processes.

7"oo/c codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Mesmer, R.E. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

Many of DOE'S waste streams contain radionuclides and
hazardous wastes. The current DOE prohibition from shipping
any wastes off site unless the generator can prove "NO RAD
ADDED" is resulting in an accumulation of wastes. Much of this
waste is primarily aqueous based, containing 1% to 10% or-
ganics. This waste stream is not appropriate for incineration, but
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is judged to be ideal for treatment by supercritical water
oxidation (SCWO), which is a new waste processing technology
developed by U.S. industry and poised for commercial deploy-
ment. Some problems have been noted in corrosion by strongly
acidic solutions and in formation of precipitates of inorganics in
SCWO reactors. Modell Development Corporation (MODEC) has
proprietary methods to neutralize acids in situ and to avoid
plugging of reactors by inorganic solids. To facilitate the de-
ployment of these methods in both DOE applications and com-
mercial application of SCWO, it is important that the behavior
of the inorganic constituents in various wastes be predictable for
process optimization, as well as for permitting (the behavior of
organic constituents is already well predicted). This proposal is
the DOE portion of a Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA) to be established with MODEC to develop
the approaches necessary to facilitate commercialization through
experimentation, data analysis, and model development. The
Chemistry and Chemical Technology Divisions of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) have expertise and equipment to
support the Office of Technology Development (OTD) efficiently
in this effort. Two major problems which have been identified
to date in the operation of SCWO pilot operations on simulated
wastes are (1) deposition of inorganic solids at various points
in the system and (2) corrosion of structural metal. While
MODEC's proprietary methods of mitigating these problems are
general and do not require specific knowledge of inorganic
constituents, nevertheless, laboratory measurements of the
properties of certain inorganic materials under SCWO conditions
will greatly facilitate the use of MODEC's technology. ORNL will
make laboratory measurements of solubilities of potentially useful
inorganic materials, and MODEC will conduct pilot studies of
these corrosion and deposition control strategies. Also, ORNL
will incorporate properties of representative inorganics that are
important to the performance of SCWO plants into models of
solution chemistry appropriate for SCWO operations. This effort
will be directed toward improved process reliability and attain-
ment of the level of safety required of hazardous waste disposal
operations. Much prior experience with experiments and
thermodynamic modeling in high-temperature water systems at
ORNL helps assure the success of this collaboration with
MODEC. MODEC will assist in the selection of problems, will
incorporate results into engineering codes, and will do exper-
imental verification and testing of models.

buildup; electrolytes; hazardous materials; oxidation; radioactive
wastes; solid wastes; supercritical state; water.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: oxidation; SOLID WASTES: buildup.

US9400300 Environmental Remediation and Treatment of
Mixed Wastes Using Intense Penetrating
Bremsstrahlung.

Topic codes: 163.
Principal Investigator: Matthews, S.M. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808,
University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
Jo 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

This task is the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) component of a joint collaborative effort with Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The purpose of the effort
is to demonstrate a viable process for breaking down hazardous
organic wastes into simpler, nonhazardous materials using
ionizing radiation. The LLNL component of this joint effort ex-
amines accelerator radiation sources while INEL will explore
spent reactor-fuel sources. FY 91 produced experimental dem-
onstration of the viability of accelerator-produced radiation for
remediating volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in ground water
and vapor, for remediating polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in
electrical oil, and for remediating high explosives in ground wa-
ter. A related task completed in early FY 92 established inter-
action with the commercial sector to experimentally demonstrate
the economic practicality of accelerator produced radiation for
treating a ground spill of trichloroethylene (TCE) at Site 300. In

addition, chemical weapon (CW) surrogate agents were exposed
to accelerator produced radiation to investigate the utility of
within-the-warhead destruction without using incinerators.

accelerators; bremsstrahlung; hazardous materials; organic
wastes; radiation effects; remedial action.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: radiation effects;
WASTES: radiation effects.

ORGANIC

US9400301 CPG Support for the MWIP: Risk Assessment
for Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Ragaini, R.C. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

The primary goal of this activity is to participate in the
Core Planning Group (CPG) for the DOE EM-50 Mixed Waste
Integrated Program (MWIP). Regulatory compliance is the key
to the success of the MWIP. One significant objective of this
activity is to develop the Environmental Safety and Health (ES
& H) compliance strategy for the MWIP. The key deliverable
product is the ES & H Strategy section (6.0), which includes risk
assessment planning, for the Program Management Plan (PMP).
The ES & H section of the PMP will describe the necessary
strategy in order to insure that research, demonstration, devel-
opment, testing, and evaluation (RDDT & E) projects funded by
the MWIP comply with applicable ES & H requirements. The risk
assessment subsection will describe the strategy for assessment
of risk as applied to innovative technologies. It will include ge-
neric plans for carrying out health risk assessments as required
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and state regu-
latory agencies. These health risk assessments will examine the
potential health impacts to the surrounding communities from
bin-to-burial mixed waste management technologies, including (1)
waste minimization; (2) waste retrieval and segregation; (3)
characterization; (4) waste destruction and stabilization; (5)
effluent management; and (6) packaging, storage, and transpor-
tation.

chemical wastes; hazardous materials; health hazards; radioactive
waste processing; radioactive wastes; risk assessment.

HEALTH HAZARDS: risk assessment; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING: health hazards.

US9400302 Planning for Mixed and Hazardous Waste Man-
agement (Base Program).

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Ragaini, R.C. Lawrence LJvermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00

No abstract provided.

hazardous materials; planning; radioactive waste management;
radioactive wastes.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: radioactive waste management.
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US9400303 CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical Oxidation
Treatment of TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous
Waste.

Topic codes: 154; 164.
Principal Investigator: Wheelwright, E.J. Pacific Northwest Lab-

oratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The major potential users of Catalyzed Electrolytic
Plutonium Oxide Dissolution (CEPOD) are Hanford, Rocky Flats
Plant (RFP), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL),
Savannah River Plant (SRP), and Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL). Site needs and potential uses of CEPOD
will be established. Potential Hanford treatment applications of
CEPOD include treatment of plutonium finishing plant (PFP)
wastes and other residues and treatment of contaminated soil.
A joint effort has been established with Westinghouse Hanford
Center (WHC) to demonstrate decontamination of several drums
of Z-9 crib soil. The CEPOD II glovebox unit has been renovated
to include a fluidized bed and ultrasonic horns to increase ef-
fectiveness. Resolution of environmental documentation covering
retrieval of drums from storage is pending. The probability of
immediate success is high. Potential applications for RFP include
treatment of residues, ashes, glass, plastic, oils, and solvents.
Work with RFP has demonstrated complete destruction of FBI
oil using the CEPOD III system with an acolyte recirculation loop
through an ultrasonic horn. A draft plan for CEPOD development
will be assembled. A workshop will then be held to present the
draft plan to the potential users and developers including WHC,
RFP, INEL, SRP, and LLNL. The objective of the workshop will
be to reach consensus on a final CEPOD development plan that
maximizes utilization of the development capabilities of the DOE
labs and meets the needs of the users. Working from this plan,
the requested joint proposal with LLNL will be developed. It may
be necessary to include SRP in the proposal since they also
are doing CEPOD development at this time.

alpha-bearing wastes; catalysis; hazardous materials; oxidation;
soils.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: hazardous materials; HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS: oxidation.

US9400304 Hazardous and Mixed Waste Treatment Tech-
nology Development.

7"op/c codes: 163.
Principal Investigator: Orebaugh, E.G. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Other Investigators: Langton, C.A.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

There are more than 35 different hazardous and mixed
waste streams generated at Savannah River Site (SRS) as a
result of operations at the site. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) regulations make it necessary to develop and implement
treatment technologies for the safe disposal of the various haz-
ardous and mixed wastes in compliance with these regulations.
The methodology for the management of hazardous waste/mixed
waste (HW/MW) at SRS will stress source reduction and
recovery/recycle as the preferred alternatives. Only when source
reduction and recycling are not feasible will treatment be applied
to convert the waste to nonhazardous or less hazardous forms,
or reduce contaminant mobility. The HW/MW Treatment Tech-

nology Development program has made great strides in the
management of HW/MW at SRS. The early characterization effort
has had the benefits of making plant generators more aware
of the waste they generate and how the Resource Conservation
Recovery Act (RCRA) Land Disposal Restrictions affect their daily
business. Better characterization of any newly generated waste
has also been a direct result of this program. In the coming year
the program will focus on the development of two waste treat-
ment technologies. The first of these is the macroencapsulation
of radioactively contaminated lead solids. Macroencapsulation is
the EPA specified technology for the treatment of this waste
stream. This means this is the only method of treatment ac-
ceptable for the disposal of radioactively contaminated lead solids
that can not be decontaminated and recycled. The development
of macroencapsulation technology will benefit all DOE sites as
well as the commercial sector. The second technology develop-
ment effort will focus on treatment of the aqueous incinerator
blowdown from the Consolidated Incineration Facility (CIF). This
waste stream will require a dewatering pretreatment (wastewater
treatment or evaporation) followed by stabilization of the residues
(polymers, cement, bitumen, or vitrification). Both of these de-
velopment efforts will adapt off-the-shelf equipment to meet
needs whenever possible. The development of treatment tech-
nologies for hazardous and mixed wastes will reduce the risk
of degrading the environment, unnecessarily exposing workers
and personnel, and violating state and Federal regulations con-
cerning environmental compliance. Long-term cost savings may
also be realized by proper treatment and disposal of wastes,
source reduction, and recycle/reuse.

encapsulation; hazardous materials; radioactive waste processing;
radioactive wastes; savannah river plant; stability; vitrification.

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: radioactive waste processing.

US9400305 Robotics Waste Minimization.

Topic codes: 105; 423.
Principal Investigator: Beugelsdijk, T.J. Los Alamos National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los
Alamos, NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will provide a
supportive role for the robotics waste minimization effort led by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), including tech-
nical consultation related to analytical plutonium laboratory auto-
mation. Robotic hardware testing for the direct oxide reduction
automation effort will be performed at LANL, along with proof
of concept prototyping. Additional development will also be
undertaken in dust control and powder handling technologies,
building upon the existing technology base at LANL in these
areas.

minimization; plutonium; remote handling equipment; robots;
testing.

REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT: testing.

US9400306 Robotics Lab Automation.

Topic codes: 192.
Principal Investigator: Beugelsdijk, T.J. Los Alamos National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los
Alamos, NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09
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INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will provide a
leadership and coordination role for the application of robotics
and automation technologies to the environmental laboratories
within DOE. To provide standard analytical hardware and soft-
ware platforms, LANL will lead the DOE laboratory effort in
forming the Standard Analysis Method (SAM) concept. LANL will
coordinate the efforts of Sandia National Laboratory (SNL),
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) to prototype and demonstrate at INEL the SAM auto-
mated laboratory concept for environmental samples. The first
method to be implemented will be Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) standard method 3550 (sonication of solid sam-
ples). In cooperation with these other laboratories, LANL will also
integrate (through the participants) an automated laboratory sys-
tem for EPA method 3540 (Soxhlet extraction). LANL will oversee
the procurement of commercial hardware, effect the necessary
system fabrication, be responsible for overall system integration,
and seek appropriate industrial collaborators and technology
transfer targets.

automation; commercialization; coordinated research programs:
procurement; remote handling equipment; robots; standards;
technology transfer.

REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT: commercialization.

US9400307 Robotics Storage Tanks, West.

TOPIC codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The robotic systems for application to ER & WM needs were
outlined in the three volumes of the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) five-year plan: Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Robotics Technology
Development Program Robotics Five-Year Program Plan Vol-
ume I, Executive Summary, Volume II, Program Plan, Volume
III, Site Needs and Requirements, DOE/CR-0007T, Depart-
ment of Energy, Washington, DC (1990). The following four
reports and articles deal specifically with the underground
storage tank (UST) and robotic applications: Christensen, B.
K., W. D. Drotning and S. Thunborg, Model Based, Sensor
Directed Remediation of Underground Storage Tanks, ANS
Annual Meeting, Remote Systems Technology, Nashville, TN,
June 10-14, 1990; Robotics and Remote Systems, M.
Jamshidi, Ed., Fourth ANS Topical Meeting on Robotics and
Remote Systems, Albuquerque, NM, February 1991.
Christensen, B. K. and L. M. Desjarlais, A Graphical Interface
for Robotic Remediation of Underground Storage Tanks, First
IEEE Conference on Visualization - Visualization '90, San
Francisco, CA, October 23-26, 1990. Christensen, B. K., W.
D. Drotning and S. Thunborg, Graphical Model Based Control
of Intelligent Robot Systems, 1991 IEEE International Con-
ference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Sacramento, CA,
May 1991. Christensen, B. K., B. L Griebenow and B. L.
Burks, Graphic Model Based Control of Robotic Systems for
Waste Remediation, ANS Winter Conference, San Francisco,
CA, November 10-14, 1991.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This task supports the DOE Office of Technology Devel-
opment (OTD) Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demon-
stration (USTID) by developing prototype intelligent robot system
control technology. Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) is
pursuing an Early Deployment System (EDS) and two other
robotic systems to remediate the USTs in Hanford. EDS will be
used to demonstrate some of the robotic technology in FY 93
that will be incorporated into the two prototype systems. The first
prototype system is the Long Reach Manipulator (LRM), which
will deliver and deploy waste retrieval systems in the waste

storage tanks. The second prototype robotic system is the Light
Duty Utility Arm (LDU), which will consist of a robotic arm with
modest payload capacity that can deliver end effectors or sensor
systems to aid in characterization of the storage tank wastes.
It is anticipated that LDU will be demonstrated with its integrated
systems in FY 94. Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will be
participating in both the LRM and LDU efforts at Pacific National
Laboratory (PNL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL), and WHC[ is developing a Ge-
neric Intelligent System Controller (GISC) concept for application
to sensor-based robotic manipulator systems for removal of
waste from storage tanks. This task continues the advanced
development of GISC for USTs. Areas of improvement to be
investigated are advanced path planning algorithms, improved
error recovery techniques, force reflection for teleoperation, virtual
reality techniques, end effector control displays, and enhanced
operator interfaces. The computer-enhanced operator interfaces
extend the GISC environment to provide interfaces that will allow
operating with minimum training to successfully and safely op-
erate complex computer-guided remote systems. SNL will lead
and coordinate activities related to control system development
and will conduct reviews of the control system design and ap-
proach.

computerized control systems; manipulators; radioactive wastes;
remote handling; robots; tanks; underground storage; waste re-
trieval; wastes.

TANKS: waste retrieval; WASTES: remote handling.

US9400308 Robotics Buried Waste.

TOPIC codes: 196.
Principal Investigator: Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The robotic systems for application to ER & WM needs were
outlined in the three volumes of the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) 5 year plan: Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Robotics Technology
Development Program Robotics 5-Year Program Plan, Volume
I-Executive Summary, Volume Il-Program Plan, Volume Ill-Site
Needs and Requirements, DOE/CR-0007T, Department of
Energy, Washington, DC, (1990). There have been no publi-
cations directly from the FY 1992 activities for this program.

INIS categories: E15.30, E52.00

This task supports the DOE Office of Technology Devel-
opment (OTD) Robotics Technology Development Program
(RTDP) by developing robotic and automation technologies for
application to buried waste remediation needs. The Idano Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL) coordinates the Buried
Waste Robotics Program (BWRP) and includes participation from
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
Pacific National Laboratory (PNL), and the Fernald Environmental
Management Project (FEMP). This BWRP team is developing
three robotic systems that will directly apply to the remediation
of buried waste sites in the DOE complex. The three major
thrusts are the Remote Characterization System (RCS), the Re-
mote Excavation System (RES), and the Remote Size Reduction
(RSR) System. It is anticipated that INEL will use different
methods to remediate the buried waste sites in the DOE com-
plex. The technology developed for these robotic systems may
also be applied to a gantry robot or other robotic vehicles. The
BWRP coordinator in consultation with the Buried Waste Inte-
grated Demonstration (BWID) coordinator have asked SNL to
support these systems by completing the following three major
milestones during FY 93: (1) to demonstrate dig-face character-
ization using an integrated sensing system, termed Mini-Lab; (2)
to integrate and demonstrate the Schilling Manipulator for dig-
face characterization, RSR, and selective retrieval; and (3) to
initiate the incorporation of Generic Intelligent System Controller
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(GISC) technology into the RSR control system. Mini-Lab has
been developed under the RTDP Cross Cutting and Advanced
Technology program coordinated by SNL. Mini-Lab is a
robotically deployed sensor system that allows a variety of sen-
sors to be easily interchanged depending on the site needs. The
Mini-Lab concept provides one well-integrated system that can
be robotically deployed with the information displayed at the
vehicle control station in a graphical display that is separate from
the vehicle display. The data that is sent to the control station
can be stored for later retrieval and display. SNL will develop
a Mini-Lab head that can be deployed by a robotic manipulator
such as a Schilling Titan II to characterize the dig face. The
suite of sensors to be included will be determined as the first
step of this activity. SNL will use existing sensors or those
provided by other programs. SNL will also develop the controls
for the robotic manipulator to deploy Mini-Lab. The specific
needs of BWRP will be factored into the development of the
deployment system. To ensure rapid development that meets the
schedule stated herein, SNL will use its existing robotic facilities
during the development stage of the robotic deployment of
Mini-Lab for dig-face characterization.

computerized control systems; manipulators; radioactive wastes;
remedial action; remote handling equipment; remote sensing;
robots; site characterization; underground disposal; waste re-
trieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remote handling equipment; REMEDIAL
ACTION: remote handling equipment.

US9400309 Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation.

Topic codes: 193; 511.
Principal Investigator: Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The robotic systems for application to ER & WM needs were
outlined in the three volumes of the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) 5 year plan: Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Robotics Technology
Development Program Robotics 5-Year Program Plan, Volume
I-Executive Summary, Volume Il-Program Plan, Volume Ill-Site
Needs and Requirements, DOE/CR-0007T, Department of
Energy, Washington, DC, (1990). The following publications
are directly related to the CAA program: Robert Hollen, "An
Overview of the Contaminant Analysis Automation Program,"
Fourth Annual Symposium on Emerging Technologies for
Hazardous Waste Management, Atlanta, Georgia. ORNL Doe
Conference on Analytical Chemistry in Energy Technology,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee (7 presentations): a. "An Overview of
the Contaminant Analysis Automation Program," Robert
Hollen. b. "Automated SOXTEC Extraction Apparatus," Mike
Dodson. c. "Sonication Standard Laboratory Module," Tracy
Erkkila. d. "Development and Integration of Gel Permeation
Chromatography and Drying Technologies," Mike L. Clark, e.
"A Standard Control System for Modular Automation of
Chemistry," Michael Griesmeyer. f. "Data Interpretation for
Modular Automation Chemistry," John Elling. g. "Database for
Analytical Chemistry in the Contaminant Analysis Automation
Program for the Department of Energy," Patricia Medvick.
Tracy Erikkla, "The Contaminant Analysis Automation Pro-
gram," Robotics JOWOG 39 (SUBWOG F), Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, Symposium on Standardization of Environmental
Laboratory Automation, American Chemical Society (ACS),
San Francisco, CA (6 presentations): a. "CYBERLAB: The
Department of Energy Program for Environmental Laboratory
Automation," Tony Beugelsdijk, b. "A Standard Laboratory
Module for Automating the EPA 3550 Sonication Method,"
Robert Hollen. c. "Development of Support Standard Labora-
tory Modules for the Department of Energies Environmental
Laboratory Automation Project," Bruce Wilding d. "Automation
of the Soxhlet EPA Method for the Department of Energies
Environmental Laboratory Automation Project," Mike Dodson.

e. "Software Overview for the Department of Energy's
CYBERLAB," Tracy Erkkila. f. "LIMS for Analytical Chemistry
in the Department of Energy's CYBERLAB System," Pat
Medvick. Tracy Erikkla, "The Contaminate Analysis Automation
Program," Information Exchange Meeting on Characterization,
Sensors, and Monitoring Technologies, Dallas, Texas. Tony
Beugelsdijk, "The Contaminant Analysis Automation Program,"
ANS Annual Meeting.

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

This task supports the DOE Office of Technology Devel-
opment (OTD) Robotic Technology Development Plan by devel-
oping modular automation technologies for the characterization
of contamination at sites requiring environmental restoration ac-
tivities. Automation is intended to not only increase sample
throughput but also to reduce the exposure of personnel to
hazardous materials and substances. This interlaboratory effort
is comprised of participants from Pacific National Laboratory
(PNL), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), Westinghouse Hanford Company
(WHC), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). There are five major thrusts of the
Contaminant Analysis Automation (CAA): (1) testing and modifi-
cation of the prototypical hardware standard laboratory modules
(SLMs) and space station modules (SSMs) completed in FY 92
for EPA Methods 3540 and 3550; (2) design engineering and
demonstration of the remaining SLMs-SSMs necessary for EPA
Methods 3540 and 3550; (3) EPA validation of prototype SLMs;
(4) SLM software design; and (5) initiation of conceptual design
for the EPA 3000 Series Methods. SNL will be supporting the
CAA effort in two of these major thrust areas: design engineering
and demonstration of the remaining SLMs-SSMs necessary for
EPA Methods 3540-3550, and SLM software design. The CAA
team will integrate the first Standard Analysis Method (SAM)
automated laboratory system for analysis of environmental re-
mediation samples. Using the experience gained from the FY
92 conceptual demonstration of the SAM methodology, EPA
standard methods 3540 (Soxhlet extraction of soil samples) and
3550 (sonication of solid samples) will be integrated with func-
tional control software, a prototypical user interface, a data in-
terpretation tool, and a prototypical database. In response to
DOE sample analysis priorities, EPA 3000 series methods (the
digestion of soil samples for metals analysis) will be initiated in
FY 93. The CAA program participants seek appropriate industrial
collaborators and emphasize technology transfer to effect the
commercialization of this technology by industry.

automation; chemical analysis; demonstration programs; design;
engineering; environmental materials; extraction; hazardous ma-
terials; pollutants; remedial action; remote handling equipment;
robots; sample preparation; site characterization; soils; technology
transfer.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: automation; REMEDIAL ACTION: site
characterization.

US9400310 Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Tech-
nology.

Topic codes: 193.
Principal Investigator: Harrigan, R.W. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The following publications and conference presentations have
resulted from SNL's CC & AT activities in FY92. J. T.
Feddema, "A Miniaturized Sensor System for In Situ Robotic
Characterization of Hazardous Waste", SPECTRUM '92, Nu-
clear & Hazardous Waste Management, Boise, ID, August
23-27, 1992 J. L. Novak and J. T. Feddema, "A
Capacitance-Based Proximity Sensor for Whole Arm Obstacle
Avoidance", Proc. 1992 IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Automation, Nice, France, 1992. R. W. Harrigan,
"Intelligent Automated Control of Robotic Systems for Envi-
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ronmental Restoration", ANS Annual Meeting, June 7-11,
1992 J. T. Feddema, G R. Eisler, D. J. Segalman, R. D.
Robinett III, A. K. Morimoto, and D. A. Schoenwald, "Tech-
niques for Controlling a Two-Link Flexible Arm", Forth Topical
Meeting on Robotics and Remote Systems, Albuquerque,
February 24-28, 1991. M. W. Edenbum, "Analysis Comparing
Robotic to Human TRUPACT Unloading at WIPP",
SAND91-0728, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
1992 C. B. Selleck, "An In Situ Calibration Algorithm to De-
termine the Relative Position Between Light Source and De-
tector in a Structured Lighting Sensor", DOE Patent
Application.

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

This task develops needs-based generic and advanced
technology that holds significant promise to provide faster, safer,
and cheaper robotic systems for application to DOE Environ-
mental Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM) prob-
lems as outlined in the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) Five-Year Plan. The needs of the DOE Office
of Technology Development (OTD) Integrated Demonstrations are
used to focus Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology (CC &
AT) activities. Although ER & WM applications vary widely, much
of the underlying technology is quite general and can be applied
to many ER & WM robotic systems. This task reduces the
overall cost of technology development by fostering the devel-
opment of general technologies and supporting their broad ap-
plication. In particular, modular-mechanism, control, and sensing
technologies developed as part of this task can be applied to
many ER & WM applications. As advances in the computing,
material, and other sciences occur, this task integrates those
advances into new mechanical, control, and sensory subsystems
capable of further reducing the time and cost of ER & WM
operations while providing even greater environmental and oper-
ator safety. Aggressive transfer of technology to industry to en-
sure its availability to ER & WM technicians is a critical activity
in CC & AT. CC & AT depends heavily on coordinating the
talents in DOE, industry, university, and other governmental
laboratories into a focused technology development effort. Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) serves as the coordinator of CC &
AT for OTD.

remedial action; remote handling equipment; research programs;
robots; waste management.

ROBOTS: research programs; WASTE MANAGEMENT: remote
handling equipment. ,

US9400311 Robotics Waste Facility Operations.

7"op/c codes: 196.
Principal Investigator: Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The robotic systems for application to ER & WM needs were
outlined in the three volumes of the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) 5 year plan: Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Robotics Technology
Development Program Robotics 5-Year Program Plan, Volume
I-Executive Summary, Volume Il-Program Plan, Volume Ill-Site
Needs and Requirements, DOE/CR-0007T, Department of
Energy, Washington, DC, (1990). Some of the reports and
journal articles that deal with SNL application of robotics in
Waste Facility operations are: Anderson, R. J., "SMART: A
Modular Architecture for Robotics and Teleoperation," Fourth
International Symposium on Robotics and Manufacturing,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 11-13, 1992. Christensen,
B. K., W. D. Drotning and S. Thunborg, "Graphical Model
Based Control of Intelligent Robot Systems," 1991 IEEE
International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics,
Sacramento, CA, May 1991. Griesmeyer, J. M., "Remote
Cask Handling and Implications for Cask System Design,"
American Nuclear Society 1988 Annual Meeting, San Diego,
CA, June 12-16, 1988. Griesmeyer, J. M. and S. Thunborg,

"Remote Cask Handling and Implications for Cask System
Design," Sandia National Laboratories Report, Albuquerque,
NM, August 1988. Griesmeyer, J. M., "Generalized Simulation
Environment for Repository and Factory Design," Third Topical
Meeting on Robotics and Remote Systems, Charleston, SC,
March 13-16, 1989. Jones, J. F., B. J. Petterson and J. C.
Werner, "Swing Damped Movement of Suspended Objects,"
Sandia National Laboratories Report, Albuquerque, NM, Sep-
tember 1990. The innovative work on swing-free was awarded
a patent: James F. Jones, Ben J. Petterson, David R. Strip,
U. S. Patent Number 4997095, "Methods of and System for
Swing Damping Movement of Suspended Objects," March 5,
1991.

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

This technical task supports the DOE Office of Technology
Development (OTD) Robotics Technology Development Program
(RTDP) by developing robotic and automation technologies for
Waste Facility Operations. The goal of these programs is to
remove humans from both radiologically and physically dangerous
environments that exist at waste prossessing and waste storage
facilities and to reduce operating costs at those facilities. Major
thrusts for this task are remote inspection and survey of stored
waste drums, a drum opening and emptying and transportation
systems, AC swing-free crane control, item characterization and
sorting, and telerobot improvements. Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) will support these thrust areas by assisting the Savannah
River Technical Center (SRTC) with Generic Intelligent System
Controller (GISC) integration of the SRTC mobile inspection robot
system, assisting Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) with
their effort to develop and implement operator-in-the-loop AC
crane swing-free control, developing a bench-scale load-swing
sensor system for monitoring and damping swing, and assisting
SRTC to extend and finish their graphical programming system
on their gantry telerobot system.

cranes; inspection; operating cost; radioactive waste facilities;
radioactive waste processing; radioactive waste storage; remote
handling equipment; remote viewing equipment; robots; sorting.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remote handling equipment,
remote viewing equipment, robots.

US9400312 Waste Processing Operations.

Topic codes: 191.
Principal Investigator: Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The robotic systems for application to ER & WM needs were
outlined in the three volumes of the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) 5 year plan: Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Robotics Technology
Development Program Robotics 5-Year Program Plan, Volume
I-Executive Summary, Volume Il-Program Plan, Volume Ill-Site
Needs and Requirements, DOE/CR-0007T, Department of
Energy, Washington, DC, (1990). Some of the reports and
journal articles that deal with SNL application of robotics in
Waste Facility operations are: Anderson, R. J., "SMART: A
Modular Architecture for Robotics and Teleoperation," Fourth
International Symposium on Robotics and Manufacturing,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 11-13, 1992. Christensen,
B. K., W. D. Drotning and S. Thunborg, "Graphical Model
Based Control of Intelligent Robot Systems," 1991 IEEE
International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics,
Sacramento, CA, May 1991. Stansfield, S. A., "Robotic
Grasping of Unknown Objects: A Knowledge- Based Ap-
proach," Submitted to International Journal of Robotics Re-
search; Sandia National Laboratories Report, Albuquerque,
NM, June 1989. Miller, D. J. and R. C. Lennox, "An
Object-Oriented Environment for Robot System Architectures,"
1990 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Auto-
mation, Vol. 1, pp. 352-361, Cincinnati, OH, May 13-18, 1990;
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IEEE Control Systems Magazine, Vol. 11, No. 2, pp. 14-23,
February 1991.

IMS categories: E15.30, E50.00

The DOE Office of Technology Development (EM-50)
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) is an Inte-
grated Program utilizing complementary skills across the Nuclear
Weapons Complex (NWC) to ensure that better, safer, faster,
and cheaper technologies are available for remediation of NWC
wastes. The objective of the Waste Processing Operations
(WPO) application area is to coordinate development of auto-
mated and remote chemical and physical processing systems for
treatment, conversion, recycling, reuse, and disposal of radioac-
tive, hazardous, and mixed wastes that have been retrieved
using technologies developed in the other application areas.
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Albuquerque, is participating
in activities with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC), and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) toward this goal. The
robotics WPO area is transitioning during FY 92 and 93 from
the preexisting Waste Minimization application area, which tar-
geted automation of production processes rather than waste
processes. During the transition, initial activities are focused on
two major thrust areas in support of the National Mixed Waste
Program. These thrust areas are (1) providing a liaison between
the RTDP Integrated Program, the EM-50 Mixed Waste Inte-
grated Program, and the Office of Waste Management (EM-30)
Mixed Waste Treatment Project and (2) developing and demon-
strating automated and telerobotic waste stream handling. The
liaison activity will be performed solely by LLNL to ensure that
the potential for applying robotics and automation is recognized
early in the development of modular treatment technology being
pursued by the National Mixed Waste Program. The liaison ac-
tivity, together with information from recent site assessments,
will help identify and set priorities for future WPO thrust areas.
The development and demonstration of automated waste stream
handling will culminate a two-year effort in front-end waste
stream handling and characterization coordinated by the WPO
and Waste Facilities Operations areas. A demonstration at the
Savannah River Plant early in FY 94 will showcase an integrated
robotic system for front-end waste stream handling, including
whole-barrel nondestructive characterization, barrel opening and
emptying, waste stream segregation and sorting, and a treatment
system for metal decontamination for recycling.

automation; decontamination; demonstration programs; hazardous
materials; metals; nondestructive analysis; radioactive wastes;
remote handling equipment; robots; savannah river plant; sorting.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remote handling equipment, robots.

US9400313 Robotics: Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Martinson, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Elliot, M.D.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration;

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E15.30, E52.00, B31.10

This task plan addresses work to be accomplished under
the Robotics Technology Development Program in support of
buried waste remediation. The three primary areas of emphasis
are (1) buried waste characterization, (2) remote sizing to support
waste preprocessing, and (3) buried waste/soil retrieval. Within
characterization a low-signature vehicle (LSV) will be developed,
led by Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL), that will be used
to deliver multiple integrated sensors to a buried waste site.
Remote emplacement of sensors will also be demonstrated to
characterize waste forms. Primary Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) tasks are interfacing with the buried waste
integrated demonstration (BWID) and development of an ad-
vanced magnetometer sensor for deployment on the LSV. Re-
mote size reduction capabilities demonstrated in FY 91, part of
waste preprocessing, will be enhanced. The enhancements will

consist of the addition of a multiaxis delivery system for the
manipulator. Buried waste retrieval activities will be supported
at the INEL and Fernald. The activities will apply remotely op-
erated excavators, of different design, to the retrieval of buried
waste at INEL and contaminated soil at Fernald. INEL tasks for
FY 92 will be interfacing with the BWID and planning for a
demonstration to occur in FY 93. All activities under this program
are in support of the Buried Waste, Mixed Waste Landfill, and
Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstrations (IDs).

automation; earthmoving equipment; ground disposal; manipula-
tors; radioactive wastes; remedial action; remote handling; remote
handling equipment; remote sensing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: ground disposal, remote handling
equipment, remote sensing.

US9400314 Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks.

Topic codes: 116; 197.
Principal Investigator: Martinson, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Griebenow, B.L.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E15.30, E52.00

This task plan addresses work to be accomplished by
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) under the Robotics
Technology Development Program (RTDP) in support of under-
ground storage tank (UST) remediation that may be applied to
environmental restoration and waste management. INEL will lead,
coordinate, and focus activities related to surveillance technolo-
gies for in-tank deployment. Primary tasks include (1) evaluating
the Remote Tank Inspection (RTI) robotic system demonstrated
in FY 91, (2) performing a hot demonstration of the RTI system
at INEL and providing "lessons learned" from that demonstration,
(3) developing technologies for in-tank deployment of tank map-
ping and surface contouring systems, (4) coordinating remote
hardened viewing requirements with Savannah River Site (SRS),
(5) researching and developing nondestructive examination (NDE)
technologies that can be used for tank integrity characterization,
and (6) preparing a performance specification and associated
information for a prototype surveillance system. The lead DOE
site for UST remediation is the Hanford site. A UST Technology
Working Group (TWG) has been established to serve as a forum
for disseminating information and establishing responsibilities.
Work performed as part of this task will be under the guidance
and direction of the Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC)
representative and the UST TWG.

inspection; mapping; radioactive waste storage; radioactive
wastes; remedial action; remote sensing; remote viewing equip-
ment; robots; savannah river plant; tanks; underground storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage; TANKS: remote
sensing.

US9400315 Robotics Lab Automation.

Topic codes: 192.
Principal Investigator: Martinson, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Wilding, B.M.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09
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INIS categories: E52.00, B31.10, E13.00

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) scope
of work for 1992 is as follows: (1) refine the Standard Laboratory
Modules (SLMs) developed in FY 91 so they may be integrated
into the multilaboratory Integrated Demonstrations (IDs) at INEL;
(2) develop SLMs for high-volume concentration and filtering; (3)
coordinate the integrated demonstrations at INEL; (4) support the
technical working group through development of standards,
interface requirements, video, and general mechanical engineer-
ing documentation; and (5) contribute to the design of the sys-
tem level software.

automation; coordinated research programs; decontamination; fil-
ters; ground water; radioactive wastes; robots; standards.

GROUND WATER: decontamination.

US9400316 Robotics: Waste Factilities Operations.

Topic codes: 191.
Principal Investigator: Martinson, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Croft, Km.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

This subtask supports the Office of Technology Develop-
ment Robotics Technology Development Program with investi-
gations and development of remote prototypical systems for use
in the Waste Facilities Operations (WFO) area. The primary fo-
cus of this effort is to investigate and develop technologies that
will remove personnel from hazardous environments. Additionally,
productivity and economy of operations investigations will be
performed. The two areas considered are (1) Remote Size Re-
duction and (2) Stored Waste Inspection. Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) will continue work on size reduction
using a teleoperated manipulator for cutting tool delivery. The
work includes plasma arc cutting development, force control of
manipulator end effectors, integration of control software, and
investigation of additional technologies for remote sizing. These
additional technologies include the use of conventional tools and
investigation of a system that will not add waste during the
sizing process.

automation; cutting; cutting tools; inspection; manipulators; radi-
ation protection; radioactive waste processing; radioactive wastes;
remote handling; robots; size.

CUTTING TOOLS: remote handling; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
cutting.

US9400317 Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning.

Topic codes: 194.
Principal Investigator: Martinson, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: McKay, M.D.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

This task plan addresses work to be accomplished by the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) under the Robotics
Technology Development Program in support of decontamination
and decommissioning (D & D) activities that can be applied to

environmental restoration and waste management. The goals of
the D & D robotics technology development are to develop
technologies that improve the safety and cost effectiveness of
future D & D projects. This can be accomplished by removing
humans from hazardous conditions, and increasing the speed,
reliability, and performance associated with typical D & D tasks.
The lead DOE site for decontamination and decommissioning
robotics is the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Work
performed as part of this task will be under the guidance and
direction of the Oak Ridge representative and the D & D team.
INEL has three principal tasks associated with this effort. These
tasks are (1) to develop of remote plasma arc cutting for size
reduction, (2) to support the preliminary design of an integrated
robotic D & D system, and (3) to support detailed planning of
D & D activities.

automation; cutting; cutting tools; decommissioning; decontam-
ination; program management; radioactive wastes; remedial
action; robots; us doe.

CUTTING TOOLS: automation; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: decon-
tamination.

US9400318 Robotics UST.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Burks, B.L. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Hamel, W.R.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

The objective of this task is to develop and demonstrate
robotics technology for characterization and remediation of
underground storage tanks (USTs). The applications are divided
into two areas: (1) Underground Storage Tanks-East (UST-E)
and (2) Underground Storage Tanks-West (UST-W). UST-E tasks
are applicable to the K-65 silos at Fernald while UST-W tasks
are applicable to the types of tanks found at Hanford and Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Subtasks 1 and 2 sup-
port UST-E applications, while Subtasks 3 and 4 support UST-W
applications. Subtasks 1 and 3 were initiated in FY 91, Subtasks
2 and 4 are new starts in FY 92. In Subtask 1, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) shall provide systems development,
integration, and demonstration of a structured light source sur-
face mapping system for use in the K-65 silos at the Fernald
Environmental Management Project (FEMP), Fernald, Ohio.
Collaborators on this subtask include Sandia National Laborato-
ries (SNL) and Westinghouse Environmental Management Com-
pany (WEMCO). This system shall be developed and
demonstrated in cold tests both at ORNL and FEMP in FY 91.
The system shall be deployed in silos 1 and 2 at FEMP during
late FY 91 and early FY 92. In Subtask 2, ORNL shall assist
FEMP to design, develop, and demonstrate a remotely operated
device for retrieval of the uranium residue waste in the K-65
silos. ORNL responsibilities include assistance in the develop-
ment of system performance requirements, technical evaluation
of retrieval alternatives, and codevelopment of remote deploy-
ment systems and control systems. This task will be initiated in
FY 92 and will continue into FY 93. In Subtask 3, ORNL shall
provide technical support for operation of the Robotics Technol-
ogy Testbed (RTT) assembled in FY 91 at Hanford. ORNL shall
provide technical support for RTT enhancements in the areas
of manipulation, sensing, controls, and end effector operations.
ORNL shall provide technical support for technology demon-
strations utilizing ORNL-developed segments of the RTT. Oper-
ation of the RTT shall be a joint activity with INEL, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL), SNL, Savannah River Laboratory
(SRL), Westinghouse Hanford Center (WHC), and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). In Subtask 4, ORNL shall
assist WHC in the preparation of system performance require-
ments for development and procurement of a prototype UST
waste retrieval system. Specifically, ORNL shall lead and coor-
dinate the definition of requirements related to manipulator sys-
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tern design and development. ORNL shall collaborate with
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) team mem-
bers in head end kinematics and hole size sensitivity studies,
end effector feature tests, and system control tests.

automation; feed materials production center; hanford reservation;
idaho national engineering laboratory; inspection; mapping; ra-
dioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes; remedial action; re-
mote sensing; robots; tanks; underground storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage; TANKS: remedial
action, remote sensing.

US9400319 Robotics Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Richardson, B.S. Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

The objective of this task is to develop and demonstrate
robotics technology for subsurface characterization and remote
excavation of buried waste. Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) will participate in two specific subtasks: (1) adaptation
of an excavator for remote excavation operation and (2) sub-
surface characterization vehicle development. Westinghouse En-
vironmental Management Company (WEMCO) burial pits, which
were used to bury waste derived from uranium metal production,
require remediation. Remediation at the WEMCO site differs from
that at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in that the
WEMCO remediation is limited to very-shallow depths. ORNL
will lead the development of teleoperation • capability for an
excavator to be used for WEMCO remediation demonstrations
to support the Fernald Uranium in Soils Integrated Demonstration
(ID). A demonstration at WEMCO will be performed in mid FY
93. This vehicle will be applicable for remote excavation studies
and demonstrations at other DOE sites. Some of the instru-
mentation (magnetometer and to a much lesser extent, the ter-
rain conductivity meter) utilized in the FY 91 buried waste
demonstration showed sensitivity to the metallic Soldier Robot
Interface Project (SRIP) platform. A remotely operated low-
metallic vehicle will be developed for buried waste characteriza-
tion to minimize impact on sensor performance. ORNL will
develop the operator control station interface as part of the
Remote Characterization System (RCS).

automation; earthmoving equipment; excavation; ground disposal;
radioactive wastes; remedial action; remote control; remote han-
dling equipment; remote sensing; robots; uranium.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: excavation, remote sensing; REMOTE
HANDLING EQUIPMENT: remote control.

be required to meet the projected analysis needs of the DOE
environmental restoration program. The subtask described in this
technical plan will focus on the development and demonstration
of an automated data interpretation module. The work will be
conducted in support of Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
lead role in the CAA program. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Method 8080, "Organochlorine Pesticides and PCBS," is
the target protocol. Multivariant modeling techniques will be ap-
plied to this task. The final result will be a specification for
automated data interpretation modules that DOE can use to
procure this capability from the commercial sector. All of the FY
92 programmatic effort will be devoted to this activity; funding
through FY 94 will be required to complete the task. A portion
of the FY 93 programmatic effort will be devoted to defining the
automation options for the Toxicity Characteristics Leaching
Procedure and the measurement of gross alpha and gross beta
in water samples; development will be initiated in FY 94 and
culminate in FY 96.

alpha-bearing wastes; automation; chemical analysis; data anal-
ysis; ground water; leaching; organic wastes; radioactive wastes;
remedial action; technology transfer.

ORGANIC WASTES: chemical analysis; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
automation.

US9400321 Robotics Waste Facility Operations.

Topic codes: 102; 191.
Principal Investigator: Hamel, W.R. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This activity supports the Office of Technology Develop-
ment (OTD) Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP)
by developing prototypes of robotic systems for use in operations
within the Waste Facility Operations area, which is coordinated
by the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). The goals of this
technology development are to reduce human exposure to haz-
ards, improve the quality of operations, increase productivity,
reduce manpower, and satisfy federal, state, and local regu-
lations. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is assigned
supporting tasks in waste facility material handling, stored waste
inspection, assistance with the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP), and the Mixed Waste Treatment Project Support.

automation; cranes; hazardous materials; inspection; mapping;
navigation; radiation protection; radioactive waste disposal; ra-
dioactive wastes; remote handling; remote handling equipment;
remote sensing; research programs; robots; wipp.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remote handling, remote sensing; RE-
MOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT: research programs.

US9400320 Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpre-
tation Module. US9400322 Waste Minimization.

Topic codes: 192.
Principal Investigator: Klatt, L.N. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30, B31.10

The Contaminant Analysis Automation (CAA) task supports
the Office of Technology Development (OTD) Robotics Technol-
ogy Development Plan (RTDP) by developing, demonstrating, and
transferring to the commercial sector those technologies that will

Topic codes: 105; 191.
Principal Investigator: Hamel, W.R. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

The Waste Minimization (WM) activity supports the Office
of Technology Development (OTD) Robotics Technology Devel-
opment Program (RTDP) by developing technologies to reduce
the amount of hazardous wastes produced during weapons pro-
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duction. The technologies developed under WM focus on the
application of robotics and remote technology that provide auto-
mation, process control enhancements, and human operator
procedures, that reduce waste generation and less waste by-
products during manufacturing. Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) coordinates the WM area, and ORNL will
provide assistance in two subtasks: (1) Master Arm control and
(2) Machine Vision.

automation; hazardous materials; manipulators; minimization; nu-
clear weapons; process control; production; radioactive wastes;
remote control; remote sensing; remote viewing equipment; ro-
bots; vision.

MANIPULATORS: remote control; NUCLEAR WEAPONS: pro-
duction, remote viewing equipment; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
minimization.

US9400323 Robotics Program UST-East Projects.

Topic codes: 116; 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Jacoboski, D.L. Westinghouse Environ-

mental Management Co. of Ohio, Fernald Environmental
Management Project, Cincinnati, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Weslmghouse Environmental Manage-
ment Co. of Ohio (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.05

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) will lead
the robotics storage tank (East) efforts and coordinate efforts
with a West counterpart and with the Underground Storage Tank
Integrated Demonstration (USTID) to provide technology support
for FEMP Silo surface characterization, waste removal and tank
decontamination, and decommissioning needs, and those for
other sites that can be supported in the Silo no. 4 test bed at
FEMP. Support for remote surface mapping in Silos no. 1 and
no. 2 will continue in FY 92 for the Comprehensive Environ-
mental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)
Removal Action to be undertaken. A thorough technology eval-
uation will be completed for surface mapping, following com-
pletion of the Removal Action, to support a technology transfer
within the Office of Technology Development (OTD) and ER &
WM.

decommissioning; decontamination; mapping; radioactive wastes;
remedial action; remote sensing; removal; moots; tanks; under-
ground storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: removal; TANKS: remedial action, re-
mote sensing.

US9400324 Robotics: Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Jacoboski, D.L. Westinghouse Environ-

mental Management Co. of Ohio, Fernald Environmental
Management Project, Cincinnati, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Environmental Manage-
ment Co. of Ohio (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.05

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

DOE has a wide variety of applications requiring remote
excavation of materials due to the hazards of contaminant con-
stituents in environmental media, and the hazardous nature of
many interred materials. Remote excavators will be needed to
operate in areas unsuitable for personnel to address in situ
characterization, soil removal, transport, and other areas to arrive
at cheaper, faster, better, and safer solutions. This task will
develop Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) and

Uranium Soils Integrated Demonstration (ID) needs for remote
and precise excavation for demonstration planning. A demon-
stration is anticipated in late FY 93 for remote excavation of
contaminated soils and handling of hazardous wastes at FEMP.
FY 92 activities will also support vehicle development and
demonstration at Idaho National Energy Laboratory (INEL). The
Uranium Soils ID excavator will have to illustrate a high level
of dexterous mobility, be able to traverse large areas, provide
precise excavation in relatively small areas (10 sf areas to
depths of 2 to 6 inches), and operate remotely through the use
of X-Y positioning and stereo vision. Precision of 1 inch in depth
is needed to maintain waste minimization. In situ characterization
capabilities are also necessary to verify that the zone to be
excavated is contaminated. Post-excavation characterization is
required to provide timely verification that all contaminated soil
has been removed. FEMP will provide overall coordination of
demonstration activities to reflect needs of the Uranium Soils ID,
schedule status reviews, maintain project scope, and provide the
test bed for demonstrating the system.

earthmoving equipment; excavation; ground disposal; hazardous
materials; radioactive wastes; remedial action; remote control;
remote handling; robots; soils; uranium.

EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT: remote control; HAZARDOUS
MA TERIALS: excavation.

US9400325 Automated Drum Management System.

Topic codes: 116; 195.
Principal Investigator: Jacoboski, D.L. Westinghouse Environ-

mental Management Co. of Ohio, Fernald Environmental
Management Project, Cincinnati, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Environmental Manage-
ment Co. of Ohio (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.05

M S categories: E52.00, E15.30

The scope of this project is to focus development efforts
in the area of Automated Drum Management Systems. The work
scope of this project will support the needs at Fernald and se-
veral other DOE sites to maintain routine inspection of stored
wastes. Thorium compounds and residues stored at the Fernald
site have a relatively high associated radiation field, which results
in unnecessary personnel doses from the inspection activities.
The opportunity to reduce personnel exposure through application
of remote/robotic technology will be pursued for the stored
thorium, wastes, as well as, the much larger volume of low-level
uranium residues, which require daily inspection. This very re-
petitive process will benefit from remote/robotic technology since
operators will not be exposed or faced with challenging tasks.
FY 92 project activities will concentrate on the definition of the
needs in a form useful for discussion with other sites and for
development of criteria/specifications. Specification of a device
to perform inspections will be initiated in FY 93.

automation; containers; teed materials production center; in-
spection; low-level radioactive wastes; radiation hazards; radio-
active waste storage; radioactive wastes; remote sensing; thorium
compounds; uranium.

CONTAINERS: inspection, remote sensing; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: radioactive waste storage.

US9400326 Robotics: CAA.

Topic codes: 187; 192.
Principal Investigator: Dodson, M.G. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Bennett, D.W.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
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Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

The primary bottlenecks to laboratory automation currently
are the preparation of samples for analysis and the interpretation
of the resulting analytical data. Automation of these two areas
within Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-approved protocols
is of great importance. Intelligent systems for analytical labora-
tories that automate much of the time, risk, and cost-intensive
steps required to take a sample and produce interpreted results
must be developed. In future automated environmental laborato-
ries, samples can be received, prepared, and analyzed by highly
integrated, standardized, and modular equipment. Many of the
individual analytical procedures such as chemical separation us-
ing chromatography, measurement of pH, electrical resistivity, and
mass spectral analysis are individually already automated. How-
ever, typical preparation of a field sample by using the
industry-wide standard analytical techniques is performed manu-
ally. Sample preparation can typically involve operations such
as grinding for size reduction, digestion of solids to prepare
solutions for subsequent analysis, adjustment of pH,
emulsification to uniformly suspend nonmiscible liquids, or mod-
ification of the chemical nature of reactants to adjust the solu-
bility of the chemical constituents of individual samples.
Preparation of samples for determination of physical properties
is also critical to the thorough characterization of waste sites.
The long-term goal of the Contaminant Analysis Automation
(CAA) effort is to insure that the automation required for ana-
lytical sample preparation, characterization, and data analysis
techniques for remediation of DOE facilities is commercially
available. Deployment of complete mobile instrumentation pack-
ages delivered to the waste site for onsite characterization is
another goal. A mobile automated laboratory not only speeds the
characterization process and reduces waste generation associ-
ated with sampling, transport, and sample manipulation in a
laboratory, it also provides more consistent and accurate data.
The approach to laboratory automation recommended by a DOE
laboratory automation study group identified the development of
automated laboratory systems to perform Standard Analysis
Methods (SAMs) according to standard specifications. The sys-
tem performing a SAM would receive a sample and produce
interpreted analytical data as output while automatically main-
taining necessary auditable records for quality assurance and
quality control. The automated laboratories would be assembled
from SAMs, each of which, in turn would be assembled from
Standard Laboratory' Modules (SLMs). There are three classes
of SLMs: (1) sample preparation modules (SPMs), (2) analysis
instrumentation modules (AIMs), and (3) data interpretation
modules (DIMs). Typically, a complete SAM will involve sample
preparation, analysis, and data interpretation and thus will require
one or more SLMs from each class.

automation; chemical analysis; radioactive waste processing; ro-
bots.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: automation, chemical
analysis.

US9400327 Robotics Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Bennett, D.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E52.00

This project addresses work to be accomplished under the
Robotics Technology Development Program in support of buried
waste remediation. The three primary areas of emphasis of the
overall program are (1) buried waste characterization, (2) remote
sizing to support waste preprocessing, and (3) buried
waste-soil retrieval. Within the area of waste characterization,
a Low Signature Vehicle (LSV) is under development, led by the
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), which will be used to deliver

multiple integrated sensors to a buried waste site. During FY
93, work will be performed under the following tasks: (1) con-
tinued development and testing of the LSV, (2) integration and
testing of magnetometers, (3) integration of Remote Character-
ization System (RCS) subsystems, and (4) demonstration of the
RCS. The activities will be directed toward the development and
integration of technologies needed to excavate and retrieve the
buried waste at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL). System components provided by the participating labo-
ratories will be integrated and the RCS will be given initial field
tests. Subsequently, enhancements of system components will
be completed, and the components will be integrated and tested.
The communications and navigation subsystems will be upgraded
and integrated into the Remote Excavation System (RES). A field
demonstration will be performed at INEL. Also during FY 93,
PNL will demonstrate components of an improved ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) system that is being developed as part
of the Cross-Cutting and Advanced Technology program. The
results of this R & D work will be conducted through demon-
stration, test, and evaluation (DT & E) as part of this project.

automation; remedial action; robots; waste management; waste
retrieval.

WASTE RETRIEVAL: automation.

US9400328 Robotics UST.

Topic codes: 117; 197.
Principal Investigator: Bennett, D.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

In concert with other laboratories identified in Part 1 of
this project, Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) will perform de-
velopment, test, and evaluation (DT & E) in subtasks involving
(1) improved manipulator dynamic-kinematic performance to
support definition of prototype waste retrieval manipulators; (2)
improved sensing to provide unique capabilities in teleoperated
manipulators that will enhance productivity; and (3) reduction in
costs and provision of a safer working environment for remedi-
ation of underground waste tanks, and provision of onsite sup-
port for the Robotics Technology Testbed (RTT) at Hanford. This
work supports remediation of single-shell tanks (SSTs) at Hanford
and will be applied to similar underground waste tank remedi-
ation efforts at other sites. Specifically, in FY 93, PNL will initiate
and implement force-based control algorithms for very large
manipulators. Algorithms developed during FY 92 will be ex-
tended and applied to very long reach manipulators. These al-
gorithms will be applied to both a fully functional dynamic
simulation of a very long reach manipulator, and the flexible
manipulator testbed. End effector reaction forces and other
interactions will be included in the dynamic simulation. PNL will
complete the integration of the kinematic tracking camera into
the Generic Intelligent System Controller (GISC) graphical user
interface. This will be done in collaboration with Westinghouse
Hanford Co. (WHC) and others. PNL will work with Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to investigate and develop
remote imaging methods designed to provide specific numerical
data required to generate a 3-D model of the environment found
in most underground storage tanks (USTs). PNL will investigate
methods of improving the stiffness of large nested extendable
masts such as those that may be used to deploy and position
a long-reach manipulator through a 42-in.-d. opening in a UST.
PNL will provide technical support in the area of computing and
controls to the UST demonstration to aid in technology transfer
from system developers to actual implementation at the Hanford
Site.

manipulators; radioactive wastes; remedial action; tanks; three-
dimensional calculations; underground storage; waste retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage, waste retrieval;
TANKS: remedial action.
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US9400329 Robotics Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Yount, J.A. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Scott, J.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) will provide co-
ordination and communication of Hanford site needs as input to
the robotics buried waste program. This effort will include the
preparation of a site needs assessment, and participation and
evaluation of concepts, equipment, and demonstrations planned
by the robotics program. In out years, WHC will be prepared
to host Hanford site specific demonstrations of robotics program
developed technology.

evaluation: ground disposal: hanford reservation; remedial action;
robots.

HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial action.

US9400330 Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC).

Topic codes: 116; 197.
Principal Investigator: Burgess, D.M. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This task involves the development of a manipulator-based
retrieval system, the Tank Retrieval Manipulator System (TRMS),
for retrieving underground storage tank (UST) waste. This
Robotics Technology Demonstration Program (RTDP) task com-
plements the UST Integrated Demonstration (USTID) Robotics
task. The Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS) Retrieval
Technology Working Group of the DOE Office of Waste Man-
agement (EM-30) has reviewed candidate systems for UST waste
retrieval. The Retrieval Technology Working Group has estab-
lished that manipulator-based retrieval systems have the potential
to retrieve the widest variety of waste forms at the lowest risk.
Manipulator-based retrieval systems can also retrieve the ob-
structions and debris within the tanks. Based on previous' in-
vestigations and the results of Office of Technology Development
(EM-50)[ have established a joint working arrangement with the
TWRS Program. The product of this working arrangement will
be the development of a prototype manipulator-based retrieval
system, the Tank Retrieval Manipulator System (TRMS). The
prototype TRMS will be a full-scale unit designed to enter a
single shell tank through a 42-in.-d center riser. The prototype
will have the payload capacity and kinematic arrangement of the
expected production units. Non-essential features, such as
radiation-hardened components that are not required to investi-
gate the operational performance, will not be included. The
EM-50 effort to develop TRMS involves six DOE contractors,
including WHC, Pacific National Laboratory (PNL), Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), Sandia National Laboratories (SNL),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO). Each of the
program participants receive funding from USTID and RTDP. A
key activity of this and the companion USTID task is to integrate
the activities at each of the participating contractors to ensure
that all tasks are focused toward developing TRMS. This in-
cludes establishing a program plan, work plan, and multiyear
development schedule. Such a system approach to technology

development will ensure that discrete tasks are completed with
the awareness of other tasks within the scope of TRMS. A key
activity of this task is to convert the performance specification
developed by ORNL into a procurement specification and to
place a contract with a commercial vendor for a prototype Tank
Retrieval Manipulator. Another key activity is to coordinate the
TRMS activities being performed by the six DOE contractors and
national laboratories. This task also covers the costs required
to lease and maintain the Robotics Technology Demonstration
Test Bed at Hanford, WA, and to demonstrate ongoing retrieval
technology developments of the entire program within the test
bed.

contract management; contractors; demonstration programs;
hanford reservation; manipulators; removal; tanks; underground
storage; waste forms; waste retrieval.

TANKS: removal; WASTE RETRIEVAL: manipulators.

US9400331 Robotics Waste Processing Operations.

Topic codes: 112; 191.
Principal Investigator: Couture, S. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Grasz, E.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00, E52.00

The DOE Office of Technology Development (EM-50)
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) is an inte-
grated program, utilizing complementary skills across the Nuclear
Weapons Complex (NWC) to ensure that better, safer, faster
and cheaper technologies are available for remediation of NWC
wastes. The objective of the Waste Processing Operations
(WPO) application area is to coordinate development of auto-
mated and remote chemical and physical processing systems for
treatment, conversion, recycling, reuse, and disposal of radioac-
tive, hazardous, and mixed wastes that have been retrieved
using technologies developed in the other application areas.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is coordinating
activities with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL); Savannah
River Technology Center (SRTC); and Sandia National Labora-
tories, Albuquerque (SNLA) toward this goal. The robotics WPO
area is transitioning during FY 92 and FY 93 from the preex-
isting Waste Minimization application area, which targeted auto-
mation of production processes rather than waste processes.
During the transition, initial activities are focused on two major
thrust areas in support of the National Mixed Waste Program.
These thrust areas are (1) providing a liaison between the RTDP
Integrated Program, the EM-50 Mixed Waste Integrated Program,
and the EM-30 Mixed Waste Treatment Project and (2) devel-
oping and demonstrating automated and telerobotic waste proc-
ess stream handling. The liaison activity will ensure that the
potential for applying robotics and automation is recognized early
in the development of modular treatment technology being pur-
sued by the National Mixed Waste Program. The liaison activity
together with information from recent site assessments will help
identify and set priorities for future WPO thrust areas. The de-
velopment and demonstration of automated waste stream han-
dling will culminate a two-year effort in front-end waste stream
handling and characterization coordinated by the WPO and
Waste Facilities Operations (WFO) areas. A demonstration at the
Savannah River Plant early in FY 94 will showcase an integrated
robotic system for front-end waste stream handling, including
whole-barrel nondestructive characterization, barrel opening and
emptying, waste stream segregation and sorting, and a treatment
system for metal decontamination for recycling. Specific LLNL
tasks are (1) to provide liaison to the Mixed Waste Treatment
Project (MWTP) and the Mixed Waste Integrated Process (MWIP)
by performing detailed surveys, research, and needs analyses
for automation of waste processing operations; (2) to detail
modifications required to the glove box and IBM gantry system
to address current Defense Programs (DP) residue processing
needs; (3) to develop a 3-D shape analysis and grasp planning
system integrated with a dimensional characterization system for
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robot path planning; (4) to develop and demonstrate
algorcterization system for robot path planning; (4) t.

decontamination; hazardous materials; lawrence livermore labo-
ratory; metals; mixtures; ornl; radioactive waste disposal; radio-
active waste processing; radioactive wastes; recycling; remedial
action; remote handling equipment; robots; sandia laboratories;
savannah river plant.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: remote handling equip-
ment.

US9400332 Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory
Automation.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: ?. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 808, University of California,
Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E15.30, E40.00

DOE remediation of site contamination requires detailed
analyses to ascertain the extent of subsequent remedial actions.
Current sampling and analytical approaches are cost prohibitive
due to the very large number of samples that will be required,
the time and complexity currently required to perform the
standard analysis protocols, and the difficulty in maintaining
sample integrity during transfer. In situ chemical and radiological
analysis and data interpretation will dramatically improve DOE's
ability to more effectively perform site characterization and
monitoring functions at far less cost. Key to achieving this goal
is the use of small integrated sensors and integrated analysis
systems to be deployed in the field. This program was initiated
in FY 91 with the development of basic supporting microfabri-
cated structures to allow ongoing development of miniature
pumps, valves, and optical spectrometers fabricated on silicon
wafers. The basic development work will be conducted under a
separate technical task plan. The work to continue under this
task plan will meet the specific needs of the contaminant anal-
ysis automation program under the leadership of Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). To achieve this, coordination will
be maintained with the contaminant analysis automation team to
assure that developed sensors will meet the specific needs de-
fined for DOE sites. Based on specific needs, specific applica-
tions will be developed using the microstructure technology that
will be implemented in the standard laboratory modules that form
the basis of the automated laboratory. These modules will un-
dergo extensive testing and will be used to prove the usefulness
of these integrated sensor systems for in situ applications. Key
activities that will also be conducted this year include the de-
velopment of data analysis approaches. The resulting systems
will permit use of the data signal by the standard laboratory
module communications protocol for transmission and subsequent
analysis and archival.

automation; chemical analysis; data analysis; decontamination;
optical spectrometers; pumps; radioactive wastes; radioassay;
remedial action; remote sensing; valves.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: chemical analysis, radioassay.

US9400333 Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technol-
ogy.

Topic codes: 193; 511.
Principal Investigator: Couture, S. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Folta, J.; Martz, H.; Grasz, E.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E41.00, E15.30

The project objective is to continue development of sensor
systems and robotics to be used for environmental character-
ization and monitoring. The sensors will be used to provide
control information for the robot in many applications. In other
cases, sensors must be mated to the capabilities of the robot
and provide the environmental data needed by site character-
ization teams and remediation planners. This task plan provides
cross-cutting development support in three major areas in support
of this overall goal. (1) In the area of Microsensor Systems,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) will develop
silicon-based microinstruments for use as chemical sensors,
which are necessary for site characterization and cleanup activ-
ities and for robotic control. This will be accomplished by using
microelectronic fabrication technology, which permits on-chip in-
tegration of the necessary mechanical, electrical, chemical, and
optical components necessary to form complete analytical
microinstruments. Available on-chip components include micro
flow channels, a variety of solid-state optical and chemical de-
tectors, thin membranes, and analog and digital electronics. LLNL
is currently developing miniature pumps and valves to complete
the list of necessary microcomponents. The microsensor systems
project consists of three parts: a miniature flow injection analysis
(FIA) device, development of gas chromatography (GC) capillary
columns in silicon, and a microspectrometer. (2) In the area of
Computed Tomography, the optimization of active and passive
computed tomography (A & PCT) operational procedures for
plant-scale throughputs will take place. These operational pro-
cedures include A & PCT data acquisition and image recon-
struction parameters. This task will use a prototype A & PCT
drum scanner with improved photopeak discrimination, simul-
taneous multiple-energy data acquisition, scatter rejection, and
an ideal gamma-ray source to further improve canister analysis
and to acquire scan data. The data will be used to determine
the parameters required to optimize scans based on throughput
and sensitivity criteria. Once determined, parameters can be fixed
for a particular waste stream. Following the analysis and opti-
mization, the A & PCT data will be converted into a 3-D image
for analysis and visualization. These results will enable better
understanding and further development of the A & PCT tech-
nology that will be required to certify waste drums for shipment
from laboratory and plant sites and for acceptance by reproc-
essing and long-term storage facilities. (3) In the area of Modular
Robotics, the effort has three areas of focus: (1) to organize
and host a modular robotics workshop with industry, university,
and laboratory participation to determine what technologies can
be contributed and the areas of expertise that are needed; (2)
to participate in a toptributed and the areas of expertise that
are needed; (2) to participate in a toptributed and the areas o.

computerized tomography; containers; gas chromatography; ma-
nipulators; radioactive wastes; remedial action; remote control;
remote sensing; robots; site characterization; spectroscopy.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remote sensing; REMEDIAL ACTION:
site characterization.

US9400334 Robotics UST.

Topic codes: 117; 197.
Principal Investigator: Couture, S. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Densley, P.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

This is a two part task. Task 1 provides a definition of
the requirements for wireless in-tank communication and Task
2 investigates independent tool point tracking concepts. Task 1
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addresses the need to provide wireless transmission media. At
present, signals are conducted via contacting transmission media
(i.e., cables). Replacing wires with radio frequencies or invisible
light is commonplace in the communication industry. This tech-
nology will be evaluated for applicability to the needs of in-tank
robotics. Some of these options are radio signals or leaky coax,
infrared, and optical fiber systems. Although optical fiber systems
are contacting transmission media, they will be considered be-
cause of the ability to reduce the number of conductors. The
task will identify, evaluate and recommend the requirements for
the wireless technology to replace the present cable system
Task 2 provides for the initial investigation of the concept of
independent tool point tracking. The need to accurately determine
the position of the end efiector while it is deployed in the tank
may be required to enhance the end effector's performance. As
an example, the use of the Hydraulic Impact End Effector
(rubblizer) would be enhanced with a system that could scan the
tank contents in the area of concern, pick out targets, and then
relay the exact position of the targets to the end effector's
control system.

infrared radiation; optical fibers; radiowave radiation; remote
sensing; tanks.

TANKS: remote sensing.

US9400335 Robotics-Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Pence, J.L. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E15.30, E52.00

This task plan addresses work to be accomplished under
the Robotics Technology Development Program in support of
buried waste remediation. The two primary areas of emphasis
are (1) buried waste characterization and (2) buried waste-soil
retrieval. Within the area of waste characterization, a Low Sig-
nature Vehicle (LSV) is under development, led by Pacific
Northwest Laboratories, which will be used to deliver multiple
integrated sensors to a buried waste site. During FY 93 the
following tasks will be completed: (1) development and testing
of LSV, (2) integration of Remote Characterization System (RCS)
components, and (3) demonstration of RCS. Buried waste re-
trieval activities will be supported at the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) and the Fernald Environmental
Management Project (FEMP), located near Cincinnati, Ohio. The
activities will be to finish the development and integration of
technologies needed to excavate and retrieve buried waste at
INEL and contaminated soil at FEMP. Within FY 93, modifica-
tions to the components of the Remote Excavation System (RES)
will be finished and integrated into RES. Demonstrations will then
be conducted at INEL and FEMP. Further development and re-
finement of excavation capabilities will continue following the
demonstrations. All activities under this program are in support
of the Buried Waste, Mixed Waste Landfill, and Uranium in Soils
Integrated Demonstrations.

confam/narion; excavation; mixtures; radioactive wastes; remedial
action; remote handling eguipment; remote sensing; removal;
robots: site characterization; soils; underground disposal; uranium.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remote handling eguipment, remote
sensing, underground disposal.

US9400336 Robotics Waste Minimization.

Topic codes: 105; 191.
Principal Investigator: Armantrout, G. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808.
University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

Transuranic (TRU) waste generation within the DOE
complex will be reduced by a combination of improved proc-
essing and handling technologies and procedural control. This
task addresses the improvements in processing technology re-
quired to reduce the process waste associated with the handling
and processing of plutonium and uranium and to minimize the
quantity of operator associated waste. Operator associated waste
includes gloves, wipes, bags, tenting, and protective clothing
required for access to and working within the plutonium glove
box environment. Process waste includes spent chemicals, failed
runs, process inefficiencies, and failed or spent components and
equipment. In conducting this task in FY 92, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) will conduct two major activities: (1)
provide oversight of the ongoing developmental and demon-
stration activities in support of waste minimization within defense
programs for robotic applications and (2) lead the automation
of handling and processing operations for plutonium processing
with the goal of removing the operator from the glove box en-
vironment. The programs at the other DOE sites are in direct
support of the technologies needed for plutonium process auto-
mation and for remote handling of uranium chips for recycle at
Y-12. The coordinated activities during FY 92 include: (1) LLNL
development of a hardened glove box robot integrated with key
plutonium processing equipment such as pyrochemical furnaces
and of telerobotic operated systems for difficult operations in-
cluding further development of automated weapon part fabrication
and assembly, dust control technologies, and extension to cast-
ing and scrap sorting; (2) LANL development of oxide transfer
and dust control; (3) Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) devel-
opment and specification of control architecture and software to
support the telerobotic system development; (4) Savannah River
Site (SRS) coordination and assistance with the automated
weapons fabrication and assembly project with LLNL and SNL;
(5) Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) design guidance and participation
in the automation of plutonium processing operations; (6) Y-12
adaptation of a robotic arm to load scrap uranium oxide into
storage vaults and continued demonstration of the Y-12 appli-
cation of robotics to the loading of uranium metal chips into a
hydraulic press for briquette formation prior to remelt; and (7)
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) adaptation of the ORNL
master control arm and vision technologies to the telerobotic Pu
handling system under development at LLNL.

automation; minimization; plutonium; radioactive waste process-
ing; radioactive wastes; robots; transuranium compounds; ura-
nium.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: automation; RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: minimization.

US9400337 Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting
Technology.

Topic codes: 182; 191.
Principal Investigator: Holliday, M. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Couture, S.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The objective of the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) Waste Facilities Operations (WFO) program is
to develop, demonstrate, test, and evaluate robotics technology
for existing and planned DOE waste facilities for storing, char-
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acterizing, or repackaging radioactive, hazardous, or mixed waste
and to transfer this technology to industry. The goal of the WFO
program is to provide technologies that remove humans from
both radiologically and physically dangerous environments in
waste facilities; improve the quality of operations; increase the
speed of operations; reduce the manpower requirements for op-
erations; reduce life-cycle costs; and meet federal, state, and
local regulations. This program excludes, but complements, waste
facilities that are covered under other RTDP areas, such as
waste tanks, decontamination and decommissioning, and buried
waste. It also excludes, but complements, the processing of
waste items after they have been removed from drums or other
forms of containment. The Savannah River Technology Center
(SRTC) is designated as the WFO team coordinator and will lead
the supporting efforts of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), and Fernald Environmental Management Project (FEMP).
This team will include contributions from industry and universities
to best accomplish its goals. The WFO program has five major
thrusts for FY 93 within which the development activities of the
WFO team participants are defined. These major thrust areas
are (1) remote inspection and survey of stored waste drums; (2)
remote drum opening, emptying, and transportation systems; (3)
swing-free crane control; (4) item characterization and sorting;
and (5) telerobot improvements. SRTC will provide program co-
ordination for the WFO team. Specific LLNL tasks are to con-
tinue the development and implementation of integrated waste
stream characterization technologies such as noninvasive waste
drum analysis using computed tomography, structured-lighting-
based object identification, metal-nonmetal object discrimination,
radiation detection, and metal composition determination.

chemical analysis; computerized tomography; coordinated re-
search programs; evaluation; hazardous materials; idaho national
engineering laboratory; lawrence livermore laboratory; mixtures;
nondestructive analysis; ornl; packaging; radioactive waste stor-
age; radioactive wastes; remote handling equipment; robots;
sandia laboratories; savannah river plant; testing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: remote handling equipment;
RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive analysis.

US9400338 SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations.

Topic codes: 112; 191.
Principal Investigator: Ward, C.R. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
C.R. Ward, "Waste Facilities Operations", Executive Confer-
ence on Remote Operations and Robotics in the Nuclear In-
dustry - II, Callaway Gardens, Pine Mountain, GA, April 5-8,
1992. C.R. Ward, "Overview of DOE Waste Facilities Oper-
ations Robotics Technology Development Program", Spectrum
92, Boise, ID, August 23-27, 1992. K.M. Croft, C.R. Ward,
S.M. Allen "Remote Size Reduction for the DOE Office of
Technology Development Robotics Technology Development
Program", Spec trum 92, Boise, ID, August 23-27, 1992.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The objective of the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) Waste Facilities Operations (WFO) program is
to develop, demonstrate, test, and evaluate robotics technology
for existing and planned DOE waste facilities for storing, char-
acterizing, and/or treating radioactive, hazardous, and/or mixed
waste and to transfer this technology to industry. The goals of
the WFO program are (1) to provide technologies that remove
humans from both radiologically and physically dangerous envi-
ronments in waste facilities; (2) to improve the quality of oper-
ations; (3) to increase the speed of operations; (4) to reduce
the manpower requirements for operations; (5) to reduce life-
cycle costs; and (6) to meet federal, state, and local regulations.
This program excludes but complements waste facilities that are

covered under other RTDP robotics technology areas, such as
waste tanks, decontamination and decommissioning (D & D), and
buried waste. It also excludes but complements the processing
of waste items after they have been removed from drums or
other forms of containment. The Savannah River Technology
Center (SRTC) is designated as the WFO team coordinator and
will lead the supporting efforts of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL), Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), and Fernald Environmental Management
Project (FEMP). This team will include contributions from industry
and universities to best accomplish its goals. The WFO program
has five major thrusts for FY 93 within which the development
activities of the WFO team participants are defined. These major
thrust areas are (1) remote inspection and survey of stored
waste drums; (2) remote drum opening, emptying, and trans-
portation systems; (3) swing-free crane control; (4) item charac-
terization and sorting; and (5) telerobot improvements. SRTC
will provide program coordination for the WFO team. Specific
SRTC tasks are (1) to lead the development of systems for
remote inspection and survey of stored waste drums, (2) to lead
the development of a testbed for remote drum opening and
emptying, and (3) to develop telerobot improvements that include
graphical programming enhancements and simplified standoff
control.

occupational safety; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes; remedial action; remote control; remote handling; robots;
technology transfer.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste processing, remote
handling; ROBOTS: remote handling.

US9400339 UST-ID, LDUA-EOS Sensing and Integration.

Topic codes: 116.
Principal Investigator: Heckendorn, M.F. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The objective of the Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (UST-ID) program is to develop, demonstrate, test,
and evaluate characterization and retrieval technology for envi-
ronmental restoration of DOE weapons facilities USTs and to
transfer this technology to industry. The goal of the UST-ID
program is to provide technologies that allow characterization
and retrieval of waste and components from USTs. An additional
goal is to remove humans from both radiologically and physically
dangerous environments of waste tank vicinities, improve the
quality of operations, increase the speed of operations, reduce
the manpower requirements for operations, reduce life-cycle
costs, and meet federal, state and local regulations. The subtask
supports this task by providing remote in-tank surveillance, and
the development and the fielding of Early Deployment Systems
(EDS) and Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA) for remote viewing.
Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) will participate in concept re-
views and equipment development for remote viewing and sur-
veillance of USTs. The Savannah River Technology Center
(SRTC) is designated as a UST-ID team member and will assist
the efforts of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),
Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL), and Westinghouse Hanford
Co. (WHC). This team will include contributions from industry
and universities to best accomplish its goals. In the UST-ID
program several major thrusts for FY 93 within which the de-
velopment activities of the UST-ID team participants are defined.
These major thrust areas include (1) the early deployment of
demonstrated techologies for UST-ID remediation, (2) the long-
range development of the Long Reach Arm, (3) devlopment of
the Light Duty Arm, (4) devlopment of the remote deployment
anaysis and characterization packages, and (5) devlopment of
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a variety of required waste handling and processing technologies.
Specific SRTC tasks are (1) EDS-LDUA In-Tank Video and (2)
EDS-LDUA In-Tank Photography.

radioactive wastes; remedial action; tanks; technology transfer;
underground storage; waste retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage, waste retrieval;
TANKS: remedial action.

US9400340 Savannah River Robotics: D & D.

Topic codes: 194.
Principal Investigator: Ward, C.R. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

The fundamental objective of the Decontamination and
Decommissioning (D & D) Application Area within the Robotics
Technology Development Program (RTDP) of the Office of
Technology Development (OTD) is to provide oversight and de-
velopment for robotics technologies that will significantly impact
D & D needs throughout the Department of Energy (DOE)
complex. This function will include coordination of all laboratory,
university, and industrial participants and the execution of tech-
nology assessments and technology development. The Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is designated as the D & D
coordinator and will lead the supporting efforts of the Savannah
River Technology Center (SRTC), the Sandia National Labora-
tories (SNL), the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),
the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), the Idaho National En-
gineering Laboratory (INEL), and the Fernald Environmental
Management Project (FEMP). The goal of the D & D robotics
program is to provide technologies that improve the quality,
safety, and cost effectiveness of future D & D projects while
adhering to federal, 'state, and local regulations. The robotics D
& D program has established five major thrust areas within which
the development activities of the D & D team participants are
defined. These major thrust areas are (1) development of an
asbestos removal and bagging system for asbestos insulation
from straight pipe runs; (2) demonstration of telerobotic decon-
tamination and dismantlement capabilities; (3) evaluation of the
potential for automation within the FEMP decontamination plant;
(4) development of a mobile floor characterization system; and
(5) the conceptual design and initial development for a mobile,
modular decontamination and dismantlement system for general
D & D tasks. SRTC will be the lead site for the Robot Floor
Characterization System (RFCS), the Telerobotic Decontamination
Manipulator (TDM), and the Standard Tooling Interface (STI).
SRTC will also support the Integrated Decontamination
(ID)-Dismantlement System and the Reconfigurable Manipulation
Module conceptual design.

asbestos; coordinated research programs; decommissioning; de-
contamination; design; manipulators; remote handling equipment;
removal; robots.

ASBESTOS: removal; DECONTAMINATION: remote handling
equipment.

US9400341 Robotics Waste Processing Operations.

Topic codes: 112; 191.
Principal Investigator: Brault, J.R. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E51.00

The DOE Office of Technology Development (OTD)
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) is an Inte-
grated Program (IP), utilizing complementary skills across the
Nuclear Weapons Complex (NWC) to ensure that better, safer,
faster, and cheaper technologies are available for remediation
of NWC wastes. The objective of the Waste Processing Oper-
ations (WPO) application area is to coordinate development of
automated and remote chemical and physical processing systems
for treatment, conversion, recycling, reuse, and disposal of ra-
dioactive, hazardous, and mixed wastes that have been retrieved
using technologies developed in the other application areas.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is coordinating
activities with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Savannah
River Technology Center (SRTC), and Sandia National Labora-
tories (SNL), Albuquerque toward this goal. The robotics WPO
area is transitioning during FY 92 and FY 93 from the preex-
isting Waste Minimization (WM) application area that targeted
automation of production processes rather than waste processes.
During the transition, initial activities are focused on two major
thrust areas in support of the National Mixed Waste Program
(NMWP). These thrust areas are (1) providing a liaison between
the RTDP Integrated Program (IP), the EM-50 Mixed Waste In-
tegrated Program (MWIP), and the EM-30 Mixed Waste Treat-
ment Project (MWTP) and (2) development and demonstration
(D & D) of automated and telerobotic waste stream handling.
The liaison activity will ensure that the potential for applying
robotics and automation is recognized early in the development
of modular treatment technology being pursued by the NMWP.
The liaison activity, together with information from recent site
assessments will help identify and set priorities for future WPO
thrust areas. The D & D of automated waste-stream handling
will culminate a two-year effort in front-end waste-stream handl-
ing and characterization coordinated by the WPO and Waste
Facilities Operations (WFO) areas. A demonstration at the
Savannah River Site (SRS) early in FY 94 will showcase an
integrated robotic system for front-end waste-stream handling,
including whole-barrel nondestructive characterization, barrel
opening and emptying, waste stream segregation and sorting,
and a treatment system for metal decontamination for recycling.
Specific SRTC tasks are (1) to integrate and participate in the
demonstration of front-end process-stream handling including
characterization, sorting, and processing in a SRTC cold-test
facility and (2) to provide support for integration of surface
cleaning-scarifying system in a cold-test facility at SRTC.

coordinated research programs; decontamination; metals; mix-
tures; nondestructive analysis; remedial action; remote handling
equipment; robots; sorting; surface cleaning; wastes.

METALS: decontamination, wastes; REMOTE HANDLING
EQUIPMENT: coordinated research programs.

US9400342 Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center.

7"op/c codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Rosholt, D.L. MSE, Inc., Butte, MT,

59701, USA.
Performing Organization: MSE, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

M S categories: C52.13, B31.50

The Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center
(WASTEC) is a national center established by the Department
of Energy (DOE) to provide the infrastructure for testing pilot-
scale innovative technologies for waste treatment, reduction,
minimization, and remediation. Elements of the program that fo-
cus specifically on innovative cleanup systems include (1) as-
sessment of technologies and technology development for water,
air, and soil cleanup; (2) laboratory or bench development of
prototypical systems; (3) pilot plant operation and
process/hardware performance verification; and (4) technical
transfer including multiagency and industrial involvement
throughout the program as well as a broad education and
training program. The National Mine Waste Technology Center
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(NMWTC), one of the WASTEC programs, responds to the cur-
rent DOE initiative to assess current technology development
activities and provide the basis for future research, development,
and demonstration of new and innovative environmental tech-
nologies. The WASTEC program addresses nonradioactive-waste
management issues and compliments those similar efforts on
mixed- and radioactive-waste issues. In support of the NMWC
concept, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has funded
a pilot program in Butte, Montana to demonstrate, test, and
evaluate emerging environmental remediation technologies as
they related to the metals mining industry. DOE support enables
DOE input in shaping the infrastructure and technologies asso-
ciated with NMWTC. Common infrastructure promotes better,
quicker, cheaper, and safer development of projects. The main
objective of WASTEC and NMWTC is to get new technology into
the field, resolving actual hazardous-waste problems throughout
the United States. Waste programs are funded from a number
of sources including the U.S. EPA ($3.5 million for FY 92 and
FY 93). Support of the above objectives will require interagency
project management documentation because various agencies
have different requirements. Accordingly, specific program support
from DOE consists of funds for updating planning documents,
and interagency project management documentation. The FY 92
task will be accomplished with FY 91 carryover funds.

environment; environmental effects; remedial action; technology
assessment; testing; waste processing.

WASTE PROCESSING: technology assessment.

US9400343 Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-Waste
Analysis.

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Leibman, C. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B11.00

This task addresses the need for sample preparation and
determinative methods for analysis of hazardous constituents in
radioactive samples that are acceptable to regulatory agencies.
This task will be conducted to assure adherence to the DOE
as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle. Priority
needs are to be identified in consultation with the DOE Project
Officer and the staff of DOE analytical laboratories engaged in
mixed-waste characterization. Analytical methods from DOE or
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) laboratories are to be
adapted and validated to provide the necessary performance
while protecting staff and facilities from radiation exposure and
contamination. Other, state-of-the-art technologies may be
adapted as needed for this task. Technologies and developed
methods will be transferred to other DOE sites through active
consultation with their staff and the Future Analytical Support
Team (FAST) group, publications in the DOE compendium of
analytical methods, presentations at meetings and briefings, and
guest training at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) site.

chemical analysis; hazardous materials; mixtures; radiation pro-
tection; radioactive wastes; sample preparation.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: chemical analysis, sample prepara-
tion; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: chemical analysis.

US9400344 Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement (CRADA).

Topic codes: 521.
Principal Investigator: Avens, L. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Prenger, C.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The existence of actinide-contaminated soils within the
DOE weapons complex poses challenging problems for environ-
mental remediation. Examples are contaminated surface soils at
NTS, Rocky Flats, and Fernald. In most instances the plutonium
or uranium is widely dispersed within the host material. Magnetic
separation is a physical separation process that can be used to
concentrate ferromagnetic or, with the application of high fields,
paramagnetic components from a mixture. The paramagnetic
actinides Pu, U, and Am can be extracted using this technology.
The method can be applied to either a dry particle as or a wet
particle slurry using either open- or high-gradient magnetic sep-
aration equipment. In some respects magnetic separation is a
mature technology having been applied industrially at rates of
60 tons per hour to purify kaolin clay. Preliminary results show
that over 90% of the plutonium can be extracted from certain
recycle plutonium residues using open-gradient magnetic sepa-
ration. Similarly impressive results are expected when soil de-
contamination is addressed using magnetic separation.

actinide compounds; magnetic separators; remedial action; re-
moval; separation processes; soils.

ACTINIDE COMPOUNDS: removal; SOILS: remedial action.

US9400345 Performance Evaluation and Audit Program.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Bogen, D. C. Environmental Measurements

Laboratory, Environmental Studies Division, 376 Hudson
Street, New York, NY, 10014, USA.

Performing Organization: Environmental Measurements Laboratory
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: B11.00, E50.00

The five-year plan, Fiscal Year 1992, of the DOE Office
of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management specified
that policies be instituted to establish, assess, and maintain
high-quality analytical laboratories to provide the quality data to
fulfill the needs and requirements for operations of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management. As part of the DOE Envi-
ronmental Quality Assessment Program (QAP) an Integrated
Performance Evaluation Program (IPEP) will be developed and
implemented. The Environmental Measurements Laboratory
(EML), under the direction of the Laboratory Management Divi-
sion (EM-563), will develop a program for upgrading the reporting
format as well as the statistical and graphical summaries of re-
sults obtained from QAP (EML-QAP). EML will conduct a survey
of the participating laboratories enrolled in QAP to obtain current
information concerning additional analytical needs, requirements,
current and past methodology, and any other pertinent informa-
tion that will enhance QAP. The historical QAP database (16
years) will be statistically evaluated to assess laboratory analyt-
ical performance. A comprehensive Quality Assurance audit pro-
gram will be develop under the direction of EM-563. EML will
play a lead role in the development of the program units dealing
with assessment of contractor performance when performing field
measurements and sampling. Current audit programs conducted
by other organizations will be reviewed for applicability to QAP
objectives, and preliminary audit standards will be developed.
Additional activities will include the identification and availability
of qualified technical personnel for performing these audits and
the training of these personnel. Similar to the approach to be
used for auditing laboratory analytical performance, two pilot
audits of Government Owned Contractor Operated (GOCO) fa-
cilities will be conducted once the preliminary audit standards
are developed. After completion of the two onsite audits, a final
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audit standards report incorporating the knowledge gained from
the onsite audits will be completed. A corrective action program
will be developed to assist the laboratories when deficiencies in
the field measurement and sampling are noted. The development
of the audit program will provide DOE with a system to evaluate
performance, show compliance with statutes, and provide a
mechanism to take corrective action, when necessary. Continuing
assistance will be provided to the Future Analytical Support
Team (FAST), which is addressing issues related to analytical
and planning needs of EM-563. To achieve this objective, EML
will participate in future FAST planning meetings.

audits; chemical analysis; laboratories; performance; remedial
action; reporting requirements; sampling; waste management.

LABORATORIES: audits.

US9400346 Analytical Laboratory Management Health and
Safety Requirements Development (New Guid-
ance).

Topic codes: 611; 160.
Principal Investigator: Dionne, B.J. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Upton, L I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.12

INIS categories: C54.00, C53.00

The Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management (EM) expects to make major use of commercial
laboratories for analysis of mixed waste samples. For samples
with radioactivity above limits set by Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) regulations, the commercial laboratories must be
licensed. Both the NRC and certain states (agreement states)
are responsible for issuing licenses. While the NRC and agree-
ment states have the regulatory authority for issuing licenses
and performing compliance oversight, EM must assume respon-
sibility for the safe handling of its radioactive sample materials
to assure the health and safety of laboratory workers are pro-
tected. The Laboratory Management Division (EM-563) requires
assistance in defining an appropriate allocation of responsibility
for oversight of commercial laboratory compliance between EM
and NRC/agreement states. To the extent EM assumes respon-
sibility for oversight of commercial, contract laboratories for
compliance with health and safety requirements, Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) will be available to prepare and im-
plement audit procedures. BNL will, in consultation with Envi-
ronment, Safety and Health (EH) staff, collect data on relevant
federal and state regulations and enforcement procedures for
comparison with current DOE policies on contractor safety that
apply to the handling of hazardous mixed waste. Consideration
will be given to existing NRC license practices including those
in agreement states, and how these will satisfy EM responsibil-
ities for the safe handling of its radioactive samples. After careful
review of all available information and consultation with appro-
priate DOE/NRC/state authorities, BNL will outline an appropriate
strategy for consideration by DOE in conducting its responsibil-
ities. If needed by DOE, specific guidance documents covering
contractor safety requirements will be drafted. This guidance will
reflect the latest thinking on radiation safety as reflected in the
recommendations of the National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurement, the International Commission on Radiological
Protection, the DOE Draft Radiation Control Manual, and recent
revisions to NRC regulations (10 CFR 20). If appropriate, BNL
will develop specific audit procedures and schedules to assure
appropriate contractor quality assurance of the required safety
programs. These procedures will provide the needed assurance
that, the DOE has taken appropriate steps to fully exercise its
responsibility for the safety of workers handling DOE materials.
If needed, BNL will provide qualified certified health physicists
to assist in audit planning and execution.

bnl; hazardous materials; health hazards; materials handling;

mixtures; occupational safety; quality assurance; radioactive
wasfes; recommendations; us occupational safety and health act;
wastes.

MIXTURES: materials handling, us occupational safety and health
act; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: us occupational safety and health
act.

US9400347 The Use of Technical Review Boards and In-
dustrial Consortia for Reducing Life-Cycle Costs
of Electronic Components.

Topic codes: 127.
Principal Investigator: Chu, M.S.Y. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993 09

INIS categories: E50.00

Many electronic components cannot legally be disposed
of in conventional landfills without pretreatment because they
contain leachable toxic substances. Disposal volumes are grow-
ing, largely because of rapid obsolescence. Electronics man-
ufacturers of both consumer and military products are concerned
that they may be required to accept their products for disposal
when they have reached the end of their life cycle. The Com-
prehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) established the principle. If manufacturers are
required to incur disposal costs, U.S. competitiveness in elec-
tronic products will be further diminished when these costs are
reflected in increased prices of U.S. products. DOE is also faced
with these costs in disposing of electronic components in the
weapons dismantlement program. The principal task objectives
are (1) disposal of electronic components using methods that
are environmentally acceptable; (2) reduction in the cost of dis-
posal; (3) reduction in the use of hazardous materials in elec-
tronic components; and (4) the widespread use of acceptable,
low-cost disposal methods. The technical approach includes the
use of technical review boards to identify disposal and waste
minimization alternatives and to recommend research and de-
velopment projects. Industrial consortia would be used to conduct
the projects and to achieve technology transfer. Benefits include
safe disposal and cost reductions while minimizing adverse im-
pacts on the U.S. electronics industry.

cosf; electronic equipment; hazardous materials; service life;
waste disposal.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT: waste disposal.

US9400348 Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed Waste
Analysis (WINCO).

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Lewis, L.C. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Hand, R.L.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States)
Program Duration:

From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B11.30, E50.00

The Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO)
scope of work for 1993 is to provide direct support in adapting
existing SW-846 type nonradiological analytical methodology to
the analysis of mixed wastes in remote facilities and in actually
assisting other laboratories to implement these methods in their
own facilities. An important part of this program is to provide
an outreach program to inform other analytical laboratories about
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this service. Specifically during FY 93, a method will be devel-
oped that can be used in a hot cell for the remote separation
of mercury from highly radioactive samples, development work
on a remote zero head space extractor (ZHE) will continue, and
the adaptation of supercritical fluid extractions for separation of
semivolatile organic compounds will be evaluated. The use of
capillary ion analysis (capillary electrophoresis) for the remote
analysis of anions will also be evaluated. A field-screening
method for heavy metals will be documented. An annual report
on laboratory capabilities and needs will be prepared by March
of 1993. The WINCO Analytical Chemistry Section personnel
will be available to prepare validation reports on analytes of
special interest to DOE at the request of the DOE Program
Manager. New methods generated during the course of this
project will be submitted for inclusion in the Methods Compen-
dium prior to the end of FY 93.

chemical analysis; electrophoresis; hazardous materials; mercury;
metals; mixtures; organic compounds; radioactive materials; sep-
aration processes.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: chemical analysis; MERCURY: sep-
aration processes; RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS: chemical analy-
sis.

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will assemble a cata-
log of technologies being developed by the DOE Office of
Technology Development (OTD) Integrated Demonstrations (IDs)
and Integrated Programs (IPs) to facilitate the transfer of tech-
nical information to the DOE Office of Waste Management
(EM-30), the DOE Office of Environmental Restoration (EM-40),
and the private sector. The basis for the catalog will be the
technology profiles filled in by the principal investigators accord-
ing to the template in the ProTech system developed at Battelle
for the volatile organic carbon (VOC) Arid ID.

catalogs; industry; organic compounds; remedial action; technol-
ogy transfer; us doe; volatile matter; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: technology transfer.

US9400351 Technology Integration Assessments for the
MWLID.

US940O349 Industrial Workshops-Technology Integration.

Topic codes: 127.
Principal Investigator: Wheelis, W.T. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) will plan and implement
workshops to identify industrial technology needs through tar-
geted information exchange meetings across the DOE system
for waste retrieval and processing and waste minimization and
avoidance. Following identification of specific workshops for
specific technology areas, a technical task plan (TTP) will be
submitted for Headquarters approval prior to initiation of work.
In FY 91, a series of workshops to be coordinated with the
Mixed- Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) was
planned. In FY 92, a workshop to be coordinated with the
Weapon Component Vaste Disposal ID (WeDID) will be planned
and implemented. The first technology area to be investigated
for a potential workshop will be the characterization, treatment,
and disposal of commercial electronic components. Partners will
be sought from the commercial electonic industry. Workshop
planning will be coordinated with WEDID, which is examining
characterization, treatment, and disposal of electronic components
of weapons systems, and with AL-0241-02, which is examining
the use of technical review boards and industrial consortia for
reducing life-cycle costs of electronic components. By working
closely with these other, related projects, this TTP will gain the
maximum benefit from the available funding.

electronic equipment; technology transfer; warfare; waste dis-
posal; waste management.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT: waste disposal.

US9400350 Catalog of Technologies from the Integrated
Demonstration.

Topic codes: 104; 333.
Principal Investigator: Williams, C.V. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B31.50, B31.40, B31.10

The goal of this task is to facilitate the deployment of
technologies demonstrated in the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated
Demonstration (MWLID) for use by EM-30-40 and nationwide.
This will be done through assessments of (1) public acceptance,
(2) commercialization potential, and (3) regulatory feasibility. The
task combines and continues the work begun under technical
task plans (TTPs) AL221109 and AL224101 to conduct a pro-
gram for public, industry, and regulatory involvement with
MWLID. The current rewrite incorporates more input from
EM-30-40, provides for more coordination between IDs and in-
tegrated programs (IPs) with respect to public involvement, and
focuses on commercialization plans as end products of industry
interactions. The contractor will maintain relationships established
in FY 92 and establish new relationships in FY 93 with public
stakeholder groups and industry groups and solicit their input into
the selection of technologies for MWLID in conjunction with the
in situ Remediation IP. Through public meetings and other
interactions with the stakeholder groups and industry networks,
the contractor will measure public, regulator, and industry ac-
ceptance and support of the activities at MWLID and the in situ
Remediation IP. The contractor will strive to enhance technology
deployment by responsive communication of information between
stakeholders, MWLID, and the in situ Remediation IP. In addi-
tion, the contractor will implement the information systems de-
veloped at Battelle for the VOC Arid soils ID as a tool for
accomplishing the goals of the program.

chemical wastes; commercialization; compliance; industry; infor-
mation systems; mixtures; monitoring; organic compounds; public
information; radioactive wastes; regulations; remedial action;
sanitary landfills; soils; technology transfer; volatile matter.

REMEDIAL ACTION: information systems; SANITARY LAND-
FILLS: remedial action.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Prindle, N.H. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

US9400352 Adapted SW-486 Methods for Radioactive Mixed
Waste Analysis.

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Griest, W.H. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: B11.10, E50.00

This task addresses the need for regulatory agency-
approved sample preparation and determination methods, allow-
ing the analysis of radioactive mixed wastes and radioactive
environmental samples in a safe manner consistent with the DOE
principle of keeping personnel radiation exposures as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA). Priority needs are identified in
consultation with a Methods Working Group composed of the
DOE Project Officer and the staff of DOE analytical laboratories
engaged in mixed waste characterization. Analytical methods
from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and other DOE or
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) laboratories are then
adapted and validated to provide the necessary performance,
while protecting staff and facilities from radiation exposure and
contamination. Other, state-of-the-art technologies also may be
adapted as needed for this task. The technology is transferred
to other DOE sites through active consultation with their staff
and the Future Analytical Support Team (FAST) group, publica-
tion in a DOE Compendium of Analytical Methods, presentations
at meetings and briefings, and guest training at the ORNL site.

mixtures; radioactive wastes: radiochemical analysis: sample
preparation.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiochemical analysis.

ties. FY 91 activities consisted of completing the first draft of
the methods compendium (DOE Test Methods). The format of
DOE Test Methods was accepted by DOE and FAST. This year
we will focus on delivering a working draft of DOE Test Methods
and initiating training to instruct DOE and DOE contractors on
how to use DOE Test Methods and the methods compendium
database.

chemical analysis; data base management; laboratories; lanl;
performance; sampling; standardization; waste management.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: standardization; LABORATORIES: per-
formance.

US9400354 Technical and Management Support for Analyt-
ical Services Program (ASP).

Topic codes: 181; 512.
Principal Investigator: Stroup, C.R. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: B11.00, E50.00

US9400353 Methods Compendium: Analytical
Management-Methods Compendium Develop-
ment.

Topic codes: 181; 512.
Principal Investigator: Goheen, S.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B11.00, E50.00

This program is a joint effort with Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL). All the activities described here will be con-
ducted as a team with the lead role in the program assigned
to LANL. The objective of this program is to assemble a vali-
dated compendium of analytical chemistry methods for Environ-
mental Restoration and Waste Management operations from
across the DOE complex. Sampling methods and field screening
methods will also be compiled. DOE laboratories and other lab-
oratories have been and continue to be contacted to obtain their
written procedures. Once received, key information from each
procedure will be entered into a database managed largely by
LANL, and each hard copy procedure will be indexed and filed.
In parallel, methods will be put in a standard format, incorporated
into a hard copy compendium titled "DOE Test Methods for
Evaluating Environmental and Waste Management Samples"
(DOE Test Methods). A procedure selection and validation
scheme is being developed that will identify the mechanism by
which procedures in the database are selected and entered into
DOE Test Methods. Progress will be presented frequently to the
Future Analytical Support Team (FAST) Team through LANL and
through weekly and monthly progress reports. Method validation
will commence after DOE approval of the validation scheme.
Training programs on use of the database will be initiated.
Methods will be evaluated in order of priority. The compendium
program will benefit DOE in several areas. From the compen-
dium, DOE (1) can use the information in negotiations with the
EPA, (2) can make informed decisions on method development
in deficient areas, (3) can standardize on appropriate methods
so data generated across the complex are reproducible, (4) can
have a basis for initiation of performance evaluations, and (5)
can minimize duplication of method development at DOE facili-

Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) will support the
DOE Office of Technology Development (EM-50) in the devel-
opment and investigation of laboratory management issues by
functioning as a core member of the Future Analytical Support
Team (FAST). Team activities will include attendance at semi-
monthly meetings, semiweekly conference calls, and information
reports that address laboratory management issues as required.
WHC will assist the EM-50 Laboratory Management Division
(EM-563) through the Richland Field Office and with field office
oversite of tasks in the coordination of national laboratory pro-
grams by developing pilot laboratory management programs and
presentations (or demonstrations) of those programs. This will
require attendance at national meetings involving laboratory is-
sues such as the Solid Waste OSWEN Conference, the
Gatlinburg Conference, and others. WHC will maintain cogni-
zance of DOE environmental analytical operations contractors.
This will require reviewing the capacities and capabilities of
laboratory operations contractors on a periodic basis. As part
of this support WHC will document a national pilot based on the
Hanford Analytical Services Program (HASP) that is being im-
plemented at Hanford. This program establishes and maintains
a database of all EM site environmental analytical needs. In
addition the program will implement processes to review collated
data and to apply strategy aimed at reducing analytical costs
throughout the DOE complex. This integrated program will pro-
vide required data to identify priority needs for laboratory support
of site characterization and of remediation technologies, and to
identify DOE analytical capacity shortfalls. HASP augments the
DOE EM Analytical Services Program (ASP). This pilot effort
will serve as a model for application at other field offices. The
Richland Field Office will manage and oversee WHC as it pro-
vides technical and management support to EM-50 and EM-563
in the development and implementation of ASP. WHC will, under
the direction and oversight of the Richland Field Office, take the
lead in piloting other national laboratory management programs
at Hanford. An example of these pilot programs can be found
in the "Sample Projections" and "Laboratory Capacity" programs
currently being developed and piloted by WHC.

chemical analysis; contractors; data base management; hanford
reservation; laboratories; management; meetings; remedial action;
site characterization; solid wastes.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: laboratories; LABORATORIES: manage-
ment.

US9400355 Analytical Laboratory Management-TRU Mixed
Waste Laboratory Capacity Study.
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Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Stroup C.R. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B11.10, E50.00

Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) will lead a study
of laboratory space requirements for a new Waste Analysis
Laboratory (WAL). The WAL will be designed and built as a
completely self-supporting analytical laboratory at a DOE site to
be determined for the analysis of transuranic (TRU) mixed waste
samples. The WAL will provide the capability to prepare samples
and perform analyses on wastes that contain both high levels
of TRU materials and hazardous chemical constituents. Analyses
that will be performed include radiological determinations as well
as Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) required analyses.
The study will be based on forecasted projections of TRU
samples to be analyzed at the WAL to support DOE needs.

alpha-bearing wastes: laboratories; mixtures; radioactive wastes;
radiochemical analysis; sample preparation; us epa.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radiochemical analysis.

US9400356 Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST.

Topic codes: 106; 181.
Principal Investigator: Spencer, W.A. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B11.00, E50.00

This project will (1) provide data to the DOE Laboratory
Management Division on the management of radioactive and
nonradioactive chemical and nuclear analyses in support of
Savannah River (SR) environmental and waste programs, (2)
support the DOE Future Analytical Support Team (FAST) activ-
ities including hosting a FAST meeting, (3) provide details on
analytical procedures used in support of SR environmental and
waste programs so that they can be included in the Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) Meth-
ods Compendium, and (4) assist the Laboratory Management
Division (LMD) with evaluation of analytical methods and labo-
ratory quality assurance-quality control (QA/QC) programs as
required.

chemical analysis; evaluation; laboratories; quality assurance;
quality control; radioactive materials; remedial action; savannah
river plant; waste management.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: evaluation; LABORATORIES: quality as-
surance.

US9400357 Ames Technology Integration Program: The ap-
plication of the ISU CATD Techniques and
Practices to Meet DOE EM Needs for Technol-
ogy Maturation, Adaptation, and Demonstration.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Noble, T. Ames Laboratory; Iowa State

University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011, USA.
Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University

(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: B31.40, E50.00

This task is designed to develop a synergistic program
and methods to utilize or adapt the existing ISU Center for
Advanced Technology Development (CATD) techniques and
practices to meet DOE Office of Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (EM) needs. The primary mission of the
Ames Technology Integration Program (TIP) Office is to actively
interact with the designated sites to identify needs, assess
technology solutions, and to deliver and demonstrate operable
solutions back to the sites. The main focus of this activity is
analytical instrumentation and systems to support site character-
ization, screening, remediation process monitoring, and waste
minimization. TIP also has industrial-liaison and baseline-
technology reporting tasks. An important mission of the Ames
TIP Office is to train and assist interested personnel at DOE
sites in the techniques and practices of CATD for the purpose
of replicating the model at other locations. It is believed that
such replication can serve as an effective way to create addi-
tional needs-driven technology development and delivery entities
in support of EM. The broader DOE goal of achieving technology
transfer for commercialization purposes is also a mission of the
Ames TIP. The Ames TIP operation strives to use student as-
sociates from Iowa State University at the undergraduate and
the graduate levels. Through this mechanism, the Ames TIP
helps to increase the awareness of the EM mission and hopes
to attract new graduates to the national program. The Ames TIP
Office undertakes technology needs assessment and matching
of needs to available or promising, but not yet fully developed
technology solutions at select DOE sites. The TIP Office then
is prepared to deliver demonstrable solutions back to the sites.
The Ames TIP also supports training, site demonstration, and
testing. This unified Ames TIP and CATD model strives to
identify the best and most readily available technology suitable
for each identified need. Existing, off-the-shelf industrial technol-
ogy is preferred wherever possible.

chemical analysis; information dissemination; interagency cooper-
ation; measuring instruments; remedial action; site characteriza-
tion; technology transfer; training.

REMEDIAL ACTION: technology transfer.

US9400358 Gas Contamination: Methods and the Technical
Basis for Monitoring, Evaluating, and Mitigating
Airborne Hazards Produced by Buried Waste
Retrieval Operations.

Topic codes: 157.
Principal Investigator: Newton, G.J. Lovelace Biomedical and

Environmental Research Institute, Inhalation Toxicology Re-
search Institute, P.O. Box 5890, Albuquerque, NM, 87185,
USA.

Performing Organization: Lovelace Biomedical and Environmental
Research Institute (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The purpose of this project is to develop information to
enable an improved human inhalation risk assessment for in-
dustrial workers and the general population from activities asso-
ciated with buried actinide-contaminated waste retrieval
operations in a buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID)
project at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Very
few quantitative data are available on aerosol characteristics and
related health effects likely to result from these operations. Re-
trieval of radioactively contaminated buried waste at the INEL
will be a major decontamination and decommissioning (D & D)
operation. It will have high visibility from a variety of groups in
society including (1) federal and state regulatory agencies; (2)
established antinuclear intervenors; (3) potential intervenors from
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concerned citizen groups; (4) other DOE nuclear weapons pro-
duction sites; (5) highway transportation regulatory agencies
along the proposed shipment routes; and (6) the DOE Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the final repository for the
transuranic (TRU) waste. Major uncertainties in the DOE's ability
to conduct such a mitigation effort are centered on safety, in-
cluding monitoring for plutonium in the dusty environments that
will occur, methods for reducing the sizes of objects disinterred
from the BWID, and the exact methods that will be used for
containment of such a large industrial undertaking. This project
win develop information (1) to improve our ability to control air-
borne exposures to industrial workers and the general population
from activities that may produce airborne releases of radioactively
contaminated materials, (2) to provide information to predict
aerosol release rates from segmentation of contaminated metal
and concrete as a function of tool or technique used, and (3)
to provide a technical basis for selection and use of the next
generation of alpha continuous air monitors (CAMs).

actinides; aerosols; demonstration programs; ground disposal;
human populations; idaho national engineering laboratory; radio-
active waste disposal; risk assessment.

ACTINIDES: ground disposal.

US9400359 Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Buelow, S.J. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

A technology status report (TSR) for supercritical water
oxidation shall be developed. This TSR will define the present
status of the technology, its capabilities, and limitations, schedule
for the development and demonstration budget, and advantages
for application to buried liquid and solid wastes. The TSR will
be prepared under the guidance of buried waste integrated
demonstration (BWID) and will address specific needs of BWID.
The proposed scope of work for FY 92 will also be defined.

ground disposal; low-level radioactive wastes; oxidation; super-
critical state; waste processing; water.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste processing.

US9400360 Technology for Improved TRU Waste Assay
TSR.

Topic codes: 157.
Principal Investigator: Coop, K.L. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Nicholas, N.J.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E50.00

A technology status report (TSR) for the proposed
transuranic (TRU) waste assay technology CTEN and TGS shall
be developed. This TSR will define the present status of the
currently used TRU waste assay technologies, and describe the
proposed improved technology's capabilities, limitations, schedule

for use, budget, advantages, and its applicability to buried waste
integrated demonstration (BWID) problems. The proposed scope
of work for FY 92 will also be defined.

ground disposal; hazardous materials; low-level radioactive
wastes; qualitative chemical analysis; radioactive waste disposal;
technology assessment.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal.

US9400361 Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval.

7"op/c codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Moore, D.S. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E41.00

This TTP will support the Buried Waste Integrated Dem-
onstration (BWID) by evaluating the status of a retrieval support
and contamination control technology. The intent of BWID is to
jointly develop emerging technologies with DOE and the private
sector, then deploy this knowledge to buried waste remediation
efforts throughout the DOE complex. A technology status report
(TSR) for this retrieval support and contamination control tech-
nology will be developed. This TSR will define the present status
of the technology, its capabilities, limitations, schedule, budget,
and advantages. The proposed scope of work for FY 92 will
also be defined.

ground disposal; hazardous materials; low-level radioactive
wastes; monitoring; technology assessment; waste retrieval.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: monitoring, waste re-
trieval.

US9400362 Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Feinauer, E. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

M S categories: B31.40, E50.00

This task is a workshop activity aimed at transferring
technologies from private sector and other federal agencies to
the Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management (EM). The objectives of the workshop
are (1) to present Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
Environmental Restoration Waste Area Groups (WAGs) and
Waste Management waste stream needs and technology gaps
to the private sector and other federal agencies and (2) to es-
tablish a communication and technical link between the workshop
participants and the WAG and waste stream managers at INEL.
Ultimately, success will be measured by the implementation of
private sector technologies during INEL cleanup, treatment,
storage, and disposal activities.

idaho national engineering laboratory; industry; remedial action;
technology transfer; waste management.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: remedial
action, waste management.
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US9400363 Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collab-
oration).

Topic codes: 102; 501.
Principal Investigator: Bumbary, R. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The purpose of this project is to identify the most effective
technology integration mechanisms for the United States Air
Force (USAF) and the Department of Energy (DOE) Research
and Development (R & D) laboratories to collaborate on joint
projects of moving technologies across agencies for evaluation
of respective cleanup capabilities. The results of this effort will
facilitate a more timely and cost effective approach to R & D
of environmental technologies.

identification systems: remedial action: technology assessment:
technology transfer: us dod: us doe: waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, technology transfer.

US9400364 LLNL Technology Integration Support.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Robson, W.M. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808,
University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Pertorming Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The project objectives are (1) to coordinate and support
the activities at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) for the Technology Integration Program (IP), (2) to
sponsor an industrial interaction meeting on a general environ-
mental topic area, (3) to coordinate the development of the
EnviroTRADE information system with Sandia National Laborato-
ries for the National EM Technology IPs to ensure that accurate
data on integrated demonstration (ID) and IP technologies and
technology transfer tools-mechanisms are incorporated.

industry; information systems: lawrence livermore laboratory;
meetings; remedial action; sandia laboratories; technology trans-
fer; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: information systems, technology transfer;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action.

US940O365 Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Par-
ticipation Training Support.

Topic codes: 703; 501.
Principal Investigator: Fallon, W.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B31.40, E50.00

Building on program elements developed and initiated in
FY 92, the task is designed to (1) increase DOE HQ staff

knowledge and awareness of the principles of effective public
participation and (2) facilitate the ability of field staff to do public
participation planning across traditional organizational lines.
These objectives are met by developing, conducting, and evalu-
ating consistent and coordinated training seminars and workshops
designed to facilitate and expedite public awareness of, accept-
ance of, and participation in DOE's environmental restoration,
waste management, and technology development programs and
operations. The task comprises five subtasks: (1) task manage-
ment, (2) public participation planning workshops, (3) public
participation educational seminars, (4) public participation skills
resource documentation, and (5) rapid response support to the
DOE Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Office
of Technology Integration and Environmental Education and De-
velopment (EM-52) public participation staff.

education; environment; meetings; public information; remedial
action; training; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: public information, training; WASTE MAN-
AGEMENT: remedial action.

US9400366 Nondestructive Assay-Nondestructive Examina-
tion Peer Review.

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator: Haas, W.J., Jr. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Other Investigators: Edelson, M.C.
Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E50.00

The buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID) Char-
acterization Support Group tasked with evaluating characterization
techniques for use in BWID did not find sufficient information in
preliminary FY 92 nondestructive assay (NDA) submittals to de-
termine the usefulness of the proposed transuranic
(TRU)/Hazardous Waste characterization technologies to the
BWID activity. The Integrated Demonstration (ID) Coordinator
requested Technology Status Reports from the five sites that
proposed characterization activities and requested that the Ames
Laboratory conduct an independent review of the proposals. The
peer review report will be used to help determine how the
funding held by BWID for technology development tasks in this
subject area will be distributed to candidate projects.

demonstration programs; ground disposal; radioactive wastes.

GROUND DISPOSAL: demonstration programs.

US9400367 Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Im-
portant Objects and Species.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Duray, J.R. Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc.,

Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: B31.40, E41.00

This task consists of subtasks of the Buried Waste Inte-
grated Demonstration (BWID). Subtask 1 is characterization and
object location using a tensor magnetic gradiometer (TMG). The
objective of this task is to develop an improved system for
nonintrusive site characterization through the measurement and
interpretation of the magnetic gradient tensor. During FY 92,
progress on the gradiometer system will include development of
software for correcting output from multiple magnetometers, and
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assembly of corrected data into a sample of the magnetic gra-
dient tensor. Subtask 2 is dimensional site characterization using
broadband electromagnetics. Current broadband EM technologies
and interpretation techniques used in mineral exploration will be
adapted for application to detection and 3-D characterization of
shallow targets normally associated with site characterizations.

demonstration programs; measuring instruments; monitoring; ra-
dioactive wastes; remote sensing; site characterization.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: monitoring.

US9400368 Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID).

Topic codes: 104; 117.
Principal Investigator: Kostelnik, K.M. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID) is
chartered to jointly develop emerging technologies with DOE and
the private sector, then deploy this knowledge to buried waste
remediation efforts throughout the DOE Complex. Close affiliation
with various TTPs, other Integrated Demonstrations (IDs), Inte-
grated Programs, private industry, and universities will be re-
quired. This TTP has the specific objective to support the
general planning, coordination, and management for implemen-
tation of BWID. This task includes the BWID Program Support
activities as well as the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) host-site technical responsibilities. These areas include (1)
integrated demonstration coordinator (IDC) support, (2) ID sup-
port, (3) demonstration strategy, (4) test planning, (5)
regulatory/compliance documentation, (6) operations support, (7)
facilities/equipment support, and (8) technology
integration/transfer.

demonstration programs; interagency cooperation; radioactive
waste management; remedial action; technology transfer.

REMEDIAL ACTION: technology transfer.

US9400369 BWID Systems Analysis.

Topic codes: 108; 501.
Principal Investigator: Rudin, M.J. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

Identify and evaluate comprehensive systems for the re-
mediation of the transuranic (TRU)-contaminated waste pits and
trenches located within the Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA) of
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The three
objectives of the analysis are (1) to direct the Department of
Energy (DOE) resources to develop technically sound and cost-
effective systems for the complete remediation of DOE buried
wastes, (2) to guide the selection and technical justification for
the development and demonstration of technologies within the
buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID) program, and (3)
to identify system technology gaps and define quantitative per-
formance requirements for systems associated with the remedi-
ation of DOE complex buried wastes. A Phase I study initiated
in FY 91 focused on identifying and surveying potential options
for remediating buried wastes at the INEL's Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC) SDA. The Phase II analysis ini-
tiated in the first quarter of FY 92 will include more fully de-
veloping the characterization and retrieval portions of the systems
and feeding this output into a modified Phase I study. Three

options currently considered for remedial action at the INEL's
RWMC SDA and other DOE disposal facilities include (1)
leave-in-place containment and monitoring, (2) in situ treatment,
and (3) retrieval/ex situ treatment. The Phase II study will con-
centrate on retrieval and ex situ treatment of wastes buried at
the INEL in the TRU-contaminated waste pits and trenches.
BWID will use the results of the systems analysis in conjunction
with identified DOE complex buried waste needs to develop a
long-term strategy for improving buried waste remediation capa-
bilities throughout the DOE system.

demonstration programs; Idaho national engineering laboratory;
radioactive waste management; radioactive waste storage; re-
medial action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: remedial action.

US9400370 BWID Retrieval Demonstration.

Topic codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Loomis. G.G. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Wilding, B.M.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
K. B. McKinley, "Initial Drum Retrieval Final Report",
TREE-1286, August, 1978. J. B. Bishoff, "Early Waste Re-
trieval Final Report", TREE-1321, August, 1979. J. D.
Mcquary, "A Summary of the Environmental Restoration Pro-
gram Retrieval Demonstration Project at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory", EGG-WTD-9291, Revision 1, Febru-
ary 1991.

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

This project involves FY 93 activities associated with
demonstration of remote excavator retrieval of simulated (cold)
buried transuranic waste. These FY 93 tasks are preliminary
tasks to performing full-scale remote retrieval demonstrations
during FY 94 in the Cold Test Pit at the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL). The full-scale Cold Test Pit at INEL
simulates a buried transuranic waste pit in the Subsurface Dis-
posal Area (SDA) at the Radioactive Waste Management Com-
plex (RWMC) including simulated waste containers intermingled
with soil. The feasibility and costs associated with remote
excavator retrieval of Rocky Flats Pits and Trenches at SDA at
INEL are largely unknown. Because there is a gap in knowledge,
full evaluation of the retrieval option under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) is impossible. The tasks included in this project are
oriented to obtaining the needed database on retrieval before the
Record of Decision (ROD) in 1998. The following specific task
is proposed for FY 93: Vendor Excavator Demonstration. In this
task various end effectors (excavator types) will be tested in a
vendor simulated cold test pit with simulated waste containers.
End effectors will include grapples, front shovels and backhoes,
and other promising excavator types. The results of this study
will be used to recommend a tool or combination of tools needed
to remotely excavate buried transuranic waste. Specifically, the
information gained from this demonstration can be used to focus
the Robotics Integrated Program (RIP) on the type of excavator
to be demonstrated. RIP will participate in evaluation and plan-
ning of the actual demonstration. This task will be coordinated
by a project manager who will also provide support to the Buried
Waste Integrated Demonstration Technology Support Group on
retrieval.

alpha-bearing wastes; demonstration programs; idaho national
engineering laboratory; radioactive waste management; remedial
action; robots; waste retrieval.

REMEDIAL ACTION: waste retrieval; WASTE RETRIEVAL:
demonstration programs.
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US9400371 Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes.

Topic codes: 117; 161.
Principal Investigator: Andrews, G.F. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory: '
Tien, A. J., and G. F. Andrews. Denitrification of Nitrate
Wastes by Alkalophilic Halophiles. American Society of
Microbiology. New Orleans, Louisiana. May, 1992.

INIS categories: E51.00

The initial FY 93 portion of this task will include defining
the treatment needs and performing the detailed planning for
FY 93 and 94 scope, schedule, and budget. In general, it is
anticipated that existing biotechnology processes will be adapted
for use to remediate nitrate salts presently buried or stored as
waste within the Department of Energy complex. Remediation
means denitrification (reduction of nitrate to N2) and simultaneous
separation of the radionuclide and heavy metal constituents of
the waste by biosorption (adsorption onto bacterial biomass). The
existing processes were initially evaluated for their applicability
to the conditions and characteristics specific to the Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL) buried waste (at the Pad
A site of the Radioactive Waste Management Complex). The key
accomplishment in FY 92 was the observation that microbes
were capable of denitrification under conditions of salt concen-
trations up to 4 M (sodium plus potassium) with acetic and
phosphoric acids as the only added nutrients. This observation
was critical to the development of a cost-effective bioprocess,
and continuation of this effort.

biodegradation; denitrification: nitrates: radioactive wastes; reme-
dial action.

NITRATES: biodegradation; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
denitrification.

US9400372 Pad A Treatability Study.

Topic codes: 522.
Principal Investigator: Shaw, P.G. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.40, E52.00

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) has
been directed under the Federal Facilities Agreement/Consent
Order (FFA/CO) to remediate the waste at the Radioactive
Waste Management Complex (RWMC) Waste Area Group 7
(WAG number sign 7) under the direction of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA). This includes the Pad A Site at the RWMC. To
streamline the remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS)
process under the CERCLA, a technology demonstration is to
be conducted to investigate, evaluate, demonstrate, and deter-
mine the most appropriate waste remediation method, and to
aid in the scoping of the RI/FS, the development of the Record
of Decision (ROD), and the full-scale remediation of the Pad A
site. There is an estimated 8100 m3 of Pu-contaminated nitrate
salt waste stored at the Pad A site. The waste is contained in
boxes and drums that are now deteriorating. Full-scale remedi-
ation of these Pu-contaminated water soluble nitrate salts is
necessary to prevent the migration of the hazardous and radio-
active contaminants to the groundwater. The primary objective
is to demonstrate the most effective, most implementable, least
costly remediation method for the Pu-contaminated nitrate salt
waste with lab/bench/pilot scale tests. This is to support the
RI/FS and ROD being prepared by the Environmental Restoration

Group. Another objective includes interaction with other Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) sites with similar waste problems, in-
cluding Rocky Flats Plant (RFP), Oak Ridge National
Laboratories (ORNL), Hanford (Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL)), and Savannah River. The benefits of the project are that
the risks associated with full-scale remediation are significantly
reduced because of the advanced demonstration of technology
specific to Pad A waste. Waste minimization both of volume and
mass is a primary concern. The project involves the investigation
and evaluation of all potential treatment and separation technol-
ogies for both the radioactive and hazardous components of the
waste. From this investigation a request for proposal (RFP) is
issued to vendors expressing an interest or expertise in appro-
priate technology. The respondents from the RFP are evaluated
based on CERCLA criteria and contracts for lab/bench scale
tests are issued. One or two lab/bench scale tests are scheduled
for FY 92. Based on the outcome of these tests, pilot scale tests
will be performed scheduled for FY 93-94. The process will
immobilize or separate heavy metals and radionuclides and/or
destroy hazardous nitrates and organics.

demonstration programs; ground water; idaho national engineer-
ing laboratory; nitrates; plutonium; remedial action.

GROUND WATER: remedial action.

US9400373 Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation.

Topic codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Kostelnik, K.M. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) will
support, evaluate, demonstrate, and validate a suite of technol-
ogies for the effective and efficient remediation of buried waste.
Ten TTPs will be evaluated for funding in FY 92 for thermal
processing technologies in support of the BWID. The status of
these technologies will be evaluated to permit a coordinated
leverage of funding and scope in support of BWID and the DOE
complex environmental restoration effort.

demonstration programs; ground disposal; heat treatments; ra-
dioactive waste management; remedial action.

REMEDIAL ACTION: ground disposal.

US9400374 BWID Contamination Control.

Topic codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Sill, C.W. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls,

ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Gehrke, R.J.; Loomis, G.G.; Mclsaac, C.V.;

Meyer, L.C.; Winberg, MR.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
K. B. McKinley, "Initial Drum Retrieval Final Report",
TREE-1286, August, 1978. J. B. Bishoff, "Early Waste Re-
trieval Final Report", TREE-1321, August, 1979. P. Shaw and
G. Loomis, "Plutonium Contamination Control Studies During
a Glove Box Scale Simulated Excavation of TRU Buried
Waste", EGG-WM-8289, October, 1988. S. W. Duce, et. al.,
"Contamination Control Techniques for Retrieval of Buried
TRU Waste", EGG-PHY-8209, August, 1988. D. W. Scott and
M. R. Winberg, "Background Ventilation Studies for
TRU-Waste Retrieval", EGG-WM-8802, October, 1989. P. G.
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Shaw, "Rapid Determination of Pu Content on Filters and
Smears Using Alpha Liquid Scintillation", EGG- WM-8775,
October, 1989. S W. Duce, et.al., "Basic Radiological Studies
Contamination Control Experiments", EGG-WM-8724, Sep-
tember, 1989. C. V. Mclsaac and C. R. Amaro, "Real-Time
Transuranic Monitoring with a Victoreen Model 758 Alpha
Continuous Air Monitor", EGG-WM-8774, September, 1989.
M. R. Winberg, et. al., "Engineering Scale Dust Control Ex-
periments", EGG-WTD-9387, December, 1990. C. V. Mclsaac,
et.al., "Rapid Monitoring for Transuranic Contaminants During
Buried Waste Retrieval", EGG- WTD-9412, March, 1991. D.
E. Menkhaus, "Personnel Protective Equipment Total
Encapsulating Suit Decontamination Study Using Shower
Systems", EGG-WTD-9475, January, 1991. L C. Meyer,
"Transuranic Contamination Control Using Electrostatic Cur-
tains (Proof-of-Principle Experiments)", EGG-WTD-9336, No-
vember, 1990. Technical Papers: G. G. Loomis,
"Contamination Control During TRU-Waste Retrieval at the
INEL", Waste Management-89, Tucson, AZ, February 26 -
March 2, 1989. G. G. Loomis et.al., "A System to Control
Contamination During Retrieval of Buried TRU Waste", Waste
Management-90, Tucson, AZ, February 25 - March 1, 1990.
G. G. Loomis and C. V. Mclsaac, "Rapid Monitoring of
Transuranic Contaminants During Buried TRU Waste Re-
trieval", Waste Management-91, Tucson, AZ, February 24-28,
1991. L. C. Meyer, "Electrostatic Curtain Experiments", Waste
Management-91, Tucson, AZ, February 24-28, 1991. Patents:
A patent has been applied for entitled: "A system to control
contamination during buried TRU waste retrieval".

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

to determine radiological, transuranic (TRU) and hazardous ma-
terial content of the waste packages before they are sent to
appropriate repositories. At the Idaho National Engineering Lab-
oratory (INEL) there is approximately 12 million cubic feet of
waste in the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC).
Included in this waste are approximately 300,000 barrels of
waste from the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). At the present time
there is no system available that can measure this waste to the
accuracy levels necessary for separating low-level waste (LLW)
from TRU waste and at the production rates that are required
to support remediation of the site in a 10-year campaign. The
Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement System
(RHMMS) is under development to identify and quantify the
radiological and hazardous material in the nuclear waste from
the RWMC Surface Disposal Area (SDA). The TRU waste
measurement threshold criteria for measurement is 100 nCi/gm
and no more than 200 gms TRU/barrel equivalent. These
measurements must be made at economical production rates and
at accuracy levels of about ± 10% or less. Current nuclear assay
systems (both commercial and laboratory versions) are only ca-
pable of measuring well-characterized waste containers, with a
large error band, and at slow process production rates. There-
fore, the RHMMS system was conceived as a 3-cell system and
has been expanded to a 4-cell system.

Idaho national engineering laboratory; measuring methods; mon-
itoring; radioactive waste management; remedial action.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: monitoring.

This project involves work associated with contamination
control during Buried Transuranic Waste Retrieval. This work was
begun in FY 92 and requires FY 93 funding to complete. Con-
tamination control during buried transuranic waste retrieval is
mandatory because of the extremely mobile nature of the con-
taminants and the low uptake limits. Also mandatory is a rapid
monitoring of contamination levels such that changes in oper-
ations can be enacted to stay within operating and safety limits.
There are two tasks associated with the contamination control
project including (1) completion and performance testing of a
field-deployable contamination control unit that was started in
FY 92 and (2) completion and performance testing of a field-
deployable rapid transuranic monitoring unit that was started in
FY 92. These field-deployable units will be assembled and per-
formance tested for field use at Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) during other Buried Waste Integrated Demon-
stration (BWID) Cold Test Pit retrieval demonstrations. These
field units also have application in the Transuranic Storage
Area-Retrieval Enclosure (TSA-RE) project and any retrieval of
Subsurface Disposal Area Rocky Flats Pits and Trenches. A
Contamination Control Unit will provide dust-suppression systems
based on FY 91 work. A Rapid Transuranic Monitoring Unit will
be a field-deployable analysis trailer for processing soil and filter
samples for plutonium content (rapid transuranic monitoring). This
unit will also have the space for evaluating remote alpha con-
tinuous air monitors within the retrieval area. These tasks will
be coordinated by a project manager who will also provide
support to the BWID Technology Support Group on Retrieval.

alpha-bearing wastes; performance testing; radiation monitoring;
radiation monitors; waste retrieval.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: waste retrieval; RADIATION MONI-
TORS: performance testing.

US9400375 Radiological and Hazardous Material Measure-
ment System.

7"op/c codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Roney, T.J. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E41.00, E52.00

The remediation of the Department of Energy (DOE) nu-
clear waste sites requires that the waste material be monitored

US9400376 Field Demonstration and Characterization Tech-
nologies.

Topic codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Kostelnik. K.M. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This Technical Task Plan (TTP) will provide for modifica-
tions and field demonstrations of technologies demonstrated by
other Integrated Demonstrations (IDs) and Integrated Programs
(IPs), as well as the identification of new technologies for the
buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID). These character-
ization technology demonstrations will provide additional data, fill
technological gaps, and enhance retrieval and support remedi-
ation efforts. Specifically, this effort will demonstrate character-
ization technologies that support retrieval, monitoring during
retrieval, and postretrieval characterization for sorting and proc-
essing.

demonstration programs; radioactive waste management; remedial
action; technology assessment; waste retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: waste retrieval.

US9400377 Evaluation of Joule Melter and Plasma Arc
Processes TSR.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Anderson, G.L. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

A Technology Status Report (TSR) will be prepared to
help the Department of Energy (DOE), Headquarters (HQ) final-
ize their FY 92 budgets. The report will address the needs of
the integrated demonstration (ID), review the present state of the
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art, review the recent accomplishments, explain the advantages
of this approach/technology over other existing approaches and
technologies for similar purposes, and outline a program for
achieving objectives and milestones for 1992 and the outyears.

equipment; radioactive waste management; remedial action;
technology assessment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: equipment.

US9400378 LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU
Waste.

Topic codes: 156; 109.
Principal Investigator: Schultz, F.J. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.30, E16.00

The objective of this task is to prepare a technology
status report (TSR) for submission to the DOE Buried Waste
Integrated Demonstration (BWID). The TSR will offer a de-
scription of a linear accelerator (LINAC)-based waste character-
ization system for remote-handled (RH) and difficult-to-certify
contact-handled transuranic (TRU) wastes. The TSR will be one
of the five submitted to a BWID evaluation team that will de-
termine its efficacy to the project. The report shall include a
description of the method(s) proposed, including the present
status of the technology, its capabilities, limitations, schedule for
use, budget, and especially its applicability to BWID problems.

demonstration programs; ground disposal; linear accelerators;
radioactive waste management; remote handling equipment;
technology assessment.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: technology assessment.

US9400379 Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening
PCBs.

Topic codes: 182.
Principal Investigator: Vo-Dinh, T. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E41.00, E50.00

The goal of this task is to evaluate and field test a cost-
effective and rapid screening technology and fabricate a portable
monitor for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). This method is
based on a simple luminescence spot test (LST) technology re-
cently developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) un-
der sponsorship of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
This task will provide support in rapid remediation and screening
of PCBs) at DOE hazardous sites. The LST technique offers
several unique features: (1) rapid analysis, (2) simple instru-
mentation and set-up, (3) field applicability, and (4) low per-
analysis cost. The instrument used is portable and can be easily
operated by unskilled workers. These features of merit make it
suitable for screening samples where a simple "yes" or "no"
answer for total PCBs is sufficient. Designed to be simpler and
faster than current techniques such as gas chromatography, the
LST technique can give a quantitative measure of the total
chlorine content of PCB mixtures in liquid samples or in soil
extracts in a few minutes. Three subtasks have been defined.
The objective of Subtask 1 is to evaluate LST protocol designed
to screen PCBs in environmental samples without requiring
time-consuming laboratory sample extraction/chromatographic

procedures. Methods for quantitative determination of total
chlorine content of PCB sample will be examined. Subtask 2 is
aimed at developing a portable LST instrument and a practical
procedure for field applications. The instrument is designed to
be battery-operated, rugged, and easy to handle. The sensitivity
of the LST device for chlorine content determination of complex
mixtures of PCBs will be examined. The LST screening proce-
dure is designed to be performed by unskilled workers under
field conditions. The cost effectiveness of the LST method using
filter paper substrate treated with special reagents in order to
enhance the luminescence signal of PCBs will be examined. The
goal of Subtask 3 is to provide field evaluations for monitoring
and remediation activities of PCBs at DOE sites, such as the
Oak Ridge K-25 Plant, the Hanford site/the Idaho Buried Waste
Site. Technology transfer activities will be actively pursued during
Subtask 3.

design; measuring instruments; polychlorinated biphenyls; radi-
ation monitoring; radiation protection; radioactive waste manage-
ment; remedial action.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: design; POLYCHLORINATED
BIPHENYLS: radiation monitoring.

US9400380 Landfill Characterization System for Contam-
ination in Arid Soils.

Topic codes: 331.
Principal Investigator: Floran, R.J. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.50

The objective of this task is to produce a landfill char-
acterization system (LCS) to characterize metal and mixed-waste
contaminant sources and their migration beneath landfills, from
access (e.g., boreholes) to sample analysis. Because it is a
subsurface (buried) source, some of the same technologies can
be used for both plume definition and source characterization.
The emphasis of the system is on minimally intrusive technolo-
gies and downhole sensors where possible. The system is to
utilize the best of available and emerging technologies with
minimal development work. LCS is envisioned to be a cradle-
to-grave system for landfill characterization, with compatible,
complementary and integrated technologies. Cost- and time-
savings will result. LCS will include technologies that are com-
mercially available or demonstrated individually as part of the
Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID). In some
instances, technologies may be combined to produce hybrid
systems, such as combining directional drilling and downhole
sensors. Compatibility between technologies will be addressed
by this technical task plan (TTP). Rather than looking for a
single technology to address the problems of landfill character-
ization, complementary technologies will be used to provide
sufficient characterization. In FY 93, LCS will be applied at one
of the Sandia landfills that contain metal and mixed-waste con-
stituents, either the Chemical Waste Landfill (CWL) or the Mixed
Waste Landfill (MWL). The site of the field demonstrations de-
pends on regulatory and operational constraints on access to the
sites. Another opportunity in FY 93 may be to apply LCS at
Kirtland Air Force Base's RB-11 Landfill. In FY 94, additional
applications of LCS will be conducted depending on the previous
results. The LCS system elements include (1) a methodology to
optimize sampling numbers and locations, (2) directional boring
with hole tracking, (3) a membrane hole liner for sensor
emplacement and pore fluid sampling, (4) in situ sensors for
metal and radioactivity detection, (5) a mobile onsite laboratory
for metal and mixture analyses, and (6) nonintrusive methods for
source definition. The system will evolve as technologies in the
system are modified and as other technologies become suffi-
ciently mature to incorporate into the system. Integration of in-
dividual technologies is the goal of the TTP. In FY 93, an
integrated subsystem will be demonstrated. This subsystem will
combine directional boring, downhole detection of radionuclides,
and the sampling optimization methodology. This subsystem will
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be used to provide real-time feedback regarding radioactive
contamination during drilling. In addition to enhancing worker
safety, this information can be used to determine optimal sam-
pling locations and possibly to direct (steer) the hole to maximize
or minimize the hole's path through the contamination. Thi the
hole to maximize or minimize the hole's path through the cont.

arid lands; boreholes; chemical wastes; directional drilling; metals;
mixtures; radioactive wastes; sampling; sandia laboratories; san-
itary landfills; site characterization.

SANITARY LANDFILLS: site characterization.

US9400381 Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability
and Regulatory Feasibility of BWID Technolo-
gies.

Topic codes: 501; 701.
Principal Investigator: McCabe, G.H. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This subtask supports the Buried Waste Integrated Dem-
onstration (BWID) by evaluating and enhancing the public ac-
ceptability and regulatory feasibility of the systems and
technologies to be demonstrated. While other subtasks in the
demonstration will evaluate the technical and economic feasibility
of technologies, this subtask will evaluate whether the public
will accept the use of specific technologies to remediate haz-
ardous and radioactive waste, and whether the technologies can
meet regulatory criteria necessary for deployment. This effort
will be coordinated with the BWID System Design Study TTP
and the BWID Cost Savings Analysis TTP. Institutional assess-
ment is a crucial element in the Integrated Demonstration (ID)
process because if the technology or system cannot overcome
regulatory hurdles and achieve public acceptability, it could fail
even if it meets technical and economic criteria. The subtask
involves a systematic effort to determine who is interested in
or affected by specific technologies (including regulators, interest
groups, general public, others), what their concerns and interests
are, and how these concerns could affect technology deployment.
This will be a 3-phase effort: (1) a survey and informal inter-
views, (2) more structured interviews and focus groups, and (3)
interviews at other sites where BWID systems/technologies may
be deployed. The project team will develop indicators to measure
both regulatory feasibility and public acceptability, coordinate with
existing regulatory and public involvement efforts, and analyze
issues that could impede deployment of the demonstrated sys-
tems and technologies. The knowledge gained may lead to re-
commendations for program modifications to enhance
acceptance.

demonstration programs; hazardous materials; public relations;
radioactive waste management; remedial action; technology as-
sessment.

PUBLIC RELATIONS: radioactive waste management; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action.

US9400382 Advanced Mixed Waste Assay System: A
Technique for Nondestructive Assay of Waste
Drums for Radionuclide and Transuranic (TRU)
Levels.

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Arthur, R.J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

M S categories: B11.10, E41.20

A report summarizing the current status of barrel-scanning
technology will be issued. An existing Pacific Northwest Labora-
tory (PNL) portable waste-barrel assayer system-will be up-
graded. An improved system will be designed and constructed
to accommodate barrels as large as 96 gallons and calibrated
for barrels of several standard sizes. Software will be improved
to allow artificial intelligence decision-making routines to make
more effective use of combined neutron and gamma-ray ana-
lyses. Collimated fast-neutron and sodium iodide gamma-ray
detectors will be used to passively image the radioactive
contents/actively image the matrix of waste barrels. Electronics
will be added to make use of neutron-coincidence counting for
quantitation of radionuclides undergoing spontaneous fission.
Sample loading and changing will be automated to make
waste-barrel analysis less labor intensive, hence, more cost ef-
fective.

gamma detection; neutron detectors; quantitative chemical anal-
ysis; radiation detectors; radioactive wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: quantitative chemical analysis.

US9400383 Graphite '.' C Arc Plasma and Glass Melter.

Topic codes: 113.
Principal Investigator: Surma, J.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The primary objective of this task is the development of
a novel DC graphite electrode plasma torch and furnace for the
treatment of a variety of waste types including solids, liquids,
and offgas streams. A collaborative effort between Pacific Na-
tional Laboratory (PNL); Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT); and Electro-pyrolysis, Inc. (EPI) was initiated in FY 92 to
accomplish this task. This task was conceived in a joint proposal
involving all three parties, PNL, MIT, and EPI. In FY 92 the first
phase of testing was completed in the Mark I DC arc plasma
furnace at MIT. In FY 93 the deliverables will include (1) a
complete evaluation of the graphite torch DC arc plasma process
for Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) wastes based
upon tests using the existing EPI arc plasma technology at MIT
and (2)installation and testing of the Mark II plasma arc furnace.
The development of a range of diagnostics to fully evaluate the
plasma process will also be conducted in FY 93. This work will
also be coordinated with Office of Technology Development
(OTD) tasks related to vitrification system development (e.g., FY
92 Task RL321212) to provide a method to enhance solids-
processing rates in melters using plasma to preheat the solids.
This work will provide DOE with a waste treatment process
amenable to the treatment of contaminated solids such as soils,
sludges, etc., as well as liquid and gaseous waste streams. The
work will support the efforts and goals of BWID and will also
be applicable for demonstrations in other IDs.

arc furnaces; battelle pacific northwest laboratories; ceramic
melters; contamination; coordinated research programs; design;
electrodes; gaseous wastes; graphite; liquid wastes; performance
testing; plasma; remedial action; sludges; soils; solid wastes;
vitrification; waste processing.

SOLID WASTES: waste processing.

US9400384 Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 154.
Principal Investigator: Chapman, C.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
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Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

This effort is in support of Idaho's Buried Waste Inte-
grated Demonstration (BWID). The purpose of this task is (1)
to submit a technology status report on applicability of this
vitrification concept to buried waste; (2) to complete demon-
stration testing that will allow sizing and specifications of a
melter and its feeding system that enables the unit to accom-
modate the waste, its variability, and any accumulated molten
metals and combustibles; and (3) to transform the needs of the
BWID into a vitrification system functional and operating re-
quirements document that is suitable for Idaho's buried wastes,
and support selection of a system for pilot plant testing.

alpha-bearing wastes; demonstration programs; ground disposal;
technology assessment; vitrification.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: vitrification.

US9400385 Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID.

Topic codes: 501; 104.
Principal Investigator: Tyler, L.D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The purpose of this TTP is to conduct workshops within
the State of New Mexico to identify the technology needs of
community landfills, other DOE sites, and DoD sites. These
workshops will identify technologies needed for environmental
restoration and waste minimization that can be transferred to
or from industry for application at DOE sites and other sites
within New Mexico. The workshops will identify technologies
currently planned for use at the sites, technology transfer op-
portunities, and emerging or innovative new technologies that
can be applied for in situ characterization and remediation of
mixed-waste landfills. Although the principal focus of the work-
shops will be on the two Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
sites, 16 other sites in New Mexico will be included: two sites
at Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB), two at White Sands Missile
Range, two at Las Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and 10
Superfund sites. Anticipated benefits include greater awareness
of two-way technology transfer potential, enhanced visibility of
the Integrated Demonstration (ID) in New Mexico, and positive
interactions with the State of New Mexico.

new mexico; radioactive waste facilities; remedial action; tech-
nology transfer; us dod; us doe; waste disposal.

REMEDIAL ACTION: radioactive waste facilities; WASTE DIS-
POSAL: technology transfer.

US9400386 Treatment Technology for TRU Waste.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Place, B.G. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00

The objectives of this task are (1) to develop technologies
for processing transuranic (TRU), radioactive mixed waste
(RMW), and low-level waste (LLW) containing priority wastes and
(2) to evaluate ways to minimize the volume of processed priority
wastes requiring disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) site. Emphasis of the task is on the screening of pre-
treatment technologies, such as drying and emulsification, that
are compatible with primary technologies, such as vitrification,
cementation, and incineration, and on the testing of stand alone
treatment technologies, such as high-temperature steam de-
struction (HTSD) and acid digestion. FY 91 efforts have involved
the testing of treatment technologies for TRU contaminated spent
ion exchange resins. Waste characterization activities have
identified significant quantities of other waste streams which are
amenable to the same treatment technologies used to treat spent
ion exchange resins. These waste streams include the following:
(1) aqueous liquids (i.e., nitrate solutions); (2) organic liquids
(i.e., radioactively contaminated solvents); (3) wet organic solids
(i.e., sludges); and (4) heterogeneous and homogeneous dry
organic solids. The scope of the FY 92 testing activities will be
expanded to include the consideration of the above priority waste
streams in addition to spent ion exchange resin. The selection
of waste streams to be tested will be based on remediation
prioritization criteria such as waste quantity and hazard. Testing
of pretreatment technologies for vitrification will continue in FY
92. Also during FY 92, acid digestion and HTSD will be tested
as stand-alone waste treatment technologies. The products of the
FY 91/92 activities will be conceptual integration treatment
process designs, which will be engineered for demonstration in-
tegration in subsequent out years. FY 93 and FY 94 will be a
period of technology integration implementation. FY 93 and FY
94 activities will primarily involve engineering support to the
managements of specific demonstration facilities that have the
responsibility of design, procurement, construction, and startup.
Activities in subsequent out years will involve consultation on
and monitoring of the integrated pretreatment process startup,
operation and optimization, and process operating data analysis.
The final product of these activities will be engineering design
documentation that can be distributed to DOE site waste gen-
erators as guideline information for the design, construction, and
operation of waste treatment processes that address site-specific
waste treatment problems.

alpha-bearing wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive
waste management; technology assessment.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste management.

US9400387 Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated
Geologic Media.

Topic codes: 201; 501.
Principal Investigator: Phillips, S.J. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

Waste materials buried at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) Radioactive Waste Management Complex
(RWMC) have potentially contaminated fractured basalt and
interbed geologic media to depths in excess of 100 meters, and
entered the saturated groundwater zone. There is a need to
develop and demonstrate a long-term technology to in situ treat
fractured rock (basalt) and interbed media (unconsolidated soil
and granular materials). This technology will produce a large
monolithic structure entombing contaminated, fractured, and
granular materials underlying waste disposal structures.
Entombment materials will have sufficient fluid properties so as
to fill available fractures and interstitial pore volume in the
underlying media. Equipment for monolithic entombment will be
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capable of propagation and filling of fracture channels and
flooding of interbeds. The emplacement equipment and materials
formulations will provide hydrologic confinement of the contam-
inants within the monolith to meet regulatory requirements. This
task will demonstrate in situ treatment of an INEL cold test site
and act to access the potential of the technology for treatment
of geologic materials underlying the RWMC trench area. Tech-
nology development will be modified from Westinghouse Hanford
Company (WHC) activities in stabilization and isolation of
underground storage tanks and related structures. Additional
technologies used in oil field secondary recovery operations will
be integrated with existing technologies and formulations for
entombment.

containment; idaho' national engineering laboratory; pollution
control; radioactive waste management; radionuclide migration;
reservoir engineering.

RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION: containment.

sons why MSO offers advantages over the baseline technology
(incineration). The TSR will describe two applications for MSO
(judged by the Peer Review Panel as having good potential for
short-term success). The first is as a primary process for treat-
ment of organic liquids, including chlorinated organics. The sec-
ond is as a secondary treatment step for a first-stage thermal
process. The TSR will also give the feasibility and advantages
of a BWID-sponsored demonstration and discusses the support-
ing demonstration and the supporting requirements to accomplish
the demonstration.

demonstration programs; ground disposal; idaho national engi-
neering laboratory; molten salts; organic wastes; oxidation; ra-
dioactive waste management; technology assessment; waste
management.

ORGANIC WASTES: radioactive waste management, waste
management.

US9400388 Complex Buried Waste Assessment.

Topic codes: 157; 501.
Principal Investigator: Scott, J.L. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

Each site in the DOE complex must establish the tech-
nical bases for a retrieve/treat/dispose, in situ treatment, or leave
in place decision relative to millions of cubic feet of buried
low-level, transuranic (TRU), and mixed waste. There is currently
a limited understanding of the waste/site characteristics of buried
waste in the entire DOE system. This task will summarize those
characteristics for buried waste so that buried waste integrated
demonstration (BWID) will gain a better understanding of which
technologies should be developed and demonstrated to meet
DOE complex environmental restoration needs. Also provided are
needs assessments, roadmaps, sensitivity analysis, and
integration/coordination of technical support to the BWID from a
Hanford site and DOE complex perspective. This TTP will also
provide an integrated Hanford team to support the BWID System
Design Study (SDS).

alpha-bearing wastes; ground disposal; low-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste management; technology assessment.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste management.

US9400389 Preparation of Technical Status Report for INEL
Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Gay, R. Rockwell International Corp., En-

ergy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), P.O. Box 1449,
Canoga Park, CA, 91304, USA.

Performing Organization: Rockwell International Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

A technical status report (TSR) on Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration
(BWID) is to be prepared. The TSR will describe the Molten
Salt Oxidation Process (MSO). It will describe the results of a
recent DOE-sponsored 3-day Peer Review of the MSO process.
It will give the potential applications of MSO to other DOE sites,
as judged by the peer review. The TSR will also give the rea-

US9400390 Technology Integration for MWLID.

Topic codes: 104; 331.
Principal Investigator: Tyler, L.D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This TTP provides the technology integration activities for
the Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID).
Technology integration for MWLID focuses on five activities: (1)
technology transfer in, (2) technology transfer out, (3) community
outreach, (4) educational outreach, and (5) international cooper-
ation.

education; hazardous materials; mixtures; radioactive wastes;
technology transfer; waste disposal.

WASTE DISPOSAL: technology transfer.

US9400391 Technology Status Report for NDA Character-
ization of TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active
and Passive Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and
Computerized Tomography.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Camp, D.C. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Martz, H.E.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00, B11.20, E41.20

A technology status report (TSR) will be prepared for a
proposed new technology that performs the nondestructive char-
acterization of transuranic (TRU) and low-level (LLW) mixed
wastes contained in 55-gal (208-L) drums by using the two
techniques of active (A) and passive (P) gamma-ray spectrometry
and computerized tomography (CT). This report will discuss the
status of the technology being developed at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), the capabilities and limitations that
exist at present and foreseen over the next 5 years, the
schedule for use of the A & P CT techniques for drum analyses,
the budget, and finally, the relative advantages and disadvan-
tages compared to techniques currently used to characterize
mixed waste in 55-gal drums.
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alpha-bearing wastes; computerized tomography; gamma
spectroscopy; low-level radioactive wastes; technology assess-
ment.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: computerized tomography, gamma
spectroscopy.

US9400392 NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using
a 1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P)
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry, Computed
Tomogaphy (CT).

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Camp, D.C. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B11.10

The project objectives are 1, to prepare eight '66Ho
sources and appropriate lead-housing shields that will collimate
the emitted radiation from any one source, or all eight sources,
placed within a shield; 2, to optimize the parameters that govern
active and passive (A & P) computed tomography (CT) scans;
and 3, to accelerate a detailed characterization of the contents
in one heterogeneous 55-gal drum of low-level waste (LLW).
These efforts extend previous R & D. Eight 166H0 sources will
be prepared having areas of 1.5-, 1.0- and 2.0 in. square. These
eight sources will enable evaluation of active CT spatial resol-
ution, energy resolution, and data collection speed as a function
of the irradiation source size. The spatial resolution of objects,
imaged in a 55-gal drum from active CT scans, are determined
by the sizes of source and detector collimations used. A nec-
essary part of source preparation is the fabrication of a lead-
shield housing that will both collimate the radiation and protect
personnel from exposure when the source is not used. Three
lead-shields will be Resigned and fabricated to be used for the
three different sized sources. Objective 2 will be to optimize
those parameters that govern the results obtained from A & P
CT scans of wastes. These parameters include (1) spatial re-
solution, which is determined by the size of the irradiation source
and HPGe detector collimators used to image a waste drum; (2)
energy resolution, which is determined by the radioisotope used
as a transmission source (i.e., the number of intense,
monoenergetic gamma rays emitted by that radioisotope); and
(3) the total drum scan time, which is governed by both the size
of collimators used and by the counting statistics obtained when
active and passive CT scans are made. The trade-offs between
these parameters must be evaluated with the 166H0 active source
(ACT) and when various strength emission sources (PCT) are
present before any practical industrial drum scanner can be de-
signed. Objective 3 will be to accelerate the detailed character-
ization of an actual 55-gallon waste drum containing LLW. The
effort will be conducted by LLNL personnel. Then, clean
"wastes" will be prepared exactly analogous to the real wastes.
The clean wastes will be packed in a new 55-gal drum exactly
like the real waste was packed. The clean waste drum will be
scanned with selected radioactivities placed in the drum using
a single HPGe detector, A & P CT, 55-gal drum scanner.

alpha-bearing wastes; computerized tomography; gamma
spectroscopy; low-level radioactive wastes; nondestructive analy-
sis.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: nondestructive analysis; LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive analysis.

US9400393 Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
(MWLID) Program Direction and Support.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
Principal Investigator: Tyler, L.D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

MS categories: E52.00

The Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
(MWLID) mission is to assess, demonstrate, and transfer tech-
nologies and systems that lead to quicker, safer, and more ef-
ficient restoration of chemical- and mixed-waste landfills (MWLs)
in arid environments across the DOE complex. The focus of
MWLID is in-situ technologies for characterizing and remediating
heavy metals and their complex mixtures with organic, inorganic,
and radioactive wastes. MWLID has two sites at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) for demonstrating characterization and reme-
diation technology systems: the Chemical-Waste Landfill (CWL)
and MWL. These landfills are characteristic of the buried waste
at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL), Hanford, and a number of other
DOE complex sites. This TTP provides the necessary program
direction and support for MWLID. Program direction is provided
from a number of different sources, including a Strategic Plan
(Roadmap), the input from an Advisory Council to MWLID, the
guidance provided by the Planning Group, and the recommen-
dations from the Technical Support Groups. Program support
includes activities that provide the structure necessary for prin-
cipal investigators (Pis) and the MWLID staff to implement
technology demonstration projects. These activities include quality
assurance; environment, safety and health guidance; and pro-
gram management efforts such as budget and reporting support.
These efforts will be necessary each year of MWLID. The scope
and activities within ID will increase each year as more and
more demonstrations are conducted and as the complexity of the
sites increases (e.g., transition from hazardous-waste site to
mixed-waste site). MWLID is expected to reach its maximum
level of effort in FY 96.

demonstration programs; hazardous materials; mixtures; radioac-
tive waste facilities; radioactive wastes; remedial action; technol-
ogy transfer.

REMEDIAL ACTION: demonstration programs, technology trans-
fer.

US9400394 TRU Waste Treatment Methodology.

Topic codes: 157; 523.
Principal Investigator: Stefanko, D.B. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The remediation of DOE buried waste sites containing
transuranic (TRU)-contaminated wastes requires protection to the
surrounding environment during exhumation. Engineered systems
designed during remediation efforts must ensure minimal releases
of contaminants, especially TRU constituents, to the environment.
This TTP will develop technologies to prevent the release of
TRU contamination during remediation of DOE buried waste sites
containing TRU wastes. The application will include development
of technology to contain TRU contaminates during retrieval. A
technology status report will be generated and submitted to
buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID) for review prior
to demonstration activities.

alpha-bearing wastes; containment; ground disposal; remedial
action; waste retrieval.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: containment, waste retrieval.
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US9400395 In Situ Moisture Logging System.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator Knowlton, R. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.50, E41.40

Techniques for detecting fluid losses beneath tanks,
landfills, and impoundments are currently inadequate. In general,
either point-source measuring devices or slant-drilled geophysical
access tubes have previously been employed. With the advent
of horizontal-directional drilling technologies, the opportunities for
emplacement of geophysical access tubes are tremendously en-
hanced. One could envision a network of horizontally drilled
access tubes emplaced beneath a facility which, coupled with
the right monitoring technology, could provide an early warning
system for leak detection. In addition, information from downhole
logging devices is essential in evaluating the performance of
such remedial alternatives as capping or soil-venting strategies,
and as input to risk assessment modeling methodologies. Such
a downhole logging device has just been developed by Troxler
Electronic Laboratories, Inc.. Their device is a self-contained
gamma-neutron probe capable of measuring soil density and soil
moisture in a preprogrammed continuous mode of operation.
Coupled with a constant velocity winch system, the probe can
be drawn through a horizontal access tube while collecting
continuous moisture content and density information. The data
stored in the probe is then downloaded to a computer for
analysis and display in real time. This device has been re-
searched and developed by Troxler, and is currently in need of
demonstration, testing, and evaluation. The system may be used
for characterization or post-closure monitoring activities. In the
first year, FY 92, this work focused on a preliminary demon-
stration, test, and evaluation of the delivery system (i.e., constant
velocity winch) and tentatively evaluated the accuracy and pre-
cision of the device for recurrent measurements of actual
moisture content and soil density under natural conditions in situ.
Currently, the probe has been purchased and a winch system
selected. The second year of the project will evaluate the probe's
ability to detect changes in moisture content and density under
simulated leak conditions, as well as further analysis of the
accuracy-precision and reproducibility of measurements in hori-
zontal access tubing. A horizontal access tube already exists at
the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) for
use in the demonstration. During this second year, the EPA's
Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EMSL) will be-
come part of the team makeup, and serve as a collaborator in
this effort. EMSL is a research and development laboratory for
EPA and has responsibility for writing regulatory guidance on
vadose zone and post-closure monitoring methods. EMSL's role
in this effort will consist of (1) providing expertise in designing
the leak-cold test scenario so that the data and analyses will
support acceptance within the regulatory community, (2) helping
to evaluate this technology against existing "accepted" method-
ologies, and (3) helping to "fast-traclogy against ex.

closures: density: detection: directional drilling; hazardous mate-
rials; leaks; measuring instruments; mixtures; moisture; monitor-
ing; probes; radioactive wastes; sanitary landfills; site
characterization; soils; waste disposal.

WASTE DISPOSAL: monitoring, soils.

US9400396 Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal Log-
ging.

Topic codes: 302; 303.
Principal Investigator: Wemple, R.P. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Three concepts for cost-effective, high-quality access have
been developed by the Geoscience Research Drilling Office for
site characterization and sensor emplacement. Initial scoping and
testing of the concepts began in FY 91 in a three-year coop-
erative industrial partnership with the DITCH WITCH trademark
organization. Activity in FY 92 included additional testing at
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and DITCH WITCH trade-
mark test ranges, and tests and demonstrations at the Savannah
River Site (SRS) and SNL problem sites. General tasks for the
three concepts are outlined as follows: (1) to develop hybrid
directional boring technology by adapting existing hardware from
various underground industries, and to demonstrate hardware at
the SNL test range and SNL and SRS environmental sites in
support of site characterization; (2) to develop hybrid horizontal
logging and sampling technologies by adapting hardware from
various industries, and to demonstrate hardware at the SNL test
range and SNL and SRS environmental sites in support of site
characterization; and (3) to adapt pneumatic hammer technology
from the underground utilities industry for use in emplacing in-
struments, and to demonstrate hardware at the SNL test range
and SNL and SRS environmental sites in support of site char-
acterization. Current planning includes moving these tasks from
preliminary field testing at SNL and SRS in FY 92 to final testing
at similar sites in FY 93. Near-commercial machinery designs
should result from this technology development by FY 94.

boreholes; directional drilling; measuring instruments; sampling;
sandia laboratories; savannah river plant; site characterization;
testing; well logging.

BOREHOLES: directional drilling; SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT:
site characterization.

US9400397 High-Resolution Infrared Imaging.

Topic codes: 313.
Principal Investigator: Knowlton, R. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is proposing to test
and evaluate existing high-resolution IR thermographic imaging
techniques for application in determining the location of buried
wastes, containers, and subsurface voids. The principal customer
is the Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage-
ment (EM), and the work will be performed for the demon-
stration, testing, and evaluation (DTE) division of the Office of
Technology Development (OTD). It is targeted for the applica-
tions area on waste minimization and waste avoidance. This
request proposes that existing, high-resolution IR thermographic
imaging techniques be evaluated for use at the Mixed-Waste
Landfill (MWL). Several field IR thermographic imaging surveys
will be conducted during this program. A number of
thermographic images will be taken during different times of day
at the Chemical-Waste Landfill (CWL) to identify subsurface
features that are known to exist and have been previously
identified by a towed-array magnetometer and ground-penetrating
radar survey. The results and locations identified by the survey
will be compared to the results of the towed-array survey. In
addition, several surveys will be conducted at other areas at
CWL and MWL, as time allows. Such a testing and evaluation
program should provide sufficient field data to allow an assess-
ment of the efficacy of the IR thermographic imaging techniques
to be assessed for use within and outside of DOE ER. The
available techniques have recently been developed by others for
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use in the detection of leaks in underground pipelines, sewers,
tanks, and subsurface voids at depths of up to five meters or
more by looking at the thermal signature at the ground surface.
The surface temperature distribution is greatly influenced by the
thermal history and properties of the materials beneath the land
surface. These techniques are capable of detecting differences
in the surface temperature of 0.01 degree C. Such nonintrusive
characterization techniques would be exceptionally useful to an
environmental restoration program. They could allow for identifi-
cation of the location of wastes buried beneath known landfills,
and could also provide a rapid means of identifying potential
undocumented waste burial sites because they are capable of
quickly scanning a very large area of the ground surface. The
use of high-resolution IR imaging should, if successful, greatly
expand the range of utility of surface geophysical investigations.
For example, ground-penetrating radar is another method capable
of detecting different buried materials. However, its use is gen-
erally limited to observations beneath one point on the land
surface; it is necessary to take a large number of readings from
different positions on the land surface to provide the broad areal
coverage that high-resolution IR imaging methods are capable
of producing from one viewpoint. High-resolution IR imaging
should allow quicke of producing from one viewpoint. High-
resoluti.

containers; ground disposal; infrared thermography; radioactive
waste facilities; remedial action; site characterization; voids.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: infrared thermography.

US9400398 Cross Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging of
Chemical and Mixed Waste Landfills.

7bp;c codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: Borns, D.J. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Newman, G.A.; Bartel, LC.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.0O, B31.10

Crosshole electromagnetic methods will be demonstrated
to characterize heavy-metal contaminant sources and their mi-
gration beneath two locations at Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL), the Chemical-Waste Landfill (CWL), and the Mixed-Waste
Landfill (MWL). Two high-frequency EM methods (>10 MHz), a
continuous waveform (CW) and a pulsed radar system, are
suggested. These methods can be based in existing boreholes
and in new boreholes outside the landfill but straddling it. The
benefit of this approach is to extend in three dimensions the
capability to detect contaminant sources and waste plumes. The
borehole imaging can extend beyond the depths of penetration
for surface-based geophysical methods. The crosshole methods
provide a way around the limitations of signal penetration and
resolution for some surface-based electromagnetic methods.
Crosshole imaging will also extend the point-source interpretation
of single boreholes and will facilitate integration of the borehole
data and the selection of borehole locations. Within these
boreholes at the CWL and CWL sites, transmitting and receiving
antennae will be moved at set intervals (e.g., 0.25 m and 0.5
m) to produce a topographic data set. With proper placement
of access holes, a variety of topographic images will be
produced in vertical slices at different horizontal lengths. They
will provide excellent coverage for mapping objects or processes
occurring within a landfill site. These electromagnetic
crossborehole methods can provide high resolution (0.5 to 1 m)
images when the ground conductivity and the contrasts in
dielectric constant and conductivity are favorable, as suggested
for the CWL and MWL site by surface-based electromagnetic
surveys. The unsaturated soils of the landfill sites and the
conductive nature of the waste sources and possible plumes
suggest that the conditions at the landfills are favorable for the
crosshole electromagnetic surveys.

arid lands; boreholes; chemical wastes; detection; environmental

transport; mixtures; plumes; radioactive waste facilities; radioac-
tive wastes; soils; well logging.

BOREHOLES: well logging; CHEMICAL WASTES: radioactive
waste facilities; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste fa-
cilities.

US9400399 Neutron Activation Logging System for the
Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: George, D.C. Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc.,

Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: B31.50, E52.00

The goal of this task is to demonstrate, test, and evaluate
the multielement (ME) neutron activation logging tool for in situ
measurement of metals of interest. The logging tool is an ex-
isting one developed under the National Uranium Resource
Evaluation program. It is used with an existing logging system
that includes a Prompt Fission Neutron (PFN) logging probe (for
detection of fissile elements) as well as a full complement of
conventional logging probes. This task for the Mixed-Waste
Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) complements a task
currently funded by the Office of Technology Development
(OTD). The objective of the early stages of that task is to op-
timize and demonstrate the PFN logging probe in conjunction
with conventional logs for applications at transuranic (TRU)
contaminated sites. This task consists of five major activities: (1)
to refurbish the ME logging tool and do an initial demonstration
at the Mixed-Waste Landfill (MWL) cold site; (2) to perform
Monte Carlo calculations to predict and understand response
factors for the contaminants of interest, such as chromium,
arsenic, lead, and cadmium; (3) to construct physical models to
determine response factors; (4) to perform demonstrations/field
tests; and (5) to assess and report results. The first activity in
FY 92 will be to complete refurbishment of the logging probe.
This will require procurement of a neutron accelerator tube and
possible replacement of the high-purity germanium detector. Once
this activity is complete (5 months or less), the system could
be used to collect data in the field at the MWL cold site; those
data will only be semiquantifiable for contamination levels until
calibration activities are complete. The system will require a hole
large enough to accommodate the tool that will be approximately
4 in. in diameter. If results are positive, a smaller tool can be
developed. The second activity will be to develop an under-
standing of the response of the tool to the metals of interest
within the environment of interest.

arsenic; boreholes; cadmium; chromium; detection; lead; meas-
uring instruments; metals; radioactive waste facilities; site char-
acterization; well logging.

BOREHOLES: well logging; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES:
site characterization.

US9400400 Demonstration Characterization Technology.

Topic codes: 157; 501.
Principal Investigator: Hobbs, D.T. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID) will
address the DOE complex problem of buried waste remediation.
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Acceptable waste characterization does not currently exist to
complete remediation of DOE complex buried waste. Additional
characterization studies are required to assist BWID in identifying
and demonstrating a comprehensive suite of remediation tech-
nologies. Close collaboration with other integrated demonstration
(ID) is necessary to transfer lessons learned. The TTP supports
characterization of gas generation from transuranic (TRU) con-
taminated waste. This characterization will address requirements
for in-site and on-site treatment processes for the remediation
of DOE buried sites containing TRU waste. A detailed technology
report will be generated on the status of the characterization
program for buried waste integrated demonstration (BWID) re-
view.

alpha-bearing wastes; demonstration programs; ground disposal;
radioactive waste management; remedial action.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste management.

US9400401 An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonin-
trusive Characterization of Mixed Waste Landfill
Sites.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator Hasbrouck, J.C. Rust Geotech, Inc.,

Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing; Organization: Rust Geotech, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1999.01

IMS categories: E52.00, B31.10, B31.50

The objective of this task will be to demonstrate that an
integrated program of surface geophysics can effectively address
the need for nonintrusive characterization of mixed waste landfill
(MWL) sites. Although detailed information about important
physical properties of the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Dem-
onstration (MWLID) test sites is not available, qualitative de-
scriptions of the sites and their contents suggest that a number
of established geophysical methods may be applicable. A par-
ticular method may help to (1) locate pit boundaries, (2) char-
acterize pit contents, and (3) detect contaminant plumes. This
task will apply methods in demonstrations at the MWLID test
sites. Integrated field demonstrations and preliminary interpreta-
tions of the data were completed in FY 92. Advanced
postacquisition data processing will be conducted and integrated
interpretation of the data will be completed in FY 93. The inte-
gration process is not trivial and results in an interpretation not
attainable from a single technique. The results of IDs and in-
terpretation will be used as the basis for recommending a
standard integrated geophysics program for MWL site character-
ization.

pling Strategies: Chromic Acid Plume Delineation, FY 92",
and one paper submitted to Microcomputers in Civil Engi-
neering for publication, "An Object-Oriented Approach to Site
Characterization Decision Support".

INIS categories: B31.50, B31.10

The scope of work for this project includes continuing the
chromic acid delineation work under way for FY 93 in the Chem
Waste Landfill (CWL) 60s pits; completing analysis for mixed
waste landfill RB-11, Kirtland Air Force Base; and applying the
methodology at the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) Mixed
Waste Landfill (MWL) site. At the CWL site, work in FY 94 will
focus on evaluating the results from sampling completed in the
vicinity of the 60s pits, using the data generated to update in-
formation on the location of the metals contamination. Based
on this update, the extent of the contamination will be deter-
mined and a decision will be made on the need for additional
sampling. At RB-11, work in FY 94 will focus on integrating data
generated by the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
(MWLID) downhole sensors and field work proposed by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS). This data will be used to update the
preliminary risk assessment completed in FY 93 for RB-11,
producing new estimates of both health risks and the uncertainty
associated with those risks. At the SNL MWL, a combination
of SitePlanner, sampling optimization routines, an analytical 1-D
transport model, and risk assessment techniques will be used
to identify optimal sampling strategies. SitePlanner will be used
for data management and display. The sampling selection rou-
tines will be similar to those used in FY 93 at RB-11. An an-
alytical model that simulates flow and transport through the
vadose and phreatic zones will be used to estimate transport
times to risk receptors and to determine the set of physical
parameters that have the greatest impact on transport time. This
model has already been developed at Argonne National Labo-
ratory (ANL) for similar work at a DOE facility with mobile ra-
dioactive contamination. Risk assessment techniques, both chem
and rad, will then be used to derive risk estimates at locations
of concern. Taken together, the methodology will allow sample
selection to both delineate and quantify the extent of contam-
ination beneath a mixed waste site, and to enhance the as-
sessment of risk posed by the contamination, while minimizing
the number of samples required. The work will also suggest
where additional information regarding physical transport proc-
esses such as saturated and unsaturated conductivities, the
possibility of preferential flow, etc., would be useful. The work
will leverage investments already made by the SNL MWLID
project in computer hardware and software development in FY
92 and 93.

chemical wastes; contamination; environmental transport; health
hazards; metals; mixtures; optimization; radioactive wastes; risk
assessment; sampling; sandia laboratories; sanitary landfills.

CHEMICAL WASTES: sanitary landfills; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
sanitary landfills; SANITARY LANDFILLS: sampling.

detection; geophysical surveys; hazardous materials; mixtures;
plumes; radioactive wastes; sanitary landfills; site characterization.

SANITARY LANDFILLS: site characterization.

US9400402 Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Con-
taminant Delineation and Risk Minimization.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, R. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
In FY 92, one report was completed, "Optimization of Sam-
pling Strategies for Delineating a Chromium Plume at the
Sandia Chemical Waste Landfill—A Methodology", that de-
scribed the methodology proposed for use. To date, in FY
93, one report was completed, "MWLID Project Smart Sam-

US9400403 SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal and
Mixed-Waste Characterization.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Erickson, M.D. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Keller, C.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The purpose of this task is to integrate the pneumatic
membrane emplacement system, Science and Engineering As-
sociates Membrane Instrumentation and Sampling Technique
(SEAMIST), developed by Science and Engineering Associates,
Inc. (SEA) with DOE Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) support,
with the explicit program needs of remediation of a mixed-waste
site containing heavy metals and complex organic and inorganic
contaminants. The first aspect of the problem is the integration
of state-of-the-art measurement techniques (e.g.,
absorber/detectors, in situ monitors, crosshole measurements,
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and surface measurements) with the mechanical SEAMIST sys-
tem. Selected technologies will be integrated with SEAMIST in-
stallations in a clean site at Sandia. The second field effort is
to emplace these systems in a contaminated site at the Sandia
Chemical-Waste Landfill (CWL). Gas permeability measurements
will also be performed in the contaminated site. Due to the
nature of the contaminated site tests, hazardous work environ-
ment training will be required of SEA field personnel. The thrust
of this effort is the test of the mechanical feasibility of a variety
of SEAMIST uses, in particular its ability to emplace instruments
and to recover samples. The benefit to the DOE ER program
is the enhanced emplacement of in situ sensors and the col-
lection of quality gas and liquid samples from the vadose zone.
Compared with current practice, the SEAMIST emplacement ex-
tends the site characterization capability by removing the need
for casing and backfill in monitoring holes or during field
screening operations. However, the most attractive advantage is
the potential for more than a 50% cost reduction compared to
current conventional practice. Those savings are expected in la-
bor at the wellhead during measurements and in the replacement
of the casing and backfill operation, not to mention the salvation
of unstable holes. The enhanced data quality has a value yet
to be judged.

hazardous materials; measuring instruments; membranes; radio-
active waste facilities; radioactive wastes; remedial action; sam-
pling.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action; RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: sampling.

US9400404 In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried
Waste.

Topic codes: 333.
Principal Investigator: Kukacka. L.E. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Upton, L I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.12

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.50, B31.10

Waste solutions containing mixtures of heavy metals were
formally discharged into the Chemical-Waste Landfill (CWL) at
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). The site is located approx-
imately 460 ft above the water table, and to date a chromium
plume has migrated to a depth of 75 ft. Unacceptable levels
of trichloroethane (TCE) have also been detected. Similar envi-
ronmental concerns exist at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill
(MWL). At this site, a tritium plume has reached a depth of 100
ft. In order to mitigate these environmental problems and to
prevent future migration of contaminants, cost-effective methods
for the in situ stabilization of contaminated soils and for the in
situ installation of impermeable corrosion resistant caps and
subsurface barriers around these waste sites are needed. In this
program, advanced organic and inorganic polymer impregnants
and nonportland cement based grouts developed by Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) for geothermal well lost circulation
control and cementing, stabilization of toxic waste residues, and
the in situ repair of craters in bomb-damaged reinforced concrete
aircraft runways, will be optimized.

chemical wastes; containment systems; metals; mixtures; radio-
active waste facilities; soils; stability.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: containment systems;
SOILS: stability.

US9400405 Development of Inorganic Membranes for
Mixed-Waste ID.

Topic codes: 333.
Principal Investigator: Fain, D.E. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00

The purpose of this TTP is to evaluate and apply inor-
ganic membrane technology to in situ remediation of chromic
acids, heavy metals, volatile and other organic compounds, and
other contaminants in mixed-waste landfills (MWL) at Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL). The program will comprise (1) der-
ivation of criteria membrane performance and (2) fabrication and
testing of sample membranes.

chromic acid; membranes; organic compounds; radioactive waste
facilities; radioactive wastes; remedial action; testing; volatile
matter.

MEMBRANES: testing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: re-
medial action.

US9400406 Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of
Radionuclide and Metal Contaminant Concen-
trations at a Landfill.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: Brodzinski, R.L. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B11.10, B31.10

An in situ sensor capable of measuring both radioactive
and stable metal contaminants in and around a landfill will be
designed and fabricated. Radioactive contaminants will be de-
termined by measuring their gamma-ray emissions with a small
intrinsic germanium diode gamma-ray spectrometer. Stable metal
contaminants will be measured by in situ X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) spectroscopy. The germanium spectrometer used for
radionuclide determinations will also be used to detect the stable
metal excitation emanations. Laboratory experiments will be ex-
ecuted prior to system design to determine the applicability and
sensitivity of the XRF technique(s) to the expected or required
concentration limits of the contaminants of interest in the native
soils under investigation and with the membrane hole liner to
be used. In situ subterranean gamma-ray spectroscopy has been
developed and used extensively at Hanford for characterization
of radionuclide concentrations in sediments. While this technology
is well developed, the existing instrumentation will not fit into
boreholes less than 7.5 cm in diameter. It may be necessary
to design, engineer, fabricate, and calibrate a similar sensor
capable of operating within boreholes as small as 2 cm in di-
ameter. Similarly, in a separate program for the International
Atomic Energy Agency, a system was designed and tested for
in situ XRF of elements within the sediments. However, again
this technique will need to be modified to fit into the smaller
boreholes. In addition, specific design changes will need to be
made with regard to interrogation source composition, intensity,
and location; physical arrangement of the various components
of the system; and timing and speed of borehole logging to
accommodate the smaller boreholes, native soils, and contam-
inants of interest.

boreholes; contamination; gamma spectroscopy; hanford reserva-
tion; liners; measuring instruments; metals; radioactive effluents;
sanitary landfills; sediments; soils; x-ray fluorescence analysis.

METALS: measuring instruments; RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS:
gamma spectroscopy, x-ray fluorescence analysis.

US9400407 Robotics Technology Assessment.

Topic codes: 117; 423.
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Principal Investigator: Burgess, D.M. Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.30

This task is a joint effort with Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) (1) to determine the robotic and remote needs of the
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID)
and (2) to direct development into the areas where development
is most needed. After the needs are assessed, this task will
assess the availability and usefulness of technology to address
the defined needs and will determine the areas where develop-
ment is needed to support the USTID. Domestic technology will
be assessed by discussions with vendors, developers and users,
and by site visits when necessary. Foreign technology will be
assessed by discussions with individuals within the DOE com-
munity who have previously assessed these technologies and
through literature reviews.

robots; tanks: technology assessment; underground storage.

ROBOTS: technology assessment.

US9400408 High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and
Quantification of High-Z Metals at the SNL
Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray Fluorescence.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: Shepard. C.L. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B11.10, E52.00, B31.50

This task will employ the method of X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) to the in situ characterization of Sandia National Labora-
tories (SNL) landfill soil for heavy metals such as chromium,
mercury, arsenic, lead, cadmium, and antimony. Initial efforts
have concentrated on chromium and copper. A portable,
battery-operated downhole instrument commercially available from
Scitec Corporation was used in work for FY 92. Scitec Corpo-
ration is a partner in this research and development effort. Re-
sults of field testing at Sandia in FY 92 have shown that the
present instrument can detect chrome and copper in boreholes
but not at low enough levels. The primary goal of the remainder
of this project is to improve the sensitivity of the instrument by
use of a cryogenic detector while at the same time retaining its
portability for field use. It is planned for Scitec to be able to
commercially produce the improved instrument upon completion
of this project at the end of FY 94. The benefit to be realized
from this project is the availability of a field-deployable instrument
capable of in situ soil characterization for possible contaminants
at low enough concentration levels to provide useful data as to
the spatial extent of contamination. Activities for FY 93 include
continued participation in the integrated demonstrations being
conducted at the chemical and mixed waste landfills at SNL
There will be participation in tests currently scheduled for De-
cember 1992 and in other tests that may become available. In
addition, a large effort towards the enhancement of the present
instrument's capabilities will begin. Improvement of the instru-
ment's capabilities will come about by incorporation of a
cryogenically cooled GeLi or SiLJ detector into the instrument.
The present detector is an ambient-temperature silicon detector.
A major goal for this project in FY 93 is to develop a prototype
cryogenic instrument. A new detector will have to be designed
along with a liquid nitrogen refrigeration system that allows re-
tention of the downhole capabilities of the present instrument.
In addition, faster electronics will be necessary to take advantage

of the increased count rate afforded by a cryogenic detector.
The benefits to be realized by these improvements include (1)
a reduced sampling time for quantitative determination of a
contaminant concentration, (2) improved ability to distinguish
among elemental contaminants of similar atomic number, and (3)
an increase in the range (in Z) of detectable elements. These
improvements are brought about by the enhanced quantum effi-
ciency of a cryogenic detector and by the improved energy re-
solution available from such detectors. The result should be a
more reliable determination of the contaminants present at a site
obtained in a smaller downhole sampling time.

arsenic: chromium; contamination; copper; cryogenics; detection;
field tests; lead; mercury; metals; portable equipment; sandia
laboratories; sanitary landfills; soils; x-ray fluorescence analysis.

METALS: x-ray fluorescence analysis; SOILS: contamination.

US9400409 Crosshole Seismic Characterization.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Majer, E.L. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory;

University of California, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA,
94720, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-
sity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1992.11

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.50, B31.40

In FY 92 high-resolution seismic imaging is planned at the
mixed chemical waste pits (unlined Cr acid pit) to determine the
utility of the crosshole seismic method to image geologic struc-
ture that may be controlling fluid paths that may affect the path
of the contaminants. High-frequency sources and receivers will
be used in late FY 92 (August) in closely spaced (10 to 20 ft)
and larger spaced (20 to 50 ft) boreholes to determine atten-
uation and resolution of the method. Because the holes are
uncased and only kept open with the SEAMIST (TM SEA Inc.)
liners, the coupling will be provided by filling the SEAMIST liners
with water. Clamping tools could damage the liners and cause
a leak to the environment. The initial phase will use P-wave
energy to image the subsurface; however, because the source
being used also has a limited S-wave radiation pattern, the utility
of the S-wave will also be investigated. The seismic data will
be correlated with the results of the other experiments in the
borehole technology demonstrations (i.e., the gamma-ray spec,
NAA, neutron-gamma, X-hole EM, and the surface-to-hole EM)
to correlate the seismic data with the chemical and saturation
"plume". An important element in characterizing fluid plumes is
the in situ measurement of soil saturation. Soil saturation can
be inferred from high-resolution measurements of the seismic
compressional and shearwave velocities. As such, the second
phase of the work will concentrate on the development of ad-
vanced seismic sources capable of high-frequency shearwave
generation. A critical element of any S-wave source is the
clamping mechanism in the borehole. Several "off-the-shelf"
technologies will be used for evaluation. The first is the
SEAMIST technology for clamping a string of receivers against
the borehole wall. A second alternative may be the "rotary"
source developed by Conoco, Inc. that relies only on water
coupling to the borehole. Again the SEAMIST Technology would
be utilized to fill the hole with fluid. The fluid may not be water
but a "stiffer" gel (harmless) for improved shearwave coupling.
In any case, several different technologies are available for use.
The engineering and construction of the source for wider appli-
cation would be conducted by Sandia National Laboratory in a
follow-on project, given successful demonstration of the clamping
technology.

boreholes; chemical wastes; hazardous materials; mixtures; ra-
dioactive waste facilities; radioactive wastes; seismic surveys; site
characterization; waste disposal.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: seismic surveys, site char-
acterization.
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US9400410 Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task
Plans (TTPs) in Support of the Office of Tech-
nology Development.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Weaver, T. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

IMS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This task is designed to enhance innovative academic
partnerships with the Historically Black Colleges and
Universities/Minority Initiative (HBCU/MI) Consortium. The aim is
to increase the number of minority scientists, engineers, and
other professionals involved in addressing the EM environmental
restoration and waste management challenges.

education; educational facilities: engineers: remedial action; sci-
entific personnel; waste management.

SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT:
scientific personnel.

US9400411 University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta
Joint Educational Project in ER & WM.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Reed, G. University of Tennessee at

Knoxville, 404 Andy Holt Tower, Knoxville, TN, 37996, USA.
Other Investigators: Barkenbus, J.
Performing Organization: University of Tennessee at Knoxville

(United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This task is designed to initiate an innovative joint edu-
cational program in environmental restoration and waste man-
agement (ER & WM) within the new Joint Institute for Energy
and Environment. The joint educational program is a collab-
oration of the University of Tennessee (UT) and Martin Marietta
Energy Systems (MMES). The Joint Institute is a collaboration
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (operated by MMES), UT, and
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The mission of the Joint
Institute, now being finalized through a memorandum of under-
standing between the three institutions, is to develop support for
and to conduct collaborative research and education on important
issues of energy and the environment and their socioeconomic
impacts. Combining synergistically the capabilities and perspec-
tives of the three institutions—a national laboratory, a major utility
and resource agency, and a large research university—will permit
the Joint Institute to focus in a unique way on problems and
technologies that are at the interface of "E3",energy utilization,
environmental protection, and economic growth. To accomplish
its mission of promoting collaborations that address important
E3 issues, the Joint Institute will emphasize particular initiatives
such as this proposal for a joint educational program in ER &
WM. The primary objective of the joint educational program in
ER & WM, with funding provided to UT and MMES, is to focus
educational resources on examining key technical disciplinary
decisions facing DOE and their impact on state, regional, na-
tional, and international policy in ER & WM, and vice versa. A
second objective is to build a sound ER & WM educational
infrastructure near Oak Ridge that will be highly beneficial to the
environmental and technology transfer missions of DOE Oak
Ridge Field Office, MMES, and other Oak Ridge contractors.
Activities within the first year of the program will include (1) joint
policy studies on key ER & WM issues, (2) joint technical studies
on key ER & WM issues, (3) expedited curriculum development,
(4) more credit courses and new short courses taught in Oak
Ridge, (5) improved teaching equipment, (6) accelerated minority
recruitment, and (7) planning for an expanded academic part-

nership with DOE and other educational institutions. The gradu-
ate educational disciplines at UT that will be involved include
environmental engineering, health physics, industrial hygiene,
chemical engineering, and policy studies/social sciences (eco-
nomics, law, political science, sociology). The inclusion of the
joint educational program under the umbrella of the new Joint
Institute will give increased visibility and focus and will heighten
the innovative nature of the endeavor. It will demonstrate the
new ways in which DOE can work with universities and other
agencies to promote improved education and training relevant
to critical needs in ER amp to promote improved education and
training relevant to critical needs in ER amp to promote.

education; educational facilities; interagency cooperation; ornl;
remedial action; technology transfer; tennessee valley authority;
waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400412 Development of an Integrated Associate Pro-
gram.

7"op/c codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: McAfee, M. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Cooter, A.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The Hazardous Waste Remedial Actions Program
(HAZWRAP) will take an existing associate program focused on
graduates of four-year institutions and funded by the Department
of Defense (DoD) and modify the program to meet Department
of Energy (DOE) Environmental Restoration and Waste Man-
agement (ER & WM) goals and objectives. Recent college
graduates with science, management, and engineering back-
grounds will be placed at DOE field office sites for on-the-job
training. The associates will receive stipends to be paid by the
sites where the associates are placed. The Office of Technology
Development will oversee for DOE the development and admin-
istration of the program. The on-the-job experience for an as-
sociate may focus on a "rotation schedule". The initial
appointment of the associate may be in integrated technology
demonstrations and, as the demonstrations mature, the remaining
appointment time for the associate may be planned in related
environmental restoration work. At the end of the associates'
appointments, many of the participants are expected to be an
available source of permanent skilled employees for DOE. USA.

education; engineers; hazardous materials; management; remedial
action; scientific personnel; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400413 ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Wohlpart, A. Oak Ridge Institute for Sci-

ence and Education, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831-0117,.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

Education (United States).
Organization Tvoe: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The objective of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM)
Graduate Fellowship Program is to ensure an adequate supply
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of professional personnel to implement and carry out the DOE
mission in hazardous and mixed waste management and envi-
ronmental restoration. The fellowship program will achieve this
objective by supporting graduate study, training, and research in
academic disciplines related to ER & WM. Because the current
demand for employment of professionals at the baccalaureate
degree level presents a financially attractive alternative to grad-
uate study, the fellowship program is designed to provide an
incentive for students who are well qualified and have out-
standing undergraduate records to continue their study by en-
tering graduate school and preparing for careers in ER & WM.
The combination of graduate study and research at
DOE-designated academic institutions in specific academic pro-
grams and practical work experience at DOE facilities will ensure
that the program produces individuals who are capable of making
significant contributions to the field of radioactive hazardous and
mixed waste management and environmental restoration. The
specific objectives of the ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Pro-
gram are (1) to ensure an adequate supply of appropriately
trained scientists and engineers to carry out DOE's mission in
cleaning up DOE sites contaminated with radioactive, hazardous,
and mixed wastes; (2) to make national DOE R & D facilities
available for training in ER & WM; (3) to strengthen collaborative
ties between the national academic community and DOE facili-
ties; (4) to raise the visibility of careers in ER & WM and to
encourage students to pursue such careers; (5) to enhance the
academic community's commitment to education, training, and
research in ER & WM; (6) to encourage graduating fellows to
accept employment with DOE or DOE contractors; and (7) to link
the academic community with DOE facilities through graduate
student training and research in areas supportive of DOE EM
program objectives.

education; educational facilities; engineers; remedial action; sci-
entific personnel; training; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400414 Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Man-
agement at Vanderbilt University.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Parker, F.L. Vanderbilt University, Box

1807, Station A, Nashville, TN, 37235, USA.
Performing Organization: Vanderbilt University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

IMS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The task objective is to continue the Internship Program
established at Vanderbilt University for environmental-restoration-
related studies. The program consists of two years of academic
studies and a summer practicum with six new candidates se-
lected each year (12 at a time). Course studies follow traditional
disciplines with added courses in radioactive-waste management,
hazardous-waste management, nuclear physics, and radiation
measurements. USA.

education; educational facilities; hazardous materials; nuclear
physics; personnel; radiation protection; radioactive waste man-
agement.

PERSONNEL: education; RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: education.

US9400415 ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award
Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Wohlpart, A. Oak Ridge Institute for Sci-

ence and Education, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831-0117,.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

Education (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM) Distinguished
Young Faculty Research program will attract talented, nontenured
faculty with less than six years of academic experience into basic
education and applied research and technology development
supportive of the Office of ER & WM research and development
missions. Those missions are to conceive, develop, and make
available creative and innovative solutions from emerging science
and engineering technologies. The objective of this program is
to increase the number of academic researchers conducting
basic and applied mission-oriented research in ER & WM in
support of the research needs of DOE facilities. At the same
time, the program will enhance academic teaching in ER & WM,
impact the number of students pursuing degrees in relevant
technical areas, and strengthen cooperative research and training
linkages between the national academic community and DOE
facilities. Awards of up to $50,000 per year for two years will
be made on a competitive basis. Six first-year and six second-
year awards will be made for a total of 12 awards in the second
year. USA.

education; educational facilities; engineers; financing; remedial
action; scientific personnel; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400416 ER & WM Scholarship Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Wohlpart, A. Oak Ridge Institute for Sci-

ence and Education, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831-0117,.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

Education (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM) Scholarship
program will increase the number of individuals trained in science
and engineering disciplines supportive of DOE's mission in ER
& WM. The program supports study and research in relevant
science and engineering disciplines at academic institutions
across the nation. Practical training in mission-oriented ER &
WM technical areas is also provided at appropriate DOE facili-
ties. Scholarship awards will be made to students enrolled at
designated two- and four-year colleges and universities offering
Associate of Science (or its equivalent) or Bachelor of Science
degrees in relevant science and engineering disciplines.

education; educational facilities; engineers; financing; remedial
action; scientific personnel; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400417 Technical Support to EM-522.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Morales, A. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09
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INIS categories: C56.00, E50.00, B31.40

This Technical Task Plan (TTP) covers the assignment
of Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) to provide technical project
management (TPM) support to the EM-522 Office of Technology
Development Technical Integration and Environmental Education
Division and the Albuquerque Operation Office, which serves as
principal coordinating office (PCO) for EM-522. The functions
officially assigned to PCO are outlined in a DOE memo from
EM-522 to all technical program offices (TPOs), DOE field of-
fices, dated November 12, 1991 with the subject "Environmental
Education and Development Program Coordination ". The kinds
of tasks that will be performed will include the following:(1)
participating on working groups; (2) commenting on reports; (3)
supporting planning and coordination; (4) providing detailees to
EM; and (5) supporting other miscellaneous activities, including
the National Strategic Plan, the Waste-Management Education
and Research Consortium (WERC), the Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities/Minority Initiative (HBCU/MI), SCUREF
consortia, and education outreach activities. General support of
EM-522 planning, administrative, and management functions will
be supplied as appropriate. A key element of this task will be
helping DOE maintain adequate communication with their
university-based programs.

education; educational facilities; environmental effects; environ-
mental quality; planning; program management; remedial action;
sandia laboratories; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; SANDIA LABORATORIES: pro-
gram management; WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400418 Native American Scholarship.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: ?. No Information Provided, USA.
Performing Organization: No Information Provided (United States).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The DOE NASF Scholarship Grant is a program that,
through a nonprofit Native American organization, will disburse
scholarships to Native American undergraduate students who
appear to be promising candidates as future employees in the
area of environmental restoration and waste management (ER
& WM).

education; financing; remedial action; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: financing, waste management.

US9400419 Waste-Management Education and Research
Consortium.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: ?. New Mexico State University, University

Park, NM, 88001, USA.
Performing Organization: New Mexico State University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E50.00

The Waste-Management Education and Research Con-
sortium (WERC) establishes a pilot program in the State of New
Mexico for a university and national laboratories consortium de-
voted to waste management. The pilot is one of two models
initiated by the Office of Technology Development (OTD), es-
tablished pursuant to a cooperative agreement, and developed
for this purpose. This consortium's activities are designed to
expand the national resources that will address problems in both
the public and private sectors associated with waste management
through linking and synthesizing (1) education and training, (2)
research practicum training, and (3) technology and know-how

transfer. The enormity of the department's environmental reme-
diation and waste management (ER & WM) task is such that it
is expected to cost several billion dollars and take at least thirty
years to complete. Technological innovations can improve effi-
ciency and reduce costs. Given the sustained level of effort
envisioned, coupled with regulatory compliance drivers, planning
should address the need for a broader resource base from which
to draw technological solutions. The objective of this activity is
to expand and enhance the national resource base by training
that utilizes regional university research facilities and expertise
and improves their capabilities to address technical problems in
critical waste-management areas. Research undertaken by the
universities will supplement ongoing efforts at the national labo-
ratories and elsewhere and is expected to result in time and
cost savings. A major focus will be on training students and
faculty via research at the leading edge of technology. Another
major objective is to have close collaboration between university,
national laboratory, and industry on research projects.

budgets; education; educational facilities; new mexico; remedial
action; training; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400420 Technician Training Program and Supporting
Robotics Laboratory for Remote Handling and
Sensing of Radioactive and Hazardous Materi-
als.

Topic codes: 192; 703.
Principal Investigator: Townsend, J.S. New Mexico State Uni-

versity, University Park, NM, 88001, USA.
Performing Organization: New Mexico State University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.30

This activity establishes a protocol within the State of New
Mexico for a university associate degree program designed to
provide technicians trained in the handling of radioactive and
hazardous materials by remote robotics as well as to provide for
the necessary maintenance and installation of the robotic
equipment. In addition, the protocol will offer seminars and short
courses that will be open to industrial and governmental per-
sonnel. The technicians supplied by this program will be qualified
and capable of assuming the role of robotics technicians for the
handling of radioactive and hazardous materials at Department
of Energy (DOE) installations, national laboratories, and industrial
sites throughout the United States. New Mexico State University
at Carlsbad (NMSU-C) currently offers an Associate of Arts de-
gree in Radioactive and Hazardous Materials Technology
(RAHAZMAT). The intent of this task is to broaden the existing
NMSU-C program by integrating a Robot Technician, Associate
of Arts degree option into the curriculum and providing a
Robotics Laboratory. This will enable all students to select an
option to either specialize in robotics or in general waste-
management technology. The initial three-year program will be
subdivided into four subtasks as follows: (1) Program Prepara-
tion, which already includes a project director, will encompass
the recruiting of candidates and hiring of a project manager for
the remote handling option, the selection and hiring of a labo-
ratory technician, as well as the establishment of an advisory
board for the program. (2) Design and Procurement will include
a survey of the robotics and remote sensing market, the results
of which will be considered in the design and layout of the
laboratory facility as well as in the procurement of the equipment
for the installation. (3) Physical Plant Remodeling and Config-
uration will be required to provide the utility connections and
other prerequisites necessary for the installation of the laboratory
and instructional facilities within the existing structure on the
campus of NMSU-C. (4) Program Implementation will commence
upon completion of the classroom and laboratory facilities. It will
include initial installation and calibration of equipment and soft-
ware, procurement of the requisite adjunct faculty, and promotion
and publicizing of the program for the purpose of recruiting
students. Prior to the induction of the initial class the proposed
curriculum must be processed through the normal academic
channels and accepted by NMSU. Concurrently, planning will be
completed for the initial ottering of the various short courses and
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seminars ancillary to the program. The subtask will conclude
with commencement of the technical training regimen by the
initial group of students and presentation of the first sequence
of one- and two-week short courses.

educational tools; hazardous materials; laboratory equipment;
maintenance; personnel; radioactive waste management; radio-
active wastes; remote handling; remote handling equipment; ro-
bots; training.

PERSONNEL: training; RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT:
remote handling equipment.

US9400421 Community College.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: ?. No Information Provided, USA.
Performing Organization: No Information Provided (United States).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

from (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00

The nation's community colleges represent a huge reser-
voir of potential manpower that could be prepared to work in
the environmental restoration field. New tasks and technologies
require technically competent persons to carry out DOE's 30-year
cleanup effort and to provide oversight and management of re-
search, development, and technical operations. Community col-
lege students exit with technical degrees that could be of direct
benefit, and a significant number continue on to four-year insti-
tutions where they obtain technical degrees. In addition, these
institutions are a major entry point for minority students into the
higher education system and, hence, represent an opportunity
to involve these populations in the environmental restoration field.
The objectives of a community college program will be to im-
plement pilot programs that will (1) link the national laboratories
with the community colleges to provide direct technical assist-
ance, (2) help develop environmental restoration and waste
management (ER & WM) related curricula at the community
college, and (3) develop employment and/or financial assistance
programs that will assist community college students in obtaining
ER & WM related degrees.

education; educational facilities; financing; personnel; remedial
action; training; waste management.

PERSONNEL: training; WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400422 HBCU/MI Consortium.

Topic codes: 501; 703.
Principal Investigator: Bota, K. Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta,

GA, 30314, USA.
Performing Organization: Clark Atlanta University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00

The objective of the Historically Black Colleges and
Universities/Minority Initiative (HBCU/MI) Consortium agreement
is to infuse an environmental restoration and waste management
(ER & WM) focus into existing curricula at consortium institutions
to increase the participation of minority and educationally disad-
vantaged students in ER & WM-related technologies. To support
this objective each member institution's program involves (1)
curriculum development, (2) faculty development, (3) minority
student recruitment and retention, and (4) outreach. The con-
sortium headquarters is responsible for evaluation activities.

budgets; education; educational facilities; remedial action; tech-
nology transfer; training; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: waste management; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: training.

US9400423 AIHEC: Project PERMA.

Too/c codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Cordero, C. D-Q University, Davis, CA,

94101, USA.
Performing Organization: D-Q University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00

Through D-Q University, "Promoting Environmental Resto-
ration Management for American Indians", Project PERMA, is
designed to work with six of the 27 American Indian Higher
Education Consortium (AIHEC) member colleges interested in
offering or strengthening science and math programs and
adopting certificate and/or degree programs in environmental
restoration and waste management (ER & WM). Colleges will
be assessed with a matrix as to their strength and corresponding
resource needs in those areas relating to community demo-
graphics; math and science curriculum delivery; accreditation
status; faculty preparation; laboratory and equipment resources;
sources of institutional and student financial support; linkages
with precollege intervention programs (i.e., middle and high
school programs); and student support services (i.e., availability
of internships, job placements, counseling, advising, and tutori-
als). The existing consortium will be expanded to link these
colleges with area senior academic institutions and federal en-
ergy laboratories. The purpose of this consortium will be for the
colleges to develop the capability to secure federal and other
support to strengthen their math and science programs and ac-
tually implement certificate and degree programs relating to ER
& WM. During this process, existing curricula and models for
environmental restoration and management training programs will
be reviewed and revised to ensure their cultural relevance to
American Indian students and institutions. A model curricula and
approach will be finalized in year 1. Based on second-phase
funding, the program model will then be expanded and imple-
mented eventually at American Indian colleges.

education; educational facilities; engineers; mathematics; remedial
action; scientific personnel; training; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: training; WASTE MANAGEMENT: educa-
tion.

US9400424 National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF).

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Reyna, D. National Hispanic Scholarship

Fund, San Francisco, CA, 94101, USA.
Performing Organization: National Hispanic Scholarship Fund

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF) is an
organization that identifies outstanding Hispanic students and
assists them in completing their higher education. By awarding
scholarships to Hispanics who are enrolled in scientific, engi-
neering, and environmental disciplines, Hispanic educational at-
tainment and subsequent career endeavors in the sciences is
possible.

education; engineers; financing; remedial action; scientific per-
sonnel; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.
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US9400425 HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black
Colleges and Universities Environmental Tech-
nologies and Waste Management Consortium
DDD & D Workshop.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator ?. Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, GA,

30314, USA.
Performing Organization: Clark Atlanta University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The Historically Black Colleges and Universities/Minority
Initiative (HBCU/MI) Decontamination and Decommissioning (D
& D) conference will bring together universities and industry to
share the state of deactivation, decommissioning, decontam-
ination, and dismantlement (DDD & D) in the DOE system and
the potential technology development opportunities for industry.
The objectives for this conference are (1) to provide a forum for
DOE DDD & D personnel with technology development needs
to present them to industry as an opening for discussions; (2)
to provide the opportunity for DOE and industry to develop re-
lationships that can lead to cooperative development agreements;
and (3) to provide industry participants with an overview of
mechanisms for working with DOE and the opportunity to meet
DOE points of contact for these mechanisms. The DOE Office
of Technology Development (OTD) mandated time for conducting
the subject conference is March 24- 27, 1992.

decommissioning; decontamination: education; remedial action;
technology transfer; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400426 Solid-Waste Management Education: An Asso-
ciate Degree Program for Native Americans at
NCC.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Sempken, S. New Mexico State University,

University Park, NM, 88001, USA.
Performing Organization: New Mexico State University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E50.00

This program is for development and implementation of
an Associate Degree program for solid-waste management to
be conducted at the Navajo Community College (NCC) in
Shiprock, New Mexico. The program will be an integral part of
the Waste-Management Education & Research Consortium
(WERC) of New Mexico. The mission is to advance the nation's
resources to address issues relative to the management of
waste. This task relates to solid-waste-management education for
Native American students. The program includes development
of the curriculum. This will consist of general education courses,
technical courses that already exist and are applicable to solid
waste, and new technical courses specific to this degree. The
other members of WERC will work closely with NCC to accom-
plish this. NCC will need to add staff, faculty, and facilities to
conduct this program. Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology (ABET) accreditation will be pursued. At maturity, the
program will serve about 100 Native American students per ac-
ademic year with about 50 graduates each year. The four cor-
ners area around NCC is rich in natural resource industries and
replete with environmental problems, including solid-waste issues;
it offers Native American students and graduates in environ-
mental technology genuine opportunities for higher technology
employment. In fact this is a need rather than an opportunity.

education; educational facilities; solid wastes; wasfe management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400427 WERC Technical Training Initiatives.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Callan, C. New Mexico State University,

University Park, NM, 88001, USA.
Performing Organization: New Mexico State University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This training, technology transfer, public relations initiative
provides advanced technical training for an international audience
of professionals, scientists, engineers, and students. Recognizing
the tremendous need for retraining scientists and management
personnel in environmental restoration and waste-management
(ER & WM)issues, the Waste-Management Education and Re-
search Consortium (WERC) has established a reputation of ex-
cellence in providing such training through videoconference,
videotape, and workshop formats.

education; educational tools; engineers; hazardous materials;
public relations; remedial action; scientific personnel; technology
transfer; training; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: training; WASTE MANAGEMENT: training.

US9400428 Environmental Fellows Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Otts, J.V. New Mexico State University,

University Park, NM, 88001, USA.
Performing Organization: New Mexico State University (United

States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The Environmental Fellows Program (EFP) is proposed
by, and will be managed by, the Waste-Management Education
and Research Consortium (WERC). The long-range mission of
this EFP is to expand the world's capability to address issues
associated with management of hazardous, radioactive, and solid
wastes by establishing a worldwide community of highly qualified
administrators and scientists in the field of environmental man-
agement. This worldwide community of experts will be enhanced
by providing a high caliber of education, training, and
collaborative opportunities to (1) managers and scientists from
throughout the world who are noted for their work in environ-
mental science and (2) outstanding prospects from industry and
universities (students) from throughout the world. The education,
training, and collaborative activities to be implemented through
EFP include the following: (1) an international fellows training
program, (2) a student exchange graduate program, (3) a
monthly international colloquium series, and (4) an international
conference on environmental management.

education; hazardous materials; international cooperation; man-
agement; radioactive wastes; scientific personnel; solid wastes;
training; waste management.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste management; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: waste management; WASTE MANAGEMENT: educa-
tion.

US9400429 Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers
Program.

Topic codes: 701; 703.
Principal Investigator: Otts, J.V. New Mexico State University,

University Park, NM, 88001, USA.
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Performing Organization: New Mexico State University (United
States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This program is proposed by the Waste-Management
Education and Research Consortium (WERC), which will manage
the related activities. The objectives of this program are related
to (1) a briefing and tour for a group of foreign ministers from
the European Common Market Countries and (2) the initial
planning related to the Environmental Fellows Program (EFP).
Objective 1 is to cosponsor a group of foreign ministers from
the European Common Market Countries who have been invited
to the United States by Waste Management Incorporated during
May 1992. During their visit they will be toured and briefed on
waste-management sites in Florida, Illinois, and Washington, DC.
(WDC). WERC will sponsor the foreign ministers' side trip to
New Mexico where they will be given a briefing and tour of the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) by Sandia National Labora-
tories (SNL). The group of foreign ministers will then continue
on the Waste Management Inc. tour, which ends in WDC At that
time, WERC will sponsor a program briefing where emphasis
will be given to WERC's EFP, which has been structured to
include international education, training, and collaboration. Over-
all, this activity will allow the following between WERC and the
foreign ministers from the European Common Market Countries:
(1) briefing on the environmental management activities under
way in New Mexico; (2) tour and briefing of WIPP; (3) briefing
on WERC; (4) introduction of EFP, which will soon be initiated
and managed by WERC; (5) request for the Europeans' support
in developing and participating in the international aspects of
EFP (colloquium series, international conference, training course,
and student exchange graduate program); and (6) discussions
centering around the environmental issues in Europe. Objective
2 is to form an advisory board that will assist in preliminary
planning related to WERC's EFP. The director will select an
advisory board consisting of DOE, SNL, WERC, and industry
personnel. This board will meet for several days to assist with
the following programmatic details: (1) program guidelines related
to the EFP participants' selection criteria and process, (2) pro-
gram sponsors, and (3) advertisement campaign. The activities
related to objectives 1 and 2 of this program include the fol-
lowing: (1) organizing and meeting with the EFP Advisory Board;
(2) preparing an agenda for the foreign ministers during their
visit to the WIPP site; (3) organizing the foreign ministers travel
to, and within New Mexico; (4) hosting the foreign ministers at
the WIPP site; (5) preparing briefings and information packets
on the WERC activities; (6) co-hosting ministers while in WDC;
(7) briefing the ministers on WERC's EFP; and (8) issuing a final
report defining all activities for the ministers.

education; european union; international cooperation; meetings;
planning; public officials; waste management; wipp.

EUROPEAN UNION: public officials; WASTE MANAGEMENT:
education.

US9400430 Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by
Distillation.

7"op/c codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Muscatello, T. Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The purpose of this TTP is to develop a system to reduce
the quantity of waste resulting from the neutralization of nitric
acid waste streams. This project will define the functional and
product specifications for the treatment system, complete proof

of principle tests for candidate technologies, and evaluate the
safety implication of implementing the system. Production of
alkaline nitrate salts at Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) has averaged
about 1 million kg per year during the last 10 years of pro-
duction operation and 265,000 kg during CY 91, while the pro-
duction operations were shut down. The past practice was to
cement the waste into a monolith that meets the Waste Ac-
ceptance Criteria (WAC) at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). Laws
which regulate the burial of nitrate compounds are becoming
increasingly restrictive, and such burial could be banned in future
years. The current immobilization process, called saltcrete (IDC
804), has relatively low-waste loading in the concrete waste form
and may not meet future leachability requirements. Additionally,
increased disposal costs are making waste minimization highly
attractive. Therefore, it is prudent to seek a process to treat
these wastes on site. Thermal and chemical treatment technol-
ogies to denitrify or destroy these compounds have been de-
veloped are commercially available.

distillation; materials recovery; nitrates; nitric acid; recycling; rocky
flats plant; salts; waste disposal.

NITRIC ACID: materials recovery, recycling; ROCKY FLATS
PLANT: waste disposal.

US9400431 Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils at Rocky
Flats Plant (RFP).

Topic codes: 161.
Principal Investigator: Brainard, J.R. Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Oils contaminated with toxic or radioactive metals are
common stored wastes throughout the DOE complex. These
wastes cannot be readily incinerated for political or technical
reasons and their continued storage is an urgent health, safety,
and regulatory problem. The objectives of this task are (1) to
optimize biodegradation as a cost-effective technology for de-
struction of organics in wastes that cannot be readily incinerated
(paraffinic cutting oils have been targeted as a readily
biodegradable example for initial demonstration); (2) to obtain
performance and cost data for comparison to other treatment
technologies; (3) to obtain kinetic data to allow design, control,
and optimization of a pilot scale bioreactor for demonstration
during FY 93; and (4) to transfer the technology to one or more
integrated demonstrations in the DOE complex if performance
and cost comparisons are favorable. This approach makes use
of the extraordinarily cost effectiveness and versatility of
microorganisms in degrading a wide variety of organics. Microbes
have been isolated with oil degrading capability and demon-
strations show that cutting oils are readily degraded in the
presence of low levels of toxic heavy metals. The benefits of
biodegradation as a treatment technology include large volume
reductions, assured containment of metal radioactivity, high public
and regulatory acceptance, and low capital and operating costs.

biodegradation; microorganisms; oils; radioactive wastes; toxic
materials.

OILS: biodegradation; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: biodegradation.

US9400432 LANL Support for the EG & G RF NMWP
Packed-Bed Reactor-Silent Discharge Plasma
(PBR-SDP) Incineration Alternative.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Rosocha, L. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Coogan, J.
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Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The primary objective of this task is to evaluate packed-
bed reactor-silent discharge plasma (PBR-SDP) technology as
an alternative to incineration for Rocky Flats Plant (RFP)
combustible low-level mixed waste forms and to evaluate SDP
technology as a secondary treatment stage for vapors in the
off-gas stream of other processes. This task is focused on ad-
dressing specific RFP needs, although the information obtained
from this task will apply to low-level mixed waste (LLMW) at
other DOE facilities. The Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
will collaborate with RFP to achieve the objective. The scope
of work will be directed by RFP and will comply with Federal
Facilities Compliance Agreement (FFCA) schedules and require-
ments. Testing will be pursued on both a laboratory bench scale
and a laboratory pilot scale to determine the feasibility to con-
tinue development to full pilot scale. The key goals of this task
are to provide operational data to RFP so that PBR-SDP can
be compared with other technologies as a primary treatment for
both liquid and solid waste streams and as a secondary treat-
ment for the destruction of hydrocarbon and halocarbon vapors.
Testing will be conducted with surrogate waste materials. The
primary emphasis is the performance of parametric studies aimed
at understanding process performance; however, some emphasis
will also be given to the identification of optimal operating ranges
and failure points. The refinement of experimental work on
fluidized-bed incinerator (FBI) oil processing will be completed,
and a conceptual design for a cold demonstration of PBR-SDP
technology will be produced. Optimal operating parameters and
destruction rates for solid combustible wastes will also be defined
(the materials most applicable to PBR-SDP treatment are wood,
paper, and plastics). FY 94 efforts are to be fully defined by
RFP at a later time. Additionally, in cooperation with the Elec-
trical Power Research Institute (EPRI), a parallel effort to apply
SDP technology to the destruction of air toxics will be continued,
with an industrial in-the-field demonstration as the key goal.

chemical reactors; fluidized-bed combustors; hydrocarbons; liquid
wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures; off-gas systems;
radioactive waste processing; rocky flats plant; solid wastes.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

US9400433 Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for
Radioactive and Heavy-Metals Emissions.

7"op/c codes: 151; 153.
Principal Investigator: Bentley, G. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Fowler, M.; Mroz, E.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The DOE Weapons Complex has produced waste (mixed
and radioactive) and residues contaminated with alpha emitting
radionuclides, primarily plutonium and americium, for 45-plus
years. Much of that waste is combustible material such as paper,
plastic, ion-exchange resins, anti-c clothing, cutting fluids from
machining operations, and so forth. This waste makes up a large
volume of the total waste that is currently in the DOE inventory.
Concerns about the long-term compatibility of this waste in a
geologic repository such as Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP),
potential recovery of the actinides in residues, and desires for
volume reduction and removal of Resource Conservation Re-
covery Act (RCRA) listed hazardous organic solvents dictate that

the material must be treated. One of the most likely candidates
for treatment is incineration with extensive offgas treatment to
remove radioactive and hazardous constituents.

clothing; combustion; cutting fluids; gaseous wastes; hazardous
materials; mass spectroscopy; monitoring; off-gas systems; or-
ganic wastes; paper; radioactive wastes; real time systems; res-
idues; resins.

GASEOUS WASTES: monitoring; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
combustion.

US9400434 SWOOPE.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Hyer, D. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Eckhardt, R.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The Students Watching Over Our Plant Earth (SWOOPE)
program is an innovative environmental science education pro-
gram for teachers and students, K-12. Ultimately, the program
will help meet future workforce demand in the Department of
Energy (DOE) and the Office of Environment Restoration and
Waste Management (ER & WM) by increasing and enhancing
the flow of appropriately trained and educated people in the
workforce, as well as creating and maintaining an informed
public. The principal objectives of the SWOOPE program are
not only to inspire students to continue with their science edu-
cation but to train teachers in both the scientific area and in the
use of hands-on science in the classroom, to help bring science
into the student's own personal setting through the hands-on
approach, and to raise the general level of scientific literacy in
the family and community. The curriculum is based on SWOOPE
Discovery Units, each of which focuses on a particular environ-
mental area. A unit includes instructional materials for both
teachers and students and a collection of instruments and ma-
terials that can be used to measure the appropriate environ-
mental parameters. The units thus allow students to gather data
on an area of concern for the environment and return some of
those data to the laboratory for analysis and use by scientists.
Follow-up reports to the students will help emphasize their role
in a serious effort to map environmental parameters of value to
the nation. Teachers play an active role by writing the curriculum
materials at summer institutes. The materials are based directly
on state and national competencies.

education; educational facilities; educational tools; environmental
quality; remedial action; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400435 Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Edelson, M. Ames Laboratory; Iowa State

University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011, USA.
Other Investigators: Johnston, E.; Pleasants, J.
Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E50.00, F14.00

This program seeks to bring an awareness of today's
exciting scientific challenges to bright high school students. The
emphasis on problem solving, the attention to current problems
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of national scope, the exposure of young students to committed
DOE scientists, and the example of scientists from different fields
working together on important problems will hopefully bring a
new vision of science to these students that will inspire them
to choose a career in this field. High school students will be
brought to the Iowa State University campus for an intense
3-4 week course in problem solving; they will be challenged
with complex, multidisciplinary problems related to environmental
remediation. The students will be selected entirely on academic
merit, and they will be accompanied by two high school teachers
from Iowa innercity schools who will participate in the class. This
summer experience should be a powerful motivational tool for
these teachers who will subsequently motivate many disadvan-
taged youths through their teaching. The magnitude of the DOE
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER-WM)
program is enormous. Great challenges also await the
modernizers of the DOE complex who recognize that the meth-
ods of the past are inadequate for the tasks that lie ahead.
Effective problem-solving skills may make these tasks tractable.

education; educational facilities; juveniles; remedial action; sci-
entific personnel; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400436 Microwave Solidification.

Topic codes: 164.
Principal Investigator: Sprenger, G.S. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.12

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Significant reports published to date under this Task are: 1.
Application of Microwave Energy for Solidification of TRU
Waste, R. D.Peterson and A. J. Johnson, prepared for Waste
Management 88, Tucson, Arizona 2. Pilot/Demonstration Scale
Microwave Solidification of Mixed Waste, R. D. Peterson,
prepared for ASME Mixed Waste Symposium, Baltimore,
Maryland, 1991 3. Microwave Vitrification of Rocky Flats TRU
Sludge, R. D. Peterson, SPECTRUM 1990, Williamsburg,
Virginia, presented by A. J. Johnson.

INIS categories: E51.00

The objectives of this project are (1) to integrate micro-
wave melter reliability and maintainability evaluation; (2) to de-
termine the reliability of equipment for the microwave
solidification system, including the amount of time equipment is
expected to be down for other than scheduled maintenance; (3)
to perform additional testing of the Microwave Melter System to
determine optimal operating parameters; (4) to integrate support
provided by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the areas
of microwave field measurements, theoretical modeling of micro-
wave heating physics, process control (to prevent process upsets
such as arcing and nonuniform heating), and recommendations
for system modifications to improve the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP)
process reliability and final waste form uniformity; (5) to perform
additional testing of the Microwave Melter and bagless posting
systems as an integrated system; (6) to perform cavity design
and retrofit, incorporating ORNL recommendations if necessary,
to improve field effects of the microwave energy in the melting
chamber; (7) to perform off-gas investigations; (8) to evaluate
Building 774 sludge through hot testing on a bench-scale melter;
(9) to coordinate with the National Mixed Waste Program
(NMWP) and provide updates on relevant activities in weekly
highlights and quarterly reviews; and (10) to update Project
Management Plan (PMP), analytical plan, and experimental plan
documentation where appropriate to address project quality as-
surance (QA) requirements and data quality and test objectives
in conjunction with the completion of the EG & G Rocky Flats,
Inc. Technology Development QA Plan.

hazardous materials; melting; microwave heating; mixtures; off-

gas systems; process control; radioactive waste processing; ra-
dioactive wastes; reliability; rocky flats plant; sludges;
solidification.

MICROWAVE HEATING: radioactive waste processing; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: solidification.

US9400437 Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage-
ment Educational Evaluation.

Topic codes: 501; 703.
Principal Investigator: Young, C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Williams, G.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The Educational Program Development Division of the
Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Environmental Resto-
ration and Waste Management (EM) oversees educational pro-
grams designed to inform, and motivate students, the existing
workforce, and the public about environmental restoration and
waste management. Programs that effectively and successfully
teach technical skills and encourage students and staff to choose
science as a career or upgrade their skills are critical to the
success of this educational effort. This plan describes the
methods development aspect of a multiphased approach to
monitor and evaluate the impact and success of EM'S educa-
tional programs. Work performed for this task will focus on in-
ventorying and characterizing basic aspects of the programs,
defining measures of success, and developing the steps to be
carried out in evaluating the programs. The method will then
be finalized in the next fiscal year.

education; public information; remedial action; scientific personnel;
waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400438 Environmental Restoration Waste Management
Educational Outreach.

Topic codes: 501; 703.
Principal Investigator: Bowen, S. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E50.00

During the last three summers 39 teachers from a variety
of Chicago area schools have surveyed the vast literature of
environmental materials that are available for teachers to use in
the classroom. In addition to this large collection of curricular
materials these teachers have developed a number of classroom
and field activities that are appropriate for use in an urban area
with large numbers of minority students. The best of these 39
teachers will continue to work in support of this project during
FY 93 to conduct several tasks. The major task is to extend
these materials to a large number of other teachers through
inservice workshops given during the academic year. A second
task is the development of environmental monitoring, design
projects, and hazardous waste handling and transportation ac-
tivities that deal with the realities of environmental restoration
and waste management (ER & WM). A third task is to make
known the opportunities for jobs that the DOE mission repres-
ents. The specific tasks to be conducted are (1) to conduct
extensive testing of developed and collected materials in the
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classroom and the field, (2) to conduct two or more academic-
year environmental workshops for over 120 other teachers and
to conduct a teacher summer curriculum-development institute,
(3) to implement interschool environmental monitoring projects in
targeted schools in the Chicago area, (4) to design materials
and activities that can be incorporated by many other organiza-
tions to broadcast the message of opportunities for work in DOE
ER & WM tasks, (5) to implement the distribution of these ma-
terials to other organizations, and (6) to provide summer re-
search experience to high school students in ER & WM.

Chicago; education; educational tools; environment; hazardous
materials; materials handling; meetings; monitoring; remedial
action; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: educational tools; WASTE MANAGEMENT:
educational tools.

US9400439 Waste Management Technicians: Development
and Implementation of a Community College
Technical Curriculum and Recruitment Materials.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Bowen, S. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and the subcontractor
will develop and implement an educational curriculum and re-
cruiting plan for a two-year technical degree program designed
to provide trained personnel in the area of environmental resto-
ration and waste management (ER & WM). The development
process would include the establishment of an advisory board
composed of representatives from related scientific, educational,
and industrial communities. Their expertise would be used in the
development of relevant course syllabic and educational materials
and exit competencies for program completers. Additionally, the
joint activities between ANL and Wright College that have fo-
cused on the west side of Chicago will continue. ANL has been
sponsoring a Chicago Science Explorers Program at the 15th
District of the Chicago Police, and Wright College has been
sponsoring a Positive Alternatives Project in the same facility.
The two programs have been working with the same students.
These students will be one of the sources for participants in the
two-year training program that is the subject of this technical task
plan (TTP). During this planning year of the program, efforts
will be supported on the west side of Chicago to encourage
students to stay in school so that they can be part of this
training program. Some of the career recruitment materials aimed
at the 7th and 8th grade elementary school and high school
populations, which have been developed at ANL and other DOE
sites, will be used and adapted to encourage students to con-
sider energy-related career opportunities. The successful devel-
opment and implementation of this educational program will
provide trained technicians capable of addressing the growing
problems associated with waste materials.

education; educational facilities; planning; regulatory guides; re-
medial action; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E50.00

The Environmental Education Outreach for Minorities
(EEOM) Program is an environmental science education course
developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and tar-
geted for urban and inner-city "at-risk" high school students. This
program is designed to help meet future work force demands
in the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Office of Environ-
ment Restoration and Waste Management (EM) by providing the
workforce with an increasing number of trained and educated
people in environmental science, and by educating the public to
the needs of proper waste management. The objectives of the
EEOM Program are to spark and motivate high school students
from underrepresented groups to continue with their science
education, and in particular, to pursue environmental science as
a career choice upon high school graduation. The ultimate ob-
jective is to put the program, or parts of it, into schools, either
in the classroom or in club activities. This would offer wider
exposure and reinforce the importance of environmental science
within the communities. The curriculum, which offers beginning
and advanced topics in environmental science, is based on upper
secondary school and undergraduate level physical sciences,
which is based on state and national competencies. In addition
to instructional materials and briefings on the national environ-
mental agenda, environmental issues that effect the students'
day-to-day life are identified, explored, and measured. Hands-on
science is featured, and experiments are conducted with the use
of a variety of instruments that yield meaningful environmental
data. Teachers play active roles by developing and modifying the
curriculum materials in joint cooperation with BNL environmental
research, technical, teaching staff. Rather than attempt to ab-
ruptly inject an additional element into the schools' curricula, the
course is offered as an enrichment experience and based at two
community colleges that serve both inner-city and urban under-
represented populations, and is entitled "Fridays-at-the-College".
The course was piloted during FY 90 with Bronx Community
College (BCC), drawing from a pool of students from six Bronx
high schools participating in BCC's Liberty Partnership Program.
The course has since been replicated and is also being offered
to students of the Wyandanch School District (minority population
- 99.9%) in partnership with Suffolk County Community College
(SCCC). Both BBC and SCCC view this program as a source
of potential enrollees having a pipeline into their science and
technical degree programs.

education; educational facilities; remedial action; waste manage-
ment.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US940O441 Science Educational Outreach Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Woodall, C.P. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Albin, B.R.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

US9400440 Minority Outreach: EEOM.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Flack, Y.-R. Brookhaven National Labora-

tory, Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) will
develop new programs, expand current programs, and deliver
existing Environmental Management (EM) Education programs to
teachers and students in the kindergarten through 12th-grade
range. These programs are designed to capture and channel the
interest of pupils and educators in fields of interest and value
to EM. The goals of this effort are to make science fun for all
students through active format programs, to reduce the general
perception that any student interested in science must be a
"NERD", to provide teachers with materials and background for
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enhancing classroom offerings, and to support an increased level
of science literacy in citizens of tomorrow, particularly in areas
significant to EM.

education; educational facilities; environmental quality; idaho na-
tional engineering laboratory; regulatory guides; remedial action;
waste management.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: education; REMEDIAL ACTION:
education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400442 Environmental Management Precollege Analyt-
ical Chemistry (EMPAC) Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Squires, T.G. Associated Western Univer-

sities, Suite 2200, 136 East South Temple, Salt Lake City,
UT, 84111, USA.

Performing Organization: Associated Western Universities (United
States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

IMS categories: E50.00, C52.22, C56.00

This task focuses on implementation of a model high
school student summer honors program in Analytical Chemistry
at suitable Associated Western Universities, Inc. (AWU) member
university campuses. The program will select 24 academically
talented high school sophomores and juniors for enrollment in
an eight-week university-level chemistry course, to be followed
by academic year activities. The purpose of this program is to
motivate these students toward careers in science and engi-
neering that are supportive of environmental management needs.
The use of analytical chemistry and its related sciences is es-
sential to environmental remediation and treatment and to the
development of advanced methods of disposal for both liquid
and solid wastes. Course content, textbooks, laboratory exper-
iments, examinations, and grading standards will be identical to
the undergraduate analytical chemistry course at each site. The
course will be taught by university chemistry faculty. Students
will receive university credit upon successful course completion.
Laboratory instructors will be distinguished local high school
chemistry teachers. Their participation affords them a learning
and renewal experience and recognizes the key role the teacher
plays in attracting students to science and engineering. The
teacher also interacts directly with the university instructors, thus
strengthening the bonds between the higher and secondary ed-
ucation communities. The academic year portion of the program
will provide each student who successfully completes the summer
program the opportunity to undertake a special research project
in environmental analytical chemistry and to participate in a
seminar series devoted to environmental topics. Students will
also receive university credit for successful completion of these
activities. The research projects will be guided by university
faculty and the seminar series will utilize both resident and vis-
iting experts in various environmental areas of interest. Technical
oversight and coordination for the program will be provided-by
a senior faculty mentor intimately familiar with the program from
past participation. Overall administrative responsibility, including
participant tracking, development and implementation of an
evaluation component, and preparation of annual summary re-
ports will reside with AWU.

chemistry; education; educational facilities; remedial action; waste
management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400443 Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts,
and Ash.

7"op/c codes: 114; 117.
Principal Investigator: Faucette, A.M. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc..

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

Solidification of waste in a cementitious matrix is a widely
used waste treatment technology that is relatively inexpensive
to operate and does not require extensive development work
compared to emerging technologies. However, cementation is
susceptible to interference from individual waste constituents and
thus no universal cementation system can be applied for waste
solidification. The application of this technology will have to be
customized for each individual waste stream for which it is in-
tended. Cementation is the only immediately available treatment
technology for many of Rocky Flats (RF) radioactive mixed waste
streams. Existing cementation processes at RF, such as the
Saltcrete process and the Building 374 Bypass Sludge process,
are producing waste forms that fail new Resource Conservation
Recovery Act (RCRA) requirements and thus cannot be certified
for transportation or disposal. Thus, there is an immediate need
to modify these processes. Rocky Flats is also generating a
number of mixed waste streams that are not currently being
cemented but which must be solidified before final disposition.
Each waste stream will require individual consideration in deter-
mining the optimum solidification technology. The goal of this
study is to develop cementation processes that will efficiently
and consistently produce durable waste forms that meet all ap-
plicable transportation and waste acceptance criteria. Efforts will
focus on waste streams identified in the Federal Facilities
Compliance Agreement (FFCA)/Compliance Order, Treatment
Plans I and II and in the Treatment Technology Selections for
Rocky Flats "Third Third" Wastes. Specific waste streams that
will be addressed in FY 92 are Saltcrete, 374 Bypass Sludge
(low level, newly generated), fluidized bed incinerator (FBI) Ash,
fluidized bed unit (FBU) Oil, Particulate Sludge, Solidified Or-
ganics, and Cutoff Sludge. Contractor support will be used as
much as possible, and it is anticipated that a contractor will in-
itiate waste characterization and treatability studies on the latter
five waste streams in FY 92. Refinement of the Solidification
Development project schedule is continuing as the Comprehen-
sive Treatment and Management Plan (CTMP) is developed in
compliance with the FFCA 11. Outyear schedules and budgets
shown in this document are to be considered preliminary.

ashes; cements; rocky flats plant; salts; sludges; solidification;
waste disposal; waste forms.

ROCKY FLATS PLANT: waste disposal; SLUDGES: solidification.

US9400444 Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste.

Topic codes: 114; 164.
Principal Investigator: Brown, CM. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.12

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this effort is to identify, develop, test, and
demonstrate chemical and/or biological oxidation process alter-
natives to incineration for the treatment of both low-level mixed
combustible wastes at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) and for
waste stream treatment across the complex. This task is in-
tended to meet the requirements of the RFP Comprehensive
Treatment and Management Plan (CTMP), and DOE guidance
makes this activity part of the Mixed Waste National Program.
Treated solid and liquid mixed waste must meet Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Land Disposal Restricted (LDR) treat-
ment standard levels, Department of Transportation (DOT) re-
quirements, and DOE repository waste acceptance criteria. This
project is investigating individual technologies for the destruction
of mixed combustible waste to allow selection of the most
promising incineration alternative technologies for pilot-scale
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system demonstration. This task uses DOE laboratories and
commercial firms to evaluate possible technologies. Sites or firms
are chosen that have existing capability and expertise for such
study. Technologies funded for further investigation in FY 93
include mediated electrolytic oxidation (MEO), catalytic chemical
oxidation (WCO), and silent discharge plasma (SDP). Studies in
FY 92 and 93 are focused on the largest volume of combustible
wastes, FBI oils and solid combustibles (wood, paper, cloth,
plastics, rubber, and filters). The laboratory or subcontractor will
define the optimum operating parameters and rates of destruction
for each combustible waste stream, which apply to each tech-
nology. The laboratory or subcontractor will provide a formal
report detailing the results of the experimental work, which will
include a basic conceptual design for a cold demonstration of
their technology. The conceptual design will include
material-energy balances and secondary waste streams and their
treatment. This task will coordinate with the National Mixed
Waste Program (NMWP). It will provide updates and reviews to
DOE as requested. The Project Management Plan will be up-
dated in FY 93 to address project quality assurance (QA) re-
quirements in conjunction with the completion of the EG & G
Rocky Flats, Inc. Technology Development QA plan.

catalysis; compliance; decomposition; electrochemistry; filters;
hazardous materials; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures; oils;
oxidation; paper; plasma; plastics; radioactive waste processing;
regulations; rocky flats plant; rubbers; solid wastes; us dot; us
epa; wood.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: oxidation; ROCKY FLATS
PLANT: low-level radioactive wastes.

US9400445 Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste
Addendum A.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Brown, CM. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Other Investigators: Boyd, T.E.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

In FY 92 the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) will collaborate with Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) in the ap-
plication of mediated electrolytic oxidation (MEO) and
UV/oxidation technology to the treatment of combustible
plutonium contaminated waste materials. This work will be di-
rected by RFP personnel and will comply with Federal Facilities
Compliance Agreement (FFCA) schedules and requirements. The
primary objective of this work will be to evaluate these technol-
ogies as alternatives to incineration of low-level waste oil and
cellulose. The experimental work will be pursued on a laboratory
scale to determine whether or not further work should be con-
tinued on a pilot scale. Enough experimental data will be gath-
ered so that mass and energy balances can be performed on
the processes. The work with UV/oxidation will be done using
optimal constituents of trim-sol cutting oil, the surrogate for RFP
low-level waste oil.

cellulose; chemical radiation effects; cutting fluids; oxidation;
plutonium; radioactive wastes; ultraviolet radiation; waste dis-
posal.

CUTTING FLUIDS: oxidation; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: oxidation.

US9400446 Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils by Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).

Tooic codes: 161.
Principal Investigator: Spence, S.D. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Other Investigators: Brown, CM.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

MS categories: E51.00

In FY 92 the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will
collaborate with Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) in the application of
biodegradation to the treatment of combustible plutonium con-
taminated waste materials. This work will be directed by RFP
personnel and will comply with Federal Facilities Compliance
Agreement (FFCA) schedules and requirements. A major priority
waste at RFP subject to Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(RCRA) land disposal restrictions (LDR) is waste oil contaminated
with hazardous and radioactive constituents. This waste was in-
tended for treatment via incineration. Due to public and political
constraints associated with incineration, alternate treatment tech-
nologies for this waste stream are being evaluated. One such
treatment is biodegradation of the oil waste. This task will con-
tinue efforts in this area which began last fiscal year. Studies
will include (1) identifying/developing an effective method for
evaluating the biodegradative activity of different microbial cul-
tures and bioreactor conditions that may be used to efficiently
evaluate and develop an optimized process; (2) determining the
adaptive abilities of microbial cultures to grow (and more im-
portantly, degrade organics) in the presence of toxic metals and
toxic organics; (3) examining a broader range of microbial cul-
tures than was possible in FY 91 for enhanced rates and extent
of biodegradation; (4) determining bioreactor and culture condi-
tions that give more optimized rates and extent of
biodegradation; (5) determining kinetic parameters (e.g., specific
growth and degradation rates) required for engineering design
of a pilot scale reactor; (6) developing and evaluating specific
strategies for enhancing volume reduction obtained during
biodegradation; (7) developing an understanding of the speciation
of toxic and radioactive metals in bioreactors so that specific
strategies for metal removal or toxicity mitigation can be evalu-
ated; (8) establishing collaborative agreements with industrial
and/or academic engineers to aid in development and design
of a pilot scale process; and (9) delivering a status report
summarizing the performance of biodegradation at lab scale,
providing parameters required for design of a pilot scale
bioreactor and providing recommendations for possible further
development, if required.

biodegradation; combustion; plutonium; radioactive wastes; waste
oils.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: biodegradation; WASTE OILS:
biodegradation.

US9400447 EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and
Technology (EMPERT).

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Squires, T.G. Associated Western Univer-

sities, Suite 2200, 136 East South Temple, Salt Lake City,
UT, 84111, USA.

Performing Organization: Associated Western Universities (United
States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The DOE Office of Technology Development (OTD) has
established that science education and workforce development
are integral elements in the solution of DOE's environmental
restoration and waste management (ER-WM) problems. The
Associated Western Universities, Inc. (AWU) Environmental
Management Partners in Education, Research, and Technology
(EMPERT) addresses these needs. The principal goals of
EMPERT are (1) to increase the number and ethnic diversity
of scientists and engineers working in ER-WM at DOE facilities;
(2) to build environmental science and engineering curricula and
research programs at U.S. colleges and universities; (3) to es-
tablish mutually beneficial partnerships among majority insti-
tutions, minority institutions (especially the Environmental
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Technology and Waste Management (ET & WM) Historically
Black Colleges and Universities-Minority Initiative (HBCU-MI)
Consortium), and DOE and its facilities; and (4) to build active,
long-term ER-WM R & D collaborations between scientists and
engineers in DOE and academic laboratories. The four ER-WM
science education programs (tasks) that comprise EM PERT
systemically link components of the education pipeline. Moreover,
because AWU administers a comparable matrix of programs on
behalf of the ETWM HBCU-MI Consortium, there are multiple
opportunities for establishing partnerships among majority insti-
tutions, minority institutions, and DOE and its facilities at the
most effective level--among individual scientists and educators.
By focusing on the task, whether it be the Environmental Man-
agement Precollege Analytical Chemistry (EMPAC) program or
the Environmental Management Career Opportunities for
Minorities-Environmental Management Career Opportunities Re-
search Experience (EMCOM-EMCORE), the partnerships forged
among these individuals will be appropriate and enduring. Joint
annual program reviews organized for all EMPAC or
EMCOM-EMCORE participants provide a means of consolidating
these networks. EMPAC introduces high school students and
teachers to skills that are essential to further ER-WM-related
education and the understanding of ER-WM issues. Through the
EMCORE program (for prefreshmen, undergraduate, and gradu-
ate students) and the EMCOM program (for graduate students
with baccalaureate degrees from the HBCU-MI Consortium in-
stitutions), AWU awards scholarships or fellowships to permit
participants to gain research experience at DOE facilities and to
pursue their study and ER-WM-related research on campus.
EMCORE and HBCU-MI Consortium Faculty Fellows serve as
mentors and team leaders. While the EMCOM program is spe-
cifically designed for minorities, ethnic and gender diversity is a
special emphasis of all EMPERT programs. AWU's administration
of travel awards for the National Science Bowl provides fertile
ground for recruitment of highly qualified candidates for the
university-level EM progrfor r.

data base management; education; engineering; mathematics;
waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: education, engineering.

US9400448 Environmental Management Career Opportu-
nities for Minorities (EMCOM) Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Squires, T.G. Associated Western Univer-

sities, Suite 2200, 136 East South Temple, Salt Lake City,
UT, 84111, USA.

Performing Organization: Associated Western Universities (United
States).

Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

IMS categories: E50.00, C52.22

Associated Western Universities, Inc. (AWU) administers
the Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minori-
ties (EMCOM) program on behalf of the Historically Black Col-
leges and Universities/Minority Initiative (HBCU/MI) Environmental
Technology and Waste Management (ET & WM) Consortium and
the Office of Technology Development (OTD). The goal of the
EMCOM program is to increase the number of minorities trained
in science and engineering disciplines supportive of DOE
missions in environmental restoration and waste management
(ER & WM). As a means of achieving this goal, the program
supports relevant undergraduate and graduate student study and
research at academic institutions and practical training in ER &
WM and related careers at appropriate DOE facilities. In is an-
ticipated that, upon graduation, many of these EMCOM students
will elect to pursue careers in ER & WM. The EMCOM program
provides scholarships (undergraduate level) and fellowships
(graduate level) to qualified students enrolled full-time in
HBCU/MI belonging to the ET & WM consortium. Undergraduates
are usually in their junior or senior year at the time of the initial
award; graduates are usually within two years of their degree.
During the academic year, students pursue an ER & WM-related
research project at their home campus under the guidance of
a faculty research mentor. To reinforce and enhance each aca-
demic year's activities, individual students and/or faculty-student
teams participate in ongoing ER & WM and related endeavors

during each summer at cooperating DOE facilities. EMCOM
students will present the results of their summer research ex-
perience to their peers, faculty mentors, and contractor and DOE
ER & WM personnel at an EMCOM Technical Program Review.
The proceedings of the Technical Program Review will be pub-
lished and, with appropriate participant and evaluation data, will
comprise an annual report to DOE.

education; educational facilities; engineers; remedial action; sci-
entific personnel; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400449 Thermal Treatment Process Unit.

Topic codes: 113; 114.
Principal Investigator: Williams, P.M. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.12

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The following publications have been issued in conjunction
with this technical task plan: LA-UR 91-3206 Activated Carbon
Adsorption Storage of Incinerator Off-gases at Rocky Flats:
Preliminary Design MEE4-91-379 RFP Incinerator Off-gas
Handling and Storage Concept Evaluation; UCRL-ID-11352
Evaluation of Actinide Volatilities in Mixed Waste Processors;
EPA Contract 68-CO-0094 State-of-The-Art Assessment of
APC Systems and Monitoring Technology for the Rocky Flats
Fluidized Bed Unit; RFP 4485 Liquefaction and Storage of
Thermal Treatment Off-Gases; L-14805 An Investigation of the
Need for the Hold, Test and Release Option for the Rocky
Flats Fluidized Bed Unit (FBU); LA-UR-91-3326 Analysis of
Chemical Technologies for CO2 Off-Gas Containment;.

IMS categories: E51.00

The overall objective of the project is to develop a new
state-of-the-art Fluidized Bed Unit (FBU) with off-gas capture or
conventional continuous off-gas treatment and built-in safeguards
to treat Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) Land
Disposal Restricted (LDR) wastes and to meet all federal and
state environmental regulations, as well as Rocky Flats Plant
(RFP) Waste Quality Engineering requirements. Development of
FBU will be accomplished by drawing on the extensive experi-
ence gained at RFP by personnel during the work on the
bench-, pilot-, and demonstration-scale fluidized bed incinerators
operated at RFP in the 1970s and early 1980s. Combustion of
mixed waste (a mixture of radioactive and chemically hazardous
waste) will take place in a low-temperature (525-600 degree
C) FBU. The first stage of FBU contains oxidation catalyst
(chromia-alumina) and sodium carbonate (NagCOs) to neutralize
any acid off-gases. The second stage contains only oxidation
catalyst. Because acid gases are neutralized in situ in the first
stage, no off-gas scrubber is required. The scrubbers are known
to be a source of a large volume of secondary waste. The low
temperatures in the primary and secondary reactors eliminate the
need for a refractory lining, thereby eliminating a secondary
waste stream as generated from replacement of the refractory
lining. Ash generated during the system operation will be treated
by one of the following technologies: microwave melting
(vitrification), polymer solidification, or cementation. The FBU
project has become national in scope. Participating teams are
from EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.; the Colorado School of Mines;
West Virginia University (WVU); DOE Morgantown Energy
Technology Center (METC); the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) (national and regional); the Colorado Department of
Health; the EPA Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory (RREL);
Energy and Environmental Research Corp.; S Cubed; Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL); Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL); the National Institute of Technology (NIST),
Colorado; and NIST, Maryland.

aluminium oxides; ashes; catalysts; cements; chemical reactors;
chemical wastes; chromium oxides; coordinated research pro-
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grams; fluidized-bed combustion; glass; hazardous materials;
mixtures; polymers; radioactive wastes; sodium carbonates;
solidification.

ASHES: solidification; CHEMICAL WASTES: fluidized-bed com-
bustion; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: fluidized-bed combustion.

US9400450 Hazardous Materials Technician Associate De-
gree Program at Eastern Idaho Technical Col-
lege.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator Albin, B.R. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The Eastern Idaho Technical College (EITC) Hazardous
Materials Technician Training Associate Degree Program is a
pilot program for hazardous materials technician curriculum that
can be transportable to other educational institutions. DOE
funding provided for acceleration of course development and
supports the continuation of this course pending future availability
of State of Idaho Department of Education funding. The first year
(FY 91) funding allowed for curriculum development, course
equipment purchases, as well as course support funding up to
September 1991 when the second group of students were to
begin their two-year program. Implementation of the FY 92
funding of $35K will allow additional course equipment pur-
chases, training materials, laboratory consumables, and statistical
software.

education; educational facilities; financing; hazardous materials;
idaho; scientific personnel; training; us doe; waste management.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: education; SCIENTIFIC PERSON-
NEL: training; WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400451 Polymer Solidification Development.

Topic codes: 162; 165.
Principal Investigator: Faucette, A.M. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.12

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
A partial listing of publications resulting from this development
effort include the following: 1) Jantzen, R. C , et al, Labora-
tory Scale Equipment Investigation for Polymer Extrusion
Treatability Studies, Internal Report, EG & G Rocky Flats,
September 1992. 2) Faucette, A. M., et al, Review of the
radioactive and Thermal Stability of Low Density Polyethylene
Encapsulated Nitrate Salte Waste, Internal Report, EG & G
Rocky Flats, August 1992. 3) Logsdon, B. W., et al, A Pre-
liminary Study of Heavy Metal Leachability from Polyethylene
Encapsulated Nitrate Salt Waste at Rocky Flats, Interim Sta-
tus Report, EG & G Rocky Flats, September 1992. 4)
Faucette, A. M., Literature Review of Polymer Processes used
for Waste Encapsulation, Internal Report, EG & G Rocky
Flats, January 1991. 5) Block-Bolton, A., et al, Polyethylene
Waste Form Evaluation of Explosion and Fire Hazards, Center
for Explosives Technology Research, CETR Report FR-91-03,
June 1991. 6) Budnick, E. K., et al, Hazard Analysis Study
of Polyethylene Usage in Building 374 and Alternative Lo-
cations, Hughes Associates, Inc., September 1990.

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to develop and support imple-
mentation of encapsulation technologies for several radioactive
mixed waste streams using both thermoplastic and thermosetting
polymers. The development effort will demonstrate the ability of
polymer encapsulation to meet applicable Nevada Test Site
(NTS), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and Department
of Transportation (DOT) acceptance criteria. Activities will focus
on identification of compatible production-scale drying technolo-
gies, refinement of a leachability model for heavy metals, eval-
uation of waste-form durability, and lab-scale treatability studies.
Pilot-scale testing of a surrogate waste-drying and polymer
extrusion system will be performed in accordance with guidance
to be provided during the second quarter. A year-end report will
be prepared for FY 92 isolyzer polymer activities, and an inte-
grated year-end report will be prepared for FY 93 polymer ex-
perimental work. In coordination with the National Mixed Waste
Program (NMWP), updates on relevant activities will be provided
in weekly highlights and quarterly reviews. Project Management
Plan, analytical plan, and experimental plan documentation will
be updated where appropriate to address project quality assur-
ance (Q.A) requirements and data quality and test objectives in
conjunction with the completion of the EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.
Technology Development QA Plan. The return of the large
extruder to Brookhaven National Laboratory will be provided for
as soon as it is feasible. This project is divided into six subtasks:
(1) polymer encapsulation of nitrate salts, (2) polymer
encapsulation of newly generated bypass sludge, (3)
macroencapsulation of bulk lead metal, (4) polymer encapsulation
of miscellaneous wastes, (5) polymer encapsulation of bypass
sludge in storage, and (6) polymer encapsulation of secondary
wastes from organic destruction. The miscellaneous waste cate-
gory includes fluorescent light tubes, FBI ash, secondary wastes
generated from environmental restoration activities, and various
sludges. Only subtask 1, polymer encapsulation of nitrate salts,
is funded for FY 93.

ashes; compliance; drying; encapsulation; extrusion; hazardous
materials; lead; mixtures; nevada test site; nitrates; polymers;
quality assurance; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes; regulations; sludges; solidification; stability; us dot; us
epa; waste forms.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: radioactive waste processing; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTES: encapsulation.

US9400452 Educational Outreach Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Cruz, R. No Information Provided, USA.
Performing Organization: No Information Provided (United States).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The FY 92 Science and Technology Education Program
proposes to focus on the Mathematics, Engineering, Science
Achievement (MESA) program activities, or their equivalents,
training program for Teachers of Technology, and other programs
related to environmental restoration and waste management (ER
& WM) training and education. DOE NV will distribute all of the
Office of Technology Development (OTD) funds under a com-
petitive grant solicitation process. The Educational Outreach Co-
ordinator (EOC) will work closely with DOE NV TDB ER & WM
staff and key staff in the Procurement Division to develop the
appropriate criteria for a grant solicitation for this funding.

education; engineers; financing; remedial action; scientific per-
sonnel; training; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400453 Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction.

Topic codes: 112.
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Principal Investigator: Forrey, C.R. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,
Golden, CO, 80401, USA.

Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this project is to develop a system to
reduce the quantity'of waste resulting from the neutralization of
nitric acid waste streams. This project will define the functional
and product specifications for the treatment system, complete
proof of principle tests for candidate technologies and evaluate
the safety implication of implementing the system. Production of
alkaline nitrate salts at Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) has averaged
about 1 million kg per year during the last 10 years of pro-
duction operation and 265,000 kg during CY 91, while the pro-
duction operations were shut down. The past practice was 1O
cement the waste into a monolith that met the Waste Accept-
ance Criteria (WAC) at the Nevada Test Site (NTS). Laws that
regulate the burial of nitrate compounds are becoming increas-
ingly restrictive, and such burial could be banned in future years.
The current immobilization process, called saltcrete (IDC 804),
has relatively low waste loading in the concrete waste form and
may not meet future leachability requirements. Additionally, in-
creased disposal costs are making waste minimization highly
attractive. Therefore, it is prudent to seek a process to treat
these wastes on-site. Thermal and chemical treatment technolo-
gies to denitrify or destroy these compounds have been devel-
oped and are commercially available. USA.

materials recovery: nitrates: nitric acid: recycling; rocky flats plant;
salts; specifications; waste disposal; waste processing.

NITRATES: waste disposal; NITRIC ACID: materials recovery;
ROCKY FLATS PLANT: waste processing.

US9400454 ER & WM Employment and Education Assess-
ment.

7"oo/c codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Finn, M. Oak Ridge Institute for Science

and Education, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831-0117,.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

Education (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This task builds on work accomplished by Oak Ridge
Associated Universities (ORAU) in conjunction with Pacific
Northwest Laboratories (PNL) described in the 1991 technical
task plan (TTP). The key ORAU tasks in that work were (1) to
update ORAU's budget-based model for projecting manpower
requirements in the Environmental Restoration and Waste Man-
agement (ER & WM) program and (2) to assess the adequacy
of the supply of new college graduates in terms of the man-
power requirements of ER & WM activities; demands from other
employers; and losses due to death, retirements, and net mo-
bility. The current task calls for ORAU to assist in the write-up
of the work that was defined in ORAU's 1991 TTP and to
interact with the project monitor and the researchers at PNL to
produce a coherent report from the parts developed separately.

battelle pacific northwest laboratories; employment; evaluation;
orau; personnel; remedial action; waste management.

PERSONNEL: evaluation; REMEDIAL ACTION: personnel;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: personnel.

Principal Investigator: Jensen, CM. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,
Golden, CO, 80401, USA.

Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

The treatment technology projects identified in Federal
Facilities Compliance Agreement (FFCA) I and FFCA II require
that specific analytical methods and sampling techniques be
identified and developed to provide data for the development,
testing, evaluation, and implementation of these technologies.
The technical approach is to examine the FFCA treatment
technologies and determine what specialized sampling and ana-
lytical methods are required. The needs will be matched to de-
velopment schedules. The approach will be to prioritize the
needs and start work on the most critical first. Commercial
techniques and equipment will be sought and adapted to a
specific technology need. The objective is to minimize the de-
velopment time. Resources to be used are standard methods,
commercial laboratories, national laboratories, analytical equip-
ment vendors, and Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) analytical labs. USA.

chemical analysis; chemical wastes; radioactive wastes; rocky
flats plant; sampling; testing.

CHEMICAL WASTES: chemical analysis; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: chemical analysis.

US9400456 ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Wohlpart, A. Oak Ridge Institute for Sci-

ence and Education, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831-0117,.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

Education (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This program will provide educational and training oppor-
tunities for educationally disadvantaged and under-represented
minority students and enhance the awareness of teachers in the
area of environmental restoration and waste management (ER
& WM). By using the combined resources of several agencies
with those of the Department of Energy, the Environmental
Management Precollege Educational Outreach Program seeks to
increase the pool of potential employees in the field of ER &
WM. The emphasis of the program will be precollege, working
in conjunction with environmental management educational initi-
atives of institutions of higher learning (two-year degree pro-
grams). The Oak Ridge Outreach Program will develop and
implement new programs targeted toward teachers and curric-
ulum for elementary education in areas of environmental man-
agement. In addition, the program will draw upon the resources
of existing programs and refine other programs to contribute
more fully toward ER & WM manpower goals. Entering into a
partnership to conduct planned activities will be the Analysas
Corporation, which operates the DOE American Museum of
Science and Energy; Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Roane
State Community College; Anderson County and Oak Ridge City
public school systems; and Oak Ridge Associated Universities.

education; educational facilities; interagency cooperation; remedial
action; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400455 Analytical Characterization of Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 181.

US9400457 FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs.

Topic codes: 703.
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Principal Investigator: Gross, M.C. Westinghouse Environmental
Management Co. of Ohio, Fernald Environmental Management
Project, Cincinnati, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Environmental Manage-
ment Co. of Ohio (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.05

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

In response to the EM Five-Year Plan and SEN-23-90
and Federal Coordinating Council on Science Engineering and
Technology (FCCSET) goals, the Federal Energy Management
Plan (FEMP) is implementing precollege education outreach ini-
tiatives. The FY 92 and beyond activities will continue the efforts
initiated in FY 91 by FEMP. The objective of these initiatives is
to involve teachers, students, parents, and the community in
improving the science, mathematics, and environmental literacy
of the region. Special emphasis will be placed on underrepre-
sented groups, including women and minorities. The programs
that will be supported include existing regional programs that
have similar objectives and are, in part, supported by other
government and corporate entities. Two of these programs are
Minorities in Mathematics, Science, and Engineering and Partners
for Terrific Science. Other FEMP efforts will involve hosting field
trips for regional schools, expanding a Speakers Bureau for ed-
ucational activities, and sponsoring other teacher seminars that
have the objective of training teachers in mathematics ind sci-
ence. These efforts will serve to establish FEMP as an organ-
ization actively supporting precollege education, with emphasis
on mathematics, science, and engineering.

education: educational facilities; educational tools; remedial
action; scientific personnel; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400458 OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs
Assessment.

Topic codes: 701.
Principal Investigator: Gross, M.C. Westinghouse Environmental

Management Co. of Ohio, Fernald Environmental Management
Project, Cincinnati, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Environmental Manage-
ment Co. of Ohio (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.05

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

As part of the Federal Energy Management Program
(FEMP) interface with the public, programs will be developed
and implemented to increase the general environmental literacy
and to increase the public's knowledge of FEMP environmental
restoration. To determine what programs should be developed
and implemented, a needs assessment will be performed. This
assessment will (1) identify the existing programs at FEMP, (2)
identify similar programs that are at other DOE sites, (3) identify
similar programs that exist in the Cincinnati region, and (4) re-
commend which programs should be developed and implemented
by FEMP. The assessment will also include a survey of com-
munity needs. The results of the study will be the basis for
FEMP future activities with the community with regard to envi-
ronmental literacy and will provide additional knowledge to the
public for their involvement in the environmental restoration
process. The assessment will also identify the basis for evalu-
ating these programs for effectiveness.

evaluation; public opinion; public relations; remedial action; us
doe; waste management.

US DOE: waste management; WASTE MANAGEMENT: public
opinion, remedial action.

US94004S9 Investigation of Additional Technologies Re-
sulting from CTMP.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Blakeslee, J.J. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

This level of effort task provides technology evaluation
and investigation resources to support the Comprehensive
Treatment and Management Plan (CTMP). The CTMP is a
thorough systems analysis required by the Federal Facilities
Compliance Agreement (FFCA) II that the Department of Energy
(DOE) entered into with the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in May 1991. Prior to this time, the FFCA I agreement
between the DOE, EPA, and the State of Colorado allowed
Rocky Flats to operate while suitable technologies were devel-
oped to treat the Land Disposal Restricted (LDR) wastes. A
number of LDR waste streams were not identified in time for
inclusion in the FFCA I Treatment Plans I and II. In order to
gain compliance order protection for these wastes within FFCA
II, this task is currently providing the manpower to evaluate
promising technologies and recommend treatment methods for
these "new" wastes. In addition, this task will be used to con-
duct evaluations and investigations of promising new technologies
not covered by existing Technical Task Plans.

Colorado; rocky flats plant; technology assessment; us doe; waste
disposal; waste processing.

ROCKY FLATS PLANT: waste processing; WASTE PROCESS-
ING: technology assessment.

US9400460 Science Educational Outreach Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Schachter, L. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Other Investigators: Lung, L.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The Department of Energy Rocky Flats Office and its
operating contractor, EG & G Rocky Flats, are developing and
implementing educational programs to improve math, science,
and technology skills of students in grades K through 12. Some
efforts will involve continued support and expansion for programs
begun in FY 91. New programs have been added. The Rocky
Flats Office goal is to encourage young people to pursue careers
in math, science, and technical fields, specifically in the areas
of environmental restoration and waste management (ER & WM).
Many programs are geared to the average student, though cer-
tain special programs reach out to minority and disadvantaged
youth. The programs are (1) the Center for Applied Technology,
(2) the Expand Your Horizons Conference, (3) the Joint Science
Association projects, (4) the Mentorship programs, (5) the Mobile
Educational Lab, (6) the National Science Bowl, (7) the Science
Fair program, and (8) the Teacher Education programs.

education; educational facilities; engineers; remedial action; rocky
flats plant; scientific personnel; waste management.

ROCKY FLATS PLANT: educational facilities.
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US9400461 Surface Organic Contaminant Removal.

Topic codes: 169.
Principal Investigator: Marsh, CM. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Other Investigators: Montez, P L ; Hnath, D.G.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.12

INIS categories: E51.00

Federal Facilities Compliance Agreement (FFCA) Treat-
ment Plans I and II and the Comprehensive Treatment and
Management Plan (CTMP) proposed several cleaning technolo-
gies to remove organic contaminants from Landfill Disposal Re-
stricted (LDR) waste streams. This task investigates several
organic removal technologies including supercritical carbon
dioxide extraction (SCDE), volatilization-cleaning, hot nitrogen
stripping (HNS), and other volatilization technologies such as rf
heating, steam cleaning, and air stripping. The Rocky Flats Plant
(RFP) has large quantities of hazardous, nonradioactive waste;
low-level mixed (LLM) waste; and transuranic mixed (TRM)
waste. Much of this waste is hazardous as a result of low levels
of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)-listed or-
ganic solvents. The overall objective of this task is to identify
commercially available removal technologies, and determine their
feasibility and applicability to treat LDR wastes for organic con-
taminants. Treated wastes may then be disposed of in compli-
ance with RCRA. These technologies are expected to treat not
only existing waste but to play significant roles in RFP decon-
tamination and decommissioning (D & D) operations. RFP will
coordinate activities with other DOE installations including Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Pacific National Laboratory
(PNL), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), and Mound.
Surface Organic Contaminant Removal (SOCR) is comprised of
four significant subtasks: (1) SCDE, (2) volatilization-cleaning, (3)
HNS, and (4) investigation into one or more promising
volatilization technologies. CTMP primary and secondary mile-
stones have been identified for SCDE for those activities oc-
curring in the nonradioactive cold experimental phase. For CTMP
purposes, SOCR was identified under both the LLM Solvent
Contaminated Wastes Treatment System (Non-Thermal), and the
LLM Surface Organics Removal, Leaded Gloves, Bulk Lead
Treatment System.

alpha-bearing wastes: carbon dioxide: cleaning; compliance: co-
ordinated research programs; decommissioning; decontamination;
evaporation; hazardous materials; heating; low-level radioactive
wastes; mixtures; nitrogen; organic compounds; organic solvents;
removal; resource recovery acts; supercritical gas extraction;
surface contamination.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: removal.

US9400462 Environmental Summer Science: Education
Outreach Activities to Stimulate a Continual
Flow of New, Well-Prepared Scientists, Engi-
neers, and Technical Staff.

Topic codes. 703.
Principal Investigator: Leth, G. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

This task establishes two one-week environmental summer
science camps for students in the 6th grades from the Tri-Cities
and lower Yakima Valley. The camp will be held at Columbia
Basin College (CBC) in Pasco, which received a grant from

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM)
to establish their Waste Management Technology program in
1991. These summer camps will provide enrichment activities for
200 students per camp (50% of this group must come from
underrepresented populations with an emphasis on minorities and
women). The focus of the instruction will be to teach students
about environmental problems, using Hanford as a laboratory to
examine these issues. The purpose will be achieved by assisting
students and teachers to better understand the present and fu-
ture environmental challenges, learn what is being done at
Hanford as an example to meet these challenges, and develop
activities that they can do to participate in environmental resto-
ration. Instructors for the science camp will come from
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), other Hanford contrac-
tors, and scientists and engineers from businesses that will be
recruited through Tri-Dec's Education Consortium. Each guest
instructor will be paired with an instructor from CBC and a
K-12 teacher. The hands-on activities will be developed during
a two-day workshop held prior to the camp. Teachers from the
migrant summer schools in Pasco, Kennewick, North Franklin,
and Prosser school districts will be encouraged to participate in
these program design workshops to provide assistance in their
summer assignments with the migrant students. At-risk youth
who are enrolled in the Upward Bound program at CBC will be
recruited to serve as mentors to the 6th graders participating in
the camp. Math, Engineering, Science Achievement (MESA)
students from the same geographic area will be recruited to
serve as teacher assistants during the summer camp (providing
each of those minority students an opportunity to work with
K-12 teachers, faculty, and engineers). Parents will be encour-
aged to play a major role in their children's participation in the
camps. Families will be invited to attend the initial guest speaker
event and a recognition ceremony where students will present
their completed projects.

children; education; educational facilities; hanford reservation;
remedial action; waste management.

CHILDREN: education; REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE
MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400463 LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated
Electrolytic Oxidation Incineration Alternative.

Topic codes: 162; 163.
Principal Investigator: Chiba, Z. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

In FY 93 the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) will continue to evaluate the Mediated Electrochemical
Oxidation (MEO) process as an alternative to incineration for
Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) combustible low-level mixed waste
forms. The results of this task will be applicable to waste
treatment across the complex as part of the National Mixed
Waste Program (NMWP). LLNL will coordinate with NMWP
through RFP. It will cooperate with Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) to address the specific set of waste streams assigned by
RFP. LLNL will conclude the tests on destruction of RFP sur-
rogate waste streams using both small-scale laboratory apparatus
and a large bench-scale system. Studies on destruction of liquid
waste streams containing contaminated waste oils will be refined
using Trimsol as a surrogate. Studies on destruction of solid
combustible waste streams containing cellulosic materials will be
completed using shredded wipes, filter paper, and cloth. Studies
will also be conducted on destruction of biomass. The primary
emphasis will be on performing parametric studies to gain an
understanding of process performance. The tests on the large-
scale system will determine the feasibility of continuing devel-
opment to a full demonstration pilot-scale system. Suitable
operating parameters will be defined for each waste stream, and
destruction rates under those conditions will be determined. Data
on these tests will be provided to RFP and NMWP so that MEO
can be compared with other technologies as a primary treatment
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process for both solid and liquid waste streams. A formal report
will be published detailing the results of the experimental work.
The report will include a basic conceptual design for cold dem-
onstration of the technology. The conceptual design will contain
material and energy balances and secondary waste streams and
their treatment. The scope of this work will be directed by RFP
and NMWP personnel and will comply with RFP Comprehensive
Treatment and Management Plan (CTMP) schedules and re-
quirements.

battelle pacific northwest laboratories; coordinated research pro-
grams; design; hazardous materials; liquid wastes; low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; mixtures; oxidation; radioactive waste
processing; rocky flats plant; simulation; solid wastes; waste
forms.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: oxidation; ROCKY FLATS PLANT:
low-level radioactive wastes.

US9400464 San Francisco Educational Outreach.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: ?. D-Q University, Davis, CA, 94101, USA.
Performing Organization: D-Q University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The objective of this task is to encourage underrepre-
sented minority students to pursue energy-related careers, par-
ticularly those in environmental restoration and waste
management (ER & WM). Outreach activities include intervention
programs for minority students in K-12, community colleges, and
four-year institutions; parent involvement; teacher enhancement;
and EM and mathematics curriculum enhancement. There is
collaboration with institutions that technically assist educational
institutions in their intervention efforts.

education; educational facilities; remedial action; waste manage-
ment.

REMEDIAL ACTION: education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: edu-
cation.

US9400465 Partnership for Environmental Technology Edu-
cation.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Dickinson, P.R. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808,
University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The California and Nevada Community College Systems,
in cooperation with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), Sandia National
Laboratories- Livermore (SNLL), the Nevada Test Site (NTS),
and Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Environmental
Monitoring Systems Laboratory (Las Vegas), have established the
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE) as
a pilot program in five western states. The five states will include
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, and Utah. This collaboration
will focus on bringing the technical capabilities of the DOE and
EPA Laboratories into direct and continuing support of community
colleges on two program elements: (1) Environmental-Hazardous
Materials Technician curriculum development and implementation
and (2) establishment of a Resource Instructor Institute in the
Environmental Sciences. Part of the Institute program will involve
semiannual Resource Instructor Conferences. In addition to the
community colleges in the five-state region, five other selected

colleges near DOE facilities will be invited to participate in these
conferences: Columbia Basin Community College (Richland),
Eastern Idaho Technical College (Idaho falls), Mesa State Col-
lege (Grand Junction), and Roane State College (Oak Ridge).
Cosponsorship of this program with EPA is proposed.

California; education; educational facilities; environmental quality;
hazardous materials; nevada; remedial action; waste manage-
ment.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: education; REMEDIAL ACTION:
education; WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400466 Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and
Development and Outreach.

7~op;c codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Jusino, B.J. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C52.22

The major universities in South Carolina have joined in
a consortium identified as the South Carolina Universities Re-
search and Educational Foundation (SCUREF). This consortium
will provide significantly enhanced technical expertise to support
the activities of the Savannah River Site (SRS) in fulfilling its
mission, especially in the fields of environmental restoration and
waste management (ER & WM). The consortium, together with
the Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC), has
formed a Pilot Center that will address the ER & WM issues
through mission-oriented research efforts and through the edu-
cation of the next generation of scientists, engineers, and
technologists required to meet the state and nation's needs for
sound technical solutions to ER & WM problems. The key initi-
atives encompassed within the Pilot Center are (1) a program
of education and training including a graduate degree program,
curriculum enhancement, and programs of outreach to the edu-
cationally disadvantaged; (2) a Distinguished Scientist program;
(3) technology transfer; (4) user facilities to encourage large-scale
demonstration of ER & WM technology by university and industry
partnerships; and (5) R & D to address ER & WM problems
at the SRS.

education; industry; remedial action; savannah river plant; tech-
nology transfer; training; waste management.

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: remedial action, waste management;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400467 Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave
Melting Pu Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats.

Took: codes: 151; 154.
Principal Investigator: Krikorian, O.H. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808,
University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

The EG & G Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) has under devel-
opment a process for glass encapsulation of Pu sludge wastes
from the RFP liquid waste treatment facility. The process would
involve feeding a mixture of the sludge wastes and glass con-
stituents into a storage drum while applying microwave melting
to cast the glass-encapsulated product directly into the drum.
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The objective of the task is to estimate the Pu volatility expected
during the microwave melting step of the glass encapsulation
process. The method to be used for the study is the transpiration
method in which a carrier gas consisting of a mixture of Ar,
O2, and water vapor is passed over a heated sample of Pu
sludge-glass constituents and the Pu volatilized into the gas
stream is collected downstream and analyzed. Parameters to be
studied will include sample heatup rate, final temperature and
hold time at temperature, and O2 and H2O content of the gas.
The principal volatilizing species of Pu is expected to be
PuO2<OH)2 (g) under these conditions. This study is expected
to give an estimate of the amount of Pu volatility during the
microwave treatment and an assessment of the dependence of
Pu volatility on processing parameters. It is anticipated that this
knowledge will provide guidance on maintaining the process
within proper parameters to avoid unacceptable volatilization of
Pu.

encapsulation; glass; liquid wastes; microwave heating; oxygen;
Plutonium; radioactive waste processing; rocky flats plant;
sludges; volatility; water.

PLUTONIUM: encapsulation, volatility; ROCKY FLATS PLANT:
radioactive waste processing.

US9400468 Pilot Center For EM Research, Education, and
Outreach.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Skwarek, B.J. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The Savannah River Operations Office, in cooperation with
the South Carolina Universities Research and Educational
Foundation (SCUREF), will continue implementation of pilot
partnership efforts to address the Office of Environmental Res-
toration and Waste Management (EM) issues through
programmatic collaborative research efforts and through the ed-
ucation of scientists, engineers, and technicians. The outreach
consists of "education summit meetings" for educators of grades
7-12, primarily top managers in South Carolina education sys-
tems.

coordinated research programs; education; educational facilities;
savannah river plant; waste management.

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: coordinated research programs;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: education.

US9400469 Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of
U, Pu, and Am Volatilities in Mixed-Waste
Oxidation Processors.

Topic codes: 151; 161.
Principal Investigator: Krikorian, O.H. Lawrence Livermore Na-

tional Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808,
University of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00, B13.20

This task is an adjunct to incinerator and molten salt
processor approaches to oxidation of mixed wastes for volume
reduction. The primary emphasis is on the Rocky Flats Fluidized
Bed Incinerator, but the results are of value to other incinerators

and the molten salt processor as well. The objective of this task
is to identify the types and amounts of volatile gaseous species
of U, Pu, and Am produced in the offgases of mixed waste
processors, and to devise methods, if needed, to prevent or
control the amounts of actinide volatilities produced.
Thermodynamic modeling will be used to predict the gaseous
species that may be present, and experiments using the
transpiration method will be applied to more accurately determine
the species and the amounts of the volatilities. If actinide
volatilities are found to be excessive, optional follow-on studies
will be proposed to develop additives to entrap the U, Pu, and
Am by lowering their thermodynamic activities in the product ash
and, hence, lowering their volatilities to safe levels. Initial funding
was provided for this study by Rocky Flats in June of FY 91
with carryover into FY 92 to study the volatilities of PuO2(s) and
PuO2/AmO2 mixtures in the presence of steam and 62 at
processor temperatures. This initial phase of the project has
been completed and the final report should be released soon.
FY 92 funding was received in June 1992. The purpose of the
FY 92 funding was to initiate work in three subtasks: (1) mod-
eling studies of U, Pu, and Am volatilities from incinerator ash
and ash plus additives, (2) measurement of U volatilities from
U contained in simulated incinerator ash in the presence of
steam and O2, and (3) measurement of Pu and Am volatilities
from ash. Three FY 92 milestones set for September 1, 1992
were all met through issuance of a report giving (1) preliminary
results on modeling of U, Pu, and Am volatilities from incinerator
ash and ash plus additives, (2) preliminary results on measure-
ments of U volatility from incinerator ash in the presence of
steam and Osub2, and (3) preliminary results on measurements
of Pu and Am volatilities from incinerator ash in the presence
of steam and O2. FY 93 funding request is to provide for
completion of the FY 92 subtasks. In addition researchers would
interface with EPA on documentation of U, Pu, and Am
volatilities; coordinate with the National Mixed Waste Program;
and initiate modeling studies of U, Pu, and Am volatilities from
incinerator ash under pyrolysing conditions. FY 94 funding is
requested to continue with modeling studies of U, Pu, and Am
from incinerator ash under pyrolysing conditions, and to measure
U, Pu, and Am volatilities from incinerator ash under pyrolysing
conditions. The effort needed to conduct these tasks is primarily
manpower while utilizing existing equipment in the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Pu Facility and in Building
241.

additives; americium; americium oxides; ashes; incinerators; mix-
tures; off-gas systems; oxidation; plutonium; plutonium oxides;
radioactive wastes; steam; thermodynamics; uranium; volatility.

AMERICIUM: volatility; PLUTONIUM: volatility; URANIUM:
volatility.

US9400470 Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for
Underground Storage Tanks Integrated Demon-
stration.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Buelow, S.J. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this task is to provide research and de-
velopment support for the application of supercritical water
oxidation to wastes stored in the Hanford underground storage
tanks. The three subtasks concern the evaluation of this tech-
nology to nitrate wastes, the complexant concentrate wastes, and
the ferrocyanide-containing wastes. Selected kinetics parameters
for the reduction of nitrates and for the oxidation of organics
and of ferrocyanide in supercritical water will be determined for
selected compositions representative of these wastes. These
parameters will be suitable for use in evaluating the application
of supercritical water oxidation to the Hanford underground
storage tank wastes. A progress report on these kinetics exper-
iments will be provided at the completion of each subtask. This
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task will be closely integrated with the kinetics modeling and
equation-of-state subtasks in TTP AL1112XC,"Supercritical Fluid
Destruction R & D", and with relevant subtasks in TTP
AL1112XD, "Supercritical Water Oxidation DT & E". This inte-
gration will provide a basis for evaluating the applicability of
supercritical water oxidation to the underground storage tank
wastes. This task will also be integrated with work for the Air
Force Civil Engineering Support Agency (Tyndall Air Force Base,
Florida) and for the Army Corps of Engineers Construction En-
gineering Research Laboratory (Champaign, Illinois) related to
propellant destruction, with particular reference to the chemistry
of nitrogen compounds under supercritical water oxidation con-
ditions.

ferrocyanides; high-level radioactive wastes; nitrates; organic
wastes; oxidation; supercritical state; tanks; water.

NITRATES: oxidation; ORGANIC WASTES: oxidation.

US9400471 Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from
UST.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Avens, L. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Prenger, C.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The generation of process residues contaminated with
fission products and actinides within the DOE' weapons complex
poses challenging problems for waste minimization and environ-
mental remediation. Magnetic separation is a physical separation
process that can be used to concentrate ferromagnetic or, with
the application of high fields, paramagnetic components from a
mixture. The paramagnetic lanthanides and other selected fission
products can be extracted using this technology. Working with
Hanford-supplied underground storage tank (UST) simulants that
have been spiked with nonradioactive surrogates that have
magnetic properties similar to the actual contaminants, benchtop
experiments can be performed to develop magnetic-separation
processing protocols. These protocols, in conjunction with the
analytical model, can then be used to evaluate the suitability
of using magnetic separation for UST residue processing. Suc-
cessful scaleup from benchtop experiments has been demon-
strated in the industrial processing of Kaolin clays at rates of
60 tons per hour. In other studies, preliminary results show that
over 99% of plutonium simulants can be extracted from liquids
using high-gradient magnetic separation.

actinides; fission products; high-level radioactive wastes; magnetic
separators; residues; separation processes; tanks; underground
storage.

FISSION PRODUCTS: separation processes; TANKS: residues.

US9400472 UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technol-
ogy Concepts Development.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Bustard, L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.20, E52.00

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will support a multi-
laboratory effort assessing alternative, nonrobotic, retrieval sys-
tems for underground storage tank (UST) wastes. Currently,
robotic methods for retrieving wastes are being well character-
ized, and technology support for such robotic applications is
being developed. This effort will focus on whether nonrobotic
technologies, such as drilling or small-scale mining technologies,
can successfully be employed at underground storage tanks and
be cost effective and beneficial with respect to robotic tech-
niques. The multilaboratory team consists of Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC), SNL, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL), and an industrial systems analysis contractor,
Los Alamos Technical Associates (LATA). Each team member
has a defined role. WHC is to provide data and input information
regarding tank wastes, tank configuration, historical retrieval
studies, and so forth. LLNL is to perform a systems analysis to
better define the functional requirements for retrieval systems to
allow for better cross-comparison assessment of retrieval con-
cepts. This activity will also allow for peer review of historical
methodologies used to evaluate retrieval concepts. SNL is to
identify alternative concepts to robotic retrieval for inclusion in
the study and to assist in the assessment of their feasibility by
developing concept designs and performing cost/benefit analysis.
LATA is to coordinate the overall activity. Specific SNL subtasks
are as follows: (1) to review relevant UST parameters as well
as past efforts to define and assess retrieval technologies, (2)
to identify alternative retrieval concepts that are nonrobotic, (3)
to perform concept-design definition for alternative retrieval con-
cepts, (4) to perform technological and regulatory assessment
(including cost/benefit analysis) for various alternative concepts,
(5) to prepare a final report, and (6) to support follow-on activ-
ities.

cost benefit analysis; tanks; underground storage; waste retrieval.

TANKS: underground storage.

US9400473 Destruction of Organics in Mixed Wastes by
Steam Reforming.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Sprung, J.L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This project will determine the effectiveness of steam re-
forming as a way to destroy organics in Hanford saltcakes and
sludges and whether exposure to high-temperature steam will
significantly reduce saltcake volumes by converting nitrates to
hydroxides. If substantial conversion of nitrates to hydroxides
does occur, steam reforming will produce a viscous sodium
hydroxide solution from which actinides and strontium can be
removed by adsorption on sodium titanate films. This leaves a
material contaminated only by radioactive cesium, which, after
neutralization with HCI and drying, could be sent to a repository
for permanent disposal. Surrogates for Hanford sludges and
saltcakes that closely mimic the chemical composition and
physical properties of the real wastes will either be obtained from
Hanford or will be prepared based on published data.
Gasification of organics (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA),
2-hydroxyethylenediaminetriacetate (HEDTA), citrate, methyl
isobutyl ketone, CCU, and normal paraffin hydrocarbons) from
these surrogates will be studied using the drum, screw, and
liquid feed systems developed by Synthetica Technologies for
their high-temperature steam reforming reactor. A second set of
experiments will confirm efficient destruction (> 99.99%) of the
organic components of saltcakes and sludges in the steam re-
forming reactor (the Synthetica Detoxifier) by gasifying mixtures
of these components and destroying them in the detoxifier. In
a third set of experiments, reduction of the volume of saltcakes
and sludges will be studied. Volume reduction by exposure to
high-temperature steam is expected because metal nitrates are
thermally converted to metal oxides with release of oxygen and
oxides of nitrogen. Although alkali nitrates are more easily con-
verted thermally to alkali nitrites, heavy metal nitrates are effi-
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ciently converted to metal oxides at moderate temperatures (e.g.,
Ca(NO 3)2 at 230 degree C, Ni(NO3)2 at 300 degree C). Be-
cause Hanford saltcakes and sludges contain small amounts of
Ca, Fe, Cr, and Ni ions, catalytic conversion by these ions of
sodium nitrate to oxides of nitrogen (principally NO2) and sodium
oxide (which will be converted to sodium hydroxide by the
steam) is expected. If the rate of conversion is not fast enough,
acceleration by addition of a calcium salt will be examined.
Because conversion of nitrates to oxides will release significant
quantities of oxides of nitrogen, conversion of oxides of nitrogen
to nitrogen gas by catalytic steam reforming in the presence of
noble metal catalysts (rhodium, car catalysts), a result already
demonstrated by previous experiments (2NO2 + 4CO = N2 +
4CO2) will be confirmed. Finally, if FY 92 results are promising,
the destruction tests will be repeated in the field during FY 93
using real wastes.

hanford reservation: organic wastes; sludges; tanks; underground
storage; waste processing.

ORGANIC WASTES: waste processing.

US9400474 End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal.

Topic codes: 136; 423.
Principal Investigator: Thunborg, S. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.09

IMS categories: E52.00, E15.30

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will support a multi-
laboratory effort led by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC)
addressing the development of Long Reach Manipulation (LRM)
technology for application to waste retrieval from underground
storage tanks (USTs) at Hanford, Washington. This technical task
plan (TTP) addresses the following Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS) elements of the WHC LRM Plan: WBS 1.6.1.3, In-Tank
Hardware End Effector Design, and WBS 1.6.2.2, End Effector
Sensor Integration. LRM is a prototype robotic system for de-
ployment in USTs for the retrieval of waste. In-tank hardware
includes piping, thermocouple trees, pumps, vessels, and other
metal objects and materials found in waste storage tanks. The
in-tank hardware end effectors will be deployed using LRM and,
as a consequence, must be remotely operable. Thus the devel-
opment of end effector control technologies is an important as-
pect of end effector development. Because of the lack of a
well-defined structured environment in USTs, end effector sensor
integration technologies must be developed in conjunction with
the remote end effector control technologies. Development of the
end effector positioning technologies will be done by other team
members, and the end effector technologies developed as part
of this TTP will be integrated with those technologies. SNL will
develop the docking technologies for shear cutters, procure an
abrasive water jet (AWJ) system without the high-pressure hy-
draulics, and demonstrate robotic manipulation and docking of
the cutter.

containers; hanford reservation; manipulators; pipes; pumps; ra-
dioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes; remote handling;
removal; robots; sandia laboratories; tanks; underground storage.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage, under-
ground storage; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: remote
handling.

US9400475 Physical Characterization of the Contents of
Underground Storage Tanks.

foo<c codes: 185; 136.
Principal Investigator: Jeong, P. Ames Laboratory; Iowa State

University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011, USA.
Other Investigators: Martin, D.

Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

This task addresses physical characterization of the con-
tents of underground storage tanks (USTs) (i.e., determination
of the locations, extent, and properties of the various phases
of waste contained in USTs). The work will be accomplished
by ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques, with
adaptation and modification of existing ultrasonic ranging tech-
nology. Initial work at Ames Laboratory has already demonstrated
that ultrasonic location of sludge layers in typical USTs is fea-
sible. The principal focus of this task is on single-shell tanks
(SSTs) containing liquid, or liquid and solid materials. Accurate
physical characterization of the waste, and UST internals or
obstacles such as air-lift circulators, piping, supports, and other
solid materials, is required for all USTs so that safe and efficient
means for removal and treatment of the waste can be devised.
Most of the waste in SSTs is in the form of sludge, saltcake,
and pumpable and nonpumpable liquids. Sludge consists of the
solids (hydrous metal oxides) precipitated from the neutralization
of acid wastes before their transfer to SSTs. Saltcake is made
up of various salts formed from the evaporation of water over
the years. This task is to implement acoustic interrogation tech-
niques and establish feasibility limits of acoustic characterization
as a function of waste material type and solid/liquid concen-
tration. The methods resulting from this task will also be appli-
cable for physical characterization of similar waste materials in
double-shell tanks (DSTs) and for monitoring of gas-pocket for-
mation. Instantaneous release, or "burping", of hydrogen and
nitrous oxide generated in layers within the tanks (generally
approximately 7 to 8 feet below the top) is a serious safety is-
sue.

high-level radioactive wastes; liquids; nondestructive testing; salts;
sludges; tanks; underground storage.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive testing.

US9400476 Polyethylene Encapsulation of SST Wastes.

Topic codes: 135.
Principal Investigator: Kalb, P. Brookhaven National Laboratory,

Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E51.00

Polyethylene encapsulation, developed at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory (BNL), is an improved process for stabilization
of DOE problem mixed wastes. Polyethylene encapsulation of
single-shell tank (SST) waste at Hanford is among the options
identified for treatment of the SSTs in the "Technology Program
Plan for Closure of the Single-Shell Tank Operable Units"
(WHC-EP-0288) and the "Third Party Technical Workshop on
Hanford Single-Shell Tank Waste and Residuals" (Bovay North-
west, Inc., July 1990, Spokane, Washington). Although similar in
dominant chemical composition to other nitrate salts (e.g., Rocky
Flats Plant (RFP) and Savannah River Laboratory (SRL)), the
SST wastes contain sufficient levels of fission products such as
9<>Sr and '37Cs, that the waste is self-heating. Assuming no
further separation of these isotopes, preliminary estimates place
maximum equilibrium temperatures of the tank wastes between
50 and 70 degree C for several hundred years. Applicability of
polyethylene encapsulation to SST wastes will be assessed in
several phases. The initial phase (to be completed during FY
92-93) focuses on experimental determination of the effects of
elevated thermal conditions and radiation dose on several key
waste-form performance parameters such as mechanical strength
and leachability. Work completed in FY 92 included measurement
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of compressive strength following thermal testing of polyethylene
waste forms compared with those stored under ambient condi-
tions. In addition, the effects of elevated temperature on con-
taminant leachability were determined by means of an
accelerated leach test that has been developed at BNL. This
method and associated computer model were used to evaluate
changes in leach rates and mechanisms. Previous experimental
efforts and literature review indicated no deleterious effects on
polyethylene waste forms subjected to radiation doses to 100
mrad. Confirmatory experiments will be conducted in FY 93 to
examine potential synergistic effects of radiation and elevated
temperature conditions on both mechanical integrity and
leachability. If Phase I testing of simulated waste forms indicates
satisfactory performance under anticipated thermal conditions, the
second phase will be initiated. This work, to be conducted in
FY 94, will determine pretreatment requirements, acceptable
waste-form formulations, and quality assurance-quality control
specifications. Phase II development efforts will be conducted
using nonradioactive surrogate waste that closely resembles ac-
tual SST waste in both chemical and physical characteristics.
Surrogate waste and/or recipes for producing surrogates will be
supplied in conjunction with Technical Task Plan (TTP)
RL321205. The final phase of this effort (Phase III), to be
completed in FY 95, will involve confirmation of scaleup feasi-
bility, and completion of a full-scale demonstration of
polyethylene encapsulation of surrogate SST nitrate salts.

encapsulation; high-level radioactive wastes; tanks.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES; encapsulation.

US9400477 Interim Subsurface Confinement Barrier for
USTs.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Colombo, P. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Upton, L I., NY, 11973, USA.
Other Investigators: Phillips, S.J.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.12

INIS categories: E52.00

Numerous failures of underground storage tanks (USTs)
to contain radioactive and mixed-waste materials have occurred
over the last two decades at Hanford as well as other U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) complex sites. Additional failures
are anticipated wherein liquid-waste materials enter geologic
material proximal to the tank and may eventually reach
groundwater systems at unacceptable concentrations. The ob-
jective of this task is to demonstrate technologies for interim
subsurface containment. Further, a candidate barrier capable of
interim confinement will be demonstrated in three years and an
alternate (backup technology) in four years. These technologies
will be capable of interim confinement of Hanford and other DOE
complex site tank waste materials. Use of these technologies
will also result in confinement of other materials inadvertently
discharged into geologic media at or below the ground surface.
The technologies selected for demonstration will have the best
chance of success of tank confinement over the greatest range
of conditions and materials potentially encountered. An evaluation
of technologies capable of providing an interim subsurface con-
tainment barrier for UST will be performed. Candidate technolo-
gies include thermal treatment and particulate/solution injection
of monolith-forming agents. An engineering evaluation will be
performed to determine the forces and moments exerted on the
tank or tanks by the barrier. Initiation of field demonstration ac-
tivities is targeted for the fall of FY 93. Cold tests and integrity
assurance instrumentation tests will be undertaken in FY 92.
All regulatory requirements for erecting a subsurface barrier will
be identified. Preliminary equipment specifications will be com-
pleted to permit procurement of long lead items during FY 92.

containment systems; evaluation; ground water; leaks; liquid
wastes; radioactive wastes; soils; tanks; underground storage.

TANKS: containment systems.

US9400478 UST Light-Duty Utility Arm.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Griebenow. B.L. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This TTP will support the multilaboratory, multiprogram
effort to develop and procure a light-duty utility arm for per-
forming characterization, surveillance, and scaled retrieval testing
operations in a variety of USTs. The Robotics Technology
Demonstration Program supplies expertise to create the per-
formance specification and participate in cold testing. Additional
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID)
funded TTPs will provide characterization end effectors and as-
sociated systems. Hanford Waste Operations will be responsible
for site preparation, permitting, and training, as well as gener-
ation of needs documentation. In concert with the Robotics
Technology Demonstration Program, other USTID TTPs, and
parallel EM-30 funding, the work for this TTP is composed of
three tasks: (1) to procure a light-duty utility arm, (2) to perform
acceptance testing on the arm, and (3) to demonstrate the arm
and related systems in a cold (nonradioactive) environment. The
final objective of this multiyear effort is to produce and test a
versatile platform for deploying a wide variety of surveillance,
characterization, and scaled retrieval test devices, and to develop
some of the required end effectors. First tests will be performed
inside cold test facilities; later, in a cooperative effort with site
users, demonstrations will be conducted inside the hot waste
tanks.

remote handling; robots; tanks; underground storage; waste re-
trieval.

TANKS: underground storage.

US9400479 Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Re-
trieval and Treatment.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Youngblood, E.L. Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00

The task objective is to (1) conduct a laboratory study to
characterize the behavior of non-Newtonian slurries flow in
underground piping using simulated waste prepared by the
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), (2) to identify and test var-
ious computer models for applicability to the flow types, and (3)
to test a variety of sensors for monitoring critical flow parame-
ters. Work will involve developing, demonstrating, testing, and
evaluating sludge mixing, retrieval, and transport methods. Ra-
dioactive sludge, which must be remotely handled, has been
accumulated in underground storage tanks (USTs). Alternative
methods will be evaluated to remove the sludge to comply with
regulations and to provide design criteria for capital projects that
will mix, retrieve, and transport sludge. A generalized approach
to sludge mixing, retrieval, and transport will be used. It will be
demonstrated that the approach is applicable to various sludge
mobilization operations. Existing ORNL expertise; equipment; fa-
cilities; and quality assurance, safety, and NEPA documentation
will be used. The work will be conducted in the following task
areas: (1) project management, (2) DOE system integration, (3)
dynamic modeling, (4) equipment evaluation, and (5) technology
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transfer. A technical exchange of sludge-handling technology will
be sponsored, and the compilation of a database of equipment
will be initiated. An industry survey of sludge-transport methods
will be conducted. Development of correlations and models for
specific sludge removal operations including models for transport
of sludge in underground piping systems will be initiated. Sur-
rogate waste formulated by Hanford staff will be used to test
and evaluate equipment. Researchers will determine pressure
drop correlations and test transport equipment and instrumenta-
tion by using an existing slurry test loop that has been con-
structed. The use of this equipment will be continued to develop
sludge-handling operations and evaluate additional equipment,
as required.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Berry, J.B. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00

flow models: pipes: radioactive wastes; sludges; slurries; waste
retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: slurries; SLURRIES: flow models.

US9400480 Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Matt us. A.J. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

Underground storage tanks (USTs) at Hanford,
Washington, contain large amounts of highly alkaline, nitrate-
based liquid waste classified as mixed. This waste has been
targeted for an integrated demonstration (ID) and, therefore,
technical support is required in remediating this waste. Current
plans are to place the liquid phase in grout and the acid-washed
solids (TRUEX process) in glass. The following tasks will support
these objectives by chemically reducing the nitrate contained in
the waste to gaseous ammonia to achieve concentrations of
nitrate below drinking water standards, utilizing a new technology
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). It is ex-
pected that species such as plutonium and strontium will report
to the solid phase during the reduction of the nitrate anion.
However, cesium present in solution may require decontamination
by selective adsorption on a hexacyanoferrate salt. In Task 1,
"Denitrification of Aqueous Sodium Nitrate", laboratory exper-
iments have shown that a decontaminated sodium nitrate waste
stream can be solidified by using a catalytic material to de-
compose the sodium nitrate to innocuous gas and a liquid sec-
ondary waste stream containing only trace amounts of nitrate,
below drinking water standards. This process could reduce the
amount of waste that would otherwise require solidification in
grout by 50 vol %. The proposed process has an additional,
potential advantage: the capability of solidifying the radioactive
fraction of the waste without increasing temperatures (as required
for vitrification) or increasing final waste volume (as experienced
for grout). In Task 2, "Decontamination of Radioactive Aqueous
Sodium Nitrate", the decontamination step, if it should become
necessary, is based on removal of cesium or strontium isotopes
from the waste stream utilizing an inorganic ion-exchange ma-
terial and filtration. In task 3, "Bench-top and Small-Scale Pilot-
Plant Testing", testing of the denitrification process will be
performed on two scales: (1) on the bench-top through the use
of a continuous, column and batch basis and (2) on a small-
scale pilot-plant scale based on the best bench-scale test results.

bench-scale experiments; cesium; denitrification; hanford reser-
vation; liquid wastes; removal; sodium nitrates; strontium; tanks;
underground storage; wasfe processing.

CESIUM: removal; SODIUM NITRATES: denitrification;
STRONTIUM: removal.

The objective of this task is to provide management
support to the Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demon-
stration (USTID) by managing the Final Forms Technical Support
Group.

demonstration programs; management; tanks; underground stor-
age.

TANKS: management.

US9400482 Surface Barrier Technology: Development of
Permanent Isolation Barriers for Underground
Storage Tank Sites.

7"op/c codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Gee, G.W. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Cadwell, L.L.; Wing, N.R.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This task is an integral component of the Permanent
Isolation Barrier Development program that is being conducted
jointly with Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) and also
under joint funding by the Environmental Restoration (ER) pro-
gram. Although the work described under this technical task plan
(TTP) defines the contribution of Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) to the program, many of the subtask activities and mile-
stones are jointly shared with WHC. Emphasis under this TTP
is to design and evaluate by extensive monitoring a field-scale
prototype incorporating the latest permanent isolation barrier de-
sign concepts. This approach also enables engineers and sci-
entists to obtain field experience in constructing protective
barriers. Past data collected as part of the Barrier Development
program will be used in the development of design media and
construction specifications. Construction issues that were not
readily apparent on the engineering drawings may be more easily
detectable in the field. Another valuable benefit of this approach
is that the construction of a prototype barrier forces all of the
various components of the barrier to be brought together into
an integrated system. This prototype barrier activity will result in
enhanced interactions with regulatory agencies as a means to
provide guidance on the degree of additional R & D required
for ultimate acceptability of the technology. The design, con-
struction, and testing of a prototype barrier will require that a
number of activities be conducted. These activities include, but
are not limited to, (1) developing project and study plans; (2)
selecting a site for construction; (3) preparing detailed con-
struction drawings and specifications; (4) testing and monitoring
the performance of the prototype; and (5) initiating the transfer
of this technology to end users/regulators. These activities can
only be successfully concluded through the joint efforts of PNL,
WHC, Kaiser Engineers Hanford (KEH), and selected consultants.
In addition to these activities, subtasks funded in part by the
ER program, are being performed which provide base support
to the development of a permanent surface barrier design.

US9400481 Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demon-
stration Program Support.

containment systems; monitoring; tanks; underground storage.

TANKS: containment systems.
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US9400483 Define Waste Separation Test Bed Require-
ments.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Kurath, D.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this task is to ensure that proper test-bed
facilities will be available as needed to support the demonstration
of waste separations technologies selected for the integrated
high-level underground storage tank (UST) waste demonstration.
Demonstration of these technologies will require access to ra-
dioactive wastes, either in the field or in environments similar
to field conditions, the ability to operate equipment, handle and
characterize input and output streams safely in these environ-
ments, and the satisfaction of permitting requirements and is-
sues. The objective for the first year will be to define the
test-bed requirements, to evaluate available candidate facilities,
and to develop a plan, with costs and schedules, for providing
the required capabilities. The task will generate two deliverables
in FY 92: (1) a document defining the functional, technical, and
regulatory requirements for the test beds to demonstrate waste
separation technologies and (2) an evaluation of available facili-
ties that might be used to satisfy the requirements and a defi-
nition of a plan, with costs and schedules, for required
modifications. The task will interact with the separation technol-
ogy support group for the Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (USTID) Program and with various facilities plan-
ning activities.

demonstration programs: evaluation; high-level radioactive wastes:
radioactive waste processing; separation processes; tanks;
underground storage.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes.

US9400484 Continuous Cesium Recovery.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Duncan, J.B. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Holton, L.K.; Nelson, D.A.; Carnahan, R.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this task is to provide the continuous ion
exchange technology for the recovery of Cs-137 from liquid
waste streams. Candidate technologies for a continuous cesium
recovery process are (1) ion-exchange membranes, (2) facilitated
transport membranes, (3) liquid membranes, and (4)
electrodialysis. Current technology uses solid sorbants (ion
exchangers) that are loaded in a batch mode and either eluted
and regenerated or replaced after loading. By replacing the
current batch process technology, two benefits would be realized:
(1) the generation of secondary wastes would be minimized and
(2) a critical step in down-time due to the sorbent elution and
regeneration or disposal would be eliminated. This technology
has application in the decontamination of radioactive tank waste
stored at DOE/DoD sites including Hanford, Savannah River,
Fernald, and Rocky Flats. A second benefit would be the
availability of this technology to the commercial marketplace for
advanced waste-water treatment to remove environmentally haz-
ardous metals from industrial treatment effluents.

cesium 127; high-level radioactive wastes; ion exchange; liquid
wastes; materials recovery; membranes.

CESIUM 127: ion exchange, materials recovery.

US9400485 Associated Particle Imaging (API) Development.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Hurley, P. EG & G Energy Measurements,

Inc., Las Vegas Area Operations, Las Vegas, NV, 89114,
USA.

Performing Organization: EG & G Energy Measurements, Inc.
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.12

INIS categories: E50.00, E41.20

The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(ER-WM) need being addressed by the Associated Particle Im-
aging (API) system is to develop nonintrusive means to identify
and characterize the contents of sealed barrels and other closed
containers in which the contents are poorly known. The API
system is an active, nonintrusive, single-side, neutron-based in-
terrogation system that will permit analysis for target materials
of interest, to identify their chemical compositions and display
them in moderate resolution in a 3-D format. This project re-
quires the design, development, and production of a reliable,
long-lived, sealed-tube neutron generator (STNG) to produce the
fast (14-MeV) neutrons and associated alpha particles that dy-
namically collimate the neutrons to enable construction of the
images. Gamma rays created by the interaction of the neutrons
with the target material are detected, and the combined infor-
mation from STNG and detectors is used to determine the target
material and its position in the container. The work is to consist
of physics measurements with the EG & G Inc. and DOE Office
of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)
Special Technologies Laboratory (STL) laboratory systems to
characterize its effectiveness with regard to waste management
applications. These will include preliminary calculations to esti-
mate design parameters, the design and development of a
field-designed electronics package, the design and assembly of
suitable gamma-ray detector arrays, computer software develop-
ment for image analysis, computer hardware assembly, and other
miscellaneous tasks related to the assembly of separate API
systems. Since the ultimate objective is to produce images with
the highest possible spatial resolution, the appropriate hardware
improvements will be implemented as costs allow. Software
techniques will be developed to enhance image quality without
the necessity to make hardware changes. Through FY 92, eight
prototype accelerator tubes were manufactured and delivered to
STL. Studies showed these tubes to be more than satisfactory
for API applications. A high-voltage power supply (HVPS) pack-
age, which was designed and being manufactured specifically for
STNG, is scheduled for delivery in early FY 93, so that the first
combined STNG-HVPS package will be ready for testing, subject
to the availability of funds.

budgets; design; fast neutrons; gamma detection; images; neu-
tron sources; radioactive waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: gamma detection.

US9400486 Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank
Waste Simulants.

Topic codes: 116; 136.
Principal Investigator: Elmore, M.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Jones, E.O.
Pen'ormino Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09
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INIS categories: E52.00

This task will develop tank waste simulants required for
the development and testing of Underground Storage Tank In-
tegrated Demonstration (USTID) technologies, including those in
the following technical areas: (1) tank waste characterization; (2)
waste retrieval, transfer, and storage; (3) waste separations; and
(4) high-level and low-level waste treatment and disposal. Sim-
ulated tank wastes are needed to reduce the program costs and
worker exposures associated with radioactive mixed wastes dur-
ing technology development. Simulated tank wastes are also
required due to limited availability of actual tank waste, and the
difficulty of transporting actual tank wastes to off-site facilities.
Because of the broad range of technologies to be investigated
by USTID, and the variety of waste types and forms to be
considered, a dedicated capability will be developed to produce
simulated wastes to facilitate technology development and to
provide consistent benchmarks against which competing technol-
ogies can be compared. The product of the effort will be
standard formulae and procedures (i.e., waste recipes) that will
provide appropriate and reproducible tank waste characteristics
to permit the technologies to be adequately evaluated. Definition
of the simulant requirements will be developed jointly by this task
and the other client tasks. Specific objectives of this task are
to identify and characterize waste types applicable to USTID,
and, through discussions with other tasks, define the critical
parameters (chemical and physical properties) that must be re-
produced to adequately evaluate, compare, and validate candi-
date technologies. From those critical waste characteristics, the
task will develop recipes for tank waste simulants, and supply
the formulation procedures for these waste simulants to the
various USTID tasks that will utilize simulated wastes. The task
will document the simulant formulations developed and the rela-
tive uncertainties in the formulations in a status report at the
end of the fiscal year. This task will act as a clearinghouse with
respect to tank waste simulants for USTID, coordinating efforts
with other technical areas such as characterization, waste dis-
lodging, retrieval and transport, pretreatment, and disposal. Due
to the volumes of waste required for certain testing activities,
particularly those involving physical properties of the wastes,
recipes for these tank waste simulants will include the use of
nonhazardous materials to the greatest degree practicable.

demonstration programs; high-level radioactive wastes; low-level
radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste
processing; simulation; tanks; underground storage; waste re-
trieval.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage;
LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage;
TANKS: waste retrieval.

US9400487 Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Bennett, D.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This task will define a methodology for integration of the
Robotics-West and Robotics-East effort into the mainstream of
the Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID)
program. This necessarily includes a set of common criteria, or
needs, that both programs embrace. This task will facilitate de-
finition and acceptance of these common needs. A clearly de-
fined approach for defining interfaces between Robotics-West,
Robotics-East, and the USTID program will be developed and
consensus obtained between appropriate parties. This task will
facilitate a thorough evaluation of robotics needs as they relate
to the issues of retrieval of underground storage tank waste and
how the existing robotics program is filling these needs. Sched-
ules and anticipated technical advances will be considered in the
context of the USTID program and of the Environmental Resto-
ration (ER) and Waste Management (WM) needs of the DOE
sites. Technical interfaces between the various elements of the

USTID program and robotics will be defined to ensure applica-
bility of the developed robotics technology. Currently available
robotics technologies will be identified, including those available,
both within the United States and internationally. Identification
of existing technologies will be performed by a companion
Westinghouse Hanford Co. (WHC). This task will help ensure
that all potentially applicable remote means of waste retrieval
are being considered during investigation of the retrieval option.
The USTID technical program comprises many separate projects
coordinated by the USTID management team. Since robotics is
viewed as a cross-cutting technology that can be applied to the
fielding of other technologies, it is mandatory that close coordi-
nation between the robotics activity and the balance of the
USTID program be achieved. Close coordination of the robotics
program, through USTID, provides assurance that national prior-
ities are addressed and that return on investment can be maxi-
mized.

robots; tanks; underground storage; waste management; waste
retrieval.

TANKS: waste retrieval.

US9400488 Pretreatment Technology Demonstration.

Topic codes: 132; 152.
Principal Investigator: Jones, E.O. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The objectives of this task are to identify, evaluate, and
demonstrate technologies for pretreating retrieved tank wastes in
preparation for waste disposal. The intent of this task is to
provide comprehensive laboratory-scale demonstrations of se-
lected pretreatment technologies using actual Hanford tank
waste. Technologies developed by industry, universities, and
Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories using simulated tank
wastes will be augmented by this task by testing selected
technologies using actual Hanford waste materials. Preliminary
evaluations with simulated tank wastes will mainly be performed
by the industry, university, or laboratory organization originally
developing the technology. Selected technologies will then be
evaluated at Hanford using actual tank waste. For example,
advanced liquid extractants could be developed by organizations
outside of the DOE complex and subsequently be evaluated in
hot cells using actual waste at Hanford. Waste pretreatment
processes and technologies will be initially evaluated in FY 92,
and selected technologies will be developed to support the
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID)
with demonstrated processes. Pretreatment technologies and
processes will be developed to priorities based on the Hanford
Tank Waste Remediation System and USTID that indicates the
order in which these technologies may be needed or applied.
Processes developed in this task will be used by the overall
technology development program for Hanford underground stor-
age tanks. This task will define the waste feed, determine the
preliminary pretreatment process requirements, evaluate pretreat-
ment processes, and test and develop pretreatment processes.
Tank waste dissolution, selective leaching, transuranic (TRU)
removal (e.g., TRUEX), and Sr removal (e.g., SREX) are near-
term processes currently being evaluated and will be joined in
FY 93 (1) by advanced pretreatment processes such as
organic/nitrate/nitrite destruction (e.g., ozonization and
thermochemical oxidation); (2) by radionuclide removal (e.g., ion
exchange, selective solid sorbents, and flocculants); (3) by
electrochemical (e.g., reduction, oxidation, and
electroseparations); and (4) by hazardous chemical and
radionuclide removal (e.g., selective leaching) and effective sep-
aration of bulk sodium nitrate, nitrite, and phosphate salts and
water (e.g., freeze crystallization) Several of these technologies
will be funded and developed under other programs. Selected
processes will be demonstrated using laboratory-scale equipment
with actual waste within this technical task. Preliminary evalu-
ations of dissolution, selective leaching, and TRUEX and SREX
batch-extraction testing using actual wastes will be performed in
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FY 92 and a continuous bench-scale solvent extraction system
purchased. In addition, processes to be demonstrated in FY 93
will also be selected. In FY 93, dissolution and selto be dem-
onstrated in FY 93 will also be selected. In FY 93, di.

alpha-bearing wastes; hanford reservation; radioactive waste dis-
posal; radioactive waste processing; removal; strontium; tanks;
transuranium elements; truex process; underground storage.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste processing;
STRONTIUM: removal; TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS: removal.

US9400489 UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology
Development for Waste Disposal.

Topic codes: 117; 137; 157.
Principal Investigator: Sliva, P. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The Underground Storage Tank (UST) Disposal Technol-
ogy Development task defines the required waste forms for the
safe disposal of UST wastes (high-level waste (HLW), low-level
waste (LLW), and transuranic (TRU)) including the tanks and
their contents, contaminated soil, and trenches associated with
the tanks. Emphasis in FY 92, 93, and out years is on LLW
immobilization only. The other subtasks (HLW, TRU, dome fill,
and in-place immobilization) will not be addressed in this TTP.
The technologies required for production-scale processing of LLW
forms will be identified and developed for wastes retrieved from
the single-shell tanks (SSTs) and double-shell tanks (DSTs).
Appropriate procedures and cost-effective technologies will be
developed to ensure that waste forms and waste packages are
suitable for disposal of wastes from the Hanford SSTs and
DSTs, as well as similar wastes at other DOE facilities. The
primary task objectives include (1) the development, formulation,
and evaluation of stabilizing compositions and enclosure agents
for immobilization of retrieved low-level wastes; (2) identification
and evaluation of selected waste forms for long-term storage;
and (3) sufficient development of the technology for waste form
production at industrial scale to permit timely regulatory approvals
for waste disposition. The goal of the task is to demonstrate
stabilization of the UST LLWs into quality waste forms that meet
or exceed recognized standards and regulations. Baseline tech-
nology for LLW immobilization as currently practiced includes the
mixing of LLW components with cementitious grout formers and
disposal of the mixed grout in underground vaults. This tech-
nology, developed for the current Hanford DST LLW
immobilization program, may or may not be suitable for the
complex SST LLW. In addition, grout may not be able to ef-
fectively immobilize all DST waste streams. Plans for pretreat-
ment of the various waste streams from both SSTs and DSTs
have not matured enough to identify definitive waste compos-
itions. Consequently, alternative waste form technologies need
to be developed that are flexible enough to incorporate a range
of SST and DST LLW compositions. The UST Waste Disposal
task began with scoping studies in FY 91 of three waste forms
applicable to SST LLW, which continued through FY 92. Work
will commence in FY 93 on alternative waste forms to grout for
DST LLW. It is expected that this development work will parallel
the efforts already in place for SST wastes (except for DST
grout, which is being addressed by the Hanford grout disposal
program). Other alternative immobilization technologies are being
developed to determine if they offer significant advantages over
grout. The candidate immobilization technologies selected will be
based on their potential to provide more processing flexibility or
a final product that will lessen the engineered barrier require-
ments associated with the use of grout. II lessen the engineered
barrier requireme.

alpha-bearing wastes; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive
wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal;
soils; tanks; underground storage.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste disposal;

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste
disposal.

US9400490 In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite Sys-
tem.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Phillips, S.J. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

This task will (1) design, fabricate, test, and demonstrate
a fluidized-bed zeolite in situ treatment system; (2) develop a
geochemical isolation matrix; and (3) coordinate with integrated
demonstrations and programs for which this technology may be
of value. This system will be used for remediation of subsurface
waste storage/disposal structures (i.e., underground storage
tanks, cribs, caissons, piping, buried sites, and so forth). The
system operates by (1) mechanical homogenization of tank
sludge and residual liquids; (2) pneumatic injection of zeolite plus
additives during continued homogenization; (3) macro
encapsulation of tank, piping, and auxiliary structures, with
paniculate based (cementitious) slurries; and (4) micro
encapsulation of soil materials surrounding and below the tank
with inorganic polymers. The result is complete physical stabili-
zation and chemical isolation of contaminants. The demon-
stration, testing, and evaluation task of the fluidized-bed zeolite
system will result in remediation of waste disposal structures for
final closure. These structures contain mixed
radioactive/hazardous waste materials, and if they are left un-
treated they may result in unacceptable contaminant dose. This
technology will produce a physically stable structure wherein
contaminated materials contained within and proximal to disposal
structures are isolated from the environment over hundreds of
years to millennia. Utilization of the fluidized-bed zeolite system
for in situ remediation will significantly reduce the cost of in-place
treatment and accelerate schedules for closure of waste
storage/disposal structures. This technology will be available for
consideration and implementation before final selection of Com-
prehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act/Resource Conservation Recovery Act (CERCLA/RCRA) site
closure alternatives. The technology developed by this task may
support the following integrated demonstrations; (1) underground
storage tanks (UST), (2) buried waste, (3) RCRA waste, (4) Pu
contaminated soil cleanup, (5) U contaminated soil cleanup, (6)
non-Pu/U metals in soils, (7) non-VOC unsaturated soils, and (8)
non-VOC saturated soils.

chemical wastes; fluidized beds; radioactive wastes; stability;
zeolites.

CHEMICAL WASTES: stability; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: stability.

US9400491 UST Light Duty Utility Arm.

7"op/c codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Carteret, B.A. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The need for a light duty, in-tank positioning system for
near-term depolymerization tanks at the Hanford site and at other
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sites has been identified in recent discussions with DOE Office
of Waste Management (EM 30) Waste Operations users. Imme-
diate applications of the arm include visual inspection of the
tanks, and positioning of characterization and scaled prototype
waste retrieval end effectors. Further applications during waste
retrieval may include in-tank maintenance and upset condition
recovery. Work was initiated in FY 92 to develop functional re-
quirements for an arm-based positioning system and to issue a
performance specification for procurement of a Light Duty Utility
Arm (LDUA) and deployment system. The LDUA System Lead
will coordinate the multiple laboratory, program, and discipline
efforts to develop and demonstrate a positioning system for
performing characterization, surveillance, and scaled retrieval
testing operations. The work will be integrated with work per-
formed for the Early Deployment System (EDS), which is planned
for deployment as a direct precursor system to LDUA. EM-30
is responsible for site preparation for hot deployment in an SST,
permitting and training, as well as generation of waste-
characterization and tank-farms operational requirements doc-
umentation. Performance of this work will speed retrieval of SST
waste in two ways: (1) It is an enabling technology because the
design and acquisition of an LDUA will enable characterization
and surveillance instruments developed in other tasks to be de-
ployed and positioned within USTs. This positioning capability
does not currently exist. (2) The development and acquisition
of this equipment is the next logical technology development step
toward requirements definition for the long reach manipulator to
be used in retrieval of SST waste. In concert with the Robotics
Technology Demonstration Program (RTDP), other UST Inte-
grated Demonstration (USTID) projects, and parallel EM-30
funding, the work in this project is composed of six major tasks:
(1) to procure an LDUA, (2) to develop functional requirements
for related system components (FY 93), (3) to initiate the design
of related system components (FY 93), (4) to define system cold
(nonradioactive) testing requirements and prepare a test plan (FY
93), (5) to investigate system hot-testing requirements and initiate
long lead activities required to support hot deployment in FY
95 (FY 93), and (6) to demonstrate the arm and related system
components in a cold testbed (FY 94). The final objective of this
effort is to design, fabricate, test, and demonstrate a versatile
platform for deploying a wide variety of surveillance, character-
ization, and scaled retrieval test devices. Initial tests will be
performed inside cold test facilities and later, in a cooperative
effort with site users, hot demonstrations will be conducted inside
the waste tanks themselves.

design; manipulators; positioning; tanks; testing; waste retrieval.

TANKS: waste retrieval; WASTE RETRIEVAL: manipulators.

US9400492 Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic
Sensing in Hot Cell.

Topic codes: 109; 136.
Principal Investigator: Reich, F.R. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, B11 20

Waste tank materials characterization is needed to support
safety assessments, mitigation, recovery, and disposal of the
Hanford underground tank wastes. The objective of this project
is to support the development of spectroscopy-based character-
ization tools for deployment in hot cells and in waste tanks. The
spectroscopy techniques from this work are usable for remote
sensing and characterization in hot cells and waste tanks, and
for process control applications (Grout, Vitrification, recovery,
etc.). Remote sensing or characterization tools will favorably
impact costs and personnel exposure now encountered with the
current sampling and analytical chemistry processing. Work in
FY 92 demonstrated that Raman spectroscopy could be used
to indicate ferro-ferricyanide and nitrate-nitrite materials with
remote, fiber optic sensors. Resources from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), Savannah River Laboratory (SRL),
and a contract with the Florida State University will be used to

continue this work. The scope of this project includes (1) coor-
dinating development work of spectrographic sensors for de-
ployment in Hanford's hot cells and in situ waste tanks; (2)
providing requirement and interface specifications for Raman and
infrared systems; (3) providing engineering and materials support
for hot-cell testing at Hanford, including needed safety and reg-
ulatory documentation; (4) identifying and supplying surrogates
and real waste materials for speciation and matrix affects testing;
providing oversight for spectroscopy-based chemometrics devel-
opments and studies; supporting hot-cell speciation studies with
Raman spectroscopy on real waste tank materials; and (5)
identifying and pursuing spectroscopy applications for treatment
and process control applications in waste processing and miti-
gation tasks.

chemical analysis; coordinated research programs; ferricyanides;
ferrocyanides; fiber optics; hanford reservation; hot cells; nitrates;
nitrites; radioactive waste storage; radioactive wastes; raman
spectroscopy; remote sensing; tanks; underground storage.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTES: chemical analysis.

US9400493 Permanent Isolation Surface Barrier System:
Prototype Design.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Wing, N.R. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Gee, G.W.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

The development of permanent isolation barriers is a joint
effort being conducted by Westinghouse Hanford Company
(WHC) and the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). The em-
phasis of this TTP is to design, construct, and evaluate (through
extensive monitoring) the performance of a field-scale prototype
permanent isolation surface barrier. This approach enables en-
gineers and scientists to obtain field experience in constructing
protective barriers and in evaluating their performance. Past data
collected as part of the Barrier Development Program (BDP) will
be used in the development of design media and construction
specifications. Constructibility issues that were not readily ap-
parent on the engineering drawings may be more easily detect-
able in the field. Another valuable benefit of this approach is that
the construction of a prototype barrier forces all of the various
components of the barrier to be brought together into an inte-
grated system. The prototype barrier will result in enhanced
interactions with regulatory agencies to determine the degree of
additional R & D required for ultimate acceptability of the tech-
nology. In addition, a panel of technical experts will provide a
review of the BDP in general as well as a specific review of
the preconceptual prototype barrier designed during FY 90. The
design, construction, and testing of a prototype barrier will re-
quire that a number of activities be conducted. These activities
include, but are not limited (1) to developing project and study
plans, (2) to selecting a site for construction, (3) to providing
technical data in support of both current and future prototype
designs, (4) to preparing detailed construction drawings and
specifications, (5) to obtaining excavation permits, (6) to exca-
vating borrow materials, (7) to procuring other construction ma-
terials, (8) to constructing the prototype barrier, (9) to testing
and monitoring the performance of the prototype, and (10) to
initiating the transfer of this technology to end users/regulators.
These activities will be conducted jointly by WHC, PNL, Kaiser
Engineers Hanford (KEH), and selected consultants.

containment systems; high-level radioactive wastes; tanks;
underground storage.

TANKS: containment systems.
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US9400494 UST Waste Dislodging and Conveyance TD.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Burgess, D.M. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00

This task defines the equipment and processes necessary
to dislodge and convey the in-tank waste from the tank. Previous
work has estimated the equipment necessary to remove the
waste in an expeditious manner, to be of significant size and
weight. When coupled with service requirements and transmitted
vibration, the design of the dislodging and conveyance equipment
has the single most profound effect on all other aspects of re-
trieval system configuration: it establishes bounding requirements
for emplacement systems capacity, tank entrance size and
placement, and waste retrieval and processing rates. This task
will further define the bounding requirements during FY 93, in
close cooperation with systems work being performed for the
in-tank maneuvering system. It will also evaluate candidate dis-
lodging and conveyance hardware, including system interfaces.
System specification efforts will continue under this task as well
as other tasks. This task addresses the efforts required to de-
velop the technology of only those processes directly associated
with the dislodging and conveyance of waste and in-tank hard-
ware, in support of the Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (USTID). Testing of the equipment will be con-
ducted using simulated nuclear waste to be provided by Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL). The UST: Waste Retrieval Project
Coordination (WHC) task addresses the programmatic needs for
the Water Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regu-
lations!, NEPA Compliance, and the technology needs statements
for the system as a whole. The final objective of this multiyear
effort is to produce technology for dislodging and conveyance
systems that will be used in USTID. Sandia National Laboratory
(SNL), PNL, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
will also take part in the efforts to accomplish this objective. A
key activity of this task is to integrate the activities at each of
the participating contractors to ensure that all tasks are focused
toward developing candidate waste dislodging and conveyance
systems.

equipment: tanks: testing; underground storage; waste retrieval.

TANKS: waste retrieval.

US9400495 UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technol-
ogy Concepts Development.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Womack, J.C. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

This task will define the logic and recommend selected
approaches to the retrieval of a broad range of in-tank wastes.
It will perform the work through an independent systems review
of retrieval concepts and provide non-robotics solutions to be
evaluated in comparison with robotics based proposals developed
by other TTPs and during previous studies. By April 1992, this
task will define a rationale for concept(s) selection, identify
technologies that require further development, thereby assisting
the Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID)

in definition of activities for FY 93 and out-years. It will "short
list" pathways to retrieval, and provide necessary decision-making
data regarding ROM costs, risks, benefits, issues, and timing for
implementation. Since 1970, a variety of remote or "robotic"-
based concepts for single-shell tank (SST) waste retrieval have
been described and reviewed. Before a clear choice of retrieval
concepts can be made for the USTID, nonmanipulator
("nonrobotic") based concepts must also be developed to allow
comparison and evaluation. During FY 92, this task will develop
those nonrobotic solutions to a "level playing field", and then
provide a recommendation of general approaches to retrieval for
USTID, through the use of an unbiased (third party) systems
engineering review of the full range of proposed and alternative
retrieval, transport, and storage (RTS) strategies. The effort will
include risk, ROM cost, and potential benefits of each of selected
RTS concepts, and, in out-years, prepare conceptual design
documentation. This task serves as the focus for Waste Dis-
lodging and Robotics Needs Assessment recommendations,
combining the results of those two efforts under a single tech-
nology recommendation "umbrella" for consideration by the
USTID team. It will focus its recommendations twice during FY
92: (1) using early draft information, it will supply necessary
technology guidance information for use by the RTS Technical
Support Group (TSG) in determining the course of FY 93 de-
velopment activities and (2) it will provide broad recommenda-
tions to the USTID at fiscal year end. It will communicate its
findings, in progress, through a series of informal periodic re-
views, held at least once per quarter. Performance of this task
will be in conjunction with Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory (LLNL) and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) with
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) providing guidance,
supporting information, and vision. The final objective of this
multiyear effort is to define and guide retrieval and transport
systems development to be used in the national USTID and in
support of the recently initiated Tank Waste Remediation System
(TWRS) Integrated Plan. To achieve these goals, the following
steps are necessary, in close cooperation with TWRS planning
efforts, including the development of an integrated technoon with
TWRS planning efforts, including the.

high-level radioactive wastes; remedial action; tanks; underground
storage; waste retrieval.

TANKS: waste retrieval.

US9400496 Cone Penetrometer Demonstration.

Topic codes: 187.
Principal Investigator: Cammann, J.W. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Myers, DR.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.0O

The purpose of this TTP is the development and dem-
onstration of enhanced cone penetrometer techniques for per-
forming in situ characterization of single-shell tank (SST) waste
and the in situ soil characterization of SST leaks, and other
waste disposal facilities as applicable. The focus of this TTP
has been the determination of tank waste physical properties
and is being redirected to the development of in situ character-
ization capabilities for tank wastes and tank leaks because the
design of robotic arm tank-waste-retrieval end effectors is no
longer dependent on the determination of tank waste physical
properties. The tasks for tank waste physical property determi-
nation will continue using cone penetrometer technology but at
a lower priority, and physical sampling of tank wastes will be
included as needed. The new focus of this TTP will be on the
development of an enhanced cone penetrometer capability which
will be referred to as the in situ characterization probe. The in
situ characterization probe will provide access to tank wastes for
radiological logging and placement of instrumentation packages
such as thermocouple probes and multifunction instrumentation
trees. The deployment of in situ dissolution sampling technology
currently under development at Ames Laboratory is planned for
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the ongoing technology development effort. In situ tank leak
characterization will focus on determining the extent of
radiological contamination in the soils around tanks with existing
radiological survey tools and proceed to the application of more
advanced sampling techniques and additional radiological survey
tools. The Ames Laboratory laser ablation sampling technology
and advanced geophysical logging tools are planned for dem-
onstration as the in situ characterization probe demonstrates the
ability to provide access to the soils for deployment of these
tools. The demonstration of the in situ characterization probe
will be coupled with the application of Hanford's Radionuclide
Logging System (RLS) in FY 92 to show the viability of this
concept, demonstrate proof of principal, and provide a foundation
for the development of more advanced characterization capabili-
ties in ongoing years. The development of in situ characterization
techniques will greatly reduce the cost of tank waste and con-
taminated soil characterization by not bringing contaminated
wastes and soils to the surface, determining the extent of con-
tamination in situ without laboratory analysis, reducing personnel
exposure to radiological and hazardous contaminants, and
avoiding the generation of secondary waste.

demonstration programs; high-level radioactive wastes; leaks;
penetrometers; physical properties; tanks.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: physical properties;
PENETROMETERS: demonstration programs.

US9400497 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment
(Closeout).

Topic codes: 152; 132.
Principal Investigator: Cowan, R.G. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

The objectives of this task were to identify, evaluate, and
demonstrate technologies for pretreating retrieved tank wastes in
preparation for waste disposal. The intent of this task was to
provide comprehensive laboratory-scale demonstrations of se-
lected pretreatment technologies using actual Hanford tank
waste. Technologies developed by industry, universities, and
Department of Energy (DOE) laboratories using simulated tank
wastes were augmented by this task by testing selected tech-
nologies using actual Hanford waste materials. Selected tech-
nologies were then evaluated at Hanford using actual tank waste.
Waste pretreatment processes and technologies were initially
evaluated in FY 92. Preliminary evaluations of dissolution, se-
lective leaching, and transuranic extraction (TRUEX) and
strontium extraction (SREX) batch extraction testing using actual
wastes were performed. FY 93 activity consists solely of com-
pleting the report on preliminary engineering evaluation of a
candidate pretreatment process.

alpha-bearing wastes; bench-scale experiments; hantord reserva-
tion; radioactive wasfe processing; simulation; tanks; technology
assessment; waste retrieval.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste processing; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: technology assessment.

US9400498 UST Waste Disposal Technology Development.

7~opic codes: 117; 137.
Principal Investigator: Greenhalgh, W.O. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

This TTP will develop and test alternative waste forms
required for safe disposal of underground storage tank (UST)
wastes including the tanks and contents; contaminated soil ad-
jacent to the tank, if any; and trenches; and so forth associated
with the tanks. The technologies required for full-scale prepara-
tion of these waste forms will be developed both for the wastes
retrieved from the tanks and for in-place treatments of the tank
and associated wastes. Waste forms selected after performance
testing will be certified for disposal under DOE and Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations. It will also meet
waste acceptance criteria, including those applicable to offsite
waste repositories. Emphasis in FY 92 will be to continue the
work on testing and analysis of low-level waste (LLW) forms
using simulated waste material. The goal of the work is to select
waste candidates that will meet LLW disposal criteria. In addition
to the LLW waste forms, planning will be initiated for other waste
disposal technology areas, namely transuranic (TRU) waste, high-
level waste (HLW), dome fill technology, and in-place
immobilization. A planning subtask will develop a test plan that
will interact closely with the pretreatment task (TTP RL421204)
and other waste form test programs at Hanford as well as other
DOE sites. In FY 93 and beyond, simulated HLW and TRU
waste products will be fabricated and tested to demonstrate
performance that meets or exceeds established performance
criteria. Cheaper ways of making high-integrity type waste pro-
ducts such as glass, and so forth will be pursued. New and
better waste forms and new and better waste processing tech-
nology will be sought. Planning for dome fill technology devel-
opment and testing on new types of pumpable fill materials will
be started in FY 93. The intent will be to develop or implement
methods for easily filling the tank or dome voids via commercial
units with mobile fill equipment. The fill material needs to have
qualities such as easily dispersible when filling, fast setting,
nonrated or low-rated long-term subsidence, enhanced fixation
of radionuclides, and so forth.

high-level radioactive wastes; low-level radioactive wastes; ra-
dioactive waste disposal; tanks; waste forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste
disposal.

US9400499 Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy.

Topic codes: 185; 136.
Principal Investigator: Leggett, W.D. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Mech, S.J.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

This TTP will provide the means to identify, enhance, and
transfer remote materials characterization technologies for use in
tank waste characterization. This activity is complimentary to, and
integrated with the development work in TTP RL- 9719. Of im-
mediate interest are technologies developed for National Aer-
onautics and Space Administration (NASA) by which visible or
near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy and Fourier transform in-
frared (FTIR) spectroscopy could be used to provide remote,
noncontacting chemical characterization within the waste storage
tanks at Hanford. Of the 149 single-shell tanks (SSTs) at
Hanford, 53 are listed as having special safety concerns. Forty-
seven of these tanks are considered by DOE as top priority
safety items. Oversight organizations including the U.S. Con-
gress, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, the Advisory
Committee for Nuclear Facility Safety, and the Washington State
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Departments of Health and Ecology are concerned about the
safe stabilization and mitigation of the contents of these tanks.
The safety evaluations required prior to retrieval operation in the
tank will require chemical characterization of the waste crust and
the NASA technology shows high promise of meeting this re-
quirement. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) provides NASA's re-
mote sensing and characterizing capabilities for missions such
as mapping and characterization of Mars and Venus. One such
remote noncontacting analytical system is based on the
spectroscopy of the reflected light. The system provides 2-D
image data, with each image element represented by its re-
flecting spectrum. Libraries of spectral responses have been
generated that provide the spectrographic signatures unique to
specific materials; these have been successfully deployed as the
Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging System (AVIRIS). JPL repres-
ents a strong base of expertise, equipment, and facilities that
support remote spectroscopic data acquisition and analysis. The
presence of high-radiation fields in the underground storage
tanks will require modification of the JPL designs. Other chal-
lenges include the need for spectral libraries that address par-
ticular waste tank chemistry, recognition of specific waste tank
dimension and environmental factors, safety considerations, and
the method of deployment and transmission of energy into and
out of an enclosed, nonilluminated space approximately 50 ft
from the instrumentation.

hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; infrared
spectra; mapping; nondestructive testing; spectroscopy; tanks.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive testing,
spectroscopy.

tional Requirements, WHC-EP-0566, draft, Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.

INIS categories: E52.00

The Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration
(USTID), initiated in February 1991, is one of several national
demonstrations designed to consolidate a multiple-site approach
to development of technology. Its major purpose is to identify,
develop, and demonstrate alternative technologies for remediating
radioactive and mixed waste stored in over 300 underground
tanks. This Technical Task Plan (TTP) briefly describes the
technical approach for the demonstration and then proceeds to
discuss the management approach used in coordinating approx-
imately 40 separate development programs at 9 different con-
tractors. It contains a description of the key positions required
to coordinate USTID. It lists and describes the responsibility of
the teams that support the ID coordinator and two project
managers. It further defines a structure of system managers who
aid in technical oversight and maintain cross system logic and
schedule coordination. The costs of USTID program coordination,
regulatory support, technical integration, institutional interactions,
and documentation are also listed. Finally, the task plan contains
the set of management milestones and deliverables for the
demonstration, not including technology milestones. The mile-
stones for technology demonstrations reside in the respective
technical TTP.

hazardous materials; mixtures; program management; radioactive
wastes; remedial action; tanks; underground storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remedial action, underground storage.

US9400500 USTID Management and Regulatory Support.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Gilchrist, R.L. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Publications that have resulted directly from this funded work
are as follows: The U.S. Department of Energy Integrated
Demonstration, Underground Storage Tank - Integrated Dem-
onstration, WHC-SA-1597-S, Westinghouse Hanford Company,
Richland, Washington. Underground Storage Tank - Integrated
Demonstration, Applying Tomorrow's Technology Today,
WHC-SA-1513-FP, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland,
Washington. UST-ID Critical Path, Number 1, October 1991
- April 1992, WHC-MR-0387-1, Westinghouse Hanford Com-
pany, Richland, Washington. Applying Robotic Mole Technol-
ogy to Tank Waste Cleanup, WHC-SA-1656-S, Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richland, Washington. Barrier Technology,
WHC-SA-1656-S, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland,
Washington Cone Penetrometer Technology Will Help Hanford
Cleanup, WHC-SA-1654-S, Westinghouse Hanford Company,
Richland, Washington. Freeze Crystallization Speeds Up
Waste Disposal, WHC-SA-165S-S, Westinghouse Hanford
Company, Richland, Washington Polyethylene Encapsulation-
Providing Efficient and Reliable Waste Disposal,
WHC-SA-1659-S, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland,
Washington The U.S. Department of Energy's Underground
Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration Program,
WHC-SA-1650-S, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland,
Washington. Remediation, Technology Development in the
UST-ID, WHC-SA-1610-S, Westinghouse Hanford Company,
Richland, Washington. Underground Storage Tank - Integrated
Demonstration, WHC-SA-1621-S, Westinghouse Hanford
Company, Richland, Washington. New Robotic Technology
Advances Tank Waste Cleanup, WHC-SA-1654-S,
Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.
Regulatory Analysis of the Underground Storage Tank - In-
tegrated Demonstration Program, WHC-EP-0539,
Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.
Underground Storage Tank - Integrated Demonstration Func-

US9400S01 USTID Characterization System Study.

Topic codes: 109; 136.
Principal Investigator: Gates, T.E. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00

The Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration
(USTID) Characterization Study provides direct decision support
to the USTID. Key users of the study's products may also in-
clude individuals within the Office of Technology Development,
the Office of Environmental Restoration, the Office of Waste
Operations, and integrated demonstrations and projects across
the complex. Activities during FY 92 will combine systems
analysis with decision analysis capabilities (1) to describe the
status of underground storage tank (UST) characterization capa-
bilities complex wide, (2) to identifdy the schedule of decisions
and associated characterization requirements for UST remediation
activities at Hanford and other sites, (3) to assess characteriza-
tion needs for these activities that will not be met under the
current characterization program, (4) to identify and evalaute key
technology development (TD) responses to those needs, and (5)
to provide a mechanism for making annual funding decisions to
address those needs. The goal of this project is to provide
USTID and its clients with a procedures for funding competing
characterization technologies in a timely and defensible manner.
This procedure wil identify the relative need for characterization
information at different points in time and will evaluate the
technical, economic, regulatory, and institutional feasibility of
competing technologies. The study is intended to support deci-
sions over repeated funding cycles. Consequently, its products
will be designed so that they can be easily updated in response
to changes in those environments. The work will be divided into
six subtasks: (1) Baseline Characterization Program Description,
(2) Decision Logic Description, (3) Characterization Needs As-
sessment, (4) Evaluation of Technology Development Response
Options, (5) Decision Methodology, and (6) Task Management.
The first five of these parallel the activities outlined above. The
last task will ensure that work is coordinated and that milestones
are met. In addition, a Management Advisory Panel (MAP) will
be selected, comprised of key users (familiar with some aspect
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of characterization needs for UST remediation) and represen-
tatives from the USTID Characterization Technical Support Group
(TSG). MAP members will review deliverables to ensure that the
study produces ccredible and practical results.

demonstration programs; high-level radioactive wastes; nonde-
structive testing; tanks; underground storage.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive testing,
tanks.

US9400502 Characterization System Integration: Verification
and Field Test of Measurement and Deployment
Technologies.

Topic codes: 185; 136.
Principal Investigator: Eberlein, S.J. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
1. Functional Requirements and Design Concepts for the
Characterization Field Support System. WHC-SD-TD-ER-001.
2. Activity Plan for the Integrated Instrument Platform for In-
Situ Characterization for Tank Wastes. WHC-SD-TD-AP-001.

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this task is to provide methods and
equipment to support the safe and efficient demonstration and
qualification of candidate waste-tank characterization instruments
and deployment technologies developed by others. This task
provides the infrastructure and essential monitoring, control, and
power functions to allow sensor and deployment system devel-
opers to concentrate on their sensors and devices instead of
support systems. Interfaces between instruments and deployment
systems will be defined, and the resulting requirements for the
individual systems will be documented. Regulatory and safety
issues involved in integrating, validating, and deploying charac-
terization systems will be identified. Methods to transition tech-
nologies from the laboratory to the field operating environment
in a qualified manner will be outlined. This will be an ongoing
task with broad objectives applied to a number of characteriza-
tion and deployment technologies. An early demonstration of the
utility of the work will be the short-term integration of a limited
instrument platform with the Early Deployment System (EDS) and
the Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA). This system will be tested in
a surrogate tank environment, and the results will be used to
improve the longer term requirements and plans. This task will
enable the efficient transition of laboratory technologies into in-
tegrated, fieldable systems. Without the activities described here,
such transition may involve considerable duplication of effort and
loss of time, possibly preventing the deployment of valuable
characterization technology. The benefits of safe, effective, timely
deployment of characterization systems include increased safety,
reduced exposure to and handling of hazardous materials, and
savings in cost and time required for laboratory analysis.

field tests; hazardous materials; measuring instruments; nonde-
structive analysis; radioactive wastes; remote handling equipment;
tanks; underground storage.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: nondestructive analysis; RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: nondestructive analysis.

US9400503 Calcination Process Development to Treat
Hanford's Tank Wast.

Topic codes: 154.
Principal Investigator: Colby, S.A. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Several patents are being pursued that preclude publication.

INIS categories: E51.00

Calcination-dissolution refers to heating tank waste in
excess of 800 degree C to destroy organic, ferrocyanide, and
nitrate-nitrite compounds, and separating the transuranic waste
into a small volume via water dissolution. Previous attempts at
calcining high-sodium material using conventional calciner con-
cepts (i.e., rotary kiln, spray tower, and fluidized bed) have had
limited success because of the molten material plugging the re-
actors. A large-scale, plasma arc demonstration successfully
calcined 3,000 lbs of simulated Hanford tank waste continuously
without plugging at the Westinghouse Science and Technology
Center (WSTC), in support of the calcination-dissolution project
(milestone A). This demonstrates that large-scale, high-throughput
calcination of high-sodium wastes is possible. The destruction
of organics, ferrocyanides, and nitrite-nitrates is a high priority
objective of the Tank Remediation System program. One po-
tential solution is to calcine those wastes to destroy the organics,
ferrocyanides, and nitrates-nitrites and produce a water soluble
product. Development activities for FY 93 encompass testing
using the existing large-scale pilot plant (milestone B) located
at WSTC. The contract process with WSTC started upon receipt
of guidance via the November FIN plan, which will better define
cost and itemize tasks. The following description outlines testing
activities currently under negotiation with WSTC: Testing will
determine the feasibility for plasma arc calcination of a wide
range of Hanford tank waste compositions. Large-scale pilot plant
tests will be conducted using three additional waste simulants
that are representative of the majority of Hanford's single shell
tank waste. Major test objectives include equipment performance
(i.e., continuous operation without pluggage) and process per-
formance (i.e., organic and nitrate destruction efficiency). If cur-
rent funding permits, design modifications that consider
radiological constraints will be implemented and tested. Also
design modifications that integrate the calcination and dissolution
equipment will be implemented and tested. The extent of per-
forming these tasks is being determined through the contract
process with WSTC.

alpha-bearing wastes; calcination; chemical wastes; decompos-
ition; ferrocyanides; hanford reservation; nitrates; nitrites; organic
compounds; radioactive waste processing; simulation; testing.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: calcination, radioactive waste proc-
essing; ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: decomposition.

US9400504 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval,
Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts
Development.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Ruffner, D.J. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

There are 149 single-shell storage tanks on the Hanford
site, containing 37 million gallons of waste. Some of the tanks
have been dewatered. Others may have as much as 50,000
gallons of interstitial liquid. Composition of the waste ranges from
hard crystalline structure to thermally warm viscous material.
Some tanks also contain contaminated hardware. The contents
of all the tanks are both chemically/radioactively hazardous.
Remote remediation methods are needed to accomplish their
cleanup. The objective of this activity is to identify and develop
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candidate waste retrieval concepts other than robotics, which are
addressed elsewhere. The effort will be conducted in conjunction
with the Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) and the Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL). It will include the establishment of
the mission statement, the functions and requirements, definition
of system process steps, development of candidate approaches
to retrieval systems, and completion of a conceptual design for
selected systems with cost estimates. Recommended follow-on
work, if applicable, will be defined. The first effort will be for the
proper personnel from the three organizations to meet to for-
mulate a plan and working agreement of responsibilities. The
plan will be reviewed and revised as appropriate as the work
progresses.

bases; electrodialysis; inorganic acids; materials recovery; mem-
branes; recycling; salts; sludges.

INORGANIC ACIDS: materials recovery; SALTS: recycling.

US9400505 Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar Electrodialytic
Membrane.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator Hickman, R. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Perform/no Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E51.00

DOE uranium and plutonium processing plants generate
large amounts of waste acids. Current practice neutralizes them
with a strong base such as NaOH to produce waste contam-
inated salt and water, leading to a large accumulation of such
salts, mostly in aqueous solution. The salts are hard to
immobilize because they are so soluble. The waste salts will
be converted back into the original acids and bases that produce
them. These can be separated and recycled for reuse in the
process. Excess water can be removed from the remaining
contaminated aqueous stream. There will be an enormous re-
duction in the volume of waste generated and stored, with
commensurate cost savings in reducing the amount requiring
permanent disposal. The electrodialysis method is characterized
by its ability to split salts into their respective acids and bases,
the ability to produce concentrated streams from dilute streams,
and low energy consumption. Separation units could be staged
processes used in plate and frame stacks. No chemicals or heat
are required to accomplish the desired separation. The technol-
ogy is not new, but must be matched with streams to be treated.
Presence of sludge will require a front end solids/liquid sepa-
ration. Evaluation of membrane materials will be needed to en-
sure long operating life. Commercial technology will be the
starting point, but will doubtless require modification to meet
DOE needs, especially to minimize operator radiation dose.

bases; electrodialysis; inorganic acids; materials recovery; mem-
branes; recycling; salts; sludges.

INORGANIC ACIOS: materials recovery; SALTS: recycling.

US9400506 Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site
Inspection.

Topic codes: 109; 193.
Principal Investigator: Hoard, R.W. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, LJvermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22, B31.10

A need exists for remotely operated data-logging equip-
ment capable of assessing the level of underground contam-
ination in the buried waste sites associated with the Mixed-Waste
Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) located in New
Mexico. Although a preliminary surface scan may locate a sub-
surface anomaly, it may be necessary to collect more data at
depth while minimizing the disturbance to soil surrounding the
anomaly. The "Robotic Mole" will be used for this job. The
"mole" can tunnel to distances approaching 120 feet, can steer
around obstacles without damaging them, carries a load of di-
agnostic sensors closer to the anomaly, and can reverse its
travel direction to exit out of the original entrance hole. The
robotic mole technology will be applied both to the inspection
of landfill waste sites and storage tanks. It can also tow instru-
mentation packages through its tunnels, making it possible to
carry X-ray tomography equipment to develop 3-D images of the
waste contents. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
has identified a commercially available product capable of re-
motely drilling horizontal and vertical holes in a variety of soil
conditions. This proposal is to modify and retrofit this equipment
with an array of sensors for surveying, logging, and character-
izing of toxic, hazardous, and radioactive waste storage sites,
fields, and facilities that require unmanned inspection. The
present unit allows the operator to both monitor its location and
to steer its path with a minimum turning radius of 90 feet. Work
with private industry will produce a prototype of a smaller unit,
roughly 2 inches in diameter and 2 feet long, capable of exe-
cuting smaller turning radii while also carrying a variety of
monitoring sensors. The following strawman sensory package has
been identified: (1) a metal/proximity detector, (2) a soil
conductivity meter, (3) radiation detectors, and (4) a mass
spectrometer to sniff tunnel air samples. After completing these
milestones, the cost and feasibility of developing and incorpo-
rating addition sensory packages will be examined. Potential
candidates include heavy-metal ion sensors and towed X-ray
imaging/tomography equipment. Characterization studies/mappings
at sites such as MWLID will be started after FY 93.

contamination; ground disposal; high-level radioactive wastes;
monitoring; robots; soils; tanks; tomography.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: monitoring; SOILS: con-
tamination.

US9400507 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dis-
lodging and Conveyance Technology Develop-
ment.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Couture, S. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, LJvermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1992.11

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This task provides Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory (LLNL) support to Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC)
for the development of waste retrieval technology at WHC. Its
purpose is to develop the waste removal technologies needed
for the national Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demon-
stration (USTID). It serves as a focus for related UST retrieval
activities, including UST Robotics, to ensure a viable and effec-
tive retrieval system. In a multiyear effort, this task performs
development, demonstration, testing, and evaluation activities re-
sulting in waste dislodging system elements that will be used in
USTID. These related tasks will include industry contracts for
key system elements. The hydraulic impact end effector
(rubblizer) was successfully demonstrated in FY 92 as a tool
capable of fracturing hard salt cake. This tool was procured and
tested as outlined in the "Hydraulic Impact End Effector System
Specification", LLNL MEL92-001809-00, dated March 1992. This
specification was based upon the technical requirements defined
in WHC-SDWM-FRD-004, "Functions and Requirements for In-
Tank Processing Equipment". A test report was prepared de-
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scribing the practicality of using ultrahigh-pressure (UHP)
technology for adherent waste removal and for determining ex-
pected removal rates, fragmentation sizes, dilution levels, cycle
rates, dead weight loads, and reaction forces. These tests do
not fully optimize the adherent waste removal process but eval-
uate the feasibility of the waste removal by the water blast
concept. In FY 93 two areas can be considered for additional
development for the hydraulic impact end effector tool: (1) a
performance testing program to enhance the tool's removal rate
and (2) the development of an alternative UHP fluid system to
eliminate the addition of water to the waste tank environment.

evaluation; hydraulics; lawrence livermore laboratory; performance
testing; remote handling equipment; removal; robots; tanks;
underground storage; wastes.

REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT: performance testing;
WASTES: removal, underground storage.

US9400508 SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Technology.

Topic codes: 116; 412.
Principal Investigator: Dalmaso, M.J. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This task supports the Underground Storage Tank Inte-
grated Demonstration (USTID) efforts in single-shell tank (SST)
treatment technology development with particular emphasis on
slurrying techniques developed at the Savannah River Site
(SRS). Other support areas are (1) developing an improved
slurry pump seal, (2) improving decontamination of pump surface,
(3) reducing slurry pump development costs, (4) increasing pump
containment, (5) improving the tank chemical cleaning process,
and (6) developing an annulus cleaning technique. This tech-
nology will (1) improve decontamination of the SSTs, (2) reduce
generation of secondary wastes (solid and liquid), (3) reduce the
chance of contamination outside of SSTs, and (4) improve cost
effectiveness. Savannah River will provide technical consultation
in waste treatment and tank closure on a continuing task ori-
ented basis.

decontamination; high-level radioactive wastes; stability; tanks;
underground storage.

TANKS: decontamination.

US9400509 In Situ Vitrification Research and Development.

Topic codes: 134; 164.
Principal Investigator: Farnsworth, R.K. EG & G Idaho, Inc.,

Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Stoots, CM.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The FY 92 in situ vitrification research and development
(ISV R & D) task was initiated in response to an operable waste
unit at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Sub-
surface Disposal Area (SDA): namely, the SDA Acid Pit. The
purpose of the Technical Task Plan (TTP) was to provide ISV
laboratory startup and testing in support of the Environmental
Restoration (ER) funded ISV demonstration at the Acid Pit. Be-
cause the demonstration of ISV at the Acid Pit was considered
a stepping stone to the INEL SDA buried waste ISV application,
the Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) supported the

TTP. Revision 1 of the TTP was initiated immediately after initial
authorization to reprioritize the research and development efforts.
Revision 1 was prepared following word that the ISV Integrated
Program was not going to be funding FY 92 research and de-
velopment on issues that were also key to the ISV demonstration
at the Acid Pit. The key technical issues not receiving FY 92
funds were vapor release (melt expulsion) and migration of vol-
atile organics from the melt zone. Therefore, efforts on devel-
opment of the TOUGH code (to model vapor release) were
initiated and the scope of ISV laboratory testing was reduced.
During the approval phase for revision 1 of the TTP, the ISV
demonstration project was canceled by ER due to the following
reasons: (1) New site characterization data and risk assessment
work found the Acid Put to be a low priority for remediation. It
may be eventually remediated but ISV will likely not be a can-
didate technology. (2) Technology Development funding to aid
in the resolution of the issue of vapor release in and around
the melt was not available, and work therefore was not being
conducted as necessary to support the demonstration schedule.
During this phase of the ISV Acid Pit project, ER restated their
interest in the technology as a potential remedial technology for
SDA buried waste. The primary technical issues associated with
application of ISV at the Acid Pit are also technical issues for
the buried waste application. Therefore, BWID recommended
continued funding to support the ISV research and development
activities. The revision (number 2) of the TTP proposes the
additional work scope to be performed in FY 93 to evaluate the
issue of vapor release and potential melt expulsion during ISV
operations at SDA. In addition, the revised TTP proposes that
the scope of ISV Lab Test Series 1 be changed to better
complement the proposed FY 93 plans. Proposed FY 93 plans
are to conduct a series of single effects tests and integrated
experiments to resolve the issue of vapor release and melt ex-
pulsion during ISV processing. Activities include preparation of
a verification/validation plan for the TOUGH code; procurement
of the necessary experimental apparatus supporting the TOUGH
code; and the conducting of "single effects" experiments, as
wrting the TOUGH code; and the conducting of "single effects"
experiments, as wrt.

ground disposal; hazardous materials; in-situ processing; radio-
active waste disposal; radioactive wastes: t codes; vitrification.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: vitrification; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
vitrification.

US9400510 ISV Demonstration.

Topic codes: 154.
Principal Investigator: Merrill, S.K. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

In situ vitrification (ISV) is a potentially applicable tech-
nology for the remediation of buried waste. When evaluated
against the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen-
sation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) criteria and compared to other
in situ treatments, it appears to provide the greatest benefits,
particularly in the areas of toxicity destruction, volume reduction,
waste immobilization, and cost savings. Application of ISV to the
buried waste problems at the Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA)
will require both applied research and field demonstration before
the technology can be fully evaluated for implementation as a
remediation alternative for all or portions of the SDA. This
Technical Task Plan (TTP) outlines the activities involved in the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) ISV Demonstration
Program at the SDA Acid Pit. The SDA consists of several op-
erable units made up of pits and trenches that contain buried
radioactive and hazardous wastes generated from both on-site
INEL and off-site sources from 1952 through 1970. The types
of wastes (contaminants and waste form structures) vary signif-
icantly throughout the SDA which complicates remediation efforts.
The INEL ISV project is structured to evaluate the technology
in a stepped approach. Each evaluation step in both the applied
research and demonstration processes will progress from least
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to most difficult application of the technology. In this progression
the ISV project is currently focusing on demonstrating the tech-
nology within two SDA operable units, the Acid Pit and the
transuranic contaminated pits and trenches (TRU-PT). This TTP
addresses the least complicated of the two operable units, the
activities associated with the Acid Pit. The Acid Pit demonstration
is one of several activities supporting the Buried Waste Program
(BWP) Waste Area Group 7 (WAG 7) Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) process. This ISV Acid Pit
demonstration project is scheduled in direct support of the BWP
Acid Pit treatability study phase which is scheduled for FY 92
and FY 93. The preliminary identification of technical issues
associated with ISV remediation at the Acid Pit has been com-
pleted. The technical issues identified are process performance,
product quality, subsurface contaminant migration, residual
wastes (untreated), secondary process wastes, criticality, hood
pressurization, process containment and treatment (off-gas), and
electrical hazards. These issues will be resolved through analyt-
ical studies, laboratory testing, and field testing activities in order
to evaluate the technology's application in contaminated soil
environments with similar characteristics to the SDA Acid Pit.
Resolution and closure of these technical issues will be con-
ducted through an integrated effort with Pacific Northwest Labo-
ratory (PNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and
Geosafe Corporation. The INEL ISV demonstration project sup-
ports the present ISV Integrated Progion. The INEL ISV de.

demonstration programs; evaluation; ground disposal; hazardous
materials; in-situ processing; radioactive wastes; remedial action;
vitrification.

IN-SITU PROCESSING: demonstration programs; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: vitrification.

US9400511 In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology.

Topic codes: 134; 164.
Principal Investigator: Jacobs, G.K. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Spalding, B.P.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00

Several sites at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
have characteristics favorable for the application of in situ
vitrification (ISV). These characteristics include high-activity in-
ventories, shallow depths (< 25 ft), and small areal extents.
Potential sites include contaminated soils (trench 7), buried waste
(high-activity auger holes in WAG 6), and several small (< 20
ft diam) underground storage tanks. The primary emphasis of this
task is to complete a detailed evaluation of the pilot-scale ra-
dioactive seepage trench demonstration that was completed
during FY 91. Results from this evaluation will be used within
the ISV Integrated Program to resolve near-term issues that have
been identified by the Technical Support Group (TSG) and the
Program Planning Group (PPG). These issues include (1) melt
shape and depth, (2) vapor release from wet soils, and (3)
minimization of secondary wastes. Data and engineering analyses
to be completed will provide information that will be directly used
in the planning and implementation of ISV applications to con-
taminated soil, underground storage tanks, and buried wastes.
The evaluations from this test will provide technical and engi-
neering support for the application of ISV to an actual site.
Subtask 1 involves several activities including a detailed engi-
neering and analytical evaluation of test results (e.g., prediction
and real-time monitoring of melt shape and depth, migration of
contaminants, off-gas treatment, secondary waste minimization,
and element retention in the melt). To support these data and
provide for the best use of the test that was completed during
FY 91, the radioactive block that was formed will be sampled
and analyzed extensively. This information is essential for input
to the resolution of the melt shape and depth issue. It will allow
also for the validation of the geophysical work that was done
during the pilot-scale test to see what approaches will be best
for real-time monitoring of melt shape. Technical and engineering
support will be provided for a large-scale application of ISV on

an actual site at ORNL in the next few years (anticipated to
be supported by the Environmental Restoration Program). Sub-
task 2 involves several follow-up activities completing evaluations
of buried waste stabilization demonstrations at the Test Area for
Remedial Actions (TARA) site. These activities are supported by
carry over funds from FY 91. Hydrologic and geotechnical eval-
uations will be completed for previously dynamically compacted
and/or polyacrylamide-grouted burial trenches. Trench leachate
recovery tests and a dynamic compaction demonstration on two
inundated burial trenches will also be completed. A comparative
assessment of stabilization techniques for buried waste trenches
will be completed. Subtask 3 encompasses the completion of
hydrologic tests on three burial trenches that had been grouted
in FY 91 with cement fly ash and microfie burial trenches that
had been grouted in FY 91.

evaluation; ground disposal; hazardous materials; in-situ proc-
essing; radioactive wastes; remedial action; vapors; vitrification.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: vitrification; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
vitrification.

US9400512 Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ
Vitrification.

Topic codes: 134; 164.
Principal Investigator: Tixier, J.S. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of the Underground Tank Vitrification Project
is to adapt and develop in situ vitrification (ISV) technology for
the remediation of buried tanks containing hazardous and ra-
dioactive wastes, and to transfer the technology to DOE sites
for environmental restoration. In FY 92 the focus of the task
will be to complete the testing previously performed, analyze the
test data, and complete technical reporting on the results. FY
93 work, if any, will be based upon the results of FY 92 ac-
tivities. Many underground tanks previously used for storage of
radioactive and/or hazardous chemical wastes at the U.S. De-
partment of Energy (DOE) sites will require remediation.
Vitrification may offer significant cost savings over existing
underground tank treatment methods. Compared to current re-
trieval and treatment options, when fully developed for under-
ground structures, ISV appears to reduce remediation costs, risk
of environmental releases, worker exposure, and secondary
waste generation by an order of magnitude. A large-scale test
of the ISV process on a 6000-gal tank was completed in FY
91. In FY 92 a final report will be prepared to document the
test. The report will contain an analysis of ISV process per-
formance during the test, including operability of the electrode
feed system and an analysis of tank pressure mechanisms and
hood integrity issues. The report will also evaluate the applica-
bility of the ISV process to DOE underground tanks of various
sizes based on the results of this and past tests. The test site
will be restored, the large-scale ISV equipment will be returned
to standby condition, and wastes will be disposed of properly.

chemical wastes; evaluation; in-situ processing; radioactive waste
disposal; radioactive wastes; remedial action; tanks; underground
disposal; vitrification.

CHEMICAL WASTES: in-situ processing, vitrification; RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES: in-situ processing, vitrification.

US9400513 116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project.

Topic codes: 134; 164.
Principal Investigator: Kindle, C.H. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this task is to conduct a treatability test
of in situ vitrification (ISV) technology to remediate fission pro-
ducts and hazardous chemicals at the 116-B-6A Crib site. The
project will conduct a site characterization study to identify the
concentration and location of contaminants, determine if the ISV
technology is best suitable in an engineering scale test, and test
this technology at the site using larger field scale equipment. In
FY 89 the 116-B-6A Crib site was characterized for radiological
and chemical contamination, and an engineering scale test veri-
fied the suitability of ISV for this application. In FY 90 prepa-
rations were made and a large-scale ISV test was completed
at the site. Three monitoring wells (one up-gradient and two
down-gradient) were installed before the ISV test to measure
possible changes to the groundwater (addresses vapor transport).
In April 1990, a large-scale ISV test was completed at the
116-B-6A Crib site. The 12-day test vitrified 75% of the crib and
its contents and produced an estimated 900-ton block of vitrified
soil. In FY 91 the vitrified soil block was sampled after it was
allowed to cool for approximately 12 months. Toxicity character-
istics leaching procedure (TCLP) results on the samples showed
that the ISV block product passed all EPA criteria for protecting
against toxic metal release. In FY 92, groundwater samples will
be taken from wells adjacent to the crib and analyzed, waste
will be properly disposed of, and the site will be restored. Site
restoration, waste management, completion of analytical work,
analysis of the process data, and drafting the report were moved
into FY 92 as were unexpended FY 91 funds. The unexpensed
FY 91 funds total $189K, and $100K will be used for FY 92
activities, per project guidance. The final report will conclude the
project and will include (1) an evaluation of the vitrified product,
(2) an analysis of ISV process performance, (3) determination
of the effectiveness of a barrier wall to protect adjacent struc-
tures, and (4) an evaluation of the applicability of the ISV
process to mixed-waste sites. The report will meet the require-
ments of the Treatability Test Work Plan for the 116-B-6A Crib
ISV Demonstration Project. Data analyses, groundwater analysis,
and chemical analysis completion were moved into FY 92 from
FY 91. Project completion will require an additional $50K.

chemical analysis: chemical wastes; demonstration programs;
evaluation; ground disposal; in-situ processing; radioactive
wastes; remedial action; soils; vitrification.

CHEMICAL WASTES: vitrification; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
vitrification.

US9400514 Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project.

TOPIC codes: 134; 164.
Principal Investigator Luey, J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The objective of this task is to complete closeout activities
initiated in FY 91 to put the task in a standby mode. Work for
this task has been focused on the adaptation of the in situ
vitrification (ISV) technology for application to transuranic (TRU)-
and mixed-waste-contaminated buried waste at the Subsurface
Disposal Area (SDA) at the Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL). Funding for this task has been supplied from the
Office of Technology Development (OTD) (through the Richland
office) and from INEL (from both the INEL Buried Waste R &
D Project and the Buried Waste Program Integrated Demon-
stration Project). A predominant proportion of unspent FY 91
funding is from an R & D source; therefore, management of the
closeout activities is being done under 1he ISV Integrated Pro-

gram. Key activities for the task which must be completed in
FY 92 to complete the process of putting the task in a standby
mode are (1) to finalize and issue the in situ vitrification Tech-
nology Status Report as applied to applications to buried waste,
(2) to finalize and publish the report documenting engineering-
scale Test 5, (3) to prepare and finalize documentation of the
operational acceptance test for PNL's upgraded engineering-
scale ISV unit, and (4) to finalize reports documenting the testing
to date studying the ISV glass product durability. Results from
the product quality subtask illustrate the benefits of ISV and
should be published and made available to the community at
large.

alpha-bearing wastes; chemical wastes; ground disposal; in-situ
processing; radioactive wastes; remedial action; vitrification.

CHEMICAL WASTES: vitrification; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
vitrification.

US9400515 ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover
Close-Out Activities Regarding Contaminant
Transport, Limited Alternative Electrode Concept
Evaluations for Depth Enhancement, and Initial
Evaluations of the Vapor Release Issue.

Topic codes: 134; 164.
Principal Investigator: Thompson, L.E. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

In situ vitrification (ISV) is currently being demonstrated
and evaluated at multiple DOE sites (e.g., Hanford, Idaho, and
Oak Ridge) and has considerable potential for multiple DOE
applications; however, technical issues have been identified
which need to be resolved before the technology can success-
fully be applied at various DOE sites. The purpose of the ISV
Applied Technology Task is to provide the fundamental research
and development required to resolve several of these issues.
The task described here will complete work begun in FY 91 on
two high-priority ISV issues: (1) enhancing the depth of ISV
melts and (2) understanding the movement of steam around the
ISV melt and formation of large disruptive bubbles. The ISV
Applied Technology Task will complete analysis of the modified
electrode test sequence begun in FY 91 and will produce a letter
report documenting the test findings and their impact on the
objective of increasing the achievable depth of an ISV melt. The
report will include the results of a scoping study that will eval-
uate other electrode designs beyond the molybdenum-tip design
tested in FY 91. In addition, TEMPEST code simulations vali-
dating the moving melt front version will be completed. This is
part of the effort begun in FY 91 to upgrade the ISV depth and
shape prediction tools. The ISV Applied Technology Task will
also help identify the factors affecting steam transport under an
ISV melt and the potential for pressure buildup which could ini-
tiate a bubble into the melt, by doing TOUGH code vapor
transport simulations and comparing the results to the Geosafe
calculations completed in FY 91 and those planned for FY 92.
In addition, this task will publish a report on contaminant trans-
port completed in FY 91.

chemical wastes; electrodes; evaluation; ground disposal; in-situ
processing; radioactive wastes; remedial action; vapors;
vitrification.

CHEMICAL WASTES: in-situ processing; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: in-situ processing, vitrification.

US9400516 ISV Planning and Coordination.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Buelt, J.L. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
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Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Proqram Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00

The objective of this task is to plan and manage the in
situ vitrification (ISV) Integrated Program (IP) to ensure that ISV
is a viable alternative for DOE environmental restoration appli-
cations. This task provides the planning and coordination needed
to expeditiously develop and transfer ISV technology for appli-
cation to DOE remediation needs. The task ensures that ISV
development activities are focused on DOE-wide environmental
remediation needs and that the issues preventing implementation
on DOE sites are systematically resolved. Currently ISV is being
prepared for application to contaminated soils, but also, technical
issues are being resolved for buried wastes and underground
tank residuals. Close communication is maintained with EM-40
and its field office contractors to assure that DOE environmental
remediation needs are met within their timetables and to col-
laborate with site-specific treatability tests conducted by EM- 40
on contaminated soils at DOE sites. A Program Planning Group
(PPG) has been established consisting of staff from each of the
sites planning to use ISV (Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL), and
Hanford) representing both the Office of Technology Development
(OTD) and the Office of Environmental Restoration (OER) and
staff from regulatory agencies. Technical Support Groups (TSGs)
have been defined and chartered to provide the technical basis
and recommended approaches for resolving the outstanding ISV
issues. Technology dissemination among DOE sites, as well as
with regulators and the public, will be enhanced by maintenance
and distribution of a repository of ISV reports and data. Coor-
dination of regulatory requirements and involvement among the
sites planning to implement ISV will avoid redundancy and make
experience readily available to all DOE sites. S lificant devel-
opment cost savings will be realized and application to DOE
needs will be accelerated through coordination of all ISV activ-
ities.

in-situ processing; planning; program management; radioactive
waste management: radioactive wastes; remedial action; soils;
tanks; us doe; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400517 Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation,
Sorption, and Transport of Mixed Wastes in the
Subsurface.

Topic codes: 161.
Principal Investigator: Miller, R.M. University of Arizona, Depart-

ment of Soil and Water Science, Tucson, AZ, 85720, USA.
Performing Organization: University of Arizona (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.12
To 1995.11

INIS categories: B31.40, B31.10

In situ treatment with biosurfactants has the potential to
be an effective, economical, and nontoxic remediation technology.
Biosurfactants may be used to increase the biodegradation rate
of organic compounds, thus enhancing in situ bioremediation.
Biosurfactants may also be used to enhance the desorption and
transport of highly sorptive contaminants (e.g., recalcitrant or-
ganics and metals) and, thus, to facilitate the flushing of con-
taminated subsurface environments by pumping. However, little
is known about the effects of biosurfactants on (1)
biodegradation enhancement, (2) adsorption-desorption behavior
of organic and inorganic compounds, or (3) transport of organic
and inorganic compounds. The research includes the following
specific objectives: (1) to evaluate the use of biosurfactants to
enhance biodegradation rates of slightly water soluble compounds
alone and in waste mixtures and (2) to determine the influence
of biosurfactants on contaminant sorption-desorption and the
resultant impact on biodegradation and transport of mixed

wastes. The results of the research will help elucidate the effect
of bioavailability on the biodegradation and transport of organic
chemicals. Conditions wherein either water solubility or mass
transfer limitations control the rate of biodegradation will be de-
lineated. In addition, the results will provide information on the
capability of biosurfactants to enhance the desorption and
transport of organic and inorganic contaminants. These sets of
information will be useful for developing techniques for enhancing
remediation of mixed wastes via in situ biodegradation and fa-
cilitated flushing.

adsorption; biodegradation; contamination; desorption; low-level
radioactive wastes; organic compounds; remedial action; sorption;
surfactants.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: biodegradation; ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS: biodegradation.

US9400518 A Prototype Decision Support System for Se-
lecting In Situ Containment Barriers for Land-
fills.

Topic codes: 333.
Principal Investigator: Lane, L.J. U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Agriculture Research Services, 800 Buchanan Street, Albany,
CA, 94710, USA.

Performing Organization: U.S. Department of Agriculture (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.20, E50.00

The project objective is to adapt and test a Prototype
Decision Support System (PDSS) for the purpose of (1) illus-
trating and implementing a PDSS with multiobjective decision
making and an embedded simulation model, GLEAMS, using
Hill Air Force Base (AFB) monitoring data as a validation of the
system; (2) validating water balance calculations; and (3) pro-
viding the framework for the development of an Operational DSS
(ODSS) for selecting migration barrier containment technology for
mixed-waste landfills.

containment systems; g codes; hazardous materials; low-level
radioactive wastes; monitoring; sanitary landfills.

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS: g codes; SANITARY LANDFILLS: g
codes.

US9400519 Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-
Water Reactors.

7op/c codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Flynn, E.P. ABB Combustion Engineering,

Inc., ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Systems, 1000
Prospect Hill Road, Windsor, CT, 06095, USA.

Performing Organization: ABB Combustion Engineering, Inc.
(United States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1994.12

INIS categories: E31.00, E32.00, E50.00

The objective of this study is to evaluate the potential for
nuclear reactors to undertake the multiple mission of weapons-
grade plutonium disposition, electric power production, and tritium
production (if need be). The objective of the plutonium disposition
is to render the weapons material into a form with a built-in
barrier to diversion, either by spiking (short time irradiation to
get the material into the desired conditions as quickly as pos-
sible) or by rendering it into a condition similar to the existing
discharged commercial light-water reactor (LWR) spent fuel. A
third option, destruction of the plutonium isotopes by fission or
transmutation, is also to be considered. The particular workscope
undertaken includes the consideration of the System 80+ stand-
ard design advanced light-water reactor (ALWR), and existing
reactors that are operating in the utilities in the United States,
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for the plutonium disposition mission. Factors to be considered
include (1) the annual throughput of weapons plutonium, (2) the
plutonium discharge characteristics, (3) the cost and schedule,
(4) safeguards and security requirements, (5) environmental
health and safety, (6) licensing issues, (7) technology develop-
ment, and (8) public acceptance issues.

bwr type reactors; cost; licensing; nuclear fuels; nuclear power
plants; nuclear weapons; plutonium; proliferation; public opinion;
pwr type reactors; radioactive waste management; safeguards;
schedules; security; transmutation.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: radioactive
PLUTONIUM: transmutation.

waste management;

The objective of this effort is to develop an
Electrohydraulic Scabbling (EHS) System that is cost efficient,
rapid, controllable, portable, operable under remote control, and
that generates low volumes of secondary waste. Laboratory
testing in Phases I and II will determine optimum process pa-
rameters for the Phase III full-scale demonstration at a desig-
nated DOE site.

concretes; decontamination; portable equipment; radiation pro-
tection; radioactive waste processing; radioactive wastes; remote
control.

CONCRETES: decontamination; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste processing.

US9400520 Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-
Operable Scanner for Noninvasive Character-
ization of Nuclear Waste Container.

Topic codes: 183.
Principal Investigator: Bernardi, R.T. Bio-Imaging Research, Inc.,

425 Barclay Boulevard, Lincolnshire, IL, 60069, USA.
Performing Organization: Bio-Imaging Research, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.06
To 1994.12

INIS categories: E15.20, E52.00

The project objective is to construct a transportable in-
spection system to characterize containers of radioactive waste
by nondestructive evaluation and assay.

computerized tomography; containers; inspection; nondestructive
testing; portable equipment; radioactive waste storage; transport

CONTAINERS: nondestructive testing.

US9400521 Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete.

Topic codes: 413; 112.
Principal Investigator: Lomasney, H.L. Isotron Corp., 13152 Chef

Menteur Hwy., New Orleans, LA, 70129, USA.
Performing Organization: Isotron Corp. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.08
To 1994.10

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to demonstrate the use of
electrokinetic extraction technology to remove contaminants from
concrete.

concretes; decontamination; extraction; radioactive waste proc-
essing; radioactive wastes.

CONCRETES: decontamination; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste processing.

US9400522 Concrete Decontamination by Electrohydraulic
Scabbling (EHS).

Topic codes: 413; 112.
Principal Investigator: Goldfarb, V. Textron, Inc., Everett, MA,

02149, USA.
Performing Organization: Textron, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993 08
To 1995.10

INIS categories: E51.00

US9400523 Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete.

Topic codes: 413; 112.
Principal Investigator: Sylvester, M. AWD Technologies, Inc.,

Suite 200, 15204 Omega Drive, Rockville, MD, 20850, USA.
Performing Organization: AWD Technologies, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.09
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective is to develop and integrate existing decon-
tamination and separation technologies for concrete decontam-
ination applications. The system for the proposed development
work is called AWD-CON, which includes a concrete decontam-
ination system and a separation system.

concretes; decontamination; radioactive waste processing; radio-
active wastes; recycling.

CONCRETES: decontamination, recycling;
WASTES: radioactive waste processing.

RADIOACTIVE

US9400524 Advanced Technologies for Decontamination
and Conversion of Scrap Metals.

Topic codes: 412.
Principal Investigator: Liby, A.L. Manufacturing Sciences Corpo-

ration, 804 Kerr Hollow Road, Oak Ridge, TN, 37830, USA.
Performing Organization: Manufacturing Sciences Corporation

(United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.09
To 1994.11

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to develop and demonstrate
cost-effective and environmentally sound recycling of radioactively
contaminated scrap metals (RSM) to high-value intermediate and
final product forms. This will be accomplished by demonstrating
recycling of nickel (Ni) RSM and form stainless steel for making
containers.

contamination; nickel; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes; recycling; scrap metals; stainless steels.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste processing; SCRAP
METALS: recycling.

US9400525 Demonstration Testing and Evaluation of In Situ
Soil Heating.

Topic codes: 521.
Principal Investigator: Sresty, G.C. IIT Research Institute, Energy

and Environmental Sciences, 10 W. 36th St., Chicago, IL,
60616, USA.

Performing Organization: IIT Research Institute (United States).
Organization Type: Other
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
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Program Duration:
From 1993.09
To 1995.03

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of the project is to demonstrate the in situ
decontamination of low-permeability clayey soil containing volatile
organic contaminants (VOC). The demonstration will be con-
ducted at the K-1070-C/D burial ground located at the K-25 Site,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Decontamination will be accomplished
by heating the soil to a temperature range of 85 to 95 degree
C by means of 60 Hz alternating current power. The soil will
be energized in situ by means of power applied to an array of
electrodes emplaced in bore holes drilled through the contam-
inated zone. Approximately 8000 c ft of soil will be heated. A
gas collection system, comprising of a vacuum blower, vapor
recovery wells, surface gas collection lines, and a high-
temperature vapor barrier, will be used to confine and collect the
air, steam, and contaminant vapors formed upon heating the soil.
The efficacy of the process will be determined by analyzing soil
core samples obtained prior to and after heating. The samples
will be analyzed for target VOC known to be present at the site
from information developed by site characterization activities. The
heating of the soil and decontamination will take approximately
two weeks, while supplying power at a rate of 100 to 140 kW.
It is expected that 90 to 99% removal of the contaminants will
be demonstrated.

decontamination; demonstration programs; off-gas systems; or-
ganic compounds; orgdp; soils; volatile matter.

SOILS: decontamination.

US9400526 Environmental Research Park.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Rogers, L.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Earth and Environmental Sciences Center, Richland, WA,
99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United
States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: C56.00, B31.40, E50.00

Seven U.S. DOE National Research Parks are located in
major ecoregions across the country, including creosote bush
desert, tall grass prairie, pinyon-juniper scrub forests,
oak-hickory forests, and southern pine and mixed deciduous
forests. The Environmental Research Park described here is lo-
cated on DOE's Hanford Site in the semiarid shrub-steppe
ecoregion of eastern Washington State. The park consists of
1450-km2 of mostly undeveloped land surrounded by cultivated
fields and urban areas. The Columbia River flows through the
park for approximately 80 km. Nuclear materials production has
ceased after 45 years of nearly continuous activity. Future ac-
tivities are expected to be aimed at cleanup of contaminated
soil, surface waters, and groundwater; site restoration; and en-
vironmental monitoring of the effectiveness of cleanup. Research
is centered upon an evaluation and interpretation of existing
environmental data with emphasis on developing quantitative
interpark comparisons. This objective is expedited through work-
shops on specific topics. Efforts to expand the data management
capabilities have been emphasized. Protocols for archiving eco-
logical data sets were established and an inventory of Hanford-
based data sets was completed. (RPIS 1261).

arid lands; baseline ecology; environmental impacts; forests; nu-
clear parks; radioactive waste management; radionuclide mi-
gration; soils; surface waters.

NUCLEAR PARKS: environmental impacts.

US9400527 Application of Aqueous Biphasic Extraction to
Radioactive Waste Treatment.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Chaiko, D.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Periorming Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

Aqueous biphase extraction systems will be developed as
a means of treating solid radioactive wastes. The separation
concept involves the selective partitioning of colloid-size particles
between two immiscible aqueous phases. Wet grinding of
Plutonium residues to an average particle size of 1 urn is used
to liberate the plutonium from the bulk of the particle matrix.
The processing goal is to produce a plutonium concentrate that
will more effectively integrate with existing and developing
chemical recovery processes, and a nontransuranic fraction that
contains the bulk of the feed material. Coupling physical
beneficiation with chemical processing will result in a substantial
reduction in the volume of secondary wastes generated from
dissolution recovery processes. This project will be completed in
FY 93. A final report will be prepared by year end and will
summarize the technical results achieved together with an eco-
nomic analysis for the treatment of refractory Pu residues. The
expertise and data generated in this work will form the basis for
developing more cost-effective processes for handling waste
streams from environmental restoration and waste management
activities within the DOE community. Two spin-off programs have
already been generated as a result of this project. These pro-
grams involve the use of biphasic extraction systems for (1) the
treatment of uranium-contaminated soil and (2) the pretreatment
of Hanford tank wastes.

aqueous solutions; colloids; extraction; grinding; particle size;
partition; plutonium; radioactive waste processing; refractories;
solid wasfes.

PLUTONIUM: radioactive waste processing.

US9400528 SARP Review Technical Assistance.

Topic codes: 115; 135.
Principal Investigator: Popper, G.F. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E15.10, F24.00

This work project primarily provides direct technical sup-
port to DOE Headquarters (HQ) for the purpose of reviewing
Safety Analysis Reports for Packaging (SARPS) of nuclear waste
shipping packagings for compliance with DOE orders and De-
partment of Transportation (DOT) and National Regulatory
Commission (NRC) federal regulations. A SARP Review Group
has been established. The group comprises dedicated, inde-
pendent staff and includes the disciplines necessary to review
the general information, structural, thermal, containment, shield-
ing, criticality, operational procedures, acceptance tests and
maintenance procedures, quality assurance, and materials infor-
mation provided in the SARP. In addition, the SARP Review
Group provides independent confirmatory analyses to verify the
acceptable performance of the packages. DOE benefits through
a technically strong review process, thus assuring the health and
safety of the public during the transportation of highly radioactive
materials.

compliance; packaging; radioactive wasfes; safety analysis;
transport regulations; us dot; us nrc; waste transportation.

PACKAGING: safety analysis; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: packag-
ing, waste transportation.
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US9400529 Small Business Workshop.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Hayes, S. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

EM-30 and EM-40 have significant challenges in cleaning
up the DOE complex. In many cases, alliances with small
business can expedite and contribute to the cleanup. In addition,
the technology being developed by EM-50 has significant com-
mercial application in many cases and is candidate for
commercialization. The underlying needs for the implementation
of EM-521 sponsored Small Business Workshops are (1) to
communicate the complex technology needs, (2) to form part-
nerships in technology commercialization, and (3) to continue
dialogue between government and business. The project objec-
tive is to implement a regional small business workshop in the
western United States in FY 93. Furthermore, specific objectives
include (1) to facilitate communication of technology needs and
technology commercialization candidates, (2) to accelerate tech-
nology commercialization, and (3) to help small business owners
understand the DOE Office of Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (EM).

commercia/izat/on; communications; meetings: remedial action:
small businesses: technology transfer: us doe: waste manage-
ment.

REMEDIAL ACTION: technology transfer: SMALL BUSINESSES:
meetings: WASTE MANAGEMENT: technology transfer

US9400531 Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package Develop-
ment.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Owens, J.W. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F31.00

This project continues work begun to support the De-
partment of Energy (DOE)- Department of Commerce (DOC)
partnership to de-risk licensable technologies from EG & G Inc.
sites, to support the Center for Applied Development of Envi-
ronmental Technologies (CADET) program at Rocky Flats (RF).
The CADET activity promotes the transfer of technologies de-
veloped under federal funding, to the private sector. The initial
goal is to prepare a baseline list of EG & G Idaho Inc., Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) technologies having the
potential for application to the solution of DOE Office of Envi-
ronmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) waste
management problems. The second goal is to develop a Tech-
nology Information Management System (TIMS) to store and
manage the data, and to incorporate the EG & G Idaho data
into TIMS. When this task is complete, the scope of the activity
will be extended to EG & G contractors at RF, Mound, and Las
Vegas (EG & G ReeCo and EG & G Energy Measurements,
Inc.) pending availability of funding.

dafa base management; idaho national engineering laboratory:
remedial action: technology assessment: waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: technology assessment: WASTE MAN-
AGEMENT: technology assessment.

US9400530 Small Business Workshops.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Westphal, D. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The FY 93 goals for the Technology Integration Division's
(EM-521) Small Business Technology Integration Program
(SB-TIP) are (1) to facilitate the development and use of small
business technologies by DOE Office of Environmental Restora-
tion and Waste Management (EM) programs and (2) to foster
the commercialization of small business technologies within gov-
ernment and private-sector environmental markets. To promote
these goals, SB-TIP is sponsoring regional one-day workshops
for small business in FY 93. The workshops will (1) provide in-
formation on EM programs, needs, and business opportunities;
(2) describe procurement options and procedures; and (3) offer
guidance on technology commercialization and business planning.
In addition, the workshops will serve as a forum for small
businesses to discuss the barriers they face in the development
and commercialization of their products. This task will improve
and promote the exchange of information and technology be-
tween the EM programs, across the DOE complex, and with the
business community through the establishment of a dedicated
technology transfer specialist.

commercialization: information; meetings: planning; procurement;
remedial action; small businesses; technology transfer; waste
management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: information; WASTE MANAGEMENT: infor-
mation.

US9400532 Small Business Workshop.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Borys, S.S. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E50.00

The FY 93 goals for the Technology Integration Division's
(EM-521) Small Business Technology Integration Program
(SBTIP) are (1) to facilitate the development and use of small
business technologies by DOE EM programs and (2) to foster
the commercialization of small business technologies within gov-
ernment and private-sector environmental markets. To promote
these goals, SBTIP is sponsoring regional one-day workshops
for small businesses in FY 93. The workshops are (1) to provide
information on EM programs, needs, and business opportunities;
(2) to describe procurement options and procedures; and (3) to
offer guidance on technology commercialization and business
planning. In addition, the workshops will serve as a forum for
small businesses to discuss the barriers they face in the devel-
opment and commercialization of their products.

commercialization; information; meetings; planning; procurement;
remedial action; small businesses, technology transfer; waste
management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: information; WASTE MANAGEMENT: infor-
mation.

US9400533 Advanced Manufacturing Technology Inte-
gration.
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Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Tira, J. Allied-Signal, Inc., Kansas City,

MO, 66106, USA.
Other Investigators: Smith, D.
Performing Organization: Allied-Signal, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1995.03

INIS categories: E50.00

The major objective of this program is to integrate KCP
technologies into U.S. industry. This will be accomplished by
establishing procedures, defining an organizational structure, and
implementing the program. Support of this program will aid the
KCP in maintaining nuclear competence by exercising key tech-
nologies essential to weapon production and establishing new
business opportunities/relationships. The Kansas City Plant will
integrate technologies related to materials, processes, and EM
programs with U.S. industry. The overall program will offer as-
sistance to U.S. industry (especially small to intermediate man-
ufacturers). Major areas of technology integration include
technologies related to pollution prevention and waste minimiza-
tion in a manufacturing environment. These areas include (1)
cleaning solvent minimization through reduction and replacement
halogenated (CFCs and CHCs) hydrocarbons; (2) reduction of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) used in paints and in
cleaning; (3) polymer replacements for MDA containing materials
such as adhesives, printed wiring boards, foams, and
encapsulation materials; (4) plating replacements for cyanide,
hexavalent chromium, cadmium-containing compounds, and other
heavy metals; (5) air quality standards and measurements; (6)
process waste assessments; (7) solid and hazardous waste
management; and (8) energy conservation. The program will
consist of (1) developing an effective delivery system through the
use of regional technology and educational networks, such as
the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST),
MAMTC, SPTA, etc.; (2) preparation and distribution of reports
and brochures on KCP capabilities, activities and accomplish-
ments; (3) sharing (seminars, video conferences, visits, multime-
dia, and mailings, etc.) of KCP technical expertise with U.S.
industry. Other avenues may include cooperative agreements, li-
censing, user facilities, etc. The program will utilize a $3.4 million
state-of-the-art precision cleaning facility that has been identified
and is being supported by DP as a FY 94 line item. This will
provide user facilities for industry participation at the KCP.

chemical wastes; energy conservation; hazardous materials; in-
dustry; manufacturing; material substitution; minimization; organic
compounds; pollution abatement; technology transfer; volatile
matter; waste management; wasfes.

ENERGY CONSERVATION: technology transfer; WASTE MAN-
AGEMENT: technology transfer.

US9400534 Innovative Technology.

7op/c codes: 102; 501.
Principal Investigator: Beller, J.M. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E41.00, E51.00

The Innovative Technology Development (ITD) program
was established as a part of the DOE Applied Research, De-
velopment, Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation (RDDT & E)
plan. The plan is part of DOE's program to restore sites im-
pacted by weapons production and to upgrade future waste
management operations. The ITD program is based on the
premise that conventional methods for many of the environmental
and waste management problems are marginal, time consuming,
costly, and may not reduce the possibility of future problems.
ITD is charged with finding technologies that are presently be-
yond the frontiers of science and engineering. Traditional re-
search is relatively low-risk, which results in a low probability for

advancing the state of the art. ITD evaluates technologies that
are much higher risk, substantially increasing the potential to
advance the state of the art. If successful, these visionary
projects will make revolutionary changes in the practices of waste
management and environmental restoration. This work covers the
seven projects selected by the 1990 Program Research and
Development Announcement solicitation. These projects include
(1) "A Methanotropic Biofilter for the Treatment of Airstreams
Contaminated with Chlorinated Hydrocarbons", ABB Environ-
mental Services, Inc.; (2) "Application of Neural Networks to Site
Characterization", Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC); (3) "Remote Fiber-Optic Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
(TLD) Monitoring System", International Sensor Technology, Inc.
(1ST); (4) "Novel Technique for Invasive Subsurface Barriers",
Research Triangle Institute (RTI); (5) "Selective Chelation and
Extraction of Lanthanides and Actinides with Lariat Crown Ethers
in Supercritical Fluids", University of Idaho; (6) "Sonochemical
Waste Treatment", SRI International; and (7) "Improved Mem-
branes for Water Remediation Projects", Membrane Technology
& Research, Inc. (MTR).

actinides; biodegradation; chelating agents; coordinated research
programs; dosemeters; extraction; fiber optics; filters; membranes;
monitoring; organic chlorine compounds; rare earths; remedial
action; site characterization; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: coordinated research programs; WASTE
MANAGEMENT: coordinated research programs.

US9400535 Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Tech-
nology (LANL).

7"op/c codes: 193.
Principal Investigator: Hollen, R.M. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

This task develops the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) support of and participation in the Robotics Cross Cutting
and Advanced Technology (CC & AT) area of the Office of
Technology Development (OTD) Robotics Technology and De-
velopment Program (RTDP). LANL will participate in the Modular
Robotics Workshop (CCAT4), the top-down scoping study
(CCAT4), and in the design of a joint-link interface. The CC &
AT program develops needs-based generic and advanced tech-
nology that holds significant promise to provide faster, safer, and
cheaper robotic systems for application to Environmental Resto-
ration and Waste Management (ER & WM) problems as outlined
in the RTDP 5-Year Plan. The needs of the OTD Integrated
Demonstrations (IDs) are used to focus CC & AT activities. Al-
though ER & WM applications vary widely, much of the under-
lying technology is quite general and can be applied to many
ER & WM robotic systems. This task reduces the overall cost
of technology development by fostering the development of
general technologies and supporting their broad application. In
particular, modular mechanisms, control, and sensing technolo-
gies developed as part of this task can be applied to many ER
& WM applications. As advances in the computing, material, and
other sciences occur, this task integrates those advances into
new mechanical, control, and sensory subsystems capable of
further reducing the time and cost of ER & WM operations while
providing even greater environmental and operator safety. Ag-
gressive transfer of technology to industry to ensure its avail-
ability to ER & WM technicians is a critical activity in CC & AT.
CC & AT depends heavily on coordinating the talents in DOE,
industry, university, and other governmental laboratories into a
focused technology development effort. Sandia National Labora-
tories (SNL) serves as the Coordinator of CC & AT for OTD.

coordinated research programs; meetings; remedial action; robots;
technology transfer; waste management.

ROBOTS: coordinated research programs.
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US9400536 Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up
(ORNL).

Topic codes: 181; 191.
Principal Investigator: Hamel, W.R. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Haley, DC.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

The DOE Office of Technology Development's (OTD)
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) is structured
into eight major elements covering seven application areas and
a cross-cutting and advanced technology development activity.
Work in each of the eight program elements is performed by a
multisite team with element activities coordinated by a designated
lead site. Each of the eight elements have established major
technology thrust areas within which the development activities
of the team participants are defined. Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory (ORNL) is a participating site member in all eight RTDP
activities. This project covers the total ORNL participation in the
RTDP activities. Each of the eight RTDP elements are addressed
as a task within this project. In Task 1, Underground Storage
Tanks-East (UST-E), ORNL activities support the Fernald Envi-
ronmental Management Project lead in the UST-E silo retrieval
system major thrust area. In Task 2, Underground Storage
Tanks-West (UST-W), ORNL activities support the Westinghouse
Hanford Co. (WHC) lead in the UST-W long- reach manipulator
system and light duty utility arm system major thrust areas. In
Task 3, Buried Waste (BW), ORNL activities support the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) lead in the BW remote
characterization system and remote excavation system major
thrust areas. Task 4, Decontamination and Decommissioning (D
& D), D & D has been deleted as an application area within
the RTDP for FY 93. In Task 5, Waste Facility Operations
(WFO), ORNL activities support the Savannah River Technology
Center (SRTC) lead in the WFO remote characterization and
survey of stored waste drums and alternating current swing-free
crane control major thrust areas. In Task 6, Waste Processing
Operations (WPO), ORNL activities support the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) lead in the WPO effort to
develop, demonstrate, and integrate an object dimensional char-
acterization system for waste handling, processing, and
singulation. In Task 7, Contaminant Analysis Automation (CAA),
ORNL activities support the LANL lead in the CAA effort to
develop standard laboratory hardware and software modules for
automated analytical laboratories. In Task 8, Cross-Cutting and
Advanced Technology (CC & AT), ORNL activities (1) support
the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) lead in the CC & AT
whole-arm collision avoidance sensor system and (2) control al-
gorithms for long-reach manipulators, modular robotics mech-
anism design, and dual-arm manipulation major thrust areas.

automation; chemical analysis; control systems; coordinated re-
search programs; cranes; excavation; manipulators; materials
handling; ornl; pollutants; remote handling eguipment; removal;
robots; tanks; underground storage; wastes.

MANIPULATORS: control systems; ROBOTS: coordinated re-
search programs; WASTES: chemical analysis, materials handl-
ing.

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This task supports the DOE Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EM) international activities
at the Savannah River Site (SRS). The task is primarily aimed
at vitrification activities being conducted with Japan and the
former Soviet Union, but may also include general support for
the management of EM international activities in general.

international cooperation; japan; radioactive waste processing;
technology transfer; ussr; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: technology transfer,
vitrification.

US9400538 Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies of
Russian Sites.

7op/c codes: 202.
Principal Investigator Tsang, C.-F. Lawrence Berkeley Labora-

tory; University of California, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA,
94720, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-
sity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1997.09

INIS categories: C52.22, C51.00

The Chelyabinsk site in South Ural Mountain in Russia
presents an unfortunate but unique opportunity to study transport
of radioactive contaminants in soils and ground water systems.
Due to past history at the site, radioactive materials were directly
released to the environment, and in 1957 there was an acci-
dental explosion of a radioactive waste storage tank that scat-
tered radioactivity over ~1000 square kilometers. Since early
1960's, data were collected at the site from over 100 wells from
shallow to ~100-m depth. Though the quality of the data needs
to be evaluated, they form databases that can be used to study
various physiochemical processes present during radioactive
contaminant transport and to test advanced modeling techniques
and codes. Under this task, available data from the field site
will be reviewed. Detailed data on a contaminated location jointly
chosen with Russian scientists for detailed study will be evalu-
ated. These may include (1) toxic and radioactive contaminant
distributions, (2) locations of wells and well logs, as well as (3)
rainfall and climatic data. In collaboration with Russian col-
leagues, modeling studies will be conducted using these data
to reconstruct the history of contaminant transport. Plans for
further definitive measurements will be prepared to confirm or
to complement current data and information.

explosions; mathematical models; radiation accidents; radioactive
effluents; radioactive waste facilities; radionuclide migration;
tanks; toxic materials; urals.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: explosions; RADIONUCLIDE
MIGRATION: mathematical models; URALS: radiation accidents.

US9400537 International Technology Exchange
Program—International Technology Identifica-
tion, Transfer and Program Support.

Topic codes: 134; 104.
Principal Investigator: Kitchen, B.G. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

US9400539 Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford Inter-
national Activities.

Topic codes: 104; 501.
Principal Investigator: Panther, D. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).
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Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E50.00

This task will provide for the collection, review, and
summarization of information on international environmental res-
toration and waste management (ER-WM) initiatives and activ-
ities that have been or are being considered for use at Hanford.
Information gathering will focus on Hanford's efforts and ac-
complishments in meeting the challenges of providing timely and
cost-effective cleanup of its environmentally damaged sites and
facilities, especially through international technical exchanges
and/or the implementation of foreign-developed technologies. The
Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(EM) is committed to its ambitious cleanup schedule and has
recognized the need to explore all options for expediting imple-
mentation of safe, cost-effective technologies. It has been de-
termined that it may be impossible to accomplish cleanup goals
with technology currently available at DOE sites and facilities.
EM's International Technology Exchange (ITE) Program objective
is to evaluate advanced foreign technologies for possible
application-adaptation to DOE cleanup and to identify potential
export markets and commercialization opportunities for
DOE-developed technologies. This work supports the ITE objec-
tive by identifying and reporting on (1) foreign technologies that
have been or are being considered for use at Hanford and (2)
existing and planned efforts for commercialization and export of
technologies from Hanford to foreign countries. The principal task
objectives are (1) to provide a comprehensive collection and
summarization of all EM-related international technology ex-
changes that have been or are being considered for use at
Hanford; (2) to contribute to the integration and communication
of EM's international technology exchange program by providing
timely international exchange information to DOE Headquarters
(HQ);(3) to report the information gathered to enhance and
strengthen local program planning, management, coordination,
integration, and dissemination efforts related to international
technology exchange; and (4) to provide input to environmental
technology information systems and clearinghouses such as
EnviroTRADE, the Office of Scientific Technology and Information
(OSTI), and the Hanford International Environmental Institute
(IEI). This effort will involve identification of, and extensive co-
ordination with people and organizations conducting and main-
taining oversight of Hanford EM international activities. These
may include the Hanford IEI, Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL),
the Field Office International Coordinator, RL's Office of Eco-
nomic Transition, Technical Program Managers (TPMs), Inte-
grated Programs (IPs), and Integrated Demonstations (IDs).
Existing Hanford resources such as tracking, networking, and
reporting systems will be identified and used to streamline in-
formation collection.

global aspects; hanford reservation; international cooperation;
remedial action; technology transfer; waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial action, waste management.

US9400540 Russian Training Program.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Lesperance, A. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The purpose of this task is to scope and implement a
10-day course for Russian government officials-decisionmakers.
The first five days will occur in Washington, DC. where Russian
officials will meet with representatives from DOE, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), and other federal agencies.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) and Westinghouse Hanford
Co. (WHC) will identify the appropriate speakers and develop the
five-day course. The course should include, but not be limited
to the following: (1) decontamination and decommissioning, (2)
health and environmental assessments, (3) public participation

strategies, (4) innovative field restoration activities, and (5)
management of radioactive waste. PNL will work with the United
States Environmental Training Institute (USETI) to facilitate the
development of an environmental training program for Russian
scientists-decisionmakers. USETI and DOE will develop a five-
day course for the Russian participants that will include the
participation of DOE, EPA, the Department of Defense (DoD),
the Department of Commerce (DOC), and other appropriate
government agencies in Washington, D.C. Several key contacts
have been made with the Russian scientists who would be po-
tential participants in the training session. PNL and WHC will
work together to identify the appropriate topics and select par-
ticipants for training on the Hanford site. The training is currently
planned for April 3-17, 1993. A follow-up report will be submitted
to DOE highlighting key events of the training effort, backgrounds
of participants, and possible future collaboration efforts. A draft
report will be submitted two months after the conclusion of the
training. A final report will be submitted in August 1993.

decommissioning; decontamination; environmental impacts; radio-
active waste management; remedial action; russian federation;
scientific personnel; training.

DECOMMISSIONING: training; DECONTAMINATION: training;
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT: training; RUSSIAN
FEDERATION: scientific personnel.

US9400541 Russian Separations Program.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Rea, J. Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E51.00

A small contract involving Russian separations technolo-
gies was established between Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL), Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC), and the
Khlopin Radium Institute (KRI) in the summer of 1992. The work,
directed towards the application of the cobalt dicarbollide process
to the treatment of Hanford wastes, was completed fully in
September 1992. The purpose of this task is for SNL to monitor
technical progress of the KRI's feasibility study for the application
of Russian technology for processing U.S. radioactive wastes.
KRI will perform laboratory testing and dynamic hot-cell testing
using Russian technology on simulated U.S. radioactive waste
over the period of one year. Overall feasibility of the Russian
technology by KRI will occur over a period of two to three years
to determine its viability for use on actual U.S. radioactive
wastes. The program for the first year will consist of the fol-
lowing four tasks: Task 1, Laboratory Studies and Workshop
Participation, Task 2, Construction of Pilot-Scale Installation in
Hot Cells, Task 3, Perform Dynamic Experiments with Radioac-
tive Solutions in Hot Cells, and Task 4, Russian Technical
Project Initiatives.

cobalt compounds; feasibility studies; radioactive waste process-
ing; radioactive wastes; separation processes.

COBALT COMPOUNDS: separation processes; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: radioactive waste processing.

US9400542 Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-
Closure Monitoring.

Topic codes: 241; 306.
Principal Investigator: Bostick, K.V. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

IMS categories: E50.00, C56.00

Site closure and post-closure monitoring are regulatory
requirements under the Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(RCRA), the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen-
sation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the Superfund Amendments
Reauthorization Act (SARA), and DOE Order 5820.2A. It is an-
ticipated that the regulatory environment will become increasingly
stringent with respect to the discharge of toxic and radioactive
mixed wastes, yet cost-effective, environmentally benign technical
solutions to address near-surface contamination have been elu-
sive. This program supports the DOE research, development,
demonstration, testing, and evaluation (RDDT & E) plan in En-
vironmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) activities
and focuses on the rapid implementation of near-surface barriers,
biotreatment, and post-closure monitoring technology. It integrates
water-permeable and biologic barriers that chemically capture
and/or degrade contaminants without significantly altering the
natural water flow regime and technology previously developed
by the petroleum-chemical-engineering industry, and DOE and
the Department of Defense (DOD). Specifically, integration of gel
barrier materials, enhancement of natural biologic communities,
chemical tracer approaches, reservoir management technology,
and remote monitoring of the hydrologic systems will be evalu-
ated. Barriers and post-closure monitoring tests will be conducted
on field-scale demonstration plots and actual contaminated sites.
Evaluation will occur at several different levels including (1)
technical performance, (2) chemical and process engineering, (3)
cost-effectiveness (vis-a-vis alternative technologies), (4) regula-
tory compliance, (5) operational safety-risk, (6) quality assurance,
and (7) technology transfer. Screening technologies is essential
for compliance with increasingly stringent effluent requirements
and cost reductions involved in all site operation and remediation
decisions. Integrated evolution of barrier technology (hydrologic
and reactive), in situ biodegradation, and post-closure monitoring
provides information required for application of in situ remedi-
ation, enhanced closure systems, and long-term monitoring. De-
creased operational expenses and significantly enhanced
community confidence in situ operations are particularly signif-
icant in public and regulatory acceptance of in situ remediation.

amendments: biodegradation: closures: compliance; demonstration
programs; engineered safety systems; hydrology; in-situ proc-
essing; mixtures; monitoring; quality assurance; radioactive waste
facilities; radioactive wasfes; remedial action; resource recovery
acts; technology transfer; toxic materials; us superfund; waste
management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: closures, monitoring, reme-
dial action.

US9400543 A Prototype Decision Support System to Select
Cover Barrier Systems.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Hakonson, T.E. Los Alamos National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los
Alamos, NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

IMS categories: E52.00, F50.00

The objectives of this joint project between Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) and the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture (USDA) Agricultural Research Service (ARS) are (1) to
develop a multiobjective decision-making software system, with
embedded simulation models, as a tool to design engineered
surface barriers for mixed waste landfills and (2) to utilize data
collected from the Migration Barrier Covers for the Mixed Waste
Landfills project to evaluate the Decision Support System (DSS).

computerized simulation; coordinated research programs; lanl;
radioactive waste management; sanitary landfills; us doa.

US DOA: coordinated research programs.

US9400544 Magnetometer Towed Array.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: Cochran, J. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

In support of the Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Dem-
onstration (MWLID) needs for non-intrusive characterization
methods, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), in conjunction with
the U.S. Navy and Geo-Centers, Inc., will further develop a
magnetometer towed array system. The magnetometer towed
array, also called Surface Towed Ordnance Locator System
(STOLS) was built as a proof-of-principal, nonintrusive charac-
terization system to locate and identify buried ordnance. In De-
cember 1991 STOLS was tested at three SNL Landfills and has
demonstrated great potential as a system to characterize buried
wastes. Current technology is based on walkover magnetometer
surveys that provide low-resolution data at the rate of an acre
or two per day. Utilizing current technology, large areas cannot
be covered effectively (possibly resulting in the loss of important
targets) and the low-resolution data does not allow adequate
characterizations information to be gathered. STOLS provides
automated, high-resolution magnetometer surveys of up to 10
acres per day. The STOLS technology also incorporates auto-
matic data processing and multiple data presentation formats
allowing the coverage and characterization of large areas.
STOLS is a currently demonstratable technology, however, since
important modifications are needed to meet the needs of the
MWLID, the following upgrades are being sought: (1) integration
of a Global Positioning System (GPS) to replace the current
microwave navigation system; (2) modification of interpretation
algorithms to meet waste site characterization needs; and (3)
improvement of hardware to provide real time (or near real time)
data interpretation.

automation; data processing; hazardous materials; magnetic sur-
veys; magnetometers; mixtures; positioning; radioactive wastes;
remote sensing; sanitary landfills; site characterization.

SANITARY LANDFILLS: magnetic surveys, site characterization.

US9400545 Subsurface Barrier Emplacement Development.

Topic codes: 306.
Principal Investigator: Finley, R. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

IMS categories: E52.00

This project describes work to evaluate, test, and dem-
onstrate the emplacement of horizontal barriers beneath waste
sites from directionally drilled boreholes, using advanced barrier
materials. The Office of Technology Development (OTD) activities
at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) address the directional drilling and barrier ma-
terial designs. A review of potential barrier emplacement tech-
niques will be conducted with consideration given to practicality,
economy, and compatibility with drilling, barrier materials, and
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site characteristics. Following the review, selected emplacement
technologies may be tested and evaluated in the field at a be-
nign site, and finally at a selected waste site at SNL.

boreholes; directional drilling; engineered safety systems; materi-
als testing; positioning; waste disposal.

BOREHOLES: directional drilling; WASTE DISPOSAL: engineered
safety systems.

US9400546 Sample Management Office and Testing Re-
quirements Pushback.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Fisher, D.L. Fernald Environmental Res-

toration Management, Fernald Environmental Management
Project, Cincinatti, OH, 45231, USA.

Performing Organization: Fernald Environmental Restoration
Management (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1986.01
To 1994.06

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is (1) to provide support and as-
sistance to EM-563 in the development of needs assessments
for Fernald; (2) to support EM-563 in the development and
evaluation of standard analytical contract, sample tracking, and
management systems, and analytical data management; (3) to
provide reports to EM-563 regarding analytical subcontract utili-
zation; (4) to modify software, as necessary, to ensure compat-
ibility of reporting systems between DOE Headquarters (HQ) and
Fernald; and (5) to conduct a study identifying all environmental
required testing and an assessment of the relative value of this
testing.

chemical analysis; feed materials production center; management;
remedial action; reporting requirements; sampling; testing; us
doe.

FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER: remedial action.

US9400547 Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed
Waste Analysis.

Topic codes: 104; 184.
Principal Investigator: Griest, W.H. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: B11.00

This task addresses the need for sample preparation and
determinative methods for analysis of hazardous constituents in
radioactive samples that are acceptable to regulatory agencies.
This task will be conducted to ensure adherence to the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) principle. Priority needs are to be identified in consul-
tation with the DOE Program Manager (EM-563) and the staff
of DOE analytical laboratories engaged in mixed waste charac-
terization. Analytical methods from DOE and Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) laboratories are to be adapted and
validated to provide the necessary performance while protecting
staff and facilities from radiation exposure and contamination.
Other state-of-the-art technologies may be adapted as needed
for this task. Technology is transferred to other laboratories by
means including (1) reports, (2) protocols submitted to the
Methods Compendium, (3) exchanges of laboratory visits, (4)
Radioactive Mixed Waste (RMW) Working Group meetings, and

(5) other informal communications. The benefits of this task in-
clude the availability of analytical methods needed for mixed
waste characterization and their transfer to DOE and other lab-
oratories participating in DOE Environmental Management (EM)
programs.

chemical analysis; hazardous materials; mixtures; radioactive
wastes; sample preparation; technology transfer; us doe; us epa.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: chemical analysis, sample prepara-
tion; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: technology transfer.

US9400548 Analytical Laboratory Management-Research
and Special Studies (ORNL): Fields Screening.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Jenkins, R.A. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: B11.00, B31.50, B31.10

The objective of this program is to assess and implement
field-screening technology and methodology for environmental
applications, with the ultimate goal of developing field-validated
protocols for the DOE Methods Compendium. The assessment
will be divided into three areas: (1) radiochemical, (2) inorganic,
and (3) organic field-screening technology. There are three
principle aspects to the project: (1) assessment, (2) experimental
evaluation, and (3) technology transfer. Assessment involves the
selection for potentially appropriate technology for further inves-
tigation. It is essentially a nonexperimental evaluation, performed
by gathering advice from other users, the manufacturer or
distributer of the technology, and other technology reviews that
may have been conducted. Emphasis will be on technology that
is currently available commercially, in addition to technology that
is relatively mature but not yet widely available. The experimental
phase of the effort involves evaluation of the selected technology
in a variety of appropriate and relevant situations, using both
spiked and real samples. The final phase of the effort consists
of transfer of developed methodology to an appropriate "cus-
tomer". This is often accomplished by the preparation of a
written analytical method. The method is reviewed internally, re-
vised as necessary, and submitted to DOE for compendium
inclusion. Work for FY 93 involves three areas of technology:
(1) colorimetric screening for inorganic species, (2) photoacoustic
wave monitoring for volatile organic compounds (VOC) in water,
and (3) electret discharge and alpha-track detection methods of
screening for low-level alpha-emitting nuclides on surfaces and
soils. Benefits of field screening methods developed in this
project are significant. Appropriate utilization of field-screening
methods should act to dramatically lower costs of analyses as-
sociated with site characterization, remediation, and post-closure
monitoring. Inclusion of methods within the DOE Methods Com-
pendium should act to hasten complex-wide acceptance and
standardization of procedures.

absorption spectroscopy; alpha spectroscopy; alpha-bearing
wastes; chemical analysis; evaluation; inorganic compounds; or-
ganic compounds; photoacoustic spectroscopy; technology trans-
fer.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: alpha spectroscopy, chemical anal-
ysis.

US9400549 Analytical Laboratory Management Quality As-
surance Assessment Program.

Topic codes: 105; 181.
Principal Investigator: Morton, S. Radiological and Environmental

Science Laboratory, Department of Energy, 550 2nd Street,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83401, USA.

Performing Organization: Radiological and Environmental Science
Laboratory (United States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E50.00

The Department of Energy (DOE) Environmental Restora-
tion and Waste Management (EM) Five Year Plan, FY 92-96,
June 1990, identified the need for a comprehensive,
department-wide policy to address the challenges of managing
waste and restoring the environment at DOE sites. To accom-
plish this, strong support programs will be required to collect
and analyze environmental samples at the DOE sites, and DOE
will need to assure the quality of the analytical data produced
by those programs. The Laboratory Management Division (LMD)
(EM-563) has programmatic responsibility for an Analytical Ser-
vices Program (ASP) that is designed to accomplish this. The
Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL) and
DOE's Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML) have been
asked by LMD to develop a comprehensive assessment program
for the quality assurance part of the ASP. It will include onsite
assessments of analytical laboratory capabilities and performance,
and of associated field sampling and field screening procedures.
Assessments will include (1) reviews of managent structure, (2)
technical procedures, (3) quality assurance-quality control activ-
ities, and (4) documentation and record keeping. Lead assessors
for each assessment will be RESL or EML staff. Other assess-
ment team members will be experienced DOE and DOE con-
tractor professionals chosen for their expertise in one or more
of the areas included in the assessment. Lessons learned from
existing audit-assessment programs and standards will be in-
cluded in the Assessment Program Plan that will describe how
this assessment program will be conducted. RESL and EML are
jointly developing the program requirements for the assessment
program. Each will have well-defined responsibilities for devel-
oping and conducting parts of the program.

audits: chemical analysis; data acquisition: documentation; envi-
ronmental materials; evaluation; quality assurance; quality control;
remedial action; sampling; us doe; waste management.

ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS: chemical analysis; US DOE:
remedial action, waste management.

US9400550 Biodegradation of Liquid Scintillation
Cocktail-BTX.

7"op/c codes. 122.
Principal Investigator: Rogers, R.D. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Liquid scintillation wastes are being stored at most DOE
facilities. They generally contain the solvents toluene, p-xylene,
or dioxane (or substituted benzene compounds with long chain
alkyl groups) and a radioactive component, thus making them
mixed wastes. For much of this waste, storage without treatment
has been in violation of environmental regulations since the mid
1980s. Continuous microbial degradation of p-xylene and toluene
in the presence of a surfactant (common to liquid scintillation
wastes) has been demonstrated by the Biotechnology Unit at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. This same work has not
been conducted with dioxane. It is obvious from the work with
the other solvents that the process has the potential to degrade
these wastes for the extent that they can meet environmental
regulatory requirements for land disposal. However, the feasibility
assessment of applying this bioprocess for the disposal of liquid
scintillation mixed wastes has not yet been completed. The
necessary laboratory studies should be completed to provide the
required data for making a process feasibility determination,
which, if positive, will lead directly to scaleup and demonstration
of this technology.

biodegradation; dioxane; ground disposal; liquid wastes; scintil-
lations; toluene; waste processing; xylene-para.

LIQUID WASTES: biodegradation.

US9400551 CRADA: Biosorption of Uranium.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Faison, B.D. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

This task will develop biosorption technology for the re-
moval of uranium and other metals from wastewaters contam-
inated with dissolved uranium as a consequence of uranium
mining and milling activities. This work will lead to a demon-
stration of biosorption technology for the restoration of sites in
eastern Germany with substantial ground and surface water
contamination. These sites are analogous to those included in
the DOE Uranium Mill Trailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Pro-
gram. This technology development work is being conducted in
cooperation with an industrial partner, Ogden Environmental and
Energy Services, Inc. (a U.S.-based company), via a Cooperative
Research and Development Agreement (CRADA). The targeted
uranium-bearing wastes were identified by Ogden in cooperation
with DFA (formerly Wismut), the German enterprise that is re-
sponsible for activities analogous to those covered by UMTRAP.
The technology developed at ORNL will ultimately be demon-
strated by Ogden at the Ronneberg mining site in Germany. This
work represents a continuation of efforts initiated in FY 92.
These efforts resulted in the identification of microbial biosorbents
capable of reducing dissolved uranium levels from ppm to ppb
levels. Preliminary tests indicated that this biosorbent material
exhibited significantly greater selectivity and capacity for uranium
than did activated carbon or a variety of commercial ion-
exchange resins. Efforts in FY 92 were targeted toward devel-
opment of biosorbents appropriate for a waste stream at the
Crossen milling site. DFA moved the proposed technology dem-
onstration to Ronneberg in early FY 93, necessitating the iden-
tification and validation of new biosorbents. The goals of work
conducted in FY 93 are (1) the definition of the environmental
restoration problem extant at Ronneberg; (2) the identification
of biological catalysts capable of removing uranium, iron, and
sulfate from Ronneberg wastewater; and (3) development of
methods for the immobilization of these biocatalysts within
polymeric resins for use in flow-through reactors. This work will
require the validation of new and existing biosorption technology
and also includes a new initiative, the development of
bioprecipitation technology. Efforts during FY 94 will lead to
bench-scale technology demonstration and evaluation. If suc-
cessful, efforts during FY 95 will result in a pilot-scale field
demonstration at Ronneberg. The project is scheduled to close
at the end of FY 95. Benefits of this work will include the
demonstration of a new technology for selective removal of dis-
solved uranium and other targeted metals present in low con-
centrations. Successful operation will achieve immobilization of
the waste onto a readily disposable material, coupled with sig-
nificant volume reduction. This work will result in one of the first
large-scale applications of biotechnology to environmental resto-
ration.

bench-scale experiments; biotechnology; federal republic of
germany; iron; microorganisms; remedial action; removal;
sorption; sulfates; uranium; waste water; water treatment.

WASTE WATER: water treatment.

US9400552 Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control,
Waste Disposal.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Quapp, W.J. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
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Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This task will conduct analysis of thermal treatment sys-
tem alternatives leading to the preparation of FY 94 program
requirements. This task will evaluate a range of thermal treat-
ment alternatives and associated offgas treatment systems, sec-
ondary waste stabilization, and disposal options. Process and
engineering flowsheets will be developed for each alternative and
mass and energy balances will be developed. The system will
include the stabilization of all process residues prior to disposal
as required by Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
and Department of Energy (DOE) orders. Energy balances will
be performed to assure that no system is unreasonably energy
intensive. Systems will be designed to meet current and future
expected air emission regulations. System cost estimates will be
developed for each system. System alternatives will investigate
the economic benefits associated with offgas system concepts
designed to minimize waste disposal costs associated with
radionuclides, RCRA hazardous materials, and neutralization
salts. Waste disposal costs will be estimated for the anticipated
waste types generated from the different systems. A report will
be prepared documenting the results of the studies. Based on
the results of these studies, technology development and dem-
onstration needs that directly support the most favorable
flowsheets evaluated will be identified. Facility requirements for
future testing programs will be identified and the general types
of test programs and data needs will be developed. Evaluations
of possible test facilities will be conducted. Opportunities to in-
tegrate DOE testing needs with other testing needs such as
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will be identified. A
multiyear set of experimental program needs will be identified
and the associated economic benefits identified. This task will
also serve to integrate thermal treatment technologies currently
being supported by the Office of Technology Development (OTD)
in support of final waste form development. These include (1)
tasks on melter testing and (2) waste form development. The
flow sheets will serve as a basis for melter system requirements.
Performance criteria, for melters will be developed and time ta-
bles established to set performance and data goals to support
a down selection process between the various melter technolo-
gies currently being investigated.

air pollution control; ceramic melters; cost estimation; energy
balance; engineering; flowsheets; off-gas systems; radioactive
waste processing; stability; test facilities; testing; waste disposal;
waste forms.

CERAMIC MELTERS: testing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROC-
ESSING: stability.

US9400553 Molten Salt Decontamination.

Topic codes: 152.
Principal Investigator: Cooper, J.F. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Periorming Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This task will document results and insights gained from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL's) efforts to de-
velop an advanced molten salt oxidation process for mixed waste
treatment. The work documented was conducted under auspices
of EM-50 between July 1990 and December 1991.

hazardous materials; lawrence livermore laboratory; mixtures;
molten salts; oxidation; radioactive waste processing; radioactive
wastes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: oxidation.

US9400554 Packaging Development.

Topic codes: 115; 165.
Principal Investigator: Glass, R.E. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Nigrey, P.J.; McAllaster, M.E.; Trennel, A.

J.; Yoshimura, H. R.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993,10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E15.20, E15.10

Packaging development focuses on development of
transport and storage packagings. In particular, it will concentrate
on development of site-specific, externally approved (Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), Department of Transportation
(DOT), and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)) applica-
tions for the packaging of hazardous, mixed waste, and radio-
active materials. Specific applications are identified mainly
through integration of transportation into DOE program planning
at Headquarters (HQ), DOE field offices, and DOE contractors.
Development of specific packagings draws from the technical
expertise that has been, and is being developed from the ac-
tivities that are described in the subsequent Technical Task
Plans (TTPs). This activity, while focusing on specific package
development, also addresses basic technical issues associated
with materials of construction and compatibility of packaging
components with identified payload. Activities in this TTP are
grouped as follows: (1) Packaging Concepts will provide technical
support based on specific requirements for externally approved
packaging applications. (2) Chemical Compatibility will exper-
imentally evaluate the behavior of simulated and mixed wastes
with transportation container materials and to provide significant
chemical compatibility data to the DOE Transportation Program.
(3) Systems Studies will evaluate waste processing, storage, and
transportation and disposal functions for specific wastes or pay-
load streams.

hazardous materials; packaging rules; radioactive wastes; trans-
port regulations; waste transportation.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: packaging rules; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: packaging rules.

US9400S55 In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic
Separation.

Topic codes: 522.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, D.O. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Wilkey, M.L
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: B31.50, B31.10

During past weapons production operations, many De-
partment of Energy (DOE) sites used trenches (or "cribs") for
the disposal of waste liquids. In many cases, the liquids dis-
posed of in these cribs contained heavy metals, radionuclides,
nitrates, and organics. At the time of disposal, it was believed
that these contaminants would become fixed on the soil and
pose no threat to human health and safety. DOE discovered that
many of these contaminants are migrating and, in many cases,
contaminated soil is now known to be contributing to
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groundwater contamination. If the contaminated groundwater mi-
grates offsite, the potential for exposure to humans (either
through direct consumption or indirectly through the food chain)
increases significantly. At some DOE sites, the use of a pump
and treat process is an acceptable means to remediate the
groundwater. At many other sites, a pump and treat process is
not an acceptable alterative due to regulatory restrictions. Also,
even where permissible, such a procer . may not always be a
suitable treatment method, because as water is treated and re-
turned to the aquifer, the cleaned water may solubilize more
contamination from the soil and become contaminated to the
same extent as before treatment. Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) performs research to develop and evaluate processes for
treatment of hazardous, mixed, and radioactive wastes and
contaminated soil and water. To perform this research, evalu-
ation, and demonstration process more effectively, ANL takes full
account of innovative treatment technologies being developed
by the private sector. This project will test, evaluate, and if
bench-scale performance goals are met, demonstrate the tech-
nical and economic feasibility of a magnetic separation in situ
groundwater treatment process. It is anticipated that this process
will be demonstrated at two DOE sites (the Berkeley Pit and
Savannah River sites), each with different contamination prob-
lems. The Berkeley Pit site, with groundwater contaminated by
several heavy metals, has been selected by DOE for an ex situ
pilot-scale field test of this innovative groundwater cleanup
technology. The Savannah River site will be the location of the
in situ pilot-scale demonstration, conducted during FY 95 and
FY 96. A possible Department of Defense (DoD) site may also
be considered for a field.

decontamination; demonstration programs; ground water; hazard-
ous materials; in-situ processing; magnetic separators; metals;
mixtures; radioactive wastes; remedial action; removal; savannah
river plant; soils.

GROUND WATER: decontamination; METALS: removal.

US9400556 MAWS Compositional Envelope Development.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Beskid, N. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Mazer, J.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00

Most DOE sites have a large variety of predominately
inorganic wastestreams (e.g., sludges, incinerator ash, contam-
inated soils-water, and transite-asbestos) and the Minimum Ad-
ditive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) concept can be applicable and
has the potential for cost savings during remediation and treat-
ment. The objectives of this task are (1) to provide information
and data to guide, focus, and expedite development studies re-
quired for new waste streams; (2) to reduce overall development
costs; and (3) to reduce cycle time from waste characterization
to technology implementation. It would permit identification of
optimal formulations and a rapid evaluation of the applicability
and potential benefits of the MAWS technology for any given
remediation problem. DOE waste stream data will be reviewed
and major types of waste streams selected for study that would
expand and complete the "compositional envelope", utilizing the
MAWS concept, and allow application of the MAWS technology
to other DOE sites. These waste streams should be located
towards the boundaries of the MAWS system "acceptance win-
dow" and in such a way that the greatest possible fraction of
DOE waste streams are encompassed. The MAWS technology
system here is defined as technologies that will be able to treat
major types of waste that exist within the DOE, and not limited
to the technologies currently under investigation. The waste
streams should be selected relative to prioritized windows of
opportunity using Record of Decision (ROD) dates as a starting
point. This project will (1) conduct characterization of the waste
stream for glass making purpose; (2) conduct crucible melt study
and collect associated glass characterization data to identify the
optimum formulation or waste blend with respect to overall

economics (volume reduction, waste loading, and additive re-
quirement), processing requirement (viscosity, conductivity, and
crystallization) where necessary, and waste form performance
(long-term leach resistance); (3) conduct minimum
bench-pilot-scale testing to obtain necessary process data (e.g.,
off-gas data, and so forth) of the system; (4) continue the ex-
isting effort of correlating existing waste and glass data (litera-
ture, related simple systems, previous studies on similar wastes,
and experience from glass material science) to new waste
stream; and (5) expand on a model previously developed. Data
to be generated from current and planned investigations of other
pit waste at Fernald should continue to be used and incorporated
into this work. Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will provide
contractual and management support, and conduct durability
glass testing on selected samples of vitrified product on a task
order basis.

additives; ashes; chemical analysis; feed materials production
center; glass; minimization; performance; sludges; us doe;
vitrification; waste forms; waste processing; wastes.

WASTE PROCESSING: additives, vitrification; WASTES: chemical
analysis.

US9400557 Plasma Centrifugal Furnace/MAWS.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Bates, J.K. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is to demonstrate the Minimum Ad-
ditive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) approach for use with the
plasma centrifugal furnace (PCF) as operated by MSE. Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) will provide information to optimize the
feed streams for furnace operation. This will be done by evalu-
ating potential feeds with respect to optimizing the durability of
the product. Initially, a composition range of final products will
be determined based on characterization knowledge of the po-
tential feed streams. The initial work will focus on a limited feed
stream database. From the compositional envelope, a limited
number of final waste-form compositions will be identified using
the Structural Bond Strength modeling approach developed by
ANL. These compositions will be produced in crucible melts and
the products characterized as to structure and durability. Based
on the modeling, crucible melt, and characterization studies, ANL
will recommend blended feeds to be used in the PCF. Devel-
opment of these feeds will be done through close interactions
with MSE. After production of slags from the PCF, ANL will
perform characterization tests on the product to provide per-
formance information to be used in evaluating the acceptability
of the final product. The characterization tests will be adapted
from existing test methods used for the characterization of
high-level waste (HLW)and the glass waste form being produced
in the Fernald-MAWS program. The results of the crucible and
characterization tests will be reported in monthly reports, and
summarized in an annual report. Characterization tests will also
be done on four slags previously produced by MSE to aid in
adapting existing test methods to use with slags.

additives; chemical composition; design; furnaces; melting; min-
imization; plasma; slags; structural chemical analysis; waste
forms; waste processing; wastes.

WASTE PROCESSING: additives.

US9400558 Regulatory Issues and Assumptions Associated
with Barriers in the Vadose Zone Surrounding
Buried Waste.

Topic codes: 523; 611.
Principal Investigator: Heiser, J. Brookhaven National Laboratory,

Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
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Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

Contaminated soils and buried waste pose a threat to the
environment through contaminant transport. Caps have been
used to prevent or slow the percolation of atmospheric water into
and through the vadose zone to reduce contaminant transport.
It has been shown that soils beneath clay caps can have sig-
nificant moisture content. The moisture increases soil diffusivity
and may increase the migration of contaminants towards the
boundary of the cap where percolating atmospheric water can
draw the contaminants to the groundwater. A subterranean ver-
tical barrier could be constructed to completely surround the
waste site. The barrier material should be compatible with soil
and waste conditions specific to the site and have as low an
effective diffusivity as is reasonably achievable to minimize or
inhibit transport of moisture and contaminants. Vertical barriers
will improve remediation performance by removing pathways for
contaminant transport due to water infiltration, vapor-and gas-
phase transport, transpiration, and so forth. Subterranean barriers
may be used to "direct" contaminant movement to collection
sumps-lysimeters in cases of unexpected remediation failures
or transport mechanisms. This program will investigate and
identify the regulatory issues, regulatory drivers, and key as-
sumptions associated with aspects of barrier installation, barrier
materials, durability, and performance characteristics of potential
barrier materials under typical waste site conditions. Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) will first identify in a report to DOE
the regulatory issues and assumptions associated with the use
of barriers in the vadose zone to improve waste-site performance
for buried waste. At the same time, a set of operating conditions
and minimum performance requirements will be determined for
vertical hydraulic barriers placed using conventional (e.g., trench
and fill) placement technology to depths of 20 ft. After com-
pletion of the final report on regulatory concerns and DOE ap-
proval, BNL will fabricate and evaluate bench-scale samples of
modified sulfur cement concrete, polymer concrete, and asphalt.
All formulations will be capable of being placed as vertical bar-
riers through conventional construction methods to depths of at
least 20 ft. Portland concretes will be used as a baseline.
Formulational studies will optimize the aggregate type and
quantities used in the barrier. Aggregates (stone, crushed glass,
and sand) and binder (MSC, polymer, and asphalt) used to
produce the samples will be optimized to geological, environ-
mental, and waste-type characteristics. Testing will include
measuring permeability to water; ionic diffusivity; wet dry cycling;
and chemical resistivity to acid, base, and solvent conditions.
Those barrier materials that prove to be beneficial in perform-
ance when compared to conventional Portland cement concrete
will be detailed in a final database report that will list the ac-
ceptable conditions, perftailed in a final da.

contamination regulations; environmental transport; underground
disposal; waste disposal.

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL: contamination regulations; WASTE
DISPOSAL: contamination regulations.

US9400559 Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout Tech-
nologies for In Situ Barrier Construction.

Topic codes: 523; 116.
Principal Investigator: Rea, J.L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The Department of Energy (DOE) has over 200 under-
ground storage tanks (USTs) for storing radioactive and mixed
waste at their operations across the United States. The tanks
vary in their design, age, and conditions and a number of the
tanks are known to be breached. The remediation of these fa-
cilities is one of the most complex environmental and engineering
challenges facing DOE. The Office of Technology Development
(OTD) has created several Integrated Demonstrations (IDs) to
accelerate and direct the deployment of technologies to meet
these and other environmental restoration needs of DOE. In or-
der to meet the needs of the UST remediation, a UST-ID was
founded to develop and demonstrate technologies for improving
or replacing the baseline plan for remediating tank wastes and
tank systems. Participants in the UST-ID include the DOE sites
at Hanford, Savannah River (SR), Fernald, Oak Ridge, and
Idaho. One of the technologies being considered for tank re-
mediation is a subsurface barrier concept for containing any
contaminants that may escape from the tanks during waste re-
trieval. Several barrier materials have been identified that have
been developed in Europe that may be able to meet DOE
needs. The materials were identified through the International
Technical Exchange Project (ITEP), an OTD funded program that
was started in FY 92 to identify promising technologies abroad
that could accelerate the environmental restoration and waste
management (ER-WM) programs within DOE. Two materials that
were identified are particularly promising (1) a bentonite-paraffin
material developed in Germany that has been tested in the field
and is currently being used to construct a subsurface barrier at
a contaminated site near Bitterfeld, Germany and (2) an inor-
ganic grout developed in France that has not been field tested
but has been demonstrated in laboratory testing to have many
favorable properties. Representatives from the companies that
developed the materials have been contacted and are interested
in cooperating with DOE. The German organization does not
have a U.S. affiliate but is willing to enter a teaming arrange-
ment with a U.S. firm if the material is determined to meet the
programmatic needs of DOE. The French company has a U.S.
division that can manufacture their material for distribution in the
United States. The objective of this project is to evaluate the
performance of the barrier materials under the range of soil
conditions at the Hanford site. The tests are intended to resolve
questions concerning (1) the compatibility of the barrier material
and anticipated waste forms, (2) the ability to construct a barrier
that is laterally extensive, (3) the physical and hydraulic integrity
of the barrier, and (4) the regulatory acceptance of the approach
and technology. These issues will be addressed using a phased
approach that includes peer review and decision points.

bentonite; compatibility; engineered safety systems; grouting;
hazardous materials; materials testing; mixtures; paraffin; per-
formance testing; radioactive wastes; tanks; underground storage;
waste forms.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: underground storage; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: underground storage.

US9400560 Containment of Contaminants through Physical
Barriers Formed from Viscous Liquids
Emplaced under Controlled Viscosity Condi-
tions.

7"op/c codes: 523; 167.
Principal Investigator: Pruess, K. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory;

University of California, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA,
94720, USA.

Other Investigators: Moridis, G.J.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Univer-

sity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Contaminants from buried wastes or contaminanted soils
in the vadose zone can be mobilized by advection (percolating
rainwater) and migrate towards previously uncontaminanted re-
gions of the aquifer. There is a need to develop containment
technologies (1) to control and/or suppress the release of con-
taminants from sources and (2) to prevent the spread of existing
plumes. Such technologies would address the redundancy re-
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quirements of containment barriers for waste disposal and would
also immobilize any residual contamination remaining in the
vadose zone after remediation. The research will first identify
and evaluate liquids with temperature-dependent viscosity, or sets
of two fluids which, when mixed and heated to a desired tem-
perature, produce nearly inert impermeable materials that solidify
at average aquifer temperatures. Other barrier fluids with desir-
able properties (such as silicone-based grouts and epoxy-type
substances) may also be investigated. It will then investigate the
ability of these substances to provide an effective containment
of the contaminated zone by entrapping and immobilizing both
the contaminant source (if any) and the plume. The process will
involve an injection-well system surrounding the affected area,
and one or more receptors at its center. Steam or hot-water
injection at the perimeter will raise the temperature in the vadose
zone and will proceed until steam or hot water appears at the
receptor wells. It will be followed by the injection of the selected
fluids at the same temperature and will continue until they ap-
pear at the receptors. Cooling of the vadose zone after the
cessation of injection is expected to create a chemically inert
"monolith", thus entrapping and completely isolating the con-
taminated area. The containment ability of this approach will be
evaluated by means of (1) numerical simulation, (2) large-scale
laboratory experimentation, and (3) field testing-demonstration.

containment; epoxides; fluid injection; grouting; hazardous mate-
rials; injection wells; materials testing; silicones; solidification;
underground disposal.

GROUTING: materials testing; HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: con-
tainment, underground disposal.

US9400561 In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the
In Situ Chemical Treatment Approach for Re-
mediation of Contaminated Soils and
Groundwater.

Topic codes: 521; 522.
Principal Investigator: Thornton, E.C. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00, B31.50, B31.10

The objective of this task is to develop, through laboratory
testing activities, an in situ chemical treatment approach for re-
mediation of metal and radionuclide contaminated soils and
groundwater. This work will be performed primarily at the labo-
ratory bench scale, with limited testing at a larger scale leading
to a field demonstration. These activities will be conducted during
FY 93 through 95. Development of this technology addresses
environmental restoration needs as defined by the In Situ Re-
mediation Technology Development Integrated Program. These
needs include development of technologies that will effectively
provide an in situ approach for the remediation of soil and
groundwater contaminated by metals, anions, and radionuclides.
It is anticipated that significant cost savings will be realized
through this approach compared to conventional technologies
such as excavation of soils or pumping of contaminated
groundwaters, and exposure of workers to hazardous waste will
be reduced. This technology could also be used in conjunction
with other in situ remediation systems employing bioremediation
or soil venting. In the proposed testing, treatment of contam-
inated unsaturated soils will be undertaken by injection of reac-
tive gases. Dilute mixtures of hydrogen sulfide in inert gases,
such as air or nitrogen, will be used in treatment of soils con-
taminated with heavy metals, while chromate- or uranium-
contaminated soils will be treated with hydrogen sulfide and
sulfur dioxide gas mixtures. Initial testing activities (FY 93) will
be conducted using clean soils that have been artificially con-
taminated with hexavalent chromium, uranium, and other selected
metals or radionuclides. Clean soils from several DOE facilities
will be used in this testing phase to verify that the approach is
applicable to a variety of soil types and to better evaluate the
impact of gas concentrations and residence time on performance.
In particular, testing of uncontaminated soils associated with the

100-BC area of the Hanford site, an acid pit at the Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL), a calcium chromate dis-
posal site at the Mixed Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
(ID) (Sandia National Laboratories), and uranium-contaminated
sites at Fernald, Ohio, will be undertaken. Bench-scale gas
treatment and leaching studies will be continued in early FY 94
with contaminated soils from these waste sites to optimize
treatment procedures for specific soil-contaminant mixtures. This
data will be used to support the identification of a specific waste
site and the incorporation of pilot-scale testing activities and a
field demonstration on the ID schedule associated with that
waste site. Tests will then be conducted in FY 94 and 95 with
larger quantities of soil from the selected waste site to determine
treatment costs and to develop approaches for ensuring control
of the reactive gases and homogeneous treatment of large
masses of contaminated geomediaeactive gases and.

contamination; ground water; in-situ processing; remedial action;
soils; waste processing.

GROUND WATER: remedial action; SOILS: remedial action;
WASTE PROCESSING: in-situ processing.

US9400562 Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In
Situ Monitoring of Gaseous Components in
Underground Storage Tanks Using Piezoelectric
Thin Film.

Topic codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Bastiaans, G.J. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Other Investigators: Porter, M.D.
Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00, E41.40

This task will develop miniaturized, field deployable gas
sensors for use in the in situ monitoring of head space gases
in underground storage tanks (USTs). The head spaces of USTs
are known to contain explosive and toxic gases such as H2,
NOx, hydrocarbons, and NH3. Safe maintenance and remediation
of USTs requires the understanding of the evolution and diffusion
of such gases within the tanks. Just as important, the levels of
these gases must be monitored continuously for long periods
of time at many different UST sites. Currently, head space gases
are analyzed using expensive sophisticated gas
chromatography-mass spectroscopy instrumentation that requires
skilled operators. Clearly there is a need for a simplified, cost
effective, reliable, method of UST head space gas analysis. This
task will develop low-cost piezoelectric mass sensors and elec-
tronic readout instrumentation for the determination of the con-
centrations of several gases in the hostile environment of USTs.
Using integrated circuit technology and specially developed sen-
sor surface coatings, small sensor systems capable of long-term,
unattended operation will be fabricated as manufacturable pro-
totypes and field tested to determine operational specifications.

ammonia; coatings; design; fabrication; gas analysis;
hydrocarbons; hydrogen; measuring instruments; monitoring; ni-
trogen oxides; remedial action; tanks; thin films; underground
storage.

TANKS: remedial action.

US9400563 Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory
and Online Measurements by Photoacousitc and
Transient Infrared Spectroscopies.

Topic codes: 185.
Principal Investigator: McClelland, J. Ames Laboratory; Iowa

State University, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 50011,
USA.

Other Investioators: Jones, R.
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Performing Organization: Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.20, E52.00

Molecular analysis of inorganic wastes in original sludge
and processed waste forms is vital to the success of DOE
cleanup efforts. In Subtask 1, the project will develop the
methodology for the quantitative analysis of molecular and
multiatom ionic species in the tank sludges and solids at Hanford
via Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) photoacoustic spectroscopy
(PAS). Such species are of special interest because of their
chemical reactivity. For example, ferrocyanide, nitrate, and nitrite
ions potentially can react explosively. FTIR-PAS can identify and
quantitate these species in the sludges and solids. PAS is a
technique that allows the power of optical spectroscopy to be
used on materials whose physical characteristics normally prevent
such an approach or demand extensive sample preparation first.
For quantitative PAS, all that is required is that a known or
reproducible amount of sample be placed in a PAS detector cell.
There is no other sample preparation. In addition, FTIR-PAS
reduces the amount of sample required compared to conventional
techniques, reducing radiation hazards accordingly. The minimum
sample size in FTIR-PAS is typically on the milligram level. At
the start of Subtask 1, the methodology for rapidly and routinely
producing quantitative FTIR-PAS spectra from small surrogate-
waste samples with a minimum of sample handling will be de-
veloped. Another activity, which will proceed throughout the
duration of the project, is the analysis of exactly how the
FTIR-PAS spectra depend on the complex composition of the
waste materials. The FTIR-PAS instrumentation, the quantitative
methodology, and as much of the information on spectral de-
pendence on composition that is ready will be transferred to
Hanford personnel. Studies on the spectral dependence on
composition will then continue, and the results will be transferred
to Hanford as they become available. Subtask 2 will address the
problem of quality control in polyethylene encapsulation of low-
level radioactive waste, which is being developed at Brookhaven
National Laboratory and implemented at Rocky Flats and
Hanford. In polymer encapsulation, the salt waste is mixed,
heated, and extruded with a synthetic polymer. The goal of this
subtask is the development of a system to monitor in real time
the salt-to-polymer ratio of the molten, extruded waste stream.
Real-time measurement of this ratio would allow operators to
adjust the process so that the final waste form has the optimum
composition. The real-time monitor will also insure uniformity in
the encapsulated waste product because it can alert operators
to fluctuations in the salt-to-polymer ratio that signal poor
encapsulation of a portion of a batch, even when the average
ratio of the batch is correct. The monitoring system will use the
new technique called Transient Infrared Spectroscopy (TIRS),
which can record in real time the mid-IR spectrum of a moving
soroscopy (TIRS), which can reco.

chemical analysis; encapsulation; hanford reservation; inorganic
compounds; low-level radioactive wastes; monitoring;
photoacoustic spectroscopy; polymers; radioactive waste proc-
essing; radioactive wastes; real time systems; sludges; solids;
tanks.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: chemical analysis; SLUDGES: chemical
analysis; TANKS: sludges.

US9400564 USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration.

Topic codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Wilding, B.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22

This task addresses the demonstration of technologies
being developed under the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) in support of the Uranium in Soils Integrated
Demonstration (USID) Program. One of the technology areas
within RTDP is the Buried Waste Robotics Program (BWRP),
which is chartered to develop technologies to assist in the re-
mediation of buried waste sites. These remediation tasks include
waste characterization, retrieval, and treatment using remote-
controlled devices that will allow the removal of human operators
from the hazardous environments and increase the speed of
operations, increasing safety and reducing the overall cost. The
work scope for this plan is to demonstrate and evaluate the
capability of a remote excavation vehicle currently under devel-
opment to perform precision excavation (soil skimming). The
BWRP is currently developing a Remote Excavation System
(RES) jointly with the Department of Defense. The U.S. Army
contracted with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for de-
velopment of teleoperated controls for an existing military exca-
vation vehicle (chassis, backhoe, and front loader) for remote
disposal of unexploded ordinances. Included in the system is
an advanced control station consisting of operator controls,
camera systems, graphical displays, and video monitors, and a
radio frequency communications link between the vehicle and the
control station. RES will be used by DOE to demonstrate remote
excavation of simulated waste forms at the Idaho National En-
gineering Laboratory (INEL) during the summer of 1993. Con-
current with or subsequent to this demonstration, the capability
of the vehicle to meet USID requirements for precision exca-
vation will be demonstrated. By joining the two demonstrations,
it is possible to leverage DOE funds by minimizing costs for
transportation, test preparation, site training, and data collection.
Four primary areas of emphasis have been identified for this
task: (1) preparation of test plans for the excavation demon-
stration, (2) completion of site preparation and training, (3)
completion of the excavation demonstration, and (4) preparation
of an evaluation report.

communications; demonstration programs; display devices; exca-
vation; remedial action; remote control; remote handling; robots;
underground disposal; uranium compounds; us dod; us doe; ve-
hicles.

URANIUM COMPOUNDS: excavation, underground disposal.

US9400565 Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation Monitor for
Effluent Water Learing DOE Sites.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Morgan, D.T. TECOGEN, Inc., P.O. Box

9046, 45 First Avenue, Waltham, MA, 02254, USA.
Performing Organization: TECOGEN, Inc. (United States).
Organization Tvoe: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

INIS categories: B11.10, C52.22

The objective of this task is to further develop and extend
a recently developed laboratory instrument for use in critical on
line, real-time monitoring of alpha-emitting isotope levels in the
effluent water leaving DOE sites. At present, these levels are
determined through a costly, time-consuming laboratory procedure
that takes several days at best. Large levels in excess of reg-
ulatory limits could thus have left the site without detection, or
with delayed detection. Implementation of the technology is ex-
pected to reduce characterization costs at DOE sites, while si-
multaneously improving the fraction of effluent sampled to levels
approaching 100%. It will assure that waters leaving DOE sites
before, during, and after remediation meets all regulatory limits.
The new counter, by providing high-resolution counting of alpha
emissions of liquid samples, can be applied to all alpha-emitting
radionuclides. The new alpha spectrometer is commercially
available as a laboratory instrument and is ready for conversion
to an online, real-time monitor. The primary tasks for FY
92-94 will be to modify the laboratory detector for use as an
online, real-time monitor, then to perform a field demonstration
of the prototype instrument's capabilities.
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alpha spectroscopy; on-line measurement systems; radiation
monitoring; radioactive effluents; real time systems; transuranium
elements; waste water.

TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS:
WATER: radiation monitoring.

alpha spectroscopy; WASTE

US9400566 RLWTF Operations.

Topic codes: 112; 117.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project includes the activities associated with the
operation, packaging and disposal of the Radioactive Liquid
Waste Treatment Facility (RLWTF) Shielded Hot Air Drum
Evaporates (SHADES) that receives radioactive low-level waste
water from all facilities on site (excluding Integral Fast Reactor
(IFR) Division facilities).

low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal; radioac-
tive waste facilities; radioactive waste management.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal, radioactive waste management.

US9400567 Corrective Actions-REE Storage.

Topic codes: 156; 158.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.10

This project includes the activities related to proper ship-
ment and storage of transuranic (TRU) and mixed waste con-
taminated with sodium.

alpha-bearing wastes; radioactive waste storage; waste trans-
portation.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste storage, waste
transportation.

US9400S68 Correactive Actions-REE Disposal.

Topic^ codes: 117; 118.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.10

This project includes the activities related to proper ship-
ment and disposal of low-level radioactive waste to the Radio-
active Waste Management Complex (RWMC) at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).

idaho national engineering laboratory; low-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities;
waste transportation.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: radioactive
waste facilities; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioac-
tive waste disposal, waste transportation.

US9400569 Waste Handling Facility Operations.

Topic codes: 185.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1994.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E52.00

BioTraces Inc. (BT Inc.) proposes the development of a
new class of high spatial resolution neutron detectors based
upon superconducting energy sensitive structures. A detector with
a few square centimeter-area, excellent spatial resolution, and
high detection efficiency (DE) will be developed. The crucial
component of this detector will be a large array (2048 x 2048)
of superconducting sensors deposited on the surface of a neu-
tron absorber (e.g. boron, boron nitride or lithium hydride) which
will act as a n -» a "converter.".

municipal wastes; radioactive wastes; storage facilities; waste
storage.

MUNICIPAL WASTES: storage facilities; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: storage facilities.

US9400570 RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project includes the activities related to the opera-
tional activities at the Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility
(RSWF) providing compliance with the RSWF Resource Con-
servation Recovery Act (RCRA) Part B Permit Application. These
activities include removal or translocation of low-level waste that
was stored in the RSWF prior to availability of waste casks,
program support activities (e.g., contracts, documentation, and
scheduling) and maintenance, and inspections as identified in the
RSWF RCRA Part B Storage Permit Application.

low-level radioactive wastes; operation; radioactive wasfe facili-
ties; radioactive waste management; resource recovery acts.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste man-
agement; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: operation.

US9400571 RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 158.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

This project includes the activities related to proper ship-
ment and disposal of transuranic (TRU) waste to the Radioactive
Waste Management Complex (RWMC) at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Disposal is scheduled to be at
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The RWMC provides
interim storage while awaiting the opening of WIPP.

alpha-bearing wastes; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive
waste facilities; waste transportation; wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: waste transportation.

US9400572 Low-Level Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 166; 168.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.10

This project includes the activities related to proper ship-
ment and storage of mixed waste. It also includes the support
to the mixed waste program at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) for operations and maintenance of the Ra-
dioactive Mixed Waste Storage Facility (RMWSF).

low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste facilities; radioac-
tive waste storage; waste transportation.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste storage,
waste transportation.

US9400573 High-Level Waste Technology.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Bates, J.K. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The project consists of integrated testing and modeling
tasks to develop information on the behavior of high-level waste
glasses. Parameters that affect glass performance were identi-
fied, and inadequacies in the knowledge base were noted. Tasks
were then developed to obtain a sufficient understanding of each
parameter to qualify glass performance. The task schedule was
designed to provide short-term information to support vitrification
facility startup and long-term test results to demonstrate glass
performance and support its disposal. The short-term output is
to be completed in FY 93 with the submission of Critical Review
and Data Reports. The long-term output makes up part of the
continuing program. Publication of the Critical Review and Data
Reports will be completed and information will continue to be
developed to support the qualification of waste forms within the
Vitrification Branch of DOE. The continued activity will take ad-
vantage of the facilities and expertise developed to date in the
program and will provide independent credibility to the perform-
ance determined for vitrified waste. The planned approach is to

continue the long-term testing activities and to initiate new tasks
to address deficiencies in existing information as identified in the
Critical Review Reports. Long-term tests using fully radioactive,
actinide-doped, and simulated waste glasses will continue. New
tests using the environmental assessment (EA) glass and fully
radioactive Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF)- and West
Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP)-based glasses will be ini-
tiated. These new tests will follow the protocol established in the
ongoing program and will provide performance information for the
bounding DWPF glass (EA glass) and for radioactive glasses
representative of those to be produced by the vitrification facili-
ties. The linkage between production glass specifications and
repository performance will be examined through continued
modeling of glass reaction and the development of an interface
with the repository program. Additionally, information and test
methods developed in the program will be used to provide input
to the development of glass compositions for Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC) waste. All work will be done at Quality
Level I.

high-level radioactive wastes; performance testing; radioactive
waste facilities; underground disposal; vitrification; waste forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification; WASTE
FORMS: performance testing.

US9400574 Quality Assurance
Control-Technical Support.

and Quality

Topic codes: 611: 106.
Principal Investigator: Barisas, S.G. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C56.00

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will support the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) Headquarters Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ER-WM) in the following
areas: (1) technical document reviews, (2) regulatory analyses,
(3) manuals and guidance development, (4) training, and (5)
appraisals and oversight as they relate to environmental resto-
ration and waste management. The documents to be reviewed
include the complete range of site environmental compliance
documents. Reviews will focus on the scientific and engineering
principles applied, methods of investigation, cost and schedule,
innovative technologies, and compliance with environmental reg-
ulations and legal agreements. The regulatory analysis activities
will include a detailed interpretation of regulations for a specific
site or facility and the determination of the impact of new reg-
ulations on DOE programs and sites. The development of man-
uals and guidance activities will be directed at providing guidance
in the area of environmental compliance. ANL will also assist in
determining the need for training in specific technical and policy
areas, developing the training materials, and conducting the
training. Finally, ANL will assist EM-20 in appraisal and oversight
functions, including evaluating any auditing and appraisal needs,
planning for appraisals, and conducting appraisals.

anl; compliance; environmental policy; planning; quality assur-
ance; remedial action; waste management.

ANL: remedial action, waste management; ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY: compliance.

US9400575 Management Systems Support to EM-30.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Klotz, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Lindley, R.A.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1991.11
To 1993.09

INIS categories: C56.00

The project objective is to provide technical and adminis-
trative assistance to the Office of Waste Management (EM-30)
in the conduct of their line management responsibility for the
formulation, execution, and evaluation of their programs, including
(1) the planning, design, construction, and operation of facilities
to treat, store, and dispose of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and
sanitary wastes; (2) incorporating waste minimization concepts;
(3) planning and conducting of decontamination; (4) decommis-
sioning, remedial actions, and surveillance and maintenance ac-
tivities; and (5) development and definition of management
systems associated with this function.

an/; hazardous materials; minimization; planning; radioactive
waste facilities; waste management.

ANL: waste management.

US9400576 Long-Term Monitoring for Closed Disposal
Sites.

Topic codes: 241.
Principal Investigator: Helt, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This task is a program support activity to assist Head-
quarters (HQs) on monitoring of formerly utilized DOE disposal
sites. This activity will be completed during FY 93.

abandoned sites; monitoring; waste disposal.

ABANDONED SITES: monitoring.

US9400577 Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process
of Integrating Public Participation and Regula-
tory Factors into Environmental Restoration and
Hazardous Waste Management.

Topic codes: 701; 611.
Principal Investigator: Conway, S. Colorado Center for Environ-

mental Management, Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: Colorado Center for Environmental

Management (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To (Not provided)

IMS categories: E50.00, F24.00

In FY 93 The Technology-Regulatory Integration Project
(TRIP) builds on and refines the processes developed during
1991-1992. These processes focus on developing models for
achieving more effective and timely public input and regulatory
compliance in environmental restoration and hazardous waste
management. TRIP emphasizes doing this in the context of de-
veloping and implementing innovative cleanup technologies. FY
93 activities center on pilot-scale integrated demonstrations
dealing with mine waste, Rocky Flats public involvement, and
an internship program. The outreach activities and support for
the outreach-gulatory activities begun in 1991-1992 will continue
to be built and refined. Outreach activities include (1) training,
(2) workshops, (3) community dialogue, and (4) focus groups.
These activities are geared to the DOE complex, other federal
regulatory agencies, the State of Colorado, and public

stakeholders. Outyear activities will refine the communications
tools developed to assist outreach-regulatory support activities
and will implement full-scale integrated demonstrations. This
project addresses the need for more effective public involvement
and regulatory review processes to support DOE's Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (ER-WM) efforts. These
activities target three key areas; (1) information and communi-
cation tools, (2) development of an integrated model of envi-
ronmental restoration, and (3) pilot-scale integrated
demonstrations. The project objectives are (1) to develop the
information and communication tools essential for more effective
public involvement and regulatory review; (2) to develop an in-
tegrated model of restoration that synthesizes technological,
regulatory, and public acceptance factors so that cleanup deci-
sions can be made more effectively; and (3) to implement a
series of integrated demonstrations to test the various elements
of the integrated model as well as the model as a whole. The
benefits of the TRIP project will be (1) an increase in public
involvement and satisfaction with environmental restoration deci-
sions; (2) a smoother process of regulatory review, especially
where innovative technologies are concerned; and (3) more ef-
fective cleanup decision making.

Colorado; compliance; hazardous materials; legal aspects; mines;
public information; regulations; remedial action; training; us doe;
waste management; wastes.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste management; REMEDIAL
ACTION: public information; WASTE MANAGEMENT: legal as-
pects, public information.

US9400578 Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collab-
oration.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Bumbary, R. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Prooram Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The purpose of this project is to identify the most effective
technology integration mechanisms for the United States Air
Force (USAF) and the Department of Energy (DOE) Research
and Development (R & D) laboratories to collaborate on joint
projects by moving technologies across agencies for evaluation
of respective Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(ER & WM) capabilities. The results of this effort will facilitate
a more timely and cost-effective approach to research, develop-
ment, and deployment of environmental technologies, with the
transfer of those technologies to private industry. This project
will use a demonstration, test and evaluation (DT & E) technol-
ogy as a test case for the transfer of technology between the
USAF and DOE. The technology of choice for this effort is the
DOE Waste Management Bar Coding (Automatic Identification)
technology that was developed at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) in FY 92 and was made available to three
DOE sites. Since the USAF is also looking at bar coding for
solving some of their waste storage problems, this would be a
perfect opportunity for DOE to work with the USAF in the con-
tinued development of the technology and the transfer of the
technology to-from each agency. The results of this transfer of
technology would be used as an example in the final
DOE-USAF Technology Integration and Transfer Plan.

identification systems; industry; interagency cooperation; remedial
action; technology assessment; technology transfer; testing; us
dod; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: technology transfer; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: technology transfer.

US9400579 DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and Rec-
lamation (WADR).
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Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Jones, E.O. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Phelps, MR.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997 09

INIS categories: E51.00

Large quantities of metal-bearing spent acids are produced
by electroplating, surface finishing, and chemical
milling-dissolution operations common to DOE and United States
Air Force (USAF) manufacturing and chemical processes. In
addition, spent acids are widespread through U.S. private in-
dustry with over 15,000 companies generating over 8 billion
pounds of metal-bearing spent acids each year. The objective
of this project is to share the costs of building and demonstrating
a prototypic Waste Acid Detoxification and Reclamation (WADR)
acid recovery system for a DOE, industrial, and USAF spent acid
problem. The DOE demonstrations will include demonstrations
for the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) and Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory (LANL) either at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) or
the DOE facility, at Boeing Aerospace in Kent, Washington, and
installation of the prototypic acid recovery system at an active
plating operation at an USAF Air Logistics Center. Nuclear fuel
production, waste management, and environmental restoration
activities within the DOE generate large quantities of various
metal-bearing spent acids. For example, over half the millions
of pounds of low-level waste (LLW) generated each year at RFP
is caused by spent nitric acid. At LANL, ongoing milling oper-
ations of uranium metal generate 1000-2000 gallons of spent
nitric, hydrofluoric, and sulfuric acids each month. Treating the
60 million gallons of tank waste at the Hanford site is expected
to require millions of gallons of nitric and other acids that must
be effectively recycled and reused. The importance of acid re-
covery has been emphasized by the DOE Office of Technology
Development (OTD) through the waste minimization program and
research specific to nitric acid recovery was funded through the
RFP in FY 92. A simple, corrosion-resistant, and robust system
for recovering spent acids needs to be demonstrated for proc-
essing the variety of present and future DOE spent acids. With
the current lull in DOE operations, demonstrating a prototype
WADR process at an active production facility offers an excellent
opportunity to gain valuable operating experience that can be
designed into acid recovery systems for DOE. The WADR
process, which received an R & D 100 award in 1991, is based
on specialized distillation methods that separate reusable acids
in conjunction with selective precipitation techniques that con-
centrate and remove heavy metals. Development of the WADR
technology was sponsored by the DOE Defense Program (DP)
and DOE OTD, including experimental evaluation of recovery
technologies, bench-scale testing of the successful technologies,
and construction and testing of a transportable pilot-plant capable
of processing 40 L/hr. Laboratory and pilot- scale testing have
demonstrated over 90% recovery of a clean reusable acid. A
license has been established with a private company (Viatec-
Recovery Systems, Inc.) to market and sell WADR process pri-
vate company (Viatec-Recovery.

detoxification: hydrofluoric acid; minimization; nitric acid; sulfuric
acid; waste processing.

WASTE PROCESSING: detoxification, nitric acid.

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Plasma arc activities will support the Waste Component
Recycle, Treatment, and Disposal Integrated Demonstration
(WeDID), which is addressing the end-to-end disposal process
for Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)-designed nuclear weapon
components. This process includes waste identification, minimi-
zation, treatment, transportation, and ultimate disposal. This ID
will focus on SNL-designed weapon components, balancing
available technologies for waste characterization, treatment, and
disposal. In addition, this ID will explore the acceptability of
these technologies, as well as security declassification technolo-
gies, in the context of current and expected regulations for
hazardous and radioactive waste disposal. In performing this ID,
waste treatment technologies will be assessed and tested for
their applicability to dismantlement. This will allow for an
apples-to-apples comparison of the various treatments under
consideration. This will allow DOE to select treatment technolo-
gies for weapon component disposal that can be compared on
both technical as well as life-cycle costs. This is important be-
cause of increasing budgetary constraints.

decommissioning; life-cycle cost; minimization; nuclear weapons;
radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste management; ra-
dioactive waste processing; recycling; transport.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: decommissioning, radioactive waste
management.

US9400581 WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology.

Topic codes: 123; 127.
Principal Investigator: Blankenship, D.M. Sandia National Labo-

ratories, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM,
98195, USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Molten metal activities will support the Waste Component
Recycle, Treatment, and Disposal Integrated Demonstration
(WeDID), which is addressing the end-to-end disposal process
for Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)-designed nuclear weapon
components. This process includes waste identification, minimi-
zation, treatment, transportation, and ultimate disposal. This ID
will focus on SNL-designed weapon components, balancing
available technologies for waste characterization, treatment, and
disposal. In addition, this ID will explore the acceptability of
these technologies, as well as security declassification technolo-
gies, in the context of current and expected regulations for
hazardous and radioactive waste disposal.

chemical analysis; hazardous materials; minimization; nuclear
weapons; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive waste manage-
ment; radioactive waste processing; sandia laboratories; transport.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS: radioactive waste management.

US9400580 WeDID - Plasma Arc.

Topic codes: 421.
Principal Investigator: Blankenship, D.M. Sandia National Labo-

ratories, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NMt

98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

US9400582 Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility.

Topic codes; 112; 152; 162.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1993.11
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INIS categories: E51.00

This project includes activities related to activities at the
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility (RSWF). The activities in-
clude translocation of radioactive waste (low-level waste (LLW),
transuranic (TRU) waste, and mixed waste) to new lines that
have cathodic protection. The translocations are in accordance
with the RSWF Part B permit application. In addition, this project
includes program management support for activities being con-
ducted at the RSWF.

alpha-bearing wastes; corrosion protection; low-level radioactive
wasfes; mixtures; program management; radioactive waste facili-
ties; radioactive was,te processing.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste processing;
LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: corrosion protection.

US9400583 FUSRAP Project Support.

Topic codes: 174.
Principal Investigator Dvorak, A.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1980.10
To 1994.03

INIS categories: B31.40, C56.00

This work covers the activities necessary for full compli-
ance with (1) the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); (2)
the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended by the Superfund Amend-
ments and Reauthorization ACT (SARA); and (3) other environ-
mental requirements for the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program (FUSRAP). The objective of this effort includes
essential project-wide technical support activities as assigned by
the Department of Energy (DOE) Project Manager of the Former
Sites Restoration Division to fulfill its technical responsibilities
under FUSRAP, for example, assistance in developing and re-
viewing (1) criteria, standards, and requirements; (2) derivation
of cleanup criteria and guidelines; (3) risk assessments; (4)
document reviews; and (5) implementation policies for the re-
medial action program.

compliance: mill tailings; recommendations; regulations; remedial
action; risk assessment; standards; us national environmental
policy act; us superfund.

MILL TAILINGS: regulations, remedial action.

US9400584 Tiger Team Finding Corrections.

Topic codes: 304.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Soonsor/no Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.10

INIS categories: E50.00

This project includes activities to complete a Tiger Team
finding that deals with safety analyses reviews and reports for
solid-waste management units.

safety analysis; solid wastes; waste management.

SOLID WASTES: safety analysis, waste management.

US9400585 Surveillance of L & O Evaporator.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1994.09

M S categories: E51.00

This project includes surveillance and maintenance activ-
ities for the Central Liquid Processing Area (CLPA).

anl; evaporators; liguid wastes; maintenance; radioactive waste
facilities; waste processing.

ANL: radioactive waste facilities, wasfe processing.

US9400586 ANL-W Leach Pit and Related Work.

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator: Marshall, G.C. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1994.03

M S categories: E52.00

This project includes activities to implement the Federal
Facility Agreement-Consent Order (FFA-CO) Action Plan in ac-
cordance with the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). FFA-CO project
support provides necessary FTEs to support FFA/CO assessment
activities.

anl; compliance; evaluation; leaching; underground disposal; us
superfund; waste disposal.

ANL: waste disposal; WASTE DISPOSAL: evaluation.

US9400587 D & D Waste ion Exchange Facility.

Topic codes: 430.
Principal Investigator: Boing, L.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1995.10
To 1996.09

INIS categories: E51.00

No abstract provided.

decommissioning; decontamination; ion exchange; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive waste processing.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: radioactive waste facili-
ties.

US9400588 D & D Building 310 Surplus Retention Tanks.

Topic codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Boing, L.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
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Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1995.10
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

No abstract provided.

decommissioning; decontamination; radioactive waste facilities;
tanks.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: decommissioning, decon-
tamination.

US9400589 Computer Interface.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Thunborg, S. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The efforts of Sandia National Laboratories have resulted in
several publications related to the robotic technology uses for
retrieval of underground storage tank waste. These papers
deal with the controls issues associated with the control of
large and complex robotic systems, which were developed
under the Robotics Technology Development Program's
(RTDP's) Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology Program
and applied to tank waste remediation under the Underground
Storage Tanks (UST)-West program. A few of the selected
publications that describe the RTDP's efforts in supporting the
control of the robotic systems to be used for the remediation
efforts of the underground storage tanks at Hanford,
Washington are Christensen, B. K., W. D. Drotning and S.
Thunborg, "Graphical Model Based Control of Intelligent Robot
Systems", 1991 IEEE International Conference on Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics, Sacramento, CA, May 1991.
Christensen, B. K., B. L Griebenow and B. L. Burks,
"Graphic Model Based Control of Robotic Systems for Waste
Remediation", ANS Winter Conference, San Francisco, CA,
November 10-14, 1991. Christensen, B. K., W. D. Drotning
and S. Thunborg, "Graphical Model Based Control of Intelli-
gent Robot Systems", 1991 IEEE International Conference
on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Sacramento, CA, May
1991. R. W. Harrigan, "Intelligent Automated Control of
Robotic Systems for Environmental Restoration", ANS Annual
Meeting, June 7-11, 1992.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will support a multi-
laboratory effort led by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC)
addressing the development of Long Reach Manipulation (LRM)
technology for application to waste retrieval from Underground
Storage Tanks (USTs) at Hanford, Washington. This project ad-
dresses the following elements of the WHC LRM Plan: (1)
Human-Computer Interface and (2) System Supervisory Control
using the Generic Intelligent System Controller (GISC). LRM is
a prototype robotic system for deployment in USTs for the re-
trieval of waste. The prototype system will be specified in FY
93 and delivered to WHC in FY 95. Supervisory control and end
effectors will be completed in FY 95-96, and LRM will be
demonstrated in FY 96. Controls issues will be first addressed
in the Early Deployment System (EDS) and the Light Duty Utility
Arm (LDUA), which have both common and some unique control
issues associated with them. WHC is committed to using a
"good citizen" approach in the control of these three systems.
That is, the technology developed for each system should in
some way be applicable and therefore benefit the other two
systems. SNL's participation will focus on the controls issues of

EDS and LDUA during FY 93, because EDS is anticipated to
be deployed in late FY 93 and LDUA will be deployed in mid-FY
94. Much of the controls software that SNL will develop for these
systems will be applicable to LRM. LRM will have some addi-
tional controls issues that will be addressed in a prioritized
manner during this and future fiscal years. LDUA and LRM will
require well-developed human-machine interfaces. The tasks for
Human-Machine Interface develop the technology to allow op-
erators to easily control the robotic system represented by LDUA
and LRM. Experience has shown that operators have significant
difficulty in controlling large robotic systems, but that computer
enhanced interfaces can enable even inexperienced operators to
successfully accomplish difficult tasks. GISC has been supplied
to the Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP)
testbed in Hanford. GISC will be adapted to EDS and LDUA
providing multiprocessor computer control and advanced graphical
user interface with improved menu-driven operation. The
Human-Machine Interface will extend GISC to provide a user
interface that will allow safe and successful operation of complex
guided remote systems with minimum training. A common and
standardized interface between manipulator and sensor control
data will be established.

computerized control systems; design; hanford reservation; man-
machine systems; manipulators; radioactive waste storage; ro-
bots; tanks; underground disposal; waste retrieval.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage; WASTE
RETRIEVAL: computerized control systems, manipulators.

US9400590 Computer Interface-End Effectors.

Topic codes: 136; 523.
Principal Investigator: Feddema, J.T. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The efforts of Sandia National Laboratories have resulted in
several publications related to the robotic technology uses for
retrieval of underground storage tank waste. Some of these
papers deal with the controls issues associated with the
robotics deployment and the sensor and data acquisition ef-
forts known as Mini-Lab, which was developed under the
RTDP's Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology Program.
A few of the selected publications that describe SNL's efforts
in supporting the underground storage tank remediation efforts
at Hanford, Washington are: Feddema, J. T., "A Miniaturized
Sensor Laboratory for In Situ Characterization of Hazardous
Waste by a Robot", 3rd Biennial DOD Fiber Optic Confer-
ence, McLean, VA, March 24-27, 1992 . Feddema, J. T., "A
Miniaturized Sensor System for In Situ Robotic Characteriza-
tion of Hazardous Waste", Spectrum 92, Boise, ID, August
1992. Christensen, B. K., W. D. Drotning and S. Thunborg,
"Graphical Model Based Control of Intelligent Robot Systems",
1991 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics, Sacramento, CA, May 1991.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will support a multi-
laboratory effort led by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC),
addressing the development of the Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA)
for application to waste characterization and light remediation of
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) at Hanford, Washington. This
project addresses the following Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
elements of the WHC Early Deployment Plan: (1) Chemical
Sensing and Instrumentation, (2) Radiation Sensing and Instru-
mentation, and (3) Application of Mini-Lab Architecture. LDUA is
a prototype robotic system to be used in the FY 94-95 time
frame to characterize and survey radioactively hot USTs. For
FY 93, this project focuses on development of characterization
and data-acquisition subsystems for LDUA. Because many of the
same sensors will be deployed on the Early Deployment System
(EDS) in FY 93-94, several milestones discussed in this project
will also be applied to EDS. The Generic Intelligent System
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Controller (GISC) has been supplied to the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) testbed in Hanford. GISC will be
adapted to LDUA providing multiprocessor computer control and
advanced graphical user interface with improved menu-driven
operation in another SNL project. SNL will also transfer a
sensing system architecture called Mini-Lab for gathering, inter-
preting, displaying, and storing the data from remotely deployed
sensors. The Mini-Lab will interpret and graphically display sen-
sor data in real time to the operator as well as store it in a
database for later viewing. Included in this project is a sensor
head with both chemical and radiation sensors. Other sensors
or surveillance systems may be provided by other joint partic-
ipants in this UST Integrated Demonstration (USTID) effort, and
they may be included in the activities associated with Mini-Lab
as negotiated between SNL and the coordinating organization,
WHC.

chemical analysis; control systems; data acquisition systems;
hanford reservation; radiation monitoring; radioactive waste stor-
age; real time systems; recording systems; remedial action; re-
mote sensing; robots; tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage, remedial
action.

US9400591 Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by
Water Jets (Confined Sluicing).

TOPIC codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Sprung, J.L. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E52.00

A shrouded high-pressure water jet end effector that can
be operated on a robotic arm will be designed and fabricated.
The end effector will use water jets both to excavate solids and
to lift the resulting slurry by hydraulic pumping. Once assembled,
the water jet end effector will be evaluated using surrogate
wastes during a series of tests that will examine waste removal,
water recovery, damage to tank walls, and vertical slurry trans-
port. Four series of tests will be conducted. The first test series
will evaluate the dependence of effector performance (efficiency
of waste removal and water recovery) on the partitioning of water
between the cutting nozzles and the jet pumps. This test series
will be conducted in a small test tank equipped with an x-y table
that permits only horizontal movement of the end effector. After
these proof-of-principal tests have been completed, the effector
will be mounted on a larger tank equipped with a table that
allows both horizontal and vertical movement of the effector. All
other tests will be conducted using this larger tank. The second
test series will investigate the effects of cutting depth, uneven
surfaces, fissures, and surrogate consistency (presence of layers
and pockets of hard solids and soft slurries) on effector per-
formance. The third test series will examine effector operation
in damaged (corroded, leaking) tanks. Damage to the tank
caused by effector operation, and water loss through fissures
that lead directly to leaks in the tank walls will be measured.
The last test series will examine effector performance after the
cutting head has been modified to allow the head to tilt (operate
facing sideways or downwards or at any intermediate orientation).
After each test series, design modifications will be made that
eliminate any problems revealed by the tests. Test results will
be documented in letter reports and in a final report that will
recommend follow-on tests wherein the shrouded water jet end
effector is operated on a robotic arm. Finally, based on previous
experience using water jets to excavate and retrieve solid ma-
terials, successful development of a shrouded water jet exca-
vation and retrieval device (1) that recovers more than 99% of
the waste materials excavated, (2) that limits water losses to
much less than 1% of the total amount of water used to perform
the excavation, and (3) that can hydraulically lift the resulting
slurry to a height of at least 60 ft, seems highly likely.

automation; excavation; performance testing; robots; tanks; waste
retrieval.

TANKS: excavation; WASTE RETRIEVAL: automation.

US9400592 Early Deployment System (EDS).

Topic codes: 185.
Principal Investigator: Feddema, J. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F31.00

The Early Deployment System (EDS) is a part of the
Retrieval-Characterization Program undertaken by the Under-
ground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID). Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) will support a multilaboratory effort
lead by Pacific National Laboratory (PNL) addressing the devel-
opment of EDS for application to waste characterization of USTs
at Hanford, Washington. This Technical Task Plan (TTP) ad-
dresses the following Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) elements
of the Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Early Deployment
Plan: (1) Structured Lighting System; (2) Data Acquisition and
Controls, including completion of the data acquisition unit; and
(3) Cold Test-Demonstration. EDS is a prototype characterization
system to be used in the FY 94 time frame to characterize
radioactively hot USTs at the Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA),
which is detailed in separate TTPs[. SNL will design, develop,
test, and demonstrate a data acquisition system for gathering,
interpreting, displaying, and storing the data from remotely de-
ployed sensors. This work will build off past experience SNL has
in developing the Mini-Lab architecture demonstrated at the 1992
USTID. The acquisition system will interpret and graphically dis-
play sensor data in real time to the operator as well as store
it in a database for later viewing. Commercial products will be
used whenever possible. As part of this task, SNL will perform
an extensive trade study of the commercially available data ac-
quisition products. Plans are to make a selection and begin in-
tegration with these products. In FY 94, SNL will work with a
commercial company to complete the system. The commercial
company will then support the system. The Generic Intelligent
System Controller (GISC) has been demonstrated at the Robotics
and Retrieval testbed in Hanford. GISC will be adapted to EDS
as part of this TTP and to LDUA as part of other TTPs. It will
provide multiprocessor computer control and advanced graphical
user interface with improved menu-driven operation. GISC pro-
vides a user interface that allows safe and successful operation
of complex remote systems with minimum training. A common
and standardized interface between manipulator and sensor
control data will be established. Also included in this TTP is the
initial integration and installation of equipment into WHC's Data
Acquisition Unit. This will include power modifications, installation
of instrumentation racks, computer work areas, and computing
and data acquisition equipment. EDS is designed to allow
characterization systems to be deployed in the tanks at an early
date. The characterization and data acquisition work will transi-
tion into LDUA in FY 94. This transition to LDUA will be em-
phasized in this TTP so that the technology will be applicable
to LDUA whenever possible.

data base management; hanford reservation; radiation detection;
radiation monitoring; remote control; remote sensing; tanks.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radiation monitoring; TANKS: remote
sensing.

US9400593 TRUEX: Model Validation.

Topic codes: 132; 152.
Principal Investigator: Vandegrift, G.F. Argonne National Labo-

ratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00

In this program, the Center for Transuranic Extraction
(TRUEX) Technology Development at Argonne National Labora-
tory (ANL) continues to perform R & D to broaden the applica-
bility of TRUEX processing of high-level and
transuranic(TRU)-containing waste streams. Treatment of stored
wastes by the TRUEX process will lower the costs of final dis-
posal significantly; treatment of waste streams as they are gen-
erated will allow recycle of streams and avoidance of future
waste treatment and disposal costs. Specific tasks center on
technically supporting researchers at Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory (ORNL) and Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in col-
lecting TRUEX process data using actual high-level and
TRU-containing wastes. These data will be employed to refine
and validate the Generic TRUEX Model (GTM) developed at
ANL.

alpha-bearing wastes: cost; data acquisition; high-level radioactive
wastes; radioactive waste processing; truex process; verification.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste processing;
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; TRUEX PROCESS: verification.

US9400594 UST Light Duty Utility ARM.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Griebenow, B.L. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This project will support the multilaboratory, multiprogram
effort to develop and procure a light-duty arm for performing
characterization, surveillance, and scaled retrieval testing oper-
ations in a variety of underground storage tanks (USTs). The
Robotics Technology Demonstration Program (RTDP) supplied
expertise to create the performance specification and participate
in cold testing. Additional UST-lntegrated Demonstration (ID)
projects will provide characterization end effectors and associated
systems. Hanford Waste Operations will be responsible for site
preparation, permitting and training, as well as generation of
needs documentation. In concert with the RTDP, other UST-ID
projects, and parallel EM-30 funding, the work for this project
is composed of three tasks: (1) to procure a light-duty utility arm,
(2) to perform acceptance testing on the arm, and (3) to dem-
onstrate the arm and related systems in a cold (nonradioactive)
environment. The final objectives of this multiyear effort are (1)
to produce and test a versatile platform for deploying a wide
variety of surveillance, characterization, and scaled retrieval test
devices and (2) to develop some of the required end effectors.
First tests will be performed inside cold test facilities; later, in
a cooperative effort with site users, demonstrations will be con-
ducted inside the hot waste tanks.

field tests; hanford reservation; performance testing; remedial
action; remote handling equipment; robots; site characterization;
tanks; underground storage.

HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial action, remote handling
equipment.

US9400595 Early Deployment System.

Topic codes: 136; 197.

Principal Investigator: Nash, T.L. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear
Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E15.30

This project involves a FY 93 investigation, design, and
procurement of components (with a FY 94 cold test and FY 95
deployment) for a remote characterization system in a Hanford
single shell tank as part of the Underground Storage Tank In-
tegrated Demonstration (USTID). Cold test and deployment will
include (1) the remote insertion and retrieval of a sensor pack-
age that can assay waste tank contents and (2) the performance
of nonintrusive mapping of the waste and tank surfaces. Data
retrieved during characterization will be interpreted and graph-
ically displayed in near-real time to the operator and end user
as well as stored in a database for later viewing. The Early
Deployment System (EDS) is an increment of the
Retrieval-Characterization Program undertaken jointly by USTID
and the Robotics Integrated Program. The need for a light duty,
intank positioning system for near-term deployment in tanks at
the Hanford site and at other sites, has been identified by site
remediators as a first step in the retrieval process. Two de-
ployment systems have been identified to meet this need. These
are EDS and the Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA) System. EDS
is seen as an immediate precursor and supporter to the LDUA
System by early fielding of sensors that will later become end
effectors for LDUA. These systems include visual and other
multispectral inspection and mapping devices for the tanks and
waste, waste samplers, and positioning devices for these sensors
and samplers as end effectors in an actual Hanford tank. EDS
will also provide longer term experience for the Tank Waste
Retrieval System, and Dislodging and Conveyance (end
effectors). Characterization Coordination provides requirements for
sensing, instruments and data for storage tank characterization,
and a portion of the equipment for LDUA. This task takes full
advantage of ongoing development for the past two years within
the Robotics Integrated Program and USTID. Sensors, controls,
and data acquisition systems have been developed within this
program and demonstrated in prototype, nonradioactive test
conditions. These technologies are now mature and ready for
demonstration and effective beneficial use. Implementation of
these technologies provides much needed characterization data
and represents one of the first harvests of benefits from the
DOE Office of Technology Development programs to be applied
to USTs at Hanford. Thi» work is integrated with other ongoing
USTID and Robotics Integrated Program administered programs.

chemical analysis; hanford reservation; mapping; positioning; ra-
dioactive waste storage; remote handling equipment; remote
sensing; sampling; tanks; underground storage; wasfe retrieval;
wastes.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage; TANKS:
remote sensing, wasfe retrieval.

US9400596 LRA-Control System (ORNL).

Topic codes: 185; 197.
Principal Investigator: Hamel, W.R. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Burks, B.L.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The objective of this task is to develop and demonstrate
robotics technology for characterization of underground storage
tanks (USTs). The emphasis in this task is to support a multi-
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laboratory effort to develop and demonstrate waste tank retrieval
technologies based upon the use of a long-reach manipulator
(LRM) as the primary end effector positioning system. The sub-
tasks described in this project are complementary to Under-
ground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID) tasks
described elsewhere for the six other joint participants and a
related set of tasks submitted for the Office of Technology (OTD)
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) under the
UST-West application area. To provide a coordinated plan for
development of robotics technology for UST remediation, this
multilaboratory team has integrated USTID and RTDP tasks to
form a complete systems approach. Each of the task described
is interdependent with supporting efforts at the joint site.
Therefore, many of the milestones described are dependent upon
completion of supportive work at other sites. In Task 1, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) shall collaborate with Pacific
Northwest Laboratories (PNL) in kinematic and dynamic per-
formance analyses of the prototype Long Reach Manipulation
(LRM) and candidate retrieval system. In FY 93, a rigid-body
dynamic model will be developed for LRM configurations. This
model will be combined with a model generated by PNL for a
short-reach manipulator and waste dislodging end effectors. The
combined model will be used for manipulator dynamics studies.
In the out years, these models will be extended to include
flexible body dynamics. ORNL shall provide technical support to
the USTID through participation on the Retrieval, Transport, and
Storage Technical Support Group. This task supports develop-
ment of the LRM System being coordinated by Westinghouse
Hanford Company (WHC). In Task 2, ORNL shall assist WHC
in designing, fabricating, and demonstrating a retrieval system
control console based upon human-factors performance design
criteria. Console design will be completed in FY 93, with fabri-
cation and assembly to follow in FY 94. This task supports
development of the LRM Systems being coordinated by WHC.

coordinated research programs; design; fabrication; manipulators;
positioning; tanks; underground storage; waste retrieval.

MANIPULATORS: coordinated research programs; TANKS: waste
retrieval.

US9400597 Early Deployment System (ORNL).

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Hamel, W.R. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Other Investigators: Burks, B.L.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The objective of this task is to develop and demonstrate
robotics technology for characterization of underground storage
tanks (USTs). The emphasis in this task is to support a multi-
laboratory effort to develop and demonstrate waste tank char-
acterization technologies for use with the Early Deployment
System (EDS) and the Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA). The sub-
tasks described in this project are complementary to Under-
ground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID) tasks
described elsewhere for the six other joint participants and a
related set of tasks submitted for the Office of Technology (OTD)
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) under the
UST-West application area. To provide a coordinated plan for
development of robotics technology for UST remediation, this
multilaboratory team has integrated USTID and RTDP tasks to
form a complete systems approach. Each of the tasks described
is interdependent with supporting efforts at the joint sites.
Therefore, many of the milestones described are dependent on
completion of supportive work at other sites. In Task 1, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in collaboration with Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) and Mechanical Technology Inc.
shall develop and demonstrate a structured light source for
mapping waste and tank surfaces of the EDS being coordinated
through Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) by the LDUA being
coordinated by Westinghouse Hanford Co. (WHC).

manipulators; mapping; remedial action; remote sensing; robots;
site characterization; tanks; underground storage; wastes.

TANKS: mapping; WASTES: manipulators, robots.

US9400598 Compact Processing Unit Demonstration: De-
velopment, Design, and Demonstration of Com-
pact Processing Units for Cesium Removal.

Topic codes: 112; 305.
Principal Investigator: Richmond, W.G. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352. USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The radioactive mixed waste stored in tanks at Hanford
requires treatment to separate cesium from the waste for the
waste's subsequent disposal at the Hanford Waste Vitrification
Plant, and this is desirable to increase the public acceptability
of continued disposal of low-level waste at the Grout Savannah
River Site to support the Defense Waste Processing Facility
(DWPF) and saltstone operation.! Two approaches for meeting
these process requirements are currently under consideration:
construction of a centralized pretreatment facility, and the use
of compact processing units (CPUs). Based on preliminary cost
estimates, the CPU option (estimated capital cost $100-$400
million) appears to be a cost-effective alternative to the con-
struction of a centralized facility (estimated capital cost
$700-$1000 million (Bailey, 1992)). The objective of this task is
to design, build, and demonstrate prototypic CPUs for cesium
ion exchange. The demonstration of compact processing tech-
nology is required before a decision to implement the compact
process for the tank waste remediation system can be justified.
The design, testing, and demonstration of CPUs can be ac-
complished cost effectively at the Pacific National Laboratory
(PNL) because of PNL's experience in designing compact proc-
essing systems (e.g., the supernate treatment system for the
West Valley Demonstration Project). In this task a full-scale,
prototypic CPU for cesium ion exchange will be designed, built,
and demonstrated using nonradioactive simulants. The unit will
then be installed in a shielding module and transported to the
tank farms in Hanford's 200 Area for radioactive demonstration.
This task will also prepare and provide statement of work guid-
ance for supporting national laboratories and industry as required
or directed by the Underground Storage Tank Integrated Dem-
onstration (USTID) or by DOE Headquarters (DOE-HQ). This task
will address one of the identified needs for the Hanford Tank
Waste Remediation System: removal of radioactivity from
supernatant (identified as need number 3.01 in the USTID pro-
gram needs statement). This task will demonstrate removal of
cesium from supernate. Cesium is the primary radionuclide of
concern in tank waste supernates at Hanford, Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory (ORNL), and the Savannah River Laboratory
(SRL). The implementation of the CPU technology for the
Hanford Tank Waste Remediation System has the potential to
reduce the capital cost associated with the tank waste remedi-
ation system by $500-$700 million dollars (Bailey, 1992). This
technology is also applicable to other DOE sites including SRL
and ORNL. When this technology is demonstrated, it will be
available for transfer and cost-effective use at these sites.

cesium; construction; cost; design; hanford reservation; ion ex-
change; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste facilities;
radioactive waste processing; removal; simulation; testing.

HANFORD RESERVATION: low-level radioactive wastes, radio-
active waste processing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES:
construction.

US9400599 USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and In-
tegration (PNL).

Topic codes: 136; 197.
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Principal Investigator: Smith, CM. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Other Investigators: Bennett, D.W.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The need foT a light duty, in-tank positioning system for
near-term deployment in tanks at the Hanford site and at other
DOE sites has been identified as a first step in the retrieval
process. The Light Duty Utility Arm (LDUA) System is capable
of deploying end effectors with visual and other multispectral
inspection and mapping devices inside Hanford's waste tanks.
Deployment of the LDUA will provide critical experience for
equipment developers and remediators alike by bench marking
the qualification process at Hanford required for installation of
a sophisticated surveillance and waste characterization systems
for eventual waste retrieval from underground waste storage
tanks. After initial demonstration and beneficial use in a Hanford
underground storage tank (UST), the LDUA will be necessary in
the long term for continued surveillance and characterization of
waste storage tanks. The LDUA is also planned for extended
use during waste retrieval operations where it will provide a re-
trieval operations surveillance function as well as in-tank main-
tenance and recovery from upset of other in-tank retrieval
systems. The work described in this project includes three tasks
that provide design and support of the LDUA System. The first
task provides technical support for the overall integrated LDUA
System in establishing requirements and specifications for
industry-supplied hardware. The second task develops a laser
range finder (LRF)-based, tank-mapping system. The third task
develops a waste characterization end effector (EE) that will
determine near-surface rheological properties of the tank waste.

chemical analysis; design; hanford reservation; lasers; mapping;
positioning; radioactive waste storage; remote handling equip-
ment; rheology; tanks; underground storage; waste retrieval;
wastes.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage; TANKS:
positioning; WASTE RETRIEVAL: remote handling equipment;
WASTES: chemical analysis.

US940O600 UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design
and Development of a Multifunction Scarifier
End Effector with an Integral Conveyance Sys-
tem.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Bamberger, J.A. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E13.00, E52.00

The objective of this three-year, $2.35 M project is to
develop a hydraulic end effector coupled with a pneumatic
conveyance system that minimizes water accumulation during
retrieval of salt cake, sludge, and viscous liquids from Hanford
single-shell tanks. The technology development effort addresses
three needs expressed by the Retrieval Transport and Interim
Storage Task of the Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (USTID). The needs are documented in the
Technology Needs Statement for USTID, dated 3/92. They are
(1) 2.02 Design and Development of End Effectors, (2) 2.02
Design and Development of a Waste Conveyance System (Need
1: Conveyance), and (3) 2.09 Development and Demonstration
of Hydraulic Retrieval in Potentially Leaking Tanks. The tech-
nology to be developed is a scarifier with an integral conveyance
system. Scarifiers use high-pressure water jets to erode solid

material. The technology is hydraulic; however, systems have
been designed to minimize water accumulation by concurrent
suction to remove the dislodged material and the water working
fluid. The eroded material and water is then conveyed pneu-
matically away from the surface and out of the tank. A water-
based prototype will be initially developed and demonstrated in
a four-phase coupled analytical and experimental investigation.
Subsequent development is proposed (1) to provide a unit that
will operate with alternate nonleaking fluids to further reduce the
potential for leaking and (2) to provide a radiation-hardened
design that can be deployed in a waste tank environment. An-
ticipated scarifier-pneumatic conveyance system benefits are (1)
reduced impact to the environment when compared to unlimited
sluicing; (2) cost savings by providing a single unit capable of
mobilizing sludge, salt cake, and viscous fluid; (3) improved re-
mediation schedules due to the flexibility of a small, light-weight
unit; (4) reduced generation of aerosols when compared to other
hydraulic retrieval technologies; and (5) reduced exposure of
workers. The criteria for success will be production of a small
prototype unit capable of dislodging and conveying salt cake and
sludge samples to demonstrate waste retrieval. Previous testing
indicates that the method will be readily applied to salt cake;
retrieval and conveyance of sludges and viscous liquid present
additional challenges. A team consisting of PNL, Quest Inte-
grated, Inc. (developers of the scarifier), and Washington State
University personnel will interact during design and testing of the
end-effector and conveyance system.

conveyors; design; tanks; waste retrieval.

CONVEYORS: design; TANKS: waste retrieval.

US9400601 UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Evans, M.S. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E13.00, E52.00

In concert with other laboratories, Pacific National Labo-
ratory (PNL) will perform demonstration, testing, and evaluation
(DT & E) in subtasks involving kinematic and dynamic perform-
ance prediction, and system evaluations of proposed long-reach
manipulator (LRM) concepts to support definition and selection
of prototype waste retrieval manipulators. This work supports
remediation of single shell tanks at Hanford and will be applied
to similar underground waste tank remediation efforts at other
sites. Specifically, in FY 93, PNL will use computer-based mod-
eling techniques to assist in evaluation of the kinematic and
dynamic performance of manipulator designs submitted for ap-
proval prior to fabrication. Kinematic and dynamic performance
analyses will be performed on various LRM configurations. Efforts
will support evaluation of the utility, complexity, and stability of
manipulator designs prior to fabrication. PNL will develop and
analyze kinematic models of proposed manipulator configurations.
Issues such as mobility, dexterity, and access requirements will
be studied using the kinematic models. To assist in the devel-
opment of the control system for the proposed configurations,
the kinematic models will be developed in a format compatible
with the Generic Intelligent System Controller (GISC) control ar-
chitecture. Dynamic models of various end-effector designs will
be developed and verified with test data from initial end-effector
tests. These dynamic end-effector models will be integrated with
already developed models of short-reach dexterous manipulators
at PNL. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) will be devel-
oping a rigid body dynamic model of the proposed LRM in
parallel with this effort. Upon completion of both the
end-effector-short-reach dexterous manipulator models at PNL
and the LRM model at ORNL, the models will be combined to
study the dynamic effects of the short-reach dexterous manipu-
lator and end effectors acting on the end of the LRM system.
PNL will assist in the investigation of specific areas that are
identified during the procurement, design, and fabrication phases
of the prototype LRM system. These areas will be prioritized,
and funds will be used to address the issues in further detail.
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PNL will also act as the Program Control System Integrator
(PCSI) for the Underground Storage Tank (UST) Robotics pro-
gram. This role will involve oversight and coordination of the
control system development efforts of the Long Reach Arm, Light
Duty Utility Arm, Early Deployment System, and End-Effector
development systems. In addition, PNL will evaluate the research
currently being performed by the University R & D Team funded
by the Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology Development
program. Applicable technologies from this R & D team will be
integrated into the UST Robotics program.

hanford reservation: manipulators; remedial action; tanks; waste
retrieval.

HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial action; WASTE RE-
TRIEVAL: manipulators.

US9400602 PNL USTID Technical Task.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Quadrel, M. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This task provides assistance to the Underground Storage
Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID) for technical integration,
review, coordination, and technology development. It consists of
four subtasks: (1) EM-30 Waste Processing and Disposal (WPD)
Technology Integration; (2) Waste Processing and Disposal
Steering Group; (3) Technology Coordination; and (4) Under-
ground Storage Tank (UST): Tank Waste Processing Analysis.
The first three subtasks provide direct support from Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL)to the USTID Management and
Regulatory Support Task. The fourth is an ongoing technology
development task for UST waste separations. The EM-30 WPD
Technology Integration subtask will provide the necessary inter-
face with the Hanford Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS)
Program Pretreatment element. The Waste Processing and Dis-
posal Steering Group provides national direction and oversight
to the USTID separations program. The Technology Coordination
subtask will produce products addressing regulatory and public
interface, decision analysis (including requirements for cost-
benefit assessments of the USTID projects), strategic and pro-
gram management planning, and will provide day-to-day
assistance to the USTID Coordinator. The Tank Waste Proc-
essing Analysis subtask will produce data on the number, type,
and processing requirements, for example, discharge flows (DFs),
for compact processing units given different sets of assumptions.
This information will be used to evaluate the distributed proc-
essing approach on a tank-by-tank basis for pretreating wastes
at Hanford and other USTID sites. The June report will include
a description of the decision tool, a database for double shell
(supernatant tanks), and examples of how the tool can be used
in defining processing requirements for supernatant (double shell
tanks). Once the report is complete, the decision tool and da-
tabase will be available on disk to interested EM-30 and EM-50
users upon request.

hanford reservation; radioactive wasfe disposal; radioactive waste
management; radioactive waste processing; remedial action;
tanks; underground storage.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste management.

US9400603 Application of Mining Technology to Remedi-
ation of Underground Storage Tanks (Closeout
Activities).

7"OP/C codes: 136; 523.
Principal Investigator Silva, R.R. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E52.00

There are 149 single-shell tanks (SSTs) at the Hanford
Site, each typically containing several hundred thousand gallons
of highly radioactive waste. The Department of Energy (DOE)
intends to remediate (stabilize-clean up) these tanks over the
next two decades. The Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (USTID) will conduct the first remediation and
thereby demonstrate the technology necessary for such oper-
ations. This will be the first time for such a cleanup effort and
a major objective of the demonstration program is to acquire
or develop the necessary technology. Trie demonstrated tech-
nology is intended to be useful to other DOE sites having similar
tank remediation goals. The waste material is generally referred
to as "salt cake" and has a consistency that varies from slush
to large masses of hard crystals. There are health and safety
concerns not only as a consequence of the radioactivity but also
because of chemical hazards that include the possibility of ex-
plosion. The United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) has ex-
tensive experience in remotely operated mining equipment and
in minimizing the hazard of explosions; this project is intended
to assure a thorough transfer of this technology as it applies to
remediation of DOE's underground waste storage tanks. The first
phase of the activity was to establish a working relationship with
USBM similar to the one established in FY 91 to evaluate ex-
plosive hazards in hydrogen generating double-shell tanks
(DSTs). A working group was then established to familiarize
USBM with the specific technology needs of the integrated
dempnstration, and to become familiar with the USBM technology
that can be brought to bear on these needs. A tangible product
of this first phase will be a report delineating several technolo-
gies for transfer, listing USBM technology transfer personnel and
procedures and recommendations for future cooperative efforts
in this area. At the outset there are three specific areas of in-
terest: (1) Advanced Mining Systems. The specific technologies
that will support the development of waste retrieval methods and
equipment include advanced sensor and control techniques,
mining equipment diagnostic and maintenance systems, innova-
tive extraction systems, automation and robotization of under-
ground mining, and operator-machine interfacing. (2) Mine Safety
Systems. The critical nature of waste tank safety will mandate
that adequate safety measures have been properly addressed.
The key USBM contribution will be to provide validation and
verification tests for systems and equipment, as well as
detonation and flammability tests of vapors, gases, and solids.
(3) Electrical and Electronic Systems. In the hazardous environ-
ments of underground storage tanks (USTs), much of the
instrumentation and control methods and equipment will have to
be qualified as safe to operate in an explosive atmosphere. This
is a "normal" requirement for the mining industry.

automation; explosions; hanford reservation; hazards; high-level
radioactive wastes; hydrogen; mining eguipment; remedial action;
robots; tanks; technology transfer; underground mining; under-
ground storage; waste retrieval.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: underground storage;
UNDERGROUND MINING: technology transfer; UNDERGROUND
STORAGE: hazards, remedial action.

US9400604 Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Burgess, D.M. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03
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INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This project involves the development of a full-scale,
cold-test, long-reach manipulator (LRM) for retrieving underground
storage tank waste. Tasks in this project supports the Retrieval
Technology Demonstration Program (RTDP) Robotics that is the
lead project in coordinating and directing the development of the
LRM. The Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS) Retrieval
Technology Working Group (EM-30) has reviewed candidate
systems for underground storage tank (UST) retrieval. The Re-
trieval Technology Working Group has established that
manipulator-based retrieval systems have the potential to retrieve
the widest variety of waste forms at the lowest risk.
Manipulator-based retrieval systems can also retrieve the ob-
structions and debris within the tanks. Based on previous in-
vestigations and the results of the TWRS Retrieval Technology
Working Group, the The Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (USTID) and RTDP (both EM-50) have established
a joint working arrangement with the TWRS Program. The
product of this working arrangement will be the development of
a LRM. The LRM will be a full-scale, cold-test unit designed to
enter a single-shell tank (SST) through a center riser. The LRM
will have the payload capacity and kinematic arrangement of the
expected production units. Nonessential features such as radi-
ation hardened components that are not required to investigate
the operational performance will not be included. The EM-50
effort to develop the LRM involves six DOE contractors and
national laboratories, including WHC, PNL, ORNL, SNL, LLNL,
and WINCO. This project includes activities to coordinate and
integrate the various LRM tasks. A multiyear project plan will
be prepared. The functions and requirements for the LRM, the
support structure, and the test facility will be prepared. System
studies to establish baseline concepts for a number of subsys-
tems will also be performed. A test report documenting the tests
and experiments conducted to date in the Retrieval Technology
Demonstration Test bed will be prepared. Per August FinPlan,
guidance was received to stop activities on procurement of test
unit. Remaining activity is to be focused on transitioning the
technologies and experiences of EM-50 to EM-30, and com-
pletion of the test-bed report by fiscal year end.

coordinated research programs; design; manipulators; tanks;
underground storage; waste retrieval.

MANIPULATORS: coordinated research programs; UNDER-
GROUND STORAGE: tanks.

US940060S UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remedi-
ation.

Topic codes: 104; 136.
Principal Investigator: Hiland, D.E. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The objective of this task is to compile and document the
Savannah River Site (SRS) technologies relevant to Underground
Storage Tank (UST) remediation needs that are applicable not
only to SRS but to Hanford UST retrieval and the Nuclear
Weapons Complex (NWC) in general. A computer database will
be prepared that lists the various technologies that SRS has
developed and/or employed that apply to all phases of UST
waste characterization, processing, treatment, storage, transfer,
and disposal. The database will also include tank inspection,
cleanout, and repair technologies applicable to USTs. These
technologies will be cross referenced to applicable SRS facilities
and lead technical contacts. A report will be prepared that doc-
uments the database and provides a summarized history of the
SRS USTs along with lessons learned. This will provide a useful
reference for the other NWC sites and could serve as a model
for compiling UST baseline technologies on a complex wide
basis. The project includes attendance and participation in UST
Integrated Demonstration (UST-ID) program reviews, technical

support group, and tank waste remediation system (TWRS)
technical working group activities as required.

dafa Jbase management; information systems; remedial action;
savannah river plant; tanks; underground storage; waste retrieval.

TANKS: underground storage; UNDERGROUND STORAGE: data
base management.

US9400606 Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction
Testing.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Bibler, J.P. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Bibler, J.P., Wallace, R.M., and Bray, "Testing a New
Cesium-specific Ion Exchange Resin for Decontamination of
Alkaline High-activity Waste", Procedings of Waste Manage-
ment '90, vol 2, 1990, pp 747-751. Bibler, J.P., and Wallace,
R.M., Preparation and Properties of a Cesium-specific
Resorcinol-Formaldehyde Ion Exchange Resin", DPST-87-647.
Wallace, R.M., and Bibler, J.P., "An Improved Method for
Decontaminating Soluble High-Level Waste Using Ion Ex-
change", DPST-88-789. Bray, LA., Carson, K.J., and Elovich,
R.J., "Cesium Recovery Using Savannah River Laboratory
Resorcinol-Formaldehyde Ion Exchange Resin,
PNL-7273/UC-510, March, 1990. Bray, LA., Carson, K.J.,
Elovich, R.J., and Kurath, D.E., "Equilibrium Data for Cesium
Ion Exchange of Hanford CC and NCAW Tank Waste",
TWRSPP-92-005, July, 1992. Campbell, D.O., Lee, D.D., and
Dillow, T.A., "Low-Level Liquid Waste Decontamination by Ion
Exchange", ORNL/TM-11789, 1990 and Proceedings of Waste
Management '90, Tucson, AZ, p389. Bibler, J.P., "A Com-
parison of Duolite CS-100 and SRS Resorcinol/Formaldehyde
Ion Exchange Resins with Three High-Level Waste Simulants
Before and After g- Irradiation (U)", WSRC-RP-91-1221, De-
cember 11, 1991. Samanta, S.K., and Ramaswamy, M.,
Separation Science and Technology, 27(2), pp 255-267, 1992.

INIS categories: E51.00

This task will support the development of a compact
processing unit (CPU) for Cs removal from the variety of Hanford
tank waste streams. Savannah River Technology Center (SRTC),
in coordination with Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), will
perform ion-exchange tests to obtain critical data needed for
successfully designing a CPU for Cs removal. Included in this
task is the investigation of commercially available and foreign
technology for Cs removal.

cesium; extraction; ion exchange; tanks; underground storage;
waste processing.

CESIUM: extraction.

US9400607 Spectrometer System for Hanford In-Cell Analy-
sis.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: O'Rourke, P.E. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09
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References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
D. R. Van Hare, P. E. O'Rourke, W. S. Prather, M. B.
Bowers. M. J. Hovanec. "Online Fiber-optic
Spectrophotometry", E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company,
Savannah River Laboratory report No. DP-MS-88-186, Febru-
ary 1989. P. E. O'Rourke, W. S. Prather, R. R. Livingston.
"In Situ Nitrite Analysis In High Level Waste Tanks", Pro-
ceedings of 33rd Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear
Materials Management, Volume XXI, pages 72-82.

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of this work is to develop and demonstrate
a near-IR spectroscopy system to perform real-time moisture and
other chemical analyses of high-level waste within a hot cell at
Hanford. Success would reduce the number of high-level waste
samples required to be removed from the hot cell for full char-
acterization. Such a reduction would reduce risk to personnel
and the environment during sample handling-transport and
analysis and would reduce the cost of waste characterization.
Analysis turnaround time would be reduced from weeks to sec-
onds. This work will build on the success of the fiber optic
spectrophotometer system developed at the Savannah River
Technology Center (SRTC) and applied at the Savannah River
Site (SRS) for online measurement of nitrate, plutonium, uranium,
and acid concentrations in irradiated fuel-target reprocessing.
Work is presently under way to adapt the system for measure-
ment of OH-, NO2-, NO3=, and benzene in radioactive waste
streams for the SRS In-Tank Precipitation process, which
produces feed for the SRS Defense Waste Processing Facility
(DWPF). The capabilities of the portable, fiber optic, absorption
spectrophotometer system will be expanded in FY 93 to analyze
core samples of Hanford waste tanks in a high-level shielded
cell environment for moisture content, OH-, and other observable
components. The extension of capabilities involves evaluation
and selection of the best spectrometer technology (including the
acoustoptic tunable filter (AOTF)), evaluation of fibers for opti-
mum performance, development of chemometric models for data
analysis, and development of diffuse reflection analysis tech-
niques to measure the composition of waste solids. A complete
system will be provided to Hanford for testing. Onsite support
will be provided. A further extension of this work, which is
candidate for future Office of Technology Development (OTD)
funding, would be to use a combination of absorption
spectroscopy, diffuse reflection, and Raman techniques to dem-
onstrate the ability to identify major components in unknown
wastes in situ (inside the waste tank itself). The ultimate goal
is an integrated system able to meet the needs for waste
characterization at Hanford and similar locations.

chemical analysis: hanford reservation; high-level radioactive
wastes; infrared spectrometers.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: chemical analysis.

US9400608 Waste Management Continuity of Operations.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

No abstract provided.

anl; waste management.

ANL: waste management.

US9400609 Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste
Treatment.

7"op/c codes: 112; 162.

Principal Investigator: Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National
Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.

Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

No abstract provided.

hazardous materials; radioactive wastes; waste processing.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste processing; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: waste processing.

US9400610 Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Stor-
age.

Topic codes: 116; 166.
Principal Investigator: Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

No abstract provided.

hazardous materials; radioactive wastes; waste storage.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste storage; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: waste storage.

US9400611 Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Dis-
posal.

Topic codes: 117; 167.
Principal Investigator: Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

No abstract provided.

hazardous materials; radioactive wastes; waste disposal.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste disposal; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: waste disposal.

US9400612 Polymer Solidification National Effort.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Kalb, P. Brookhaven National Laboratory,

Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1993.12
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INIS categories: E51.00

In response to the needs of DOE's Office of Technology
Development (OTD) and the Mixed Waste Integrated Program,
the purpose of this program is the technology
demonstration/transfer of new and innovative polymer processes
for the solidification of hazardous and mixed wastes. Through
laboratory-scale development theses processes have shown po-
tential for improved, cost-effective performance compared with
conventional technologies. A polyethylene encapsulation system
for sodium nitrate salts and other waste streams (e.g., sludges,
evaporator concentrates, and ion exchange resins) has been
developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) from process
conception through parameter optimization, waste form testing,
and scale-up feasibility. Sodium nitrate salts are a high volume
mixed waste generated at many facilities throughout the DOE
complex including Rocky Flats Plant (RFP), Westinghouse
Hanford Co. (WHC), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Westinghouse Savannah
River Co. (WSRC), and West Valley. BNL has been working
with RFP to implement this technology as a replacement for their
current cement solidification process. Use of polyethylene
encapsulation of nitrate salt at RFP will provide improved waste
from performance and increased encapsulation efficiency results
in production of 70% fewer drums for storage, transport and
disposal. Resultant cost savings of up to $1.5 to 2.7 million/year
at RFP have been estimated. The development of any new
process requires scale-up demonstration, testing, and evaluation
prior to implementation. RFP has supported the need to conduct
such a demonstration as soon as possible. In this regard, BNL
received funding from the Rocky Flats Compliance Program in
March 1993 to conduct a full-scale technology demonstration of
the polyethylene encapsulation process using surrogate waste
that closely resembles actual nitrate salt in chemical and physical
form. Due to the delay in FY 93 funding and the level of
available support, this project will continue into and be completed
in FY 94. A production-scale plastics extruder has been procured
and is being installed at BNL for this purpose. A suitable pre-
treatment process (i.e., dryer) will be identified based on vendor
tests using production-scale equipment. The dryer system will
be then shipped to BNL and integrated into the polyethylene
encapsulation systems. The Transient Infrared Spectrometer
(TIRS) monitoring system developed by Ames Laboratory will be
set-up to provide on-line monitoring of actual waste loadings for
improved quality assurance/quality control. BNL will install and
integrate all necessary feed and metering equipment and will
provide computerized overall system control and data logging.
Representatives from DOE facilities, EPA, NRC, and commercial
vendors who have expressed interest in this process will be in-
vited to attend and/or participate in the BNL Polyett in this
process will be invited to attend and.

chemical wastes; coordinated research programs; encapsulation;
hazardous materials; mixtures; polyethylenes; radioactive waste
processing; radioactive wastes; sodium nitrates; solidification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: encapsulation, radioactive waste proc-
essing.

US9400613 Waste Form Performance Criteria
Testing-Evaluation Methods For MWIP.

and

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Franz, E.-M. Brookhaven National Labora-

tory, Upton, L. I., NY, 11973, USA.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00

The objectives of this task are (1) to develop waste form
performance criteria, related specifications, and
testing-evaluation protocol for implementation throughout the
DOE complex to ensure long-term stability of the waste form in
storage and disposal and (2) to demonstrate compliance with
existing orders and regulations. The task will be a collaboration
between Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), Idaho National
Engineering Lab (INEL), and Battelle Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory (PNL), with BNL as the lead. The final project plan and
division of work will be agreed upon by the three laboratories
at the beginning of the project. The three laboratories will also
participate in a working group on Performance Standards De-
velopment and Testing Protocol with BNL as the Chair. This task
will meet the needs of the Mixed Waste Integrated Program
(MWIP) as outlined in the March 10, 1992, MWIP Technology
Needs Document under the Technical Area of "Final Waste
Form." A final waste form performance criteria, related specifi-
cations, and test-evaluation methods will allow comparison of
alternate technologies for treatment systems, resulting in ac-
ceptable waste forms for storage and disposal, and will introduce
uniformity into waste form comparisons across the DOE complex.
Uniform test methods will improve quality assurance-quality
control (QA-QC), and testing will generate performance data that
can also be used as input to models for site performance as-
sessment (PA). Criteria and tests identified in this activity will
be appropriate to support Best Demonstrated Available Technol-
ogy petition activities. To accomplish these objectives, a review
will be made to identify and assess needs and regulations re-
garding the performance of mixed waste forms for storage and
disposal. This will include DOE Order 5820.2A, the National
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Position Paper on waste forms,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements, and other
established national and international activities. Various standard
testing procedures (e.g., NRC, EPA, International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), and American Society for Testing Materials
(ASTM)) will be identified and evaluated for their applicability to
mixed waste. Draft waste form performance criteria, test meth-
ods, and acceptance of standards will be subjected to review
by the Performance Standards and Testing Committee and to
peer review by an independent committee of waste management
experts.

performance testing; waste disposal; waste forms; waste storage.

WASTE FORMS: performance testing.

US9400614 Waste Stream Diagnostics and Control for
Treatment of Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Bostick, W.D. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

This project is a continuation of FY 93 activities to support
the optimization of evaluation methodologies for thermal waste
treatment facilities (rotary kiln, fluidized bed, vitrification, and
plasma). The primary objectives of this project are (1) surrogate
waste stream definition, (2) benchmarking protocol development,
(3) benchmarking new thermal treatment technologies, (4) char-
acterization protocol development to ensure proper data quality
objectives are met for technology evaluation, and (5) process
monitoring protocols definition for evaluation and monitoring of
thermal treatment processes (waste stream diagnostics). These
protocols and diagnostics will define in a standardized manner
the methodologies to be used for process comparisons. Based
upon the results of this program, additional tasks for FY 94 will
be defined to assist the Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP)
in optimizing and evaluating thermal treatment technologies.

benchmarks; comparative evaluations; fluidized-bed combustion;
hazardous materials; kilns; mixtures; monitoring; plasma; radio-
active waste processing; radioactive wastes; simulation; technol-
ogy assessment; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: technology assessment.

US9400615 The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes
for Mixed Waste Treatment Applications.
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Topic codes: 154; 162.
Principal Investigator Morris, M.I. Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

This project involves evaluating the waste treatment per-
formance of the Plasma Hearth Process (PHP), a fixed hearth
plasma arc treatment technology. This is not a new technology,
rather an adaptation of an existing, well understood, and com-
mercially available technology that has been used for many years
for metals processing. Waste treatment in a plasma furnace has
several potential benefits including (1) efficacy of organics de-
struction, (2) versatility of application, (3) a high-integrity vitrified
final waste form that reduces leachability of both hazardous
metals and radionuclide components of the waste, and (4) vol-
ume reduction. The plasma furnace can process a wide variety
of waste types including paper, cloth, plastics, metals, glass, soil,
and sludge. This task will conduct tests to demonstrate that the
PHP can process waste materials directly to a vitrified form with
a minimum of characterization and/or pretreatment. There are
several issues that may necessitate treatment of mixed waste;
plasma treatment can potentially resolve these issues. The PHP
has potential application to many of the waste types of concern
to the Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP). The Rocky Flats
Plant (RFP) is currently exploring plasma technology for treat-
ment of supercompacted drums. Treatment of many other mixed
low-level waste (MLLW) and transuranic (TRU) wastes by the
PHP may be beneficial (e.g., sludges, ash, and bulk materials).
In addition, this task will demonstrate whether the PHP is well
suited for treatment of complex waste mixtures having both or-
ganic and heavy metal contamination. Under this task an existing
plasma system will be tested and demonstrated in FY 93 for
treatment of a variety of simulated wastes as identified by the
MWIP. This testing will provide valuable data to determine the
range of individual mixed wastes types appropriate for treatment
by plasma arc. Preliminary mass balances will be conducted
using data from these experiments. An upgraded system will be
tested in FY 94. A new off-gas system will be specially designed
for the plasma arc system. Off-gas equipment will be procured
and installed. Mixed waste types to be tested will be based on
waste types as identified by the Mixed Waste Integrated Program
(MWIP), particularly those representative of DOE high priority,
complex- wide waste concerns. Data will be collected in ac-
cordance with an approved test plan. These data will indicate
process performance with reward to secondary waste stream
generation (including off-gas composition), final waste form
characteristics, and process influent parameters. Preconceptual
design efforts will commence in FY 95 for a prototype field-scale
PHP to be installed in EM-30 treatment plants. Efforts in out-
years will complete the integrated design of the prototype PHP,
encompassing the entire system, including the feed process,
residuals handling, and off-treatmhe en.

alpha-bearing wastes; furnaces: hazardous materials; low-level
radioactive wastes; metals; mixtures; organic compounds; plasma;
radioactive waste processing; simulation; vitrification.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: vitrification; HAZARDOUS MATERI-
ALS: radioactive waste processing.

US9400616 Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification).

Topic codes: 164.
Principal Investigator: Lucerna, J.J. EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc.,

Golden, CO, 80401, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1995.12

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
This is a new proposal. The following is a reference of
publications noted in this proposal and upon which this effort
will be based: Balasco, A. A., 1988. Bench-Scale
Classification Test on Rocky Mountain Arsenal Basin Material,
USATHAMA AMXTH-TE-CR-88015, United States Army Toxic
and Hazardous Materials Agency, prepared by A. D. Little,
Inc. Chapman, C. C. and J. L. McElroy, 1989. "Slurry-Fed
Ceramic Melter - A Broadly Accepted System to Vitrify High-
Level Waste" in High Level Radioactive Waste and Spent
Fuel Management Vol. II, pp. 119-127, eds. S. C. Slate, R.
Kohout, and A. Suzuki, American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers. Holton, L. K. et al, 1988. "Operating experience in
a Radioactive Liquid-Fed Ceramic Melter Vitrification Facility"
in Proceedings, Waste Management '88 Symposium, pp.
875-879, American Nuclear Society, La Grange Park, Illinois.
Klinger, L. M. and P. L Abellera, 1988. Glass Furnace
Processing of Rocky Flats Plant Wastes - An Evaluation,
MLM-3493, Mound, Miamisburg, Ohio. Koegler, S. S., 1989.
Vitrification Technologies for Weldon Spring Raffinate Sludges
and Contaminated Soils Phase 2 Report - Screening of Al-
ternatives, PNL- 7125, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland,
Washington. Westinghouse Environmental Services, 1988.
1988 Test Report for the Electric Pyrolyzer Demonstration on
Surrogate Mixed Waste, Westinghouse Environmental Ser-
vices, Madison, Pennsylvania.

INIS categories: E51.00

The Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) is out of compliance with
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) because
most RFP mixed wastes are prohibited from land disposal and
they have been stored in violation of the law's storage prohibi-
tion. Mixed wastes are defined as those containing both haz-
ardous and radioactive contaminants. A Federal Facility
Compliance Agreement (FFCA) between DOE and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) has allowed RFP to continue
operations with the condition that means be developed to treat
the Land Disposal Restricted (LDR) wastes by pursuing suitable
treatment technologies. The objective of this project is develop-
ment and demonstration of a thermal waste treatment system
using a Joule-heated glass melter. In this joint effort, Pacific
Northwest Laboratories (PNL) and the Savannah River Site
(SRS) have the necessary vitrification experience, the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will assist in managing the
effort, and RFP waste streams will receive the initial focus of
the Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP). The main con-
tributions from RFP will be to provide waste composition se-
lection and information, assist in preparation and review of test
plans, participate in the testing, review test data, and assist in
criticality evaluations. The main focus of this task will be treat-
ment of mixed low-level wastes. Converting waste to glass is a
proven technology, especially as applied to treatment of high-
level radioactive waste. Although vitrification has not yet been
demonstrated as cost effective for full-scale treatment of low-level
mixed wastes, tests have been successful in destroying nitrates
and organic compounds while immobilizing radionuclides and
heavy metals. It is widely assumed that the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) will receive a "no migration variance", so
transuranic (TRU) mixed waste will not require treatment except
possibly to meet shipping regulations. However, this task will also
address criticality controls in the melter in the event TRU waste
may require treatment. Joule melters are adaptable to treat a
wide range of wastes, including the following: cemented wastes
(pondcrete, saltcrete, oils, sludges); nitrate salts; halogenated
solvents and organic compounds; waste oils; aqueous liquid
wastes; various sludges; combustible materials; waste glass,
soils, and ash; insulation; filters; and polychlorinated biphenyl
(PCB) contaminated wastes. This task will expedite development
to support MWIP in the area of vitrification technologies. Testing
and demonstration can be initiated in the near term and can
be accomplished cost effectively with existing infrastructure at
PNL and SRS including a variety of existing melters, melter feed
systems, off-gas systems with inline monitoring, data acquisition,
and analytical laboratories.

ceramic melters; criticality; demonstration programs; hazardous
materials; low-level radioactive wasfes; metals; mixtures; nitrates;
organic compounds; radioactive waste processing; radioisotopes;
testing; vitrification.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: radioactive waste processing,
vitrification; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive
waste processing, vitrification.
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US9400617 Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste.

Topic codes: 232.
Principal Investigator: Ragaini, R.C. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To (Not provided)

INIS categories: E52.00, C56.00

The primary goal of this activity is to participate in the
Core Planning Group (CPG) for the DOE Environmental Resto-
ration and Waste Management Office of Technology Develop-
ment (EM-50) Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP). This
activity consists of two tasks. The first task is to develop the
Environmental Safety and Health (ES & H) compliance strategy
for MWIP. The key deliverable product is the ES & H Strategy
section (6.0) for the Program Management Plan (PMP). The ES
& H section of PMP will describe the necessary strategy to in-
sure that research, demonstration, development, testing, and
evaluation (RDDT & E) projects funded by MWIP comply with
applicable ES & H requirements. The second task focuses on
risk assessments of emerging technologies. Part A of this task
is to develop a risk assessment subsection of PMP, which will
describe the strategy for assessment of risk as applied to inno-
vative technologies. It will include generic plans for conducting
health risk assessments as required by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) and state regulatory agencies. These
health risk assessments will examine the potential health impacts
to the surrounding communities from bin -to-burial mixed waste
management technologies, including waste minimization; waste
retrieval and segregation; characterization; waste destruction and
stabilization; effluent management; and packaging, storage, and
transportation. Part B will consist of analyses of the risks of the
Office of Technology Development (OTD)-developed technologies
compared to the baseline treatment technologies. These risk
analyses will be incorporated into the overall systems analysis
of MWIP.

compliance; environmental policy; health hazards; risk assess-
ment; waste management.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: compliance; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: risk assessment.

US9400618 Vitrify to Delist to Dispose.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Bickford, D.F. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This Technical Task Plan (TTP) outlines the development
of "Vitrify to Delist to Dispose" technology by establishing the
performance of this technology for a specific waste stream that
is well characterized, lends itself to treatment by vitrification, and
is representative of a large portion of DOE complex waste. The
Mixed Waste Integrated Program (MWIP) has identified three
specific streams that meet these requirements: Oak Ridge Y-12
sludge (an inorganic sludge with a greater than 1% organics and
a current inventory of 264 m3), uniqueness—organics; Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) sludge (an inorganic sludge
with less than 1% organics and a current inventory of 154
m3), uniqueness—likelihood of success; Rocky Flats sludge (an
inorganic sludge with less than 1% organics and a current in-
ventory of 3 m3), uniqueness—nitrates. These waste streams
have similar material handling and hazards as ashes, homoge-

neous solid wastes, and inorganic and organic liquids. Thus,
limited testing of these other Low-Level Mixed Waste (LLMW)
Program waste categories may be phased in as time permits.

inorganic compounds; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures;
nitrates; organic compounds; radioactive waste processing;
sludges; vitrification.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing, vitrification.

US9400619 LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time
Emission Monitoring.

Topic codes: 151.
Principal Investigator: Fowler, M. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Gritzo, RE.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B33.10, E51.00

The objective of this task is to address the need to
monitor incinerator off gases for the presence of alpha-emitting
radionuclides in a continuous manner. This monitoring capability
should include both the ability to provide spectroscopic
radionuclide identification, as well as a fast-response, high-
sensitivity alarm. Although a variety of sampling detectors are
available for radionuclide identification, no detection system exists
for fast alarming with high sensitivity. For FY 93 activities Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) will (1) complete an exper-
imental test plan that addresses data quality procedures and test
objectives, (2) identify a facility in which to conduct airborne
alpha experiments, (3) construct the second-generation online
prototype detector, (4) incorporate short-lived radon isotopes for
testing of the second-generation prototype, and (5) coordinate
with the National Mixed Waste Program (NMWP) through the
Rocky Flats Plant. This task has been incorporated into NMWP,
and the information obtained from this task will apply to other
DOE mixed-waste thermal treatment or destruction processes
across the complex.

detection; incinerators; monitoring; off-gas systems; real time
systems; spectroscopy; transuranium elements.

INCINERATORS: off-gas systems; TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS:
monitoring.

US9400620 Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of
Transurances from Radioactive Wastes.

Topic codes: 112; 159.
Principal Investigator: Jarvinen, G.D. Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Other Investigators: Jorgensen, B.S.; Smith, B.F.; Robison, T.W.
Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-

versity of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Alternative technologies are urgently needed for the
treatment of waste waters to reduce the concentration of con-
taminating metal ions to extremely low levels required to meet
increasingly stringent regulatory limits and to decrease waste
disposal costs. A series of polymer-supported, ion-specific ex-
traction systems for removing actinides and other hazardous
metal ions from waste water streams will be developed. Work
will initially focus on metal contaminants (especially Pu and Am)
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in waste streams at the Waste Treatment Facility (WTF) at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and at the Rocky Flats Plant
(RFP). The first phase will select and test ligands to identify the
compounds having the required selectivity and binding constants
to remove the target metal ions from the waste streams. In the
next phase, the selected ligands will be incorporated into
polymeric structures that will allow ready separation of the target
metal ions from the waste waters. The separation properties of
the polymer-supported ligands will then be evaluated to allow a
complete engineering assessment of these polymer systems in
combination with complementary technologies and for comparison
with competing technologies. The specific activities for FY 93
are (1) to find no-ash compounds with required selectivity and
binding constants to remove target elements (Pu, Am) from
waste waters; (2) to attach compounds to water-soluble polymers,
(3) to measure decontamination factors and test
recovery-regeneration on Pu-Am-contaminated LANL and rf
aqueous streams. These new polymer materials can provide a
cost-effective replacement for sludge intensive precipitation
treatments and yield effluents that meet increasingly stringent
discharge requirements. A reasonable scenario for the reduction
of Pu and Am sludge waste at RFP during decontamination and
decommissioning activities results in estimated savings of $10
million per year in waste disposal costs. At LANL, a 95% re-
duction of low-level sludge volume and a 50% reduction in
transuranic (TRU) sludge volume is anticipated. These polymer
extraction systems will be tested to assist the effort at RFP to
address interagency agreement requirements to develop and
evaluate radionuclide treatment technologies, including treatment
of environmental surface waters. Applications for these systems
at Hanford and other DOE facilities are also apparent. This work
will be coordinated with efforts at the Pacific Northwest Labora-
tory (PNL) to develop separations technology that focuses pri-
marily on Hanford high-level waste. The exploratory work done
by the R & D team has demonstrated the effectiveness of this
approach to clean up waste waters. This technology will be
developed for use on important waste problems in the DOE
complex.

amehcium; contamination; decontamination; hazardous materials;
lanl; ligands; plutonium; polymers; radioactive waste processing;
removal; rocky flats plant; sludges; waste processing; waste
water.

AMERICIUM: removal; PLUTONIUM: removal; WASTE WATER:
radioactive waste processing, waste processing.

US9400621 Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High
Level Radioactive Waste.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Kinkead, S.A. Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

Alternative technologies for the separation of '37Cs and
9°Sr from high-level waste (HLW) are driving needs to lower the
concentration of these high specific heat- and radiation-producing
nuclides from storage tanks (1) to reduce pressing tank safety
concerns, (2) to attenuate or remove isotopes constituting the
major contribution to thermal and radiation loading from low-level
waste (LLW) destined for grout, and (3) to separate these
isotopes for planned engineered surface or deep geological
storage. The project objective is to develop a separations system
for removing Cs and Sr from HLW. Efforts will focus on ex-
ploiting the demonstrated high-separations efficiency of the
C0D2 system for removing both Cs and Sr from HLW. The initial
target waste stream will be concentrated (>1 M) HNO3 from
dissolution of fuel, however, separations of these two nuclides
from alkaline systems (pH > 11) will be evaluated. The first
phase will involve verification of the Czech and Russian data
on the extraction of Cs and Sr from acidic HLW. The purpose
of this effort is not only to confirm the extraction properties, but
also to establish the ease of stripping the extracted Cs and Sr

from the nitrobenze and related solvents (e.g., a,a,a-trifluoro-
m-nitroluene). In the second phase, selected CoD2 derivatives
will be examined to identify compounds possessing the required
selectivity and separations characteristics to extract Cs and Sr
from nitric acid media into more benign solvents than
nitrobenzene. During this phase, ligands will also be tested for
extraction of Cs and Sr from neutral or alkaline high-nitrate
media. An important component of this effort is determination
of the liquid-phase structure (using single-crystal or powder X-ray
diffraction of solid residues, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
or extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)) of the
aqueous Cs and Sr C0D2 adducts to assist in the ligand design
(especially in the design of polymer-supported ligands tasks). In
the third phase, the ligands will be incorporated into polymers
(as well as testing known polymeric carbollides such as Dexsil
trademark and their derivatives) for sequencing Cs and Sr from
aqueous acidic and basic solutions. Finally, the fourth phase
will concentrate on process optimization and flowsheet inte-
gration. This subtask will address such issues as (1) scaled-up
ligand production, (2) determination of flow rates and material
balances, and (3) final waste form and waste stream processing
and recycle, and so forth. During this phase, curie-scale sepa-
ration of Cs and Sr will be accomplished using existing hot-cell
facilities at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).

cesium 137; extraction; flowsheets; high-level radioactive wastes;
ligands; materials testing; nitric acid; organic solvents; polymers;
radioactive waste processing; removal; strontium 90; waste forms.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

US9400622 Fission Product Chemistry.

Topic codes: 132; 800.
Principal Investigator: Attrep, M., Jr. Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This work will (1) develop methods for technetium and
ruthenium partitioning from nuclear waste streams, (2) develop
a flow sheet for transmutation of iodine-129, and (3) develop
methods for removal of nickel from Hanford high level waste
(HLW) and waste generated during the accelerator based
transmutation process.

flowsheets; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes;
iodine 129; nickel; partition; radioactive waste processing; re-
moval; ruthenium; technetium; transmutation.

HANFORD RESERVATION: high-level radioactive wastes;
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; IODINE 129: transmutation.

US940O623 Assessment Framework Development and Sep-
arations Integration for an Accelerator
Transmutation of Waste (ATW) System Aimed
at EM Level.

Topic codes: 132; 800.
Principal Investigator: Dewey, H. Los Alamos National Labora-

tory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09
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INIS categories: E51.00

This task integrates several functions required to define
and evaluate an accelerator transmutation of waste (ATW) sys-
tem that has the potential to destroy long-lived radionuclides
typical of DOE high-level nuclear wastes. Included in this task
are the following elements: (1) systems determination of up-
stream feed requirements and linkage to source chemistry efforts
covered under Efficient Separations Processing Integrated Pro-
gram (ESPIP) projects that are associated with ATW chemistry
development and assessment, (2) definition of the neutron
blanket region where transmutation occurs and the linkage of this
component to source and ATW chemical flowsheets, (3) iden-
tification of potential waste volumes, and (4) definition of re-
quirements needed for credible system material balance and
costs determination involving a follow-on conceptual design ac-
tivity that includes industrial participation.

accelerators; cost; design; flowsheets; high-level radioactive
wastes; material balance; radioactive waste processing;
transmutation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing, transmutation.

US9400624 Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using
Titanate Ion Exchangers.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Brown, N.E. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Other Investigators: Stephens, H.P.; Klavetter, E.A.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

This Technical Task Plan (TTP) is focused on develop-
ment and demonstration of advanced, efficient separation tech-
nologies to selectively remove '37Cs and other radionuclides from
a wide spectrum of radioactive defense wastes, and will interface
closely with other DOE Office of Technology Development (OTD)
program areas such as the Underground Storage Tank Integrated
Demonstration (USTID) program. Crystalline-silicotitanate (CST)
and amorphous hydrous titanium oxide (HTO) ion-exchange
technology will be developed and demonstrated for removal of
radioactivity from supernate solutions and salt cake. Project ob-
jectives will be accomplished within four tasks: 1, evaluation of
the ion-exchange properties, especially the effects of pH and
sodium content of waste feed on Cs removal with CST; 2, as-
sessment of the feasibility of regeneration of the CST ion
exchangers; 3, measurement of the radiation stability of the CST
materials; and 4, delivery of CST samples to Pacific Northwest
Laboratories (PNL) for testing on actual Hanford wastes. Task
1 includes (a) evaluation of the ion-exchange properties and
chemical stability of newly developed CST for efficient, selective
absorption of Cs isotopes and (b) studies of Sr partitioning with
both CST materials and amorphous HTO ion-exchange materials
under conditions that will be encountered when processing de-
fense wastes. Task 2 will determine the feasibility of regeneration
of the CST and HTO materials following loading with Cs and
Sr. Task 3 is directed at measurement of the radiation stability
of CST under conditions that simulate the radiation environment
during and following separation of Cs and Sr from radioactive
wastes. Task 4 will provide for the delivery of samples for further
evaluation at PNL with simululated and actual Hanford wastes.
Compared to other separation processes such as solvent ex-
traction, ion-exchange processes offer several potential advan-
tages for application to separation of radionuclides from aqueous
waste streams: (1) the processes are versatile, in that both
continuous flow systems (ion-exchange columns) or batch proc-
essing (in-tank processes) can be used; (2) ion-exchange is
efficient--decontamination factors (Df) of many orders of magni-
tude can be achieved with column processes; (3) ion-exchange
processes and equipment are simple, thus permitting mobile in-
tank or near-tank waste treatment; and (4) the process intro-
duces no residual wastes, such as hazardous organic solvents,
into the processing stream. Use of inorganic (in contrast to or-

ganic resins) ion-exchange materials, such as the titanates, offers
the advantage of stability in the presence of intense radiation.
Titanate ion-exchangers are also stable in the highly alkaline
solutions encountered in Hanford tanks, a property that suggests
use of titanates, once loaded, as an interim or temporary waste
form. When technology demonstrated by this TTP is imple-
mented, benefits will incform. When technology demons.

ion exchange; radioactive wastes; separation processes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: separation processes.

US9400625 Sludge Technology Assessment.

Topic codes: 132; 112; 523.
Principal Investigator: Helt, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00

The objectives of this work are (1) to assess the state
of radioactive sludge problems and treatment capabilities within
the DOE complex, (2) to identify potential treatment capabilities
and specialists in industry and academia, and (3) to identify
areas where R & D is needed.

radioactive wasfe processing; radioactive wastes; sludges; tech-
nology assessment.

SLUDGES: radioactive waste processing.

US9400626 Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation
(MACS/MAC SEPTM).

Topic codes: 132; 152.
Principal Investigator: Nunez, L. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Vandegrift, G.F.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The process will combine the selective and efficient sep-
aration afforded by chemical sorption with the magnetic recovery
of ferromagnetic beads. Many DOE sites have aqueous radio-
active, mixed, and hazardous wastes stored in tanks awaiting
treatment and ultimate disposal. Supernatants in the underground
storage tanks (USTs) at Hanford contain Cs, Sr, and, in some
cases, low concentrations of transuranics (TRU) that must be
removed to dispose of this stream as grout. This project will
develop compact, economic, intank or near-tank processes for
the removal of contaminants from solution for the remediation
efforts at Hanford and other DOE sites. The processes use
magnetic beads coated with (1) either a selective ion exchange
material (e.g., silicotitinates, resorcinol) or an organic
complexant-containing solvent for Cs and Sr removal or (2) sol-
vents for selective separation of TRU (e.g., TRUEX process).
The beads are formed using iron or other magnetic material
coated with either organic polymer (polystyrene-divinylbenzene
copolymer) or ion exchange resin. The ion exchange resin is
attached by an adhesive or directly bonded. Organic solvents
can be adsorbed onto the polymeric surface by contacting the
beads with a solution of the solvent in a volatile diluent and
removing the diluent by evaporation. These coatings selectively
separate the contaminants onto the beads by their chemical
nature, and the beads can be recovered from the tank using a
magnet. Once the removal is achieved, the contaminants can
either be (1) left on the loaded beads and added to the glass
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feed slurry or (2) stripped into a small volume of solution to
regenerate the extracting beads. (For example, in the case of
the TRUEX solvent, the solvent can be washed from the beads
with alcohol, which acts to diminish the extraction power of the
solvent, and stripped of activity by dilute acid. The alcoholic
solution can then be evaporated to regenerate the beads.) The
greatest benefit of the technology is the simple separation of
radionuclides from waste in a cost-efficient and compact process
without the production of large waste streams, and the applica-
tion of this process to many DOE liquid TRU wastes.

aqueous solutions; cesium; chemisorption; hanford reservation;
ion exchange materials; magnetic materials; magnets; organic
polymers; remedial action; strontium; tanks; transuranium ele-
ments; truex process; waste retrieval.

CESIUM: chemisorption; HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial
action; TANKS: waste retrieval; TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS:
chemisorption.

US9400627 Advanced Chemical Separation Processes in
Support of the Clean Option Strategy.

Topic codes: 132; 152.
Principal Investigator: Horwitz, E.P. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Dietz, M.L.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The purpose of this task is to develop new advanced
solvent extraction-recovery processes in support of the clean
option strategy. The new separation scheme comprises a series
of novel processes designed to extract and recover Th, U, TRUs
(Np, Pu, Am, Cm), 90Sr, and 99Tc from dissolved sludge waste
obtained from the Hanford storage tanks. All inert constituents
and the balance of fission products, including the lanthanides,
will remain in the raffinates and effluent streams that are gen-
erated in these processes. (Although Cs is not normally present
in significant concentrations in the sludge waste, especially after
sodium hydroxide digestion of the sludge to improve its dissol-
ution, a separate acid-side solvent extraction process (CSEX) for
Cs removal will be developed in the second fiscal year.) The
major objective of these processes is to reduce the complexity
and cost of the chemical pretreatment of dissolved sludge waste
and to achieve sufficient decontamination factors of the sludge
to produce raffinates and effluent streams that will meet the
specifications of Class A low-level waste. The advanced
extraction-recovery processes begin with the dissolved sludge
waste. The new processes exploit the chemistry involved in the
transuranium extraction (TRUEX), strontium extraction (SREX),
and PUREX processes, and the chemistry involved in an im-
proved actinide-lanthanide separation system. These processes
are incorporated into a highly efficient and relatively simple
flowsheet, Total Radionuclide Extraction (TOREX). The process
consists of a front-end combined TRUEX-SREX solvent
extraction-recovery process that removes Th, U, TRUs, Sr (Ba),
Tc, Ln, and (Bi), followed by a combined SREX-PUREX solvent
extraction-recovery process conducted on the Sr (Ba), Ln (Bi),
Th, and TRU product stream, and a final Am, Cm-Ln
(lanthanide) separation performed by extraction chromatography.
The Ba and Bi are shown in parentheses to signify that they
may be absent in some of the sludge wastes. The process
solvent for the combined TRUEX-SREX process consists of 0.2
M octyl(phenyl)-N,N- diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide
(CMPO), 0.2 M bis-tertiary butyldicyclohexano-18-crown-6
(DtBuCH18C6), and 1.2 M diamyl hydrocarbon from the Exxon
Co. The process solvent for the combined number of extraction
stages are used in each of these processes to ensure that the
concentrations of Sr, Tc, and TRUs are sufficiently low in the
raffinates to meet class A specifications for these radioisotopes.
If the '37Cs concentration in the raffinate from the combined

TRUEX-SREX process exceeds the Class A specifications, then
conventional ammonium phosphomolybdate ion exchange or
precipitation will be performed to remove it.

barium; bismuth; crown ethers; flowsheets; hanford reservation;
lanthanum; organic solvents; phosphonic acid esters; purex
process; radioactive waste processing; sludges; solvent ex-
traction; storage facilities; strontium; tanks; technetium; thorium;
transuranium elements; truex process; uranium.

SLUDGES: radioactive waste processing, solvent extraction,
transuranium elements.

US9400628 Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demon-
stration Program.

Topic codes: 112; 306.
Principal Investigator: Seller, J.M. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To (Not provided)

INIS categories: E51.00

This project will plan, coordinate, and develop activities
that will lead to the demonstration of a supercritical water
oxidation (SCWO) treatment pilot plant for radioactive waste. This
effort will be undertaken in two phases: (1) scaleup of the
30-gallon per day (gpd) unit to a 300-gpd unit, and conducting
of tests on that unit to collect data necessary to design an
SCWO unit for radioactive wastes and (2) designing, building,
and demonstration of an SCWO unit for radioactive wastes. Ef-
forts in FY 93 will focus on Phase I of this program leading to
the design, construction, and operational testing of an SCWO
unit on nonradioactive and/or surrogate DOE waste streams. The
Phase I unit is not required to be built and tested at a DOE
facility. Specific efforts to be conducted in FY 93 include (1)
developing a Program Strategic Plan; (2) establishing Technical
Review Committees to provide technical oversight and guidance
for the preparation of functional and design specifications for the
hazardous waste unit and mixed waste unit, the selection of
actual and/or surrogate wastes for testing, and the development
of demonstration test plans; (3) finalizing the project management
plan; (4) identifying and making necessary arrangements for a
site to conduct Phase I testing; (5) developing initial performance
specifications and design requirements for the hazardous waste
as well as the mixed waste unit; (6) preparing National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation for the hazardous
waste SCWO unit; (7) initiating design of the hazardous waste
unit; (8) initiating the development of the Phase I Test Plan;
and (9) conducting tests on the surrogate wastes at the Model
Development Corp. (MODEC) laboratory-scale SCWO unit.

construction; demonstration programs; design; documentation;
hazardous materials; mixtures; oxidation; performance; pilot
plants; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste processing;
radioactive wastes; simulation; supercritical state; us national
environmental policy act; water.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: construction, design; RA-
DIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: oxidation.

US9400629 Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: Mesmer, R.E. Oak Ridge National Labo-

ratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03
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INIS categories: E51.00

Many of DOE's waste streams contain radionuclides and
hazardous wastes. The current DOE prohibition from shipping
any wastes off site unless the generator can prove "NO RAD
ADDED" is resulting in an accumulation of wastes. Much of the
waste is primarily aqueous based, containing 1 to 10% organics.
This waste stream is not appropriate for incineration, but is
judged to be ideal for treatment by supercritical water oxidation
(SCWO), which is a new waste processing technology developed
by U.S. industry and poised for commercial deployment. Some
problems have been noted with corrosion by strongly acidic
solutions, and with the formation of precipitates of inorganics in
SCWO reactors. Modell Development Corp. (MODEC) has pro-
prietary methods to'neutralize acids in situ and to avoid plugging
of reactors by inorganic solids. To facilitate the deployment of
these methods in both DOE and commercial applications of
SCWO, it is important that the behavior of the inorganic con-
stituents in various wastes be predictable for process optimiza-
tion, as well as for permitting (the behavior of organic
constituents is already well predicted). This project is the DOE
portion of a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA) to be established with MODEC to develop the ap-
proaches necessary to facilitate commercialization through ex-
perimentation, data analysis, and model development. The
Chemistry and Chemical Technology Divisions of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) have expertise and equipment to
support the Office of Technology Development (OTD) efficiently
in this effort. Two major problems that have been identified to
date in the operation of SCWO pilot operations on simulated
wastes are (1) deposition of inorganic solids and various points
in the system and (2) corrosion of structural metal. While
MODEC's proprietary methods of mitigating these problems are
general and do not require specific knowledge of inorganic
constituents, nevertheless, laboratory measurements of the
properties of certain inorganic materials under SCWO conditions
will greatly facilitate the use of MODEC's technology. ORNL will
perform laboratory solubility measurements (Tasks 4-6) of po-
tentially useful inorganic materials while MODEC will conduct
pilot studies of corrosion and deposition control strategies. Also,
ORNL will incorporate properties of representative inorganics that
are important to the performance of SCWO. plant into models
of solution chemistry appropriate for SCWO operations. This ef-
fort will be directed toward improved process reliability and at-
tainment of the level of safety required for hazardous waste
disposal operations. Much prior experience with experiments and
thermodynamic modeling in high-temperature waste systems at
ORNL helps ensure the success of this collaboration with
MODEC.

corrosion; electrolytes; inorganic compounds; metals; mitigation;
oxidation; ph value; precipitation; radioactive waste processing;
supercritical state; water.

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS: precipitation; METALS: corrosion;
RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: oxidation.

US940O630 Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks.

Topic codes: 134; 135.
Principal Investigator; Yoshimura, H.R. Sandia National Labora-

tories, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Other Investigators: Uncapher, W.L; Trennel, A.J.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E15.20, E15.10, E52.00

DOE is responsible for managing large quantities of de-
pleted uranium (DU) located throughout the DOE complex.
Quantities of uranium hexafluoride and other forms in excess
of several hundred thousand tons exist. Because these materials
will have to be disposed of, various options for their economic
use will be studied and evaluated. The objective of this project
is to evaluate options for future use and disposal of DU in
storage-shipping casks by identifying concepts, methodologies,
and issues. Phase I will focus on evaluating concepts for using

metallic DU as a shielding material for vitrified high-level waste
logs. The potential benefits from using DU for waste packaging
are lower personnel exposure throughout the waste disposal
system, disposing of significant quantities of waste DU, and
minimizing future decontamination and decommissioning (D &
D) efforts. This study, which is part of a larger system study,
will evaluate DU as shielding in the following applications: (1)
storage casks for high-level waste from facilities producing the
vitrified waste, (2) associated transportation cask concepts with
high-level waste contents and shielding as a direct disposal
transport system directly into a deep geologic repository with
tunnel access, and (3) DU casks versus other forms of storage
available or proposed at the high-level waste (HLW) glass-
producing facilities. The study will evaluate possible problem is-
sues and costs, assuming DU is provided without cost in the
form needed for the cask concepts. This information will be
submitted to DOE in a letter report containing recommendations
on the feasibility, practicality, issues, advantages, disadvantages,
alternatives, or other more viable-less costly concepts. The letter
report will be produced as a March 1993 deliverable. Concepts
to be considered include a storage cask for high-level waste
fabricated from steel or stainless steel using DU as shielding.
The cask would be designed to store the material for a number
of years at a designated site before being transported to a re-
pository for final disposal. The transport system could be reused
or disposed of directly in the repository. Factors and information
collected from this evaluation will provide sufficient detail to in-
dicate a favorable or unfavorable recommendation on using DU
as a shielding material in this transportation application. Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) has performed DU studies associ-
ated with the development of the defense high-level waste
(DHLW) cask system. The DHLW cask uses DU as the primary
shielding material in a removable shielding liner. Research per-
formed in support of this base technology-funded program is
directly applicable to this study and may provide valuable insight
into the technical feasibility and regulatory acceptance of the
material for storage, transport, and disposal.

casks; depleted uranium; high-level radioactive wastes; packag-
ing; shielding materials; underground storage; uses; vitrification;
waste forms.

DEPLETED URANIUM: uses; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: casks, vitrification.

US9400631 Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar Coding)
Development.

Topic codes: 166.
Principal Investigator: Berrett, S. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Task 1 will upgrade and enhance the current linear
(one-dimensional) bar code hazardous waste tracking system to
include but not be limited to mixed waste stream data and
tracking capabilities. Upgrades and enhancements will be de-
pendent of resources available and input from the Automated
Identification (Bar Code) Steering Committee and/or the field of-
fice. Subtasks under this activity will be included in the identifi-
cation and analysis of other bar coding applications within the
DOE for the potential integration with common DOE functions
to optimize effectiveness and avoid duplication of effort. Addi-
tional efforts will also be made to transfer the bar code system
to other government agencies and industry. Task 2 will provide
a prototype waste management tracking system to multiple DOE
sites that incorporates new 2-D bar coding technology into the
existing waste management system. All continuing improvements
and enhancements to the systems will be provided to the se-
lected beta sites. Task 3 will deliver two demonstrations inte-
grating touch memory technology with waste
management-environmental restoration applications. The demon-
strations will be conducted for the Landfill Operations and the
Waste Storage facility. Task 4 is an evaluation of the benefits
of the Touch Memory Demonstrations that will be provided to
DOE-Headquarters (HQ) Environmental Management (EM) or-
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ganizations and made available to field offices upon request or
direction. It is intended that decisions to implement Touch
Memory technology will be made by various EM programs based
on the information provided from the demonstration. Task 5
provides for the registration of the Document Tracking System,
which was developed for DOE HQ with the Energy Science and
Technology Software Center (ESTSC) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
In order to complete the registration, the Document Tracking
System will be reviewed for any necessary modifications to allow
for distribution.

automation; hazardous materials; identification systems; monitor-
ing; radioactive waste facilities; remedial action; sanitary landfills;
storage facilities; waste management.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: identification systems, monitoring;
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS: automation.

The purpose of this project is to develop Aqueous
Biphasic Separation (ABS) systems for the pretreatment of
supernatant solutions from underground storage tanks (USTs).
ABS systems permit the extraction and recovery of dissolved
inorganic ions from high-ionic-strength electrolyte solutions that
are either acidic or alkaline. These biphasic liquid-liquid systems
can be generated by the addition of polyethylene glycols (PEGs)
to high-ionic-strength electrolyte solutions. The primary objective
is to remove long-lived radionuclides such as technetium-99,
iodine-129, and selenium-79 from alkaline solutions. The selective
removal of these species by ABS extraction could be coupled
with ion-exchange processes to remove cationic species like
cesium-134, -137, and TRU's from alkaline solutions. This would
permit near-surface disposal of the bulk of the alkaline
supernatants and dissolved salt cake from USTs. The extractions
could be conducted without pH adjustment, and the only reagent
added to the waste stream would be a minimum amount of
water to ensure dissolution of the salt cake.

US9400632 Automated Pyrochemical Waste Calcine Proc-
essing.

7"oo/c codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Couture, S. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Other Investigators: Bronson, M.
Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-

tory; University of California (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Waste calcine containing high specific activity
radionuclides is currently being produced and stored at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Only 1% of this calcine
is long-lived radionuclides that require long-term storage. Devel-
opment of a remote pyrochemical process for separating long-
lived radionuclides from inert components would result in a
significant saving in long-term storage at a facility such as Yucca
Mountain. This project will demonstrate a prototype system for
INEL waste calcine based on the successful automated
pyrochemical furnace demonstration system that has been de-
veloped at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) over
the past three years. The project entails the following: (1)
adapting the existing pyrochemical systems at LLNL for demon-
stration of pyrochemical treatment of INEL waste calcine; (2)
developing a robotic system for servicing the pyrochemical sys-
tems and product packaging; (3) developing pyrochemical system
controllers; (4) designing, fabricating, and installing a system that
integrated all these subsystems into a radiation enclosure; and
(5) following surrogate operations, performing hot
startup-operation at INEL.

automation; calcination; calcined wastes; demonstration programs;
high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste processing; ro-
bots.

CALCINED WASTES: radioactive waste processing; HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES: calcination.

US9400633 Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pre-
treatment.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Chaiko, D.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.01

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30, E52.00

aqueous solutions; cesium 134; cesium 137; extraction; iodine
129; ion exchange; liquid wasfes; radioactive wastes; removal;
selenium 79; separation processes; tanks; technetium 99;
underground storage; wasfe retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: extraction, separation processes.

US940O634 Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Todd, T.A. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This work plan describes a research and development
program to establish the feasibility of a pyrochemical treatment
process for Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) high-level
waste (HLW) calcine. Pyrochemical treatment consists of high-
temperature processing for removal of inert materials and sepa-
ration of actinides and fission products in a molten metal-salt
environment. This conceptual process has the potential to sig-
nificantly reduce the amount of HLW that would require disposal
in a federal repository by up to 30 fold. The objectives of Phase
I are to establish the research and development needs associ-
ated with demonstrating the feasibility of a pyrochemical process
and to outline the research and engineering programs that will
result in supplying these needs. The goal of Phase II is to ex-
perimentally demonstrate technical feasibility and provide scien-
tific and engineering data needed for an integrated small-scale
demonstration of the pyrochemical process. At the end of each
phase, a decision to proceed with further development will be
made based on the understanding of the feasibility of the proc-
ess. The initial research and development will be completed with
Phase II, and a Technology Status Report will be issued for
DOE Office of Technology Development (OTD) review and con-
currence. An integrated process demonstration will be proposed
and a demonstration, testing, and evaluation (DT & E) test plan
will be developed for implementation starting in FY 95 if the
process is shown to be feasible. A best demonstrated applied
technology (BDAT) for ICPP HLW calcine is not currently avail-
able, and continued storage of calcine at ICPP after 1992, in
compliance with 40 CFR 268, will require some form of regula-
tory action (case-by-case extension, temporary no-migration peti-
tion, Federal Facilities Compliance Agreement). A viable plan for
the treatment and disposal of ICPP HLW is expected to be re-
quired to achieve Land Disposal Restricted (LDR) compliance.

actinides; calcination; calcined wastes; fission products; high-level
radioactive wastes; molten salts; radioactive waste processing;
separation processes.

CALCINED WASTES: radioactive waste processing; HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES: calcination.
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US9400635 Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST
Waste: Data for Modeling Sludge Science.

Topic codes: 154; 156.
Principal Investigator: McGinnis, C.P. Oak Ridge National Lab-

oratory, P.O. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN, 37831, USA.
Performing Organization: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.04
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.00

The DOE site tank waste disposal strategy should require
dissolving the sludge from the tanks before further treatment.
Knowledge of the compositions of the dissolving solutions is
needed to plan subsequent treatment strategies such as
transuranic extraction (TRUEX) and grouting. This project will
use Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) waste tank sludge
for testing possible sludge washing and treatment strategies. A
particular objective of selected washing and leaching tests is to
minimize the resulting transuranic (TRU) residue that would be
dissolved in acid. A series of washing steps at decreasing pH
(e.g., pH = 14, 12, 10, and 8) may remove sludge components
into supernates. Equally important in these wash steps is to
avoid dissolving the TRU components and to determine the
transfer of fission products (Sr, Tc, I, Cr, and so forth). After
the TRU sludge has been minimized in these washing steps, a
selective leaching series of experiments can determine the TRU
dissolution from the sludge. It may be possible to dissolve the
TRU components from the washed sludge, leaving a non-TRU
residue. These elements of this work mean that a complete
characterization of the solution and the residue at each
wash-leach step is necessary. Therefore, much of the operating
expense will be for analytical chemistry. Prediction of the dis-
tribution of sludge components between the sludge and dissolv-
ing solution requires knowledge of the properties of both the
sludge and the solution. The dissolved materials will be in a
concentrated nitrate salt solution where activity coefficients are
far from unity; these activity coefficients can be estimated fairly
well from concentrated solution theories. The sludge will contain
various hydroxides in solid solution; estimation of the activity
coefficients will require some testing of models by leaching
sludges simulating those of the tanks, followed by verification
on actual sludge. During the last decade there have been ad-
vances in routines for calculating equilibria and rate processes
in complex systems. Several thermodynamic computer software
packages are internationally available that can be considered for
modeling DOE waste tank sludge dissolution. Such packages
already in use by thermodynamacists at ORNL include
CHEMSAGE, FACT and FACSIMILE. Other packages may also
be considered but would need to be obtained before testing
could occur. These routines will be used in conjunction with
knowledge obtained from recent series of chemical interactions
at mineral surface-water interfaces.

chemical analysis: chromium: dissolution; fission products; iodine;
leachates; leaching; sludges; strontium; tanks; technetium;
thermodynamics; transuranium elements; washing.

LEACHATES: chemical analysis, leaching, washing; TANKS:
sludges.

US9400636 ACFDE'CON Process: Selective Leaching of
Tank Sludges by the ACTDE'CON Process.

Topic codes: 132; 159.
Principal Investigator: Kurath, D. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The single-shell tanks (SSTs) at Hanford contain approxi-
mately 7.3 million gram moles of actinide materials. Additionally
other radionuclides are present that must be selectively recov-
ered from the waste (e.g., technetium, cesium, strontium, and
iodine). This project assesses the ability of Bradtec's proprietary
ACT*DE*CON process to treat and recover various radionuclides
from the waste sludge. A predecessor to the ACT*DE*CON
process is currently treating 200 kg per day of transuranic (TRU)
contaminated sludge and debris at Dungeness Nuclear Power
Station in the United Kingdom. The ACT*DE*CON process
chemistry has been developed and enhanced by Bradtec to treat
soils contaminated with actinides and certain radionuclides and
heavy metals. This project consists of a three-phased approach:
(1) lab-scale testing with waste simulants, (2) lab-scale testing
with actual waste, and (3) pilot-scale testing with actual waste
and waste simulants. The lab-scale tests will be performed in
Bradtec's laboratories using a radioactive simulant waste stream
and then repeated at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) with
a sample of actual waste sludge from the underground storage
tanks (USTs). The first proof-of-principle test will be witnessed
by PNL personnel, while the tests at PNL will be supported by
Bradtec. If these tests are successful, the second phase will
consist of the design and construction of pilot-scale equipment.
The equipment design will include the flexibility to test various
selective recovery methods. This equipment will be installed in
a glove box or hot cell at PNL and tested with waste simulants
or actual waste if it is available. It will be operated with various
waste simulants to determine the optimum operating conditions.
Since the ACT*DE*CON technology is proprietary, sole-source
procurement for vendor testing and technology transfer is
planned.

actinides; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes; ma-
terials recovery; radioactive waste processing; radioisotopes; re-
moval; simulation; sludges; tanks; technology assessment;
underground storage.

ACTINIDES: radioactive waste processing, removal; HANFORD
RESERVATION: high-level radioactive wastes; RADIOACTIVE
WASTE PROCESSING: technology assessment.

US9400637 Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment.

Topic codes: 132; 136.
Principal Investigator: Lumetta, G.J. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Other Investigators: Colton, N.G.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B11.30

The objective of this project is (1) to develop an under-
standing of the chemical composition and behavior of high-level
waste (HLW) tank sludges and (2) to develop methods to sep-
arate radionuclides from the nonradioactive process chemicals in
alkaline sludges. The emphasis for the first category will be (1)
to collect and evaluate historical and current chemical and
physical analyses on Hanford sludge from a number of sources,
(2) to chemically analyze Hanford sludge samples in sufficient
detail to provide information for interpreting sludge dissolution
and leaching processes, and (3) to develop a methodology for
predicting thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of sludges
and provide Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) with appli-
cable data. The emphasis for the second category will be to
develop methods for extracting radionculides from alkaline sludge
by selective leaching techniques. These activities will be per-
formed in collaboration with the ORNL Sludge
Washing-Dissolution of MVST Waste and Alkaline-Side Extraction
of Actinides and Technetium from Tank Waste Using Crown
Ethers and Other Extractants Projects and coordinated with the
Tank Waste Remediation system (TWRS) Pretreatment Technol-
ogy Development Project (Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)).

actinides; chemical analysis; dissolution; extraction; hanford res-
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en/ation; leaching; radioactive waste storage; separation proc-
esses; sludges; tanks; technetium; thermodynamics.

HAN FORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage;
SLUDGES: chemical analysis, leaching.

US9400638 Calcine Residue Leaching: High-Level Waste
Volume Reduction for Calcine Processes.

Topic codes: 134.
Principal Investigator: Cowan, R.G. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970, Richland,
WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS categories: E51.00

Calcining Hanford tank wastes, to eliminate unresolved
safety issues and destroy nitrate-nitrite, is being revisited as part
of the Hanford Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS).
Calcination is the only nonaqueous alternative planned for this
updated strategy. Early attempts to calcine Hanford wastes had
limited success because of high sodium content, which renders
the calcine product a difficult to handle, "sticky" mixture. New
methods being tested as part of the Underground Storage Tank
Integrated Demonstration (USTID) are expected to overcome the
Hanford sodium problem. Extensive calcination of high-level
waste has been conducted at the Department of Energy (DOE)
Idaho site, which has lower sodium content waste. Calcination
of single-shell tank (SST) waste followed by an aqueous leach
has, besides resolving ferrocyanide and organic safety issues,
created an effective high-level-low-level split by dissolving alu-
minum and sodium solids into the aqueous phase without
carryover of transuranics (TRUs). Initial calcination work in FY
1992 included neutralized cladding removal waste, plutonium
finishing plant and SST simulants, actual SST wastes, and a
planned large-scale (five ton) calcining trial on SST simulants
at the Westinghouse Research and Development (R & D) Center.
After calcining and aqueous leaching, only 3.5% of the dry SST
solids containing small amounts of TRUs, uranium, and fission
products remain. The thrust of this project is to develop the
processes to further extract nonradioactive constituents from the
calcine residuals. Calcine residue volume, which directly controls
high-level waste volume, can be significantly reduced by dis-
solving major nonradioactive components. The work planned is
divided into characterization and extraction subtasks. The char-
acterization subtask is directed at identification of the mineral
form of the calcine residues and the effect of further thermal
treatment and chemical treatments on extraction processes. The
extraction subtask will develop leaching methods for specific
nonradioactive components. Successful extraction of the nonra-
dioactive constituents from the calcined tank waste by leaching
will minimize the number of glass logs produced by the Hanford
High-Level Waste Vitrification program. Such leaching is expected
to be conducted in treatment vault facilities to be constructed
at Hanford in the next decade. This leaching should not require
the complicated and expensive pretreatment plant planned for
the post 2010 period. Success in extraction has the potential for
multibillion dollar savings and relatively near-term deployment.

calcination; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive wastes;
leaching; minimization; tanks; vitrification; volume.

HANFORD RESERVATION: high-level radioactive wastes;
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: calcination.

US9400639 Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for
Removal of Plutonium from Waste Streams.

7~op/c codes: 159.
Principal Investigator: Hoffman, D. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory; University of California, P.O. Box 808, University
of California, Livermore, CA, 94550, USA.

Performing Organization: Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory; University of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B13.20

The project goals are the following: (1) The stability
constants of desferrioxamine B (DFO) derivatives with Pu(IV)
will be determined or estimated. The method of
spectrophotometric titration has already been successfully em-
ployed in determining the stability constant of methylterethalamide
desferrioxamine (DFOMTA) with Pu(IV) and can be used to de-
termine the stability constants of the rest of the series. (2) The
speciation of the metal-ligand complex will be determined for a
variety of pHs in order to determine if, and to what extent, other
metal ions will interfere with Pu(IV) complexation. By determining
the protonation constants of the metal-ligand complex, it is
possible to calculate the distribution of the species over the
entire pH range. (3) The stability of the DFO derivatives with
Pu(IV) over the ionic strength range likely to be encountered in
waste streams will be determined. Since Hanford tank solutions
are generally high in ionic strength (6M or more), the effect of
ionic strength on the stability constants must be determined. This
information can be determined by spectrophotometric titration in
a manner analogous to the original formation constant studies.

chelating agents; ph value; plutonium; plutonium complexes; re-
moval; spectrophotometry; stability; titration.

PLUTONIUM COMPLEXES: stability; PLUTONIUM: removal.

US9400640 TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes
Using Dicarbollides.

Topic codes: 159.
Principal Investigator: Navratil, J.D. Rockwell International Corp.,

Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), P.O. Box
1449, Canoga Park, CA, 91304, USA.

Performing Organization: Rockwell International Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

Studies in the former Czechoslovakia and Soviet Union
since the 1970's have shown cobalt dicarbollide (CDC) to be
one of the most efficient reagents for separating fission product
Cs and Sr from acidic waste solutions by a liquid-liquid solvent
extraction process. Efforts under this project will investigate two
key features: (1) experimental studies of a new, supported
dicarbollide (SDC) process that has the potential for overcoming
the use of the hazardous diluent, nitrobenzene (NB) and (2)
experimental studies of the SDC process for removal of
transuranic (TRU) elements from aqueous waste streams. To
obtain results in the most cost-effective and timely manner from
these experiments, the studies will be performed principally at
the Nuclear Research Institute (NRI), Rez, the Czech Republic
(where the original CDC process was researched) by a team
of Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) and NRI per-
sonnel who have co-invented the SDC process. The experiments
are described in this project. Follow-on efforts for FY 94 are
also identified for optimizing the process, premised on successful
results anticipated from the upcoming laboratory investigations.

alpha-bearing wastes; aqueous solutions; cesium; cobalt com-
pounds; fission products; radioactive waste processing; removal;
separation processes; solvent extraction; strontium.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste processing; FIS-
SION PRODUCTS: removal.

US9400641 Electrochemical Treatment of Liquid Radioactive
Wastes.
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Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Hobbs, D.T. Westinghouse Savannah River

Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC, 29802,
USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
H. W. Alter, D. L. Barney, J. K Davidson, A. C. Schafer, Jr.,
"Electrolytic Recycle Method for the Treatment of Radioactive
Nitric Acid.

INIS categories: E51.00

An electrochemical treatment process will be developed
for the destruction of nitrate, nitrite, and organic compounds, and
the removal of radionuclides and hazardous metals from alkaline
waste solutions. The development program will consist of five
major tasks: (1) the determination of optimum reactor conditions
for the destruction and removal of hazardous waste components,
(2) the development of engineering process models, (3) radio-
active laboratory-scale tests, (4) pilot-scale tests, and (5) analysis
and evaluation of testing data.

electrochemistry; liquid wastes; radioactive waste processing; ra-
dioactive wastes.

LIQUID WASTES: radioactive waste processing.

US9400642 Carbollide CDCB Process Development for Ra-
dioactive Cesium-137 Decontamination.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: McCabe, D.J. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Other Investigators: Orebaugh, E.G.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The "Carbollide" Cobalt Dicarborane (CDCB) process uses
a CDCB anion to precipitate cesium (Cs) from simulated high-
level liquid waste. The current understanding indicates the CDCB
anion is highly selective for Cs over potassium (K), a potentially
significant advantage in lessening the quantities of the precipitant
for potential large-scale in-tank processing at SRS. Because of
the CDCB molecular structure and empirical formula,
Co(C2B9H11)2[-, the Cs+ CDCB- salt has an extremely low carbon
content and is speculated to be directly compatible with
Borosilicate glass. In addition, because the CDCB anion is an
inorganic structure, it cannot serve as a source of benzene.
Benzene will be produced in large quantities in the current SRS
Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) flowsheet. Additional
development of the Carbollide CDCB process is required to make
a valid comparison with the current SRS DWPF flowsheet. This
can be accomplished initially at small scale with nonradioactive
simulated salt supernate tests. High-level waste tests in the
SRTC High-Level Caves will be used to confirm Cs decontam-
ination factors on actual waste. CDCB process- development
program elements include (1) acquisition and/or direct synthesis
of the CDCB anion at larger scale for nonrad and rad testing,
physical property determination, and Borosilicate glass tests; (2)
reproducible demonstration of the "Achievable Decontamination
Factor" (DF) for Cs removal (nonrad and rad tests); (3) exam-
ination of factors controlling the Achievable DF including the
common ion effect, isotope dilution, staged precipitation, deriva-
tives of the CDCB anion, salt supernate parameters, CDCB
anion recycle, and cation coprecipitation; (4) demonstration of
direct feed of the Cs+ CDCB- salt to Borosilicate glass and
evaluation of glass properties; (5) demonstration of long-term

radiation and chemical stability of the CDCB anion; and (6)
demonstration of CDCB anion recycle to minimize use of this
reagent. The most established technology for recycle is liquid
extraction.

cesium; cobalt compounds; high-level radioactive wastes; per-
formance testing; precipitation; radioactive waste processing; re-
moval; savannah river plant; tanks.

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT: high-level radioactive wastes, radio-
active waste processing.

US9400643 Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and
Perception-Based Impacts.

Topic codes: 137; 704.
Principal Investigator: Metz, W.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.04
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F12.00

To perform socioeconomic impact assessments for the
nuclear-waste repository program, the Project and Operations
Control Division of the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization
Project Office (YMPO), which is in the Office of Civilian Radio-
active Waste Management (OCRWM), U.S. Department of En-
ergy (DOE), required technical advice, reviews of salient
methods, reviews of current studies, and model development.
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) provided this support to
YMPO, which allowed it to conduct its own impact analyses in
all areas of socioeconomics and to respond in a timely manner
to any estimates of impacts made by potentially affected parties.

economic impact; high-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste
disposal; socio-economic factors; yucca mountain.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: socio-economic factors;
YUCCA MOUNTAIN: radioactive waste disposal.

US9400644 Environmental Technical Support for the Moni-
tored Retrievable Storage Facility.

Topic codes: 146; 102.
Principal Investigator: Krummel, J.R. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will provide technical
assistance to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) for environ-
mental requirements and activities related to the siting, con-
struction, operation, closure, and decommissioning of a monitored
retrievable storage (MRS) facility. This project covers activities
necessary for full compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA); the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
(NWPA), as amended; and related regulations such as the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 191 and the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) 10 CFR Part 72. ANL support will consist of four
basic tasks: (1) to provide technical assistance for project man-
agement and planning; (2) to prepare the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) as required by NWPA, as amended, and NEPA;
(3) to support MRS Environmental Assessment (EA) activities
related to document review and technical assistance; and (4) to
prepare technical support documentation for reference in EA and
EIS. ANL will also provide technical analysis and support for (1)
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study plans to determine the effectiveness of mitigative measures
proposed for EA and EIS; (2) baseline and operational environ-
mental monitoring; (3) environmental permit requirements and
statutory compliance; (4) interactions with DOE headquarters and
the Nuclear Waste Negotiator; (5) coordination and interactions
with federal and state authorities, Indian tribes, and the general
public; and (6) general review, comment, and response on draft
documents.

anl; closures; compliance; construction; decommissioning; envi-
ronment; environmental impact statements; environmental im-
pacts; monitored retrievable storage; monitoring; nuclear waste
policy acts; operation; program management; site selection;
storage facilities; us doe; us epa; us national environmental
policy act; us nrc.

MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE: environmental impacts,
program management, storage facilities.

US9400645 Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions As-
sociated with the Siting of MRS Facilities.

Topic codes: 704.
Principal Investigator: Allison, T. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Metz, W.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.09
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F12.00

To perform socioeconomic impact assessments of potential
sites for monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facilities, the Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) required
information on the perceived risk and stigmatization likely to
occur in the areas surrounding potential sites. Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) provided this information to OCRWM. This
support allowed OCRWM to prepare full and timely responses
to estimates of impacts that were made by affected parties and
that indicated that the MRS siting program would hinder their
economic development efforts.

economic impact; monitored retrievable storage; site selection;
social impact; storage facilities.

MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE: economic impact, social
impact, storage facilities.

US9400646 Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transpor-
tation of Spent Nuclear Fuel.

Topic codes: 138; 148.
Principal Investigator: Dvorak, A.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.11
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.10

The objective of this project is to provide technical as-
sistance to the U.S. Department of Energy Chicago Office (DOE-
CH) and the DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Man-
agement (OCRWM) relative to the transportation of spent nuclear
fuel and high-level radioactive waste to repository sites. The
technical assistance consists of the assessment of radiological
and nonradiological impacts, enhancement of risk-assessment
capabilities, study of infrastructure around reactor sites, prepa-
ration of technical documents, and review of documents prepared
by others.

high-level radioactive wastes; risk assessment; spent fuels; waste
transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation;
SPENT FUELS: waste transportation.

US9400647 Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste
Repository Program.

Topic codes: 137.
Principal Investigator: Krummel, J.R. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: LaGory, K.E.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1985.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C56.00

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will provide technical
assistance to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) for environ-
mental activities related to the siting, development, and licensing
of the national high-level radioactive-waste repository. The as-
sistance will consist of technical support related to compliance
with existing federal environmental regulations. ANL support will
consist of four basic tasks: (1) preparing and updating reclama-
tion policy documents, (2) providing technical assistance for re-
vising and reviewing the Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation
Plan (EMMP) and progress reports prepared by the project of-
fices (POs), (3) reviewing technical documents on specific envi-
ronmental policy issues, and (4) providing support concerning
compliance of OCRWM activities with requirements of the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

anl; compliance; construction; environmental impacts; high-level
radioactive wastes; licensing; radioactive waste disposal; radio-
active waste facilities; site selection; us national environmental
policy act.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: environmental im-
pacts.

US9400648 Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Ra-
dioactive Waste Management.

Topic codes: 137; 305.
Principal Investigator: Edgar, D.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.02
To 1994.12

INIS categories: E52.00

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will assist the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM) in the process of preparing, evaluating,
revising, and issuing programmatic and technical documents.
Such documentation is necessary to demonstrate compliance with
the complex of regulations governing the design, development,
and operation of a high-level nuclear-waste repository. Regulatory
compliance, systems integration, and performance assessment
review activities and technical support form essential elements
of this activity. Expert technical reviewers will be utilized, as
necessary, for reviews. Reviews will judge the technical ade-
quacy of the documents and, where applicable, their conform-
ance to pertinent regulatory requirements and programmatic
guidelines. Such reviews will support OCRWM's efforts to ensure
that the documents are technically sound and credible. ANL will
coordinate all task activities and serve as the focus for all
interactions between OCRWM and individual technical experts.
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Upon request from OCRWM, ANL will provide technical assist-
ance during the preparation of selected programmatic documents,
including oversight, direction, and independent research on as-
pects pertinent to repository performance assessment, waste
package failure modes and scenarios, and development of a
methodology for addressing the key issue of determining suit-
ability of the candidate repository site for facility siting.

anl; compliance; construction; design; documentation; high-level
radioactive wastes; operation; packaging; performance; radioactive
waste disposal; radioactive waste facilities; regulations; us doe.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: construction, design,
documentation.

US9400649 Technical Review Group Support.

Topic codes: 102; 134.
Principal Investigator: Seefeldt, W.B. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1980.02
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Technical Review Groups (TRGS) are authorized by the
Vitrification Projects Division (VPD) of DOE. They will operate
in accordance with charters approved by the appropriate DOE
Headquarters (HO.) organization. All major activities of TRGs are
coordinated and implemented by their chairmen, who are ap-
pointed by and report to HQ. The secretariat of the TRGs is
located at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), and its functions
are administered by an executive secretary whose position is
authorized by VPD's Standard Practice Procedure 4.15 and the
Waste Acceptance TRG Charter. This task will provide the
necessary resources and activities to execute the functions as-
signed to the executive secretary. The task includes, but is not
limited to, (1) organizing and maintaining the secretariat of TRG;
(2) maintaining a lisj of potential TRG members and consultants;
(3) with the chairmen, recommending panel members and con-
sultants to HQ for specified panels; (4) providing and monitoring
contracts with individual experts and consultants; and (5) with
the chairmen, arranging all necessary activities of TRG through
correspondence and meetings.

anl; contractors; monitoring; personnel; program management;
radioactive waste processing; us doe; vitrification.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: program management,
vitrification.

US9400650 Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation
Issues.

Topic codes: 138; 148.
Principal Investigator: Edgar, D.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.07
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.10

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) will assist the Office
of the Director and Associate Director for Storage and Trans-
portation of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) within the Department of Energy (DOE) in the process
of identifying, evaluating, and comparing independent technical
assessments and related efforts pertaining to OCRWM transpor-
tation and transportation-related programs. Such an evaluation
and documentation of findings is necessary to ensure that cur-

rent and future transportation program activities conducted by
OCRWM are responsive to technical issues raised by responsible
non-OCRWM organizations. This effort will support OCRWM's
efforts to ensure that the transportation-related aspects of the
national program are technically sound and credible. In addition
to providing technical and programmatic support for this and
related tasks that may be identified, ANL will coordinate all task
activities and serve as the focus for all interactions between
OCRWM and individual transportation experts that may perform
tasks under this investigation. Upon request from the OCRWM
Office of the Director or Associate Director for Storage and
Transportation, ANL will provide technical assistance in perform-
ing additional tasks that may be identified as necessary to
support the transportation and transportation-related portions of
the repository program.

anl; evaluation; high-level radioactive wastes; spent fuels; us doe;
waste transportation.

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: waste transportation;
SPENT FUELS: waste transportation.

US9400651 Long-Range Analysis of
Socioeconomic/lnstitutional Issues Affecting
Repository Projects.

Topic codes: 704.
Principal Investigator: Metz, W.C. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.08
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The Program Relations Division of the Office of External
Relations (OER), Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Manage-
ment (OCRWM) in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), re-
quires technical advice, research, review, and long-range analysis
and assessment in the areas of socioeconomic assessment,
socioeconomic monitoring and mitigation, planning, sociocultural
impact assistance, perception-based impacts and imagery, risk
communication, institutional interaction, and requirements as-
sessment related to OCRWM socioeconomic programs.

monitoring; planning; radioactive waste disposal; social impact;
socio-economic factors; us doe.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: socio-economic factors.

US9400652 Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using
Broadband Electromagnetics.

Topic codes: 312; 322.
Principal Investigator: MacLean, H.D. Chem-Nuclear Geotech,

Inc., Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1999.01

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.50, E50.00

The induction electromagnetic (EM) method is an effective
tool for mapping the subsurface soil conductivity distribution.
Advanced broadband electromagnetic (BBEM) systems can de-
termine complex soil conductivity distributions and can charac-
terize, in detail, individual conductive bodies within the soil. In
the course of a review of BBEM systems conducted in FY 91,
it was determined that time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM)
systems provide EM data over a broad frequency spectrum at
reasonable cost; essential elements of the TDEM system are
immediately available from commercial sources. A suitable TDEM
system was identified and was field tested at several buried
waste integrated demonstration (BWID) sites in FY 92. Addi-
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tionally, data interpretation systems in the form of TDEM mod-
eling software were reviewed and evaluated. The remaining
activity is to analyze and evaluate field survey results and to
acquire the TDEM capability at the Grand Junction Projects Of-
fice (GJPO) that would be available on demand for use
throughout the DOE complex. A preliminary analysis of the
TDEM data acquired at the demonstration sites has been con-
ducted. However, a more detailed and meaningful analysis will
be achieved in FY 93 by using modeling software. This inter-
pretation system is oriented to the analysis of TDEM responses
from small objects buried in a conductive environment. As such,
it is well suited for use in characterization studies at DOE waste
sites. The detailed interpretation of the BWID TDEM field study
results made possible by this modeling software will demonstrate
the site characterization capabilities of TDEM systems for all
potential users and will demonstrate the field procedures and
system configuration that will be most effective for characteriza-
tion studies. Site characterization capabilities, recommended field
procedures, and other information necessary to the effective
utilization of TDEM systems for DOE site characterization studies
will be summarized in a comprehensive report to be submitted
by the end of the third quarter of FY 93. The final step of this
subtask effort is to complete the acquisition of a demonstrated,
effective TDEM system. The acquired EM system will be of
benefit, principally, to site characterization related to environ-
mental restoration that the DOE must conduct during the next
30 years. A field demonstration of a TDEM system was con-
ducted late in FY 92. The work validated the choice of the
BBEM system and its capability for DOE site characterization
studies. A method of TDEM data analysis was identified and
acquired in FY 92. The completion of field work at BWID sites
has allowed the schedule for this project to advance significantly.
All work associated with this subtask will be completed by the
end of FY 93. one full year ahead of the original schedule.

electromagnetic surveys; field tests; radioactive waste facilities;
remedial action; site characterization; soils; underground disposal;
us doe.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: site characterization; SOILS:
electromagnetic surveys.

US9400653 Site Characterization and Object Location Using
a Tensor Magnetic Gradiometer.

Topic codes: 312; 322.
Principal Investigator: Snyder, D.D. Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc.,

Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1999.01

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22

High-resolution magnetic surveys are effective for
nonintrusively locating buried ferromagnetic objects and for
characterizing subsurface geology at the Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration (BWID) site. The magnetic gradient tensor pro-
vides more information about near-surface geology and buried
magnetic objects than measurements of a single component of
the magnetic field or its gradient. Thus, a field system that
measures the magnetic gradient tensor will significantly improve
the efficiency of magnetic measurements when used for BWID
and other DOE site characterization and will yield more quanti-
tative interpretations of subsurface targets. In FY 92, a tensor
magnetic gradiometer was simulated using an existing high-
sensitivity fluxgate magnetometer system with two triaxial sen-
sors. These sensors were mounted at the ends of a 1-m beam
attached to a two-axis precision-indexing gimbal. Extensive test-
ing of this system demonstrated that precise balancing and
alignment of the fluxgate magnetometer sensors are critical to
the gradient measurement. But satisfactory alignment and bal-
ance was not achieved with the fluxgate system during field
tests. However, at the very end of FY 92, the problems relating
to magnetometer balance and repeatability were traced to a
subtle "bug" in the firmware of the fluxgate magnetometer sys-
tem being employed. The firmware problem has been well
characterized and the manufacturer is expected to complete a
revision to the firmware early in the first quarter of FY 93. The
dipole mapping method was evaluated for the location and

characterization of small magnetic bodies through the measure-
ment of the gradient tensor fields in their vicinity, thereby com-
pleting the work necessary for a demonstration of
proof-of-principle. The dipole mapping algorithm was tested with
numerically calculated data as well as tensor gradient data ac-
quired with the single-beam gradiometer. This testing has dem-
onstrated that to be usable for site investigations at BWID, a
gradiometer should have a sensitivity of 0.1 nT/m or better. On
the basis of work completed during FY 92, it is recommended
that the project be continued during FY 93 with the primary
activity being directed toward the construction of an eight-element
magnetometer-gradiometer system. Provided the revised
magnetometer firmware eliminates the source of problems en-
countered with the fluxgate magnetometers, the field system will
be constructed using fluxgate magnetometer technology. The
objective for FY 93 will be the design and assembly of the new
sensor array, which will be capable of acquiring five independent
gradient measurements and three independent magnetic field
components (i.e., 8 elements). The magnetometer system with
its basic data acquisition software will be operational by the end
of FY 93.

algorithms; data acquisition systems; dipoles; magnetic surveys;
magnetometers; mapping; radioactive waste facilities; radiometers;
remedial action; site characterization; underground disposal.

DIPOLES: mapping; REMEDIAL ACTION: site characterization.

US9400654 Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of
Environmentally Important Objects and Species.

Topic codes: 312; 187.
Principal Investigator: Schwenk, C.G. Rust Geotech, Inc., Grand

Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Rust Geotech, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1999.01

IMS categories: B31.10, B31.50, E50.00

This task consists of five subtasks in support of the
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID). The objective
of the first subtask, "Site Characterization and Object Location
Using a Tensor Magnetic Gradiometer (TMG)", is to develop an
improved system for nonintrusive site characterization at BWID
sites through the measurement and interpretation of the magnetic
gradient tensor. In FY 92, a full TMG was simulated by meas-
uring the outputs from a single-beam gradiometer oriented in
different orthogonal directions. The measured data, as well as
numerically calculated tensor data, were used to test an inter-
pretation method called dipole mapping. This work suggests that,
to be usable for BWID site investigations, a tensor gradiometer
system should have a sensitivity of approximately 0.1 nT/m. The
field simulations, along with the evaluation of dipole mapping,
constitute a proof-of-principle demonstration of the TMG concept
and lead to the recommendation that the project be continued
in FY 93. With BWID's concurrence, the principal activity during
FY 93 will be the assembly of an eight-element
magnetometer-gradiometer system and the development or
modification of software to support acquisition, correction, and
interpretation of the data acquired from such a system. In the
second subtask, "Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using
Broadband Electromagnetics (BBEM)", current broadband
electromagnetic (EM) technologies and interpretation techniques
used in mineral exploration will be adapted for application to
detection and 3-D characterization of shallow targets normally
associated with site characterizations. In FY 93, final develop-
ment and acquisition of a BBEM system will be completed. The
objective of the third subtask, "Integrated Borehole Geophysical
System (IBGS) for Contaminant Identification", is to adapt and
optimize existing borehole logging equipment for in situ detection
of contaminants, especially fissile elements at the BWID site. A
field demonstration is planned at BWID or another appropriate
site in FY 93. Also, physical models will be constructed for de-
termination of calibration parameters for the system, and addi-
tional field tests with the system will be conducted. In the fourth
subtask, "BWID Characterization Technical Support Group
(TSG)", TSG will define characterization needs of BWID, solicit
proposals to address those needs, review and recommend pro-
posals for BWID funding, and evaluate technical progress of in-
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dividual characterization tasks in support of BWID. The fifth
subtask, "Electromagnetic Methods for Dig-Face Monitoring", has
two objectives: (1) to supply an induction electromagnetic (EM)
sensor for integration into the proof-of-concept package and (2)
to assemble an experimental induction EM system for evaluating
sensor arrays and measurement parameters that have been
optimized for the dig-face application.

boreholes; data acquisition systems; detection; dipoles;
electromagnetic surveys; magnetometers; mapping; pollutants;
radioactive waste facilities; sensitivity; site characterization;
underground disposal; well logging.

POLLUTANTS: detection;
electromagnetic surveys.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION:

US9400655 Arc Melter Vitrification: Melting and Vitrification
of INEL Waste in the United States Bureau of
Mines-ASME Municipal Ash Melter.

TOPIC codes: 154.
Principal Investigator: Anderson, G.L. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Donaldson, A.D.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
1. J. K. Cotchen, H. F. Davis, "A successful Slag Vitrification
Arc Furnace", Electric Furnace Conference Proceedings, 1990.
2. J. K. Cotchen, H. F. Davis, "Electric Arc Furnace Proc-
essing of Solid Wastes", International Symposium, Process
of Residues and Effluents, TMS Annual Meeting, 1992. 3.a
Test Plan, "Vitrification of Residues from Municipal Waste
Combustion Facilities", U.S. Bureau of Mines WCF-8, April
27, 1992. 3.b A. Plumley, R. De Cesare, H. Hollander,
"Vitrification of Residue from Municipal Waste Combustion",
ASMEyUSBOM Investigation 92-47.03. 4. J. L Mayberry, W.
J. Quapp, F. Feizollahi, J. C. Del Signore, and J. McFee,
"Preliminary Systems Design Study Assessment Report", INEL
report EGG-WTD-9594, June, 1991. 5. A. D. Donaldson, R.
J. Carpenedo, G. L. Anderson, "Melter Development Needs
Assessment for RWMC Buried Wastes", EGG-WTD-9911,
February, 1992. 6. T. L Eddy, P. C. Kong, B. D. Raivo, G.
L. Anderson, "Thermal Processing Systems Concepts and
Considerations for RWMC Buried Wastes", EGG-WTD- 10058,
February, 1992. 7. G. A. Reimann, J. D. Grandy, T. L. Eddy,
G. L. Anderson, "Summary of INEL Research on the Iron-
Enriched Basalt Waste Form", EGG-WTD-10056, January,
1992. 8. R. Geimer, T. Hertzler, R. Gillins, G. L. Anderson,
"Assessment of Incineration and Melting Treatment Technol-
ogies for RWMC Buried Waste, EGG-WTD- 10035, February,
1992. 9. "The Electric Arc Furnace - 1990", Published by
International Iron and Steel Institute Committee on Technol-
ogy, Brussels, Belgium. 10. W. J. Quapp, M. R. Martin, J.
D. McDonald, and G. L. Anderson, "A Proposed Strategy for
the Treatment and Disposal of Reclassified Transuranic-
Contaminated Waste", Paper to be published ANS Confer-
ence, August, 1992, Boise, Idaho.

INIS categories: E51.00

The purpose of this project is to demonstrate, in a cur-
rently operational commercial-scale arc melter, the applicability
of existing arc melter process technology to the treatment of
mixed transuranic (TRU) contaminated wastes and soils (buried
or stored) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
and other Department of Energy (DOE) sites. Demonstration
testing of the vitrification of materials representative of
incinerated waste and contaminated soils from INEL and poten-
tially from other DOE sites is proposed to be performed in an
existing arc melter furnace test facility at the U.S. Bureau of
Mines (USBOM). This is a natural extension of an American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) commercial incinerator
waste ash vitrification demonstration project ongoing at USBOM.
The arc melter processing demonstration tests are proposed as
a three-phase project. One or two experimental series each year
(phase) for three years will be designed and conducted, with the
results of each year's tests being used for the detailed design

of the following year's tests. Existing regulatory permits for the
ASME testing at the ASME-USBOM test location will be ex-
tended and modified as needed for the demonstration tests.
Surrogate wastes, including soils, metals, combustibles, and
sludges, will be prepared and separately incinerated, as appro-
priate, in preparation for melter processing. For the initial phase
of "baseline" tests, the existing system will be utilized essentially
as is, with minor modifications, if any. For later phases, various
equipment modifications will be made as needed to investigate
potential process and system design variations and to demon-
strate continuous operations. Existing ASME-USBOM melter
offgas system components will be modified, as required, to be
more suitable for DOE-type waste with TRU surrogates and
heavy metals. Experiments will be run, with analysis of slag and
metal phases, offgas, and offgas system residues. Details of
experiments will be identified in a test plan for each series.
Results will be evaluated and reported for each campaign, and
a final report will be prepared. Approximately 30 to 60 metric
tons (MT) of simulated waste will be processed in each melt
campaign (10-12 MT/day). Completion of this near-full-scale
demonstration test series will confirm on a timely schedule the
feasibility of applying existing time-proven production-scale arc
melter extractive metallurgical process technology to thermal
vitrification treatment of a wide range of mixed TRU contam-
inated wastes and soils, either buried, stored, or currently being
generated. This will provide a baseline production-scale high-
temperature melter-vitrifier technology and identify areas for fur-
ther melter-process design improvement and optimization studies.

alpha-bearing wastes; arc furnaces; ashes; chemical analysis;
combustion; demonstration programs; feasibility studies; Idaho
national engineering laboratory; incinerators; mixtures; off-gas
systems; simulation; slags; soils; us bureau of mines; vitrification.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: simulation, vitrification.

US9400656 Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal
Kinetic Studies.

Topic codes: 154; 164.
Principal Investigator: Farnsworth, R.K. EG & G Idaho, Inc.,

Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: McKellar, M.G.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Vitrification (ex situ and in situ) is being considered as
a potential remedial technology for treatment of buried wastes.
The resultant waste form has been shown to be extremely du-
rable and leach resistant. Vitrification is particularly effective for
the treatment of toxic metals and radionuclides. Unlike organic
and other inorganic contaminants, metals cannot be destroyed.
Therefore, the ability of the vitrification waste form to immobilize
these hazardous elements is very important in reducing the ex-
posure potential to the environment. This project consists of
three subtasks that support research and development efforts for
the vitrification technologies being considered by the Buried
Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) Program and Environ-
mental Restoration (ER) at the Idaho National Engineering Lab-
oratory (INEL). These thermal kinetic studies subtasks are (1)
transuranic (TRU) releases during vitrification processing, (2)
identification of ex situ vitrification technical issues facing tech-
nology application to Subsurface Disposal Area buried waste
forms, and (3) vapor-liquid transport phenomena during in situ
vitrification.

hazardous materials; idaho national engineering laboratory; liq-
uids; mixtures; radioactive waste processing; radioactive wastes;
transuranium elements; vapors; vitrification; waste forms.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: radioactive waste processing,
vitrification; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: vitrification.

US9400657 BWID Retrieval Related Technologies.

Topic codes: 523.
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Principal Investigator Loomis, G.G. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho
Falls, ID, 83415, USA.

Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project covers ancillary activities associated with re-
mote retrieval of buried transuranic (TRU) waste. The feasibility
and costs associated with remote excavator retrieval of Rocky
Flats TRU Pits and Trenches at the Subsurface Disposal Area
(SDA) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) are
largely unknown. Because there is a gap in knowledge, full
evaluation of the retrieval option under the Comprehensive En-
vironmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) is impossible. The tasks included in this project are
oriented to obtaining the needed database on retrieval related
activities before the Record of Decision (ROD) in 1998. The
ancillary retrieval tasks include the following tasks for FY 93:
Task 1, "Overburden Removal Demonstration", will use state-of-
the-art overburden removal devices to remove the overburden
on the INEL Cold Test Pit. The full-scale Cold Test Pit at the
INEL simulates a buried TRU waste pit in the SDA at the Ra-
dioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) including simu-
lated waste containers intermingled with soil. Dust control
measurements and soil radionuclide monitoring (for variations in
background) will be performed along with this task. The dem-
onstration serves two purposes: (1) information is obtained on
the techniques for open-air overburden removal and (2) the
overburden removal is necessary for construction of an
electrostatic enclosure over the Cold Test Pit for the Cold Test
Pit retrieval demonstrations. Task 2, "Electrostatic Enclosure",
involves performing engineering scale experiments on the
electrostatic enclosure and ventilation system for digging, dump-
ing, and driving activities. As part of an overall containment
strategy during retrieval, an inner retrieval building will be com-
posed of an electrostatic enclosure with ventilation. Task 3,
"Waste Isolation Demonstration", will demonstrate by paper study
the most promising techniques to create a vertical wall against
which the excavator can exhume the soil waste seam. By cre-
ating a rigid vertical wall, the required 1.5 to 1 slope requirement
is eliminated, thus minimizing the amount of clean soil side
burden that would be mixed with contaminated soil-waste. Po-
tential candidates for waste isolation involve ground freezing and
sheet pilings.

alpha-bearing wastes; control: dusts: electrostatics; engineering;
excavation; idaho national engineering laboratory; overburden;
radiation monitoring; removal; rocky flats plant; simulation; soils;
underground disposal; ventilation systems; waste retrieval.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: underground disposal, waste re-
trieval.

US9400658 Dig-Face Characterization.

Topic codes: 187; 166.
Principal Investigator: Josten, N.E. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Unremediated burial sites throughout the Department of
Energy (DOE) system are examples of the inadequacy of con-
ventional buried waste characterization schemes. Conventional
characterization efforts do not provide the level of information
on toxic waste that is necessary for cleanup operations consist-
ent with human safety. This project presents a new vision of
toxic waste cleanup. The key component of this vision is a
characterization technology that works within its limitations, at the
dig-face of a cleanup operation. The Dig-Face Monitoring system
produces characterization data in small, careful increments. Each

new increment provides new data as the cleanup effort
progresses. This project will design a Dig-Face Monitoring tech-
nology that can be linked with various remediation technologies
to form a Safe Step Remediation System. The Dig-Face Moni-
toring technology will have three components: (1) an array of
sensors that can detect all the critical categories of waste found
at DOE buried waste sites, (2) a scanning system for maneu-
vering the sensor array around the dig-face to collect data with
minimal disturbance of remediation operations, and (3) a near
real-time data analysis system for interpreting the sensor data
and warning of hazards. The Dig-Face Monitoring technology
does not need to be invented. Existing technology, including
recent key developments from within the DOE Buried Waste
Robotics Program (BWRP), can be adapted for use in a dig-face
system. Dig-Face Monitoring experiments will be conducted using
both a test trench and a simulated dig-face in a laboratory. The
test trench will be designed and constructed in order to provide
sensor data under field conditions with minimum cultural inter-
ference. The test trench data will be collected using a simple
data acquisition system. Laboratory data will be collected utilizing
the Buried Waste Robotics scanning system to collect detailed,
close-up sensor measurements under simulated dig-face condi-
tions. The laboratory system will collect data using the Sandia
National Laboratory (SNL)-developed minilab data acquisition
system that will be modified by SNL to support the dig-face
objectives. Both the field and laboratory experiments will collect
sensor data for a variety of simulated hazardous conditions. The
program also incorporates a continuing design effort that focuses
on refining requirements for a future full-scale Dig-Face Moni-
toring system. Linkage of Dig-Face Monitoring techniques with
excavation systems, processing systems, and other elements of
the total remediation problem will be a major focus of this de-
velopment plan. A detailed development plan document will de-
scribe a mature monitoring system design and supply scope and
cost information.

data acquisition systems; data analysis; monitoring; real time
systems; remedial action; robots; site characterization; toxic ma-
terials.

TOXIC MATERIALS: remedial action, site characterization.

US9400659 Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping
and Characterization.

Topic codes: 117; 312.
Principal Investigator: Anderson, H.T. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B31.40

The Department of Energy (DOE) has a recognized need
for delineating and characterization of buried waste sites.
Electromagnetic surveying of such sites has been common
practice for some time. The process of imaging the
electromagnetic (EM) data by transformation is an effective
means of directly obtaining a geoelectric image of the subsur-
face. Three separate, but complimentary, imaging methods exist,
and will be applied to the high-resolution multicomponent tran-
sient electromagnetic (TEM) data acquired over the Cold Test
Pit. This project will demonstrate the use of three complimentary
state-of-the-art electromagnetic processing and imaging tech-
niques in the delineation and characterization of buried waste
sites. Three methods exist for generating an image of the sub-
surface from transient electromagnetic field data, and are in
many respects complementary. A linage of the geoelectric
structure of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
Cold Test Pit will be produced by applying these three imaging
techniques to the high-resolution multicomponent transient
electromagnetic data that was acquired in May 1993. An opti-
mum set of acquisition parameters to support a system for TEM
subsurface imaging of buried waste sites will be recommended.
This should be achieved by assessing both the acquisition
methodology and imaging techniques applied over the Cold Test
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Pit. In the long term, a reliable 3-D imaging method for buried
waste detection, delineation, and characterization will be
produced.

detection; electromagnetic surveys; mapping; site characterization;
underground disposal; waste disposal; wastes.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION: electromagnetic surveys; WASTE
DISPOSAL: site characterization; WASTES: detection.

US9400660 BWID Geophysics Workshop.

Topic codes: 117; 312.
Principal Investigator: Pfeifer, M.C. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Nonintrusive characterization techniques play an important
role in remediation of buried waste sites within the Department
of Energy (DOE) complex. The Buried Waste Integrated Dem-
onstration (BWID) has taken an active role in the development
and demonstration of characterization technologies for buried
waste sites. To date, there are many technologies being devel-
oped and demonstrated for the Office of Technology Develop-
ment (OTD) by BWID. This workshop addresses the need to
highlight the ongoing projects and at the same time obtain a
better definition of the baseline for technologies available for
buried waste sites within the DOE complex. This workshop fo-
cuses on four objectives: (1) to feature the current technologies
being developed by the investigators funded by BWID during
FY 93, (2) to discuss emerging technologies that hold promise
for buried waste characterization, (3) to create a baseline for
evaluation of nonintrusive characterization technologies, and (4)
to create a set of ita quality objectives to focus OTD efforts
in development of advanced technologies. Participants at this
workshop will be drawn from current DOE OTD projects, DOE
OTD personnel, and from OTD sponsored Program Research
and Development Agreements (PDRA). Additional participants
will include experts from academia, private industry, and other
federal agencies. Along with the BWID participation, this work-
shop will be closely coordinated with the OTD Program Manager
for the Characterization, Sensor, and Monitoring Technology
(CSMT) Integrated Program (IP). The workshop will be used to
better highlight the existing technologies, the emerging technol-
ogies, and also to better define the baseline for future devel-
opment of nonintrusive characterization technologies. This
workshop will also discuss the precision, accuracy, and limitation
of available technologies.

geophysics; meetings; radioactive wastes; remedial action; site
characterization; technology assessment; underground disposal.

REMEDIAL ACTION: site characterization, technology assess-
ment.

US9400661 High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed
Tomogaphy Waste Drums.

Topic codes: 186; 156; 165.
Principal Investigator: Roney, T. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, D22.00

The remediation of Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear
waste sites requires that waste material shall be monitored to

determine radiological, transuranic (TRU), and hazardous material
content prior to distribution to treatment or storage facilities. At
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) there is ap-
proximately 12-million cubic feet of waste in the Radioactive
Waste Management Complex (RWMC). Included in this waste
are approximately 300,000 barrels of waste from the Rocky Flats
plant. The inventory of waste drums throughout the DOE com-
plex exceeds 1-million drums. The Department of Transportation
(DOT) and DOE set limitations on the allowable free liquids
stored, and require quantitative assay to be performed to direct
the processing, transportation, and storage of waste containers.
It is essential that knowledge of the spatial distributions of waste
material and matrix in a drum be available to insure accuracy
and precision in quantitative characterization. In the past, qual-
itative images of drum contents have been available through the
use of real-time radiography (RTR). The results from this analog
version of RTR may not be used in any quantitative application
for determining spatial location and distribution of materials. Al-
ternatively, an X-ray intensity distribution can be converted to a
digital image and stored in a computer. The digital image may
then be processed in a variety of ways to extract quantitative
information describing the contents of the drum. Single 2-D
projections (digital radiographs) may be acquired and used di-
rectly for object discrimination or a series of projections may be
combined to generate a complete 3-D tomographic data set
portraying the X-ray attenuation coefficient point-by-point in the
container. The attenuation coefficient is dependent on the ma-
terial and its density and may be used for object location, di-
mensions, and for correction of gamma-ray spectral analysis of
the package contents. There does not presently exist, in the
DOE complex, an X-ray scanner dedicated to investigation of
digital radiography (DR) and computed tomography (CT) for
waste characterization.

alpha-bearing wastes; compliance; computerized tomography;
containers; hazardous materials; industrial radiography; regu-
lations; us doe; us dot.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: computerized tomography, contain-
ers, industrial radiography; HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: contain-
ers.

US9400662 Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC
Excavation Sites.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Akers, D.W. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, B11.10, B31.50

The objective of this project is to develop the Hazardous
Waste Chemical Assay System (CAS) for buried waste applica-
tions. Specific needs identified in the Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration (BWID) technology needs document are (1) (need
1-A bullets 1,8,9) identification of soil waste heterogeneity and
recognition of boundaries between clean and chemically con-
taminated soils; (2) (1-B bullets 1,6,8) identification of waste
types and definition of chemical hotspots; (3) (1-C bullets 2,6,8)
determination of volatile compounds in closed containers and
real-time monitoring; and (4) (3-A bullet 1,2) advance sorting into
waste types and assaying hazardous organic and elemental
constituents. CAS has already been developed for chemical
weapons applications by the Department of Energy (DOE) Office
of Arms Control (AN-10). Joint development funding was provided
in FY 93 by AN-10 for a demonstration of the capabilities of the
system on wastes at the Radioactive Waste Management Com-
plex (RWMC) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL). The objective of this project is to continue the applica-
tions development of this relatively mature technology for use
on hazardous waste applications at the RWMC and other DOE
hazardous waste sites. The portable nature of the system makes
it extremely valuable for the screening of containers containing
bulk hazardous chemicals such as chlorinated compounds and
some heavy metals such as mercury and cadmium. In addition,
it has the capability to determine the presence of nitrogen con-
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taining materials that may be explosive. The technique used for
the CAS is prompt gamma neutron activation analysis using a
small (5-10 microgram) Cf-252 source. This technique has been
used for the analysis of chemical weapons and the sorting of
containers with various hazardous constituents. The primary use
of this system is the analysis of closed containers or material
deposits that have no volatile constituents and are not suscep-
tible to gas chromatography analysis. This relatively mature
technology will be developed for the rapid sorting of hazardous
chemicals, structural materials, heavy metals, and other debris.
Key elements of this development effort are (1) to determine the
detection limits for a variety of sample matrices, (2) to evaluate
the effects of varying sample matrices on the detection limit, and
(3) to determine modifications needed to lower the detection limit
of the system to allow a rapid separation between various kinds
of wastes that may be distributed in the sample matrix or may
be present as isolated samples inside the barrel. Many of these
issues are being partially addressed through Monte Carlo calcu-
lations and as part of FY 93 development efforts. A measure-
ment system will be used at the INEL during FY 93. This task
is to perform the necessary follow-on applications development
efforts to make the system specifically applicable to a broad
range of Environmental Restoraake the system specifical.

cadmium; chemical analysis; chemical wastes; containers; de-
tection; hazardous materials; mercury; monitoring; neutron acti-
vation analysis; organic chlorine compounds; real time systems;
soils; underground disposal; volatile matter.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: neutron activation analysis.

US9400663 Three-Dimensional Dynamic Graphic Simulation
of Retrieval Configuration Options.

Topic codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: King, R. Idaho National Engineering Lab-

oratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) sup-
ports the development and demonstration of a suite of technol-
ogies that when integrated together with baseline technologies
form a comprehensive remediation system for the effective and
efficient remediation of buried waste disposed of throughout the
Department Of Energy (DOE) Complex. A comprehensive dis-
cussion of the characterization-retrieval-ex situ treatment of the
retrieved waste, can be found in report EGG-WTD-10204, Rev.
0, July 1992. The purpose of this project is to provide a
graphical 3-D Dynamic Simulation Tool (3DDST) that will inte-
grate with and illustrate the BWID characterization-retrieval-ex
situ treatment configuration option. This effort supports the
mission of the BWID system analysis task by visually defining
the relative merits of proposed technical development activities.
The system will be developed with flexibility so that Environ-
mental Restoration and Waste Management (ER & WM) can use
it to carefully plan retrieval efforts. The 3DDST will be a
graphical tool that facilitates comparison of the numerous sys-
tems that can be built with a myriad of alternative retrieval
technologies. This will not only be useful to the BWID systems
analysis effort, but because of its flexibility the 3DDST can be
easily modified to illustrate site-specific retrieval needs. ER &
WM needs to produce detailed plans for retrieving the buried
waste. These plans need to support the DOE Record of Decision
Milestones. The 3DDST will assist with these detailed planning
requirements. The 3DDST will be developed by modifying com-
mercially available software packages.

remedial action; simulation; underground disposal; waste retrieval.

REMEDIAL ACTION: waste retrieval.

US9400664 Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Re-
mote Characterization System (RCS) Demon-
stration at the Cold Test Pit Deploying a Suite
of Sensors.

Topic codes: 187; 196; 511.
Principal Investigator: Kostelnik, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Wilding, B.M.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.02
To 1994.09

M S categories; E50.00, E15.30

This task plan addresses demonstration of a technology
being developed under the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) in support of the Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration (BWID) Program. One of the technology areas
within RTDP is the Buried Waste Robotics Program (BWRP),
chartered to develop technologies to assist in the remediation
of buried waste sites. These remediation tasks include waste
characterization, retrieval, and treatment using remote-controlled
devices that will remove an operator from the hazardous envi-
ronment and increase the speed of operations, thus increasing
safety and reducing the overall cost. The work scope for this
plan is to demonstrate subsurface mapping using a remotely
operated device for the waste characterization function under
BWRP for BWID. A Remote Characterization System (RCS) is
being developed under BWRP. RCS consists of an advanced
remote-controlled, low-signature (nonferrous) platform, a high-level
control station, a Global Positioning System, and a suite of ad-
vanced geophysical sensors. The purpose of RCS is to remotely
deliver several geophysical sensors to a buried waste site on
one platform, obtain data from these sensors via a radio fre-
quency link, and provide accurate subsurface maps of the waste
forms and pit and trench boundaries. The objective of this project
is to provide a demonstration to present remote subsurface
mapping technology for future implementation by Environmental
Restoration programs. The three primary areas of emphasis are
(1) preparation for a remote characterization system demon-
stration, including the generation of test plans and evaluation
reports, preparation of the demonstration area, identification and
compliance with federal and state regulations, and packaging and
transportation of RCS to the Idaho National Engineering Labo-
ratory (INEL) site; (2) characterization of the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC) Cold Test Pit (CTP) prior to
overburden removal; and (3) characterization of the waste below
this overburden on CTP. INEL will maintain summary-level project
management and reporting responsibility to BWID.

chemical analysis; hazardous materials; mapping; remedial action;
remote handling equipment; site characterization; waste disposal;
waste forms; waste retrieval; wastes.

REMEDIAL ACTION: remote handling equipment, site character-
ization; WASTES: chemical analysis.

US9400665 Multiaxis Crane Control System.

Topic codes: 117; 196.
Principal Investigator: Kostelnik, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Wilding, B.M.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This project addresses work to be accomplished under the
Robotics Technology Development Program (RTDP) in support
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of the Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID). The pri-
mary area of consideration is the extension of work accomplished
in FY 92 on the RTDP Remote Size Reduction System (RSRS).
RSRS included a hydraulic manipulator, a gantry crane, three
camera pan-tilt units, simulation graphics, and a sophisticated
system to control these devices (totalling 16 separate axes of
motion). As a part of the BWID cryogenic ground-freezing and
retrieval project performed in FY 92, a larger, more sophisticated
crane (having 26 axes of motion) was purchased and demon-
strated. This crane utilized basic industrial operation and control
methodologies. A multiaxis control scheme was not applied at
that time. The effort combines controls technology with the
26-axis crane system to demonstrate the ability to operate effi-
ciently under intelligent, supervised control.

control systems; cranes; manipulators; radioactive wastes; remote
control; remote handling equipment; underground disposal.

CRANES: remote control; RADIOACTIVE WASTES: remote
handling equipment, underground disposal.

US940O666 Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration
at the Cold Test Pit to Perform Overburden
Removal and Waste Excavation.

Topic codes: 196; 523.
Principal Investigator: Kostelnik, L.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Wilding, B.M.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.02
To 1984.02

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This project addresses demonstration of a technology
being developed under the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) in support of the Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration (BWID) Program. One of the technology areas
within RTDP is the Buried Waste Robotics Program (BWRP),
chartered to develop technologies to assist in the remediation
of buried waste sites. These remediation tasks include waste
characterization, retrieval, and treatment using remote-controlled
devices that will remove an operator from the hazardous envi-
ronment and increase the speed of operations, thus increasing
safety and reducing the overall cost. The work scope for this
project is to demonstrate a remote-operated device for the waste
retrieval function under BWRP for BWID. BWRP is currently
developing a Remote Excavation System (RES) jointly with the
Department of Defense (Army). The Army contracted with Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for the assignment of tele-
operating the backhoe and front loader (end effectors) of an
existing excavation vehicle, called the Small Emplacement
Excavator (SEE). RES will be used by the Army to perform re-
mote disposal of unexploded ordinances and by DOE to provide
remote excavation of waste forms on the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) Cold Test Pit (CTP). Besides a mod-
ified version of SEE, RES will also include (1) an advanced
control station to provide vehicle and end effector operation from
a distance away from the hazard, (2) graphical displays and
camera monitors to provide RES position feedback to the oper-
ators, (3) camera systems on SEE, and (4) a radio frequency
communications link between SEE and the control station to
replace the need for cumbersome control cables. The three pri-
mary areas of emphasis are (1) preparation for a remote exca-
vation demonstration, including the generation of test plans and
evaluation reports, preparation of the demonstration area, iden-
tification and compliance with federal and state regulations, and
packaging and transportation of RES to the INEL site; (2)
overburden removal of the "clean" soil over the waste on the
Radioactive Waste Management Complex CTP; and (3) exca-
vation of the waste below this overburden on CTP. Character-
ization of CTP would be performed prior to each demonstration,
subtasks 2 and 3. INEL will maintain summary-level project
management and reporting responsibility to BWID.

burden; remedial action; remote control; removal; robots; under-
ground disposal; waste forms; waste processing; waste retrieval.

WASTE RETRIEVAL: remote control.

US9400667 Remote Characterization System Demonstration.

Topic codes: 167.
Principal Investigator: Sandness, G.A. Pacific Northwest Labo-

ratory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E52.00

The goal of this project is to obtain basic information
about the role of ionizing radiation in inducing deleterious effects,
including cancer, in humans. In particular, Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) is analyzing reactive oxygen intermediates,
protein kinases, and proto-oncogenes (which code for tran-
scription factors) for their role in signal transduction processes
that lead to either the deleterious effects of ionizing radiation
or their mending in human cells. To date, ANL has used human
leukemia cells to show that exposure to ionizing radiation in-
duces early response gene expression through the formation of
reactive oxygen intermediates. In addition ANL has provided
evidence that a protein kinase C isoenzyme(s), distinct from the
3 isoform, is involved in this induction. Results also indicate that
the expression of the early response genes c-jun and c-fos is
mediated by a signaling pathway that is different from that of
a late response gene that codes for the tumor necrosis factor.
ANL plans to extend these studies to normal and tumor cells
from different human organs and individuals in order to examine
the physiological and genetic factors that affect radiation-
mediated induction of early response gene expression, and c-jun
gene expression in particular. ANL also plans to identify specific
regions of the c-jun gene promoter that control the responsive-
ness of this gene to ionizing radiation. Such information will be
useful in the identification of molecules that interact with these
regions, which represent a critical component of the signal
transduction process responsible for the induction of expression
of the c-jun and other genes by ionizing radiation. Results from
these studies will increase ANL's understanding of the suscepti-
bility of humans to ionizing radiation and indicate the contribution
of physiological and genetic factors in this response.

cost benefit analysis; data acquisition; demonstration programs;
geochemical surveys; geophysical surveys; ground disposal;
hazardous materials; radiation monitoring; remote sensing; robots;
site characterization.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: ground disposal; ROBOTS: remote
sensing.

US9400668 Yucca Mountain Project.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Canepa, J.A. Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory; University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos,
NM, 87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.06
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.12

cameras; chemical analysis; communications; excavation; over- No abstract provided.
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radioactive waste disposal; site characterization; site selection;
underground disposal; yucca mountain.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: site selection; YUCCA
MOUNTAIN: radioactive waste disposal.

US9400669 Waste Management Regulatory Compliance.

Topic codes: 611.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E50.00, F24 00

The Regulatory Compliance Unit (RCU) will review Task
Description Documentations (TDDs) and planning packages for
all waste management (WM) activities and develop a 6-year in-
tegrated compliance plan and schedule. In addition, the RCU
has begun reviewing the WM environmental assessment (EA)
process based on lessons learned from previous EAs and has
developed a corrective action plan for process improvement.
Corrective actions will be implemented per the plan during FY
93. Based on FY 92 experience, the RCU anticipates approxi-
mately 36 new environmental checklists during FY 93. The RCU
will coordinate the preparation, review, monitoring, and status
tracking of these WM environmental checklists and categorical
exclusion or formal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
document determinations. EAs (as previously mentioned) are also
being supported-coordinated, monitored, and tracked by the
RCU. The RCU provides responses to reviewer comments on
the Waste Characterization Facility (WCF) and Mixed Low-Level
Waste (MLLW) Volume Reduction at Waste Experimental Re-
duction Facility (WERF) EA's and will continue to be a major
contributor to the development, review, and approval of these
EA's. For new WM EAs, the RCU will support the Environmental
Assessment and Permitting (EAP) Unit in scoping, preparation
of data on the proposed action and its purpose and need, data
gathering to support impact analysis, technical reviews, and
comment response assistance. In addition, the RCU provides
integrated support to EAP in the preparation of NESHAP docu-
ments, State Air Permits and Resource Conservation Recovery
Act (RCRA) permits. The RCU also responds to ad hoc requests
regarding compliance issues and regulatory interpretations. Sup-
ported program milestones include EA-finding of no significant
impacts (FONSIs) and permit approvals.

chemical analysis; compliance; environmental impacts; low-level
radioactive wastes; minimization; mixtures; radioactive waste fa-
cilities; regulations; resource recovery acts; us national environ-
mental policy act; waste management.

RESOURCE RECOVERY ACTS: compliance; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: regulations.

US940O670 Waste Management NEPA.

Topic codes: 232.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, C56.00

The principal task for EG & G Idaho and environmental
impact statement (EIS) subcontractors will be to support the DOE
Integrated Demonstration (ID) project manager in gathering, as-
sessing, and preparing Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) site-related EIS information and data. This includes (1)

site characterization data, (2) waste stream data from all waste
management facilities and environmental restoration activities,
and (3) assessment of impacts to the public and site workers
for radiological or hazardous waste releases. The tasks for FY
93 include those activities necessary to support a regional EIS
concept. In general, this will require much of the same type of
activities, but on a regional basis. Principally, it will require ad-
ditional work in the areas of geohydrology, waste streams,
transportation and traffic, socioeconomics, impact assessments
for both radioactive and nonradioactive releases, broader accident
considerations, and impact assessments for any additional pro-
posed facilities involved in treatment, storage, or disposal of
wastes. During FY 93, the Environmental Resource Document
will be revised and published. Additional resource documents, for
example, alternative technologies for management of various
environmental restoration (ER) sites and waste management
(WM) facilities, source terms for facilities and waste streams,
INEL ER-WM planning alternatives and proposed projects, the
site environmental characterization, and accident analyses to
address consequences of the proposed action, will be prepared
to fill gaps in the existing database and to develop a defendable
basis for environmental impacts for the proposal alternatives in
the EIS. This effort will continue into FY 95. Since this Task
Description Documentation (TDD) assumes that the ER-WM EIS
scope will include regionalization, those activities that must be
addressed to properly define and assess impacts on a regional
basis will be included in the work scopes for FY 93 through
FY 96. Requested support for the HQ ER-WM programmatic
environmental impact statement (PEIS) will be provided on an
as-needed basis.

accidents; environmental impact statements; environmental im-
pacts; hazardous materials; health hazards; idaho national engi-
neering laboratory; personnel; radioactive wastes; remedial action;
risk assessment; site characterization; waste management.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: environmental
impacts, waste management.

US9400671 Operations Support.

7op/c codes: 102; 703.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
•Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Technical lead activities continue in the environmental
restoration and waste management (ER-WM) document control,
environment, safety, and health (ES & H) support, quality as-
surance (QA), training, and emergency action functional areas.
Cognizant professionals also review new and changing regu-
lations to develop implementing department procedures, if appli-
cable, to safeguard the public interest with regard to protection
of the environment, ensure protection of personnel, and assure
facility-program compliance. An ER-WM cost estimate and a
graded approach schedule will be developed for implementation
of the new EG & G Idaho, Inc., Radiological Control Manual
(RCM) requirements. Technical assistance and guidance to
ER-WM managers and personnel will be provided to ensure
incorporation of RCM requirements scheduled for implementation
in FY 93. A technical basis will be established for the Bioassay
Program. The ER-WM Department Safety Program will be up-
graded to change the overall safety culture and improved safety
performance. Safety Program elements will include management
commitment, employee involvement, worksite analysis, hazard
prevention and control, and safety and health training. An
equipment electrical design standard and guidance document will
be implemented and used as an early involvement tool as well
as an equipment inspection guide for all new and existing
electrical equipment.

bioassay; cost estimation; design; electrical eguipment; emer-
gency plans; health hazards; idaho national engineering labora-
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tory; manuals; personnel: quality assurance; remedial action;
safety; standards; training; waste management.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT: design; IDAHO NATIONAL ENGI-
NEERING LABORATORY: remedial action, waste management.

US9400672 Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW).

Topic codes: 117; 611.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, F24.00

The plan to proceed with the activities necessary to es-
tablish an Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) site-
specific waste management system that will dispose of low-level
waste (LLW) in accordance with a three-class system similar to
the 10CFR61 system, but will use radionuclide concentration
limits based on INEL disposal site characteristics. FY 93 activ-
ities will include working to establish a methodology (adapted
from the methodology used to derive the limits in 10CFR61) for
calculating radionuclide concentration limits for each waste class.
To provide a needed input for these calculations, one FY 93 task
will be to continue a FY 92 geoscience evaluation of the dis-
posal site and the Snake River valley region, to establish a
technically defensible projection of the future soil erosion rate.
Tentative waste class limits will be calculated based on stabi-
lizing all class 2 and 3 wastes, on assumed disposal depths the
same as required in 10CFR61, and on the projected soil erosion
rate. Then, if any of the calculated limits appear to have a se-
vere impact, the effects of possible modifications to variables
(such as the planned disposal depths) will be considered. Other
planned FY 93 activities, to support the above-mentioned calcu-
lations and to support the Radiological Performance Assessment
now being developed for the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex (RWMC), are to perform investigation and evaluation
work to benchmark the flow and transport models used for such
calculations, and to measure moisture and perched water trans-
port at the RWMC for comparison with predictions by the codes
being used in the RWMC Radiological Performance Assessment.
Since the correct waste characterization is essential for satis-
factory waste management, and since instances of inadequate
waste characterization have occurred that greatly understated
contaminants such as nickel-63, another planned FY 93 task is
to determine and record the characterization methods used by
each INEL waste generator, to evaluate the adequacy of these
methods, and to recommend changes where appropriate. Since
INEL waste generators presently do not stabilize their wastes,
another FY 93 task is to identify suitable stabilization methods
and prepare technical justification documents for their use, for
DOE-ldaho field Office (ID) approval. A part of demonstrating the
adequacy of stabilization method is to show that the stabilization
agent (e.g., a high-integrity container) has adequate resistance
to corrosion by the surrounding soil. To do this, the soil
chemical-corrosivity characteristics must be known; and another
FY 93 task is to determine these soil characteristics. Some
INEL-generated wastes (e.g., some irradiate core hardware and
some ion exchange resins) are classified as Greater-Than-
Class-C (GTCC), and thus their disposal required the prior ap-
proval of DOE Headquarters (HQ) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). One FY 93 task is to identify current
GT Environment.

compliance; erosion; idaho national engineering laboratory; im-
plementation; low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste
disposal: regulations; soils; us doe; us epa.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste disposal; RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL:
regulations.

US9400673 Upgrade of Waste Management SARs.

Topic codes: 304.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

In order to achieve an overall reduction in the number
of individual safety analysis reports (SARs) to be upgraded and
maintained by Waste Management (WM) in future years, SARs
will be combined, if practical and logical, into functional and
geographical entities. The upgrade of these documents as sep-
arate SARs will collectively require greater funding to prepare,
review, and maintain. To reduce the long-term and initial costs
to upgrade the four individual SARs for the current facilities lo-
cated at Test Area North (TAN), one central SAR document for
the TAN complex and associated facilities will be developed. The
collapsing of the four existing SARs into a single SAR will re-
quire a much broader and comprehensive analysis than the
smaller scale and "low", (i.e., Category 3) hazard SARs previ-
ously prepared in FY 93. The overall complexity and "moderate"
(Category 2) hazard designation will require increased effort un-
der the "graded" philosophy of DOE Order 5480-23. The tenta-
tive hazard classification of the TAN complex SAR is expected
to be moderate, thereby requiring more rigor under the graded
approach than the low hazard SARs generated in FY 93.
Therefore, the scope of the TAN SAR upgrade will require
greater effort than the SARs upgraded during FY 93.

documentation; hazards; safety analysis; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: safety analysis.

US9400674 Waste Management Hoadmap
Development/Strategic Planning.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Perform/no Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The Waste Management Organization (WMO) will develop
and update Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) WMO
Roadmap Documents that comply with the requirements of the
DOE Headquarters (HQ) Roadmap Methodology Document (May
14, 1991) and DOE HQ's guidance. This roadmap will largely
focus on issue identification, root-cause analysis, and issue re-
solution of the five waste streams at INEL: (1)
Low-Level-Mixed Low Level, Hazardous, Municipal Sanitary,
High-Level-Spent Fuel, and Transuranic (TRU)-Mixed TRU.
Specifically, the roadmap will follow the nine step process out-
lined in the methodology document. The nine steps and their
deliverables are as follows; (1) establish assumptions, Assump-
tions Document; (2) establish regulatory requirements, Key Reg-
ulatory Requirements Document (optional); (3) establish
committed milestones, Milestone Diagram; (4) depict logics and
planned activities, Comprehensive Logic Diagrams and Planned
Activities Schedule; (5) define issues, Issues Statement; (6)
perform root-cause analysis, Root-Cause Diagram; (7) translate
issues into activities, Issues Analysis Document; (8) develop is-
sue resolution schedules, Issue Resolution and Desired Activities
Schedule; and (9) integrate issue resolution activities with
planned activities, HQ Issues Document and proposed modifica-
tion to Activity Data Sheets (ADS). The development of this
roadmap will provide WMO management, WMO program man-
agers, DOE Integrated Demonstration (ID), and DOE HQ with
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a planning document to identify and prioritize technology devel-
opment needs, to anticipate and respond to changing regulatory
conditions and requirements, to reduce the uncertainties sur-
rounding existing program planning bases, and to improve tech-
nical data collection and management processes. EG & G Idaho
has aligned the WMO with the waste types as defined by the
roadmaps. In so doing, the waste type managers are responsible
for all aspects of the program for a type "from cradle to grave".
The INEL WMO Roadmap Team completed an INEL WMO
Roadmap for the above mentioned waste streams through the
nine step process in FY 91 and FY 92. The Draft INEL Instal-
lation Roadmap was completed on September 20, 1992, and the
Roadmap Resource Loading Addendum was completed on De-
cember 20, 1992. The team has developed an overall INEL
Waste Management "Icon" Diagram that depicts the overview
of the waste management process. This project started in May
1991. The project will be an ongoing project in order to provide
a sound basis for DOE to achieve key cleanup and compliance
goals. The INEL WMO Roadmap Team will comply with the
requirements of the DOE HQ Roadmap Methodology Document
(May 14, 1991) and the "Proposed Schedule for Roadmap De-
velopment" distributed annually about June. In the last quarter
of FY 93 and each following year, the team will update the
low-level-mixed low-level waste stream, hazardous-sanitary, h
will update the low-level-mixed low-level waste stream,
hazardous-sanit.

alpha-bearing wastes; compliance; hazardous materials; idaho
national engineering laboratory; low-level radioactive wastes;
mixtures; planning; regulations; spent fuels; us doe; waste man-
agement.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: waste man-
agement; WASTE MANAGEMENT: planning.

US9400675 Transportation Compliance Program.

Topic codes: 138.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.10, F24.00

Work will continue on specific activities needed to main-
tain compliance. These include ongoing program management
activities and updating the compliance plan. The onsite transport
plan for the Hot Cell Disposal Carriers 1 and 2 casks will be
revised and submitted to DOE Integrated Demonstration (ID) for
approval. A new DOE or National Regulatory Commission (NRC)
certified waste cask and associated handling equipment will be
ordered for transporting waste from the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) facilities to the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC). A transportation Quality Program
Plan (QPP) will be implemented. A DOE ID INEL Transportation
Safety Manual (TSM) will be issued.

compliance; idaho national engineering laboratory; manuals; reg-
ulations; safety; us doe; us nrc; waste transportation.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: waste trans-
portation; WASTE TRANSPORTATION: compliance, regulations.

US9400676 Private Sector Participation Initiative.

Topic codes: 112; 152.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00, F12.00

Privatization refers to the use of private investment fund-
ing to design, construct, own, and operate facilities that are
needed to provide services to the government through the cre-
ation of business relationships between the public and private
sectors. Prolonged funding and line-item construction schedules
for Department of Energy (DOE) waste treatment facilities have
motivated DOE to consider other options. Private sector interest
in providing waste treatment services to DOE could significantly
reduce the cost, and accelerate the schedule for treatment of
DOE waste streams. In some cases, the required waste treat-
ment services are currently available in the private sector and
require only procurement on the part of the environmental res-
toration and waste management (ER-WM) organization. In other
cases, stimulus on the part of DOE will be required to provoke
interest and investment from the private sector. The activities
supported by this Task Description Document (TDD) implement
DOE's waste management privatization objectives at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The Private Sector Par-
ticipation Initiative (PSPI) has two primary divisions. The first of
these divisions includes low-level waste (LLW) and mixed low-
level waste (MLLW) work activities. These activities are coordi-
nated with the LLW type manager and are organized in three
planning packages: (1) PSPI, LLW, and MLLW Program Devel-
opment and Management; (2) PSPI, LLW, and MLLW Business
and Regulatory Requirements; and (3) PSPI, LLW, and MLLW
Request for Proposal Development. The second primary division
of the PSPI that is coordinated with the Transuranic (TRU)
Waste Type Managers is alpha mixed low-level waste
(aMLLW). In FY 92 and early FY 93 this division was managed
as a fourth PSPI planning package. In December of 1992, in-
creased DOE Integrated Demonstration (ID) interest in aMLLW
resulted in an accelerated schedule and a significant change in
workscope. The original planning package was expanded to three
new planning packages: (1) aMLLW Project Management and
Integration, (2) aMLLW Regulatory and Business Support, and
(3) aMLLW Technical Support.

alpha-bearing wastes; commercialization; financing; idaho national
engineering laboratory; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures;
radioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; us doe.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: alpha-bearing
wastes, low-level radioactive wastes; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING: commercialization.

US9400677 Planning and Integration.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This Task Description Documentation (TDD) provides in-
formation products and other services that are essential to the
successful management of the Waste Management (WM) Pro-
gram at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The
TDD provides for activities that produce information in various
formats to support planning and decision-making processes at
DOE Headquarters (HQ), DOE Integrated Demonstration (ID),
and EG & G Idaho, Inc., prime WM contractor at INEL. The
activities encompass five related areas: (1) Integrated Support
to DOE, (2) Multiyear Program Planning, (3) Planning and Inte-
gration Automation, (4) Programmatic Guidance and Support, and
(5) Waste Type Manager activities. The combination of these five
areas in the Planning and Reporting organization provides a
focal point for gathering vital information and reporting it among
all INEL waste management operations and DOE in support of
the decision-making process. (Specific deliverables in each of the
five areas are listed below.) One of Planning and Reporting's
major chartered functions is to implement the mandated 10-point
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Financial and Project Management Improvement Program. Activ-
ities that implement the 10 points are included in the following
activity areas: (1) Integrated Support will be provided to the
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER-WM)
Department for Task Description Document (TDD) Management
Control, Operations Management Control, and Department Plan-
ning Support. Specific items to be coordinated are TDD Monthly
Summary Report, Monthly and Quarterly Program Review
Meetings, Change Control Board Process, monthly department
and quarterly DOE HQ Performance indicators, monthly CPAF
reports, Waste Management Operations Program Management
Plan updates, and Waste Management Progress Tracking Sys-
tem. (2) Multiyear Program Planning will satisfy the requirements
of the ER-WM Five Year Planning process by coordinating the
development of the Activity Data Sheets (ADS), preparing the
Site-Specific Plan (SSP), and implementing a broad Waste
Management Public Participation effort. (3) Planning and Inte-
gration Automation will establish support for and facilitate devel-
opment of integrated planning, perform Waste Stream simulations
to directly support strategic planning, and develop and administer
an integrated planning database and related applications to
support all aspects of integrated strategic and near-term plan-
ning, budgeting, work status using, change control, reporting, and
related analysis and assessments. (4) Waste Management
Programmatic Guidance and Support provides for the direction
and support of project management activities for the Waste
Management WM program. The project management areas ad-
dressed are project management, ADS-TDD-Work
Package-Earned Value Mentoring and Training, review of WM
work and planning packages and earned value reports, integrated
schedule maintenance, and confing packages and earned value
reports, integrated schedule mainte.

alpha-bearing wastes; contractors; hazardous materials; idaho
national engineering laboratory; low-level radioactive wastes;
planning; program management; remedial action; reporting re-
quirements; spent fuels; training; us doe; waste management.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: program
management, waste management.

US9400678 Independent Safety Review Committee.

Topic codes: 304.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This Task Description Documentation (TDD) provides
support for the Independent Safety Review Committee (ISRC)
activities. The (ISRC) reports directly to the Environmental Res-
toration and Waste Management (ER-WM) Department Manager
and fulfills the requirements to provide independent safety review
for the ER-WM Department. As used here, the simple term
"safety" encompasses all of the environmental compliance,
safety, health, and quality (ESH & Q) disciplines required by
regulations or by DOE orders. The objective of the ISRC is to
help the WR-WM Department perform its activities in a safe and
environmentally sound manner by performing independent re-
views of the department's activities and documents. The scope
of the ISRC's function is to assist the ER-WM Department in
achieving safe and efficient facilities and activities by providing
an independent evaluation to the ER-WM Department Manager
on whether the project, facility, remediation activity, or document
maintains a high degree of safety and health protection, quality,
and environmental compliance. Documents subject to ISRC re-
view include: initial Safety Analysis Reports (SAR) and upgrades,
Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs), Hazard Class Determi-
nations (HCDs), Unreviewed Safety Question Determinations
(USQDs), Occurrence Reports (for annual trend analysis report),
ER-WM Health and Safety Plans, Facility Certification Reports,
Class 1 Facility Change Forms (FCF), Restart Plans, Nuclear
Criticality Safety Evaluations, and other safety-related documents
as requested by the ER-WM manager.

compliance; evaluation; health hazards; regulations; remedial
action; safety; safety analysis; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: safety analysis; WASTE MANAGEMENT:
safety analysis.

US9400679 Spent Fuel Management.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This project was originally developed to support utilization
of the Test Area North (TAN), Test Hot Shop (THS) facility, and
supporting facilities at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) in Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) management and INEL SNF
roadmap issues. INEL SNF management planning has evolved
significantly over the past year and now includes (1) DOE sup-
port of the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Co. (WINCO) (Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP)) Technology Development
Plan, (2) further development of the SNF INEL Waste Manage-
ment roadmap, (3) An EG & G Idaho Waste Management stra-
tegic planning effort, (4) the INEL site-wide Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS), and (5) integration with DOE Headquarters (HQ)
EM-35 SNF steering committee objectives regarding SNF plan-
ning in DOE facilities. In support of the above efforts, EG & G
Idaho and WINCO have prepared an integrated spent fuel
management plan that will be available for DOE review early in
February 1993. This overall plan, if adopted, will include (1) an
inventory of the current and future INEL SNF; (2) anticipated
lifetimes of INEL storage facilities and issues-resolutions for
extending lifetimes versus new facility construction; (3) identifi-
cation of all onsite fuel handling and transportation resources
and issues (equipment, permits, safety analysis report (SAR)
modification, and so forth), (4) delineation of long-term storage
issues including classification of SNF waste forms, characteriza-
tion requirements for long-term storage, inventory and inspection
requirements, dry versus wet storage, individual vaults versus
unconditioned fuel storage, and SNF transportation issues; (5)
facility option studies regarding timely integration of new facilities,
retirement and stabilization of older facilities, and possible reuse
of older facilities for lower risk operations, and (6) environmental
impact issues, safety risks, public acceptance, costs, timings, and
so forth.

dry storage; environmental impacts; inventories; materials handl-
ing; radioactive waste management; safety; spent fuels; storage
facilities; transportation systems; waste forms.

SPENT FUELS: radioactive waste management.

US9400680 New Facility Planning.

TOPIC codes: 167; 312.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00, C56.00

The Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility
(MMLWDF) will (1) conduct siting studies to identify and char-
acterize potential sites, (2) develop F & OR's, (3) develop
Conceptual Design Criteria, (4) identify and evaluate potential
disposal technologies, and (5) submit Action Description Memo-
randum (ADM) to establish appropriate level of the National
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Environment Policy Act (NEPA) documentation. The Mixed and
Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility (MLLWTF) will (1) initiate
and complete an engineering report detailing alternative options
to construction of a new facility, (2) complete a Siting Study and
select a site, and (3) support the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) Environmental Restoration and Waste Man-
agement (ER-WM) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The
IWPF will (1) narrow site location down to two or three ac-
ceptable sites, (2) develop draft F & OR's, (3) develop draft
Conceptual Design Criteria, (4) continue process and equipment
demonstrations, and (5) continue NEPA process and preliminary
work associated with an EIS.

construction; design; environmental impact statements; low-level
radioactive wastes; mixtures; radioactive waste disposal; radio-
active waste facilities; radioactive waste processing; site se-
lection.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal, radioactive waste processing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FA-
CILITIES: site selection.

US9400681 Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility.

Topic codes: 167; 312.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E52.00, C52.12, C56.00

Several project formulation activities are scheduled to be
performed during FY 93. Engineering studies will identify and
evaluate alternative disposal options for the various Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL) mixed and low-level waste
(LLW) streams. Functional-Operational Requirements and Con-
ceptual Design Criteria will be developed. Siting activities will
identify and characterize primary candidate locations. National
Environment Policy Act (NEPA) compliance activities will be ini-
tiated.

compliance; idaho national engineering laboratory; low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; mixtures; radioactive waste disposal; radioactive
waste facilities; site selection; us national environmental policy
act.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radio-
active waste disposal; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: site
selection.

US9400682 Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility.

Topic codes: 112; 302.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E51.00, C52.12, C56.00

Activities for FY 93 include the completion of engineering
studies to determine if the wastes intended to be treated by this
facility could be treated in the (1) Idaho Waste Processing Fa-
cility, (2) in the DOE Headquarters (HQ) program called the
Mixed Waste Treatment Prototype (MWTP), or (3) by the private
sector. A siting study will be completed that will document the
site selection criteria, identify eight suitable candidate sites, and
recommend at least three of these sites for further investigation
and characterization. Site selection will be made by DOE during

the FY 93. An engineering study identifying the relationship be-
tween the site selection criteria and the demands of the Safety
Analysis for the facility will be completed. This activity will es-
tablish, early in the site selection process, the safety related
basis of site selection. A report will be prepared that will identify
the information required to characterize the site and the regula-
tory drivers for the site characterization activities. The National
Environment Policy Act (NEPA) document covering this facility
will be the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
(ER-WM) programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
for the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The project
is supporting this activity by providing project specific information
as requested by the EIS team.

compliance; environmental impact statements; idaho national en-
gineering laboratory; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures; ra-
dioactive waste facilities; radioactive waste processing;
recommendations; safety analysis; site selection; us national en-
vironmental policy act.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: site selection.

US9400683 Idaho Waste Processing Facility.

Topic codes: 132.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

No abstract provided.

idaho national engineering laboratory; radioactive waste facilities;
radioactive waste processing.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: radioactive
waste processing.

US9400684 New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility.

Topic codes: 166.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

A Value Engineering (VE) study has been completed that
evaluated the options of existing facility expansion, conversion
of another facility to store hazardous waste or the construction
of a new facility. The study recommended, as the best long-term
option, the construction of a new facility as the best method of
meeting existing and anticipated regulations. A ROM cost esti-
mate identifying the project as Line Item Capital Project (LICP)
instead of General Plant Projects (GPP) has been performed.

construction; cost estimation; engineering; hazardous materials;
idaho national engineering laboratory; storage facilities; waste
storage.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: hazardous
materials, waste storage; STORAGE FACILITIES: construction.

US9400685 General Plant Projects (GPP).

Topic codes: 305.
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Principal Investigator ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,
P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.

Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Construction completion, startup, and turnover of on-going
General Plant Projects, Title sign and construction for FY93
GPPS, and Request For Project Authorizations for FY94 GPPs
are scheduled for FY93. The OPS $ request of $1338.OK sup-
ports Request For Project Authorization and project support ac-
tivities by non-dedicated personnel as described in DOE Order
2200.6 FY93 GPP funding requirement is $4,924.OK which in-
cludes $2,142.OK in support of the WERF compliance upgrade.
There were no Tiger Team findings for FY93 GPP projects.
Several projects are being re-evaluated for technical need. If
projects are canceled, remaining OPS dollars will be returned to
DOE-ID Management Reserve.

construction: idaho national engineering laboratory; radioactive
waste facilities; regulations; start-up; us doe.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: radioactive
waste facilities.

US9400686 Dry Cask Storage Project.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

The FY 93 work is limited to those items that must be
completed prior to beginning hardware related line-item design
and procurement activities in FY 94. These are (1) Environmental
Assessment (EA) development and DOE Integrated Demon-
stration (ID) and DOE Headquarters (HQ) approval; (2) Prelimi-
nary Safety Analysis (PSAR) review and approval by DOE ID
and DOE HQ; (3) preparation and DOE ID approval of the
Project Management Plan (PMP), Quality Program Plan (QPP),
and Project Plan; and (4) conceptual designs and planning to
accommodate the change of fuel storage location from Test Area
North (TAN) to the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP).

design; dry storage; environmental impacts; idaho chemical
processing plant; safety analysis; spent fuel casks.

SPENT FUEL CASKS: dry storage.

US9400687 TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility.

Topic codes: 156.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project will provide for program management and
administrative support, technical support tasks, and nondedicated

operational personnel in support of the construction activities.
Programmatic support of the construction activities includes (1)
radiological control technicians (RCT) for general construction
area surveillance and survey of equipment and vehicles in-out
of the construction area and (2) construction area
surveillance-support by cognizant professionals (i.e., industrial
safety, industrial hygienist, environmental monitoring, and fire and
quality engineering). Other programmatic tasks scheduled for FY
93 include completing the Retrieval Enclosure-Intermediate Level
Transuranic Storage Facility (RE-ILTSF) radiation control area
fence.

alpha-bearing wastes; construction; engineering; environment;
equipment; idaho national engineering laboratory; intermediate-
level radioactive wastes; monitoring; radioactive waste facilities;
radioactive waste storage; safety; storage facilities; vehicles;
waste retrieval.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste storage; IDAHO
NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: radioactive waste fa-
cilities.

US9400688 Waste Characterization and Storage Facility.

Topic codes: 185; 116.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

Activities for FY 93 include both operations and Line Item
Capital Project (LICP) activities. The operations activities include
(2) preparation of the operating documents for the storage
modules and that portion of the site improvements and utility
upgrades completed in FY 93; (2) writing and performing the
systems operational tests for those modules and utility upgrades;
and (3) conducting operational readiness reviews. Programmatic
support is provided to interface with the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC) operations and related projects,
information gathering, and reviews to support the design effort.
Programmatic support is provided to support construction activ-
ities including construction meetings, approval of construction
changes, and approval of vendor data. LICP activities include
the title design for the Waste Characterization Facility, bid and
award of the construction subcontract for the Operations Control
Building, bid and award of the construction subcontract of one
Type I and one Type II storage modules (WMF-635 and
WMF-630), and the bid and award of the construction subcon-
tract for the site improvements.

chemical analysis; construction; contractors; idaho national engi-
neering laboratory; operation; radioactive waste facilities; radio-
active waste storage; radioactive wastes; storage facilities.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: radioactive
waste storage; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: construction;
STORAGE FACILITIES: operation.

US9400689 LLW/LLW-Mixed Treatment (WERF).

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00
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This task provides for continuing operation of the Waste
Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF) located at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). WERF's mission, as
defined in the Low-Level Mixed Low-Level Waste Stream
Roadmap, is to provide volume reduction for low-level waste
(LLW) and treatment of mixed low-level waste (MLLW) prior to
disposal. Treatment of MLLW is required to meet the National
Capacity Variance requirements for Land Disposal Restricted
(LDR) wastes. Operations conducted at the WERF include
incineration of LLW and MLLW, compaction of LLW, sizing of
metallic LLW, and solidification of incinerator bottom ash,
baghouse fly ash, and MLLW for which the preferred treatment
is solidification. In February 1991, WERF suspended waste
treatment operations because of compliance issues (e.g., safety
documentation, procedural, and operational deficiencies). In
September 1991, DOE Idaho (ID) classified WERF in a shut-
down condition and resumption of operations would require
compliance to Type III restart requirements. A restart plan was
developed and a target date of third quarter FY 93 has been
identified for resumption of WERF waste treatment activities.
WERF is an integral part of the INEL's Waste Management
Operations Roadmap by providing solutions to selected issues.
WERF processes over 60% of INEL generated LLW, which re-
sults in excess of 90% reduction in waste volume. This provides
significant savings of disposal space and a stabilized waste form
for waste burial. Other Task Description Documentations (TDDs)
related to this task include (1) TDD 2-EI, which provides for
preparation and maintenance of the Waste Acceptance Criteria
(WAC) for LLW and the disposal of LLW treated at WERF; (2)
TDD 11-El, which provides for the preparation of the Resource
Conservation Recovery Act Part B permit application and Trial
Burn Plan for treatment (incineration and solidification) of MLLW
and performance of the WERF Trial Burn; (3) TDD 5-EI, Mixed
and Low Level Treatment Facility (WERF provides operating
experience for the design of new facilities); (4) TDD 18-EI, which
provides for technical support and repackaging of MLLW; (5)
9-EI, which supports Safety Analysis Report upgrades for FY 93;
and (6) TDD 3-EI, which provides bench-scale testing of potential
improvements to treatment processes being performed at WERF.

ashes; combustion; compacting; fly ash; hazardous materials;
idaho national engineering laboratory; incinerators; low-level ra-
dioactive wastes; minimization; mixtures; radioactive waste proc-
essing; solidification; volume.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

istration. These activities include (1) compliance documentation,
(2) planning and reporting documents, and (3) the upkeep and
repair of WROC real property and equipment.

cadmium; combustion; compliance; documentation; hazardous
materials; ion exchange; lead; liquid wastes; low-level radioactive
wastes; mercury; mixtures; polymers; port/and cement; radioactive
waste disposal; radioactive waste processing; radioactive waste
storage; recycling; resource recovery acts; solidification.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal, radioactive waste processing, radioactive waste storage.

US9400691 Hazardous Waste Operations.

Topic codes: 162; 166.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The Hazardous Waste Program provides centralized co-
ordination, waste handling, and operational support for the Haz-
ardous Waste Storage Facility (HWSF) at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The Hazardous Waste Program
supplies trained operations, maintenance, and logistics personnel
to assist generators in waste treatment, storage, and disposal
efforts. The program ensures that environmentally safe storage
space of adequate capacity is maintained for Resource Conser-
vation and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous waste generated
at the INEL.

chemical wastes; hazardous materials; idaho national engineering
laboratory; maintenance; materials handling; operation; storage
facilities; waste disposal; waste management; waste processing;
wasfe storage.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste management.

US9400690 Waste Reduction Operations Complex.

Topic codes: 112; 116.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00, E52.00

The Waste Reduction Operations Complex (WROC) has
two major activities: (1) Technical support to waste
storage-disposal operations. Ongoing technical support activities
encompass areas of hazardous and mixed waste
storage-disposal operations and the recycling of Resource Con-
servation Recovery Act (RCRA) materials. These efforts make it
possible to keep the hazardous waste storage facility (HWSF),
mixed waste storage facility (MWSF), and clean lead facility
(CLF) operational to serve all contractors at Idaho National En-
gineering Laboratory (INEL). (2) Waste treatment research, de-
velopment, and operational process implementation. Treatment
development and implementation work for contaminated lead,
incinerable, and nonincinerable mixed wastes were initiated in
FY 92 and constitute over 50% of current WROC programmatic
funding. Projects include ion exchange treatment of aqueous
mixed wastes, amalgamation of mercury wastes, surface decon-
tamination of lead, treatment of cadmium-contaminated mixed
wastes, and solidification of mixed wastes using Portland cement
and sulfur polymer cement. Other activities include WROC facility
& equipment maintenance, planning, documentation, and admin-

US9400692 Mixed Waste Operations.

Topic codes: 166.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The Mixed Waste Program provides centralized coordi-
nation, waste handling, and operational support for the Mixed
Waste Storage Facility (MWSF) at the Idaho National Engineer-
ing Laboratory (INEL). The program ensures that adequate en-
vironmentally safe storage capacity is maintained for low-level
mixed wastes (LLMW) generated at INEL.

hazardous materials; low-level radioactive wastes; materials han-
dling; mixtures; storage facilities; waste storage.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: materials handling, waste
storage.

US9400693 Landfill Operations.

Topic codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
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Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Landfill operations provide solid-waste collection, in-
spection, surveillance, and disposal service to all Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) sanitary waste generators. Three
disposal sites are operated: (1) municipal wastes, (2)
industrial-commercial wastes, and (3) asbestos. Five vehicles
travel 84,000 miles per year to collect approximately 77,000
cubic yards of solid wastes annually. Another 19,000 cubic yards
are delivered to the disposal sites by contractor vehicles. All
wastes are inspected for radiological contamination and non-
compliances prior to disposal.

asbestos; idaho national engineering laboratory; industrial wastes;
municipal wastes; sanitary landfills; solid wastes; waste disposal;
waste transportation.

INDUSTRIAL WASTES: waste disposal; MUNICIPAL WASTES:
waste disposal.

US9400694 RWMC LLW Operations.

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project provides general support for low-level radio-
active waste (LLRW) operations at the Radioactive Waste Man-
agement Complex (RWMC). RWMC provides for disposal of solid
LLRW from Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) oper-
ations. The RWMC, using shallow land burial techniques, man-
ages and stores LLRW until the new LLRW disposal site
becomes available. The primary objective is to cost-effectively
protect the public, the environment, and employees from radio-
active waste. To meet this objective (1) facilities are upgraded
to satisfy new requirements, (2) future INEL waste management
needs are addressed, and (3) vital equipment is replaced and
maintained.

idaho national engineering laboratory; low-level radioactive
wastes; personnel; public health; radioactive waste disposal;
underground disposal.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: low-level ra-
dioactive wastes, radioactive waste disposal.

US9400695 RWMC LLW Technology Programs.

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

These activities support ongoing low-level waste (LLW)
disposal operations at the Radioactive Waste Management

Complex (RWMC). Activities include (1) radiological performance
assessments of LLW to ensure health and safety of workers, the
public, and the environment; (2) improvements to the radiological
performance assessment through improved radionuclide charac-
terization of waste streams using the recently developed gamma
spectrometer system and improved hydrology models and data;
(3) technical support for revisions to the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL) Low-Level Waste (LLW) Acceptance
Criteria to include requirements of new DOE orders and other
federal regulations; (4) evaluation of alternatives for storage of
Greater-Than-Class-C (GTCC) waste at RWMC; and (5) con-
ducting studies (waste stabilization, soil characterization, engi-
neered barriers environmental monitoring plan, and corrective
measures plan) to support preparation of the RWMC
Closure-Post-Closure Plan.

engineered safety systems; gamma spectroscopy; health hazards;
hydrology; low-level radioactive wastes; personnel: public health;
radiation monitoring; radioactive waste disposal; safety; soils.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radiation monitoring, ra-
dioactive waste disposal.

US9400696 TRU Facility Maintenance and Support.

Topic codes: 156.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The title of Task Description Documentation (TDD) 8-EI
was changed from Transuranic (TRU) Operations to TRU Facility
maintenance and Support. Beginning in FY 94, the scope is
changed to consolidate in TDD 8-EI all TRU maintenance and
other general support functions needed for TRU Facility Oper-
ations supported by TDD 8-E3. This TDD maintains TRU facili-
ties (Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plan (SWEPP), TRUPACT-II
Loading Facility (TLF), and Drum Vent Facility (DVF)) in opera-
tional readiness by (1) performing needed maintenance, repairs,
and facility upgrades; (2) implementing new requirements into
existing facilities; (3) providing for replacement of aging equip-
ment and procurement of new equipment to meet programmatic
needs; and (4) supporting monitoring and assessing of waste
generators to assure compliance with Department of Energy
(DOE), federal, and state requirements.

alpha-bearing wastes; equipment; maintenance; pilot plants; pro-
curement; radioactive waste storage; repair.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: radioactive waste storage; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: maintenance.

US9400697 TRU Technical Support.

Topic codes: 156.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E50.00

The Transuranic (TRU) Technical Support activity imple-
ments the contact handled (CH)-TRU waste operations at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC). The backup documentation
(BUD) 8-E2 for FY 92 has been split into two separate Task
Description Documentations (TDDs) for FY 93 and includes TDD
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8-E2 for CH-TRU waste and TDD 8-E7 for remote handled
(RH)-TRU waste. The work scope for these packages has been
revised to reflect the guidance from the INEL Waste Manage-
ment Operation's Roadmap Document for TRU waste that was
issued in FY 92. The implementation of this guidance has re-
sulted in added work scope in the CH-TRU waste program such
as system upgrades at the Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant
(SWEPP), waste characterization, and database management,
and the delay in the RH-TRU program based on the startup of
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The scope of the 8-E2
TDD has seven tasks: (1) The Waste Certification Support task
supports and maintains the SWEPP authority to certify waste to
the WIPP-Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC). This activity entails
the implementation of the WIPP-WAC requirements, providing
drum gas sampling capability, revising waste certification docu-
ments, and sampling SWEPP certified waste. (2) The Special
Projects task assists in planning, for the management of stored
TRU waste with respect to retrieval strategy, long-term storage,
classified waste, reclassified low-level waste (LLW), and the INEL
TRU Roadmap support. (3) The Waste Characterization task
identifies and quantifies hazardous constituents as defined in 40
CFR 261 for TRU-mixed and TRU waste reclassified as (LLW),
and supports waste disposal activities as required to comply with
DOE Order 5820.2A and the Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act (RCRA). (4) The Nondestructive
Examination-Nondestructive Assay (NDE-NDA) Systems task
provides technical oversight and system improvements for the
SWEPP examination systems. These improvements are neces-
sary to maintain the systems in compliance with changing TRU
certification requirements. (5) The Gas Generation Tests provide
data to allow the test category waste to be shipped in the TRU
Package Transporter (TRUPACT-II) and provide data to reduce
shipping restrictions on the remaining TRU waste forms. (6) The
Transportation Support task provides the oversight for the use
of the TRUPACT-II at INEL, the update of the TRUPACT-II
documentation, and the TRUPACT-II implementation of non-
Rocky Flats waste stored at the INEL. (7) The
Information-Database Management task provides for the over-
sight of the TRU waste databases and for the annual submittal
of the Integrated Database Report.

alpha-bearing wastes; certification; chemical analysis; data base
management; hazardous materials; idaho national engineering
laboratory; information systems; low-level radioactive wastes;
mixtures; nondestructive analysis; storage; waste transportation;
wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: certification, chemical analysis,
storage.

US9400698 TRU Facility Operations.

Topic codes: 155.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E15.10, E50.00

The title of Task Description Documentation (TDD) S-E3
was changed from Transuranic (TRU) Examination, Certification,
and Venting to TRU Facility Operations. This TDD supports
maintaining TRU facilities (Stored Waste Examination Pilot Plant
(SWEPP), TRUPACT-II Loading Facility, Drum Vent Facility
(DVF)), technicians, and operators certified to support the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Experimental Test Program (WETP).
The SWEPP certifies waste for acceptance at the WIPP, clas-
sifies waste as low-level waste (LLW), TRU waste, or determines
waste as special case (not meeting either criteria). TRU waste
shipments will be prepared for shipment and loaded into shipping
containers in the TRUPACT-II Loading Facility. Waste will be
shipped in accordance with WIPP approved shipping practices.
TRU Facility Operations include receipt, handling, and storage
of TRU waste, drum movement, drum venting, nondestructive
examination real-time radiography (RTR), active and passive
assay, container integrity testing, and overpacking and handling
of stored TRU waste. In FY 94 and FY 95, needed upgrades

and modifications to the DVF and Ventilation System will be
funded to allow continuous venting operations in compliance with
regulatory requirements. Scope also includes relocation of waste
stored in the Certified and Segregated (C & S) and ASWS-2
Buildings. Basic ongoing tasks performed under this TDD consist
of four work elements: (1) TRU Waste Examination and Certif-
ication, (2) TRU Storage and Handling, (3) Drum Venting, and
(4) TRU Waste Transportation.

alpha-bearing wastes; autoradiography; certification; compliance;
containers; materials handling; nondestructive analysis; real time
systems; regulations; storage; testing; ventilation systems; waste
transportation; wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: containers.

US9400699 TRU Retrieval Operations.

Topic codes: 156.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This Task Description Documentation (TDD) describes a
new activity that will provide for retrieval of the transuranic (TRU)
waste stored on the earth-covered pads in the TRU storage area
(TSA) of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).
Completion of the Retrieval Enclosure Building will allow this
activity to be performed year round during variable weather
conditions. The purpose of this retrieval is to prepare the waste
for eventual disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).
Near-term retrieval of the waste is required to decontaminate
portions of the storage pad contaminated in a breached box
incident and to begin reconfiguring the waste to a more stable
storage environment in accordance with Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations. Retrieval operations will
begin with the TSA-R boxed waste presently covered with a
geo-textile fabric. This portion of the waste will require three to
four years to retrieve. Prior to startup of production retrieval
activity, selective cell penetrations of the earth-covered waste
on the TSA-R will be conducted to determine the condition of
waste containers. The results of this activity will be used to
establish waste retrieval strategies. Present assumptions are that
the majority of the waste containers are intact and that limited
contamination will be encountered during the retrieval operations.
If during these cell penetrations substantial container degradation
is found, then both the planned method of retrieval and the
schedule for retrieval will be altered.

alpha-bearing wasfes; containers; idaho national engineering
laboratory; monitored retrievable storage; removal; storage facili-
ties.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: monitored retrievable storage.

US9400700 RH-TRU Progams.

Topic codes: 156; 158.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.10

The Remote Handled Transuranic (RH-TRU) Program
supports the current and projected RH-TRU waste operations,
certification and characterization activities at the Idaho National
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Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Radioactive Waste Management
Complex (RWMC), and implementation of new requirements. The
backup documentation 8E2 for FY 92 has been split into two
separate Task Description Documentations (TDDs) for FY 93,
and includes TDD 8-E2 for contact-handled TRU waste and TDD
8E7 for RH-TRU waste. The work scope for these packages has
been revised to reflect the direction to perform waste charac-
terization on RH-TRU waste, provide support to the Waste Iso-
lation Pilot Plant (WIPP) to complete the congressionally
mandated WIPP studies on the impact of RH-TRU on the WIPP
performance assessment, provide long-term storage of INEL
stored RH-TRU waste, and the guidance from the INEL Waste
Management Operations Roadmap Document for TRU waste,
which was issued in FY 92. The scope of activities entails six
tasks: (1) The RH-TRU waste long-term storage and character-
ization task will provide long-term safe storage of RH-TRU waste
that meets environmental compliance requirements until final
disposal is achieved, and will provide support to WIPP to com-
plete congressionally mandated studies and other national
RH-TRU program activities. (2) The waste certification task will
develop methods to certify waste to the WIPP waste acceptance
criteria (WAC). (3) The RH-TRU waste drum venting task entails
the design, procurement, or fabrication of equipment and
shielding to be installed in the existing Stored Waste Examination
Pilot Plant (SWEPP) Drum Venting Facility (DFV) to vent
RH-TRU waste drums. Venting of stored RH-TRU waste drums
is required to provide an aspiration pathway for radiolythic-
produced hydrogen and pressure equalization. (4) The RH-TRU
retrieval task will provide technical and program guidance for the
retrieval of RH-TRU waste containers. (5) The INEL RH-TRU
waste interface with the RH-TRU WIPP transportation system
will entail implementing of the WIPP RH-TRU transportation
system shipping requirements, developing methods and conduct-
ing gas sampling studies, developing a compliance plan for the
transportation system, and designing, procuring, or fabricating
equipment or tooling to interface with the WIPP RH-TRU trans-
portation system. (6) RH-TRU waste return to some of the
RH-TRU waste generators entails developing plans and proce-
dures to return two groups of RH-TRU waste to the generators
before they can be packaged for shipment to WIPP.

alpha-bearing wastes; certification; chemical analysis; compliance;
containers; evaluation; regulations; remote handling; removal;
shielding; storage; transportation systems; vents; waste trans-
portation; wipp.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: chemical analysis, storage, waste
transportation.

US9400701 PREPP Standby.

Topic codes: 116; 136.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.10

The scope of this activity includes tasks necessary to
maintain the Process Experimental Pilot Plant (PREPP) facility
in a deactivated "stand-by" condition and to ensure the required
surveillance and monitoring of the listed waste storage facility
(Test Area North (TAN) 647/648) associated with PREPP will
be accomplished. These tasks will maintain the facility in a
manner that will preserve a substantial multiyear capital invest-
ment, prevent deterioration of the facility, and minimize any
safety and health hazards that could develop during the deacti-
vated stand-by condition. The tasks will include (1) surveillance
and monitoring, (2) preventive maintenance, (3) corrective main-
tenance, and (4) administrative and financial services support.
The tasks to maintain this stand-by status will continue FY 94
through FY 99.

health hazards; maintenance; monitoring; radioactive waste stor-
age; safety; storage facilities.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: storage facilities; STORAGE
FACILITIES: maintenance.

US9400702 Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop
Facilities.

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

The scope of this activity includes those tasks necessary
to operate the Test Area North Operations (TANO) facilities, in-
cluding the TAN Hot Shop, Hot Cells, Storage Pool, and sup-
porting systems at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL). Included in these tasks are work packages to provide
(1) minimum operating support requirements, including in-
spections of poison plates in fuel storage racks, routine opera-
tional and radiological surveillance, and nuclear and hazardous
material accountability; (2) routine maintenance on essential
equipment and minimal corrective maintenance support; (3) sup-
port from service organizations (radiological services, document
control, financial services, cognizant disciplines, and training and
emergency action); and (4) facility inactivation planning and
preparations. The objective of these continuing activities is to
provide for the safe, long-term storage of spent fuel and TMI-2
core debris. Because of the expense of modifying facilities with
a limited future, alternatives for storage of the spent fuel mate-
rials have been investigated. In FY 89, a design was developed
for a low-cost concrete storage cask to house canisters of TMI-2
fuel debris if pool storage capacity was exceeded. Pool storage
capacity has not been exceeded. All activities associated with
the Dry Cask Storage Project, previously associated with Task
Description Documentation (TDD) 25-EI, are now incorporated in
TDD 25-E2. The road map issues of noncompliance of storage
facilities, and the low priority of DOE-owned fuels for disposal
in the national repository system are addressed in a
Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) activity data
sheets (ADS).

dry storage; fuel racks; hot cells; idaho national engineering
laboratory; maintenance; nuclear facilities; operation; spent fuel
casks; spent fuel storage.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: spent fuel
storage.

US9400703 Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention.

Topic codes: 105.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Pen'ormino Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective for FY 93 includes continuing activ-
ities that will assist all Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) waste generators in minimizing their waste streams by
identifying, developing, and providing organized waste minimiza-
tion systems and programs. Training assistance for participation
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in these programs will also be provided. Specific groups will be
targeted FY 93 for pollution prevention training. This will enhance
INEL's efforts meeting waste minimization goals.

idaho national engineering laboratory; minimization; pollution
abatement; waste management; wasfes.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: waste man-
agement; WASTES: minimization.

US9400704 Idaho State University Monitoring.

Topic codes: 241.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415; USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B33.10, B31.10, B33.50

Project activities consisted of continuing collections of
weekly filter samples from continuous air samplers at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). At a minimum, Idaho
State University (ISU) operated two samplers near existing air
monitoring stations at INEL and one sampler at an existing air
monitoring station near the boundary of INEL. These samples
were analyzed for particulate, gross alpha, gross beta, and
iodine-131. Quarterly composites of filters from each location
were analyzed for specific gamma emitters. In addition, ISU
established an action level such that individual weekly filters
having higher than normal activity would be analyzed for specific
gamma emitters. ISU submits quarterly composite filters from a
minimum of two stations for plutonium-238, plutonium-239,
plutonium-240, and americium-241 analyses on a quarterly basis
to a non-INEL laboratory. ISU is responsible for qualifying this
laboratory by submitting spikes, blanks, and so forth, and for
assuring that an adequate internal quality control program is
used by the laboratory. ISU collects a minimum of 20 water
samples per quarter with the United State Geological Survey
(USGS) technicians and analyzes these samples for tritium, gross
alpha, and gross beta. ISU collects, along with DOE technicians,
soil samples from boundary and distant locations established by
DOE as part of their biennial soil sampling program. ISU collects
a minimum of four soil samples at the 0-5-cm depths from
among the 12 established sampling locations. These samples
are analyzed for specific gamma-emitting radionuclides,
plutonium-238, plutonium-239, plutonium-240, americium-241 and
strontium-90.

air pollution; air quality; air samplers; americium 241; filters;
idaho national engineering laboratory; iodine 131; monitoring;
particulates; plutonium 238; plutonium 239; plutonium 240; radi-
ation monitoring; radioactive effluents; radioecological concen-
tration; soils; strontium 90; tritium.

AIR QUALITY: monitoring; IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING
LABORATORY: radiation monitoring.

US9400705 Environmental Programs.

Topic codes: 241.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.50, B31.10

Integrated radwaste treatment system (IRTS) activities that
are performed routinely each fiscal year include (1) Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL) General Resource Conser-

vation Recovery Act (RCRA) Compliance Assistance and
Guidance; (2) Compliance Documents Preparation and Imple-
mentation Assistance; (3) Maintenance of INEL Topographic
Maps Library; (4) Implementation, Review and Assistance for
New Regulations; (5) Upgrade Waste Characterization Efforts to
Meet RCRA and Radiological Requirements; (6) RCRA
Groundwater Monitoring Implementation; (7) INEL Groundwater
Program Coordination and Support; (8) Environmental Oversight
and Monitoring Agreement RCRA Support; (9) Maintenance of
the INEL Groundwater Well Database and Well Maps; and (10)
INEL Radioactive Waste Management Support and Guidance.

chemical analysis; compliance; data base management; environ-
mental quality; ground water; idaho national engineering labora-
tory; maps; monitoring; radioactive waste management; resource
recovery acts; topography; wastes.

GROUND WATER: monitoring; IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEER-
ING LABORATORY: radioactive waste management; WASTES:
chemical analysis.

US9400706 RCRA Technical Support.

Topic codes: 102; 241.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00, C56.00

Integrated radwaste treatment system (IRTS) activities that
are performed routinely each fiscal year include (1) Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory (INEL) General Resource Conser-
vation Recovery Act (RCRA) Compliance Assistance and
Guidance; (2) Compliance Documents Preparation and Imple-
mentation Assistance; (3) Maintenance of INEL Topographic
Maps Library; (4) Implementation, Review and Assistance for
New Regulations; (5) Upgrade Waste Characterization Efforts to
Meet RCRA and Radiological Requirements; (6) RCRA
Groundwater Monitoring Implementation; (7) INEL Groundwater
Program Coordination and Support; (8) Environmental Oversight
and Monitoring Agreement RCRA Support; (9) Maintenance of
the INEL Groundwater Well Database and Well Maps; and (10)
INEL Radioactive Waste Management Support and Guidance.
Specific FY 93 activities will consist of the continuation of the
tasks worked in FY 92 and those scheduled to be completed
during FY 93 and subsequent out years. Specific activities are
(1) Naval Ordinance Disposal Area (NODA) closure activities, (2)
Hazardous Waste Storage Facility (HWSF) Draft Permit review,
(3) Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF) Part B Permit
Application NODA response, (4) Radioactive Waste Management
Complex (RWMC) Draft Permit review, (5) Mixed Waste Storage
Facility (MWSF)-PSU Part B Permit Application, (6) Test Area
North (TAN) 726 Waste Treatment System Installation and Waste
Treatment, (7) Federal Facilities Compliance Act (FFCA) re-
sponse and Consent Order support, and (8) activities included
in the work breakdown structure.

closures; compliance; data base management; ground water;
hazardous materials; idaho national engineering laboratory; maps;
mixtures; monitoring; radioactive wasfes; resource recovery acts;
storage facilities; topography; waste management; waste proc-
essing.

GROUND WATER: data base management, monitoring; IDAHO
NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: waste management.

US9400707 NEPA Compliance and Review.

Topic codes: 102; 611.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: C56.00, E50.00

The scope is to develop and implement early planning
processes and project planning strategies for Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (EM) activities that require
environmental documentation (National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), air, water, and Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(RCRA)) permitting. This process is considered to be a cost-
savings measure that when applied would generate a reduction
in cost and eliminate operational and project delays caused by
the processing of environmental documentation required for EM
operations and programs.

compliance; documentation; idaho national engineering laboratory;
implementation; planning; remedial action; resource recovery acts;
us national environmental policy act; waste management.

US NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT: compliance;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: planning.

US9400708 Environmental Databases.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: ?. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: F31.00, E50.00

The database INWMIS was converted to an ORACLE
system on a minicomputer from a NOMAD mainframe system.
During the conversion, the database was expanded to allow re-
porting and tracking of hazardous wastes at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The data provided through this
expansion will be used to generate Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Biennial Reports and the Idaho Generator Quar-
terly Reports. The EIS-ODIS database, a DOE-Complex system
that contains annual radioactive air and liquid effluent and dis-
charge information, was maintained. The RWMIS database,
which contains a detailed record of all radioactively contaminated
airborne effluents, liquid effluents, and solid waste streams at
INEL, was maintained and began conversion to an ORACLE
system on a minicomputer from a NOMAD mainframe system.
A Software Requirements Specification document was produced
for this upgraded- downsized RWMIS.

data base management; hazardous materials; idaho national
engineering laboratory; liquid wastes; radioactive effluents; solid
wastes; time dependence.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: hazardous
materials; RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS: data base management.

US940O7O9 Robotics O & D.

Topic codes: 194.
Principal Investigator: Harrigan, R.W. Sandia National Laborato-

ries, New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195,
USA.

Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New
Mexico (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E15.30, E50.00

This subtask supports the Office of Technology Develop-
ment (OTD) Robotics Technology Development Plan (RTDP) by
developing robotic and automation technologies for application
to Decontamination and Decommissioning (D & D). D & D has
been identified as a potential high-hazard area for remediation
technicians with many installations exhibiting very high radiation
levels. D & D remediation technologists have identified the need
for faster, safer, and cheaper remote technologies to support
their activities. Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will employ
advanced robot system control technologies currently under de-
velopment at Sandia to aggressively pursue early cold demon-
strations of robotic decontamination operations and robotic
decommissioning operations. In FY 93, SNL will team with Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the development of a
prototype robotic system for the removal and bagging of
asbestos covering straight piping runs. In addition, SNL will de-
velop an advanced control system for a mobile D & D system
being developed by an RTDP team lead by ORNL. Finally, SNL
will assist ORNL in the execution of cost-benefit analyses for
robotic D & D characterization systems.

asbestos; control systems; cost benefit analysis; decommission-
ing; decontamination; ornl; remote handling equipment; removal;
robots; sandia laboratories.

DECOMMISSIONING: remote handling equipment; DECONTAM-
INATION: remote handling equipment.

US9400710 Remedial Options Evaluation.

Topic codes: 167; 333; 501.
Principal Investigator: Phelan, J.M. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This project will identify and evaluate innovative remedial
technologies that should be pursued by the Mixed Waste Landfill
Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) and will present the results
in an annual remedial options study. The Remedial Options
Evaluation includes three subtasks that are necessary to identify
and evaluate technologies that have the potential for near-term,
high-return, and cost-effective solutions for the in situ remediation
of mixed-waste landfills. These tasks include (1) participation on
the MWLID and BWID technology support groups, (2) completion
and annual modification of a remedial options study, and (3)
completion of technology status reports for potential remediation
technologies that may be eligible for outyear funding. Successful
completion of this activity will provide a basis for the DOE En-
vironmental Restoration Demonstration, Testing, and Evaluation
Division (EM-551) to select innovative technologies as part of the
RCRA Corrective Measures Studies and to compare them with
existing proven baseline remediation methods.

chemical wastes; evaluation; ground disposal; hazardous materi-
als; in-situ processing; low-level radioactive wastes; mixtures;
remedial action; sanitary landfills; technology assessment.

CHEMICAL WASTES: ground disposal; SANITARY LANDFILLS:
remedial action.

US9400711 Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical and
Mixed Waste Landfills.

TOPIC codes: 332.
Principal Investigator: Borns, D.J. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: B31.10, E52.00, B31.40

The objective of this project is to demonstrate crosshole
electromagnetic (EM) methods to characterize heavy-metal con-
taminant sources and their migration beneath several locations
at Sandia National Laboratories such as the Chemical Waste
Landfill (CWL) and the Mixed Waste Landfill (MWL). Two high-
frequency EM methods are suggested: a continuous waveform
(CW) and a pulsed radar system. These methods can be based
in existing boreholes and in new boreholes outside the landfill
but straddling it. Based on results from experimental surveys next
to CWL, horizontal and directionally drilled boreholes will also
be used. The benefit of this cross borehole approach is to ex-
tend to three dimensions the capability to detect contaminant
sources and waste plumes. To image the borehole data in three
dimensions (3-D), it is proposed that established techniques be
used as a basis to develop new procedures to model and in-
terpret high-frequency EM data. With the major limitation of
funding addressed in this revision, only minor scoping evaluations
can proceed on several imaging approaches divided into two
groups: forward modeling and inverse modeling. Efforts to char-
acterize and monitor the waste site gain several advantages from
this enhanced imaging. The borehole imaging can extend beyond
the depths of penetration for surface-based geophysical methods,
such as ground penetrating radar (GPR). In addition, crosshole
imaging will extend the geologic and hydrologic interpretations
previously based on single boreholes. With the greater volume
of rock surveyed, data can be integrated from numerous
boreholes at a chosen site. With this integration and the 2- and
3-D mapping between boreholes, the site engineer will have
better guidance in selecting new boreholes and other sampling
strategies. Within boreholes at the Sandia sites, transmitting and
receiving antennae will be moved at set intervals (e.g., 0.25 and
0.5 m) to produce tomographic data sets. With multiple orien-
tations of access holes, a variety of images will be produced
crosscutting the chosen at different locations of interest. It was
demonstrated during March 1992 that these methods could be
fielded in the boreholes and ground conditions similar to CWL
at the "Cold Test" next to CWL. These methods will provide
excellent coverage for mapping objects or processes occurring
within a landfill site. These EM crossborehole methods can
provide high-resolution (0.5 to 1 m) images when the ground
conductivity and the contrasts in dielectric constant are favorable.
At the CWL site, previous surface-based EM surveys (Weston,
1984) and the 1992-trial survey near CWL suggest that the
conditions at the landfills are favorable for crosshole EM surveys.
This suitability is also affirmed by the unsaturated soils of the
landfill sites and the conductive nature of the waste sources and
possible plumes within the sites.

boreholes; chemical wastes: directional drilling; electromagnetic
surveys; ground disposal; mathematical models; mixtures; radio-
active wastes; sandia laboratories; sanitary landfills; site charac-
terization.

SANDIA LABORATORIES: sanitary landfills; SANITARY LAND-
FILLS: electromagnetic surveys, site characterization.

US9400712 Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST
Waste Simulants and Provide Simulant Recipes
to End Effector System Tasks.

Topic codes: 116; 136.
Principal Investigator: Elmore, M.R. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

This task will develop tank waste simulants required for
the development and testing of Underground Storage Tank In-
tegrated Demonstration (USTID) technologies. Specifically for FY

93, this task will develop waste simulant recipes for use by re-
trieval tasks under the end effector system. The needs for in-
formation on simulant preparation will be identified through
discussions with each of the task principal investigators (Pis).
Simulated tank wastes are needed to reduce overall program
costs and worker exposures associated with radioactive mixed
wastes during technology development. Simulated tank wastes
are also required because of limited availability of actual tank
wastes and the difficulty of transporting actual tank wastes to
offsite facilities. Because of the broad range of technologies
being investigated by USTID and the variety of waste types and
forms to be considered, a dedicated capability will be maintained
to develop simulated wastes to facilitate technology development
and to provide consistent benchmarks against which competing
technologies can be compared. The product of the effort will be
standard formulae and procedures (i.e., waste recipes) that will
provide appropriate and reproducible tank waste characteristics
to permit the technologies to be adequately evaluated. Definition
of the simulant requirements will be developed jointly by this task
and the other client tasks. Specific objectives of this task are
to identify and characterize waste types applicable to USTID and,
through discussions with other tasks, to define the critical pa-
rameters (chemical and physical properties) that must be re-
produced to adequately evaluate, compare, and validate
candidate technologies. From those critical waste characteristics,
this task will develop recipes for tank waste simulants and supply
the formulation procedures for these waste simulants to the
various USTID end effector system tasks that will utilize simu-
lated wastes. Because of the volumes of waste required for
certain testing activities, recipes for these tank waste simulants
will include the use of nonhazardous materials to the greatest
degree practicable.

chemical preparation; chemical properties; hazardous materials;
mixtures; physical properties; radioactive wastes; simulation;
tanks; underground storage.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: simulation.

US9400713 UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range
Finder (PNL).

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Bennett, D.W. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E52.00

The need for a light-duty, in-tank positioning system for
near-term deployment in tanks at the Hanford site and at other
sites, as a first step in the retrieval process, has been identified
by site remediators. Immediate applications of the Light Duty
Utility (LDU) Arm system include visual and other muitispectral
inspection and mapping devices for the tanks and waste, and
positioning of characterization and scaled prototype waste re-
trieval end effectors. Deployment of the LDU will provide early-on
critical experience for equipment developers and remediators
alike by benchmarking the qualification process required for in-
stallation of a sophisticated characterization and waste retrieval
system in an underground waste storage tank at Hanford. After
initial demonstration and beneficial use in a Hanford underground
storage tank, LDU will be necessary on the long term for con-
tinued surveillance and characterization of waste storage tanks.
LDU is also planned for extended use during waste retrieval
operations where it will provide a retrieval operations surveillance
function as well as in-tank maintenance and recovery from upset
of other in-tank retrieval systems. The work described in this
technical task plan (TTP) provides crucial systems support to
integration of the various components that comprise the LDU
Arm system, and also provides for development, demonstration,
and integration of laser range-finding technology to produce a
tank and waste surface mapping capability. A significant portion
of the work for FY 93 will be demonstrated as part of the Early
Deployment System as described in TTP number sign RL332001,
which is an immediate precursor to the LDU Arm. PNL will
provide a laser range finder based tank and waste mapping
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system. A significant portion of the resources required to produce
the laser range finder system for the Early Deployment System
come from this TTP.

hanford reservation; lasers; mapping; remote sensing; removal;
tanks; underground storage; wastes.

HANFORD RESERVATION: wastes; TANKS: remote sensing.

US9400714 EMSL Construction Project.

Topic codes: 102; 301; 703.
Principal Investigator: McClusky, J. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory
(EMSL) project will develop the requisite interdisciplinary directed
and applied research programs, forefront research equipment,
and supporting facilities to enable development of new technol-
ogies to meet the needs-driven scientific and technological
challenges posed by DOE's environmental restoration and waste
management missions at Hanford. EMSL will be a new
200,000-ft2 facility housing about 210 permanent scientific and
support staff and 60 visiting scientists, to provide directed re-
search capability to solve environmental restoration and waste
management problems at the Hanford site. EMSL will become
an essential element of the environmental mission at Hanford
and will satisfy three key Department of Energy (DOE) technol-
ogy development objectives: (1) Technologies will be developed
to solve environmental restoration and waste management prob-
lems at the Hanford site while improvements are made in the
effectiveness, efficiency, and safety of field activities. EMSL will
integrate comprehensive directed research programs with tech-
nology development programs to establish focused, cost-effective
restoration technologies for solving environmental problems. (2)
Educational programs and initiatives will be enhanced. EMSL
will provide the necessary capabilities to support cooperative
educational and training programs with academic institutions and
DOE national laboratories sponsored by the Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) and
the Office of Energy Research (ER). (3) Collaboration and
technology transfer will be encouraged among federal agencies,
state and local governments, industry, academia, and the inter-
national community. EMSL will be open to scientists and engi-
neers from government agencies, industry, and academia, and
will promote the transfer of environmental restoration technolo-
gies. Location of EMSL at the Hanford site will provide a fo-
cused, dedicated laboratory capability for the full duration of site
environmental restoration efforts. The close coupling of directed
research and technology solutions to environmental problems at
Hanford is critical to the success in achieving DOE environmental
restoration and waste management objectives.

education; hanford reservation; remedial action; technology
transfer; training; us doe; waste management.

HANFORD RESERVATION: remedial action, waste management.

US9400715 Design of a Spent Fuel Dry Transfer System for
Use with a Transportable Storage System.

TOPIC codes: 148.
Principal Investigator: Lambert, R. Electric Power Research In-

stitute, P.O. Box 10412, 3412 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA,
94303, USA.

Performing Organization: Electric Power Research Institute
(United States).

Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E15.10

The project objectives are the design, documentation, and
demonstration support for a spent nuclear fuel dry transfer sys-
tem.

design; spent fuels; transport.

SPENT FUELS: transport.

US9400716 Radon Release at Yucca Mountain.

Topic codes: 322.
Principal Investigator: Sullivan, T.M. Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory, Upton, L I., NY, 11973, USA.
Other Investigators: Pescatore, C.
Performing Organization: Brookhaven National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1993.12

INIS categories: E52.00, C52.22, B33.10

The Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Waste Mate-
rials and Environment Modeling (WMEM) Program is designed
to help the Department of Energy (DOE) obtain the necessary
analyses and information to resolve licensing issues identified in
the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) for the Yucca Mountain site.
In this program, BNL will focus its work on issues 1.1 (Total
System Performance) and 1.5 (Engineered Barrier System Re-
lease Rates). Issue 1.1 will be supported through studies relating
to the potential release of both natural and anthropogenic radon
to the accessible environment at Yucca Mountain. Resolving
technical issues related to Issues 1.5 will be supported through
literature analyses and modeling studies addressing the potential
environment within intact and partly corroded containers and the
degree of radionuclide retention within partly corroded containers.
The described activities are consistent with discussions held with
DOE Yucca Mountain Project Office (YMPO) technical staff. The
work will be consistent with a DOE approved quality level.

containers; corrosion; engineered safety systems; licensing; per-
formance; radioactive waste disposal; radioecological concen-
tration; radon; yucca mountain.

CONTAINERS: corrosion; RADON: radioecological concentration;
YUCCA MOUNTAIN: radioactive waste disposal.

US9400717 ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for Decontamination
and Decommissioning (D & D) Proposal.

Topic codes: 401.
Principal Investigator: Fogarty, F.C. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Nuclear Energy (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1994.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E36.00, E52.00

This project performs the work necessary to prepare the
Advanced Reactivity Measurements Facility-Coupled Fast Reac-
tivity Measurements Facility (ARMF-CFRMF) reactor, canal, and
facility for acceptance into the Decontamination and Decommis-
sioning (D & D) program and prepare for future D & D. The
work scope consists of (1) project management, documentation,
training, engineering, and reviews to defuel the reactors; (2) the
documentation and fuel handling to perform the defueling, pre-
paring, and transporting of the fuel to a fuel storage facility yet
to be determined; (3) disposal of a mixed hazardous-waste core
center piece and other hazardous materials; (4) removal of the
ARMF-CFRMF Neutron Radiography Facility and other reactor
core support structures; (5) disposal of radioactive sources; and
(6) decontaminating, cleaning, painting, and covering the canal.
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armf-1 reactor; decontamination; documentation; engineering;
program management; radioactive waste disposal; reactor de-
commissioning; training.

ARMF-1 REACTOR: decontamination, reactor decommissioning.

dry storage; monitored retrievable storage; spent fuel casks;
spent fuels; testing.

SPENT FUEL CASKS: testing; SPENT FUELS: monitored re-
trievable storage.

US9400718 Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Disposition
Project (DRCT-DP).

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: McAnally, J.L. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1995.01

INIS categories: E15.10

The Dry Rod Consolidation Technology (DRCT) project
was performed for the Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in 1987. The DRCT
project consolidated the spent fuel rods from 48 Westinghouse
15 x 15 spent fuel assemblies into 24 consolidation canisters.
The 48 spent fuel assemblies were previously used in the
OCRWM storage cask development program. As a result of the
spent fuel rod consolidation activities performed for the DRCT
project, there are 48 spent fuel nonfuel bearing components
(NFBCs) stored in the INEL Test Area North (TAN) Hot Shop
storage pool. These 48 NFBCs need to be removed from the
storage pool, as the pool will be deactivated in the mid-1990s.
This project provides for removal of the 48 NFBCs from the
storage pool, sectioning of the NFBCs into two or more sections,
volume reduction of NFBCS, transfer of the volume-reduced
NFBCs into dry shielded storage containers, and transfer of the
loaded containers to an outside storage location at the INEL
TAN facility.

decommissioning; dry storage; fuel assemblies; fuel rods; fuel
storage pools; Idaho national engineering laboratory; removal;
spent fuel elements; spent fuels.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: fuel storage
pools; SPENT FUELS: dry storage.

US9400719 Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage
(SFB).

7"oo/c codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Streeper, K.E. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

DOE's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) is planning to build a Monitored Retrievable Storage
(MRS) Facility for interim dry storage of spent nuclear fuel.
Commercial nuclear power plant spent fuel, currently placed in
dry storage at Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
(ISFSI), will eventually be transferred to DOE for storage or
disposal in multipurpose canisters (MPCs). Information on the
long-term performance of spent fuel under dry storage conditions
will confirm dry storage can be conducted safely and provide
information that will aid in the design and operation of MPCs,
MRS, and ISFSIs. DOE has been testing dry storage casks at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) since 1985.
Four casks have been tested by loading them with intact and
consolidated fuel and measuring their performance. These casks,
loaded with intact or consolidated fuel, have been placed in in-
terim storage with sufficient monitoring to confirm safe operation.

US9400720 Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project
(LTSM).

Topic codes: 146.
Principal Investigator: Streeper, K.E. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1987.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E15.10, E52.00

This task provides for the storage and monitoring of fuel
and related components from the Department of Energy's
(DOE's) Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(OCRWM) spent fuel projects performed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Spent fuel that is owned by the
DOE's OCRWM has been used in cask testing and dry rod
consolidation projects at the INEL. Storage of fuel in dry spent
fuel storage casks will provide the opportunity to evaluate the
performance of those casks over a period of several years. The
performance assessment will be based on periodic measurements
of external cask temperatures, cask leak integrity, and external
radiation fields. This project will include the storage of the non-
fuel bearing components (NFBC) remaining from the Dry Rod
Consolidation Technology (DRCT) Project and the warehouse
storage of miscellaneous materials and equipment remaining from
the DRCT Project that will be used by the DRCT-Disposition
Project (DRCT-DP). Six problems have surfaced within the
Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project in the past two years
that require attention. The first is a leak around the back-fill
adaptor on the Westinghouse MC-10 cask. A temporary repair
has been made to this problem. The second is the changeout
of the test lid on the MC-10 Cask for a permanent lid. The third
is a stuck fuel assembly in the Transnuclear TN-24P Cask. The
fourth is the changeout of the test lid on the TN-24P Cask for
a permanent lid. The fifth is the modification of the test lid into
a permanent lid or the fabrication of a new permanent lid on
the Pacific Sierra Nuclear VSC-17 Cask. The sixth is the recent
audit finding that requires the inspection of the poison material
in the fuel storage cask baskets. The Safety Analysis Report
will be revised to eliminate the inspection requirement.

dry storage; idaho national engineering laboratory; inspection;
leaks; monitoring; performance testing; safety analysis; spent fuel
casks; spent fuel storage; spent fuels; temperature measurement.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: spent fuel
storage; SPENT FUEL CASKS: performance testing.

US9400721 NFS Fuel Project.

Topic codes: 146; 148.
Principal Investigator: ?. West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.,

P.O. Box 191, West Valley, NY, 14171, USA.
Performing Organization: West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.01
To 1999.09

INIS categories: E15.10

The Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) Transportable
Storage Cask Demonstration Project is intended to demonstrate
the feasibility of packaging, transporting, and storing spent nu-
clear fuel in the same dry storage casks. This demonstration is
part of a research and development program for spent fuel
management being conducted by the Department of Energy
(DOE) Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
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(OCRWM) and managed by West Valley Nuclear Services Co.,
Inc. (WVNS). Two casks have been constructed that are suitable
for both shipping and long-term storage. The TN-REG and
TN-BRP casks have received Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Certificates of Compliance (CoC) for shipping. The fuel
and casks are located at the DOE-operated West Valley (WV)
facility in New York State. A contractual agreement between the
New York State Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration (NYSERDA) and DOE states that the NFS Project is re-
sponsible for safe storage of this fuel until it is shipped. In 1991,
DOE directed that the fuel would not ship to Idaho. Plans for
shipping to the IN EL for storage under the original program have
been deferred. In 1992, DOE directed WVNS to prepare an
Environmental Assessment (EA) and options study for removing
the fuel from the pool. Also WVNS will assume responsibility for
the Field Work Proposal. Responsibility for management of the
casks and transportation to an alternate location (if applicable)
will remain with EG & G.

certification; compliance; packaging; regulations; spent fuel casks;
spent fuel storage; spent fuels; transport; us nrc.

SPENT FUEL STORAGE: spent fuel casks; SPENT FUELS:
transport.

US9400722 Program Management and Integration Activities
in Support of OOE-ERWM.

Topic codes: 102; 501.
Principal Investigator: Helt, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The objective of this activity is to provide support to En-
vironmental Restoration (EM-40) and Waste Management (EM-30)
in the development and implementation of select program man-
agement systems, processes, and practices and the gathering,
organizing, and presenting of data and information. Specific
tasks, all in support of DOE Headquarters (HQ), will be in the
following areas: (1) baseline management, (2) management sys-
tems development, (3) management support, and (4) documen-
tation and record management. Most of this work will be
performed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) subcontractors.

program management; remedial action; us doe; waste manage-
ment.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: program management, remedial action.

US9400723 Low-Level Waste Disposal.

Topic codes: 117.
Principal Investigator: Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1990.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

No abstract provided.

low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste disposal.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste dis-
posal.

US9400724 Argonne Community College Project.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Bowen, S.P. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This field work program worked with Wright Community
College to evaluate setting up a two-year training program for
waste management and environmental restoration technicians.
The program led to a well-defined plan that had significant
support from several industries in the Chicago area for this
training program. The state of Illinois is reviewing the proposal
for this training program. The target audiences for the program
are the primarily minority students of the Chicago area.

Chicago; educational facilities; remedial action; training; waste
management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, training.

US9400725 Environmental Education Outreach.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Bowen, S.P. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.03
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The field work is designed to prepare teaching materials
and activities using teachers and students from the Chicago
Public School system. The purpose for which these materials
will be created is to familiarize students in the junior high and
high school science classes with the technology and career op-
portunities in waste management and environmental restoration.
The target audiences for the program are the primarily minority
students of the Chicago area. Materials that have been devel-
oped over the last two years are being tested by teacher and
by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) staff on minority students
in the Chicago area to acquaint these students with career op-
portunities and for understanding interesting science. Academic-
year workshops and summer institutes for teachers and students
will disseminate classroom activities to a wider group of students
and schools. Several inner city classes are working to develop
student skills in environmental assessment and are providing a
number of students with practical activities that demonstrate the
kinds of projects available in careers in waste management.

adolescents; Chicago; education; educational facilities; remedial
action; waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: educational facilities, remedial action.

US9400726 Career Education in Hazardous Waste Trans-
portation.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Bowen, S.P. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
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PrpQram Duration:
From 1992.06
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, E15.10

The field work is designed to create classroom materials
and field trip activities that will enable students to see the sci-
entific principles and career opportunities that are available for
them in the fields of hazardous waste transportation. The ma-
terials are designed to bring the day-to-day activities and issues
of these careers into the classroom. Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) has been working for several years with teachers from
suburban and urban school systems in the Chicago area that
have a large number of minority students. These teachers have
participated in Summer Curriculum Development Institutes during
which these teachers are exposed to practicing scientists and
engineers who are working in the field of environmental resto-
ration, waste management, and hazardous waste transportation.
These practicing scientists and engineers present problems, lec-
tures, field trips, and background materials so that the teachers
can learn about the careers and research problems in these
fields. From these experiences the teachers work together to
create materials that can be used by teachers in classrooms,
on field trips, and in laboratories with students. During the fol-
lowing academic years these teachers use the developed class-
room materials to teach their students.

Chicago; education; educational facilities; hazardous materials;
waste transportation.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: education, waste transportation.

US9400727 Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Dis-
posal.

Topic codes: 117; 167.
Principal Investigator Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E52.00

No abstract provided.

hazardous materials: mixtures; radioactive wastes; waste dis-
posal.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste disposal; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: waste disposal.

US9400728 WM Continuity of Operations.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Schletter, R.M., Jr. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.02
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00

No abstract provided.

waste management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT.

US9400729 DOE Decontamination and Decommissioning.

Topic codes: 401.

Principal Investigator: Gasper, J.R. Argonne National Laboratory,
9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.

Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1990.09
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00

The DOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management (EM) requires assistance in planning and executing
the five-year plan. Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has staff
with expertise in required areas (e.g., interpretation of technical
characterization data related to facility assessments and clean-
ups, establishment of guidelines for transfer of technical infor-
mation, and environmental management quality
assurance-quality control (QA-QC)). ANL staff will provide
analysis in these and related areas to DOE.

anl; data analysis; program management; quality assurance;
quality control; recommendations; remedial action; site charac-
terization; technology transfer; us doe.

REMEDIAL ACTION: program management.

US9400730 Resource Allocation Support System for Waste
Management.

Topic codes: 102; 501.
Principal Investigator: Wolsko, T.D. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Buehring, B.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.12
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The overall objective of this technical field work proposal
(FWP) is to develop a Resource Allocation Support System
(RASS) to aid the Environmental Restoration and Waste Man-
agement (EM) budget decision-making process. Alternative
methodologies should be evaluated, from which an acceptable
methodology will be selected, developed, tested, and imple-
mented. The following are the performance specifications for this
effort: (1) RASS should serve as a tool for evaluating resource
allocations and for explaining the basis for budget requests; (2)
RASS should balance short- and long-term costs while taking
into account benefits such as the reduction of risks to workers
and the public, minimal environmental impacts, and compliance
with environmental regulations; (3) RASS should be technically
credible, understandable, and capable of achieving internal (field
office (FO) and Headquarters (HQ)) and external (public) ac-
ceptability; and (4) interested and affected parties should be
meaningfully involved in the RASS development and implemen-
tation processes.

budgets; personnel; remedial action; resource assessment; waste
management.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial action, resource assessment.

US9400731 CH-EM Progress Reporting System.

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Campbell, A.P. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Russell, L.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
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Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1992.07
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00, F30.00

The objective of this work is to develop an automated,
computer-based system for tracking and reporting information,
as required by Department of Energy (DOE) Order 1332. The
system is for use by the Chicago (CH) Field Office. It will accept
input from remote sites, allow revisions or additional information
to be input by CH, prepare reports to DOE Headquarters (HQ),
and provide a means to transmit these reports to HQ in an
electronic format compatible with the database being designed
by another DOE contractor. This system was designed to operate
using existing computer resources and systems of CH and its
laboratories. It is a Clipper application and drew on a similar
system being used for reporting by DOE Office of Environmental
Health and Safety (EH)-5. Reporting from remote sites to CH
will be via floppy disk or by electronic means (e.g., modem,
network connection). Each remote site will be provided simple
reporting application software that will allow them to use
IBM-type personal computer microcomputers to prepare required
reports. CH will receive these reports, revise or amplify them,
as necessary, and prepare data for submittal to the Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) (HQ).
CH will maintain information in a database managed by the
tracking and reporting system. Provisions have been made for
maintaining data integrity, identifying which sites have failed to
report, and tracking what has been sent to HQ. Other features
were designed to allow CH to easily comply with its EM re-
porting requirements. Interfaces at all levels were designed to
maintain the look and feel of DOE reporting formats, forms,
protocols, and processes. The benefits to DOE will be an au-
tomated methodology for complying with reporting requirements
that is as unobtrusive as possible and uses systems already in
place wherever possible.

communications; computers; data base management; information
systems; remedial action; reporting requirements; us doe; waste
management.

US DOE: information systems; WASTE MANAGEMENT: reporting
requirements.

US9400732 Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20.

Topic codes: 102.
Principal Investigator: Klotz, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Lindley, R.A.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.11
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This project will provide technical and administrative as-
sistance to the Office of Oversight and Self-Assessment (EM-20)
in the conduct of their line management responsibility for the
formulation, execution, and evaluation of their programs, including
(1) the planning, design, construction, and operation of facilities
to treat, store, and dispose of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and
sanitary wastes; (2) the incorporation of waste minimization
concepts; and (3) the planning and conduct of decontamination
and decommissioning (D & D), remedial actions, and surveillance
and maintenance activities. At the request of DOE Office of
Environmental Restoration (EM), Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) will establish a Program Integration Office (PIO) to provide
focus and support to all EM-20 activities. As part of this PIO,
ANL will also establish-maintain a cadre of highly experienced
experts, from both ANL and non-ANL sources. The cadre of
experts will assist EM (1) by conducting studies and training,
and developing guidelines and approaches for the conduct of
headquarters and field operations; (2) by providing assistance in
the conceptualizing, developing, and implementation of quality
assurance programs, practices, and activities; (3) by assisting in

the development and establishment of technically sound, safe,
environmentally acceptable, and cost-effective operations in field
operations; and (4) by assisting in the conduct of reviews,
evaluations, and assessments to ensure the adequacy, compli-
ance and effectiveness of the same.

anl; construction; decommissioning; decontamination; design;
hazardous materials; minimization; mixtures; operation; planning;
program management; radioactive waste facilities; radioactive
wastes; remedial action; us doe; waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: remedial action; WASTE
MANAGEMENT: program management.

US9400733 Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M.

Topic codes: 102; 241.
Principal Investigator: Dvorak, A.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Ditmars, J.D.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.09
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.40, C56.00, E52.00

Ongoing studies and the Surveillance and Monitoring
Program at Site A-Plot M indicate the need to evaluate char-
acterization activities and plans. An assessment, conducted in
FY 92 and FY 93, of potential releases from past activities at
Site A-Plot M was made primarily on the basis of information
provided by the Department of Energy (DOE), Chicago. Empha-
sis was placed on identifying the nature and amounts of non-
radioactive hazardous materials as well as radioactive materials
that may have been used and potentially released to the envi-
ronment. In addition, information describing the locations of such
releases (e.g., underground storage tanks and piping) was ex-
amined, along with information on potential pathways for the
movement of the material in the environment. Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) will continue to support the Environmental
Restoration Division, Chicago, with regard to characterization and
restoration activities at Site A-Plot M. This support may include
(1) review of work plans, (2) evaluation of the quality of data
collected at the site, (3) analysis and interpretation of data, (4)
development of models of transport and risk, and (5) other
evaluations relevant to activities related to the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA) at the site.

anl; compliance; evaluation; hazardous materials; nonradioactive
wastes; radioactive wastes; remedial action; site characterization;
tanks; underground storage; us superfund.

ANL: remedial action; UNDERGROUND STORAGE: evaluation,
site characterization.

US9400734 Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS)
Program.

Topic codes: 164.
Principal Investigator: Beskid, N.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Bates, J.K.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.10
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E51.00, B31.40

The objective of the Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization
(MAWS) program is to determine a system which, through the
treatment and blending of multiple waste streams, results in a
waste stabilization process with minimum additives. The innova-
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tive system will be demonstrated at the Fernald Environmental
Management Project (FEMP) in Fernald, Ohio. The program
provides for a production-scale water treatment system installed
onsite, a soil treatment system, and onsite vitrification demon-
strations to be fully integrated within 10 months. The chemical
nature of individual waste streams will be exploited. If these
streams are blended in the optimum proportions, overall volume
reduction of the final waste form can be maximized, and the
requirements for additives that would otherwise be necessary for
the vitrification process can be minimized. The program relies
on the integration of soil washing, ion exchange, and vitrification
technologies, all of which individually impart substantial volume
reductions. These volume reductions are further enhanced by the
synergistic use of their waste products in combination with other
waste streams. The end result is an integrated process, based
on stabilization by vitrification, which maximizes volume reduction
and minimizes the overall cost of treatment and disposal of
multiple waste streams through a minimum additive process. The
vitrification system shall be capable of vitrifying asbestos
(transite) with little or no modification. This capability is neces-
sary for future DOE development and R & D programs on nu-
clear and hazardous waste management. As primary duties, the
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) technical staff and contracting
specialists (1) will conduct the requisite technical monitoring and
contract administration activities related to the effective and effi-
cient execution of MAWS activities and (2) will use their expe-
rience with high-level nuclear waste glasses to develop testing
methods and an associated database for establishing the con-
sistency, homogeneity, and durability of the vitrified (waste glass)
products.

additives; asbestos; feed materials production center; in-situ
processing; ion exchange; minimization; mixing; Ohio; remedial
action; soils; vitrification; volume; washing; waste processing;
water treatment.

FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER: waste processing;
SOILS: remedial action; WASTE PROCESSING: vitrification.

US9400735 Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS.

TOPIC codes: 523.
Principal Investigator: Campbell, A.P. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Christiansen, J.H.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.10
To 1994.03

INIS categories: B31.40, C56.00

environmental impacts; nuclear facilities; radioactive waste facili-
ties; remedial action; us doe.

NUCLEAR FACILITIES: remedial action; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
FACILITIES: display devices, environmental impacts.

US9400736 Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40.

Topic codes: 102; 501.
Principal Investigator: Klotz, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Lindley, R.A.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.11
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This project will provide technical and administrative as-
sistance to the Office of Environmental Restoration (EM-40) in
the conduct of their line management responsibility for the for-
mulation, execution, and evaluation of their programs, including
(1) the planning, design, construction, and operation of facilities
to treat, store, and dispose of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and
sanitary wastes; (2) to incorporate waste minimization concepts;
and (3) the planning and conduct of decontamination and de-
commissioning, remedial actions, and surveillance and mainte-
nance activities. At the request of DOE EM, Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) will establish a Program Integration Office (PIO)
to provide focus and support to all EM-30 and EM-40 activities.
As part of this PIO, ANL will also establish-maintain a cadre
of highly experienced experts, from both ANL and non-ANL
sources. The cadre of experts will assist EM (1) by conducting
studies and training, and developing guidelines and approaches
for the conduct of Headquarters (HQ) and Field Operations (FO);
(2) by providing assistance in the conceptualizing, developing,
and implementation of quality assurance programs, practices, and
activities; (3) by assisting in the development and establishment
of technically sound, safe, environmentally acceptable, and
cost-effective operations in field operations; and (4) by assisting
in the conduct of reviews, evaluations, and assessments to en-
sure the adequacy, compliance, and effectiveness.

construction; decommissioning; decontamination; design; hazard-
ous materials; maintenance; minimization; mixtures; operation;
planning; program management; quality assurance; radioactive
waste facilities; radioactive wastes; recommendations; remedial
action; training; us doe; waste disposal; waste management;
waste processing; waste storage.

REMEDIAL ACTION: program management; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: program management.

To effectively evaluate environmental remediation (ER)
measures at Department of Energy (DOE) facilities and sites in
support of programmatic environmental impact statement (PEIS)
efforts, it would be quite useful to be able to accurately visualize
the impacts of these ER measures in the context of the facility
and site. The work will demonstrate the value of such a vi-
sualization capability by producing the following visual displays,
in the form of computer-generated color plan and perspective
view renderings; (1) physical appearance of facilities-sites from
arbitrary vantage points before ER measures are begun, at
various stages during remediation, and at intervals after the
conclusion of remediation activities and (2) visualization of envi-
ronmental conditions (i.e., surface, subsurface, and atmospheric
site impacts) in the facility-site vicinity on the basis of monitored
and modeled data for existing and projected conditions super-
imposed upon the facility-site visual displays. The initial work
will result in a series of displays of facility-site visual appearance
and environmental impacts for ER measures at three different
facilities. These facilities will be addressed in sequence. In ad-
dition, by the completion of the work, a generic software capa-
bility will have been established for visualization of any other
sites under various ER alternatives.

computers; display devices; environmental impact statements;

US9400737 Management Systems Support to EM-40.

Topic codes: 102; 501.
Principal Investigator: Klotz, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Lindley, R.A.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.11
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.40

This project will provide technical and administrative as-
sistance to the Office of Environmental Restoration (EM-40) in
the conduct of their line management responsibility for the for-
mulation, execution, and evaluation of their programs, including
(1) the planning, design, construction, and operation of facilities
to treat, store, and dispose of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and
sanitary wastes; (2) the incorporation of waste minimization
concepts; (3) the planning and conduct of decontamination; and
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(4) decommissioning, remedial actions, and surveillance and
maintenance activities and development and definition of man-
agement systems associated with this function.

construction; decommissioning; decontamination; design; hazard-
ous materials; maintenance; minimization; mixtures; operation;
planning; program management; radioactive waste facilities; ra-
dioactive wastes; remedial action; us doe; waste disposal; waste
management; waste processing; waste storage.

REMEDIAL ACTION: program management; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: program management.

present public participation strategies and efforts; (2) developing
and implementing a public participation plan; (3) preparing tech-
nical reports, assessments, and briefings in support of policy
development; and (4) program planning and institutional inter-
actions for this EM program.

public information; public opinion; public relations; remedial
action; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: public relations; WASTE MANAGEMENT:
public relations.

US9400738 Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Dvorak, A.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Habegger, LJ.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.07
To 1994.03

INIS categories: C56.00, E50.00, B31.40

This project covers activities by Argonne National Labo-
ratory (ANL) to support the Department of Energy (DOE), Office
of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM), in
the development of a programmatic environmental impact state-
ment (PEIS) that will evaluate alternatives for integrating the
DOE environmental restoration and waste management activities.
The ANL technical support to EM in developing the PEIS in-
cludes the following major task areas: (1) characterizing the
environmental impacts of environmental restoration technologies,
(2) characterizing waste management technologies, (3) develop-
ing and applying methods for evaluation of risk associated with
waste transportation, and (4) providing technical and administra-
tive assistance in PEIS document preparation and the processing
of reviews of these documents as required for the completion
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.

anl; compliance; environmental impact statements; remedial
action; risk assessment; us doe; us national environmental policy
act; waste management; waste transportation.

REMEDIAL ACTION: environmental impact statements; WASTE
MANAGEMENT: environmental impact statements; WASTE
TRANSPORTATION: risk assessment.

US9400739 Public Involvement.

Topic codes: 701.
Principal Investigator: Hoover, L.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1989.10
To 1994.03

INIS categories: E50.00, F14.00

The Secretary of Energy has mandated that the "trust
me culture" that pervaded the Department of Energy (DOE) and
its predecessor agencies for more than 40 years must yield to
a "watch me culture". DOE is conducting its compliance and
cleanup efforts with excellence, timeliness, and cost effectiveness
as the cornerstone of this emerging culture. Activities conducted
by DOE's Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Man-
agement (EM) must be subject not just to applicable laws and
regulations but to the invited participation of affected parties at
all levels of government and the private sector. Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) will assist EM in (1) assessing past and

US9400740 TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process.

Topic codes: 152; 159.
Principal Investigator: Helt, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The project objective is to further develop and test a new
solvent extraction-recovery process designed to extract and se-
lectively partition uranium, transuranics (Np, Pu, Am),9oSr, and
99Th from dissolved sludge waste obtained from storage tanks
at the Westinghouse Hanford site. With this new process, which
combines the transuranic extraction (TRUEX) and strontium ex-
traction (SREX) processes previously developed in this labora-
tory, it will be possible to reduce both the amount of waste that
must be vitrified and the cost of chemical pretreatment. Research
and development efforts under this project will focus on (1) the
optimization of the process solvent formulation; (2) delineation
of the solvent loading limits; (3) measurement of dispersion
numbers; (4) determination of process solvent selectivity; and (5)
evaluation of the influence of macro concentrations of various
inert constituents (e.g., Bi) that may be present in high con-
centrations in the sludge waste. On the basis of these studies,
a flowsheet will be designed and tested in a continuous
countercurrent mode using centrifugal contactors. The success
of the process will be evaluated in terms of the reduction in
americium, strontium, and technetium levels in the feed and the
selectivity and efficiency with which the extracted elements may
be back-extracted.

americium; flowsheets; hanford reservation; neptunium; plutonium;
radioactive waste processing; sludges; solvent extraction; sol-
vents; specificity; strontium 90; thorium; truex process; uranium.

URANIUM: radioactive waste processing.

US9400741 Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator: Helt, J.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1991.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

This task is to assist DOE Headquarters (HQ) in the
planning phase in FY 93 for the Mixed Waste Integrated Pro-
gram (IP). Focus of the effort will be on (1) setting up the IP
advisory groups; (2) developing the IP strategy document; (3)
evaluating potential research, development, demonstration, test-
ing, and evaluation (PDDT & E) directions; and (4) making re-
commendations to the Office of Technology Development (OTD)
HQ.
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hazardous materials; mixtures; program management; radioactive
wastes; recommendations; testing; waste management.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: waste management; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES; waste management.

US9400742 HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Devgun, J.S. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Beskid, N.J.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The mission of DOE's Office of Technology Development
(OTD) is to manage and direct programs and activities to es-
tablish and maintain an aggressive national program for applied
research and development that will resolve major technical issues
in environmental restoration and waste management operations.
This activity provides for technical support in planning, managing,
and tracking the DOE research activities at the Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA's) five Hazardous Substance Research
Centers (HSRCs). It also includes the same technical support
for DOE participation in EPA's Superfund Innovative Technologies
Evaluation (SITE) Program. Participation of DOE is in the
emerging technologies part of the SITE program, where research
work is taken to the bench- and pilot-scale levels to promote
development. The project activities will assist OTD in the effec-
tive and efficient execution of applied R & D for emerging re-
mediation technologies and developmental studies cosponsored
through the HSRC and the SITE Programs. Argonne National
Laboratory's (ANL's) tasks include (1) technical
evaluation-review of HSRC research proposals in environmental
restoration-waste management technologies, monitoring of
DOE-supported projects, preparation of progress updates, and
analysis of potential transitions to demonstration; (2) technical
evaluation-review of SITE proposals, monitoring of DOE-funded
projects, and matching of technologies to DOE needs; and (3)
monitoring of industrial and academic-sector research in EPA's
programs to meet DOE needs in environmental restoration and
waste management.

industry; monitoring; program management; remedial action; re-
search programs; us doe; us epa; wasfe management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: program management; WASTE MANAGE-
MENT: research programs.

US9400743 Contract Administration and Technical Support
for DOEs MAWS Program.

Topic codes: 501; 521.
Principal Investigator: Beskid, N.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Bates, J.K.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.07
To 1993.05

INIS categories: E50.00, B31.50

The objective of the Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization
(MAWS) program is to determine a system that, through the
treatment and blending of multiple waste streams, results in a
waste stabilization process with minimum additives. The innova-
tive system will be demonstrated at the Fernald Environmental
Management Project (FEMP) in Fernald, Ohio. The program
provides for a production-scale water treatment system installed
on site, a soil treatment system, and onsite vitrification demon-

strations to be fully integrated within 10 months. The chemical
nature of individual waste streams will be exploited. By blending
them in the optimum proportions, overall volume reduction of the
final waste form can be maximized, and the requirements for
additives that would otherwise be necessary for the vitrification
process can be minimized. The program relies on the integration
of soil washing, ion exchange, and vitrification technologies, all
of which individually impart substantial volume reductions. These
volume reductions are further enhanced by the synergistic use
of their waste products in combination with other waste streams.
The end result is an integrated process, based on stabilization
by vitrification, which maximizes volume reduction and minimizes
the overall cost of treatment and disposal of multiple waste
streams through a minimum additive process. The vitrification
system shall be capable of vitrifying asbestos (transite) with little
or no modification. This capability is necessary for future DOE
development and R & D programs on nuclear and hazardous
waste management. The project will (1) conduct the requisite
technical monitoring and contract administration activities related
to the effective and efficient execution of MAWS activities and
(2) use high-level nuclear waste glasses to develop testing
methods and an associated database for establishing the con-
sistency, homogeneity, and durability of the vitrified (waste glass)
products.

additives; asbestos; chemical wastes; contract management; cost;
hazardous materials; ion exchange; minimization; monitoring; ra-
dioactive wastes; remedial action; soils; vitrification; volume;
waste processing; water treatment.

ASBESTOS: vitrification; SOILS: remedial action; WASTE
PROCESSING: additives, contract management.

US9400744 Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology.

Topic codes: 111.
Principal Investigator: Livengood, CD. Argonne National Labo-

ratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Wilkey, M.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.06
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B33.50, E50.00, B31.50

Results from Phase I of the Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) in Non-Arid Soils Integrated Demonstration (ID) project
at the Department of Energy (DOE) Savannah River (SR) site
indicate that there is a need for an effective off-gas treatment
technology. The objective of this project is to develop and
demonstrate an integrated pulsed-UV irradiation-dry-scrubbing
process that combines effective destruction of chlorinated VOC
in the effluent gas from the soil vapor-extraction system at the
SR site with high-efficiency removal of any undesirable by-
products (e.g., HCI and CI2) formed. The project consists of
three main tasks. Task 1, System Development, will involve the
design and fabrication of a dry-scrubbing system (and ancillary
equipment) that will be closely integrated with an existing
pulsed-UV gas-treatment technology. Under Task 2, Field Tests,
performance testing of the pulsed-UV subsystem is being con-
ducted in the second quarter of FY 93, and testing of the
complete integrated system will be conducted in FY 94. Task
3, Technical Support, involves technology transfer and reporting
activities, as well as the application for any regulatory permits
that may be required to conduct the project work. The program
outlined above is consistent with DOE's desire to pursue a
number of initiatives to develop better, faster, safer, and less-
expensive technologies for the treatment of wastes and site
cleanup. This project directly addresses the IDs involving
chlorinated VOCs in both saturated and unsaturated soils. The
application of the integrated technology will provide effective
destruction of primary contaminants, such as trichlorethylene
(TCE), and simultaneously remove any secondary by-products to
yield a nonhazardous off-gas stream.

chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons; design; dry scrubbers; fabri-
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cation; off-gas systems; photolysis; reporting requirements;
savannah river plant; soils; technology transfer; ultraviolet radi-
ation.

CHLORINATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS: photolysis;
OFF-GAS SYSTEMS: design, dry scrubbers.

US9400745 TRUEX Technology: Base Development.

Topic codes: 132; 152.
Principal Investigator: Vandegrift, G.F., II. Argonne National

Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1986.10
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

In this program, the Center for transuranic extraction
(TRUEX) Technology Development at Argonne National Labora-
tory (ANL) continues to perform R & D to broaden the applica-
bility of TRUEX processing of high-level and transuranic
(TRU)-containing waste streams. Treatment of stored wastes by
the TRUEX process will lower the costs of final disposal signif-
icantly; treatment of waste streams as they are generated will
allow recycle of streams and avoidance of future waste treatment
and disposal costs. Specific tasks center on technically support-
ing researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) on
treating Melton Valley tank waste (MVTW) and Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) in collecting data from the TRUEX processing
of actual high-level and TRU-containing wastes at the Hanford
Site. A demonstration of the TRUEX process is also going to
be performed at the Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) in Chalk
River, Canada, on two high-level wastes being stored at this site.
These data will be employed to refine and validate the Generic
TRUEX Model (GTM) developed at ANL.

alpha-bearing wastes; battelle pacific northwest laboratories; chalk
river nuclear labs; hanford reservation; high-level radioactive
wastes; oml; radioactive waste processing; solvent extraction;
truex process.

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES: solvent extraction, truex process;
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

US9400746 Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pre-
treatment.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Chaiko, D.J. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.02
To 1995.10

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The objective of this task is to determine the feasibility
of using aqueous biphasic separation (ABS) systems based on
polyethylene glycols (PEGs) for the selective extraction and re-
covery of I, Se, and Tc from caustic solutions containing high
concentrations of nitrate, nitrite, and carbonate. Partitioning of the
targeted anions will be measured by batch extractions and cor-
related with aqueous feed composition, PEG molecular weight,
and PEG concentration. Phase diagrams will be constructed for
aqueous biphase systems using supernatant compositions from
a simulated single-shell tank. The biphase system will be opti-
mized with respect to selective extraction of I, Se, and Tc. The
partitioning behavior of the major ions present in the supernatant
feeds will also be determined. Ion stripping from loaded PEG
phases will be investigated using electrodialysis. Other stripping
techniques using water-soluble complexants will also be exam-

ined. Preliminary flowsheet evaluation will involve a countercur-
rent extraction test using a simulated tank waste feed. This test
will permit a realistic assessment of decontamination factors and
processing costs. This task will be conducted jointly with re-
searchers at Northern Illinois University (NIU). Technical reports
will be prepared at the end of each year. A final technical as-
sessment report will be provided 36 months after the start of
the program.

anions; aqueous solutions; carbonates; electrodialysis; glycols;
iodine; nitrates; nitrites; partition; phase diagrams; radioactive
waste processing; selenium; simulation; solvent extraction; solvent
properties; technetium.

IODINE: solvent extraction; RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESS-
ING: solvent extraction.

US9400747 In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Sepa-
ration.

Topic codes: 112; 152.
Principal Investigator: Nunez, L.H. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Vandegrift, G.F.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The project will combine the selective and efficient sepa-
ration afforded by chemical sorption with the magnetic recovery
of ferromagnetic beads. Supernatants in the underground storage
tanks (USTs) at Hanford contain Cs, Sr, and, in some cases,
low concentrations of transuranics (TRU) that must be removed
to dispose of this stream as grout. The process uses magnetic
beads coated with either (1) a selective ion exchange material
or a crown-ether-containing solvent for Cs and Sr or (2) solvents
for selective separation of TRU (e.g., transuranic extraction
(TRUEX) process). The beads are formed using iron or other
magnetic material coated with either organic polymer or ion ex-
change resin. The ion exchange resin is attached by an adhesive
or direct bonding. Organic solvents can be adsorbed onto the
polymeric surface. These coatings selectively separate the con-
taminants onto the beads by their chemical nature, and the
beads can be recovered from the tank using a magnet. Once
the removal is achieved, the contaminants can either (1) be left
on the loaded beads and added to the glass feed slurry or (2)
can be stripped into a small volume of solution to regenerate
the extracting beads. The greatest benefit of the technology is
the simple separation of radionuclides from waste in a cost-
efficient and compact process without the production of large
waste streams, and the application of this process to many DOE
liquid-TRU waste.

alpha-bearing wastes; cesium; chemisorption; crown ethers;
ferromagnetic materials; hanford reservation; ion exchange ma-
terials; liquid wastes; magnets; radioactive waste processing;
strontium; tanks; transuranium elements.

CESIUM: chemisorption; STRONTIUM: chemisorption; TRANSU-
RANIUM ELEMENTS: chemisorption.

US9400748 In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic
Separation.

Topic codes: 522.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, D.O. Argonne National Labora-

tory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Edgar, D.E.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
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Proaram Duration:
From 1993.03
To 1996.09

INIS categories: B31.50

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) performs research to
develop and evaluate processes for treatment of hazardous,
mixed, and radioactive wastes and contaminated soil and water.
To perform this research, evaluation, and demonstration process
more effectively, ANL takes full account of innovative treatment
technologies being developed by the private sector. The project
objective is to test, evaluate, and (if bench-scale performance
goals are met), demonstrate the technical and economic feasi-
bility of a magnetic separation in situ groundwater treatment
process developed by Bradtec. It is anticipated that this process
will be demonstrated at two Department of Energy (DOE) sites
(Berkeley Pit and Savannah River), each with different contam-
ination problems. The Berkeley Pit Site, with groundwater con-
taminated by several heavy metals, has been selected by DOE
for an ex situ pilot-scale field test of this innovative groundwater
cleanup technology. The Savannah River Site will be the location
of the in situ pilot-scale demonstration, conducted during FY 95
and FY 96. A possible Department of Defense (DOD) site may
also be considered for a field demonstration following discussions
between DOE and DoD officials. The benefit of this project will
be the immediate availability of a field-demonstrated technology
that will facilitate DOE's Office of Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management's (EM's) attainment of the stated 30-year
goal of total environmental compliance within the DOE complex.

demonstration programs: feasibility studies; field tests; ground
water; hazardous materials; in-situ processing; magnetic separa-
tors; metals; mixtures; radioactive wastes; removal; savannah
river plant; us doe.

GROUND WATER: metals; METALS: magnetic separators, re-
moval.

US9400749 Advance Chemical Separation Processes: Clean
Option Survey.

Topic codes: 112; 159.
Principal Investigator: Horwitz, E.P. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.03
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The project objective is to develop and test new advanced
extraction-recovery processes in support of the Clean Option
strategy. The new processes begin with the strontium-transuranic
(Sr-TRU) fraction obtained from a front-end combined transuranic
extraction-strontium extraction (TRUEX-SREX)
extraction-recovery process conducted on simulated dissolved
sludge waste. The new processes are designed to remove all
inert constituents from Sr, Np, Pu, and Am(Cm) including Ba
from Sr and lanthanides and Bi from Am(Cm). By combining the
advanced processes with the front-end TRUEX-SREX process,
the volume of waste requiring vitrification will be reduced to a
minimum. Research and development efforts under this project
will focus on (1) the optimization of the process solvent formu-
lation; (2) delineation of the solvent loading limits; (3) measure-
ment of dispersion numbers; (4) determination of process solvent
selectivity; and (5) evaluation of the influence of macro concen-
trations of various inert constituents (e.g., Bi) that may be
present in high concentrations in the sludge waste. On the basis
of these studies, a flowsheet will be designed and tested in a
continuous countercurrent mode using centrifugal contactors. The
success of the process will be evaluated in terms of the re-
duction of Sr in Ba and Am(Cm) in lanthanides.

americium; barium; bismuth; curium; flowsheets; minimization;
neptunium; plutonium; rare earths; simulation; sludges; solvent
extraction; solvents; strontium; volume.

STRONTIUM: solvent extraction.

US9400750 SPO SEA Contract.

Topic codes: 102; 105.
Principal Investigator: Klotz, C.E. Argonne National Laboratory,

9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL, 60439, USA.
Other Investigators: Lindley, R.A.
Performing Organization: Argonne National Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.01
To 1993.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Provide technical and administrative assistance to the
Office of Waste Management Projects (EM-34) in the conduct
of their line management responsibility for the formulation, exe-
cution, and evaluation of their programs, including (1) the plan-
ning, design, construction, and operation of facilities to treat,
store, and dispose of radioactive, hazardous, mixed, and sanitary
wastes; (2) the incorporating of waste minimization concepts; (3)
the planning and conduct of decontamination; and (4) the de-
commissioning, remedial actions, and surveillance and mainte-
nance activities, and development and definitions of management
systems associated with this function.

construction; decommissioning; decontamination; design; evalu-
ation; hazardous materials; minimization; mixtures; operation;
planning; program management; radioactive waste disposal; ra-
dioactive waste facilities; radioactive wastes; remedial action;
waste management.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES: construction, operation;
RADIOACTIVE WASTES: minimization; WASTE MANAGEMENT:
program management.

US9400751 Analytical Management: Quality Assessment
Program (EML).

Topic codes: 105; 187.
Principal Investigator: Bogen, D.C. Environmental Measurements

Laboratory, Analytical Chemistry Division, 376 Hudson Street,
New York, NY, 10014, USA.

Performing Organization: Environmental Measurements Laboratory
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Semi-Annual Report of the Department of Energy, Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management, Quality
Assessment Program, U.S. DOE EML Report- 546, July 1,
1992 is the latest in the series of reports on QAP.

INIS categories: B11.00, E50.00

The five-year plan, Fiscal Year 1992, of the DOE Office
of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management specified
that policies be instituted to establish, assess, and maintain
high-quality analytical laboratories to provide the quality data to
fulfill the needs and requirements for operations of environmental
restoration and waste management. The DOE Quality Assess-
ment Program (QAP) is an environmental radiological laboratory
performance evaluation program conducted by the Environmental
Measurements Laboratory (EML) as required by DOE. EML has
conducted this program for DOE for the past 16 years and will
continue to carry out the activities associated with QAP. The
program consists of supplying laboratories with known natural
matrix and synthetic samples, semiannually, which the labs an-
alyze to evaluate their analytical performance. These laboratories
supply analytical data to DOE in support of various DOE pro-
grams, site evaluations, and regulatory requirements. Results of
these semiannual performance evaluations will be reported to the
Director of the Laboratory Management Division (LMD), EM-563,
providing information on the performance of individual laborato-
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ries and the DOE labs as a group. These reports shall include
an interpretation and evaluation of individual and all laboratory
performance that maybe used to identify needed corrective
actions.

chemical analysis; evaluation; laboratories; performance; remedial
action; waste management.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: laboratories, performance.

US9400752 Procedure Development for Environmental
Sampling and Analysis Operations.

Topic codes: 501.
Principal Investigator: Blacker, S.M. MACTEC, Mount Vernon,

VA, 22121, USA.
Performing Organization: MACTEC (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From (Not provided)
To 1999.01

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
No publications are expected from this work, except as noted
in the deliverables section.

INIS categories: E50.00, B11.00

The DOE Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage-
ment (EM) Laboratory Management Division (LMD) is establishing
an effective sampling and analysis program for DOE's waste
operations and remediation-restoration activities. The objectives
are (1) to develop procedures for assessing the needs and ca-
pabilities of field sites for conducting sampling and analytical
operations; (2) to develop procedures for incorporating data
quality objective processes, or the Streamlined Approach for
Environmental Restoration (SAFER), into DOE's environmental
sampling and analysis operations; (3) to develop procedures for
conducting management assessments of field organizations to
assist these programs in their implementation of LMD's Analytical
Services Program; and (4) to maintain and update LMD's Ana-
lytical Services Program Five-Year Plan.

chemical analysis; information needs; remedial action; sampling;
technology assessment; us doe; waste management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: chemical analysis, sampling; WASTE
MANAGEMENT: remedial action.

US9400753 Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment Barri-
ers.

Topic codes: 167; 523.
Principal Investigator: Schweissing, S.B. Chem-Nuclear Geotech,

Inc., Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1999.01

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
1. Draft Sole-Source Justification and Statement of Work for
RKK, Ltd (Subcontractor) dated November, 1992. (Submitted
to the U.S. Department of Energy-Albuquerque Field Office
(DOE-AL) through the U.S. Department of Energy-Grand
Junctions Projects Office (DOE- GJPO) 2. Draft Site Selection
Process and Criteria dated December 21, 1992. (Submitted
to DOE-GJPO) 3. Evaluation of Institutional Issues Related
to the Cryogenic Demonstration on Type of Property Owner-
ship dated December 29, 1992. (Submitted to DOE-GJPO
with information copy to the U.S. Department of Energy-
Headquarters (DOE-HQ) 4. Draft Statement of Work dated
December 31, 1992. (Submitted to DOE-GJPO with informa-
tion copy to DOE-HQ) 5. Draft Short-Form Technical Task
Plan dated January 5, 1993. (Submitted to DOE-GJPO with
information copy to DOE-HQ) 6. Economic Evaluation of Al-
ternative Operation Durations dated February 1, 1993. (Sub-
mitted to DOE-GJPO with information copy to DOE- HQ) 7.

Ice Technology for Hazardous Waste Management, J.G. Dash,
Ph.D., Waste Management, Vol 11, 1991, pp 183-189.

INIS categories: E52.00

The purpose of this project is to outline requirements for
demonstrating the effectiveness of a cryogenic barrier for con-
tainment of hazardous wastes. The technology is particularly
applicable to areas known to release or suspected of releasing
contaminants to the underlying soil and groundwater. A cryogenic
barrier has the potential to perform a containment function, but
will not remediate or remove contaminants. Feasible uses for a
cryogenic barrier include isolation of the source of groundwater
contamination as a response to a requirement for interim action,
containment of contaminated materials stockpiled while awaiting
remedial action, and containment of hazardous waste while re-
mediation technologies are developed or existing remediation
technologies become more economical. This task will have the
ultimate goal of transferring the cryogenic technology throughout
the DOE complex and other federal sites. The task will be
composed of three major phases: (1) site selection and task
coordination, (2) cryogenic barrier installation and testing, and
(3) barrier operation. The duration of the task is expected to
be approximately five years, but the duration will be changed
as necessary to meet the needs of DOE and the selected site.
Activities specific to this project include task scoping, task
management, public-site-owner relations, development of task
control-guidance documents, procurement activities, site se-
lection, barrier design, installation activities, barrier formation,
barrier testing, analysis of barrier performance, barrier operation
for demonstration of in situ remediation technologies, and site
reclamation. This project does not include conducting in situ re-
mediation technology demonstrations. The following primary
demonstration site requirements have been identified: (1) The
demonstration shall be conducted at either a privately
owned-operated site; a public nonfederal site (university, state,
etc.); a federal non-DOE site; or a DOE nonlaboratory site. (2)
Contamination shall exist at the selected site, allowing not only
demonstration of the cryogenic technology, but also an interim
solution to an existing problem. Contaminants present on the
site should be representative of a broad range of contaminants
that are found within the DOE complex. (3) Demonstration of the
technology shall be conducted in an arid environment (i.e., in
the western United States in a nonhumid location). (4) A sepa-
rate demonstration of cryogenic barrier technology will be con-
ducted by the Hazardous Waste Remedial Action Project
(HAZWRAP) in a humid environment. (5) The site should be
available for up to five years. (6) The site shall be regulated
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen-
sation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) or the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA), or shall follow the appropriate re-
quirements of these acts. (7) The site will be representative of
sitpropriate requirements of these acts. (7) The site will be repre.

containment; cryogenics; design; engineered safety systems;
ground disposal; hazardous materials; installation; pollution
abatement; site selection; testing; us doe; waste disposal.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: containment, ground disposal.

US9400754 Performance Evaluation Sample Program.

Topic codes: 184; 501.
Principal Investigator: Karp, K.E. Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc.,

Grand Junction, CO, 80302, USA.
Performing Organization: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United

States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1999.01

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory;
The following are publications for work performed on this
Task: Chem-Nuclear Geotech, 1992. Work Plan for Mixed-
Waste Performance Evaluation Samples, U.S. Department of
Energy, Grand Junction Projects Office, Grand Junction,
Colorado, P-GJPO-853, July 1992. Chem-Nuclear Geotech,
1992. Draft Report on Pilot Mixed-Waste Performance Evalu-
ation Water Sample, U.S. Department of Energy, Grand
Junction Projects Office, Grand Junction, Colorado,
GJPO-WMP-83, September 1992.
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INIS categories: E50.00, B11.00

The Grand Junction Projects Office (GJPO) will work with
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Environmental Measurements
Laboratory (EML), and Radiological and Environmental Sciences
Laboratory (RESL) to design, develop, and implement an inte-
grated performance evaluation (PE) program in which GJPO will
have responsibility for producing PE samples to assess quality
of mixed-waste analyses in support of Environmental Manage-
ment (EM) programs. The initial approach is to expand the use
of existing materials and procedures. GJPO has been preparing
radioactive and nonradioactive PE water samples for the Uranium
Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) program for eight years;
sample preparation techniques developed for UMTRA can be
used to produce PE water samples for this task. Waste
sediments at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
may contain sufficient quantities of many inorganic and radiologic
constituents to serve as mixed-waste reference material. Simi-
larly, supplies of reference soils containing radionuclides and
inorganic constituents may be available commercially. GJPO will
also develop procedures, using its extensive sample preparation
facility, to produce custom or site-specific mixed-waste PE sam-
ples. The goal is to produce samples with a wide variety of
constituents and concentrations. The main objective for GJPO
is to produce a pilot mixed-waste water sample in FY 92 and
a pilot mixed-waste soil sample in FY 93 for limited distribution
to selected DOE laboratories. Beginning in FY 93, GJPO will
prepare, characterize, and distribute PE soil and water samples
to participating laboratories at an estimated frequency of ap-
proximately once every six months. In addition, GJPO will sup-
port activities designed to improve the availability and use of
laboratory quality control (QC) materials. These activities may
include participating in workshops, providing guidance in the
development of site-specific PE materials, and improving data
assessment through the use of PE samples incorporated into
sampling and analysis planning.

calibration standards; evaluation; hazardous materials; mixtures;
quality control; quantitative chemical analysis; radioactive wastes;
sample preparation; soils; water.

SOILS: calibration standards, quantitative chemical analysis,
radioactive wastes; WATER: calibration standards, quantitative
chemical analysis, radioactive wastes.

US9400755 High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated
Hydrocarbons.

Topic codes: 162.
Principal Investigator Meikrantz, D.H. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Mincher, B.J.; Arbon, R.E.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
Publications which have resulted from previous years' funding
are: Mincher, B. J., Meikrantz, D. H., Murphy, R. J., Gresham,
G L., and Connolly, M. J., "Gamma-Ray Induced Degradation
of PCBs and Pesticides Using Spent Reactor Fuel," Applied
Radiation and Isotopes, 42, 1061- 1066, (1991). Conference
presentations which have resulted from this work are:
Matthews. S. M., Boegel, A. J., Eccles, S. F., Homann, S.
G., Rice, D. W., Loftis, J. A., Jovanovich, M. D., Caufield,
R. A., Mincher, B. J., Meikrantz, D. H., Murphy, R. J.,
Gresham, G. L., and Connolly, M. J., High Energy Irradiation
of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons, American Nuclear Society Inter-
national Topical Conference, Methods and Applications of
Radioanalytical Chemistry II, Kona, HI, April 21-27, 1991.
Mincher, B. J., Meikrantz, D. H., Arbon, R. E., and Murphy,
R. J., Gamma-Ray Decomposition of PCBs, presented at the
Florida Environmental Chemistry Conference, Palm Coast, FL,
October 30 • November 1, 1991. Mincher, B. J., Wells, R.
P., and Reilly, H. J.. Public Acceptability of the Use of
Gamma Rays from Spent Nuclear Fuel as a Hazardous
Waste Treatment Process, presented at the ANS Embedded
Topical Meeting: Risk Management -Expanding Horizons,
Boston. MA, June 8-10, 1992. Mincher, B. J., and Zaidi, M.

K., Calibration of Far West Technology (FWT-60)
Radiachromic Dye Dosemeters, presented at the 10th Solid
State Dosimetry Conference, Washington, D. C, July 13-17,
1992. Arbon, R. E., Mincher, B. J., and Meikrantz, D. H.,
Gamma Radiolysis of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons, presented
at Spectrum '92, ANS Nuclear and Hazardous Waste Man-
agement International Topical Meeting, Boise, ID, August
23-27, 1992.

INIS categories: E51.00, B14.00

This task is the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) component of a collaborative effort with Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The purpose of this task
is to develop the technology of the remediation of halogenated
hydrocarbon- containing wastes, and mixed wastes, by the ap-
plication of ionizing radiation. Previous research at INEL and
LLNL has shown that many compounds, including polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), pesticides, halogenated solvents, and even
high explosives, undergo a predictable decay in concentration
when exposed to high-energy radiation such as gamma rays and
high-energy X rays. PCBs have been chosen to develop this
technology because they are among the most difficult to de-
compose. Work with PCBs would envelop the capability of this
treatment to all other halogenated hydrocarbons. The largest
benefit to DOE from developing this technology is its application
to mixed waste problems. Eliminating halogenated hydrocarbons
would allow reclassification of a portion of DOE's mixed waste;
a problem with no alternate solutions. In addition, this task will
include experiments to test the process for use on other
halocarbons and nonhalogenated polyaromatic hydrocarbons,
considered to be hazardous compounds by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). The envisioned product is a treatment
process, amenable to all toxic organics, which will produce a
nonhazardous effluent. The principal INEL task for FY 93 will
be to collect sufficient data to prove or disprove the current
theory of the mechanism of radiolytic decomposition of PCBs.
A further task will be to complete a mass balance for the re-
action products to demonstrate that no hazardous products are
generated by the process. Previous work has shown that no
EPA-regulated volatile or semivolatile compounds are produced;
however, the mass balance has not yet been completed. Sub-
tasks include irradiation of real world PCB samples (Aroclors)
and preparation of a technical paper for presentation in a
peer-reviewed journal. This process, when implemented, will
show a significant improvement over current PCB treatment
technology. At this time the only treatment for PCBs is
incineration; however, if not carefully monitored, incineration re-
sults in oxidation products that are more toxic than PCBs. Only
a handful of incinerators are licensed in the United States; none
are licensed to incinerate mixed wastes. The potential to reme-
diate PCBs in situ may allow remediation of PCBs without de-
stroying transformers or burning their oils. It is also believed that
further research will demonstrate that many other organic com-
pounds are susceptible to treatment since PCBs are very stable
and yet are themselves susceptible.

chemical wastes; chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons; gamma ra-
diation; hazardous materials; idaho national engineering labora-
tory; irradiation; mixtures; radiolysis; x radiation.

CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS: radiolysis; HAZ-
ARDOUS MATERIALS: radiolysis.

US9400756 Mixed Waste Integrated Program.

Topic codes: 102; 162.
Principal Investigator: Gehrke. R.J. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of the Mixed Waste Integrated Program
(MWIP) is to identify, improve, develop, and provide systems that
can be implemented by DOE for the treatment of DOE mixed
and special case wastes. These systems will ensure compliance
with external requirements and meet the DOE 30-yr cleanup
goal. The mission is to ensure that these systems are socially
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and politically viable and have substantial benefit over baseline
systems. Additional efforts will be made to tie together and co-
ordinate the efforts of the DOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management Office of Technology Development (EM-50)
to the Office of Waste Management (EM-30) and probably to the
Office of Environmental Restoration (EM-40). The Integrated
Program will use a core support group of individuals to facilitate
the execution of the tasks. This particular subtask is directed
at the level of effort required for the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) to provide an active participant to the core
support group coordinating these activities. During this year,
technical support to MWIP will be provided. Additionally, INEL
will participate in the core support planning group and technical
meetings. Specific contributions will be made to (1) the program
planning and implementation efforts, (2) the core planning group
meetings, (3) the technical information coordination efforts, (4)
the selection of technical working groups and peer review teams,
(5) the technical workshops and symposia, and (6) the review
and preparation of technology evaluation reports.

coordinated research programs; waste processing.

WASTE PROCESSING: coordinated research programs.

US9400757 Robotics Technology Development Program
(INEL).

Topic codes: 197.
Principal Investigator: Wilding, B.M. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Other Investigators: Nash, T.L; Klingler, KM.; Smith, A.M.
Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company

(WINCO) (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The DOE Office of Technology Development (OTD) has
established the Robotics Technology Development Program
(RTDP) (1) to integrate robotic development activities on a na-
tional basis; (2) to provide needs-oriented, timely, and econom-
ical robotics technology to support environmental and waste
operations activities at DOE sites; and (3) to provide the focus
and direction for the near-term (less than five years) and guid-
ance for the long-term (five to 20 years) research and develop-
ment efforts for site-specific problems. The RTDP objectives are
to develop, test, evaluate, and make available robotic technolo-
gies that allow removal of workers from hazards, increase speed
and productivity compared to alternate methods and technologies,
increase safety of operations, and reduce life-cycle costs com-
pared to alternate methods and technologies. The RTDP five-
year plan at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
concentrates on needs in the following areas: (1) underground
storage tanks, (2) buried waste, (3) contaminant analysis auto-
mation, and (4) waste facility operations.

automation; chemical analysis; evaluation; idaho national engi-
neering laboratory; performance testing; radioactive waste stor-
age; remedial action; remote handling equipment; research
programs; robots; safety engineering; tanks; underground dis-
posal; us doe; waste management.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: robots;
WASTE MANAGEMENT: remote handling equipment.

US9400758 UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and De-
contamination at INEL.

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) will
lead the development of intank decontamination methods for the
long reach manipulator. The initial effort will be to investigate
the applicable technologies, identify the recommended solution
for intank use, and develop a performance specification for the
system. The effort will proceed with the development and dem-
onstration of the selected decontamination method. This task
will also be applicable to the light duty utility arm and the Early
Deployment System (EDS). The lead DOE site for underground
storage tank (UST) remediation is the Hanford facility. A UST
Technology Working Group (UST TWG) has been established
to serve as a forum for disseminating information and estab-
lishing responsibilities. Overall program coordination and guidance
will be provided by Westinghouse Hanford Company.

decontamination; hanford reservation; manipulators; radioactive
waste storage; remedial action; remote handling equipment;
tanks; underground storage.

HANFORD RESERVATION: radioactive waste storage; UNDER-
GROUND STORAGE: tanks.

US9400759 UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface.

Fop/'c codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Griebenow, B.L. Westinghouse Idaho Nu-

clear Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Av-
enue, Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Pen'ormino Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1984.02
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This task will support the multilaboratory, multiprogram
effort to develop and procure a light duty utility arm for per-
forming characterization, surveillance, and scaled retrieval testing
operations in a variety of underground storage tanks (USTs).
Additional UST Integrated Demonstration (USTID)-funded projects
will provide characterization end effectors and associated sys-
tems. Hanford Waste Operations will be responsible for site
preparation, permitting, and training, as well as generation of
needs documentation. In concert with the Robotics Technology
Demonstration Program, other USTID projects, and parallel DOE
Office of Waste Management (EM-30) funding, the work for this
project is composed of four tasks: (1) to procure a light duty
utility arm, (2) to perform acceptance testing on the arm, (3) to
demonstrate the arm, and (4) to develop and demonstrate re-
lated systems in a cold environment. The final objective of this
multiyear effort is to produce and test a versatile platform for
deploying a wide variety of surveillance, characterization, and
scaled retrieval test devices, and to develop some of the re-
quired end effectors. First tests will be performed inside cold test
facilities; later, in a cooperative effort with site users, demon-
strations will be conducted inside the hot waste tanks.

chemical analysis; coordinated research programs; manipulators;
performance testing; remote handling equipment; tanks; under-
ground storage; waste retrieval.

MANIPULATORS: coordinated research programs.

Topic codes: 136; 423.
Principal Investigator: Nash, T.L. Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear

Company (WINCO), P.O. Box 4000, 1955 Fremont Avenue,
Idaho Falls, ID, 83403, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company
(WINCO) (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

US9400760 Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form
Acceptance Criteria.

Topic codes: 136; 137.
Principal Investigator: Bates, S.O. EG & G Idaho, Inc., Idaho

Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States).
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Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1981.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00

Because of the number of various treatment technologies
being evaluated for the DOE complex in various integrated pro-
grams and demonstrations, it is critical that waste form standards
be established so that a comparison of the performance of the
technologies can be conducted and input can be provided to the
Remedial Investigation-Feasibility Study (RI-FS) process. The
objective of this work is to develop waste form performance
criteria, related specifications, and testing-evaluation protocol for
implementation throughout the DOE complex to ensure long-term
stability of the waste form in storage and disposal and to
demonstrate compliance with existing orders and regulations. The
task will be a collaboration between Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL), Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), and
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), with BNL as the
lead. The three laboratories will also participate in a working
group on performance standards development and testing proto-
col with BNL as the chair. This task reflects the INEL portion
of this work. This task would meet the needs of the Mixed
Waste Integrated Program (MWIP) as outlined in the March 10,
1992, MWIP Technology Needs Document under the technical
area of "Final Waste Form". In addition, the results of this work
will have direct applicability to the other integrated programs and
demonstrations. Consideration of their needs and requirements
will be taken into account during the formulation of these per-
formance criteria. A final waste form performance criteria, related
specifications, and test-evaluation methods would allow compar-
ison of alternate technologies for treatment systems, resulting in
acceptable waste forms for storage and disposal, and would in-
troduce uniformity into waste form comparisons across the DOE
complex. Uniform test methods would improve Quality
Assurance-Quality Control (QA-QC), and testing would generate
performance. Data that could also be used as input to models
for site performance assessment (PA) data generated from this
activity will be used to support Best Demonstrated Available
Technology petition activities. This is to insure that the various
technologies evaluations do not have duplicate efforts and that
synergism between the evaluations can be established to provide
for more efficient use of available resources. To accomplish
these objectives, a review will be made to identify and assess
needs and regulations regarding the performance of mixed waste
forms for storage and disposal. This will include DOE Order
5820.2A, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Position
Paper on waste forms, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
requirements, and other established national and international
activities. Various standard testing procedures will be identified
and evaluated for their applicability to mixed waste.

performance: quality assurance; quality control; specifications;
stability; testing; waste disposal; waste forms; waste storage.

WASTE FORMS: performance, specifications.

US9400761 Robotics Storage Tanks, East.

Topic codes: 136; 197.
Principal Investigator: Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
The robotic systems for application to ER & WM needs were
outlined in the three volumes of the Robotics Technology
Development Program (RTDP) 5 year plan: Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management Robotics Technology
Development Program Robotics 5-Year Program Plan, Volume
I-Executive Summary, Volume Il-Program Plan, Volume Ill-Site
Needs and Requirements, DOE/CR-0007T, Department of

Energy, Washington, DC, (1990). And the following four re-
ports and articles deal specifically with the UST and robotic
applications: Chnstensen, B. K., W. D. Drotning and S.
Thunborg, Model Based, Sensor Directed Remediation of
Underground Storage Tanks, ANS Annual Meeting, Remote
Systems Technology, Nashville, TN, June 10-14, 1990;
Robotics and Remote Systems, M Jamshidi, Ed., Fourth ANS
Topical Meeting on Robotics and Remote Systems,
Albuquerque, NM, February 1991. Christensen, B. K. and L.
M. Desjarlais, A Graphical Interface for Robotic Remediation
of Underground Storage Tanks, First IEEE Conference on
Visualization - Visualization '90, San Francisco, CA, October
23-26, 1990. Christensen, B. K., W. D. Drotning and S.
Thunborg, Graphical Model Based Control of Intelligent Robot
Systems, 1991 IEEE International Conference on Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics, Sacramento, CA, May 1991.
Christensen, B. K., B. L. Griebenow and B. L. Burks, Graphic
Model Based Control of Robotic Systems for Waste Remedi-
ation, ANS Winter Conference, San Francisco, CA, November
10-14, 1991.

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

The DOE Office of Technology Development (OTD) is
developing robotic technology in the Robotics Technology De-
velopment Program (RTDP) that can be applied to the need of
environmental restoration and waste management. The efforts
described in this project are coordinated by the Fernald Envi-
ronmental Management Project (FEMP). Sandia National Labo-
ratories (SNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and
industry are working with FEMP to develop a prototype silo
waste retrieval system (WRS) that is anticipated to be demon-
strated at FEMP in FY 93. Requirements for the silo WRS were
produced during FY 92 by the FEMP, SNL, and ORNL team,
and a competitive bid was placed for WRS. It is anticipated that
the contract will be awarded in late FY 92 and the system will
be completed by the manufacturer during FY 93. ORNL will
complete the integration of the system, and SNL will integrate
the supervisory controller with WRS. WRS is designed to be
deployed through an opening in the FEMP silos and move
around the interior of the silos to extract and convey waste
material. Specifications require WRS to dislodge the waste, which
will require a suite of end effectors since both the bulk of the
waste and the heel will be removed. The Underground Storage
Tank (UST)-East program has two major thrusts for FY 93: to
integrate and demonstrate the Silo WRS and to conduct
cost-benefit analysis for using Silo 4 as a robotics testbed. SNL
will contribute to only the first major thrust area. The second
major thrust will be performed by FEMP.

coordinated research programs; remedial action; robots; tanks;
underground storage; waste retrieval.

ROBOTS: waste retrieval; TANKS: waste retrieval.

US9400762 PNL Support for EG & G RFP NMWP Mediated
Electrolytic Oxidation Alternative.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Surma, J.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

P.O. Box 999, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objectives of this project are (1) to evaluate Mediated
Electrolytic Oxidation (MEO) as an alternative to incineration for
Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) combustible low-level mixed waste forms
and waste stream treatment across the complex as part of the
National Mixed Waste Program (NMWP); (2) to coordinate with
NMWP through RFP; (3) to cooperate with Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) to address the specific set of waste
streams assigned by RFP; (4) to perform testing on laboratory
scale and on laboratory pilot scale to determine the feasibility
of continuing development of the full-demonstration pilot-scale
system; (5) to provide data to RFP and NMWP so that MEO
can be compared with other technologies as a primary treatment
for both solid and liquid waste streams; (6) to conduct exper-
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iments using waste surrogate materials (the primary emphasis
will be on performing parametric studies to gain an understand-
ing of process performance; however, the experiments should
include a sufficient range within the parameters such that opti-
mum operating ranges and failure points are defined); (7) to
define the optimum operating parameter and rates of destruction
for each solid combustible waste stream (filter media, shredded
wood, plastics, and rubber), which apply to MEO, and to refine
experimental work on fluidized bed incinerator (FBI) oil as ap-
propriate; and (8) to provide a formal report detailing the results
of the experimental work, which includes a basic conceptual
design for a cold demonstration of the technology (the concep-
tual design will include material-energy balances and secondary
waste streams and their treatment). The scope of this work will
be directed by RFP and NMWP personnel and will comply with
RFP Comprehensive Treatment and Management Plan (CTMP)
schedules and requirements. In FY 93 the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) will collaborate with RFP in the application of
catalyzed electrochemical oxidation (CEO) or catalyzed
electrochemical plutonium oxide dissolution (CEPOD) technology
to the treatment of combustible plutonium-contaminated waste
materials (i.e., Pu-contaminated cutting and lubricating oils and
solid combustible materials). One objective of this work is to
evaluate the CEO technology as an alternative to incineration
of RF FBI oils. In FY 91 it was determined that this technology
could adequately destroy the oils with reasonable efficiency. The
second phase of this work is to supply RFP with a CEPOD III
system. The system will be installed at RFP, with technical
support from PNL. Testing of the CEPOD III system at RFP
will then be conducted. The CEO process in general, and the
CEPOD technology specifically, is a key unit process that can
support a number of waste treatment flow sheets designed to
achieve the above processing objectives.

low-level radioactive wastes; radioactive waste processing.

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste proc-
essing.

US9400763 UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank
Waste Dislodging and Conveyance Systems
Development.

7"op/c codes: 136.
Principal Investigator: Scott, P.A. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E15.00, B32.50

During FY 92, the need was identified for a task to co-
ordinate hydraulics work in support of the design and testing
of tank waste dislodging and conveyance systems being con-
ducted by several other tasks. This project coordinates the
multiprogram, multilaboratory efforts to develop dislodging and
conveyance systems for both salt cake and sludge ("hard" and
"soft") waste types. Efforts in this task include defining system
requirements with respect to the hydraulic transport components,
establishing data objects for testing, and defining acceptance
requirements for each dislodging-conveyance system. Develop-
ment of the hydraulics systems under this task and technical
coordination with the related long-reach manipulator and end
effector efforts will ensure that viable designs and specifications
for dislodging and conveyance equipment can be communicated
to a commercial vendor for procurement. Special emphasis will
be placed on showing traceability of design requirements to
specific DOE Office of Waste Management (EM-30) needs and
on building a consensus within Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL), Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), EM-30, the DOE
Office of Technology Development (EM-50), the DOE Operations
Office at Richland (DOE-RL), and DOE Headquarters (DOE-HQ)
for the validity of the testing and specification process. The
principal product of this coordinating task will be documentation
of FY 93 testing results, comparison of Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory (LLNL), PNL, Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL), and WHC efforts, and recommendation of a retrieval
approach.

conveyors; design; hydraulic transport; sludges; waste retrieval.

CONVEYORS: design; SLUDGES: hydraulic transport.

US9400764 Cost Savings Support to the Mixed Waste In-
tegrated Program.

TOPIC codes: 301.
Principal Investigator: Booth, S. Los Alamos National Laboratory;

University of California, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM,
87545, USA.

Performing Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory; Uni-
versity of California (United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

References of recent publications in the same field issued from
this laboratory:
No publications yet delivered under direct funding from this
TTP. Related publications are as follows; Booth, Steven R,,
Linda K. Trocki, Laura Bowling, "A Standard Methodology for
Cost Effectiveness Analysis of New Environmental Technolo-
gies", Los Alamos National Laboratory report LA-UR-91-3251
(September 1991). Schroeder, J. D., S. R. Booth, L. K.
Trocki, A. G. Turpin, R. B. Kidman, and J. H. Pendergrass,
"Cost Savings from Integration of a Demonstration Program:
The Savannah River Integrated Demonstration Project
(SRIDP)", Los Alamos National Laboratory report No.
LA-UR-91-1485 (June 1991). Schroeder, J. D., S. R. Booth,
and L. K. Trocki, "Cost Effectiveness of the Site Character-
ization and Analysis Penetrometer System (SCAPS)", Los
Alamos National Laboratory report No. LA-UR-91-4016, (De-
cember 1991). Kidman, R. B. and K. S. Tsuji, "Preliminary
Cost Comparison of Advanced Oxidation Processes", Los
Alamos National Laboratory report No. LA-12221-MS, (June
1992). Showalter, W. R., B. C. Letellier, E. P. Barnes-Smith,
S. R. Booth, "Cost Effectiveness of In Situ Vitrification", Los
Alamos National Laboratory draft report No. LA-UR-92-2071
(June 1992).

INIS categories: E51.00

The project objective is (1) to support an assessment of
the benefit of incorporating technologies developed by the Mixed
Waste Integrated Program (MWIP) into the baseline Mixed Waste
Treatment Project (MWTP) prototype plant; (2) to conduct a
comparison of technology subsystems (e.g., plasma arc furnace)
with the MWTP baseline flowsheet to determine the relative cost
and benefit of incorporating improved technology into the plant
design; (3) to collaborate with staff from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) and Pacific National Laboratory (PNL) as well
as MWTP to obtain information regarding the life-cycie cost of
systems that include MWIP-developed technologies; and (4) to
provide data to the MWIP overall systems analysis so that the
improved subsystem can be evaluated against specified criteria.

design; flowsheets; hazardous materials; life-cycle cost; low-level
radioactive wastes; mixtures; radioactive waste facilities; radio-
active waste processing; systems analysis.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING: radioactive waste facili-
ties.

US9400765 Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower As-
sessment.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Lewis, R.E. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
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Program Duration:
From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The project objective is to promote the development, re-
taining, and retraining of the Department of Energy's (DOE's)
workforce for the full implementation of the environmental resto-
ration and waste management (ER-WM) mission especially dur-
ing the transition from the defense weapons production mission.
Upon the approval of EM-522, this may include surveying the
complex for manpower needs and supply, developing national-
level models to coordinate and analyze locally-derived data, and
completing the development of the Common Occupational Clas-
sification System. Data collected will be coordinated with the
appropriate elements of C- and EM-60 and used to support
training and education efforts.

evaluation: management: remedial action: training; us doe; waste
management.

REMEDIAL ACTION: training; WASTE MANAGEMENT: remedial
action, training.

rials; information systems; pollutants; remedial action; sampling;
us doe; us epa; waste management.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS: information systems; POLLUTANTS:
sampling.

US9400767 SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment
Video.

Topic codes: 423; 523.
Principal Investigator: Heckendorn, F.M. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

US9400766 DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database
Support and Management of "DOE Methods for
Evaluating Environmental and Waste Manage-
ment Samples".

Topic codes: 104.
Principal Investigator: Goheen, S.C. Pacific Northwest Labora-

tory, Battelle Boulevard, Richland, WA, 99352, USA.
Performing Organization: Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United

States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1982.01
To 1997.09

INIS categories: B11.00, E50.00

This program is a joint effort with Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL). All the activities are conducted as a team.
The objective of this program is to assemble a validated com-
pendium of analytical chemistry methods for Environmental Res-
toration and Waste Management (ER-WM) operations from
across the DOE complex. Sampling and field screening methods
will also be compiled. DOE and DOE contractor laboratories have
been and continue to be contacted to obtain their written pro-
cedures. Once received, each procedure is entered into a data-
base managed largely by LANL, and each hard copy procedure
is indexed and filed. In parallel, methods are being put in a
standard format and incorporated in order of priority into a hard
copy document titled "DOE Methods for Evaluating Environmental
and Waste Management Samples" (DOE Methods). A procedure
selection and validation scheme has been developed that iden-
tifies the mechanism by which procedures in the database are
selected and entered into "DOE Methods". Progress is presented
frequently to the Future Analytical Support Team (FAST), LANL,
and through weekly and monthly progress reports. Method se-
lection has begun and will continue according to the validation
scheme. The compendium program benefits DOE in that DOE
can (1) use the information in negotiations with the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), (2) make informed decisions
on method development in deficient areas, (3) standardize on
appropriate methods so data generated across the complex are
reproducible, (4) have a basis for initiation of performance
evaluations, and (5) minimize duplication of method development
at DOE facilities. FY 92 activities consisted of completing three
drafts (delivered in February, March, and June) and revision 0
(delivered in September) of DOE Methods. The format of DOE
Methods was accepted by DOE and FAST. In FY 93, focus will
be on delivery of two revisions of DOE Methods (in March and
September), and developing a maintenance program that will
ensure the long-term usefulness and acceptability of this docu-
ment.

The objective of the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program is
to develop, demonstrate, test and evaluate robotics technology
for environmental restoration of DOE weapons facilities USTs
and to transfer this technology to industry. The goal of the UST
program is to provide technologies that allow characterization
and retrieval of waste and components from USTs. Additional
goals are (1) to remove humans from both radiologically and
physically dangerous environments of waste tank vicinities; (2)
to improve the quality of operations; (3) to increase the speed
of operations; (4) to reduce the manpower requirements for op-
erations; (5) to reduce life-cycle costs; and (6) to meet federal,
state, and local regulations. The subtasks supporting this task
involve the near-term development of remote viewing systems
for the Integrated Demonstration (ID) of UST Early Deployment
and the long-term development of remote viewing systems for
the ID of UST remediation. This work is expected to continue
in following years as the complex moves towards the final res-
toration efforts. The MiniLab development is the composite plat-
form that will be used to deploy sensors and tools into the
hostile environment. The Savannah River Technology Center
(SRTC) is designated as a UST team member and will assist
the efforts of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),
Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL), Westinghouse Hanford Co.
(WHC), and Fernald Environmental Management Project (FEMP).
This team will include contributions from industry and universities
to best accomplish its goals. The UST program has several
major thrusts for FY 93 within which the development activities
of the UST team participants are defined. These major thrust
areas include (1) the early deployment of demonstrated
techologies for UST remediation, (2) the long-range development
of the Long Reach Arm, (3) devlopment of the Light Duty Arm,
(4) devlopment of the MiniLab remote deployment anaysis and
characterization packages, and (5) devlopment of a variety of
required waste-handling and processing technologies. Specific
SRTC tasks are (1) to develop technologies for remote inspection
and visual characterization of UST contents, (2) to assist in the
early deployment of the video aspects of the MiniLab In-Tank
deployment packages, and (3) to participate in the peer review
aspects of the large systems developments (e.g. Light Duty Arm,
and Long Reach Manipulator) now underway on a multi-site
basis.

coordinated research programs; radioactive waste storage; re-
medial action; remote handling eguipment; remote sensing; re-
mote viewing eguipment; savannah river plant; waste retrieval.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE: remedial action, waste re-
trieval; WASTE RETRIEVAL: remote handling equipment, remote
viewing equipment.

US9400768 Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Ion-Exchange Re-
sins.

chemical analysis; data base management; environmental mate- Topic codes: 114.
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Principal Investigator: Bickford, D.F. Westinghouse Savannah
River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This project outlines the development of "vitrify to delist
to dispose" technology by establishing the performance of the
technology for a specific waste stream that is well characterized,
lends itself to treatment by vitrification, and is representative of
a large portion of commercial and complex wide waste. The
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), a nonprofit research
organization supporting the commercial nuclear power industry,
has identified ion-exchange resins as a high-priority candidate
for volume reduction and immobilization by vitrification. EPRI has
determined significant return on investment capabilities for this
technology, as well as insurance that reactor operations can
continue even if regional compacts for low-level waste disposal
are delayed. EPRI wishes to establish turn-key suppliers of
vitrification, exploring both the option of onsite processing and
of centralized processing with interim storage at the generating
site. Potential quantities are about 100,000 pounds per year per
operating reactor. Economic evaluations indicate that
intermittently operated facilities at the operating reactors could
be cost effective. Various ion-exchange resins are used de-
pendent upon the specific system design and operating needs.
Resins are typically organic resins containing radioactive cesium
and cobalt, with radiation fields between 2 and 200 RAD/hr.
Resins typically contain the following products of stainless steel
corrosion: (1) chromium, a Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(RCRA) metal; (2) nickel, a California List metal; and (3) iron.
Final products must pass the RCRA and Land Disposal Re-
striction criteria. EPRI desires to conduct representative full-scale
pilot tests under realistic operating conditions by December 1994,
and desires a full set of equipment specifications at that time,
with operating and control systems shortly thereafter. EPRI will
define ion-exchange resin compositions by March 1993. EPRI
will purchase, and provide to the Savannah River Site (SRS) free
of charge, the following; 1, a GlassTech Pilot StirMelter trade-
mark of approximate 1 and 1.5-ft inside dimensions 2, an offgas
treatment system of EPRI design, 3, Glove box containment
systems adapted for items 1 and 2, 4, a laboratory-scale
GlasTech StirMelter trademark, and 5, suitable amounts of actual
low-level ion-exchange resins, as well as unused resins. Equip-
ment will be retained by SRS, where it will be made available
for other EPRI and DOE testing. DOE will be permitted to use
technology demonstrated in these tests, but EPRI will retain
commercial proprietary rights. Westinghouse Savannah River Co.
(WSRC) will provide glass formulations, laboratory testing for
regulatory compliance, and will operate integrated pilot and lab-
oratory melter testing with radioactive materials. Clemson Uni-
versity will provide pilot-scale testing of unit operations
characteristics of the melter offgas system, and pilot-scale testing
to provide test cteristics of t.

ion exchange: low-level radioactive wastes; resins; vitrification.

RESINS: vitrification.

US9400769 Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Decontamination
and Protective Clothing Wastes.

Topic codes: 114.
Principal Investigator: Bickford, D.F. Westinghouse Savannah

River Company, Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, SC,
29802, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Savannah River Company
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1989.04
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

This project outlines the development of "vitrify to delist
to dispose" technology by establishing the performance of the
technology for a specific waste stream that is well characterized,
lends itself to treatment by vitrification, and is representative of
a large portion of commercial and complex wide waste. The
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), a nonprofit research
organization supporting the commercial nuclear power industry,
has identified ion-exchange resins as a high-priority candidate
for volume reduction and immobilization by vitrification. EPRI has
determined significant return on investment capabilities for this
technology, as well as insurance that reactor operations can
continue even if regional compacts for low-level waste disposal
are delayed. EPRI wishes to establish turn-key suppliers of
vitrification, exploring both the option of onsite processing and
of centralized processing with interim storage at the generating
site. Potential quantities are about 100,000 pounds per year per
operating reactor. Economic evaluations indicate that
intermittently operated facilities at the operating reactors could
be cost effective. Protective clothing, contamination barriers,
wiping rags, and so forth contain various amounts of radioactive
cesium and cobalt, with radiation fields between 2 and 200
RAD/hr. Commercial power reactors limit the use of
polyvinylchloride (PVC) and therefore have some compositional
differences from DOE wastes. However, operating and economic
considerations are considered to be otherwise similar. Rags may
contain the products of stainless steel corrosion: (1) chromium,
a Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) metal; (2) nickel,
a California List metal; and (3) iron. Final products must pass
the RCRA and Land Disposal Restriction Criteria. EPRI desires
to conduct representative full-scale pilot tests under realistic op-
erating conditions, and desires a full set of equipment specifi-
cations at that time, with operating and control systems shortly
thereafter. This program is scheduled to phase in as a related
program to vitrify ion-exchange resins is phased out. EPRI will
define ash compositions by March 1993. Westinghouse Savannah
River Co. (WSRC) will provide glass formulations, laboratory
testing for regulatory compliance, and will operate integrated pilot
and laboratory melter testing with radioactive materials. Clemson
University will provide pilot-scale testing of unit operations char-
acteristics of the melter offgas system, and pilot-scale testing to
provide test data to support modelling of combustion kinetics.
The University of Missouri at Rolla will provide computer models
of the combustion thermodynamics and glass redox behavior, in
combination with Clemson University and WSRC.

decontamination; low-level radioactive wastes; protective clothing;
vitrification.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING: vitrification.

US9400770 Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination.

7"op/c codes: 117; 167.
Principal Investigator: Johnson, CM. Westinghouse Electric

Corp., Westinghouse Hanford Company, P.O. Box 1970,
Richland, WA, 99352, USA.

Performing Organization: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United
States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management (United States).

Program Duration:
From 1987.06
To 1996.03

INIS cateoones: E52.00

The Integrated Demonstration (ID) process is a critical
component in the evolution of technology development and in
demonstrating its applicability to the mission of environmental
restoration and waste management. To efficiently bring the best
technologies to bear on the needs of the Department of Energy
(DOE) waste complex and to successfully commercialize or oth-
erwise implement the results of these proven technologies, ID
programs have been created to meet the common needs of
multiple DOE sites. One such need is resolution of the actions
required for final closure and waste disposal of liquid (including
sludge and salt cake) radioactive and chemical wastes that have
been transferred to underground storage tanks (USTs). The
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration (USTID)
has been created to conduct additional development, testing, and
evaluation on current and emerging technologies. This demon-
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stration is necessary to enable a final decision on disposal of
underground tank wastes, soils, and ancillary equipment. Activ-
ities included will be (1) characterizing radioactive and hazardous
waste (HW) constituents; (2) determining the need and method-
ology for improving the stability of the waste form; (3) deter-
mining the performance requirements; (4) demonstrating barrier
performance by instrumented field tests, natural analog studies,
and modeling; (5) determining the need and method for de-
stroying and stabilizing HW constituents; (6) developing and
evaluating methods for retrieving, processing (pretreatment and
treatment), and storing the waste on an interim basis; and (7)
defining and evaluating waste packages, transportation options,
and ultimate closure techniques including site restoration. In-
cluded in these investigations are all regulatory interfaces nec-
essary for actual field testing of the potential technologies and
the regulatory acceptance of the methodologies used.

hazardous materials; performance testing; radioactive wastes;
underground storage; waste retrieval.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: underground storage; RADIOACTIVE
WASTES: underground storage.

US9400771 Vanadium Recycling by Removal of
Transmutation Products.

Topic codes: 800.
Principal Investigator: Carmack, W.J. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Smolik, G.R.; Lundberg, L.B.; McCarthy, K.A.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: G52.80, E51.00

The project objective is to explore the potential for recy-
cling vanadium alloys after use in thermonuclear reactor systems.
This requires the removal of both the activated and gaseous
products that have formed by transmutation. This investigation
will be approached by first establishing the concentrations of the
various contaminants that develop because of reactor exposures
and the levels of removal that are required for recycling. Then
the potential of removing the critical contaminants by various
treatment processes will be estimated and some small
laboratory-scale experiments will be performed to verify the
process. For example, one possible treatment is that of melting
vanadium in vacuum to evaporate the volatile transmutation
products. Estimates will first be made from the vapor pressure
and partial Gibbs free energies of the species in the alloys on
which transmutation species are formed and to what extent the
species can be removed from the vanadium metal. The actual
amount removed will be tested in a small laboratory-scale ex-
periment. The amounts removed will be compared to estimates.
This information will contribute to materials selection for use in
fusion reactors. Vanadium alloys have been proposed for use in
ITER. While cost and availability of vanadium alloys are a con-
cern, the driving force behind recycling ITER materials is the
reduction of radioactive waste and the effective use of natural
resources. Recycling materials that have been irradiated and
contain transmuted elements and isotopes will offer significant
operational cost savings. Benefits will also be achieved by re-
ductions in waste disposal. Costs, safety issues, and technical
feasibility will certainly be determinants in the choice of an op-
timal recycling process. The Idaho National Engineering Labora-
tory (INEL) will benefit from this research by building INEL
capabilities and reputation as a research entity in the recycling
of irradiated exotic materials. ITER programmatic funding is po-
tentially available if INEL can show a recycling capability. Re-
cycling and waste minimization activities are becoming factors in
material selection in the ITER design and overall program.
Manufacturing Science Corporation has expressed an interest in
pursuing joint research through a comprehensive research and
development agreement (CRADA) on this topic.

iter tokamak; recycling; thermonuclear reactor materials;
transmutation; vanadium.

THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR MATERIALS: recycling;
VANADIUM: recycling.

US9400772 Development and Testing of a Fate and Trans-
port Model Using Existing Petroleum Engineer-
ing Technology.

Topic codes: 221.
Principal Investigator: Shook, G.M. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Magnuson, SO.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.10, B31.50

The project objective is to improve the transfer of state-
of-the-art technology regarding "fate and transport" numerical
simulation from the petroleum industry to the field of environ-
mental restoration. A vast body of research and development
regarding such models exists within the petroleum industry. A
conservative estimate of effort expended by this industry in de-
veloping the numerical techniques is in excess of $100 million.
The physical principles controlling multiphase displacement in a
deep petroleum reservoir and transport of an organic (or low-
level radioactive aqueous) contaminant plume in a shallow envi-
ronmental setting are very similar. Some modifications and
enhancements are required to adapt and apply the petroleum
models to the role of mixed-organic waste remediation; however,
a vast majority of the work has been done and is available at
essentially no cost. TETRAD, the numerical code that will be
used in this effort, is currently capable of multiphase, multicom-
ponent flow in porous or fractured media. It can simulate prob-
lems in the vadose zone, saturated zone, or a combination of
both, and can simulate a variety of remediation techniques, in-
cluding pump and treat, steam cleaning, vapor extraction, and
gas sparging. Despite the vast similarities of requirements in the
petroleum industry and environmental field, several details remain
to be implemented. This issue will be addressed through the
incorporation of additional physical phenomena relevant to the
field of environmental restoration. In the first year of this project,
the three most important (and currently lacking) effects will be
incorporated: physical dispersion, radioactive decay of low-level
waste, and an improved property package to allow for accurate
simulation of dissolved species (to the order of 1 ppm). The
second year of this project will continue to add relevant physics,
including saturation hysteresis effects, additional radioactive de-
cay physics, and additional advanced remediation methods. The
modified code will be bench marked against analytical and ex-
perimental results and existing codes.

chemical wasfes; environmental transport; low-level radioactive
wastes; multiphase flow; organic compounds; petroleum industry;
plumes; porous materials; remedial action; t codes; technology
transfer; underground.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: environmental transport; PETROLEUM
INDUSTRY: technology transfer; POROUS MATERIALS: multi-
phase flow.

US9400773 High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste
Characterization.

Topic codes: 184.
Principal Investigator: Harker, Y.D. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E50.00, B11.10

The purpose of this project is to perform preliminary
scoping studies directed toward the development of a high-
sensitivity nondestructive assay system for characterizing the
plutonium and other fissile isotopes in defense-generated waste
at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) and
at other DOE sites. There is a need in the DOE complex for
a radio assay system which will be capable of measuring low-
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level concentrations of plutonium so that the wastes can be
segregated into three waste site-specific criterium for shallow
land burial and less than 100 nCi/g[, and shallow land burial
waste (waste whose alpha concentration is below the site-specific
criterium for shallow land burial). At RWMC the criterium for
shallow land burial is less than 10 nCi/g and at other DOE sites
the criterium may be as low as 1 nCi/g. The driving factor be-
hind this need to segregate the waste into these classifications
is the cost of managing and storing radioactive waste. Having
an assay system which can meet these needs would result in
considerable cost savings in waste management, and there cur-
rently exists no technique which can accurately determine the
plutonium concentrations over this concentration range. This
Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) project
is a preliminary step in the development of an assay system
which has the sensitivity and accuracy to support the needs for
waste classification. A white paper on this issue has been sub-
mitted to DOE as a preliminary to submitting a formal proposal.
This LDRD project would support the development of the formal
proposal by providing quantitative data which verify the state-
ments made in the white paper concerning the sensitivity and
accuracy of the proposed methods (i.e., epithermal neutron in-
terrogation with a 200-keV neutron source and photon interro-
gation using a bremsstrahlung source). Successful completion
of this LDRD project and the follow-on DOE program will create
a strong potential for technology transfer.

nondestructive analysis; plutonium; radioactive wasfes.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: nondestructive analysis.

US9400774 Laser Detection of Heavy-Metal Contamination.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Repetti, T.E. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E50.00

In the process of waste recovery from pit burial and in
the handling of recovered material from containers, the possibility
of heavy-metal contamination, both radioactive and nonradioac-
tive, must be addressed. Laser-based techniques, such as Laser
Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), have the potential to
provide rapid survey capabilities for a wide range of metallic
materials, and the survey time required is not limited by low
radioactive decay rates of materials such as Pu. A laboratory
(glove box) demonstration of LIBS on simulated sludge-waste,
where the presence of a variety of actinides may cause inter-
ferences, is proposed. Once feasibility is demonstrated,
programmatic funding for a prototype field-deployable instrument
will be sought. If the result is negative then the questions of
applicability of this technology will be answered and alternate
approaches pursued.

chemical analysis; interfering elements; laser spectroscopy;
metals; radioactive wastes; sludges.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: chemical analysis.

US940077S Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational
Bioremediation.

Topic codes: 161; 522.
Principal Investigator: Colwell, F.S. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B32.50

In situ bioremediation is often limited by the absence of
inorganic nutrients such as phosphate and nitrate; however, if

these nutrients are supplied in bulk, bacteria in place grow in
excess and plug the targeted strata, which decreases the ef-
fectiveness of the cleanup. The objective of this research is to
use nutrient-diffusing substrata (NDS) thaf'leak" specific microbial
nutrients as supports for in situ colonization of subsurface
microbes and to determine how putative nutrient limitation affects
microbial communities. Previously, NDS have characterized
microbial growth limitations in surface waters. This work will
benefit the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) by
defining the conditions under which microbes from the Snake
River Plain aquifer become nonlimited by nutrient supplement.
INEL, along with numerous other DOE and private sites, has
biodegradable Waste Management Complex (RWMC) and the
Test Area North (TAN)[. Further, based on previous research,
microbes in the aquifer are under starvation conditions making
this an ideal site to conduct these experiments. In addition to
its use for diagnosis, NDS can be considered a tool that can
directly remediate contaminated aquifers. The technology could
be developed on a large scale for controlled release of essential
nutrients in an aquifer thus avoiding biological fouling and oxygen
depletion that decreases degradation of the target waste. Spe-
cifically, the goals of the project are twofold: (1) determine the
type, concentration, and mixture of nutrients required to stimulate
populations of subsurface microbes using NDS and (2) demon-
strate the usefulness of this method for stimulating aquifer
microbes under in situ conditions.

aquifers; biodegradation; microorganisms; nutrients; organic com-
pounds; remedial action; underground.

AQUIFERS: remedial action; MICROORGANISMS: nutrients;
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: biodegradation.

US9400776 Implications of Passive Venting of Contam-
inated Soil Vapors.

Topic codes: 169; 521.
Principal Investigator: Downs, W.C. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Energy Research (United

States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.50

In a manner analogous to the use of clever architectural
design to construct buildings that utilize passive solar radiation
for heating, it is possible to use barometric pressure fluctuations
to "pump" contaminant soil vapors from the subsurface for
treatment at a considerable savings in capital equipment and
operating and management (O & M) costs. The idea is simple:
Use the ambient-subsurface pressure difference developed when
an atmospheric low-pressure system crosses the site to pump
soil vapors back up a well to the surface, then cap the well
with a one-way valve to prevent the flow of fresh air back into
the well when atmospheric pressures are high. Funding from this
request will be used to perform the initial calculations necessary
to estimate the effects of barometric pumping on subsurface
contaminant vapors. An estimate will be made of the mass of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that could be expected to
vent over the course of the operating period using barometric
and downhole pressure data collected as part of the vapor
vacuum extraction project treatability study currently under way
at the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC). Also,
an estimate will be made of the effective radius of influence and
volume of subsurface material that would be affected by this
passive process. This project is the first step in the development
of the passive venting process. A pilot-scale application using
existing monitor wells at RWMC would logically follow if the
calculations show promise. A full-scale application might be ex-
pected to save most of the $500,000 initially spent on capital
equipment for the present vacuum extraction project as well as
much of the additional $500,000 of yearly O & M expense.
Several necessary components of a full-scale passive system
have not yet been developed, and should be pursued under a
comprehensive research and development agreement (CRADA)
with private industry. A large-sized, one-directional valve to only
allow exhausting of contaminant vapors is not yet commercially
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available. Such a valve is necessary to prevent clean air from
being sucked into the well during periods of high atmospheric
pressure, diluting the soil gas. A canister of activated carbon to
capture exhausting contaminant soil gas needs to be developed
for the full-scale process to ensure regulatory compliance.

activated carbon; contamination; organic compounds; remedial
action; removal; soils; underground; vapors; volatile matter.

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: removal; SOILS: remedial action.

US9400777 Deep Tensiometer.

Topic codes: 242.
Principal Investigator: Hubbell, J.M. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Other Investigators: Sisson, J.B.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: B31.50. E41.40

The project objective is to continue field testing over the
winter months for a modification of the tensiometer (an unsatu-
rated zone monitoring instrument). The modification allows the
tensiometer to be used at nearly any depth and to collect data
that is free of diurnal fluctuations caused by temperature
changes. The tensiometer is one of the most commonly used
unsaturated zone monitoring instruments used at hazardous
waste facilities. It also has wide application in agricultural sci-
ence. Tensiometers are used to measure the tension (matric
potential) in sediments which then can be used to calculate
moisture flux rates. Currently, tensiometers are limited to a depth
of 12 ft, but the Deep Tensiometer will operate to depths ex-
ceeding 70 ft. This instrument represents a breakthrough in
vadose zone monitoring. The new design significantly decreases
the problem of diurnal fluctuations in readings caused by thermal
effects on the tensiometer. This Laboratory Directed Research
and Development (LDRD) project was funded in April 1993 to
build and test the Deep Tensiometer. The program, to date, has
been promising. This project will fund continued testing of the
device over the winter at the field test site. This test could not
be performed because the LDRD funding did not start until the
spring of 1993. Data from the tests will be published in a
peer-reviewed journal. The invention disclosure was accepted and
a patent is being prepared for the Deep Tensiometer. INEL will
benefit because this device will have originated and been de-
veloped at this site. This technology will be able to be trans-
ferred to the public sector.

field tests; hazardous materials; modifications; moisture; monitor-
ing; radioactive waste facilities; sediments.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: monitoring; SEDIMENTS: moisture.

US9400778 Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water.

Topic codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Glenn, D.F. Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415, USA.
Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

Tritium-contaminated water is a byproduct of the nuclear
age. In fusion reactors, tritium permeates into the first wall
coolant water. In heavy water moderated nuclear reactors, tritium
is produced in the moderator and cooling circuits through neutron
capture by the deuterium atom. In light water reactors, tritium
is produced in the fuel elements by ternary fission. This tritium
is contained in the fuel casing, but approximately half is released
as HTO in the aqueous effluent during fuel reprocessing. At
significant concentration, tritium is a potential health hazard and
adds constraints to system operation and maintenance. This re-

search effort will seek to demonstrate proof of principle for a
new process for the removal of tritium from contaminated water.
This Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD)
project will use laser irradiation of the cathode during the
electrolysis of tritium-contaminated water to selectively excite the
rovibrational frequency of the oxygen-tritium bond. This will fa-
cilitate the electrochemical cleavage of this specific bond and
enhance the production of T2 gas, thereby reducing the con-
centration of tritium in the water. Proof of principle will be
demonstrated using water containing deuterium. This bond-
selective electrochemical processing is ideally suited to remove
and purify tritium because it is a high throughput process with
mild operating conditions and a potentially high separation factor.
The technology has excellent comprehensive research and de-
velopment agreement (CRADA) potential because of its other
applications in the areas of waste separation and pharmaceutical
synthesis.

contamination; decontamination; removal; tritium; water.

TRITIUM: removal; WATER: decontamination.

US9400779 Process Monitoring of Waste Using Prompt
Gamma Neutron Activation.

Topic codes: 181.
Principal Investigator: Hendrickson, M. Idaho National Engi-

neering Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID, 83415,
USA.

Performing Organization: Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(United States).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00. B11.10

The project objective is to demonstrate that Prompt
Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA) can provide a
method for rapid, cost-effective, on-stream monitoring of waste
and waste-form material for the purpose of monitoring that the
plant is operating within its technical specifications and of veri-
fying that its output or effluent is within applicable environmental
regulations and waste requirements. Specifically, the feasibility
of PGNAA would be demonstrated for the following applications:
(1) assay of combustible radioactive waste for the presence of
chlorine and possibly other materials, prior to incineration, to
prevent incineration of limited or forbidden materials; (2) assay
of the sulfur-polymerized-cement waste-form process to monitor
constituent concentrations and to improve waste-form product
performance; and (3) assay of the vitrified waste-form process
to monitor constituent concentrations and to improve waste-form
product performance. Online monitoring of the above processes
would provide data that the process-product will conform with
regulatory requirements. Documentation of online assay verifies
and validates that the treatment process or waste form meets
or exceeds regulatory requirements. Successful proof-of-principle
demonstration of PGNAA for these processes would justify de-
velopment of a prototype PGNAA facility employing large 252Cf
(>500-Mg) sources for waste treatment process monitoring. De-
sign of a prototype facility would be conducted in FY 95.
Demonstrated success would make this technology appealing for
commercial development beyond the present limited applications
reported in the literature.

neutron activation analysis; prompt gamma radiation; radioactive
wastes; waste forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: neutron activation analysis.

US9400780 MWLID PRDA Support.

Topic codes: 332; 333.
Principal Investigator: Nelson, J.E. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
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Program Duration:
From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E50.00

The Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration
(MWLID) mission is to assess, demonstrate, and transfer tech-
nologies and systems that lead to quicker, safer, and more ef-
ficient restoration of chemical and mixed-waste landfills in arid
environments across the DOE complex. The focus of the MWLID
is in situ technologies for characterizing and remediating heavy
metals and their complex mixtures with organic, inorganic, and
radioactive wastes. The MWLID has two sites at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) for demonstrating characterization and reme-
diation technology systems: (1) the Chemical Waste Landfill
(CWL) and (2) the Mixed-Waste Landfill (MWL). These landfills
are characteristic of the buried waste at Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory (INEL), Los Alamos National Laboratories
(LANL), Hanford, and a number of other DOE complex sites.
Associated with this activity is the assignment by DOE Head-
quarters (HO.) of Program Research and Development An-
nouncements (PRDAs) signed in Morgantown Energy Technology
Center (METC). The activities of these PRDAs at the sites uti-
lized by the MWLID will require field support, assistance in the
definition of Environment, Safety, and Health (ES & H) doc-
umentation, coordination with the SNL Environmental Restoration
(ER) Program activities, and site access.

chemical wasfes; demonstration programs; hazardous materials;
metals; mixtures; organic compounds; radioactive wastes; reme-
dial action; sandia laboratories; sanitary landfills; site character-
ization; technology transfer; us doe.

SANDIA LABORATORIES: sanitary landfills; SANITARY LAND-
FILLS: remedial action, site characterization.

US9400781 BWRP/BWID Demonstration.

Topic codes: 501; 196; 523.
Principal Investigator: Horschel, D. Sandia National Laboratories,

New Mexico, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque,' NM, 98195, USA.
Performing Organization: Sandia National Laboratories, New

Mexico (United States).
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1998.09

INIS categories: E52.00, E15.30

This task plan addresses demonstration of technologies
being developed under the Robotics Technology Development
Program (RTDP) in support of the Buried Waste Integrated
Demonstration (BWID) Program. One of the technology areas
within RTDP is the Buried Waste Robotics Program (BWRP),
chartered to develop technologies to assist in the remediation
of buried waste sites. These remediation tasks include waste
characterization, retrieval, and treatment using remote-controlled
devices that will remove an operator from the hazardous envi-
ronment and increase the speed of operations, thus increasing
safety and reducing the overall cost. The work scope for this
plan is to demonstrate subsurface mapping using a remotely
operated device for the waste characterization function and to
demonstrate a remotely operated device for the waste retrieval
function under BWRP for BWID. A Remote Characterization
System (RCS) is being developed under BWRP. RCS consists
of an advanced remote-controlled, low-signature (nonferrous)
platform, a high-level control station, a Global Positioning Sys-
tem, and a suite of advanced geophysical sensors. The purpose
of RCS is to remotely deliver several geophysical sensors to a
buried waste site on one platform, to obtain data from these
sensors via a radio frequency link, and to provide accurate
subsurface maps of the waste forms and pit and trench bound-
aries. The task is to provide a demonstration to present remote
subsurface mapping technology for future implementation by
Environmental Restoration Programs. BWRP is currently devel-
oping a Remote Excavation System (RES) jointly with the De-
partment of Defense (Army). The Army contracted Oak Ridge
National Laboratory with the assignment of teleoperating the
backhoe and front loader (end effectors) of an existing exca-
vation vehicle, called the Small Emplacement Excavator (SEE).
RES will be used by the Army to perform remote disposal of

unexploded ordinances and by DOE to provide remote exca-
vation of waste forms on the Idaho National Engineering Labo-
ratory (INEL) Cold Test Pit (CTP). Besides a modified version
of SEE, RES will also include an advanced control station to
provide vehicle and end-effector operation from a distance away
from the hazard, graphical displays and camera monitors to
provide RES position feedback to the operators, camera systems
on SEE, and a radio frequency communications between SEE
and the control station to replace the need for cumbersome
control cables. The five primary areas of emphasis are (1)
preparation for RCS and RES demonstrations, including the
generation of test plans and evaluation reports, preparation of
the demonstration area, identification and compliance with federal
and state regulations, and packaging and transportation of RCS
and RES to the INEL site; (2) characterization of the Radioactive
Waste Management Complex (RWMC) CTP prior to overburden
removal; (3) removal of the C Management Complex (RWMC)
CTP prior to overburden removal; (3).

excavation; idaho national engineering laboratory; remedial action;
remote handling; robots; waste forms.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: remedial
action; WASTE FORMS: excavation, remote handling.

US9400782 Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation
Column.

Topic codes: 521.
Principal Investigator: Cho, E.H. West Virginia University,

Morgantown, WV, 26506, USA.
Performing Organization: West Virginia University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.09
To 1994.11

INIS categories: E51.00, B11.30

The research is a feasibility study in which a packed
flotation column is utilized for remediation of plutonium and other
heavily contaminated soils. The major effort of the project centers
around a soil decontamination method using the packed column
to float fine particles of cerium oxide that is selected as a
plutonium oxide surrogate because of similarities in flotation
chemistry. More specifically, the project team (1) will determine
the best flotation reagent scheme by identifying the most effec-
tive reagents and their dosages, (2) will define optimum opera-
tion conditions to yield high efficiency of separation, and (3) will
evaluate the commercial potential of the process.

contamination; feasibility studies; plutonium; remedial action; re-
search programs; separation processes; soils; waste processing.

SOILS: remedial action; WASTE PROCESSING: research pro-
grams.

US9400783 Use of (GAC) Columns for the Simultaneous
Removal of Organics, Heavy Metals, and
Radionuclides.

Tome codes: 112.
Principal Investigator: Reed, B.E. West Virginia University, Na-

tional Research Center for Coal and Energy, P.O. Box 6064,
617 N. Spruce St., Morgantown, WV, 26506, USA.

Performing Organization: West Virginia University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1993.10
To 1994.09

INIS categories: E51.00

The objective of the research is to investigate the feasi-
bility (technical and economic) of using granular activated carbon
(GAC) columns to treat an aqueous mixed-waste stream (i.e.,
organic, heavy metals, and radionuclides).

activated carbon; economics; feasibility studies; liguid wastes;
technology assessment; waste processing.

LIQUID WASTES: waste processing.
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US9400784 Waste-Management Education and Research
Consortium (WERC) National Environmental De-
sign.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Reed, B.E. West Virginia University, Na-

tional Research Center for Coal and Energy, P.O. Box 6064,
617 N. Spruce St., Morgantown, WV, 26506, USA.

Performing Organization: West Virginia University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1994.02
To 1994.04

IMS categories: E50.00, B31.40

The objective of this six-month project is for two West
Virginia University student engineering teams to design, build,
and deliver a final report to the Waste-Management Education
and Research Consortium (WERC) National Environmental De-
sign board in Los Cruces, New Mexico on April 10-14, 1994,
and a waste remediation and reclamation device that is capable
of remediating to acceptable levels a 2' wide x 3' long x V deep
sand box installed at a 30 degree angle contaminated with
various organic contaminants.

construction: contamination: design: education: equipment: land
reclamation: organic matter: remedial action: sand: waste man-
agement.

EQUIPMENT: construction, design: WASTE MANAGEMENT.

computers: education: radioactive wastes: television.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: education.

US9400787 Electromagnetic Mixed-Waste Processing Sys-
tem for Asbestos Decontamination.

Topic codes: 163.
Principal Investigator: Kasevich, R. KAI Technologies, Inc.,

Woburn, MA, 01888, USA.
Performing Organization: KAI Technologies, Inc. (United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management; USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1994.06
To 1995.02

INIS categories: E51.00

The overall objective of this project is to develop and
demonstrate a cost-effective technology that decomposes
asbestos, removes hazardous organic constituents from the de-
composed asbestos, and removes radioactive and heavy metals
from the decomposed asbestos or stabilizes them within the
asbestos.

asbestos; decomposition: metals; organic matter; radioactive
materials; waste processing.

ASBESTOS: decomposition.

US9400785 Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites:
Dust-Control Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste
Handling.

Topic codes: 167.
Principal Investigator: Peng, S. West Virginia University,

Morgantown, WV, 26506, USA.
Other Investigators: Peng, F.
Performing Organization: West Virginia University (United States).
Organization Type: Institution of higher education
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Fossil Energy (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1992.10
To 1994.09

IMS categories: E15.10, E15.30

The objective of this project is to survey the existing or
any other novel equipment employed for handling excavated
materials and to analyze the equipment's design and operations
principles and suitability for adaptation to nuclear waste handling.
Based on the survey results, some dust-control techniques in
equipment design and/or equipment operations procedures will
be developed and recommended for use.

control; design; dusts; equipment; materials handling; operation;
radioactive wastes.

MATERIALS HANDLING: equipment; RADIOACTIVE WASTES:
materials handling.

US9400786 The Nuclear Waste Documentary Project.

Topic codes: 703.
Principal Investigator: Jourdan, C. Nuclear Waste Documentary

Project, P.O. Box 490, Strawberry Plaines, TN, 37871, USA.
Performing Organization: Nuclear Waste Documentary Project

(United States).
Organization Type: Private industry
Sponsoring Organization: USDOE Environmental Restoration and

Waste Management (United States).
Program Duration:

From 1994.05
To 1995.11

INIS categories: E50.00

This is an educational multimedia project concerning nu-
clear waste issues. The objective is to create and produce a
documentary film intended for public television, a museum exhi-
bition, a companion book, and CD-ROM.

Yugoslavia

YU9400001 Scientific basis of the environmental control,
Lisemeter-test investigations.

Naucne osnove zastite zivotne sredine,
lizimetrijska ispitivanja RAO materijala.

Topic codes: 201: 312.
Principal Investigator: Peric, A. Vinca Institute of Nuclear Sci-

ences. Radiation Protection Department,.
Telephone: x-381-11-458222.
Facsimile: x-381-11-455943.
Other Investigators: Plecas, I.; Pavlovic, R.; Pavlovic, S.
Performing Organization: Vinca Institute of Nuclear Sciences.

Radiation Protection Department (P.O.Box 522, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1989.12
To 1994.12

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
I. Plecas et al.: radionuclide migration through porous cement
waste composition in semi-real conditions, Proc. Symp. Radi-
ation Protection-Selected Topics, Dubrovnik, Oct. 2-6, 1989,
pp.636; A. Peric: Lyssimeter-project Lyssia'-stage project in
DSD-SCS, CEN Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, Sept. 1990-Mar. 1991.

M S categories: B31.40, B31.10, E52.00

In this project, preliminary investigations on the leach-rates
and dominant pathways of the radionuclides, immobilized in the
cement and bitumen matrices, as a functional relation of the
physico-chemical properties of the chosen site for the low level
radioactive waste disposal, are presented. In the lysimeter-test
investigations, varying of the steady-state and some aspects of
the accidental conditions on the disposal site, are implemented,
such as flooding of the disposal site, intrusion from the site
environmental into the components, that the final disposal system
consists of, etc. In attempts to estimate the influence of the
initiated circumstances, that might occur on the disposal site,
on the prospected characteristics of the solidified radioactive
waste form, mathematical modeling was performed, to simulated
the long-term stability of the disposal system.

intermediate-level radioactive wastes; leaching; low-level radioac-
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tive wasfes; mathematical models; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; site characterization; solid wastes; waste
forms.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration, site
characterization.

YU9400002 Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final
disposal of Ra-226 spent sealed sources and
contaminated waste materials.

Rukovanje, kondicioniranja, privremeni smestaj
i trajno odlaganje istrosenih pecacenii izvora
Ra-226 i njime kontaminiranih materijala.

Topic codes: 124; 126; 127.
Principal Investigator: Pavlovic, R. Vinca Institute of Nuclear

Sciences. Radiation Protection Department,.
Telephone: x-381-11-458222.
Facsimile: x-381-11-455943.
Other Investigators: Peric, A.; Plecas, I.; Markovic, S.
Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or

development
Program Duration:

From 1995.01
To 1996.01

Status of Advancement: Research planned.
IMS categories: E51.00, E52.00, E15.10

Existing of the several hundreds Ra-226 needles of the
unknown quality of sealing, arises as a task of the highest pri-
ority for the Department of the Radiation protection of the 'Vinca'
Institute, because of theirs position in Belgrade down town and
vicinity to the other laboratories, professional staff and patients
in the Oncology Institute. The main problems arise when con-
cerning the project, are: Handling, treatment and conditioning of
the Ra-226 needles and Ra-226 contaminated waste materials
on the site of the Institute of Oncology, during transport of the
Ra-226 needles from the location down town to the interim
storage in the 'Vinca' Institute, prospecting the quality of the
Ra-226 needles sealing and nature of the Ra-226 contaminated
radwaste materials, choosing the best option for its safety han-
dling, transport and conditioning for interim storing and final
disposal, in the engineer trench system facility.

medical supplies; radiation sources; radioactive waste disposal;
radioactive waste processing; radioactive waste storage; radio-
active wastes; radium 226; safety; transport.

RADIOACTIVE WASTES: radioactive waste disposal, radioactive
waste processing, radioactive waste storage, transport.

radioactive waste materials immobilization, concrete containers
and concrete for trenches. The main task is to determinate dif-
fusion coefficients, retardation factors and coefficients of distrib-
ution of the prospected radionuclides; Cs-137, Co-60, Sr-90 and
Mn-54, as well as mechanical characteristic of each segment
of the engineer trench system, under normal and accidental
conditions on the disposal site. The other task is to develop
simplified mathematical model for analysing the migration of the
named radionuclides, that are contained in the radioactive waste
composition.

cesium 137; cobalt 60; concretes; containers; diffusion;
manganese 54; mathematical models; radioactive waste disposal;
radionuclide migration; strontium 90.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL: radionuclide migration.

YU9400003 Scientific basis of the environmental control.

Naucne osnove zastite zivotne sredine.

Topic codes: 202; 312.
Principal Investigator: Plecas, I. Vinca Institute of Nuclear Sci-

ences. Radiation Protection Department,.
Other Investigators: Peric, A.; Pavlovic, R.; Pavlovic, S.
Performing Organization: Vinca Institute of Nuclear Sciences.

Radiation Protection Department (P.O.Box 522, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia).

Organization Type: Foundation or laboratory for research and/or
development

Program Duration:
From 1989.01
To 1995.01

Status of Advancement: Research in progress.
References of recent publications in the same field issued from

this laboratory:
I. Plecas et al.: Co-60 leaching from the various formulations
of concrete in shallow land disposal system, Proc. of the
Symposium on Waste Management, Vol. 3, Tucson, Arizona,
March 1-5, 1987, pp. 503-506; I. Plecas et al.: Determination
of retardation factor of Cs-137 in migration processes in
concrete, J. Rad. Nucl. Chem. Letters, 154 (2), pp. 121-131,
(1991).

INIS categories: E52.00, E51.00, B31.10

For the purpose of this project, investigations of the
physico-chemical and mechanical characteristics of the three
stage engineer trench system are prospected: mortar for the
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Development and Testing of a Fate and Transport Model
Using Existing Petroleum Engineering Technology.
US9400772

Development of a concept for radioactive waste disposal.
BG9400004

Development of a quality assurance programme in manage-
ment of radioactive waste. RU9400O09

The development of a safety assessment code for the
radwaste disposal. KR9400001

Development of a shipping cask for nuclear waste.
RU9400031

Development of a vitrification process for liquid radioactive
waste from NPP operation. RU9400008

The development of advanced meter. JP9400027
Development of an Integrated Associate Program. US9400412
Development of an observation system and data acquisition

for hydrogeological study. JP9400019
Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation. GB9400003

Development of decontamination techniques for decommis-
sioning of nuclear facilities. JP9400041

Development of engineering means for emptying the filled
sections of storages. RU9400023

Development of equipment for decontamination and compact-
ing of dismantled fuel element cladding hulls by induction
slag melting in cold crucible (ISMW-CC). RU94Q00Q7

Development of equipment for incorporation of HLW into
glasses and mineral-like matrices by means of a two-stage
process based on induction melter with cold crucible
(IMCC). RU9400012

Development of glass matrix for different compositions of high
level liquid waste. IN9400011

Development of High Capacity, Selective Fixed Sequestering
Agents: A Collaborative Effort with Industry and University
Participants to Develop Extractants for Treating Nuclear
Wastes. US9400266

Development of hydrogeological model in Tono research field.
JP9400021

Development of improved global circulation models for C-14
and 1-129. GB9400037

Development of Inorganic Membranes for Mixed-Waste ID.
US9400405

Development of MARQUISS and its verification and validation.
GB9400002

Development of Methodology for safety assessments of re-
positories for radioactive wastes. BG9400005

Development of methods to examine dynamical rock proper-
ties in the vicinity of underground openings. DE9400033

Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test Methods Test and
Field Tracer Test Methods. US9400117

Development of non-destructive assay for TRU waste.
JP9400013

Development of process for vitrification of high level liquid
waste. IN9400005

Development of restoration technology for the preparedness
of a nuclear accident. KR9400004

Development of scientific and technical principles for disposal
of solidified and solid radioactive wastes into geological
formations. RU9400034

Development of technology and pilot plant for treatment of
small volumes liquid radioactive wastes. BG9400002

Development of the krypton removal from the reprocessing
off-gas. JP9400012

Development of the program system ANSALT II. DE9400023
Development of the stochastic fracture network modelling

package NAPSAC, for flow and transport modelling.
GB9400021

Development, modification and qualification of under water
fasten techniques for the decommissioning of nuclear fa-
cilities. DE9400003

Dig-Face Characterization. US9400658
Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to back-up the de-

velopment of underground repositories. XE9400002
Disposal of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste.

US9400110
DOE Decontamination and Decommissioning. US9400729
DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database Support and

Management of "DOE Methods for Evaluating Environ-
mental and Waste Management Samples". US9400766

DOE Waste Management Bar Coding System. US9400289
DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Coding. US9400219
DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and Reclamation

(WADR). US9400579
Dry Cask Storage Project. US9400686
Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces. US9400229
Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Disposition Project

(DRCT-DP). US9400718
Dry Storage Licensing Support Project. US9400133
Durability of a La2Zr2O7 waste form containing various

amounts of simulated HLW elements. JP9400010
Durability of high-level waste glass in flowing groundwater

under gamma irradiation. JP9400011

Early Deployment System (EDS). US9400592
Early Deployment System (ORNL). US9400597
Early Deployment System. US9400595
Economics and Systems Analysis. US9400010
Educational Outreach Program. US9400452
Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation, Sorption, and

Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsurface. US9400517
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Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of ruthenium
in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid waste.
JP9400025

The effect of humic substance on the sorption of
neptunium(V) onto soil. JP9400004

Effects of Geochemical Alteration on Geophysical Properties.
US9400080

The effects of organic degradation products on actinide dis-
posal. GB9400009

Elaboration and development of a new submodule of the
EMOS code for the one-dimensional radionuclide transport
and generalization of the repository release module
REPOS of the EMOS code. DE9400045

Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive
waste at the former Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf. DE9400004

Electric melter for high-level radioactive waste vitrification.
RU9400024

Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and TBP solvent.
IN9400021

Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of steel,
tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines. DE9400022

Electrochemical Treatment of Liquid Radioactive Wastes.
US9400641

Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete. US9400521
Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and Charac-

terization. US9400659
Electromagnetic Mixed-Waste Processing System for Asbestos

Decontamination. US9400787
EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and Technology

(EMPERT). US9400447
Emissivity Evaluations for IR Imaging SST. US9400172
EMSL Construction Project. US9400714
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal. US9400474
End of Life Options for RL Lights. US9400139
Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion Studies.

US9400011
Environmental and ecological risk assessment. GB9400040
Environmental and Economic Analysis Project. US9400022
Environmental Corrective Actions. US9400179
Environmental Databases. US9400708
Environmental Education Outreach. US9400725
Environmental Fellows Program. US9400428
Environmental impact assessment of a repository concept for

high-level radioactive waste. SE9400003
Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minorities

(EMCOM) Program. US9400448
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program. US9400442
Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans. US9400069
Environmental Programs. US9400705
Environmental radiation monitoring and personnel radiation

monitoring. MM9400002
Environmental Remediation and Treatment of Mixed Wastes

Using Intense Penetrating Bremsstrahlung. US9400300
Environmental Research Park. US9400526
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)

Manpower Assessment. US9400198
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation. US9400437
Environmental Restoration Waste Management Educational

Outreach. US9400438
Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activities

to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared Sci-
entists, Engineers, and Technical Staff. US9400462

Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste
Repository Program. US9400028

Environmental Technical Support for the Monitored Retrievable
Storage Facility. US9400644

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing at KCP. US9400230
EnviroTRADE Information System. US94Q0242
ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award Program.

US9400415
ER & WM Employment and Education Assessment.

US9400454
ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program. US9400413
ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach. US9400456
ER & WM Scholarship Program. US9400416
ER Conference '91. US9400159
Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove

during WER-fuel transport and storage. DE9400038
European Communities Information Link. US9400244
Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-

change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction. AR9400002

Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-Effectiveness of
Mill-Tailings Cleanup. US9400040

Evaluation of Joule Melter and Plasma Arc Processes TSR.
US9400377

Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in Containment
Systems of Hazardous Waste Materials. US9400247

Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout Technologies for In
Situ Barrier Construction. US9400559

Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M. US9400733
Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by Water Jets

(Confined Sluicing). US9400591
Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites: Dust-Control

Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste Handling. US9400785
Experience of intermediate level waste in-situ solidification in

Russia. RU9400002
Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW and

ILW waste containers. GB9400004
Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) Facility Decom-

missioning. US9400026
Experimental investigation of active range of sulphate-reducing

bacteria for geological isolation. JP9400018
Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic Properties of

Chemical Species Present in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide
Wastes. US9400058

Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA Technology,
Harwell. GB9400010

Experiments for the direct disposal of LWR fuel- Part I:
Thermal simulation of drift emplacement (TSDE).
DE9400030

Exploratory CC Waste Process Study. US9400207
The extraction of radionuclides from low-level aqueous sol-

utions. BY9400001

Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for radioactive wastes.
RU9400041

A facility for processing radioactively contaminated equipment
and metallic waste arising from NPPs decommissioning.
RU9400014

A facility for the collection, conditioning and storage of ra-
dioactive waste produced in Ireland. IE9400001

Facility Interface Capability Assessment. US9400074
Factors affecting the accumulation and metabolism of

radionuclides in aquatic biota. GB9400011
The fate of Irish Sea sediments. GB9400016
Feed Composition Ranges. US9400183
FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs. US9400457
Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program. US9400169
Field Demonstration and Characterization Technologies.

US9400376
Field measurement and its numerical interpretation of dis-

turbed zone around drift. JP9400023
Field measurements of gas transport through fractured rock.

GB9400025
Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel

Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania. US9400108
Final Waste Form-Package Development. US9400196
Fission Product Chemistry. US9400622
The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed

Waste Treatment Applications. US940Q615
Flow-through leaching studies on UOj and used CANDU fuel.

CA9400027
Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Retrieval and

Treatment. US9400479
Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use. US9400226
Follow-up investigations on the model shield and central col-

umn at the HDR facility. DE9400018
Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions Associated with the

Siting of MRS Facilities. US9400645
Fourth R and D programme of the European Community

(1990-1994) on management and storage of radioactive
waste (shared-cost action). XE9400001

Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project. US9400118
Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site). DE9400031
Fundamental Research in the Geosciences: Chemical Trans-

port in Natural Systems. US9400003
FUSRAP Project Support. US9400583
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Gas Contamination: Methods and the Technical Basis for
Monitoring, Evaluating, and Mitigating Airborne Hazards
Produced by Buried Waste Retrieval Operations.
US9400358

Gas formation and transport in a repository in salt in case
of an assumed brine inflow. DE9400037

General Plant Projects (GPP). US9400685
Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the ability of the

geosphere to retard radionuclide migration. CA9400029
Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan Natural Analogue

Project. GB9400006
Geochemical Transport Processes. US9400064
Geology of the Kempen. BE9400024
Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to determine the

mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite A3 and grey salt
pelite T3. DE9400025

Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of VOCs Using
Pulse Combustion. US9400249

Graphite DC Arc Plasma and Glass Melter. US9400383
Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on dissolved

humic and fulvic acids. DE9400026
Groundwater flow and transport model development.

GB9400019
Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance

assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository. GB9400022

H

Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of
Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. YU9400002

Hazardous and Mixed Waste Treatment Technology Develop-
ment. US9400304

Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC Excavation
Sites. US9400662

Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program
at Eastern Idaho Technical College. US9400450

Hazardous Waste Operations. US9400691
Hazardous Waste Technical Support. US9400038
Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility. US9400178, US9400184
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Disposal.

US9400727
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Treatment.

US9400609
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Disposal.

US9400611
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Storage.

US9400610
HBCU/MI Consortium. US9400422
HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and

Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium DDD & D Workshop. US9400425

Heat treatment of vitrified waste product (VWP) and analysis
of crystal phases and chemical durability of heat treated
VWP. IN9400006

HEPA Filter Characterization. US9400082
HEPA Test. US9400292
Hexone Tank Waste Treatment. US9400291
HFEF Waste Certification. US9400095
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums. US9400661
High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated Hydrocarbons.

US9400755
High-Level Waste Technology. US9400054, US9400573
High-Resolution Infrared Imaging. US9400397
High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging. US9400081
High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste Characterization.

US9400773
High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of High-Z

Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence. US9400408

HLW Environmental Technical Assistance. US9400014
HLW Technical Development and Process Verification.

US9400271
Hot vitrification tests with high level liquid waste of Tokai

reprocessing plant. JP9400029
HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support. US9400742
HWVP Project Support. US9400146
HWVP Technology Support. US9400180

Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal Logging. US9400396
Hydrogeochemical and Production Controls on NORM in Oil-

and Gas-Field Operations. US9400120
Hydrogeochemical studies of the Boom clay and surrounding

water bearing formations. BE9400010
Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the Canadian Shield.

CA9400007
Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond. US9400192
Hydrothermal Stability of Synthetic and Natural Zircons: Its

Application to Predict the Long-Term Response of
Zirconium Silicate Buffered Containment Facilities.
US9400041

Hydrothermal System Evolution. US9400006

I

Idaho State University Monitoring. US9400704
Idaho Waste Processing Facility. US9400683
Identification of Foreign Technology. US9400241
Immobilization and volume reduction of aqueous mixed

radwastes with emulsified bitumen in thin film evaporator.
CA9400004

Immobilization of MTR raffinate in cement. GB9400039
Immobilization of radioactive waste containing sulphates.

RU9400039
Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring

radionuclides in the aquatic environment. GB9400017
Implementation of a Three-Dimensional Mapping/Inspection

System for Inside-Tank or Containment Areas. US9400205
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW). US9400672
Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil Vapors.

US9400776
Implications of the new exempt levels. GB940003S
An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique for Free Liquid

in Cement Solidified Drums of Nuclear Waste. US9400077
Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treatment, based

on chemical precipitation and sorption processes.
RO9400004

Improvements in the methodology for deriving equilibrium
constants. GB9400005

In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-
ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater. US9400561

In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried Waste.
US9400404

In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds—An
America and German Collaboration. US9400257

In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Separation.
US9400555, US9400748

In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation.
US9400747

In Situ Moisture Logging System. US9400395
In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Evaluation of a

Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instrument for the Direct
Analysis of Low Volatile Organic Compounds. US9400280

In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite System. US9400490
In situ tests on waste package components. BE9400007
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology. US9400511
In Situ Vitrification Research and Development. US9400509
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste Addendum A.

US9400445
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste. US9400444
Independent Review of CDRs. US9400096
Independent Safety Review Committee. US9400678
Industrial Workshops-Technology Integration. US9400349
Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration. US9400362
INEL Environmental Research Park. US9400005
INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies. US9400281
Influence of formation regimes of vitrified materials on their

physico-chemical properties. RU9400011
Influence of humic acid on migration of 60Co, ssSr and

i37Cs in coastal sandy soil. JP9400001
Influence of microbial activity on the mobility of redoxsensitive

radionuclides in sediments. DE9400009
The influence of temperature on the mechanical characteristics

of Boom clay. BE9400026
Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online

Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies. US9400563

Innovative Chemical Separation: Development and Testing of
New Chemical Separations and Treatment Methods for
Nuclear Waste Disposal. US9400274
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Innovative Technology. US9400534
An installation for incorporation of insoluble sediments from

liquid radioactive waste storage facilities into cement ma-
trix. RU9400026

Installation for incorporation of liquid radioactive waste into
cement blocks. RU9400020

An installation for treatment of radioactive wastes with the
production of ceramic granules. RU9400021

Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability and Regulatory
Feasibility of BWID Technologies. US9400381

Integrated Database Program. US9400012
An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-

terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites. US9400401
Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control, Waste Dis-

posal. US9400552
Integration study for performance assessment system of

geological disposal. JP9400040
An Intelligent Inspection and Survey Robot. US9400252
Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Autonomous Monitoring

and Inspection. US9400251
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Spatial Characterization of

Contaminant Transport. US9400057
Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in

transport and storage casks. DE9400048
Interim Subsurface Confinement Barrier for USTs. US9400477
Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of Cocontaminants.

US9400059
International Environmental Assessment. US9400258
International Program Support Office-RW. US9400140
International Program—Melter Sensors for Vitrification of TRU

and LLMW. US9400262
International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the

Environment: Short Course. US9400261
International Technology Exchange for MWUD. US9400239
International Technology Exchange Program--lnternational

Technology Identification, Transfer and Program Support.
US9400537

International Visitors' Center to Support EM Education Initi-
atives. US9400235

International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication
Program. US9400250

Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management at
Vanderbilt University. US9400414

Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management.
US940005Q

Investigation about the coefficients of diffusion and
permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and compacted
granular salt. DE9400019

Investigation and evaluation of the scientific basis for long-
term safety assessments of a waste repository in rock salt
in the post-operational phase. DE9400007

Investigation of Additional Technologies Resulting from CTMP.
US9400459

Investigation of borehole plugs and plugging materials with
documentation of hitherto existing sorption results, I
Sorption barriers, II Borehole plugs, III Clay as sealing
material. DE9400021

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt. DE9400016

Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combination with other
processes for selective extraction of strontium from natural
waters and waste solutions. RU9400001

Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by
hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material of waste repositories located in salt
diapirs. DE9400034

Investigation on the determination of disposal critical nuclides
in waste from PWR power plants. BE9400014

Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and its alloys
used for containers in brines of practical importance with
radioisotopes. DE9400036

Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests on non-
metallic coatings on radioactive waste management facili-
ties and containers. DE9400008

Investigations of Organic/Inorganic Complexation Processes in
Subsurface Environments. US9400053

Investigations on crushed salt as backfill material for reposi-
tories in salt formations. DE9400047

Investigations on the irretrievability of emplaced fuel elements.
DE9400012

Investigations related to the operation of the Underground
Research Facility. BE9400003

Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and alpha emitters.
ES9400005

ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activities
Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for Depth Enhancement,
and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor Release Issue.
US9400515

ISV Demonstration. US9400510
ISV Planning and Coordination. US9400516

Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational
Approaches to Technology Transfer. US9400238

K

KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station. US9400143

Laboratory colloid migration experiments in a large granite
block. CA9400024

Laboratory radionuclide migration experiments in quarried rock
over a distance of 1 m. CA9400022

Landfill Characterization System for Contamination in Arid
Soils. US9400380

Landfill Operations. US9400693
LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time Emission

Monitoring. US9400619
LANL Support for the EG & G RF NMWP Packed-Bed

Reactor-Silent Discharge Plasma (PBR-SDP) Incineration
Alternative. US9400432

Large scale melting of H3-contaminated steel from nuclear
installations. DE9400006

Laser Detection of Heavy-Metal Contamination. US9400774
Laser Scanning Imager. US9400202
Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals. US9400225
Leaching behavior of actinides and fission products from fully

radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in Tokai re-
processing plant. JP9400028

Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product during
storage under repository condition. IN9400007

Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU) Waste
Under WIPP Conditions. US9400175

Leaching of long live pure beta emitters. ES9400003
LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste. US9400378
Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Diffusion.

US9400224
LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Incineration Alternative. US9400463
LLNL Technology Integration Support. US9400364
LLRW Characterization. US94002U
LLW/LLW-Mixed Treatment (WERF). US9400689
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Linear

Design. US9400263
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Liner De-

sign. US9400259
Local corrosion of metallic construction materials and the ef-

fect of Y-radiation in passive layers under waste disposal
conditions. DE9400046

Local transportation of high activity fuel assembly end pieces.
RU9400017

Localisation and monitoring of spent nuclear fuel c asks using
radar echo sounding. DE9400020

Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration. US9400604
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic Institutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects. US9400067
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic/lnstitutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects. US9400651
Long-term leaching tests on used CANDU fuel under oxidizing

conditions at 25 C. CA9400026
Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under simulated re-

pository conditions. CA9400019
Long-Term Monitoring for Closed Disposal Sites. US9400576
Long-term performance studies for geological disposal.

BE9400006
Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project (LTSM).

US9400720
Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure Monitoring.

US9400542
Low and intermediate level waste repository site selection in

Republic of Slovenia - 3rd step. SI94000Q2
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Low and intermediate liquid effluent treatment in the Dounreay
Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant. GB9400038

Low level waste assay system. GB9400031
Low-Level Mixed Waste. US9400572
Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies. US9400124
Low-Level Waste Disposal. US9400723
LRA-Control System (ORNL). US9400596

M

Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Contaminated Lead
Waste. US9400297

Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA). US9400344

Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from UST.
US9400471

Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG*
SEPTM). US9400626

Magnetometer Towed Array. US9400544
Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop Facilities.

US9400702
Management Systems Support to EM-30. US9400575
Management Systems Support to EM-40. US9400737
Materials Characterization Center Support to West Valley.

US9400122
Materials Integration Office. US9400027
Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in

unconfined aquifers. AR9400007
Mathematical modelling of copper container lifetimes.

CA 9400015
Mathematical modelling of the release of radionuclides from

a disposal vault to the geosphere. CA9400010
MAWS Compositional Envelope Development. US9400556
Mechanisms for International Technology Exchange,

Privatization, and Transfer. US9400255
Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater Environ-

ments. US9400052
Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using

electrochemical techniques. CA9400014
Melter Overview. US9400195
Methodology for assessing the radiological consequences of

routine releases of radionuclides to the environment.
GB9400032

Methods Compendium: Analytical Management-Methods
Compendium Development. US9400353

Methods for estimating the content of transuranium and other
difficult to measure nuclides in produced radioactive waste
from BWR's. SE9400001

Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Dis-
posal Concept. CA9400025

Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory Automation.
US9400332

Microwave Concrete Decontamination System. US9400223
Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu

Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats. US9400467
Microwave Solidification. US9400436
Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration. US9400023
Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation

Project. US9400048
Migration behavior of ^C in underground layer. JP9400005
Migration of radionuclides and gases in Boom clay.

BE9400012
Migrational modelling study of radionuclides from near surface

repositories in India. IN9400002
Minimization of the chemical decontamination wastes.

RO9400007
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) Program.

US9400734
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program. US940029S
Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task Plans (TTPs)

in Support of the Office of Technology Development.
US9400410

Minority Outreach: EEOM. US9400440
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility. US9400681
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility. US9400682
Mixed Waste Characteristics Verification. US9400160
Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). US9400616
Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support. US9400741
Mixed Waste Integrated Program. US94007S6
Mixed Waste Operations. US9400692
Mixed Waste Stream Characterization. US9400189
Mixed-Waste Biodegradation. US9400060

Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) Pro-
gram Direction and Support. US9400393

Mobile plant for supercompacting solid radioactive wastes.
RU9400030

Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and Decommission-
ing. US9400232

Model studies on groundwater movement as a function of
salinity-dependent water density-Case studies and model
validation with respect to the long-term safety of permanent
repositories for radioactive wastes. DE9400042

Modelling and experimental studies on near-field geochemistry
of HLW disposal system in Japan. JP9400037

Modelling and experimental studies on the chemical and
mineralogical properties of bentonite buffer. JP9400036

Modelling density effects in groundwater flow with variable
salinity. GB9400018

Modelling of gas generation in radioactive waste repositories.
GB9400026

Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste repositories.
GB9400024

Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel canister.
GB9400001

Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat
producing waste in rock salt. DE9400044

Modelling of the high frequency climatic variations over the
next 20000 years. BE9400027

Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the
geosphere. CA9400011

Models for the safety analysis of final disposal of radioactive
wastes in shallow land disposal. AR9400006

Moessbauer characterization of the radioactive waste treat-
ment and conditioning products. RO9400006

Molten Salt Decontamination. US9400553
Monitoring using optical fibers. BE9400015
Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated Geologic

Media. US9400387
MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management (OCRWM). US9400154
Multiaxis Crane Control System. US9400665
Murphy-Cheboygen MF. US9400151
MWLID PRDA Support. US9400780

N

National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF). US9400424
Native American Scholarship. US9400418
Natural analogs studies. BE9400023
Natural analogue study of the long-term durability of bentonite

time-temperature condition and water chemistry on
illitization at the Murakami deposit, Japan. JP9400034

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-alteration rate and
the environmental conditions of volcanic glass included in
argillaceous rock during several million years. JP9400031

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison of sim-
ulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass leaching
behavior under repository conditions. JP9400032

NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using a
1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P) Gamma-Ray
Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy (CT). US9400392

Near-field studies related to the geological disposal in clay.
BE9400004

Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process. US9400220
NEPA Compliance and Review. US9400707
Neutralization of liquid effluents arising from uranium

hydrometallurgy. CL9400001
Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste

Landfill Integrated Demonstration. US9400399
New Facility Planning. US9400680
New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. US9400684
NFS Fuel Project. US9400721
Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction. US9400453
Non-destructive characterization of radioactive lighting rods.

ES9400002
Non-nuclear nondestructive testing methods to determine free

water, gas pressure and matrix level in waste drums.
DE9400001

Nondestructive Assay-Nondestructive Examination Peer Re-
view. US9400366

Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Important Objects
and Species. US9400367

Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally
Important Objects and Species. US9400654
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Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I: Program Plan for
Assessing and Integrating Space, Airborne, and Surface
Methods. US9400278

Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton Rail/Barge Cask De-
velopment Program. US9400034

Nuclear Materials Transportation. US9400018
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) D & D Support.

US9400204
Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action

(NRC-UMTRA) Support. US9400152
Nuclear site restoration Introduction of the principles of

radiological optimisation. BE9400013
The Nuclear Waste Documentary Project. US9400786
Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies

of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Mountain.
US9400008

Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance Assessment.
US9400009

Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Research Project.
US9400019

Nuclear Waste Fund: Geoscience Technical Support and
Topical Studies for Nuclear Waste Geologic Repositories.
US9400016

Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and Renewable Energy
Technologies R & D Support. US9400047

Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational
Bioremediation. US9400775

Office of Systems and Compliance, Quality Assurance.
US9400073

On-Line Monitoring of Volatile Organics for Waste Minimiza-
tion. US9400228

Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation Monitor for Effluent Water
Learing DOE Sites. US9400565

Operations Support. US9400671
The optimization of radioactive waste pulp treatment.

Immobilization of insoluble pulp residues into concrete
blocks. RU9400006

Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Contaminant Deline-
ation and Risk Minimization. US9400402

OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs Assessment.
US9400458

Organic Tank Safety Project. US9400163
ORIGEN2 Upgrade. US9400113

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-Than-Class C
Low-Level Waste (LLW). US9400138

Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical Assistance.
US9400030

Packaging Development. US9400554
Pad A Treatability Study. US9400372
Paleoclimatological revision of climate evolution and environ-

ment in Western Mediterranean regions. ES9400010
Participation in the international DECOVALEX project to study

coupled hydraulic and mechanical processes. GB9400023
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education.

US94 00465
Peculiarities of dose forming due to the internal irradiation

of public living in the areas along the Dnieper river.
UA9400001

Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group. US9400236
Peer Review for Technology Development (TD) Technical

Task Plans (TTPs). US9400293
Peer Review of Characteristics Database. US9400114
Performance Assessment Task Team. US9400200
Performance Assessment. US9400121
Performance assessments for the UK deep geological repos-

itory. GB9400041
Performance Evaluation and Audit Program. US9400345
Performance Evaluation Sample Program. US9400754
Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and Materials.

US9400033
Performance studies for the shallow land burial of low-level

waste. BE9400005
Permanent Isolation Surface Barrier System: Prototype Design.

US9400493
Physical Characterization of the Contents of Underground

Storage Tanks. US9400475

Physical Processes in the Earth. US9400063
Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and Development

and Outreach. US9400466
Pilot Center For EM Research, Education, and Outreach.

US9400468
Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by Distillation.

US9400430
Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for Highway Shipments

of High-Level Radioactive Waste. US9400017
Planning and Integration. US9400677
Planning for Mixed and Hazardous Waste Management (Base

Program). US9400302
Planning for Pilot-Plant Demonstration of TRUEX. US9400273
Plasma Centrifugal Furnace/MAWS. US9400557
Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-Water Reactors.

US9400519
PNL Support for EG & G RFP NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Alternative. US9400762
PNL USTID Technical Task. US9400602
Polyethylene Encapsulation of SST Wastes. US9400476
Polymer Solidification Development. US9400451
Polymer Solidification National Effort. US9400612
Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste. RU9400038
PRACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW disposal in clay.

BE9400011
Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-precipitation process.

IT9400001
Pre-treatment of spent resins and conditioning in polymer

matrices. IN9400004
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology. US9400039
Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste management

in Republic of Slovenia. SI9400003
Preparation of Technical Status Report for INEL Buried

Waste. US9400389
PREPP Standby. US9400701
Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. US9400488
Prioritization Methodology for Waste Operations. US9400092
Private Sector Participation Initiative. US9400676
Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking. US9400435
Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling and

Analysis Operations. US9400752
Process development to reduce quantity of HLW. JP9400026
Process Monitoring of Waste Using Prompt Gamma Neutron

Activation. US9400779
Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium. US9400104
Program Integration for International Technology Exchange.

US9400245
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support of

DOE-ERWM. US9400722
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy. MM9400001

Program Management. US9400044
Project on migration of radionuclides in the geosphere (MI-

RAGE). XE9400004
Project on the effects of gas in underground storage facilities

for radioactive waste (PEGASUS). XE9400005
Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization. US9400209
Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing

their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations. RU9400010

Proposal for activity limits for disposal to controlled landfills
in France and Belgium. BE9400021

Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers Program.
US9400429

A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting In Situ
Containment Barriers for Landfills. US9400518

A Prototype Decision Support System to Select Cover Barrier
Systems. US9400543

Provide Technical Support for HWVP Risk Assessment.
US9400157

Public Involvement. US9400739
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support. US9400365
PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems: H2O-CO2-NaCI.

US9400055
Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine. US9400634
Pyrochemical Technology Support to Savannah River Labora-

tory. US9400088
Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine. US9400272
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QA Program for HLW Acceptance. US9400024
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support.

US9400574
Quality assurance on radioactive waste management.

AR9400001

R and D-programme on the direct disposal of spent fuel
Thermal simulations of drift emplacement. DE9400043

Radiation effects on the dissolution of used CANDU fuel.
CA9400018

Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC). US9400105
Radiation tolerance of instrumentation. BE9400016
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. US9400582
Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment. US9400480
Radioactive waste management system (RWMS). GB9400028
Radioactive wastes from PWR designs which may be con-

structed in the UK. GB9400027
Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste Transmutation in

Small Fusion Reactors. US9400201
Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement System.

US9400375
Radiological characterization of very low activity heteroge-

neous waste. ES9400004
Radiological impact of disposal of waste in landfill sites.

GB9400036
Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the

aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis. JP9400003

Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
on the aerated soil testing. JP9400002

Radionuclide separation from low level liquid wastes arising
from the reprocessing plant. JP9400016

Radionuclide separation from spent solvent. JP9400015
Radionuclides difficult to verify in waste packages-Phase 2.

SE9400Q02
Radon Release at Yucca Mountain. US9400716
Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening PCBs.

US9400379
Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and americium be-

havior in glass compositions, used for HLLW vitrification.
RU9400005

RCRA Technical Support. US9400706
Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for Radioactive and

Heavy-Metals Emissions. US9400433
Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Environmental

Problems at All DOE Facilities. US9400264
Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval. US9400361
Reconnaissance boreholes. BE9400022
Recovery of fissile material. BE9400002
Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels. US9400078
Regenerative LOMI decontamination technology development.

KR940000S
Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM Transportation

Programs. US9400035
Regulatory Issues and Assumptions Associated with Barriers

in the Vadose Zone Surrounding Buried Waste.
US9400558

The relative significance of historic and current discharge from
Sellafield as sources of present human radiation exposure.
GB9400014

Reliability of thermomechanical model computations in rock
salt. DE9400039

Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guidance Develop-
ment. US9400037

Remedial Options Evaluation. US9400710
Remote Characterization System Demonstration. US9400667
Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber

Optic Spectroscopy. US9400002
Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration at the Cold

Test Pit to Perform Overburden Removal and Waste Ex-
cavation. US9400666

Remote Sensing Systems Development and Applications.
US9400283

Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals, and Actinides.
US9400260

Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste effluents by copper
hexacyanoferrate loaded resins. IN9400014

Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL waste using syn-
thetic chelating resins. IN9400020

Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste solution using fixed-bed
sorption on a zinc-carbon bed. IN9400018

Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany. US9400256
Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for

immobilization of high level liquid waste. IN9400010
Repository Technology Program Support. US9400066
Request for Proposal. US9400097
Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel leaching

Studies. ES9400007
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste Management.

US9400730
Retrieval of pulps and precipitates from liquid radioactive

waste storage tanks. RU9400019
Retrieval Technology for Underground Storage Tanks.

US9400136
Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-

Based Impacts. US9400643
Review of Coupled Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems

for Applicability to the Proposed Geologic Repository at
Yucca Mountain. US9400046

Review of EPA Source Term Models. US9400109
Review of Hanford Environmental Studies. US9400188
RH-TRU Progams. US9400700
Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower Assessment.

US9400765
Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste. US9400617
Risk-Based Standards. US9400129
RLWTF Operations. US9400566
Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology. US9400333
Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection.

US9400506
Robotics Buried Waste. US9400308, US9400319,

US9400327, US9400329
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology (LANL).

US9400535
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology.

US9400310
Robotics D & D. US9400709
Robotics Lab Automation. US9400306, US9400315
Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface. US9400487
Robotics Program UST-East Projects. US9400323
Robotics Storage Tanks, East. US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West. US9400307
Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC). US9400330
Robotics Technology Assessment. US9400407
Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL).

US9400757
Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL).

US9400536
Robotics UST. US9400318, US9400328, US9400334
Robotics Waste Facility Operations. US9400311, US9400321
Robotics Waste Minimization. US9400305, US9400336
Robotics Waste Processing Operations. US9400331,

US9400341
Robotics-Buried Waste. US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste. US9400313, US9400324
Robotics: CAA. US9400326
Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation. US9400309
Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning. US9400317
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks. US9400314
Robotics: Waste Factilities Operations. US9400316
Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour of anhydrite and

salt-clay: First results of petrophysical laboratory and in
situ investigations. DE9400015

Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory Testing. US9400049
Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mobility in

Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits. US9400079
RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste. US9400570
Russian Separations Program. US9400541
Russian Training Program. US9400540
RWMC LLW Operations. US9400694
RWMC LLW Technology Programs. US9400695
RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste. US9400571

Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar Electrodialytic Membrane.
US9400505

Sample Analysis of 1706 KE. US9400142
Sample Management Office and Testing Requirements

Pushback. US9400546
San Francisco Educational Outreach. US9400464
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Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of Radionuclide and
Metal Contaminant Concentrations at a Landfill.
US9400406

Sandia Support to YMP. US9400089
SARP Review Technical Assistance. US9400528
Savannah River Robotics: D & D. US9400340
Scenario development for HLW repository performance as-

sessment. JP9400039
Science Educational Outreach Program. US9400441,

US9400460
Scientific basis of the environmental control. YU9400003
Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test

investigations. YU9400001
Screening sensitivity analysis of computer models with many

parameters using iterated fractional factorial design.
CA9400009

SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal and Mixed-Waste
Characterization. US9400403

Seeded ultrafiltration. GB9400029
Seismic reflexion reconnaissance of Mol-Dessel. BE9400025
Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In Situ Monitoring

of Gaseous Components in Underground Storage Tanks
Using Piezoelectric Thin Film. US9400562

Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier effect in Tokai system
performance for groundwater scenario. JP9400038

Separation of boric acid during the evaporation of LWR low-
level liquid waste. BE9400001

Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High Level Radio-
active Waste. US9400621

Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by
sorption on granulated AMP. IN9400015

Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transuranics from Ra-
dioactive Waste. US9400268

Shipping Amcellary Equipment. US9400210
Shutdown and disassembly: development and construction of

a mobile transfer unit for the management of fuel assem-
blies from research reactors. DE9400032

Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste
Simulants. US9400486

Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST Waste Simulants
and Provide Simulant Recipes to End Effector System
Tasks. US9400712

Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor
Magnetic Gradiometer. US9400653

Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS. US9400735
Site-94: A performance assessment exercise of a hypothetical

repository for spent fuel. SE9400005
Siting programme for locating a deep repository in granites.

IN9400001
Slag based cements for immobilization of aqueous alkaline

intermediate level waste. IN9400026
Sludge Technology Assessment. US9400625
Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground Storage

Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance. US9400276
Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste: Data

for Modeling Sludge Science. US9400635
Small Business Workshop. US9400529, US9400532
Small Business Workshops. US9400530
Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation Column.

US9400782
Solid radioactive waste segregation facility. RU9400027
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances from

Radioactive Wastes. US9400620
Solid Waste Technology Support. US9400144
Solid-Waste Management Education: An Associate Degree

Program for Native Americans at NCC. US9400426
Solidification and stabilization of mixed organic waste in cold

extrusion process. CA9400001
Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts, and Ash.

US9400443
Solvent Substitution Study. US9400227
Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface. US9400071
Spectrometer System for Hanford In-Cell Analysis. US9400607
Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Characteristics. US9400112
Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage (SFB). US9400719
Spent Fuel Management. US9400679
Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology. US9400090
Spent radiation sources disposal using polymeric composite

matrices. RU9400037
SPO SEA Contract. US9400750
Spray Casting. US9400222
SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video. US9400767
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. US9400338

SRP In Situ Chemical Science. US9400137
SST Ferrocyanide Studies. US9400127
SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Technology. US9400508
Standard source of gamma spectrometry to analyze solid and

liquid samples. ES9400006
Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel. US9400174
Studies in the field of treatment of uranium tailing liquid

waste. PT9400001
Studies of and Recomendations on Radionuclide Contam-

ination, Radioactive, Mixed Waste, and Basic Radiation
Protection Criteria. US9400253

Study concerning the evaluation of toxic elements present in
nuclear wastes. BE9400020

Study of a communication strategy aimed at achieving a
possible better understanding of the consequence of ra-
dioactive waste management in a well defined group of
public. BE9400019

A study of influence factor on uranium fixation. JP9400022
Study of natural sorbents as barriers against migration of

radionuclides. BG9400001
Study of the immobilization of nuclear fission products using

non ion-exchange polymeric and inorganic materials.
UA9400002

The study of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and YSZ-alumina
compound ceramics waste forms. JP9400008

A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological
isolation of high-level radioactive waste. JP9400033

Study on migration behavior of Pu released from Pu-doped
glass in the compacted bentonite. JP9400030

Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99Tc, '37Cs, 237Np
and 241Am in compacted sodium bentonite. JP9400017

A study on the migration of radionuclides in the subsurface
environment. KR9400003

Study on the prediction of long-term corrosion of nuclear
waste glasses. JP9400006

A study on the retardation of radionuclide release in the en-
gineered barriers. KR9400002

Subsurface Barrier Emplacement Development. US9400545
Summarizing and evaluating the data available from

geochemical experiments and its arrangement in a data-
base for using it in geochemical modelling. DE9400041

Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration Program.
US9400628

Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for Underground Storage
Tanks Integrated Demonstration. US9400470

Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR. US9400359
Supercritical Water Oxidation. US9400296
Support for the National Research Council's Committee on

Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow under the
Geotechnical Board. US9400107

Support to Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) ATW
Review Team. US9400173

Support to the Rebaselining of the Department of Water
Resources (DWR) Program. US9400208

Surface Barrier Technology: Development of Permanent Iso-
lation Barriers for Underground Storage Tank Sites.
US9400482

Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy. US9400499

Surface Organic Contaminant Removal. US9400461
Surveillance and Maintenance. US9400031
Surveillance of L & O Evaporator. US9400585
Surveillance of Site A and Plot M. US9400025
SWOOPE. US9400434
Synthesis, characterization and testing of a phenolic chelating

resin for simultaneous removal of cesium and strontium
from alkaline IL waste. IN9400008

System Analysis Capability Development. US9400072,
US9400134

A system assessment tool for evaluating long-term environ-
mental impacts. CA9400O08

System Engineering Study. US9400135
A system of elements remote connection and disconnection

of process equipment components for vitrification of liquid
radioactive wastes. RU9400022

Systems analysis repository concepts. DE9400013
Systems Engineering. US9400194
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Tank Farm Program Management Support. US9400156
Tank Farm Surveillance System. US9400128
Tank Waste Safety Task Force. US9400158
Task A Project Management. US9400149
Task C Solid Waste Projection and Analysis. US9400150
Task E Container Corrosion. US9400148
Task F SIV Evaluation. US9400165
Task G CAD Modeling in Support of TRU Retrieval.

US9400193
TD External Review Support. US9400231
TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility (CMF). US9400167
Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services

Program (ASP). US9400354
Technical and Regulatory Review of the Rover Nuclear Fuel

Process for Use on Fort St. Vrain Fuel. US9400270
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20. US9400732
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40. US9400736
Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent

Nuclear Fuel. US9400646
Technical Assistance to the DOE, Richland Tank Waste

Safety Program. US9400199
Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository

Program. US9400647
Technical Consultation at Savannah River. US9400211
Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation Issues.

US9400650
Technical Review Group Support. US9400649
Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compliance Activities.

US9400166
Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement. US9400738
Technical Support to EM-522. US9400417
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management. US9400648
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project Office.

US9400070
Technical Support. US9400212
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Labo-

ratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials. US9400420

Technology Development Files. US9400265
Technology Development for Concentrating Process Streams.

US9400093
Technology for Improved TRU Waste Assay TSR. US9400360
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration). US9400363
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collaboration. US9400578
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID.

US9400351
Technology Integration for MWLID. US9400390
Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID. US9400385
Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of

TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized Tomography.
US9400391

Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activ-
ities. US9400539

Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrating
Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Environ-
mental Restoration and Hazardous Waste Management.
US9400577

Tests of cementitious waste packages. RU94Q0025
Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation. US9400373
Thermal Treatment Process Unit. US9400449
Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a Joule-heated

melter. JP9400024
Thermomechanical behaviour of salt rock. DE9400024
Thermophysical and electrical properties investigations on rock

salt. DE9400028
Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces from dismantling

operations. BE9400018
Three-Dimensional Dynamic Graphic Simulation of Retrieval

Configuration Options. US9400663
Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband

Electromagnetics. US9400652
Tiger Team Finding Corrections. US9400584
Time-dependence of volatilization of <37Cs and '06Ru over

high-level waste glass in a canister. JP9400009
Tinker WBS Landfill SIX. US9400185
Tinker WBS 0402 Summary of Hydro-Geo Investigation.

US9400186
Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program.

US9400203
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 05 Groundwater Assessment.

US9400177

Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 08 Industrial Waste Treat-
ment Plant (IWTP). US9400176

Transfer CML to SFMP. US9400155
Transferability of experimental data (solubility and sorption)

obtained in the laboratory to natural aquatic systems
studied on the Gorleben site. DE9400027

Transmutation studies. XE9400006
Transportation Compliance Program. US9400675
Transportation Support Systems. US9400043
Transportation Systems Development Program: Technology

Development, Technical Data, and Test Support.
US9400013

Treatment and conditioning of radioactive graphite from nu-
clear installations. ES9400009

Treatment and conditioning technology of used ion exchangers
in the INR-TRIGA reactor. RO9400003

Treatment of radioactive solvent waste by catalytic oxidation.
IT9400002

Treatment of radioactive waste. XE9400Q07
Treatment of solid and liquid combustible radioactive waste

by incineration. RU9400018
Treatment Technology for TRU Waste. US9400386
Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive waste liquids

in 2-stage RO plant. CA9400005
Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals. US9400087
Tritium determination in radioactive wastes arising from hos-

pitals. CL9400003
Tritium in air samples, method and apparatus. RO9400001
Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water. US9400778
Tritium removal from spent desiccant. GB9400030
TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using

Dicarbollides. US9400640
TRU Facility Maintenance and Support. US9400696
TRU Facility Operations. US9400698
TRU Retrieval Operations. US9400699
TRU Technical Support. US9400697
TRU Waste Treatment Methodology. US9400394
TRUEX Technology: Base Development. US9400745
TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process. US9400740
TRUEX: Model Validation. US9400593
TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility. US9400687
Types and quantities of radioactive wastes from nuclear power

plants. BG9400003

u
U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration Workshop.

US9400240
U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop. US9400254
Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment of solid radioactive

waste disposal in near surface repositories. RU9400043
Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport model-

ling. GB9400020
Underground Research Facility (URF). US9400115
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment (Closeout).

US9400497
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and

Storage Technology Concepts Development. US9400504
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and

Conveyance Technology Development. US9400507
Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction Testing.

US9400606
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration Program

Support. US9400481
Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.

US9400512
Underground Tank Vitrification. US9400126
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies.

US9400246
University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educational

Project in ER & WM. US9400411
Upgrade of Waste Management SARs. US9400673
Uranium mining and milling tailings management. AR9400004
Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks and ground

water. CA9400020
Uranium-series disequilibrium study. JP9400020
Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution. US9400042
Use of (GAC) Columns for the Simultaneous Removal of

Organics, Heavy Metals, and Radionuclides. US9400783
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. US9400630
Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

Incinerators for Destruction of Department of Energy (DOE)
High Explosives (HE). US9400290
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Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from
acidic evaporator condensates. IN9400017

The Use of Technical Review Boards and Industrial Consortia
for Reducing Life-Cycle Costs of Electronic Components.
US9400347

Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll) for
radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste. IN9400019

USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration. US9400564
UST Light Duty Utility Arm. US9400491, US9400594
UST Light-Duty Utility Arm. US9400478
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development. US9400472, US9400495
UST Waste Dislodging and Conveyance TD. US9400494
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development. US9400498
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development for

Waste Disposal. US9400489
UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder (PNL).

US9400713
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration. US9400339
UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation.

US9400605
UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank Waste Dis-

lodging and Conveyance Systems Development.
US9400763

UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface. US9400759
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination at

INEL. US9400758
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics. US9400601
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Develop-

ment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an In-
tegral Conveyance System. US9400600

USTID Characterization System Study. US9400501
USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL).

US9400599
USTID Management and Regulatory Support. US9400500

Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation Products.
US9400771

Virtification of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level
Waste (LLW). US9400213

Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-
duction melter. RU9400015

Vitrification of sulphate bearing high level waste in lead
borosilicate system. IN9400027

Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste. US9400384
Vitrification Treatment of Heterogeneous Weapons Compo-

nents. US9400216
Vitrified Glass Samples. US9400191
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose. US9400618
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Decontamination and Protective

Clothing Wastes. US9400769
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Ion-Exchange Resins. US9400768
VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization Tech-

nology. US9400279
Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents by using ion

exchange resins. CL9400006

Waste Management Systems Assessment. US94Q0032
Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-

mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials. US9400439

Waste Management. US9400153
Waste Management: Facilities. US9400084
Waste Minimization Innovative Concepts Identification.

US9400131
Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment. US9400221
Waste Minimization. US9400322
Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention. US9400703
Waste Operations: Technical Support. US9400099
Waste Processing Operations. US9400312
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. US9400690
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination. US9400770
Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using Titanate Ion

Exchangers. US9400624
Waste Stream Diagnostics and Control for Treatment of Mixed

Waste. US9400614
Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conversion (Chemical

Separations and Transmutations Technologies for ATW).
US9400267

Waste Treatment Integrated Demonstration. US9400287
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium

(WERC) National Environmental Design. US9400784
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium.

US9400419
Water stability of glass composite materials: break testing.

RU9400035
Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center. US9400342
Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated Demon-

stration. US9400215
WeDID - Plasma Arc. US9400580
WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology. US9400581
WERC Technical Training Initiatives. US9400427
West Valley Transfer Cart Control System. US9400102
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline. US9400181
Wet oxidative destruction of spent ion exchange resins using

hydrogen peroxide. IN9400023
Wet oxidative destruction of tributyl phosphate in purex spent

solvent. IN9400022
WFQ Program Plan. US9400182
WHC Work Packages/OCWP. US9400164
WIPP Panel. US9400091
WM Continuity of Operations. US9400728
WVU Cooperative Agreement: Fluidized Bed Combustion.

US9400021

W

Waste Acceptance Criteria. US9400111
Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in Hot

Cell. US9400492
Waste Characterization and Storage Facility. US9400688
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) Test.

US9400147
Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting Technology.

US9400337
Waste Form Performance Criteria and Testing-Evaluation

Methods For MWIP. US9400613
Waste Handling Facility Operations. US9400569
Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-Operable Scan-

ner for Noninvasive Characterization of Nuclear Waste
Container. US9400520

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). US9400101
Waste Management Continuity of Operations. US9400608
Waste Management NEPA. US9400670
Waste Management Regulatory Compliance. US9400669
Waste Management Roadmap Development/Strategic Planning.

US9400674

Yucca Mountain Project. US9400086, US9400668

1

100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Material Removal
Equipment. US9400168

116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project. US9400513
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c/o EUREX. CRE-Saluggia ENEA (Saluggia (VC), Italy)
Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-precipitation

process. IT9400001
Treatment of radioactive solvent waste by catalytic

oxidation. IT9400002

A.A. Bochvar, A11-Russian Scientific Research Institute of
Inorganic Materials (ARSRIIM) (Rogov St., 5, Moscow,
123060, Russia)

Application of the electromembrane technology in LLW treat-
ment. RU9400003

Behaviour of impregnated charcoals by irradiation. RU9400004
Development of a quality assurance programme in manage-

ment of radioactive waste. RU9400009
Development of a vitrification process for liquid radioactive

waste from NPP operation. RU9400008
Development of equipment for decontamination and compact-

ing of dismantled fuel element cladding hulls by induction
slag melting in cold crucible (ISMW-CC). RU9400007

Development of equipment for incorporation of HLW into
glasses and mineral-like matrices by means of a two-stage
process based on induction melter with cold crucible
(IMCC). RU9400012

Experience of intermediate level waste in-situ solidification in
Russia. RU9400002

Influence of formation regimes of vitrified materials on their
physico-chemical properties. RU9400011

Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combination with other
processes for selective extraction of strontium from natural
waters and waste solutions. RU9400001

The optimization of radioactive waste pulp treatment.
Immobilization of insoluble pulp residues into concrete
blocks. RU9400006

Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing
their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations. RU9400010

Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and americium be-
havior in glass compositions, used for HLLW
vitrification. RU9400005

Academy of Sciences of Belarus. Institute of Radiation
Physical-Chemical Problems

The extraction of radionuclides from low-level aqueous sol-
utions. BY9400001

Advanced Sciences, Inc. (United States)
Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and Renewable Energy

Technologies R & D Support. US9400047
Advanced Technology Materials, Inc. (United States)

Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels. US9400078
Allied-Signal Aerospace Co. (United States)

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing at KCP. US9400230
Allied-Signal, Inc. (United States)

Advanced Manufacturing Technology Integration. US9400533
Ames Laboratory; Iowa State University (United States)

Ames Technology Integration Program: The application of the
ISU CATD Techniques and Practices to Meet DOE EM
Needs for Technology Maturation, Adaptation, and Dem-
onstration. US9400357

Analytical and Numerical Methods. US9400004
Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online

Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies. US9400563

Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals. US9400225
Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process. US9400220
Nondestructive Assay-Nondestructive Examination Peer Re-

view. US9400366
Physical Characterization of the Contents of Underground

Storage Tanks. US94004 75
Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking. US9400435
Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In Situ Monitoring

of Gaseous Components in Underground Storage Tanks
Using Piezoelectric Thin Film. US9400562

VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization Tech-
nology. US9400279

Argonne National Laboratory (United States)
Administration of Student and Scientist Exchange

Program. US9400237
Advance Chemical Separation Processes: Clean Option Sur-

vey. US9400749
Advanced Chemical Separation Processes in Support of the

Clean Option Strategy. US9400627
Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology. US9400744
AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal. US9400100
Analysis and Assessment Support. US9400068
Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to High-Level Radio-

active Waste Management. US9400029
Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste Characterization

Program. US9400098
Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance Evaluation

Program. US9400103
ANL-W Leach Pit and Related Work. US9400586
Application of Aqueous Biphasic Extraction to Radioactive

Waste Treatment. US9400527
Argonne Community College Project. US9400724
Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste

Pretreatment. US9400633.US9400746
Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound Plant. US9400285
Career Education in Hazardous Waste

Transportation. US9400726
CH-EM Progress Reporting System. US9400731
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project: Sodium Processing for

CRBR. US9400036
Combined TRUEX-SREX Extraction/Recovery

Process. US9400269
Contract Administration and Technical Support for DOE's

MAWS Program. US9400743
Correactive Actions-REE Disposal. US9400568
Corrective Actions. US9400085
Corrective Actions-REE Storage. US9400567
D & D Building 310 Surplus Retention Tanks. US9400588
D & D Waste ion Exchange Facility. US9400587
Decision-Analytic-Based Prioritization Process. US9400094
DOE Decontamination and Decommissioning. US9400729
Environmental Education Outreach. US9400725
Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans. US9400069
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation. US9400437
Environmental Restoration Waste Management Educational

Outreach. US9400438
Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste

Repository Program. US9400028
Environmental Technical Support for the Monitored Retrievable

Storage Facility. US9400644
Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M.US9400733
Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) Facility Decom-

missioning. US9400026
Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions Associated with the

Siting of MRS Facilities. US9400645
FUSRAP Project Support. US9400583
Hazardous Waste Technical Support. US9400038
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste

Disposal. US9400727
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste

Treatment. US9400609
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste

Disposal. US9400611
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Storage. US9400610
HEPA Filter Characterization. US9400082
HFEF Waste Certification. US9400095
High-Level Waste Technology.US9400054.US9400573
HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support. US9400742
Hydrothermal Syste i Evolution. US9400006
In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic

Separation. US9400555.US9400748
In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation. US9400747
Independent Review of CDRs. US9400096
Investigations of Organic/Inorganic Complexation Processes in

Subsurface Environments. US9400053
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic Institutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects. US9400067
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic/lnstitutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects. US9400651
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Long-Term Monitoring for Closed Disposal Sites. US9400576
Low-Level Mixed Waste. US9400572
Low-Level Waste Disposal. US9400723
Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG'

SEPTM). US9400626
Management Systems Support to EM-30. US9400575
Management Systems Support to EM-40. US9400737
Materials Integration Office. US9400027
MAWS Compositional Envelope Development. US9400556
Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater Environ-

ments. US9400052
Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration. US9400023
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS)

Program. US9400734
Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support. US9400741
Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Contaminant Deline-

ation and Risk Minimization. US9400402
Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical

Assistance. US9400030
Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group. US9400236
Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and

Materials. US9400033
Plasma Centrifugal Furnace/MAWS. US9400557
Prioritization Methodology for Waste Operations. US9400092
Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium. US9400104
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support of

DOE-ERWM. US9400722
Public Involvement. US9400739
Pyrochemical Technology Support to Savannah River Labora-

tory. US9400088
QA Program for HLW Acceptance. US9400024
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical

Support. US9400574
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. US9400582
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guidance Develop-

ment. US9400037
Repository Technology Program Support. US9400066
Request for Proposal. US9400097
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste

Management. US9400730
Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-

Based Impacts. US9400643
RLWTF Operations. US9400566
RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste. US9400570
RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste. US9400571
SARP Review Technical Assistance. US9400528
SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal and Mixed-Waste

Characterization. US9400403
Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS. US9400735
Sludge Technology Assessment. US9400625
Small Business Workshop. US9400532
SPO SEA Contract. US9400750
Surveillance and Maintenance. US9400031
Surveillance of L & O Evaporator. US9400585
Surveillance of Site A and Plot M.US9400025
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20. US9400732
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40. US9400736
Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent

Nuclear Fuel. US9400646
Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository

Program. US940064 7
Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation

Issues. US9400650
Technical Review Group Support. US9400649
Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement. US9400738
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management. US9400648
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project

Office. US9400070
Technology Development for Concentrating Process

Streams. US9400093
Tiger Team Finding Corrections. US9400584
Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals. US9400087
TRUEX Technology: Base Development. US9400745
TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process. US9400740
TRUEX: Model Validation. US9400593
Waste Handling Facility Operations. US9400569
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). US9400101
Waste Management Continuity of Operations. US9400608
Waste Management Systems Assessment. US9400032
Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-

mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials. US9400439

Waste Management: Facilities. US9400084
Waste Operations: Technical Support. US9400099
WIPP Panel. US9400091
WM Continuity of Operations. US9400728

Asea Brow Boweri Atom AB (S-72163 Vaesteras, Sweden)
Methods for estimating the content of transuranium and other

difficult to measure nuclides in produced radioactive waste
from BWR's. SE9400001

Associated Western Universities (United States)
EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and Technology

(EMPERT). US9400447
Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minorities

(EMCOM) Program. US9400448
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program. US9400442
ABB Combustion Engineering, Inc. (United States)

Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-Water
Reactors. US9400519

AEA Technology (B22 Windscale, Seascale, Cumbria, CA20
1PF, UK)

Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport model-
ling. GB9400020

AEA Technology (Winfrith, Dorset, England, UK)
Immobilization of MTR raffinate in cement. GB9400039

AEA Technology (424.4 Harwell, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK)
Colloid transport in fractured rock: Laboratory and field

studies. QB9400007
The degradation of cellulose in the near field of a radioactive

waste repository. GB9400008
Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation. GB9400003
Development of MARQUISS and its verification and

validation. GB9400002
Development of the stochastic fracture network modelling

package NAPSAC, for flow and transport
modelling. GB9400021

The effects of organic degradation products on actinide dis-
posal. GB9400009

Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW and
ILW waste containers. GB9400004

Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA Technology,
Harwell. GB94 00010

Field measurements of gas transport through fractured
rock. GB9400025

Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan Natural Analogue
Project. GB9400006

Groundwater flow and transport model
development. GB9400019

Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance
assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository. GB9400022

Improvements in the methodology for deriving equilibrium
constants. GB9400005

Modelling density effects in groundwater flow with variable
salinity. GB9400018

Modelling of gas generation in radioactive waste
repositories. GB9400026

Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste
repositories. GB9400024

Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel
canister. GB9400001

Participation in the international DECOVALEX project to study
coupled hydraulic and mechanical processes. GB9400023

AEA Technology. Decommissioning and Waste Management
(424.4 Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire, 0X11 ORA, UK)

Environmental and ecological risk assessment. GB9400040
Performance assessments for the UK deep geological repos-

itory. GB9400041
AECL Research (Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, KOJ 1J0)

Advanced oxidation methods for trace organic destruction in
mixed aqueous wastes. CA9400002

Solidification and stabilization of mixed organic waste in cold
extrusion process. CA9400001

Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive waste liquids
in 2-stage RO plant. CA9400005

AECL Research (Whiteshell Laboratories, Pinawa, Manitoba,
Canada, ROE 1L0)

Assessment of the long-term risks of meteorite impact on a
nuclear fuel waste disposal vault. CA9400012

Characterization and inventory determination in CANDU used
fuel.C/49400076

Corrosion experiments on copper under simulated disposal
conditions. CA9400013

Determination of radionuclide release and release kinetics
from used CANDU fuel. CA9400017
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Determination of sorption coefficients of multivalent
radionuclides under anoxic conditions. CA9400021

Determination of sorption coefficients on fracture infilling min-
erals in granitic rock. CA9400023

Determination of the effect of naturally occurring organics in
groundwater on the sorption of selected
radionuclides. CA9400Q28

Flow-through leaching studies on UO2 and used CANDU
fuel. CA9400027

Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the ability of the
geosphere to retard radionuclide migration. CA9400029

Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the Canadian
Shield. CA9400007

Laboratory colloid migration experiments in a large granite
block. CA9400024

Laboratory radionuclide migration experiments in quarried rock
over a distance of 1 m.CA9400022

Long-term leaching tests on used CANDU fuel under oxidizing
conditions at 25 C.CA9400026

Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under simulated re-
pository conditions. CA9400019

Mathematical modelling of copper container
lifetimes. CA9400015

Mathematical modelling of the release of radionuclides from
a disposal vault to the geosphere. CA9400010

Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using
electrochemical techniques. CA9400014

Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Dis-
posal Concept. CA9400025

Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the
geosphere. CA9400011

Radiation effects on the dissolution of used CANDU
fuel. CA9400018

Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks and ground
water. CA9400020

AECL Research (Whiteshell Laboratories, Pinawa, Manitoba,
Canada, ROE 1L0, Phone: 204-753-2311 ext. 2658, Fax:
204-753-2455, Internet: andrest@sl.aecl

Screening sensitivity analysis of computer models with many
parameters using iterated fractional factorial
design. CA9400009

A system assessment tool for evaluating long-term environ-
mental impacts. CA9400008

AECL Research (Whiteshell Laboratories, Pinawa, Manitoba,
Canada, ROE 1L0, Phone: 204-753-2311) Fax: 204-753-2455)

Detection of sub-surface bedrock fracturing and groundwater
discharge using helium in soil gases. CA9400O06

AWD Technologies', Inc. (United States)
Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete. US9400523

A11-Russian Research and Designing Institute of Production
Engineering

Development of scientific and technical principles for disposal
of solidified and solid radioactive wastes into geological
formations. RU9400034

B

Babcock & Wilcox Company (United States)
Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel

Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania. US9400108
Battelle-lnstitut e.V.(Am Roemerhof 35, D-60486 Frankfurt am
Main, Germany)

Non-nuclear nondestructive testing methods to determine free
water, gas pressure and matrix level in waste
drums. DE9400001

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (Trombay, Bombay 400 085,
India)

Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage of vitrified high
level waste. IN9400003

Development of process for vitrification of high level liquid
waste. IN9400005

Migrational modelling study of radionuclides from near surface
repositories in India. IN9400002

Pre-treatment of spent resins and conditioning in polymer
matrices. IN9400004

Siting programme for locating a deep repository in
granites. IN9400001

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (Trombay, Bombay, 400
085, India)

Alkaline hydrolysis treatment of spent purex
solvents. IN9400024

Assessment of multiple barrier systems components for waste
isolation in near surface disposal facilities. IN9400012

Backfill material for the management of alpha-bearing
waste. IN9400013

Chemical precipitation method for the removal of Ru-106 from
IL waste solution. IN9400016

Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste effluents by copper
hexacyanoferrate loaded resins. IN9400014

Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL waste using syn-
thetic chelating resins. IN9400020

Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste solution using fixed-bed
sorption on a zinc-carbon bed. IN940Q018

Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by
sorption on granulated AMP. IN9400015

Slag based cements for immobilization of aqueous alkaline
intermediate level waste. IN9400026

Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from
acidic evaporator condensates. IN9400017

Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll) for
radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste. IN9400019

Vitrification of sulphate bearing high level waste in lead
borosilicate system. IN9400027

Wet oxidative destruction of spent ion exchange resins using
hydrogen peroxide. IN9400023

Wet oxidative destruction of tributyl phosphate in purex spent
solvent. IN9400022

Bio-Imaging Research, Inc. (United States)
An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique for Free Liquid

in Cement Solidified Drums of Nuclear Waste. US9400077
Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-Operable Scan-

ner for Noninvasive Characterization of Nuclear Waste
Container. US9400520

Brookhaven National Laboratory (United States)
Analytical Laboratory Management Health and Safety Re-

quirements Development (New Guidance). US9400346
Biodegradation of Selected Organic Compounds and Com-

plexing Agents of Radionuclides and Metals. US9400065
Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-Effectiveness of

Mill-Tailings Cleanup. US9400040
In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried

Waste. US9400404
Interim Subsurface Confinement Barrier for USTs. US9400477
Minority Outreach: EEOM. US9400440
Polyethylene Encapsulation of SST Wastes. US94004 76
Polymer Solidification National Effort. US9400612
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology. US9400039
Radon Release at Yucca Mountain. US9400716
Regulatory Issues and Assumptions Associated with Barriers

in the Vadose Zone Surrounding Buried Waste. US9400558
Review of EPA Source Term Models. US9400109
Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mobility in

Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits. US9400079
Waste Form Performance Criteria and Testing-Evaluation

Methods For MWIP. US9400613
Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften und Rihstoffe
(Stillweg 2, D-30631 Hannover, Germany)

Localisation and monitoring of spent nuclear fuel c asks using
radar echo sounding. DE9400020

Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe,
(Postfach 510153, D-30631 Hannover, Germany)

Model studies on groundwater movement as a function of
salinity-dependent water density-Case studies and model
validation with respect to the long-term safety of permanent
repositories for radioactive wastes. DE9400042

Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe,
(Stillweg 2, D-30655 Hannover, Germany)

Thermophysical and electrical properties investigations on rock
salt. DE9400028

Bundesanstalt fuer Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe,
(Stillweg 2, 30655 Hannover, Germany)

Development of methods to examine dynamical rock proper-
ties in the vicinity of underground openings. DE9400033

Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site). DE9400031

Carnegie-Mellon University (United States)
Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and Decommission-

ing. US9400232
Central Research Organization. Atomic Energy Department
(Yankin P.O., Yangon, Myanmar)

Environmental radiation monitoring and personnel radiation
monitoring. MM9400002
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Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientale y
Tecnologicas (CIEMAT)

Decommissioning of the JEN-1 experimental
reactor. ES9400008

Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientale y
Tecnologicas (CIEMAT), ( Avenuda Complutense 22,
28040-Madrid, Spain)

Treatment and conditioning of radioactive graphite from nu-
clear installations. ES9400009

Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc. (United States)
Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment Barriers. US9400753
Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste

Landfill Integrated Demonstration. US9400399
Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Important Objects

and Species. US9400367
Performance Evaluation Sample Program. US9400754
Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor

Magnetic Gradiometer. US9400653
Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband

Electromagnetics. US9400652
Clark Atlanta University (United States)

HBCU/MI Consortium. US9400422
HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and

Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium DDD & D Workshop. US9400425

Colorado Center for Environmental Management (United
States)

Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrating
Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Environ-
mental Restoration and Hazardous Waste
Management. US9400577

Columbia University (United States)
Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion

Studies. US9400011
Comision Chilena de Energia Nuclear (Amunategui 95,
Santiago de Chile)

Activity level in ion exchange resins, wastes from reactor
experimental Chileno 1, Rech-1. CL9400004

Conditioning of radioactive wastes in Chile. CL9400002
Decontamination of liquid effluents wastes by treatment with

chitin and its derived compounds obtained from Anthartic
krill. CL9400005

Neutralization of liquid effluents arising from uranium
hydrometallurgy. CL9400001

Tritium determination in radioactive wastes arising from hos-
pitals. CL9400003

Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents by using ion
exchange resins. CL9400006

Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica (Av. del Libertador
8250-1429, Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in
unconfined aquifers. AR9400007

Models for the safety analysis of final disposal of radioactive
wastes in shallow land disposal. AR9400006

Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica (Av. Libertador 8250
(1429), 8uenos Aires, Argentina)

Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste container ma-
terials. AR9400005

Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-
change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction.AR9400002

Quality assurance on radioactive waste
management. AR9400001

Uranium mining and milling tailings management. AR9400004
Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica (Av.Libertador 8250
(1429), Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Ammonium phospho molybdate microspheres by sol-gel
method. AR9400003

Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (United States)
Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for Highway Shipments

of High-Level Radioactive Waste. US9400017
Control Data GmbH (Posttach 700265, 60552 Frankfurt)

Development of the program system ANSALT W.DE9400023
Council of State Governments (United States)

Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation
Project. US9400048

Cybernet Systems Corporation (United States)
Implementation of a Three-Dimensional Mapping/Inspection

System for Inside-Tank or Containment Areas. US9400205
CEA (60/68 avenue General Leclercq, F-92265, Fontenay-
aux-Roses, France)

Proposal for activity limits for disposal to controlled landfills
in France and Belgium. BE9400021

CIEMAT
Characterization of organic compounds in the gas emissions

of the liquid scintillation wastes incineration. ES940Q001
Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and alpha

emitters. ES9400005
Leaching of long live pure beta emitters. ES9400003
Non-destructive characterization of radioactive lighting

rods. ES9400002
Radiological characterization of very low activity heteroge-

neous waste. ES9400004
Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel leaching

studies. ES9400007
Standard source of gamma spectrometry to analyze solid and

liquid samples. ES9400006

D-Q University (United States)
AIHEC: Project PERMA. US9400423
San Francisco Educational Outreach. US9400464

Department of Nuclear Medicine (Yangon General Hospital,
Yangon, Myanmar)

Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes
generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy. MM9400001

Deutsche Gesellschaft zum Bau und Betrieb von Endlagern
fuer Abfallstoffe mbH (DBE), Woltorfer Strasse 74, D-31224
Peine, Germany

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Active
handling experiments with neutron sources. DE9400011

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Handling
experiments for drift emplacement. DE9400010

Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel Simu-
lation of shaft transport. DE9400Q14

Investigations on the irretrievability of emplaced fuel
elements. DE9400012

Systems analysis repository concepts. DE9400013
Direccaeo Geral do Ambiente. Departamento de Proteccaeo
e Seguranca Radiologica (E.N. 10, 2685 Sacavem, Portugal)

Studies in the field of treatment of uranium tailing liquid
waste. PT9400001

Directorate of Fisheries Research (Pakefield Road, Lowestoft,
Suffolk NR33 0HT, United Kingdom)

The fate of Irish Sea sediments. GB9400016
Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring

radionuclides in the aquatic environment. GB9400017
DSR GmbH, (Beilsteiner Strasse 120, 12681 Berlin, Germany)

Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove
during WER-fuel transport and storage. DE9400038

Electric Power Research Institute (United States)
Design of a Spent Fuel Dry Transfer System for Use with a

Transportable Storage System. US9400715
Elektrogospodarstvo Slovenije (Vetrinjska 2, Maribor, SI)

Acceptance criteria for disposal of radioactive
wastes. SI9400001

Elektroprojekt Ljubljana (Hajdrihova 4, Ljubljana, SI)
Low and intermediate level waste repository site selection in

Republic of Slovenia - 3rd step. SI9400002
Elektroprojekt Ljubljana (Hajdrihova 4, Ljubljana, SI); J.
Stefan Institute (Jamova 39, Ljubljana, SI)

Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste management
in Republic of Slovenia. SI9400003

Environmental Assessments Dept.. National Radiological
Protection Board (Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 0RQ, UK)

Application of decision aiding techniques to
decommissioning. GB9400033

Criteria for release of contaminated land. GB9400034
Development of improved global circulation models for C-14

and 1-129. GB9400037
Implications of the new exempt levels. GB9400035
Methodology for assessing the radiological consequences of

routine releases of radionuclides to the
environment. GB9400032

Radiological impact of disposal of waste in landfill
sites. GB9400036

Environmental Measurements Laboratory (United States)
Analytical Management: Quality Assessment Program

(EML). US9400751
Performance Evaluation and Audit Program. US9400345
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EG & G Energy Measurements, Inc. (United States)
Associated Particle Imaging (API) Development. US9400485
Remote Sensing Systems Development and

Applications. US9400283
EG & G Idaho, Inc. (United States)

Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar Coding)
Development. US9400631

Analysis of Plume: Characterization of the Anomaly Located
in the NODA at INEL US9400282

Arc Melter Vitrification: Melting and Vitrification of INEL Waste
in the United States Bureau of Mines-ASME Municipal Ash
Melter. US9400655

ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for Decontamination and Decom-
missioning (D & D) Proposal. US9400717

Biodegradation of Liquid Scintillation Cocktail-BTX. US9400550
Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes. VS9400371
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID). US9400368
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal Kinetic

Studies. US9400656
BWID Contamination Control. US9400374
BWID Retrieval Demonstration. US9400370
BWID Retrieval Related Technologies. US9400657
BWID Systems Analysis.US9400369
Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package Development. US9400531
Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form Acceptance Cri-

teria. US9400760
Dig-Face Characterization. US9400658
DOE Waste Management Bar Coding System. US9400289
DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Coding. US9400219
Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Disposition Project

(DRCT-DP). US9400718
Evaluation of Joule Melter and Plasma Arc Processes

TSR. US9400377
Field Demonstration and Characterization

Technologies. US9400376
High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated

Hydrocarbons. US9400755
In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Evaluation of a

Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instrument for the Direct
Analysis of Low Volatile Organic Compounds. US9400280

In Situ Vitrification Research and Development. US9400509
Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration. US9400362
INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies. US9400281
Innovative Technology. US9400534
Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational

Approaches to Technology Transfer. US9400238
Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project (LTSM). US9400720
Mixed Waste Integrated Program. US9400756
Pad A Treatability Study. US94003 72
Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement

System. US9400375
Science Educational Outreach Program. US9400441
Small Business Workshops. US9400530
Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage (SFB). US9400719
Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration

Program. US9400628
Technical and Regulatory Review of the Rover Nuclear Fuel

Process for Use on Fort St. Vrain Fuel. US9400270
Technology Development Files. US9400265
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration). US9400363
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collaboration. US9400578
Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

Incinerators for Destruction of Department of Energy (DOE)
High Explosives (HE). US9400290

EG & G Rocky Flats, Inc. (United States)
Analytical Characterization of Mixed Waste. US9400455
Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils by Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL). US9400446
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste Addendum

A. US9400445
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste. US9400444
Investigation of Additional Technologies Resulting from

CTMP. US9400459
Microwave Solidification. US9400436
Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). US9400616
Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction. US9400453
Polymer Solidification Development. US9400451
Science Educational Outreach Program. US9400460
Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts, and

Ash. US9400443
Surface Organic Contaminant Removal. US9400461
Thermal Treatment Process Unit. US9400449

ENRESA (Emilio Vargas 7, 28043-Madrid, Spain)
Paleoclimatological revision of climate evolution and environ-

ment in Western Mediterranean regions. ES9400010

Faculte Polytechnique de Mons (FPMs), (Rue de Houdain
9, B-7000 Mons, Belgium)

Natural analogs studies. BE9400023
Fernald Environmental Restoration Management (United
States)

Sample Management Office and Testing Requirements
Pushback. US9400546

Forschungs- und Ausbildungsstelle Unterwassertechnik
Hansestadt Greifswald (UTEG) des Institutes fuer
Werkstoffkunde (auf dem Gelaende der EWN GmbH, 0

Development, modification and qualification of under water
fasten techniques for the decommissioning of nuclear fa-
cilities. DE9400003

Freie Universitaet Berlin. Institut fuer anorganiche und
analitische Chemie. FG Radiochemie,(Fabeckstrasse 34-36,
14195 Berlin-Dahlem. Germany)

The corrosion behaviour of UO2 in a German direct repository
located at the Gorleben salt diapir. DE9400035

Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by
hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material of waste repositories located in salt
diapirs. DE9400034

Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and its alloys
used for containers in brines of practical importance with
radioisotopes. DE9400036

FU Berlin, Institut fuer Radiohydrogeologie (Malteserstrasse
74-100, 12249 Berlin, germany)

Influence of microbial activity on the mobility of redoxsensitive
radionuclides in sediments. DE9400009

Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)
mbH, (Schwertnergasse 1, 50667 Koeln, Germany)

Gas formation and transport in a repository in salt in case
of an assumed brine inflow. DE9400037

Gesellschaft fuer Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)
mbH, Schwertnergasse 1, 50661 Koeln, Germany

Development and implementation of strategies for qualification
of computer codes in long term safety assessments for
licensing of nuclear waste repositories. DE9400005

GNB Gesellschaft fuer Nuklear-Behaelter mbH,
(Zweigertstrasse 28-30, 45130 Essen, Germany)

Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in
transport and storage casks. DE9400048

GSF- Forschungszentrum fuer Umwelt und Gesundheit
GmbH (Ingolstaedter Landstrasse 1, 85764 Oberschleissheim)

Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour of anhydrite and
salt-clay: First results of petrophysical laboratory and in
situ investigations. DE9400015

GSF- Forschungszentrum fuer Umwelt und Gesundheit.
Institut fuer Tieflagerung (Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4, Postfach
2163, 38011 Braunschweig)

Determination of physical processes and parameters of an
evaporation zone in the near field of an underground re-
pository Physical aspects of two phase flow in low per-
meable hard rock. DE9400029

H

Heinrich-Heine- Universitaet Duesseldorf. Institut fuer Physik,
Chemie und Elektrochemie, (Universitaetsstrasse 1, 40225
Duesseldorf, Germany)

Local corrosion of metallic construction materials and the ef-
fect of Y-radiation in passive layers under waste disposal
conditions. DE9400046

I

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (United States)
BWID Geophysics Workshop. US9400660
Deep Tensiometer. US9400777
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Development and Testing of a Fate and Transport Model
Using Existing Petroleum Engineering
Technology. US9400772

Dry Cask Storage Project. US9400686
Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and Charac-

terization. US9400659
Environmental Databases. US9400708
Environmental Programs. US9400705
General Plant Projects (GPP).US9400685
Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC Excavation

Sites. US9400662
Hazardous Waste Operations. US9400691
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums. US9400661
High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste

Characterization. US9400773
Idaho State University Monitoring. US9400704
Idaho Waste Processing Facility. US9400683
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW). US9400672
Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil

Vapors. US9400776
Independent Safety Review Committee. US9400678
INEL Environmental Research Park.US9400005
Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control, Waste Dis-

posal. US9400552
ISV Demonstration. US9400510
Landfill Operations. US9400693
Laser Detection of Heavy-Metal Contamination. US9400774
LLW/LLW-Mixed Treatment (WERF). US9400689
Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Contaminated Lead

Waste. US9400297
Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop

Facilities. US9400702
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility. US9400681
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility. US9400682
Mixed Waste Operations. US9400692
NEPA Compliance and Review.US9400707
New Facility Planning. US9400680
New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. US9400684
Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational

Bioremediation. US9400775
Operations Support. US9400677
Planning and Integration. US9400677
PREPP Standby. US9400701
Private Sector Participation Initiative. US9400676
Process Monitoring of Waste Using Prompt Gamma Neutron

Activation. US9400779
RCRA Technical Support. US9400706
RH-TRU Progams. US9400700
RWMC LLW Operations. US9400694
RWMC LLW Technology Programs. US9400695
Spent Fuel Management. US9400679
Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation. US9400373
Three-Dimensional Dynamic Graphic Simulation of Retrieval

Configuration Options. US9400663
Transportation Compliance Program. US9400675
Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water. US9400778
TRU Facility Maintenance and Support. US9400696
TRU Facility Operations. US940069B
TRU Retrieval Operations US9400699
TRU Technical Support. US9400697
TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility. US9400687
Upgrade of Waste Management SARs. US9400673
Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation

Products. US9400771
Waste Characterization and Storage Facility. US9400688
Waste Management NEPA. US9400670
Waste Management Regulatory Compliance. US9400669
Waste Management Roadmap Development/Strategic

Planning. US9400674
Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention. US9400703
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. US9400690

IfE Leipzig GmbH. Ingenieur- und Servicegesellschaft fuer
Energie und Umwelt, (Niederlassung Dresden, PF 2623,
D-01315 Dresden, Germany)

Summarizing and evaluating the data available from
geochemical experiments and its arrangement in a data-
base for using it in geochemical modelling. DE9400041

Institut fuer Gebirgsmechanik GmbH (Friederikenstrasse 60,
04279 Leipzig)

Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to determine the
mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite A3 and grey salt
pelite T3. DE9400025

Institute for Nuclear research (P.O.B. 78, Pitesti, Romania)
Conditioning of decontamination liquid wastes and radioactive

oil wastes. RO9400002
Treatment and conditioning technology of used ion exchangers

in the INR-TRIGA reactor. RO9400003
Tritium in air samples, method and apparatus. RO9400001

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (blvd.
Tsarigradsko chaussee 72, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria)

Development of a concept for radioactive waste
disposal. BG9400004

Development of Methodology for safety assessments of re-
positories for radioactive wastes. BG9400005

Development of technology and pilot plant for treatment of
small volumes liquid radioactive wastes. BG9400002

Study of natural sorbents as barriers against migration of
radionuclides. BG9400001

Types and quantities of radioactive wastes from nuclear power
plants. 8G94 00003

Institute of Atomic Physics (R-76900 Bucharest, POB MG-6,
Magurele, Romania)

Decommissioning of WR-S Bucharest research
reactor. RO9400005

Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treatment, based
on chemical precipitation and sorption
processes. RO9400004

Moessbauer characterization of the radioactive waste treat-
ment and conditioning products. RO9400006

Isotron Corp. (United States)
Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete. US9400521

IIT Research Institute (United States)
Demonstration Testing and Evaluation of In Situ Soil

Heating. US9400525

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. Department of En-
vironmental Safety Research, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-
ken. 319-11, Japan

Alpha-decay damage effects in curium-doped titanate ceramic
containing sodium-free high-level nuclear waste.JP9400007

K

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, (76344 Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen, Germany)

Investigations on crushed salt as backfill material for reposi-
tories in salt formations. DE940004 7

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (P.O.Box 105,
Yusong, Taejon 305-606, Korea)

The development of a safety assessment code for the
radwaste disposal. KR9400001

A study on the migration of radionuclides in the subsurface
environment. KR9400003

A study on the retardation of radionuclide release in the en-
gineered barriers. KR9400002

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute. Decontamination
and Decommission Research Department (P.O.Box 105, Yu
seong gu, Taejon, Korea)

Development of restoration technology for the preparedness
of a nuclear accident. KR9400004

Regenerative LOMI decontamination technology
development. KR9400005

KAI Technologies, Inc. (United States)
Electromagnetic Mixed-Waste Processing System for Asbestos

Decontamination. US9400787

L.V. Pysarzhevsky's Institute of Physical Chemistry of the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (Prospekt Nayki, 31 252028
Kiev-28, Ukraine)

Study of the immobilization of nuclear fission products using
non ion-exchange polymeric and inorganic
materials. UA9400002

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; University of California
(United States)

Containment of Contaminants through Physical Barriers
Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced under Controlled
Viscosity Conditions. US9400560

Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies of Russian
Sites. US9400538
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Crosshole Seismic Characterization. US9400409
Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test Methods Test and

Field Tracer Test Methods. US9400117
Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic Properties of

Chemical Species Present in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide
Wastes. US9400058

Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project. US9400118
Fundamental Research in the Geosciences: Chemical Trans-

port in Natural Systems. US9400003
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Spatial Characterization of

Contaminant Transport. US9400057
Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies

of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca
Mountain. US9400008

Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance
Assessment. US9400009

Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Research
Project. US9400019

Nuclear Waste Fund: Geoscience Technical Support and
Topical Studies for Nuclear Waste Geologic
Repositories. US940Q016

Underground Research Facility (URF). US9400175
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; University of
California (United States)

Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U, Pu, and Am
Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation
Processors. US9400469

Automated Pyrochemical Waste Calcine
Processing. US9400632

Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter. US9400288
Complex Terrain Studies. US9400001
CPG Support for the MWIP: Risk Assessment for Mixed

Waste. US9400301
Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for Removal of

Plutonium from Waste Streams. US9400639
Environmental Remediation and Treatment of Mixed Wastes

Using Intense Penetrating Bremsstrahlung. US9400300
International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the

Environment: Short Course. US94Q0261
LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Incineration Alternative. US9400463
LLNL Technology Integration Support. US9400364
Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory

Automation. US9400332
Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu

Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats. US9400467
Molten Salt Decontamination. US9400553
NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using a

1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P) Gamma-Ray
Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy (CT). US9400392

Partnership for Environmental Technology
Education. US9400465

Planning for Mixed and Hazardous Waste Management (Base
Program). US9400302

Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Environmental
Problems at All DOE Facilities. US9400264

Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber
Optic Spectroscopy. US9400002

Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals, and
Actinides. US9400260

Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste. US9400617
Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology. US9400333
Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site

Inspection. US9400506
Robotics UST. US9400334
Robotics Waste Minimization. US940Q336
Robotics Waste Processing Operations. US9400331
Robotics-Buried Waste. US9400335
Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar Electrodialytic

Membrane. US9400505
Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of

TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized
Tomography. US9400391

Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and
Storage Technology Concepts Development. US9400504

Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and
Conveyance Technology Development. US9400507

Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting
Technology. US9400337

Los Alamos National Laboratory; University of California
(United States)

Actinide Separations for Advanced Processing of Nuclear
Waste. US9400007

Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-Waste
Analysis. US9400343

Assessment Framework Development and Separations Inte-
gration for an Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW)
System Aimed at EM Level. US9400623

Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy Metals. US9400234
Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils at Rocky Flats Plant

(RFP). US9400431
Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Interfaces. US9400061
Cost Savings Support to the Mixed Waste Integrated

Program. US9400764
Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping Technology for

MM LID. US9400286
Effects of Geochemical Alteration on Geophysical

Properties. US9400080
Fission Product Chemistry. US9400622
LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time Emission

Monitoring. US9400619
LANL Support for the EG & G RF NMWP Packed-Bed

Reactor-Silent Discharge Plasma (PBR-SDP) Incineration
Alternative. US9400432

LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Linear
Design. US9400263

Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure
Monitoring. US9400542

Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA). US9400344

Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from
UST. US9400471

Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I: Program Plan for
Assessing and Integrating Space, Airborne, and Surface
Methods. US9400278

Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by
Distillation. US9400430

A Prototype Decision Support System to Select Cover Barrier
Systems. US9400543

Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for Radioactive and
Heavy-Metals Emissions. US9400433

Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval. US9400361
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology

(LANL). US9400535
Robotics Lab Automation. US9400306
Robotics Waste Minimization. US9400305
Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High Level Radio-

active Waste. US9400621
Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transuranics from Ra-

dioactive Waste. US9400268
Small Business Workshop. US9400529
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances from

Radioactive Wastes. US9400620
Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for Underground Storage

Tanks Integrated Demonstration. US94004 70
Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR. US9400359
SWOOPE. US9400434
Technology for Improved TRU Waste Assay TSR. US9400360
Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conversion (Chemical

Separations and Transmutations Technologies for
ATW).US9400267

Waste Treatment Integrated Demonstration. US9400287
Yucca Mountain Project. US9400086, US9400668

Louisiana State University (United States)
Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor. US9400051

Lovelace Biomedical and Environmental Research Institute
(United States)

Gas Contamination: Methods and the Technical Basis for
Monitoring, Evaluating, and Mitigating Airborne Hazards
Produced by Buried Waste Retrieval
Operations. US9400358

M

Manufacturing Sciences Corporation (United States)
Advanced Technologies for Decontamination and Conversion

of Scrap Metals. US9400524
Martin Marietta Corporation (United States)

Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Autonomous Monitoring
and Inspection. US9400251

Modell Development Corporation (United States)
Assessment and Development of an Industrial Wet Oxidation

System for Burning Waste and Low-Grade Fuels: Phase
NIB. US9400056

Supercritical Water Oxidation. US9400296
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MACTEC (United States)
Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling and

Analysis Operations. US9400752
MSE, Inc. (United States)

Spray Casting. US9400222
Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center. US9400342

N
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(United States)

Studies of and Recomendations on Radionuclide Contam-
ination, Radioactive, Mixed Waste, and Basic Radiation
Protection Criteria. US9400253

National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (United States)
National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF). US9400424

National Research Council (United States)
Review of Coupled Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems

for Applicability to the Proposed Geologic Repository at
Yucca Mountain. US9400046

Support for the National Research Council's Committee on
Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow under the
Geotechnical Board. US9400107

Natural Barrier Laboratory
The effect of humic substance on the sorption of

neptunium(V) onto soil.JP9400004
Influence of humic acid on migration of soco, esSr and

'37Cs in coastal sandy soil. JP9400001
Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the

aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis. JP9400003

Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
on the aerated soil testing. JP9400002

New Mexico State University (United States)
Environmental Fellows Program. US9400428
Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers

Program. US9400429
Solid-Waste Management Education: An Associate Degree

Program for Native Americans at NCC. US9400426
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Labo-

ratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials. US9400420

Waste-Management Education and Research
Consortium. US9400419

WERC Technical .Training Initiatives. US9400427
No Information Provided (United States)

Community College. US9400421
Educational Outreach Program. US9400452
Native American Scholarship. US9400418
TD External Review Support. US9400231

Nuclear Assurance Corporation (United States)
Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton Rail/Barge Cask De-

velopment Program. US9400034
Nuclear Waste Documentary Project (United States)

The Nuclear Waste Documentary Project. US9400786
NNC Ltd. (Booths Hall, Chelford Road, Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8QZ, UK)

Radioactive wastes from PWR designs which may be con-
structed in the UK. GB9400027

NOELL-LGA Gastechnik GmbH, (Halsbruecker Strasse 34,
D-09596 Freiberg)

Shutdown and disassembly: development and construction of
a mobile transfer unit for the management of fuel assem-
blies from research reactors. DE9400032

NOELL-LGA Gastechnik GmbH, Niederlassung Freiberg,
Halsbruecker Strasse 34, 0-09596 Freiberg, Germany

Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests on non-
metallic coatings on radioactive waste management facili-
ties and containers. DE9400008

NUKEM Dresden GmbH (Koenigsbruecker Landstrasse 159,
Haus 107, D-01109 Dresden)

Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive
waste at the former Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf. DE9400004

O-arai Engineering Center PNC, (O-arai-machi. Higashi-
ibaraki-gun. Ibaraki-ken. Japan, 311-13)

Development of decontamination techniques for decommis-
sioning of nuclear facilities. JP9400041

Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (United States)
D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration

(\D).US9400294
Peer Review for Technology Development (TD) Technical

Task Plans (TTPs). US9400293
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (United
States)

ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award
Program. US9400415

ER & WM Employment and Education
Assessment. US9400454

ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program. US9400413
ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach. US9400456
ER & WM Scholarship Program. US9400416

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (United States)
Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Program. US9400106
Adapted SW-486 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. US9400352
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. US9400547
Analytical Laboratory Management-Research and Special

Studies (ORNL): Fields Screening. US9400548
Behavior of Aqueous Electrolytes in SCWO

Processes. US9400299
Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes. US9400629
Bioremediation of PCB Contamination. US9400298
Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpretation

Module. US9400320
CRADA: Biosorption of Uranium. US9400551
Development of an Integrated Associate Program. US9400412
Development of Inorganic Membranes for Mixed-Waste

ID. US9400405
Disposal of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive

Waste. US9400110
Early Deployment System (ORNL). US9400597
Economics and Systems Analysis. US9400010
Facility Interface Capability Assessment. US9400074
The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed

Waste Treatment Applications. US9400615
Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Retrieval and

Treatment. US9400479
HEPA Test. US9400292
HLW Environmental Technical Assistance. US9400014
In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds--An

America and German Collaboration. US9400257
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology. US9400511
Integrated Database Program. US9400012
LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste. US9400378
Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous

Diffusion. US9400224
LRA-Control System (ORNL). US9400596
Mechanisms for International Technology Exchange,

Privatization, and Transfer. US9400255
Microwave Concrete Decontamination System. US9400223
Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task Plans (TTPs)

in Support of the Office of Technology
Development. US9400410

Mixed-Waste Biodegradation. US9400060
Office of Systems and Compliance, Quality

Assurance. US9400073
ORIGEN2 Upgrade. US9400113
Peer Review of Characteristics Database. US9400114
Planning for Pilot-Plant Demonstration of TRUEX. US9400273
Program Management. US9400044
Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC). US9400105
Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment. US9400480
Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening PCBs. US9400379
Removal of Uranium by Biosorption--Germany. US9400256
Robotics Buried Waste. US9400319
Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL). US9400536
Robotics UST. US9400318
Robotics Waste Facility Operations. US9400321
Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste: Data

for Modeling Sludge Science. US9400635
Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Characteristics. US9400112
System Analysis Capability Development. US9400072
Transportation Support Systems. US9400043
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration Program

Support. US9400481
Uramum-233 Storage and Distribution. US9400042
Waste Acceptance Criteria. US9400111
Waste Minimization. US9400322
Waste Stream Diagnostics and Control for Treatment of Mixed

Waste. US9400614
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West Valley Transfer Cart Control System. US9400102
ONDRAF/NIRAS (Place Madou 1, B.25, B-1030 Brussels,
Belgium)

Reconnaissance boreholes. BE9400022
Seismic reflexion reconnaissance of Mol-Dessel. BE9400025
Study concerning the evaluation of toxic elements present in

nuclear wastes. BE9400020
Study of a communication strategy aimed at achieving a

possible better understanding of the consequence of ra-
dioactive waste management in a well defined group of
public. BE9400019

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (United States)
ACT'DE'CON Process: Selective Leaching of Tank Sludges

by the ACrDE'CON Process. US9400636
Activity Data-Sheet Review. US9400197
Advanced Chemical Separations. US9400187
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of Performance

of Unit Operations and Systems of Such Operations Pro-
posed to Effect Advanced Chemical Separations of Hanford
Waste Streams. US9400275

Advanced Mixed Waste Assay System: A Technique for
Nondestructive Assay of Waste Drums for Radionuclide
and Transuranic (TRU) Levels. US9400382

Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment. US9400637
Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage. US9400132
Buried Waste (Research, Development, Demonstration, Test-

ing and Evaluation (RDDT & E) Robotics). US94QQ141
Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project. US9400514
Buried Waste ISV Project. US9400123
CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical Oxidation Treatment of

TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous Waste. US9400303
Cesium Encapsulation Program. US9400171
Characterization Technology. US9400130
Chernobyl Database. US9400020
Compact Processing Unit Demonstration: Development, De-

sign, and Demonstration of Compact Processing Units for
Cesium Removal. US9400598

Comprehensive Integrated Planning. US9400190
Continuous Cesium Recovery. US9400484
Cs-137 Design Review. US9400162
Cs-137 Management Support. US9400161
Decontamination of Z-9 Crib Soil by CEPOD II. US9400170
Defense HLW Technology Program. US9400125
Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters. US9400284
Defense Waste Tank Analysis. US9400145
Define Waste Separation Test Bed Requirements. US9400483
Department of Water Resources (DWR) Strategy Revision

Decision Report. US9400206
Development of High Capacity, Selective Fixed Sequestering

Agents: A Collaborative Effort with Industry and University
Participants to Develop Extractants for Treating Nuclear
Wastes. US9400266

DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database Support and
Management of "DOE Methods for Evaluating Environ-
mental and Waste Management Samples". US9400766

DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and Reclamation
(W'ADR). US9400579

Dry Storage Licensing Support Project. US9400133
Emissivity Evaluations for IR Imaging SST. US9400172
EMSL Construction Project. US9400714
End of Life Options for RL Ughts. US9400139
Environmental Corrective Actions. US9400179
Environmental Research Park. US9400526
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)

Manpower Assessment. US9400198
ER Conference '91. US9400159
Exploratory CC Waste Process Study. US9400207
Feed Composition Ranges. US9400183
Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program. US9400169
Final Waste Form-Package Development. US9400196
Graphite DC Arc Plasma and Glass Melter. US9400383
Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility.US9400178,US9400184
High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of High-Z

Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence. US9400408

HWVP Project Support. US9400146
HWVP Technology Support. US9400180
Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond. US9400192
Innovative Chemical Separation: Development and Testing of

New Chemical Separations and Treatment Methods for
Nuclear Waste Disposal. US9400274

Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability and Regulatory
Feasibility of BWID Technologies. US9400381

Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of
Cocontaminants. US9400059

International Environmental Assessment. US9400258
International Program Support Office-RW. US9400140
ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activities

Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for Depth Enhancement,
and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor Release
Issue. US9400515

ISV Planning and Coordination. US9400516
KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station. US9400143
Laser Scanning Imager. US9400202
Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU) Waste

Under WIPP Conditions. US9400175
LLRW Characterization. US9400214
Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies. US9400124
Materials Characterization Center Support to West

Valley. US9400122
Melter Overview. US9400195
Methods Compendium: Analytical Management-Methods

Compendium Development. US9400353
Mixed Waste Characteristics Verification. US9400160
Mixed Waste Stream Characterization. US9400189
MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management (OCRWM).US9400154
Murphy-Cheboygen MF.US9400151
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) D & D

Support. US9400204
Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action

(NRC-UMTRA) Support. US9400152
Organic Tank Safety Project. US9400163
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-Than-Class C

Low-Level Waste (LLW). US9400138
Performance Assessment Task Team. US9400200
Performance Assessment. US9400121
PNL Support for EG & G RFP NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Alternative. US9400762
PNL USTID Technical Task. US9400602
Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. US9400488
Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization. US9400209
Provide Technical Support for HWVP Risk

Assessment. US9400157
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support. US9400365
Remote Characterization System Demonstration. US9400667
Retrieval Technology for Underground Storage

Tanks. US9400136
Review of Hanford Environmental Studies. US9400188
Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower

Assessment. US9400765
Risk-Based Standards. US9400129
Robotics Buried Waste. US9400327
Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface. US9400487
Robotics UST. US9400328
Robotics: CAA. US9400326
Russian Training Program. US9400540
Sample Analysis of 1706 KE.US9400142
Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of Radionuclide and

Metal Contaminant Concentrations at a Landfill. US9400406
Shipping Amcellary Equipment. US9400210
Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste

Simulants. US9400486
Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST Waste Simulants

and Provide Simulant Recipes to End Effector System
Tasks. US9400712

Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground Storage
Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance. US9400276

Solid Waste Technology Support. US9400144
SRP In Situ Chemical Science. US9400137
SST Ferrocyanide Studies. US9400127
Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel. US9400174
Support to Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) ATW

Review Team. US9400173
Support to the Rebaselining of the Department of Water

Resources (DWR) Program. US9400208
Surface Barrier Technology: Development of Permanent Iso-

lation Barriers for Underground Storage Tank
Sites. US9400482

System Analysis Capability Development. US9400134
System Engineering Study. US9400135
Systems Engineering. US9400194
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Tank Farm Program Management Support. US9400156
Tank Farm Surveillance System. US9400128
Tank Waste Safety Task Force. US9400158
Task A Project Management. US9400149
Task C Solid Waste Projection and Analysis. US9400150
Task E Container Corrosion. US9400148
Task F SIV Evaluation. US9400165
Task G CAD Modeling in Support of TRU

Retrieval. US9400193
TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility (CMF).US9400167
Technical Assistance to the DOE, Richland Tank Waste

Safety Program. US9400199
Technical Consultation at Savannah River. US9400211
Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compliance

Activities. US9400166
Technical Support. US9400212
Tinker WBS Landfill SIX. US9400185
Tinker WBS 0402 Summary of Hydro-Geo

Investigation. US9400186
Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank (UST)

Program. US9400203
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 05 Groundwater

Assessment. US9400177
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 08 Industrial Waste Treat-

ment Plant (\WTP).US9400176
Transfer CML to SFMP. US9400155
Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ

Vitrification. US9400512
Underground Tank Vitrification. US9400126
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development for

Waste Disposal. US9400489
UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder

(PNL). US9400713
UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank Waste Dis-

lodging and Conveyance Systems Development. US9400763
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics. US9400601
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Develop-

ment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an In-
tegral Conveyance System. US9400600

USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration
(PNL). US9400599

Vindication of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level
Waste (LLW).US9400273

Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste. US9400384
Vitrification Treatment of Heterogeneous Weapons Compo-

nents. US9400216
Vitrified Glass Samples. US9400191
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF)

Test. US940014 7
Waste Management. US9400153
Waste Minimization Innovative Concepts

Identification. US9400131
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline. US9400181
WFQ Program Plan. US9400182
WHC Work Packages/OCWP.US9400764
100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Material Removal

Equipment. US9400168
116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project. US9400513

Pacific Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (United States)
Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS reg-sign Canister
for Off-Site Transportation. US9400083

Princeton University (United States)
Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation

Study. US9400045
Process Engineering and Systems Development Division
(Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay, 400
085, India)

Actinide partitioning of high level waste using CMPO-TBP:
Counter current extraction studies. IN9400025

Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and TBP
solvent. IN9400021

Rockwell International Corp. (United States)
Preparation of Technical Status Report for INEL Buried

Waste. US9400389
TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using

Dicarbollides. US9400640
Rust Geotech, Inc. (United States)

An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-
terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites. US9400401

Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally
Important Objects and Species. US9400654

RE/SPEC, Inc. (United States)
Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory Testing. US9400049

Radiological and Environmental Science Laboratory (United
States)

Analytical Laboratory Management Quality Assurance Assess-
ment Program. US9400549

Radiological Protection Institute of Ireland (3 Clonskeagh
Square, Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 14, Ireland)

A facility for the collection, conditioning and storage of ra-
dioactive waste produced in Ireland. IE9400001

Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico (United States)
BWRP/BWID Demonstration. US9400781
Catalog of Technologies from the Integrated

Demonstration. US9400350
Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites from

Horizontal Boreholes. US9400248
Computer Interface. US9400589
Computer Interface-End Effectors. US9400590
Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE. US9400243
Cross Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging of Chemical and

Mixed Waste Landfills. US9400398
Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste

Landfills. US9400711
Destruction of Organics in Mixed Wastes by Steam Reform-

ing. US9400473
Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces. US9400229
Early Deployment System (EDS). US9400592
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal. US9400474
Environmental and Economic Analysis Project. US9400022
EnviroTRADE Information System. US9400242
European Communities Information Link. US9400244
Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in Containment

Systems of Hazardous Waste Materials. US940024 7
Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout Technologies for In

Situ Barrier Construction. US9400559
Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by Water Jets

(Confined Sluicing). US9400591
Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use. US9400226
Geochemical Transport Processes. US9400064
Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of VOCs Using

Pulse Combustion. US9400249
High-Resolution Infrared Imaging US9400397
High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging. US9400081
Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal Logging. US9400396
Identification of Foreign Technology. US9400241
In Situ Moisture Logging System. US9400395
Industrial Workshops-Technology Integration. US9400349
International Technology Exchange for MWLID. US9400239
International Visitors' Center to Support EM Education Initi-

atives. US9400235
International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication

Program. US9400250
Landfill Characterization System for Contamination in Arid

Soils. US9400380
Magnetometer Towed Array. US9400544
Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) Pro-

gram Direction and Support. US9400393
MWLID PRDA Support. US9400780
On-Line Monitoring of Volatile Organics for Waste Minimiza-

tion. US9400228
Packaging Development. US9400554
Physical Processes in the Earth. US9400063
Program Integration for International Technology

Exchange. US9400245
Remedial Options Evaluation. US9400710
Robotics Buried Waste. US9400308
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology. US9400310
Robotics D & O.US9400709
Robotics Storage Tanks, East. US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West. US9400307
Robotics Waste Facility Operations. US9400311
Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation. US9400309
Russian Separations Program. US9400541
Sandia Support to YMP. US9400089
Solvent Substitution Study. US9400227
Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology. US9400090
Subsurface Barrier Emplacement Development. US9400545
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Technical Support to EM-522. US9400417
Technology Integration Assessments for the

MWLID. US9400351
Technology Integration for MWLID. US9400390
Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID. US9400385
Transportation Systems Development Program: Technology

Development, Technical Data, and Test
Support. US9400013

U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration
Workshop. US9400240

U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop. US9400254
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan

Technologies. US9400246
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. US9400630
The Use of Technical Review Boards and Industrial Consortia

for Reducing Life-Cycle Costs of Electronic
Components. US9400347

UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts
Development. US9400472

Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment. US9400221
Waste Processing Operations. US9400312
Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using Titanate Ion

Exchangers. US9400624
Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated Demon-

stration. US9400215
WeDID - Plasma Arc. US9400580
WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology. US9400581

Siemens AG/KWU, (P.O. Box 3220, D-91050 Erlangen,
Germany); EWN GmbH KKW Rheinsberg, (D-16831
Rheinsberg, Am Nehmitzsee, Germany); SCK/CEN BR3,
(B-240

Assessment and decontamination procedures for
WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize generation of
waste. DE9400040

Siempelkamp Giesserei GmbH and Company,
Siempelkampstrasse 45, 47803 Krefeld, Germany

Large scale melting of H3-contaminated steel from nuclear
installations. DE9400006

South Carolina State College (United States)
Applications of High-Transition-Temperature Superconductors

at the Savannah River Site. US9400119
South Carolina Universities Research (United States)

An Intelligent Inspection and Survey Robot. US9400252
Southern States Energy Board (United States)

Nuclear Materials Transportation. US9400018
Stoller Ingenieurtechnik GmbH, (Schueterstrasse 38, 01277
Dresden, Germany)

Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat
producing waste in rock salt. DE9400044

Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie
Nucleaire SCK/CEN, (Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium)

Computer aided teleoperation for nuclear
applications. BE9400017

Monitoring using optical fibers. BE9400015
Radiation tolerance of instrumentation. BE9400016
Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces from dismantling

operations. BE9400018
Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie Centre d'Etude de I'Energie
Nucleaire SCK/CEN, ( Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium)

Recovery of fissile material. BE9400002
Separation of boric acid during the evaporation of LWR low-

level liquid waste. BE9400001
SverdNllhimmash, g. Ekaterinburg, ul. Griboedova, 32

Automatic line for processing radioactively contaminated gas-
centrifugal equipment. RU9400013

A ceramic electric furnace for HLW vitrification capable of
remote disassembly. RU9400016

Compaction facility for solid radioactive wastes. RU9400029
Complex for supercompaction of solid radioactive

wastes. RU9400028
Development of engineering means for emptying the filled

sections of storages. RU9400023
Electric melter for high-level radioactive waste

vitrification. RU9400024
A facility for processing radioactively contaminated equipment

and metallic waste arising from NPPs
decommissioning. RU94000U

An installation for incorporation of insoluble sediments from
liquid radioactive waste storage facilities into cement ma-
trix. RU9400026

Installation for incorporation of liquid radioactive waste into
cement blocks. RU9400020

An installation for treatment of radioactive wastes with the
production of ceramic granules. RU9400021

Local transportation of high activity fuel assembly end
pieces. RU9400017

Mobile plant for supercompacting solid radioactive
wastes. RU9400030

Retrieval of pulps and precipitates from liquid radioactive
waste storage tanks. RU9400019

Solid radioactive waste segregation facility. RU9400027
Tests of cementitious waste packages. RU9400025
Treatment of solid and liquid combustible radioactive waste

by incineration. RU9400018
Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-

duction melter. RU9400015
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute SSI (S-17116
Stockholm, Sweden)

BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric MOdel Validation Study-Phase
II). SE9400004

SwRI, CNWRA (6220 Culebra Road, San Antonio, Texas
78238-5166, USA)

Environmental impact assessment of a repository concept for
high-level radioactive waste. SE9400003

SIA 'Radon' (7-th Rostovsky Lane, 2/14, Moscow 119121,
Russia)

Autoradiographic investigation of clay soil contacting with
waste. RU9400036

Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass composite for radioac-
tive waste with sulphates. RU9400040

Immobilization of radioactive waste containing
sulphates. RU9400039

Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste. RU9400038
Spent radiation sources disposal using polymeric composite

matrices. RU9400037
Water stability of glass composite materials: break

testing. RU9400035

Technische Universitaet Clausthal. Abteilung Korrosion und
Korrosionsschutz Agricolastrasse 2, D-38678 Clausthal-
Zellerfeld, Germany (x-05323-72-2438)

Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of steel,
tantalum and TiPdO.2 in hot salt mine brines. DE9400022

Textron, Inc. (United States)
Concrete Decontamination by Electrohydraulic Scabbling

(EHS). US9400522
Theodor-Heuss- Strasse 4, (D-38122 Braunschweig, Germany)

R and D-programme on the direct disposal of spent fuel
Thermal simulations of drift emplacement. DE9400043

Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) (Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan)

Conceptual design study of geological isolation system of
high-level waste. JP9400035

Demonstration of the TRU wastes processing technologies at
Pu-contaminated waste treatment facility. JP9400014

The development of advanced meter. JP940002 7
Development of non-destructive assay for TRU

waste. JP9400013
Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of ruthenium

in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid
waste. JP9400025

Experimental investigation of active range of sulphate-reducing
bacteria for geological isolation. JP9400018

Hot vitrification tests with high level liquid waste of Tokai
reprocessing plant. JP9400029

Integration study for performance assessment system of
geological disposal. JP9400040

Leaching behavior of actinides and fission products from fully
radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in Tokai re-
processing plant. JP9400028

Modelling and experimental studies on near-field geochemistry
of HLW disposal system in Japan.JP9400037

Modelling and experimental studies on the chemical and
mineralogical properties of bentonite buffer. JP9400036

Natural analogue study of the long-term durability of bentonite
time-temperature condition and water chemistry on
illitization at the Murakami deposit, Japan JP9400034

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-alteration rate and
the environmental conditions of volcanic glass included in
argillaceous rock during several million years. JP9400031

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison of sim-
ulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass leaching
behavior under repository conditions. JP9400032

Process development to reduce quantity of HLW. JP9400026
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Radionuclide separation from low level liquid wastes arising
from the reprocessing plant. JP9400016

Radionuclide separation from spent solvent. JP9400015
Scenario development for HLW repository performance as-

sessment. JP9400039
Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier effect in Tokai system

performance for groundwater scenario. JP9400038
A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological

isolation of high-level radioactive waste. JP9400033
Study on migration behavior of Pu released from Pu-doped

glass in the compacted bentonite. JP9400030
Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99Tc, «37Cs, 237Np

and 24'Am in compacted sodium bentonite JP9400017
Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a Joule-heated

melter. JP9400024
Tokai Works Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) (4-33 Muramatsu, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan)

Development of the krypton removal from the reprocessing
off-gas. JP9400012

TECOGEN, Inc. (United States)
Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation Monitor for Effluent Water

Learing DOE Sites. US9400565
TGO (Tervuursesteenweg 200, B-3060 Bertem, Belgium); KUL
(Redingenstraat 16, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium)

Geology of the Kempen. BE9400024
TSI Research, Inc. (United States)

Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste Transmutation in
Small Fusion Reactors. US9400201

TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Akademiestrasse 6, 09596
Freiberg, Germany)

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt. DE9400016

TU Muenchen. Institut fuer Radiochemie (85747 Garching,
FRG); GSF. Institut fuer Hydrologie (85758 Oberschleissheim,
FRG)

Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on dissolved
humic and fuivic acids. DE9400026

TU Muenchen. Institut fuer Radiochemie Walther-Meissner-
Strasse 3, D-85747 Garching, Germany

Transferability of experimental data (solubility and sorption)
obtained in the laboratory to natural aquatic systems
studied on the Gorleben site. DE9400027

u
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (United
States)

Cold-Cap Grout for Hanford Vaults. US9400076
U.S. Department of Agriculture (United States)

A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting In Situ
Containment Barriers for Landfills. US9400518

U.S. Geological Survey (United States)
Characterization of the Vandose Zone to the California Low-

Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site. US9400015
Ukrainian Scientific Hygienic Centre (Popudrenko Str. 50,
Kiev-94)

Peculiarities of dose forming due to the internal irradiation
of public living in the areas along the Dnieper
river. UA9400001

Universite Chatolique de Louvain. Unite Genie Civil (Place
du levant 1, 1348 Louvain la Neuve, Belgique

The influence of temperature on the mechanical characteristics
of Boom clay. BE9400026

University of Arizona (United States)
Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation, Sorption, and

Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsurface. US9400517
University of Colorado (United States)

Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in Silicate
Minerals. US9400116

University of Maryland (United States)
Application of the Best Available Science to the Regulatory

Process: the Case of Environmental
Regulations. US9400062

University of Nevada at Las Vegas (United States)
Cooperative Research in Nevada Waste Disposal

Siting. US9400075
University of Nevada at Reno (United States)

Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface. US9400071
University of Tennessee at Knoxville (United States)

University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educational
Project in ER & WM.US9400411

University of Texas at Austin (United States)
Hydrogeochemical and Production Controls on NORM in Oil-

and Gas-Field Operations. US9400120
UCL. Institut d'Astronomie et de Geophysique G. Lemaitre
(2 Chemin du Cyclotron, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium)

Modelling of the high frequency climatic variations over the
next 20000 years. BE940002 7

Vanderbilt University (United States)
Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management at

Vanderbilt University. US94004U
Internship Program in Radioactive Waste

Management. US9400050
Vinca Institute of Nuclear Sciences. Radiation Protection
Department (P.O.Box 522, Belgrade, Yugoslavia)

Scientific basis of the environmental control. YU9400003
Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test

investigations. YU9400001
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (United
States)

Hydrothermal Stability of Synthetic and Natural Zircons: Its
Application to Predict the Long-Term Response of
Zirconium Silicate Buffered Containment
Facilities. US9400041

PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems:
H2O-CO2-NaCI. US9400055

VO'VNIPIET' (S. Petersburg, Dibunovskaya, 55)
Design and evaluation of technical-engineering solutions for

a regional radioactive waste disposal centre in Leningrad
region. RU9400042

Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for radioactive
wastes. RU9400041

Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment of solid radioactive
waste disposal in near surface repositories. RU9400043

W

Waste Management Facilities. Waste Management Division
(Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Tarapur Complex, Ghivali
401 502, India)

Characterization of bituminized waste product. IN9400009
Development of glass matrix for different compositions of high

level liquid waste. IN9400011
Heat treatment of vitrified waste product (VWP) and analysis

of crystal phases and chemical durability of heat treated
VWP. IN9400006

Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product during
storage under repository condition. IN9400007

Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for
immobilization of high level liquid waste. IN9400010

Synthesis, characterization and testing of a phenolic chelating
resin for simultaneous removal of cesium and strontium
from alkaline IL waste. IN9400008

West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc. (United States)
NFS Fuel Project. US9400721

West Virginia University (United States)
Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites: Dust-Control

Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste Handling. US9400785
Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation

Column. US9400782
Use of (GAC) Columns for the Simultaneous Removal of

Organics, Heavy Metals, and Radionuclides. US9400783
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium

(WERC) National Environmental Design. US9400784
WVU Cooperative Agreement: Fluidized Bed

Combustion. US9400021
Western Interstate Energy Board (United States)

Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM Transportation
Programs. US9400035

Westinghouse Electric Corp. (United States)
Acid Digestion Demonstration. US9400218
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of a Total Waste

Treatment System. US9400277
Analytical Laboratory Management-TRU Mixed Waste Labo-

ratory Capacity Study. US9400355
Application of Mining Technology to Remediation of Under-

ground Storage Tanks (Closeout Activities). US9400603
Calcination Process Development to Treat Hanford's Tank

Wast. US9400503



Organizations I - 41 Westinghouse Savannah River Company (Uni...

Calcine Residue Leaching: High-Level Waste Volume Re-
duction for Calcine Processes. US9400638

Characterization System Integration: Verification and Field Test
of Measurement and Deployment Technologies. US9400502

Complex Buried Waste Assessment. US9400388
Cone Penetrometer Demonstration. US9400496
Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demonstration

Using Supported Liquid Membranes. US9400233
Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activities

to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared Sci-
entists, Engineers, and Technical Staff. US9400462

Hexone Tank Waste Treatment. US9400291
In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-

ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater. US9400561

In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite System. US9400490
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Liner De-

sign. US9400259
Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration. US9400604
Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated Geologic

Media. US9400387
Permanent Isolation Surface Barrier System: Prototype

Design. US9400493
Robotics Buried Waste. US9400329
Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC). US9400330
Robotics Technology Assessment. US9400407
Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectroscopy. US9400499
Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services

Program (ASP). US9400354
Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activ-

ities. US9400539
Treatment Technology for TRU Waste. US9400386
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment

(Closeout). US9400497
UST Light Duty Utility Arm. US9400491
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development. US9400495
UST Waste Dislodging and Conveyance JD.US9400494
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development. US9400498
USTID Characterization System Study. US9400501
USTID Management and Regulatory Support. US9400500
Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in Hot

Cell. US9400492
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination. US9400770

Westinghouse Environmental Management Co. of Ohio
(United States)

Automated Drum' Management System. US9400325
FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs. US9400457
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program. US9400295
OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs

Assessment. US9400458
Robotics Program UST-East Projects. US9400323
Robotics: Buried Waste. US9400324

Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) (United
States)

Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed Waste Analysis
(WINCO). US9400348

Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-
ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors. US9400664

Early Deployment System. US9400595
Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program

at Eastern Idaho Technical College. US9400450
HLW Technical Development and Process

Verification. US9400271
Multiaxis Crane Control System. US9400665
Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine. US9400634
Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine. US9400272
Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration at the Cold

Test Pit to Perform Overburden Removal and Waste Ex-
cavation. US9400666

Robotics Lab Automation. US9400315
Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL). US9400757
Robotics: Buried Waste. US9400313
Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning. US9400317
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks. US9400314
Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. US9400316
USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration. US9400564
UST Light Duty Utility ARM. US9400594
UST Light-Duty Utility Arm. US9400478
UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface. US9400759
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination at

INEL. US9400758

Westinghouse Savannah River Company (United States)
Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST. US9400356
Carbollide CDCB Process Development for Radioactive

Cesium-137 Decontamination. US9400642
Demilitarization and Immobilization of Weapon

Electronics. US9400217
Demonstration Characterization Technology. US9400400
Electrochemical Treatment of Liquid Radioactive

Wastes. US9400641
Hazardous and Mixed Waste Treatment Technology Develop-

ment. US9400304
International Program--Melter Sensors for Vitrification of TRU

and LLMW. US9400262
International Technology Exchange Program—International

Technology Identification, Transfer and Program
Support. US9400537

Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and Development
and Outreach. US9400466

Pilot Center For EM Research, Education, and
Outreach. US9400468

Robotics Waste Processing Operations. US9400341
Savannah River Robotics: D & D.US9400340
Spectrometer System for Hanford In-Cell Analysis. US9400607
SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video. US9400767
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. US9400338
SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Technology. US9400508
TRU Waste Treatment Methodology. US9400394
Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction

Testing. US9400606
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration. US9400339
UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation. US9400605
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose. US9400618
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Decontamination and Protective

Clothing Wastes. US9400769
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Ion-Exchange Resins. US9400768
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ABANDONED SITES
monitoring: Long-Term Monitoring for Closed Disposal Sites.

(E52.00) US9400576
remedial action: Nuclear site restoration Introduction of the

principles of radiological optimisation. (B31.40)
BE9400013

ACCIDENTS
See also HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS; REACTOR AC-

CIDENTS
decontamination: Development of restoration technology for

the preparedness of a nuclear accident. (C54.00B31.40)
KR9400004

ACCUMULATION (RADIOECOLOGICAL)
See RADIOECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION

ACIDS (INORGANIC)
See INORGANIC ACIDS

ACTINIDE COMPLEXES
See PLUTONIUM COMPLEXES; URANIUM COMPLEXES

ACTINIDE COMPOUNDS
See also URANIUM COMPOUNDS; URANIUM DIOXIDE
removal: Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and De-

velopment Agreement (CRADA). (E50.00B31.40)
US9400344

ACTINIDE NUCLEI
See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; NEPTUNIUM 237;

PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240; URANIUM 233
ACTINIDES

See also AMERICIUM; DEPLETED URANIUM; NEPTUNIUM;
PLUTONIUM; THORIUM; URANIUM

extraction: Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Interfaces
(B16.20E51.00) US9400061

Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine. (E51.00)
US9400272

ground disposal: Gas Contamination: Methods and the
Technical Basis for Monitoring, Evaluating, and Mitigating
Airborne Hazards Produced by Buried Waste Retrieval
Operations. (E52.00) US9400358

organic polymers: The effects of organic degradation pro-
ducts on actinide disposal. (E52.00B13.20) GB9400009

radioactive waste processing: ACT'DE'CON Process: Se-
lective Leaching of Tank Sludges by the ACTDE'CON
Process. (E51.00) US9400636

removal: ACT'DE'CON Process: Selective Leaching of Tank
Sludges by the ACT'DE'CON Process. (E51.00)

US9400636
separation processes: Actinide Separations for Advanced

Processing of Nuclear Waste. (E51.00B12.20)
US9400O07

transmission: Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste
Transmutation in Small Fusion Reactors. (F12.20D10.00,
E51.00) US9400201

transmutation: Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Pro-
gram. (E35.00E50.00, B16.20) US9400106

Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conversion (Chemical
Separations and Transmutations Technologies for ATW).
(E51.00) US9400267

ADVANCED REACTIVITY MEASUREMENT FACILITY-1
See ARMF-1 REACTOR

AGR REACTOR (WINDSCALE)
See WAGR REACTOR

AGR TYPE REACTORS
See WAGR REACTOR

AIR FILTERS
demonstration programs: HEPA Test. (E13.00B33.10)

US9400292
feasibility studies: Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter.

(E51.00B33.10) US9400288
AIR POLLUTION
(For nonradioactive pollution only; for radioactive pollution use

CONTAMINATION.)
pollution abatement: International School on Innovative

Technology for Cleaning the Environment: Short Course.
(B33.40B31.40, B32.40) US9400261

AIR QUALITY
monitoring: Idaho State University Monitoring. (B33.10B31.10,

B33.50) US9400704
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

See ACCIDENTS
ALARM DOSEMETERS

See RADIATION MONITORS
ALKALI METAL COMPOUNDS

See SODIUM NITRATES
ALKALI METALS

See CESIUM; SODIUM
ALKALINE EARTH METALS

See STRONTIUM
ALLOYS

See TITANIUM ALLOYS
ALPHA DECAY RADIOISOTOPES

See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; NEPTUNIUM 237;
PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240; URANIUM 233

ALPHA-BEARING WASTES
alpha spectroscopy: Analytical Laboratory

Management-Research and Special Studies (ORNL):
Fields Screening. (B11.00B31.50, B31.10) US9400548

backfilling: Backfill material for the management of alpha-
bearing waste. (E52.00) IN9400013

calcination: Calcination Process Development to Treat
Hanford's Tank Wast. (E51.00) US9400503

certification: TRU Technical Support. (E15.10E50.00)
US9400697

chemical analysis: Analytical Laboratory
Management-Research and Special Studies (ORNL):
Fields Screening. (B11.00B31.50, B31.10) US9400548

RH-TRU Progams. (E50.00E15.10) US9400700
TRU Technical Support. (E15.10E50.00) US9400697

computerized tomography: High Speed Digital Radiography
and Computed Tomogaphy Waste Drums.
(E50.00D22.00) US9400661

Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of
TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized Tomography.
(E50.00B11.20, E41.20) US9400391

containers: HFEF Waste Certification. (E15.10F24.00)
US9400095

High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy
Waste Drums. (E50.00D22.00) US9400661

TRU Facility Operations. (E15.10E50.00) US9400698
containment: TRU Waste Treatment Methodology. (E52.00)

US9400394
gamma spectroscopy: Technology Status Report for NDA

Characterization of TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active
and Passive Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized
Tomography (E50.00B11.20, E41.20) US9400391
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hazardous materials: CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical
Oxidation Treatment of TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous
Waste. (E51.00) US9400303

industrial radiography: High Speed Digital Radiography and
Computed Tomogaphy Waste Drums. (E50.00D22.00)

US9400661
minimization: AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal.

(E15.00E51.00) US9400100
monitored retrievable storage: TRU Retrieval Operations.

(E52.00) US9400699
nondestructive analysis: NDA characterization of TRU/LLW

Wastes Using a 1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive
(P) Gamma-Ray Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy
(CT). (E50.00B11.10) US9400392

radioactive waste disposal: Processing of New Brunswick
Lab Plutonium. (E51.00E52.00) • US9400104

UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development
for Waste Disposal. (E52.00) US9400489

radioactive waste facilities: HFEF Waste Certification.
(E15.10F24.00) US9400095

radioactive waste management: Complex Buried Waste As-
sessment. (E52.00) US9400388

Demonstration Characterization Technology. (E52.00)
US9400400

Treatment Technology for TRU Waste. (E50.00)
US9400386

radioactive waste processing: Calcination Process Develop-
ment to Treat Hanford's Tank Wast. (E51.00)

US9400503
Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. (E52.00)

US9400488
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. (E51.00)

US9400582
TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using

Dicarbollides. (E51.00B11.30) US9400640
TRUEX: Model Validation. (E51.00) US9400593
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment (Closeout).

(E51.00) US9400497
radioactive waste storage: Corrective Actions-REE Storage.

(E52.00E15.10) US9400567
TRU Facility Maintenance and Support. (E50.00)

US9400696
TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility. (E52.00) US9400687

radiochemical analysis: Analytical Laboratory
Management-TRU Mixed Waste Laboratory Capacity
Study. (B11.10E50.00) US9400355

separation equipment: AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste
Disposal. (E15.00E51.00) US9400100

simulation: Arc Melter Vitrification: Melting and Vitrification of
INEL Waste in the United States Bureau of
Mines-ASME Municipal Ash Melter. (E51.00)

US9400655
solvent extraction: TRUEX Technology: Base Development.

(E51.00B11.30) US9400745
storage: RH-TRU Progams. (E50.00E15.10) US9400700

TRU Technical Support. (E15.10E50.00) US9400697
truex process: TRUEX Technology: Base Development.

(E51.00B11.30) US9400745
underground disposal: BWID Retrieval Related Technologies.

(E52.00) US9400657
Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU) Waste

Under WIPP Conditions. (E52.00) US9400175
vitrification: Arc Melter Vitrification: Melting and Vitrification

of INEL Waste in the United States Bureau of
Mines-ASME Municipal Ash Melter. (E51.00)

US9400655
Buried Waste ISV Project. (E23.00B31.10) US9400123
The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed

Waste Treatment Applications. (E51.00) US9400615
Virtification of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level

Waste (LLW). (E51.00) US9400213
Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste. (E51.00E52.00)

US9400384
waste retrieval: BWID Contamination Control. (E52.00B31.40)

US9400374
BWID Retrieval Related Technologies. (E52.00)

US9400657
TRU Waste Treatment Methodology. (E52.00) US9400394

waste transportation: Corrective Actions-REE Storage.
(E52.00E15.10) US9400567

RH-TRU Progams. (E50.00E15.10) US9400700
RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste. (E15.10E52.00)

US9400571

AMBERLITE
See ORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS

AMERICIUM
removal: Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of

Transurances from Radioactive Wastes. (E51.00)
US9400620

separation processes: Radionuclide separation from spent
solvent. (B16.20) JP9400015

solvent extraction: Actinide partitioning of high level waste
using CMPO-TBP: Counter current extraction studies.
(E51.00) IN9400025

volatility: Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U,
Pu, and Am Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation
Processors. (E51.00B13.20) US9400469

AMERICIUM ISOTOPES
See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243

AMERICIUM 241
diffusion: Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99Jc, '37Cs,

237Np and 241 Am in compacted sodium bentonite.
(816.20) JP9400017

transmutation: Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor.
(B13.10E51.00) US9400051

AMERICIUM 243
transmutation: Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor.

(B13.10E51.00) US9400051
ANALCIME

See ZEOLITES
ANHYDRITE
(Mineral consisting of an anhydrous calcium sulfate.)
rock mechanics: Rock mechanical and geoeiectrical behaviour

of anhydrite and salt-clay: First results of petrophysical
laboratory and in situ investigations. (B31 40E52.00)

DE9400015
ANIMALS

See CHILDREN; FISHES
ANL
radioactive waste facilities: Surveillance of L & O

Evaporator. (E51.00) US9400585
remedial action: Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M.

(B31.40C56.00, E52.00) US9400733
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support.

(E52.00C56.00) US9400574
waste disposal: ANL-W Leach Pit and Related Work.

(E52.00) US9400586
waste management: Independent Review of CDRs.

(E15.00E50.00) US9400096
Management Systems Support to EM-30. (C56.00)

US9400575
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support.

(E52.00C56.00) US9400574
Waste Management Continuity of Operations. (E50.00)

US9400608
waste processing: Surveillance of L & O Evaporator.

(E51.00) US9400585
APPARATUS

See EQUIPMENT
APPLICATORS (RADIOTHERAPY)

See RADIATION SOURCES
AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS
biological radiation effects: The assessment of radiation ef-

fects in aquatic ecosystems. (C52.20E52.00)
GB9400012

radionuclide kinetics: Factors affecting the accumulation and
metabolism of radionuclides in aquatic biota. (B32.10)

GB9400011
AQUATIC ORGANISMS

See FISHES
AQUIFERS
(A stratum of permeable rock, sand, or gravel that will yield

a significant quantity of water.)
radionuclide migration: Transferability of experimental data

(solubility and sorption) obtained in the laboratory to na-
tural aquatic systems studied on the Gorleben site.
(B31.10E52.00) DE9400027

remedial action: Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Ra-
tional Bioremediation. (B32.50) US9400775

ARAB COUNTRIES
See KUWAIT

ARCO PROCESS
See REPROCESSING

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
See ANL
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ARMF-1 REACTOR
(Idaho National Engineering Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho, USA)
decontamination: ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for Decontam-

ination and Decommissioning (D & D) Proposal.
(E36.00E52.00) US9400717

reactor decommissioning: ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for
Decontamination and Decommissioning (D & D) Proposal.
(E36.00E52.00) US9400717

AROMATICS
See CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS;

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
ASBESTOS
decomposition: Electromagnetic Mixed-Waste Processing

System for Asbestos Decontamination. (E51.00)
US9400787

removal: Savannah River Robotics: D & D. (E15.30E51.00)
US9400340

vitrification: Contract Administration and Technical Support for
DOE'S MAWS Program. (E50.00B31.50) US9400743

ASHES
solidification: Thermal Treatment Process Unit. (E51.00)

US9400449
ASIA

See KUWAIT
ASSE SALT MINE
(Underground test facility in the Federal Republic of Germany

for research and development in the field of radioactive
waste storage and disposal.)

rock mechanics: R and D-programme on the direct disposal
of spent fuel Thermal simulations of drift emplacement.
(E52.00B31.40) DE9400043

ATLANTIC OCEAN
See IRISH SEA

ATOMIC BOMBS
See NUCLEAR WEAPONS

ATOMIC WEAPONS
See NUCLEAR WEAPONS

AUSTRALASIA
See AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIA
waste management: Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy

Metals. (E50.00B31.40) US9400234
BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORIES
radioactive waste management: Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(PNL) Greater-Than-Class C Low-Level Waste (LLW).
(E15.10E50.00) US9400138

BELGIUM
geology: Geology of the Kempen. (B31.40) BE9400024
seismic surveys: Seismic reflexion reconnaissance of Mol-

Dessel. (B31.40) BE9400025
BENTONITE
water chemistry: Modelling and experimental studies on the

chemical and mineralogical properties of bentonite buffer.
(B31.40) JP9400036

Natural analogue study of the long-term durability of
bentonite time-temperature condition and water chemistry
on illitization at the Murakami deposit, Japan. (B31.40)

JP9400034
BETA DECAY RADIOISOTOPES

See CARBON 14; CESIUM 127; CESIUM 137; COBALT 60;
IODINE 129; PHOSPHORUS 32; RUTHENIUM 106;
STRONTIUM 85; STRONTIUM 90; TECHNETIUM 99;
TRITIUM

BETA-MINUS DECAY RADIOISOTOPES
See CARBON 14; CESIUM 137; COBALT 60; IODINE 129;

PHOSPHORUS 32; RUTHENIUM 106; STRONTIUM 90;
TECHNETIUM 99; TRITIUM

BETA-PLUS DECAY RADIOISOTOPES
See CESIUM 127

BIOLOGICAL SHIELDS
demolition: Demonstration of explosive dismantling technique

at the biological shield of the Niederaichbach nuclear
power plant. (E34.00) DE9400017

BOREHOLES
directional drilling: Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal

Logging. (E52.00) US9400396
Subsurface Barrier Emplacement Development. (E52.00)

US9400545
seals: Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites

from Horizontal Boreholes. (E52.00B31.40) US9400248
well logging: Cross Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging of

Chemical and Mixed Waste Landfills. (E52.00B31.10)
US9400398

Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste
Landfill Integrated Demonstration. (B31.50E52.00)

US9400399
BORIC ACID
separation processes: Separation of boric acid during the

evaporation of LWR low-level liquid waste. (E51.00)
BE9400001

BORON COMPOUNDS
See BORIC ACID

BOROPHOSPHATE GLASS
(Low expansion heat resistant glass.)
chemical properties: Development of glass matrix for different

compositions of high level liquid waste. (E51.00B12.10)
IN9400011

physical properties: Development of glass matrix for different
compositions of high level liquid waste. (E51.00B12.10)

IN9400011
BOROPHOSPHATES

See BOROPHOSPHATE GLASS
BOROSILICATE GLASS
(Low expansion heat resistant glass.)
solubility: Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and

americium behavior in glass compositions, used for HLLW
vitrification. (E51.00) RU9400005

BOROSILICATES
See BOROSILICATE GLASS

BRACKISH WATER ECOSYSTEMS
See AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS

BREEDER REACTORS
See LMFBR TYPE REACTORS

BUCHAREST WWR-S REACTOR
See WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

BUFFERS
water chemistry: Modelling and experimental studies on the

chemical and mineralogical properties of bentonite buffer.
(B31.40) JP9400036

BUILDING MATERIALS
See CEMENTS; CONCRETES

BUSINESS
See SMALL BUSINESSES

BUTYL PHOSPHATES
See TBP

BWR TYPE REACTORS
See EBWR REACTOR

CAESIUM
See CESIUM

CALCINED WASTES
(Waste forms resulting from the calcination of aqueous nuclear

fuel reprocessing wastes and composed of granular solids
of metallic oxides.)

radioactive waste processing: Automated Pyrochemical
Waste Calcine Processing. (E51.00) US9400632

Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine. (E51.00)
US9400634

Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine. (E51.00)
US9400272

CARBOHYDRATES
See CELLULOSE

CARBON
See GRAPHITE

CARBON ADDITIONS
See CARBON STEELS; STEELS

CARBON DIOXIDE COOLED REACTORS
See WAGR REACTOR

CARBON ISOTOPES
See CARBON 14

CARBON STEELS
(Steels with carbon as the only alloying element.)
corrosion: A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for

geological isolation of high-level radioactive waste.
(B22.50E52.00) JP9400033

CARBON 14
environmental transport: Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Per-

formance Assessment. (E52.00C52.22) US9400009
radionuclide migration: Development of improved global cir-

culation models for C-14 and 1-129. (C57.00)
GB9400037

Migration behavior of 14C in underground layer. (B31.10)
JP9400005

CARS
See VEHICLES
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CASKS
See also SPENT FUEL CASKS
design: Development of a shipping cask for nuclear waste.

(E15.20) RU9400031
gas flow: Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel

canister. (E15.20E52.00) GB9400001
materials testing: Chemical durability of copper canisters in

a crystalline bedrock repository environment. (E52.00)
SE9400006

monitoring: Localisation and monitoring of spent nuclear fuel
c asks using radar echo sounding. (E52.00) DE9400020

CAVITIES
See BOREHOLES

CELLULOSE
decomposition: The degradation of cellulose in the near field

of a radioactive waste repository. (E52.00B12.10, B13.20)
GB9400008

CEMENTS
Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-

change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction.
(B16.20E51.00) AR9400002

leaching: Leaching of long live pure beta emitters.
(B13.20E52.00) ES9400003

materials testing: Tests of cementitious waste packages.
(E51.00) RU9400025

CENTRIFUGES
See GAS CENTRIFUGES

CERAMIC MELTERS
(An electric furnace for vitrifying liquid or calcined high-level

radioactive wastes.)
technology transfer: International Program—Melter Sensors

for Vitrification of TRU and LLMW. (E52.00)
US9400262

testing: Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control, Waste
Disposal. (E51.00) US9400552

CERAMICS
leaching: Durability of a La2Zr2O7 waste form containing var-

ious amounts of simulated HLW elements.
(B23.50B12.10) JP9400010

The study of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and
YSZ-alumina compound ceramics waste forms.
(B23.50E52.00) ' JP9400008

physical radiation effects: Alpha-decay damage effects in
curium-doped titanate ceramic containing sodium-free
high-level nuclear waste. (B23.60E52.00) JP9400007

CESIUM
chemisorption: In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Sepa-

ration. (E51.00B11.30) US9400747
Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG'

SEPTM). (E51.00B11.30) US9400626
encapsulation: Cesium Encapsulation Program. (E51.00)

US9400171
extraction: Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction

Testing. (E51.00) US9400606
removal: Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment.

(E51.00) US9400480
separation processes: Removal of radio cesium from liquid

waste effluents by copper hexacyanoferrate loaded resins.
(E51.00B13.30) IN9400014

Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by
sorption on granulated AMP. (E51.00B13.30) IN9400015

Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from
acidic evaporator condensates. (E51.00B13.30)

IN9400017
Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll)

for radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste.
(E51.00B13.30) IN9400019

CESIUM ISOTOPES
See CESIUM 127; CESIUM 137

CESIUM 127
ion exchange: Continuous Cesium Recovery. (E51.00)

US9400484
materials recovery: Continuous Cesium Recovery. (E51.00)

US9400484
CESIUM 137
diffusion: Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass composite for

radioactive waste with sulphates. (E51.00B24.42)
RU9400040

Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99Tc, w c s , 237Np
and 241 Am in compacted sodium bentonite. (B16.20)

JP9400017
radioactive waste management: Cs-137 Design Review.

(E50.00) US9400162
Cs-137 Management Support. (E52.00) US9400161

radionuclide migration: Influence of humic acid on migration
of eoCo, 85Sr and w c s in coastal sandy soil. (B31.10)

JP9400001
Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the

aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis. (B31.10) JP9400003

Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
on the aerated soil testing. (B31.40) JP9400002

CFC
See CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS

CHALCOGENIDES
See URANIUM DIOXIDE

CHARCOAL
gamma radiation: Behaviour of impregnated charcoals by

irradiation. (B14.00) RU9400004
CHELATING AGENTS
biodegradation: Biodegradation of Selected Organic Com-

pounds and Complexing Agents of Radionuclides and
Metals. (B31.50E52.00) US9400065

geochemistry: Investigations of Organic/Inorganic
Complexation Processes in Subsurface Environments.
(B32.50B32.10, B31.40) US9400053

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
automation: Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation.

(E15.30E50.00) US9400309
evaluation: Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST.

(B11.00E50.00) US9400356
information systems: DOE Methods Compendium Program:

Database Support and Management of "DOE Methods for
Evaluating Environmental and Waste Management Sam-
ples". (B11.00E50.00) US9400766

laboratories: Analytical Management: Quality Assessment
Program (EML). (B11.00E50.00) US9400751

Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services
Program (ASP). (B11.00E50.00) US9400354

performance: Analytical Management: Quality Assessment
Program (EML). (B11.00E50.00) US9400751

standardization: Methods Compendium: Analytical
Management-Methods Compendium Development.
(B11.00E50.00) US9400353

CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS
dispersions: Complex Terrain Studies. (B33.50B33.10,

C52.22) US9400001
environmental transport: Fundamental Research in the

Geosciences: Chemical Transport in Natural Systems.
(C52.22E52.00) US9400003

CHEMICAL WASTES
(For wastes which are of concern because of their chemical

properties. See also RADIOACTIVE WASTES.)
See also CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS
chemical analysis: Analytical Characterization of Mixed

Waste. (E52.00) US9400455
fluidized-bed combustion: Thermal Treatment Process Unit.

(E51.00) US9400449
ground disposal: Remedial Options Evaluation. (E52.00)

US9400710
in-situ processing: ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover

Close-Out Activities Regarding Contaminant Transport,
Limited Alternative Electrode Concept Evaluations for
Depth Enhancement, and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor
Release Issue. (E51 00E52.00) US9400515

Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.
(E52.00) US9400512

radioactive waste facilities: Cross Borehole Electromagnetic
Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste Landfills.
(E52.00B31.10) US9400398

sanitary landfills: Optimization of Sampling Strategies for
Contaminant Delineation and Risk Minimization.
(B31.50B31.10) US9400402

stability: In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite System.
(E52.00) US9400490

vitrification: Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project.
(E52.00) US9400514

Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.
(E52.00) US9400512

116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project. (E52.00)
US9400513

waste management: Hazardous Waste Technical Support.
(E52.00F24.00) US9400038

waste processing: Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility.
(E51.00) US9400184
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CHILDREN
education: Environmental Summer Science: Education Out-

reach Activities to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New,
Well-Prepared Scientists, Engineers, and Technical Staff.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400462

CHLORINATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS
(Prior to October 1991, this concept was indexed by OR-

GANIC CHLORINE COMPOUNDS.)
photolysis: Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology.

(B33.50E50.00, B31.50) US9400744
CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS

See also POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
biodegradation: Bioremediation of PCB Contamination.

(E51.00) US9400298
combustion: Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration.

(E51.00) US9400023
radiolysis: High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated

Hydrocarbons. (E51.00B14.00) US9400755
tanks: Corrective Actions. (E52.00) US9400085

CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS
solvents: Solvent Substitution Study. (E50.00) US9400227

CHROMIUM
deposition: Spray Casting. (E51.00B22.10) US9400222

CLAYS
See also BENTONITE; CLINOPTILOUTE
mechanical properties: The influence of temperature on the

mechanical characteristics of Boom clay. (B31.40B24.30,
E52.00) 8E9400026

radionuclide migration: Study of natural sorbents as barriers
against migration of radionuclides. (B31.40B31.10,
E52.00) BG9400001

rock mechanics: Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour
of anhydrite and salt-clay: First results of petrophysical
laboratory and in situ investigations. (B31 40E52.00)

DE9400015
CLEANING

See DECONTAMINATION; SURFACE CLEANING
CLIMATES
forecasting: Modelling of the high frequency climatic variations

over the next 20000 years. (B33.40) BE9400027
simulation: Modelling of the high frequency climatic variations

over the next 20000 years. (B33.40) BE9400027
CLINOPTILOLITE
crystallography: Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in

Silicate Minerals. (B31.40E52.00) US9400116
CLOTHING

See PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
COBALT COMPOUNDS
separation processes: Russian Separations Program.

(E51.00) US9400541
COBALT ISOTOPES

See COBALT 60
COBALT 60
radionuclide migration: Influence of humic acid on migration

of 60Co, B5Sr and '37Cs in coastal sandy soil. (B31.10)
JP9400001

Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the
aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis. (B31.10) JP9400003

Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
on the aerated soil testing. (B31.40) JP9400002

COLLOIDS
radionuclide migration: Colloid transport in fractured rock:

Laboratory and field studies. (B31.10) GB9400007
structural chemical analysis: Mechanisms of Colloidal

Transport in Groundwater Environments. (B32.50B31.50,
B12.10) US9400052

uses: Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater En-
vironments. (B32.50B31 50, B12.10) US9400052

COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
See ASHES

COMBUSTORS
See PULSE COMBUSTORS

COMMUNICATIONS
evaluation: European Communities Information Link.

(E50.00B31.40, F30.00) US9400244
COMPLEXES

See PLUTONIUM COMPLEXES; URANIUM COMPLEXES
COMPOUNDS (INORGANIC)

See INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
COMPOUNDS (ORGANIC)

See ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

CONCENTRATORS
See GAS CENTRIFUGES

CONCRETES
decontamination: Concrete Decontamination by

Electrohydraulic Scabbling (EHS). (E51.00) US9400522
Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete. (E51.00)

US9400523
Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete. (E51.00)

US9400521
Microwave Concrete Decontamination System.

(E13.00B24.60, E51.00) US9400223
dynamic loads: Follow-up investigations on the model shield

and central column at the HDR facility. (E36.00E31.00,
B24.30) DE9400018

recycling: Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete.
(E51.00) US9400523

CONDENSATES
radioactive waste processing: Technology Development for

Concentrating Process Streams. (E51.00E15.30)
US9400093

CONSERVATION (ENERGY)
See ENERGY CONSERVATION

CONTAINERS
See also CASKS; SPENT FUEL CASKS; TANKS
coatings: Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests

on nonmetallic coatings on radioactive waste management
facilities and containers. (E15.20) DE9400008

corrosion: Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste
container materials. (B22.50E17.00, E15.20, E52.00)

AR9400005
Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW

and ILW waste containers. (E52.00B22.50, E15.20)
GB9400004

Radon Release at Yucca Mountain. (E52.00C52.22,
B33.10) US9400716

Task E Container Corrosion. (E52.00) US9400148
design: Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for radioactive

wastes. (E15.20) RU9400041
inspection: Automated Drum Management System.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400325
materials testing: In situ tests on waste package components.

(E52.00E15.20) BE9400007
Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests on

nonmetallic coatings on radioactive waste management
facilities and containers. (E15.20) DE9400008

nondestructive testing: Non-nuclear nondestructive testing
methods to determine free water, gas pressure and matrix
level in waste drums. (E17.00) DE9400001

Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-Operable
Scanner for Noninvasive Characterization of Nuclear
Waste Container. (E15.20E52.00) US9400520

records management: DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Cod-
ing. (E50.00F30.00) US9400219

remote sensing: Automated Drum Management System.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400325

service life: Mathematical modelling of copper container life-
times. (E15.20B22.50, E52.00) CA9400015

CONTAINMENT
See CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
corrosion: Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF)

Test. (E15.10E15.20) US9400147
design: Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies.

(E23.00E52.00) US9400124
g codes: A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting

In Situ Containment Barriers for Landfills. (E15.20E50.00)
US9400518

CONTENT ANALYSIS
See CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

CONTROL
See POLLUTION CONTROL

CONVEYORS
design: UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank

Waste Dislodging and Conveyance Systems Development.
(E15.00B32.50) US9400763

UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Devel-
opment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an
Integral Conveyance System. (E13.00E52.00)

US9400600
COOLANT LOOPS
(For reactors use REACTOR COOLING SYSTEMS or IN PILE

LOOPS.)
decontamination: Assessment and decontamination proce-

dures for WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize gener-
ation of waste. (C54.00E32.00) DE9400040
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COPPER
corrosion: Corrosion experiments on copper under simulated

disposal conditions. (B22.50E15.20, E52.00) CA9400013
Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using

electrochemical techniques. (B22.50E15.20, E52.00)
CA9400014

A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological
isolation of high-level radioactive waste. (B22.50E52.00)

JP9400033
COUPLINGS (MACHINE PARTS)

See MACHINE PARTS
CRANES
mockup: Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel

Simulation of shaft transport. (E52.00E 15.30)
DE9400014

remote control: Multiaxis Crane Control System.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400665

testing: Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel
Simulation of shaft transport. (E52.00E15.30)

DE9400014
CUTTING FLUIDS
oxidation: Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste

Addendum A. (E52.00) US9400445
CUTTING TOOLS
automation: Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning.

(E51.00E15.30) US9400317
remote handling: Robotics. Waste Factilities Operations.

(E15.30E51.00) US9400316
DAYS LIVING RADIOISOTOPES

See PHOSPHORUS 32; STRONTIUM 85
DEBRIS (NUCLEAR)

See FISSION PRODUCTS
DECALSO

See ION EXCHANGE MATERIALS
DECOMMISSIONING

See also REACTOR DECOMMISSIONING
land use: Criteria for release of contaminated land. (B31.40)

GB9400034
remote handling equipment: Robotics D & D.

(E15.30E50.00) US9400709
training: Russian Training Program. (E50.00) US9400540

DECONTAMINATION
reagents: Regenerative LOMI decontamination technology de-

velopment. (C54.00) KR9400005
remote handling equipment: Robotics D & D.

(E15.30E50.00) US9400709
Savannah River Robotics: D & D. (E15.30E51.00)

US9400340
training: Russian Training Program. (E50.00) US9400540

DEMOLITION
See REACTOR DISMANTLING

DEPLETED URANIUM
uses: Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. (E15.20E15.10,

E52.00) US9400630
DESICCANTS
tritium: Tritium removal from spent desiccant. (E51.00E33.00)

GB9400030
DESTRUCTIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

See CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
DETERMINATION (CHEMICAL)

See CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

See AUSTRALIA; BELGIUM; FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY; IRELAND; NEW JERSEY; SWITZERLAND

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
See KUWAIT

DEVICES
See EQUIPMENT

DILUENTS
See SOLVENTS

DIPOLES
mapping: Site Characterization and Object Location Using a

Tensor Magnetic Gradiometer. (E52.00C52.22)
US9400653

DISASTERS
See ACCIDENTS

DISCHARGES (WASTES)
See WASTE DISPOSAL

DISMANTLING (FISSION REACTOR)
See REACTOR DISMANTLING

DISPERSIONS
See COLLOIDS; LEACHATES; MIXTURES; SLURRIES

DISPOSAL (WASTES)
See WASTE DISPOSAL

DNEPR RIVER
See DNIEPER RIVER

DNIEPER RIVER
contamination: Peculiarities of dose forming due to the

internal irradiation of public living in the areas along the
Dnieper river. (C55.00) UA9400001

DOMESTIC WASTES
See MUNICIPAL WASTES

DOWEX
See ORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS

EARTH CRUST
geochemistry: Hydrothermal System Evolution. (B31.40)

US9400006
EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT
remote control: Robotics: Buried Waste. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400324
EASTERN EUROPE

See RUSSIAN FEDERATION; USSR
EBWR REACTOR
reactor decommissioning: Experimental Boiling Water Reac-

tor (EBWR) Facility Decommissioning. (E31.00)
US9400026

ECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION
See RADIOECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION

ECOLOGY
See RADIOECOLOGY

ECOSYSTEMS
See AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS

EFFLUENTS (CHEMICAL)
See CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS

EFFLUENTS (GASEOUS)
See GASEOUS WASTES

EFFLUENTS (LIQUID)
See LIQUID WASTES

EFFLUENTS (RADIOACTIVE)
See RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

ELECTRIC FURNACES
See also CERAMIC MELTERS
vitrification: The development of advanced meter. (E51.00)

JP9400027
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
design: Operations Support. (E50.00) US9400671

ELECTRON CAPTURE RADIOISOTOPES
See CESIUM 127; STRONTIUM 85

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
See also SQUID DEVICES
radiation effects: Radiation tolerance of instrumentation.

(E43.00) BE9400016
waste disposal: Industrial Workshops-Technology Integration.

(E50.00) US9400349
The Use of Technical Review Boards and Industrial

Consortia for Reducing Life-Cycle Costs of Electronic
Components. (E50.00) US9400347

waste processing: Acid Digestion Demonstration. (E51.00)
US9400218

ELEMENTS
See ACTINIDES; AMERICIUM; CESIUM; CHROMIUM; COP-

PER; DEPLETED URANIUM; GRAPHITE; IODINE;
LEAD; MERCURY; METALS; NEPTUNIUM; PLUTONIUM;
RADON; RUTHENIUM; SCRAP METALS; SODIUM;
STRONTIUM; TANTALUM; THORIUM; TITANIUM;
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS; URANIUM; VANADIUM

EMERGENCIES
See ACCIDENTS

EMISSION
See RADIOLUMINESCENCE

EMPLOYEES
See PERSONNEL

ENERGY CONSERVATION
(Conservation of energy resources.)
technology transfer: Advanced Manufacturing Technology In-

tegration. (E50.00) US9400533
ENERGY SOURCES

See NUCLEAR FUELS; SPENT FUELS
ENGINEERED SAFETY SYSTEMS

See CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
ENRICHED URANIUM REACTORS

See ARMF-1 REACTOR; EBWR REACTOR; JEN-1
REACTOR; PWR TYPE REACTORS; WAGR REACTOR;
WWER TYPE REACTORS; WWR-S-BUCHAREST REAC-
TOR
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ENRICHMENT PLANTS (GASEOUS DIFFUSION)
See GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS

ENVIRONMENT
monitoring: Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance

Evaluation Program. (F30.00E50.00) US9400103
remedial action: ER Conference '91. (B31.40E52.00)

US9400159
Identification of Foreign Technology. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400241
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
(Possible or anticipated effects on the environment from a

proposed project.)
regulations: Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guidance

Development. (C52.00F22.00) US9400037
ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS
(Use only for unspecified samples from Ihe environment.)
chemical analysis: Analytical Laboratory Management Quality

Assurance Assessment Program. (E50.00) US9400549
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
compliance: Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical

Support. (E52.00C56.00) US9400574
Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste. (E52.00C56.00)

US9400617
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

See also AIR QUALITY
education: Partnership for Environmental Technology Educa-

tion. (E50.00C52.22) US9400465
Science Educational Outreach Program. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400441
evaluation: International Environmental Assessment.

(C52.22E50.00) US9400258
ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSPORT

See RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION
EPITHERMAL REACTORS

See LMFBR TYPE REACTORS
EQUIPMENT
(Use of a more specific term is strongly recommended.)
See also AIR FILTERS; CONVEYORS; CRANES; CUTTING

TOOLS; EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT; ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT; ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; MANIPULA-
TORS; REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT; ROBOTS;
SQUID DEVICES

construction: Waste-Management Education and Research
Consortium (WERC) National Environmental Design.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400784

decontamination: Shipping Amcellary Equipment.
(E15.10E50.00) US9400210

design: Waste-Management Education and Research Consor-
tium (WERC) National Environmental Design.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400784

transport: Shipping Amcellary Equipment. (E15.10E50.00)
US9400210

ESTERS
See TBP

ESTUARINE ECOSYSTEMS
See AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS

EUROPE
See BELGIUM; FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY;

IRELAND; RUSSIAN FEDERATION; SWITZERLAND;
USSR

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
See EUROPEAN UNION

EUROPEAN UNION
(Until December 1994 this concept was indexed to

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES.)
information systems: European Communities Information Link.

(E50.00B31.40, F30.00) US9400244
public officials: Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers

Program. (E50.00C52.22) US9400429
waste management: European Communities Information Link.

(E50.00B31.40, F30.00) US9400244
EVAPORATORS
remote handling: Technology Development for Concentrating

Process Streams. (E51.00E15.30) US9400093
EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI

See CARBON 14; PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240;
RUTHENIUM 106; STRONTIUM 90

EVEN-ODD NUCLEI
See STRONTIUM 85; URANIUM 233

EXCAVATION
site characterization: Field measurement and its numerical

interpretation of disturbed zone around drift. (831.40)
JP9400023

EXCAVATORS
See EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT

EXP. BOILING WATER REACTOR
See EBWR REACTOR

EXPERIMENTAL REACTORS
See EBWR REACTOR

EXPLOSIVES
See NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES

FABRICATION
See SOLDERING

FACILITIES (TEST)
See TEST FACILITIES

FACILITIES (UNDERGROUND)
See UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

FAILURES
See FRACTURES

FALLOUT
(For radioactive fallout only.)
radiation monitoring: Environmental radiation monitoring and

personnel radiation monitoring. (C55.00) MM9400002
FAST REACTORS

See LMFBR TYPE REACTORS
FBR TYPE REACTORS

See LMFBR TYPE REACTORS
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
waste management: Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Con-

cept in Containment Systems of Hazardous Waste Mate-
rials. (E50.00B31.40) US9400247

FEED MATERIALS PLANTS
See FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER

FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER
remedial action: Sample Management Office and Testing

Requirements Pushback. (E50.00) US9400546
waste processing: Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization

(MAWS) Program. (E51.00B31.40) US9400734
FILTERS
(See also DIGITAL FILTERS.)
See also AIR FILTERS
performance: HEPA Filter Characterization. (C52.21)

US9400082
FISHES
(Not for the concept of the edible flesh of a fish for which

use SEAFOOD.)
phosphorus 32: The accumulation of radioactive phosphorus

(32P) in fishes. (C21.20) GB9400013
FISSILE MATERIALS
(Materials containing nuclides capable of undergoing fission

by interaction with slow neutrons.)
materials recovery: Recovery of fissile material. (E51.00)

BE9400002
FISSION PRODUCTS
extraction: Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine.

(E51.00) US9400272
radioactive waste processing: Study of the immobilization

of nuclear fission products using non ion-exchange
polymeric and inorganic materials. (E51.00) UA9400002

removal: TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using
Dicarbollides. (E51.00B11.30) US9400640

separation processes: Magnetic Separation of Process Resi-
dues from UST. (E51.00) US9400471

transmutation: Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conver-
sion (Chemical Separations and Transmutations Technol-
ogies for ATW). (E51.00) US9400267

FISSIONABLE MATERIALS
See FISSILE MATERIALS

FLASKS
See CASKS

FLOW (FLUID)
See FLUID FLOW

FLUID FLOW
See also GAS FLOW
ground water: Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Re-

search Project. (E52.00) US9400019
FLUIDS

See CUTTING FLUIDS; LIQUIDS
FLUKES (FISHES)

See FISHES
FLUXMETERS

See SQUID DEVICES
FRACTURED RESERVOIRS
fracture mechanics: Support for the National Research

Council's Committee on Fracture Characterization and
Fluid Flow under the Geotechnical Board.
(B31.40E52.00) US9400107
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FRACTURES
gas flow: Field measurements of gas transport through frac-

tured rock. (B31.10B31.40, E52.00) GB9400025
FRAGMENTS (FALLOUT)

See FALLOUT
FRESH WATER ECOSYSTEMS

See AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS
FUEL ASSEMBLIES
waste storage: Shutdown and disassembly: development and

construction of a mobile transfer unit for the management
of fuel assemblies from research reactors.
(E15.30E15.10) DE9400032

FUEL CASKS
See CASKS

FUEL COOLING INSTALLATIONS
See SPENT FUEL STORAGE

FUEL CYCLE
radioactive waste management: International Program Sup-

port Office-RW. (E50.00) US9400140
FUEL CYCLE CENTERS
decontamination: Development of decontamination techniques

for decommissioning of nuclear facilities. (C54.00)
JP9400041

FUEL ELEMENTS
See SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS

FUEL FABRICATION PLANTS
decommissioning: Final Decontamination & Decommissioning

of Nuclear Fuel Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania.
(B31.40C52.22, E50.00) US9400108

decontamination: Final Decontamination & Decommissioning
of Nuclear Fuel Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania.
(B31.40C52.22, E50.00) US9400108

FUEL REPROCESSING
See REPROCESSING

FUELS
See NUCLEAR FUELS; SPENT FUELS

FUNCTIONAL MODELS
See WIPP

FURNACES
See CERAMIC MELTERS; ELECTRIC FURNACES

FUSION REACTORS
See THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS

FUSION-REACTOR MATERIALS
See THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR MATERIALS

GAMMA SOURCES
(For cosmic sources of gamma radiation use COSMIC GAMMA

SOURCES.)
calibration standards: Standard source of gamma

spectrometry to analyze solid and liquid samples.
(D15.00E41.20) ES9400006

GAS CENTRIFUGES
decontamination: Automatic line for processing radioactively

contaminated gas-centrifugal equipment. (E51 00C54.00)
RU9400013

radioactive waste processing: Automatic line for processing
radioactively contaminated gas-centrifugal equipment.
(E51.00C54.00) RU9400013

GAS COOLED REACTORS
See WAGR REACTOR

GAS FLOW
simulation: Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel

canister. (E15.20E52.00) GB9400001
GAS WELLS

See NATURAL GAS WELLS
GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS
decommissioning: Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous

Diffusion. (E13.00B31.10, D11.00) US9400224
decontamination: Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous

Diffusion. (E13.00B31.10, D11.00) US9400224
GASEOUS EFFLUENTS

See GASEOUS WASTES
GASEOUS WASTES
monitoring: Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for

Radioactive and Heavy-Metals Emissions. (E52.00)
US9400433

GASOLINE SPILLS
See HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS

GEOLOGIC DEPOSITS
See SALT DEPOSITS; URANIUM DEPOSITS

GEOLOGIC FRACTURES
(Breaks in rock, whether or not there is displacement, due to

mechanical failure by stress.)
flow models: Development of the stochastic fracture network

modelling package NAPSAC. for flow and transport mod-
elling. (B31.10) GB9400021

fluid flow: Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project.
(B31.10B31.40) US9400118

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES
See FRACTURED RESERVOIRS; GEOLOGIC FRACTURES

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
See FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC
See FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

GERMANY (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)
See FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
See FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

GERMS (MICROORGANISMS)
See MICROORGANISMS

GLASS
(A hard, amorphous, brittle substance made by fusing silicates,

sometimes borates and phosphates, with basic oxides and
then rapidly cooling.)

See also BOROPHOSPHATE GLASS; BOROSILICATE
GLASS; PHOSPHATE GLASS

chemical composition: Feed Composition Ranges (E51.00)
US9400183

Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for
immobilization of high level liquid waste. (E51.00B12.10)

IN9400010
corrosion: Study on the prediction of long-term corrosion of

nuclear waste glasses. (B24.50E52.00) JP9400006
evaporation: Time-dependence of volatilization of i3?Cs and

io6Ru over high-level waste glass in a canister.
(B13.20B23.42, E52.00) JP9400009

gamma radiation: Durability of high-level waste glass in
flowing groundwater under gamma irradiation.
(B23.60B14.00) JP9400011

leaching: Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass composite for
radioactive waste with sulphates. (E51.00B24.42)

RU9400040
Durability of high-level waste glass in flowing groundwater

under gamma irradiation. (B23.60B14.00) JP9400011
Leaching behavior of actinides and fission products from

fully radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in Tokai
reprocessing plant. (E51.00) JP9400028

Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product
during storage under repository condition. (B23.50E52.00)

IN9400007
Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison of

simulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass
leaching behavior under repository conditions.
(B31.40E52.00) JP9400032

Study on migration behavior of Pu released from Pu-doped
glass in the compacted bentonite. (B31.10) JP9400030

Water stability of glass composite materials: break testing.
(B24.30E52.00) RU9400035

vitrification: Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a
Joule-heated melter. (B23.42E51.00) JP9400024

GLASSY ALLOYS
See METALLIC GLASSES

GLASSY METALS
See METALLIC GLASSES

GORLEBEN SALT DOME
site characterization: Uncertainty in groundwater flow and

solute transport modelling. (B31.10B31.40) GB9400020
GRANITES
fractures: Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site).

(B31.40B31.10, E52.00) DE9400031
water influx: Determination of physical processes and pa-

rameters of an evaporation zone in the near field of an
underground repository Physical aspects of two phase flow
in low permeable hard rock. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400029

GRAPHITE
radioactive waste processing: Treatment and conditioning

of radioactive graphite from nuclear installations. (E51.00)
ES9400009

GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTORS
See WAGR REACTOR

GRAPHITE MODERATOR
See GRAPHITE

GROUND DISPOSAL
(For disposal of wastes near the earth's surface, e.g. in

trenches.)
demonstration programs: Nondestructive

Assay-Nondestructive Examination Peer Review. (E50.00)
US9400366

engineering geology: Assessment of multiple barrier systems
components for waste isolation in near surface disposal
facilities. (E52.00) IN9400012
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radionuclide migration: Migrational modelling study of
radionuclides from near surface repositories in India.
(B31.40E52.00) IN9400002

risk assessment: Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment
of solid radioactive waste disposal in near surface re-
positories. (E52.00) RU9400043

safety analysis: Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment of
solid radioactive waste disposal in near surface reposito-
ries. (E52.00) RU9400043

site characterization: Performance studies for the shallow
land burial of low-level waste. (B31.40E52.00)

BE9400005
site selection: Performance studies for the shallow land burial

of low-level waste. (B31.40E52.00) BE9400005
GROUND WATER
contamination: Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in

Groundwater Environments. (B32.50B31.50, B12.10)
US9400052

data base management: RCRA Technical Support.
(E52.00E51.00, C56.00) US9400706

decontamination: Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid
Site Demonstration Using Supported Liquid Membranes.
(B32.50B31.40) US9400233

In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Separation.
(B31.50B31.10) US9400555

Robotics Lab Automation. (E52.00B31.10, E13.00)
US9400315

flow models: Groundwater flow and transport model devel-
opment. (B31.10) GB9400019

Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance
assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository. (B31.10B31.40, E52.00) GB9400022

Model studies on groundwater movement as a function of
salinity-dependent water density-Case studies and model
validation with respect to the long-term safety of perma-
nent repositories for radioactive wastes. (B32.40E52.00)

DE9400042
Modelling density effects in groundwater flow with variable

salinity. (B31.10) GB940001B
Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport mod-

elling. (B31.10B31.40) GB9400020
geochemistry: Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the

Canadian Shield. (B31.40) CA9400007
isotope dating: Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations

on dissolved humic and fulvic acids. (B31.10B11.10,
E52.00) DE9400026

metals: In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Sep-
aration. (B31.50) US9400748

monitoring: Environmental Programs. (E50.00B31.50, B31.10)
US9400705

RCRA Technical Support. (E52.00E51.00, C56.00)
US9400706

radionuclide migration: Fundamental Research in the
Geosciences: Chemical Transport in Natural Systems.
(C52.22E52.00) US9400003

Groundwater flow and transport model development.
(B31.10) GB9400019

Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport mod-
elling. (B31.10B31.40) GB9400020

remedial action: Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid
Site Demonstration Using Supported Liquid Membranes.
(B32.50B31.40) US9400233

In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ
Chemical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Con-
taminated Soils and Groundwater. (E51.00B31.50,
B31.10) US9400561

Pad A Treatability Study. (B31.40E52.00) US9400372
Technology Development Files. (B31.50B31.40, F31.00)

US9400265
salinity: Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the Canadian

Shield. (B31.40) CA9400007
solutes: Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport

modelling. (B31.10B31.40) GB9400020
GROUTING
materials testing: Containment of Contaminants through

Physical Barriers Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced
under Controlled Viscosity Conditions. (E52.00)

US9400560
GROUTS

See GROUTING
HALOGENATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS

See CHLORINATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS

HALOGENATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
See CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS;

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
HALOGENS

See IODINE
HANDLING (MATERIALS)

See MATERIALS HANDLING
HANDLING (WASTES)

See WASTE MANAGEMENT
HANFORD RESERVATION
environment: Waste Management. (E50.00C52.13)

US9400153
high-level radioactive wastes: ACT'DE'CON Process: Selec-

tive Leaching of Tank Sludges by the ACT'DE"CON
Process. (E51.00) US9400636

Calcine Residue Leaching: High-Level Waste Volume Re-
duction for Calcine Processes. (E51.00) US9400638

Fission Product Chemistry. (E51.00) US9400622
low-level radioactive wastes: Compact Processing Unit

Demonstration: Development, Design, and Demonstration
of Compact Processing Units for Cesium Removal.
(E51.00) US9400598

radiation monitoring: Early Deployment System (EDS).
(E52.00F31.00) US9400592

radioactive effluents: Review of Hanford Environmental
Studies. (F31.00F24.00, E52.00) US9400188

radioactive waste management: Activity Data-Sheet Review.
(E50.00) US9400197

Cs-137 Design Review. (E50.00) US9400162
Cs-137 Management Support. (E52.00) US9400161
LLRW Characterization. (E52.00) US9400214
Materials Characterization Center Support to West Valley.

(E52.00) US9400122
PNL USTID Technical Task. (E50.00) US9400602
Tank Farm Program Management Support. (E52.00)

US9400156
radioactive waste processing: Compact Processing Unit

Demonstration: Development, Design, and Demonstration
of Compact Processing Units for Cesium Removal.
(E51.00) US9400598

Department of Water Resources (DWR) Strategy Revision
Decision Report. (E51.00) US9400206

Exploratory CC Waste Process Study. (E51.00)
US9400207

radioactive waste storage: Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment.
(E52.00B11.30) US9400637

Computer Interface. (E52.00E15.30) US9400589
Computer Interface-End Effectors. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400590
Early Deployment System. (E51.00E15.30) US9400595
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400474
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination

at INEL (E52.00E15.30) US9400758
USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL).

(E52.00E15.30) US9400599
Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in

Hot Cell. (E52.00B11.20) US9400492
remedial action: Computer Interface-End Effectors.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400590
EMSL Construction Project. (E50.00) US9400714
Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG*

SEPTM). (E51.00B11.30) US9400626
Robotics Buried Waste. (E52.00E15.30) US9400329
Sample Analysis of 1706 KE. (B11.00B31.50, B31.10)

US9400142
Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activ-

ities. (E50.00) US9400539
UST Light Duty Utility ARM. (E52.00E15.30) US9400594
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics. (E13.00E52.00)

US9400601
remote handling equipment: UST Light Duty Utility ARM.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400594
site characterization: VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater

Characterization Technology. (B31.40E50.00) US9400279
tanks: Cold-Cap Grout for Hanford Vaults. (E52.00E13.00)

US9400076
Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization. (E52.00)

US9400209
SST Ferrocyanide Studies. (E52.00) US9400127

underground storage: End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware
Removal. (E52.00E15.30) US9400474

waste management: EMSL Construction Project. (E50.00)
US9400714

Task A Pro|ect Management. (E50.00) US9400149
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Task C Solid Waste Projection and Analysis. (E52.00)
US9400150

Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activ-
ities. (E50.00) US9400539

Waste Management. (E50.00C52.13) US9400153
WHC Work Packages/OCWP. (E50.00) US9400164

wastes: UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder
(PNL). (E52.00) US9400713

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
(Not for RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS.)
See also TOXIC MATERIALS
chemical analysis: Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-

Waste Analysis. (B11.00) US9400343
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. (B11.00) US9400547
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed Waste Analysis

(WINCO). (B11.30E50.00) US9400348
combustion: Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration.

(E51.00) US9400023
containers: High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed

Tomogaphy Waste Drums. (E50.00D22.00) US9400661
containment: Containment of Contaminants through Physical

Barriers Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced under
Controlled Viscosity Conditions. (E52.00) US9400560

Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment Barriers. (E52.00)
US9400753

education: Career Education in Hazardous Waste Transpor-
tation. (E50.00E15.10) US9400726

Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program
at Eastern Idaho Technical College. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400450
excavation: Robotics: Buried Waste. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400324
fluidized-bed combustion: WVU Cooperative Agreement:

Fluidized Bed Combustion. (E51.00) US9400021
ground disposal: Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment

Barriers. (E52.00) US9400753
Remote Characterization System Demonstration.

(E15.30E52.00) US9400667
identification systems: Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar

Coding) Development. (E50.00) US9400631
monitoring: Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar Coding)

Development. (E50.00) US9400631
Deep Tensiometer. (B31.50E41.40) US9400777

neutron activation analysis: Hazardous Chemical Waste
Separation at RWMC Excavation Sites. (E52.00B11.10,
B31.50) , US9400662

nondestructive analysis: Characterization System Integration:
Verification and Field Test of Measurement and Deploy-
ment Technologies. (E52.00) US9400502

oxidation: CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical Oxidation
Treatment of TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous Waste.
(E51.00) US9400303

LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic
Oxidation Incineration Alternative. (E51.00) US9400463

packaging rules: Packaging Development. (E15.20E15.10)
US9400554

radiation effects: Environmental Remediation and Treatment
of Mixed Wastes Using Intense Penetrating
Bremsstrahlung. (E51.00) US9400300

radioactive waste management: Planning for Mixed and
Hazardous Waste Management (Base Program). (E50.00)

US9400302
radioactive waste processing: Buried Waste Integrated

Demonstration Thermal Kinetic Studies. (E51.00)
US9400656

The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed
Waste Treatment Applications. (E51.00) US9400615

Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). (E51.00)
US9400616

Polymer Solidification Development. (E51.00) US9400451
radiolysis: High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated

Hydrocarbons. (E51.00B14.00) US9400755
recycling: D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration

(ID). (E52.00E20.00) US9400294
sample preparation: Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-

Waste Analysis. (B11.00) US9400343
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. (B11.00) US9400547
underground disposal: Containment of Contaminants through

Physical Barriers Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced
under Controlled Viscosity Conditions. (E52.00)

US9400560
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Linear

Design. (E52.00) US9400263

underground storage: Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout
Technologies for In Situ Barrier Construction. (E52.00)

US9400559
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination. (E52.00)

US9400770
vitrification: Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal

Kinetic Studies. (E51.00) US9400656
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology. (E52.00)

US9400511
In Situ Vitrification Research and Development. (E52.00)

US9400509
International Program—Melter Sensors for Vitrification of TRU

and LLMW. (E52.00) US9400262
Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). (E51.00)

US9400616
waste disposal: Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste

Disposal. (E52.00) US9400611
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Disposal.

(E52.00) US9400727
waste management: Environmental Fellows Program.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400428
Hazardous Waste Operations. (E50.00) US9400691
Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support. (E50.00)

US9400741
Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrat-

ing Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Envi-
ronmental Restoration and Hazardous Waste Management.
(E50.00F24.00) US9400577

waste processing: Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility.
(E51.00) US9400178

Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Treatment.
(E51.00) US9400609

waste storage: Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste
Storage. (E52.00) US9400610

waste transportation: Career Education in Hazardous Waste
Transportation. (E50.00E15.10) US9400726

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS
(Prior to October 1991, this concept was indexed by HAZ-

ARDOUS MATERIALS and ACCIDENTS.)
remedial action: Corrective Actions. (E52.00) US9400085

HAZARDS
See HEALTH HAZARDS

HEALTH HAZARDS
risk assessment: CPG Support for the MWIP: Risk Assess-

ment for Mixed Waste. (E51.00) US9400301
HEALTH PHYSICS

See RADIATION PROTECTION
HEATING

See MICROWAVE HEATING
HEAVY ION DECAY RADIOISOTOPES

See PLUTONIUM 238; URANIUM 233
HEAVY NUCLEI

See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; NEPTUNIUM 237;
PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240; URANIUM 233

HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
See HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
(Wastes containing more than 100 microcuries/milliliter of ra-

dioactivity.)
calcination: Automated Pyrochemical Waste Calcine Process-

ing. (E51.00) US9400632
Calcine Residue Leaching: High-Level Waste Volume Re-

duction for Calcine Processes. (E51.00) US9400638
Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine. (E51.00)

US9400634
casks: Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. (E15.20E15.10,

E52.00) US9400630
chemical analysis: Spectrometer System for Hanford In-Cell

Analysis. (E51.00) US9400607
encapsulation: Polyethylene Encapsulation of SST Wastes.

(E51.00) US9400476
ferrocyanides: Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program. (E52.00)

US9400169
glass: Leaching behavior of actinides and fission products

from fully radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in
Tokai reprocessing plant. (E51.00) JP9400028

land transport: Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for
Highway Shipments of High-Level Radioactive Waste.
(E15.10) US9400017

leaching: Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel
leaching studies. (E52.00B13.20) ES9400007

materials recovery: Innovative Chemical Separation: Devel-
opment and Testing of New Chemical Separations and
Treatment Methods for Nuclear Waste Disposal.
(E51.00B11.30) US9400274
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monitoring: Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site
Inspection. (E52.00C52.22, B31.10) US9400506

nondestructive testing: Physical Characterization of the
Contents of Underground Storage Tanks. (E52.00)

US9400475
Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using Fourier Trans-

form Infrared Spectroscopy. (E52.00) US9400499
USTID Characterization System Study. (E52.00)

US9400501
physical properties: Cone Penetrometer Demonstration.

(E52.00) US9400496
radiation doses: Demonstration experiments for disposal of

LWR fuel Active handling experiments with neutron
sources. (E15.00E52.00) DE9400011

radioactive waste disposal: HLW Environmental Technical
Assistance. (C52.22E52.00) US9400014

Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste manage-
ment in Republic of Slovenia. (E51.00E52.00)

SI9400003
Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository

Program. (E52.00C56.00) US9400647
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management. (E52.00) US9400648
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development. (E52.00)

US9400498
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development

for Waste Disposal. (E52.00) US9400489
Waste Acceptance Criteria. (E15.10E50.00) US9400m

radioactive waste management: Defense HLW Technology
Program. (E50.00) US9400125

QA Program for HLW Acceptance. (E50.00) US9400024
radioactive waste processing: Assessment Framework De-

velopment and Separations Integration for an Accelerator
Transmutation of Waste (ATW) System Aimed at EM
Level. (E51.00) US9400623

Development of equipment for decontamination and com-
pacting of dismantled fuel element cladding hulls by in-
duction slag melting in cold crucible (ISMW-CC).
(E51.00) RU9400007

Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive
waste at the lormer Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf. (E51.00) DE9400004

Fission Product Chemistry. (E51.00) US9400622
HLW Technical Development and Process Verification.

(E51.00) US9400271
Innovative Chemical Separation: Development and Testing

of New Chemical Separations and Treatment Methods for
Nuclear Waste Disposal. (E51.00B11.30) US9400274

Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-precipitation process.
(E51.00) IT9400001

Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste manage-
ment in Republic of Slovenia. (E51.00E52.00)

SI9400003
Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High Level Ra-

dioactive Waste. (E51.00B11.30) US9400621
TRUEX Technology: Base Development. (E51.00B11.30)

US9400745
TRUEX: Model Validation. (E51.00) US9400593

radioactive waste storage: Environmental Technical Assist-
ance to the High Level Waste Repository Program.
(E52.00C52.22, F24.00) US9400028

High-Level Waste Technology. (E50.00) US9400054
Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product

during storage under repository condition. (B23.50E52.00)
IN9400007

Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste manage-
ment in Republic of Slovenia. (E51.00E52.00)

SI9400003
Repository Technology Program Support. (E52.00F50.00,

E15.10) US9400066
Sandia Support to YMP. (E52.00) US9400089
Tank Waste Safety Task Force. (E52.00) US9400158

radiolysis: Repository Technology Program Support.
(E52.00F50.00, E15.10) US9400066

radionuclide migration: Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Per-
formance Assessment. (E52.00C52.22) US9400009

road transport: Local transportation of high activity fuel as-
sembly end pieces. (E15.10) RU94Q0017

ruthenium: Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of
ruthenium in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid
waste. (E51.00B12.10) JP9400025

safety: Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program. (E52.00)
US9400169

separation processes: Advanced Chemical Separations: Sim-
ulation of a Total Waste Treatment System. (E51.00)

US9400277
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of Performance

of Unit Operations and Systems of Such Operations
Proposed to Effect Advanced Chemical Separations of
Hanford Waste Streams. (E51.00) US9400275

Define Waste Separation Test Bed Requirements. (E51.00)
US9400483

Process development to reduce quantity of HLW. (E51.00)
JP9400026

site characterization: Sandia Support to YMP. (E52.00)
US9400089

spectroscopy: Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. (E52.00)

US9400499
tanks: USTID Characterization System Study. (E52.00)

US9400501
transmutation: Assessment Framework Development and

Separations Integration for an Accelerator Transmutation
of Waste (ATW) System Aimed at EM Level. (E51.00)

US9400623
underground disposal: Demonstration experiments for dis-

posal of LWR fuel Active handling experiments wrth neu-
tron sources. (E15.00E52.00) DE9400011

Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test Methods Test
and Field Tracer Test Methods. (B31.10B31.40)

US9400117
Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project. (B31.10B31.40)

US9400118
Materials Integration Office. (E52.00B24.00) US9400027
Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance Assessment.

(E52.00C52.22) US9400009
Yucca Mountain Project. (E52.00B31.40) US9400086

underground storage: Application of Mining Technology to
Remediation of Underground Storage Tanks (Closeout
Activities). (E52.00) US9400603

Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste
Simulants. (E52.00) US9400486

vitrification: The development of advanced meter. (E51.00)
JP9400027

Development of equipment for incorporation of HLW into
glasses and mineral-like matrices by means of a two-stage
process based on induction melter with cold crucible
(IMCC). (E51.00) RU9400012

Development of glass matrix for different compositions of
high level liquid waste. (E51.00B12.10) IN9400011

Development of process for vitrification of high level liquid
waste. (E51.00) IN9400005

High-Level Waste Technology. (E51.00E52.00) US9400573
Hot vitrification tests with high level liquid waste of Tokai

reprocessing plant. (E51.00) JP9400029
HWVP Project Support. (E51.00) US9400146
Mixed Waste Characteristics Verification. (E51.00)

US9400160
Provide Technical Support for HWVP Risk Assessment.

(E51.00) US9400157
QA Program for HLW Acceptance. (E50.00) US9400024
Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and americium

behavior in glass compositions, used for HLLW
vitrification. (E51.00) RU9400005

Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for
immobilization of high level liquid waste. (E51.00B12.10)

IN9400010
Systems Engineering. (E52.00| US9400194
Task F SIV Evaluation. (E51.00) US9400165
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. (E15.20E15.10,

E52.00) US9400630
Vitrification of sulphate bearing high level waste in lead

borosilicate system. (E51.00) IN9400027
volume: Process development to reduce quantity of HLW.

(E51.00) JP9400026
waste forms: Compatibility studies on conditioned radioactive

waste (E52.00) BE9400009
Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing

their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations. (E52.00E15.10) RU9400010

waste storage: Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage
of vitrified high level waste. (B31.40E15.10) IN9400003

waste transportation: Economics and Systems Analysis.
(E15.10E52.00) US9400010

Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation
Proiect. (E15.10) US9400048

Nuclear Materials Transportation. (E15.10) US9400018
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Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for Highway Shipments
of High-Level Radioactive Waste. (E15.10) US9400017

Program Management. (E15.10E52.00) US9400044
Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM Transporta-

tion Programs. (E15.10) US9400035
Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent

Nuclear Fuel. (E15.10) US9400646
Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation Issues.

(E15.10) US9400650
Transportation Support Systems. (E15.10E52.00)

US9400043
HOISTS

See CRANES
HOMOGENEOUS MIXTURES

See LEACH AT ES
HOURS LIVING RADIOISOTOPES

See CESIUM 127; STRONTIUM 85; TECHNETIUM 99
HUMAN POPULATIONS
radiation doses: Peculiarities of dose forming due to the

internal irradiation of public living in the areas along the
Dnieper river. (C55.00) UA9400001

HYDROGEN COMPOUNDS
See BORIC ACID; GROUND WATER; INORGANIC ACIDS;

NITRIC ACID; WASTE WATER; WATER
HYDROGEN HYDROXIDES

See WATER
HYDROGEN ISOTOPES

See TRITIUM
HYDROGEN NITRATES

See NITRIC ACID
HYDROGEN 3

See TRITIUM
HYDROLOGY
tracer techniques: Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test

Methods Test and Field Tracer Test Methods.
(B31.10B31.40) US9400117

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
(Until 1976 known as NRTS and older material is so

indexed.)
alpha-bearing wastes: Private Sector Participation Initiative.

(E51.00F12.00) US9400676
environmental impacts: Waste Management NEPA.

(E50.00C56.00) US9400670
fuel storage pools: Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Dis-

position Project (DRCT-DP). (E15.10) US9400718
geophysical surveys: Analysis of Plume: Characterization of

the Anomaly Located in the NODA at INEL
(B31 40C52.22, E50.00) US9400282

hazardous materials: Environmental Databases.
(F31.00E50.00) US9400708

New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. (E52.00)
US9400684

low-level radioactive wastes: Implementation of 5820.2A
Chapter III (LLW). (E52.00F24.00) US9400672

Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility.
(E52.00C52.12, C56.00) US9400681

Private Sector Participation Initiative. (E51.00F12.00)
US9400676

RWMC LLW Operations. (E52.00) US9400694
program management: Planning and Integration. (E50.00)

US9400677
radiation monitoring: Idaho State University Monitoring.

(B33.10B31.10, B33.50) US9400704
radioactive waste disposal: Buried Waste (Research, Devel-

opment, Demonstration, Testing and Evaluation (RDDT &
E) Robotics). (E50.00E15.30) US9400141

RWMC LLW Operations. (E52.00) US9400694
radioactive waste facilities: Correactive Actions-REE Dis-

posal. (E52.00E15.10) US9400568
General Plant Projects (GPP). (E50.00) US9400685
TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility. (E52.00) US9400687

radioactive waste management: DOE-DOD Two Dimensional
Bar Coding. (E50.0OF3O.0O) US9400219

Environmental Programs. (E50.00B31.50, B31.10)
US9400705

radioactive waste processing: Idaho Waste Processing Fa-
cility. (E51.00) US9400683

radioactive waste storage: Waste Characterization and Stor-
age Facility. (E52.00) US9400688

remedial action: BWRP/BWID Demonstration. (E52.00E15.30)
US9400781

Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration.
(B31.40E50.00) US9400362

Operations Support. (E50.00) US9400671

robots: Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL).
(E52.00E15.30) US9400757

site characterization: Analysis of Plume: Characterization of
the Anomaly Located in the NODA at INEL.
(B31 40C52.22, E50.00) US9400282

INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies. (B31.40E50.00)
US9400281

spent fuel storage: Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project
(LTSM). (E15.10E52.00) US9400720

Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop Facilities.
(E15.10E52.00) US9400702

waste management: Industrial Workshops: Technology Inte-
gration. (B31.40E50.00) US9400362

Operations Support. (E50.00) US9400671
Planning and Integration. (E50.00) US9400677
RCRA Technical Support. (E52.00E51.00, C56.00)

US9400706
Waste Management NEPA. (E50.00C56.00) US9400670
Waste Management Roadmap Development/Strategic Plan-

ning. (E50.00) US9400674
Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention. (E50.00)

US9400703
waste storage: New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility.

(E52.00) US9400684
waste transportation: Transportation Compliance Program.

(E15.10F24.00) US9400675
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS
(For persons or objects. Not for systems for PARTICLE

IDENTIFICATION.)
automation: Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar Coding)

Development. (E50.00) US9400631
IGNEOUS ROCKS

See also GRANITES
bentonite: Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-alteration

rate and the environmental conditions of volcanic glass
included in argillaceous rock during several million years.
(B31 40E52.00) JP9400031

leaching: Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison
of simulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass
leaching behavior under repository conditions.
(B31 40E52.00) JP9400032

IN SITU PROCESSING
See IN-SITU PROCESSING

IN-SITU PROCESSING
demonstration programs: ISV Demonstration. (E52.00)

US9400510
INCIDENTS

See ACCIDENTS
INCINERATORS
off-gas systems: LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP

Real-Time Emission Monitoring. (B33.10E51.00)
US9400619

uses: Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)
Incinerators for Destruction of Department of Energy
(DOE) High Explosives (HE). (E52.00) US9400290

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
See FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER; GASEOUS

DIFFUSION PLANTS; WASTE PROCESSING PLANTS
INDUSTRIAL WASTES
waste disposal: Landfill Operations. (E50.00) US9400693

INDUSTRY
See PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

INEL
See IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

INORGANIC ACIDS
See also BORIC ACID; NITRIC ACID
materials recovery: Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar

Electrodialytic Membrane. (E51.00) US9400505
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and

Storage Technology Concepts Development. (E51.00)
US9400504

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
(For very general papers only. Use of a more specific term

is recommended.)
See also BORIC ACID; INORGANIC ACIDS; NITRIC ACID
precipitation: Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes.

(E51.00) US9400629
INORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS

See also BENTONITE; CLINOPTILOLITE; ZEOLITES
sol-gel process: Ammonium phospho molybdate microspheres

by sol-gel method. (B16.20E51.00) AR940Q003
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INSTALLATION SITES
See NUCLEAR FACILITIES

INSTRUMENTS (MEASURING)
See MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

INTERIM STORAGE
See WASTE STORAGE

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
See INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

INTERMEDIATE MASS NUCLEI
See CESIUM 127; CESIUM 137; COBALT 60; IODINE 129;

RUTHENIUM 106; STRONTIUM 85; STRONTIUM 90;
TECHNETIUM 99

INTERMEDIATE STORAGE
See WASTE STORAGE

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
(Wastes containing from 5 x 10 exp(-5) to 100

microcuries/milliliter of radioactivity.)
fission products: Investigation on the determination of dis-

posal critical nuclides in waste from PWR power plants.
(B11.00E51.00) BE9400014

in-situ processing: Experience of intermediate level waste
in-situ solidification in Russia. (E51.00) RU9400002

packaging rules: Acceptance criteria for disposal of radioac-
tive wastes. (E52.00) SI9400001

radioactivation: Investigation on the determination of disposal
critical nuclides in waste from PWR power plants.
(B11.00E51.00) BE9400014

radioactive waste processing: Conditioning of radioactive
wastes in Chile. (E51.00) CL9400002

Development of technology and pilot plant for treatment of
small volumes liquid radioactive wastes. (E51.00)

BG9400002
Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive

waste at the former Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf. (E51.00) DE9400004

radiometric analysis: Destructive assay of long-lived alpha-
and beta-emitting nuclides in radioactive wastes with
negligible heat generation. (B11.00E52.00) DE9400002

separation processes: Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste
solution using fixed-bed sorption on a zinc-carbon bed.
(E51.00B13.30) IN9400018

Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll)
for radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste.
(E51.00B13.30) IN9400019

solidification: Characterization of bituminized waste product.
(E51.00B24.42, B14.00) IN9400009

Experience of intermediate level waste in-situ solidification
in Russia. (E51.00) RU9400002

Slag based cements for immobilization of aqueous alkaline
intermediate level waste. (E51.00) IN9400026

synthesis: Synthesis, characterization and testing of a
phenolic chelating resin for simultaneous removal of
cesium and strontium from alkaline IL waste.
(E51.00B12.10) IN9400008

waste forms: Compatibility studies on conditioned radioactive
waste. (E52.00) BE9400009

INTERNAL CONVERSION RADIOISOTOPES
See COBALT 60; IODINE 129; TECHNETIUM 99

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
See EUROPEAN UNION

IODINE
solvent extraction: Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste

Pretreatment. (E51.00B11.30) US9400746
IODINE IODIDES

See IODINE
IODINE ISOTOPES

See IODINE 129
IODINE 129

radionuclide migration: Development of improved global cir-
culation models for C-14 and 1-129. (C57 00)

GB9400037
transmutation: Fission Product Chemistry. (E51.00)

US9400622
ION EXCHANGE MATERIALS

See also BENTONITE; CLINOPTILOLITE; INORGANIC ION
EXCHANGERS; ORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS;
ZEOLITES

activity levels: Activity level in ion exchange resins, wastes
from reactor experimental Chileno 1, Rech-1. (E51.00)

CL9400004
radioactive waste processing: Treatment and conditioning

technology of used ion exchangers in the INR-TRIGA re-
actor. (E51.00) RO94O0003

IRELAND
radioactive waste processing: A facility for the collection,

conditioning and storage of radioactive waste produced in
Ireland. (E15.10) IE9400001

radioactive waste storage: A facility for the collection, con-
ditioning and storage of radioactive waste produced in
Ireland. (E15.10) IE9400001

IRISH SEA
chemical effluents: Impact of anthropogenic inputs of na-

turally occurring radionuclides in the aquatic environment.
(B32.10C52.20) GB9400017

natural radioactivity: Impact of anthropogenic inputs of na-
turally occurring radionuclides in the aquatic environment.
(B32.10C52.20) GB9400017

radioactive effluents: The fate of Irish Sea sediments.
(B32.10C52.20) GB9400016

Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring
radionuclides in the aquatic environment. (B32.10C52.20)

GB9400017
IRON ALLOYS

See CARBON STEELS; STEELS
IRON BASE ALLOYS

See CARBON STEELS; STEELS
IRRADIATED FUEL ELEMENTS

See SPEW7 FUEL ELEMENTS
IRRADIATED FUELS

See SPENT FUELS
ISOMERIC TRANSITION ISOTOPES

See COBALT 60; NEPTUNIUM 237; STRONTIUM 85;
TECHNETIUM 99

ISOTOPE SEPARATION PLANTS
See GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS

ISOTOPES
See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; CARBON 14;

CESIUM 127; CESIUM 137; COBALT 60; FISSION
PRODUCTS; IODINE 129; NEPTUNIUM 237;
PHOSPHORUS 32; PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240;
RADIOISOTOPES; RUTHENIUM 106; STRONTIUM 85;
STRONTIUM 90; TECHNETIUM 99, TRITIUM; URANIUM
233

JEN-1 REACTOR
(Nuclear Energy Board, Juan Vigon National Nuclear Energy

Centre, Madrid, Spain)
reactor dismantling: Decommissioning of the JEN-1 exper-

imental reactor. (E36.00E32.00) ES9400008
JOINING
See SOLDERING
JUNTA EN NUCL (SPAIN)-1 REAC

See JEN-1 REACTOR
KANSAS CITY PLANT
(US DOE Facility in Kansas City, Missouri.)
waste management: Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing

at KCP. (E50.00) US9400230
KILN INCINERATORS

See INCINERATORS
KUWAIT
waste management: Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy

Metals. (E50.00B31.40) US9400234
LABORATORIES
audits: Performance Evaluation and Audit Program.

(B11 OOE50.00) US9400345
decommissioning: Surveillance and Maintenance.

(E13.00E51.00) US9400031
decontamination: Surveillance and Maintenance.

(E13.00E51.00) US9400031
management: Technical and Management Support for Analyt-

ical Services Program (ASP). (B11.00E50.00)
US9400354

performance: Methods Compendium: Analytical
Management-Methods Compendium Development.
(B11.00E50.00) US9400353

quality assurance: Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST.
(B11 00E50.00) US9400356

Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance Evaluation
Program. (F30.00E50.00) US9400103

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
See MANIPULATORS

LAND FILLS
See SANITARY LANDFILLS

LAND POLLUTION
(For nonradioactive pollution only; for radioactive pollution use

CONTAMINATION.)
pollution abatement: International School on Innovative

Technology for Cleaning the Environment: Short Course.
(B33.40B31.40, B32.40) US9400261
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LAND USE
remedial action: Criteria for release of contaminated land.

(B31.40) GB9400034
LANDFILLS

See SANITARY LANDFILLS
LAWS

See RESOURCE RECOVERY ACTS; US NATIONAL ENVI-
RONMENTAL POLICY ACT

LEACHATES
(The liquid that has percolated through soil or other media;

a solution obtained by leaching.)
chemical analysis: Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL

MVST Waste: Data for Modeling Sludge Science.
(E51 00B11.00) US9400635

leaching: Sludger Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST
Waste: Data for Modeling Sludge Science.
(E51 00B11.00) US9400635

washing: Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST
Waste: Data for Modeling Sludge Science.
(E51 0OB11.00) US9400635

LEAD
encapsulation: Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Con-

taminated Lead Waste. (E51.00) US9400297
LIGHT NUCLEI

See CARBON 14; PHOSPHORUS 32; TRITIUM
LINERS
design: LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and

Linear Design. (E52.00) US9400263
LININGS

See LINERS
LIQUID EFFLUENTS

See LIQUID WASTES
LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS

See LMFBR TYPE REACTORS
LIQUID SCINTILLATORS
incinerators: Characterization of organic compounds in the

gas emissions of the liquid scintillation wastes incineration.
(E51.00) ES9400001

LIQUID WASTES
See also WASTE WATER
biodegradation: Biodegradation of Liquid Scintillation

Cocktail-BTX. (E51.00) US9400550
measuring methods: Tank Farm Surveillance System.

(E52.00) US9400128
monitoring: Environmental Corrective Actions. (B33.10)

US9400179
radioactive waste processing: Electrochemical Treatment of

Liquid Radioactive Wastes. (E51.00) US9400641
underground storage: Murphy-Cheboygen MF.

(E15.10C52.23) US9400151
waste processing: Use of (GAC) Columns for the Simul-

taneous Removal of Organics, Heavy Metals, and
Radionuclides. (E51.00) US9400783

LIQUIDS
images: An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique for

Free Liquid in Cement Solidified Drums of Nuclear Waste.
(E41.40E52.00) US9400077

LMFBR TYPE REACTORS
fuel cycle: Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Program.

(E35.00E50.00, B16.20) US9400106
nuclear fuels: Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels.

(E35.00E23.00, B23.10) US9400078
radioactive waste disposal: Actinide Partitioning and

Transmutation Program. (E35.00E50.00, B16.20)
US9400106

LOADING (MATERIALS HANDLING)
See MATERIALS HANDLING

LOOPS (COOLANT)
See COOLANT LOOPS

LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
See LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES
(Wastes containing less than 5 x 10 exp(-5)

microcuries/milliliter of radioactivity.)
biodegradation: Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation,

Sorption, and Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsur-
face. (B31.40B31.10) US9400517

computerized tomography: An Improved Radiographic Imag-
ing Technique for Free Liquid in Cement Solidified Drums
of Nuclear Waste. (E41.40E52.00) US9400077

containers: Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and
Materials. (E52.00E15.20) US9400033

fission products: Investigation on the determination of dis-
posal critical nuclides in waste from PWR power plants.
(B11.00E51.00) BE9400014

gamma spectroscopy: Low level waste assay system.
(E50.00) GB9400031

ground disposal: Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond.
(E52.00B31.40) US9400192

Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies.
(E23.00E52.00) US9400124

inventories: Mixed Waste Stream Characterization. (E52.00)
US9400189

materials handling: Mixed Waste Operations. (E52.00)
US9400692

moessbauer effect: Moessbauer characterization of the ra-
dioactive waste treatment and conditioning products.
(E51.00) RO9400006

monitoring: Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval.
(E52.00E41.00) US9400361

nondestructive analysis: An Improved Radiographic Imaging
Technique for Free Liquid in Cement Solidified Drums of
Nuclear Waste. (E41 40E52.00) US9400077

NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using a
1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P) Gamma-Ray
Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy (CT).
(E50.00B11.10) US9400392

oxidation: Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste.
(E51.00) US9400444

packaging: Design of transport packaging for low-level wastes
shipment. (E15.20) RU9400032

packaging rules: Acceptance criteria for disposal of radioac-
tive wastes. (E52.00) SI9400001

purification: Application of the electromembrane technology in
LLW treatment. (E51.00) RU9400003

radiation doses: Radiological characterization of very low
activity heterogeneous waste. (E51.00) ES9400004

radiation monitoring: An Intelligent Inspection and Survey
Robot. (E41.40) US9400252

RWMC LLW Technology Programs. (E52.00) US9400695
radioactivation: Investigation on the determination of disposal

critical nuclides in waste from PWR power plants.
(B11.00E51.00) BE9400014

radioactive waste disposal: Characterization of the Vandose
Zone to the California Low-Level Radioactive Waste Dis-
posal Site. (E52.00) US9400015

Correactive Actions-REE Disposal. (E52.00E15.10)
US9400568

Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW).
(E52.00F24.00) US9400672

Low-Level Waste Disposal. (E52.00) US9400723
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility.

(E52.00C52.12, C56.00) US9400681
New Facility Planning. (E52.00E51.00, C56.00) US9400680
Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and Materials.

(E52.00E15.20) US9400033
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy. (E52.00E51.00) MM9400001

Review of EPA Source Term Models. (E52.00E51.00)
US9400109

RLWTF Operations. (E52.00) US9400566
RWMC LLW Technology Programs. (E52.00) US9400695
Technology for Improved TRU Waste Assay TSR. (E50.00)

US9400360
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development. (E52.00)

US9400498
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development

for Waste Disposal. (E52.00) US9400489
Waste Management Systems Assessment. (E51.00)

US9400032
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. (E51 00E52.00)

US9400690
radioactive waste management: RLWTF Operations.

(E52.0O) US9400566
RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste. (E52.00) US9400570
Waste Management Systems Assessment. (E51.00)

US9400032
radioactive waste processing: Conditioning of radioactive

wastes in Chile. (E51.00) CL9400002
Development of technology and pilot plant for treatment of

small volumes liquid radioactive wastes. (E51.00)
BG9400002

The extraction of radionuclides from low-level aqueous sol-
utions. (E51.00) BY9400001

Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treatment,
based on chemical precipitation and sorption processes.
(E51.00) RO9400004
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LANL Support for the EG & G RF NMWP Packed-Bed
Reactor-Silent Discharge Plasma (PBR-SDP) Incineration
Alternative. (E51.00) US9400432

LLW/LLW-Mixed Treatment (WERF). (E51.00) US9400689
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility.

(E51.00C52.12, C56.00) US9400682
Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). (E51.00)

US9400616
New Facility Planning. (E52.00E51.00, C56.00) US9400680
PNL Support for EG & G RFP NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Alternative. (E51.00) US9400762
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy. (E52.00E51.00) MM9400001

Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. (E51.00)
US9400582

Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste effluents by
copper hexacyanoferrate loaded resins. (E51.00B13.30)

IN9400014
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose. (E51.00) US9400618
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. (E51.00E52.00)

US9400690
radioactive waste storage: Low-Level Mixed Waste.

(E52.00E15.10) US9400572
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. (E51.00E52.00)

US9400690
radiometric analysis: Destructive assay of long-lived alpha-

and beta-emitting nuclides in radioactive wastes with
negligible heat generation. (B11.00E52.00) DE9400002

remote viewing equipment: An Intelligent Inspection and
Survey Robot. (E41.40) US9400252

separation processes: Radionuclide separation from low level
liquid wastes arising from the reprocessing plant.
(B16.20) JP9400016

Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL waste using
synthetic chelating resins. (E51.00B13.30) IN94Q0020

Separation of boric acid during the evaporation of LWR
low-level liquid waste. (E51.00) BE9400001

Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from
acidic evaporator condensates. (E51.00B13.30)

IN9400017
underground storage: Simulant Development: Define and

Prepare Tank Waste Simulants (E52.00) US9400486
vitrification: Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). (E51.00)

US9400616
Virtification of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level

Waste (LLW).'(E51.00) US9400213
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose. (E51.00) US9400618

waste processing: Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR.
(E51.00E52.00) US9400359

waste retrieval: Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval.
(E52.00E41.00) US9400361

waste storage: Mixed Waste Operations. (E52.00)
US9400692

waste transportation: Correactive Actions-REE Disposal.
(E52.00E15.10) US9400568

Low-Level Mixed Waste. (E52.00E15.1O) US9400572
x-ray radiography: An Improved Radiographic Imaging Tech-

nique for Free Liquid in Cement Solidified Drums of Nu-
clear Waste. (E41.40E52.00) US9400077

LUMINESCENCE
See RADIOLUMINESCENCE

MACHINE PARTS
spray coating: Spray Casting. (E51 00B22.10) US9400222

MAMMALS
See CHILDREN

MAN
See CHILDREN

MANAGEMENT
See GROUND DISPOSAL; MARINE DISPOSAL; MONITORED

RETRIEVABLE STORAGE; NONRADIOACTIVE WASTE
DISPOSAL; RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT; RADIOACTIVE WASTE
PROCESSING; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE;
UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL; WASTE DISPOSAL;
WASTE MANAGEMENT; WASTE PROCESSING; WASTE
RETRIEVAL; WASTE STORAGE; WASTE TRANSPOR-
TATION

MANIPULATORS
control systems: Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up

(ORNL). (E15.30E50.00) US9400536
coordinated research programs: Long Reach Manipulator:

System Integration. (E52.00E15.30) US9400604
LRA-Control System (ORNL). (E52.00E15.30) US9400596

UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface. (E52.00E15.30)
US9400759

remote control: Waste Minimization. (E15.30E51.00)
US9400322

MANPOWER
See PERSONNEL

MARINE DISPOSAL
radioactivity: The relative significance of historic and current

discharge from Sellafield as sources of present human
radiation exposure. (B32.10C52.20) GB9400014

radionuclide migration: Artificial radionuclides in the shelf
seas of northwest Europe from UK and other sources.
(B32.10C52.20) GB9400015

MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
See AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS

MARINE VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
See ACCIDENTS

MARLITE
See CLAYS

MARLSTONE
See CLAYS

MASS SPECTROMETERS
technology assessment: In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development

and Evaluation of a Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instru-
ment for the Direct Analysis of Low Volatile Organic
Compounds. (E41.20B31.40, E50.00) US9400280

MASS TRANSFER
See RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION

MATERIALS
See ALPHA-BEARING WASTES; BENTONITE; CALCINED

WASTES; CEMENTS; CLINOPTILOLITE; CONCRETES;
ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS; FISSILE MATERIALS;
FISSION PRODUCTS; HAZARDOUS MATERIALS;
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES; INORGANIC ION
EXCHANGERS; INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES; ION EXCHANGE MATERIALS; LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES; NUCLEAR FUELS; ORGANIC
ION EXCHANGERS; POROUS MATERIALS; RADIOAC-
TIVE EFFLUENTS; RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS; RADIO-
ACTIVE WASTES; SPENT FUELS; THERMONUCLEAR
REACTOR MATERIALS; TOXIC MATERIALS; ZEOLITES

MATERIALS HANDLING
equipment: Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites:

Dust-Control Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste Handling.
(E15.10E15.30) US9400785

MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT
See CONVEYORS; CRANES; EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT;

MANIPULATORS; REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT
MATERIALS TESTING
wave propagation: Analytical and Numerical Methods.

(E17.00) US9400004
MATTER
See VOLATILE MATTER

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
(Use of a more specific term is recommended.)
See also MASS SPECTROMETERS; MONITORS;

PENETROMETERS; RADIATION MONITORS;
SPECTROPHOTOMETERS; SQUID DEVICES

design: Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening PCBs.
(E41 00E5O.O0) US9400379

MEDIUM LEVEL WASTES
See INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

MEDIUM-LEVEL WASTES
See INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

MEMBRANES
testing: Development of Inorganic Membranes for Mixed-Waste

ID. (E50.00) US9400405
MERCURY
separation processes: Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed

Waste Analysis (WINCO). (B11 30E50.00) US9400348
METALLIC GLASSES
(Amorphous alloys produced by extremely rapid quenching of

molten material.)
ground disposal: Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals.

(E51 OOE52.00) US9400087
METALS

See also ACTINIDES; AMERICIUM; CESIUM; CHROMIUM;
COPPER; DEPLETED URANIUM; LEAD; MERCURY;
NEPTUNIUM; PLUTONIUM; RUTHENIUM; SCRAP
METALS; SODIUM; STRONTIUM; TANTALUM;
THORIUM; TITANIUM; URANIUM; VANADIUM

corrosion: Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes.
(E51.00) US9400629
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decontamination: Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of
Metals. (E52.00E51.00, B31.10) US9400225

Robotics Waste Processing Operations. (E15.30E51.00)
US9400341

magnetic separators: In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using
Magnetic Separation. (B31.50) US9400748

measuring instruments: Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination
of Radionuclide and Metal Contaminant Concentrations
at a Landfill. (E52.00B11.10, B31.10) US9400406

removal: In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic
Separation. (B31.50B31.10) US9400555

In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Separation.
(B31.50) US9400748

waste processing: Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals.
(E51 00E52.00) US9400087

wastes: Robotics Waste Processing Operations.
(E15.30E51.00) US9400341

x-ray fluorescence analysis: High-Z Metal Detection: De-
tection and Quantification of High-Z Metals at the SNL
Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray Fluorescence.
(B11.10E52.00, B31.50) US9400408

METGLASS
See METALLIC GLASSES

MICROBIAL FLORA
See MICROORGANISMS

MICROFLORA
See MICROORGANISMS

MICROORGANISMS
baseline ecology: Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface.

(E52.00) US9400071
nutrients: Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational

Bioremediation. (B32.50) US9400775
soils: Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mo-

bility in Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits.
(B31.10B31.50) US9400079

spatial distribution: Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface.
(E52.00) US9400071

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
See SQUID DEVICES

MICROWAVE HEATING
radioactive waste processing: Microwave Solidification.

(E51.00) US9400436
MIDDLE EAST

See KUWAIT
MIGRATION (RADIONUCLIDE)

See RADIONUCUDE MIGRATION
MILL TAILINGS
environmental effects: Evaluation of Environmental Risk and

Cost-Effectiveness of Mill-Tailings Cleanup.
(E51.00C52.22) US9400040

health hazards: Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-
Effectiveness of Mill-Tailings Cleanup. (E51.00C52.22)

US9400040
radioactive waste management: Uranium mining and milling

tailings management. (E51 00B31.40, C52.12)
AR9400004

radioactive waste processing: Studies in the field of treat-
ment of uranium tailing liquid waste. (E51.00)

PT9400001
regulations: FUSRAP Project Support. (B31.40C56.00)

US9400583
remedial action: FUSRAP Project Support. (B31.40C56.00)

US9400583
Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action

(NRC-UMTRA) Support. (B16.10B31.40, B31.10)
US9400152

MINE SITE REHABILITATION
See REMEDIAL ACTION

MINERAL ACIDS
See INORGANIC ACIDS

MINERALS
See ANHYDRITE; BENTONITE; CLAYS; CLINOPTILOLITE;

SILICATE MINERALS; ZEOLITES
MINES

See ASSE SALT MINE
MINING

See also UNDERGROUND MINING
radioactive waste management: Uranium mining and milling

tailings management. (E51.00B31.40, C52.12)
AR9400004

MINUTES LIVING RADIOISOTOPES
See COBALT 60

MISGURNUS
See FISHES

MIXTURES
See also LEACHATES; SLURRIES
materials handling: Analytical Laboratory Management Health

and Safety Requirements Development (New Guidance).
(C54.00C53.00) US9400346

us occupational safety and health act: Analytical Laboratory
Management Health and Safety Requirements Develop-
ment (New Guidance). (C54.00C53.00) US9400346

MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE
(The long-term isolation of spent fuel and high-level radioactive

waste in facilities that permit continuous monitoring, ready
retrieval and periodic maintenance as necessary to assure
containment of radioactive materials)

economic impact: Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions
Associated with the Siting of MRS Facilities.
(E52.00F12.00) US9400645

environmental impacts: Environmental Technical Support for
the Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility.
(E52.00C52.22) US9400644

program management: Environmental Technical Support for
the Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility.
(E52.00C52.22) US9400644

social impact: Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions
Associated with the Siting of MRS Facilities.
(E52.00F12.00) US9400645

storage facilities: Environmental Technical Support for the
Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility. (E52.00C52.22)

US9400644
Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions Associated with

the Siting of MRS Facilities. (E52.00F12.00) US9400645
MONITORS
(Use of a more specific term is recommended.)
See also RADIATION MONITORS
design: Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants us-

ing Fiber Optic Spectroscopy. (B11.20C52.22, B31.50)
US9400002

MOTOR VEHICLES
See VEHICLES

MOUNTAINS
See URALS; YUCCA MOUNTAIN

MULTIPOLES
See DIPOLES

MUNICIPAL WASTES
(Wastes generated in households, commercial and business

establishments, schools, hospitals, etc. It excludes indus-
trial and biological wastes, abandoned automobiles, ashes,
street sweepings, construction and demolition debris, and
sewage sludge. Prior to August 1985 DOMESTIC
WASTES was a valid descriptor. See also INDUSTRIAL
WASTES, BIOLOGICAL WASTES, ASHES, and SEWAGE
SLUDGE.)

storage facilities: Waste Handling Facility Operations.
(E15.30E52.00) US9400569

waste disposal: Landfill Operations. (E50.00) US9400693
MUNICIPAL WASTES (INDUSTRIAL)

See INDUSTRIAL WASTES
NANOSEC LIVING RADIOISOTOPES

See NEPTUNIUM 237
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

See ANL; BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
LABORATORIES; FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION
CENTER; HANFORD RESERVATION; IDAHO NATIONAL
ENGINEERING LABORATORY; KANSAS CITY PLANT;
ROCKY FLATS PLANT; SANDIA LABORATORIES;
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT; US DOA; US DOE; US
NRC; WIPP

NATIONAL REACTOR TESTING STATION
See IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

NATURAL ACTIVITY
See NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

NATURAL GAS WELLS
natural radioactivity: Hydrogeochemical and Production Con-

trols on NORM in Oil- and Gas-Field Operations.
(B31.40E50.00) US9400120

NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY
(For unspecified naturally occurring radioisotopes only.)
environmental impacts: Impact of anthropogenic inputs of

naturally occurring radionuclides in the aquatic environ-
ment. (B32.10C52.20) GB9400017
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NEON 24 DECAY RADIOISOTOPES
See URANIUM 233

NEPA
See US NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

NEPTUNIUM
radionuclide migration: Investigation of the immobilization of

multivalent cations by hydroxylapatite with respect to its
application as an additive to the backfill material of waste
repositories located in salt diapirs. (B31.40B13.20,
E52.00) DE9400034

sorption: The effect of humic substance on the sorption of
neptunium(V) onto soil. (B31.10) JP9400004

NEPTUNIUM ISOTOPES
See NEPTUNIUM 237

NEPTUNIUM 237
diffusion: Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99TC, '37CS,

237Np and 2<>'Am in compacted sodium bentonite.
(B16.20) JP9400017

transmutation: Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor.
(B13.10E51.00) US9400051

NEW JERSEY
laboratories: Surveillance and Maintenance. (E13.00E51.00)

US9400031
NITRATES

See also SODIUM NITRATES
biodegradation: Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes.

(E51.0O) US9400371
oxidation: Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for Under-

ground Storage Tanks Integrated Demonstration. (E51.00)
US9400470

waste disposal: Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction.
(E51.00) US9400453

NITRIC ACID
materials recovery: Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction.

(E51.00) US9400453
Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by Distillation.

(E51.00E52.00) US9400430
recycling: Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by

Distillation. (E51.00E52.00) US9400430
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

See NITRATES; NITRIC ACID; SODIUM NITRATES
NON-RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

See NONRADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
NONAQUEOUS SOLVENTS

See ORGANIC SOLVENTS
NONMETALS

See GRAPHITE; IODINE; RADON
NONRADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
safety analysis: Reliability of thermomechanical model com-

putations in rock salt. (B31 40E52.00) DE9400039
NONRADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

See NONRADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
NONRADIOACTIVE WASTES

See CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS; CHEMICAL WASTES
NORTH AMERICA

See NEW JERSEY
NRTS

See IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS

See ACCIDENTS
NUCLEAR ATTACKS

See NUCLEAR WEAPONS
NUCLEAR CONTESTATION

See PUBLIC RELATIONS
NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES
combustion: Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

(INEL) Incinerators for Destruction of Department of En-
ergy (DOE) High Explosives (HE). (E52.00) US9400290

NUCLEAR FACILITIES
See also ASSE SALT MINE; FEED MATERIALS PRO-

DUCTION CENTER; FUEL CYCLE CENTERS; FUEL
FABRICATION PLANTS; GASEOUS DIFFUSION
PLANTS; GORLEBEN SALT DOME; NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS; RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES; WIPP

environmental quality: Realistic Analysis of Potential Health
and Environmental Problems at All DOE Facilities.
(C52.30C52.00) US9400264

remedial action: Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS.
(B31 40C56.00) US9400735

risk assessment: Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and
Environmental Problems at All DOE Facilities.
(C52.30C52.00) US9400264

site characterization: Noninvasive Site Characterization,
Phase I: Program Plan for Assessing and Integrating

Space, Airborne, and Surface Methods. (B31.40B33.40)
US9400278

waste management: Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces.
(E50.00B22.10) US9400229

Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use. (E50.00)
US9400226

NUCLEAR FUEL CENTERS
See FUEL CYCLE CENTERS

NUCLEAR FUELS
See also SPENT FUELS
casting molds: Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels.

(E35.00E23.00, B23.10) US9400078
coatings: Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels.

(E35.00E23.00, B23.10) US9400078
NUCLEAR INSTALLATION SITES

See NUCLEAR FACILITIES
NUCLEAR PARKS
(A facility containing a nuclear power plant plus on-site support

industries such as fuel fabrication plants, reprocessing
plants, etc.)

environmental impacts: Environmental Research Park.
(C56.00B31.40, E50.00) US9400526

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
reactor decommissioning: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) D & D Support. (E50.00E20.00) US9400204
NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS

See NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR SAFETY

See RADIATION PROTECTION
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
decommissioning: WeDID - Plasma Arc. (E50.00)

US9400580
production: Waste Minimization. (E15.30E51.00) US9400322
radioactive waste management: Plutonium Consumption in

Advanced Light-Water Reactors. (E31.00E32.00, E50.00)
US9400519

Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated Demon-
stration. (E50.00) US9400215

WeDID - Plasma Arc. (E50.00) US9400580
WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology. (E50.00) US9400581

radioactive waste processing: Demilitarization and
Immobilization of Weapon Electronics. (E51.00)

US9400217
Vitrification Treatment of Heterogeneous Weapons Compo-

nents. (E51.00) US9400216
remote viewing equipment: Waste Minimization.

(E15.30E51.00) US9400322
vitrification: Demilitarization and Immobilization of Weapon

Electronics. (E51.00) US9400217
NUCLEI

See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; CARBON 14;
CESIUM 127; CESIUM 137; COBALT 60; IODINE 129;
NEPTUNIUM 237; PHOSPHORUS 32; PLUTONIUM 238;
PLUTONIUM 240; RUTHENIUM 106; STRONTIUM 85;
STRONTIUM 90; TECHNETIUM 99; TRITIUM; URANIUM
233

ODD-EVEN NUCLEi
See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; CESIUM 127;

CESIUM 137; IODINE 129; NEPTUNIUM 237;
TECHNETIUM 99; TRITIUM

ODD-ODD NUCLEI
See COBALT 60; PHOSPHORUS 32

OFF-GAS SYSTEMS
design: Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology.

(B33.50E50.00, B31.50) US9400744
dry scrubbers: Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology.

(B33.50E50.00, B31.50) US9400744
OIL WELLS
natural radioactivity: Hydrogeochemical and Production Con-

trols on NORM in Oil- and Gas-Field Operations.
(B31 40E50.00) US9400120

radioactive wastes: Hydrogeochemical and Production Con-
trols on NORM in Oil- and Gas-Field Operations.
(B31.40E50.00) US9400120

OILS
See also WASTE OILS
biodegradation: Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils at Rocky

Flats Plant (RFP). (E50.00) US9400431
OPEN PIT MINING

See MINING
ORE PROCESSING

See IN-SITU PROCESSING
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ORES
geologic surveys: Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion

Studies. (B31.40) US9400011
ORGANIC CHLORINE COMPOUNDS

See CHLORINATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS;
CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS;
CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS; POLYCHLORINA TED
BIPHENYLS

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
See also CELLULOSE; CHLORINATED ALIPHATIC

HYDROCARBONS; CHLORINATED AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS; CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS; OILS;
ORGANIC POLYMERS; POLYCHLORINATED
BIPHENYLS; RESINS; TBP; WASTE OILS

biodegradation: Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation,
Sorption, and Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsur-
face. (B31.40B31.10) US9400517

Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational
Bioremediation. (B32.50) US9400775

decomposition: Calcination Process Development to Treat
Hanford's Tank Wast. (E51.00) US9400503

environmental transport: Development and Testing of a Fate
and Transport Model Using Existing Petroleum Engineering
Technology. (B31.10B31.50) US9400772

in-situ processing: In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic
Compounds—An America and German Collaboration.
(E51 0OB31.40) US9400257

monitoring: On-Line Monitoring of Volatile Organics for Waste
Minimization. (E50.00) US9400228

oxidation: Advanced oxidation methods for trace organic de-
struction in mixed aqueous wastes. (E51.00)

CA9400002
removal: Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil

Vapors. (B31.50) US9400776
Surface Organic Contaminant Removal. (E51.00)

US9400461
waste disposal: Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of

VOCs Using Pulse Combustion. (E51 .OOE52.00)
US9400249

ORGANIC FLUORINE COMPOUNDS
See CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS

ORGANIC HALOGEN COMPOUNDS
See CHLORINATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS;

CHLORINATED AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS;
CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS; POLYCHLORINATED
BIPHENYLS

ORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS
leaching: Leaching of long live pure beta emitters.

(B13.20E52.00) ES9400003
ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS

See TBP
ORGANIC POLYMERS

See also RESINS
decomposition: The effects of organic degradation products

on actinide disposal. (E52.00B13.20) GB9400009
ORGANIC SOLVENTS
hydrolysis: Alkaline hydrolysis treatment of spent purex sol-

vents. (E51.00) IN940OO24
ORGANIC WASTES
chemical analysis: Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data

Interpretation Module. (E52.00E15.30, B31.10)
US9400320

oxidation: Supercritical Water Oxidation. (E51.00)
US9400296

Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for Underground Stor-
age Tanks Integrated Demonstration. (E51.00)

US9400470
radiation effects: Environmental Remediation and Treatment

of Mixed Wastes Using Intense Penetrating
Bremsstrahlung. (E51.00) US9400300

radioactive waste management: Preparation of Technical
Status Report for INEL Buried Waste. (E52.00)

US9400389
removal: Supercritical Water Oxidation. (E51.00) US9400296

Technology Development Files. (B31.50B31.40, F31.00)
US9400265

waste management: Preparation of Technical Status Report
for INEL Buried Waste. (E52.00) US9400389

VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization
Technology. (B31 40E50.00) US9400279

waste processing: Destruction of Organics in Mixed Wastes
by Steam Reforming. (E51.00) US9400473

OTHER ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
See OILS; WASTE OILS

OXIDES
See URANIUM DIOXIDE

OXYGEN COMPOUNDS
See BORIC ACID; GROUND WATER; NITRATES; NITRIC

ACID; SODIUM NITRATES; URANIUM DIOXIDE; WASTE
WATER; WATER; ZIRCONIUM SILICATES

OXYGEN HYDRIDES
See WATER

PACKAGING
safety analysis: SARP Review Technical Assistance.

(E15.10F24.00) US9400528
PCB (POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYL)

See POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
PENETROMETERS
demonstration programs: Cone Penetrometer Demonstration.

(E52.00) US9400496
PERMUTIT (INORGANIC)

See INORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS
PERMUTIT (ORGANIC)

See ORGANIC ION EXCHANGERS
PERSONNEL
(Studies of groups of persons employed in a particular field

of endeavor. For studies on individuals in a group see
also MAN.)

See also SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL
education: Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Manage-

ment at Vanderbilt University. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400414

evaluation: ER & WM Employment and Education Assess-
ment. (E50.00C52.22) US9400454

training: Community College. (E50.00) US9400421
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Lab-

oratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials. (E50.00E15.30) US9400420

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
technology transfer: Development and Testing of a Fate and

Transport Model Using Existing Petroleum Engineering
Technology. (B31.10B31.50) US9400772

PHOSPHATE GLASS
(Glass with phosphorus pentoxide as a major component.)
See also BOROPHOSPHATE GLASS
solubility: Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and

americium behavior in glass compositions, used for HLLW
vitrification. (E51.00) RU9400005

PHOSPHORIC ACID ESTERS
See TBP

PHOSPHORS
See LIQUID SCINTILLATORS

PHOSPHORUS ISOTOPES
See PHOSPHORUS 32

PHOSPHORUS 32
radioecological concentration: The accumulation of radioac-

tive phosphorus (32P) in fishes. (C21.20) GB9400013
PHOTON EMISSION
See RADIOLUMINESCENCE

PILOT PLANTS
See WIPP

PLATINUM METALS
See RUTHENIUM

PLUTONIC ROCKS
See GRANITES

PLUTONIUM
encapsulation: Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave

Melting Pu Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats. (E51.00)
US9400467

materials recovery: Pyrochemical Technology Support to
Savannah River Laboratory. (B16.20) US9400088

nondestructive analysis: Development of non-destructive
assay for TRU waste. (E51.00) JP9400013

pyrochemical reprocessing: Pyrochemical Technology Sup-
port to Savannah River Laboratory. (B16.20)

US9400088
radioactive waste management: Processing of New

Brunswick Lab Plutonium. (E51.00E52.00) US9400104
radioactive waste processing: Application of Aqueous

Biphasic Extraction to Radioactive Waste Treatment.
(E51.00B11.30) US9400527

radionuclide migration: Investigation of the immobilization of
multivalent cations by hydroxylapatite with respect to its
application as an additive to the backfill material of waste
repositories located in salt diapirs. (B31.40B13.20,
E52.00) DE9400034
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Sludy on migration behavior of Pu released from Pu-doped
glass in the compacted bentonite. (B31.10) JP9400030

removal: Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for Re-
moval of Plutonium from Waste Streams. (E51.00B13.20)

US9400639
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances

from Radioactive Wastes. (E51.00) US9400620
separation processes: Radionuclide separation from spent

solvent. (B16.20) JP9400015
solvent extraction: Actinide partitioning of high level waste

using CMPO-TBP: Counter current extraction studies.
(E51.00) IN9400025

transmutation: Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-
Water ReactQrs. (E31.00E32.00, E50.00) US9400519

truex process: Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium.
(E51.00E52.00) US9400W4

volatility: Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U,
Pu, and Am Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation
Processors. (E51 00B13.20) US9400469

Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu
Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats. (E51.00) US9400467

PLUTONIUM COMPLEXES
stability: Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for Re-

moval of Plutonium from Waste Streams. (E51.00B13.20)
US9400639

PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES
See PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240

PLUTONIUM 238
extraction: Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound Plant.

(B31.40B11.30) US9400285
PLUTONIUM 240
transmutation: Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor.

(B13.10E51.00) US9400051
POISONS (CHEMICAL)
See HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

POLAR SOLVENTS
See SOLVENTS

POLLUTANTS
(Not for radioactive contaminants for which use RADIOACTIVE

WASTES or other related terminology.)
detection: Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of En-

vironmentally Important Objects and Species.
(B31.10B31.50, E50.00) US9400654

environmental transport: An Interdisciplinary Approach to
Spatial Characterization of Contaminant Transport.
(E52.00C52.22) US9400057

Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of Cocontaminants.
(B31.00C52.22, B32.10) US9400059

long-range transport: Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in
Groundwater Environments. (B32.50B31.50, B12.10)

US9400052
sampling: DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database

Support and Management of "DOE Methods for Evaluating
Environmental and Waste Management Samples".
(B11.00E50.00) US9400766

POLLUTION
See AIR POLLUTION; LAND POLLUTION; WATER POL-

LUTION
POLLUTION CONTROL
(For management or removal of pollutants after they are

formed by a source.)
planning: Waste Operations: Technical Support.

(E52.00C52.00) US94OO099
POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT
See AIR FILTERS

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
radiation monitoring: Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for

Screening PCBs. (E41.00E50.00) US9400379
POLYMERS

See ORGANIC POLYMERS; RESINS
POLYSACCHARIDES

See CELLULOSE
POOL TYPE REACTORS

See ARMF-1 REACTOR; JEN-1 REACTOR
POPULATIONS

See HUMAN POPULATIONS
POROUS MATERIALS
multiphase flow: Development and Testing of a Fate and

Transport Model Using Existing Petroleum Engineering
Technology. (B31.10B31.50) US9400772

POWER PLANTS
See NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

POWER REACTORS
See EBWR REACTOR; PWR TYPE REACTORS; WAGR RE-

ACTOR; WWER TYPE REACTORS
PRESSURIZED WATER COOLED MODERATED REACTOR
See PWR TYPE REACTORS

PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS
See PWR TYPE REACTORS

PRIMATES
See CHILDREN

PROCESSING
See REPROCESSING

PROCESSING (WASTES)
See WASTE PROCESSING

PRODUCTION REACTORS
(For the production of fissile materials only; see also

IRRADIATION REACTORS.)
radioactive effluents: Technical Consultation at Savannah

River. (C52.21E36.00) US9400211
PROTECTION (RADIATION)

See RADIATION PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
vitrification: Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Decontamination and

Protective Clothing Wastes. (E51.00) US9400769
PUBLIC RELATIONS
radioactive waste management: Institutional Assessment:

Public Acceptability and Regulatory Feasibility of BWID
Technologies. (E50.00) US9400381

PULPS
See SLURRIES

PULSE COMBUSTORS
demonstration programs: Germany: Enhanced Catalytic De-

struction of VOCs Using Pulse Combustion.
(E51.00E52.00) US9400249

PWR TYPE REACTORS
See also WWER TYPE REACTORS
radioactive wastes: Radioactive wastes from PWR designs

which may be constructed in the UK. (E32.00E50.00)
GB9400027

PYROXENES
See SILICATE MINERALS

QUARRYING
See MINING

RADIATION HYGIENE
See RADIATION PROTECTION

RADIATION MONITORS
performance testing: BWID Contamination Control.

(E52.00B31.40) US9400374
RADIATION PROTECTION
information dissemination: Radiation Shielding Information

Center (RSIC). (F30.00) US9400105
nuclear data collections: Radiation Shielding Information

Center (RSIC). (F30.00) US9400105
RADIATION SAFETY

See RADIATION PROTECTION
RADIATION SOURCES
(For cosmic sources of radiation see also COSMIC GAMMA

SOURCES, COSMIC RADIO SOURCES, and COSMIC
X-RAY SOURCES.)

See also GAMMA SOURCES
nondestructive analysis: Non-destructive characterization of

radioactive lighting rods. (C55.00) ES9400002
radioactive waste processing: Spent radiation sources dis-

posal using polymeric composite matrices. (E51.00)
RU9400037

RADIATION TRANSPORT
nuclear data collections: Radiation Shielding Information

Center (RSIC). (F30.00) US9400105
RADIOACTIVE DECONTAMINATION

See DECONTAMINATION
RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS
alpha detection: Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and

alpha emitters. (E41.20D15.00) ES9400005
beta detection: Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and

alpha emitters. (E41.20D15.00) ES9400005
data base management: Environmental Databases.

(F31 00E50.00) US9400708
decontamination: Decontamination of liquid effluents wastes

by treatment with chitin and its derived compounds ob-
tained from Anthartic krill. (E51.00) CL9400005

Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents by using ion
exchange resins. (E51.00) CL9400006

dispersions: Complex Terrain Studies. (B33.50B33.10,
C52.22) US9400001
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emission: Environmental Corrective Actions. (B33.10)
US9400179

environmental impacts: Impact of anthropogenic inputs of
naturally occurring radionuclides in the aquatic environ-
ment. (B32.10C52.20) GB9400017

gamma detection: Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta
and alpha emitters. (E41.20D15.00) ES9400005

gamma spectroscopy: Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination
of Radionuclide and Metal Contaminant Concentrations
at a Landfill. (E52.00B11.10, B31.10) US9400406

radiation hazards: Methodology for assessing the radiological
consequences of routine releases of radionuclides to the
environment. (C52.20C55.00) GB9400032

radioactive waste processing: Neutralization of liquid
effluents arising from uranium hydrometallurgy. (E51.00)

CL9400001
radionuclide migration: Methodology for assessing the

radiological consequences of routine releases of
radionuclides to the environment. (C52.20C55.00)

GB9400032
removal: HEPA Test. (E13.00B33.10) US9400292
sampling: Environmental Corrective Actions. (B33.10)

US9400179
x-ray fluorescence analysis: Sandia Landfill: In Situ Deter-

mination of Radionuclide and Metal Contaminant Concen-
trations at a Landfill. (E52.00B11.10, B31.10)

US9400406
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

See also ALPHA-BEARING WASTES; CALCINED WASTES;
FISSION PRODUCTS; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES; INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTES; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES; RADIO-
ACTIVE EFFLUENTS; RADIOACTIVE WASTES

chemical analysis: Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed
Waste Analysis (WINCO). (B11.30E50.00) US9400348

environmental policy: Application of the Best Available Sci-
ence to the Regulatory Process: the Case of Environ-
mental Regulations. (F21.00) US9400062

remote handling: Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and
Decommissioning. (E15.30E51.00) US9400232

underground storage: Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of
Metals. (E52.00E51.00, B31.10) US9400225

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
bacteria: Experimental investigation of active range of

sulphate-reducing bacteria for geological isolation.
(E52.00) JP9400018

baseline ecology: Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface.
(E52.00) US9400071

chemical reaction kinetics: Development of MARQUISS and
its verification and validation. (B31.10E52.00)

GB9400002
coordinated research programs: Cooperative Research in

Nevada Waste Disposal Siting. (E52.00) US9400075
Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to back-up the de-

velopment of underground repositories. (E52.00)
XE9400002

Fourth R and D programme of the European Community
(1990-1994) on management and storage of radioactive
waste (shared-cost action). (E50.00) XE9400001

demonstration programs: Demonstration experiments for dis-
posal of LWR fuel Handling experiments for drift
emplacement. (E52.00E15.30, E15.20) DE9400010

PRACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW disposal in clay.
(E52.00) BE9400011

Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated Demon-
stration. (E50.00) US9400215

environmental impacts: Environmental and ecological risk
assessment. (C52.20B31.40, E52.00) GB9400040

HLW Environmental Technical Assistance. (C52.22E52.00)
US9400014

Radiological impact of disposal of waste in landfill sites.
(C52.20E52.00) GB9400036

A system assessment tool for evaluating long-term environ-
mental impacts. (C52.12E52.00) CA9400008

field tests: PRACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW disposal
in clay. (E52.00) BE9400011

gases: Modelling of gas generation in radioactive waste re-
positories. (E52.00B31.40) GB9400026

geologic structures: Physical Processes in the Earth.
(B31.40E52.00) US9400063

geologic surveys: Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion
Studies. (B31.40) US9400011

ground disposal: Low and intermediate level waste repository
site selection in Republic of Slovenia - 3rd step.
(B31.40) SI9400002

Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in
unconfined aquifers. (B31.10E52.00) AR9400007

Models for the safety analysis of final disposal of radioactive
wastes in shallow land disposal. (E52.00) AR9400006

materials testing: In situ tests on waste package components.
(E52.00E15.20) BE9400007

Investigation of borehole plugs and plugging materials with
documentation of hitherto existing sorption results, I
Sorption barriers, II Borehole plugs, III Clay as sealing
material. (E52.00) DE9400021

microorganisms: Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear
Fuel Waste Disposal Concept. (E52.00) CA9400025

planning: Development of a concept for radioactive waste
disposal. (E52.00) BG9400004

radiation hazards: Surveillance of Site A and Plot M.
(B31.10E52.00, B32.10) US9400025

radionuclide migration: Autoradiographic investigation of clay
soil contacting with waste. (B31.40B31.10) RU9400036

Development of MARQUISS and its verification and vali-
dation. (B31.10E52.00) GB9400002

Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in
unconfined aquifers. (B31.10E52.00) AR9400007

Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test
investigations. (B31.40B31.10, E52.00) YU9400001

Scientific basis of the environmental control. (E52.00E51.00,
B31.10) YU9400003

A study on the retardation of radionuclide release in the
engineered barriers. (B31.40B31.10) KR9400002

regulations: Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to High-
Level Radioactive Waste Management. (E52.00E50.00)

US9400029
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW).

(E52.00F24.00) US9400672
risk assessment: The development of a safety assessment

code for the radwaste disposal. (E52.00) KR9400001
Development of Methodology for safety assessments of re-

positories for radioactive wastes. (E52.00) BG9400005
Environmental and ecological risk assessment.

(C52.20B31.40, E52.00) GB9400040
Integration study for performance assessment system of

geological disposal. (B31 40E52.00) JP9400040
Long-term performance studies for geological disposal.

(B31.40E52.00) BE9400006
Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste. (E52.00)

RU9400038
Scenario development for HLW repository performance as-

sessment. (B31.40E52.00) JP9400039
Screening sensitivity analysis of computer models with many

parameters using iterated fractional factorial design.
(E52.00) CA9400009

safety analysis: The development of a safety assessment
code for the radwaste disposal. (E52.00) KR9400001

Models for the safety analysis of final disposal of radioactive
wastes in shallow land disposal. (E52.00) AR9400006

sensitivity analysis: Screening sensitivity analysis of computer
models with many parameters using iterated fractional
factorial design. (E52.00) CA9400009

site characterization: Conceptual design study of geological
isolation system of high-level waste. (B31.40E52.00)

JP9400035
HLW Environmental Technical Assistance. (C52.22E52.00)

US9400014
Hydrogeochemical studies of the Boom clay and surrounding

water bearing formations. (B31.40) BE9400010
Long-term performance studies for geological disposal.

(B31.40E52.00) BE9400006
Near-field studies related to the geological disposal in clay.

(B31.40E52.00) BE9400004
Paleoclimatological revision of climate evolution and envi-

ronment in Western Mediterranean regions. (B33.40)
ES9400010

Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test
investigations. (B31.40B31.10, E52.00) YU9400001

Site-94: A performance assessment exercise of a hypothet-
ical repository for spent fuel. (B31 40E52.00)

SE9400005
Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface. (E52.00)

US9400071
Surveillance of Site A and Plot M. (B31.10E52.00, B32.10)

US9400025
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project Office.

(E52.00F24.00, B31.40) US9400070
site selection: Low and intermediate level waste repository

site selection in Republic of Slovenia - 3rd step.
(B31.40) SI9400002
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Yucca Mountain Project. (E52.00C52.12) US9400668
socio-economic factors: Long-Range Analysis of

Socioeconomic/lnstitutional Issues Affecting Repository
Projects. (E52.00) US9400651

Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-
Based Impacts. (E52.00F12.00) US9400643

sorption: Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA
Technology, Harwell. (E52.00B13.20) GB9400010

thermal analysis: DECOVALEX. (E52.00) SE9400007
underground disposal: Nuclear Waste Fund: Geoscience

Technical Support and Topical Studies for Nuclear Waste
Geologic Repositories. (E52.00) US9400016

RADIOACTIVE WASTE FACILITIES
See also ASSE SALT MINE; GORLEBEN SALT DOME; WIPP
closures: Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure

Monitoring. (E50.00C56.00) US9400542
computer-aided design: Task G CAD Modeling in Support

of TRU Retrieval. (E52.00) US9400193
construction: Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project: Sodium

Processing for CRBR. (E51.00) US9400036
Compact Processing Unit Demonstration: Development, De-

sign, and Demonstration of Compact Processing Units for
Cesium Removal. (E51.00) US9400598

SPO SEA Contract. (E50.00) US9400750
Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration Pro-

gram. (E51.00) US9400628
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management. (E52.00) US9400648
Waste Characterization and Storage Facility. (E52.00)

US9400688
containment systems: In Situ Containment and Stabilization

of Buried Waste. (E52.00B31.50, B31.10) US9400404
corrosion protection: Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility.

(E51 00) US9400582
decommissioning: D & D Building 310 Surplus Retention

Tanks. (E51.00) US9400588
decontamination: D & D Building 310 Surplus Retention

Tanks. (E51.00) US9400588
design: Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration

Program. (E51.00) US9400628
Systems Engineering. (E52.00) US9400194
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management. (E52.00) US9400648
display devices: Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS.

(B31 40C56.00) US9400735
documentation: Technical Support to the Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management. (E52.00) US9400648
environmental impacts: Environmental impact assessment of

a repository concept for high-level radioactive waste.
(C52.12E52.00) SE9400003

Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS. (B31.40C56.00)
US9400735

Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository
Program. (E52.00C56.00) US9400647

evaluation: International Environmental Assessment.
(C52.22E50.00) US9400258

explosions: Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies of
Russian Sites. (C52.22C51.00) US9400538

hydrology: Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond.
(E52.00B31.40) US9400192

infrared thermography: High-Resolution Infrared Imaging.
(E52.00) US9400397

licensing: Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology.
(E52.00F24.00) US9400039

liners: LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and
Liner Design. (E52.00) US9400259

monitoring: Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-
Closure Monitoring. (E50.00C56.00) US9400542

operation: RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste. (E52.00)
US9400570

SPO SEA Contract. (E50.00) US9400750
performance: Performance Assessment. (E52.00)

US9400121
Performance Assessment Task Team. (E52.00)

US9400200
radiation protection: Environmental impact assessment of a

repository concept for high-level radioactive waste.
(C52.12E52 00) SE9400003

remedial action: Development of Inorganic Membranes for
Mixed-Waste ID. (E50.00) US9400405

Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure Moni-
toring. (E50.00C56.00) US9400542

SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal and Mixed-Waste
Characterization. (E52.00) US9400403

Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400732

Tinker WBS Landfill SIX. (E52.00) US9400185
Tinker WBS 0402 Summary of Hydro-Geo Investigation.

(E52.00) US9400186
Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program.

(E52.00B31.40) US9400203
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 05 Groundwater Assess-

ment. (E52.00) US9400177
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 08 Industrial Waste Treat-

ment Plant (IWTP). (E52.00) US9400176
remote handling equipment: Robotics Waste Facility Oper-

ations. (E15.30E50.00) US9400311
remote viewing equipment: Robotics Waste Facility Oper-

ations. (E15.30E50.00) US9400311
robots: Robotics Waste Facility Operations. (E15.30E50.00)

US9400311
safety: Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology.

(E52.00F24.00) US9400039
safety analysis: Development and implementation of strategies

for qualification of computer codes in long term safety
assessments for licensing of nuclear waste repositories.
(E52.00) DE9400005

Investigation and evaluation of the scientific basis for long-
term safety assessments of a waste repository in rock
salt in the post-operational phase. (E52.00) DE9400007

Systems analysis repository concepts. (E52.00C52.42)
DE9400013

seismic surveys: Crosshole Seismic Characterization.
(B31.10B31.50, B31.40) US9400409

site characterization: Characterization Technology.
(E23.00E52.00) US9400130

Characterization of the Vandose Zone to the California
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site. (E52.00)

US9400015
Crosshole Seismic Characterization. (B31.10B31.50, B31.40)

US9400409
Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste

Landfill Integrated Demonstration. (B31 50E52.00)
US9400399

Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband
Electromagnetics. (B31.10B31.50, E50.00) US9400652

site selection: Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility.
(E51.00C52.12, C56.00) US9400682

Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility.
(E52.00C52.12, C56.00) US9400681

New Facility Planning. (E52.00E51.00, C56.00) US9400680
waste retrieval: Investigations on the irretrievability of

emplaced fuel elements. (E52.00) DE9400012
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
Final Waste Form-Package Development. (E50.00)

US9400196
computer codes: System Analysis Capability Development.

(E50.00F50.00) US9400134
cost: Activity Data-Sheet Review. (E50.00) US9400197
data base management: Radioactive waste management

system (RWMS). (E50.00) GB9400028
demonstration programs: International Technology Exchange

for MWLID. (E50.00B31.40) US9400239
education: Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Manage-

ment at Vanderbilt University. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400414

environmental effects: Remote Sensing Systems Develop-
ment and Applications. (E41.40E50.00, E15.00)

US9400283
equipment: Evaluation of Joule Melter and Plasma Arc Proc-

esses TSR. (E52.00) US9400377
gamma detection: Associated Particle Imaging (API) Devel-

opment. (E50.00E41.20) US9400485
information dissemination: U.S. and USSR Environmental

Restoration Workshop. (E50.00B31.40) US9400240
U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop.

(E50.00B31.40) US9400254
maximum permissible activity: Implications of the new ex-

empt levels. (C54.00C53.00, E50.00) GB9400035
monitoring: Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement

System. (E41.00E52.00) US9400375
o codes: ORIGEN2 Upgrade. (E50.00) US9400113
planning: Peer Review for Technology Development (TD)

Technical Task Plans (TTPs). (E50.00F60.00)
US9400293

Prioritization Methodology for Waste Operations. (E50.00)
US9400092

Waste Management: Facilities. (E50.00F24.00) US9400084
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public information: Study of a communication strategy aimed
at achieving a possible better understanding of the con-
sequence of radioactive waste management in a well
defined group of public. (F14.00E50.00) BE9400019

quality assurance: Development of a quality assurance
programme in management of radioactive waste.
(E50.00) RU9400009

Office of Systems and Compliance, Quality Assurance.
(E50.00) US9400073

Quality assurance on radioactive waste management.
(E50.00F24.00) AR9400001

radiation protection: Studies of and Recomendations on
Radionuclide Contamination, Radioactive, Mixed Waste,
and Basic Radiation Protection Criteria. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400253
radioactive waste storage: Long-Range Analysis of

Socioeconomic Institutional Issues Affecting Repository
Projects. (E52.00F12.00) US9400067

regulations: Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to High-
Level Radioactive Waste Management. (E52.00E50.00)

US9400029
remedial action: Environmental Restoration and Waste Man-

agement (EM) Manpower Assessment. (E52.00)
US9400198

Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability and Regulatory
Feasibility of BWID Technologies. (E50.00) US9400381

International Technology Exchange for MWLID.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400239

U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration Workshop.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400240

remote handling equipment: Technician Training Program
and Supporting Robotics Laboratory for Remote Handling
and Sensing of Radioactive and Hazardous Materials.
(E50.00E15.30) US9400420

resource recovery acts: Waste Management: Facilities.
<E50.00F24.00) US9400084

reviews: Peer Review of Characteristics Database.
(E50.00B16.20) US9400114

site characterization: Rock Mechanics Analyses and Labora-
tory Testing. (E52.00B31.10, B31.40) US9400049

systems analysis: System Analysis Capability Development.
(E50.00F50.00) US9400134

System Engineering Study. (E50.00F50.00) US9400135
technology assessment: LINAC-Based Characterization of

RH TRU Waste. (E50.00E15.30, E16.00) US9400378
training: Russian Training Program. (E50.00) US9400540
waste retrieval: Field Demonstration and Characterization

Technologies. (E52.00E15.30) US9400376
RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING
Final Waste Form-Package Development. (E50.00)

US9400196
automation: Robotics Waste Minimization. (E51.00E15.30)

US9400336
Robotics: CAA. (E51.00E15.30) US9400326

ceramic melters: Electric melter for high-level radioactive
waste vitrification. (E51.00) RU9400024

chelates: Decontamination of liquid effluents wastes by treat-
ment with chitin and its derived compounds obtained from
Anthartic krilt. (E51.00) CL9400005

chemical analysis: Robotics: CAA. (E51.00E15.30)
US9400326

commercialization: Private Sector Participation Initiative.
(E51.00F12.00) US9400676

compacting: Compaction facility for solid radioactive wastes.
(E51.00) RU9400029

Complex for supercompaction of solid radioactive wastes.
(E51.00) RU9400028

Mobile plant for supercompacting solid radioactive wastes.
(E51.00) RU9400030

contraction: Demonstration of the TRU wastes processing
technologies at Pu-contaminated waste treatment facility.
(E51.00) JP9400014

coordinated research programs: Fourth R and D programme
of the European Community (1990-1994) on management
and storage of radioactive waste (shared-cost action).
(E50.00) XE9400001

Treatment of radioactive waste. (E51.00) XE9400007
coprecipitation: Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-

precipitation process. (E51.00) IT9400001
fluorine additions: Immobilization of radioactive waste con-

taining sulphates. (E51.00) RU9400039
health hazards: CPG Support for the MWIP: Risk Assessment

for Mixed Waste. (E51.00) US9400301

incinerators: Treatment of solid and liquid combustible radio-
active waste by incineration. (E51.00) RU9400018

leaching: The optimization of radioactive waste pulp treatment.
Immobilization of insoluble pulp residues into concrete
blocks. (E51.00) RU9400006

Tritium removal from spent desiccant. (E51.00E33.00)
GB9400030

liming: Neutralization of liquid effluents arising from uranium
hydrometallurgy. (E51.00) CL9400001

materials recovery: Recovery of fissile material. (E51.00)
BE9400002

melting: Large scale melting of H3-contaminated steel from
nuclear installations. (E51.00) DE9400006

minimization: Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive
waste liquids in 2-stage RO plant. (E51.00) CA9400005

Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents by using ion
exchange resins. (E51.00) CL9400006

organic compounds: Advanced oxidation methods for trace
organic destruction in mixed aqueous wastes. (E51.00)

CA9400002
osmosis: Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive

waste liquids in 2-stage RO plant. (E51.00) CA9400005
oxidation: Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes.

(E51.00) US9400629
Molten Salt Decontamination. (E51.00) US9400553
Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration Pro-

gram. (E51.00) US9400628
Treatment of radioactive solvent waste by catalytic oxidation.

(E51.00) IT9400002
pilot plants: Low and intermediate liquid effluent treatment in

the Dounreay Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant. (E51.00)
GB9400038

Pre-treatment of spent resins and conditioning in polymer
matrices. (E51.00) IN9400004

precipitation: Chemical precipitation method for the removal
of Ru-106 from IL waste solution. (E51.00B13.30)

IN9400016
Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treatment,

based on chemical precipitation and sorption processes.
(E51.00) RO9400004

program management: Technical Review Group Support.
(E51 00) US9400649

radioactive waste facilities: Cost Savings Support to the
Mixed Waste Integrated Program. (E51.00) US9400764

D & D Waste ion Exchange Facility. (E51.00) US9400587
remote handling equipment: A ceramic electric furnace for

HLW vitrification capable of remote disassembly.
(E51.00E15.30) RU9400016

Robotics Waste Processing Operations. (E15.30E51.00,
E52.00) US9400331

Solid radioactive waste segregation facility. (E51.00)
RU9400027

A system of elements remote connection and disconnection
of process equipment components for vitrification of liquid
radioactive wastes. (E51.00) RU9400022

separation processes: Actinide Separations for Advanced
Processing of Nuclear Waste. (E51.00B12.20)

US9400007
Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combination with other

processes for selective extraction of strontium from natural
waters and waste solutions. (E51.00813.30) RU9400001

Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by
sorption on granulated AMP. (E51.00B13.30) IN9400015

sludges: Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground
Storage Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance. (E51.00)

US9400276
solidification: Conditioning of decontamination liquid wastes

and radioactive oil wastes. (E51.00) RO9400002
Immobilization and volume reduction of aqueous mixed

radwastes with emulsified bitumen in thin film evaporator.
(E51.00) CA9400004

Immobilization of MTR raffinate in cement. (E51.00)
GB9400039

An installation for treatment of radioactive wastes with the
production of ceramic granules. (E51.00) RU9400021

Installation for incorporation of liquid radioactive waste into
cement blocks. (E51.00) RU9400020

Microwave Solidification. (E51.00) US9400436
Solidification and stabilization of mixed organic waste in cold

extrusion process. (E51.00) CA9400001
solvent extraction: Actinide partitioning of high level waste

using CMPO-TBP: Counter current extraction studies.
(E51.00) IN9400025

Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreatment.
(E51.00B11.30) US9400746
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sorption: Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treat-
ment, based on chemical precipitation and sorption proc-
esses. (E51.00) RO9400004

stability: Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control,
Waste Disposal. (E51.00) US9400552

technology assessment: ACT'DE'CON Process: Selective
Leaching of Tank Sludges by the ACT'DE'CON Process.
(E51.00) US9400636

Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment (Closeout).
(E51.00) US9400497

Waste Stream Diagnostics and Control for Treatment of
Mixed Waste. (E51.00) US9400614

technology transfer: International Technology Exchange
Program—International Technology Identification, Transfer
and Program Support. (E51.00) US9400537

transmutation: Transmutation studies. (E51.00) XE9400006
tritium: Tritium determination in radioactive wastes arising from

hospitals. (E51.00) CL9400003
ultrafiltration: Continuous crossflow microfiltration for treatment

and volume reduction of radioactive waste liquids.
(E51.00) CA9400003

Low and intermediate liquid effluent treatment in the
Dounreay Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant. (E51.00) GB9400038

Seeded ultrafiltration. (E51.00) GB9400029
vitrification: A ceramic electric furnace for HLW vitrification

capable of remote disassembly. (E51.00E15.30)
RU9400016

Development of a vitrification process for liquid radioactive
waste from NPP operation. (E51.00) RU9400008

Immobilization of radioactive waste containing sulphates.
(E51.00) RU9400039

Influence of formation regimes of vitrified materials on their
physico-chemical properties. (E51.00) RU94Q0011

International Technology Exchange Program—International
Technology Identification, Transfer and Program Support.
(E51.00) US9400537

The optimization of radioactive waste pulp treatment.
Immobilization of insoluble pulp residues into concrete
blocks. (E51.00) RU9400006

Technical Review Group Support (E51.00) US9400649
Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-

duction melter. (E51.00E15.30) RU9400015
RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE

See also MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE
casks: Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors

in transport and storage casks. (E15.20E15.10)
DE9400048

computer codes: Repository Technology Program Support.
(E52.00F50.00, E15.10) US9400066

containment systems: Waste Encapsulation and Storage Fa-
cility (WESF) Test. (E15.10E15.20) US9400147

environmental impacts: Environmental and ecological risk
assessment. (C52.20B31.40, E52.00) GB9400040

equipment: Retrieval of pulps and precipitates from liquid ra-
dioactive waste storage tanks. (E51.00) RU9400019

financing: Analysis and Assessment Support. (E52.00F12.00)
US9400068

glass: High-Level Waste Technology. (E50.00) US9400054
maintenance: TRU Facility Maintenance and Support.

(E50.00) US9400696
materials handling equipment: Development of engineering

means for emptying the filled sections of storages.
(E51.00) RU9400023

monitoring: Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans.
(E50.00) US9400069

Monitoring using optical fibers. (E52.00) BE9400015
optical fibers: Monitoring using optical fibers. (E52.00)

BE9400015
planning: Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans.

(E50.00) US9400069
remedial action: BWID Systems Analysis. (B31.40E52.00)

US9400369
SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400767
remote handling: End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Re-

moval. (E52.00E15.30) US9400474
remote handling equipment: Waste Facilities Operations:

Waste Sorting Technology. (E52.00E15.30) US9400337
risk assessment: Environmental and ecological risk assess-

ment. (C52.20B31.40, E52.00) GB9400040
safety: Technical Assistance to the DOE, Richland Tank

Waste Safety Program. (E52.00) US9400199
safety analysis: Estimation of computer codes and methods

for safety prove during WER-fuel transport and storage.
(E52.00E15.10) DE9400038

socio-economic factors: Long-Range Analysis of
Socioeconomic Institutional Issues Affecting Repository
Projects. (E52.00F12.00) US9400067

storage facilities: PREPP Standby. (E52.00E15.10)
US9400701

waste retrieval: SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment
Video. (E52.00E15.30) US9400767

RADIOACTIVE WASTES
See also ALPHA-BEARING WASTES; CALCINED WASTES;

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES;
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES;
LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES; RADIOACTIVE
EFFLUENTS

automation: Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpre-
tation Module. (E52.00E15.30, B31.10) US9400320

biodegradation: Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils at Rocky
Flats Plant (RFP). (E50.00) US9400431

Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils by Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL). (E51.00) US9400446

Mixed-Waste Biodegradation. (C52.12B31.10) US9400060
casks: Transportation Systems Development Program: Tech-

nology Development, Technical Data, and Test Support.
(E15.20) US9400013

chemical analysis: Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-
Waste Analysis. (B11.00) US9400343

Analytical Characterization of Mixed Waste. (E52.00)
US9400455

Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online
Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies. (E51.00B11.20, E52.00) US9400563

Laser Detection of Heavy-Metal Contamination. (E50.00)
US9400774

Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory Automation.
(E15.30E40.00) US9400332

Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in
Hot Cell. (E52.00B11.20) US9400492

combustion: Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for
Radioactive and Heavy-Metals Emissions. (E52.00)

US9400433
contamination: Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Con-

taminated Lead Waste. (E51.00) US9400297
cutting: Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations.

(E15.30E51.00) US9400316
decontamination: Development of High Capacity, Selective

Fixed Sequestering Agents: A Collaborative Effort with
Industry and University Participants to Develop Extractants
for Treating Nuclear Wastes. (E51.00) US9400266

Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning.
(E51.00E15.30) US9400317

denitrification: Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes.
(E51.00) US9400371

distillation: Hexone Tank Waste Treatment. (E51.00E23.00)
US9400291

education: The Nuclear Waste Documentary Project.
(E50.00) US9400786

encapsulation: Polymer Solidification Development. (E51.00)
US9400451

Polymer Solidification National Effort. (E51.00) US9400612
environmental transport: Intermediate-Scale Subsurface

Transport of Cocontaminants. (B31 00C52.22, B32.10)
US9400059

excavation: Robotics Buried Waste. (E15.30E51.00)
US9400319

extraction: Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreat-
ment. (E51.00B11.30, E52.00) US9400633

fluidized-bed combustion: Thermal Treatment Process Unit.
(E51.00) US9400449

ground disposal: Robotics: Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00,
B31.10) US9400313

in-situ processing: ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover
Close-Out Activities Regarding Contaminant Transport,
Limited Alternative Electrode Concept Evaluations for
Depth Enhancement, and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor
Release Issue. (E51.00E52.00) US9400515

Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.
(E52.00) US9400512

incinerators: Characterization of organic compounds in the
gas emissions of the liquid scintillation wastes incineration.
(E51.00) ES9400001

inspection: Implementation of a Three-Dimensional
Mapping/Inspection System for Inside-Tank or Containment
Areas. (E41 40E52.00, E15.00) US9400205

materials handling: Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste
Sites: Dust-Control Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste
Handling. (E15.10E15.30) US9400785
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minimization: Minimization of the chemical decontamination
wastes. (E51.00) RO9400007

Robotics Waste Minimization. (E51.00E15.30) US9400336
SPO SEA Contract. (E50.00) US9400750
Spray Casting. (E51.00B22.10) US9400222
Waste Minimization. (E15.30E51.00) US9400322
Waste Minimization Innovative Concepts Identification.

(E50.00) US9400131
monitoring: MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM).
(E15.10E52.00) US9400154

Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Important Objects
and Species. (B31 40E41.00) US9400367

neutron activation analysis: Process Monitoring of Waste
Using Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation. (E51.00B11.10)

US9400779
nondestructive analysis: Characterization System Integration:

Verification and Field Test of Measurement and Deploy-
ment Technologies. (E52.00) US9400502

High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste Characterization.
(E50.00B11.10) US9400773

Radionuclides difficult to verify in waste packages-Phase 2.
(E51.00) SE9400002

Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting Technology.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400337

oxidation: Behavior of Aqueous Electrolytes in SCWO Proc-
esses. (E51.00) US9400299

Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste Addendum
A. (E52.00) US9400445

packaging: Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical
Assistance. (E15.10F24.00) US9400030

SARP Review Technical Assistance. (E15.10F24.00)
US9400528

packaging rules: Packaging Development. (E15.20E15.10)
US9400554

plutonium: Development of non-destructive assay for TRU
waste. (E51.00) JP9400013

quantitative chemical analysis: Advanced Mixed Waste
Assay System: A Technique for Nondestructive Assay of
Waste Drums for Radionuclide and Transuranic (TRU)
Levels. (B11.10E41.20) US9400382

radiation monitoring: Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For
Autonomous Monitoring and Inspection. (E15.30E52.00)

US9400251
radioactive waste disposal: Demonstration of Bioengineering

Capping Technology for MMLID. (E52.00B31.40)
US9400286

Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of
Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. (E51.00E52.00, E15.10) YU9400002

radioactive waste facilities: Cross Borehole Electromagnetic
Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste Landfills.
(E52.00B31.10) US9400398

radioactive waste management: Integrated Database Pro-
gram. (E50.00E15.10) US9400O12

radioactive waste processing: Advanced Technologies for
Decontamination and Conversion of Scrap Metals.
(E51.00) US9400524

Concrete Decontamination by Electrohydraulic Scabbling
(EHS). (E51.00) US9400522

Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete. (E51.00)
US9400523

Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete. (E51.00)
US9400521

Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of
Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. (E51.00E52.0O, E15.10) YU9400002

Polymer Solidification National Effort. (E51.00) US94Q0612
Russian Separations Program. (E51.00) US9400541
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400338
radioactive waste storage: Automated Drum Management

System. (E52.00E15.30) US9400325
Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of

Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. (E51.00E52.00, E15.10) YU9400002

radioassay: Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory
Automation. (E15.30E40.0O) US9400332

radiochemical analysis: Adapted SW-486 Methods for Ra-
dioactive Mixed Waste Analysis. (B11.10E50.00)

US9400352
radionuclide kinetics: Experimental Investigation of

Thermodynamic Properties of Chemical Species Present
in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide Wastes. (B12.10B32.10,
E52.00) US9400058

radionuclide migration: Mixed-Waste Biodegradation.
(C52.12B31.10) US9400060

remedial action: USTID Management and Regulatory Support.
(E52.00) US9400500

remote handling: Robotics Waste Facility Operations.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400321

SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. (E52.00E15.30)
US9400338

remote handling equipment: Multiaxis Crane Control System.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400665

Robotics Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00) US9400308
Robotics-Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00) US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00, B31.10)

US9400313
Waste Processing Operations. (E15.30E50.00) US9400312

remote sensing: Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Tech-
nology. (E41.00E15.30) . US9400333

Robotics Buried Waste. (E15.30E51.00) US9400319
Robotics Waste Facility Operations. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400321
Robotics-Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00) US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00, B31.10)

US9400313
removal: Robotics Program UST-East Projects.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400323
reprocessing: Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Inter-

faces. (B16.20E51.00) US9400061
robots: Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Autonomous

Monitoring and Inspection. (E15.30E52.00) US9400251
Waste Processing Operations. (E15.30E50.00) US9400312

sampling: SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal and Mixed-
Waste Characterization. (E52.00) US9400403

sanitary landfills: Optimization of Sampling Strategies for
Contaminant Delineation and Risk Minimization.
(B31.50B31.10) US9400402

separation processes: Advanced Chemical Separations.
(E51.00) US9400187

Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreatment.
(E51.00B11.30, E52.00) US9400633

Development of High Capacity, Selective Fixed Sequestering
Agents: A Collaborative Effort with Industry and University
Participants to Develop Extractants for Treating Nuclear
Wastes. (E51.00) US9400266

Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using Titanate Ion
Exchangers. (E51.00B11.30) US9400624

simulation: Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST Waste
Simulants and Provide Simulant Recipes to End Effector
System Tasks. (E52.00) US9400712

slurries: Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Retrieval
and Treatment. (E52.00) US9400479

stability: In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite System.
(E52.00) US9400490

Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization. (E52.00)
US9400209

storage facilities: Implementation of a Three-Dimensional
Mapping/Inspection System for Inside-Tank or Containment
Areas. (E41.40E52.00, E15.00) US9400205

Waste Handling Facility Operations. (E15.30E52.00)
US9400569

technology transfer: Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioac-
tive Mixed Waste Analysis. (B11.00) US9400547

temperature measurement: Emissivity Evaluations for IR Im-
aging SST. (E52.00E41.00) US9400172

thermodynamic properties: Experimental Investigation of
Thermodynamic Properties of Chemical Species Present
in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide Wastes. (B12.10B32.10,
E52.00) US9400058

toxic materials: Study concerning the evaluation of toxic el-
ements present in nuclear wastes. (E52.00) BE9400020

toxicity. Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste.
(E52.00) RU9400038

transmutation: Support to Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) ATW Review Team. (E51.00) US9400173

transport: Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final
disposal of Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contam-
inated waste materials. (E51.00E52.00, E15.10)

YU9400002
MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management (OCRWM). (E15.10E52.00)
US9400154

transuranium elements: Methods for estimating the content
of transuranium and other difficult to measure nuclides in
produced radioactive waste from BWR's. (E51.00E31.00)

SE9400001
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underground disposal: LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover,
Stabilization, and Linear Design. (E52.00) US9400263

Multiaxis Crane Control System. (E52.00E15.30)
US9400665

Robotics-Buried Waste (E15.30E52.00) US9400335
underground storage: Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout

Technologies for In Situ Barrier Construction. (E52.00)
US9400559

Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic
Studies of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Moun-
tain (B31.40C52.22, E52.00) US9400008

Robotics UST. (E51.00E15.30) US9400318
Robotics UST. (E52.00E15.30) US9400328
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks. (E15.30E52.00)

US9400314
Tank Farm Surveillance System. (E52.00) US9400128
Underground Tank Vitrification. (E52.00) US9400126
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400339
USTID Management and Regulatory Support. (E52.00)

US9400500
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination. (E52.00)

US9400770
uranium 233: Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution.

(E15.10E15.30) US9400042
us occupational safety and health act: Analytical Laboratory

Management Health and Safety Requirements Develop-
ment (New Guidance). (C54.00C53.00) US9400346

vitrification: Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project.
(E52.00) US9400514

Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal Kinetic
Studies. (E51.00) US9400656

Feed Composition Ranges. (E51.00) US9400183
HWVP Technology Support. (E51.00) US940018Q
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology. (E52.00)

US9400511
In Situ Vitrification Research and Development. (E52.00)

US9400509
ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activ-

ities Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for Depth Enhancement,
and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor Release Issue.
(E51.00E52.00) US9400515

ISV Demonstration. (E52.00) US9400510
ISV Planning and Coordination. (E52.00E51.00)

US9400516
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program. (E52.00)

US9400295
Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.

(E52.00) US9400512
Vitrified Glass Samples. (E51.00) US9400191
West Valley Transfer Cart Control System. (E15.30E50.00)

US9400102
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline. (E51.00)

US9400181
WFQ Program Plan. (E51.00) US9400182
116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project. (E52.00)

US9400513
waste disposal: Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste

Disposal. (E52.00) US9400611
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Disposal.

(E52.00) US9400727
waste forms: Characterisation of conditioned waste forms.

(E52.00) BE9400008
waste management: Environmental Fellows Program.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400428
Hazardous Waste Technical Support. (E52.00F24.00)

US9400038
Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support. (E50.00)

US9400741
waste processing: Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste

Treatment. (E51.00) US9400609
waste retrieval: Robotics UST. (E52.00E15.30) US9400328

UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400339

waste storage: Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste
Storage. (E52.00) US9400610

waste transportation: Packaging Certification: SARP Review
Technical Assistance. (E15.10F24.00) US9400030

SARP Review Technical Assistance. (E15.10F24.00)
US9400528

wet oxidation processes: Assessment and Development of
an Industrial Wet Oxidation System for Burning Waste and
Low-Grade Fuels: Phase 1MB. (E51.00) US9400056

wipp: WIPP Panel. (E50.00F14.00) US9400091
RADIOACTIVITY

See NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY
RADIOAPPLICATORS

See RADIATION SOURCES
RADIOECOLOGICAL CONCENTRATION
coordinated research programs: BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric

MOdel Validation Study-Phase II). (C52.00) SE9400004
natural analogue: Natural analogs studies. (B31.40)

BE9400023
RADIOECOLOGY
research programs: INEL Environmental Research Park.

(B31.40B31.10, C57.00) US9400005
RADIOISOTOPE MIGRATION

See RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION
RADIOISOTOPES

See also AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; CARBON 14;
CESIUM 127; CESIUM 137; COBALT 60; IODINE 129;
NEPTUNIUM 237; PHOSPHORUS 32; PLUTONIUM 238;
PLUTONIUM 240; RUTHENIUM 106; STRONTIUM 85;
STRONTIUM 90; TECHNETIUM 99; TRITIUM; URANIUM
233

sorption: Determination of sorption coefficients on fracture
infilling minerals in granitic rock. (B31.10) CA9400023

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
See RADIATION PROTECTION

RADIOLUMINESCENCE
materials recovery: End of Life Options for RL Lights.

(E51.00E52.00) US9400139
RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION
(In environment.)
bench-scale experiments: Laboratory colloid migration exper-

iments in a large granite block. (B31.10) CA9400024
Laboratory radionuclide migration experiments in quarried

rock over a distance of 1 m (B31.10) CA9400022
c codes: Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation.

(B31.10E52.00) GB9400003
colloids: Laboratory colloid migration experiments in a large

granite block. (B31.10) CA9400024
computer codes: Migrational modelling study of radionuclides

from near surface repositories in India. (B31 40E52.00)
IN9400002

containment: Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated
Geologic Media. (E52.00) US94003B7

coordinated research programs: BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric
MOdel Validation Study-Phase II). (C52.00) SE9400004

Project on migration of radionuclides in the geosphere (MI-
RAGE). (B31.10) XE9400004

diffusion barriers: Investigation of the immobilization of
multivalent cations by hydroxylapatite with respect to its
application as an additive to the backfill material of waste
repositories located in salt diapirs. (B31.40B13.20,
E52.00) DE9400034

environmental impacts: Technical Support. (E52.00B31.40,
C52.22) US9400212

field tests: Migration of radionuclides and gases in Boom clay.
(B31.10) BE9400012

g codes: Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the
geosphere. (B31.10E52.00) CA9400011

geologic fractures: A study on the migration of radionuclides
in the subsurface environment. (B31.10) KR9400003

global aspects: Development of improved global circulation
models for C-14 and 1-129. (C57.00) GB9400037

ground water: Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks
and ground water. (B31.10) CA9400020

humic acids: Influence of humic acid on migration of soco,
B5Sr and '37Cs in coastal sandy soil. (B31.10)

JP9400001
mathematical models: Contaminant Transport Modeling

Studies of Russian Sites. (C52.22C51.00) US9400538
microorganisms: Influence of microbial activity on the mobility

of redoxsensitive radionuclides in sediments. (B31.10)
DE9400009

natural analogue: Natural analogs studies. (B31.40)
BE9400023

plutonic rocks: Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks
and ground water. (B31.10) CA9400020

risk assessment: INEL Environmental Research Park.
(B31.40B31.10, C57.00) US9400005

s codes: Mathematical modelling of the release of
radionuclides from a disposal vault to the geosphere.
(B31.10E52.00) CA9400010

simulation: A study on the migration of radionuclides in the
subsurface environment. (B31.10) KR9400003
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sorption: Determination of sorption coefficients of multivalent
radionuclides under anoxic conditions. (B13.20E52.00)

CA9400021
Determination of the effect of naturally occurring organics

in groundwater on the sorption of selected radionuclides.
(B31.10) CA9400028

A study on the migration of radionuclides in the subsurface
environment. (B31.10) KR9400003

water influx: Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption
region on the aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume
and migration analysis. (B31.10) JP9400003

RADIONUCLIDE TRANSFER (IN ENVIRONMENT)
See RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION

RADIONUCLIDES
See RADIOISOTOPES

RADON
radioecological concentration: Radon Release at Yucca

Mountain. (E52.00C52.22, B33.10) US9400716
RARE GASES

See RADON
REACTOR ACCIDENTS
(Includes abnormal conditions of other than major significance

sometimes referred to as incidents, events, etc.; for fission
reactors only.)

information centers: Chernobyl Database. (C52.21E31.00)
US9400020

REACTOR COMPONENTS
See SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS

REACTOR DECOMMISSIONING
(For fission reactors only.)
decontamination: A facility for processing radioactively con-

taminated equipment and metallic waste arising from
NPPs decommissioning. (E51.00C54.00) RU9400014

radioactive waste processing: A facility for processing
radioactively contaminated equipment and metallic waste
arising from NPPs decommissioning. (E51.00C54.00)

RU94000U
risk assessment: Application of decision aiding techniques to

decommissioning. (C52.21 E33.00) GB9400033
REACTOR DISMANTLING
(For fission reactors only.)
decontamination: Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces

from dismantling operations. (C54.00E32.00) BE9400018
REACTOR FUELS (FISSION)

See NUCLEAR FUELS
REACTOR MATERIALS

See NUCLEAR FUELS; SPENT FUELS
REACTOR MATERIALS (FUSION REACTORS)

See THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR MATERIALS
REACTOR SITING

See SITE SELECTION
REACTORS

See ARMF-1 REACTOR; EBWR REACTOR; JEN-1
REACTOR; LMFBR TYPE REACTORS; PRODUCTION
REACTORS; PWR TYPE REACTORS; WAGR
REACTOR; WATER COOLED REACTORS; WWER TYPE
REACTORS; WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

RECYCLE (FUEL)
See FUEL CYCLE

RECYCLING
demonstration programs: D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated

Demonstration (ID). (E52.00E20.00) US9400294
Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium,

(E51 00E52.00) US9400104
REFUSE

See SOLID WASTES
REMEDIAL ACTION
(Activities conducted to reduce potential exposure of people

to hazardous materials or ionizing radiation, and potential
harm to the environment from hazardous materials con-
tamination.)

chemical analysis: Procedure Development for Environmental
Sampling and Analysis Operations. (E50.00B11.00)

US9400752
coordinated research programs: Innovative Technology.

(E41.00E51.00) US9400534
demonstration programs: Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated

Demonstration (MWLID) Program Direction and Support.
(E52.00) US9400393

Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany.
(E51 00B31.40) US9400256

education: Development of an Integrated Associate Program.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400412

Educational Outreach Program. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400452

Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minori-
ties (EMCOM) Program. (E50.00C52.22) US9400448

Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry
(EMPAC) Program. (E50.00C52.22, C56.00) US9400442

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-
tional Evaluation. (E50.00C52.22) US9400437

Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activ-
ities to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared
Scientists, Engineers, and Technical Staff.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400462

ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award Program.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400415

ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400413

ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400456

ER & WM Scholarship Program. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400416

FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400457

HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and
Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium DDD & D Workshop.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400425

Minority Outreach: EEOM. (E50.00) US9400440
National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF).

(E50.00C52.22) US9400424
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400465
Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking.

(E50.00F14.00) US9400435
San Francisco Educational Outreach. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400464
Science Educational Outreach Program. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400441
Technical Support to EM-522. (C56.00E50.00, B31.40)

US9400417
University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educa-

tional Project in ER & WM. (E50.00C52.22) US9400411
Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-

mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials. (E50.00C52.22) US9400439

educational tools: Environmental Restoration Waste Manage-
ment Educational Outreach. (E50.00) US9400438

environmental impact statements: Technical Support for
DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.
(C56.00E50.00, B31.40) US9400738

financing: Native American Scholarship. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400418

ground disposal: Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation.
(E52.00B31.40) US9400373

information: Small Business Workshop. (E50.00)
US9400532

Small Business Workshops. (E50.00) US9400530
information systems: EnviroTRADE Information System.

(E50.00B31.40, F30.00) US9400242
LLNL Technology Integration Support. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400364
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID.

(B31.50B31.40, B31.10) US9400351
personnel: ER & WM Employment and Education Assess-

ment. (E50.00C52.22) US9400454
program management: DOE Decontamination and Decom-

missioning. (E50.00) US9400729
HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support. (E50.00)

US9400742
Management Systems Support to EM-40. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400737
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40.

(E50.00B31.40) US9400736
public information: Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public

Participation Training Support. (B31.40E50.00)
US9400365

Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrat-
ing Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Envi-
ronmental Restoration and Hazardous Waste Management.
(E50.00F24.00) US9400577

public relations: Public Involvement. (E50.00F14.00)
US9400739

radioactive waste facilities: Technology Integration Work-
shops for MWLID. (E52.00) US9400385

remote handling equipment: Characterization Cold Pit Dem-
onstration: Remote Characterization System (RCS) Dem-
onstration at the Cold Test Pit Deploying a Suite of
Sensors. (E50.00E15.30) US9400664
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Robotics Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00) US9400308
research programs: TD External Review Support

(C56.00E50.00) US9400231
safety analysis: Independent Safety Review Committee.

(E50.00) US9400678
sampling: Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling

and Analysis Operations. (E50.00B11.00) US9400752
site characterization: BWID Geophysics Workshop. (E52.00)

US9400660
Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-

ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors. (E50.00E15.30)

US9400664
Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology.

(E41.00E15.30) US9400333
Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation. (E15.30E50.00)

US9400309
Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor

Magnetic Gradiometer. (E52.00C52.22) US9400653
technology assessment: BWID Geophysics Workshop.

(E52.00) US9400660
Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package Development.

(E50.00F31.00) US9400531
Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites from

Horizontal Boreholes. (E52.00B31.40) US9400248
technology transfer: Ames Technology Integration Program:

The application of the ISU CATD Techniques and Prac-
tices to Meet DOE EM Needs for Technology Maturation,
Adaptation, and Demonstration. (B31.40E50.00)

US9400357
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID). (E50.00)

US9400368
LLNL Technology Integration Support. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400364
Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID)

Program Direction and Support. (E52.00) US9400393
Small Business Workshop. (E50.00) US9400529
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collaboration. (E50.00)

US9400578
training: AIHEC: Project PERMA. (E50.00) US9400423

Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation
Training Support. (B31 40E50.00) US9400365

Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower Assessment.
(E50.00) US9400765

WERC Technical Training Initiatives. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400427

waste management: HBCU/MI Consortium. (E50.00)
US9400422

Native American Scholarship. (E50.00B31.40) US9400418
waste retrieval: BWID Retrieval Demonstration.

(E52.00B31.40) US9400370
Three-Dimensional Dynamic Graphic Simulation of Retrieval

Configuration Options. (E52.00) US9400663
REMOTE HANDLING
computerized control systems: Computer aided teleoperation

for nuclear applications. (E15.30) BE9400017
REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT

See also CRANES; MANIPULATORS
commercialization: Robotics Lab Automation. (E15.30E51.00)

US9400306
control systems: West Valley Transfer Cart Control System.

(E15.30E50.00) US9400102
coordinated research programs: Robotics Waste Processing

Operations. (E15.30E51.00) US9400341
design: Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and Decom-

missioning. (E15.30E51.00) US9400232
performance testing: Underground Storage Tank (UST)

Waste Dislodging and Conveyance Technology Develop-
ment. (E52.00E15.30) US9400507

remote control: Robotics Buried Waste. (E15.30E51.00)
US9400319

research programs: Robotics Waste Facility Operations.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400321

testing: Robotics Waste Minimization. (E15.30E50.00)
US9400305

underwater operations: Development, modification and quali-
fication of under water fasten techniques for the decom-
missioning of nuclear facilities. (E15.30) DE9400003

REMOTE SENSING
(Techniques for conducting measurements from aeroplanes or

satellites such as for geologic exploration.)
technology assessment: Remote Sensing Systems Develop-

ment and Applications. (E41.40E50.00, E15.00)
US9400283

Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals, and Actinides.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400260

REPROCESSING
gaseous wastes: Development of the krypton removal from

the reprocessing off-gas. (B16.20) JP9400012
krypton: Development of the krypton removal from the re-

processing off-gas. (B16.20) JP9400012
RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS

See ARMF-1 REACTOR; EBWR REACTOR; JEN-1
REACTOR; WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

RESEARCH REACTORS
See ARMF-1 REACTOR; JEN-1 REACTOR;

WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR
RESERVOIR ROCK
(Porous and permeable rock containing producible oil, gas, or

geothermal fluid in its pore spaces.)
seismic waves: High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imag-

ing. (E52.00B31.40) US9400081
RESIDUES (RADIOACTIVE)

See RADIOACTIVE WASTES
RESINS
Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-

change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction.
(B16.20E51.00) AR9400002

oxidation: Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and TBP
solvent. (E51.00) IN9400021

Wet oxidative destruction of spent ion exchange resins using
hydrogen peroxide. (E51.00) IN9400023

radioactive waste processing: Pre-treatment of spent resins
and conditioning in polymer matrices. (E51.00)

IN9400004
separation processes: Synthesis, characterization and testing

of a phenolic chelating resin for simultaneous removal of
cesium and strontium from alkaline IL waste.
(E51.00B12.10) IN9400008

vitrification: Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Ion-Exchange Resins.
(E51.00) US9400768

RESOURCE RECOVERY ACTS
compliance: Waste Management Regulatory Compliance.

(E50.00F24.00) US9400669
RIA (REACTOR ACCIDENTS)

See REACTOR ACCIDENTS
RIVERS

See DNIEPER RIVER
ROBOTS
coordinated research programs: Robotics Cross Cutting and

Advanced Technology (LANL). (E15.30E50.00)
US9400535

Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL).
(E15.30E50.00) US9400536

remote handling: SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400338

remote sensing: Remote Characterization System Demon-
stration. (E15.30E52.00) US9400667

research programs: Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced
Technology. (E15.30E50.00) US9400310

technology assessment: Robotics Technology Assessment.
(E50.00E15.30) US9400407

waste retrieval: Robotics Storage Tanks, East.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400761

ROCK-FLUID INTERACTIONS
PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems: H2O-CO2-NaCI.

(B31 40B24.30) US9400055
ROCKS

See also GRANITES; IGNEOUS ROCKS
microstructure: Effects of Geochemical Alteration on

Geophysical Properties. (B31.40) US9400080
ROCKY FLATS PLANT
educational facilities: Science Educational Outreach Program.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400460
low-level radioactive wastes: Incineration Alternatives for

Combustible Waste. (E51.00) US9400444
LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Incineration Alternative. (E51.00) US9400463
radioactive waste processing: Microwave Melting Pu

Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu Volatility Studies for
Rocky Flats. (E51.00) US9400467

waste disposal: Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle
by Distillation. (E51.00E52.00) US9400430

Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts, and Ash.
(E52.00) US9400443

waste processing: Investigation of Additional Technologies
Resulting from CTMP. (E52.00) US9400459

Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction. (E51.00)
US9400453
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ROMANIAN WWR-C REACTOR
See WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(Until January 1993, this was indexed by USSR.)
scientific personnel: Russian Training Program. (E50.00)

US9400540
RUTHENIUM
evaporation: Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization

of ruthenium in batch calcination of simulated high-level
liquid waste. (E51.00B12.10) JP9400025

RUTHENIUM ISOTOPES
See RUTHENIUM 106

RUTHENIUM 106
precipitation: Chemical precipitation method for the removal

of Ru-106 from IL waste solution. (E51.00B13.30)
IN9400016

separation processes: Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste
solution using fixed-bed sorption on a zinc-carbon bed.
(E51.00B13.3u) IN9400018

SACCHARIDES
See CELLULOSE

SAFETY (NUCLEAR)
See RADIATION PROTECTION

SAFETY ANALYSIS
quality assurance: Development and implementation of strat-

egies for qualification of computer codes in long term
safety assessments for licensing of nuclear waste reposi-
tories. (E52.00) DE9400005

SALT DEPOSITS
creep: Development of the program system ANSALT II.

(E52.00) DE9400023
gases: Gas formation and transport in a repository in salt in

case of an assumed brine inflow. (B31.40E52.00)
DE9400037

geologic fractures: Geotechnical investigations in salt layers
to determine the mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite
A3 and grey salt pelite T3. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400025

nonradioactive waste disposal: Reliability of
thermomechanical model computations in rock salt.
(B31 40E52.00) DE9400039

plasticity: Development of the program system ANSALT II.
(E52.00) DE9400023

safety analysis: Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to
determine the mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite A3
and grey salt pelite T3. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400025

site characterization: Experiments for the direct disposal of
LWR fuel- Part I: Thermal simulation of drift emplacement
(TSDE). (B31.40E52.00) DE9400030

stresses: Development of the program system ANSALT II.
(E52.00) DE9400023

SALTS
(See also descriptors for specific salts.)
chemical properties: Thermomechanical behaviour of salt

rock. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400024
electric conductivity: Thermophysical and electrical properties

investigations on rock salt. (B31.40B24.42, E52.00)
DE9400028

gaseous diffusion: Investigation about the coefficients of dif-
fusion and permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and
compacted granular salt. (B31 40E52.00) DE9400019

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt.
(B31.40E52.00) DE9400016

permeability: Investigation about the coefficients of diffusion
and permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and compacted
granular salt. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400019

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt.
(B31 40E52.00) DE9400016

Investigations on crushed salt as backfill material for re-
positories in salt formations. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400047

physical properties: Thermomechanical behaviour of salt rock.
(B31.40E52.00) DE9400024

recycling: Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar Electrodialytic
Membrane. (E51.00) US9400505

Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and
Storage Technology Concepts Development. (E51.00)

US9400504
rock mechanics: Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour

of anhydrite and salt-clay: First results of petrophysical
laboratory and in situ investigations. (B31.40E52.00)

DE9400015
specific heat: Thermophysical and electrical properties inves-

tigations on rock salt. (B31 40B24.42, E52.00)
DE9400028

thermal conductivity: Thermophysical and electrical properties
investigations on rock salt. (B31.40B24.42, E52.00)

DE9400028
thermal expansion: Thermophysical and electrical properties

investigations on rock salt. (B31 40B24.42, E52.00)
DE9400028

SANDIA LABORATORIES
(Name changed to Sandia National Laboratories, and more

recent material should be so indexed.)
program management: Technical Support to EM-522.

(C56.00E50.00, B31.40) US9400417
sanitary landfills: Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical

and Mixed Waste Landfills. (B31.10E52.00, B31.40)
US9400711

MWLID PRDA Support. (E50.00) US9400780
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES

See SANDIA LABORATORIES
SANITARY LANDFILLS
(Sites for biologically safe disposal of wastes by burial.)
electromagnetic surveys: Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of

Chemical and Mixed Waste Landfills. (B31.10E52.00,
B31.40) US9400711

g codes: A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting
In Situ Containment Barriers for Landfills. (E15.20E50.00)

US9400518
magnetic surveys: Magnetometer Towed Array.

(E52.00B31.40) US9400544
maximum permissible activity: Proposal for activity limits for

disposal to controlled landfills in France and Belgium.
(E52.00) BE9400021

remedial action: Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping
Technology for MMLID. (E52.00B31.40) US9400286

MWLID PRDA Support. (E50.00) US9400780
Remedial Options Evaluation. (E52.00) US9400710
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID.

(B31.50B31.40, B31.10) US9400351
sampling: Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Contaminant

Delineation and Risk Minimization. (B31.50B31.10)
US9400402

site characterization: Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical
and Mixed Waste Landfills. (B31.10E52.00, B31.40)

US9400711
An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-

terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites. (E52.00B31.10,
B31.50) US9400401

Landfill Characterization System for Contamination in Arid
Soils. (B31.10B31.50) US9400380

Magnetometer Towed Array. (E52.00B31.40) US9400544
MWLID PRDA Support. (E50.00) US9400780

underground disposal: LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover,
Stabilization, and Liner Design. (E52.00) US9400259

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
containment systems: HEPA Filter Characterization.

(C52.21) US9400082
coordinated research programs: Pilot Center For EM Re-

search, Education, and Outreach. (E50.00) US9400468
high-level radioactive wastes: Carbollide CDCB Process

Development for Radioactive Cesium-137 Decontamination.
(E51.00) US9400642

radioactive waste management: Melter Overview. (E50.00)
US9400195

radioactive waste processing: Carbollide CDCB Process
Development for Radioactive Cesium-137 Decontamination.
(E51.00) US9400642

Hazardous and Mixed Waste Treatment Technology Devel-
opment. (E51.00) US9400304

remedial action: Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and
Development and Outreach. (E50.00C52.22) US9400466

site characterization: Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal
Logging. (E52.00) US9400396

waste management: Pilot Center for Education, EM Research
and Development and Outreach. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400466
SRP In Situ Chemical Science. (E50.00) US9400137

SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL
education: Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task

Plans (TTPs) in Support of the Office of Technology De-
velopment. (E50.00C52.22) US9400410

training: Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree
Program at Eastern Idaho Technical College.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400450

Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management.
(E50.00B13.20) US9400050
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SCRAP
(Material, usually from production processes, which can be

reprocessed or recycled to become useful.)
See also SCRAP METALS
melting: Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process. (E51.00B22.10)

US9400220
SCRAP METALS
(Metallic waste from the production of metals or from the

fabrication or obsolescence of metal equipment.)
recycling: Advanced Technologies for Decontamination and

Conversion of Scrap Metals. (E51.00) US9400524
SEA DISPOSAL

See MARINE DISPOSAL
SEAS

See IRISH SEA
SEDIMENTS
moisture: Deep Tensiometer. (B31.50E41.40) US9400777
radioactive waste processing: An installation for incorporation

of insoluble sediments from liquid radioactive waste stor-
age facilities into cement matrix. (E51.00) RU9400026

SEPARATION PROCESSES
See also REPROCESSING; TRUEX PROCESS
computer codes: Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation

of Performance of Unit Operations and Systems of Such
Operations Proposed to Effect Advanced Chemical Sepa-
rations of Hanford Waste Streams. (E51.00) US9400275

mathematical models: Advanced Chemical Separations: Sim-
ulation of a Total Waste Treatment System. (E51.00)

US9400277
SHIELDS

See BIOLOGICAL SHIELDS
SILICATE MINERALS

See also BENTONITE; CLAYS; CLINOPTILOLITE; ZEOLITES
crystallography: Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in

Silicate Minerals. (B31.40E52.00) US9400116
SILICATES

See ZIRCONIUM SILICATES
SILICON COMPOUNDS

See ZIRCONIUM SILICATES
SILICON 32 DECAY RADIOISOTOPES

See PLUTONIUM 238
SITE CHARACTERIZATION
(Surveys of particular sites to establish their characteristics,

e.g. hydrology, geological and topographical features, etc
Until March 1993, this concept was indexed by SITE
SURVEYS.)

computerized simulation: Participation in the international
DECOVALEX project to study coupled hydraulic and me-
chanical processes. (B31 40E52.00) GB9400023

data compilation: Summarizing and evaluating the data
available from geochemical experiments and its arrange-
ment in a database for using it in geochemical modelling.
(B31.40F31.00, E52.00) DE9400041

electromagnetic surveys: Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied
to Mapping and Characterization. (E52.00B31.40)

US9400659
Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environ-

mentally Important Objects and Species. (B31.10B31.50,
E50.00) US9400654

geologic fractures: Detection of sub-surface bedrock fractur-
ing and groundwater discharge using helium in soil gases.
(B31.40) CA9400006

Participation in the international DECOVALEX project to
study coupled hydraulic and mechanical processes.
(B31.40E52.00) GB9400023

ground water: Detection of sub-surface bedrock fracturing and
groundwater discharge using helium in soil gases.
(B31.40) CA9400006

Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance
assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository. (B31.10B31.40, E52.00) GB9400022

Modelling and experimental studies on near-field
geochemistry of HLW disposal system in Japan.
(B31.40E52.00) JP9400037

Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier effect in Tokai system
performance for groundwater scenario. (B31.40)

JP9400038
monitoring: Development of an observation system and data

acquisition for hydrogeological study. (B31.40)
JP9400019

paleoclimatology: Paleoclimatological revision of climate evo-
lution and environment in Western Mediterranean regions.
(B33.40) ES9400010

radionuclide migration: Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier
effect in Tokai system performance for groundwater sce-
nario. (B31.40) JP9400038

shaft excavations: Development of an observation system
and data acquisition for hydrogeological study. (B31.40)

JP9400019
Development of hydrogeological model in Tono research

field. (B31.40) JP9400021
thermodynamics: Improvements in the methodology for de-

riving equilibrium constants. (E52.00B31.40) GB9400005
SITE REHABILITATION

See REMEDIAL ACTION
SITE SELECTION
(See also descriptors for concepts involved in site selection,

such as ENVIRONMENT, SEISMOLOGY and SOILS plus
LIQUEFACTION.)

geologic surveys: Siting programme for locating a deep re-
pository in granites. (B31.40E52.00) IN9400001

SITE SURVEYS
See SITE CHARACTERIZATION

SITES (NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS)
See NUCLEAR FACILITIES

SLAGS
plutonium: Pyrochemical Technology Support to Savannah

River Laboratory. (B16.20) US9400088
thermodynamics: Pyrochemical Technology Support to

Savannah River Laboratory. (B16.20) US9400088
SLUDGES
chemical analysis: Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment.

(E52.0OB11.30) US9400637
Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online

Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies. (E51.00B11.20, E52.00) US9400563

hydraulic transport: UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support
of Tank Waste Dislodging and Conveyance Systems De-
velopment. (E15.00B32.50) US9400763

leaching: Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment. (E52.00B11.30)
US9400637

radioactive waste processing: Advanced Chemical Sepa-
ration Processes in Support of the Clean Option Strategy.
(E51.00B11.30) US9400627

Sludge Technology Assessment. (E51.00) US9400625
removal: 100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Material

Removal Equipment. (E15.30E50.00) US9400168
solidification: Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts,

and Ash. (E52.00) US9400443
solvent extraction: Advanced Chemical Separation Processes

in Support of the Clean Option Strategy. (E51.00B11.30)
US9400627

transuranium elements: Advanced Chemical Separation
Processes in Support of the Clean Option Strategy.
(E51.00B11.30) US9400627

SLURRIES
flow models: Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Re-

trieval and Treatment. (E52.00) US9400479
SMALL BUSINESSES
(Businesses and commercial establishments employing fewer

than 500 people.)
meetings: Small Business Workshop. (E50.00) US9400529

SMOG
See AIR POLLUTION

SOD (SOIL)
See SOILS

SODIUM
radioactive waste processing: Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Project: Sodium Processing for CRBR. (E51.00)
US9400036

SODIUM COMPOUNDS
See SODIUM NITRATES

SODIUM NITRATES
denitrification: Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment.

(E51.00) US940048Q
SOFT SOLDERING

See SOLDERING
SOILS
calibration standards: Performance Evaluation Sample Pro-

gram. (E50.00B11.00) US9400754
contamination: Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters.

(B31.40B31.10, E52.00) US9400284
High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of

High-Z Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence. (B11.10E52.00, B31.50) US9400408

Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection.
(E52.00C52.22, B31.10) US9400506
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decontamination: Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound
Plant. (B31.40B11.30) US9400285

Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demon-
stration Using Supported Liquid Membranes.
(B32.50B31.40) US9400233

Decontamination of Z-9 Crib Soil by CEPOD II.
(E52.00B31.40) US9400170

Demonstration Testing and Evaluation of In Situ Soil Heat-
ing. (E51.00) US9400525

electromagnetic surveys: Three-Dimensional Site Character-
ization Using Broadband Electromagnetics. (B31.10B31.50,
E50.00) US9400652

quantitative chemical analysis: Performance Evaluation
Sample Program. (E50.00B11.00) US9400754

radioactive wastes: Performance Evaluation Sample Program.
(E50.00B11.00) US9400754

remedial action: Buried Waste ISV Project. (E23.00B31.10)
US9400123

Contract Administration and Technical Support for DOE's
MAWS Program. (E50.00B31.50) US9400743

Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demon-
stration Using Supported Liquid Membranes.
(B32.50B31.40) US9400233

Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil Vapors.
(B31.50) US9400776

In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ
Chemical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Con-
taminated Soils and Groundwater. (E51.00B31.50,
B31.10) US9400561

Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA). (E50.00B31.40) US9400344

Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) Program.
(E51.00B31.40) US9400734

Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation Column.
(E51.00B11.30) US9400782

Technology Development Files. (B31 50B31.40, F31.00)
US9400265

stability: In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried
Waste. (E52.00B31.50, B31.10) US9400404

SOLDERING
evaluation: Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use.

(E50.00) US9400226
SOLID WASTES

See also ASHES; MILL TAILINGS; SCRAP; SCRAP METALS
buildup: Behavior of Aqueous Electrolytes in SCWO Proc-

esses. (E51.00) US9400299
safety analysis: Tiger Team Finding Corrections. (E50.00)

US9400584
waste management: Solid Waste Technology Support.

(E50.00) US9400144
Tiger Team Finding Corrections. (E50.00) US9400584

waste processing: Graphite DC Arc Plasma and Glass
Melter. (E51.00) US9400383

waste product utilization: Technical Services Regulated to
NEPA Compliance Activities. (F24.00F40.00, E50.00)

US9400166
SOLUTIONS

See LEACHATES
SOLVENTS

See also ORGANIC SOLVENTS
evaluation: Solvent Substitution Study. (E50.00) US9400227

SOVIET UNION
See USSR

SPANISH JEN-1 RESEARCH REACTOR
See JEN-1 REACTOR

SPECTROMETERS
See MASS SPECTROMETERS

SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
remote sensing: Remote Detection of Environmental Con-

taminants using Fiber Optic Spectroscopy. (B11.20C52.22,
B31.50) US9400002

SPENT FUEL CASKS
(Until July 1994 this concept was indexed by CASKS)
cleaning: KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station.

(E51.00E15.30) US9400143
crushing: KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station.

(E51.00E15.30) US9400143
dry storage: Dry Cask Storage Project. (E15.10E52.00)

US9400686
licensing: Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear

Regulatory Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS reg-sign
Canister for Off-Site Transportation. (E15.10)

US9400083

performance testing: Long-Term Storage and Monitoring
Project (LTSM). (E15.10E52.00) US9400720

Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton Rail/Barge Cask
Development Program. (E15.20E52.00) US9400034

radioactive waste processing: KE Basin Canister Crushing
and Cleaning Station. (E51.00E15.30) US9400143

testing: Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage (SFB).
(E15.10E52.00) US9400719

SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS
radioactive waste processing: Development of equipment for

decontamination and compacting of dismantled fuel ele-
ment cladding hulls by induction slag melting in cold
crucible (ISMW-CC). (E51.00) RU9400007

SPENT FUEL STORAGE
See also MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE
spent fuel casks: NFS Fuel Project. (E15.10) US9400721

SPENT FUELS
containers: Waste Acceptance Criteria. (E15.10E50.00)

US9400111
dry storage: Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Disposition

Project (DRCT-DP). (E15.10) US9400718
fission product release: Determination of radionuclide release

and release kinetics from used CANDU fuel.
(B16.20E52.00) CA9400017

fission products: Characterization and inventory determination
in CANDU used fuel. (B16.20E52.00) CA9400016

information: Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Characteristics.
(E50.00E15.10) US9400112

inventories: Characterization and inventory determination in
CANDU used fuel. (B16.20E52.00) CA9400016

leaching: Flow-through leaching studies on UO2 and used
CANDU fuel. (B23.50) CA9400027

Long-term leaching tests on used CANDU fuel under
oxidizing conditions at 25 C. (B23.50) CA9400026

Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under simulated re-
pository conditions. (B23.50E52.00) CA9400019

Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel
leaching studies. (E52.00B13.20) ES9400007

monitored retrievable storage: Spent Fuel Behavior in
Long-Term Storage (SFB). (E15.10E52.00) US9400719

Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology. (E15.10)
US9400090

radioactive waste disposal: Disposal of Spent Fuel and
High-Level Radioactive Waste. (E15.10) US9400110

Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel. (E52.0O)
US9400174

radioactive waste management: Facility Interface Capability
Assessment. (E15.00E50.00) US9400074

Integrated Database Program. (E50.00E15.10) US9400012
Spent Fuel Management. (E50.0O) US9400679

radioactive waste storage: Estimation of computer codes and
methods for safety prove during WER-fuel transport and
storage. (E52.00E15.10) DE9400038

Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in
transport and storage casks. (E15.20E15.10)

DE9400048
Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel. (E52.00)

US9400174
reprocessing: Technical and Regulatory Review of the Rover

Nuclear Fuel Process for Use on Fort St. Vrain Fuel.
(B16.20) US9400270

spent fuel storage: Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage.
(E15.10) US9400132

transport: Defuelling of a training center reactor (Paldisky,
Estonian Republic) and spent fuel management.
(E36.00E15.10) RU9400033

Design of a Spent Fuel Dry Transfer System for Use with
a Transportable Storage System. (E15.10) US9400715

Disposal of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste.
(E15.10) US9400110

Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove
during WER-fuel transport and storage. (E52.00E15.10)

DE9400038
Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in

transport and storage casks. (E15.20E15.10)
DE9400048

NFS Fuel Project. (E15.10) US9400721
Waste Acceptance Criteria. (E15.10E50.00) US9400111

underground disposal: R and D-programme on the direct
disposal of spent fuel Thermal simulations of drift
emplacement. (E52.00B31.40) DE9400043

waste transportation: Economics and Systems Analysis.
(E15.10E52.00) US9400010

Program Management. (E15.10E52.00) US9400044
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Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology. (E15.10)
US9400090

Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent
Nuclear Fuel. (E15.10) US9400646

Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation Issues.
(E15.10) US9400650

Transportation Support Systems. (E15.10E52.00)
US9400043

SPONTANEOUS FISSION RADIOISOTOPES
See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; NEPTUNIUM 237;

PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240; URANIUM 233
SQUID DEVICES
(Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices)
uses: Applications of High-Transition-Temperature Supercon-

ductors at the Savannah River Site. (G64.12E50.00)
US9400119

STEEL-ASTM-A350 (GR 1)
See CARBON STEELS

STEEL-ASTM-A350 (GR 2)
See CARBON STEELS

STEELS
See also CARBON STEELS
corrosion: Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of

steel, tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines.
(B22.50E52.00) DE9400022

corrosion resistance: Local corrosion of metallic construction
materials and the effect of y-radiation in passive layers
under waste disposal conditions. (B22.50E52.00)

DE9400046
radioactive waste processing: Large scale melting of

H3-contaminated steel from nuclear installations. (E51.00)
DE9400006

STORAGE
See MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE; RADIOACTIVE

WASTE STORAGE; SPENT FUEL STORAGE; UNDER-
GROUND STORAGE; WASTE STORAGE

STORAGE FACILITIES
construction: New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility.

(E52.00) US9400684
licensing: Dry Storage Licensing Support Project. (E52.00)

US9400133
maintenance: PREPP Standby. (E52.00E15.10) US9400701
operation: Waste Characterization and Storage Facility.

(E52.00) US9400688
STRIP MINING

See MINING
STRONTIUM
chemisorption: In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Sepa-

ration. (E51.00B11.30) US9400747
removal: Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. (E52.00)

US9400488
Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment. (E51.00)

US9400480
separation processes: Removal of radiostrontium from

alkaline IL waste using synthetic chelating resins.
(E51.00B13.30) IN9400020

solvent extraction: Advance Chemical Separation Processes:
Clean Option Survey. (E51.00B11.30) US9400749

STRONTIUM ISOTOPES
See STRONTIUM 85; STRONTIUM 90

STRONTIUM 85
radionuclide migration: Influence of humic acid on migration

of 60Co, 85Sr and <37Cs in coastal sandy soil. (B31.10)
JP9400001

Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the
aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis. (B31.10) JP9400003

Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
on the aerated soil testing. (B31.40) JP9400002

STRONTIUM 90
solvent extraction: Combined TRUEX-SREX

Extraction/Recovery Process. (E51.00) US9400269
sorbent recovery systems: Investigation of inorganic sorbents

in combination with other processes for selective ex-
traction of strontium from natural waters and waste sol-
utions. (E51.00B13.30) RU9400001

SULFATE MINERALS
See ANHYDRITE

SUPERCONDUCTING DEVICES
See SQUID DEVICES

SUPERCONDUCTING QUANTUM INTERFERENCE DEVICES
See SQUID DEVICES

SURFACE CLEANING
evaluation: Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces.

(E50.00B22.10) US9400229
SURFACE FINISHING

See SURFACE CLEANING
SURFACE WATERS

See DNIEPER RIVER; IRISH SEA
SUSPENSIONS

See SLURRIES
SWITZERLAND
radioactive waste storage: Nuclear Waste Fund:

DOE-NAGRA Joint Research Project. (E52.00)
US9400019

TAILINGS
See MILL TAILINGS

TANK TYPE REACTORS
See WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

TANKS
containment systems: Interim Subsurface Confinement Barrier

for USTs. (E52.00) US9400477
Permanent Isolation Surface Barrier System: Prototype De-

sign. (E52.00) US9400493
Surface Barrier Technology: Development of Permanent

Isolation Barriers for Underground Storage Tank Sites.
(E52.00) US9400482

corrosion protection: Corrective Actions. (E52.00)
US9400085

decontamination: SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Tech-
nology. (E52.00) US9400508

excavation: Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by
Water Jets (Confined Sluicing). (E52.00) US9400591

inspection: Laser Scanning Imager. (E52.00E41.40)
US9400202

management: Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demon-
stration Program Support. (E52.00) US9400481

mapping: Early Deployment System (ORNL). (E52.00E15.30)
US9400597

positioning: USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Inte-
gration (PNL). (E52.00E15.30) US9400599

radioactive waste processing: Support to the Rebaselining
of the Department of Water Resources (DWR) Program.
(E51 00E52.00) US9400208

remedial action: Robotics Program UST-East Projects.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400323

Robotics UST. (E51.00E15.30) US9400318
Robotics UST. (E52.00E15.30) US9400328
Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In Situ Moni-

toring of Gaseous Components in Underground Storage
Tanks Using Piezoelectric Thin Film. (E52.00E41.40)

US9400562
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400339
remote sensing: Early Deployment System. (E51.00E15.30)

US9400595
Early Deployment System (EDS). (E52.00F31.00)

US9400592
Robotics Program UST-East Projects. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400323
Robotics UST. (E15.30E50.00) US9400334
Robotics UST. (E51.00E15.30) US9400318
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks. (E15.30E52.00)

US9400314
UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder (PNL).

(E52.00) US9400713
removal: Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC).

(E52.00E15.30) US9400330
residues: Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from UST.

(E51.00) US9400471
safety: Organic Tank Safety Project. (E52.00) US9400163
safety analysis: Defense Waste Tank Analysis. (E52.00)

US9400145
sludges: Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and

Online Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient In-
frared Spectroscopies. (E51.00B11.20, E52.00)

US9400563
Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground Stor-

age Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance. (E51.00)
US9400276

Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste:
Data for Modeling Sludge Science. (E51.00B11.00)

US9400635
underground storage: UST Light-Duty Utility Arm. (E52.00)

US9400478
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development. (E15.20E52.00) US9400472
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UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation.
(E52.00B31.40) US9400605

waste retrieval: Early Deployment System. (E51.00E15.30)
US9400S9S

LRA-Control System (ORNL). (E52.00E15.30) US9400596
Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG*

SEPTM). (E51 00B11.30) US9400626
Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface. (E52.00)

US9400487
Robotics Storage Tanks, East. (E52.00E15.30) US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400307
Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste

Simulants. (E52.00) US9400486
UST Light Duty Utility Arm. (E52.00E15.30) US9400491
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development. (E52.00) US9400495
UST Waste Dislodging and Conveyance TD. (E52.00)

US9400494
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Devel-

opment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an
Integral Conveyance System. (E13.00E52.00)

US9400600
water treatment: Support to the Rebaselining of the Depart-

ment of Water Resources (DWR) Program.
(E51 OOE52.00) US9400208

TANTALUM
corrosion: Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of

steel, tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines.
(B22.50E52.00) DE9400022

TBP
oxidation: Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and TBP

solvent. (E51.00) IN9400021
Wet oxidative destruction of tributyl phosphate in purex

spent solvent. (E51.00) IN9400022
TECHNETIUM ISOTOPES

See TECHNETIUM 99
TECHNETIUM 99
diffusion: Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99Tc, <37Cs,

237Np and 24iAm in compacted sodium bentonite.
(B16.20) JP9400017

solvent extraction: Combined TRUEX-SREX
Extraction/Recovery Process. (E51.00) US9400269

TEST FACILITIES
feasibility studies: Underground Research Facility (URF).

(E52.00E13.00, B31.40) US9400115
TESTING

See MATERIALS TESTING
THERMAL POWER PLANTS

See NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
THERMAL REACTORS

See ARMF-1 REACTOR; EBWR REACTOR; JEN-1
REACTOR; PWR TYPE REACTORS; WAGR REACTOR;
WWER TYPE REACTORS; WWR-S-BUCHAREST REAC-
TOR

THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR MATERIALS
(To be assigned in conjunction with the specific descriptor for

the material used.)
recycling: Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation

Products. (G52.8OE51.OO) US9400771
THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS
(For conceptual design studies; coordinate with descriptor for

existing thermonuclear device if appropriate.)
See also TOKAMAK TYPE REACTORS
uses: Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste

Transmutation in Small Fusion Reactors. (F12.20D10.00,
E51.00) US9400201

THERMONUCLEAR WEAPONS
See NUCLEAR WEAPONS

THORIUM
radionuclide migration: Investigation of the immobilization of

multivalent cations by hydroxylapatite with respect to its
application as an additive to the backfill material of waste
repositories located in salt diapirs. (B31.40B13.20,
E52.00) DE9400034

soils: Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mo-
bility in Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits.
(B31.10B31.50) US9400079

stability: Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium
Mobility in Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits.
(B31.10B31.50) US9400079

TITANIUM
corrosion: Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and

its alloys used for containers in brines of practical im-
portance with radioisotopes. (B22.50E15.20) DE9400036

A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological
isolation of high-level radioactive waste. (B22.50E52.00)

JP9400033
TITANIUM ALLOYS
(Alloys containing more than 1% Ti.)
corrosion: Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of

steel, tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines.
(B22.50E52.00) DE9400022

Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and its alloys
used for containers in brines of practical importance with
radioisotopes. (B22.50E15.20) DE9400036

corrosion resistance: Local corrosion of metallic construction
materials and the effect of Y -radiation in passive layers
under waste disposal conditions. (B22.50E52.00)

DE9400046
TOKAMAK TYPE REACTORS
power generation: Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evalu-

ation Study. (G52.00E50.00) US9400045
TOOLS

See CUTTING TOOLS
TOXIC MATERIALS
(Until March 1992, this concept was indexed by HAZARDOUS

MATERIALS.)
remedial action: Dig-Face Characterization. (E52.00)

US9400658
remote sensing: Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals,

and Actinides. (E50.00B31.40) US9400260
site characterization: Dig-Face Characterization. (E52.00)

US9400658
TRANSFER (ENVIRONMENTAL RADIONUCLIDES)

See RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION
TRANSITION ELEMENT ALLOYS

See TITANIUM ALLOYS
TRANSITION ELEMENT COMPOUNDS

See COBALT COMPOUNDS; ZIRCONIUM SILICATES
TRANSITION ELEMENTS

See CHROMIUM; COPPER; RUTHENIUM; TANTALUM;
TITANIUM; VANADIUM

TRANSPLUTONIUM ELEMENTS
See AMERICIUM

TRANSPORT (ENVIRONMENTAL RAOIONUCLIDES)
See RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION

TRANSPORT (RADIATION)
See RADIATION TRANSPORT

TRANSURANIUM COMPLEXES
See PLUTONIUM COMPLEXES

TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS
See also AMERICIUM; NEPTUNIUM; PLUTONIUM
alpha spectroscopy: Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation

Monitor for Effluent Water Learing DOE Sites.
(B11.10C52.22) US9400565

chemisorption: In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Sepa-
ration. (E51.00B11.30) US9400747

Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG1

SEPTM). (E51.00B11.30) US9400626
extraction: Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transuranics

from Radioactive Waste. (E51.00) US9400268
monitoring: LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time

Emission Monitoring. (B33.10E51.00) US9400619
removal: Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. (E52.00)

US9400488
solvent extraction: Combined TRUEX-SREX

Extraction/Recovery Process. (E51.00) US9400269
Planning for Pilot-Plant Demonstration of TRUEX. (E51.00)

US9400273
TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE

See TBP
TRITIUM
diffusion: Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99TC, i3?Cs,

237Np and 24iAm in compacted sodium bentonite.
(B16.20) JP9400017

monitoring: Tritium in air samples, method and apparatus.
(B33.10) RO9400001

recycling: End of Life Options for RL Lights. (E51 00E52.00)
US9400139

removal: Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water.
(E51.00) US9400778
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TRUCKS
See VEHICLES

TRUEX PROCESS
demonstration programs: Planning for Pilot-Plant Demon-

stration of TRUEX. (E51.00) US9400273
verification: TRUEX: Model Validation. (E51.00) US9400593

ULTIMATE STORAGE
See WASTE DISPOSAL

UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL
(For disposal of wastes deep underground.)
boreholes: Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites

from Horizontal Boreholes. (E52.00B31.40) US9400248
computerized simulation: Modelling of scenarios for the di-

rect final disposal of heat producing waste in rock salt.
(E52.00B31.40) DE9400044

contamination regulations: Regulatory Issues and Assump-
tions Associated with Barriers in the Vadose Zone Sur-
rounding Buried Waste. (E52.00) US9400558

coordinated research programs: Construction and/or opera-
tion of underground facilities for radioactive waste dis-
posal. (E52.00) XE9400003

Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to back-up the de-
velopment of underground repositories. (E52.00)

XE9400002
environmental impacts: Geochemical impact of a disposal

vault on the ability of the geosphere to retard radionuclide
migration. (B31.10E52.00) CA9400029

gas flow: Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste
repositories. (B31.10B31.40, E52.00) GB9400024

Project on the effects of gas in underground storage facili-
ties for radioactive waste (PEGASUS). (E52.00)

XE9400005
materials testing: Investigations on crushed salt as backfill

material for repositories in salt formations.
(B31.40E52.00) DE9400047

Local corrosion of metallic construction materials and the
effect of y-radiation in passive layers under waste disposal
conditions. (B22.50E52.00) DE9400046

meteorites: Assessment of the long-term risks of meteorite
impact on a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault. (C52.42)

CA9400012
radionuclide migration: Defense LLW Technical Support-

Lysimeters. (B31.40B31.10, E52.00) US9400284
Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation.

(B31.10E52.00) GB9400003
Elaboration and development of a new submodule of the

EMOS code for the one-dimensional radionuclide transport
and generalization of the repository release module
REPOS of the EMOS code. (B31.10E52.00) DE9400045

Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the ability of the
geosphere to retard radionuclide migration.
(B31.10E52.00) CA9400029

Mathematical modelling of the release of radionuclides from
a disposal vault to the geosphere. (B31.10E52.00)

CA9400010
Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the

geosphere. (B31.10E52.00) CA9400011
Performance assessments for the UK deep geological re-

pository. (B31.40E52.00) GB9400041
remote sensing: Effects of Geochemical Alteration on

Geophysical Properties. (B31.40) US9400080
risk assessment: Assessment of the long-term risks of

meteorite impact on a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault.
(C52.42) CA9400012

Performance assessments for the UK deep geological re-
pository. (B31.40E52.00) GB9400041

rock mechanics: Development of methods to examine dy-
namical rock properties in the vicinity of underground
openings. (B31.40E52.00) DE9400033

site characterization: Development of scientific and technical
principles for disposal of solidified and solid radioactive
wastes into geological formations. (E52.00B31.40)

RU9400034
Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat

producing waste in rock salt. (E52.00B31.40)
DE9400044

Reconnaissance boreholes. (B31.40) BE9400022
site selection: Design and evaluation of technical-engineering

solutions for a regional radioactive waste disposal centre
in Leningrad region. (E52.00) RU9400042

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
See also ASSE SALT MINE
site characterization: Investigations related to the operation

of the Underground Research Facility. (B31.40)
BE9400003

UNDERGROUND MINING
technology transfer: Application of Mining Technology to

Remediation of Underground Storage Tanks (Closeout
Activities). (E52.00) US9400603

UNDERGROUND STORAGE
data base management: UST: Baseline Technologies for UST

Remediation. (E52.00B31.40) US9400605
evaluation: Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M.

(B31.40C56.00, E52.00) US9400733
hazards: Application of Mining Technology to Remediation of

Underground Storage Tanks (Closeout Activities).
(E52.00) US9400603

remedial action: Application of Mining Technology to Reme-
diation of Underground Storage Tanks (Closeout Activ-
ities). (E52.00) US9400603

site characterization: Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M.
(B31.40C56.00, E52.00) US9400733

tanks: Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400604

UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination
at INEL (E52.00E15.30) US9400758

UNION OF SOVIET SOC REPS
See USSR

UNLOADING
See MATERIALS HANDLING

URALS
radiation accidents: Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies

of Russian Sites. (C52.22C51.00) US9400538
URANIUM

See also DEPLETED URANIUM
air cleaning: Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter. (E51.00B33.10)

US9400288
materials recovery: Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process.

(E51.00B22.10) US9400220
mill tailings: Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Re-

medial Action (NRC-UMTRA) Support. (B16.10B31.40,
B31.10) US9400152

mining: Uranium mining and milling tailings management.
(E51.00B31.40, C52.12) AR9400004

radioactive waste processing: TRUEX-SREX
Extract/Recovery Process. (E51.00B11.30) US9400740

radionuclide migration: Investigation of the immobilization of
multivalent cations by hydroxylapatite with respect to its
application as an additive to the backfill material of waste
repositories located in salt diapirs. (B31.40B13.20,
E52.00) DE9400034

removal: Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany.
(E51 00B31.40) US9400256

soils: Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mo-
bility in Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits.
(B31.10B31.50) US9400079

stability: Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium
Mobility In Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits.
(B31.10B31.50) US9400079

volatility: Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U,
Pu, and Am Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation
Processors. (E51.00B13.20) US9400469

URANIUM COMPLEXES
biodegradation: Biodegradation of Selected Organic Com-

pounds and Complexing Agents of Radionuclides and
Metals. (B31.50E52.00) US9400065

URANIUM COMPOUNDS
See also URANIUM DIOXIDE
excavation: USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration.

(E52.00C52.22) US9400564
underground disposal: USID Remote Excavation System

Demonstration. (E52.00C52.22) US9400564
URANIUM DEPOSITS
radionuclide migration: A study of influence factor on ura-

nium fixation. (B31.30B31.10) JP9400022
Uranium-series disequilibrium study. (B31.30B31.10)

JP9400020
URANIUM DIOXIDE
chemical radiation effects: Radiation effects on the dissol-

ution of used CANDU fuel. (B14.00B23.50) CA9400018
corrosion: The corrosion behaviour of UO2 in a German direct

repository located at the Gorleben salt diapir.
(B23.50E52.00) DE9400035

leaching: Flow-through leaching studies on UO2 and used
CANDU fuel. (B23.50) CA9400027

physical radiation effects: Radiation effects on the dissolution
of used CANDU fuel. (B14.00B23.50) CA9400018
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URANIUM ISOTOPES
See URANIUM 233

URANIUM OXIDES
See URANIUM DIOXIDE

URANIUM 233
materials handling: Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution.

(E15.10E15.30) US9400042
US AEC

See ANL; FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER;
ROCKY FLATS PLANT; SANDIA LABORATORIES;
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

US DOA
coordinated research programs: A Prototype Decision Sup-

port System.to Select Cover Barrier Systems.
(E52.00F50.00) US9400543

US DOE
(US Department of Energy.)
See also ANL; BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORA-

TORIES; FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER;
HANFORD RESERVATION; IDAHO NATIONAL ENGI-
NEERING LABORATORY; KANSAS CITY PLANT; ROCKY
FLATS PLANT; SANDIA LABORATORIES; SAVANNAH
RIVER PLANT; WIPP

energy facilities: Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I:
Program Plan for Assessing and Integrating Space, Air-
borne, and Surface Methods. (B31.40833.40)

US9400278
information systems: CH-EM Progress Reporting System.

(E50.00F30.00) US9400731
nuclear facilities: Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I:

Program Plan for Assessing and Integrating Space, Air-
borne, and Surface Methods. (B31 40B33.40)

US9400278
Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Environmental

Problems at All DOE Facilities. (C52.30C52.00)
US9400264

nuclear waste policy acts: Environmental and Economic
Analysis Project. (E52.00F24.00) US9400022

radioactive waste facilities: Environmental and Economic
Analysis Project. (E52.00F24.00) US9400022

radioactive waste management: Geochemical Transport
Processes. (E50.00B31.40, C56.23) US9400064

remedial action: Analytical Laboratory Management Quality
Assurance Assessment Program. (E50.00) US9400549

waste management: Analytical Laboratory Management Qual-
ity Assurance Assessment Program. (E50.00)

US9400549
OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs Assessment.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400458
Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment. (E50.00)

US9400221
Waste Operations: Technical Support. (E52.00C52.00)

US9400099
US ERDA

See ANL; BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
LABORATORIES; FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION
CENTER; IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORA-
TORY; KANSAS CITY PLANT; ROCKY FLATS PLANT;
SANDIA LABORATORIES; SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

US NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
(Until March 1992, this descriptor was US NATL ENVIRON-

MENT POLICY ACT, and from then to November 1993
it was US NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLL)

compliance: NEPA Compliance and Review. (C56.00E50.00)
US9400707

US NRC
(United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission; prior to 1975

was part of US AEC and earlier material is so indexed.)
radioactive waste management: Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission (NRC) D & D Support. (E50.00E20.00)
US9400204

US ORGANIZATIONS
See ANL; BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

LABORATORIES; FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION
CENTER; HANFORD RESERVATION; IDAHO NATIONAL
ENGINEERING LABORATORY; KANSAS CITY PLANT;
ROCKY FLATS PLANT; SANDIA LABORATORIES;
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT; US DOA; US DOE; US
NRC; WIPP

US RESOURCE RECOVERY ACTS
See RESOURCE RECOVERY ACTS

USA
See NEW JERSEY

USSR
radioactive waste management: U.S. and USSR Waste

Management Workshop. (E50.00B31.40) US9400254
VANADIUM
recycling: Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation

Products. (G52.80E51.00) US9400771
VEHICLES
design: West Valley Transfer Cart Control System.

(E15.30E50.00) US9400W2
VERTEBRATES

See CHILDREN; FISHES
VESSELS

See CONTAINERS
VOLATILE MATTER
(Materials capable of being readily evaporated.)
gas analysis: Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste

Characterization Program. (B11.20E50.00) US9400098
waste management: In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic

Compounds—An America and German Collaboration.
(E51 00B31.40) US9400257

On-Line Monitoring of Volatile Organics for Waste Minimi-
zation. (E50.00) US9400228

VOLCANIC ROCKS
See IGNEOUS ROCKS

WAGR REACTOR
reactor decommissioning: Application of decision aiding

techniques to decommissioning. (C52.21 E33.00)
GB9400033

WARFARE
waste management: TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility

(CMF). (F60.00E50.00) US9400167
WASTE BURIAL

See GROUND DISPOSAL; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL
WASTE CHEMICALS

See CHEMICAL WASTES
WASTE DISPOSAL
(For final disposal of wastes, with no intention of retrieval.)
See also GROUND DISPOSAL; MARINE DISPOSAL; NON-

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL; RADIOACTIVE
WASTE DISPOSAL; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL

contamination regulations: Regulatory Issues and Assump-
tions Associated with Barriers in the Vadose Zone Sur-
rounding Buried Waste. (E52.00) US9400558

engineered safety systems: Subsurface Barrier Emplacement
Development. (E52.00) US9400545

evaluation: ANL-W Leach Pit and Related Work. (E52.00)
US9400586

monitoring: In Situ Moisture Logging System. (E52.00B31.50,
E41.40) US9400395

site characterization: Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to
Mapping and Characterization. (E52.00B31.40)

US9400659
soils: In Situ Moisture Logging System. (E52.00B31.50,

E41.40) US9400395
technology transfer: Technology Integration for MWLID.

(E50.00) US9400390
Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID. (E52.00)

US9400385
WASTE FORMS
(Physical and chemical forms of wastes (e.g. liquid, in con-

crete, in glass) without packaging.)
calibration standards: Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP

Waste Characterization Program. (B11.20E50.00)
US9400098

chemical properties: Properties of solidified high level wastes
(HLW) influencing their behaviour during the interim stor-
age and disposal in geological formations.
(E52.00E15.10) RU9400010

coordinated research programs: Characterization and quali-
fication of waste forms, packages and their environment.
(E51.00E52.00) XE9400008

excavation: BWRP/BWID Demonstration. (E52.0OE15.30)
US9400781

heat treatments: Heat treatment of vitrified waste product
(VWP) and analysis of crystal phases and chemical du-
rability of heat treated VWP. (E51.00) IN9400006

leaching: Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU)
Waste Under WIPP Conditions. (E52.00) US9400175

materials testing: Compatibility studies on conditioned radio-
active waste. (E52.00) BE9400009

packaging: Materials Integration Office. (E52.00B24.00)
US9400027
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performance: Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form
Acceptance Criteria. (E50.00) US9400760

performance testing: High-Level Waste Technology.
(E51.00E52.00) US9400573

Waste Form Performance Criteria and Testing-Evaluation
Methods For MWIP. (E52.00) US9400613

physical properties: Properties of solidified high level wastes
(HLW) influencing their behaviour during the interim stor-
age and disposal in geological formations.
(E52.00E15.10) RU94000W

radioactive effluents: Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP
Waste Characterization Program. (B11.20E50.00)

US9400098
remote handling: BWRP/BWID Demonstration.

(E52.00E15.30) US9400781
specifications: Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form

Acceptance Criteria. (E50.00) US9400760
HWVP Technology Support. (E51.00) US9400180
WFQ Program Plan. (E51.00) US9400182

volatile matter: Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste
Characterization Program. (B11.20E50.00) US9400098

WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT
See WIPP

WASTE MANAGEMENT
See also GROUND DISPOSAL; MARINE DISPOSAL; MONI-

TORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE; NONRADIOACTIVE
WASTE DISPOSAL; RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL:
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT; RADIOACTIVE
WASTE PROCESSING; RADIOACTIVE WASTE STOR-
AGE; UNDERGROUND DISPOSAL; WASTE DISPOSAL;
WASTE PROCESSING; WASTE RETRIEVAL; WASTE
STORAGE; WASTE TRANSPORTATION

Risk-Based Standards. (E50.00E23.00) US9400129
Technical Support. (E52.00B31.40, C52.22) US9400212
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium

(WERC) National Environmental Design. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400784

WM Continuity of Operations. (E50.00) US9400728
coordinated research programs: Innovative Technology.

(E41.00E51.00) US9400534
data base management: Cost/Benefit Submodule for

EnviroTRADE. (E50.00B31.40, F30.00) US9400243
education: AIHEC: Project PERMA. (E50.00) US9400423

Community College. (E50.00) US9400421
Development of an Integrated Associate Program.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400412
Educational Outreach Program. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400452
EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and Technology

(EMPERT). (E50.00C52.22) US9400447
Environmental Fellows Program. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400428
Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minori-

ties (EMCOM) Program. (E50.00C52.22) US9400448
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program. (E50.00C52.22, C56.00) US9400442
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation. (E50.00C52.22) US9400437
Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activ-

ities to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared
Scientists, Engineers, and Technical Staff.
(E50.00C52.22) US94QQ462

ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award Program.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400415

ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400413

ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400456

ER & WM Scholarship Program. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400416

FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400457

Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program
at Eastern Idaho Technical College. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400450
HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and

Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium ODD & D Workshop.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400425

Minority Outreach: EEOM. (E50.00) US9400440
National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF).

(E50.00C52.22) US9400424
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education.

(E50.00C52 22) US9400465

Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and Development
and Outreach. (E50.00C52.22) US9400466

Pilot Center For EM Research, Education, and Outreach.
(E50.00) US9400468

Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking.
(E50.00F14.00) US9400435

Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers Program.
(E50.00C52.22) US9400429

San Francisco Educational Outreach. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400464

Science Educational Outreach Program. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400441

Solid-Waste Management Education: An Associate Degree
Program for Native Americans at NCC. (E50.00)

US9400426
SWOOPE. (E50.00C52.22) US9400434
Technical Support to EM-522. (C56.00E50 00, B31.40)

US9400417
University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educa-

tional Project in ER & WM. (E50.00C52.22) US9400411
Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-

mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials. (E50.00C52.22) US9400439

Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium.
(E50.00) US9400419

educational facilities: Environmental Education Outreach.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400725

educational tools: Environmental Restoration Waste Manage-
ment Educational Outreach. (E50.00) US9400438

efficiency: Comprehensive Integrated Planning. (E50.00)
US9400190

engineering: EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and
Technology (EMPERT). (E50.00C52.22) US9400447

environmental effects: Request for Proposal. (E50.00C52.22)
US9400097

environmental impact statements: Technical Support for
DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.
(C56.00E50.00, B31.40) US9400738

information: Small Business Workshop. (E50.00)
US9400532

Small Business Workshops. (E50.00) US9400530
information dissemination: International Visitors' Center to

Support EM Education Initiatives. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400235

International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication
Program. (E50.00F30.00) US9400250

information systems: DOE Waste Management Bar Coding
System. (E50.00F31.00) US9400289

legal aspects: Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process
of Integrating Public Participation and Regulatory Factors
into Environmental Restoration and Hazardous Waste
Management. (E50.00F24.00) US9400577

o codes: System Analysis Capability Development.
(E50.00F50.00) US9400072

personnel: ER & WM Employment and Education Assess-
ment. (E50.00C52.22) US9400454

planning: NEPA Compliance and Review. (C56.00E50.00)
US9400707

Waste Management Roadmap Development/Strategic Plan-
ning. (E50.00) US9400674

program management: Management Systems Support to
EM-40. (E50.00B31.40) US9400737

Program Management and Integration Activities in Support
of DOE-ERWM. (E50.00B31.40) US9400722

SPO SEA Contract. (E50.00) US9400750
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20.

(E50.00B31.40) US9400732
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40.

(E50.00B31.40) US9400736
public information: International Visitors' Center to Support

EM Education Initiatives. (E50.00B31.40) US9400235
Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrat-

ing Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Envi-
ronmental Restoration and Hazardous Waste Management.
(E50.00F24.00) US9400577

public opinion: OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs
Assessment. (E50.00C52.22) US9400458

public relations: Public Involvement. (E50.00F14.00)
US9400739

regulations: Waste Management Regulatory Compliance.
(E50.00F24.00) US9400669

remedial action: Administration of Student and Scientist Ex-
change Program. (E50.00B31.40) US9400237

Argonne Community College Project. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400724
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Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE. (E50.00B31.40,
F30.00) US9400243

Decision-Analytic-Based Prioritization Process.
(E50.00C52.00) US9400094

Environmental Education Outreach. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400725

EnviroTRADE Information System. (E50.00B31.40, F30.00)
US9400242

International Visitors' Center to Support EM Education Initi-
atives. (E50.00B31.40) US9400235

International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication
Program. (E50.00F30.00) US9400250

Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational
Approaches to Technology Transfer. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400238
LLNL Technology integration Support. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400364
OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs Assessment.

(E50.00C52.22) US9400458
Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400236
Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling and

Analysis Operations. (E50.00B11.00) US9400752
Program Integration for International Technology Exchange.

(E50.00B31.40) US9400245
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support

of DOE-ERWM. (E50.00B31.40) US9400722
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support. (B31.40E50.00) US9400365
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste Management.

(E50.00B31.40) US9400730
Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower Assessment.

(E50.00) US9400765
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration). (E50.00)

US9400363
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies.

(C52.13B31.40, E50.00) US9400246
remote handling equipment: Robotics Cross Cutting and

Advanced Technology. (E15.30E50.00) US9400310
Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL).

(E52.00E15.30) US9400757
reporting requirements: CH-EM Progress Fieporting System.

(E50.00F30.00) US9400731
research programs: HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support.

(E50.00) US9400742
Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and Renewable Energy

Technologies R & D Support. (E50.00E15.10)
US9400047

Request for Proposal. (E50.00C52.22) US9400097
resource assessment: Resource Allocation Support System

for Waste Management. (E50.00B31.40) US9400730
risk assessment: Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste.

(E52.00C56.00) US9400617
safety analysis: Independent Safety Review Committee.

(E50.00) US9400678
Upgrade of Waste Management SARs. (E50.00)

US9400673
scientific personnel: Minority Initiatives Proposed for Techni-

cal Task Plans (TTPs) in Support of the Office of Tech-
nology Development. (E50.00C52.22) US9400410

technology assessment: Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package
Development. (E50.00F31.00) US9400531

International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication
Program. (E50.00F30.00) US9400250

Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational
Approaches to Technology Transfer. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400238
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies.

(C52.13B31.40, E50.00) US9400246
technology transfer: Administration of Student and Scientist

Exchange Program. (E50.00B31.40) US9400237
Advanced Manufacturing Technology Integration. (E50.00)

US9400533
Catalog of Technologies from the Integrated Demonstration.

(E50.00) US9400350
Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in Containment

Systems of Hazardous Waste Materials. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400247

Identification of Foreign Technology. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400241

Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational
Approaches to Technology Transfer. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400238
Mechanisms for International Technology Exchange,

Privatization, and Transfer. (E50.00) US9400255

Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group. (E50.00B31.40)
US9400236

Program Integration for International Technology Exchange.
(E50.00B31.40) US9400245

Small Business Workshop. (E50.00) US9400529
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration). (E50.00)

US9400363
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collaboration. (E50.00)

US9400578
training: Argonne Community College Project. (E50.00B31.40)

US9400724
HBCU/MI Consortium. (E50.00) US9400422
Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower Assessment.

(E50.00) US9400765
WERC Technical Training Initiatives. (E50.00C52.22)

US9400427
w codes: System Analysis Capability Development.

(E50.00F50.00) US9400072
WASTE OILS
biodegradation: Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils by Los

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). (E51.00)
US9400446

WASTE PROCESSING
See also RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING
additives: Contract Administration and Technical Support for

DOE's MAWS Program. (E50.00B31.50) US9400743
MAWS Compositional Envelope Development. (E51.00)

US9400556
Plasma Centrifugal Fumace/MAWS. (E51.00) US9400557

contract management: Contract Administration and Technical
Support for DOE's MAWS Program. (E50.00B31.50)

US9400743
coordinated research programs: Mixed Waste Integrated

Program. (E51.00) US9400756
demonstration programs: Waste Treatment Integrated Dem-

onstration. (E51.00) US9400287
detoxification: DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and

Reclamation (WADR). (E51.00) US9400579
in-situ processing: In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation

of the In Situ Chemical Treatment Approach for Remedi-
ation of Contaminated Soils and Groundwater.
(E51.00B31.50, B31.10) US9400561

nitric acid: DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and Rec-
lamation (WADR). (E51.00) US9400579

research programs: Soil Decontamination with a Packed
Flotation Column. (E51.00B11.30) US9400782

technology assessment: Investigation of Additional Technol-
ogies Resulting from CTMP. (E52.00) US9400459

Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center.
(C52.13B31.50) US9400342

vitrification: MAWS Compositional Envelope Development.
(E51.00) US9400556

Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) Program.
(E51.00B31.40) US9400734

WASTE PROCESSING PLANTS
construction: Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility. (E51.00)

US9400178
WASTE RETRIEVAL
automation: Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by

Water Jets (Confined Sluicing). (E52.00) US9400591
Robotics Buried Waste. (E15.30E52.00) US9400327

computerized control systems: Computer Interface.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400589

demonstration programs: BWID Retrieval Demonstration.
(E52.00B31.40) US9400370

manipulators: Computer Interface. (E52.00E15.30)
US9400589

Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC). (E52.00E15.30)
US9400330

UST Light Duty Utility Arm. (E52.00E15.30) US9400491
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics. (E13.00E52.00)

US9400601
remote control: Remote Excavation System (RES) Demon-

stration at the Cold Test Pit to Perform Overburden Re-
moval and Waste Excavation. (E52.00E15.30)

US9400666
remote handling equipment: SR Robotics USTs-West Early

Deployment Video. (E52.00E15.30) US9400767
USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL).

(E52.00E15.30) US9400599
remote viewing equipment: SR Robotics USTs-West Early

Deployment Video. (E52.00E15.30) US9400767
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WASTE SOLUTIONS
See LIQUID WASTES

WASTE STORAGE
(For temporary storage of wastes.)
See also MONITORED RETRIEVABLE STORAGE; RADIOAC-

TIVE WASTE STORAGE
cooling: Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage of

vitrified high level waste. (B31.40E15.10) IN9400003
WASTE TRANSPORTATION
compliance: Transportation Compliance Program.

(E15.10F24.00) US9400675
emergency plans: Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste

Transportation Project. (E15.10) US9400048
regulations: Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear

Regulatory Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS reg-sign
Canister for Off-Site Transportation. (E15.10)

US9400083
Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation

Project. (E15.10) US9400048
Transportation Compliance Program. (E15.10F24.00)

US9400675
risk assessment: Technical Support for DOE/EM

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.
(C56.00E50.00, B31.40) US9400738

safety: Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for Highway
Shipments of High-Level Radioactive Waste. (E15.10)

US9400017
spent fuel casks: Develop Topical Report for Submittal to

Nuclear Regulatory Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS
reg-sign Canister for Off-Site Transportation. (E15.10)

US9400083
WASTE TREATMENT

See WASTE PROCESSING
WASTE WATER

radiation monitoring: Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation
Monitor for Effluent Water Learing DOE Sites.
(B11.10C52.22) US9400565

radioactive waste processing: Solid Sequestering Agents for
Removal of Transurances from Radioactive Wastes.
(E51.00) US9400620

waste processing: Sequestering Agents for Removal of
Transuranics from Radioactive Waste. (E51.00)

US9400268
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances

from Radioactive Wastes. (E51.00) US9400620
water treatment: CRADA: Biosorption of Uranium. (E51.00)

US9400551
WASTE-ROCK INTERACTIONS
natural analogue: Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan

Natural Analogue Project. (B31.40E52.00) GB9400006
WASTES

See also ALPHA-BEARING WASTES; ASHES; CALCINED
WASTES; CHEMICAL EFFLUENTS; CHEMICAL
WASTES; GASEOUS WASTES; HIGH-LEVEL RADIOAC-
TIVE WASTES; INDUSTRIAL WASTES;
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES; LIQUID
WASTES; LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES; MILL
TAILINGS; MUNICIPAL WASTES; ORGANIC WASTES;
RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS; RADIOACTIVE WASTES;
SCRAP; SCRAP METALS; SOLID WASTES; WASTE
FORMS; WASTE WATER

chemical analysis: Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration:
Remote Characterization System (RCS) Demonstration at
the Cold Test Pit Deploying a Suite of Sensors.
(E50.00E15.30) US9400664

Environmental Programs. (E50.00B31.50, B31.10)
US9400705

MAWS Compositional Envelope Development. (E51.00)
US9400556

Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL).
(E15.30E50.00) US9400536

USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL).
(E52.00E15.30) US9400599

detection: Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and
Characterization. (E52.00B31.40) US9400659

manipulators: Early Deployment System (ORNL).
(E52.00E15.30) US9400597

materials handling: Robotics Technology Development
Roll-Up (ORNL). (E15.30E50.00) US9400536

minimization: Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention.
(E50.00) US9400703

remote handling: Robotics Storage Tanks, West.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400307

removal: Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging
and Conveyance Technology Development.
(E52.00E15.30) US9400507

robots: Early Deployment System (ORNL). (E52.00E15.30)
US9400597

transport: Transfer CML to SFMP. (E15.10) US9400155
underground storage: Retrieval Technology for Underground

Storage Tanks. (E15.30E15.10) US9400136
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and

Conveyance Technology Development. (E52.00E15.30)
US9400507

WATER
See also GROUND WATER; WASTE WATER
calibration standards: Performance Evaluation Sample Pro-

gram. (E50.00B11.00) US9400754
decontamination: Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water.

(E51.00) US9400778
quantitative chemical analysis: Performance Evaluation

Sample Program. (E50.00B11.00) US9400754
radioactive wastes: Performance Evaluation Sample Program.

(E50.00B11.00) US9400754
WATER COOLANT

See WATER
WATER COOLED REACTORS

See also ARMF-1 REACTOR; EBWR REACTOR; JEN-1 RE-
ACTOR; PWR TYPE REACTORS; WWER TYPE REAC-
TORS; WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

spent fuels: Peer Review of Characteristics Database.
(E50.00B16.20) US9400114

WATER MODERATED REACTORS
See ARMF-1 REACTOR; EBWR REACTOR; JEN-1

REACTOR; PWR TYPE REACTORS; WWER TYPE RE-
ACTORS; WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

WATER MODERATOR
See WATER

WATER POLLUTION
(For nonradioactive pollution only; for radioactive pollution use

CONTAMINATION.)
pollution abatement: International School on Innovative

Technology for Cleaning the Environment: Short Course.
(B33.40B31.40, B32.40) US9400261

WATER SPRINGS
See GROUND WATER

WATER-COOLED REACTORS
See WATER COOLED REACTORS

WELDING
See SOLDERING

WELLS
See NATURAL GAS WELLS; OIL WELLS

WESTERN EUROPE
See BELGIUM; FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY;

IRELAND; SWITZERLAND
WINDSCALE ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTOR

See WAGR REACTOR
WIPP
demonstration programs: Uranium-233 Storage and Distrib-

ution. (E15.10E15.30) US9400042
laboratory equipment: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).

(E50.00) US9400101
WORKERS

See PERSONNEL
WWER TYPE REACTORS
radioactive wastes: Types and quantities of radioactive

wastes from nuclear power plants. (E50.00E32.00)
BG9400003

WWR TYPE REACTORS
See WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

WWR-C-BUCHAREST REACTOR
See WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR

WWR-S-BUCHAREST REACTOR
(Magurele, Romania)
reactor decommissioning: Decommissioning of WR-S

Bucharest research reactor. (E36.00) RO9400005
YEARS LIVING RADIOISOTOPES

See AMERICIUM 241; AMERICIUM 243; CARBON 14;
CESIUM 137; COBALT 60; IODINE 129; NEPTUNIUM
237; PLUTONIUM 238; PLUTONIUM 240; RUTHENIUM
106; STRONTIUM 90; TECHNETIUM 99; TRITIUM;
URANIUM 233

YUCCA MOUNTAIN
high-level radioactive wastes: Sandia Support to YMP

(E52.00) US9400089
radioactive waste disposal: Radon Release at Yucca

Mountain. (E52.00C52.22, B33.10) US9400716
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Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-
Based Impacts. (E52.00F12.00) US9400643

Yucca Mountain Project. (E52.00C52.12) US9400668
radioactive waste facilities: Preclosure Risk Assessment

Methodology. (E52.00F24.00) US9400039
radioactive waste management: Review of Coupled

Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems for Applicability
to the Proposed Geologic Repository at Yucca Mountain.
(B31.40) US9400046

radionuclide migration: Review of Coupled
Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems for Applicability
to the Proposed Geologic Repository at Yucca Mountain.
(B31.40) US9400046

site characterization: Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology
and Seismic Studies of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at
Yucca Mountain. (B31 40C52.22, E52.00) US9400008

Yucca Mountain Project. (E52.00B31.40) US9400086
ZEOLITES
radionuclide migration: Study of natural sorbents as barriers

against migration of radionuclides. (B31.40B31.10,
E52.00) BG9400001

ZIRCONIUM COMPOUNDS
See ZIRCONIUM SILICATES

ZIRCONIUM SILICATES
solubility: Hydrothermal Stability of Synthetic and Natural

Zircons: Its Application to Predict the Long-Term Re-
sponse of Zirconium Silicate Buffered Containment Facili-
ties. (B12.10) US9400041



Index of INIS Subject Categories

B

B11.00 - Chemical and Isotopic Analysis
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-Waste Analysis

US9400343
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis US9400547
Analytical Laboratory Management-Research and Special

Studies (ORNL): Fields Screening USQ40Q548
Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST US9400356
Analytical Management: Quality Assessment Program (EML)

US9400751
Destructive assay of long-lived alpha- and beta-emitting

nuclides in radioactive wastes with negligible heat gener-
ation DE9400002

DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database Support and
Management of "DOE Methods for Evaluating Environ-
mental and Waste Management Samples" US9400766

Investigation on the determination of disposal critical nuclides
in waste from PWR power plants BE9400014

Methods Compendium: Analytical Management-Methods
Compendium Development US9400353

Performance Evaluation and Audit Program US9400345
Performance Evaluation Sample Program US9400754
Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling and

Analysis Operations US9400752
Sample Analysis of 1706 KE US9400142
Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste: Data

for Modeling Sludge Science US9400635
Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services

Program (ASP) US9400354
B11.10 - Nuclear methods in chemical and isotopic analysis

Adapted SW-486 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste
Analysis US9400352

Advanced Mixed Waste Assay System: A Technique for
Nondestructive Assay of Waste Drums for Radionuclide
and Transuranic (TRU) Levels US9400382

Analytical Laboratory Management-TRU Mixed Waste Labo-
ratory Capacity Study US9400355

Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on dissolved
humic and fulvic acids DE9400026

Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC Excavation
Sites US9400662

High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste Characterization
US9400773

High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of High-Z
Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence US9400408

NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using a
1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P) Gamma-Ray
Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy (CT) US9400392

Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation Monitor for Effluent Water
Learing DOE Sites US9400565

Process Monitoring of Waste Using Prompt Gamma Neutron
Activation US9400779

Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of Radionuclide and
Metal Contaminant Concentrations at a Landfill US9400406

B11.20 - Nonnuclear methods in chemical and isotopic
analysis

Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste Characterization
Program US9400098

Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online
Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies US9400563

Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber
Optic Spectroscopy US9400002

Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of
TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized Tomography
US9400391

Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in Hot
Cell US9400492

B11.30 - Separation procedures in chemical and isotopic
analysis

Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed Waste Analysis (WINCO)
US9400348

Advance Chemical Separation Processes: Clean Option Sur-
vey US9400749

Advanced Chemical Separation Processes in Support of the
Clean Option Strategy US940Q627

Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment US9400637
Application of Aqueous Biphasic Extraction to Radioactive

Waste Treatment US9400527
Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreatment

US9400633, US9400746
Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound Plant US9400285
In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation US9400747
Innovative Chemical Separation: Development and Testing of

New Chemical Separations and Treatment Methods for
Nuclear Waste Disposal US9400274

Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG"
SEPTM) US9400626

Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High Level Radio-
active Waste US9400621

Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation Column
US9400782

TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using
Dicarbollides US9400640

TRUEX Technology: Base Development US9400745
TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process US9400740
Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using Titanate Ion

Exchangers US9400624
B12.10 - Chemical and physico-chemical studies

The degradation of cellulose in the near field of a radioactive
waste repository GB9400008

Development of glass matrix for different compositions of high
level liquid waste IN9400011

Durability of a LajZ^Oz waste form containing various
amounts of simulated HLW elements JP9400010

Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of ruthenium
in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid waste
JP9400025

Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic Properties of
Chemical Species Present in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide
Wastes US9400058

Hydrothermal Stability of Synthetic and Natural Zircons: Its
Application to Predict the Long-Term Response of
Zirconium Silicate Buffered Containment US9400041

Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater Environ-
ments US9400052

Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for
immobilization of high level liquid waste IN9400010

Synthesis, characterization and testing of a phenolic chelating
resin for simultaneous removal of cesium and strontium
from alkaline IL waste IN9400008

B12.20 - Isotope effects, isotope exchange and isotope
separation

Actinide Separations for Advanced Processing of Nuclear
Waste US9400007

B13.10 - Hot-atom chemistry
Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor US9400051

B13.20 - Properties of radioactive materials
The degradation of cellulose in the near field of a radioactive

waste repository GB9400008
The effects of organic degradation products on actinide dis-

posal GB9400009
Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U, Pu, and Am

Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation Processors
US9400469

Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for Removal of
Plutonium from Waste Streams US9400639

Determination of sorption coefficients of multivalent
radionuclides under anoxic conditions CA940QQ21

Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA Technology,
Harwell GB9400010

Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management
US9400050

Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by
hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material DE9400034

Leaching of long live pure beta emitters ES9400003
Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel leaching

studies ES9400007
Time-dependence of volatilization of <37Cs and '06Ru over

high-level waste glass in a canister JP9400009



INIS Categories I - 81 B31.10 - Radioactive materials - monitor...

B13.30 - Preparation of radioisotopes and radioactively la-
belled compounds

Chemical precipitation method for the removal of Ru-106 from
IL waste solution IN9400016

Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combination with other
processes for selective extraction of strontium from natural
waters and waste solutions RU9400001

Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste effluents by copper
hexacyanoferrate loaded resins IN9400014

Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL waste using syn-
thetic chelating resins IN9400020

Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste solution using fixed-bed
sorption on a zinc-carbon bed IN9400018

Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by
sorption on granulated AMP IN9400015

Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from
acidic evaporator condensates IN9400017

Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll) for
radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste IN9400019

B14.00 - Radiation Chemistry
Behaviour of impregnated charcoals by irradiation RU9400004
Characterization of bituminized waste product IN9400009
Durability of high-level waste glass in flowing groundwater

under gamma irradiation JP9400011
High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated Hydrocarbons

US9400755
Radiation effects on the dissolution of used CANDU fuel

CA9400018
B16.10 - Fuel processing

Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action
(NRC-UMTRA) Support US9400152

B16.20 - Spent fuel reprocessing
Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Program US9400106
Ammonium phospho molybdate microspheres by sol-gel

method AR9400003
Characterization and inventory determination in CANDU used

fuel CA9400016
Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Interfaces US9400061
Determination of radionuclide release and release kinetics

from used CANDU fuel CA9400017
Development of the krypton removal from the reprocessing

off-gas JP9400012
Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-

change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction AR9400002
Peer Review of Characteristics Database US9400114
Pyrochemical Technology Support to Savannah River Labora-

tory US9400088
Radionuclide separation from low level liquid wastes arising

from the reprocessing plant JP9400016
Radionuclide separation from spent solvent JP9400015
Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99TC, w c s , 237Np

and 241 Am in compacted sodium bentonite JP9400017
Technical and Regulatory Review of the Rover Nuclear Fuel

Process for Use on Fort St. Vrain Fuel US9400270
B22.10 - Preparation and fabrication

Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces US9400229
Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process US9400220
Spray Casting US9400222

B22.50 - Corrosion and erosion
A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological

isolation of high-level radioactive waste JP9400033
Corrosion experiments on copper under simulated disposal

conditions CA9400013
Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste container ma-

terials AR9400005
Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of steel,

tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines DE9400022
Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW and

ILW waste containers GB9400004
Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and its alloys

used for containers in brines of practical importance with
radioisotopes DE9400036

Local corrosion of metallic construction materials and the ef-
fect of Y-radiation in passive layers under waste disposal
conditions DE9400046

Mathematical modelling of copper container lifetimes
CA9400015

Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using
electrochemical techniques CA9400014

B23.10 - Preparation and fabrication
Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels US9400078

B23.42 - Other physical properties
Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a Joule-heated

melter JP9400024
Time-dependence of volatilization of '37Cs and '06Ru over

high-level waste glass in a canister JP9400009
B23.50 - Corrosion and erosion

The corrosion behaviour of UO2 in a German direct repository
located at the Gorleben salt diapir DE9400035

The study of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and YSZ-alumina
compound ceramics waste forms JP9400008

Durability of a L^Z^Oy waste form containing various
amounts of simulated HLW elements JP9400010

Flow-through leaching studies on UO2 and used CANDU fuel
CA9400027

Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product during
storage under repository condition IN9400007

Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under simulated re-
pository conditions CA9400019

Long-term leaching tests on used CANDU fuel under oxidizing
conditions at 25 C CA9400026

Radiation effects on the dissolution of used CANDU fuel
CA9400018

B23.60 - Physical radiation effects on all ceramics and
cermets

Alpha-decay damage effects in curium-doped titanate ceramic
containing sodium-free high-level nuclear waste JP9400007

Durability of high-level waste glass in flowing groundwater
under gamma irradiation JP9400011

B24.00 - Other Materials
Materials Integration Office US9400027

B24.30 - Mechanical properties
The influence of temperature on the mechanical characteristics

of Boom clay BE9400026
Follow-up investigations on the model shield and central col-

umn at the HDR facility DE9400018
PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems: H2O-CC>2-NaCI

US9400055
Water stability of glass composite materials: break testing

RU9400035
B24.42 - Other physical properties

Characterization of bituminized waste product IN9400009
Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass composite for radioac-

tive waste with sulphates RU9400040
Thermophysical and electrical properties investigations on rock

salt DE9400028
B24.50 - Corrosion, erosion and degradation

Study on the prediction of long-term corrosion of nuclear
waste glasses JP9400006

B24.60 - Physical radiation effects on all other materials
Microwave Concrete Decontamination System US9400223

B31.00 - Land
Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of Cocontaminants

US9400059
B31.10 - Radioactive materials - monitoring and transport

The effect of humic substance on the sorption of
neptunium(V) onto soil JP9400004

A study of influence factor on uranium fixation JP9400022
A study on the migration of radionuclides in the subsurface

environment KR9400003
A study on the retardation of radionuclide release in the en-

gineered barriers KR9400002
Analytical Laboratory Management-Research and Special

Studies (ORNL): Fields Screening US9400548
Autoradiographic investigation of clay soil contacting with

waste RU9400036
Buried Waste ISV Project US9400123
Colloid transport in fractured rock: Laboratory and field studies

GB94000Q7
Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpretation Module

US9400320
Cross Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging of Chemical and

Mixed Waste Landfills US9400398
Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste

Landfills US9400711
Crosshole Seismic Characterization US9400409
Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters US9400284
Determination of sorption coefficients on fracture infilling min-

erals in granitic rock CA9400023
Determination of the effect of naturally occurring organics in

groundwater on the sorption of selected radionuclides
CA9400028

Development and Testing of a Fate and Transport Model
Using Existing Petroleum Engineering Technology
US9400772



B31.30 - Uranium and thorium ores.. INIS Categories I - 82

Development of the stochastic fracture network modelling
package NAPSAC, for flow and transport modelling
GB9400021

Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation GB9400003
Development of MARQUISS and its verification and validation

GB9400002
Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test Methods Test and

Field Tracer Test Methods US9400117
Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation, Sorption, and

Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsurface US9400517
Elaboration and development of a new submodule of the

EMOS code for the one-dimensional radionuclide transport
and generalization of the repository r DE9400045

Environmental Programs US9400705
Field measurements of gas transport through fractured rock

GB9400025
Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site) DE9400031
Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project US9400118
Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the ability of the

geosphere to retard radionuclide migration CA9400029
Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on dissolved

humic and fulvic acids DE9400026
Groundwater flow and transport model development

GB9400019
Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance

assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository GB9400022

Idaho State University Monitoring US9400704
In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-

ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater US9400561

In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried Waste
US9400404

In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Separation
US9400555

Influence of humic acid on migration of 60Co, 85Sr and
'37Cs in coastal sandy soil JP9400001

Influence of microbial activity on the mobility of redoxsensitive
radionuclides in sediments DE9400009

An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-
terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites US9400401

INEL Environmental Research Park US9400005
Laboratory colloid migration experiments in a large granite

block CA9400024
Laboratory radionuclide migration experiments in quarried rock

over a distance of 1 m CA9400022
Landfill Characterization System for Contamination in Arid

Soils US9400380
Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals US9400225
Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Diffusion

US9400224
Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in

unconfined aquifers AR9400007
Mathematical modelling of the release of radionuclides from

a disposal vault to the geosphere CA9400010
Migration behavior of i*C in underground layer JP9400005
Migration of radionuclides and gases in Boom clay

BE9400012
Mixed-Waste Biodegradation US9400060
Modelling density effects in groundwater flow with variable

salinity GB9400018
Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste repositories

GB9400024
Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the geosphere

CA9400011
Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally

Important Objects and Species US9400654
Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action

(NRC-UMTRA) Support US9400152
Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Contaminant Deline-

ation and Risk Minimization US9400402
Project on migration of radionuclides in the geosphere (MI-

RAGE) XE9400004
Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the

aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis JP9400003

Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection
US9400506

Robotics Lab Automation US9400315
Robotics: Buried Waste US9400313
Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory Testing US9400049
Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mobility in

Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits US9400079

Sample Analysis of 1706 KE US9400142
Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of Radionuclide and

Metal Contaminant Concentrations at a Landfill US9400406
Scientific basis of the environmental control YU9400003
Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test

investigations YU9400001
Study of natural sorbents as barriers against migration of

radionuclides BG94Q0001
Study on migration behavior of Pu released from Pu-doped

glass in the compacted bentonite JP9400030
Surveillance of Site A and Plot M US9400025
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID

US9400351
Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband

Electromagnetics US9400652
Transferability of experimental data (solubility and sorption)

obtained in the laboratory to natural aquatic systems
studied on the Gorleben site DE9400027

Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport modelling
GB9400020

Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks and ground
water CA9400020

Uranium-series disequilibrium study JP9400020
B31.30 - Uranium and thorium ores

A study of influence factor on uranium fixation JP9400022
Uranium-series disequilibrium study JP9400020

B31.40 - Site studies
The influence of temperature on the mechanical characteristics

of Boom clay BE9400026
A study on the retardation of radionuclide release in the en-

gineered barriers KR9400002
Administration of Student and Scientist Exchange Program

US9400237
Ames Technology Integration Program: The application of the

ISU CATD Techniques and Practices to Meet DOE EM
Needs for Technology Maturation, Adaptat US9400357

Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage of vitrified high
level waste IN9400003

Analysis of Plume: Characterization of the Anomaly Located
in the NODA at INEL US9400282

Argonne Community College Project US9400724
Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy Metals US9400234
Autoradiographic investigation of clay soil contacting with

waste RU9400036
Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound Plant US9400285
BWID Contamination Control US9400374
BWID Retrieval Demonstration US9400370
BWID Systems Analysis US9400369
Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites from

Horizontal Boreholes US9400248
Conceptual design study of geological isolation system of

high-level waste JP9400035
Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE US9400243
Criteria for release of contaminated land GB9400034
Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste

Landfills US9400711
Crosshole Seismic Characterization US9400409
Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in Silicate Minerals

US9400116
Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demonstration

Using Supported Liquid Membranes US9400233
Decontamination of Z-9 Crib Soil by CEPOD II US9400170
Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters US9400284
Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping Technology for

MM LID US9400286
Detection of sub-surface bedrock fracturing and groundwater

discharge using helium in soil gases CA9400006
Determination of physical processes and parameters of an

evaporation zone in the near field of an underground re-
pository Physical aspects of two phas DE9400029

Development of an observation system and data acquisition
for hydrogeological study JP9400019

Development of hydrogeological model in Tono research field
JP9400021

Development of methods to examine dynamical rock proper-
ties in the vicinity of underground openings DE9400033

Development of restoration technology for the preparedness
of a nuclear accident KR9400004

Development of scientific and technical principles for disposal
of solidified and solid radioactive wastes into geological
formations RU9400034

Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test Methods Test and
Field Tracer Test Methods US9400117



INIS Categories I - 83 B31.40 - Site studies

Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation, Sorption, and
Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsurface US9400517

Effects of Geochemical Alteration on Geophysical Properties
US9400080

Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and Charac-
terization US9400659

Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion Studies
US9400011

Environmental and ecological risk assessment GB9400040
Environmental Education Outreach US9400725
Environmental Research Park US9400526
EnviroTRADE Information System US9400242
European Communities Information Link US9400244
Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in Containment

Systems of Hazardous Waste Materials US9400247
Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M US9400733
Experiments for the direct disposal of LWR fuel- Part I:

Thermal simulation of drift emplacement (TSDE)
DE9400030

ER Conference '91 US9400159
Field measurement and its numerical interpretation of dis-

turbed zone around drift JP9400023
Field measurements of gas transport through fractured rock

GB9400025
Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel

Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania US9400108
Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site) DE9400031
Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project US9400118
FUSRAP Project Support US9400583
Gas formation and transport in a repository in salt in case

oi an assumed brine inflow DE9400037
Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan Natural Analogue

Project GB9400006
Geochemical Transport Processes US9400064
Geology of the Kempen BE9400024
Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to determine the

mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite A3 and grey salt
pelite T3 DE9400025

Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance
assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository GB9400022

High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging US9400081
Hydrogeochemical and Production Controls on NORM in Oil-

and Gas-Field Operations US9400120
Hydrogeochemical studies of the Boom clay and surrounding

water bearing formations BE9400010
Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the Canadian Shield

CA9400007
Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond US9400192
Hydrothermal System Evolution US9400006
HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and

Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium ODD & D Workshop US9400425

Identification of Foreign Technology US9400241
Improvements in the methodology for deriving equilibrium

constants GB9400005
In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds--An

America and German Collaboration US9400257
In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Evaluation of a

Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instrument for the Direct
Analysis of Low Volatile Organic Compoun US9400280

Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration US9400362
Integration study for performance assessment system of

geological disposal JP9400040
International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the

Environment: Short Course US9400261
International Technology Exchange for MWLID US9400239
International Visitors' Center to Support EM Education Initi-

atives US9400235
Investigation about the coefficients of diffusion and

permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and compacted
granular salt DE9400019

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt DE9400016

Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by
hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material DE9400034

Investigations of Organic/Inorganic Complexation Processes in
Subsurface Environments US9400053

Investigations on crushed salt as backfill material for reposi-
tories in salt formations DE9400047

Investigations related to the operation of the Underground
Research Facility BE9400003

INEL Environmental Research Park US9400005
INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies US9400281
Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational

Approaches to Technology Transfer US9400238
Long-term performance studies for geological disposal

BE9400006
Low and intermediate level waste repository site selection in

Republic of Slovenia - 3rd step SI9400002
LLNL Technology Integration Support US9400364
Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA) US9400344
Magnetometer Towed Array US9400544
Management Systems Support to EM-40 US9400737
Migrational modelling study of radionuclides from near surface

repositories in India IN9400002
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) Program

US9400734
Modelling and experimental studies on near-field geochemistry

of HLW disposal system in Japan JP9400037
Modelling and experimental studies on the chemical and

mineralogical properties of bentonite buffer JP9400036
Modelling of gas generation in radioactive waste repositories

GB9400026
Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste repositories

GB9400024
Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat

producing waste in rock salt DE94Q0044
Native American Scholarship US9400418
Natural analogs studies BE9400023
Natural analogue study of the long-term durability of bentonite

time-temperature condition and water chemistry on
illitization at the Murakami deposi JP9400034

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-alteration rate and
the environmental conditions of volcanic glass included in
argillaceous rock during seve JP9400031

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison of sim-
ulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass leaching
behavior under repository conditio JP9400032

Near-field studies related to the geological disposal in clay
BE9400004

Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Important Objects
and Species US9400367

Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I: Program Plan for
Assessing and Integrating Space, Airborne, and Surface
Methods US9400278

Nuclear site restoration Introduction of the principles of
radiological optimisation BE9400013

Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action
(NRC-UMTRA) Support US94OO7 52

Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies
of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Mountain
US9400008

Pad A Treatability Study US9400372
Participation in the international DECOVALEX project to study

coupled hydraulic and mechanical processes GB9400023
Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group US9400236
Performance assessments for the UK deep geological repos-

itory GB9400041
Performance studies for the shallow land burial of low-level

waste BE9400005
Physical Processes in the Earth US9400063
Program Integration for International Technology Exchange

US940024S
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support of

DOE-ERWM US9400722
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support US9400365
PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems: H2O-CO2-NaCI

US9400055
R and D-programme on the direct disposal of spent fuel

Thermal simulations of drift emplacement DE9400043
Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region

on the aerated soil testing JP9400002
Reconnaissance boreholes BE9400022
Reliability of thermomechanical model computations in rock

salt DE9400039
Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals, and Actinides

US9400260
Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany US9400256
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste Management

US9400730
Review of Coupled Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems

for Applicability to the Proposed Geologic Repository at
Yucca Mountain US9400046



B31.50 • Chemical effluents - monitoring.. INIS Categories I - 84

Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour of anhydrite and
salt-clay: First results of petrophysical laboratory and in
situ investigations DE9400015

Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory Testing US9400049
Scenario development for HLW repository performance as-

sessment JP9400039
Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test

investigations YU9400001
Seismic reflexion reconnaissance of Mol-Dessel BE9400025
Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier effect in Tokai system

performance for groundwater scenario JP9400038
Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS US9400735
Site-94: A performance assessment exercise of a hypothetical

repository for spent fuel SE9400005
Siting programme for locating a deep repository in granites

IN9400001
Study of natural sorbents as barriers against migration of

radionuclides BG9400001
Summarizing and evaluating the data available from

geochemical experiments and its arrangement in a data-
base for using it in geochemical modelling DE9400041

Support for the National Research Council's Committee on
Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow under the
Geotechnical Board US9400107

Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20 US9400732
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40 US9400736
Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement US9400738
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project Office

US9400070
Technical Support to EM-522 US9400417
Technical Support US9400212
Technology Development Files US9400265
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID

US9400351
Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation US9400373
Thermomechanical behaviour of salt rock DE9400024
Thermophysical and electrical properties investigations on rock

salt DE9400028
Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program

US9400203
U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration Workshop

US9400240
U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop US9400254
Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport modelling

GB9400020
Underground Research Facility (URF) US9400115
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies

US9400246
Uranium mining and milling tailings management AR9400004
UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation US9400605
VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization Tech-

nology US9400279
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium

(WERC) National Environmental Design US9400784
Yucca Mountain Project US9400086

B31.50 - Chemical effluents - monitoring and transport
Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology US9400744
Analytical Laboratory Management-Research and Special

Studies (ORNL): Fields Screening US9400548
Biodegradation of Selected Organic Compounds and Com-

plexing Agents of Radionuclides and Metals US9400065
Contract Administration and Technical Support for DOE's

MAWS Program US9400743
Crosshole Seismic Characterization US9400409
Deep Tensiometer US9400777
Development and Testing of a Fate and Transport Model

Using Existing Petroleum Engineering Technology
US9400772

Environmental Programs US9400705
Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC Excavation

Sites US9400662
High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of High-Z

Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence US9400408

Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil Vapors
US9400776

In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-
ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater US9400561

In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried Waste
US9400404

In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Separation
US9400555, US9400748

In Situ Moisture Logging System US9400395
An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-

terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites US9400401
Landfill Characterization System for Contamination in Arid

Soils US9400380
Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater Environ-

ments US9400052
Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste

Landfill Integrated Demonstration US9400399
Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally

Important Objects and Species US9400654
Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Contaminant Deline-

ation and Risk Minimization US9400402
Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber

Optic Spectroscopy US9400002
Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mobility in

Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits US9400079
Sample Analysis of 1706 KE US9400142
Technology Development Files US9400265
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID

US9400351
Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband

Electromagnetics US9400652
Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center US9400342

B32.10 - Radioactive materials - monitoring and transport
The fate of Irish Sea sediments GB9400016
The relative significance of historic and current discharge from

Sellafield as sources of present human radiation exposure
GB94000U

Artificial radionuclides in the shelf seas of northwest Europe
from UK and other sources GB9400015

Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic Properties of
Chemical Species Present in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide
Wastes US9400058

Factors affecting the accumulation and metabolism of
radionuclides in aquatic biota GB9400011

Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring
radionuclides in the aquatic environment GB9400017

Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of Cocontaminants
US9400059

Investigations of Organic/Inorganic Complexation Processes in
Subsurface Environments US9400053

Surveillance of Site A and Plot M US9400025
B32.40 - Site studies

International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the
Environment: Short Course US9400261

Model studies on groundwater movement as a function of
salinity-dependent water density-Case studies and model
validation with respect to the long-te DE9400042

B32.50 - Chemical effluents - monitoring and transport
Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demonstration

Using Supported Liquid Membranes US9400233
Investigations of Organic/Inorganic Complexation Processes in

Subsurface Environments US9400053
Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater Environ-

ments US9400052
Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational

Bioremediation US9400775
UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank Waste Dis-

lodging and Conveyance Systems Development US9400763
B33.10 - Radioactive materials - monitoring and transport

Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter US9400288
Complex Terrain Studies US9400001
Environmental Corrective Actions US9400179
HEPA Test US9400292
Idaho State University Monitoring US9400704
LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time Emission

Monitoring US9400619
Radon Release at Yucca Mountain US9400716
Tritium in air samples, method and apparatus RO9400001

B33.40 - Site studies
International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the

Environment: Short Course US9400261
Modelling of the high frequency climatic variations over the

next 20000 years BE9400027
Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I: Program Plan for

Assessing and Integrating Space, Airborne, and Surface
Methods US9400278

Paleoclimatological revision of climate evolution and environ-
ment in Western Mediterranean regions ES9400010

B33.50 - Chemical effluents - monitoring and transport
Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology US9400744
Complex Terrain Studies US9400001
Idaho State University Monitoring US9400704



INIS Categories I - 85 C52.42 - Environmental aspects of design...

C21.20 - Effects of internal irradiation and various aspects
of radioisotope kinetics and toxicity in animals, plants and
microorganisms

The accumulation of radioactive phosphorus (32P) in fishes
GB9400013

C51.00 - Real Accidents
Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies of Russian Sites

US9400538
C52.00 - Environmental Aspects of Nuclear Installations

BIOMOVS II (BlOspheric MOdel Validation Study-Phase II)
SE9400004

Decision-Analytic.-Based Prioritization Process US9400094
Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Environmental

Problems at All DOE Facilities US9400264
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guidance Develop-

ment US9400037
Waste Operations: Technical Support US9400099

C52.12 - Environmental aspects of siting of fission fuel cy-
cle facilities

A system assessment tool for evaluating long-term environ-
mental impacts CA9400008

Environmental impact assessment of a repository concept for
high-level radioactive waste SE9400003

Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility US9400681
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility US9400682
Mixed-Waste Biodegradation US9400060
Uranium mining and milling tailings management AR9400004
Yucca Mountain Project US9400668

C52.13 - Environmental aspects of siting of other nuclear
installations and facilities

United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies
US9400246

Waste Management US9400153
Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center US9400342

C52.20 - Environmental aspects of radioactive releases from
nuclear installations

The assessment of radiation effects in aquatic ecosystems
GB9400012

The fate of Irish Sea sediments GB9400016
The relative significance of historic and current discharge from

Sellafield as sources of present human radiation exposure
GB9400014

Artificial radionuclides in the shelf seas of northwest Europe
from UK and other sources GB9400015

Environmental and ecological risk assessment GB9400040
Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring

radionuclides in the aquatic environment GB9400017
Methodology for assessing the radiological consequences of

routine releases of radionuclides to the environment
GB9400032

Radiological impact of disposal of waste in landfill sites
GB9400036

C52.21 - Environmental aspects of radioactive releases from
fission reactors

Application of decision aiding techniques to decommissioning
GB9400033

Chernobyl Database US9400020
HEPA Filter Characterization US9400082
Technical Consultation at Savannah River US9400211

C52.22 - Environmental aspects of radioactive releases from
fission fuel cycle facilities

Analysis of Plume: Characterization of the Anomaly Located
in the NODA at IN EL US9400282

Complex Terrain Studies US9400001
Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies of Russian Sites

US9400538
Development of an Integrated Associate Program US9400412
Educational Outreach Program US9400452
Environmental Fellows Program US9400428
Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minorities

(EMCOM) Program US9400448
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program US9400442
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation US9400437
Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activities

to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared Sci-
entists, Engineers, and Technical US9400462

Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste
Repository Program US9400028

Environmental Technical Support for the Monitored Retrievable
Storage Facility US9400644

Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-Effectiveness of
Mill-Tailings Cleanup US9400040

EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and Technology
(EMPERT) US9400447

ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award Program
US9400415

ER & WM Employment and Education Assessment
US9400454

ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program US9400413
ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach US9400456
ER & WM Scholarship Program US9400416
Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel

Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania US9400108
Fundamental Research in the Geosciences: Chemical Trans-

port in Natural Systems US9400003
FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs US9400457
Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program

at Eastern Idaho Technical College US9400450
HLW Environmental Technical Assistance US9400014
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Spatial Characterization of

Contaminant Transport US9400057
Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of Cocontaminants

US9400059
International Environmental Assessment US9400258
Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management at

Vanderbilt University US9400414
Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task Plans (TTPs)

in Support of the Office of Technology Development
US9400410

National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF) US9400424
Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies

of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Mountain
US9400008

Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance Assessment
US9400009

Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation Monitor for Effluent Water
Learing DOE Sites US9400565

OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs Assessment
US9400458

Partnership for Environmental Technology Education
US9400465

Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and Development
and Outreach US9400466

Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers Program
US9400429

Radon Release at Yucca Mountain US9400716
Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber

Optic Spectroscopy US9400002
Request for Proposal US9400097
Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection

US9400506
San Francisco Educational Outreach US9400464
Science Educational Outreach Program US9400441,

US9400460
Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor

Magnetic Gradiometer US9400653
Studies of and Recomendations on Radionuclide Contam-

ination, Radioactive, Mixed Waste, and Basic Radiation
Protection Criteria US9400253

SWOOPE US9400434
Technical Support US9400212
University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educational

Project in ER & WM US9400411
USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration US9400564
Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-

mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials US9400439

WERC Technical Training Initiatives US9400427
C52.23 - Environmental aspects of radioactive releases from
other nuclear installations and facilities

Murphy-Cheboygen MF US9400151
C52.30 - Environmental aspects of chemical and thermal
releases from nuclear installations and other environmental
impacts of nuclear installations

Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Environmental
Problems at All DOE Facilities US9400264

C52.42 - Environmental aspects of design basis and hy-
pothetical accidents at fission fuel cycle facilities

Assessment of the long-term risks of meteorite impact on a
nuclear fuel waste disposal vault CA9400012

Systems analysis repository concepts DE9400013
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C53.00 - Radiation Protection Standards
Analytical Laboratory Management Health and Safety Re-

quirements Development (New Guidance) US9400346
Implications of the new exempt levels GB9400035

C54.00 - Radiation Protection Procedures
A facility for processing radioactively contaminated equipment

and metallic waste arising from NPPs decommissioning
RU9400014

Analytical Laboratory Management Health and Safety Re-
quirements Development (New Guidance) US9400346

Assessment and decontamination procedures for
WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize generation of waste
DE9400040

Automatic line for processing radioactively contaminated gas-
centrifugal equipment RU9400013

Development of decontamination techniques for decommis-
sioning of nuclear facilities JP9400041

Development of restoration technology for the preparedness
of a nuclear accident KR9400004

Implications of the new exempt levels GB9400035
Regenerative LOMI decontamination technology development

KR9400005
Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces from dismantling

operations BE9400018
C55.00 - Dosimetry and Monitoring

Environmental radiation monitoring and personnel radiation
monitoring MM9400002

Methodology for assessing the radiological consequences of
routine releases of radionuclides to the environment
GB9400032

Non-destructive characterization of radioactive lighting rods
ES9400002

Peculiarities of dose forming due to the internal irradiation
of public living in the areas along the Dnieper river
UA9400001

C56.00 - Environmental Aspects of Nonnuclear Energy
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program US9400442
Environmental Research Park US9400526
Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M US9400733
FUSRAP Project Support US9400583
Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure Monitoring

US9400542
Management Systems Support to EM-30 US9400575
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility US9400681
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility US9400682
New Facility Planning US9400680
NEPA Compliance and Review US9400707
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support

US9400574
Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste US9400617
RCRA Technical Support US9400706
Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS US9400735
Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository

Program US9400647
Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement US9400738
Technical Support to EM-522 US9400417
TD External Review Support US9400231
Waste Management NEPA US9400670

C56.23 - Environmental aspects of geothermal energy
Geochemical Transport Processes US9400064

C57.00 - Regional and Global Environmental Aspects
Development of improved global circulation models for C-14

and 1-129 GB9400037
IN EL Environmental Research Park US9400005

D22.00 - Industrial Applications, Radiometric
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums US9400661

D10.00 - Isotopes and Radiation Sources
Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste Transmutation in

Small Fusion Reactors US9400201
D11.00 - Production of Enriched Uranium

Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Diffusion
US9400224

D15.00 - Radiation Source Metrology
Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and alpha emitters

ES9400005
Standard source of gamma spectrometry to analyze solid and

liquid samples ES9400006

E13.00 - Structures and Equipment
Cold-Cap Grout for Hanford Vaults US9400076
HEPA Test US9400292
Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Diffusion

US9400224
Microwave Concrete Decontamination System US9400223
Robotics Lab Automation US9400315
Surveillance and Maintenance US9400031
Underground Research Facility (URF) US9400115
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics US9400601
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Develop-

ment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an In-
tegral Conveyance System US9400600

E15.00 - Handling of Radioactive Materials
AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal US9400100
Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Active

handling experiments with neutron sources DE9400011
Facility Interface Capability Assessment US9400074
Implementation of a Three-Dimensional Mapping/Inspection

System for Inside-Tank or Containment Areas US9400205
Independent Review of CDRs US9400096
Remote Sensing Systems Development and Applications

US9400283
UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank Waste Dis-

lodging and Conveyance Systems Development US9400763
E15.10 - Transport and storage

A facility for the collection, conditioning and storage of ra-
dioactive waste produced in Ireland IE9400001

Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage of vitrified high
level waste IN9400003

Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage US9400132
Career Education in Hazardous Waste Transportation

US9400726
Correactive Actions-REE Disposal US9400S68
Corrective Actions-REE Storage US9400567
Defuelling of a training center reactor (Paldisky, Estonian

Republic) and spent fuel management RU9400033
Design of a Spent Fuel Dry Transfer System for Use with a

Transportable Storage System US9400715
Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS reg-sign Canister
for Off-Site Transportation US9400083

Disposal of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste
US9400110

Dry Cask Storage Project US9400686
Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Disposition Project

(DRCT-DP) US9400718
Economics and Systems Analysis US9400010
Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove

during WER-fuel transport and storage DE9400038
Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites: Dust-Control

Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste Handling US9400785
Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of

Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials YU9400002

HFEF Waste Certification US9400095
Integrated Database Program US9400012
Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in

transport and storage casks DE9400048
Local transportation of high activity fuel assembly end pieces

RU9400017
Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project (LTSM)

US9400720
Low-Level Mixed Waste US9400572
Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop Facilities

US9400702
Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation

Project US9400048
Murphy-Cheboygen MF US9400151
MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management (OCRWM) US9400154
Nuclear Materials Transportation US9400018
Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and Renewable Energy

Technologies R & D Support US9400047
NFS Fuel Project US9400721
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-Than-Class C

Low-Level Waste (LLW) US9400138
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Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical Assistance
US9400030

Packaging Development US9400554
Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for Highway Shipments

of High-Level Radioactive Waste US9400017
Program Management US9400044
Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing

their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations RU9400010

PREPP Standby US9400701
Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM Transportation

Programs US9400035
Repository Technology Program Support US9400066
Retrieval Technology for Underground Storage Tanks

US9400136
RH-TRU Progams US9400700
RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste US9400571
Shipping Amcellary Equipment US9400210
Shutdown and disassembly: development and construction of

a mobile transfer unit for the management of fuel assem-
blies from research reactors DE9400032

Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Characteristics US9400112
Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage (SFB) US9400719
Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology US9400090
SARP Review Technical Assistance US9400528
Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent

Nuclear Fuel US9400646
Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation Issues

US94006SO
Transfer CML to SFMP US9400155
Transportation Compliance Program US9400675
Transportation Support Systems US9400043
TRU Facility Operations US9400698
TRU Technical Support US9400697
Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution US9400042
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks US9400630
Waste Acceptance Criteria US9400111
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) Test

US9400147
E15.20 - Shipping and storage containers

Corrosion experiments on copper under simulated disposal
conditions CA9400013

Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste container ma-
terials AR9400005

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Handling
experiments for drift emplacement DE9400010

Design of transport packaging for low-level wastes shipment
RU9400032

Development of a shipping cask for nuclear waste RU9400031
Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW and

ILW waste containers GB9400004
Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for radioactive wastes

RU9400041
In situ tests on waste package components BE9400007
Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in

transport and storage casks DE9400048
Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and its alloys

used for containers in brines of practical importance with
radioisotopes DE9400036

Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests on non-
metallic coatings on radioactive waste management facili-
ties and containers DE9400008

Mathematical modelling of copper container lifetimes
CA940001S

Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using
electrochemical techniques CA9400014

Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel canister
GB9400001

Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton Rail/Barge Cask De-
velopment Program US9400034

Packaging Development US9400554
Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and Materials

US9400033
A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting In Situ

Containment Barriers for Landfills US9400518
Transportation Systems Development Program: Technology

Development, Technical Data, and Test Support
US9400013

Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks US9400630
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development US9400472
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) Test

US9400147

Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-Operable Scan-
ner for Noninvasive Characterization of Nuclear Waste
Container US9400520

E15.30 - Handling equipment and procedures
A ceramic electric furnace for HLW vitrification capable of

remote disassembly RU9400016
Automated Drum Management System US9400325
Buried Waste (Research, Development, Demonstration, Test-

ing and Evaluation (RDDT & E) Robotics) US9400141
BWRP/BWID Demonstration US9400731
Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-

ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors US9400664

Computer aided teleoperation for nuclear applications
BE9400017

Computer Interface US9400589
Computer Interface-End Effectors US9400590
Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpretation Module

US9400320
Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel Simu-

lation of shaft transport DE9400014
Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Handling

experiments for drift emplacement DE9400010
Development, modification and qualification of under water

fasten techniques for the decommissioning of nuclear fa-
cilities DE9400003

Early Deployment System (ORNL) US9400597
Early Deployment System US9400595
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal US9400474
Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites: Dust-Control

Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste Handling US9400785
Field Demonstration and Characterization Technologies

US9400376
Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Autonomous Monitoring

and Inspection US9400251
KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station US9400143
Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration US9400604
LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste US9400378
LRA-Control System (ORNL) US9400596
Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory Automation

US9400332
Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and Decommissioning

US94Q0232
Multiaxis Crane Control System US9400665
Remote Characterization System Demonstration US9400667
Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration at the Cold

Test Pit to Perform Overburden Removal and Waste Ex-
cavation. US9400666

Retrieval Technology for Underground Storage Tanks
US9400136

Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology US9400333
Robotics Buried Waste US9400308, US9400319, US9400327,

US9400329
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology (LANL)

US9400535
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology US9400310
Robotics D & D US9400709
Robotics Lab Automation US9400306
Robotics Program UST-East Projects US9400323
Robotics Storage Tanks, East US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West US9400307
Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC) US9400330
Robotics Technology Assessment US9400407
Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL)

US9400757
Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL)

US9400536
Robotics UST US9400318, US9400328, US9400334
Robotics Waste Facility Operations US9400311, US9400321
Robotics Waste Minimization US9400305, US9400336
Robotics Waste Processing Operations US9400331,

US9400341
Robotics-Buried Waste US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste US9400313, US9400324
Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation US9400309
Robotics: CAA US9400326
Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning US9400317
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks US9400314
Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations US9400316
Savannah River Robotics: D & D US9400340
Shutdown and disassembly: development and construction of

a mobile transfer unit for the management of fuel assem-
blies from research reactors DE9400032
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SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video US9400767
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations US9400338
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Labo-

ratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials US9400420

Technology Development for Concentrating Process Streams
US9400093

Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and
Conveyance Technology Development US9400507

Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution US9400042
UST Light Duty Utility Arm US9400491
UST Light Duty Utility ARM US9400594
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration US9400339
UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface US9400759
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination at

IN EL US9400758
USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL)

US9400599
Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-

duction melter RU9400015
Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting Technology

US9400337
Waste Handling Facility Operations US9400569
Waste Minimization US9400322
Waste Processing Operations US9400312
West Valley Transfer Cart Control System US9400102
100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Material Removal

Equipment US9400168
E 16.00 - Accelerators

LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste US9400378
E17.00 - Materials Testing

Analytical and Numerical Methods US9400004
Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste container ma-

terials AR9400005
Non-nuclear nondestructive testing methods to determine free

water, gas pressure and matrix level in waste drums
DE9400001

E20.00 - Fission Reactors (General)
D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration (ID)

US9400294
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) D & D Support

US9400204
E23.00 - Reactor Fuels

Buried Waste ISV Project US9400123
Characterization Technology US9400130
Hexone Tank Waste Treatment US9400291
Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies US9400124
Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels US9400078
Risk-Based Standards US9400129

E31.00 - Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moder-
ated, Boiling Water Cooled (BWR, etc., Types)

Chernobyl Database US9400020
Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) Facility Decom-

missioning US9400026
Follow-up investigations on the model shield and central col-

umn at the HDR facility DE9400018
Methods for estimating the content of transuranium and other

difficult to measure nuclides in produced radioactive waste
from BWR's SE9400001

Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-Water Reactors
US9400519

E32.00 - Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Light-Water Moder-
ated, Non-Boiling Water Cooled (PWR, etc., Types)

Assessment and decontamination procedures for
WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize generation of waste
DE9400040

Decommissioning of the JEN-1 experimental reactor
ES9400008

Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-Water Reactors
US9400519

Radioactive wastes from PWR designs which may be con-
structed in the UK GB9400027

Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces from dismantling
operations BE9400018

Types and quantities of radioactive wastes from nuclear power
plants BG9400003

E33.00 - Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Graphite-Moderated
(GCR, AGR, HTGR, etc., Types)

Application of decision aiding techniques to decommissioning
GB9400033

Tritium removal from spent desiccant GB9400030

E34.00 - Power Reactors, Non-Breeding, Heavy-Water or
Otherwise Moderated or Unmoderated

Demonstration of explosive dismantling technique at the bi-
ological shield of the Niederaichbach nuclear power plant
DE9400017

E35.00 - Power Reactors, Breeding
Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Program US9400106
Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels US9400078

E36.00 - Research, Test, Training, Production, Irradiation and
Materials Testing Reactors

ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for Decontamination and Decom-
missioning (D & D) Proposal US9400717

Decommissioning of the JEN-1 experimental reactor
ES9400008

Decommissioning of WR-S Bucharest research reactor
RO94000Q5

Defuelling of a training center reactor (Paldisky, Estonian
Republic) and spent fuel management RU9400033

Follow-up investigations on the model shield and central col-
umn at the HDR facility DE9400018

Technical Consultation at Savannah River US9400211
E40.00 - Instrumentation

Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory Automation
US9400332

E41.00 - Particle and Radiation Detection and Measuring
Instruments and Methods

Emissivity Evaluations for IR Imaging SST US9400172
Innovative Technology US9400534
Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Important Objects

and Species US9400367
Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement System

US9400375
Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening PCBs US9400379
Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval US9400361
Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology US9400333

E41.20 - Nuclear spectroscopic instrumentation
Advanced Mixed Waste Assay System: A Technique for

Nondestructive Assay of Waste Drums for Radionuclide
and Transuranic (TRU) Levels US9400382

Associated Particle Imaging (API) Development US9400485
In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Evaluation of a

Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instrument for the Direct
Analysis of Low Volatile Organic Compoun US9400280

Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and alpha emitters
ES9400005

Standard source of gamma spectrometry to analyze solid and
liquid samples ES9400006

Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of
TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized Tomography
US9400391

E41.40 - Other particle and radiation detection and measur-
ing instruments

Deep Tensiometer US9400777
Implementation of a Three-Dimensional Mapping/Inspection

System for Inside-Tank or Containment Areas US9400205
An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique for Free Liquid

in Cement Solidified Drums of Nuclear Waste US9400077
In Situ Moisture Logging System US9400395
An Intelligent Inspection and Survey Robot US9400252
Laser Scanning Imager US9400202
Remote Sensing Systems Development and Applications

US9400283
Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In Situ Monitoring

of Gaseous Components in Underground Storage Tanks
Using Piezoelectric Thin Film US9400562

E43.00 - Radiation Effects on Instruments, Components or
Electronic Devices

Radiation tolerance of instrumentation BE9400016
E50.00 - Waste Management

Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Program US9400106
Activity Data-Sheet Review US9400197
Adapted SW-486 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis US9400352
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed Waste Analysis (WINCO)

US9400348
Administration of Student and Scientist Exchange Program

US9400237
Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar Coding) Development

US9400631
Advanced Manufacturing Technology Integration US9400533
Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation Study

US9400045
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Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology US9400744
Ames Technology Integration Program: The application of the

ISU CATD Techniques and Practices to Meet DOE EM
Needs for Technology Maturation, Adaptat US9400357

Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to High-Level Radio-
active Waste Management US9400029

Analysis of Plume: Characterization of the Anomaly Located
in the NODA at INEL US9400282

Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste Characterization
Program US9400098

Analytical Laboratory Management Quality Assurance Assess-
ment Program US9400549

Analytical Laboratory Management-TRU Mixed Waste Labo-
ratory Capacity Study US9400355

Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST US9400356
Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance Evaluation

Program US9400103
Analytical Management: Quality Assessment Program (EML)

US9400751
Applications of High-Transition-Temperature Superconductors

at the Savannah River Site US9400119
Argonne Community College Project US9400724
Associated Particle Imaging (API) Development US9400485
Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy Metals US9400234
AIHEC: Project PERMA US9400423
Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils at Rocky Flats Plant

(RFP) US9400431
Buried Waste (Research, Development, Demonstration, Test-

ing and Evaluation (RDDT & E) Robotics) US9400141
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID) US9400368
Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package Development US9400531
Career Education in Hazardous Waste Transportation

US9400726
Catalog of Technologies from the Integrated Demonstration

US9400350
Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-

ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors US9400664

Community College US9400421
Comprehensive Integrated Planning US9400190
Contract Administration and Technical Support for DOE's

MAWS Program US9400743
Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE US9400243
Cs-137 Design Review US9400162
CH-EM Progress Reporting System US9400731
Decision-Analytic-Based Prioritization Process US9400094
Defense HLW Technology Program US9400125
Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form Acceptance Cri-

teria US9400760
Development of a quality assurance programme in manage-

ment of radioactive waste RU9400009
Development of an Integrated Associate Program US9400412
Development of Inorganic Membranes for Mixed-Waste ID

US9400405
Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces US9400229
DOE Decontamination and Decommissioning US9400729
DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database Support and

Management of "DOE Methods for Evaluating Environ-
mental and Waste Management Samples" US9400766

DOE Waste Management Bar Coding System US9400289
DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Coding US9400219
Educational Outreach Program US9400452
Environmental Databases US940Q708
Environmental Education Outreach US9400725
Environmental Fellows Program US9400428
Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minorities

(EMCOM) Program US9400448
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program US9400442
Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans US9400069
Environmental Programs US9400705
Environmental Research Park US9400526
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation US9400437
Environmental Restoration Waste Management Educational

Outreach US9400438
Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activities

to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared Sci-
entists, Engineers, and Technical US9400462

Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing at KCP US9400230
EnviroTRADE Information System US9400242
European Communities Information Link US9400244
Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in Containment

Systems of Hazardous Waste Materials US9400247

EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and Technology
(EMPERT) US9400447

EMSL Construction Project US9400714
ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award Program

US9400415
ER & WM Employment and Education Assessment

US9400454
ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program US9400413
ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach US9400456
ER & WM Scholarship Program US9400416
Facility Interface Capability Assessment US9400074
Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel

Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania US9400108
Final Waste Form-Package Development US9400196
Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use US9400226
Fourth R and D programme of the European Community

(1990-1994) on management and storage of radioactive
waste (shared-cost action) XE9400001

FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs US9400457
General Plant Projects (GPP) US9400685
Geochemical Transport Processes US9400064
Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program

at Eastern Idaho Technical College US9400450
Hazardous Waste Operations US9400691
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums US9400661
High-Level Waste Technology US9400054
High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste Characterization

US9400773
Hydrogeochemical and Production Controls on NORM in Oil-

and Gas-Field Operations US9400120
HBCU/MI Consortium US9400422
HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and

Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium DDD & D Workshop US9400425

HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support US9400742
Identification of Foreign Technology US9400241
Implications of the new exempt levels GB9400035
In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Evaluation of a

Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instrument for the Direct
Analysis of Low Volatile Organic Compoun US9400280

Independent Review of CDRs US9400096
Independent Safety Review Committee US9400678
Industrial Workshops-Technology Integration US9400349
Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration US9400362
Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability and Regulatory

Feasibility of BWID Technologies US9400381
Integrated Database Program US9400012
International Environmental Assessment US9400258
International Program Support Office-RW US9400140
International Technology Exchange for MWLID US9400239
International Visitors' Center to Support EM Education Initi-

atives US9400235
International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication

Program US9400250
Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management at

Vanderbilt University US9400414
Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management

US9400050
INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies US9400281
Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational

Approaches to Technology Transfer US9400238
Landfill Operations US9400693
Laser Detection of Heavy-Metal Contamination US9400774
Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure Monitoring

US9400542
Low level waste assay system GB9400031
LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste US9400378
LLNL Technology Integration Support US9400364
Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA) US9400344
Management Systems Support to EM-40 US9400737
Mechanisms for International Technology Exchange,

Privatization, and Transfer US9400255
Melter Overview US9400195
Methods Compendium: Analytical Management-Methods

Compendium Development US9400353
Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task Plans (TTPs)

in Support of the Office of Technology Development
US9400410

Minority Outreach: EEOM US9400440
Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support US9400741
MWLID PRDA Support US9400780
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National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF) US9400424
Native American Scholarship US9400418
Nondestructive Assay-Nondestructive Examination Peer Re-

view US9400366
Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally

Important Objects and Species US9400654
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) D & D Support

US9400204
The Nuclear Waste Documentary Project US9400786
Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and Renewable Energy

Technologies R & D Support US9400047
NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using a

1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P) Gamma-Ray
Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy (CT) US9400392

NEPA Compliance and Review US9400707
Office of Systems and Compliance, Quality Assurance

US9400073
On-Line Monitoring of Volatile Organics for Waste Minimization

US9400228
Operations Support US9400671
OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs Assessment

US9400458
ORIGEN2 Upgrade US9400113
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-Than-Class C

Low-Level Waste (LLW) US9400138
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education

US9400465
Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group US9400236
Peer Review for Technology Development (TD) Technical

Task Plans (TTPs) US9400293
Peer Review of Characteristics Database US9400114
Performance Evaluation and Audit Program US9400345
Performance Evaluation Sample Program US9400754
Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and Development

and Outreach US9400466
Pilot Center For EM Research, Education, and Outreach

US9400468
Planning and Integration US9400677
Planning for Mixed and Hazardous Waste Management (Base

Program) US9400302
Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-Water Reactors

US9400519
Prioritization Methodology for Waste Operations US9400092
Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking US9400435
Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling and

Analysis Operations US9400752
Program Integration for International Technology Exchange

US9400245
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support of

DOE-ERWM US9400722
Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers Program

US9400429
A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting In Situ

Containment Barriers for Landfills US9400518
Public Involvement US9400739
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support US9400365
PNL USTID Technical Task US9400602
Quality assurance on radioactive waste management

AR9400001
QA Program for HLW Acceptance US9400024
Radioactive waste management system (RWMS) GB9400028
Radioactive wastes from PWR designs which may be con-

structed in the UK GB9400027
Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening PCBs US9400379
Remote Sensing Systems Development and Applications

US9400283
Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals, and Actinides

US9400260
Request for Proposal US9400097
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste Management

US9400730
Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower Assessment

US9400765
Risk-Based Standards US9400129
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology (LANL)

US9400535
Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology US9400310
Robotics D & D US9400709
Robotics Technology Assessment US9400407
Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL)

US9400536
Robotics UST US9400334

Robotics Waste Facility Operations US9400311
Robotics Waste Minimization US9400305
Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation US9400309
Russian Training Program US9400540
RH-TRU Progams US9400700
Sample Management Office and Testing Requirements

Pushback US9400546
San Francisco Educational Outreach US9400464
Science Educational Outreach Program US9400441,

US9400460
Shipping Amcellary Equipment US9400210
Small Business Workshop US9400529, US9400532
Small Business Workshops US9400530
Solid Waste Technology Support US9400144
Solid-Waste Management Education: An Associate Degree

Program for Native Americans at NCC US9400426
Solvent Substitution Study US9400227
Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Characteristics US9400112
Spent Fuel Management US9400679
Studies of and Recomendations on Radionuclide Contam-

ination, Radioactive, Mixed Waste, and Basic Radiation
Protection Criteria US9400253

Study of a communication strategy aimed at achieving a
possible better understanding of the consequence of ra-
dioactive waste management in a well def BE9400019

System Analysis Capability Development US9400072,
US9400134

System Engineering Study US9400135
SPO SEA Contract US9400750
SRP In Situ Chemical Science US9400137
SWOOPE US9400434
Task A Project Management US9400149
Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services

Program (ASP) US9400354
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20 US9400732
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40 US9400736
Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compliance Activities

US9400166
Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement US9400738
Technical Support to EM-522 US9400417
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Labo-

ratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials US9400420

Technology for Improved TRU Waste Assay TSR US9400360
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration) US9400363
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collaboration US9400578
Technology Integration for MWLID US9400390
Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of

TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized Tomography
US9400391

Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activities
US9400539

Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrating
Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Environ-
mental Restoration and Hazardou US9400577

Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband
Electromagnetics US9400652

Tiger Team Finding Corrections US9400584
Treatment Technology for TRU Waste US9400386
Types and quantities of radioactive wastes from nuclear power

plants BG9400003
TD External Review Support US9400231
TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility (CMF) US9400167
TRU Facility Maintenance and Support US9400696
TRU Facility Operations US9400698
TRU Technical Support US9400697
U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration Workshop

US9400240
U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop US9400254
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies

US9400246
University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educational

Project in ER & WM US9400411
Upgrade of Waste Management SARs US9400673
The Use of Technical Review Boards and Industrial Consortia

for Reducing Life-Cycle Costs of Electronic Components
US9400347

VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization Tech-
nology US9400279

Waste Acceptance Criteria US9400111
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) US9400101
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Waste Management Continuity of Operations US9400608
Waste Management NEPA US9400670
Waste Management Regulatory Compliance US9400669
Waste Management Roadmap Development/Strategic Planning

US9400674
Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-

mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials US9400439

Waste Management US9400153
Waste Management: Facilities US9400084
Waste Minimization Innovative Concepts Identification

US9400131
Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment US9400221
Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention US9400703
Waste Processing Operations US9400312
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium

(WERC) National Environmental Design US9400784
Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium

US9400419
Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated Demonstration

US9400215
West Valley Transfer Cart Control System US9400102
WeDID - Plasma Arc US9400580
WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology US9400581
WERC Technical Training Initiatives US9400427
WHC Work Packages/OCWP US9400164
WIPP Panel US9400091
WM Continuity of Operations US9400728
100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Material Removal

Equipment US9400T68
E51.00 - Waste Treatment

A ceramic electric furnace for HLW vitrification capable of
remote disassembly RU9400016

The development of advanced meter JP9400027
The extraction of radionuclides from low-level aqueous sol-

utions BY9400001
A facility for processing radioactively contaminated equipment

and metallic waste arising from NPPs decommissioning
RU9400014

An installation for incorporation of insoluble sediments from
liquid radioactive waste storage facilities into cement matrix
RU9400026

An installation for treatment of radioactive wastes with the
production of ceramic granules RU9400021

The optimization of radioactive waste pulp treatment.
Immobilization,of insoluble pulp residues into concrete
blocks RU9400006

A system of elements remote connection and disconnection
of process equipment components for vitrification of liquid
radioactive wastes RU9400022

Acid Digestion Demonstration US9400218
Actinide partitioning of high level waste using CMPO-TBP:

Counter current extraction studies IN9400025
Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor US9400051
Actinide Separations for Advanced Processing of Nuclear

Waste US9400007
Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U, Pu, and Am

Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation Processors
US9400469

Activity level in ion exchange resins, wastes from reactor
experimental Chileno 1, Rech-1 CL9400O04

Advance Chemical Separation Processes: Clean Option Sur-
vey US9400749

Advanced oxidation methods for trace organic destruction in
mixed aqueous wastes CA9400002

Advanced Chemical Separation Processes in Support of the
Clean Option Strategy US9400627

Advanced Chemical Separations US9400187
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of a Total Waste

Treatment System US9400277
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of Performance

of Unit Operations and Systems of Such Operations Pro-
posed to Effect Advanced Chemical Separ US9400275

Advanced Technologies for Decontamination and Conversion
of Scrap Metals US9400524

Alkaline hydrolysis treatment of spent purex solvents
IN9400024

Ammonium phospho molybdate microspheres by sol-gel
method AR9400003

Application of the electromembrane technology in LLW treat-
ment RU9400003

Application of Aqueous Biphasic Extraction to Radioactive
Waste Treatment US9400527

Arc Melter Vitrification: Melting and Vitrification of INEL Waste
in the United States Bureau of Mines-ASME Municipal Ash
Melter US9400655

Assessment and Development of an Industrial Wet Oxidation
System for Burning Waste and Low-Grade Fuels: Phase
1MB US9400056

Assessment Framework Development and Separations Inte-
gration for an Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW)
System Aimed at EM Level US9400623

Automated Pyrochemical Waste Calcine Processing
US9400632

Automatic line for processing radioactively contaminated gas-
centrifugal equipment RU9400013

ACT"DE'CON Process: Selective Leaching of Tank Sludges
by the ACT-DE'CON Process US9400636

AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal US9400100
Behavior of Aqueous Electrolytes in SCWO Processes

US9400299
Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes US9400629
Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils by Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL) US9400446
Biodegradation of Liquid Scintillation Cocktail-BTX US9400550
Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes US940Q371
Bioremediation of PCB Contamination US9400298
Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreatment

US9400633, US9400746
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal Kinetic

Studies US9400656
Calcination Process Development to Treat Hanford's Tank

Wast US9400503
Calcine Residue Leaching: High-Level Waste Volume Re-

duction for Calcine Processes US9400638
Carbollide CDCB Process Development for Radioactive

Cesium-137 Decontamination US9400642
Cesium Encapsulation Program US9400171
Characterization and qualification of waste forms, packages

and their environment XE9400008
Characterization of bituminized waste product IN9400009
Characterization of organic compounds in the gas emissions

of the liquid scintillation wastes incineration ES9400001
Chemical precipitation method for the removal of Ru-106 from

IL waste solution IN9400016
Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter US9400288
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project: Sodium Processing for

CRBR US9400036
Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Interfaces US9400061
Combined TRUEX-SREX Extraction/Recovery Process

US9400269
Compact Processing Unit Demonstration: Development, De-

sign, and Demonstration of Compact Processing Units for
Cesium Removal US9400598

Compaction facility for solid radioactive wastes RU9400029
Complex for supercompaction of solid radioactive wastes

RU9400028
Concrete Decontamination by Electrohydraulic Scabbling (EHS)

US9400522
Conditioning of decontamination liquid wastes and radioactive

oil wastes RO94000O2
Conditioning of radioactive wastes in Chile CL9400002
Continuous crossflow microfiltration for treatment and volume

reduction of radioactive waste liquids CA9400003
Continuous Cesium Recovery US9400484
Cost Savings Support to the Mixed Waste Integrated Program

US9400764
Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass composite for radioac-

tive waste with sulphates RU9400040
CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical Oxidation Treatment of

TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous Waste US9400303
CPG Support for the MWIP: Risk Assessment for Mixed

Waste US9400301
CRADA: Biosorption of Uranium US9400551
D & D Building 310 Surplus Retention Tanks US940058S
D & D Waste ion Exchange Facility US9400587
Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete US9400523
Decontamination of liquid effluents wastes by treatment with

chitin and its derived compounds obtained from Anthartic
krill CL9400005

Define Waste Separation Test Bed Requirements US9400483
Demilitarization and Immobilization of Weapon Electronics

US9400217
Demonstration of the TRU wastes processing technologies at

Pu-contaminated waste treatment facility JP9400014
Demonstration Testing and Evaluation of In Situ Soil Heating

US9400525
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Department of Water Resources (DWR) Strategy Revision
Decision Report US9400206

Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for Removal of
Plutonium from Waste Streams US9400639

Destruction of Organics in Mixed Wastes by Steam Reforming
US9400473

Development of a vitrification process for liquid radioactive
waste from NPP operation RU9400008

Development of engineering means for emptying the filled
sections of storages RU9400023

Development of equipment for decontamination and compact-
ing of dismantled fuel element cladding hulls by induction
slag melting in cold cruci RU9400007

Development of equipment for incorporation of HLW into
glasses and mineral-like matrices by means of a two-stage
process based on induction m RU9400012

Development of glass matrix for different compositions of high
level liquid waste IN9400011

Development of non-destructive assay for TRU waste
JP9400013

Development of process for vitrification of high level liquid
waste IN9400005

Development of technology and pilot plant for treatment of
small volumes liquid radioactive wastes BG9400002

Development of High Capacity, Selective Fixed Sequestering
Agents: A Collaborative Effort with Industry and University
Participants to Develop Extrac US9400266

DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and Reclamation
(WADR) US9400579

Early Deployment System US9400595
Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of ruthenium

in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid waste
JP9400025

Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive
waste at the former Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf DE9400004

Electric melter for high-level radioactive waste vitrification
RU9400024

Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and TBP solvent
IN9400021

Electrochemical Treatment of Liquid Radioactive Wastes
US9400641

Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete US9400521
Electromagnetic Mixed-Waste Processing System for Asbestos

Decontamination US9400787
End of Life Options for RL Lights US9400139
Environmental Remediation and Treatment of Mixed Wastes

Using Intense Penetrating Bremsstrahlung US9400300
Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-

change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction AR9400002
Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-Effectiveness of

Mill-Tailings Cleanup US9400040
Experience of intermediate level waste in-situ solidification in

Russia RU9400002
Exploratory CC Waste Process Study US9400207
Feed Composition Ranges US9400183
Fission Product Chemistry US9400622
The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed

Waste Treatment Applications US9400615
Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of VOCs Using

Pulse Combustion US9400249
Graphite DC Arc Plasma and Glass Melter US94003S3
Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of

Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials YU9400002

Hazardous and Mixed Waste Treatment Technology Develop-
ment US9400304

Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility US9400178, US9400184
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Treatment

US9400609
Heat treatment of vitrified waste product (VWP) and analysis

of crystal phases and chemical durability of heat treated
VWP IN9400006

Hexone Tank Waste Treatment US9400291
High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated Hydrocarbons

US9400755
High-Level Waste Technology US9400573
Hot vitrification tests with high level liquid waste of Tokai

reprocessing plant JP9400029
HLW Technical Development and Process Verification

US9400271
HWVP Project Support US9400146
HWVP Technology Support US9400180

Idaho Waste Processing Facility US9400683
Immobilization and volume reduction of aqueous mixed

radwastes with emulsified bitumen in thin film evaporator
CA94Q0004

Immobilization of radioactive waste containing sulphates
RU9400039

Immobilization of MTR raffinate in cement GB9400039
Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treatment, based

on chemical precipitation and sorption processes
RO9400004

In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-
ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater US9400561

In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds--An
America and German Collaboration US9400257

In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation US9400747
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste US9400444
Influence of formation regimes of vitrified materials on their

physico-chemical properties RU9400011
Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online

Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies US9400563

Innovative Chemical Separation: Development and Testing of
New Chemical Separations and Treatment Methods for
Nuclear Waste Disposal US9400274

Innovative Technology US9400534
Installation for incorporation of liquid radioactive waste into

cement blocks RU9400020
Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control, Waste Dis-

posal US9400552
International Technology Exchange Program--lnternational

Technology Identification, Transfer and Program Support
US9400537

Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combination with other
processes for selective extraction of strontium from natural
waters and waste solutions RU9400001

Investigation on the determination of disposal critical nuclides
in waste from PWR power plants BE9400014

ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activities
Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for D US9400515

ISV Planning and Coordination US9400516
KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station US9400143
Large scale melting of H3-contaminated steel from nuclear

installations DE9400006
Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals US9400225
Leaching behavior of actinides and fission products from fully

radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in Tokai re-
processing plant JP9400028

Low and intermediate liquid effluent treatment in the Dounreay
Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant GB9400038

LANL Support for the EG & G RF NMWP Packed-Bed
Reactor-Silent Discharge Plasma (PBR-SDP) Incineration
Alternative US9400432

LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time Emission
Monitoring US9400619

LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic
Oxidation Incineration Alternative US9400463

LLW/LLW-Mixed Treatment (WERF) US9400689
Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Contaminated Lead

Waste US9400297
Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from UST

US9400471
Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG"

SEPTM) US9400626
Methods for estimating the content of transuranium and other

difficult to measure nuclides in produced radioactive waste
from BWR's SE9400001

Microwave Concrete Decontamination System US9400223
Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu

Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats US9400467
Microwave Solidification US9400436
Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration US9400023
Minimization of the chemical decontamination wastes

RO9400007
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) Program

US9400734
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility US9400682
Mixed Waste Characteristics Verification US9400160
Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification) US9400616
Mixed Waste Integrated Program US9400756
Mobile plant for supercompacting solid radioactive wastes

RU9400030
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Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and Decommissioning
US9400232

Moessbauer characterization of the radioactive waste treat-
ment and conditioning products RO9400006

Molten Salt Decontamination US9400553
MAWS Compositional Envelope Development US9400556
Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process US9400220
Neutralization of liquid effluents arising from uranium

hydrometallurgy CL9400001
New Facility Planning US9400680
Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction US9400453
Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by Distillation

US9400430
Planning for Pilot-Plant Demonstration of TRUEX US9400273
Plasma Centrifugal Furnace/MAWS US9400557
Polyethylene Encapsulation of SST Wastes US9400476
Polymer Solidification Development US9400451
Polymer Solidification National Effort US9400612
Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-precipitation process

IT9400001
Pre-treatment of spent resins and conditioning in polymer

matrices IN9400004
Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste management

in Republic of Slovenia SI9400003
Private Sector Participation Initiative US9400676
Process development to reduce quantity of HLW JP9400026
Process Monitoring of Waste Using Prompt Gamma Neutron

Activation US9400779
Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium US9400104
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy MM9400001

Provide Technical Support for HWVP Risk Assessment
US9400157

Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine US9400634
Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine US9400272
PNL Support for EG & G RFP NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Alternative US9400762
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility US9400582
Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment US9400480
Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste Transmutation in

Small Fusion Reactors US9400201
Radiological characterization of very low activity heteroge-

neous waste ES9400004
Radionuclides difficult to verify in waste packages-Phase 2

SE9400002
Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and americium be-

havior in glass compositions, used for HLLW vitrification
RU9400005

Recovery of fissile material BE9400002
Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste effluents by copper

hexacyanoferrate loaded resins IN9400014
Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL waste using syn-

thetic chelating resins IN9400020
Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste solution using fixed-bed

sorption on a zinc-carbon bed IN9400018
Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany US9400256
Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for

immobilization of high level liquid waste IN9400010
Retrieval of pulps and precipitates from liquid radioactive

waste storage tanks RU9400019
Review of EPA Source Term Models US9400109
Robotics Buried Waste US9400319
Robotics Lab Automation US9400306
Robotics UST US9400318
Robotics Waste Minimization US9400336
Robotics Waste Processing Operations US9400331,

US9400341
Robotics: CAA US9400326
Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning US9400317
Robotics: Waste Factilities Operations US94003T6
Russian Separations Program US9400541
RCRA Technical Support US9400706
Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar Electrodialytic Membrane

US9400505
Savannah River Robotics: D & D US9400340
Scientific basis of the environmental control YU9400003
Seeded ultrafiltration GB9400029
Separation of boric acid during the evaporation of LWR low-

level liquid waste BE9400001
Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by

sorption on granulated AMP IN9400015
Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High Level Radio-

active Waste US9400621

Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transuranics from Ra-
dioactive Waste US9400268

Slag based cements for immobilization of aqueous alkaline
intermediate level waste IN9400026

Sludge Technology Assessment US9400625
Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground Storage

Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance US9400276
Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste: Data

for Modeling Sludge Science US9400635
Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation Column

US9400782
Solid radioactive waste segregation facility RU9400027
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances from

Radioactive Wastes US9400620
Solidification and stabilization of mixed organic waste in cold

extrusion process CA9400001
Spectrometer System for Hanford In-Cell Analysis US9400607
Spent radiation sources disposal using polymeric composite

matrices RU9400037
Spray Casting US9400222
Studies in the field of treatment of uranium tailing liquid waste

PT9400001
Study of the immobilization of nuclear fission products using

non ion-exchange polymeric and inorganic materials
UA9400002

Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration Program
US9400628

Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for Underground Storage
Tanks Integrated Demonstration US9400470

Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR US9400359
Supercritical Water Oxidation US9400296
Support to the Rebaselining of the Department of Water

Resources (DWR) Program US9400208
Support to Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) ATW

Review Team US9400173
Surface Organic Contaminant Removal US9400461
Surveillance and Maintenance US9400031
Surveillance of L & O Evaporator US9400585
Synthesis, characterization and testing of a phenolic chelating

resin for simultaneous removal of cesium and strontium
from alkaline IL waste IN9400008

Task F SIV Evaluation US9400165
Technical Review Group Support US9400649
Technology Development for Concentrating Process Streams

US9400093
Tests of cementitious waste packages RU9400025
Thermal Treatment Process Unit US9400449
Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a Joule-heated

melter JP9400024
Transmutation studies XE9400006
Treatment and conditioning of radioactive graphite from nu-

clear installations ES9400009
Treatment and conditioning technology of used ion exchangers

in the INR-TRIGA reactor RO9400003
Treatment of radioactive solvent waste by catalytic oxidation

IT9400002
Treatment of radioactive waste XE9400007
Treatment of solid and liquid combustible radioactive waste

by incineration RU9400018
Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive waste liquids

in 2-stage RO plant CA9400005
Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals US9400087
Tritium determination in radioactive wastes arising from hos-

pitals CL9400003
Tritium removal from spent desiccant GB9400030
Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water US9400778
TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using

Dicarbollides US9400640
TRUEX Technology: Base Development US9400745
TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process US9400740
TRUEX: Model Validation US9400593
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment (Closeout)

US9400497
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and

Storage Technology Concepts Development US9400504
Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction Testing

US9400606
Uranium mining and milling tailings management AR9400004
Use of (GAC) Columns for the Simultaneous Removal of

Organics, Heavy Metals, and Radionuclides US9400783
Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from

acidic evaporator condensates IN9400017
Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll) for

radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste IN9400019
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Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation Products
US9400771

Virtification of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level
Waste (LLW) US9400213

Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-
duction melter RU9400015

Vitrification of sulphate bearing high level waste in lead
borosilicate system IN9400027

Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste US9400384
Vitrification Treatment of Heterogeneous Weapons Compo-

nents US9400216
Vitrified Glass Samples US9400191
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose US9400618
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Decontamination and Protective

Clothing Wastes US9400769
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Ion-Exchange Resins US9400768
Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents by using ion

exchange resins CL9400006
Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conversion (Chemical

Separations and Transmutations Technologies for ATW)
US9400267

Waste Management Systems Assessment US9400032
Waste Minimization US9400322
Waste Reduction Operations Complex US9400690
Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using Titanate Ion

Exchangers US9400624
Waste Stream Diagnostics and Control for Treatment of Mixed

Waste US9400614
Waste Treatment Integrated Demonstration US9400287
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline US9400181
Wet oxidative destruction of spent ion exchange resins using

hydrogen peroxide IN9400023
Wet oxidative destruction of tributyl phosphate in purex spent

solvent IN9400022
WFQ Program Plan US9400182
WVU Cooperative Agreement: Fluidized Bed Combustion

US9400021
E52.00 - Waste Disposal

The assessment of radiation effects in aquatic ecosystems
GB9400012

The corrosion behaviour of UO2 in a German direct repository
located at the Gorleben salt diapir DE9400035

The degradation of cellulose in the near field of a radioactive
waste repository GB9400008

The development of a safety assessment code for the
radwaste disposal KR9400001

The effects of organic degradation products on actinide dis-
posal GB9400009

The influence of temperature on the mechanical characteristics
of Boom clay BE9400026

The study of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and YSZ-alumina
compound ceramics waste forms JP9400008

A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological
isolation of high-level radioactive waste JP9400033

A system assessment tool for evaluating long-term environ-
mental impacts CA9400008

Acceptance criteria for disposal of radioactive wastes
SI9400001

Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment US9400637
Alpha-decay damage effects in curium-doped titanate ceramic

containing sodium-free high-level nuclear waste JP9400007
Analysis and Assessment Support US9400068
Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to High-Level Radio-

active Waste Management US9400029
Analytical Characterization of Mixed Waste US9400455
Application of Mining Technology to Remediation of Under-

ground Storage Tanks (Closeout Activities) US9400603
Assessment of multiple barrier systems components for waste

isolation in near surface disposal facilities IN9400012
Automated Drum Management System US9400325
ANL-W Leach Pit and Related Work US9400586
ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for Decontamination and Decom-

missioning (D & D) Proposal US9400717
Backfill material for the management of alpha-bearing waste

IN9400013
Biodegradation of Selected Organic Compounds and Com-

plexing Agents of Radionuclides and Metals US9400065
Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreatment

US9400633
Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project US9400514
BWID Contamination Control US9400374
BWID Geophysics Workshop US9400660
BWID Retrieval Demonstration US9400370

BWID Retrieval Related Technologies US9400657
BWID Systems Analysis US9400369
BWRP/BWID Demonstration US9400781
Characterisation of conditioned waste forms BE9400008
Characterization and inventory determination in CANDU used

fuel CA9400016
Characterization and qualification of waste forms, packages

and their environment XE9400008
Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites from

Horizontal Boreholes US9400248
Characterization of the Vandose Zone to the California Low-

Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site US9400015
Characterization System Integration: Verification and Field Test

of Measurement and Deployment Technologies US9400502
Characterization Technology US9400130
Chemical durability of copper canisters in a crystalline bedrock

repository environment SE9400006
Cold-Cap Grout for Hanford Vaults US9400076
Compatibility studies on conditioned radioactive waste

BE9400009
Complex Buried Waste Assessment US9400388
Computer Interface US9400589
Computer Interface-End Effectors US9400590
Conceptual design study of geological isolation system of

high-level waste JP9400035
Cone Penetrometer Demonstration US9400496
Construction and/or operation of underground facilities for ra-

dioactive waste disposal XE9400003
Containment of Contaminants through Physical Barriers

Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced under Controlled
Viscosity Conditions US9400560

Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpretation Module
US9400320

Cooperative Research in Nevada Waste Disposal Siting
US9400075

Correactive Actions-REE Disposal US9400568
Corrective Actions US9400085
Corrective Actions-REE Storage US9400567
Corrosion experiments on copper under simulated disposal

conditions CA9400013
Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste container ma-

terials AR9400005
Cross Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging of Chemical and

Mixed Waste Landfills US9400398
Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste

Landfills US9400711
Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in Silicate Minerals

US9400116
Cs-137 Management Support US9400161
D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration (ID)

US9400294
Decontamination of Z-9 Crib Soil by CEPOD II US9400170
Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters US9400284
Defense Waste Tank Analysis US9400145
Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel Simu-

lation of shaft transport DE9400014
Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Active

handling experiments with neutron sources DE9400011
Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Handling

experiments for drift emplacement DE9400010
Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping Technology for

MM LID US9400286
Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment Barriers US9400753
Demonstration Characterization Technology US9400400
Design and evaluation of technical-engineering solutions for

a regional radioactive waste disposal centre in Leningrad
region RU9400042

Destructive assay of long-lived alpha- and beta-emitting
nuclides in radioactive wastes with negligible heat gener-
ation DE9400002

Determination of physical processes and parameters of an
evaporation zone in the near field of an underground re-
pository Physical aspects of two phas DE9400029

Determination of radionuclide release and release kinetics
from used CANDU fuel CA9400017

Determination of sorption coefficients of multivalent
radionuclides under anoxic conditions CA9400021

Development and implementation of strategies for qualification
of computer codes in long term safety assessments for
licensing of nuclear waste repos DE9400005

Development of a concept for radioactive waste disposal
BG9400004

Development of methods to examine dynamical rock proper-
ties in the vicinity of underground openings DE9400033
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Development of scientific and technical principles for disposal
of solidified and solid radioactive wastes into geological
formations RU9400034

Development of the program system ANSALT II DE9400023
Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation GB9400003
Development of Methodology for safety assessments of re-

positories for radioactive wastes BG9400005
Development of MARQUISS and its verification and validation

GB9400002
Dig-Face Characterization US9400658
Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to back-up the de-

velopment of underground repositories XE9400002
Dry Cask Storage Project US9400686
Dry Storage Licensing Support Project US9400133
DECOVALEX SE9400007
Early Deployment System (EDS) US9400592
Early Deployment System (ORNL) US9400597
Economics and Systems Analysis US9400010
Elaboration and development of a new submodule of the

EMOS code for the one-dimensional radionuclide transport
and generalization of the repository r DE9400045

Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of steel,
tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines DE9400022

Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and Charac-
terization US9400659

Emissivity Evaluations for IR Imaging SST US9400172
End of Life Options for RL Lights US9400139
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal US9400474
Environmental and ecological risk assessment GB9400040
Environmental and Economic Analysis Project US9400022
Environmental impact assessment of a repository concept for

high-level radioactive waste SE9400003
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)

Manpower Assessment US9400198
Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste

Repository Program US9400028
Environmental Technical Support for the Monitored Retrievable

Storage Facility US9400644
Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove

during WER-fuel transport and storage DE9400038
Evaluation of Joule Melter and Plasma Arc Processes TSR

US9400377
Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout Technologies for In

Situ Barrier Construction US9400559
Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M US9400733
Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by Water Jets

(Confined Sluicing) US9400591
Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW and

ILW waste containers GB9400004
Experimental investigation of active range of sulphate-reducing

bacteria for geological isolation JP9400018
Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA Technology,

Harwell GB9400010
Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic Properties of

Chemical Species Present in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide
Wastes US9400058

Experiments for the direct disposal of LWR fuel- Part I:
Thermal simulation of drift emplacement (TSDE)
DE9400030

ER Conference '91 US9400159
Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program US9400169
Field measurements of gas transport through fractured rock

GB9400025
Field Demonstration and Characterization Technologies

US9400376
Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Retrieval and

Treatment US9400479
Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions Associated with the

Siting of MRS Facilities US9400645
Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site) DE9400031
Fundamental Research in the Geosciences: Chemical Trans-

port in Natural Systems US9400003
Gas formation and transport in a repository in salt in case

of an assumed brine inflow DE9400037
Gas Contamination: Methods and the Technical Basis for

Monitoring, Evaluating, and Mitigating Airborne Hazards
Produced by Buried Waste Retrieval Ope US9400358

Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the ability of the
geosphere to retard radionuclide migration CA9400029

Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan Natural Analogue
Project GB9400006

Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to determine the
mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite A3 and grey salt
pelite T3 DE9400025

Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of VOCs Using
Pulse Combustion US9400249

Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on dissolved
humic and fulvic acids DE9400026

Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance
assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository GB9400022

Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of
Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials YU9400002

Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC Excavation
Sites US9400662

Hazardous Waste Technical Support US9400038
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Disposal

US9400727
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Disposal

US9400611
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Storage

US9400610
High-Level Waste Technology US9400573
High-Resolution Infrared Imaging US9400397
High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging US9400081
High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of High-Z

Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence US9400408

Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal Logging US9400396
Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond US9400192
HLW Environmental Technical Assistance US9400014
Implementation of a Three-Dimensional Mapping/Inspection

System for Inside-Tank or Containment Areas US9400205
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW) US9400672
An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique for Free Liquid

in Cement Solidified Drums of Nuclear Waste US9400077
Improvements in the methodology for deriving equilibrium

constants GB9400005
In situ tests on waste package components BE9400007
In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried Waste

US9400404
In Situ Moisture Logging System US9400395
In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite System US9400490
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology US9400511
In Situ Vitrification Research and Development US9400509
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste Addendum A

US9400445
Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online

Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies US9400563

An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-
terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites US9400401

Integration study for performance assessment system of
geological disposal JP9400040

Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Autonomous Monitoring
and Inspection US9400251

An Interdisciplinary Approach to Spatial Characterization of
Contaminant Transport US9400057

Interim Subsurface Confinement Barrier for USTs US9400477
International Program—Melter Sensors for Vitrification of TRU

and LLMW US9400262
Investigation about the coefficients of diffusion and

permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and compacted
granular salt DE9400019

Investigation and evaluation of the scientific basis for long-
term safety assessments of a waste repository in rock salt
in the post-operational phas DE9400007

Investigation of borehole plugs and plugging materials with
documentation of hitherto existing sorption results, I
Sorption barriers, II Borehole plu DE9400021

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt DE9400016

Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by
hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material DE9400034

Investigation of Additional Technologies Resulting from CTMP
US9400459

Investigations on crushed salt as backfill material for reposi-
tories in salt formations DE9400047

Investigations on the irretrievability of emplaced fuel elements
DE9400012

ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activities
Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for D US9400515

ISV Demonstration US9400510
ISV Planning and Coordination US9400516
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Laser Scanning Imager US9400202
Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals US9400225
Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product during

storage under repository condition IN9400007
Leaching of long live pure beta emitters ES9400003
Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU) Waste

Under WIPP Conditions US9400175
Local corrosion of metallic construction materials and the ef-

fect of Y-radiation in passive layers under waste disposal
conditions DE94C0046

Localisation and monitoring of spent nuclear fuel c asks using
radar echo sounding DE9400020

Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration US9400604
Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under simulated re-

pository conditions CA9400019
Long-term performance studies for geological disposal

BE9400006
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic Institutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects US9400067
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic/lnstitutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects US9400651
Long-Term Monitoring for Closed Disposal Sites US9400576
Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project (LTSM)

US9400720
Low-Level Mixed Waste US9400572
Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies US9400124
Low-Level Waste Disposal US9400723
LLRW Characterization US9400214
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Linear

Design US9400263
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Liner De-

sign US9400259
LRA-Control System (ORNL) US9400596
Magnetometer Towed Array US9400544
Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop Facilities

US9400702
Materials Characterization Center Support to West Valley

US9400122
Materials Integration Office US9400027
Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in

unconfined aquifers AR9400007
Mathematical modelling of copper container lifetimes

CA9400015
Mathematical modelling of the release of radionuclides from

a disposal vault to the geosphere CA9400010
Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using

electrochemical techniques CA9400014
Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Dis-

posal Concept CA9400025
Migrational modelling study of radionuclides from near surface

repositories in India IN9400002
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program US9400295
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility US9400681
Mixed Waste Operations US9400692
Mixed Waste Stream Characterization US9400189
Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) Pro-

gram Direction and Support US9400393
Model studies on groundwater movement as a function of

salinity-dependent water density-Case studies and model
validation with respect to the long-te DE9400042

Modelling and experimental studies on near-field geochemistry
of HLW disposal system in Japan JP9400037

Modelling of gas generation in radioactive waste repositories
GB9400026

Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste repositories
GB9400024

Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel canister
GB9400001

Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat
producing waste in rock salt DE9400044

Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the geosphere
CA9400011

Models for the safety analysis of final disposal of radioactive
wastes in shallow land disposal AR9400006

Monitoring using optical fibers BE9400015
Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated Geologic

Media US9400387
Multiaxis Crane Control System US9400665
MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management (OCRWM) US9400154
Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-alteration rate and

the environmental conditions of volcanic glass included in
argillaceous rock during seve JP9400031

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison of sim-
ulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass leaching
behavior under repository conditio JP9400032

Near-field studies related to the geological disposal in clay
BE9400004

Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste
Landfill Integrated Demonstration US9400399

New Facility Planning US9400680
New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility US9400684
Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton Rail/Barge Cask De-

velopment Program US9400034
Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies

of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Mountain
US9400008

Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance Assessment
US9400009

Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Research Project
US9400019

Nuclear Waste Fund: Geoscience Technical Support and
Topical Studies for Nuclear Waste Geologic Repositories
US9400016

Organic Tank Safety Project US9400163
Pad A Treatability Study US9400372
Participation in the international DECOVALEX project to study

coupled hydraulic and mechanical processes GB9400023
Performance assessments for the UK deep geological repos-

itory GB9400041
Performance studies for the shallow land burial of low-level

waste BE940000S
Performance Assessment Task Team US9400200
Performance Assessment US9400121
Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and Materials

US9400033
Permanent Isolation Surface Barrier System: Prototype Design

US9400493
Physical Characterization of the Contents of Underground

Storage Tanks US9400475
Physical Processes in the Earth US9400063
Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by Distillation

US9400430
Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste RU9400038
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology US9400039
Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste management

in Republic of Slovenia SI9400003
Preparation of Technical Status Report for INEL Buried Waste

US9400389
Pretreatment Technology Demonstration US9400488
Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium US9400104
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy MM9400001

Program Management US9400044
Project on the effects of gas in underground storage facilities

for radioactive waste (PEGASUS) XE9400005
Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization US9400209
Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing

their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations RU9400010

Proposal for activity limits for disposal to controlled landfills
in France and Belgium 8E9400021

A Prototype Decision Support System to Select Cover Barrier
Systems US9400543

PRACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW disposal in clay
BE9400011

PREPP Standby US9400701
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support

US9400574
R and D-programme on the direct disposal of spent fuel

Thermal simulations of drift emplacement DE9400043
Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement System

US9400375
Radiological impact of disposal of waste in landfill sites

GB9400036
Radon Release at Yucca Mountain US9400716
Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for Radioactive and

Heavy-Metals Emissions US9400433
Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval US9400361
Regulatory Issues and Assumptions Associated with Barriers

in the Vadose Zone Surrounding Buried Waste US9400558
Reliability of thermomechanical model computations in rock

salt DE9400039
Remedial Options Evaluation US9400710
Remote Characterization System Demonstration US9400667
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Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration at the Cold
Test Pit to Perform Overburden Removal and Waste Ex-
cavation. US9400666

Repository Technology Program Support US9400066
Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel leaching

studies ES9400007
Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-

Based Impacts US9400643
Review of EPA Source Term Models US9400109
Review of Hanford Environmental Studies US9400188
Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste US9400617
Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection

US9400506
Robotics Buried Waste US9400308, US9400327, US9400329
Robotics Lab Automation US9400315
Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface US9400487
Robotics Program UST-East Projects US9400323
Robotics Storage Tanks, East US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West US9400307
Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC) US9400330
Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL)

US9400757
Robotics UST US9400328
Robotics Waste Facility Operations US9400321
Robotics Waste Processing Operations US9400331
Robotics-Buried Waste US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste US9400313, US9400324
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks US9400314
Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour of anhydrite and

salt-clay: First results of petrophysical laboratory and in
situ investigations DE9400015

Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory Testing US9400049
RCRA Technical Support US9400706
RLWTF Operations US9400566
RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste US9400570
RWMC LLW Operations US9400694
RWMC LLW Technology Programs US9400695
RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste US9400571
Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of Radionuclide and

Metal Contaminant Concentrations at a Landfill US9400406
Sandia Support to YMP US9400089
Scenario development for HLW repository performance as-

sessment JP9400039
Scientific basis of the environmental control YU9400003
Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test

investigations YU9400001
Screening sensitivity analysis of computer models with many

parameters using iterated fractional factorial design
CA9400009

Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In Situ Monitoring
of Gaseous Components in Underground Storage Tanks
Using Piezoelectric Thin Film US9400562

Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste
Simulants US9400486

Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST Waste Simulants
and Provide Simulant Recipes to End Effector System
Tasks US9400712

Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor
Magnetic Gradiometer US9400653

Site-94: A performance assessment exercise of a hypothetical
repository for spent fuel SE9400005

Siting programme for locating a deep repository in granites
IN9400001

Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts, and Ash
US9400443

Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface US9400071
Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage (SFB) US9400719
Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel US9400174
Study concerning the evaluation of toxic elements present in

nuclear wastes BE9400020
Study of natural sorbents as barriers against migration of

radionuclides BG9400001
Study on the prediction of long-term corrosion of nuclear

waste glasses JP9400006
Subsurface Barrier Emplacement Development US9400545
Summarizing and evaluating the data available from

geochemical experiments and its arrangement in a data-
base for using it in geochemical modelling DE9400041

Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR US9400359
Support for the National Research Council's Committee on

Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow under the
Geotechnical Board US9400107

Support to the Rebaselining of the Department of Water
Resources (DWR) Program US9400208

Surface Barrier Technology: Development of Permanent Iso-
lation Barriers for Underground Storage Tank Sites
US9400482

Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy US9400499

Surveillance of Site A and Plot M US9400025
Systems analysis repository concepts DE9400013
Systems Engineering US9400194
SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal and Mixed-Waste

Characterization US9400403
SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video US9400767
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations US9400338
SST Ferrocyanide Studies US9400127
SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Technology US9400508
Tank Farm Program Management Support US9400156
Tank Farm Surveillance System US9400128
Tank Waste Safety Task Force US9400158
Task C Solid Waste Projection and Analysis US9400150
Task E Container Corrosion US9400148
Task G CAD Modeling in Support of TRU Retrieval

US9400193
Technical Assistance to the DOE, Richland Tank Waste

Safety Program US9400199
Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository

Program US9400647
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management US9400648
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project Office

US9400070
Technical Support US9400212
Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID US9400385
Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation US9400373
Thermomechanical behaviour of salt rock DE9400024
Thermophysicai and electrical properties investigations on rock

salt DE9400028
Three-Dimensional Dynamic Graphic Simulation of Retrieval

Configuration Options US9400663
Time-dependence of volatilization of '37Cs and 'oeRu over

high-level waste glass in a canister JP9400009
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 05 Groundwater Assessment

US9400177
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 08 Industrial Waste Treat-

ment Plant (IWTP) US9400176
Tinker WBS Landfill SIX US9400185
Tinker WBS 0402 Summary of Hydro-Geo Investigation

US9400186
Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program

US9400203
Transferability of experimental data (solubility and sorption)

obtained in the laboratory to natural aquatic systems
studied on the Gorleben site DE9400027

Transportation Support Systems US9400043
Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals US9400087
TRU Retrieval Operations US9400699
TRU Waste Treatment Methodology US9400394
TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility US9400687
Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment of solid radioactive

waste disposal in near surface repositories RU9400043
Underground Research Facility (URF) US9400115
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and

Conveyance Technology Development US9400507
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration Program

Support US9400481
Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification

US9400512
Underground Tank Vitrification US9400126
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks US9400630
Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

Incinerators for Destruction of Department of Energy (DOE)
High Explosives (HE) US9400290

USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration US9400564
UST Light Duty Utility Arm US9400491
UST Light Duty Utility ARM US9400594
UST Light-Duty Utility Arm US9400478
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development US9400472, US9400495
UST Waste Dislodging and Conveyance TD US9400494
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development US9400498
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development for

Waste Disposal US9400489
UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder (PNL)

US9400713
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration US9400339
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UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation US9400605
UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface US9400759
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination at

INEL US9400758
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics US9400601
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Develop-

ment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an In-
tegral Conveyance System US9400600

USTID Characterization System Study US94O0501
USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL)

US9400599
USTID Management and Regulatory Support US9400500
Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste US94003S4
Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in Hot

Cell US9400492
Waste Characterization and Storage Facility US9400688
Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting Technology

US9400337
Waste Form Performance Criteria and Testing-Evaluation

Methods For MWIP US9400613
Waste Handling Facility Operations US9400569
Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-Operable Scan-

ner for Noninvasive Characterization of Nuclear Waste
Container US9400520

Waste Operations: Technical Support US9400099
Waste Reduction Operations Complex US9400690
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination US9400770
Water stability of glass composite materials: break testing

RU9400035
Yucca Mountain Project US9400086, US9400668
116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project US9400513

F12.00 - Nuclear Fuel Cycle Economics
Analysis and Assessment Support US9400068
Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions Associated with the

Siting of MRS Facilities US9400645
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic Institutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects US9400067
Private Sector Participation Initiative US9400676
Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-

Based Impacts US9400643
F12.20 - Fusion nuclear fuel cycle economics

Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste Transmutation in
Small Fusion Reactors US9400201

F14.00 - Social Impact of Nuclear Science and Technology
Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking US9400435
Public Involvement US9400739
Study of a communication strategy aimed at achieving a

possible better understanding of the consequence of ra-
dioactive waste management in a well def BE9400019

WIPP Panel US940OO91
F21.00 - Radioactive Materials and Radiation Sources

Application of the Best Available Science to the Regulatory
Process: the Case of Environmental Regulations
US9400062

F22.00 - Nuclear Installations
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guidance Develop-

ment US9400037
F24.00 - Transport and Storage of Radioactive Materials and
Wastes

Environmental and Economic Analysis Project US9400022
Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste

Repository Program US9400028
Hazardous Waste Technical Support US9400038
HFEF Waste Certification US9400095
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW) US9400672
Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical Assistance

US9400030
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology US9400039
Quality assurance on radioactive waste management

AR9400001
Review of Hanford Environmental Studies US9400188
SARP Review Technical Assistance US9400528
Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compliance Activities

US9400166
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project Office

US9400070
Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrating

Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Environ-
mental Restoration and Hazardou US9400577

Transportation Compliance Program US9400675
Waste Management Regulatory Compliance US9400669
Waste Management: Facilities US9400084

F30.00 - Nuclear Documentation
Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance Evaluation

Program US9400103
Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE US9400243
CH-EM Progress Reporting System US9400731
DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Coding US9400219
EnviroTRADE Information System US9400242
European Communities Information Link US9400244
International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication

Program US9400250
Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC) US9400105

F31.00 - Data Handling
Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package Development US9400531
DOE Waste Management Bar Coding System US9400289
Early Deployment System (EDS) US9400592
Environmental Databases US9400708
Review of Hanford Environmental Studies US9400188
Summarizing and evaluating the data available from

geochemical experiments and its arrangement in a data-
base for using it in geochemical modelling DE9400041

Technology Development Files US9400265
F40.00 - Safeguards

Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compliance Activities
US9400166

F50.00 - Mathematical Methods and Computer Codes
A Prototype Decision Support System to Select Cover Barrier

Systems US9400543
Repository Technology Program Support US9400066
System Analysis Capability Development US9400072,

US9400134
System Engineering Study US9400135

F60.00 - Miscellaneous
Peer Review for Technology Development (TD) Technical

Task Plans (TTPs) US9400293
TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility (CMF) US9400167

G52.00 - Fusion Technology
Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation Study

US9400045
G52.80 • Component development; materials studies

Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation Products
US9400771

G64.12 - Superconducting devices
Applications of High-Transition-Temperature Superconductors

at the Savannah River Site US9400n9



Index of Topic Codes

100

100 - RADIOACTIVE WASTE - GENERAL
102 - Programme Strategy, Planning and Management

Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation Study.
US9400045

Australia and Kuwait-Cleanup of Heavy Metals. US9400234
Comprehensive Integrated Planning. US9400190
CPG Support for the MWIP: Risk Assessment for Mixed

Waste. US9400301
Decision-Analytic-Based Prioritization Process. US9400094
Defense HLW Technology Program. US9400125
Development of a concept for radioactive waste disposal.

BG9400004
Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive

waste at the former Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf. DE9400004

EMSL Construction Project. US94007U
Environmental Technical Support for the Monitored Retrievable

Storage Facility. US9400644
Environmentally Conscious Manufacturing at KCP. US9400230
Evaluation of Joule Melter and Plasma Arc Processes TSR.

US9400377
Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M. US9400733
Facility Interface Capability Assessment. US9400074
Fourth R and D programme of the European Community

(1990-1994) on management and storage of radioactive
waste (shared-cost action). XE9400001

Independent Review of CDRs. US9400096
Innovative Technology. US9400534
Integration of Incineration, Air Pollution Control, Waste Dis-

posal. US9400552
International Program Support Office-RW. US9400140
International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication

Program. US9400250
Management Systems Support to EM-30. US9400575
Management Systems Support to EM-40. US9400737
Mixed Waste Integrated Program. US9400756
NEPA Compliance and Review. US9400707
Nuclear, Fossil, and Conservation and Renewable Energy

Technologies R & D Support. US9400047
Operations Support. US9400671
Peer Review for Technology Development (TD) Technical

Task Plans (TTPs). US9400293
Planning and Integration. US9400677
Planning for Mixed and Hazardous Waste Management (Base

Program). US9400302
PNL USTID Technical Task. US9400602
Preliminary study of high level radioactive waste management

in Republic of Slovenia. SI9400003
Prioritization Methodology for Waste Operations. US9400092
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support of

DOE-ERWM. US9400722
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy. MM9400001

A Prototype Decision Support System to Select Cover Barrier
Systems. US9400543

RCRA Technical Support. US9400706
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste Management.

US9400730
Robotics Waste Facility Operations. US9400321
SPO SEA Contract. US9400750
SRP In Situ Chemical Science. US9400137
Studies of and Recomendations on Radionuclide Contam-

ination, Radioactive, Mixed Waste, and Basic Radiation
Protection Criteria. US9400253

Task A Project Management. US9400149
Task C Solid Waste Projection and Analysis. US9400150
TEAD Consolidated Maintenance Facility (CMF). US9400167
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-20. US9400732
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40. US9400736
Technical Review Group Support. US9400649
Technical Services Regulated to NEPA Compliance Activities.

US9400166
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration). US9400363
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). US9400W1

Waste Management Continuity of Operations. US9400608
Waste Management Roadmap Development/Strategic Planning.

US9400674
Waste Management. US9400153
Waste Management: Facilities. US9400084
Waste Operations: Technical Support. US9400099
Waste Treatment Integrated Demonstration. US9400287
WHC Work Packages/OCWP. US9400164
WIPP Panel. US9400091
WM Continuity of Operations. US9400728

103 - Effluents and Discharges
Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste Characterization

Program. US9400098
Artificial radionuclides in the shelf seas of northwest Europe

from UK and other sources. GB9400015
The fate of Irish Sea sediments. GB9400016
Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring

radionuclides in the aquatic environment. GB9400017
The relative significance of historic and current discharge from

Sellafield as sources of present human radiation exposure.
GB9400014

Review of Hanford Environmental Studies. US9400188
104 - Database & Information Systems, including Technology
Transfer Systems Technical Assistance and Costs

Activity Data-Sheet Review. US9400197
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. US9400547
Advanced Manufacturing Technology Integration. US9400533
Ames Technology Integration Program: The application of the

ISU CATD Techniques and Practices to Meet DOE EM
Needs for Technology Maturation, Adaptation, and Dem-
onstration. US9400357

Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID). US9400368
Catalog of Technologies from the Integrated Demonstration.

US9400350
CH-EM Progress Reporting System. US9400731
Chernobyl Database. US9400020
DOE Methods Compendium Program: Database Support and

Management of "DOE Methods for Evaluating Environ-
mental and Waste Management Samples". US9400766

DOE Waste Management Bar Coding System. US9400289
DOE-DOD Two Dimensional Bar Coding. US9400219

.Environmental Databases. US9400708
EnviroTRADE Information System. US9400242
European Communities Information Link. US9400244
Evaluation of the Hydraulic Cage Concept in Containment

Systems of Hazardous Waste Materials. US9400247
Identification of Foreign Technology. US9400241
In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds—An

America and German Collaboration. US9400257
Integrated Database Program. US9400012
International Technology Exchange Program—International

Technology Identification, Transfer and Program Support.
US9400537

International WM/ER Program Integration and Publication
Program. US94002S0

Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational
Approaches to Technology Transfer. US9400238

LLNL Technology Integration Support. US9400364
Mechanisms for International Technology Exchange,

Privatization, and Transfer. US9400255
Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) Pro-

gram Direction and Support. US9400393
Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group. US9400236
Peer Review of Characteristics Database. US9400114
Program Integration for International Technology Exchange.

US9400245
Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC). US9400105
Radioactive waste management system (RWMS). GB9400028
Small Business Workshop. US9400529, US9400532
Small Business Workshops. US9400530
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF) Collaboration. US9400578
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID.

US9400351
Technology Integration for MWLID. US9400390
Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID. US9400385
Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activ-

ities. US9400539



105 - Waste Minimization Topics 1-100

U.S. and USSR Waste Management Workshop. US9400254
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies.

US9400246
UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation.

US9400605
105 - Waste Minimization

AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal. US9400100
Analytical Laboratory Management Quality Assurance Assess-

ment Program. US9400549
Analytical Management: Quality Assessment Program (EML).

US9400751
Minimization of the chemical decontamination wastes.

RO9400007
Robotics Waste Minimization. US94003Q5. US9400336
SPO SEA Contract. US9400750
Spray Casting. US9400222
Waste Minimization Innovative Concepts Identification.

US9400131
Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment. US9400221
Waste Minimization. US9400322
Waste Minimization-Pollution Prevention. US9400703

106 - Quality Assurance Aspects
Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST. US9400356
Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance Evaluation

Program. US9400103
Development of a quality assurance programme in manage-

ment of radioactive waste. RU9400009
Office of Systems and Compliance, Quality Assurance.

US9400073
QA Program for HLW Acceptance. US9400024
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support.

US9400574
Quality assurance on radioactive waste management.

AR9400001
108 - Waste Management System Analysis

BWID Systems Analysis. US9400369
System Analysis Capability Development. US9400072,

US9400134
System Engineering Study US9400135

109 - Waste Characterization (Radionuclide Inventory Deter-
mination), including Computer Codes and Measuring Meth-
ods and Techniques

Development of non-destructive assay for TRU waste.
JP9400013

LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste. US9400378
Non-destructive characterization of radioactive lighting rods.

ES9400002
Radiological characterization of very low activity heteroge-

neous waste. ES9400004
Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection

US9400506
USTID Characterization System Study. US9400501
Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in Hot

Cell. US9400492
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline. US9400181
WFQ Program Plan. US9400182

111 - Gaseous Waste Treatment
Advanced UV Gas Treatment Technology. US9400744
HEPA Filter Characterization. US9400082

112 - Liquid Waste Treatment
Actinide Separations for Advanced Processing of Nuclear

Waste. US9400007
Advance Chemical Separation Processes: Clean Option Sur-

vey. US9400749
Advanced Chemical Separations. US9400187
Alkaline hydrolysis treatment of spent purex solvents.

IN9400024
Ammonium phospho molybdate microspheres by sol-gel

method. AR9400003
Application of the electromembrane technology in LLW treat-

ment. RU9400003
Behavior of Aqueous Electrolytes in SCWO Processes.

US9400299
Biphasic Systems for Radioactive Waste Pretreatment.

US9400633, US9400746
Chemical precipitation method for the removal of Ru-106 from

IL waste solution. IN9400016
Compact Processing Unit Demonstration: Development, De-

sign, and Demonstration of Compact Processing Units for
Cesium Removal. US9400598

Concrete Decontamination by Electrohydraulic Scabbling
(EHS). US9400522

Continuous Cesium Recovery. US9400484

Continuous crossflow microfiltration for treatment and volume
reduction of radioactive waste liquids. CA9400003

Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete. US9400523
Development of a vitrification process for liquid radioactive

waste from NPP operation. RU9400008
DOE/USAF: Waste Acid Detoxification and Reclamation

(WADR). US9400579
Electrochemical Treatment of Liquid Radioactive Wastes

US9400641
Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete. US9400521
The extraction of radionuclides from low-level aqueous sol-

utions. BY9400001
Final Waste Form-Package Development. US9400196
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Treatment.

US9400609
In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation.

US9400747
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste Addendum A.

US9400445
Investigation of Additional Technologies Resulting from CTMP.

US9400459
Investigation of inorganic sorbents in combination with other

processes for selective extraction of strontium from natural
waters and waste solutions. RU9400001

LANL Support for the EG & G RF NMWP Packed-Bed
Reactor-Silent Discharge Plasma (PBR-SDP) Incineration
Alternative. US9400432

LLW/LLW-Mixed Treatment (WERF). US9400689
Low and intermediate liquid effluent treatment in the Dounreay

Ultrafiltration Pilot Plant. GB9400038
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility. US9400682
Nitric Acid Recycle/Nitrate Destruction. US9400453
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-Than-Class C

Low-Level Waste (LLW). US9400138
PNL Support for EG & G RFP NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Alternative. US9400762
Private Sector Participation Initiative. US9400676
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. US9400582
Radionuclide separation from low level liquid wastes arising

from the reprocessing plant. JP9400016
Removal of radio cesium from liquid waste effluents by copper

hexacyanoferrate loaded resins. IN9400014
Removal of radiostrontium from alkaline IL waste using syn-

thetic chelating resins. IN9400020
Removal of Ru-106 from IL waste solution using fixed-bed

sorption on a zinc-carbon bed. IN9400018
RLWTF Operations. US9400566
Robotics Waste Processing Operations. US9400331,

US9400341
RSWF Opertions, Low-Level Waste. US9400570
Russian Separations Program. US9400541
Seeded ultrafiltration. GB9400029
Separation of boric acid during the evaporation of LWR low-

level liquid waste. BE9400001
Separation of radio cesium from acid-purex solutions by

sorption on granulated AMP. IN9400015
Sludge Technology Assessment. US9400625
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances from

Radioactive Wastes. US9400620
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. US9400338
Study concerning the evaluation of toxic elements present in

nuclear wastes. BE9400020
Study of the immobilization of nuclear fission products using

non ion-exchange polymeric and inorganic materials.
UA9400002

Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration Program.
US9400628

Supercritical Water Oxidation TSR. US9400359
Surveillance of L & O Evaporator. US9400585
Synthesis, characterization and testing of a phenolic chelating

resin for simultaneous removal of cesium and strontium
from alkaline IL waste. IN9400008

Technical Consultation at Savannah River. US9400211
Treatment of radioactive solvent waste by catalytic oxidation.

IT9400002
Treatment of radioactive waste. XE9400007
Treatment with volume reduction of radioactive waste liquids

in 2-stage RO plant. CA9400005
Tritium Removal from Contaminated Water. US9400778
Tritium removal from spent desiccant. GB9400030
Use of (GAC) Columns for the Simultaneous Removal of

Organics, Heavy Metals, and Radionuclides. US9400783
Use of synthetic zeolites for the removal of radiocesium from

acidic evaporator condensates. IN9400017



Topics 1-101 118 - Waste Transportation (methods, con...

Use of the inorganic sorbent cobalt(ll) hexacyanoferrate(ll) for
radiocesium removal from alkaline IL waste. IN9400019

Waste Management Systems Assessment. US9400032
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. US9400690
Wet oxidative destruction of tributyl phosphate in purex spent

solvent. IN9400022
113 - Solid Waste Treatment

Compaction facility for solid radioactive wastes. RU9400029
Complex for supercompaction of solid radioactive wastes.

RU9400028
Electro-oxidative destruction of spent resin and TBP solvent.

IN9400021
Graphite DC Arc Plasma and Glass Melter. US9400383
Melter Overview. US9400195
Mobile plant for supercompacting solid radioactive wastes.

RU9400030
Solid radioactive waste segregation facility. RU9400027
Thermal Treatment Process Unit. US9400449
Treatment and conditioning of radioactive graphite from nu-

clear installations. ES9400009
Treatment of radioactive waste. XE9400007
Treatment of solid and liquid combustible radioactive waste

by incineration. RU9400018
Wet oxidative destruction of spent ion exchange resins using

hydrogen peroxide. IN9400023
114 - Waste Immobilization (bituminization, cementation, in-
cluding tests of properties, leaching studies)

Behaviour of impregnated charcoals by irradiation. RU9400004
Characterization of bituminized waste product. IN9400009
Compatibility studies on conditioned radioactive waste.

BE9400009
Conditioning of decontamination liquid wastes and radioactive

oil wastes. RO9400002
Development of a vitrification process for liquid radioactive

waste from NPP operation. RU9400008
Evaluation of cementitious matrices containing spent ion ex-

change resins by SEM and X ray diffraction. AR9400002
Experience of intermediate level waste in-situ solidification in

Russia. RU9400002
Immobilization and volume reduction of aqueous mixed

radwastes with emulsified bitumen in thin film evaporator.
CA9400004

Immobilization of MTR raffinate in cement. GB9400039
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste. US9400444
An installation for incorporation of insoluble sediments from

liquid radioactive waste storage facilities into cement ma-
trix. RU9400026

Installation for incorporation of liquid radioactive waste into
cement blocks. RU9400020

An installation for treatment of radioactive wastes with the
production of ceramic granules. RU9400021

International Program—Melter Sensors for Vitrification of TRU
and LLMW. US9400262

Leaching of long live pure beta emitters. ES9400003
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization Program. US9400295
The optimization of radioactive waste pulp treatment.

Immobilization of insoluble pulp residues into concrete
blocks. RU9400006

Pilot Demonstration of Nitric Acid Recycle by Distillation.
US9400430

Polymer Solidification National Effort. US9400612
Pre-treatment of spent resins and conditioning in polymer

matrices. IN94000O4
Slag based cements for immobilization of aqueous alkaline

intermediate level waste. IN9400026
Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts, and Ash.

US9400443
Study of the immobilization of nuclear fission products using

non ion-exchange polymeric and inorganic materials.
UA9400002

Thermal Treatment Process Unit. US9400449
Vindication of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level

Waste (LLW). US9400213
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Decontamination and Protective

Clothing Wastes. US9400769
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose: Ion-Exchange Resins. US9400768
Waste Form Performance Criteria and Testing-Evaluation

Methods For MWIP. US9400613
115 - Waste Packaging

Corrosion study of low level radioactive waste container ma-
terials. AR9400005

Experimental and modelling studies on corrosion of LLW and
ILW waste containers. GB9400004

Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for radioactive wastes.
RU9400041

Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests on non-
metallic coatings on radioactive waste management facili-
ties and containers. DE9400008

Macro Encapsulation of Radioactively Contaminated Lead
Waste. US9400297

Packaging Development. US9400554
SARP Review Technical Assistance. US9400528
Tests of cementitious waste packages. RU9400025

116 - Waste Storage
Automated Drum Management System. US9400325
Development of engineering means for emptying the filled

sections of storages. RU9400023
Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout Technologies for In

Situ Barrier Construction. US9400559
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Storage.

US9400610
PREPP Standby. US9400701
Retrieval of pulps and precipitates from liquid radioactive

waste storage tanks. RU9400019
Robotics Program UST-East Projects. US9400323
Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC). US9400330
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks. US9400314
Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste

Simulants. US9400486
Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST Waste Simulants

and Provide Simulant Recipes to End Effector System
Tasks. US9400712

SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Technology. US9400508
Task E Container Corrosion. US9400148
UST-ID, LDUA-EDS Sensing and Integration. US9400339
Waste Characterization and Storage Facility. US9400688
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) Test.

US9400147
Waste Reduction Operations Complex. US9400690

117 - Waste Disposal
ANL-W Leach Pit and Related Work. US9400586
Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes. US9400371
Buried Waste (Research, Development, Demonstration, Test-

ing and Evaluation (RDDT & E) Robotics). US9400T41
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration (BWID). US9400368
BWID Geophysics Workshop. US9400660
Correactive Actions-REE Disposal. US9400568
Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and Charac-

terization. US9400659
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Disposal.

US9400727
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Disposal.

US9400611
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW). US9400672
Low-Level Waste Disposal. US9400723
Multiaxis Crane Control System. US9400665
Nondestructive Assay-Nondestructive Examination Peer Re-

view. US9400366
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) Greater-Than-Class C

Low-Level Waste (LLW). US9400138
Review of EPA Source Term Models. US9400109
RLWTF Operations. US9400566
Robotics Buried Waste. US9400319, US9400327, US9400329
Robotics Technology Assessment. US9400407
Robotics UST. US9400334, US9400328
Robotics-Buried Waste. US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste. US9400313, US9400324
RWMC LLW Operations. US9400694
RWMC LLW Technology Programs. US9400695
Solidification Development for Sludges, Salts, and Ash.

US9400443
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development. US9400498
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development for

Waste Disposal. US9400489
Waste Management Systems Assessment. US9400032
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination. US9400770

118 - Waste Transportation (methods, containers, transpor-
tation means)

Correactive Actions-REE Disposal. US9400568
Design of transport packaging for low-level wastes shipment.

RU9400032
Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM Transportation

Programs. US9400035
Shipping Amcellary Equipment. US9400210



121 - Gaseous Waste Treatment Topics 1 - 1 0 2

121 - Gaseous Waste Treatment
Characterization of organic compounds in the gas emissions

of the liquid scintillation wastes incineration. ES9400001
On-Line Monitoring of Volatile Organics for Waste Minimiza-

tion. US9400228
Tritium in air samples, method and apparatus. RO9400001

122 - Liquid Waste Treatment
Activity level in ion exchange resins, wastes from reactor

experimental Chileno 1, Rech-1. CL9400004
Biodegradation of Liquid Scintillation Cocktail-BTX.

US9400550
Continuous crossflow microfiltration for treatment and volume

reduction of radioactive waste liquids. CA9400003
Development of technology and pilot plant for treatment of

small volumes liquid radioactive wastes. BG9400002
The extraction of radionuclides from low-level aqueous sol-

utions. BY9400001
A facility for the collection, conditioning and storage of ra-

dioactive waste produced in Ireland. IE9400001
Moessbauer characterization of the radioactive waste treat-

ment and conditioning products. RO9400006
Tritium determination in radioactive wastes arising from hos-

pitals. CL9400003
123 - Solid Waste Treatment

End of Life Options for RL Lights. US9400139
A facility for the collection, conditioning and storage of ra-

dioactive waste produced in Ireland. IE9400001
WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology. US9400581

124 - Waste Immobilization
Conditioning of radioactive wastes in Chile. CL9400002
Demilitarization and Immobilization of Weapon Electronics.

US9400217
Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of

Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. YU9400002

Improvement of low level radioactive wastes treatment, based
on chemical precipitation and sorption processes.
RO9400004

Moessbauer characterization of the radioactive waste treat-
ment and conditioning products. RO9400006

Spent radiation sources disposal using polymeric composite
matrices. RU9400037

Treatment and conditioning technology of used ion exchangers
in the INR-TRIGA reactor. RO9400003

Vitrification Treatment of Heterogeneous Weapons Compo-
nents. US9400216

125 - Waste Packaging
Conditioning of radioactive wastes in Chile. CL9400002

126 - Waste Storage
Defense Waste Tank Analysis. US9400145
Elaboration of a management-concept for special radioactive

waste at the former Central Institut of Nuclear Research
Rossendorf. DE9400004

Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of
Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. YU9400002

127 - Waste Disposal
End of Life Options for RL Lights. US9400139
Handling, conditioning, interim storing and final disposal of

Ra-226 spent sealed sources and contaminated waste
materials. YU9400002

Industrial Workshops-Technology Integration. US9400349
Program management for disposal of radioactive wastes

generated through the uses of radionuclides in medical
diagnosis and therapy. MM9400001

The Use of Technical Review Boards and Industrial Consortia
for Reducing Life-Cycle Costs of Electronic Components
US9400347

Weapon Component Waste Disposal Integrated Demon-
stration. US9400215

WeDID-Molton Meltal Technology. US9400581
131 - Gaseous Waste Treatment

Development of the krypton removal from the reprocessing
off-gas. JP9400012

Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of ruthenium
in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid waste.
JP9400025

Time-dependence of volatilization of 137Cs and >06Ru over
high-level waste glass in a canister. JP9400009

132 - Liquid Waste Treatment
ACT'DE'CON Process: Selective Leaching of Tank Sludges

by the ACT'DE'CON Process. US9400636
Actmide partitioning of high level waste using CMPO-TBP:

Counter current extraction studies. IN9400025

Advanced Chemical Separation Processes in Support of the
Clean Option Strategy. US9400627

Advanced Chemical Separations. US9400187
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of a Total Waste

Treatment System. US9400277
Advanced Chemical Separations: Simulation of Performance

of Unit Operations and Systems of Such Operations Pro-
posed to Effect Advanced Chemical Separations of Hanford
Waste Streams. US9400275

Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment. US9400637
Assessment Framework Development and Separations Inte-

gration for an Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW)
System Aimed at EM Level. US9400623

Behavoir of Electrolytes in SCWO Processes. US9400629
Carbollide CDCB Process Development for Radioactive

Cesium-137 Decontamination. US9400642
Cesium Encapsulation Program. US9400171
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project: Sodium Processing for

CRBR. US9400036
Combined TRUEX-SREX Extraction/Recovery Process.

US9400269
Cs-137 Design Review. US9400162
Cs-137 Management Support. US9400161
Define Waste Separation Test Bed Requirements. US9400483
Department of Water Resources (DWR) Strategy Revision

Decision Report. US9400206
Development of High Capacity, Selective Fixed Sequestering

Agents: A Collaborative Effort with Industry and University
Participants to Develop Extractants for Treating Nuclear
Wastes. US9400266

Exploratory CC Waste Process Study. US9400207
Ferrocyanide Stabilization Program. US9400169
Final Waste Form-Package Development. US9400196
Fission Product Chemistry. US9400622
Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Retrieval and

Treatment. US9400479
HLW Technical Development and Process Verification.

US9400271
Idaho Waste Processing Facility. US9400683
Innovative Chemical Separation: Development and Testing of

New Chemical Separations and Treatment Methods for
Nuclear Waste Disposal. US9400274

Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from UST.
US9400471

Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG"
SEPTM). US9400626

Planning for Pilot-Plant Demonstration of TRUEX. US9400273
Pre-treatment of liquid HLW by co-precipitation process.

IT9400001
Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. US9400488
Radioactive Sodium Nitrate Waste Treatment. US9400480
Separation of Cesium and Strontium from High Level Radio-

active Waste. US9400621
Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transuranics from Ra-

dioactive Waste. US9400268
Sludge Technology Assessment. US9400625
Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground Storage

Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance. US9400276
Supercritical Water Oxidation R & D for Underground Storage

Tanks Integrated Demonstration. US9400470
Support to the Rebaselining of the Department of Water

Resources (DWR) Program. US9400208
Technology Development for Concentrating Process Streams.

US9400093
TRUEX Technology: Base Development. US9400745
TRUEX: Model Validation. US9400593
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment (Closeout).

US9400497
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and

Storage Technology Concepts Development. US9400504
Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction Testing.

US9400606
Waste Separation and Pretreatment Using Titanate Ion

Exchangers. US9400624
100 KE Basin Discharge Chute Residual Material Removal

Equipment. US9400168
133 - Solid Waste Treatment

Defense HLW Technology Program. US9400125
Development of equipment for decontamination and compact-

ing of dismantled fuel element cladding hulls by induction
slag melting in cold crucible (ISMW-CC). RU9400007

Melter Overview. US9400195
Process development to reduce quantity of HLW. JP9400026



Topics 1-103 136 - Waste Storage

Pyrochemical Treatment of ICPP HLW Calcine. US9400272
Solid Waste Technology Support. US9400144

134 - Waste Immobilization/Vitrification (including heat
transfer, leaching and other studies)

Alpha-decay damage effects in curium-doped titanate ceramic
containing sodium-free high-level nuclear waste. JP9400007

Automated Pyrochemical Waste Calcine Processing.
US9400632

Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project. US9400514
Calcine Residue Leaching: High-Level Waste Volume Re-

duction for Calcine Processes. US9400638
A ceramic electric furnace for HLW vitrification capable of

remote disassembly. RU9400016
Compatibility studies on conditioned radioactive waste.

BE9400009
Cs-137 distribution coefficient in glass composite for radioac-

tive waste with sulphates. RU9400040
The development of advanced meter. JP9400027
Development of equipment for incorporation of HLW into

glasses and mineral-like matrices by means of a two-stage
process based on induction melter with cold crucible
(IMCC). RU9400012

Development of glass matrix for different compositions of high
level liquid waste. IN9400011

Development of process for vitrification of high level liquid
waste. IN9400005

Durability of a La2Zr2C>7 waste form containing various
amounts of simulated HLW elements. JP9400010

Durability of high-level waste glass in flowing groundwater
under gamma irradiation. JP9400011

Effect of calcining temperature on volatilization of ruthenium
in batch calcination of simulated high-level liquid waste.
JP9400025

Electric melter for high-level radioactive waste vitrification.
RU9400024

Feed Composition Ranges. US9400183
Heat treatment of vitrified waste product (VWP) and analysis

of crystal phases and chemical durability of heat treated
VWP. IN9400006

High-Level Waste Technology. US9400054, US9400573
Hot vitrification tests with high level liquid waste of Tokai

reprocessing plant. JP9400029
HWVP Project Support. US9400146
HWVP Technology Support. US9400180
Immobilization of radioactive waste containing sulphates.

RU9400039
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology. US9400511
In Situ Vitrification Research and Development. US9400509
Influence of formation regimes of vitrified materials on their

physico-chemical properties. RU9400011
An installation for treatment of radioactive wastes with the

production of ceramic granules. RU9400021
International Technology Exchange Program—International

Technology Identification, Transfer and Program Support.
US9400537

ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activities
Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for Depth Enhancement,
and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor Release Issue.
US9400515

ISV Planning and Coordination. US9400516
Leaching behavior of actinides and fission products from fully

radioactive waste glass of HLLW generated in Tokai re-
processing plant. JP9400028

Leaching behaviour of high level vitrified waste product during
storage under repository condition. IN9400007

MAWS Compositional Envelope Development. US9400556
Plasma Centrifugal Furnace/MAWS. US9400557
Process development to reduce quantity of HLW. JP9400026
Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing

their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations. RU9400010

Provide Technical Support for HWVP Risk Assessment.
US9400157

Pyrochemical Process for ICPP HLW Calcine. US9400634
QA Program for HLW Acceptance. US9400024
Rare-earth elements, uranium, plutonium and americium be-

havior in glass compositions, used for HLLW vitrification.
RU9400005

Replacement of Mn in a selected glass composition for
immobilization of high level liquid waste. IN9400010

Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel leaching
studies. ES9400007

The study of Yttna-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and YSZ-alumina
compound ceramics waste forms. JP9400008

Study on migration behavior of Pu released from Pu-doped
glass in the compacted bentonite. JP9400030

Study on the prediction of long-term corrosion of nuclear
waste glasses. JP9400006

A system of elements remote connection and disconnection
of process equipment components for vitrification of liquid
radioactive wastes. RU9400022

Systems Engineering. US9400194
Task F SIV Evaluation. US9400165
Technical Review Group Support. US9400649
Thermal-hydraulic analyses of molten glass in a Joule-heated

melter. JP9400024
Time-dependence of volatilization of <37Cs and '06Ru over

high-level waste glass in a canister. JP9400009
Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.

US9400512
Underground Tank Vitrification. US9400126
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. US9400630
Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-

duction melter. RU9400015
Vitrification of sulphate bearing high level waste in lead

borosilicate system. IN9400027
Vitrified Glass Samples. US9400191
Vitrify to Delist to Dispose. US9400618
Waste Stream Diagnostics and Control for Treatment of Mixed

Waste. US94006U
Water stability of glass composite materials: break testing.

RU9400035
West Valley Transfer Cart Control System. US9400102
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Outline. US9400181
WFQ Program Plan. US9400182
116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project. US9400513

135 - Waste Packaging (cannister types, materials, corrosion
Fabrication of nonreturnable containers for radioactive wastes.

RU9400041
Investigations into the relevance of criteria for tests on non-

metallic coatings on radioactive waste management facili-
ties and containers. DE9400008

Local corrosion of metallic construction materials and the ef-
fect of Y-radiation in passive layers under waste disposal
conditions. DE9400046

Materials Integration Office. US9400027
Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical Assistance.

US9400030
Polyethylene Encapsulation of SST Wastes. US9400476
SARP Review Technical Assistance. US9400528
A study on corrosion behavior of overpack for geological

isolation of high-level radioactive waste. JP9400033
Tests of cementitious waste packages. RU9400025
Use of DU in Storage-Shipping Casks. US9400630

136 - Waste Storage
Alkaline Tank Sludge Treatment. US9400637
Analysis of air cooled vault for interim storage of vitrified high

level waste. IN9400003
Application of Mining Technology to Remediation of Under-

ground Storage Tanks (Closeout Activities). US9400603
Characterization System Integration: Verification and Field Test

of Measurement and Deployment Technologies.
US9400502

Cold-Cap Grout for Hanford Vaults. US9400076
Computer Interface. US9400589
Computer Interface-End Effectors. US9400590
Corrective Actions. US9400085
Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form Acceptance Cri-

teria. US9400760
Department of Water Resources (DWR) Strategy Revision

Decision Report. US9400206
Early Deployment System (ORNL). US9400597
Early Deployment System. US9400595
Emissivity Evaluations for IR Imaging SST. US9400172
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal. US9400474
Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by Water Jets

(Confined Sluicing). US9400591
Fluid Dynamic Demonstrations for Waste Retrieval and

Treatment. US9400479
Implementation of a Three-Dimensional Mapping/Inspection

System for Inside-Tank or Containment Areas. US9400205
In situ tests on waste package components. BE9400007
Interim Subsurface Confinement Barrier for USTs. US9400477
Laser Scanning Imager. US9400202
Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration. US9400604



137 - Waste Disposal (including Spent Fu... T o p i c s 1 - 1 0 4

Magnetic Separation of Process Residues from UST.
US9400471

Murphy-Cheboygen MF. US9400151
Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Research Project.

US9400019
Permanent Isolation Surface Barrier System: Prototype Design.

US9400493
Physical Characterization of the Contents of Underground

Storage Tanks. US9400475
PREPP Standby. US9400701
Project W-139 Tank C-106 Stabilization. US9400209
Repository Technology Program Support. US9400066
Retrieval Technology for Underground Storage Tanks.

US9400136
Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface. US9400487
Robotics Program UST-East Projects. US9400323
Robotics Storage Tanks, East. US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West. US9400307
Robotics UST. US9400318
Sensing of Head Space Gases: Continuous In Situ Monitoring

of Gaseous Components in Underground Storage Tanks
Using Piezoelectric Thin Film. US9400562

Simulant Development: Define and Prepare Tank Waste
Simulants. US9400486

Simulants for Retrieval Tasks: Define UST Waste Simulants
and Provide Simulant Recipes to End Effector System
Tasks. US9400712

Sludge Treatment Evaluation: Predicting Underground Storage
Tank Sludge Pretreatment Performance. US9400276

SST Ferrocyanide Studies. US9400T27
Support to the Rebaselining o1 the Department of Water

Resources (DWR) Program. US9400208
Surface Barrier Technology: Development of Permanent Iso-

lation Barriers for Underground Storage Tank Sites.
US9400482

Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy. US9400499

Tank Farm Program Management Support. US9400156
Tank Farm Surveillance System. US9400128
Tank Waste Safety Task Force. US9400158
Task E Container Corrosion. US9400148
Technical Assistance to the DOE, Richland Tank Waste

Safety Program. US9400199
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Retrieval, Transport, and

Storage Technology Concepts Development US9400504
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and

Conveyance Technology Development. US9400507
Underground Storage Tank (UST): Cs Extraction Testing.

US9400606
Underground Storage Tank Integrated Demonstration Program

Support. US9400481
Underground Tank Vitrification. US9400126
UST Light Duty Utility Arm. US9400491, US9400594
UST Light-Duty Utility Arm. US9400478
UST Retrieval, Transport, and Storage Technology Concepts

Development. US9400472, US9400495
UST Waste Dislodging and Conveyance TD. US9400494
UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder (PNL).

US9400713
UST: Baseline Technologies for UST Remediation.

US9400605
UST: Hydraulics Technology in Support of Tank Waste Dis-

lodging and Conveyance Systems Development.
US9400763

UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface. US9400759
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination at

IN EL. US9400758
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics. US9400601
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Develop-

ment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an In-
tegral Conveyance System. US9400600

USTID Characterization System Study. US9400501
USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL).

US9400599
USTID Management and Regulatory Support. US9400500
Waste Analysis: Laser Raman-Spectrographic Sensing in Hot

Cell. US9400492
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) Test.

US9400147
137 - Waste Disposal (including Spent Fuel)

Definition and Testing of Final Waste Form Acceptance Cri-
teria. US9400760

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Active
handling experiments with neutron sources. DE9400011

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Handling
experiments for drift emplacement. DE9400010

Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel Simu-
lation of shaft transport. DE9400014

Disposal of Spent Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste.
US9400110

Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste
Repository Program. US9400028

Experiments for the direct disposal of LWR fuel- Part I:
Thermal simulation of drift emplacement (TSDE).
DE9400030

Investigations on the irretnevability of emplaced fuel elements.
DE9400012

Long-term leaching tests on used fuel under simulated re-
pository conditions. CA9400019

Materials Integration Office. US94Q0027
Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat

producing waste in rock salt. DE9400044
R and D-programme on the direct disposal of spent fuel

Thermal simulations of drift emplacement. DE9400043
Repository Technology Program Support. US9400066
Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-

Based Impacts. US9400643
Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel. US9400174
Systems analysis repository concepts. DE9400013
Technical Assistance to the High-Level Waste Repository

Program. US9400647
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management. US9400648
UST Waste Disposal Technology Development. US9400498
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development for

Waste Disposal. US9400489
Waste Acceptance Criteria. US9400111

138 - Waste Transportation (methods, containers, etc.)
Development of a shipping cask for nuclear waste.

RU9400031
Economics and Systems Analysis. US9400010
Environmental and Economic Analysis Project. US9400022
Local transportation of high activity fuel assembly end pieces.

RU9400017
Midwestern High-Level Radioactive Waste Transportation

Project. US9400048
Nuclear Materials Transportation. US94Q0018
Packaging Certification: SARP Review Technical Assistance.

US9400030
Pilot Study of Inspection Procedures for Highway Shipments

of High-Level Radioactive Waste. US9400Q17
Program Management. US9400044
Regional Coordination and Analysis of OCRWM Transportation

Programs. US9400035
Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent

Nuclear Fuel. US9400646
Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation Issues.

US9400650
Transfer CML to SFMP. US9400155
Transportation Compliance Program. US9400675
Transportation Support Systems. US9400043
Transportation Systems Development Program: Technology

Development, Technical Data, and Test Support.
US9400013

West Valley Transfer Cart Control System. US9400102
144 - Spent Fuel Immobilization/Conditioning

Research on high-level radioactive wastes Spent fuel leaching
studies. ES9400007

Technical and Regulatory Review of the Rover Nuclear Fuel
Process for Use on Fort St. Vrain Fuel. US9400270

145 - Spent Fuel Packaging (canisters, materials etc.)
Chemical durability of copper canisters in a crystalline bedrock

repository environment. SE9400006
KE Basin Canister Crushing and Cleaning Station. US9400143
Recyclable Molds for Casting Nuclear Fuels. US9400078

146 - Spent Fuel Storage
Behavior of Spent Fuel in Storage. US9400132
Determination of radionuclide release and release kinetics

from used CANDU fuel. CA9400017
Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS reg-sign Canister
for Off-Site Transportation. US9400083

Dry Cask Storage Project. US9400686
Dry Rod Consolidation Technology Disposition Project

(DRCT-DP). US9400718
Environmental Technical Support for the Monitored Retrievable

Storage Facility. US9400644



Topics 1-105 159 - Recovery of Radionuclides from the...

Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove
during WER-fuel transport and storage. DE9400038

Flow-through leaching studies on UO2 and used CANDU fuel.
CA9400027

Interim storage of spent fuel from research reactors in
transport and storage casks. DE94OO048

Long-term leaching tests on used CANDU fuel under oxidizing
conditions at 25 C. CA9400026

Long-Term Storage and Monitoring Project (LTSM).
US9400720

Maintenance and Operation of Tan Hot Shop Facilities.
US9400702

NFS Fuel Project. US9400721
Radiation effects on the dissolution of used CANDU fuel.

CA9400018
Spent Fuel Behavior in Long-Term Storage (SFB). US9400719
Spent Fuel Management. US9400679
Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology. US9400090
Storage-Disposal of HBEP Spent Fuel. US9400174

148 - Spent Fuel Transportation (methods, casks, etc)
Defuelling of a training center reactor (Paldisky, Estonian

Republic) and spent fuel management. RU9400033
Design of a Spent Fuel Dry Transfer System for Use with a

Transportable Storage System. US9400715
Develop Topical Report for Submittal to Nuclear Regulatory

Commission for Licensing of NUHOMS reg-sign Canister
for Off-Site Transportation. US9400083

Development of a shipping cask for nuclear waste.
RU9400031

Economics and Systems Analysis. US9400010
Estimation of computer codes and methods for safety prove

during WER-fuel transport and storage. DE9400038
NFS Fuel Project. US9400721
Nuclear Assurance Corporation 100-Ton Rail/Barge Cask De-

velopment Program. US9400034
Program Management. US9400044
Spent Fuel Storage/Transport System Technology. US9400090
Technical Assistance to DOE/CH for Transportation of Spent

Nuclear Fuel. US9400646
Technical Evaluation of OCRWM Transportation Issues.

US9400650
Transportation Support Systems. US9400043
Transportation Systems Development Program: Technology

Development, Technical Data, and Test Support.
US9400013

Waste Acceptance Criteria. US9400111
151 - Gaseous Waste Treatment

Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U, Pu, and Am
Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation Processors.
US9400469

Cleanable Steel HEPA Filter. US9400288
HEPA Test. US9400292
LANL Support for EG & G RF NMWP Real-Time Emission

Monitoring. US9400619
Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu

Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats. US9400467
Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for Radioactive and

Heavy-Metals Emissions. US9400433
152 - Liquid Waste Treatment

Advanced Chemical Separation Processes in Support of the
Clean Option Strategy. US9400627

Application of Aqueous Biphasic Extraction to Radioactive
Waste Treatment. US9400527

CRADA: Biosorption of Uranium. US9400551
Decontamination of liquid effluents wastes by treatment with

chitin and its derived compounds obtained from Anthartic
krill. CL9400005

Demonstration of the TRU wastes processing technologies at
Pu-contaminated waste treatment facility. JP9400014

Final Waste Form-Package Development. US9400196
In Situ Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation.

US9400747
Magnetically Assisted Chemical Separation (MACS/MAG"

SEPTM). US9400626
Molten Salt Decontamination. US9400553
Neutralization of liquid effluents arising from uranium

hydrometallurgy. CL9400001
Pretreatment Technology Demonstration. US9400488
Private Sector Participation Initiative. US9400676
Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium. US9400104
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. US9400582
Radionuclide separation from spent solvent. JP9400015
Removal of Uranium by Biosorption—Germany. US9400256

Salt Splitting/Recycle with Bipolar Electrodialytic Membrane.
US9400505

Treatment Technology for TRU Waste. US9400386
TRU EX Technology: Base Development. US9400745
TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process. US9400740
TRUEX: Model Validation. US9400593
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Pretreatment (Closeout).

US9400497
Volume reduction of radioactive liquid effluents by using ion

exchange resins. CL9400006
153 - Solid Waste Treatment

AGHCF Refurbishment and Waste Disposal. US9400100
Demonstration of the TRU wastes processing technologies at

Pu-contaminated waste treatment facility. JP9400014
Real-Time Monitoring of Incinerator Offgas for Radioactive and

Heavy-Metals Emissions. US9400433
154 - Waste Immobilization

Arc Melter Vitrification: Melting and Vitrification of IN EL Waste
in the United States Bureau of Mines-ASME Municipal Ash
Melter. US9400655

Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal Kinetic
Studies. US9400656

Buried Waste ISV Project. US9400123
Calcination Process Development to Treat Hanford's Tank

Wast. US9400503
CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical Oxidation Treatment of

TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous Waste. US9400303
The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed

Waste Treatment Applications. US9400615
International Program—Melter Sensors for Vitrification of TRU

and LLMW. US9400262
ISV Demonstration. US9400510
Microwave Melting Pu Volatility: Microwave Melting Pu

Volatility Studies for Rocky Flats. US9400467
Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process. US9400220
Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste: Data

for Modeling Sludge Science. US9400635
Virtification of Mixed, Transuranic (TRU), and Low-Level

Waste (LLW). US9400213
Vitrification of TRU Mixed Waste. US9400384

155 - Waste Packaging
HFEF Waste Certification. US9400095
TRU Facility Operations. US9400698

156 - Waste Storage
Corrective Actions-REE Storage. US9400567
HFEF Waste Certification. US9400095
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums. US9400661
LINAC-Based Characterization of RH TRU Waste. US94Q0378
RH-TRU Progams. US9400700
Sludge Washing and Dissolution of ORNL MVST Waste: Data

for Modeling Sludge Science. US9400635
TRU Facility Maintenance and Support. US9400696
TRU Retrieval Operations. US9400699
TRU Technical Support. US9400697
TSA Retrieval Enclosure Facility. US9400687
Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution. US9400042

157 - Waste Disposal
Backfill material for the management of alpha-bearing waste.

IN9400013
Complex Buried Waste Assessment. US9400388
Demonstration Characterization Technology. US9400400
Gas Contamination: Methods and the Technical Basis for

Monitoring, Evaluating, and Mitigating Airborne Hazards
Produced by Buried Waste Retrieval Operations.
US9400358

Leaching of Contact Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU) Waste
Under WIPP Conditions. US9400175

Processing of New Brunswick Lab Plutonium. US9400104
Technology for Improved TRU Waste Assay TSR. US9400360
TRU Waste Treatment Methodology. US9400394
Uranium-233 Storage and Distribution. US9400042
UST Waste Disposal: UST Base Technology Development for

Waste Disposal. US9400489
158 - Waste Transportation (methods, containers, etc.)

Corrective Actions-REE Storage. US9400567
RH-TRU Progams. US9400700
RWMC TRU and Mixed Waste. US9400571

159 • Recovery of Radionuclides from the Waste
ACT"DE"CON Process: Selective Leaching of Tank Sludges

by the ACrDE-CON Process. US9400636
Advance Chemical Separation Processes: Clean Option Sur-

vey. US9400749



160 • HAZARDOUS/MIXED WASTE Topics 1-106

Derivatives of Natural Complexing Agents for Removal of
Plutonium from Waste Streams. US9400639

Near-Net-Shape Uranium Process. US9400220
Pyrochemical Technology Support to Savannah River Labora-

tory. US9400088
Recovery of fissile material. BE9400002
Solid Sequestering Agents for Removal of Transurances from

Radioactive Wastes. US9400620
TRU Element Removal from Aqueous Wastes Using

Dicarbollides. US9400640
TRUEX-SREX Extract/Recovery Process. US9400740

160 - HAZARDOUS/MIXED WASTE
Analytical Laboratory Management Health and Safety Re-

quirements Development (New Guidance). US9400346
161 - Biodegradation/Biotreatment

Actinide Volatilities: Evaluation and Control of U, Pu, and Am
Volatilities in Mixed-Waste Oxidation Processors.
US9400469

Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils at Rocky Flats Plant
(RFP). US9400431

Biodegradation of Contaminated Oils by Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL). US9400446

Biodegradation of Selected Organic Compounds and Com-
plexing Agents of Radionuclides and Metals. US9400065

Biological Destruction of Tank Wastes. US9400371
Bioremediation of PCB Contamination. US9400298
Effect of Biosurfactants on Biodegradation, Sorption, and

Transport of Mixed Wastes in the Subsurface. US9400517
Mixed-Waste Biodegradation. US9400060
Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational

Bioremediation. US9400775
162 - Liquid Waste Treatment

Acid Digestion Demonstration. US9400218
Advanced oxidation methods for trace organic destruction in

mixed aqueous wastes. CA9400002
Assessment and Development of an Industrial Wet Oxidation

System for Burning Waste and Low-Grade Fuels: Phase
1MB. US9400056

Cocontaminant Reaction Chemistry at Interfaces. US9400061
Destruction of Organics in Mixed Wastes by Steam Reform-

ing. US9400473
Experimental Investigation of Thermodynamic Properties of

Chemical Species Present in Mixed Organic-Radionuclide
Wastes. US9400058

The Fixed Plasma Hearth Treatment Processes for Mixed
Waste Treatment Applications. US9400615

Hazardous Chemical Waste Separation at RWMC Excavation
Sites. US9400662

Hazardous Waste Operations. US9400691
Hazardous Waste Technical Support. US9400038
Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility. US9400178, US9400184
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Treatment.

US9400609
Hexone Tank Waste Treatment. US9400291
High-Energy Decomposition of Halogenated Hydrocarbons.

US9400755
LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Incineration Alternative. US9400463
Mixed Waste Integrated Program Support. US9400741
Mixed Waste Integrated Program. US9400756
Polymer Solidification Development. US9400451
Preparation of Technical Status Report for INEL Buried

Waste. US9400389
Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility. US9400582
Supercritical Water Oxidation. US9400296
WVU Cooperative Agreement: Fluidized Bed Combustion.

US9400021
163 - Solid Waste Treatment

Electromagnetic Mixed-Waste Processing System for Asbestos
Decontamination. US9400787

Environmental Remediation and Treatment of Mixed Wastes
Using Intense Penetrating Bremsstrahlung. US9400300

Hazardous and Mixed Waste Treatment Technology Develop-
ment. US9400304

Hazardous Waste Treatment Facility. US9400178, US9400184
LLNL Support for EG & G/RF/NMWP Mediated Electrolytic

Oxidation Incineration Alternative. US9400463
Microwave-Induced Plasma Incineration. US9400023
Use of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

Incinerators for Destruction of Department of Energy (DOE)
High Explosives (HE). US9400290

164 - Waste Immobilization
Buried Waste In Situ Vitrification Project. US9400514
Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration Thermal Kinetic

Studies. US9400656
CEPOD: Catalyzed Electrochemical Oxidation Treatment of

TRU-Contaminated and Hazardous Waste. US9400303
In Situ Vitrification Remedial Action Technology. US9400511
In Situ Vitrification Research and Development. US9400509
Incineration Alternatives for Combustible Waste. US9400444
ISV Applied Technology: FY 91 Carryover Close-Out Activities

Regarding Contaminant Transport, Limited Alternative
Electrode Concept Evaluations for Depth Enhancement,
and Initial Evaluations of the Vapor Release Issue.
US9400515

Microwave Solidification. US9400436
Minimum Additive Waste Stabilization (MAWS) Program.

US9400734
Mixed Waste Destruction (Vitrification). US9400616
Solidification and stabilization of mixed organic waste in cold

extrusion process. CA9400001
Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals. US9400087
Underground Tank Remediation by In Situ Vitrification.

US9400512
116-B-6A Crib ISV Demonstration Project. US9400513

165 - Waste Packaging
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums. US9400661
Packaging Development. US9400554
Polymer Solidification Development. US9400451

166 - Waste Storage
Advanced Automatic Identification (Bar Coding) Development.

US9400631
Dig-Face Characterization. US9400658
Hazardous Waste Operations. US9400691
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Storage.

US9400610
Low-Level Mixed Waste. US9400572
Mixed Waste Operations. US9400692
New Hazardous Waste Storage Facility. US9400684
Organic Tank Safety Project. US9400163

167 - Waste Disposal
Containment of Contaminants through Physical Barriers

Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced under Controlled
Viscosity Conditions. US9400560

Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping Technology for
MM LID. US94002S6

Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment Barriers. US9400753
Excavation Systems for Hazardous Waste Sites: Dust-Control

Methods for In Situ Nuclear Waste Handling. US9400785
Germany: Enhanced Catalytic Destruction of VOCs Using

Pulse Combustion. US9400249
Hazardous Waste Technical Support. US9400038
Hazardous, Radioactive and Mixed Waste Disposal.

US9400727
Hazardous, Radioactive, and Mixed Waste Disposal.

US9400611
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility US9400681
New Facility Planning. US9400680
Remedial Options Evaluation. US9400710 •
Remote Characterization System Demonstration. US9400667
Treatment/Disposal of Reactive Metals. US9400087
Waste Management: Facilities. US9400084
Waste Retrieval Projects Coordination. US9400770

168 - Waste Transportation (methods, containers, etc.)
Low-Level Mixed Waste. US9400572
Waste Management: Facilities. US9400084

169 - Removal/Recycling of Organics
D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration (ID).

US9400294
Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil Vapors.

US9400776
In Situ Destruction of Volatile Organic Compounds--An

America and German Collaboration. US9400257
Surface Organic Contaminant Removal. US9400461
VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization Tech-

nology. US9400279
171 - Technologies and Methodologies

Studies in the field of treatment of uranium tailing liquid
waste. PT9400001

Uranium mining and milling tailings management. AR9400004
174 - Rehabilitation of Mill Tailings

FUSRAP Project Support. US9400583
Nuclear Regulatory-Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action

(NRC-UMTRA) Support. US9400152
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181 - Methodologies, Analytical Methods, Measurements
Instrumentation

Analytical Characterization of Mixed Waste. US9400455
Analytical Laboratory Effort for WIPP Waste Characterization

Program. US9400098
Analytical Laboratory Management Quality Assurance Assess-

ment Program. US9400549
Analytical Laboratory Management-Research and Special

Studies (ORNL): Fields Screening. US9400548
Analytical Laboratory Management: FAST. US9400356
Applications of High-Transition-Temperature Superconductors

at the Savannah River Site. US9400119
Associated Particle Imaging (API) Development. US9400485
Laser Detection of Heavy-Metal Contamination. US9400774
Low level waste assay system. GB9400031
Methods Compendium: Analytical Management-Methods

Compendium Development. US9400353
Microinstrumentation Application to Laboratory Automation.

US9400332
NDA characterization of TRU/LLW Wastes Using a

1-GPHe-Detector Active (A) and Passive (P) Gamma-Ray
Spectrometry, Computed Tomogaphy (CT). US9400392

Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally Important Objects
and Species. US9400367

Online, Real-Time Alpha Radiation Monitor for Effluent Water
Learing DOE Sites. US9400565

ORIGEN2 Upgrade. US9400113
Process Monitoring of Waste Using Prompt Gamma Neutron

Activation. US9400779
Radiological and Hazardous Material Measurement System.

US9400375
Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber

Optic Spectroscopy. US9400002
Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL).

US9400536
Spectrometer System for Hanford In-Cell Analysis. US9400607
Standard source of gamma spectrometry to analyze solid and

liquid samples. ES9400006
Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services

Program (ASP). US94003S4
Technology Status Report for NDA Characterization of

TRU/LLW Waste Drums Using Active and Passive
Gamma-Ray Spectrometry and Computerized Tomography.
US9400391

182 - Waste Form Characterization
Characterisation of conditioned waste forms. BE9400008
Characterization and inventory determination in CANDU used

fuel. CA9400016
Destructive assay of long-lived alpha- and beta-emitting

nuclides in radioactive wastes with negligible heat gener-
ation. DE9400002

LLRW Characterization. US9400214
Materials Characterization Center Support to West Valley.

US9400122
Radioactive wastes from PWR designs which may be con-

structed in the UK. GB9400027
Rapid and Cost-Effective LST for Screening PCBs.

US9400379
Spent Fuel and High-Level Waste Characteristics.

US9400112, US9400112
Types and quantities of radioactive wastes from nuclear power

plants. BG9400003
Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting Technology.

US9400337
183 - Waste Packages Characterization

Characterization and qualification of waste forms, packages
and their environment. XE9400008

Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT): A Field-Operable Scan-
ner for Noninvasive Characterization of Nuclear Waste
Container. US9400520

184 - Mixed Waste Characterization
Adapted SW-486 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. US9400352
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed Waste Analysis (WINCO).

US9400348
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Mixed-Waste Analysis.

US9400343
Adapted SW-846 Methods for Radioactive Mixed Waste

Analysis. US9400547
Advanced Mixed Waste Assay System: A Technique for

Nondestructive Assay of Waste Drums for Radionuclide
and Transuranic (TRU) Levels. US9400382

Analytical Laboratory Management-TRU Mixed Waste Labo-
ratory Capacity Study. US9400355

High-Sensitivity NDA for Transuranic Waste Characterization
US9400773

Mixed Waste Characteristics Verification. US9400160
Mixed Waste Stream Characterization. US9400189
Performance Evaluation Sample Program. US9400754

185 - Radionuclide Characterization in Storage Tanks
Characterization System Integration: Verification and Field Test

of Measurement and Deployment Technologies.
US9400502

Early Deployment System (EDS). US9400592
Infrared Analysis of Wastes: Novel Laboratory and Online

Measurements by Photoacousitc and Transient Infrared
Spectroscopies. US9400563

LRA-Control System (ORNL). US9400596
Physical Characterization of the Contents of Underground

Storage Tanks. US9400475
Surface Char/Mapping of Tank Waste Using Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectroscopy. US9400499
Waste Characterization and Storage Facility. US9400688
Waste Handling Facility Operations. US9400569

186 - Radionuclide Characterization in Drums
High Speed Digital Radiography and Computed Tomogaphy

Waste Drums. US9400661
An Improved Radiographic Imaging Technique for Free Liquid

in Cement Solidified Drums of Nuclear Waste. US9400077
Non-nuclear nondestructive testing methods to determine free

water, gas pressure and matrix level in waste drums.
DE9400001

187 - Radionuclide Characterization In-situ
Analytical Management: Quality Assessment Program (EML).

US9400751
Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-

ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors. US9400664

Cone Penetrometer Demonstration. US9400496
Dig-Face Characterization. US9400658
In Situ SIMS Analysis: Development and Evaluation of a

Transportable Ion Trap SIMS Instrument for the Direct
Analysis of Low Volatile Organic Compounds. US9400280

Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally
Important Objects and Species. US9400654

Remote Sensing Systems Development and Applications.
US9400283

Robotics: CAA. US9400326
188 - Radionuclide Scanning

Isotopic correlation of gamma, pure beta and alpha emitters.
ES9400005

Methods for estimating the content of transuranium and other
difficult to measure nuclides in produced radioactive waste
from BWR's. SE9400001

Radionuclides difficult to verify in waste packages-Phase 2.
SE9400002

191 - ROHE in Waste Management Facilities
Computer aided teleoperation for nuclear applications.

BE9400017
Robotics Technology Development Roll-Up (ORNL).

US9400S36
Robotics Waste Facility Operations. US9400321
Robotics Waste Minimization. US9400336
Robotics Waste Processing Operations. US9400331,

US9400341
Robotics: Waste Factilities Operations. US9400316
SR Robotics: Waste Facilities Operations. US9400338
Vitrification facility for liquid radioactive waste with an in-

duction melter. RU9400015
Waste Facilities Operations: Waste Sorting Technology.

US9400337
Waste Minimization. US9400322
Waste Processing Operations. US9400312

192 - ROHE in Laboratories
Contaminant Analysis Automation-Data Interpretation Module.

US9400320
Robotics Lab Automation. US9400306, US9400315
Robotics: CAA. US9400326
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Labo-

ratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials. US9400420

193 - ROHE in Site Characterization
Remote Detection of Environmental Contaminants using Fiber

Optic Spectroscopy. US9400002
Remote Sensing Systems Development and Applications.

US9400283
Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology. US9400333
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Robotic Mole Development for Toxic Waste Site Inspection.
US9400506

Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology (LANL).
US9400535

Robotics Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology.
US9400310

Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation. US9400309
194 - ROHE in D&D

Mobile Worksystem for Decontamination and Decommission-
ing. US9400232

Robotics D & D . US9400709
Robotics: Decontamination and Decomissioning. US9400317
Savannah River Robotics: D & D . US9400340

195 - ROHE in Drums Characterization and Retrieval
Automated Drum Management System. US9400325
An Intelligent Inspection and Survey Robot. US9400252
Intelligent Mobile Sensor System For Autonomous Monitoring

and Inspection. US9400251
196 - ROHE in Characterization and Retrieval of Buried
Waste

BWRP/BWID Demonstration. US9400781
Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-

ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors. US9400664

Multiaxis Crane Control System. US9400665
Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration at the Cold

Test Pit to Perform Overburden Removal and Waste Ex-
cavation. US9400666

Robotics Buried Waste. US9400308, US9400319,
US9400327, US9400329

Robotics Waste Facility Operations. US9400311
Robotics-Buried Waste. US9400335
Robotics: Buried Waste. US9400313, US9400324

197 - ROHE in Characterization and Retrieval of Liquid
Waste Stored in Underground Tanks

Computer Interlace. US9400589
Early Deployment System (ORNL). US9400597
Early Deployment System. US9400595
Excavation and Retrieval of UST Wastes by Water Jets

(Confined Sluicing). US9400591
Long Reach Manipulator: System Integration. US9400604
LRA-Control System (ORNL). US9400596
Robotics Needs Assessment and Interface. US9400487
Robotics Program UST-East Projects. US9400323
Robotics Storage Tanks, East. US9400761
Robotics Storage Tanks, West. US9400307
Robotics Storage Tanks: West (WHC). US9400330
Robotics Technology Development Program (INEL).

US9400757
Robotics UST. US9400334, US9400318, US9400328
Robotics: Underground Storage Tanks. US9400314
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Waste Dislodging and

Conveyance Technology Development. US9400507
UST Light Duty Utility Arm. US9400491, US9400594
UST Light-Duty Utility Arm. US9400478
UST-ID Light Duty Utility Arm: Laser Range Finder (PNL).

US9400713
UST: Light Duty Arm Technical Interface. US9400759
UST: Long Reach Arm-Kinematics. US9400601
UST: Multifunctional Scarifier-Conveyer: Design and Develop-

ment of a Multifunction Scarifier End Effector with an In-
tegral Conveyance System. US9400600

USTID Light Duty Utility Arm Sensors and Integration (PNL).
US9400599

200

200 - ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT/ASSESSMENT STUDIES
201 - Dispersion and Migration of Radionuclides

Autoradiographic investigation of clay soil contacting with
waste. RU9400036

Complex Terrain Studies. US9400001
Defense LLW Technical Support-Lysimeters. US9400284
Determination of sorption coefficients of multivalent

radionuclides under anoxic conditions. CA9400021
Determination of sorption coefficients on fracture infilling min-

erals in granitic rock. CA9400023
Determination of the effect of naturally occurring organics in

groundwater on the sorption of selected radionuclides.
CA9400028

Development of MARQUISS and its verification and validation.
GB9400002

The effect of humic substance on the sorption of
neptunium(V) onto soil. JP9400004

Groundwater flow and transport model development.
GB9400019

INEL Environmental Research Park. US9400005
Influence of humic acid on migration of 60Co, 85Sr and

i3?Cs i n coastal sandy soil. JP9400001
Influence of microbial activity on the mobility of redoxsensitive

radionuclides in sediments. DE9400009
International Environmental Assessment. US9400258
Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by

hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material of waste repositories located in salt
diapirs. DE9400034

Laboratory colloid migration experiments in a large granite
block. CA9400024

Laboratory radionuclide migration experiments in quarried rock
over a distance of 1 m. CA9400022

Methodology for assessing the radiological consequences of
routine releases of radionuclides to the environment.
GB9400032

Migration behavior of '<>C in underground layer. JP9400005
Migration of radionuclides and gases in Boom clay.

BE9400012
Migrational modelling study of radionuclides from near surface

repositories in India. IN9400002
Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated Geologic

Media. US9400387
Project on migration of radionuclides in the geosphere (MI-

RAGE). XE9400004
Radionuclide migration at the low adsorption region on the

aerated soil testing Effect of inflow volume and migration
analysis. JP9400003

Radionuclide migration behavior at the low adsorption region
on the aerated soil testing. JP9400002

Review of Coupled Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems
for Applicability to the Proposed Geologic Repository at
Yucca Mountain. US9400046

Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test
investigations. YU9400001

A study of influence factor on uranium fixation. JP9400022
Study of natural sorbents as barriers against migration of

radionuclides. BG9400001
Study on retardation mechanism of 3H, 99TC, '37CS, 23?Np

and 241 Am in compacted sodium bentonite. JP9400017
A study on the migration of radionuclides in the subsurface

environment. KR9400003
A study on the retardation of radionuclide release in the en-

gineered barriers. KR9400002
Transferability of experimental data (solubility and sorption)

obtained in the laboratory to natural aquatic systems
studied on the Gorleben site. DE9400027

Uranium-series disequilibrium in plutonic rocks and ground
water. CA9400020

Uranium-series disequilibrium study. JP9400020
202 - Dispersion and Migration Models

Contaminant Transport Modeling Studies of Russian Sites.
US9400538

Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation. GB9400003
Elaboration and development of a new submodule of the

EMOS code for the one-dimensional radionuclide transport
and generalization of the repository release module
REPOS of the EMOS code. DE9400045

Mathematical modelling of the release of radionuclides from
a disposal vault to the geosphere. CA9400010

Modelling the transport of radionuclides through the
geosphere. CA9400011

Scientific basis of the environmental control. YU9400003
203 - Gas Diffusion Studies

Gas formation and transport in a repository in salt in case
of an assumed brine inflow. DE9400037

Investigation about the coefficients of diffusion and
permeability of hydrogen in rock salt and compacted
granular salt. DE9400019

Investigation of hydrogen diffusion and permeation in natural
rock salt and compacted granular rock salt. DE9400016

Migration of radionuclides and gases in Boom clay.
BE9400012

204 - Impacts from Landfill Sites
Radiological impact of disposal of waste in landfill sites.

GB9400036
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211 • Biological Uptake Mechanisms and Models
The accumulation of radioactive phosphorus (32p) in fishes.

GB9400013
The assessment of radiation effects in aquatic ecosystems.

GB9400012
Factors affecting the accumulation and metabolism of

radionuclides in aquatic biota. GB9400011
221 - Environmental Transfer Models

Artificial radionuclides in the shelf seas of northwest Europe
from UK and other sources. GB9400015

Development and Testing of a Fate and Transport Model
Using Existing Petroleum Engineering Technology.
US9400772

Development of improved global circulation models for C-14
and 1-129. GB9400037

The fate of Irish Sea sediments. GB9400016
Impact of anthropogenic inputs of naturally occurring

radionuclides in the aquatic environment. GB9400017
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Spatial Characterization of

Contaminant Transport. US9400057
Intermediate-Scale Subsurface Transport of Cocontaminants.

US94000S9
The relative significance of historic and current discharge from

Sellafield as sources of present human radiation exposure.
GB9400014

222 - Microbial Effects
Experimental investigation of active range of sulphate-reducing

bacteria for geological isolation. JP9400018
Influence of microbial activity on the mobility of redoxsensitive

radionuclides in sediments. DE9400009
Microbial effects and the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Dis-

posal Concept. CA9400025
Role of Microorganisms as Regulators of Uranium Mobility in

Natural Radioactive Mineral Deposits. US9400079
223 - Effects of Gaseous Releases

Project on the effects of gas in underground storage facilities
for radioactive waste (PEGASUS). XE9400005

231 - Radiological Assessment Models
BIOMOVS II {BlOspheric MOdel Validation Study-Phase II).

SE9400004
Methodology for assessing the radiological consequences of

routine releases of radionuclides to the environment.
GB9400032

Near-field studies related to the geological disposal in clay.
BE9400004

232 - Environmental Risk Assessment
Environmental and ecological risk assessment. GB9400040
Environmental impact assessmenl of a repository concept for

high-level radioactive waste. SE9400003
Realistic Analysis of Potential Health and Environmental

Problems at All DOE Facilities. US9400264
Risk Assessment: Mixed Waste. US9400617
Surveillance of Site A and Plot M. US9400025
Waste Management NEPA. US9400670

233 - Long Term Environmental Impact
Determination of radionuclide release and release kinetics

from used CANDU fuel. CA9400017
Modelling of the high frequency climatic variations over the

next 20000 years. BE9400027
A system assessment tool for evaluating long-term environ-

mental impacts. CA94000Q8
241 - Monitoring Programmes

Analytical Laboratory Management: Performance Evaluation
Program. US9400103

Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans. US9400069
Environmental Programs. US9400705
Environmental radiation monitoring and personnel radiation

monitoring. MM9400002
Evironmental Review of Site A/Plot M. US9400733
Idaho State University Monitoring. US9400704
Long-Term Monitoring for Closed Disposal Sites. US9400576
Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure Monitoring.

US9400542
Peculiarities of dose forming due to the internal irradiation

of public living in the areas along the Dnieper river.
UA9400001

RCRA Technical Support. US9400706
242 - Monitoring Techniques

Computer aided teleoperation for nuclear applications.
BE9400017

Deep Tensiometer. US9400777
International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the

Environment: Short Course. 9400261

Monitoring using optical fibers. BE9400015
Radiation tolerance of instrumentation. BE9400016
Remote Sensors for Organics, Toxic Metals, and Actinides.

US9400260

300

300 - FACILITY AND/OR SITE SPECIFIC STUDIES - GEN-
ERAL
301 - General Planning and Management

Acceptance criteria for disposal of radioactive wastes.
SI9400001

Cost Savings Support to the Mixed Waste Integrated Program.
US9400764

Design and evaluation of technical-engineering solutions for
a regional radioactive waste disposal centre in Leningrad
region. RU9400042

Development of a concept for radioactive waste disposal.
BG9400004

Development of scientific and technical principles for disposal
of solidified and solid radioactive wastes into geological
formations. RU9400034

EMSL Construction Project. US9400714
302 - Site Survey and Characterization

Analysis of Plume: Characterization of the Anomaly Located
in the NODA at INEL US9400282

Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal Logging. US9400396
INEL Nonintrusive Characterization Studies. US9400281
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment Facility. US9400682
Noninvasive Site Characterization, Phase I: Program Plan for

Assessing and Integrating Space, Airborne, and Surface
Methods. US9400278

VOC Vadose Zone and Groundwater Characterization Tech-
nology. US9400279

303 - Earth Science Models and Studies
Hybrid Directional Boring and Horizontal Logging. US9400396
Hydrogeologic Study for a Percolation Pond. US9400192
Mathematical model for the dispersion of radionuclides in

unconfined aquifers. AR9400007
304 - Safety Assessment and Performance Studies

Independent Safety Review Committee. US9400678
Potential danger of solidified radioactive waste. RU9400038
Tiger Team Finding Corrections. US9400584
Upgrade of Waste Management SARs. US9400673

305 - Design, Construction, Commissioning
Compact Processing Unit Demonstration: Development, De-

sign, and Demonstration of Compact Processing Units for
Cesium Removal. US9400S98

General Plant Projects (GPP). US9400685
Task G CAD Modeling in Support of TRU Retrieval.

US9400193
Technical Support to the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management. US9400648
306 - Barrier Studies and Tests

Los Alamos Program for Barriers and Post-Closure Monitoring.
US9400542

Subsurface Barrier Emplacement Development. US9400545
Supercritical Water Oxidation (SCWO) Demonstration Program.

US9400628
312 - Site Survey and Characterization

BWID Geophysics Workshop. US9400660
Characterization of the Vandose Zone to the California Low-

Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Site. US9400015
Characterization Technology. US9400130
Electromagnetic Imaging as Applied to Mapping and Charac-

terization. US9400659
Low and intermediate level waste repository site selection in

Republic of Slovenia - 3rd step. SI940O002
Mixed and Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility. US9400681
New Facility Planning. US9400680
Nonintrusive Sensing: Nonintrusive Sensing of Environmentally

Important Objects and Species. US9400654
Scientific basis of the environmental control. YU9400003
Scientific basis of the environmental control, Lisemeter-test

investigations. YU9400001
Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor

Magnetic Gradiometer. US9400653
Surveillance of Site A and Plot M. US9400025
Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband

Electromagnetics. US9400652
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313 - Earth Science Studies and Models
Development of an observation system and data acquisition

for hydrogeological study. JP9400019
Development of hydrogeological model in Tono research field.

JP9400021
Field measurement and its numerical interpretation of dis-

turbed zone around drift. JP9400023
High-Resolution Infrared Imaging. US9400397
In Situ Moisture Logging System. US9400395
Modelling density effects in groundwater flow with variable

salinity. GB9400018
Models for the safety analysis of final disposal of radioactive

wastes in shallow land disposal. AR9400006
Performance Assessment Task Team. US9400200
Performance studies for the shallow land burial of low-level

waste. BE9400005
314 - Safety Assessment and Performance Studies

Assessment of multiple barrier systems components for waste
isolation in near surface disposal facilities. IN9400012

Development of Methodology for safety assessments of re-
positories for radioactive wastes. BG9400005

Investigation on the determination of disposal critical nuclides
in waste from PWR power plants. BE9400014

Uncertainty analysis in safety assessment of solid radioactive
waste disposal in near surface repositories. RU9400043

315 - Design, Construction, Commissioning
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Linear

Design. US9400263
LLW/Mixed-Waste Landfill Cover, Stabilization, and Liner De-

sign. US9400259
316 - Barrier Studies/Tests/Impacts

Autoradiographic investigation of clay soil contacting with
waste. RU9400036

321 - General Planning and Management
Conceptual design study of geological isolation system of

high-level waste. JP9400035
Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to back-up the de-

velopment of underground repositories. XE9400002
Environmental impact assessment of a repository concept for

high-level radioactive waste. SE9400003
Environmental Technical Assistance to the High Level Waste

Repository Program. US9400028
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology. US9400039
Siting programme for locating a deep repository in granites.

IN9400001
Underground Research Facility (URF). US9400115

322 - Site Survey and Characterization
Characterization Technology. US9400130
Cooperative Research in Nevada Waste Disposal Siting.

US9400075
Crosshole Seismic Characterization. US9400409
Crystal Chemistry of Hydroxyl and Water in Silicate Minerals.

US9400116
Disposal of radioactive waste. Research to back-up the de-

velopment of underground repositories. XE9400002
HLW Environmental Technical Assistance. US9400014
Improvements in the methodology for deriving equilibrium

constants. GB9400005
Investigations related to the operation of the Underground

Research Facility. BE9400003
Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies

of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Mountain.
US9400008

Paleoclimatological revision of climate evolution and environ-
ment in Western Mediterranean regions. ES9400010

Radon Release at Yucca Mountain. US9400716
Rock Mechanics Analyses and Laboratory Testing. US9400049
Sandia Support to YMP. US9400089
Seismic reflexion reconnaissance of Mol-Dessel. BE9400025
Site Characterization and Object Location Using a Tensor

Magnetic Gradiometer. US9400653
Site-94: A performance assessment exercise of a hypothetical

repository for spent fuel. SE9400005
Technical Support to the Yucca Mountain Project Office.

US9400070
Three-Dimensional Site Characterization Using Broadband

Electromagnetics. US9400652
Yucca Mountain Project. US9400086, US9400668

323 - Earth Science Studies and Models
Analytical and Numerical Methods. US9400004
Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites from

Horizontal Boreholes. US9400248
Detection of sub-surface bedrock fracturing and groundwater

discharge using helium in soil gases. CA9400006

Determination of physical processes and parameters of an
evaporation zone in the near field of an underground re-
pository Physical aspects of two phase flow in low per-
meable hard rock. DE9400029

Development of CHEQFRAC and its validation. GB9400003
Development of MARQUISS and its verification and validation.

GB9400002
Development of methods to examine dynamical rock proper-

ties in the vicinity of underground openings. DE9400033
Development of New Hydraulic Tracer Test Methods Test and

Field Tracer Test Methods. US9400117
Development of the program system ANSALT II. DE9400023
Development of the stochastic fracture network modelling

package NAPSAC, for flow and transport modelling.
GB9400021

Effects of Geochemical Alteration on Geophysical Properties.
US9400080

Energetics of Melts from Thermal Diffusion Studies.
US9400011

Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA Technology,
Harwell. GB9400010

Field measurements of gas transport through fractured rock.
GB9400025

Fracture Hydrology with the Stripa Project. US9400118
Fracture system flow test (Grimsel test site). DE9400031
Fundamental Research in the Geosciences: Chemical Trans-

port in Natural Systems. US9400003
Geochemical Transport Processes. US9400064
Geology of the Kempen. BE9400024
Geotechnical investigations in salt layers to determine the

mechanical behaviour of main anhydrite A3 and grey salt
pelite T3. DE9400025

Groundwater dating by C-14 determinations on dissolved
humic and fulvic acids. DE9400026

Groundwater flow and transport model development.
GB9400019

Groundwater modelling of the Sellafield site for performance
assessment of a possible intermediate level radioactive
waste repository. GB9400022

High-Resolution Underground Seismic Imaging. US9400081
Hydrogeochemical and Production Controls on NORM in Oil-

and Gas-Field Operations. US9400120
Hydrogeochemical studies of the Boom clay and surrounding

water bearing formations. BE9400010
Hydrogeochemistry of plutonic rocks in the Canadian Shield.

CA9400007
Hydrothermal System Evolution. US9400006
Investigations of Organic/Inorganic Complexation Processes in

Subsurface Environments. US9400053
Long-term performance studies for geological disposal.

BE9400006
Mechanisms of Colloidal Transport in Groundwater Environ-

ments. US9400052
Model studies on groundwater movement as a function of

salinity-dependent water density-Case studies and model
validation with respect to the long-term safety of permanent
repositories for radioactive wastes. DE9400042

Modelling density effects in groundwater flow with variable
salinity. GB9400018

Modelling of gas generation in radioactive waste repositories.
GB9400026

Modelling of gas migration from radioactive waste repositories.
GB9400024

Nuclear Waste Fund Fracture Hydrology and Seismic Studies
of Saturated/Unsaturated Zones at Yucca Mountain.
US9400008

Nuclear Waste Fund: DOE-NAGRA Joint Research Project.
US9400019

Nuclear Waste Fund: Geoscience Technical Support and
Topical Studies for Nuclear Waste Geologic Repositories.
US9400016

Participation in the international DECOVALEX project to study
coupled hydraulic and mechanical processes. GB9400023

Performance Assessment. US9400121
Physical Processes in the Earth. US9400063
PPACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW disposal in clay.

E9400011
Properties of solidified high level wastes (HLW) influencing

their behaviour during the interim storage and disposal in
geological formations. RU9400010

Reconnaissance boreholes. BE9400022
Reliability of thermomechanical model computations in rock

salt. DE9400039
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Review of Coupled Hydrologic/Tectonic/Hydrothermal Systems
for Applicability to the Proposed Geologic Repository at
Yucca Mountain US9400046

Rock mechanical and geoelectrical behaviour of anhydrite and
salt-clay: First results of petrophysical laboratory and in
situ investigations. DE9400015

Spatial Variability of Deep Subsurface. US9400071
Summarizing and evaluating the data available from

geochemical experiments and its arrangement in a data-
base for using it in geochemical modelling. DE9400041

Support for the National Research Council's Committee on
Fracture Characterization and Fluid Flow under the
Geotechnical Board. US9400107

Thermomechanical behaviour of salt rock. DE9400024
Thermophysical and electrical properties investigations on rock

salt. DE9400028
Transferability of experimental data (solubility and sorption)

obtained in the laboratory to natural aquatic systems
studied on the Gorleben site. DE940Q027

Uncertainty in groundwater flow and solute transport model-
ling. GB9400020

324 - Safety Assessment and Performance Studies
Assessment of the long-term risks of meteorite impact on a

nuclear fuel waste disposal vault. CA9400012
Development and implementation of strategies for qualification

of computer codes in long term safety assessments for
licensing of nuclear waste repositories. DE9400005

The development of a safety assessment code for the
radwaste disposal. KR9400001

Development of Methodology for safety assessments of re-
positories for radioactive wastes. BG9400005

HLW Environmental Technical Assistance. US9400014
INEL Environmental Research Park. US9400005
Integration study for performance assessment system of

geological disposal. JP9400040
Investigation and evaluation of the scientific basis for long-

term safety assessments of a waste repository in rock salt
in the post-operational phase. DE9400007

Nuclear Waste Fund: Analytic Performance Assessment.
US9400009

Performance assessments for the UK deep geological repos-
itory. GB9400041

Scenario development for HLW repository performance as-
sessment. JP9400039

Screening sensitivity analysis of computer models with many
parameters usjng iterated fractional factorial design.
CA9400009

Sensitivity analyses of natural barrier effect in Tokai system
performance for groundwater scenario. JP9400038

Systems analysis repository concepts. DE9400013
325 - Design, Construction, Commissioning

Construction and/or operation of underground facilities for ra-
dioactive waste disposal. XE9400003

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Active
handling experiments with neutron sources. DE9400011

Demonstration experiments for disposal of LWR fuel Handling
experiments for drift emplacement. DE9400010

Demonstration experiments for disposal of spent fuel Simu-
lation of shaft transport. DE9400014

326 - Barrier Studies/Tests/Impacts including Near Field Ef-
fects

Colloid transport in fractured rock: Laboratory and field
studies. GB9400007

The corrosion behaviour of UO2 in a German direct repository
located at the Gorleben salt diapir. DE9400035

Corrosion experiments on copper under simulated disposal
conditions. CA9400013

DECOVALEX. SE9400007
The degradation of cellulose in the near field of a radioactive

waste repository. GB9400008
Determination of physical processes and parameters of an

evaporation zone in the near field of an underground re-
pository Physical aspects of two phase flow in low per-
meable hard rock. DE9400029

The effects of organic degradation products on actinide dis-
posal. GB9400009

Electrochemical investigation of the corrosion of steel,
tantalum and TiPd0.2 in hot salt mine brines. DE9400022

Experimental sorption studies undertaken at AEA Technology,
Harwell. GB9400010

Experiments for the direct disposal of LWR fuel- Part I:
Thermal simulation of drift emplacement (TSDE).
DE9400030

Geochemical impact of a disposal vault on the ability of the
geosphere to retard radionuclide migration. CA9400029

Hydrothermal Stability of Synthetic and Natural Zircons: Its
Application to Predict the Long-Term Response of
Zirconium Silicate Buffered Containment Facilities.
US9400041

In situ tests on waste package components. BE9400007
The influence of temperature on the mechanical characteristics

of Boom clay. BE9400026
Investigation of borehole plugs and plugging materials with

documentation of hitherto existing sorption results, I
Sorption barriers, II Borehole plugs, III Clay as sealing
material. DE9400021

Investigation of the immobilization of multivalent cations by
hydroxylapatite with respect to its application as an additive
to the backfill material of waste repositories located in salt
diapirs. DE9400034

Investigations into the corrosion on titanium and its alloys
used for containers in brines of practical importance with
radioisotopes. DE9400036

Investigations on crushed salt as backfill material for reposi-
tories in salt formations. DE9400047

Mathematical modelling of copper container lifetimes.
CA9400015

Mechanistic investigations of copper corrosion using
electrochemical techniques. CA9400014

Modelling and experimental studies on near-field geochemistry
of HLW disposal system in Japan. JP9400037

Modelling and experimental studies on the chemical and
mineralogical properties of bentonite buffer. JP9400036

Modelling of gas migration from the copper/steel canister.
GB9400001

Modelling of scenarios for the direct final disposal of heat
producing waste in rock salt. DE9400044

Near-field studies related to the geological disposal in clay.
BE9400004

Performance Factors for Engineered Barriers and Materials.
US9400033

PRACLAY/A demonstration test for HLW disposal in clay.
BE9400011

PVTX Properties of Fluid Systems: H2O-CO2-NaCI.
US9400055

R and D-programme on the direct disposal of spent fuel
Thermal simulations of drift emplacement. DE9400043

327 - Waste Emplacement
Localisation and monitoring of spent nuclear fuel c asks using

radar echo sounding. DE9400020
328 - Natural Analogue Studies

Geochemical modelling in support of Jordan Natural Analogue
Project. GB9400006

Low-Level Waste (LLW) Natural Analog Studies. US9400124
Natural analogs studies. BE9400023
Natural analogue study of the long-term durability of bentonite

time-temperature condition and water chemistry on
illitization at the Murakami deposit, Japan. JP9400034

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-alteration rate and
the environmental conditions of volcanic glass included in
argillaceous rock during several million years. JP9400031

Natural analogue study of volcanic glass-comparison of sim-
ulated waste glass and synthetic volcanic glass leaching
behavior under repository conditions. JP9400032

331 - General Planning, Regulatory Concern, Limits
International Technology Exchange for MWLID. US9400239
Landfill Characterization System for Contamination in Arid

Soils. US9400380
Proposal for activity limits for disposal to controlled landfills

in France and Belgium. BE9400021
Technology Integration for MWLID. US9400390

332 - Site Characterization, Disposal Technologies
Cross Borehole Electromagnetic Imaging of Chemical and

Mixed Waste Landfills. US9400398
Cross-Borehole EM Imaging of Chemical and Mixed Waste

Landfills. US9400711
High-Z Metal Detection: Detection and Quantification of High-Z

Metals at the SNL Mixed-Waste Landfill by X-Ray
Fluorescence. US9400408

An Integrated Geophysics Program for Nonintrusive Charac-
terization of Mixed Waste Landfill Sites. US9400401

Landfill Operations. US9400693
Magnetometer Towed Array. US9400544
MWLID PRDA Support. US9400780
Neutron Activation Logging System for the Mixed-Waste

Landfill Integrated Demonstration. US9400399



333 - Landfill site remedial actions.. Topics 1 -112

Optimization of Sampling Strategies for Contaminant Deline-
ation and Risk Minimization. US9400402

Sandia Landfill: In Situ Determination of Radionuclide and
Metal Contaminant Concentrations at a Landfill.
US9400406

333 - Landfill site remedial actions
Demonstration of Bioengineering Capping Technology for

MM LID. US9400286
Development of Inorganic Membranes for Mixed-Waste ID.

US9400405
In Situ Containment and Stabilization of Buried Waste.

US9400404
MWLID PRDA Support. US9400780
A Prototype Decision Support System for Selecting In Situ

Containment Barriers for Landfills. US9400518
Remedial Options Evaluation. US9400710
Technology Integration Assessments for the MWLID.

US9400351

400

400 - DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING - GEN-
ERAL
401 - D&D Programme Strategy, Planning and Management

Application of decision aiding techniques to decommissioning.
GB9400033

ARMF/CFRMP Preparation for Decontamination and Decom-
missioning (D & D) Proposal. US9400717

D & D Building 310 Surplus Retention Tanks. US9400588
Decommissioning of the JEN-1 experimental reactor.

ES9400008
Decommissioning of WR-S Bucharest research reactor.

RO9400005
DOE Decontamination and Decommissioning. US9400729
A facility for processing radioactively contaminated equipment

and metallic waste arising from NPPs decommissioning.
RU9400014

N u c l e a r R e g u l a t o r y C o m m i s s i o n ( N R C ) D & D S u p p o r t .
US9400204

Surveillance and Maintenance. US9400031
402 - Nuclear Power Reactor Decommissioning

Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) Facility Decom-
missioning. US9400026

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) D & D Support.
US9400204

403 - Research Reactor Decommissioning
D & D/Recyle Projects Integrated Demonstration (ID).

US9400294
Shutdown and disassembly: development and construction of

a mobile transfer unit for the management of fuel assem-
blies from research reactors. DE9400032

404 - Non-Reactor Facility Decommissioning
Final Decontamination & Decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel

Facility in Apollo, Pennsylvania. US9400108
Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Diffusion.

US9400224
411 - Mechanical Decontamination Methods

Development of decontamination techniques for decommis-
sioning of nuclear facilities. JP9400041

Shipping Amcellary Equipment. US9400210
412 - Chemical Decontamination Methods

Advanced Technologies for Decontamination and Conversion
of Scrap Metals. US9400524

Assessment and decontamination procedures for
WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize generation of
waste. DE9400040

Dry Process Cleaning of Surfaces. US9400229
Fluxless Soldering to Reduce Solvent Use. US9400226
Liquid-Phase Decontamination of Gaseous Diffusion.

US9400224
Minimization of the chemical decontamination wastes.

RO9400007
Regenerative LOMI decontamination technology development.

KR9400005
Solvent Substitution Study. US9400227
SST Interim Stabilization Treatment Technology. US9400508
Thorough decontamination of metallic pieces from dismantling

operations. BE9400018
413 - Electrochemical Decontamination Methods

Assessment and decontamination procedures for
WWER-PWR's with a view to minimize generation of
waste. DE9400040

Concrete Decontamination by Electrohydraulic Scabbling
(EHS). US9400522

Decontamination and Recycle of Concrete. US9400523
Development of decontamination techniques for decommis-

sioning of nuclear facilities. JP9400041
Electrokinetic Decontamination of Concrete. US9400521

414 - Ultrasonic/Microwave Decontamination Methods
Microwave Concrete Decontamination System. US9400223

415 - Decontamination by Melting
Large scale melting of H3-contaminated steel from nuclear

installations. DE9400006
416 - Other Methods and Techniques

Laser-Decontamination and Recycle of Metals. US9400225
Spray Casting. US9400222

421 - Dismantling Techniques
Automatic line for processing radioactively contaminated gas-

centrifugal equipment. RU9400013
Development, modification and qualification of under water

fasten techniques for the decommissioning of nuclear fa-
cilities. DE9400003

WeDID - Plasma Arc. US9400580
422 - Use of Explosives

Demonstration of explosive dismantling technique at the bi-
ological shield of the Niederaichbach nuclear power plant.
DE940Q01 7

Follow-up investigations on the model shield and central col-
umn at the HDR facility. DE9400018

423 - Robotics, Remote Operations
End Effectors for In-Tank Hardware Removal. US9400474
Robotics Technology Assessment. US9400407
Robotics Waste Minimization. US9400305
SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video. US9400767
UST: Long Reach Arm Maintenance and Decontamination at

INEL. US9400758
430 - MANAGEMENT OF DECOMMISSIONING WASTE

D & D Waste ion Exchange Facility. US9400587

500

500 - ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PLANS AND
STRATEGIES
501 - Project Planning and Management

BWID Systems Analysis. US9400369
BWRP/BWID Demonstration. US9400781
Cadet Tech Baseline Data Package Development. US9400531
Characterization and Sealing of Contaminated Sites from

Horizontal Boreholes. US9400248
Complex Buried Waste Assessment. US9400388
Contract Administration and Technical Support for DOE's

MAWS Program. US9400743
Demonstration Characterization Technology. US9400400
Development of restoration technology for the preparedness

of a nuclear accident. KR9400004
Environmental Corrective Actions. US9400179
Environmental Research Park. US9400526
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM)

Manpower Assessment. US9400198
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation. US9400437
Environmental Restoration Waste Management Educational

Outreach. US9400438
EnviroTRADE Information System. US9400242
ER Conference '91. US9400159
HBCU/MI Consortium. US9400422
HSRC/SITE Program-Technial Support. US9400742
Identification of Foreign Technology. US9400241
In Situ Stabilization Fluidized-Bed Zeolite System. US9400490
Industrial Workshops: Technology Integration. US9400362
Innovative Technology. US9400534
Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability and Regulatory

Feasibility of BWID Technologies. US9400381
Japan, the United Kingdom, and Germany: Organizational

Approaches to Technology Transfer. US9400238
Management Systems Support to EM-40. US9400737
Mixed-Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration (MWLID) Pro-

gram Direction and Support. US9400393
Monolithic Confinement of RWMC Contaminated Geologic

Media. US9400387
Nuclear site restoration Introduction of the principles of

radiological optimisation. BE9400013
Peer Panel/Strategic Planning Group. US9400236
Performance Evaluation and Audit Program. US9400345



Topics 1-113 611 - Waste Policy Acts

Performance Evaluation Sample Program. US9400754
Procedure Development for Environmental Sampling and

Analysis Operations. US9400752
Program Integration for International Technology Exchange.

US9400245
Program Management and Integration Activities in Support of

DOE-ERWM. US9400722
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support. US9400365
Remedial Options Evaluation. US9400710
Request for Proposal. US9400097
Resource Allocation Support System for Waste Management.

US9400730
Sample Management Office and Testing Requirements

Pushback. US9400546
SEAMIST Applications for Heavy-Metal' and Mixed-Waste

Characterization. US9400403
TD External Review Support. US9400231
Technical Assessment and Support to EM-40. US9400736
Technical Support for DOE/EM Programmatic Environmental

Impact Statement. US9400738
Technical Support. US9400212
Technology Integration (DOE/USAF Collaboration). US9400363
Technology Integration Workshops for MWLID. US9400385
Technology Transfer: Review of Hanford International Activ-

ities. US9400539
Tinker WBS Landfill SIX. US9400185
Tinker WBS 0402 Summary of Hydro-Geo Investigation.

US9400186
Tinker WBS 11 Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program.

US9400203
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 05 Groundwater Assessment.

US9400177
Tinker Wedgewater Beds (WBs) 08 Industrial Waste Treat-

ment Plant (IWTP). US9400176
U.S. and USSR Environmental Restoration Workshop.

US9400240
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and Japan Technologies.

US9400246
Water, Air, Soil Test and Evaluation Center. US9400342

502 - Feasibility Studies
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Guidance Develop-

ment. US9400037
503 - Environmental Risk Evaluation including models

Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-Effectiveness of
Mill-Tailings Cleanup. US9400040

Risk-Based Standards. US9400129
504 - Economic Studies

Cost/Benefit Submodule for EnviroTRADE. US9400243
Evaluation of Environmental Risk and Cost-Effectiveness of

Mill-Tailings Cleanup. US9400040
505 - Criteria

Criteria for release of contaminated land. GB9400034
511 - Site Characterization

Characterization Cold Pit Demonstration: Remote Character-
ization System (RCS) Demonstration at the Cold Test Pit
Deploying a Suite of Sensors. US9400664

Robotic Cross Cutting and Advanced Technology. US9400333
Robotics: Contaminant Analysis Automation. US9400309
Sample Analysis of 1706 KE. US9400142

512 - Analytical Methods
Methods Compendium: Analytical Management-Methods

Compendium Development. US9400353
Technical and Management Support for Analytical Services

Program (ASP). US9400354
521 - Decontamination of Soils

Bradtec Treatability Study for the Mound Plant. US9400285
Contract Administration and Technical Support for DOE's

MAWS Program. US9400743
Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demonstration

Using Supported Liquid Membranes. US9400233
Decontamination of Z-9 Crib Soil by CEPOD II. US9400170
Demonstration Testing and Evaluation of In Situ Soil Heating.

US9400525
Implications of Passive Venting of Contaminated Soil Vapors.

US9400776
In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-

ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater. US9400561

Magnetic Separation Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA). US9400344

Soil Decontamination with a Packed Flotation Column.
US9400782

Technology Development Files. US9400265
522 - Decontamination of Groundwaters

Decontamination of Groundwater from Arid Site Demonstration
Using Supported Liquid Membranes. US9400233

In Situ Chemical Treatment: Evaluation of the In Situ Chem-
ical Treatment Approach for Remediation of Contaminated
Soils and Groundwater. US9400561

In Situ Groundwater Treatment Using Magnetic Separation.
US94005S5, US9400748

Nutrient Diffusing Substrata to Conduct Rational
Bioremediation. US9400775

Pad A Treatability Study. US9400372
Technology Development Files. US9400265

523 - Waste Retrieval, Emplacement of Barriers
Application of Mining Technology to Remediation of Under-

ground Storage Tanks (Closeout Activities). US9400603
BWID Contamination Control. US9400374
BWID Retrieval Demonstration. US9400370
BWID Retrieval Related Technologies. US9400657
BWRP/BWID Demonstration. US9400781
Computer Interface-End Effectors. US9400590
Containment of Contaminants through Physical Barriers

Formed from Viscous Liquids Emplaced under Controlled
Viscosity Conditions. US9400560

Demonstration of Cryogenic Containment Barriers. US9400753
Evaluation of Two New Flowable Grout Technologies for In

Situ Barrier Construction. US9400559
Field Demonstration and Characterization Technologies.

US9400376
Realtime Monitoring During Retrieval. US9400361
Regulatory Issues and Assumptions Associated with Barriers

in the Vadose Zone Surrounding Buried Waste.
US9400558

Remote Excavation System (RES) Demonstration at the Cold
Test Pit to Perform Overburden Removal and Waste Ex-
cavation. US9400666

Site Restoration Visualization for EM PEIS. US9400735
Sludge Technology Assessment. US9400625
SR Robotics USTs-West Early Deployment Video. US9400767
Thermal Processing Methods Evaluation. US9400373
Three-Dimensional Dynamic Graphic Simulation of Retrieval

Configuration Options. US9400663
TRU Waste Treatment Methodology. US9400394
USID Remote Excavation System Demonstration. US9400564

524 - Management of Restoration Waste
Technical Support. US9400212

600

600 - LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
601 - Criteria for Exempt Levels

Implications of the new exempt levels. GB9400035
602 - Facility/Site Licensing Process

Dry Storage Licensing Support Project. US9400133
MRS Licensing Support to OFT Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management (OCRWM). US9400154
Preclosure Risk Assessment Methodology. US9400039

611 - Waste Policy Acts
Analysis of Institutional Issues Related to High-Level Radio-

active Waste Management. US9400029
Analytical Laboratory Management Health and Safety Re-

quirements Development (New Guidance). US9400346
Application of the Best Available Science to the Regulatory

Process: the Case of Environmental Regulations.
US9400062

Environmental and Economic Analysis Project. US9400022
Implementation of 5820.2A Chapter III (LLW). US9400672
NEPA Compliance and Review. US9400707
Quality Assurance and Quality Control-Technical Support.

US9400574
Regulatory Issues and Assumptions Associated with Barriers

in the Vadose Zone Surrounding Buried Waste.
US9400558

Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrating
Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Environ-
mental Restoration and Hazardous Waste Management.
US9400577

Waste Management Regulatory Compliance. US9400669



700 • PUBLIC INFORMATION/INTERACTION - S... Topics 1 - 1 1 4

700

700 - PUBLIC INFORMATION/INTERACTION - STUDIES OF
PUBLIC ATTITUDES
701 - Public Information Programmes, Public Participation

Application of the Best Available Science to the Regulatory
Process: the Case of Environmental Regulations.
US9400062

Institutional Assessment: Public Acceptability and Regulatory
Feasibility of BWID Technologies. US9400381

OR-OE01 FEMP Community Outreach Needs Assessment
US9400458

Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers Program.
US9400429

Public Involvement. US9400739
Study of a communication strategy aimed at achieving a

possible better understanding of the consequence of ra-
dioactive waste management in a well defined group of
public. BE9400019

Technology/Regulatory Integration: The Process of Integrating
Public Participation and Regulatory Factors into Environ-
mental Restoration and Hazardous Waste Management
US9400577

702 - Information Centers
International Visitors' Center to Support EM Education Initi-

atives. US9400235
703 - Education and Training

Administration of Student and Scientist Exchange Program
US9400237

AIHEC: Project PERMA. US9400423
Argonne Community College Project. US9400724
Career Education in Hazardous Waste Transportation.

US9400726
Community College. US9400421
Development of an Integrated Associate Program. US9400412
Educational Outreach Program. US9400452
EM Partnerships in Education, Research, and Technology

(EMPERT). US9400447
EMSL Construction Project. US9400714
Environmental Education Outreach. US9400725
Environmental Fellows Program. US9400428
Environmental Management Career Opportunities for Minorities

(EMCOM) Program. US9400448
Environmental Management Precollege Analytical Chemistry

(EMPAC) Program. US9400442
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Educa-

tional Evaluation. US9400437
Environmental Restoration Waste Management Educational

Outreach. US9400438
Environmental Summer Science: Education Outreach Activities

to Stimulate a Continual Flow of New, Well-Prepared Sci-
entists, Engineers, and Technical Staff. US9400462

ER & WM Distinguished Young Faculty Award Program.
US9400415

ER & WM Employment and Education Assessment.
US9400454

ER & WM Graduate Fellowship Program. US9400413
ER & WM Precollege Educational Outreach. US9400456
ER & WM Scholarship Program. US9400416
FEMP Precollege Education Outreach Programs. US9400457
Hazardous Materials Technician Associate Degree Program

at Eastern Idaho Technical College. US9400450
HBCU/MI Consortium. US9400422
HBCU/MI D & D Conference: Historically Black Colleges and

Universities Environmental Technologies and Waste Man-
agement Consortium DDD & D Workshop. US9400425

International School on Innovative Technology for Cleaning the
Environment: Short Course. US9400261

Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management at
Vanderbilt University. US9400414

Internship Program in Radioactive Waste Management.
US9400050

Minority Initiatives Proposed for Technical Task Plans (TTPs)
in Support of the Office of Technology Development.
US9400410

Minority Outreach: EEOM. US9400440
National Hispanic Scholarship Fund (NHSF). US9400424
Native American Scholarship. US9400418
The Nuclear Waste Documentary Project. US9400786
Operations Support. US9400671
Partnership for Environmental Technology Education.

US9400465
Pilot Center for Education, EM Research and Development

and Outreach. US9400466

Pilot Center For EM Research. Education, and Outreach.
US9400468

Problem Solving through Innovative Thinking. US9400435
Protocol Management for Visiting Ministers Program.

US9400429
Public Participation Training: EM-50 Public Participation

Training Support. US9400365
Richland (RL) Operations Office Manpower Assessment.

US9400765
Russian Training Program. US9400540
San Francisco Educational Outreach. US9400464
Science Educational Outreach Program. US9400441,

US9400460
Solid-Waste Management Education: An Associate Degree

Program for Native Americans at NCC. US9400426
SWOOPE. US9400434
Technical Support to EM-522. US9400417
Technician Training Program and Supporting Robotics Labo-

ratory for Remote Handling and Sensing of Radioactive
and Hazardous Materials. US9400420

University of Tennessee and Martin Marietta Joint Educational
Project in ER & WM. US9400411

Waste Management Technicians: Development and Imple-
mentation of a Community College Technical Curriculum
and Recruitment Materials. US9400439

Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium
(WERC) National Environmental Design. US9400784

Waste-Management Education and Research Consortium.
US9400419

WERC Technical Training Initiatives. US9400427
704 - Socioeconomic Aspects

Analysis and Assessment Support. US9400068
Environmental Monitoring and Mitigation Plans. US9400069
Formation and Impact of Risk Perceptions Associated with the

Siting of MRS Facilities. US9400645
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic Institutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects. US9400067
Long-Range Analysis of Socioeconomic/lnstitutional Issues

Affecting Repository Projects. US9400651
Review of Analytical Methods for Standard and Perception-

Based Impacts. US9400643

800

800 - ACTINIDE & TRANSMUTATION STUDIES
Actinide Behavior in the Integral Fast Reactor. US9400051
Actinide Partitioning and Transmutation Program. US9400106
Assessment Framework Development and Separations Inte-

gration for an Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW)
System Aimed at EM Level. US9400623

Fission Product Chemistry. US9400622
Plutonium Consumption in Advanced Light-Water Reactors.

US9400S19
Radioisotope Production and Actinide Waste Transmutation in

Small Fusion Reactors. US9400201
Support to Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) ATW

Review Team. US9400173
Transmutation studies. XE9400006
Vanadium Recycling by Removal of Transmutation Products.

US9400771
Waste to Medically Important Isotope Conversion (Chemical

Separations and Transmutations Technologies for ATW).
US9400267



Index of Country Codes

AR - Argentina

BE - Belgium

BG - Bulgaria

BY - Belarus

CA - Canada

CL - Chile

DE - Germany

ES - Spain

GB - United Kingdom

IE - Ireland

IN - India

IT - Italy

JP - Japan

KR - Korea, Republic of

MM - Myanmar

PT - Portugal

RO - Romania

RU - Russian Federation

SE - Sweden

SI - Slovenia

UA - Ukraine

US - United States

XE - Commission of the European Communities
(CEC)

YU - Yugoslavia


